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Message from the
OSDI ’23 Program Co-Chairs

Dear Colleagues,

Welcome to the 17th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI ’23).

Once again, we are co-locating OSDI and the USENIX Annual technical Conference (USENIX ATC ’23). We are excited to be back in person in these two forums for such a large gathering of technical experts across academia and industry. We hope you come away from OSDI and USENIX ATC inspired, refreshed and re-engaged with the wider systems research community!

This year, OSDI received 255 submissions. We accepted 50 submissions, which is a 19.6% acceptance rate. This is inline with the 253 submissions and 19.4% acceptance rate from last year. In addition to the 50 papers accepted this year, 5 additional papers were accepted from the OSDI ’22 Revise and Resubmit process. This brings the total program to 55 papers presented at OSDI across an incredibly wide breadth of areas of focus. Although this is 6 more papers than last year, we continue to be committed to a single-track conference at OSDI and have put together a 3-day program for all 55 papers.

Given the large number of submissions, we formed a program committee of 86 members in addition to the two program co-chairs. There were also 5 external reviews where a particular area of expertise or evaluation was needed on a single paper. We are very grateful to the program committee for their diligence, focus, and optimism during the review process. OSDI is known for high quality reviews that help and inform the authors to produce their very best work.

The program committee reviewed submissions in two rounds. Every paper received at least three reviews in the first round. Roughly 40% of the papers were rejected during the first round of reviews. One paper was accepted after the first round of reviews concluded, and the remainder advanced to the second round. Papers then received 2 or 3 additional reviews. Subsequently, the PC had an asynchronous online discussion phase where an additional 35 papers were accepted and 77 papers were rejected. Thirty six papers were advanced to a synchronous, online two-day PC meeting. We purposefully organized the PC meeting by topic area, which allowed experts who might not have a paper in a particular area up for discussion, to dial in and participate in the areas most relevant to them. We finished the PC meeting on time, and had a great discussion from PC members all over the world. Each accepted paper was assigned a shepherd to work with the authors to revise the paper in response to reviewer feedback. The committee completed more than 1,000 reviews and posted hundreds of comments as part of the online discussion process. Finally, we did allow one of the program co-chairs to submit a paper. However, the paper was assigned a “paper administrator,” and neither co-chair had any involvement in the review of that paper, and both were informed of the paper’s outcome after the PC meeting concluded.

The program committee also chose to continue the revise-and-resubmit process. A small set of papers were recommended by the program committee to undergo this process. Those authors will have a much longer period of time (until August) to revise their papers, add important missing details, and/or run additional experiments, as requested by the PC. The original reviewers will review the revised submission. If accepted, the authors will be allowed to submit a “camera-ready” version of the paper in October of 2023 and then the authors will present the paper and have that paper officially included in the OSDI 2024 program. This early camera ready deadline allows authors to discuss the work (and have others cite it) well before the OSDI 2024 program appears.

Once the program was completed and the camera-ready deadline had passed, we began the process of selecting the Jay Lepreau Best Paper Award. We began by asking PC members for nominations and looking at the top-rated papers during the review process. We formed a small group of non-conflicted PC members who read each paper and agreed on the best paper of those chosen for consideration.

OSDI ’23 had an artifact-evaluation committee that organized and evaluated the artifacts submitted by authors. The committee co-chairs this year are Jianyu Jiang, Nathan Rutherford, and Cesar A. Stuardo. Thirty-two papers submitted artifacts supporting their research. Twenty-nine papers received the Available badge. Thirty-one papers received the Functional badge, and 27 papers received the Reproduced badge, meaning the results in the paper were independently reproduced by the committee.

OSDI ’23 had a poster submission process organized by co-chairs Adriana Szekeres and Ryan Huang. Thirty-three posters were accepted for display at the OSDI poster session.
Finally, as PC chairs, we rely on so many dedicated volunteers and professional staff to make this conference a reality. We thank the authors who submitted such high-quality work. This conference is first and foremost a forum for disseminating, sharing, discussing, and debating world-class systems research. Thank you for your hard work and innovation! We thank the PC members and external reviewers for their significant investment of time, energy, and insight into shaping the program. We thank Pierre Tholoniat and Roy Rinberg, who facilitated the PC meeting and made sure we ran the technology and not the other way around. We especially thank the USENIX staff, who have made chairing a conference like this one a well-oiled machine! Finally, we thank you for coming to this conference to engage with each other and with the authors of the accepted papers. This community is one we cherish, and one we are honored to have curated this year through our stewardship as co-chairs.

We hope that you leave this conference energized and inspired.

Onwards!

Roxana Geambasu, Columbia University
Ed Nightingale, Apple
OSDI ’23 Program Co-Chairs
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Abstract

Today’s high-performance applications heavily rely on various synchronization mechanisms, such as locks. While locks ensure mutual exclusion of shared data, their design impacts application scalability. Locks, as used in practice, move the lock-guarded shared data to the core holding it, which leads to shared data transfer among cores. This design adds unavoidable critical path latency leading to performance scalability issues. Meanwhile, some locks avoid this shared data movement by localizing the access to shared data on one core, and shipping the critical section to that specific core. However, such locks require modifying applications to explicitly package the critical section, which makes it virtually infeasible for complicated applications with large code bases, such as the Linux kernel.

We propose transparent delegation, in which a waiter automatically encodes its critical section information on its stack and notifies the combiner (lock holder). The combiner executes the shipped critical section on the waiter’s behalf using a lightweight context switch. Using transparent delegation, we design a family of locking protocols, called TCLocks, that requires zero modification to applications’ logic. The evaluation shows that TCLocks provide up to 5.2× performance improvement compared with recent locking algorithms.

1 Introduction

Synchronization mechanisms are the basic building blocks for today’s high-performance concurrent applications. In fact, applications heavily rely on locks as a concurrency control mechanism, as they provide a set of simple programming APIs for users to mediate concurrent access to shared data. Besides ensuring program correctness, locks also affect the scalability of applications [33, 34, 49]. For instance, various high-performance applications, such as the Linux kernel, have moved from coarse-grained to fine-grained locks [52] for minimizing the length of the critical section. However, thanks to diverse workloads and applications, the scalability problem due to lock algorithms still remains at large [41, 55, 62, 70].

As a result, research in lock algorithms focuses on minimizing the contention on cache-lines containing the lock word and shared data. The most widely used algorithms always move the shared data to the core executing the critical section [30, 41, 43, 52, 53, 60]. Lock evolution within this design philosophy has focused on reducing contention on the lock word. However, such a lock design still moves shared data across cores for every lock acquisition. Figure 1 shows that such shared data access cost increases with increasing cores, thereby limiting the scalability of applications.

On the other end of the design spectrum, some algorithms adopt the request-response style of communication, also called delegation-style locking [37, 47, 51, 56, 64, 67]. Specifically, waiters delegate their critical section execution context to a dedicated core [56, 67] or a combiner [47, 51] that executes that function on behalf of each waiter in a specific order. Figure 1 illustrates that this design outperforms traditional locks and improves application performance. In particular, such a lock design minimizes the shared data movement, and ensures almost constant critical section latency regardless of the number of threads.

Despite potential performance gains, the practical design and implementation of delegation-style locks faces several challenges. First, applications require major rewriting to ex-
licitly encapsulate and pass the critical section as a function pointer [51, 56, 67]. Unfortunately, this rewriting becomes impractical for applications with large code bases, such as the Linux kernel, which has over 180k lock API call sites [52]. Second, every delegation-based work focuses on situations involving a single lock contention. However, today’s applications often employ fine-grained locking and may acquire multiple locks for operations, such as memory, scheduler, and storage management in the Linux kernel [4, 12, 13, 20]. Finally, the third challenge involves managing the per-CPU or per-thread variables, which applications heavily depend on for either performance or correctness.

In this paper, we take the first step towards making delegation-based locks practical for concurrent applications with large code bases. We introduce the idea of transparent delegation, which enables developers to utilize delegation-style locking without rewriting the application. Our transparent delegation approach encapsulates the critical section using two observations: First, a thread’s stack and CPU registers contain the state of the waiter’s thread. Second, using the lock/unlock API pushes the thread’s context on its stack. Thus, a waiter saves its critical section context using CPU registers and stack pointer, and calling the lock API as a function. Finally, the combiner executes the waiter’s critical section on its behalf by assuming the role of the waiter using a lightweight context switch mechanism [29, 59]. This context-switch mechanism is transparent to the application.

Using transparent delegation, we design a new family of locks called TCLocks that augment existing locks, such as test-and-set (TAS) and MCS, by employing the combining technique for batching waiters’ requests [47]. Our first lock is a spinlock, where waiters continuously spin while awaiting the lock. The combiner can execute multiple waiter’s critical section before passing its role based on a counter-based mechanism. Similar to our prior work (ShflLocks) [52], our algorithms can enforce hardware and software policies on the fly. In particular, our spinlock version also incorporates NUMA-awareness policy. We then integrate the core over-subscription policy [52] to design a blocking lock, where the waiter can sleep while waiting for the lock. Lastly, we design a phase-based readers-writer lock built on top of our blocking lock.

Applying TCLocks directly in highly concurrent systems presents its own set of challenges. First, transparent delegation violates the single-writer property of a thread’s stack, meaning that two threads (the combiner and the waiter) writing to the same stack can cause data races and stack corruption. Waiters need access to a stack due to specific events, such as interrupts in the kernel space, signals in userspace, and scheduling of waiting threads. We address the data-race issue using a per-thread ephemeral stack that a waiter switches to between the acquire and release phases.

Second, most concurrent applications use multi-level locking [4, 20, 28] and out-of-order (OOO) unlocking [12, 13] for higher concurrency and better scalability. TCLocks handle the arbitrary level of nested combining by maintaining combiner-specific state on the ephemeral stack before acquiring the nested lock. Meanwhile, we handle OOO unlocking by keeping track of the order of acquired locks. We delay the release of OOO unlocked locks until the order is the inverse of acquired locks. This effectively flattens the release of locks.

We evaluate TCLocks in both kernel space and userspace on NUMA machines. TCLocks improve the performance within and across sockets. Specifically, TCLocks boost application throughput by 1.7–5.2× compared to the locks used in the Linux kernel and state-of-the-art locks, respectively.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **Design technique.** We introduce a new design technique called transparent delegation. Locks with this technique allow developers to use the same APIs as traditional locks while benefiting from the scalability improvements provided by delegation-style locking.
- **Delegation-based lock family.** We implement TCLocks that employ transparent delegation. We first design a spinning lock and extend it to blocking and readers-writer locks, utilizing per-thread ephemeral stacks to manage the parking of waiters.
- **Practical application.** TCLocks incorporate various lock use scenarios, including nested locking and out-of-order unlocking. This approach allows us to realize the potential of delegation-style locking in the Linux kernel without modifying any code.

## 2 Background

While executing a critical section, a thread accesses three types of memory locations (data):

1. **Lock word**, i.e., its structure that determines the exclusive access for a thread.
2. **Shared data** among threads guarded by a lock word, accessible only to the thread holding the lock.
3. **Thread-local data** like stack and per-thread variables. Most lock designs minimize the contention on the lock word, while some minimize the movement of shared data. Hence, there are two design philosophies based on shared data movement: traditional and delegation-style. We now discuss the evolution of locks based on these design philosophies. Later, we touch upon the systems-level challenges that are specific to delegation-style locks.

### 2.1 Traditional Locks

Traditional lock design adheres to the principle of moving data to computation. A core executes the critical section by moving shared data into its cache. Consequently, this design moves cache lines of both the lock word and shared data across cores while executing the critical section. The evolution of traditional lock algorithms [50] has focused on minimizing cache-line movement of the lock word. For example, queue-based locks [41, 42, 44, 58, 60, 68] minimize...
cache-line contention due to the lock word. Hierarchical locks [39, 46, 57, 66] further reduce the cache-line contention on non-uniform memory access (NUMA) machines, where accessing a local-socket memory location is faster than a remote one. These locks amortize the remote access cost of the lock word by reordering the wait queue to pass the lock within the same socket. ShflLock [52] and CNA [43] further generalize hierarchical lock design by reordering the wait queue based on various hardware and software policies. Moreover, our recent work [65] has also shown that the reordering policy can be changed dynamically without kernel compilation.

Readers-writer locks also follow traditional lock design, with most locks aiming to minimize contention on the lock word [36, 54, 61]. These locks augment mutually exclusive locks with different types of read indicators based on workload requirements. Some examples include centralized [61], per-socket [38], and per-CPU [40, 63, 71] indicators. These locks also require moving shared data across cores, even though they offer a broader semantics of mutual exclusion.

Traditional locks do not require modifying applications since the lock/unlock programming APIs remain consistent. However, these locks move shared data cache lines among cores while executing the critical section. Unfortunately, this lock design incurs shared data movement for every critical section execution, thereby increasing critical section execution latency. Moreover, this latency grows with increasing core count (Figure 1(b)), which saturates the throughput without efficiently utilizing hardware.

2.2 Delegation-style Locks

Delegation-style locks follow the principle of moving computation to data [45, 47, 51, 56, 64, 67]. These locks use an old technique called combining that has been used in hardware and software to mitigate memory contention by combining requests for the same memory location. In this approach, waiters pack their critical section as a function and pass that function pointer to the combiner as a request. The combiner then executes the waiter’s function and notifies it upon completion. Executing the critical section on the same core eliminates shared data movement, leading to improved application throughput with increasing core count (Figure 1).

However, this lock design has a critical limitation. It does not provide the same lock/unlock APIs as traditional locks [47, 67]. Consequently, we need to modify applications, which involves identifying each critical section in the code, wrapping it as a function, and modularizing the application logic for delegation. Modifying application logic to encapsulate the critical section as a function is quite challenging and even impossible in some cases [46]. For instance, Roghanchi et al. [67] reported modifying ~1,500 lines of code (LoC) to enable delegation for Memcached. This limitation, unfortunately, prevents the scalability offered by delegation-style locking from being applied to existing real-world applications, such as Linux, which comprises 28M LoC with more than 180k static lock call sites.

2.3 The Incompatibility of Delegation in Concurrent Applications

Real-world applications, such as the Linux kernel, employ fine-grained locking in multiple execution contexts. Fine-grained locking mostly involves acquiring multiple nested locks when working with several objects. To prevent deadlocks, the nested locks are acquired in a specific order, but they can be released in arbitrary order to enhance concurrency [12, 13]. However, none of the delegation approaches handle such common, but challenging cases. We measured that both nested locking calls and OOO unlocking calls are quite prevalent. For instance, booting Linux results in ~80k nested locking calls and ~20k OOO unlock calls. Thus, addressing these cases is essential to make delegation-style locks practical for every concurrent systems software.

In addition, the Linux kernel can call locks from various contexts. These contexts comprise of task [25] and interrupts (e.g., non-maskable interrupt context [11], HardIRQ context [6, 7], or SoftIRQ context [23]). The kernel code typically executes in the task context. Depending on the kernel configuration, a scheduler can preempt or migrate a task to another CPU. Nevertheless, in special execution contexts, such as interrupts, or code regions that disable CPU preemption and migration, the scheduler prohibits the migration of such contexts. The Linux kernel code also heavily utilizes per-CPU variables and implicitly relies on stable access to these variables in such special execution contexts. Traditional lock design does not require any handling for special execution contexts because the critical section executes on the core that acquires the lock. In contrast, delegation-style locks break this property, necessitating special handling for these cases, i.e., special contexts and stable access to per-CPU variables.

Goal. In accordance with the general design principle of minimizing data movement [43, 52], our objective is to reduce data movement for both lock word and shared data. Unlike existing delegation-style locks, we avoid making any code modifications. Hence, we take the initial step towards achieving the goal of transparently enabling delegation-style locking for any real-world application, including the OS.

3 TClocks

We propose transparent delegation, a practical lock-design technique for real-world applications that allow developers to use the same lock/unlock APIs as traditional locks without modifying the application code. Transparent delegation involves two steps: First, it automatically encapsulates a critical section of arbitrary length in a set of registers and the thread stack. Second, waiters pass this encapsulated information to the combiner for execution. As a result, our approach enables applications to enjoy scalability without any modification. We apply this technique to design a family
of lock algorithms called TCLocks, that transparently delegate waiters’ requests to the combiner. TCLocks comprises spinning (§3.2) and blocking (§3.4) locks. We extend the blocking lock with read indicators to design a phase-based readers-writer blocking lock (§3.5) incorporating hardware and software-based optimizations (§3.6).

### 3.1 TCLock Design

We first discuss a set of insights and techniques that allows us to design and implement TCLocks.

**Transparent delegation.** When executing a critical section, a thread can access both shared data (e.g., global variables, heap) and thread-local data (e.g., registers, stack, and per-thread variables). In delegation-style locking, although shared data is globally available to all threads, the combiner requires access to the waiter’s thread-local data and the set of instructions for executing its critical section.

Our technique overcomes the challenge of thread-local data and critical section context using three key insights:

1. A thread’s execution context is well-defined by hardware, with thread-specific CPU registers and the stack containing all information for executing the critical section [2, 8, 10].
2. A waiter busy-waits without modifying its state once it sends its request to the combiner. It exits only after receiving the response from the combiner.
3. Calling the lock API as a function\(^1\) ensures that hardware pushes the next instruction onto the stack, making the critical section’s start address available to the combiner for executing the critical section.

Using these insights, the combiner pops the start address of a critical section from the waiter’s stack using a `return` instruction and executes it. After completing the critical section, calling the unlock API pushes the first instruction of the non-critical section onto the waiter’s stack. The waiter resumes executing the non-critical section after receiving a notification from the combiner. Thus, transparent delegation allows waiters to seamlessly pass context and resume after the critical section’s execution.

**Avoiding concurrent stack access with an ephemeral stack.** To ensure program correctness, transparent delegation must prevent concurrent accesses to a thread’s execution stack. Ideally, a waiter busy-waits for notification during its critical section execution. However, certain events, such as interrupts in kernel space, signals in user space, and the waiter’s parking and wake-up mechanism [32] can access the waiter’s stack during the execution of its delegated critical section. As a result, naïve transparent delegation via stack switching violates the fundamental single-writer stack principle, leading to potential stack state corruption.

To address this issue, we introduce an initially empty, separate stack called the *ephemeral stack*. Each waiter switches to its ephemeral stack during lock acquisition, and delegates its critical section to the combiner. The waiter then busy-waits using the ephemeral stack while the combiner accesses the waiter’s main stack to execute the critical section. Importantly, the use of an ephemeral stack does not introduce any new stack overflow bugs since it is a separate memory from the thread’s execution stack. By incorporating the ephemeral stack, TCLocks maintain the single-writer principle, thereby preventing concurrent access and the corruption of waiters’ stack.
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#### Figure 2: Lock and qnode structures of the TCLock. (a) Initially, the lock is in the unlock state. \(t_1\) first switches from its main stack (\(M_1\)) to the ephemeral stack (\(E_1\)), and (b) joins the waiting queue. (c) \(t_1\) becomes an ephemeral stack of the head of the queue, becomes the combiner. Meanwhile, \(t_2\) and \(t_3\) join the queue. They also switch their stack to \(E_3\) and \(E_1\), respectively. (d) \(t_1\) begins the combining process by traversing the queue and finds \(t_2\). (e) \(t_1\) switches to \(t_2\)’s main stack (\(E_1 \rightarrow H_2\)) and executes \(t_2\)’s critical section. (f) Once finished, \(t_1\) first switches back to \(E_1\) and then notifies \(t_2\) that \(t_1\) has finished executing its critical section. (g) \(t_2\) then switches back to \(H_2\) and exits its unlock phase. Meanwhile, \(t_1\) finds \(t_3\) as the last waiter. (h) \(t_1\) notifies \(t_3\) that it is now at the head of the queue, then \(t_3\) switches its stack to \(H_1\), executes its critical section, and finally exits the unlock phase.

---

\(^1\)For example, the call instruction in x86.
excessive waiters, causing starvation or long-term fairness issues. And, 4) a pointer to the waiter’s thread context for transparent delegation, which includes all registers and the stack pointer.

**Transparent delegation invariants.** Our lock algorithm maintains four invariants: 1) A combiner is always at the head of the waiting queue. 2) A waiter never uses its main stack while busy waiting. 3) All instructions in a critical section are executed only once, either by a waiter or the combiner executing on the waiter’s behalf. 4) A combiner exclusively executes the waiter’s critical section instructions defined between the lock and the unlock phase.

**Workflow.** Figure 2 presents a running example of TClockSP. Before requesting a lock, every thread executes in its main context (a). When a thread requests a lock, it switches to an ephemeral stack, saves its main context in its qnode, and joins the queue (b). Now, the head of the queue (t1) becomes the combiner, while other threads (t2 and t1) join the queue after switching to their respective ephemeral stacks. They wait for notification from the combiner, while processing any interrupts and signals on their ephemeral stacks. The combiner iterates through the queue and finds t1’s request (d). t1 context-switches to t2’s main context using t2’s qnode, and starts executing t2’s critical section (e). Reaching the unlock API of t2, t1 switches back to its ephemeral stack, notifies t2, and checks for other requests (f). Once t2 receives notification, it switches back to its main context, which now points to the end of the critical section. It then continues executing its non-critical section (g). Finally, the combiner iterates through the entire queue, it passes the combining role to t1, switches to its main context, and executes its critical section (h). Finally, t1 unlocks the lock, allowing t2 to acquire it and continue the combining process.

**Algorithm.** Listing 1 presents the TClockSP pseudocode. A thread t first attempts to acquire the TAS lock on the fast path (line 17). On success, t executes its critical section directly. Otherwise, t finds its thread-local combining structure (line 21), saves its register state on the main stack, switches to the ephemeral stack, and begins the slow path (lines 26–27). The slow path comprises four phases: 1) t joins the queue and busy-waits locally. 2) t then waits to acquire the TAS lock after becoming the head of the queue. 3) After acquiring the TAS lock, t checks the combining conditions. 4) Finally, t combines waiters’ critical sections.

**Phase 1: Busy-waiting phase.** Upon entering the slow path, t initializes its qnode (line 32). Specifically, it sets the wait field to True, request field to UNPRCSD, and the next pointer to None. The combiner notifies a waiter with the wait flag and uses the request flag to specify whether it executed a waiter’s critical section. t then adds itself to the waiting queue by atomically swapping the tail with the qnode’s address (line 36). After that, t checks for any preceding waiters in the queue. If true, t joins the queue as a waiter (line 38) and waits for the combiner’s notification (lines 39–40); otherwise, it proceeds to phase 2. While in the queue, t busy-waits for the combiner to execute its critical section. After reaching the end of t’s critical section, the combiner pushes the first instruction after the unlock API (line 107) on t’s main stack. It then marks t’s request as complete (i.e., PRCSD) (line 28), which switches to its main context and begins the non-critical section (line 107). If, however, t’s request is not completed, t reaches the head of the queue and moves to phase 2.

**Phase 2: Global lock acquisition phase.** t now tries to acquire the TAS (global) lock using the CAS operation (lines 46–50).

**Phase 3: Combining-role decision phase.** After acquiring the global lock, t checks whether it can be a combiner (lines 52–56). If t is the only one in the queue, it resets the queue tail, (lines 52–53), switches to its main stack (line 28), executes its critical section, and releases the lock. Otherwise, t checks if there are at least two waiters in the queue. If true, t proceeds to phase 4 as a combiner. Otherwise, t passes the combining role to the next waiter (lines 58–60) by setting the wait bit to false, and releases the lock after executing its critical section.

**Phase 4: Combining phase.** t begins the combining phase by disabling the fast path, thereby forcing new waiters to join the queue (line 63). t iterates over the queue to execute each waiter’s critical section (lines 65–75). Within the loop, t selects the next waiter (line 67), and records the waiter’s information (qnode) in its thread-local combiner struct (cst) to later use it for resuming the combining process. Then t switches from its ephemeral stack to the waiter’s main stack, and executes the waiter’s critical section (lines 73–75). After exiting the loop, t ends the combining phase by changing the locking mode to the non-combining mode (line 77). t then notifies the next waiter to be the head of the queue (line 78), and finally executes its critical section.

During the unlock phase, t can be in one of the two states: G_LOCKED: t unlocks the TAS lock by resetting its value and returns (lines 92–94). G_LOCKED_COMBINER: t does not release the TAS lock. It context switches from a waiter to the combiner by switching from the waiter’s main stack to the combiner’s ephemeral stack (lines 98) After switching, t resumes the combining loop and notifies the waiter about the completion of the critical section (line 72).

### 3.3 Proof Sketch of Correctness

**Mutual exclusion.** TClock ensures mutual exclusion by maintaining two invariants: First, only one thread can hold the global TAS lock, which can also be a combiner; Second, the main stack of a thread is active on only one thread at any time. TClock piggybacks on the mutual exclusion property
of the TAS lock as it uses atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) to guarantee thread exclusivity. Hence, thanks to the TAS lock, only one thread can hold the global lock at any given point and only one thread can access shared data at a time. Finally, our transparent delegation invariants ensure that a waiter never touches its own main stack while waiting for a combiner’s notification. Moreover, TClock ensures that the switch from the waiter’s main stack to the combiner’s ephemeral stack (line 98) occurs at the end of the critical section, i.e., at the end of the unlock function. Thus, after the waiter restores its context from the main stack (line 28), it never enters its critical section.

Correct thread state. TClock preserves the correct waiter’s state using a lightweight context switch mechanism
and avoids concurrent stack modification. Specifically, a waiter yields ownership of its main stack (line 26) before joining the waiting queue (line 36). Thus, a combiner thread can only obtain the ownership of a waiter thread’s main stack after the waiter gives up the ownership. Finally, the combiner thread concedes its ownership of the waiter’s main stack (line 98) before notifying the waiter (line 72). Therefore, our approach ensures that when a waiter reacquires the ownership of its main stack (line 28), the combiner is not using that stack.

3.4 Blocking Lock: TCLock$^B$

TCLock$^B$ follows a similar design philosophy of the blocking ShPrLock, where waiters use the spin-then-park strategy. In this approach, a waiter spins locally until its time quota expires. Upon expiration, it schedules itself out if the system is oversubscribed; otherwise, it yields to the scheduler, which eventually reschedules the waiter. In addition, the lock queue maintains both active and passive waiters.

We design TCLock$^B$ by augmenting TCLock$^SP$ to support the parking/wakeup policy. We extend the combiner’s role, which now wakes up sleeping waiters while executing their critical sections. The use of an ephemeral stack becomes critical for TCLock$^B$ because parking of waiters requires calling a function, which pushes the function frame on the waiter’s stack. Hence, TCLock$^B$ uses the thread-local ephemeral stack to prevent concurrent accesses. The stack switching protocol remains the same as in TCLock$^SP$. To enable efficient parking and wakeup, we add two new states to the request field of the node: PARKED, in which a waiter is scheduled out, and PRCSING, which indicates that the combiner has started executing a waiter’s critical section.

In the slow-path phase, while spinning locally (i.e., phase 1), a waiter $t$ checks if its time quota is up. If so, $t$ attempts to park itself out. Specifically, $t$ tries to change its request field from UNPRCSD to PARKED atomically. If successful, $t$ parks itself out; otherwise, it continues spinning as the combiner has changed $t$’s state. In phase 40, while selecting the next head of the queue (notify_next_queue_head($q$)), the combiner atomically swaps $t$’s state to PRCSING to prevent the waiter from going to sleep. Furthermore, after executing the critical section, the combiner atomically swaps $t$’s state to PRCSD. In both cases, the combiner checks the old state of the request field. If it is PARKED, the combiner wakes up $t$. We use atomic instructions for changing the state to prevent the lost wakeup problem.

3.5 Readers-writer Version: TCLock$^RW$

TCLock$^RW$ is a combining-aware readers-writer lock that allows readers to execute in parallel, while writers are combined. TCLock uses a phase-based mechanism [35, 36] that alternates between readers and combined writers. TCLock$^RW$ comprises the following: 1) A counter that includes the reader count (RCNT), writer present byte (WP) to indicate if a writer is holding the lock, and writer waiting byte (WW) indicating a writer waiting to acquire the lock. 2) A writer queue (tail) for combining and parking waiting writers. This queue is similar to our TCLock$^B$’s queue. 3) A

```
Listing 2: Pseudo-code for TCLock$^RW$.
```

```python
def down_read(rwlock):
    atomic_dec(rwlock.rwcounter, RCNT) # Decrease reader count
    if !((rwlock.rwcounter & RCNT) == RCNT):
        return # Lock acquired, if writer not present or waiting
    atomic_dec(rwlock.rwcounter, WP) # Decrement writer count
    read_lock_slowpath(rwlock) # Execute read slowpath

def up_writer(rwlock):
    lock = rwlock.wlock
    if CAS(&lock.rwcounter, 0, RCNT) == 0:
        return # Writer fastpath
    while True:
        if CAS(&lock.glock, G_UNLOCK, G_LOCKED) == G_UNLOCK:
            continue
        # waiter → queue's head; get the TAS lock
        lock = this_cpu_comb struct()
        # Get the per-CPU comb struct
        switch (rlock, lock)
        # Switch to the ephemeral stack and acquire lock in slowpath.
        return
def lock_slowpath(lock, cst):
        # Wait for the glock to be unlocked
        while True:
            # Enqueue writer in this queue
            continue
        if CAS(&lock.glock, G_UNLOCK, G_LOCKED) == G_UNLOCK:
            # Break # Get the TAS lock
            break
        # Replace spinning on glock with rwcounter
        mutex_lock(&lock.wlock) # Acquire mutex
        if CAS(&lock.rwcounter, 0, WP) == 0:
            # Success if no readers are present.
            goto unlock # Spin until all readers finish CS
        atomic_dec(&lock.rwcounter, WP) # Indicate writer waiting
        while True:
            # Spin until all readers finish CS
            if CAS(&lock.rwcounter, 0, WP) == 0:
                break
        unlock:
        mutex_unlock(&lock.wlock) # Release mutex
        # MCS unlock phase
        # Now, qnext is the combiner, indicated by glock word
        lock = G_LOCKED
        atomic_inc(&lock.rwcounter, WP) # Reset TAS lock to normal lock
        lock.wcounter = WP
        def up_writer(rwlock):
            return
            if rwlock.rwcounter == WP:
                rwlock.rwcounter = 0
```

```
mutex, called \texttt{wlock}, that synchronizes the phase between readers and the head of the writers queue. Hence, \texttt{wlock} handles the parking of readers and the head of the write queue. We use the \texttt{ShflLock} algorithm\cite{52}—a traditional NUMA-aware queue-based mutex—for \texttt{wlock} than \texttt{TCLock}\cite{4d} because maintaining a centralized count of readers (shared data) contradicts the design of combining that tries to localize the access to the shared data.

**Algorithm.** Listing 2 shows the necessary changes to \texttt{TCLock}\textsubscript{SP}. A reader first atomically increments \texttt{RCNT} and executes its critical section if no waiter is present (lines 10–11). Otherwise, it decreases the \texttt{RCNT} (line 13), and enters the slow-path phase. The reader first acquires \texttt{wlock} (line 17), it then increments the \texttt{RCNT} (line 18) to mark that a reader phase should begin soon, and waits for existing writers to exit (line 20). Finally, it unlocks \texttt{wlock} (line 21) and executes its critical section. In the unlock phase, a reader releases the lock by atomically decreasing \texttt{RCNT} (line 24).

A writer enters the critical section if it successfully switches \texttt{WP} from 0 to 1 (line 28). Otherwise, it switches to the ephemeral stack and begins the slow path phase (line 33). This slow path follows the same protocol as \texttt{TCLock}\textsubscript{SP} except that the head of the waiting queue (line 44) acquires the \texttt{wlock} (line 45). After acquiring \texttt{wlock}, the writer tries to enter the critical section by atomically setting the value to \texttt{WP} (line 46). On failure, it sets the \texttt{WW} byte to 1 to prevent new readers from entering the critical section (line 49) and waits for other readers to leave. Once they leave, the writer atomically modifies the \texttt{rwcounter} from \texttt{WW} to \texttt{WP} (line 50–52), releases \texttt{wlock}, and starts the combining process. In the unlock phase, a writer resets the \texttt{rwcounter} to 0 if the value is \texttt{WP}.

**3.6 Optimizations**

We propose three key optimizations to minimize further the data movement between the combiner and a waiter, and the cache-line bouncing of the lock word.

### 3.6.1 Direct stack switching: waiter → waiter

In the current \texttt{TCLock}\textsubscript{SP} version (§3.2), the combiner switches stack twice before executing the next waiter’s critical section. Specifically, it first switches to its own context, finds the next waiter to combine, and then switches to the next waiter’s context. To avoid the switch to the combiner’s context, we split the combining loop. In particular, after switching the stack to a waiter’s context, the combiner tries to select the next waiter to combine after the current waiter (43), and notifies the previous waiter that its critical section execution is over (46). The combiner then exit the lock function call and executes the critical section of the current waiter. After executing the critical section, \textit{i.e.}, in the unlock phase of the current waiter, the combiner checks the combining loop conditions (49). If the condition holds, the combiner directly switches to the next waiter’s context (45).

Otherwise, it marks the end of the combining phase, switches back to its context, notifies the previous waiter, and finally executes its own critical section.

### 3.6.2 Minimizing context switch overhead

Our combining approach suffers from saving, transferring, and restoring a thread’s contexts while executing the critical section. We leverage both compiler and hardware techniques to minimize extra latency incurred inside the critical section.

**Leveraging function’s caller-callee convention.** Our basic context-switch algorithm saves, transfers, and restores all CPU-specific registers. We minimize this overhead by leveraging the function calling convention. Specifically, we explicitly make the slow-path lock acquisition as a function to prevent compiler inlining. This has two benefits: First, this phase is triggered only in the case of contention, as in the uncontended case, the thread acquires the TAS lock. This approach is similar to the Linux spinlock implementation\cite{41}. Second, we leverage the function calling convention. In particular, we save, transfer, and restore only the callee-saved registers, while the compiler saves and restores the necessary caller-saved registers\cite{3}. The compiler, using its register liveness information, knows exactly which caller-saved registers are in use when the slow-path function is called, and spills only those registers to the stack. Moreover, the number of callee-saved registers is small\cite{1, 8, 10}. For example, with x86_64, there are only six callee-saved registers compared with 16 general-purpose registers. Thus, the combiner only transfers at most one cache line to encapsulate any critical section of arbitrary length.

**Prefetching thread-local data.** Accessing thread-local data within the critical section requires moving the waiter’s specific code and data residing on its CPU to the combiner’s CPU. Unfortunately, this movement extends the length of the critical section. We find that most of the local data resides on the stack due to aggressive compiler optimizations that a thread either accesses or modifies in the critical section. Thus, we prefetch contiguous cache lines from the top of the stack\footnote{We prefetch data in the write mode using \texttt{prefetchw} instruction.} to minimize the critical section latency. The combiner issues the prefetch requests before executing the current waiter’s critical section. Traditional lock designs cannot adopt this approach because, unlike the combining approach, the lock holder already has access to its local data. Meanwhile, shared data cache lines are always going to move to the CPU holding the lock, and their movement is only possible at the end of the critical section.

### 3.6.3 NUMA awareness

Similar to \texttt{ShflLock}, \texttt{TCLock} can adopt different policies to choose the next waiter (\texttt{select_next_waiter()} in §3.2). \texttt{TCLock} currently employs a NUMA-aware policy that minimizes cache-line bouncing among NUMA nodes. In particular, the combiner only executes critical sections of waiters
belonging to the same NUMA node. Upon reaching the combining limit, the combiner passes the role to a waiter residing on another NUMA node. TClocks adopts the dynamic queue-splitting approach from the CNA algorithm. Specifically, TClock maintains a combiner-local waiting queue for remote NUMA node waiters and uses the primary queue for local NUMA node waiters. Initially, all waiters join the primary queue (same as before), and the selection of the next waiter happens as follows: The combiner tries to find the next waiter from the same socket. If it succeeds, it executes that waiter’s critical section; otherwise, it adds the remote waiter’s node to its local queue. While passing the role, the combiner first enqueues the local queue waiters at the beginning of the primary queue and then passes the combining role to the primary queue head.

4 TClocks with Real-World Applications

Although TClocks offer a compelling case to minimize overall shared data movement, applying them to real-world applications introduces two major challenges. The first challenge involves fine-grained locking, which requires support for multi-level locking [4, 20, 28] and out-of-order unlocking [12, 13]. The second challenge stems within the OS kernel, such as Linux, in which locks can be acquired within special execution contexts, which guarantees stability about per-CPU variables while executing within these contexts. We now discuss our approaches to overcoming these challenges in the context of the Linux kernel.

4.1 Multi-level Locking

Multi-level locking leads to two notable usage patterns that require additional effort to design and implement correctly in the context of combining. First, a combiner thread can be a waiter while executing a nested lock (henceforth called waiter-combiner). Second, locks can be released in arbitrary order leading to out-of-order unlocking. Although out-of-order unlocking does not affect traditional locks, TClock requires extra care in handling such cases, as it can lead to data corruption as well as deadlocks. We now present our approach to supporting these usage patterns.

Nested combining. For handling nested combining, TClock adopts the same interrupt processing mechanism by OSes. Interrupt handlers, before processing the interrupt, push the current thread state on the stack. When the interrupt handler finishes, it restores the thread’s state from the stack. This allows for handling nested interrupts without affecting the execution of the interrupted thread. There are three cases that occur when TClocks interplay in the context of nested locking: First is the case of nested locks when both locks are in their combining phase. The second one is when the outer level lock is a combiner and the inner one is the fast-path TAS lock. Finally, the third case is the opposite of the second scenario.

Listing 3 shows the changes required to implement the first case, which works similar to the interrupt processing approach. Specifically, a combiner may acquire a nested lock inside the critical section. Before acquiring that lock, the combiner pushes its state onto its ephemeral stack (line 24), which it restores after releasing that nested lock (line 35). This allows TClocks to handle arbitrary levels of nesting without violating application correctness.

TClocks also supports the last two scenarios, in which one of the locks is in the combining phase. We do not require any additional support for these cases because each lock is independent and the underlying lock mechanism doesn’t interact with each other, which is exactly the same in the traditional lock design. Specifically, every lock has its own lock word and its underlying lock mechanism only interacts with its own lock word. Thus, acquiring the lock in the fast-path (TAS lock), does not interact with the lock which is held by the combiner thread.

Listing 3: Out-of-order (OOO) unlocking protocol.
Out-of-order (OOO) unlocking. The algorithms discussed thus far for TCLOCKS incorrectly handle OOO unlocking, leading to wrong program execution. We illustrate this through an example: Suppose multiple threads acquire $L_A$ and then $L_B$, which leads to contention. As a result, the combining phase becomes active, and $C_A$ and $C_B$ hold locks $L_A$ and $L_B$, respectively. $C_A$ becomes a waiter-combiner when it tries to acquire lock $L_B$. Now, if $L_A$ is released before $L_B$—unlocked OOO—the combiner $C_B$ will return to its own combining loop, as the unlock function does not track the order of unlocked locks. Therefore, the combiner $C_B$ breaks application semantics by starting to execute the next waiter’s critical section, while the lock $L_B$ which it holds is not unlocked yet.

To handle OOO unlocking, we rely on a simple insight: we can release a lock at a later point in time without affecting the correctness of the application. Specifically, we do not release $L_A$; we only release it once $L_B$ has been released. This approach is similar to the handling of nested transactions, in which we effectively flatten the out-of-order lock hierarchy and release all the locks at the same time.

Listing 3 shows the changes required to TCLOCKS for handling OOO unlocking. We make three specific changes in the lock and unlock function of TCLOCKS:

- To identify OOO unlocks, we maintain a per-thread 1lock_addr array to record the acquisition order of locks. Before starting the combining loop, a combiner stores its lock’s address in the 1lock_addr array (line 28), and removes it once the combiner loop finishes (line 31).
- In the unlock function, the combiner checks if the lock that is being unlocked is the last entry in the 1lock_addr array. This is because the last entry in the 1lock_addr array is the lock holding which the current combiner is executing the critical section. We have two cases now: The first one is the non-OOO case (line 47): The combiner follows the original algorithm and returns to the combiner’s ephemeral stack (line 50) and continues with its combiner loop. While the second one is an OOO case (line 44): We simply mark the lock as OOO-unlocked (line 45) and let the current combiner continue executing until the unlock function for its lock is called. The waiter-combiner for the OOO-unlocked lock waits for the notification from the current combiner which doesn’t happen until the current combiner reaches its combiner loop. Therefore, delayed notification effectively flattens the lock hierarchy for out-of-order unlocked locks as the waiter-combiner cannot progress until it gets the notification.
- After receiving the notification, the waiter-combiner checks if its lock is unlocked OOO (line 18) and if true, it return G_UNLOCKED_OOO (line 19). The combiner switches to its previous state (line 9) which was saved when the nested lock was called (line 5). The combiner returns to its combiner loop (line 29), notifies the current waiter and continues combining the next waiter.

The waiter for the outermost lock will get the control back once the outermost lock and all the nested locks are released. The waiter then starts executing its non-critical section.

4.2 Special Execution Contexts and Per-CPU Variables

Delegation via transparent combining breaks assumptions of Linux kernel code about the stability of access to per-CPU variables under special execution contexts. This includes interrupt handlers, non-preemptible contexts, non-migratable contexts, etc. This raises a critical question for our design: How do we enable delegation-style locking transparently in the kernel without compromising on correctness?

A potential solution involves the combiner accessing the per-CPU variables of the waiter’s CPU while executing the critical section. For example, on x86, we can save and restore the gs registers that allows access to per-CPU variables of the waiter’s CPU [14]. Unfortunately, this approach leads to data races when waiters are busy-waiting, as interrupts on the waiter’s CPU may still access per-CPU variables. Moreover, this approach further leads to additional overhead of accessing per-CPU data of a remote CPU. Besides that, it requires annotating parts of the kernel code that access per-CPU variables for functional correctness, such as scheduler [22], RCU [18], and many more during the combining phase. As a result, these challenges make it very difficult to enable transparent combining in special execution contexts within the kernel.

We adopt a more conservative approach of disabling combining for such execution contexts and falling back to default kernel locking (currently qspinlock [41]). We leverage the property that any part of a critical section requiring stable access to per-CPU variables ensures appropriate protection against CPU migration for that region of code. For example, the Linux kernel’s spinlock_t APIs do not guarantee stable access to per-CPU variables, as they do not disable preemption for the critical section. This is because the spinlock_t type is transparently replaced with a mutex on real time kernels [19]. Hence, the scheduler is allowed to preempt threads and migrate them to a different CPU when they are holding such a lock. To ensure that preemption is disabled within the critical section regardless of the kernel configuration, developers use specific raw_spinlock_t APIs [17].

When invoking the TCLock APIs, we only enable combining for threads that can migrate from one CPU to another. Otherwise, we disable combining and fallback to the existing traditional lock. We identify these code regions by leveraging well-defined APIs of the Linux kernel. In particular, we enable combining for the following cases: 1) the kernel thread executes in the task context [27]; 2) it does not disable migration or preemption [9, 16], and 3) it does not execute in a context where HardIRQs and SoftIRQs are disabled [5, 24]. It is safe to execute traditional and combining queue-based lock because mechanism for both types of locks are inde-
ependent and only one of them will be active for a particular instance of lock at any given point.

5 Implementation

We implement TCLocks in the Linux kernel v5.14.19 and replace all spinlock, mutex, and rwsem. We add 1349, 955, and 1652 LoC for spinlock, mutex, and readers-writer lock (rwsem), respectively. For userspace applications, we use LiTL [50] library. It uses the LD_PRELOAD mechanism to interpose different POSIX locks used by userspace applications.

We implement TCLock for the x86 architecture, but it is easily extensible to other architectures as well. x86-64 has six callee-saved registers: rbx, rbp, and r12–r15. We push these registers on the stack along with the stack pointer on the waiter’s qnode. When the combiner switches to the waiter’s main stack, it uses the stored stack pointer and pops the callee-saved registers from the stack. We mark the stack-switch function as noinline and noipa to prevent any compiler optimizations and function inlining. Our code is publicly available here: https://github.com/rs3lab/TCLocks.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate TCLocks by answering the following questions:

Q1. How does the kernel-based TCLock implementation impact micro-benchmarks (§6.1) and real applications (§6.2)?

Q2. How does each design decision affect TCLocks’ performance (§6.3)?

Q3. How does the userspace TCLock implementation impact an application’s performance (§6.4)?

Evaluation setup. We use micro-benchmarks that mostly stress a lock and application benchmarks that stresses various kernel subsystems. In addition, we use a hash-table nano-benchmark [69] to show the effectiveness of TCLock design decisions. We evaluate on an 8-socket, 224-core Intel machine with hyper-threading disabled. We use tmpfs in all experiments to minimize the file system overhead. We evaluate three traditional locks within the Linux kernel: Linux’s stock locks, CNA, and ShflLock. CNA replaces the stock qspinlock, while we replace all locks with ShflLock.

6.1 TCLock Performance Comparison

We evaluate TCLocks using a set of micro-benchmarks [31, 62]. Each micro-benchmark instantiates a set of threads and pins them to cores. These threads mostly contend on a single lock (sometimes two) while performing specific tasks (Table 1) for 30 seconds.

Spinning TCLock. Figure 3 ((a) and (b)) show that TCLock$^{SP}$ outperforms the Linux version (Stock) by 3.7× and 4.4× on MRDM and lock1, respectively. TCLock performs similarly to Stock from two to eight cores for two reasons. First, the stack switching adds an average of 47 ns latency. Second, the combiner is unable to perform effectively at such a low core count. As a result, TCLock does not reach its potential. On the other hand, the benefit of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lock type</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Lock: Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spinlock</td>
<td>MRDM [62]</td>
<td>rename mlock: Rename files within a directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lock1 [31]</td>
<td>files_struct_file_lock: (d allocation / kform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>MWRM [62]</td>
<td>sh-&gt;vfs_rename_mutex: Rename a file across directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dentry-&gt;d_lock: Dentry lock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Lock usage in various micro-benchmarks [31, 62].

TCLock$^{SP}$ is evident after eight cores where the gains from localizing shared data cache lines outweighs the overhead of stack-switch. TCLock$^{SP}$ combiner on average batches 950 waiter’s request. Thus, even within a socket (up to 28 cores), TCLock$^{SP}$ maintains consistent throughput.

Compared to NUMA-aware locks, TCLock$^{SP}$ outperforms ShflLock and CNA by 2-3× across sockets. The combining-based NUMA-aware policy of TCLock$^{SP}$ minimizes the cache-line bouncing of both the lock word and the shared data. On average, 190K combinators execute during a 30-second run where every TCLock$^{SP}$ combiner batches ~980 waiter’s request before passing the lock to different NUMA socket. In essence, every combiner is reducing extra coherence traffic for accessing shared data within the waiter’s critical section, which would be generated in a traditional lock design.

Blocking TCLock. We compare TCLock$^{B}$ with Linux mutex and ShflLock. Figure 3 (c) shows that TCLock$^{B}$ is 1.8× faster than both mutex and the blocking version of ShflLock. Both Stock and ShflLock suffer from shared data movement at a high core count. In addition, ShflLock’s performance degrades similarly to that of Stock due to its lock stealing, which renders its NUMA-policy ineffective. Whereas, TCLock$^{B}$ retains performance because it reduces cache-line bouncing for both the lock word and shared data.

Readers-Writer Blocking TCLock. Figure 3 (d) shows the impact of TCLock when stressing the writer side of rwsem. We use the mmap1 benchmark [31], which populates and deletes VMAs within an address space. TCLock maintains the best throughput irrespective of contention after eight cores. Within a socket, TCLock$^{RW}$ outperforms Stock by 1.7×, as a combiner combines ~1000 waiter’s request, thereby minimizing cache-line movement of shared data cache lines. Moreover, across the socket, TCLock$^{RW}$ combiner batches similar number of waiter’s request resulting in 3.1× and 1.5× better throughput than Stock and ShflLock.

6.2 Application-level Benchmarks

We evaluate two applications that extensively stress various subsystems of the Linux kernel. Figure 4 reports applications’ throughput. The kernel subsystem uses a mix of blocking locks and spinlocks, which are present in several data structures such as inodes, task structures, and memory mappings. Psearch is a parallel version of searchy that does text indexing. It is mmap intensive, which stresses the memory subsystem with multiple userspace threads. It does around 96,000
We find that ShflLock we observe that psearchy’s performance drops with increas-
with multiple threads. It stresses the writer side of the
TCLocks and across sockets because of the effective combining pol-

Figure 3: Impact of spinlock, blocking locks and read-write semaphore on the scalability of micro-benchmarks [31, 62].

Figure 4: Impact of kernel locks on application scalability.

small and large mmap/munmap operations from 96,000 files
with multiple threads. It stresses the writer side of the rwssem
in the memory subsystem and inode allocation in the file
system layer. Figure 4 (a) shows that TCLock outperforms
existing locks up to 2.2×. Because of its effective combining
strategy, TCLockRW is able to localize access to shared data.
We find that ShflLock and Stock have similar performance
as they inefficiently use up hardware bandwidth. Moreover,
we observe that psearchy’s performance drops with increasing
core count, which happens due to the contention in the
file stream glibc library.

Metis is an in-memory map-reduce framework, represent-
ing a page-fault-intensive workload that stresses the readers’
side of the mmap _sem (rwssem) in the Linux kernel. Figure 4 (b)
shows that TCLock outperforms both ShflLock and Stock
by 1.3×. The reason is due to the phase-based design of
TCLockRW, which improves the performance by batching
the writers in one phase, meanwhile executing readers in
parallel in the next phase. Across sockets, it improves performance
compared to ShflLock and Stock by 1.7× and 1.4×
at 140 cores, respectively.

6.3 Nano benchmark: RCUHT

We now do an in-depth analysis of TCLOCKS using a hash-
table benchmark in the kernel [69]. A global lock guards
the hash table. For TCLockSP and TCLockB, we generate
100% writes, whereas for TCLockRW (readers-writer block-
ing lock), we generate 1% and 20% writes on the hash ta-
ble. Figure 5 presents the results and the factor analysis of
TCLocks.

Spinning TCLock. Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows the through-
put and 99.99% latency of spinlocks, respectively. (a) We
find that TCLockSP maintains similar performance within
and across sockets because of the effective combining pol-
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Figure 5: (a – f) Impact of spinning, blocking and read-write lock on the hash-table nano benchmark with an eight-socket Intel machine. (b) Latency of executing lock function+CS+unlock function with different spinlocks. (c) Performance with nested locking and OOO unlocking. (g) Impact of different optimization introduced in TCLock\textsuperscript{SP}. On top of baseline, we add NUMA-awareness, stack prefetching, and waiter-to-waiter jump. (h – i) Impact of prefetching and batch size on TCLock\textsuperscript{SP}’s performance.

Figure 6: Impact of locks on userspace applications.

over, TCLock\textsuperscript{B} maintains the same performance even after crossing the socket boundary. Although latency to wake up a waiter on a remote socket costs more than that of the local socket, TCLock\textsuperscript{B}’s usage of NUMA-aware design amortizes the overhead of waking up waiters from other socket.

**Reader-writer TCLock.** Figure 5 ((e) and (f)) show that the TCLock\textsuperscript{RW} has higher throughput than the stock version by 6.8× and 2.2× for 1% and 20% writes, respectively. ShflLock and TCLock\textsuperscript{RW} use similar design for readers. Because of using the phase-based design, TCLock\textsuperscript{RW} is able to improve performance by up to 1.28× and 1.37× at 1% and 20% writes, respectively. We further observe that combining is not effective with centralized readers counting, as the readers counter cache line is always moving across cores.

**TCLocks optimizations.** Figure 5 (g) shows the effect of different optimizations used by TCLock. TCLock\textsuperscript{SP} without any optimizations outperforms Stock by 2.2× because it localizes the shared data access. The overhead of stack switch is apparent at lower core count because jumping to a waiter’s critical section requires access to the stack which needs to be fetched from a waiter’s core. On adding NUMA-awareness to the current design, we improve the performance by 2.6×, as we now prevent moving the waiter’s stack cache line across sockets. It also helps within a socket because checking the socket ID of the next waiter’s node fetches the next waiter’s node in the combiner’s cache. As a result, this simple check reduces the time spent in the combiner loop.

In addition, our stack prefetching approach, on top of NUMA-awareness policy, further improves performance by 1.3×, as it reduces the time spent in starting the execution of critical section. Finally, our waiter → waiter jump (WWJump) further improves the throughput by 1.2× as it reduces the overhead of stack switch (∼50 ns) from two switches to one. Overall, our optimizations reduce the overhead of stack switching and improve performance compared to the baseline by 4×.

**TCLocks sensitivity.** Figure 5 ((h)–(i)) shows the impact of changing the number of prefetched cache lines and the number of waiter’s combined. Figure 5 (h) shows that prefetching up to six cache lines provides the best performance for this
benchmark. It depends entirely on what is accessed inside the critical section. We can write a compiler pass to tune this parameter, as the compiler has the information on what is accessed within the critical section. Figure 5 (i) shows the impact of batching. Higher batch count improves throughput at the expense of short-term fairness, but TCLocks maintain long-term fairness. Batching is also able to reduce the latency for all requests, if it can reduce the time spent per request as shown in Figure 5(e).

6.4 Performance With Userspace TCLock

We evaluate TCLocks on the LevelDB benchmark [49]. We integrate both TCLock, CNA and ShflLock into LiTL [50] for evaluation. LevelDB is an open-source key-value store [48]. We use the readrandom benchmark with 1M key-value pairs, that contends on the global database lock. Figure 6 (a) shows the performance with spinlocks on an 8-socket machine. Within a socket, TCLockSP improves throughput compared to other locks by 1.9×–2.6×. Localizing shared data movement helps to achieve better performance than traditional locks. Across sockets, NUMA-awareness coupled with minimal shared data movement helps TCLockSP outperform other locks by up to 5.2×. Figure 6 (b) shows the performance on a 2-socket machine. TCLockSP performs similar to the 8-socket machine and improves throughput compared to other locks by 2.1×–3.6×.

7 Discussion and Limitations

TCLocks implement transparent delegation, which enables developers to use delegation-style locking without rewriting the application. However, TCLocks have limitations both in terms of algorithm design and kernel implementation. We discuss them below.

Overhead at two–four cores. We observe overhead with TCLocks when very few threads (two–four) contend for a lock. Contending threads execute slowpath after stack-switching, but combining is only enabled when more than two waiters are present in the queue. Waiters pay the cost of two stack-switching but their critical section is not executed by the combiner. This can be solved by disabling combining when we have less than four threads in the queue. The challenge lies in efficiently identifying the size of the queue without using extra memory or traversing the queue.

Resource accounting. The kernel requires accurate accounting of resources like CPU usage, allocated memory, etc. Kernel subsystems, such as the scheduler or cgroup, are guided by the accounting of resources used by a particular thread. Delegation-based techniques can break this accurate accounting for resources used within the critical section. Thus, TCLocks complicate resource accounting. Even though a combiner thread executes the critical section on behalf of other waiter threads, resources like CPU time or allocated memory in the critical section need to be accounted to the waiter thread, for maintaining broader kernel semantics. We leave this extension as future work.

TCLock vs ‘current’. Apart from per-CPU variables, Linux also uses a macro named current, which resolves to a per-CPU pointer variable to the currently executing thread’s task structure. This pointer is used to access the task structure for multiple purposes, including but not limited to resource accounting with cgroups [21], permission checks using credentials [15], thread scheduling [26], etc. While executing a waiter’s critical section on the combiner’s CPU, if this pointer is not switched to the waiter’s task structure, then it could lead to subtle bugs. For example, if a combiner thread has higher privileges than the waiter thread, and the permission checks are done within the critical section, it may lead to privilege escalation bugs, since the combiner thread’s credentials will be inspected.

One possible solution is to modify current macro’s implementation to resolve to the waiter’s task structure while executing waiter’s critical section on combiner CPU. Unfortunately, this will also lead to bugs. For example, if a thread sleeps within its critical section, the scheduler code uses the current macro to put the running task to sleep. When combining a waiter’s critical section, we want the combiner thread to sleep. However, if we switch the current macro to use the waiter’s task structure, it will lead to confusion within the scheduler as the waiter task is already seen to be running on another CPU.

We currently keep the current macro unchanged, and suggest judicious use of the TCLock APIs in cases where a different thread identity within the critical section may lead to unexpected behavior.

8 Conclusion

Delegation based techniques are known to offer better scalability and provide better performance for highly contended scenarios, but prior work requires application changes to enable delegation. In this paper, we propose a new technique called transparent delegation that makes delegation-style locking practical. We design the first-ever transparent delegation based locks, called TCLocks, for both userspace applications and the Linux kernel. This is achieved by lightweight context switching and using ephemeral stacks to maintain consistency. Using transparent delegation, we design spinning, blocking and phase-based readers-writer locks. We replace all the locks in the Linux kernel with TCLocks, and discuss the technical challenges involved. Our evaluation shows that TCLocks provide better performance and scalability compared to traditional lock design.
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Abstract

As the number of processor cores increases, the efficiency of accessing shared variables through the lock-unlock method decreases. A NUMA-aware algorithm, which only considers the transmission delay between processors, may not fully utilize the connection network of a multi-core processor. This limits the scalability of a multi-core processor due to the large amount of low- and variable-cost data sharing between cores. The problem is that the reduction in communication cost cannot compensate for the increase in the time complexity of the spinlocks, and the farthest transmission distance becomes longer with more cores.

We propose a method called Routing on Network-on-chip (RON) to minimize the communication cost between cores by using a routing table and pre-calculating an optimized locking-unlocking order. RON delivers locks and data in a one-way circular manner among cores to (1) minimize global data movement cost and (2) achieve bounded waiting time. Microbenchmarks provide quantitative analysis, while multi-core benchmarks show performance under various workloads.

In terms of user space performance, RON improves the performance of Google LevelDB by 22.1% and 24.2% compared to ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, respectively. In the kernel space, RON is 1.8 times faster than using ShflLock for Google LevelDB. RON-plock solves the problem of oversubscription with constant space complexity and achieves 3.7 times and 18.9 times better performance than ShflLock-B and C-BO-MCS-B, respectively.

1 Introduction

This paper primarily focuses on addressing the lock-unlock problem under high contention. Despite the significant increase in the number of cores in a central processing unit (CPU), a fully shared cache memory system can limit the bandwidth of the cache memory, creating a performance bottleneck. To overcome this issue, CPUs can maintain private caches, and processors sharing these private caches are referred to as Cache Coherent Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA) processors (abbreviated as ccNUMA).

Spinlocks and atomic operations are provided to ensure the coherency of shared data in the cache, and programs access shared data in critical sections (CS) [5, 6]. However, minimizing data access latency is a crucial issue that can significantly impact CPU performance in accessing shared data in ccNUMA [12, 13]. This depends on the topology of the Network on Chip (NoC) and the movement of data between caches, which is triggered by tasks executing in the CPU.

When multiple tasks compete to enter a CS, granting the closest task to the one that just released the lock access can reduce data access latency. However, this can still be costly as core-to-core transmission latencies vary in a CPU [14]. Additionally, allowing the core with the shortest transmission latency to enter the CS may lead to adjacent cores having exclusive access, leading to poor throughput [41].

Inter-core communication limits multicore processor scalability [19, 20]. Transmission latency can be fixed or distance-dependent. While monolithic die processors such as Intel Xeon [2] exhibit similar inter-core communication latency, Multi-Chip-Module (MCM) processors like AMD EPYC [2] and Apple M1 Pro [2] use MCM technology to increase the number of cores on a processor affordably and at scale. Next-generation Intel Xeons also use MCM [3], but MCM processors may have varying transmission latency between and within chips.

NUMA-aware spinlocks [25–31] enable cores from the same “NUMA node” to enter the CS in batches. This approach is suitable for multi-core processors, such as AMD EPYC, that have different transmission latencies. We can minimize handover costs by dividing the cores in a multi-core processor into mini-nodes, such as the east and west parts shown in Figure 1, and using a NUMA-aware approach to schedule them. However, transferring locks between cores in a mini-node is not considered in these algorithms. A layered approach (e.g., cohort [25]) can address this, but using too many layers
(e.g., C-TKT-TKT-TKT) can make spinlocks complex and expensive. Modern processors have non-uniform computing power [47], where higher computing power implies a greater ability to acquire locks. Batch-based algorithms often set a “maximal batch size” periodically to prevent starvation and maintain fairness. However, reducing the batch size for fairness can decrease performance. Unfair lock allocation causes unbalanced resource distribution and reduces throughput, as discussed in Section 2.3.

The optimization principle for low-cost communication is similar to that of data routing in computer networks. Although computer networks can use complex algorithms to produce the best route, such methods are often too expensive for small CS in multi-core processors. Therefore, we pre-calculate the shortest circular route including all cores, and the spinlock algorithm generates a path of threads to enter the CS according to the pre-calculated route. The “one way circular shortest routing” shortens the distance between cores, while the “shortest routing” produces a local optimal solution for handover cost. The “one way” optimizes handover costs by transferring locks in the direction where more threads are waiting, and the “circular” approach limits the number of times a thread waits to enter the CS. Thus, we schedule tasks on the cores to enter CS in a “one-way circular shortest routing” manner to improve the performance and fairness.

This paper makes three main contributions. Firstly, we propose the simple yet effective concept of “one-way circular shortest routing” to solve the fairness and efficiency issues in spinlocks. Secondly, we identify that long-term fairness alone is insufficient for modern processors, which have cores with varying capabilities to grab locks due to differences in computing frequency. Finally, we provide insights on how single-core spinlocks can work alongside multi-core spinlocks without compromising efficiency and fairness.

In Section 2, we discuss the limitations of NUMA-aware spinlocks in minimizing transmission latency in multi-core processors and the negative impact of unfair spinlocks on throughput. Section 3 presents related work in the field. In Section 4, we propose our fair and efficient spinlock algorithm for ccNUMA. Section 5 addresses performance under oversubscription, while Section 6 compares RON with two well-known algorithms. Section 7 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of RON compared to ShiftLock and Linux’s qspinlock, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminary and Motivation

2.1 Data Coherence in ccNUMA

Figure 1 shows an example of the multi-core architecture, in which the connection network of each core group is similar to the CPU ComplexX (CCX) of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD). In a multi-core architecture, data stored in the cache memory can be shared among the cores. Cache coherence non-uniform access (ccNUMA) uses snoop-based and/or directory-based cache coherence algorithms to maintain consistency of shared data in each cache memory [42]. The snoop method broadcasts messages such as “some shared data has been updated”, whereas the directory-based method allows point-to-point communication between nodes. A node can be a core or a group of adjacent cores.

![Figure 1: An example NoC architecture of ccNUMA.](image)

2.2 Cost of Spinlocks on Multi-core CPUs

We define the serializing cost as the cost of allowing multiple threads to have mutually exclusive access to shared data. Serializing costs are divided into “contention” and “handover”. The contention cost is the cost for determining the next task that can enter the CS. It depends on the data structure and data access method used by a spinlock. For example, the ticket lock [43] is centralized, while MCS spinlock (or called “MCS” for short) [44] is decentralized. In the ticket lock, all threads continuously monitor a variable of the ticket lock, and this can generate a lot of traffic in the NoC. The contention cost also depends on how the threads are granted to enter the CS. The raw spinlock (e.g., GNU’s pthread_spin_lock [46], abbreviated as “Plock”) relies on the NoC to determine when the first thread can enter the CS. The MCS spinlock [44] allows each thread to wait on a different variable. Therefore, MCS spinlocks prevent atomic operations from triggering excessive bus traffic.

The handover cost depends on the speed of transferring shared data between the lock-holding thread and the successive thread. Because spinlock is a shared data structure, a smaller handover cost can also slightly reduce the contention cost. As the example in Figure 1 shows, the processor is divided by two parts, i.e., the west and east parts. The two parts are connected through a system bus. The handover cost of using the C-to-C bus only is 1. The handover cost between the core and the system bus is related to the distance between the core and the system bus. B, C, and F are far away from the system bus, so the handover cost is 3, and the handover cost of A, D, and E is 2.

In conventional NUMA-aware spinlocks, the order of entering the CS can be arbitrary, for example, A→D→B→C→F→E. Since A, B, C, and D have the same communication cost, they belong to the same group (i.e., mini-node). The same goes for E and F. The handover cost of this order is (A, 1, D, 1, B, 1, C, 3, 3, F, 1, E)=10. This paper proposes to use one-way circular shortest routing to minimize
handover costs. By scheduling the order of entering the CS as \( A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C \rightarrow D \rightarrow E \rightarrow F \), the handover cost is reduced to \((A, 1, B, 1, C, 1, D, 2, 2, E, 1, F) = 8\). In this example, the one-way circular shortest routing improves the performance by 20% (i.e., \( \frac{10 - 8}{10} \)).

### 2.3 Throughput or Fairness? Take Both!

Various locking techniques have been proposed [39] to improve system throughput in varying levels of contention. Lock algorithms such as Test-And-Set (TAS) [46] and Test-and-Test-and-Set (TTAS) [46] can be used in low-contention systems. Algorithms like \( C-BO-MCS \) [25] and \( Shuffling \) \( (ShiftLock) \) [26] were designed to reduce the handover cost under high contention with hierarchical design or local spinning.

Moreover, the fairness is an issue that needs to be considered to better utilize the protected resources. According to the level of fairness, we define fairness as follows:

1. **Probabilistic fairness**: The chance of each task entering the critical section is the same in probability.

2. **Bounded waiting**: The number of waiting tasks does not exceed a certain multiple of the number of tasks.

Take Test-Test-And-Set (TTAS) [46] as an example. The probability of each thread obtaining a lock on a single core processor system is related to the proportion of the CPU time that the thread can acquire. In such a situation, the TTAS spinlock satisfies probabilistic fairness. Currently, GNU’s Pthread library use TTAS spinlock to implement \( \text{pthread}\_\text{spin}\_\text{lock}() \).

A spinlock algorithm is conformed to bounded waiting when it can limit the number of times that other tasks are inserted before a specific task. Ticket lock and MCS [44] are bounded waiting spinlocks. Both of them are based on first-in-first-out (FIFO) mechanism. Although FIFO allows all tasks to enter CS in a fair manner, FIFO also limits the performance of spinlocks on multi-core/NUMA machines. This is because FIFO cannot shorten the data transmission latency.

Most NUMA-aware spinlocks algorithms balance performance and fairness by preventing threads from waiting too long, but some cores may have higher computing power than others due to differences in manufacturing processes [47]. The slight difference in speed will result in the core with the advantage always being able to acquire the lock successfully. Just like in a 100-meter race, the one who gets first place is always Jamaica’s Usain Bolt, even though he is only 0.1 seconds faster than the second-place runner. In modern multi-core processors like the AMD 2990WX, some cores have significantly higher lock acquisition capabilities than others. For instance, the lock acquisition capability of cores 0-7 is 20.6 times greater than that of cores 8-31 (refer to Section 6.2.2). As a result, conventional NUMA-aware algorithms may not be able to ensure equal access to the critical section for all threads/cores within a reasonable period.

With joint consideration of both throughput and fairness, we propose a spinlock method that creates one-way circular shortest path and uses this path to minimize the handover cost and ensure bounded waiting time.

### 3 Related Work

While TTAS spinlock [46] is a simple method to implement POSIX spinlocks in GNU (abbreviated as “Plock”) and ensures the consistency of shared data, it is unfair because it tends to provide locks to neighboring cores [21]. Unfairness doubles the execution time of a multi-thread program and causes starvation as shown in [41]. It also increases the variability of latency, making it difficult to guarantee the service quality. The non-scalability of Plock is another serious problem. As shown in [22, 23], although most critical sections are short, increasing the number of cores can cause a system to collapse due to non-scalable locks.

Cohort [25] is a software framework that can combine two NUMA-oblivious locks into a scalable NUMA-aware lock. NUMA nodes compete for the global lock, and unless all threads on the NUMA node leave the CS, the NUMA node will not release the lock. Therefore, threads belonging to the same NUMA node are grouped to enter the critical section, reducing handover costs. Shuffle lock [26] and CNA [27] also use grouping to improve performance. Both are suitable for use with a Linux kernel. However, they cannot effectively reduce the latency of data transmission nor avoid unfairness in a multi-core processor. To obtain good performance under the more complex NUMA architecture, HMCS [28] is based on the concept of Cohort [25] and changes the number of lock levels from 2 to 4. The AHMCS [29] and CLoF [48] algorithms include a mechanism for managing contention and multiple locking methods, allowing different locking methods to be used in different situations. CST-semaphore and CST-mutex locks are applicable to NUMA that support parking [31].

Only dedicated threads or the threads currently holding the lock can execute the code of the CSs of each thread in [32]. In [33], the researchers further proposed turning CSs into an asynchronous execution. Although these methods can optimize data access latency to global data, they take longer to access local data because the code of a CS executes on a specific core.

Programmers can optimize software to better utilize the NoC of ccNUMA when the software uses data-level parallelization and pipe-lining [7, 34, 37, 38]. Stefan Kaestle et al. proposed broadcast trees [4] to reduce the communication cost of NUMA machines. However, for multi-threaded programs that use locking mechanisms to protect shared data, these methods may not be suitable.

### 4 Routing On Network-on-Chip (RON)
In Section 4, we introduced RON, a NUMA-aware algorithm that is specifically designed for highly competitive and multi-core environments. In Section 5, we combined RON with simple spin locks, such as plock or ticket lock, to achieve scalability when the number of threads exceeds the number of cores. As most applications typically have more threads than cores, we utilized the RON-plock combination algorithm in our application-level benchmarks.

4.1 The Idea

In this section, we propose a design called Routing On Network-on-Chip (RON) that aims to minimize the handover cost between cores with low contention cost while ensuring fairness in scheduling the threads waiting to enter a CS. Minimizing handover costs can also improve the efficiency of atomic operations, which are based on atomic operations, which rely on cache coherence protocols (such as snoop+dictionary) on multi-core systems. This, in turn, can improve the performance of locks that suffer from contention.

We propose a concept of reducing the total handover cost by scheduling threads waiting to enter the CS in a specific order. This order can be compared to a train passing through all stations. The ownership of the lock is like the train, and each core is like a station. All waiting threads acquire the lock ownership in order, reducing the total handover cost. Engineers optimize train tracks to pass through all stations in the most efficient way possible, even though the route from station A to station B may not be the shortest. Please note that the train track is a one-way circular route. Similarly, we define a global schedule for all cores with waiting threads in the system based on the minimum total handover costs, instead of determining the scheduling order using handover costs alone. One-Way Circular Routing can often achieve global optimization. By minimizing total handover costs, we can also improve the efficiency of atomic operations, thereby improving the performance of locks that suffer from contention.

Since the code of spinlocks cannot be too complicated, it is impractical to dynamically calculate the priority of threads waiting to enter the CS. We assume that there is a thread on each core waiting to enter the CS, and then pre-calculate an optimal lock transfer path. The pre-calculate lock transfer path called the Traveling Salesman Problem Order (TSP ORDER) of the cores with an efficient TSP algorithm [40]. For the same processor model, the TSP ORDER is the same. RON follows the TSP ORDER to let threads that want to access shared data enter the CS one by one.

To find the TSP ORDER for a multi-core processor, we created a benchmark program to calculate the transmission latency between cores (see Section 6.2.1). Using this information, we built a fully connected weighted graph of cores and solved the TSP problem with a widely-used algorithm [40]. This allowed us to obtain the TSP ORDER that passes through all cores in the graph, which we use for lock ownership transfer to reduce the handover cost with low contention cost.

4.2 The Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the RON procedure for one spinlock. We use an array-based method and assume that each core has at most one thread. This method can achieve higher performance under high load compared to using a linked list (similar to MCS [44]). For each spinlock, the array-based RON not only has a “wait flag” for each core, but also places wait flags of adjacent cores, so as to increase the cache efficiency. The data structure of RON is similar to queue spinlock [24] and Linux’s qspinlock with constant space complexity. However, queue spinlock [24] cannot handle the situation in which there are more threads than cores (i.e., oversubscription). In the case of oversubscription, Linux’s qspinlock does not support all tasks to enter CS in the FIFO order to guarantee bounded waiting. Note that we will introduce how to support oversubscription based on an array-based RON in Section 5. It should be noted that RON is a heuristic algorithm and can provide decent solutions but cannot guarantee optimal solutions. The worst case of RON occurs in low contention scenarios where multiple cores access the same memory locations. To mitigate this issue, cache prefetching can be used to predict and fetch the data, reducing the number of cache misses and improving performance.

The first four lines of Algorithm 1 define the variables:

- NUM_core: This variable indicates the total number of cores on the system. It is a system-scope variable.
- TSP_ID_ARRAY: This array stores the mapping of each core ID to its corresponding “TSP ORDER ID” (i.e., TSP_ID), where TSP_ID is the lock transfer order of a core. When a lock is transferred to a core, the thread on this core can be checked to see whether it can enter the CS. This is a per-process variable, and each process can have its own routing path (TSP ORDER) because each process owns a different number of cores and can have a different TSP ORDER.
- TSP_ID: This is the “TSP ORDER ID” of a core, and each thread has its “local version” of TSP_ID. Thus, each thread on a different core will get a different value when it accesses the TSP_ID. This is a per-thread variable. We used “thread_local”, a C11 keyword of C language, to declare per-thread variable in Algorithm 1 (Line 2).
- InUse: If this is “false”, there is no thread in the CS. This is a per-lock variable.
- WaitArray: This array is to indicate which cores’ threads are waiting to enter the CS protected by this lock. When a thread wants to enter a CS, its corresponding WaitArray[TSP_ID] is set to 1. When the other threads set their corresponding flag in WaitArray[] to
In Section 7, we will provide an algorithm for sharing WaitArray[] between different locks.

In Algorithm 1, Lines 3 and 5-8 initialize the variables. Line 5 uses getcpu() to get the core ID of the running thread, and uses the core ID to get the TSP ID of the core by looking up the TSP_ID_Array[]. The spin_lock() in Line 10 informs other threads that the caller thread wants to enter the CS. When no other thread is in the CS, the caller thread can enter the CS (Lines 14-16). Otherwise, it waits for the previous thread in the TSP ORDER to leave the CS (Lines 12-13). Because “checking whether there is no thread in CS (lines 19-21)” and “setting InUse (line 22)” cannot be executed atomically, it is necessary to simultaneously check InUse and waitArray[TSP_ID] in a while loop. Additionally, Line 14’s cmp_xchg() uses TTAS, a technique commonly used in spinlock implementation to reduce coherence traffic on the cache line.

Algorithm 1 The RON Algorithm

```c
int TSP_ID_ARRAY[NUM_core]; /*per-process*/
thread_local TSP_ID; /*thread-local-storage*/
atomic_bool InUse=false; /*per-lock*/
atomic_int WaitArray[NUM_core]; /*per-lock*/
TSP_ID = TSP_ID_ARRAY[getcpu()]

void spin_init()
    for (each element in WaitArray)
        element = 0;
void spin_lock()
    WaitArray[TSP_ID]=1;
while()
    if (WaitArray[TSP_ID]==0)
        return;
    if (cmp_xchg(&InUse, false, true)):
        WaitArray[TSP_ID] = 0
        return;
void spin_unlock()
    for (int i=1; i<NUM_core; i++)
        if (WaitArray[(i+TSP_ID)%NUM_core]==1)
            WaitArray[(i+TSP_ID)%NUM_core]=0;
return;
InUse=false;
```

The spin_unlock() in Lines 18-21 finds the next thread that wants to enter the CS. Lines 18-20 treat WaitArray[] as a circular queue. From the next position of the caller thread (where i is between 1 and NUM_core), it searches for the first thread waiting to enter the CS. Because the thread that wants to enter the CS will set WaitArray[] based on its TSP_ID (Line 10), the first thread found in the loop of Lines 18-20 is the next thread in the TSP ORDER. In Line 20, WaitArray[] of the next thread is set to 0, and the next thread leaves spin_lock() (Lines 12-13) to enter the CS. If no thread is waiting, InUse is set to false (Line 22).

4.3 Correctness

A method must satisfy the following three conditions to ensure the correctness of a CS: (1) mutual exclusion, (2) progress, and (3) bounded waiting. At a minimum, the algorithm used in a software system must satisfy conditions 1 and 2. For instance, GNU’s pthread_spin_lock satisfies only conditions 1 and 2, while RON satisfies all three. However, we provide proof of bounded waiting only due to space limitations.

**Bounded Waiting**: We will prove that the maximum number of waits is the number of threads when each core has at most 1 thread. Each core has a unique TSP_ID, and these TSP_IDs of cores form a circular queue. RON allows all threads to enter a CS in the order of the TSP ORDER. In the worst case when thread X is ready to enter a CS, all threads on the cores whose TSP ORDERs are before the core of thread X want to enter the CS. Assuming that the total number of threads is “num,” thread X needs to wait for (num - 1) threads to leave the CS. In Section 5, RON can support multiple threads on a core. In this case, the maximum number of waits is also the number of threads minus one.

4.4 An Example

RON does not prioritize threads for entering the CS based on arrival order, but instead uses the TSP ORDER of each core. While this approach may not generate the optimal solution in all cases, it provides a heuristic algorithm that works efficiently. Let us use the CPU architecture of AMD as an example to illustrate the mechanism of RON. As Figure 2 shows, two CPU Complexes (CCXs) are connected by two point-to-point buses. Each CCX contains four cores that are fully connected by a high-speed network. First, we assume that the TSP ORDER of the cores is 3 → 0 → 1 → 2 → 5 → 6 → 7 → 4. The TSP ORDER of a core can be obtained by TSP_ID_ARRAY[]. Taking core 3 as an example, we can find that its TSP ORDER is 0 in TSP_ID_ARRAY[3]. We also assume that at time t0, the thread on core 3 is ready to enter the CS. Therefore, InUse is set to true (Line 14 in Algorithm 1) and this thread on core 3 enters the CS. Then, all entries of WaitArray[] in the graph are null (value 0) at time t0. At time t1, the threads on cores 1, 5, 2, and 6 arrive and are in the Lock Session (LS). Taking the thread on core 1 as an example, its TSP_ORDER is TSP_ID_ARRAY[1] = 2. Therefore, WaitArray[2] is set to 1 (Line 10), and the thread waits for either WaitArray[2] (Line 12) or InUse (Line 14) to become 0. The TSP_IDs of cores 1, 5, 2, and 6 are 2 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[1]), 4 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[5]), 3 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[2]), and 5 (TSP_ID_ARRAY[6]), respectively, and their WaitArray[] values are set to 1 accordingly.

At time t2, the thread on core 3 leaves the CS. Because the TSP ORDER of core 3 is 0, the search will start from next TSP ORDER (i.e., TSP_ID 1 in this case). Thus, the
value of WaitArray[1] is examined (Lines 18-21), and the first “1” appears in WaitArray[2]. Therefore, the thread in core 3 sets WaitArray[2] to 0. Since the thread in core 1 has been waiting for WaitArray[2] to become 0 (Line 12), it can now enter the CS. Similarly, at times t3 and t4, the threads in cores 2 and 5 enter the CS, respectively. At time t6, the thread in core 6 wants to leave the CS, so it finds all entries of WaitArray[] equal to 0. Therefore, it sets InUse to false (Line 22).

In this example, we assume that the handover cost within the same CCX is 1 and that across CCXs is 3. If the CS is entered in the FIFO order (3, 1, 5, 2, 6) as in MCS and Ticket, the total handover cost will be $1 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 10$. However, according to RON, it will be entered in the order 3, 1, 2, 5, 6, so the total handover cost is only $1 + 1 + 3 + 1 = 6$.

5 More Threads than Cores

In real applications, there may be a situation where the number of running threads is more than the number of cores. We call this oversubscription. RON approach proposed in Section 4.2 cannot handle oversubscription. In this section we propose two methods to solve this problem: RON-ticket and RON-plock. The former provides better fairness (i.e., bounded waiting), while the latter provides better performance and probabilistic fairness. In the following, we first point out that it is not necessary to run all threads with NUMA-aware spin-lock algorithms in Section 5.1. By utilizing this observation without violating fairness, we present our solution on supporting oversubscription in Section 5.2.

5.1 Lock Contention Problems on a Core

In oversubscription, multiple threads can run on a single core, which differs from the situation where competing threads are spread across multiple cores. In Figure 3-(a), Thr1 to Thr4 correspond to core1, core4, core1 and core2 belong to NUMA node1, and the other cores belong to node2. If Plock is used and Thr4 releases the lock, Thr3 has more probability of entering the CS because Thr3 and Thr4 are in the same node.

When Thr3 and Thr4 continue to request entering the CS, then Thr1 and Thr2 may not have the opportunity to enter the CS. In ticket lock, these threads enter the CS in FIFO order.

5.2 RON with Oversubscription Support

In RON, the element in WaitArray indicates whether a thread on that core is waiting to enter the CS. In this section, each element of WaitArray indicates how many threads are waiting for the lock on that core (for RON-ticket and RON-plock) and the order in which they enter the CS (for RON-ticket).

The RON-ticket is given in Algorithm 2. Each lock has an array consisting of the elements corresponding to each core and the elements consist of two variables: grant and ticket.

Each core has its own nWait variable, which behaves more like thread-local storage. When a thread is waiting to enter the CS from the LS, it uses the atomic_fetch_add(nWait, 1) operation to check whether there is a thread in the CS or not. This operation is performed on the nWait variable of the core that the thread is running on. If no thread is in the CS, then the waiting thread can enter. To enter the CS, the thread uses the atomic_fetch_add(ticket, 1) operation to set the l_ticket variable (Line 6). The thread then waits on the while loop (Lines 7-10) until it is its turn to enter the CS. If the thread is not the next thread that should enter the CS of the core (that is, grant − l_ticket ≠ 1), the thread releases the CPU (Lines 8-9) and tries again later. When a thread leaves the CS, it first checks to see if there is any waiting thread (Line 13). If there is a waiting thread, it searches for a core with a waiting thread (Lines 14-19). Once a core with a waiting thread is found, it increases the grant of that core by 1 (Line 17), allowing the waiting thread to enter the CS.

The RON-plock is shown in Algorithm 3. Each lock has an array consisting of the elements corresponding to each core and the elements consist of two variables: numWait and lock.
Each thread that wants to enter the CS must use `atomic_inc()` to set the numWait to which it belongs. When the lock of a core is HAS_LOCK, the thread currently executing on the core can enter the CS (Lines 7-8). To increase cooperation between the lock-unlock algorithm and the scheduler, `yield()` can be used when multiple threads are executing on a single core. Although `yield()` is a system call and can have overhead equivalent to `futex()`, for user-mode threads, it can be a user-mode function that transfers control to other threads on the same core. When the thread leaves the CS, it searches for the next core whose numWait is not equal to 0 and sets the lock of that core to HAS_LOCK. If necessary, `yield()` can be used again to allow other waiting threads on the same core to proceed. The proof of correctness is shown in the supplementary material.

### 6 Performance Evaluations

#### 6.1 Evaluation Platform and Settings

In the performance evaluation experiments, we used an AMD Threadripper 2990WX with 64 cores (/32 physical cores) with a GNU/Linux operating system. The kernel version was 5.4. The compiler used gcc-9.3 with the optimization parameter `-march=znver1 -O3`, which enabled gcc-9.3 to perform the optimization for the Threadripper microarchitecture. All experiments were conducted 100 times, and their results were averaged. The source codes of RON in this section can be found at https://github.com/shiwulo/ron-osdi2023.

For a more complete comparison with other methods, we used the LiTL framework [39]. We compiled RON as a shared library. We wrote Algorithm 3 into a program that is compiled with LiTL. By using `LD_PRELOAD`, RON can be compared with other methods on different benchmarks. AMD Threadripper is a chip NUMA. There are four dies in the chip. Each die has two CCXs, each of which has four cores. Moreover, the Linux `numastat` command shows that 2990WX has 4 NUMA nodes.

The cache coherence protocol operates at the cache line granularity, which means that low latency also implies high bandwidth. Therefore, the transmission latency obtained from the experiments shown in Figure 4 not only informs the design of inter-core locking algorithms but also provides insights into the underlying hardware’s performance characteristics. By profiling the inter-core latency, an operating system can optimize the lock-unlock algorithms accordingly. Furthermore, detailed microarchitecture information about the NoC from CPU vendors can lead to even better performance. In calculating the transmission latency from core X to core Y, we make core X read 100 integers (2 cache lines in this case) from DRAM, and then we calculate the time for core Y to read the 100 integers from core X’s cache. As 2990WX is a ccNUMA architecture, Y will read 100 integers from core X’s cache. It should be noted that not all dies on a 2990WX are the same due to differences in the manufacturing process. AMD puts the best cores on die 0, which means that the transmission latency of die 0 is lower. AMD and Intel support “AMD Turbo Core” and “Turbo Boost Max 3.0" respectively. The operating system can learn how to make better use of the CPU by being aware of the best die. However, traditional NUMA-aware spinlocks cannot achieve the fairness they claim in such processors, which will be discussed in Section 6.2.2.

After obtaining the handover time (i.e., transmission speed) for each pair of cores, we used Google OR-Tools [40] (A solver for NP-complete problems, providing a usable solution,) to determine the TSP ORDER for the cores as shown in Figure 4. We see that the TSP-ORDER first visits all the cores
in the same CCX and then the CCXs on the same die. Finally, the TSP-ORDER visits each die in the clockwise direction. Then, we generate TSP_ID_ARRAY[] according to the TSP ORDER for Algorithm 1.

![Figure 4: The core-to-core communication latencies and TSP ORDER of AMD 2990WX](image)

Figure 4: The core-to-core communication latencies and TSP ORDER of Algorithm 1.

We used microbenchmarks in Section 6.2 to analyze the characteristics of the algorithm, and used general benchmarks in Section 6.3 to understand the performance under various usage scenarios. We compared RON with the following algorithms. Please note that what we describe below are the usage scenarios. We compared RON with the following algorithms. Please note that what we describe below are the performance characteristics of each algorithm, not the implementation details.

1. Plock: The GNU Pthread's spinlock. A thread that intends to enter a CS will test the lock until its value equals to 0. When a thread leaves a CS, it sets the lock to 0. The first core that observes that the lock is 0 can enter the CS. The closer to the core the lock is released, the more likely it is for the core to enter the CS.

2. Ticket: This method allows each task waiting to enter the CS to have a “ticket” number. The thread waits until the “grant” is equal to its ticket number. The wait loops of all waiting threads use atomic instructions to continually query the value of the “grant”, which consumes limited NoC bandwidth.

3. MCS: Because all tasks waiting to enter the CS are queued in a linked list, when a thread leaves the CS, it only needs to set the “wait flag” of the next task to false. Setting the wait flag of next thread is more efficient than multicasting when the CPU supports a directory cache coherence algorithm. MCS does not optimize the interconnect latency in multi-core architectures.

4. C-BO-MCS: The thread should first acquire the MCS lock of the NUMA node to which the thread belongs. Then, it must compete with threads on other NUMA nodes to obtain a back-off lock. If a core neighbors to the core that obtains the C-BO-MCS lock, it has a higher priority to enter the CS. With this method, threads belonging to the same node can be grouped together to reduce handover costs.

5. ShflLock (also known as Shuffle Lock): This also uses grouping to improve performance. Shuffle can specify that a thread in the queue is responsible for shuffling. However, when the task that is allowed to enter the CS is shuffling the queue, the thread cannot enter the CS immediately and system performance may decrease.

### 6.2 Microbenchmarks for Quantitative Analysis

#### 6.2.1 Evaluation Platform and Settings

Here, we analyzed each spinlock method in a quantitative manner through a controllable microbenchmark. In each set of experiments in this section, each thread is bound (i.e., sched_setaffinity()) to a hardware thread and executes Algorithm 4. Because we have SMT (Simultaneous multithreading) enabled, there are 2 hardware threads per core. The total number of software threads is 64. In the while loop (Lines 2–9), a thread in the lock section (LS) (Line 3) requests entry into the critical section (CS) (Lines 4–5). After the thread enters the CS, each entry in SharedData is read and written, and the lock is released into the unlock section (US) (Line 6) when the thread leaves the CS. The clock_gettime(), defined in the POSIX.1-2001 standard, is called in the non-critical section (nCS) (Lines 7–9) until the elapsed time of the nCS exceeds the value of nCS_size±15% in Line 9. We first evaluate the throughput (Figure 5) and fairness (Figure 6) of each algorithm, and then analyze their efficiency in terms of handover (Figure 7) and contention (Figure 8). Please note that in these 4 experiments, except for adding the code for measuring time (i.e., clock_gettime()) and the code for statistics, the experimental parameters are the same.

#### Algorithm 4 Testing Program and Measurements

```c
1 void thread():
2     while(1):
3         spin_lock(); //LS
4         for (each element in SharedData): //CS
5             element = element + 1; //CS
6         spin_unlock(); //US
7         t = clock_gettime(); //nCS
8     //syscall overhead, rdtscp implement in userspace
9     while(clock_gettime()−t > nCS_size*rand(0.85~1.15));
```

#### 6.2.2 Results of Microbenchmarks

As shown in Algorithm 4, a shorter nCS implies a heavier workload because the lock request rate is higher. The upper and lower parts of Figure 5 are the performance when the contention is low and high, respectively. RON can provide the best locking efficiency in both cases. Under low load conditions (nCS = 400K~120K), the performance of Plock
ShflLock and C-BO-MCS perform worse than MCS in some cases (i.e., nCS > 10K). This is because these two algorithms implicitly treat the handover costs between cores belonging to the same die as equal. Therefore, they cannot optimize the handover costs of different cores in different dies (Please see the example in Section 2.2). Further, since the difference in communication cost between 2990WX cores is only 3.13 times at most, an algorithm with too-high time complexity reduces the benefits that can be obtained. Because RON uses a pre-calculated TSP ORDER that is optimized for all cores, it can achieve higher performance at a lower cost. According to our simulation results (in the supplementary material), ShflLock and C-BO-MCS performs better when the transmission latency between cores on the same chip/die is almost the same. In other situations, RON performed best.

In terms of software design, each thread in Plock competes fairly for locks. C-BO-MCS is based on two fair spinlocks, namely backoff [44] and MCS. ShflLock allows threads on the same node (i.e., die) of the lock holder to elevate their positions in the queue for a limited number of times. Note that it is difficult to analyze in detail why these algorithms do not meet long-term fairness perfectly, so only Plocks is analyzed to provide insights into the interaction between multicore processors and spinlocks.

In the past, the multi-core processor had to execute at a frequency that all cores could run correctly. The worst core determines the maximum clock frequency that a multi-core processor can run. Now each core can run on its highest frequency [47]. According to the experimental results of the Plock with nCS=10k, the ability of cores 0-7 and 32-39 to obtain locks is 20.6 times that of cores 8-31 and 40-63. Therefore, we roughly conclude that when the load becomes heavier, algorithms that meet long-term fairness may not achieve the expected fairness on modern multi-core processors. [47].

The experimental parameters of Figure 7 are the same as Figures 5 and 6, but we changed the X coordinate from nCS (Line 8 in Algo. 4) to the number of threads waiting to enter CS (i.e., the number of threads in LS, Line 3 in Algo. 4). The more the number of threads waiting, the better the performance of a algorithm that can optimize the handover cost. In Figure 7, the Y axis is the time required to access the shared data. For example, in the case of RON under load nCS = 10K, the number of threads in LS is 45, and the handover time is 100 ns. Under the same load, the number of threads of C-BO-MCS in LS is 52, and handover time is 190 ns. RON is almost the best spinlock in terms of handover time. With more tasks in the LS, the path formed by each task selected by RON is closer to TSP ORDER, because each core has a higher probability to have a thread waiting for entering the CS. When the number of tasks in LS increases from 0 to 15, the efficiency of accessing shared data doubles (from 210ns to 100ns). When the LS changes from 60 to 62, the efficiency is reduced by 7%. This is the reason for the reduced efficiency when the nCS is 1K in Figure 5.

Plock is slightly better (0.07%) than RON when the lock contention is very low (nCS=120K). Although Plock’s handover cost is low, its performance is not good. Since Plock uses compare_exchange to solve the lock contention problem, The hardware may need to execute cmp_xchg continuously until the return value of only one task is equal to true. This wastes the limited bandwidth of

![Figure 5: Locks per second under different loads](image)

**Figure 5:** Locks per second under different loads
NoC and is time consuming. The handover time of C-BO-MCS and ShflLock is better than MCS. However, these two methods are too complicated, resulting in the performance lower than expected. Both Ticket and MCS arrange tasks to enter the CS in the order of their arrival. Since Ticket does not give each thread a wait flag, all threads will constantly monitor the wait flag, thus consuming a lot of NoC bandwidth. Ticket has the worst handover cost.

In Figure 8, we set the size of the shared data accessed in the critical section to 0 (Line 4 in Algorithm 4). The X axis is the number of tasks waiting to enter the CS, and the Y axis is the time of each thread executing one round (including LS, US, CS and nCS, i.e., Lines 2-8). The size of the non-critical section (Lines 7 and 8) ranges from 160K to 1K. Therefore, the main factor in performance is the locking and unlocking efficiency of an algorithm. RON is almost the best algorithm. Its performance is slightly worse than that of Plock (0.2%) when the loading is extremely light. RON has a better performance for two reasons. First, TSP ORDER is pre-calculated. Second, the lower handover cost makes atomic operations more efficient. We use experiments to analyze the efficiency of atomic operations on RON. When we schedule threads to perform atomic operations through TSP ORDER, the efficiency of atomic operations is 1.6 times that of random order.

6.2.3 Oversubscribe

In each set of experiments of this section, each thread binds to a core and executes Algorithm 4. Each core has at most \(\lceil \text{num\_thread} \div \text{num\_core} \rceil\) threads. Because RON-ticket shares a key property with RON, that is, bounded waiting, RON-ticket was used for performance evaluation in the previous section. In this section, microbenchmarks are used to evaluate the performance of RON-ticket and RON-plock. In the case of oversubscription, two factors affect performance. The first one is whether the thread holding the lock is scheduled out. Second, if the algorithm specifies the next thread entering the CS, and whether it is scheduled out.

In Figure 9, RON-plock and RON-ticket perform better in the case of overbooking, where the y-axis denotes “millions locks” per second. Although C-BO-MCS(-B) and ShflLock(-B) also support oversubscription, the number of lock-unlock operations per second is dropped quickly.

Figure 7: Handover cost and the number of thread in LS.

Figure 8: Contention cost.

Figure 9: Performance of algorithms under oversubscribe.

RON-plock and Plock use intuitive methods (e.g., test-test-and-set) to solve the problem of oversubscribe. As long as the lock-holder is not scheduled out, Plock will allow a thread to enter CS (it is because that all threads wait on the same variable.). RON-plock is similar to Plock, except that all threads on the next core are scheduled out. Because RON-plock is based on RON, the performance of RON-plock is better than Plock. RON-ticket, ShflLock-B, and C-BO-MCS-B use system calls (i.e., futex() and yield()) to prevent the thread from spinning meaninglessly. ShflLock-B’s unlock() directly wakes up the next thread. However, C-BO-MCS-B’s unlock() may wake up all threads that can enter CS. RON-ticket makes the next thread that can enter the CS busy waiting, and other threads on that core enter the sleep state. For the same reason as RON-plock, RON-ticket has better performance.

6.2.4 Scalability

In this section, we investigate how algorithm performance changes with an increase in the number of threads used. Our experiment was conducted on the 2990WX, which has SMT technology. During the experiment, each thread accesses 100 integers in the critical section, while the non-critical section takes 10,000 ±15% nanoseconds.

As shown in Figure 10, it indicates that the performance of the RON-plock improves with an increase in the number of threads when the thread count is less than 64. This experiment yields results similar to those in Figure 5 because “executing more threads simultaneously” and “having shorter non-critical sections” both lead to greater competition for entering the
critical section. However, when the number of threads exceeds 64, the performance of these algorithms is determined by their ability to handle the oversubscribe problem.

This may be because these two algorithms are designed to overcome the huge transmission overhead between two CPUs. However, there is not much difference in the communication cost between the cores on AMD 2990WX. When the load is high, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS may only perform local optimization.

Consider the situation with four NUMA nodes, where ShflLock and C-BO-MCS serve node X, and the load on node X always has a thread waiting to enter the CS. At this time, although there are many threads waiting for the CS on other NUMA nodes to enter, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS tend to let tasks on node X enter the CS. Since RON uses TSP ORDER to arrange the cores to enter the CS, RON does not suffer from the problem of local optimization.

### 6.3 Application-level Benchmarks

We pick five different application-level benchmarks representing different performance bottlenecks. For the consistency of the experiment, the RON implementation here uses RON-ticket, which has identical features to RON (bounded waiting).

#### 6.3.1 LevelDB (Key-value Database)

Here, we used Google’s LevelDB to test the performance of the spinlock. The horizontal axis of Figure 11 is the algorithm tested, and the vertical axis is the time cost for every operation reported by LevelDB. Because of the difference data scales, “fillsync” is normalized to MCS and others normalized to Ticket.

![Figure 11: Google’s LevelDB.](image)

We use the `db_bench` in LevelDB to evaluate performance with 1 million entries and 64 threads. For each spinlock, fillseq, fillsync, fillrandom, overwrite, and readrandom have been tested. The last one is the geometric average of LevelDB’s 5 tests. RON-ticket, ShflLock and C-BO-MCS are spin locks optimized for ccNUMA or NUMA. Please note that RON-ticket is RON with oversubscribe support and it also satisfies bounded waiting. Compared with ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, the performance of RON is better by 22.1% and 24.2%, respectively.

MCS is slightly better than ShflLock and C-BO-MCS for LevelDB, although the latter two are optimized for NUMA.

The bottleneck of Raytrace is a lock contention, protecting a single counter with about a million acquisitions every second. RON-ticket, MCS, and Plock accomplished the task with around 70% of elapsed time. MCS is optimized for multi-core systems with dedicated caches for each core to reduce the overhead of lock contention and well fitted in high level of contention. The code of Plock is not optimized for multi-core. However, the core adjacent to the core that released the lock is more likely to successfully perform the atomic operation `compare_exchange()` to acquire the lock. Thus, Plock is implicitly optimized for multi-core platforms.

### 6.3.2 Benchmarks in Different Contention Levels

We applied an additional four different application benchmarks to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. These algorithms are selected from LiTL [39] and cover both high and low contention scenarios. Volrend and Raytrace are from the SPLASH2x benchmark set representing extreme and high levels of contention, respectively. For the extreme level, more than 40 threads are waiting to acquire the same lock instance. For the high level, there are about 10 to 40 threads waiting to acquire a lock. Dedup and Ferret are from the PARSEC3.0 benchmark set and respectively represent pressure on the memory and relatively low levels of contention [39]. In Figure 12, the vertical axis is the elapsed time of the benchmark task (including geomean of LevelDB Figure 11). Because of the different data scales, the numbers are the percentage to where the algorithm performs the worst for each task.

![Figure 12: Applications with different contention level.](image)
In the case of extreme levels of contention, the performance of Plock and MCS starts to drop while the ShflLock and RON-ticket can handle the stress. Under extreme level of contention (Volrend), RON-ticket achieved its best performance, taking only 24.3% of the elapsed time of the ticket to accomplish task. The bottleneck of Volrend is the lock contention for protecting different task queues with around 40 threads waiting. This benchmark verified that the RON algorithm generally performs best under higher contention. With more cores possessed by threads spinning for the lock instance, the routing path can massively reduce the handover cost.

However, under low levels of contention, RON-ticket only performs second best in all six algorithms. Ferret is a parallelized software with about 2000 times of acquisition for every second. While RON-ticket uses around 20% of the elapsed time, Plock takes only around 15.6% of the elapsed time of C-BO-MCS, outperforming RON in this specific benchmark. The lower contention of the lock leads to the sparseness of the WaitArray, which results in leaping on the routing path and lowers the benefit. Ticket guarantees fairness as threads keeping querying the global variable to know whether they can enter the CS. Ticket fits the task with low level of contention. However, under higher pressure, the bandwidth consumed by lock contention limits the bandwidth that can be used by handover.

Moreover, according to the results of Dedup, RON-ticket and Plock gave low memory pressure. Dedup allocates numerous locks (266k) [39], which puts pressure on the memory if the components of the lock are not reusable. The reusability of components like WaitArray and Get_TSP_ID gives RON-ticket the ability to handle numerous lock allocations.

In summary, RON algorithms can handle different levels of contention, especially higher levels. With higher contention RON algorithms achieve better performance relatively, but Plock remains a better algorithm for low levels of contention. With reusable components, Both Plock and RON put low pressure on the memory while allocating numerous lock instance.

7 RON in GNU/Linux Kernel

7.1 Implementation

As shown in the performance evaluation section, RON is more suitable for multi-core computers than methods that support NUMA in user space applications. In this section, we show whether RON is suitable for Linux kernel. In our implementation, the line of code (LoC) is 47.

In the Linux kernel, the lock-acquire and lock-release are implemented by queued_spin_lock (struct qspinlock *lock) and queued_spin_unlock (struct qspinlock *lock), respectively. Both functions have only one parameter, lock. By rewriting these two functions, we implement RON in the Linux kernel. We use *lock as InUse in the RON algorithm (Line 3 in Algorithm 1).

In order to achieve the same space efficiency as qspinlock, only one WaitArray (Line 4 in Algorithm 1) is in kernel. In user space, a task sets WaitArray[TSP_ID] (Line 10 in Algorithm 1) to wait for entering the CS. In the Linux kernel, the task writes the address of lock (that is the parameter of queued_spin_lock) to WaitArray[TSP_ID] for entering the CS. When the thread leaves CS, the thread will check one by one whether there is an element with a value equal to lock in WaitArray. Therefore, a busy-waiting task is only awakened by the task holding the same lock.

If the space of the WaitArray has been used up, the other tasks wait on InUse (that is *lock in kernel space). Tasks waiting for InUse do not enter CS in TSP ORDER. This design method is the same as Linux’s qspinlock, though it is not perfect but good enough (compromise to O(1) space complexity). In terms of memory usage, RON requires 4 bytes for each lock (that is the size of struct qspinlockx) and 28 bytes for each core (28 × 64 = 1792 bytes for AMD 2990WX).

7.2 Evaluations

In this section, the Linux kernel version is 5.12.1. We apply the patch of ShflLock into the qspinlock.c of Linux. Therefore, in this section, we will compare the performance of the Linux kernel using qspinlock, ShflLock and RON. We use a microbenchmark and db_bench of Google LevelDB to measure the performance of RON in Linux kernel. In the experiment, we do not use LD_PRELOAD to change the behavior of LevelDB. The purpose of microbenchmark is to measure performance under high load conditions. The microbenchmark is implemented by forking 64 child processes, and every child process creates 2048 threads to execute 64 mmap() and munmap() function calls. We use strace to evaluate the time taken for each system call.

As shown in Figure 13, ShflLock doesn’t perform well on both microbenchmark and LevelDB. ShflLock is suitable for multi-socket NUMA machines but ours is a single-socket machine. RON performs better than qspinlock under high load conditions. In terms of geometric average of microbenchmark, the performance of Linux kernel with RON is 1.35 times that of Linux kernel with qspinlock. In terms of LevelDB, RON and qspinlock are about the same in terms of geometric average. In these five experiments, the performance of these three algorithms on readseq are almost the same. RON performs better than qspinlock in fillsync because the contention is high. RON and qspinlock both have their own strengths.

Intuitively we can combine qspinlock and RON to achieve better performance. qspinlocks can encode the first two tasks waiting for entering CS into the lock instance. This benchmark verified that the RON algorithm generally performs best under higher contention. With more cores possessed by threads spinning for the lock instance, the routing path can massively reduce the handover cost.

However, under low levels of contention, RON-ticket only performs second best in all six algorithms. Ferret is a parallelized software with about 2000 times of acquisition for every second. While RON-ticket uses around 20% of the elapsed time, Plock takes only around 15.6% of the elapsed time of C-BO-MCS, outperforming RON in this specific benchmark. The lower contention of the lock leads to the sparseness of the WaitArray, which results in leaping on the routing path and lowers the benefit. Ticket guarantees fairness as threads keeping querying the global variable to know whether they can enter the CS. Ticket fits the task with low level of contention. However, under higher pressure, the bandwidth consumed by lock contention limits the bandwidth that can be used by handover.

Moreover, according to the results of Dedup, RON-ticket and Plock gave low memory pressure. Dedup allocates numerous locks (266k) [39], which puts pressure on the memory if the components of the lock are not reusable. The reusability of components like WaitArray and Get_TSP_ID gives RON-ticket the ability to handle numerous lock allocations.

In summary, RON algorithms can handle different levels of contention, especially higher levels. With higher contention RON algorithms achieve better performance relatively, but Plock remains a better algorithm for low levels of contention. With reusable components, Both Plock and RON put low pressure on the memory while allocating numerous lock instance.
performance under low contention conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system call</th>
<th>microbenchmark (microseconds)</th>
<th>LevelDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fillseq</td>
<td>fillsync</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qspinlock</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>511.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShflLock</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>390.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RON</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>687.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Performance comparisons on Linux kernel.

8 Conclusion

We propose a RON spinlock algorithm that delivers locks and data in a one-way circular manner among cores with the awareness of the performance differences of cores, so as to minimize the system-level handover cost and achieve bounded waiting for threads among cores. In particular, “one-way” is for minimized system-level handover cost and “circular” is for bounded waiting of threads to enter CS. In addition, the proposed RON algorithm can also resolve the oversubscription issue without losing its scalability. A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. Compared with ShflLock and C-BO-MCS, the performance of RON in google leveldb has increased by 22.1% and 24.2% respectively. In terms of kernel space performance, compared with using ShflLock, RON can improve the performance of Google LevelDB by 1.8 times.

9 Future work

This paper addresses the issue of unfairness caused by different execution frequencies on multi-core processors, as well as the efficiency of inter-core data transfer. The proposed method is particularly suitable for highly competitive scenarios. Although high competition can be a bottleneck for performance, low competition is a more common scenario where simple algorithms often have good performance. Therefore, in future research, we will investigate how to dynamically switch algorithms (such as plock and RON) at runtime. We will also evaluate the performance of RON by implementing it using linked-list methods to offload the runtime of unlocking to the locking process.
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Abstract

Context switching between kernel mode and user mode often causes prominent overhead, which slows down applications with frequent system calls (or syscalls), e.g., those with high I/O demand. The overhead is further amplified by security mechanisms like Linux kernel page-table isolation (KPTI). To accelerate such applications, many efforts have been put in removing syscalls from the I/O paths, mainly by combining drivers and applications in the same space or batching syscalls. Nonetheless, such solutions require developers to refactor their applications or even update hardware, which impedes their broad adoption.

In this paper, we propose another approach, userspace bypass (UB), to accelerate syscall-intensive applications, by transparently moving userspace instructions into kernel. Userspace bypass requires no modification to userspace binaries or code and achieves full binary compatibility. Specifically, to avoid overhead caused by frequent syscalls, kernel identifies the short userspace execution path between consecutive system calls, and converts the instructions in the path into code blocks with Software-Based Fault Isolation (SFI) guarantee. According to our evaluation, I/O micro-benchmark can be accelerated by 30.3 – 88.3%, Redis GET Requests Per Second (RPS) can be improved by 4.4 –10.8% for 1B – 4KiB data sizes, when the application is executed in a virtualized setting with KPTI turned on. The performance boost will be reduced when KPTI is turned off.

1 Introduction

System call (syscall) is widely used by a userspace application to access the resources provided by the hosting operating system (OS) and extensively used for I/O operations. However, syscall could incur prominent performance overhead [43] when mechanisms like Linux kernel page-table isolation (KPTI) [47] are turned on. Arguably, syscall is one of the major performance bottlenecks for applications pursuing high I/O requests Per Second (IOPS), e.g., those requesting over a million IOPS [7].

Syscall-refactoring approaches. In the recent literature, there are mainly two streams of work in achieving higher IOPS by changing how syscalls are processed from the I/O path, which we call syscall-refactoring approaches: 1) The first stream of approaches integrate drivers and data processing logic in the same address space by moving data processing logic into kernel [26, 36, 53] or moving drivers responsible for I/O into userspace (kernel bypass) [21, 51]. In this way, the processing logic can directly talk to I/O devices and avoid the overhead caused by the switching between user mode and kernel mode [51]. 2) The second stream of approaches batch syscalls and allow userspace processes to queue multiple I/O requests and issue them together with only one single syscall [43]. However, these solutions require developers to change their code, which is usually a non-trivial task.

Our approach. In this paper, we propose userspace bypass (or UB for short), which reduces the overhead introduced by syscall-related I/O and achieves binary compatibility (i.e., no application code needs to be changed or rebuilt) at the same time. UB is motivated by the observation that applications with high IOPS do not execute many instructions between frequently invoked consecutive syscalls (see Section 3.1). As a result, we can transparently instrument the instructions between syscalls under pre-defined security requirements (i.e., translating the instructions into sanitized code blocks), and let kernel execute the blocks without returning to userspace. In this way, the overhead caused by consecutive syscalls can be avoided. Figure 1 illustrates this idea.

Yet, a few challenges should be addressed. First, only those instructions that will potentially be executed between frequently invoked consecutive syscalls deserve userspace bypass. However, without explicit information provided by the developer, it is difficult to find such syscall sequence. As elevating the instructions to kernel also introduces overhead, the syscalls to be optimized need to be carefully chosen to offset such overhead. Second, malicious applications may exploit UB to steal kernel data and even execute privileged instructions. In addition, buggy applications may pollute kernel memory. Hence, it is critical for UB to guarantee kernel
We also evaluate the impacts of KPTI and virtualization on with the thread optimized by UB.

accelerate raw socket-based packet filters by 31.5% – 34.3%. Nginx can be accelerated by 0.4% – 10.9%. UB can lower-bound acceleration ratio ranges from 4.4% to 10.8% for 1B – 4KiB data sizes. Redis GET introduces prominent overhead on various applications and scenarios [16, 35, 43], including direct costs and indirect costs [43]. For the first case, because of switching between user mode and kernel mode, extra procedures have to be executed to save registers, change protection domains, and handle the registered exceptions. For the latter case, the state of processor structure, including L1 cache data and instruction

in the runtime. The instructions, if within the same function, will be translated into Binary Translation Cache (BTC). Next, we iteratively execute the BTC and extend the BTC from the exit instruction until we meet the next syscall invocation. We perform instruction and address sanitization to restrict the behaviors of BTC, and achieve kernel control-flow integrity (CFI) and data integrity on the BTC. UB does not re-order instructions or split memory access. As a result, other threads can execute concurrently and safely with the thread optimized by UB.

We implement a prototype of UB and evaluate its performance gain in I/O micro-benchmark and real-world applications including Redis and Nginx. Under our default setting (the tested application runs in a virtual machine (VM) and the Linux KPTI is turned on), I/O micro-benchmark threads can be accelerated by 30.3% to 88.3%. For Redis GET, the acceleration ratio ranges from 4.4% to 10.8% for 1B – 4KiB data sizes. Nginx can be accelerated by 0.4% – 10.9%. UB can accelerate raw socket-based packet filters by 31.5% – 34.3%. We also evaluate the impacts of KPTI and virtualization on UB’s performance gain. Since turning off KPTI reduces the syscall overhead, UB is less effective. For example, the acceleration ratio for I/O micro-benchmark drops from 88.3% to 41.6% for the smallest I/O size. Hence, future processors, which are expected to eliminate Meltdown and Spectre vulnerability in hardware, will benefit much less from UB. When the applications run in the physical machine, UB achieves higher upper-bound acceleration ratios in most settings compared to VM, because IOPS is usually higher in this case, which results in more syscalls that can be optimized.

We also compare UB with other systems that optimize syscalls, including io_uring [23], F-Stack DPDK [45] and eBPF [34] in our experimental study. The results show that UB is less advantageous, comparing with io_uring in the micro-benchmark, F-Stack for the Redis macro-benchmark, and eBPF for raw sockets. However, UB has a unique advantage that no code change is required for the application developers.

Finally, we acknowledge UB might introduce new security risks under side-channels, undocumented x86 instructions, and kernel races. We accordingly suggest a few defense ideas.

The code of our UB prototype is published at [15]. We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows.

- We propose userspace bypass (UB), which directly executes the instructions between syscalls in kernel mode, to accelerate syscalls.
- We provide a concrete design that transparently translates userspace instructions to kernel-safe, sanitized BTC. With this method, existing applications can be executed without modification and enjoy the performance gain.
- We implement a prototype and evaluate it against several high IOPS apps. The results prove the effectiveness of UB.

2 Background

In this section, we first overview the syscall mechanisms and their introduced overhead. Then, we describe the prior efforts in reducing such overhead.

2.1 Syscalls and Their Costs

Syscall presents the default interface between userspace applications and kernel services. Software interrupt (e.g., int 0x80, which has been deprecated) and special instructions (e.g., syscall/sysret created by AMD and sysenter/sysexit created by Intel) can be leveraged to transfer the control from user space to kernel space and vice versa after syscall.

Previous studies have shown that syscall invocation can introduce prominent overhead on various applications and scenarios [16, 35, 43], including direct costs and indirect costs [43]. For the first case, because of switching between user mode and kernel mode, extra procedures have to be executed to save registers, change protection domains, and handle the registered exceptions. For the latter case, the state of processor structure, including L1 cache data and instruction

![Figure 1: Invoking system calls without and with UB.](image)
caches, translation look-aside buffers (TLB), etc., can be polluted by syscalls, and the Out of Order Execution (OOE) of CPU has to be stalled for the order guarantee. As a result, the user-mode instructions per cycle (IPC) would be decreased after syscall.

A widely-used technique called kernel page-table isolation (KPTI) [47] makes syscalls even slower. To defeat transient execution attacks, e.g., Meltdown [29] and Spectre v3a [49], OS kernel uses two sets of page tables for user space and kernel space. As a consequence, CPU should switch to kernel page table upon entering syscall, and switch back when returning to userspace. Besides KPTI, virtualization may also increase the context-switching overhead. For example, the overhead of TLB miss (part of indirect overhead) inside VM can be larger, as more page table entries have to be examined than inside physical machines.

Below we summarize the observations from previous studies and our measurement about the concrete syscall overhead.

- A no-op system call with KPTI enabled can cost 431 CPU cycles, as measured by Mi et al. on Intel Skylake and sel4 [35].
- As measured in our experiment platform (Intel Skylake and Linux), the kernel prologue and epilogue (direct costs) take 197 instructions (992 CPU cycles) for a no-op syscall, suggesting the issue of syscall overhead persists a decade after the study of Soares et al. [43].
- Also on our platform, a write syscall can degrade the IPC of the following userspace instructions from 2.9 to 0.2 (indirect costs). The IPC slowly goes back to 2.1 after executing 20,000 instructions. Figure 2 shows the trend of IPC by time elapsed.

### 2.2 Performance Optimization on Syscalls

The research community is actively working on mitigating the overhead resulting from syscalls. Below we describe the related work with a comparison to our approach (also summarized in Table 1).

**Asynchronous syscalls.** Syscall introduces a synchronous execution model, as the user-mode execution is resumed after a syscall is finished. Brown proposed non-blocking Linux syscalls [5] that can be completed asynchronously parallel to the userspace execution flow. But, this approach does not completely decouple the syscall invocation from its execution. So far, most of the syscall implementations on Linux are still synchronized.

**Syscall batching.** As locality is a major performance factor, executing syscalls in a batch has also been investigated. Rajagopalan et al. proposed to group consecutive syscalls into one (the result of a syscall is directly fed to the next) [38]. This approach is effective under the assumption that no computation happens between two syscalls. Soares et al. proposed to batch syscalls of multiple co-routines and asked the developers to change the thread model to M-on-N ("M user-mode threads executing on N kernel-visible threads, with M » N") [38]. Thus, it only works when the task can be split into many threads. Modern kernel provides native queues, i.e., io_uring [23], to batch I/O requests from userspace processes and reduce the occurrences of syscalls. In particular, userspace code can issue multiple requests to the queue and invoke one syscall to let kernel process the queue\(^1\).

**Unikernel.** To mitigate the overhead of context switching, the Unikernel solutions run application code in kernel space instead of user space. Examples include Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) [42] and library OS [31, 40].

**In-kernel sandbox.** To reduce the occurrences of context switching caused by syscalls, in-kernel sandbox allows application code to run in privileged mode. For instance, eBPF [34] allows developers to attach code into kernel trace points. When kernel reaches these points, it will use a VM to execute the attached code. However, eBPF places many restrictions on the code, and kernel verifies if all the requirements are met before execution, during which legal codes may be rejected because of false positives in verification. Recently, Dmitry et al. propose to use in-kernel sandbox to execute applications entirely in kernel [27], in which context switching overhead can also be mitigated.

### Table 1: Comparison of schemes for optimizing syscalls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Develop Cost</th>
<th>Async Needed</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eBPF</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDK</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>io_uring</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniKernel</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexSC</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)io_uring also supports a kernel polling mode if the application has root privilege, where no syscall is required.
which meanwhile does not impact application’s functionality. Another example is Unikernel: It requires developers to write which accounts for 10% we compare the unofficial Redis with DPDK support \[2\] to (DPDK) \[11\], which takes over I/O devices in userspace. We find that existing approaches all require noticeable development efforts. Different coding paradigms have to be followed in order to use the syscall-refactoring primitives. Most kernel bypass and syscall batching solutions (e.g., DPDK, RDMA, io_uring) require application code to interact with a queue pair asynchronously. Nonetheless, developers still prefer to write program logic in the synchronous style. Refactoring the legacy code is also labor-intensive. As an example, we compare the unofficial Redis with DPDK support \[2\] to its official version (version 3.0.5). We find that the former includes 9,984 extra lines of code (LoC) to support DPDK, which accounts for 10% of the LoC of the official version. Another example is Unikernel: It requires developers to write kernel-mode code, which is unfortunately difficult to debug and prone to errors like memory corruption (there is no memory isolation). In addition to changing the application code, special userspace drivers may be required for kernel-bypass solutions \[24\].

3 Design Overview

To address the aforementioned issues, we propose userspace bypass (UB), a new primitive for syscall optimization. UB aims to fulfill the following three design goals (DG).

**DG1: Minimizing the manual efforts of developers.** Different from syscall-refactoring approaches, which require developers to change their legacy code or adjust to asynchronous programming, UB optimizes the syscalls at the execution time, which meanwhile does not impact application’s functionality.

**DG2: Minimizing changes to system architecture.** Syscall-refactoring approaches may change the current system architecture, e.g., mapping and binding devices to userspace. In contrast, UB keeps the current system architecture unchanged, including device driver and I/O harvesting models.

**DG3: Comparable performance to syscall-refactoring approaches.** UB aims to reduce the direct and indirect costs of syscalls, and achieve similar performance boost compared to syscall-refactoring approaches.

3.1 Syscall-intensive Applications

We focus on optimizing applications of high IOPS, e.g., Redis and Nginx, which are also syscall-intensive. By analyzing their code and runtime behaviors, we identify the following two insights that guide the design of UB.

**Lightweight userspace instructions in I/O threads.** We find that the computation workloads between I/O events are usually lightweight for the examined applications. Moreover, the number of instructions between two consecutive syscalls is usually small. One explanation is that such applications follow a popular I/O model that separates I/O-intensive workload from CPU-intensive workload in different threads. For example, Redis server has a main thread that dispatches accepted sockets to I/O threads \[10\], which conduct I/O from/to kernel and let the main thread complete the CPU intensive computation. With such a design, the instructions between I/O events simply handle buffer movement. We also profiled syscalls invoked by Redis (in total 3M), and found half of them are followed by less than 400 userspace instructions (around 200 cycles when IPC is 2) before the next syscall, which is faster than executing a syscall itself (e.g., 431 cycles \[35\] as described in Section 2.1).

**Amplified direct and indirect costs.** Section 2.1 overviews the direct and indirect costs of syscall in general, and those costs can be amplified in syscall-intensive applications. As shown in Figure 1, the frequency of entry and exit rises linearly following the frequency of syscall invocation. The indirect costs due to TLB misses, OOE stalls and cache misses are also non-negligible, especially when the syscall handles lighter tasks (IPC drops to 0.74 for no-op syscall, and 0.21 for `pwrite`, as shown in Figure 2).

3.2 UB Modules

Based on the above considerations, we are motivated to design UB in a way that it can detect the occurrences of syscalls, and elevate the userspace instructions between consecutive syscalls to kernel through binary transformation. Figure 1 illustrates our idea. Although the idea seems simple at the high level, a few challenges should be addressed to enable UB for real-world, full-fledged applications.

- The application code is less trustworthy compared to the kernel code. Hence, necessary isolation should be performed to confine its capability after being moved to kernel. However, identifying the untrusted regions and governing them with the right policies are non-trivial.
- Given that isolation would incur extra costs, it is not always beneficial to transform every chunk of userspace instructions. But, when to perform transformation and how to reduce its overhead are unknown.

UB addresses these challenges with three key components. 1) A “hot” syscall identifier that monitors the execution of the target application, profiles the invoked syscalls, and determines when userspace instructions need to be elevated; 2) a Just-in-Time (JIT) translator that converts the userspace instructions into Binary Translation Cache (BTC) that is instrumented with isolation policies; 3) a kernel BTC runtime that executes the translated code. Figure 3 overviews the design of UB.

Note that the components in UB are not fundamentally new concepts. BTC is a standard component for Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT) \[3,22\]. The JIT translator follows the guideline of Software-Based Fault Isolation (SFI) \[44\] in
code instrumentation and isolation policies. Yet, we find that the existing systems cannot be directly used in our problem setting. Below we briefly discuss the main modules in UB.

![Figure 3: Overview of the UB framework. Every time a thread calls syscall (S1), hot syscall identifier hooks it (S2) and dispatches it to do_syscall (S3), after which kernel may return to user mode if the syscall is not hot (S6), or send it to BTC runtime for UB (S5).](image)

**Hot syscall identifier.** This module runs in kernel mode and hooks each syscall. By analyzing the runtime statistics, it can identify which syscall instructions are hot, i.e., ones with high chances to be followed by another syscall shortly. The userspace instructions between two consecutive hot syscalls will be elevated to kernel and accelerated next time when the application runs. To avoid introducing large overhead due to runtime monitoring, this module runs intermittently.

**BTC translator.** The BTC translator converts the userspace instructions marked by the previous modules to BTC and has it executed by the kernel BTC runtime. Under the SFI guidelines, it converts dangerous instructions (e.g., indirect control-flow transfer) to the safe ones (e.g., direct jumps), and instrument checks to constrain memory access and control-transfer behaviors. The translator runs in a separate, independent userspace process to avoid introducing its code to kernel. The translation does not block the application execution, and the translated code is executed next time when the same code path is visited.

In addition to optimizing userspace instructions between a pair of hot syscalls, we also consider the acceleration on a sequence of hot syscalls. We call the enclosed userspace code fast path. UB aims to chain such userspace code and accelerate them altogether. The fast path is discovered incrementally by watching the jump targets. The details will be discussed in Section 5.

### 4 Hot Syscall Identifier

**Criteria of userspace bypassing.** A region of userspace instructions should be elevated when its performance gain outweighs the translation and instrumentation overhead by BTC translator. We measure the performance gain against different userspace path length (i.e., the number of instructions), and consider the regions with short path. The major reason is that the instrumentation costs increase rapidly for longer paths, because more instructions have to be monitored. We consider 1,000 instructions (termed $T_{path}$) as the threshold for the short path length. Through an empirical study, we observe obvious performance gain (over 20%) with this path length (see Section 6.2).

**Module design.** This module aims to discover hot syscalls that enclose a short userspace path. We resort to online analysis to achieve seamless profiling. Specifically, this module hooks syscall entry and counts the number of instructions between two consecutive syscalls. The two syscalls are classified as candidates of hot syscalls when the instruction number is less than $T_{path}$. Below we describe the detailed steps.

- **Syscall sampling.** Monitoring every syscall invocation will introduce high performance penalty to the application execution. Hence, we sample syscalls and conduct the follow-up analysis only when a thread is issuing syscalls frequently (e.g., I/O threads). According to our measurement on syscall-intensive applications (e.g., Redis and Nginx), at least 100K syscalls (termed $T_{sys}$) are issued per second (6M per minute), and we choose to profile less than 10% of $T_{sys}$ syscalls (up to 500K syscalls every minute). Therefore, most syscalls are not sampled and not interfered.

- **Coarse-grained profiling.** To further reduce the profiling overhead, we check whether a monitored thread invokes syscalls at high frequency. If the thread invokes less than 50K syscalls per second (half of $T_{sys}$), the module will not conduct the next fine-grained syscall profiling. In this, the threads with low IOPS will be skipped.

- **Fine-grained profiling.** For a thread invoking syscalls frequently, this module further analyzes which syscall instructions are invoked frequently. The frequent ones deserve userspace bypassing as more performance boost can be gained. We monitor 15K syscalls (15% of $T_{sys}$) of each round, and maintain a table recording, for each invoked syscall instruction, its location register ($\text{reg}$) and a counter of how many times the next syscall is invoked within 4 microseconds (approximately the time of executing $T_{path}$ instructions). We consider a syscall frequent when the counter is larger than 900 (6% of the profiled 15K syscalls). These syscalls and their enclosed userspace instructions will be handled by BTC translator in the next stage.

One might wonder if the performance of this module is sensitive to the parameter selection. To test the sensitivity, we

---

2Soares et al. consider the invocation of a syscall frequent if it is invoked once every 2,000 or less instructions [43]. We use a more conservative number to accommodate different platforms.
check if hot syscalls of Redis and Nginx, two applications used by our experiments, can be correctly discovered on three different machines: a PC with Core i5 10500 (year 2021), two servers with Xeon 8175 and 8260 (year 2017 and 2019). All hot syscalls can be correctly identified, suggesting parameter tuning could be skipped in most cases.

5 BTC Runtime and Translator

In this section, we describe how the BTC translator converts userspace instructions into kernel BTC and meets the security requirements. Our BTC translator follows the procedure of Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT) [19, 22, 48]. In general, given a path consisting of basic blocks in binary and triggering an event (e.g., hot syscall in our case), DBT dissembles it, translates it with a SFI rulebook, and compiles it to BTC for the future execution. Due to SFI, the malicious or unwanted behaviors of the translated code can be contained, and safely run by the BTC runtime.

5.1 BTC Runtime

The translated code block is executed by a BTC runtime in kernel. The BTC runtime holds local variables in kernel stack, which can be accessed by the instrumentation instructions within the BTC for policy enforcement and context switching. The local variables include: 1) the saved kernel context, i.e., callee-saved registers, 2) the values of reserved registers, and 3) the indirect jump destination information which is used to build the fast path.

Before executing the BTC, the runtime prepares the return status for userspace, i.e., through restoring the usertspace context saved on syscall entry (e.g., pt_regs for x86_64). After a block is finished, the runtime processes the return status of the BTC and takes further actions. The execution of a BTC might exit the runtime in the middle when the jump target is missing, e.g., when a new path is encountered. In this case, the runtime records the information about this jump and immediately returns to userspace, i.e., the jump target. We make the userspace memory accessible to the BTC runtime, so all changes on memory are kept. Changes made to registers are updated to userspace context (i.e., pt_regs for x86_64), which will be written to registers when kernel returns to userspace. Therefore, userspace state changes made by the BTC are also preserved and visible to other threads, which ensures the application logic is not changed under UB.

The execution of the BTC might also exit when a syscall instruction is encountered. In this case, a fast path between two consecutive syscalls has been completely executed in kernel, which indicates a successful userspace bypass. The BTC runtime emulates the syscall trap, by looking up the syscall number against the syscall table and dispatching syscall parameters to the corresponding do_syscall function (i.e., executing the syscall). After do_syscall returns, the BTC runtime checks if the next syscall instruction is again hot. If the answer is yes, the runtime tries to conduct another userspace bypass. In this way, do_syscalls and userspace bypass can be chained, which is similar to direct branch chaining of DBT. In an ideal case, a whole thread can be executed in kernel.

Fast path discovery. The performance of UB highly depends on the identification accuracy of fast path, and we leverage an incremental, JIT-style approach to achieve high accuracy. Given an entry address, i.e., the instruction next to a hot syscall, the BTC translator first discovers a part of the fast path, by dissembling the code segment of the target thread from the entry address iteratively. The potentially unreachable paths are skipped by the translator in each iteration. Specifically, the translator only follows direct jumps and stops at the call instructions, which forces the translator to handle code only within a function at one iteration and consider it fast path. When an indirect jump or call is indeed made later, the target information will be collected by the BTC runtime and sent to the translator to extend the fast path after replacing the jump instructions (see Section 5.2.1). Such an approach is similar to the one adopted by QEMU [9], but we do not lift the binary to its intermediate representation.

5.2 BTC Translator

Below we describe how the security policies are instrumented into the userspace code. We follow the SFI principles to provide data-access policies and control-flow policies [44] on kernel, and the implementations are inherited and extended from Nacl [52], which sandboxes the untrusted x86 native code in browser. Noticeably, Nacl assumes source code is available so SFI rules can be enforced under static compilation. In contrast, UB performs DBT on the binaries. As such, the SFI rules have to be adjusted and extended.

Threat model. We assume the userspace code is untrusted, which could contain arbitrary code and data, and the side-effects include unmediated access to kernel memory, privileged functions, etc. The goal of UB is to ensure the userspace code cannot gain more privilege (and do more harm) after it is elevated to kernel, i.e., protecting kernel’s control-flow integrity. Noticeably, this goal is different from guaranteeing control-flow integrity [1] on the userspace application (elaborated in Section 5.3). We take a conservative approach in designing UB and avoid elevating a fast path when the consequences can not be immediately determined (e.g., the jump targets are unknown during translation). We focus on x86_64 platform but the proposed techniques could be easily generalized to other platforms. Below we describe the implementations related to jump, register, instruction, and memory access that ensure security under this threat model.
5.2.1 Jump Sanitization

The inner sandbox of NaCl checks the explicit control flow expressed with calls and jumps, and disallows memory dereferencing on indirect jump and call instructions. The targets of jumps are confined within the sandbox. In contrast, the entire kernel memory space is open to elevated userspace code under UB. Therefore, we take different approaches to sanitize jumps.

**Direct jump.** To prevent the code in BTC from jumping to an arbitrary address, the translation only happens when the jump target is known. In other words, only direct jumps whose targets are known are processed. The address sanitization is described in Section 5.2.3.

**Indirect jump.** Yet, userspace fast path may contain indirect jumps, and we deter BTC from processing such path till the targets are known. In particular, the translator inserts checks that compare the targets against a target address table (similar to jumptable [22]) when encountering the associated code at first. If the target address is not in the table, the control flow will exit BTC runtime. When such an exit is triggered during executing a BTC block, the BTC runtime sends the jump instruction address (i.e., RIP of the address) and the target address to the BTC translator, and extends the fast path, as described in Section 5.1.

We show an example in Figure 4. The indirect jump (jump to RAX, located at 0x123) is initially translated to writing down the jump target (saving RAX to stack) and exiting to BTC runtime (jump to exit indirect jmp). When the path P1 is firstly executed, the BTC runtime learns a target 0x456, and the information is sent to the translator, which updates the BTC by adding a target table entry. After that, the path P1 is added to BTC, and it will not trigger exit indirect jmp for the next time. If P2 is reached later, another destination 0x789 can be learnt and the BTC will be updated, so the fast path is further extended.

![Figure 4: An example of translation under jump sanitization.](image)

As the application runs longer, more indirect jump targets can be learned. The resulting BTC can eventually cover the entire fast path. The checks inserted into the BTC can perform efficiently because: 1) indirect control-flow transfer instructions do not appear frequently, based on our empirical analysis on the syscall-intensive applications and previous studies [18]; and 2) CPU is allowed to speculatively jump to the destination under out-of-order execution without waiting for the destination check.

5.2.2 Register Remapping

To protect kernel registers and stack, the BTC translator disallows the BTC code to access stack registers (i.e., RSP, RBP, and RIP). Besides, some registers are reserved for BTC runtime and cannot be accessed by the BTC code as well. Hence we develop this module to manage the registers.

Specifically, the BTC translator uses the $M$ reserved registers in BTC to serve the potential access to $N$ registers ($N = M + 3$, 3 are for stack registers). As $M < N$, the translator needs to schedule registers. The $N$ registers have their values stored in local variables, and the translator chooses one from the $M$ reserved registers to temporarily act as a special register with renaming. The translator also inserts code to synchronize the $N$ registers to local variables on stack. As a result, the behaviour of the BTC code is the same as the fast path in the user space.

**Register reservation.** The translator reserves R12-R15 ($M = 4$) for BTC runtime use, as they are the least frequently used in common userspace applications (less than 1% usage frequency [18]). When they appear in the fast path, renaming will occur. We also optimize our renaming mechanism for frequently-used special registers (i.e., RSP), by letting the translator fix the reserved registers to hold their values. Doing so reduces the occurrences of the costly register synchronization.

5.2.3 Instruction Sanitization

Privileged instructions (e.g., sysret) are not allowed to appear in the BTC, to avoid privilege escalation by the malicious code that exploits UB. During translation, the translator avoids elevating a fast path to the kernel if it contains any privileged instruction.

Due to register remapping, some instructions have to be rewritten. For stack operation instructions like PUSH/POP, the translator substitutes them with multiple instructions. Take POP as an example. The translator first adds an instruction to MOV the operand to the popped target from the memory addressed by the reserved register (i.e., the acting stack pointer), and then updates the reserved register with the new stack pointer value, i.e., plus 8.

5.2.4 Memory Access Sanitization

To prevent unauthorized access to the kernel memory, the translator sanitizes all memory access instructions. For ev-
ery such instruction, the translator inserts address checking instructions before the instruction, such that only userspace addresses are allowed to be accessed, i.e., the addresses start with 0. Similar to address masking of SFI [44], the translator shifts left the address by one bit and then shifts it right by one bit, to fulfill the address requirement. Two extra instructions (i.e., SHL and SHR) are introduced to this end, but our evaluation suggested the extra overhead is negligible (0.4%). Note that the added checks do not prevent BTC from accessing unmapped memory region and triggering page fault, and we handle it with the procedure described below.

Page fault handling. We modify the page fault handler to monitor the page fault events. For minor fault and major page fault, the page fault handler behaves the same for kernel mode and userspace mode. Therefore, faults caused by the userspace applications are resolved in the same way as without UB. When invalid page fault (i.e., illegally accessing some memory regions) happens, the execution of BTC code is aborted.

Nacl also isolates the memory space between the extensions and the host browser, with the help of the segmentation provided by x86 CPUs. As such, extensions’ instructions can only access memory within a segment and instructions to modify segment states are not allowed. However, although x86_64 still provides segmentation, it only adds a segment offset to the address but does not check segment boundary, which cannot be directly used for memory isolation.

5.3 Security Guarantees

The translated BTC has the following security properties (termed SP), and they jointly make UB fulfill SFI policies [44] on kernel.

SP1: Kernel control-flow integrity (CFI) for BTC. This property is guaranteed because when the BTC runtime hands control flow over to the userspace, the execution will only terminate through the exit point. More importantly, when the runtime executes the BTC, the thread cannot jump to a location unknown to the translator. For direct control-flow transfer, the destination can only be a label of a known basic block that has been translated. Indirect control-flow transfers are all translated to direct transfers by replacing the destinations. Therefore, the BTC prevents malicious code from hijacking the kernel control-flow after it is elevated.

We want to point out that UB does not claim to add extra protection against control-flow hijacking, e.g., ROP, JOP, COOP [4, 6, 8, 37, 41], and they can still occur in userspace. Though the attacker can construct gadgets when the destination checks are passed, jumping to the kernel code segment from BTC is never allowed, as it can be detected and aborted by the translator.

SP2: Kernel data (memory and register) integrity. For kernel context (or registers), we design BTC runtime to be compatible with the calling conventions, and the caller (kernel) context is saved on the stack before jumping to the BTC, which is recovered before returning to kernel instructions. The context switching is lightweight, as it does not cause privilege transfer.

For kernel memory, access sanitization ensures that no kernel memory can be accessed by the sanitized instructions, hence the kernel stack will not be tainted. Though runtime local variables must be accessible by the instructions in BTC, they cannot be exploited by malicious programs to touch the kernel stack. Only intentionally inserted instructions can touch the local variables referred by the stack base pointer, which stores runtime information like swapped-out registers (see Section 5.2.2). Because kernel CFI is guaranteed, execution would never jump to these instructions.

SP3: No privileged instructions in BTC. It is explained in Section 5.2.3.

SP4: Dead loop break. We also consider the attacks and bugs against the availability of the system resources. For instance, userspace applications may fall into a dead loop because of bugs or intentionally. As a countermeasure, the translator maintains a counter in BTC runtime to keep track of the number of instructions already executed. Once the counter exceeds a threshold, the execution flow can exit to runtime and in turn return to userspace, which avoids the kernel being blocked by the BTC code.

5.4 Thread Safety

Special attention should be paid to multi-thread userspace applications, because UB has no control over other threads except the one elevated to kernel. Memory order and atomicity have to be preserved to avoid data race. Fortunately, thread safety is automatically guaranteed by the translator and we explain it below.

Memory order. To preserve memory order, the translator regards all userspace memory as volatile, and only inserts instructions between userspace instructions without optimizing the block (e.g., reordering instructions or caching memory modification in registers). Yet CPUs can still reorder memory loads and stores according to their memory model. The original memory fences placed by the userspace applications are all inherited, and the translator does not insert extra fences.

Atomicity. The translator takes special measures to guarantee atomicity when using multiple instructions to emulate one userspace instruction. When translating an instruction, the translator prefers to use one instruction that has the same opcode as the original one. Hence, the atomicity of the original instruction is automatically preserved. For example, instructions with a lock prefix are translated to ones still with lock (e.g., LOCK MOV). If more than one instruction is needed for emulation, memory load or store must be completed in a single instruction. For example, when translating PUSH RIP, the offset address of the next instruction must be moved to the
userspace stack top. From the view of the translator, when BTC runtime reaches the instruction, the value of RIP is statically known and becomes an immediate number. However, x86_64 does not have an instruction to directly move a 64-bit intermediate value to memory. As a result, the translator generates instructions that first move the immediate value to a 64-bit reserved register and then move the 64-bit register to the top of the userspace stack.

6 Evaluation

We implement the prototype of UB for Linux kernel 5.4.44. The BTC runtime is implemented as a kernel module with 416 lines of C code, which hooks syscall epilogue to conduct syscall identification and manage BTC runtime. The translator is implemented with 786 lines of Python code at userspace (except the dependant Python disassembler miasm and gcc assembler as), which communicates with the BTC runtime kernel module via sys file. The kernel is modified by adding only 6 lines of codes to the syscall entry to allow the module to hook syscalls.

We evaluated our prototype in an I/O micro-benchmark and two real-world applications (Redis and Nginx) for macro-benchmarks. It is also compared to related technologies including DPDK, io_uring, and eBPF. To evaluate these applications, we set up a virtualized environment and a bare-metal environment. The bare-metal environment consists of a client machine and a server machine\(^3\), which are connected within the 40G Ethernet LAN. The virtualized environment runs on the server, with NIC pass-through being enabled. For the micro-benchmark I/O experiment, we run the tests directly on server, as it does not require network. For other scenarios, we run the client application in the client machine and the server application in the server machine, so the traffic goes through the physical network. To show the effects of virtualization and KPTI, which impact the syscall performance as explained in Section 2.1, we run each server application in four settings: KPTI on/off \times VM/physical machine. When KPTI is on, Linux turns on PCID to mitigate performance degradation. All the following tests are conducted 10 rounds, and the average IOPS or Requests Per Second (RPS) values are shown. For the results demonstrated in Section 6.1 to Section 6.4, we focus on the setting of VM with KPTI on and briefly describe how the results are changed under other settings. In Table 2, we list the acceleration ratios among different settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>VM</th>
<th>Physical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-mem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis GET</td>
<td>-3.7%</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis SET</td>
<td>-10.8%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-10.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
<td>34.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-mem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis GET</td>
<td>-2.0%</td>
<td>-5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis SET</td>
<td>-4.6%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>-1.2%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Ranges of acceleration ratios for different settings. “In-mem” means the in-memory file access benchmark.

6.1 I/O Micro-benchmark

We first consider accelerating a thread that purely performs file I/O requests via blocking syscalls as the micro-benchmark, which approximates the best-case scenario for UB. The thread runs a tight loop that sequentially reads files from kernel to userspace buffer via READ syscall 8.39 M times. The real-world applications may exhibit different patterns like executing more instructions between consecutive I/O requests, reducing the acceleration ratios by UB. For comparison, we employ io_uring for the same task (i.e., tight-loop READ syscall) and compare the IOPS.

**In-memory file access.** We create a large file in ramfs to avoid possible disk bottleneck, in order to assess how UB accelerates syscalls more accurately. Admittedly, this setting makes the micro-benchmark less realistic. We gradually increase the size of the buffer for each read and evaluate the acceleration ratios of UB under different buffer sizes.

Figure 5 shows the results. For the virtualized environment with KPTI on, UB accelerates syscall-based I/O by 88.3\%\(\pm\)0.75\%, when the I/O size is small (64B). For larger I/O size, IOPS drops for both UB and baseline, and the acceleration ratio drops to 30.3\%\(\pm\)0.96% for the 4KiB I/O size, because fewer syscalls are invoked. Turning off KPTI increases the IOPS, but the acceleration ratio of UB drops to 14.3\%\(\pm\)1.83% – 41.6\%\(\pm\)1.73%, because the syscall overhead is reduced. The acceleration on physical machine is higher especially when the I/O size is small (e.g., 112.9\%\(\pm\)1.78% when the I/O size is 64B when KPTI is on), as the IOPS on physical machine is higher and UB saves more context switching overhead.

For io_uring, we first examine the different queue depths (i.e., how many requests can be batched) from 1 to 1024, and found IOPS is stable after the depth reaches 128, as shown in Figure 6. Hence, we set the depth to 128 for its comparison with UB. It turns out io_uring yields more IOPS for most buffer sizes, according to Figure 5. When running in physical

---

\(^3\)The server machine has an Intel Xeon 8175 CPU (24 cores), 192GB memory, Samsung 980 pro NVME SSD, and Mellanox Connectx-3 NIC. It runs Ubuntu 20.04 with 5.4.44 kernel. When set up for VM, it uses QEMU-KVM 1.4.2-3, and assigns 24 cores to the VM. The client machine has an Intel Xeon 8260 CPU, 128GB memory and Mellanox Connectx-5 NIC.

\(^4\)We report the acceleration ratio together with the standard deviation.
lightweight calculation, like parsing packets. When the computations between consecutive I/O requests have dependency, the requests cannot be batched. Specifically, we set the I/O thread to calculate the sum of the buffer by treating it as a 64-bit integer array, after retrieving the buffer from kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPTI on</th>
<th>w/o sum</th>
<th>w/ sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>779±5 (852±3)</td>
<td>630±4 (793±3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810±22 (858±10)</td>
<td>686±65 (795±6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: KIOPS of reading file on NVMe disk (1KiB size) on physical machine (w/o sum), and reading together with integer summation (w/ sum). The UB accelerated number is shown in the bracket.

As shown in Table 3 (“w/ sum”), even the lightweight computation could reduce considerable amount of IOPS. The baseline IOPS drops by 149K, while it only drops by 59K when UB is on, as such lightweight calculations in userspace can be entirely ported into kernel for execution, so their IPC is less affected by syscalls.

6.2 Redis

We choose a popular key-value store engine Redis as one macro-benchmark to test how UB handles real-world workloads. We evaluate Redis 6.2.6 with the built-in Redis-benchmark tool [39] to generate workload. We run the Redis server with its default configuration and launch the Redis-benchmark with 2 threads. The connection number is kept at the default value 50. In each round, the client issues 1M requests.

By default, Redis completes most of its work within the main thread, which is responsible for not only I/O but also computation tasks like hashing. For a normal workflow, which is also described in [30], the main thread invokes EPOLL to get a list of readable sockets. For each readable socket, the thread READs the socket and then processes the request. As a result, the userspace paths following READs are long (from 3k to 20k), as the computation tasks happen there. At last, Redis WRITEs responses to corresponding sockets one by one, with a small number of instructions in between (around 300).

Results. Figure 7 shows RPS with and without UB for GET and SET data of sizes ranging from 1B to 16KiB. When tested in VM with KPTI on, for GET, the acceleration ratio ranges from 4.4%±1.52% to 10.8%±2.69%, when the data size is less or equal than 4KiB. The ratio drops to −3.7%±0.51%, when the size rises to 16KiB. Turning KPTI off drops the acceleration ratio to between −2.0%±1.32% and 4.6%±1.96%. The negative acceleration ratio suggests the overhead brought by UB outweighs the syscall overhead saved by itself. Executing on physical machine observes a different range: −5.4%±1.17% to 6.4%±2.01% for KPTI on and −6.4%±3.02% to 3.9%±1.67% for KPTI off. Noticeably, the RPS of Redis is much smaller
than that in our I/O micro-benchmark, so the expense from syscall is not the dominant factor. As a result, the acceleration ratio is much smaller.

Regarding SET, the acceleration ratio ranges from $-0.4\% \pm 2.19\%$ to $12.4\% \pm 3.96\%$ in VM with KPTI on. Similar trend is observed when KPTI is turned off and running in physical machine. Noticeably, Redis RPS drops significantly over 1KiB data size for both SET and GET, and similar observation was reported in the official documentation of the Redis benchmark [39].

Surprisingly, we found the RPS on VM is often higher than physical machine, though the virtual setup is supposed to yield lower RPS. We do not have a good explanation for why the opposite happened for Redis.

### Overhead of memory checks.
When strong kernel memory safety is unnecessary, e.g., when the binary is formally verified, a user may choose to chase higher performance gain by removing the instructions inserted to check memory boundary (i.e., SHL and SHR). We evaluate how much RPS gain can we get if we ask the translator not to insert such instructions. The results show that only 0.4% more RPS can be gained.

### Comparison with DPDK.
We compare the acceleration ratio of UB on Redis with that on DPDK as there are open-source implementations to empower Redis, like Redis-DPDK [2] and F-Stack Redis [45]. We chose F-Stack as the maintenance of Redis-DPDK has stopped since 2017 and it cannot run on the latest CPUs. F-stack supports the recent Redis 6.2.6 [46] as well as the recent DPDK 20.11. The comparison result is also shown in Figure 7.

It turns out F-Stack provides higher acceleration ratios for small size consistently (no larger than 4KiB). Interestingly, we found for 16KiB, F-Stack performs worse than UB and Redis baseline. One potential explanation is that F-Stack does not benefit from our multi-core setting. When we measure the CPU usage, it is always 100% for F-Stack, but UB and baseline can go up to 124%, which means multiple cores are used. Hence, F-Stack might outperform UB consistently when we restrict the core number to 1.

## 6.3 Nginx

In addition to Redis, we use Nginx (Version 1.20.0), a popular static web server with high RPS, as another macro-benchmark. Table 5 shows the number of instructions in the path followed by each syscall. These followed by less than 1,000 instruc-
syscall | recvfrom | openat | fstat | setsockopt | writev | sendfile | close | setsockopt
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
#Instructions followed | 4,328 | 38 | 4,412 | 43 | 177 | 541 | 477 | 509

Table 5: Number of instructions following each syscall of Nginx. Those followed by less than 1,000 instructions are hot. The two setsockopt calls are different.

Instructions can be regarded as hot. Therefore, 6 out of the 8 can be accelerated. We run wrk [50] (Version 4.1.0, with 8 threads and 1024 connections), an HTTP benchmark tool, on the client machine to issue requests to the Nginx server for 12s to examine how much RPS Nginx can handle.

Results. We gradually increase the file size requested by wrk and Figure 8 shows the RPS before and after UB acceleration. When being tested in VM with KPTI on, Nginx can be accelerated by 9.6% ± 0.22% to 10.9% ± 0.22% for 1KB to 64KB files, but the ratio drops to 0.4% ± 0.86% for 256KB file. For physical machine, the acceleration ratio ranges from 6.3% ± 0.17% to 13.4% ± 3.32% for 1KB to 64KB files, but also drops to −1.4% ± 0.28% for 256KB file. These results show the bottleneck shifts from syscall to I/O for large files. When turning off KPTI, UB does not yield noticeable acceleration.

Multiple worker threads. We evaluate how multi-threading affects the acceleration ratio. We gradually increase the number of worker threads of Nginx and evaluate the case of 4KB file size. Figure 9 shows the RPS. As we can see, with more worker threads, the acceleration ratio drops noticeably when KPTI is on (from 8.6% ± 0.22% to 7.1% ± 0.17% for VM and 4.7% ± 0.15% to 2.0% ± 0.26% for physical machine), as the worker threads are increased from 2 to 8. When there are more worker threads, more cycles are used for thread synchronization, so fewer requests can be served per thread, reducing the syscall overhead saved by UB.

6.4 Raw Socket vs. eBPF

To avoid the syscall overhead, eBPF is another popular solution as described in Section 2.2. We show that, with the help of UB, developers can simply write the processing logic entirely in userspace with raw socket, and compare Packets Per Second (PPS) with eBPF.

We run a program on the client machine to send UDP packets to the server, and the server handles the incoming packets by either raw socket or XDP (eBPF library for packet processing) for 12s in each round. The client runs 15 threads, which can saturate the server. The processing tasks include counting the number of packets and summing packets by treating a packet as an integer array.

Results. Figure 10 shows the results by 3 packet sizes (128B, 512B, and 1472B). For VM with KPTI on, eBPF outperforms raw socket for small packets by up to 368.4% ± 8.92%. For packets of MTU size (i.e., 1472B), eBPF still has 236.7% ± 4.15% more PPS. UB accelerates raw socket by 31.5% ± 0.25% – 34.3% ± 0.72%, which are much smaller than eBPF. The PPSs for raw socket are similar across different packet sizes. However, eBPF is very sensitive to packet size, and we believe it is because the bottleneck of raw socket is protocol stack processing, which is bypassed by eBPF whose bottleneck may be the data movement, whose time consumption is related to packet size. When KPTI is off, the acceleration ratio of UB drops to 14.5% ± 0.45% – 17.8% ± 0.44% for various packet sizes. On physical machine, the acceleration ratios of UB
Figure 10: PPS of server handling incoming UDP packets in different packet sizes.

have larger ranges (30.9%±0.87% – 38.6%±0.56% for KPTI on and 9.2%±0.14% – 19.8%±0.31% for KPTI off).

Computation. We also consider adding lightweight computation workload, i.e., packet summing, like the experiments for NVMe file access (Section 6.1). In VM, the PPS of raw socket sees greater drop when the packet size increases, but UB can still accelerates raw socket in similar ratios (30.1%±0.20% – 31.8%±0.50% for KPTI on and 10.1%±0.18% – 20.1%±0.15% for KPTI off). eBPF is able to keep the similar PPS without packet summing. On the physical machine, similar trend is observed for raw socket, UB, and eBPF, except that eBPF sees considerable drop of PPS for 512B packet size and KPTI on.

Profiling execution performance. We profile the execution time of BTC and eBPF respectively for the case of packet summing with RDTSCP, like our experiments on Redis (Section 6.2). In VM with KPTI on, for handling 33.85M incoming packets of 128B, BTC spent 5.86s. In contrast, eBPF costs 9s. As we can see, the execution performance of BTC is better than eBPF VM. However, UB still cannot achieve similar PPS to eBPF based on the previous results. According to our analysis, the reason is that eBPF runs in softirq, so the packets can be dispatched into different cores. In contrast, the raw socket protocol stack has in-kernel locks for concurrent access. In particular, we added more threads for socket read, but did not see PPS increase at all. We also tried to assess how eBPF works without multi-threading, by restricting the IRQ of the NIC to a single core and repeating the sum experiment in VM with KPTI on. UB-accelerated socket reaches 1M, 0.96M and 0.93M PPS for the three packet sizes, while eBPF reaches 0.96M, 0.93M and 0.91M PPS respectively. Therefore, we believe the PPS of raw socket can be significantly improved if kernel optimizes its protocol stack for concurrent access. One potential approach is to build a better UB runtime so more deeper kernel trace points can be exposed via syscall, and we leave this as a future work.

7 Discussion

7.1 UB vs. eBPF

In addition to the comparison on the performance between UB and eBPF, here we compare their restrictions and security guarantees. As eBPF is developed mostly for packet processing and kernel tracing, it has a number of restrictions on the application code. For example, eBPF is not Turing Complete, as infinite loops are not allowed [33]. Due to its extensive restrictions on code, the eBPF verifier is prone to produce false positives, i.e., legal code regarded as illegal [14]. UB does not add any restrictions to developers and translates the userspace code transparently.

Regarding performance, UB only accelerates the paths following syscalls, but eBPF can be attached to many tracing points inside kernel, which makes it more flexible and capable of overcoming kernel bottlenecks. We believe UB could realize similar performance as eBPF, if kernel exposes more tracing points via syscalls.
In terms of security, eBPF relies on the isolation from in-kernel VM, while UB relies on the policies of SFI translator. Attacks targeting eBPF might be effective against UB as well, as described in Section 7.2. Formally verifying the implementation of eBPF and UB could mitigate these issues, but verifying eBPF is likely easier than UB, because eBPF has an official specification and it uses a reduced set of instructions.

### 7.2 Security Risks

Though we follow the SFI principles to design UB, new security risks could be introduced. First, UB might be vulnerable under side-channel attacks, which infer the secrets according to micro-architectural state changes. For instance, the Spectre attack has demonstrated that eBPF can be exploited to steal kernel memory, as eBPF VM compiles userspace code into kernel code [25]. The BTC of UB may also be exploited for similar attacks. To mitigate such risk, defenses against speculation attacks should be considered, e.g., placing speculation blocking instructions by the compiler [25]. Second, our BTC translator might not be able to sanitize privileged undocumented X86 instructions. To mitigate the introduced risk, the translator could allow a whitelist of instructions. When instructions outside the whitelist are encountered, UB should give up elevating their fast path. Third, previous research showed kernel races can lead to time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTOU) attacks [28]. Since the BTC runtime does not enforce atomicity between the checking point and the use point for the fast path, the malicious userspace code can exploit kernel races. The mitigation can rely on the existing defenses that detect kernel races actively [20].

### 7.3 Other Limitations

Admittedly, kernel-bypass frameworks like DPDK could achieve better performance than UB, when the developers take the right measures to integrate them into the userspace applications. The better performance not only comes from the reduction of context switching overhead, but also the simplified and more efficient userspace drivers. For example, userspace drivers could avoid unnecessary buffer copying, interrupt, etc. In contrast, UB only reduces the context switching overhead. The key advantage of UB is that it does not require any change on the applications by the developers (see Table 1). Therefore, we believe kernel bypass would be favored when the developers are willing to refactor their code or design a new application with kernel bypass in mind.

UB does not aim to replace asynchronous I/O. Admittedly, when an application is both computation-intensive and I/O intensive, asynchronous I/O helps the developers decouple I/O from computation in different threads, making better use of multi-cores. UB does not give synchronous I/O tasks more IOPS than asynchronous tasks, but it can be used jointly with asynchronous I/O. In some cases, the I/O threads of asynchronous tasks still intensively invoke syscalls to submit I/O and UB can accelerate these tasks.

### 8 Related Work

Section 2 has surveyed related works about syscall optimization. Below we describe other related works.

**Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT).** DBT is a powerful method for debugging and instrumentation [3, 19, 22, 48]. Ke-dia et al. proposed a fast DBT in kernel to instrument kernel code [22]. Our translator has some similarities with theirs in indirect branch processing, but our translator differs largely in memory protection and register renaming. Besides, some functionalities of their runtime require rollback. In contrast, our runtime never rolls back.

**Software-Based Fault Isolation (SFI).** Enforcing SFI in kernel is not an entirely new idea. XFI was firstly proposed to isolate kernel modules with SFI, and later LXFI added kernel API check to restrict the fault propagated via kernel APIs [13, 32]. UB uses SFI in a different way for the fast path.

**Accelerating Inter-Process Communication (IPC).** Some schemes were proposed recently to exploit hardware assistance to accelerate IPC. Similar to accelerating system calls, they also try to minimize context switching overhead. Gu et al. proposes to accelerate IPC with the help of recent innovation in Intel processors, i.e., MPK [16]. Mi et al. borrows a hardware function designed for virtualization to accelerate IPC [35]. Du et al. proposes to add new features to CPU for context switching without involving kernel [12]. They implemented the prototype on RISC-V FPGA processors.

### 9 Conclusion

The overhead brought by syscalls is prominent to high-IOPS applications, but the existing approaches have not completely addressed this issue, because they require efforts in code refactoring. To preserve binary compatibility, we propose userspace bypass (UB) that executes userspace instructions directly in kernel. UB employs a JIT translator that translates userspace instructions between syscalls into sanitized code blocks. The code blocks are constrained to avoid introducing extra harm, therefore they can be executed directly in kernel. With UB, I/O micro-benchmark can be accelerated by 30.3 – 88.3% and real-world applications like Redis can be accelerated by 4.4 – 10.8% for 1B – 4KiB data sizes under GET, when the applications are executed in VM with KPTI on.
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Our artifact includes the source code of UB, and the apps we used for evaluation. The readers can follow the instructions to modify the Linux kernel to support UB, compile UB to run on it, and evaluate the apps on it.

Scope

The IOPS of all the apps we evaluated can be reproduced. Specifically, Figure 5, Figure 7, 8, 9 and 10. Reproducing the I/O benchmark is the most convenient case. Therefore, it is recommended to start from Figure 5.

The whole experiment can be time-consuming, so people may take fewer repeat rounds to save time.

Content

The artifact includes the implementation of UB, which consists of the three files to be modified over Linux Kernel (zz_lkm, zz_daemon, and zz_disassem). zz_lkm is the kernel part of UB, which profiles processes and executes the BTC. zz_daemon sits at userspace to communicate with the kernel module and invoke zz_disassem to do the actual translation.

Hosting

The source codes are hosted at https://github.com/gla rer/UserspaceBypass, as well as the readme file.

Requirement

The I/O benchmark experiment requires only a server machine. Because Redis, Nginx, and raw socket experiments involve network, another client machine is required to be connected to the server.

The IOPS is highly related to CPU performance. Therefore, the reproduced IOPS values may be different by different CPUs, but we can always see the performance gain.

The IOPS can also be disturbed by network performance. If the NIC used is not sufficiently powerful, the IOPS may drop for large I/O size, as well as the performance gain.
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Abstract

This paper proposes the SCALENE Python profiler. SCALENE precisely and simultaneously profiles CPU, memory, and GPU usage, all with low overhead. SCALENE’s CPU and memory profilers help Python programmers direct their optimization efforts by distinguishing between inefficient Python and efficient native execution time and memory usage. SCALENE’s memory profiler employs a novel sampling algorithm that lets it operate with low overhead yet high precision. It also incorporates a novel algorithm that automatically pinpoints memory leaks within Python or across the Python/native boundary. SCALENE tracks a new metric called copy volume, which highlights costly copying operations that can occur when Python silently converts between native and Python data representations, or between CPU and GPU. Since its introduction, SCALENE has been widely adopted, with over 675,000 downloads to date. We present experience reports from developers who used SCALENE to achieve significant performance improvements and memory savings.

1 Introduction

Python is now firmly established as one of the most popular programming languages, with first place rankings from TIOBE [42] and IEEE Spectrum [6], second place on the Redmonk Rankings [24], and fourth place in the 2022 Stack Overflow Developer Survey [38]. Large-scale industrial users of Python include Dropbox [4], Facebook [18], Instagram [15], Netflix [22], Spotify [47], and YouTube [44].

At the same time, Python is (in)famously slow. The standard Python implementation, known as CPython, is a stack-based bytecode interpreter written in C [48]. Pure Python code typically runs 1–2 orders of magnitude slower than native code. As an extreme example, the Python implementation of matrix-matrix multiplication takes more than 60,000× as long as the native BLAS version.

Python’s performance costs are nearly matched by its high memory overhead. Python data types consume dramatically more memory than their native counterparts. For example, the integer 1 consumes 4 bytes in C, but 28 bytes in Python; “a” consumes 2 bytes in C, but 50 bytes in Python. This increased space demand is primarily due to metadata that Python maintains for every object, including reference counts and dynamic type information. Python is a garbage collected language; because garbage collection delays memory reclamation, it can further increase the amount of memory consumed compared to native code [14].

Because of these costs, one of the most effective ways for Python programmers to optimize their code is to identify performance-critical and/or memory-intensive code that uses pure Python, and replace it with native libraries. Python’s ecosystem includes numerous high-performance packages with native implementations, which are arguably the key enabler of its adoption and popularity. These libraries include the NumPy numeric library [25], the machine learning libraries SciKit-Learn [29] and TensorFlow [2, 3], among many others. By writing code that makes effective use of these packages, Python programmers sidestep Python’s space and time costs, and at the same time take full advantage of hardware resources like multiple cores, vector instructions, and GPUs.

Unfortunately, past Python profilers—which can be viewed as ports of traditional profilers for native code—fall short. We believe Python programmers need a profiler designed from the ground up to meet the specific challenges of developing high performance Python applications.

This paper proposes SCALENE, a profiler that comprises a suite of profiling innovations designed specifically for Python. Unlike all past Python profilers, SCALENE simultaneously profiles CPU, memory usage, and GPU usage. It provides fine-grained information targeted specifically at the problems of optimizing Python code. In particular, SCALENE teases apart time and memory consumption that stem from Python vs. native code, revealing where programmers can optimize by switching to native code. SCALENE reports a new metric, copy volume, that helps identify costly (and often inadvertent) copying across the Python/native divide, or copying between CPU and GPU. Its memory profiler accurately tracks memory
consumption over time, and automatically identifies memory leaks, whether within Python or in native code. Its profiler tracks CPU utilization and memory consumption, letting it identify when native libraries are not being used to their best advantage. At the same time, SCALENE imposes low overhead (median: 0% for CPU+GPU, 32% for CPU+GPU+memory). SCALENE’s design addresses the substantial differences between Python and past environments such as JVMs, including the widespread use of native libraries, the resulting reduced usage of garbage collection, and its popularity for machine learning applications that make GPUs a first-class concern. Since its introduction, SCALENE has become a popular tool among Python developers, with over 600,000 downloads to date. We report on case studies supplied by external users of SCALENE, including professional Python open source developers and industrial users, highlighting how SCALENE helped them diagnose and then remedy their performance problems, leading to improvements ranging from 45% to 125×.

This paper makes the following contributions: it proposes SCALENE, a profiler specifically tailored to Python; it presents several novel algorithms, including its algorithm for attributing time consumption to Python or native code; its sampling-based memory profiling that is both accurate and low overhead; and its automatic memory leak detector, which identifies leaks with low overhead. It also introduces and demonstrates the value of a new metric, copy volume, that surfaces hidden costs due to copying.

The next sections explain SCALENE’s implementation and algorithms. We first outline how SCALENE efficiently performs line-level CPU profiling, focusing on its approach to teasing apart time spent running in the Python interpreter from native code execution and system time (§2). We then describe SCALENE’s memory profiling component (§3), including its threshold-based sampling approach that reduces overhead while ensuring accuracy, its memory leak detection algorithm, and how it tracks copy volume. We then explain how SCALENE profiles GPU utilization and memory consumption (§4). Finally, we present technical details underpinning SCALENE’s user interface (§5). We then present our evaluation (§6) and a number of case studies of user experiences with SCALENE (§7); we conclude with a discussion of related work (§8).

2 CPU Profiling

SCALENE’s CPU profiler employs sampling, but unlike past profilers, it leverages an apparent limitation of how Python delivers signals to extract more granular information. Sampling profilers like SCALENE work by periodically interrupting program execution and examining the current program counter. Given a sufficiently large number of samples, the number of samples each program counter receives is proportional to the amount of time that the program was executing. Sampling can be triggered by the passage of real (wall-clock) time, which accounts for CPU time as well as time spent waiting for I/O or other events, or virtual time (the time the application was scheduled for execution), which only accounts for CPU time. However, in Python, using sampling to drive profiling leads to erroneous profiles. Like other scripting languages such as Perl and Ruby, Python only delivers signals to the main
Figure 2: An example profile from SCALENE’s web UI, sorted in descending order by GPU utilization. The top graphs provide a summary for the entire program, with more detailed data reported for each active line (and, not shown, for each function). CPU time is in blue, with different shades reflecting time taken in Python code, native code, or system/GPU time (§2). Average and peak memory consumption is in green, with different shades distinguishing memory consumed by Python objects vs. native ones (§3); the memory timeline depicts memory consumption over time (§5). Copy volume is in yellow (§3.5), as well as GPU utilization and GPU memory consumption (§4). Hovering over bars provides detailed statistics in hovertips.

Figure 3: Overview of SCALENE’s inference of Python vs. native execution. Sampling profilers depend on regular timer interrupts, but Python defers all signals when running native code, leading to the appearance of no time spent executing that code. SCALENE leverages this apparent limitation to accurately attribute time spent executing Python and native code (§2.1) in the main thread; it uses a different algorithm for code running in threads (§2.2).

2.1 Accurate Python-Native Code Profiling

SCALENE’s CPU profiler turns these limitations of Python signals to its advantage, inferring whether a line spent its time executing Python or native code (e.g., C). It leverages the following insight: any delay in signal delivery corresponds to time spent executing outside the interpreter. That is, if SCALENE’s signal handler received the signal immediately (that is, in the requested timing interval), then all that time must have been spent in the interpreter. If it was delayed, it must be due to running code outside the interpreter, which is the only cause of delays (at least, in virtual time).

Figure 3 depicts how SCALENE handles signals and attributes time to either Python or native code. SCALENE tracks time between interrupts recording the current virtual time whenever it receives a CPU timer interrupt (using time.process_time()). When it receives the next interrupt, it computes $T$, the elapsed virtual time, and compares it to the timing interval $q$ (for quantum).

SCALENE uses these values to attribute time spent to Python or native code. Whenever SCALENE receives a signal, SCALENE walks the Python stack until it reaches code being profiled (that is, outside of libraries or the Python interpreter itself), and attributes time to the identified line of code. SCALENE maintains two counters for every line of code being profiled: one for Python, and one for native code. Each time a line is interrupted by a signal, SCALENE increments the Python counter by $q$, the timing interval, and it increments the native counter by $T - q$, the delay.

thread [31]. Also like those languages, Python defers signal delivery until the virtual machine (i.e., the interpreter loop) regains control, and only checks for pending signals after specific opcodes such as jumps.

The result is that, during the entire time that Python spends executing external library calls, no timer signals are delivered. The effect can be that the profiler will reflect no time spent executing native code, no matter how long it actually took. In addition, because only main threads are interrupted, sampling profilers can fail to account for any time spent in child threads.
2.2 Accurate Python-Native Profiling of Threads

The approach described above attributes execution time for Python vs. native code in the main thread, but it does not attribute execution time at all for subthreads, which, as described above, never receive signals. To correctly attribute time for code running in subthreads, SCALENE applies an algorithm leveraging a combination of Python features: monkey patching, thread enumeration, stack inspection, and bytecode disassembly.

Monkey patching refers to the redefinition of functions at runtime. SCALENE uses monkey patching to ensure that signals are always received by the main thread, even when the main thread is blocking (e.g., waiting to join with child threads). SCALENE replaces blocking functions like threading.join with variants that always use timeouts. It sets these timeouts to Python’s own thread quantum, obtained via sys.getswitchinterval(). Replacing these calls forces the main thread to yield regularly and allow signal delivery.

In addition, to attribute execution times correctly, SCALENE maintains a status flag for every thread, all initially executing. In each of the calls it intercepts, before SCALENE issues the blocking call, it sets the calling thread’s status as sleeping. Once that thread returns (either after successfully acquiring the desired resource or after a timeout), SCALENE resets the status of the calling thread to executing. SCALENE only attributes time to currently executing threads. If a thread is running Python code, it is likely to spend days on the CALL bytecode for the duration of native execution. Leveraging this fact lets SCALENE accurately attribute execution time: if it finds that a stack is executing CALL, SCALENE assigns time elapsed to the native counter; otherwise, it assigns time elapsed to the Python counter.

Now, when the main thread receives a signal, SCALENE invokes threading.enumerate() to collect a list of all running threads. It then obtains the Python stack frame from each thread using Python’s sys._current_frames() method. As above, SCALENE walks the stack to find the appropriate line of code to attribute execution time.

Finally, SCALENE uses bytecode disassembly (via the dis module) to distinguish between time spent in Python vs. native code. Whenever Python invokes an external function, it does so using a bytecode whose textual representation is either CALL_FUNCTION, CALL_METHOD, or, as of Python 3.11, CALL. SCALENE builds a map of all such bytecodes at startup. SCALENE checks the stack of each running thread to see if the currently executing bytecode is a call instruction. SCALENE uses this information to infer if the thread is currently executing Python or native code.

If a thread is running Python code, it is likely to spend almost no time in a bytecode before executing another Python bytecode. By contrast, if it is running native code, it will be “stuck” on the CALL bytecode for the duration of native execution. Leveraging this fact lets SCALENE accurately attribute execution time: if it finds that a stack is executing CALL, SCALENE assigns time elapsed to the native counter; otherwise, it assigns time elapsed to the Python counter.

3 Memory and Copy Volume Profiling

Almost all past profilers either report CPU time or memory consumption; SCALENE reports both, at a fine granularity. It is vital that SCALENE track memory both inside Python and out, as external libraries are often responsible for a considerable fraction of memory consumption.

3.1 Interception of Memory Allocations

SCALENE intercepts all system allocator calls (malloc, free, etc.) as well as Python internal memory allocator by inserting its own “shim” memory allocator, using Python’s built-in memory hooks. This two-fold approach lets SCALENE distinguish between native memory allocated by libraries and Python memory allocated in the interpreter.

The shim allocator extends and uses code from the Heap Layers memory allocator infrastructure [5]; SCALENE injects it via library interposition before Python begins executing using LD_PRELOAD on Linux and DYLD_INSERT_LIBRARIES on Mac OS X. To interpose on Python’s internal memory allocator, SCALENE uses Python’s custom allocator API (PyMem_SetAllocator).

Each shim allocator function handles calls by sampling for inclusion in the profiling statistics (§3.2) and then passing these to the original (Python or system) allocator. A complication arises from the fact that the Python allocators themselves may handle allocation requests by calling into the system allocator. To avoid counting Python allocations also as native allocations, SCALENE sets a flag, stored in thread-specific data, indicating it is within a memory allocator. When a shim allocator function is called with this flag set, it skips over the profiling, just forwarding to the original allocator. This approach both avoids double counting and simplifies writing profiling code, as it can allocate memory normally without causing infinite recursion.
3.2 Threshold-Based Sampling

The standard approach to sampling memory profilers, as exemplified by several non-Python memory profilers in Android, Chrome, Go, and Google’s tcmalloc [40] and in Java TLAB based sampling [1], use a rate-based sampling approach. This sampler triggers samples at a rate proportional to the number of bytes allocated or freed. In effect, each byte allocated or freed corresponds to a Bernoulli trial with a given probability $p$ of sampling; e.g., if $p = 1/T$, then (in expectation) there will be one sample per $T$ bytes. In practice, for efficiency, these samplers initialize counters to random numbers drawn from a Poisson process or a geometric distribution with the same parameter. Each allocation and free then decrements this counter by the number of bytes allocated and freed, and triggers a sample when the counter drops below 0.

By contrast, the SCALENE sampler introduces threshold-based sampling. The allocator maintains a count of all memory allocations and frees, in bytes. Once the absolute difference between allocations and frees crosses a threshold $(|A - F| > T)$, SCALENE triggers a sample, corresponding to appending an entry to a sampling file and resets the counters. Figure 4 illustrates this operation. The sampling threshold $T$ is currently set to a prime number slightly above 10MB; SCALENE uses a prime number to reduce the risk of stride behavior interfering with sampling.

Threshold-based sampling has several advantages over rate-based sampling. Unlike rate-based sampling, which is triggered by all allocation activity (even when it has almost no effect on footprint), threshold-based sampling is only triggered by significant memory use growth or decline. Table 2 shows the dramatic reduction in the number of samples, as high as $676\times$ (median: $18\times$) fewer. This reduced number of samples translates directly to lower runtime overhead.

At the same time, threshold-based sampling deterministically triggers a new sample whenever a significant change in footprint occurs. This approach improves repeatability over rate-based sampling (which is probabilistic) and avoids the risk of missing these changes.

Crucially, threshold-based sampling avoids two sources of bias inherent to rate-based sampling. Rate-based sampling can overstate the importance of allocations that do not contribute to an increased footprint since it does not take memory reclamation or footprint into account. It also biases the attribution of memory consumption to lines of code running Python code that exercises the allocator, rather than code responsible for footprint changes. By contrast, threshold-based sampling filters out the vast number of short-lived objects that are created by the Python interpreter itself, and only triggers based on events that change footprint.

3.3 Collecting and Processing Samples

When a memory sample is taken, SCALENE temporarily enables tracing using Python’s PyEval_SetTrace. Tracing remains active only until it detects execution has moved on from that line. This approach lets SCALENE properly account for average memory consumption per line.

Each entry in SCALENE’s sampling file includes information about allocations or frees, the fraction of Python (vs. native) allocations in the total sample, as well as an attribution to a line of Python source code.

SCALENE attributes each sample to Python source code at the time the sample is taken. It does so by obtaining the current thread’s call stack from the interpreter and skipping over frames until one within profiled source code is found. This attribution needs to happen whenever a sample is taken, so it is implemented as a C++ extension module, using read-only accesses to Python structures. SCALENE loads this module upon startup, which in turn uses a symbol exported by the shim library to complete the linkage, making itself available to the shim.

A background thread in SCALENE’s Python code reads from the sampling file and updates the profiling statistics. SCALENE also tracks the current memory footprint, which it uses both to report maximum memory consumption and memory trends. SCALENE records a timestamp and the current footprint at each threshold crossing, which SCALENE uses to generate memory trend visualizations (§5).

3.4 Memory Leak Detection

Like other garbage-collected languages, Python can suffer from memory leaks when references to objects are accidentally retained so that the garbage collector cannot reclaim them. As in other garbage collected languages, identifying leaks in Python programs is generally a slow, manual process.

In Python, the standard approach to identifying leaks is to first activate tracemalloc, which records the size, allocation site, and stack frame for each allocated object. The programmer then inserts calls at the appropriate place to produce a series of heap snapshots, and then manually inspects snapshot diffs to identify growing objects. This approach is laborious and depends on a post hoc analysis of the heap. It also can be quite slow. In our tests, just activating tracemalloc can slow Python applications down by $4\times$.

SCALENE incorporates a novel sampling-based memory leak detection algorithm that is both simple and efficient. The algorithm piggybacks on threshold-based sampling (§3.2). Whenever the sampler triggers because of memory growth, SCALENE checks if this growth has reached a new maximum footprint. If so, SCALENE records the sampled allocation. Every call to free then checks to see whether this object is ever reclaimed. This checking is cheap—a single pointer comparison—and highly predictable (almost always false).
Leak Score: At the next crossing of a maximum, SCALENE updates a leak score for the sampled object. The leak score tracks the historic likelihood of reclamation of the sampled object, and consists of a pair of (frees, mallocs). SCALENE first increments the mallocs field when it starts tracking an object, and then increments the frees field only if it reclaimed the allocated object. It then resumes tracking with a newly sampled object.

Intuitively, leak scores capture the likelihood that an allocation site is leaking. A site with a high number of mallocs and no frees is a plausible leak. By contrast, a site with a matching number of mallocs and frees is probably not a leak. The more observations we make, the higher the likelihood that we are observing or ruling out a leak.

SCALENE uses Laplace’s Rule of Succession to compute the likelihood of a success or failure in the next Bernoulli trial, given a history of successes and failures [50]. Here, successes correspond to reclaims (frees) and failures are non-reclamations (mallocs - frees). According to the Rule of Succession, SCALENE computes the leak probability as 1.0 - (frees + 1)/(mallocs - frees + 2).

Leak Report Filtering and Prioritization: To provide maximal assistance to Python developers, SCALENE filters and augments leak information. First, to limit the number of leak reports, SCALENE only reports leaks whose likelihood exceeds a 95% threshold, and only when the slope of overall memory growth is at least 1%. Second, SCALENE lets developers prioritize leaks by associating each leak with an estimated leak rate: the average amount of memory allocated at a given line divided by time elapsed.

3.5 Copy Volume

SCALENE uses sampling to collect information about copy volume (megabytes per second of copying) by line. This metric, which SCALENE introduces, helps identify costly (and often inadvertent) copying across the Python/native divide, or copying between CPU and GPU.

The SCALENE shim library used for memory allocation also interposes on memcpy, which is invoked both for general copying (including to and from the GPU, and copying across the Python/native boundary). As with memory allocations, SCALENE writes an entry to a sampling file once a threshold number of bytes has been copied. However, unlike memory sampling, copy volume sampling employs classical rate-based sampling: since copy volume only ever increases, threshold-based sampling and rate-based sampling would effectively be equivalent. The current memcpy sampling rate is set at a multiple of the allocation sampling rate.

4 GPU Profiling

SCALENE performs both line-granularity GPU utilization and memory profiling on systems equipped with NVIDIA GPUs. This feature helps Python programmers identify whether they are efficiently making use of their GPUs.

SCALENE piggybacks GPU sampling on top of its CPU sampler. Every time SCALENE obtains a CPU sample, it also collects the total currently used GPU memory and utilization, which it associates with the currently executing line of code. Whenever possible, SCALENE employs per-process ID accounting, which increases accuracy in a shared GPU setting.

At startup, SCALENE checks to see if per-process ID accounting has been enabled on the attached NVIDIA GPU. If not, SCALENE offers to enable it, a process that requires that the user invoke SCALENE once with super-user privileges.

5 GUI Design and Implementation

SCALENE’s primary user interface is web-based, though it also offers a non-interactive rich text-based CLI. In the UI, SCALENE not only reports net memory consumption per line, but also reports memory usage over time, both for the program as a whole and for each individual line. Figure 2 presents several examples. The x-axis corresponds to execution time, and the y-axis corresponds to the footprint of the program, as seen by that line of code.

Because it can be expensive to visualize graphs with large numbers of points, SCALENE limits the number of points it outputs in its JSON payload and HTML output. Prior to generating the profile output, SCALENE applies the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm [9, 32] to each line’s memory footprint log (if any). The RDP algorithm aims to reduce the total number of points while preserving the overall shape of the curve. The RDP algorithm depends on a parameter ε, a distance parameter below which RDP merges adjacent points; SCALENE sets ε to a value that approximately reduces the total number of points to a manageable size (100 points). Sometimes this process fails to reduce the number of points sufficiently. To guarantee that the number of points is always bounded, after applying RDP, SCALENE randomly downsamples all memory logs to exactly 100 points.

To further ensure the scalability of the user interface, SCALENE only reports lines of code that are responsible for at least 1% of execution time (CPU or GPU) or at least 1% of total memory consumption, along with the preceding and following line. This approach guarantees that a SCALENE profile never contains more than 300 lines. In practice, profiles are generally skewed and resulting profilers are often far smaller.
6 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions: How does SCALENE’s CPU profiling accuracy compare to other CPU profilers? (§6.2) How does SCALENE’s memory profiling accuracy compare to other memory profilers? (§6.3) How does SCALENE’s CPU profiling overhead compare to other CPU profilers? (§6.4) How does SCALENE’s memory profiling overhead compare to other memory profilers? (§6.5)

6.1 Experimental Setup

Our prototype of SCALENE consists of roughly 3,500 lines of Python 3 code and 1,700 lines of C++-17 code; its user interface comprises 800 lines of JavaScript, excluding white space and comments as measured by cloc [8]. This prototype runs on Linux, Microsoft Windows, and Mac OS X, for Python versions 3.8 and higher; we report Linux results here. We use the latest version of SCALENE, released 12/08/2022.

We perform all experiments on an 8-core 4674 MHz AMD Ryzen 7, equipped with 32GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 GPU, running Linux 5.13.0-35-generic. All C/C++ code is compiled with g++ version 9, and we use CPython version 3.10.9 (release date 12/06/2022). For overhead numbers, we report the interquartile mean of 10 runs.

6.2 CPU Profiling Accuracy

Here, we explore a specific threat to the accuracy of Python CPU profilers. We show that some profilers suffer from a probe effect that distorts the time spent by applications. Specifically, we observe that Python profilers that rely on Python’s tracing facility exhibit a bias caused by tracing triggering both on function calls and lines of code, dilating the apparent time spent in function calls. We call this phenomenon function bias; we show that sampling-based profilers like SCALENE do not suffer from this bias.

We wrote a microbenchmark to measure this bias. It executes a varying number of iterations of two semantically identical functions: one invokes another function inside its loop, while the other inlines the same logic. We vary the amount of time spent in one function versus the other, and compare the profiler results to the ground truth, as measured with high resolution timers.

Figure 5 presents the results of this experiment. The x-axis is the amount of time measured while running the variant with a function call (the ground truth), while the y-axis is the amount of time reported by each profiler. The ideal is a diagonal running from the origin. The trace-based profilers exhibit a high degree of inaccuracy, showing significant function bias. In the worst case, one such profiler reports a function takes 80% of execution time while in fact it only consumes 25%. We conclude that such profilers may be too potentially misleading to be of practical value for developers.

Figure 5: CPU Profiling Accuracy: SCALENE is among the most accurate CPU profilers. This graph measures the accuracy of profile reports vs. the actual time spent in functions; the ideal is shown by the diagonal line (the amount the profiler reports is exactly the time spent). Some profilers are highly inaccurate (§6.2).

Memory accounting, Scalene vs. RSS-based proxies

Figure 6: Memory Profiling Accuracy: SCALENE produces more accurate memory profiles than resident set size (RSS) based profilers. Varying the amount of memory accessed causes RSS-based profilers to significantly under-report, and sometimes over-report, the true amount of allocated memory. Interposition-based profilers are far more accurate (§6.3).

6.3 Memory Profiling Accuracy

We next compare the accuracy of memory profilers with a simple test designed to explore the effect of using resident set size (RSS) instead of direct memory tracking. We expect to see a difference between the two, since RSS corresponds to the use of memory rather than the allocation of objects. Our test first allocates a single 512MB array, and then accesses a varying amount of the array (from 0% to 100%).

Figure 6 presents the result, confirming our hypothesis. Both memory_profiler and Austin rely on RSS as a proxy
for memory consumption. But RSS is a measure of the physical memory currently in use, and depends on a number of other factors such as memory access patterns and the memory needs of other processes. The figure clearly shows that this proxy can be wildly inaccurate, leading to under-reporting and even over-reporting the size of the allocated object. The other profilers directly measure allocation, and produce much more accurate results. Both SCALENE and Fil report within 1% of the actual size of the allocated object (512MB), while Memray is within 6%.

**Drawbacks of peak-only profiling:** Both Fil and Memray only report live objects at the point of peak memory allocation by a program. This information can be useful, but it can both exaggerate the potential for reducing memory and obscure other sources of memory consumption. Consider a program that allocates and discards a 4GB object, and then allocates a 4GB + 8 byte object. A report that only contains information at the point of peak allocation will reveal the second object but not the first. That profile will suggest an enormous opportunity to save memory, but eliminating the second object entirely would have almost no effect on peak memory consumption. Unlike peak profilers, SCALENE provides information about all significant memory allocation over time, giving programmers a global view of memory consumption.

**Summary:** SCALENE’s memory profiling is highly accurate, while capturing memory consumption over time.

### 6.4 CPU Profiling Overhead

In our evaluation, we use the ten longest-running benchmarks from pyperformance, the standard suite for evaluating Python performance (Figure 1). We modify these benchmarks to run in a loop so that they execute for at least 10 seconds on our experimental platform. We also modify the benchmarks slightly by adding @profile decorators, as these are required by some profilers; we also add code to ignore the decorators when they are not used. Finally, we add a call to sys.exit(-1) to force py-spy to generate output. Figure 7 provides the results of running the profilers across all these benchmarks.

**Log file growth:** Some memory profilers feature a surprising other source of overhead. Two of the memory profilers, Memray and Austin, produce detailed (and copious) logs of memory activity that may limit their usefulness for profiling long-lived applications.

Memray deterministically logs information including all allocations, all updates to the Python stack, and context switches, which it later post-processes for reporting. Austin similarly generates logs meant to be consumed by an external tool. These files can grow rapidly: in our tests, Memray’s output file grows by roughly 3MB/second, while Austin’s grows by 2MB/second.

---

**Table 1: Benchmark suite:** We conduct our evaluation using the top ten most time consuming benchmarks from the standard pyperformance benchmark suite. For each, we extend their running time by running them in a loop enough times to exceed 10 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_none</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11.9s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.0s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_cpu_io_mixed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_memoization</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>docutils</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fannkuch</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdp</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pprint</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.8s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympy</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.3s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2: Threshold vs. Rate-Based Sampling:** SCALENE’s threshold-based sampling tracks footprint with as many as 676× fewer samples than conventional rate-based sampling (median: 18×).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_none</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>3×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>3×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_cpu_io_mixed</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>4×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async_tree_io_memoization</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>2×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>docutils</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fannkuch</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>85×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdp</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pprint</td>
<td>7976</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>347×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympy</td>
<td>6757</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>676×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Median:** 18×
Summary: Among the accurate memory profilers, SCALENE operates with the lowest overhead (median: 1.32× vs. 3.98× (memray) and 2.71× (fil)), while capturing memory usage over time and producing small log files.

7 Case Studies

This section includes reports on real-world experience by external developers using SCALENE to identify and resolve performance issues. For each, we identify the features of SCALENE that were instrumental in enabling these optimizations.

Rich: A user reported severe slowness when printing large tables to the developer of Rich [20], an immensely popular Python library for formatting text in the terminal (downloaded over 130 million times, with 41K stars on GitHub). When Rich’s developer profiled it using SCALENE, he identified two lines occupying a disproportional amount of run-
time. SCALENE indicated that a call to `isinstance` was taking an unexpectedly large amount of time—though each call takes very little time, the developer reported that it was being called 80,000 times. Rich’s developer replaced these calls with a lower-cost function, `hasattr`. In our benchmarks, `isinstance` (when marked as a runtime protocol via `@typing.runtime_checkable`) can run over 20× slower than `hasattr`. The developer also indicated that an unnecessary copy was being performed once every cell. Optimizing these calls led to a reported 45% improvement in runtime when rendering a large table. [Features: Fine-grained CPU profiling, copy volume.]

Pandas – Chained Indexing: A developer was seeing suboptimal performance in their code using Pandas [41]. SCALENE identified that a list comprehension performing nested indexes into a Pandas dataframe was taking an unexpectedly large amount of time and resulting in a significant amount of copy volume. The developer noted that the first level of indexing was repeatedly using a string that was loop invariant; the way this was being done in Pandas caused it to perform copies rather than using views, a problem known as chained indexing (https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/user_guide/indexing.html#returning-a-view-versus-a-copy). After manually hoisting this outer indexing operation, the developer obtained an 18× speedup. [Features: Copy volume and fine-grained CPU profiling.]

Pandas – concat and groupby queries: An instructor had their students use SCALENE in a tutorial designed to teach higher performance Pandas. The instructor found that SCALENE revealed significant issues in both performance and space consumption when using Pandas. First, SCALENE revealed that calling concat on Pandas dataframes was using more memory than anticipated. SCALENE’s copy volume reporting revealed that the problem was that concat copies all the data by default (https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/reference/api/pandas.concat.html#pandas.concat), effectively doubling memory usage when managing large dataframes. Second, SCALENE confirmed that excessive RAM usage in some groupby operations is due to copying of the groups; this bug has been reported to the Pandas developers (https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas/issues/37139). Restructuring the groupby operation reduced memory consumption by a further 1.6GB (43%). [Features: Fine-grained CPU and memory profiling, copy volume.]

NumPy vectorization: A graduate student was using NumPy to implement classification with gradient descent and was seeing extremely low performance. SCALENE showed that 99% of the time was being spent in Python (rather than native code), indicating that his code was not vectorized. In other words, the code was not expressed in a way that allowed NumPy to efficiently compute vector operations (using native code). Guided by SCALENE’s feedback, the graduate student gradually improved the performance from 80 iterations per minute to 10,000 per minute, a 125× improvement. [Feature: Fine-grained native vs. Python CPU profiling.]

Semantic Scholar: Semantic Scholar reports that they have been using SCALENE as part of their tool suite for operationalizing their machine learning models. Recently, they found that a model was cost-prohibitive and put an entire product direction in jeopardy. They generated a set of test data and ran their models with SCALENE. SCALENE’s output was able to pinpoint the issues and help them validate that their changes were having an impact. While iteratively using SCALENE while applying optimizations, they were ultimately able to reduce costs by 92%. Additionally, SCALENE allowed Semantic Scholar’s developers to quickly determine what fraction of their runtime would benefit from hardware acceleration and what CPU-bound code they needed to optimize in order to achieve their goals. [Features: Simultaneous, fine-grained CPU, memory, and GPU profiling.]

Summary: In nearly all of the cases described above, SCALENE was either invaluable or provided additional help that narrowed down performance issues, by leveraging unique or novel features of SCALENE: separation of native from Python
time, copy volume, GPU profiling, and its ability to simultaneously measure memory and CPU usage. Though other tools can separately identify high RAM usage or slow code, past tools would either misattribute the location of usage due to the use of resident set size as a metric (unlike SCALENE’s accurate memory profiling approach) or not be able to simultaneously measure memory usage and CPU usage. The insights generated by SCALENE were actionable, yielding substantial improvements in execution time and space, and reducing cost.

8 Related Work

There is an extensive history of profilers; we focus our attention here on profilers that specifically support Python. The Python ecosystem contains many Python profilers, most of which have not been discussed in the academic literature. This section describes the most prominent profilers; Figure 1 provides a tabular overview.

We first survey CPU-only profilers. We divide them into two categories: deterministic (tracing-based) (§8.1) and sampling-based (§8.2). We then discuss memory profilers (§8.3), ML-specific profilers (§8.4), other Python profilers (§8.5), and general profilers with Python support (§8.6), and touch on more distantly related profilers for other languages (§8.7).

8.1 Deterministic CPU profilers

Python provides built-in tracing support (sys.settrace) that several profilers build upon. The tracing facility, when activated, triggers a callback in response to a variety of events, including function calls and execution of each line of code. This deterministic, instrumentation-based approach leads to significant inaccuracies due to its probe effect, as Section 6.2 shows. Because of the overhead of tracing, they are also the slowest profilers.

**Function-granularity:** Python includes two built-in function-granularity profilers, profile [35] and cProfile [34]. The primary difference between these two profilers is that cProfile’s callback function is implemented in C, making it much faster (1.7× slowdown vs. 15.1×) and somewhat more accurate than profile. Another profiler, yappi, operates in two modes, wall clock time (sample-based) and CPU time (deterministic); it is among the most inaccurate of CPU profilers, with slowdowns ranging from 1.8× to 33.3×.

**Line-granularity:** pprofile [30] comes in two flavors: a deterministic and a “statistical” (sampling-based) profiler. Both flavors correctly work for multithreaded Python programs, unlike line_profiler [17]. All of these report information at a line granularity. pprofile_det imposes a median overhead of 36.8×, while line_profiler’s median overhead is 2.2×.

8.2 Sampling-based CPU profilers

Sampling-based profilers are more efficient and often more accurate than the deterministic profilers. These include pprofile_stat, py-spy [10], and pyinstrument [33]. Their overhead is between 1× and 1.7×, comparable to SCALENE. Because it fails to cope with Python’s deferred signal delivery, pprofile_stat incorrectly ascribes zero runtime to execution of native code or code in child threads (§2).

Compared to past CPU-only profilers, SCALENE is nearly as fast or faster, more accurate, and provides more detailed CPU-related information, breaking down time spent into Python, native, and system time.

8.3 Memory profilers

memory_profiler is a deterministic memory profiler that uses Python’s trace facility to trigger it after every line of execution [36]. By default, it measures the RSS after each line executes and records the change from the previous line. memory_profiler also does not support Python applications using threads or multiprocessing.

Fil measures the peak allocation of the profiled program by interposing on system allocator functions and forcing Python to use the system allocator (instead of Python’s Pymalloc) [45]. Fil records a full stack trace whenever the current memory footprint exceeds a previous maximum. On exit, it produces a flamegraph [13] of call stacks responsible for memory allocation at the point of maximum memory consumption. The Fil website reports that it supports threads (“In general, Fil will track allocations in threads correctly.” [46]). However, in our tests, Fil (version 2022.6.0) fails to ascribe any memory allocations to threads. Fil also does not currently support multiprocessing.

Memray is a recently released (April 2022), Linux-only memory profiler that deterministically tracks allocations and other profiler events [37]. Memray interposes upon the C allocation functions and optionally on the pymem functions, letting it distinguish native from Python allocations.

The only previous CPU+memory profiler we are aware of besides SCALENE is Austin [43]. Austin reduces performance overhead by profiling with a separate process.

8.4 Profilers for Machine Learning Libraries

Two widely used machine learning libraries, TensorFlow and PyTorch [28], include their own profilers [11, 19]. Both profilers are targeted at identifying performance issues specific to deep learning training and inference. For example, the
PyTorch profiler can attribute runtime to individual operators (running inside PyTorch’s native code). NVIDIA’s Deep Learning profiler (DLProf) [23] provides similar functionality for either PyTorch or TensorFlow. Unlike SCALENE, these profilers are specific to machine learning workloads and are not suitable for profiling arbitrary Python code. These profilers are complementary to SCALENE, which aims to be a general-purpose profiler. They also lack many of SCALENE’s features.

8.5 Other Python Profilers

PieProf aims to identify and surface specific types of inefficient interactions between Python and native code [39]. PieProf leverages data gathered from on-chip performance monitoring units and debug registers combined with data from libunwind and the Python interpreter to identify redundant loads and stores initiated by user-controlled code. It surfaces pairs of redundant loads and stores for the developer to potentially optimize. PieProf is not publicly available, so it was not possible to empirically compare it to SCALENE.

8.6 Profilers with Python Support

Several non-Python specific conventional profilers offer limited support for Python. Intel’s VTune profiler [49] can attribute its metrics to Python lines, with a number of caveats, including “if your application has very low stack depth, which includes called functions and imported modules, the VTune Profiler does not collect Python data.” [16]. VTune does not directly distinguish between time spent in Python code and time spent in native code and does not track Python memory allocations. Google Cloud Profiler [12] only profiles Python execution time, but neither distinguishes between Python and native time nor does it perform memory profiling for Python. Both lack most of SCALENE’s other features.

Python 3.12, the current development version of Python, recently (November 2022) added support for use with the perf profiler on Linux platforms by reporting function names in traces [26]. Using perf in this mode only measures performance counters or execution time. Unlike SCALENE, perf does not measure memory allocation, or attribute runtime (Python or native) to individual lines of Python code.

8.7 Non-Python Profilers

AsyncProfiler is a Java profiler that, like SCALENE, profiles both CPU and memory [27]. AsyncProfiler is a sampling profiler that avoids the safepoint bias problem [21]. Since Python does not have safepoints (all garbage collection happens while the global interpreter lock is held), Python profilers cannot suffer from this bias. Instead, as we show, they can suffer from function bias (§6.2). Similarly, ppprof is a profiler for the Go language that can report both CPU and memory [7]. Both profilers use rate-based memory sampling (§3.2).

9 Conclusion

This paper presents SCALENE, a novel Python profiler. SCALENE delivers more actionable information than past profilers, all with high accuracy and low overhead. Its suite of novel algorithms enables SCALENE’s holistic reporting of Python execution. SCALENE has been released as open source at https://github.com/plasma-umass/scalene.
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Abstract
Performance debugging is notoriously elusive—real-world performance problems are rarely clear-cut failures, but manifest through the accumulation of fine-grained symptoms. Oftentimes, it is challenging to determine performance anomalies—absolute measures are unreliable, as system performance is inherently relative to workloads. Existing techniques focus on identifying absolute predicates that deviate between executions, which limits their application to performance problems.

This paper introduces relational debugging, a new technique that automatically pinpoints the root causes of performance problems. The core idea is to capture and reason about relations between fine-grained runtime events. We show that relations provide immense utilities to explain performance anomalies and locate root causes. Relational debugging is highly effective with a minimal two executions (a good and a bad run), eliminating the pain point of producing and labeling many different executions required by traditional techniques.

We realize relational debugging by developing a practical tool named Perspect. Perspect directly operates on x86 binaries to accommodate real-world diagnosis scenarios. We evaluate Perspect on twelve challenging performance issues with various symptoms in Go runtime, MongoDB, Redis, and Coreutils. Perspect accurately located (or excluded) the root causes of these issues. In particular, we used Perspect to diagnose two open bugs, where developers failed to find root causes—the root causes reported by Perspect were confirmed by developers. A controlled user study shows that Perspect can speed up debugging by at least 10.87 times.

1 Introduction
Performance makes or breaks a software system: severe performance problems lead to unresponsiveness and even malfunctions; even seemingly-small performance degradations can incur high costs—a half-second search delay reduces Google’s revenue by 20% [33]. Therefore, it is crucial to diagnose performance problems in a timely manner.

Performance debugging is known to be elusive and difficult. Unlike functional failures with clear-cut symptoms, such as crashes and runtime exceptions, performance problems are typically observed via the cumulative effect of fine-grained symptoms over time, such as latency increases due to regressions of code efficiency and resource overuse due to leaks. While fine-grained symptoms can potentially be identified by profilers [9, 10, 12, 13, 19], profiling alone cannot explain a performance anomaly—not every local symptom is related to the anomaly. Causality analysis [34, 37, 42] captures runtime events that are causally related to the symptoms, but it does not pinpoint the root causes in the code; the causality graph can be complex to navigate and analyze. In fact, it can be even challenging to determine whether or not the observed is performance an anomaly, because absolute measures are unreliable—system performance is inherently relative to inputs and workloads.

Existing performance diagnosis techniques target specific types of root causes and thus are limited when applied to many challenging performance problems. For example, X-ray [15] diagnoses performance anomalies due to unexpected inputs or configuration values by summarizing performance impact of each input/configuration value; however, as a tool designed for end users, X-ray does not address problems rooted in the source code. Statistical debugging [24, 26, 29, 32, 38] can address certain types of performance problems which result in differences in program predicates (e.g., branches and returns) [39]. However, unlike functional failures, many performance problems do not cause changes in predicates (e.g., due to distribution changes in runtime events). Besides, it can be challenging to design predicates and statistical models in the first place [39].

This paper introduces relational debugging, a new technique that automatically pinpoints the root causes of performance problems. The core idea is to capture relations between fine-grained runtime events. We show that relations provide immense utilities to explain performance anomalies and locate root causes. Relational debugging analogizes performance problems to relative motion in physics—just like the speed of an object is a relative measure depending on the reference frame, so is performance when viewed from different runtime events during program execution. Root causes of performance problems can be revealed by analyzing changes of
relative measures of these events (i.e., their relations) between a good run and a bad run (with performance anomalies).

Consider a real-world performance issue (see §2.1), where the developer observes an abnormal increase in memory consumption by a server application. Potential root causes can be: 1) an influx of more requests (in which consuming more memory is normal), 2) each request allocating more memory (indicating regression of code efficiency), and 3) allocated memory not being reclaimed (indicating memory leaks). Each of these hypotheses can be expressed as a relation (a measure relative to an event): 1) the number of requests relative to each time epoch, 2) the amount of memory allocated relative to each request, 3) the amount of memory reclaimed relative to each request. Relational debugging verifies the hypotheses by comparing the three relations in executions with and without the observed performance anomaly. In this example, 1) and 2) are the same, while 3) decreases significantly, suggesting memory leaks. Relational debugging further pinpoints the root cause of the memory leak by analyzing fine-grained relations. It finds that relative to all memory objects not reclaimed by the garbage collector (GC), many more are unreachable by pointers in the abnormal execution than the normal execution—a bug in the GC mistakenly treats constant values as pointers.

Relational debugging is highly effective with a minimal two executions (a good and a bad), eliminating the pain point of producing and labeling many different executions required by traditional statistical techniques [24,26,29,32,38,39]. Notably, relational debugging utilizes the repetitiveness of performance symptoms which accumulate during the execution—a single execution offers a large sample of normal or abnormal patterns. Relational debugging is generic to performance problems with different types of root causes, including inefficient code, misconfigurations, and workload changes, etc. Moreover, relations can describe different types of symptoms such as slowdowns and memory overuse.

We realize relational debugging by developing a practical tool named Perspect. Perspect is fully automatic; it does not require manual instrumentations or annotations. Perspect takes the symptoms (such as a program counter that indicates excessive memory usage or a function with abnormal execution time) as inputs. It outputs the relations that are 1) causally relevant to the symptoms and 2) have significant impacts on the performance measures of the symptom; such relations describe the root causes of the performance problems. Perspect directly operates on x86 binaries to accommodate real-world diagnosis scenarios (e.g., when the binary build is nontrivial), and can tolerate small differences in the binaries.

Perspect focuses on capturing a small set of relations that can pinpoint the root cause. Instead of tracking all possible relations of every runtime event, Perspect reduces the search space by identifying runtime events that are causally related to the symptoms through control or data flow. Perspect then filters out relations that are not changed between the good and bad executions. For relations that are changed between the executions, Perspect automatically differentiates between relation changes that reflect the effect (e.g., a decrease of reclaimed memory relative to each request), and changes that reflect the cause (e.g., an increase in objects not referred by real pointers). These strategies effectively filter out most of the irrelevant relations, with the remaining relations being root cause candidates. Lastly, Perspect ranks root-cause relations based on their impacts on performance measures of the observed symptom, and outputs them in descending order.

Perspect is carefully implemented so its analysis is both precise and scalable to real complex systems. It has an efficient algorithm that computes all the relations by traversing the dependency graph only once. In addition, it distributes the precise but expensive data-flow dependency analysis onto different servers. Finally, Perspect is able to handle the difference between two different versions of the binary executables.

We evaluate Perspect on twelve real-world performance issues from complex systems (Go runtime, MongoDB, Redis, and Coreutils), covering different symptoms (slowdown and memory overuse). Perspect effectively locates the root causes of these challenging issues. Notably, we applied Perspect to two open issues where developers failed to find the root causes; Perspect successfully located the root causes of both issues which are confirmed by the developers. For an issue where the root cause is located outside the target program (in the OS kernel), which took developers a long time to debug, Perspect correctly excluded the root cause from the application code, since it detects no significant relation changes.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present relational debugging, a new technique that analyzes the relations between causally related events, seizing the essence of performance debugging.
- We build Perspect, a practical tool that realizes relational debugging for large, complex real-world systems. Perspect directly operates on x86 binaries and accommodates real-world diagnosis/debugging scenarios.
- We show that Perspect can effectively locate the root causes of real performance problems, and can help resolve two previously unresolved issues. The source code of Perspect and the dataset are available at https://gitlab.dsrg.utoronto.ca/dsrg/perspect.

2 Relational Debugging by Examples

We use two real-world examples to show how relational debugging locates the root causes of challenging performance problems in complex software systems. Both problems are among the most challenging performance issues faced by developers, who were unable to locate the root causes with existing tools. Specifically, the Go runtime bug (§2.1) took a year of investigation, and the MongoDB bug (§2.2) is an open issue that developers failed to diagnose. Perspect automatically pinpoints the root causes in the form of relations.
2.1 Go-909: A Memory Leak

Go-909 is among the most famous performance bugs in the Go runtime. The developers reported that “garbage collection is ineffective on 32-bit” systems, causing workloads to run out of memory [2]. The same bug resulted in 9 other tickets (which turned out to have the same root cause) and at least 2 extensive discussion threads on Golang’s email list. The bug was also discussed in Hacker News with 147 comments [4].

2.1.1 Challenges of Debugging Go-909

Debugging Go-909 was very challenging not only for application developers but also for developers of the Go runtime. During the course, many wrong hypotheses, some of which were wildly off, were developed. For example, a developer believed that the bug was caused by the Go runtime forgetting to munmap freed memory [1]. There are at least three other bugs, of which developers could not agree on the root cause, that were eventually attributed to Go-909. After more than a year of investigations, the root cause was discovered through a trial-and-error process: the bug can be worked around by commenting out specific packages that contain a lot of static constants.

Existing performance debugging techniques can hardly address Go-909. First, Go-909 does not always cause a clear-cut out-of-memory error; in fact, many developers reported the bug simply after noticing their programs using more memory than expected [1,3]. Moreover, since the root cause is not in program inputs, isolating faulty inputs using X-ray [15] or delta debugging [48] does not help. The root cause also can hardly be revealed by statistical debugging [32,39], because it does not manifest in any abnormal predicates such as branch targets, unexpected return values, or scalar-pairs [39]. In fact, the memory leak also occurred in the reference executions (64-bit systems), only affecting many fewer objects.

2.1.2 Root Cause

Figure 1 shows the simplified code snippet in the buggy version of the Go runtime. Go programs invoke runtime.malloc to allocate memory and the Go runtime uses a mark-and-sweep garbage collector (GC). Once an object is allocated (L2), runtime.malloc increments the heap_size counter (L3).

The mark function looks for objects that are reachable through variables on the stack and in the data segments. Unmarked objects will later be reclaimed by sweep. During the stack scan, mark takes the pointer to the start of the stack and data segments (b), as well as the size of the respective regions (n). For every word on the stack and data segments, it initially assumes it to be a pointer and checks whether it points to an address inside the heap’s range (L15). If so, mark sets the “marked” bit in the metadata of the object (L18–19). Then, mark uses an iterative worklist w to further scan the memory based on the marked pointers. Later, sweep goes through each span, a memory region containing same-sized blocks. The

```c
1 void* runtime.malloc(uintptr size, ...) {
2  void *p = runtime.Alloc(...);
3  heap_size += size;
4  uintptr bits = get_metadata(p);
5  ...
6  set_metadata(p, bits);
7  return p;
8 }
9
10 // Mark objects reached by pointers
11 static void mark(byte *b, int64 n) {
12  void **w = get_buffer_head();
13  while(b != nil) {...
14   for(i = 0; i < n; i++) {
15     byte *p = (byte*)b[i];
16     if(p < HEAD_START || p >= HEAD_USED)
17        continue;
18     uintptr bits = get_metadata(p);
19     if(bits & BIT_MARKED) /* set mark bits */
20        set_metadata(p, bits);
21        *w++ = p;
22    b = *--w;
23    n = get_size(b);
24  }
25  }
26
27 // Reclaim unreachable objects
28 static void sweep(void) {
29  uintptr size = getsize(span);
30  for(byte *p = span->start; ... p += size) {
31    uintptr bits = get_metadata(p);
32    if((bits & BIT_MARKED) != 0) {
33      bits ^= BIT_MARKED; /* clear mark bit */
34         continue;
35    set_metadata(p, bits);
36    runtime.Free(p, size, ...);
37    heap_size -= size;
38  }
39  }
```

Figure 1: Code snippets showing how Perspect locates the root causes of Go-909 by pinpointing the changed relation between L7 and L18 by comparing the two runs.

The implementation of mark suffers from fake pointers—non-pointer variables that happen to have values within the range of HEAP_START and HEAP_USED (L15). The objects pointed to by those variables will not be reclaimed. The defect affects both 32- and 64-bit systems; however, fake pointers occur orders of magnitude more frequently in 32-bit systems than 64-bit systems due to data layouts differences.

\[1\]This is a known side effect of using a conservative garbage collector.
2.1.3 Relational Debugging Go-909

Perspect takes as inputs a good run (which uses the 32-bit Go runtime) and a bad run (which uses the 64-bit Go runtime) of the Go program provided by the bug reporter, as well as the symptom. Since the bug manifests in abnormal heap sizes in the GC log, we (users) feed Perspect the \texttt{heap.size} variable which records the heap size value printed in the log. Perspect identifies the instructions that modify \texttt{heap.size}, i.e., L3 and L37 in the code of Figure 1, and Perspect treats these instructions as symptom instructions. Perspect will not only analyze what causes these symptom instructions to execute, but also what prevents these symptom instructions from executing; To do this, Perspect also identifies “negation” symptoms which are instructions that directly prevent a symptom instruction from executing, for example, L18, because each time L18 executes which marks and object, it directly prevents an instance of L37 which reclaims the object.

Perspect carries out relational debugging starting from instructions that directly determine the \texttt{heap.size} (L3, L37, and L18). It builds relations between symptom instructions and their causal predecessors. In this case, Perspect efficiently locates the root cause to a single relation (see Table 1 for notations):

$$ R_\leftrightarrow(L7/malloc.return \mid L18/mark) $$

On 64-bit systems, the relation is expected to be 1:1, indicating that for every marked object on L18, there exists a dependency on a pointer returned by \texttt{malloc}. Yet, on 32-bit systems, the relation drops to 1:0.01, i.e., only 1% of the marked objects have a pointer returned by \texttt{malloc}. The remaining is pointed to by fake pointers (constant values).

Note that the 1:1 relation in the reference run on 64-bit systems is not an invariant. Precisely, Perspect observed the relation to be 1:0.99, i.e., 99% of the marked objects are pointed to by a pointer returned by \texttt{malloc}. This is because the defect still exists in 64-bit systems, but only affecting 1% of the objects in the reference run.

$$ R_\leftrightarrow(L7/L18) $$ is not the only relation built by Perspect. Taking L18 as an example, Perspect builds four relations w.r.t L18’s causal predecessors L1 and L10:

- \( R_\leftrightarrow(L1/L18) \): the distribution of the number of marked objects that depend on \texttt{malloc};
- \( R_\leftrightarrow(L18/L1) \): the distribution of the number of times an object (still reachable by real pointers) gets marked;
- \( R_\leftrightarrow(L10/L18) \): the distribution of the number of marked objects that depend on \texttt{mark};
- \( R_\leftrightarrow(L18/L10) \): the distribution of the number of objects marked per \texttt{mark} call;

Perspect filters out \( R_\leftrightarrow(L18/L1) \) because the distribution of the lifetimes of objects reachable by real pointers do not change significantly between the good and bad run; and Perspect filters out \( R_\leftrightarrow(L10/L18) \) because each marked object always depend on one invocation of \texttt{mark}. \( R_\leftrightarrow(L18/L10) \) is changed across the runs, because fake pointers causes many more objects to be marked during each \texttt{mark} call in the bad run, but Perspect also excludes it because relational debugging recognizes that the relation only reflects the effect of the root cause, but is not the root cause. Finally, for \( R_\leftrightarrow(L1/L18) \), Perspect refines it to the most specific variant, \( R_\leftrightarrow(L7/L18) \).

The other relations (e.g., those w.r.t symptom instructions at L3 and L37) are handled in similar ways, and eventually filtered out. We discuss Perspect’s filtering and refinement techniques in §3.3.

2.2 MongoDB-57221: A Slowdown

“[Perspect’s result] ties all the pieces together into a nice explanation. That explanation being, having some unnecessary cursors simply open on failed plans isn’t strictly the problem. It’s that we’re paying the (also unnecessary) cost to reposition them after every delete + restore.”

—MongoDB developer’s comment on Perspect’s result.

MongoDB-57221 is an open bug which developers were unable to diagnose. It is triggered by executing a query that deletes all the records in the table. The query could slow down by 5x on the buggy version. During the deletion, MongoDB uses a cursor, i.e., a pointer to a record in the table that indicates the current position, to locate each record. It advances the cursor to the next record after deleting the previous one; this process is known as cursor restoration.

This bug is caused by maintaining unnecessary cursors on multiple query plans. Before the query execution, MongoDB generates multiple query plans, performs a sandboxed trial of these plans, and chooses the best-performing plan. Different query plans use different indexes, thereby deleting records in different orders. The actual order of the deletion is determined by the index of the \texttt{winning} plan. However, MongoDB still keeps the rejected plans and their cursors. More importantly, it restores the cursor of each rejected plan following the same order as the \texttt{winning} plan. Whereas for the \texttt{winning} plan, restoring the cursor means simply moving to the next position, for the \texttt{losing} plan, restoring the cursor requires traversing through many already deleted records. And if the number of deleted records encountered exceeds a threshold, it flags the page for eviction. The increase in unnecessary evictions leads to the slowdown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ln</th>
<th>An static instruction at line n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eLn_i</td>
<td>The-i-th instance of Ln in the execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>A symptom instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eS_i</td>
<td>A symptom event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>A static insn. &amp; causal predecessor of S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P^+</td>
<td>A static insn. &amp; direct causal successor of P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(S/P)</td>
<td>A forward relation between P and S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(P/S)</td>
<td>A backward relation between P and S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(P,S)</td>
<td>A pair of forward and backward relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(P,S)</td>
<td>A relation btw. P and S of unspecified direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Notations for relations.
Developers were unable to understand the root cause of this bug, despite them quickly identifying evictions being the bottleneck based on profiling and being aware of the existence of multiple query plans. However, they could not explain why excessive evictions occurred, because they could not establish the causal link between evictions and the cursor restoration of the rejected plans. This led to rounds of ping-pongs between the Storage Engine team (responsible for the eviction) and the Query Execution team (responsible for maintaining multiple plans). The storage team suspected that the slowdown was caused by maintaining multiple plans, but the query execution developers believed that it was cheap to keep multiple plans around. And they further suspected that the slowdown was caused by the threshold misconfiguration that triggered the eviction. In the end, seven different developers actively discussed this issue for over a month. The JIRA discussion has over 3,000 words in 18 comments, with multiple rounds of reproduction and profiling with multiple screenshots posted. And the two teams had multiple off-line teleconference discussions. Still, they were unsure why the slowdown occurred.

Perspect pinpoints the root cause and explains the slowdown. It captures that the costly evictions are causally dependent on the restoration of multiple cursors. Figure 2 displays a simplified version of static dependency graph for eviction. Starting from eviction as the symptom, Perspect returns the root cause candidate: (1) $R^\bullet (\text{cursor} \_\text{search} \_\text{restore})$, where restore invokes cursor_search once in the good run to restore one cursor, but twice in the bad run to restore two cursors. Perspect infers that restoring an additional cursor causes a significant increase in evictions in the bad run.

Moreover, Perspect specifically infers that during cursor restoration, additional traversals through dead records increased evictions. It returns (2) $R^\bullet (\text{search} \_\text{forward})$ as a new pair of relations unique to the bad run: search_forward is invoked by cursor_search to search for the next cursor position by traversing forward in the records. In the good run, search_forward almost always locates the next cursor position immediately, triggering no evictions; whereas in the bad run, search_forward traverses through many dead records and triggers additional evictions. Perspect also returns (3) $R^\bullet (\text{search} \_\text{backward} \_\text{cursor} \_\text{search})$ as a root cause candidate. In the good run, cursor_search invokes search_backward only 1% of the time, because search_forward locates the next cursor position most of the time; however, in the bad run, cursor_search invokes search_backward half of the time. The increased searches lead to additional evictions.

### 3 Perspect

Generally speaking, debugging a performance problem takes three steps: 1) observing symptom(s), 2) capturing runtime events that are causally related to the symptom(s), and 3) locating the root cause. Perspect automates the last two steps, taking the symptoms as its inputs. Perspect supports different types of symptoms, including: program variables that record the symptoms (e.g., heap_size in Go-909), slow functions (such as eviction in MongoDB-57221), and basic blocks (captured by profilers like gprof [12]). Perspect automatically identifies the instructions related to the input symptoms as the starting points of its analysis (§3.1). Perspect outputs a list of relations that explain the root cause in descending order based on their impacts on the observed symptom.

Figure 3 shows the workflow of Perspect. Perspect uses causality analysis to reduce the search space of relational debugging to a small set of instructions and their runtime instances that are causally related to the symptom (see §3.2). Perspect then performs relational debugging to build relations with regard to the symptom. It filters out relations that are irrelevant to the symptom, refines relations to be specific to the root cause, and ranks relations based on their impacts on the observed symptom (see §3.3).

#### 3.1 Bootstrapping with Symptoms

Perspect bootstraps itself by identifying the instructions that reflect the observed symptoms. If the symptom is a performance counter recorded in a program variable (such as heap_size in Go-909), Perspect identifies the instructions that use the variable as an operand. If the symptom is a function or a basic block (typically captured by profilers), Perspect identifies the first instruction of the function or the first instruction in the basic block. Hence, Perspect converts different forms of symptoms, including: program variables that record the symptoms (e.g., heap_size in Go-909), slow functions (such as eviction in MongoDB-57221), and basic blocks (captured by profilers like gprof [12]). Perspect automatically identifies the instructions related to the input symptoms as the starting points of its analysis (§3.1). Perspect outputs a list of relations that explain the root cause in descending order based on their impacts on the observed symptom.

Figure 3 shows the workflow of Perspect. Perspect uses causality analysis to reduce the search space of relational debugging to a small set of instructions and their runtime instances that are causally related to the symptom (see §3.2). Perspect then performs relational debugging to build relations with regard to the symptom. It filters out relations that are irrelevant to the symptom, refines relations to be specific to the root cause, and ranks relations based on their impacts on the observed symptom (see §3.3).

![Figure 2: A simplified version of the static dependency graph for eviction.](image1)

![Figure 3: An overview of Perspect’s workflow](image2)
of instructions, termed symptom instructions, denoted as $S$ in Table 1. A dynamic instance of the symptom instruction is a symptom event.

Each symptom instruction is assigned a weight. The weight can be the value of a variable in an instruction, such as size in L3 or L37 in Go-909 (Figure 1), or the estimated time or cycles taken by a code block (e.g., eviction).

Perspect also identifies instructions that prevent the occurrence of symptoms (i.e., the negation of a symptom) as a special type of symptom instructions. An example is L18 in Go-909. Perspect searches every conditional branch that dominates a symptom instruction, which could prevent the symptom from occurring (e.g., L31 in Go-909 w.r.t L37). It then identifies the instructions that determine the branch conditions (e.g., L18 in Go-909). In practice, we find it suffices to only include instructions of negation for the initial symptom instructions. Therefore, in our current implementation, Perspect does not recursively search for negation symptoms.

3.2 Causality Analysis

Perspect reduces the search space of relational debugging by restricting the subsequent analysis to a small subset of instructions and their runtime instances that are causally related to the symptoms. The high-level idea is to dynamically track instructions that the symptoms are causally dependent on through control- and data-flow (aka information flow) during the execution of the good or bad reproduction runs. Specifically, Perspect generates a dynamic program dependency graph that contains instances of instructions that the symptom is causally dependent on.

The causality tracking is done in two phases. Perspect first generates the static program dependency graph (SDG) [25] for all the symptom instructions from the program. In the SDG, a node $v$ is an instruction and an edge $(u, v)$ represents a causal dependence, either a data dependence (a data value $v$ depends on) or a control dependence (a control condition on which $v$ depends on). We call $u$ a causal predecessor of $v$ and $v$ a causal successor of $u$. To generate the SDG, Perspect performs backward causality tracking: it starts from each symptom instruction (including negation symptoms) and recursively includes causal predecessor instructions by tracking control or data flow.

Perspect then automatically instruments the instructions in the program binary that belong to the SDG; it later generates dynamic program dependency graphs (DDGs) by running the program binary and monitoring the execution of each instrumented instruction. Different from the SDG, which consists of static instructions, in a DDG, a node is a runtime event—an instance of an instruction in the execution. Each instruction in the SDG can correspond to multiple events in a DDG. We use $e_{Ln}$ to denote an event of the $i$-th occurrence of the instruction at line $n$ (i.e., $Ln$) in the execution (see Table 1).

Section 4 describes the implementation details.

3.3 Relational Debugger

Within the scope of instructions that are causally related to the symptom(s), Perspect computes the relations between the symptom instructions and their causal predecessors in the SDG, based on runtime dependencies derived from the DDGs ($\S3.3.1$). Perspect only considers relations that are changed between the good and the bad executions as potential root causes by filtering out unchanged relations ($\S3.3.2$). Perspect further refines each relation until it finds the specific relation that captures a root cause of the change in the number of symptom events between the good and the bad executions ($\S3.3.3$). The filtering and refinement steps are iterated repeatedly to select a minimal set of relations as the candidates of the root cause (Figure 3). Lastly, Perspect ranks the root-cause candidate relations based on their impact on the symptoms ($\S3.3.4$).

We use Go-909 (Figure 1) as a running example when explaining the above components.

3.3.1 Computing Relations

For each symptom (including the negative symptoms), Perspect computes the relation between an instruction $P$, which the symptom depends on causally, and the corresponding symptom instruction $S$. Both $P$ and $S$ are nodes in the SDG generated in $\S3.2$. The relation is computed based on the DDG ($\S3.2$) which records runtime events of $P$ and $S$ during the executions. Perspect computes relations for the good run and the bad run, respectively.

Perspect starts by only considering the relation between $S$ and the root nodes of the SDG as $P$. These root nodes are typically the entry point of a software module and the main function. It gradually considers other events on the causal dependency paths between the root node and $S$ using a refinement process described in $\S3.3.3$.

Perspect computes both forward relations and backward relations. A forward relation is defined as $R\cdash (S|P) = \{n_i\}$, where each element $n_i$ in the set, which corresponds to an instance of instruction $P$ (denoted as $eP_i$) in the DDG, is the number of causally dependent $S$ instances ($eS_j, eS_k, \ldots eS_m$) of $eP_i$. Therefore, a relation can be viewed as a distribution; We use the mean of the distribution to represent a relation for simplicity. Here, $P$ can be thought of as serving as a reference point, and $S$ as the object under observation.

For example, in Go-909, for the symptom instruction L18$\text{mark}$ (marking one object), Perspect constructs a relation $R\cdash (L18\text{mark}|L1\text{malloc}\_\text{start})$, which represents the number of times each allocated object got marked. If the first allocated object gets marked (i.e., it results in an instance of L18) but the second one does not, then $R\cdash (L18\text{mark}|L1\text{malloc}\_\text{start})$ would be $\{1, 0\}$. In practice, $R\cdash (L18|L1)$ has a much larger sample size, because hundreds of objects are allocated and marked.

A backward relation is defined as $R\cdash (P|S) = \{m_i\}$, where each element $m_i$, which corresponds to an instance of $S$ in the DDG ($eS_i$), is the number of causally dependent $P$ instances
\((e_P, P \ldots e_P)\) of \(e_S\). Opposite to a forward relation, for a backward relation, the symptom serves as the reference point, and the predecessor as the object under observation.

Regarding the example, \(R \bullet (L_1 \text{malloc.start}|L_1 \text{mark})\), which contains, for each marked object \((L_1 \text{mark})\), the number of causally connected \text{malloc} instances \((L_1 \text{malloc.start})\); each object pointed to by real pointers is connected to 1 instance of \(L_1 \text{malloc.start}\) whereas an object pointed to only by fake pointers is connected to 0 instances.

Note that a backward and forward relation, \(R \bullet (P)S\) and \(R \bullet (S)P\), complement each other. A forward relation tells: “given the same unit of input, is the same number of symptom events produced?”, whereas a backward relation tells: “given the same symptom event, is it still produced by the same units of input?” In Go-909, fake pointers introduce additional causal paths through which the symptom at \(L_1\) (marking one object) may occur. This is reflected in a change in the backward relation \(R + (L_1 \text{malloc.start}|L_1 \text{mark})\), from 100% to 1% on average; the forward relation \(R \bullet (L_1 \text{mark}|L_1 \text{malloc.start})\), reflecting the number of times each object (reachable from real pointers) gets marked, does not change significantly.

### 3.3.3 Relation Refinement

Perspect further refines the relations to replace a more “general” relation with a more “specific” one. Refinement is analogous to moving the reference point closer to the object under observation in relative motion. If a relation \(R(P,S)\) is deemed refinable, Perspect replaces the relation with its child relations: \(R(P^*_1, S)\), \(R(P^*_2, S)\ldots R_n(P^*_n, S)\), where \(\{P^*_1, P^*_2\ldots P^*_n\}\) are the direct causal successors of \(P\) (i.e., children of \(P\)). Perspect iteratively refines a relation until it is no longer refinable or can be filtered out by §3.3.2.

Refinement aims to pinpoint the root cause(s). Without refinement, Perspect only outputs relations between \(S\) and root nodes \(R\) in the SDG, where \(R\) can be the entry point of a module or the main function. But the root cause(s) are often located at events on the causal paths connecting \(R\) and \(S\). Intuitively, the root cause are events which, if executed, will inevitably cause the performance bug to manifest [50].

The refinement process aims to locate such events. Perspect designs two refinements rules:

**Rule 1:** A relation \(R(P,S)\) is refinable, if there is no change in any of the relations between \(P\) and its children \(\{P^*_1, P^*_2\ldots P^*_n\}\): \(R(P, P^*_1), R(P, P^*_2), \ldots, R(P, P^*_n)\).

Intuitively, this rule says \(P\) is not a root cause; the root cause is located further down the causal paths. Recall that the root cause(s) are events which, once executed, the performance bug will inevitably manifest. But now we have \(P^+\) that occurred after \(P\) in both the good and bad run, and \(R(P, P^+)\) does not change. This means that after \(P\) executes, the performance bug may still be avoided when \(P^+\) executes. So we should move one step forward on the causal chain to consider whether \(P^+\) is the root cause.

With this rule, Perspect refines \(R(L_1 \text{malloc.start}|L_1 \text{mark})\) to \(R(L_7 \text{malloc.return}|L_1 \text{mark})\) in Go-909, because \(R(L_1|L_7)\) is an invariant that does not change across executions. In the actual code, the program logic between \(L_1\) and \(L_7\) is complex; ruling out \(L_1\) and narrowing it down to \(L_7\) significantly helps the developer to understand the root cause.

Figure 4 further shows the sequence of refinements performed on \(R(L_37 \text{sweep}|L_27 \text{sweep.start})\). Based on rule 1 we can refine it twice to \(R(L_37|L_31)\), because neither \(R(L_29|L_27)\) nor \(R(L_31|L_29)\) changes.

Even if a relation is not deemed refinable by rule 1, we do not give up—it can still be refined based on rule 2:

**Rule 2:** Even if there is a change in \(R(P, P^*_1), R(P, S)\) is still refinable if the change in \(R(P, P^*_1)\) is caused by the change of \(R(P^*, P)\), where \(P^*\) is a predecessor of \(P^+\) and \(P^* \neq P\).

Rule 2 differentiates whether a changed relation is a true root cause, or merely the effect (i.e., manifestation) of the root

---

2Zhang et al. defines the root cause as the inflection point: if we model the execution as a sequence of instructions, the inflection point in a failure execution \(F\) is the point of divergence with a non-failure execution \(N\) where \(N\) is the non-failure execution that has the longest common prefix with \(F\) [50]. Perspect’s refinement essentially locates such inflection points.
cause. In the former case, we should not be able to find such a $P'$, whereas in the latter case, we can.

Specifically, we consider two cases in our implementation. The first is when $P$ is a branch instruction, $P'$ is an instruction in the branch target, and $P'$ is the dataflow direct predecessor of $P$ that defines the branch condition variable. In this case, the change in $R(P'|P)$ is the effect of the change of $R(P'|P)$, which affects the branch direction.

Consider $R(L37_{\text{sweep}}|L31_{\text{sweep,teas}})$. Here, $P$ and $P'$ are L31 and L37, respectively. This relation decreased in the bad run since fewer objects are deemed reclaimable by L31, and is therefore no longer refinable according to Rule 1, as illustrated by Figure 4. However, L31’s direct dataflow predecessors include L18, which sets the mark bit (L18 is the $P'$ in this case). The decrease in $R(L37|L31)$ is merely caused by the increase in $R(L18|L31)$, i.e., more objects are being marked at L18 before L31 checks the marked bit. Therefore, according to Rule 2, $R(L37|L31)$ is still refinable, and we refine it to $R(L37|L37)$ (because L37 is L31’s direct successor). It can be subsequently filtered based on §3.3.2 since a relation between two identical events doesn’t change between runs. This is shown in Figure 4.

Note that we do not need to compute relations on this newly discovered $P'$ separately, because our algorithm guarantees that this relation is computed through other causal paths from the root. For example, after Perspect found L18 is the $P'$ in the above example, it does not go on to compute relations between L18 and its predecessors, because these relations are already computed through the causal path starting from mark.

The second case involves loops, when $P+$ is a loop head and $P'$ is the loop tail. Consider $R(L12_{\text{mark,loop}}|L10_{\text{mark,loop}})$. In this case, $P$ is L10 and $P+$ is L12 (which is a loop head). This relation increased in the bad run because more objects are getting marked. However, this is caused by L12’s backedge from L24 (loop tail, which is $P'$) executing more often, i.e., $R(L24|L10)$ also increased by the same amount.

As a result, even though $R(L12_{\text{mark,loop}}|L10_{\text{mark,loop}})$ has changed, $R(L18_{\text{mark}}|L10)$ can be further refined to $R(L18|L12)$. Eventually, $R(L18|L12)$ will be filtered out because by further analyzing the dataflow predecessor of L12 under Rule 2, Perspect finds that the number of times L12 executes is controlled by the size of $\omega$, which in turn is dataflow-dependent on L18 itself (i.e., each time an object is marked, it is pushed onto the queue $w$ and popped from the queue later into b so mark can further scan the content of the object for more pointers). So the relation is refined to $R(L18|L18)$ eventually.

By applying the two refinement rules iteratively, Perspect filters both $R(L37_{\text{sweep}}|L27_{\text{sweep,teas}})$ and $R(L18_{\text{mark}}|L10_{\text{mark,loop}})$. Therefore, Perspect only reports one relation at the end of the filter-refine iterations: $R(L7_{\text{malloc,return}}|L18_{\text{mark}})$.

### 3.3.4 Ranking Root-Cause Candidates

After the iterative compute-filter-refine process, the remaining relations are the ones that have not been filtered and are not refinable anymore. We call them root cause candidates.

Perspect ranks the root-cause candidates based on their estimated contributions to performance, in terms of the difference in performance relative to the predecessor $P$. Specifically, for a forward relation $R(S|P) = \{n_i\}$, where each $n_i$ is the number of symptom instances that causally depend on $e_i$, (the $i$-th instance of $P$), Perspect computes a weighted sum: $\sum w_i \times n_i$, where $w_i$ is the average weight of the $n_i$ symptom events; $\sum w'_i \times n'_i$ is the weighted sum for the good run. Then the contribution to performance is estimated by $\sum (w_i \times n_i - (\sum w'_i \times n'_i) \times \frac{c_i}{c'_i}$, where $c_i$ and $c'_i$ are the number of times $P$ occurred in the bad and good run, respectively. Note that Perspect normalizes $\sum w'_i \times n'_i$ with $c_i/c'_i$ to obtain the performance relative to $P$ in scenarios where the number of times $P$ occurred has changed between the executions. (Say the change in $P$’s occurrences is caused by relation $R(S|P)$, where $P$ is a predecessor of $P$, the normalization helps correctly attribute performance impact between $R(S|P)$ and $R(S'|P)$.)

In a backward relation $R(P'S) = \{m_j\}$, Perspect computes weighted sums: $\sum w_i \times w_j$, where $w_i$ is the weight of the $i$-th instance of the symptom, and $w_j$ is the weight of the $j$-th instance of $P$ that can reach a symptom event; and $\sum w'_i \times w'_j$ are the weighted sums for the good run. Then the contribution to performance is estimated by $\sum (w_i - \sum w'_i) \times (\sum w_j / \sum w'_j)$, where $\sum w_j / (\sum w'_j \times \sum w'_i)$ estimates the total number of symptom events, had the same number of symptom events been reachable from $P$ instances in the good run; This formula also handles when the total number of reachable $P$ instances from the symptom differs in the two executions. If the symptom has a negative polarity, as in the case of L37_sweep, which reduces the heap size as opposed to increasing it, Perspect multiplies its performance impact with $-1$. 

---

**Figure 4:** An example to illustrate the refinement rules on G0909. On the right is (part of) the SDG; a solid edge indicates a control-flow dependency, whereas dotted edges represent dataflow dependencies.
4 Implementation

Perspect is implemented in 10,199 lines of C++ and 14,006 lines of Python. It is built on top of three tools, Dyninst [8] (a binary-level static analysis tool), RR [7] (a deterministic record-and-replay tool), and PIN [11] (a binary instrumentation tool). Perspect operates on application binaries directly.

A key challenge in our implementation is to scale Perspect to the real, complex systems software. This section describes a number of techniques we use for scalability.

4.1 Building Static Dependency Graph (SDG)

Perspect generates the SDG by recursively identifying instructions that are causal predecessors of the symptom instructions via control and data flow. (Figure 4 shows a snippet of the SDG on Go-909.) This is done by three components: 1) a static analysis (SA) process running Dyninst, 2) 64 dynamic dataflow analysis (DDA) processes running RR (across 4 servers), and 3) a controller. These components form a distributed system that parallelizes computation to scale to real-world systems.

The SA process iteratively infers the instructions on which the symptom instruction \( S \) is control-flow dependent. It analyzes the control-flow graph provided by Dyninst, and only keeps those instructions that \( S \) actually depends on. This analysis is first performed in the function \( f \) that contains \( S \); it is then repeated iteratively in the caller functions by tracing the call-sites starting from \( f \).

To obtain dataflow dependencies, Perspect uses a combination of static and dynamic analysis. Perspect only uses Dyninst to obtain the dataflow dependencies of local variables stored in registers or on the stack with static offsets. On the other hand, when a variable is read from other memory locations, i.e. the heap or stack locations with non-static offsets, Perspect does not analyze them statically through pointer analysis, because precise pointer analysis can be hard to scale [31]. Instead, Perspect uses the DDA processes to dynamically identify such data dependencies in parallel.

For example, say \( S \) is dominated by an if statement: \( \text{if } (\*p || \*q) \); at this point, Perspect needs to infer the dataflow of both \( \*p \) and \( \*q \), and Dyninst cannot infer the source of the dataflow precisely. Therefore, the SA process sends this request to the controller, which forwards it to a (pre-forked) DDA process to run the RR-guided reproduction. The DDA process first sets breakpoints at the \( \text{if } \) statement to determine the addresses of \( \*p \) and \( \*q \). It then sets watchpoints at these two addresses and re-run the RR-guided reproduction.

3 (Since execution through RR is deterministic, addresses stay the same across multiple runs.) And via the watchpoints, Perspect locates the store instructions that defined \( \*p \) and \( \*q \). The DDA process then sends these newly located store in-

3 If a breakpoint or watchpoint is not hit in the RR-guided reproduction, Perspect will deem them causally irrelevant to the symptom events and ignore them.

Figure 5: A simplified version of the Dynamic Dependency Graph (DDG) for the symptom instruction at L18 from Go-909. The red colour represents the \texttt{malloc} function, and the grey colour represents the \texttt{mark} function. Solid and dotted edges represent control and data flow. The set next to each event is the \( S \)-set.

4.2 Building Relations

Once the SDG is obtained, Perspect instruments the program at each instruction in the SDG using PIN, and runs the instrumented program to obtain a trace of the good and the bad run, respectively. Perspect builds one DDG for each unique symptom instruction. Each vertex in the DDG is an event, and an edge is a control- or data-flow dependency. Figure 5 shows a simplified version of the DDG for the symptom instruction at L18 from Go-909. There are two objects in the DDG: The first object is reachable from a real-pointer, which means it’s dependent on \( \texttt{malloc} (eL10, eL70) \), and the object gets marked \( (eL100, eL120, eL150, eL180) \). The second object is from a fake pointer; it also gets marked once in the same loop iteration as the first object \( (eL100, eL120, eL151, eL181) \), but has no dependencies on \( \texttt{malloc} \).

Instead of traversing the DDG each time it needs to compute a relation, Perspect only carries out a one-pass traversal of the DDG to compute all the forward and backward relations. To compute forward relations, each node in the DDG keeps an \( S \)-set, which is the set of all unique reachable symptom events. We initialize the \( S \)-set of the symptom nodes to the symptom event itself. In Figure 5, \( eL180 \) and \( eL181 \)’s \( S \)-sets are initialized with themselves. Perspect then traverses the DDG in \textit{post-order} to iteratively compute the \( S \)-sets. For each node \( N \), its \( S \)-set is the union of the \( S \)-sets of all its children nodes. (Post-order traversal guarantees that \( N \)’s children are visited before \( N \).) But keeping the \( S \)-set of each node consumes too much memory. As an optimization, we replace
node $N$’s $S$-set with its cardinality (i.e., number of elements or $|S - \text{set}|$) as soon as its $S$-set is propagated to all of $N$’s parent nodes. For a forward relation $R \circ (S|P) = \{n_i\}$, each $n_i$ is simply the $|S - \text{set}|$ of each event of $P$. For example, in Figure 5, $R \circ (L18|L10) = \{2\}$, where 2 is the $|S - \text{set}|$ of $eL10_0$; and $R \circ (L18|L15) = \{1, 1\}$, where the two 1s come from the $|S - \text{set}|$ of $eL18_0$ and $eL18_1$.

To compute backward relations, Perspect keeps a hashmap $H$ for each symptom event. Each $H$ keeps the number of reachable predecessor events for every corresponding predecessor instruction. For example, in Figure 5, Perspect keeps two $H$s, one for $eL18_0$ and one for $eL18_1$. The $H$ for $eL18_0$ contains 5 entries: $\{L15, L12, L10, L7, L1\}$, and the count for each key is 1. $H$ for $eL18_1$ only contains 3 entries: $\{L15, L12, L10\}$, where the count for each key is also 1. A backward relation $R \circ (L1|L18)$ is simply the set containing the count kept for $L1$ in each $H$, which is $\{1, 0\}$.

**Optimization: two-phase analysis.** As an optimization, we perform our analysis in two phases. The first phase, or the “sketch” phase, only performs the analysis on the call graph. Specifically, each node in the SDG in this phase is a function, and each edge is a function invocation. The exceptions are functions that contain the symptom instructions: we directly connect the symptom instructions to the entry of these functions. We do not perform the expensive data-flow analysis in the sketch phase. Given this SDG, we build relations using the same algorithm: first obtain the DDG from the sketch SDG, and then perform the relation analysis on this DDG. So, the $P$ in the relations $R_3(P, S)$ we obtained is a function. For $P$ whose relation changes, we zoom into $P$ and perform the full data- and control-flow analysis described in §4.1. This optimization allows us to avoid the expensive dependency computations on functions that are not relevant to the root cause; it is particularly effective in large code bases like MongoDB where the symptom often has a deep call stack. In practice, this optimization reduces Perspect’s static analysis time by 10 times.

### 4.3 Handling Binary Difference

Perspect is able to compare relations generated from different binaries by matching each binary instruction to its corresponding one in the other binary, or between different binaries generated from the same source code (i.e., compiled for the 64- and 32-bit machines). Perspect first performs the source-level `diff` to establish the file and line number mapping between two versions. However, a line in the source code often compiles to multiple binary instructions, sometimes even multiple basic blocks of binary instructions. So we cannot only rely on source-level line number mapping to map binary instructions. Instead, for two binary instructions to be considered as the same between two version, they have to have 1) the mapping source-level line number, and 2) the same binary basic block number, assigned according to the postorder traversal of all the basic blocks of the same source code line, and 3) the same offset within the basic block. If the instruction is not found at the same offset, Perspect also searches for nearby instructions.

### 5 Experimental Evaluation

Perspect’s premise is that relational debugging can automatically and effectively locate the root causes of real-world performance problems that are hard to diagnose by existing tools. We validate these hypotheses with three evaluation questions: 1) Can Perspect effectively locate the root cause of challenging performance problems? 2) Can Perspect’s output, in the form of relations, help users understand root causes? 3) What is the analysis time of Perspect?

- **§5.1:** Perspect effectively locates root causes of evaluated performance problems in Go runtime, MongoDB, Redis, and Coreutils. Perspect also correctly excludes a root cause from application code when it is in the OS kernel.
- **§5.2:** The output of Perspect, in the form of relations, can speed up debugging time by at least 10.87 times.
- **§5.3:** Perspect diagnoses 10/12 of the issues in 8 minutes on average, and diagnoses the other two in a few hours.

**Target applications and performance problems.** We evaluate Perspect on twelve real-world performance issues of four applications: the Go runtime, MongoDB, Redis, and Coreutils. All three are complex software systems, consisting of more than 220K, 6,955K, 37K, and 456K lines of code, respectively. The performance problems are collected from the issue trackers of the target applications, based on keywords like “performance”, “slow”, “degrade”, etc. Where possible, we focus on high-priority issues that cannot be simply answered by using a profiler but take significant human time and effort, as those are the problems that need advanced tools like Perspect.

We then try to reproduce these issues based on the steps described in the issue reports. Reproducing performance problems is nontrivial and time-consuming—many of the issues are imprecisely described (e.g., no version information or reproduction steps) and are hard to reproduce. In total, it took several person-months for us to prepare the dataset. We realize that our dataset has several “famous” bugs (e.g., Go-909 in §2) because they have more detailed information for reproduction.

As shown in Table 2, the twelve issues cover different symptoms and use cases. In terms of symptoms, nine caused slowdown; three caused memory overuse, including bloated heap size and resident set size (the amount of memory used by the process). There are three different types of performance baselines: five are from a different version, one from different hardware architecture, and the other five are from different inputs. Notably, we evaluated two open issues where developers were unable to diagnose them (MongoDB-56274 and -57221).

**Inputs.** Perspect takes as inputs of the reproduction of the performance problems. We directly used reproduction programs
Table 2: Perspect’s result on 12 real-world performance issues across 4 systems: Go runtime, MongoDB (“Mongo”), Redis, and Coreutils (“Core”). Mongo-56274 and -57221 are two open bugs. “Metric” shows the type of performance metric that describes the symptoms. “Succ?” shows whether Perspect successfully locates the root cause. “Rank” shows the ranking of root-cause relations. “Abs. pred?” tells whether the root-cause relations break any absolute predicates. “Cand. relns.” shows the number of root-cause candidate relations. Where Perspect returns a pair of forward and backward relations, it is counted as one root-cause relations. “SDG size” and “DDG size” show the average SDG and DDG size from the good and bad runs, in terms of the number of instructions and their runtime instances, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Succ?</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Abs. pred.?</th>
<th>Cand. relns.</th>
<th>SDG size</th>
<th>DDG size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go runtime</td>
<td>Fake pointers stops GC from freeing dead objects</td>
<td>heap</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16054</td>
<td>516k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7330</td>
<td>Performance of operator ++ is worse than single +</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>200k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8832</td>
<td>Heap page promotion causes memory bloat</td>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>6851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11068</td>
<td>Printing is very slow for large Floats</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10650</td>
<td>1409k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12228</td>
<td>More aggressive GC degrades performance</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9886</td>
<td>39745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13552</td>
<td>Not recycling large stack spans leaks memory</td>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18060</td>
<td>55580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongo</td>
<td>Errorneous cache clear for common prefixed keys</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2109</td>
<td>461k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56274</td>
<td>Slow when deleting opposite to search order</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>6132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57221</td>
<td>Slow due to moving cursor of obsolete query plan</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>268k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis 7595</td>
<td>performance downgrade after enabling TLS</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>seq 84x slower with --equal-width</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>20002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930965</td>
<td>du –exclude 4x slower when given a trivial string</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7563</td>
<td>20784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Perspect’s result on 12 real-world performance issues across 4 systems: Go runtime, MongoDB (“Mongo”), Redis, and Coreutils (“Core”). Mongo-56274 and -57221 are two open bugs. “Metric” shows the type of performance metric that describes the symptoms. “Succ?” shows whether Perspect successfully locates the root cause. “Rank” shows the ranking of root-cause relations. “Abs. pred?” tells whether the root-cause relations break any absolute predicates. “Cand. relns.” shows the number of root-cause candidate relations. Where Perspect returns a pair of forward and backward relations, it is counted as one root-cause relations. “SDG size” and “DDG size” show the average SDG and DDG size from the good and bad runs, in terms of the number of instructions and their runtime instances, respectively.

5.1 Effectiveness

Table 2 shows the effectiveness of Perspect in diagnosing the twelve performance bugs. The overall results are very positive. Perspect successfully locates the root causes for ten performance problems, and ranks the root-cause relation as the highest (or the only) suspect. Eight of them are closed issues and we use the criteria that the reported root cause has to be captured by the output relations of Perspect. For the two open bugs, the relations output by Perspect provided explanations of the root causes that were confirmed by the developers.

Perspect partially locates the root causes of the other two issues (Go-8832 and Go-12228). For Go-8832, Perspect correctly excludes the root cause (which lies in Linux) from the Go runtime. For Go-12228, the source codes changed significantly; Perspect is unable to map the relations across the executions. In this case, Perspect outputs the relations between the symptoms and causal predecessors so that a human developer can complete the rest of the debugging process.

As shown in Table 2, Perspect is able to effectively nail down a very small set of root-cause candidate relations. This is attributed to its iterative filtering (§3.3.2) and refinement (§3.3.3); Our experiments confirm that the relations between most events and their direct successors do not change across executions. Perspect also filters out most causally related events with low contributions to the symptoms.

Note that 10/12 of the evaluated issues have no clear-cut failures—they are reported because the programs ran slower or consumed more memory than their respective baselines; the remaining two only occasionally result in out-of-memory errors (Go-909 and Go-13552). Hence, those issues can hardly be diagnosed by tools for functional failures. In at least four issues, the root causes do not manifest in any absolute predicate changes—the relations captured by Perspect show that the root causes exist in both executions, only their distributions differ. Lastly, as shown by the sizes of SDGs and DDGs, there are too many causally related instructions and runtime events—causality analysis alone can hardly pinpoint the root cause in code.

We discussed how Perspect locates the root causes of Go-909 and MongoDB-57221 in §2. We briefly present a few more.

MongoDB-44991. MongoDB-44991 is major performance regression introduced in v4.2.1 and took developers several days to diagnose. Figure 6 shows the simplified code containing the root cause. As a memory optimization, MongoDB stores key prefixes only once per page [5]; hence, it needs to decompress a key before evicting it back to disk. If the same key has been decompressed before, MongoDB copies the cached data directly (L4) to avoid building the key from scratch (L6). In v4.2.1, L11 was erroneously added, which clears the size variable, effectively invalidating cached data (L4).

Perspect takes the inputs of two executions from the good version (v4.0.13) and the buggy version (v4.2.1) as reported
void convert(void *key) {...
	get_key_info(key, &data, &size);
	if (... && size > 0)
		memcpy(key, data, size); // fast path
	else
		build_key(entry, key); // slow path
?

void get_key_info(void *key, void *data, int *size) {
	... size = 0;  // invalidated the condition of using cached data (fast path);
	entered introduced in v4.2.1.

Figure 6: The root cause of MongoDB-44991 (used in §5.2).

Go-13552. Developers noticed that the RSS slowly crept over to 1GB, even though the actual heap usage stayed below 4MB [6]. Diagnosing this bug took 5 days, and the developers eliminated several wrong guesses before nailing down the root cause. First, they had a hard time deciding whether the problem came from the heap or the stack. Once they focused on the stack, they further thought that the memory bloat was due to normal stack spans not being recycled fast enough. Finally, they found the root cause to be a special type of large stack spans which were not recycled at all.

Perspect ranks a relation $R^\ast (\text{sysMmap} \downarrow \text{allocLarge})$ the highest, indicating that the increased mmap allocations are for large-sized stack spans. This connects the two essential pieces of information together to pinpoint the bug.

MongoDB-56274 (open issue). MongoDB-56274 is another open issue we diagnosed using Perspect, and the root cause has been confirmed by developers. The developers noticed that deleting records in descending order was twice as slow as in ascending order. MongoDB deletes records iteratively: after it deletes the record, it searches for the next record to delete. The search function has a hard-coded order: it always looks for the next record in ascending order (search_forward); if no record is found, it searches backwards in descending order (search_backward). Hence, when the deletion order is the same as the search order, the next record is always found immediately; but, when the deletion order is the opposite, MongoDB traverses through many deleted records, then searches in the opposite direction, causing the slowdown.

Perspect locates the root cause to the hard-coded search order logic; in particular, it identifies three relations that increased significantly in the bad run: 1) $R^\ast (\text{search_backward} \downarrow \text{search})$: in the good run, search_backward is rarely invoked, as the next record is always immediately located by search_forward; 2) $R^\ast (\text{prev_record} \downarrow \text{search_backward})$ and 3) $R^\ast (\text{next_record} \downarrow \text{search_forward})$ indicates increased number of records traversed in both directions of search.

Go-8832. Developers observed unexpected memory bloat and mistakenly thought it was caused by bugs from Go’s GC code. In fact, the root cause was Linux’s promotion of huge pages in the background, which bloated the resident set size (RSS) since the distribution of the base 4KB pages was sparse. The developers spent a lot of time examining incorrect hypotheses about bugs in the GC logic, making it one of the most discussed Go performance issues.

While the current implementation of Perspect cannot analyze the OS kernel, it can help rule out wrongly suspected buggy behaviors of the Go runtime. Specifically, after comparing relations associated with the symptoms mmap and munmap, Perspect outputs no root cause candidate relations.

5.2 Usability

We evaluated the usability of Perspect with a controlled user study. We tested on 20 programmers (who are not co-author of this paper) who indicated extensive experience in debugging and GDB.

We used Go-909 and MongoDB-44991 in the study to represent resource issues and slowdowns. Each participant was asked to debug one case without any help and a different case with Perspect; so each bug has two controlled groups for comparison. For each participant, we first described the bugs and helped reproduce them. We chose one of the two cases randomly and asked the participant to diagnose it without Perspect; then for the second case, we introduced relational debugging and allowed them to use Perspect. We limited the debugging session to two hours for each bug (not including setup or reproduction time). If the time was exceeded, we considered the bug unsolved.

For Go-909, we considered a participant to have caught the root cause if they concluded that unreachable objects got marked and prevented reclamations. For MongoDB-44991, we used the criteria that the participant had to locate the instruction that clears the size variable erroneously (L11 in Figure 6).

Our results show that when using Perspect, participants concluded the root cause at least 10.87 times faster than when not using Perspect. With the help of Perspect, all participants successfully located the root causes of both issues, with an average of 10 minutes; much of the time was spent on navigating code and understanding instructions pointed to by the relations. Without Perspect, only 5/10 of the participants concluded the root causes within two hours, with an average of one hour and 47 minutes.

Interestingly, we observed that without Perspect many participants had manual practices like relational debugging: they printed out counters to compare occurrences of functions or instructions in the good and bad runs, and ruled out ones that did not change. However, we observed that such manual effort was neither rigorous nor systematic. For example, for Go-909, many participants examined if GC happened less often, but did not realize objects reclaimed per GC cycle changed.
We interviewed participants after the debugging session. The most overwhelming feedback is that the relation semantic is intuitive and easy to understand. One suggestion is to visualize SDGs and DDGs alongside the changed relations, which we consider implementing via GUI support.

5.3 Analysis Time

For the twelve performance issues, Perspect takes an average of under one hour to output the results. For 10/12 issues, Perspect finishes under 20 minutes, with an average of 8 minutes. The other two take an average of 5.3 hours. Most of the analysis time was spent on static and dynamic causality analysis (§3.2); the relational debugger (§3.3) takes a small fraction of the total analysis time.

Static causality analysis takes 24 minutes on average. It is bottlenecked by repeatedly invoking RR to build non-local dataflow dependencies (§4). The worst-case complexity of static causality analysis is \( O(n \cdot m) \), where \( n \) is the number of dynamic instructions executed during each RR run, and \( m \) is the number of static instructions that are causally related to the symptom instructions. The two-phase optimization described in §4.2 reduces \( m \) significantly. We can further speed up static analysis by adding more servers to parallelize the invocation of RR runs (§4.1).

Dynamic causality analysis is bottlenecked by running the instrumented program in PIN. It takes on average 35 minutes across the 12 issues (<20 minutes for 10/12 issues). Perspect effectively reduces the DDG’s sizes by sampling one symptom event out of \( N \), while keeping a large number of symptom events to maintain statistical significance.

In comparison, the relational debugger only takes a small fraction of the total dynamic analysis time, typically a few minutes. Reducing the size of the DDG also effectively reduces the average complexity of the relational debugger, which has a worst-case complexity of \( O(p^2) \), where \( p \) is the number of instructions executed that are causally relevant to the symptom events.

6 Discussion and Limitations

Relational debugging provides a new way of understanding performance problems. We find it generally applicable to many challenging performance problems that do not manifest via clear-cut predicates. Relational debugging assumes that the relations in the executions are statistically significant. It is possible that an execution is too short. On the other hand, our evaluation shows that the executions based on the reproduction steps documented in real-world issue reports are mostly sufficient—there are enough repetitive patterns for Perspect to be effective. It is straightforward to apply Perspect to multiple runs if one is too short.

Our current implementation of Perspect shares some limitations of its building blocks. Specifically, Perspect cannot debug performance problems that are non-deterministic (e.g., they depend on the scheduling and timing of events), because Perspect uses deterministic replay (RR [7]) and its dynamic instrumentation could change the timing. Please note: this does not mean that Perspect cannot debug multi-threaded systems—all the evaluated systems (except Coreutils) are multi-threaded. In fact, it is reported that the vast majority (>90%) of real-world performance problems are deterministic [28].

Perspect currently only supports native code. We plan to implement relational debugging for applications in managed languages like Java. We believe the implementation can be built on the JVM Tool Interface. Perspect can be easily extended to handle additional language constructs like exception handling etc. We will also explore how to apply relational debugging to performance problems of distributed systems by analyzing relations of distributed events. Perspect can be extended to support metrics such as P95 latency etc. 

7 Related Work

Performance debugging with Perspect takes three steps: 1) identifying symptoms, 2) causality analysis, and 3) relational debugging for automatically pinpointing root causes. We discuss related work based on the three components.

Automatic performance debugging/diagnosis. The closest related work (in terms of locating root causes in code) is [39], which applies statistical debugging [32] to performance problems. The essential idea of statistical debugging is to identify predicates that have strong correlations with the failure. However, as we have shown in this paper, it is fundamentally limited to performance problems that manifest via absolute predicates. Moreover, since statistical debugging in [39] does not take causality into consideration, many of the observed predicates could be irrelevant to the symptom; To compensate, it requires a large number of highly variable good and bad executions. Another related work is X-ray [15] which summarizes performance costs of runtime events and attributes them to input and configuration values w.r.t the symptom. Different from Perspect, X-ray is designed for end users (e.g., sysadmins) and does not target root causes in the code. X-ray uses differential performance summarization which identifies branches where execution paths diverge and reasons about the performance difference between the two branch outcomes. In this sense, it also focuses on divergence of predicates between executions.

There are tools for debugging special types of performance problems with predefined patterns, such as loops [35, 40, 44],
memory leaks [41], and data locality [30]. Differently, Perspect is designed to be a general debugging/diagnosis tool.

**Automatic functional failure debugging/diagnosis.** Prior studies developed techniques to pinpoint the root causes of functional failures in code, based on invariant analysis [24, 26, 38], log analysis [50] and statistical debugging [32]. Perspect focuses primarily on performance problems which have very different characteristics from function failures.

**Causality analysis.** Perspect applies relational debugging to instructions and their runtime events that are causally related to the symptoms. Many advanced techniques have been developed for causality analysis [16, 22, 29, 34, 37, 42, 45–47, 49, 53]. Perspect can potentially use them to enhance its causality analysis (§3.2). For example, we can further accelerate the causality analysis, learning from failure sketching [29], REPT [22] and ER [53] that use Intel PT to efficiently trace causally dependent instructions and augment the trace with symbolic execution [18, 21]. Argus [42] developed a way to annotate causality graphs with strong and weak edges, which can prioritize relational analysis of Perspect. SherLog [45], lprof [52], and Pensieve [49] show that runtime logs can be used with static analysis to guide the reconstruction of causal paths.

Our work is complementary to causality analysis for distributed systems (many targeting performance problems [14, 17, 20, 34, 43, 51]). Relational debugging for distributed systems based on distributed causality is our future work (§6).

**Profilers.** Profilers [9, 10, 12, 13, 19, 23, 36] are important utilities for performance debugging. Advanced profilers like [23, 36] can effectively identify true bottlenecks. They provide effective inputs for Perspect to locate root causes.

### 8 Conclusion

Debugging performance problems is (still) among the most challenging, time-consuming tasks. We presented relational debugging as a new way of understanding performance problems and locating their root causes in the code. Our key insight is that the root causes of performance bugs can be generalized to changes in relations between fine-grained runtime events, and by using relations, we capture root causes of performance bug existing semantics (such as invariants or predicates etc.) fail to capture. We developed Perspect to automate relational debugging. Perspect takes a minimal of just two executions (a good and bad run), and pinpoints the root causes of complex real-world bugs to a small number of root cause relations using an effective “filter-and-refine” algorithm. We further demonstrate Perspect’s effectiveness by diagnosing two open issues which developers were unable to diagnose using existing tools. Finally, we deploy a number of carefully designed optimizations to scale Perspect to large-scale code-bases. We open-sourced Perspect and will continue improving it towards a common toolkit for performance debugging.
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Abstract. Credential compromise is hard to detect and hard to mitigate. To address this problem, we present larch, an accountable authentication framework with strong security and privacy properties. Larch protects user privacy while ensuring that the larch log server correctly records every authentication. Specifically, an attacker who compromises a user’s device cannot authenticate without creating evidence in the log, and the log cannot learn which web service (relying party) the user is authenticating to. To enable fast adoption, larch is backwards-compatible with relying parties that support FIDO2, TOTP, and password-based login. Furthermore, larch does not degrade the security and privacy a user already expects: the log server cannot authenticate on behalf of a user, and larch does not allow relying parties to link a user across accounts. We implement larch for FIDO2, TOTP, and password-based login. Given a client with four cores and a log server with eight cores, an authentication with larch takes 150ms for FIDO2, 91ms for TOTP, and 74ms for passwords (excluding preprocessing, which takes 1.23s for TOTP).

1 Introduction

Account security is a perennial weak link in computer systems. Even well-engineered systems with few bugs become vulnerable once human users are involved. With poorly engineered or configured systems, account compromise is often the first of several cascading failures. In general, 82% of data breaches involve a human element, with the most common methods including use of stolen credentials (40%) and phishing (20%) [79].

When users and administrators identify stolen credentials, it is challenging to determine the extent of the damage. Not knowing what an attacker accessed can lead to either inadequate or overly extensive recovery. LastPass suffered a breach in November 2022 because they didn’t fully recover from a compromise the previous August [72]. Conversely, Okta feared 366 organizations might have been accessed when an attacker gained remote desktop access at one of their vendors. It took a three-month investigation to determine that, in fact, only two organizations, not 366, had really been victims of the breach [32].

Single sign-on schemes, such as OpenID [74] and “Sign in with Google,” can keep an authentication log and thereby determine the extent of a credential compromise. However, these centralized systems represent a security and privacy risk: they give a third party access to all of a user’s accounts and to a trace of their authentication activity.

An ideal solution would give the benefits of universal authentication logging without the security and privacy drawbacks of single-sign-on systems. For security, the logging service shouldn’t be able to authenticate on behalf of a user. For privacy, the logging service should learn no information about a user’s authentication history: the log service should not even learn if the user is authenticating to the same web service twice or to two separate web services.

In this paper, we propose larch (“login archive”), an accountable authentication framework with strong security and privacy properties. Authentication takes place between a user and a service, which we call the relying party. In larch, we add a third party: a user-chosen larch log service. The larch log service provides the user with a complete, comprehensive history of her authentication activity, which helps users detect and recover from compromises. Once an account is registered with larch, even an attacker who controls the user’s client cannot authenticate to the account without the larch log service storing a record that allows the user to recover the time and relying-party name.

The key challenge in larch is allowing the log service to maintain a complete authentication history without becoming a single point of security or privacy failure. A malicious larch log service cannot access users’ accounts and learns no information about users’ authentication histories. Only users can decrypt their own log records.

Larch works with any relying party that supports one of three standard user authentication schemes: FIDO2 [36] (popularized by Yubikeys and Passkeys [3]), TOTP [68] (popularized by Google Authenticator), and password-based login. FIDO2 is the most secure but least widely deployed of the three options.

A larch deployment consists of two components: a browser add-on, which manages the user’s authentication secrets, and one or more larch log services, which store authentication logs on behalf of a set of users. At a high level, larch provides four operations. (1) Upon deciding to use larch, a user performs a one-time enrollment with a log service. (2) For each account to use with larch, the user runs registration. To relying parties, registration looks like adding a FIDO2 security key, adding an authenticator app, or setting a password. (3) The user then performs authentication with larch as necessary to access registered accounts. Finally, (4) at any point the user can audit login activity by downloading and decrypting the complete history of authentication events to all accounts. The client can use auditing for intrusion detection or to evaluate the extent of the damage after a client has been compromised.
All authentication mechanisms require generating an authentication credential based on some secret. In FIDO2, the secret is a signature key and the credential is a digital signature; the signed payload depends on the name of the relying party and a fresh challenge, preventing both phishing and credential reuse. With TOTP, the secret is an HMAC key and the credential an HMAC of the current time, which prevents credential reuse in the future. With passwords, the credential is simply the password, which has the disadvantage that it can be reused once a malicious client obtains it.

Larch splits the authentication secret between the client and log service so that both parties must participate in authentication. We introduce split-secret authentication protocols for FIDO2, TOTP, and password-based login. At the end of each protocol, the log service holds an encrypted authentication log record and the client holds a credential. Larch ensures that if the client obtains a valid credential, the log service also obtains a well-formed log record, even if the client is compromised and behaves maliciously. At the same time, the log service learns no information about the relying parties that the user authenticates to.

We design larch to achieve the following (informal) security and privacy goals:

- **Log enforcement against a malicious client**: An attacker that compromises a client cannot authenticate to an account that the client created before compromise without the log obtaining a well-formed, encrypted log record.
- **Client privacy and security against a malicious log**: A malicious log service cannot authenticate to the user’s accounts or learn any information about the relying parties to which the user has authenticated, including whether two authentications are for the same account or different accounts.
- **Client privacy against a malicious relying party**: Colluding malicious relying parties cannot link a user across accounts.

Larch’s FIDO2 protocol uses zero-knowledge proofs [43] to convince the log that an encrypted authentication log record generated by the client is well-formed relative to the digest of a FIDO2 payload. If it is, the client and log service sign the digest with a new, lightweight two-party ECDSA signing protocol tailored to our setting. For TOTP, larch executes an authentication circuit using an existing garbled-circuit-based multiparty computation protocol [87, 84]. For password-based login, the client privately swaps a ciphertext encrypting the relying party’s identity for the log’s share of the corresponding password using a discrete-log-based protocol [46].

In the event that a user’s device is compromised, a user can revoke access to all accounts—even accounts she may have forgotten about—by interacting only with the log service. At the same time, involving the log service in every authentication could pose a reliability risk (just as relying on OpenID does). We show how to split trust across multiple log service providers to strengthen availability guarantees, making larch strictly better than OpenID for all three of security, privacy, and availability.

We expect users to perform many password-based authentications, some FIDO2 authentications, and a comparatively small number of TOTP authentications. Given a client with four cores and a log server with eight cores, an authentication with larch takes 150ms for FIDO2, 91ms for TOTP, and 74ms for passwords (excluding preprocessing, which takes 1.23s for TOTP). One authentication requires 1.73MiB of communication for FIDO2, 65.2MiB for TOTP, and 3.25KiB for passwords. TOTP communication costs are comparatively high because we use garbled circuits [84]; however, all but 202KiB of the communication can be moved into a preprocessing step.

Larch shows that it is possible to achieve privacy-preserving authentication logging that is backwards compatible with existing standards. Moreover, larch provides new paths for FIDO2 adoption, as larch users can authenticate using FIDO2 without dedicated hardware tokens, which could motivate more relying parties to deploy FIDO2. Users who do own hardware tokens can use them to authenticate to the larch log service, providing strong security guarantees for relying parties that do not yet support FIDO2 (albeit without the antiphishing protection). We also suggest small changes to the FIDO standard that would substantially reduce the overheads of larch while providing the same security and privacy properties.

## 2 Design overview

We now give an overview of larch.

### 2.1 Entities

A larch deployment involves the following entities:

**Users.** We envision a deployment with millions of users, each of which has hundreds of accounts at different online services—shopping websites, financial institutions, news sites, and so on. Each user has an account at a larch log service, secured by a strong, unique password and optionally (but ideally) strong second-factor authentication such as a FIDO2 hardware security key. (In Section 6, we describe how a user can create accounts with multiple log services in order to protect against faulty logs.) A user also has a set of devices (e.g., laptop, phone, tablet) running larch client software and storing larch secrets, including cryptographic keys and passwords.

**Relying parties.** A relying party is any website that a user authenticates to (e.g., a shopping website or bank). Larch is compatible with any relying party that supports authentication via FIDO2 (U2F) [36, 80], time-based one-time passwords (TOTP) [68], or standard passwords. The strength of larch’s security guarantees depends on the strength of the underlying authentication method.
Log service. Whenever the user authenticates to a relying party, the client must communicate with the log service. We envision a major service provider (e.g., Google or Apple) deploying this service on behalf of their customers. The log service:

- keeps an encrypted record of the user’s authentication history, but
- learns no information about which relying party the user authenticates to.

At any time, a client can fetch this authentication record from the log service and decrypt it to see the user’s authentication history. That is, if an attacker compromises one of Alice’s devices and authenticates to github.com as Alice, the attacker will leave an indelible trace of this authentication in the larch log. At the same time, to protect Alice’s privacy, the log service learns no information about which relying parties Alice has authenticated to. A production log service should consist of multiple, georeplicated servers to ensure high availability.

2.2 Protocol flow

Background. We use two-out-of-two additive secret sharing [75]: to secret-share a value \( x \in \{0, \ldots, p - 1\} \), choose random values \( x_1, x_2 \in \{0, \ldots, p - 1\} \) such that \( x_1 + x_2 = x \mod p \). Neither \( x_1 \) nor \( x_2 \) individually reveals any information about \( x \). We also use a cryptographic commitment scheme: to commit to a value \( x \in \{0,1\}^* \), choose a random value \( r \in \{0,1\}^{256} \) (the commitment opening) and output the hash of \( (x||r) \) using a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-256. For computationally bounded parties, the commitment reveals no information about \( x \), but makes it impractical to convince another party that the commitment opens to a value \( x' \neq x \).

The client’s interaction with the log service consists of four operations.

Step 1: Enrollment with a log service. To use larch, a user must first enroll with a larch log service by creating an account. In addition to configuring traditional account authentication (i.e., setting a password and optionally registering FIDO2 keys), the user’s client generates a secret archive key for each authentication method supported. For FIDO2 and TOTP, the archive key is a symmetric encryption key, and the client sends the log service a commitment to this key. For passwords, the archive key is an ElGamal private encryption key, so the client sends the log service the corresponding public key. The client subsequently encrypts log records using these archive keys, while the log service verifies these log records are well-formed using the corresponding commitment or public key.

Step 2: Registration with relying parties. After the user has enrolled with a log service, she can create accounts at relying parties (e.g., github.com) using larch-protected credentials. We call this process registration. Registration works differently depending on which authentication mechanism the relying party uses: FIDO2 public-key authentication, TOTP codes, or standard passwords. All generally follow the same pattern where at the conclusion of the registration protocol:

- the log service holds an encryption of the relying party’s identity under a key that only the client knows,
- the log service and client jointly hold the account’s authentication secret using two-out-of-two secret sharing [75],
- the relying party is unaware of larch and holds the usual information necessary to verify account access: an ECDSA public key (for FIDO2), an HMAC secret key (for TOTP), or a password hash (for password-based login), and
- the log service learns nothing about the identity of the relying party.

By splitting the user’s authentication secret between the client and the log, we ensure that the log service participates in all of the user’s authentication attempts, which allows the log service to guarantee that every authentication attempt is correctly logged.

The underlying authentication mechanisms (FIDO2, TOTP, and password-based login) only provide security for a given relying party if the user’s device was uncompromised at the time of registration; larch provides the same guarantees.

Step 3: Authentication to a relying party. Registering with a relying party lets the user later authenticate to that relying party (Figure 1). At the conclusion of an authentication operation, larch must ensure that:

- authentication succeeds at the relying party,
- the log service holds a record of the authentication attempt that includes the name of the relying party, encrypted under the archive key known only to the client, and
- the log service learns no information about the identity of the relying party involved.

The technical challenge here is guaranteeing that a compromised client cannot successfully authenticate to a relying party without creating a valid log record. In particular, the log service must verify that the log record contains a valid encryption of the relying party’s name under the archive key without learning anything about the relying party’s identity.

To achieve these goals, we design split-secret authentication protocols that allow the client and log to use their split authentication secrets to jointly produce an authentication credential. Our split-secret authentication protocols are essentially special-purpose two-party computation protocols [88]. In a two-party computation, each party holds a secret input, and the protocol allows the parties to jointly compute a function on their inputs while keeping each party’s input secret from the other. Our split-secret authentication protocols follow a general pattern, although the specifics depend on the underlying authentication mechanism in use (FIDO2, TOTP, or password-based login):

- The client algorithm takes as input the identity of the relying party, the client’s share of the corresponding authentication secret, the archive key, and the opening for the log service’s commitment to the archive key.
We now describe the security goals of larch (Figure 2).

Goal 1: Log enforcement against a malicious client. Say that an honest client enrolls with an honest log service and then registers with a set of relying parties. Later on, an attacker compromises the client’s secrets (e.g., by compromising one of the user’s devices and causing it to behave maliciously). Every successful authentication attempt that the attacker makes using credentials managed by larch will appear in the client’s authentication log stored at the larch log service. Furthermore, the honest client can decrypt these log entries using its secret key.

Goal 2: Client privacy and security against a malicious log. Even if the log service deviates arbitrarily from the prescribed protocol, it learns no information about (a) the client’s authentication secrets (meaning that the log service cannot authenticate on behalf of the client) or (b) which relying parties a client has interacted with.

Goal 3: Client privacy against a malicious relying party. A set of colluding malicious relying parties learn no information about which registered accounts belong to the same client. That is, relying parties cannot link a client across multiple relying parties using information they learn during registration or authentication.

To be usable in practice, larch should additionally achieve the following functionality goal:

Goal 4: No changes to the relying party. Relying parties that support FIDO2 (U2F), TOTP, or password authentication do not need to be aware of larch. Clients can unilaterally register authentication credentials such that all future authentications are logged in larch.

2.4 Non-goals and extensions

Availability against a compromised log service. Larch does not provide availability if the log service refuses to provide service. We discuss defenses against availability attacks in Section 6.

Privacy against colluding log and relying party. If the log service colludes with a relying party, they can always use timing information to map log entries to authentication requests. Therefore, larch makes no effort to obscure the relationship between private messages seen by the two parties and only guarantees privacy when the relying party and log service do not collude.

Limitations of underlying authentication schemes. Larch provides security guarantees that match the security of the underlying authentication schemes. FIDO2 provides the strongest security, followed by TOTP, and then followed by passwords. For TOTP and password-based login, larch provides no protection against credential breaches: if an attacker steals users’ authentication secrets (MAC keys or passwords) from the relying party, the attacker can use those secrets to authenticate without those authentications appearing in the log. FIDO2 defends against credential breaches because the relying party only ever sees the client’s public key.

Larch does protect against device compromise for all three authentication mechanisms: even if an attacker gains control of a user’s device, generating any of the user’s larch-protected credentials requires communicating with the log service and results in an archived log record. If the user discovers the device break-in later on, she can recover from the log a list
of authentications and take steps to remediate the effects of compromise (contacting the affected relying parties, etc.).

An attacker who compromises an account can often disable two-factor authentication or add its own credentials to a compromised account. Therefore, only an attacker’s first successful access to a given relying party is guaranteed to be archived in larch. That said, many relying parties send out notifications, require step-up authentication, or revoke access to logged in clients on credential updates, all of which could complicate an attack or alert legitimate users to a problem. Hence, it is valuable to ensure that all accesses with the original account credentials are logged. Larch can make this guarantee for FIDO2, where every authentication requires a unique two-party signature. It does not provide this guarantee with passwords, as the attacker learns the password as part of the authentication process: only the attacker’s first authentication to a given relying party will be logged. With TOTP, each generated code produces a larch log record. Some relying parties implement a TOTP replay cache, in which case one code allows one login. Other relying parties allow a single TOTP code to be used for arbitrarily many authentications in a short time period (generally about a minute).

Fortunately, when recovering from compromise, a user is most interested in learning whether an attacker has accessed an account zero times or more than zero times. For larch-generated credentials, users will always be able to learn this information from the larch log. However, if users import passwords that are not unique into larch, this guarantee does not hold. By default, the larch client software generates a unique random password for every relying party, but it also allows user to import existing legacy passwords, which might not be unique. In the event of password reuse, the attacker can generate a single log record to obtain the password and then use it to authenticate to all affected relying parties.

3 Logging for FIDO2

3.1 Background

FIDO2 protocol. The FIDO2 protocol [36, 80] allows a client to authenticate using cryptographic keys stored on a device (e.g., a Yubikey hardware token or a Google passkey). To register with a relying party (e.g., github.com), the client generates an ECDSA keypair, stores the secret key, and sends the public key to the relying party. When the client subsequently wants to authenticate to relying party github.com, Github’s server sends the client a random challenge. The client then signs the hash of the string github.com and the Github-chosen challenge using the secret key the client generated for github.com at registration. If the signature is valid, the Github server authorizes the client. Because the message signed by the client is bound to the name github.com, FIDO2 provides a strong defense against phishing attacks. The FIDO2 protocol supports passwordless, second-factor, and multi-factor authentication.

Zero-knowledge arguments. Informally, zero-knowledge arguments allow a prover to convince a verifier that a statement is true without revealing why the statement is true [43]. More precisely, we consider non-interactive zero-knowledge argument systems [13, 35] in the random-oracle model [10]. Both the prover and verifier hold the description of a computation C and a public input x. The prover’s goal is to produce a proof π that convinces the verifier that there exists a witness w that causes C(x, w) = 1, without revealing the witness w to the verifier. We require the standard notions of completeness, soundness, and zero knowledge [13, 43]. Throughout the paper, we will refer to this type of argument system as a “zero-knowledge proof.”

We use the ZKBoo protocol [54, 42, 20] for proving statements about computations expressed as Boolean circuits. Our system could also be instantiated with succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge, which would decrease proof size and verification time, but at the cost of increasing proving time and requiring large parameters generated via a separate setup algorithm [12, 39, 45, 71].

Threshold signatures. A two-party threshold signature scheme [28, 29] is a set of protocols that allow two parties to jointly generate a single public key along with two shares of the corresponding secret key and then jointly sign messages using their secret key shares such that the signature verifies under the joint public key. Informally, no malicious party should be able to subvert the protocols to extract another party’s share of the secret key or forge a signature on a message other than the honest party’s message. We would ideally instantiate our system using BLS multisignatures [14]. Unfortunately, the FIDO2 standard limits the choice of signing algorithms to ECDSA and RSASSA [67]. For backwards-compatibility, we present a construction for two-party ECDSA signing with preprocessing tailored to our setting in Section 3.3.
3.2 Split-secret authentication

We now describe our split-secret authentication protocol for FIDO2 where the authentication secret is split between the larch client software and the log service. The key challenge is achieving log enforcement and log privacy simultaneously: every successful authentication should result in a valid log entry encrypting the identity of the relying party, but the log should not learn the identity of the relying party.

We use threshold signing to ensure that both the client and log participate in every successful authentication. A natural way to use threshold signing would be to have the client and log each generate a new threshold signing keapair at every registration. Unfortunately, if the log service used a different key share for each relying party, it would know which authentication requests correspond to the same relying party, violating Goal 2 (privacy against a malicious log). Instead, we have the log use the same signing-key share for all relying parties. The client still uses a different signing-key share per party, ensuring the public keys are unlinkable across relying parties. To authenticate to a relying party with identifier id and challenge chal, the client computes a digest dgst = Hash(id, chal) that hides id. The client and log then jointly sign dgst.

We also need to ensure that the log service obtains a correct record of every authentication. In particular, the log should only participate in threshold signing if it obtains a valid encryption ct of the relying-party identifier id [77].

To be valid, a ciphertext ct must (1) decrypt to id under the archive key k established for that client, and (2) be correctly related to the digest dgst that the log will sign (i.e., Dec(k, ct) = id and dgst = Hash(id, chal)). To allow the log service to check that the client is using the right archive key without learning the key, we use a commitment scheme. During enrollment, the client generates a commitment cm to the archive key k using random nonce r and sends cm to the log service. During authentication, the client uses a zero-knowledge proof to prove to the log that it knows a key k, randomness r, relying-party identifier id, and authentication challenge chal such that ciphertext ct, digest dgst, and commitment cm from enrollment meet the following conditions:

(a) \( cm = \text{Commit}(k, r) \),
(b) \( id = \text{Dec}(k, ct) \), and
(c) \( dgst = \text{Hash}(id, chal) \).

The public inputs are the ciphertext ct, digest dgst, and commitment cm (known to the client and log); the witness is the archive key k (known only to the client), commitment opening r, relying-party identifier id, and challenge chal.

**Final protocol.** We now outline our final protocol.

**Enrollment.** During enrollment, the client samples a symmetric encryption key k as the archive key and commits to it with some random nonce r. The client sends the commitment cm to the log, and the log generates a signing-key share for the user. The log sends the client the public key corresponding to its signing-key share to allow the client to derive future keypairs for relying parties.

**Registration.** At registration, the client generates a new signing-key share for that relying party. The client then aggregates the log’s public key with its new signing-key share and sends the resulting public key to the relying party. No interaction with the log service is required.

**Authentication.** To authenticate to id with challenge chal, the client computes\( dgst \leftarrow \text{Hash}(id, chal) \) and \( ct \leftarrow \text{Enc}(k, id) \). The client then generates a zero-knowledge proof \( \pi \) that it knows an archive key k, commitment nonce r, relying-party identifier id, and authentication challenge chal such that dgst and ct are correctly related relative to the commitment cm that the client generated at enrollment. The client sends dgst, ct, and \( \pi \) to the log service. The log service checks the proof and, if it verifies, runs its part of the threshold signing protocol. The log service stores ct and returns its signature share to the client. The log service also stores the current time and client IP address with ct, allowing the user to obtain additional metadata by auditing. Finally, the client completes the threshold signature and sends it to the relying party.

**Auditing.** To audit the log, the client requests the list of ciphertexts and metadata from the log service and decrypts all of the relying-party identifiers.

3.3 Two-party ECDSA with preprocessing

Section 3.2 shows how to implement larch for any two-of-two threshold signing scheme that cryptographically hashes input messages. However, FIDO2 compatibility forces us to use ECDSA, which is more cumbersome than BLS to threshold. We present a concretely efficient protocol for ECDSA signing between the client and log.

There is a large body of prior work on multi-party ECDSA signing [31, 61, 22, 4, 23, 18, 48, 41, 40, 19]. However, existing protocols are orders of magnitude more costly than the one we present here [61, 41, 40, 18, 19]. The efficiency gain for us comes from the fact that we may assume that the client is honest at enrollment time and only later compromised. In contrast, standard schemes for two-party ECDSA signing must protect against the compromise of either party at any time. Prior protocols provide this stronger security property at a computational and communication cost. In our setting, we need only ensure that an honest client can run an enrollment procedure with the log service such that if the client is later compromised, the attacker cannot subvert the signing protocol.

We leverage the client to split signing into two phases:

1. During an **offline phase**, which takes place during enrollment, the client performs some preprocessing to produce a “presignature.” Security only holds if the client is honest during the offline phase.
2. During an **online phase**, which takes place during authentication, the client and log service use the presignature to
perform a lightweight, message-dependent computation to produce an ECDSA signature. Security holds if either
the client or log service is compromised during the
online phase.
Prior work also splits two-party signing into an offline
and online phase. However, prior work performs this partitioning
to reduce the online time at the expense of a more costly offline
phase [22, 85, 23, 18]. (The offline phase in these schemes is
expensive since the protocols do not assume that both parties
are honest during the offline phase.) We split the signing
scheme into an offline and online phase to take advantage of the
fact that we may assume that the client is honest in the offline
phase and so can reduce the total computation time this way.
An additional requirement in our setting is that the log
should not learn the public key that the signature is generated
under. Because the public key is specific to a relying party,
hiding the public key is necessary for ensuring that the log
cannot distinguish between relying parties. The signing algorithm
can take as input a relying-party-specific key share from the
client and a relying-party-independent key share from the log.

**Background: ECDSA.** For a group \(\mathbb{G}\) of prime order \(q\) with
generator \(g\), fixed in the ECDSA standard, an ECDSA secret
key is of the form \(sk \in \mathbb{Z}_q\), where \(\mathbb{Z}_q\) denotes the ring of integers
modulo \(q\). The corresponding ECDSA public key is \(pk = g^{sk} \in \mathbb{G}\). ECDSA uses a hash function \(\text{Hash}: \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\) and a
“conversion” function \(f: \mathbb{G} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\). To generate an ECDSA
signature on a message \(m \in \{0,1\}^*\) with secret key \(sk \in \mathbb{Z}_q\),
the signer samples a signing nonce \(r \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\) and computes
\[
    r^{-1} \cdot (\text{Hash}(m) + f(g^r) \cdot sk) \in \mathbb{Z}_q.
\]

**Our construction.** We now describe our construction for a
two-party ECDSA signing protocol with presignatures.
(See the full version [26] for technical details.) To generate
the log keypair, the log samples \(x \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\), sets its secret key
to \(x \in \mathbb{Z}_q\), and sets its public key to \(X = g^x \in \mathbb{G}\). Then to
generate a keypair from the log public key, the client samples
\(y \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\) and sets the relying-party-specific public key to
\(pk = X \cdot g^y \in \mathbb{G}\). For each public key of the form \(g^{x+y} \in \mathbb{G}\),
the log has one share \(x \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) of the secret key that is the same
for all public keys and the client has the other share \(y \in \mathbb{Z}_q\)
of the secret key that is different for each public key.

We split the signature-generation process into two parts:

1. **Offline phase:** a message-independent, key-independent
   “presignature” algorithm that the client runs, and
2. **Online phase:** a message-dependent, key-dependent
   signing protocol that the log and client run jointly.

To generate the presignature in the offline phase, the client
samples a signing nonce \(r \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q\), computes \(R \leftarrow g^r \in \mathbb{G}\),
and splits \(r^{-1}\) into additive secret shares:
\[
    r^{-1} = r_0 + r_1 \in \mathbb{Z}_q.
\]
The log’s portion of the presignature is \((f(R), r_0) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2\), and
the client’s portion is \((f(R), r_1) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2\). Then, to produce a
signature on a message in the online phase, the client and
log simply perform a single secure multiplication to compute
\[
    r^{-1} \cdot (\text{Hash}(m) + f(R) \cdot sk) \in \mathbb{Z}_q
\]
where \(r^{-1} \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) (signing nonce) and \(sk \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) (signing key)
are secret-shared between the client and log.

To perform this multiplication over secret-shared values, we
use Beaver triples [9]. A Beaver triple is a set of one-time-use
shares of values that the log and client can use to efficiently
perform a two-party multiplication on secret-shared values.
Traditionally, generating Beaver triples is one of the expensive
portions of multiparty computation protocols (e.g., in prior
work on threshold ECDSA [22]). In our setting, the client
at enrollment time can generate a Beaver triple as part of the
presignature. Note that the client and log can use each signing
nonce and Beaver triple exactly once. That is, the client and
log must use a fresh presignature to generate each signature.

**Malicious security.** By deviating from the protocol, neither
the client nor the log should be able to learn secret information
(i.e., the other party’s share of the secret key or signing nonce)
or produce a signature for any message apart from the one
that the protocol fixes. We describe how to accomplish
this using traditional tools for malicious security (e.g.
information-theoretic MACs [24]) in the full version [26].

**Formalizing and proving security.** We define and prove
security in the full version [26].

**Implications for system design.** Our preprocessing approach
increases the client’s work at enrollment: the client generates
some number of presignatures (e.g., 10K) and sends the
log’s presignature shares to the log. To reduce storage burden
on the log, the client can store encryptions of the log’s
presignature shares.

When the client is close to running out of presignatures,
it can authenticate with the log, generate more presignatures,
and send the log’s presignature shares to the log service.
If the log service does not receive an objection after some
period of time, it will start using the new presignatures. An
honest client periodically checks the log to see whether any
unexpected presignatures (created by an attacker) appear in
its log. If the client learns that a new batch of presignatures
was generated that the client did not authorize, the client
authenticates to the log service and objects.

If the client runs out of presignatures and the log service
rejects the client’s presignatures, the client and the log can
temporarily use a more expensive signing protocol that
does not require presignatures [41, 61, 31, 85]. The client
could run out of presignatures and be forced to use the slow
multisignature protocol in the following cases:

1. The attacker compromised the user’s credentials with
   the log service, allowing the attacker to object to the new
   presignatures. In this case, the attacker could change
   the user’s credentials and permanently lock the user out of
   her account.
2. The honest client was close to running out of presignatures, generated new presignatures, and then ran out of presignatures while waiting for a possible objection. This scenario only occurs when the honest client makes an unexpectedly large number of authentications in a short period of time. The client only needs to pay the cost of the slow multisignature protocol for a short period of time.

An attacker that has compromised the log service can also deny service, as we discussed in Section 2.4.

4 Logging for time-based one-time passwords

We now show how larch can support time-based one-time passwords (TOTP).

4.1 Background: TOTP

TOTP is a popular form of second-factor authentication that authenticator apps (Authy, Google Authenticator, and others [68]) implement. When a client registers for TOTP with a relying party, the relying party sends the client a secret cryptographic key. Then, to authenticate, the client and the relying party both compute a MAC on the current time using the secret key from registration. The client sends the resulting MAC tag to the server. If the client’s submitted tag matches the one that the server computes, the relying party authorizes the client. TOTP uses a hash-based MAC (HMAC).

4.2 Split-secret authentication for TOTP

At a high level, in our split-secret authentication protocol for TOTP, both the client and log service have as private input additive secret shares of the TOTP secret key. At the conclusion of the split-secret authentication, the client holds a TOTP code and the log service holds a ciphertext. We now give the details of our protocol.

Enrollment. At enrollment, just as with FIDO2, the client generates and stores a long-term symmetric-encryption archive key $k$ and random nonce $r$. Then, the client sends the commitment $cm = \text{Commit}(k, r)$ to the log service.

Registration. To register a client, a relying party generates and sends each client a secret MAC key $k_{id}$ for TOTP. The client samples a random identifier $id$ for the relying party and then splits the TOTP secret key $k_{id}$ into additive secret shares $k_{log_{id}}$ and $k_{client_{id}}$. The client sends $(id, k_{log_{id}})$ to the log service and locally stores $(id, k_{client_{id}})$ alongside a name identifying the relying party (e.g., user@amazon.com).

Authentication. In order to authenticate to the relying party id at time $t$, the client needs to compute $\text{HMAC}(k_{id}, t)$ with the help of the log service. Let $n$ be the number of relying parties with which the client has registered. To authenticate, the client and log service run a secure two-party computation where:

- The client’s input is its long-term symmetric archive key $k$ and commitment opening $r$ from enrollment, the relying-party identifier id, and the client’s share of the TOTP key $k_{client_{id}}$.
- The log service’s input is the commitment $cm$ from enrollment, the list of relying-party identifiers that the client has registered with $(id_1, \ldots, id_n)$, and the log service’s TOTP key shares $(k_{log_{id_1}}, \ldots, k_{log_{id_n}})$—one per relying party.
- The client outputs the TOTP code $\text{HMAC}(k_{id}, t)$.
- The log outputs an encrypted log record: an encryption of the relying-party identifier id under the archive key $k$.

We execute this two-party computation using an off-the-shelf garbled-circuit-based multiparty computation protocol. Garbled circuits allow two parties to jointly execute any Boolean circuit on private inputs, where neither party learns information about the other’s input beyond what they can infer from the circuit’s output [87]. We use the protocol from Wang et al. [84], which provides malicious security, meaning that the protocol remains secure even if one corrupted party deviates arbitrarily from the protocol. As long as either the client or the log service is honest, the log service does not learn any information about the client’s authentication secrets, and the client learn no information about the TOTP secret, apart from the single TOTP code that the protocol outputs. Because we use an off-the-shelf garbled-circuit protocol, the communication overhead is much higher than in the special-purpose protocols we design for FIDO2 and passwords (Section 8). TOTP is challenging to design a special-purpose protocol for because the authentication credential must be generated via the SHA hash function which, unlike the authentication credentials for FIDO2 and passwords, does not have structure we can exploit. Clients can ask the log service to delete registrations for unused accounts to speed up the two-party computation.

Auditing. To audit the log, the client simply requests the list of ciphertexts from the log service. The client decrypts each ciphertext with its archive key $k$ and then, using its mapping of id values to relying party names, outputs the resulting list of relying party names.

5 Logging for passwords

We now describe how larch can support passwords.

5.1 Protocol overview

We construct a split-secret authentication protocol that takes place between the client and the log service. In particular, we show how the client can compute the password to authenticate to a relying party in such a way that (a) the log service does not learn the relying party’s identity and (b) the client’s authentication attempt is logged. At the start of the authentication protocol run:
• the client holds a secret key, the log service’s public key, and the identity id* of the relying party it wants to authenticate to, and
• the log service holds its own secret key, the client’s public key, and a list of relying-party identities (id₁, . . . , idₙ) at which the client has registered.

At the end of the authentication protocol run:
• the client holds a password derived as a pseudorandom function of the client’s secret, the log’s secret, and the relying party identity id*, and
• the log service holds a ciphertext encrypting the relying party’s identity id* under the client’s public key.

Limitations inherent to passwords. As we discussed in Section 2.4, larch for passwords does not protect against credential breaches, but does defend against device compromise.

5.2 Split-secret authentication for passwords

The larch scheme for password-based authentication uses a cyclic group G of prime order q with a fixed generator g ∈ G. Our implementation uses the NIST P-256 elliptic-curve group.

When using password-based authentication in larch, the client and log service after registration each hold a secret share of the password for each relying party. In particular, the password for a relying party with identity id ∈ {0, 1}* is the string pw_id = k_id · Hash(id)^k ∈ G, where:
- k_id ∈ Z_q is a per-relying-party secret share held by the client,
- Hash: {0, 1}* → G is a hash function, and
- k ∈ Z_q is a per-client secret key held by the log service.

Thus, computing pw_id requires both the client’s per-site key k_id and the log’s secret key k.

The technical challenge is to construct a protocol that allows the client to compute the password pw_id while (a) hiding id from the log service and (b) ensuring that the log service completes the interaction holding an encryption of id under the client’s public key.

Protocol. We describe the protocol steps:

Enrollment. The client samples an ElGamal secret key x ∈ Z_q as the archive key and sends the corresponding public key X = g^x ∈ G to the log service. The log service samples a Diffie-Hellman secret key k ∈ Z_q and sends its public key K = g^k ∈ G to the client.

Registration. The client samples a per-relying-party random identifier id ∈ {0, 1}^{128}, saves id locally alongside the name of the relying party (e.g., user@amazon.com), and sends id to the log service. The log service saves the string Hash(id) and replies with Hash(id)^k ∈ G. To generate a new strong password pw_id (the recommended use), the client samples and saves a random key share k_id ∈ Z_q and sets pw_id ← k_id · Hash(id)^k ∈ G. To import a legacy password pw_id (less secure), the client computes and stores k_id ← pw_id · (Hash(id)^k)^{-1} ∈ G. The client then deletes Hash(id)^k and pw_id. Note that the log server can discard id, which it only uses to avoid providing h^k for arbitrary h. When the client samples id and k_id randomly in the recommended usage, the password pw_id for each relying party is random and distinct.

Authentication. During authentication, the client must recompute the password pw_id. To do so, the client first sends the log service an encryption of Hash(id) under the public ElGamal archive key g^x: the client samples r ∈ Z_q and computes the ciphertext (c₁, c₂) = (g^r, Hash(id) · g^x) ∈ G^2. In addition, the client sends a zero-knowledge proof to the log service attesting to the fact that (c₁, c₂) is an encryption under the client’s public key X of Hash(id) for id ∈ {id₁, id₂, . . . , idₙ}—the set of relying-party identifiers that the client sent to the log service during each of its registrations so far. The client executes this proof using the technique from Groth and Kohlweiss [46]. The proof size is O(log n) and the prover and verifier time are both O(n). (See the full version [26] for implementation details.)

The log service saves the ciphertext as a log entry, checks the zero-knowledge proof, and returns the value h = c₂ = Hash(id)^k · g^xk ∈ G to the client. The client can then compute

pw_id = k_id · h · K^x = k_id · Hash(id)^k ∈ G.

Crucially, the client deletes pw_id after authentication to ensure that future authentications must again interact with the log service.

Auditing. To audit the log, the client downloads the ElGamal ciphertexts and can decrypt each ciphertext to recover a list of hashed identities: (Hash(id₁), Hash(id₂), . . . ). The client uses its stored mapping of ids to relying-party identifiers to recover the plaintext names of the relying parties in the log.

6 Protecting against log misbehavior

The larch log service must participate in each of the user’s authentication attempts. If the log service goes offline, the user will not be able to authenticate to any of her larch-enabled relying parties. In a real-world deployment, the log service could consist of multiple servers replicated using standard state-machine replication techniques to tolerate benign failures [58, 70]. However, users might also worry about intentional denial-of-service attacks on the part of the log.

To defend against availability attacks, a user can split trust across multiple logs. At enrollment time, the user can enroll with n logs. Then at registration, the user can set a threshold t of logs that must participate in authentication. Thus, the user can authenticate to her accounts so long as t logs are online, and she can audit activity so long as n − t + 1 logs are available. We need n − t + 1 logs to be available for auditing in order to guarantee that at least one of the t logs that participated in authentication is online. To ensure that colluding logs cannot authenticate on behalf of a user, the user’s client...
can run \( n + 1 \) logical parties, and \( n + t + 1 \) parties can generate an authentication credential. In the setting with multiple log services, we need to adapt our two-party protocols to threshold multi-party protocols. Although we present our techniques for two parties (the client and a single log), our techniques generalize to multiple parties in a straightforward way.

For FIDO2 and passwords, the client now sends a zero-knowledge proof to each of the \( n \) logs. In the password case, the client can then retrieve \( (t, n) \) Shamir shares of the password [75], and in the FIDO2 case, the client can run any existing multi-party threshold signing protocol that does not take the public key as input [76, 22]. For TOTP, the client and the \( n \) logs can execute the same circuit using any malicious-secure threshold multi-party computation protocol [11].

Note that for relying parties that support FIDO2, users can optionally register a backup hardware FIDO2 device to allow them to bypass the log. In this case, the user can authenticate either via larch or via her backup FIDO2 key. While registering a backup hardware device protects against availability attacks, if an attacker obtains this hardware device, they can authenticate as the user without interacting with the log.

7 Implementation

We implemented larch for FIDO2, TOTP, and passwords with a single log service. We use C/C++ with gRPC and OpenSSL with the P256 curve (required by the FIDO2 standard). We wrote approximately 5,700 lines of C/C++ and 50 lines of Javascript (excluding tests and benchmarks). Our implementation is available at https://github.com/edauterman/larch.

For our FIDO2 implementation, we implemented a ZKBoo [42] library for arbitrary Boolean circuits. Our ZKBoo implementation (with optimizations from ZKB++ [20]) uses emp-toolkit to support arbitrary Boolean circuits in Bristol Fashion [83]. To support the parallel repetitions required for soundness error < \( 2^{-80} \), we use SIMD instructions with a bitwidth of 32 and run 5 threads in parallel. For the proof circuit, we use AES in counter mode for encryption and SHA-256 for commitments (SHA-256 is necessary for backwards compatibility with FIDO2). We built a log service and client that invoke the ZKBoo library, as well as a Chrome browser extension that interfaces with our client application and is compatible with existing FIDO2 relying parties. We built our browser extension on top of an existing extension [56].

Our TOTP implementation uses a maliciously secure garbled-circuit construction [84] implemented in emp-toolkit [83]. We generated our circuit using the CBMC-GC compiler [37] with ChaCha20 for encryption and SHA-256 for commitments.

For our passwords implementation, we implemented Groth and Kohlweiss’s proof system [46].

Our implementation uses a single log server for the log service, does not encrypt communication between the client and the log service, and does not require the client to authenticate with the log service. A real-world deployment would use multiple servers for replication, use TLS between the client and the log service, and authenticate the client before performing any operations.

**Optimizations.** We use pseudorandom generators (PRGs) to compress presignatures: the log stores 6 elements in \( \mathbb{Z}_q \) and the client stores 1 element. Also, instead of running an authenticated encryption scheme (e.g. AES-GCM) inside the circuit for FIDO2 or TOTP, we run an encryption scheme without authentication (e.g. AES in counter mode) inside the circuit and then sign the ciphertext (client has the signing key, log has the verification key). The log can check the integrity of the ciphertext by verifying the signature, which is much faster than checking in a zero-knowledge proof or computing the ciphertext tag jointly in a two-party computation.

8 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the cost of larch to end users and the cost of running a larch log service.

**Experiment setup.** We run our benchmarks on Amazon AWS EC2 instances. Unless otherwise specified, we run the log service on a c5.4xlarge instance with 8 cores (2 hyperthreads per core) and 32GB of memory and, for latency benchmarks, the client on a c5.2xlarge instance with 4 cores and 16GB of memory, comparable to a commodity laptop. We configure the network connection between the client and log service to have a 20ms RTT and a bandwidth of 100 Mbps.

8.1 End-user cost

We show larch authentication latency and communication costs for FIDO2, TOTP, and passwords.

8.1.1 FIDO2

**Latency.** The client for our FIDO2 scheme can complete authentication in 303ms with a single CPU core, or 117ms when using eight cores (Figure 3). Loading a webpage often takes a few seconds because of network latency, so the client cost of larch authentication is minor by comparison. The client’s running time during authentication is independent of the number of relying parties. The heaviest part of the client’s computation is proving to the log service that its encrypted log entry is well formed.

At enrollment, the client must generate many “presignatures,” which it later uses to run our authentication protocol with the log. Generating 10,000 presignatures for 10,000 future FIDO2 authentications takes 885ms. When the client runs out of presignatures, it generates new presignatures it can use after a waiting period (see Section 3.3).

**Communication.** During enrollment, the client must send the log 1.8MiB worth of presignatures. Thereafter, each authenti-
cation attempt requires 1.73MiB worth of communication: the bulk of this consists of the client’s zero-knowledge proof of correctness, and 352B of it comes from the signature protocol. By using a different zero-knowledge proof system, we could reduce communication cost at the expense of increasing client computation cost.

**Comparison to existing two-party ECDSA.** For comparison, a state-of-the-art two-party ECDSA protocol [85] that does not require presignatures from the client and uses Paillier requires 226ms of computation at signing time (the authors’ measurements exclude network latency, which we estimate would add 80ms) and 6.3KiB of per-signature communication. In contrast, our signing protocol only requires 0.5KiB per-signature communication (including the log presignature and the signing messages) and takes 61ms time at signing, almost all of which is due to network latency and can be run in parallel with proving and verifying as the computational overhead is minimal (1ms).

### 8.1.2 TOTP

**Latency.** In Figure 3 (right), we show how TOTP authentication latency increases with the number of relying parties the user registered with. Because we implement TOTP authentication using garbled circuits [84], we can split authentication into two phases: an “offline”, input-independent phase and an “online”, input-dependent phase (the log service and client communicate in both phases). Both phases are performed once per authentication. However, the offline phase can be performed in advance of when the user needs to authenticate to their account, and so it does not affect the latency that the user experiences. For 20 relying parties, the online time is 91ms and the offline time is 1.23s. For 100 relying parties, the online time is 120ms and the offline time is 1.39s.

**Communication.** Communication costs for our TOTP authentication scheme are large: for 20 relying parties, the total communication cost is 65MiB, and for 100 relying parties, the total communication is 93MiB. The online communication costs are much smaller: for 20 relying parties, the online communication is 202KiB and for 100 relying parties, the online communication is 908KiB. We envision clients running the offline phase in the background while they have good connectivity. While these communication costs are much higher than those associated with FIDO2 or passwords, we expect users to authenticate with TOTP less frequently because TOTP is only used for second-factor authentication.

### 8.1.3 Passwords

**Latency.** In Figure 3 (center), we show how password authentication latency increases with the number of registered relying parties. With 16 relying parties, authentication takes 28ms, and with 512 relying parties, it takes 245ms: the authentication time grows linearly with the number of relying parties. The proof system we use requires padding the number of relying parties to the nearest power of two, meaning that registering at additional relying parties does not affect the latency or communication until the number of relying parties reaches the next power of two.

**Communication.** In Figure 5, we show how communication increases logarithmically with the number of relying parties. This behavior is due to the fact that proof size is logarithmic in the number of relying parties. With 16 relying parties, the communication is 1.47KiB, and with 512 relying parties, it is 4.14KiB.

### 8.2 Cost to deploy a larch service

If successful, larch can become much simpler and more efficient with a little support from future FIDO specifications (see Section 9). Nonetheless, we show larch is already practical by analyzing the cost of deploying a larch service today (Table 6). We expect a larch log service to perform many password-based authentications, some FIDO2 authentications, and a comparatively small number of TOTP authentications. This is because the majority of relying parties only support passwords, and relying parties typically require second-factor authentication only from time to time.

Throughout this section, we consider password-based authentication with 128 relying parties (based on the fact that the average user has roughly 100 passwords [73]) and TOTP-based authentication with 20 relying parties (based on the fact that Yubikey’s maximum number of TOTP registrations is 32 [2]). The authentication overhead of FIDO2 in larch is independent of the number of relying parties the user has registered with.

**Storage.** For each of the three protocols, the log service must store authentication records (timestamp, ciphertext, and signature). FIDO2 and TOTP have 88B authentication records, and passwords have 138B records (due to the size of ElGamal ciphertexts). The FIDO2 protocol additionally requires the client to generate presignatures for the log, each of which is 192B. For 10K presignatures, the log service must store 1.83MiB. In Figure 4 (left), we show how per-client log storage actually decreases as presignatures are consumed and replaced by authentication records. To minimize storage costs, the log service can encrypt its presignatures and store them at the client. The log service then simply needs to keep a counter to prevent presignature re-use.

**Throughput.** In Table 6, we show the number of auths/s a single log service core can support assuming 128 passwords and 20 TOTP accounts. We achieve the highest throughput for passwords (47.62 auths/cores/s), which are the most common authentication mechanism. For FIDO2, which can be used as either a first or second authentication factor and is supported by fewer relying parties than passwords, we achieve 6.18 auths/core/s. Finally, for TOTP, which is only used as a second factor, we achieve 0.73 auths/core/s.

Our FIDO2 protocol can be instantiated with any NIZK proof system to achieve a different tradeoff between authentication latency and log service throughput. For example, we instan-
Figure 3: On the left, larch FIDO2 latency decreases as the number of client cores increases (latency is independent of the number of relying parties). In the center, larch password latency grows with the number of relying parties, with the majority of the time spent on client proof generation. On the right, larch TOTP latency grows with the number of relying parties, with the majority of the time spent in an input-independent “offline” phase as opposed to the input-dependent “online” phase (both phases require network communication).

Cost. We now quantify the cost of running a larch log service. The cost of one core on a c5 instance is $0.0425-$0.085/hour depending on instance size [1]. Data transfer to AWS instances is free, and data transfer from AWS instances costs $0.05-$0.09/GB depending on the amount of data transferred per month [1]. In Table 6, we show the cost of supporting 10M authentications for each authentication method with larch.

Supporting 10M authentications requires 450 log core hours for FIDO2, 3,382 log core hours for TOTP, and 59 log core hours for passwords. Compute for 10M authentications costs $19.13-$38.25 for FIDO2, $162.86-$325.72 for TOTP, and $2.51-$5.02 for passwords. Communication for 10M authentications costs $0.10-$0.19 for FIDO2, $17.923-$32.262 for TOTP, and $0.015-$0.027 for passwords. The high cost for TOTP is due to the large amount of communication required at authentication: the log service must send the client 36.8MiB for every authentication. In both the FIDO2 and password protocols, the vast majority of the communication overhead is due to the proof sent from the client to the log service, which incurs no monetary cost. We show how cost increases with the number of authentications for each of the the authentication methods in Figure 4 (right).

TOTP is substantially more expensive than FIDO2 or passwords. However, we expect a relatively small fraction of authentication requests to be for TOTP.

9 Discussion

Deployment strategy. Because larch supports passwords, TOTP, and FIDO2, people can use it with the vast majority of web services. In addition, larch offers users many of the benefits of FIDO2 without a dedicated hardware security token, particularly FIDO2’s protection against phishing. The flexibility for users to choose log services can foster an ecosystem of new security products, such as log services that request login confirmation via a mobile phone app, apps that monitor the log to notify users of anomalous behavior, or enterprise security products that monitor access to arbitrary
would furthermore improve security to allow distinct types without needing to verify anything else about the log record.

We hope to see considered for future versions of the FIDO

The log server can then take the outer hash preimage as input to generate the encrypted log record. At authentication, the relying party can re-randomize the ciphertext to generate the encrypted log record.

Future versions of FIDO could also directly support secure client-side logging by allowing the relying party to compute the encrypted log record itself. The relying party could then ensure that the log service receives the correct encrypted log record by checking for the log record in the signing payload. Specifically, the signature payload could have the form:

\[
\text{Hash(log-record-ciphertext, Hash(remaining-FIDO-data))}.
\]

The log server can then take the outer hash preimage as input without needing to verify anything else about the log record.

We want to allow the relying party to generate the encrypted log record without making it possible to link users across relying parties. Instead of giving the relying party the user’s public key directly at registration, which would link a user’s identity across relying parties, we instead give the relying party a key-private, re-randomizable encryption of the relying party’s identifier (we can achieve this using ElGamal encryption). At authentication, the relying party can re-randomize the ciphertext to generate the encrypted log record.

We also hope that future FIDO revisions standardize and promote authentication metadata as part of the challenge and hypothetical log record field. For users with multiple accounts at one relying party, it would be useful to include account names as well as relying party names in signed payloads. It would furthermore improve security to allow distinct types of authentication log records for different security-sensitive operations such as authorizing payments and changing or removing 2FA on an account. An app monitoring a user’s log can then immediately notify the user of such operations.

**Multiple devices.** Clients need to authenticate to their accounts across multiple devices, which requires synchronizing a small amount of dynamic, secret state across devices. Cross-device state could be stored encrypted at the log, or could be disseminated through existing profile synchronization mechanisms in browsers. There is a danger of the synchronization mechanism maliciously convincing two devices to use the same presignature. Therefore, presignatures should be partitioned between devices in advance, and devices should employ techniques such as fork consistency [65] to detect and deter any rollback attacks. Existing tools can help a user recover if she loses all of her devices [25, 55, 81, 62].

**Enforcing client-specific policies.** We can extend larch in a straightforward way to allow the log to enforce more complex policies on authentications. The client could submit a policy at enrollment time, and the log service could then enforce this policy for subsequent authentications. If the policy decision is based on public information, the log service can apply the policy directly (e.g., rate-limiting, sending push notifications to a client’s mobile device). Other policies could be based on private information. For example, if we used larch for cryptocurrency wallets, the log could enforce a policy such as “deny transactions sending more than $10K to addresses that are not on the allowlist.” For policies based on private information, the client could send the log service a commitment to the policy at enrollment, and the log service could then enforce the policy by running a two-party computation or checking a zero-knowledge proof.

**Revocation and migration.** If a client loses her device or wants to migrate her authentication secrets from an old device to a new device, she needs a way to easily and remotely invalidate the secrets on the old device. Larch allows her to do this easily. To migrate credentials to a new device, the client and log simply re-share the authentication secrets. To invalidate the secrets on the old device, the client asks the log to delete the old secret shares (client must authenticate with the log first).

**Account recovery.** In the event that a client loses all of her devices, she needs some way to recover her larch account. To ensure that she can later recover her account, the client can encrypt her larch client state under a key derived from her password and store the ciphertext with the larch service. The security of the backup is only as good as the security of the client’s password. Alternatively, the client could choose a random key to encrypt her client state and then back up this key using her password and secure hardware in order to defend against password-guessing attacks [25].

**Limitations.** If an attacker compromises the client’s account with the log, the attacker can access the client’s entire authentication history. To mitigate this damage, the log could delete old authentication records (e.g., records older than one week) or re-encrypt them under a key that the user keeps offline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FIDO2</th>
<th>TOTP</th>
<th>Password</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online auth time</td>
<td>150 ms</td>
<td>91 ms</td>
<td>74 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total auth time</td>
<td>150 ms</td>
<td>1.32 s</td>
<td>74 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online auth comm.</td>
<td>1.73 MiB</td>
<td>201 KiB</td>
<td>3.25 KiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total auth comm.</td>
<td>1.73 MiB</td>
<td>65 MiB</td>
<td>3.25 KiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth record</td>
<td>88 B</td>
<td>88 B</td>
<td>138 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log presignature</td>
<td>192 B</td>
<td>⊘</td>
<td>⊘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log auths/core/s</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>47.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10M auths min cost</td>
<td>$19.19</td>
<td>$18,086</td>
<td>$2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10M auths max cost</td>
<td>$38.37</td>
<td>$32,588</td>
<td>$4.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Costs for larch with FIDO2, TOTP (20 relying parties), and passwords (128 relying parties). We take the cost of one core on a c5 instance to be $0.0425-$0.085/hour (depending on instance size) and data transfer out of AWS to cost $0.05-$0.09/GB (depending on amount of data transferred) [1]. For comparison, the Argon2 password hash function should take 0.5s using 2 cores.

FIDO improvements. Larch can benefit from enhancements we hope to see considered for future versions of the FIDO specification. One simple improvement would be to support BLS signatures, which are easier to threshold and so eliminate larch’s need for presignatures [14].

Future versions of FIDO could also directly support secure client-side logging by allowing the relying party to compute the encrypted log record itself. The relying party could then ensure that the log service receives the correct encrypted log record by checking for the log record in the signing payload. Specifically, the signature payload could have the form:

\[
\text{Hash(log-record-ciphertext, Hash(remaining-FIDO-data))}.
\]

The log server can then take the outer hash preimage as input without needing to verify anything else about the log record.

We want to allow the relying party to generate the encrypted log record without making it possible to link users across relying parties. Instead of giving the relying party the user’s public key directly at registration, which would link a user’s identity across relying parties, we instead give the relying party a key-private, re-randomizable encryption of the relying party’s identifier (we can achieve this using ElGamal encryption). At authentication, the relying party can re-randomize the ciphertext to generate the encrypted log record.

We also hope that future FIDO revisions standardize and promote authentication metadata as part of the challenge and hypothetical log record field. For users with multiple accounts at one relying party, it would be useful to include account names as well as relying party names in signed payloads. It would furthermore improve security to allow distinct types of authentication log records for different security-sensitive operations such as authorizing payments and changing or removing 2FA on an account. An app monitoring a user’s log can then immediately notify the user of such operations.

Multiple devices. Clients need to authenticate to their accounts across multiple devices, which requires synchronizing a small amount of dynamic, secret state across devices. Cross-device state could be stored encrypted at the log, or could be disseminated through existing profile synchronization mechanisms in browsers. There is a danger of the synchronization mechanism maliciously convincing two devices to use the same presignature. Therefore, presignatures should be partitioned between devices in advance, and devices should employ techniques such as fork consistency [65] to detect and deter any rollback attacks. Existing tools can help a user recover if she loses all of her devices [25, 55, 81, 62].

Enforcing client-specific policies. We can extend larch in a straightforward way to allow the log to enforce more complex policies on authentications. The client could submit a policy at enrollment time, and the log service could then enforce this policy for subsequent authentications. If the policy decision is based on public information, the log service can apply the policy directly (e.g., rate-limiting, sending push notifications to a client’s mobile device). Other policies could be based on private information. For example, if we used larch for cryptocurrency wallets, the log could enforce a policy such as “deny transactions sending more than $10K to addresses that are not on the allowlist.” For policies based on private information, the client could send the log service a commitment to the policy at enrollment, and the log service could then enforce the policy by running a two-party computation or checking a zero-knowledge proof.

Revocation and migration. If a client loses her device or wants to migrate her authentication secrets from an old device to a new device, she needs a way to easily and remotely invalidate the secrets on the old device. Larch allows her to do this easily. To migrate credentials to a new device, the client and log simply re-share the authentication secrets. To invalidate the secrets on the old device, the client asks the log to delete the old secret shares (client must authenticate with the log first).

Account recovery. In the event that a client loses all of her devices, she needs some way to recover her larch account. To ensure that she can later recover her account, the client can encrypt her larch client state under a key derived from her password and store the ciphertext with the larch service. The security of the backup is only as good as the security of the client’s password. Alternatively, the client could choose a random key to encrypt her client state and then back up this key using her password and secure hardware in order to defend against password-guessing attacks [25].

Limitations. If an attacker compromises the client’s account with the log, the attacker can access the client’s entire authentication history. To mitigate this damage, the log could delete old authentication records (e.g., records older than one week) or re-encrypt them under a key that the user keeps offline.
10 Related work

Privacy-preserving single sign-on. Like larch, existing privacy-preserving single sign-on systems hide the relying party from the identity provider. Unlike larch, these systems do not protect users’ accounts from a malicious attacker that compromises the identity provider, and they do not privately log the identity of the relying party. BrowserID [33] (implemented in Mozilla Persona and Firefox Accounts) and SPRESSO [34] are single sign-on services that ensure that the identity provider does not learn the identity of the relying parties. However, neither prevents colluding relying parties from linking a user’s accounts across relying parties. EL PASSO [90], UnlimitID [53], UPRESSO [50], PseudoID [30] and Hammann et al. [51] show how to build single sign-on services that protect clients from curious identity providers while ensuring that relying parties cannot link users’ accounts.

Separately, Privacy Pass allows a user to obtain anonymous tokens for completing CAPTCHAs, which she can then spend at different relying parties without allowing them to link her across sites [27]. Like larch, Privacy Pass does not link users across accounts, but unlike larch, Privacy Pass does not provide a mechanism for logging authentications.

Threshold signing. Our two-party ECDSA with preprocessing protocol builds on prior work on threshold ECDSA. MacKenzie and Reiter proposed the first threshold ECDSA protocol for a dishonest majority specific to the two-party setting [64]. Genarro et al. [41] and Lindell [61] subsequently improved on this protocol. Doerner et al. show how to achieve two-party threshold ECDSA without additional assumptions [31]. Another line of work supports threshold ECDSA using generic multi-party computation over finite fields [76, 22]. A number of works show how to split ECDSA signature generation into online and offline phases [23, 18, 48, 47, 38, 19, 85, 4]; in many, the offline phase is signing-key-specific, allowing for a non-interactive online signing phase, whereas we need an offline phase that is signing-key-independent. Abram et al. show how to reduce the bandwidth of the offline phase via pseudorandom correlation generators [4]. Aumasson et al. provide a survey of prior work on threshold ECDSA [8]. Arora et al. show how to split trust across a group of FIDO authenticators to enable account recovery using a new group signature scheme [6].

Proving properties of encrypted data. Larch’s split-secret authentication protocol for FIDO2 and passwords relies on proving properties of encrypted data, which is also explored in prior work. Verifiable encryption was first proposed by Stadler [77], and Camenisch and Damgard introduced it as a well-defined primitive [15]. Subsequent work has designed verifiable encryption schemes for limited classes of relations (e.g. discrete logarithms) [16, 7, 86, 63, 69]. Takahashi and Zaverucha introduced a generic compiler for MPC-in-the-head-based verifiable encryption [78]. Lee et al. [60] contribute a SNARK-based verifiable encryption scheme that decouples the encryption function from the circuit by using a commit-and-prove SNARK [17]. This approach does not work for us for FIDO2 authentication because the ciphertext must be connected to a SHA-256 digest.

Grubbs et al. introduce zero-knowledge middleboxes, which enforce properties on encrypted data using SNARKs [49]. Wang et al. show how to build blind certificate authorities, enabling a certificate authority to validate an identity and generate a certificate for it without learning the identity [82]. DECO allows users to prove that a piece of data accessed via TLS came from a particular website and, optionally, prove statements about the data in zero-knowledge [89].

Transparency logs. Like larch, transparency logs detect attacks rather than prevent them, and they achieve this by maintaining a log recording sensitive actions [66, 44, 52, 21, 59, 5, 25]. However, transparency logs traditionally maintain public, global state. For example, the certificate transparency log records what certificates were issued and by whom in order to track when certificates were issued incorrectly [59]. In contrast, the larch log service maintains encrypted, per-user state about individual users’ authentication history.

11 Conclusion

Larch is an authentication manager that logs every successful authentication to any of a user’s accounts on a third-party log service. It guarantees log integrity without trusting clients. It furthermore guarantees account security and privacy without trusting the log service. Larch works with any existing service supporting FIDO2, TOTP, or password-based login. Our evaluation shows the implementation is practical and cost-effective.
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Abstract
Data privacy laws like the EU’s GDPR grant users new rights, such as the right to request access to and deletion of their data. Manual compliance with these requests is error-prone and imposes costly burdens especially on smaller organizations, as non-compliance risks steep fines.

K9db is a new, MySQL-compatible database that complies with privacy laws by construction. The key idea is to make the data ownership and sharing semantics explicit in the storage system. This requires K9db to capture and enforce applications’ complex data ownership and sharing semantics, but in exchange simplifies privacy compliance. Using a small set of schema annotations, K9db infers storage organization, generates procedures for data retrieval and deletion, and reports compliance errors if an application risks violating the GDPR.

Our K9db prototype successfully expresses the data sharing semantics of real web applications, and guides developers to getting privacy compliance right. K9db also matches or exceeds the performance of existing storage systems, at the cost of a modest increase in state size.

1 Introduction
New privacy laws including the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [44], the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [10], and others [7, 17, 20, 56] seek to protect users’ rights to their data in web services. Many of these laws provide users with rights to issue subject access requests (SARs), including a right to access, which lets users request a copy of their data, and a right to erasure, which requires its deletion on request [51, 52]. Many also impose a mandate to store data securely. Compliance with these laws is important, as violations risk severe fines [9, 39–41].

Achieving compliance can be onerous and expensive, however, particularly for small and medium-size organizations. These organizations must write custom queries and track metadata to identify and extract data related to a user, and continuously maintain this infrastructure as services evolve. Even well-intentioned developers sometimes get it wrong: for example, the ownCloud collaboration platform [43], though it claims GDPR compliance [42], retains a user’s activity log after account deletion. Retrofitting compliance onto existing systems is tricky, as it still requires manual work [2, 28] and may harm performance [51].

This paper explores an alternative system design that achieves privacy compliance by construction. Our key idea is to make data ownership a first-class citizen in the database system itself. K9db, our new database system, tracks sufficient information to know, for each row in the database, what user (or users) have rights to it. This allows K9db to infer correct procedures for data retrieval and deletion, so that the database itself can handle requests under the rights to access or erasure, freeing the application developer from having to write or maintain custom scripts to handle these requests. The ownership information also allows K9db to encrypt data with per-user keys, which helps meet, e.g., the GDPR’s “Protection by Design and Default” requirement, which can be satisfied by encrypting at-rest data [36, 44]. Finally, K9db uses ownership information to generate errors if the database schema or operations on database contents risk violating the GDPR.

To realize K9db, we had to address three challenges. First, K9db must understand and model the complex data ownership and sharing semantics of real applications. A user’s data may span many tables with transitive relationships, may be shared in complex and data-dependent ways, and may require partial redaction when returned or removed. Second, K9db must maintain and enforce compliance invariants matching these ownership semantics throughout application execution, and correctly respond to user access and deletion requests. Third, K9db should match the performance of today’s databases that lack infrastructure for data ownership tracking, and must be both compatible with existing applications and easy for application developers to adopt.

K9db’s design addresses these challenges as follows. First, K9db derives a data ownership graph (DOG) from a set of coarse-grained, declarative annotations on the database schema. Using a small number of primitives, the DOG models a wide range of complex data sharing relationships found in real-world applications. The DOG is central to K9db’s
storage organization, to its handling of users’ access and erasure requests, and to K9db’s ability to enforce privacy compliance. Second, K9db organizes data storage around data ownership to ensure that applications remain in compliance and handle access and deletion requests correctly by construction, without disrupting regular application operations. Third, K9db is a MySQL-compatible drop-in-replacement for existing databases, and requires few application changes beyond declarative schema annotations for normalized schemas. To accelerate complex queries, K9db provides an integrated, privacy-compliant in-memory cache based on materialized views. By integrating and managing materialized views, K9db provides the benefits of caching to applications, while relieving developers from ensuring compliance of cached data.

K9db structures the actual data storage as a set of user-specific logical “micro-databases” (µDBs), realized over a single physical RocksDB [33] store. Each user’s µDB contains the data they own, and is encrypted with a user-specific key. K9db also helps developers use the system correctly by providing compliance-specific functionality not found in other databases. A new EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE SQL command gives the developer insight into the DOG and highlights possible schema annotation errors; and K9db supports compliance transactions that guard against dynamic compliance problems, such as data without an owner being left behind in the database. K9db provides ACID guarantees similar to those in default MySQL.

K9db provides out-of-the-box compliance for well-intentioned developers who want to comply with privacy laws, and helps developers avoid mistakes. We expect that fines for privacy violations (e.g., the greater than 4% of annual turnover or €25M for GDPR violations) discourage intentional misuse.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. The data ownership graph (DOG) for modeling ownership in a database, specified with schema annotations.
2. K9db, a new database that enforces compliance-by-construction based on the DOG and a compliant, ownership-aware storage organization.
3. Mechanisms that, based on the DOG, warn developers if schema annotations are insufficient or if the database becomes non-compliant at runtime.
4. An evaluation of K9db, demonstrating that a database centered around first-class data ownership and compliance-by-construction is practical.

We evaluate K9db with scenarios based on the Lobsters web application [27], the ownCloud document sharing platform [43], and the Shuup e-commerce platform [53]. Our experiments show that K9db can express a wide variety of nuanced data sharing and ownership patterns found in these applications, and that K9db performs on-par with or better than MariaDB and the widely-used MariaDB/memcached stack when serving typical web application workloads.

K9db is open-source at https://github.com/brownsys/K9db.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Privacy Laws

Web services must comply with new privacy and data protection laws [7, 10, 17, 20, 44, 45]. Many of these laws have a comprehensive scope: e.g., the EU’s GDPR applies to anyone who offers services to users physically in the EU and touches many aspects of web services [52]. In particular, most laws grant users rights over their data that require services to identify all data related to a user. The GDPR, for example, provides Subject Access Requests (SARs) that allow a “data subject” (i.e., an end user) to request a copy of their data (Right to Access, Art. 15), to request the deletion of their data (Right to Erasure, Art. 17), and to receive the data in a portable and machine-readable format (Right to Data Portability, Art. 20). Complying with SARs requires the service provider (“data controller” in GDPR terms) to identify the information related to a data subject. As the GDPR has become a model for other privacy laws, many have adopted similar SAR-like requirements. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), for example, gives consumers a right to request the “specific pieces of personal information [a business] has collected about the consumer” [10, §1789.110] and its deletion [10, §1789.105].

The GDPR and other laws also impose mandates for secure data handling, particularly encryption at rest [44, Arts. 25, 32, 10, §1798.150(a)(1)]. These mandates avoid prescribing particular technologies: e.g., the GDPR only requires that organizations take “appropriate technical measures” to secure personal data [44, Art. 32], giving freedom to meet the requirement in different ways. In practice, encrypting data at rest and deleting encryption keys (referred to as “crypto-shredding”), e.g., to make backups inaccessible, is widely considered a compliant approach [45].

This paper primarily focuses on technical infrastructure to ease compliance with SARs and the requirement for secure storage. Privacy laws also include other provisions that e.g., mandate user consent for processing and regulate data sharing with third parties. Our design is compatible with these requirements, but they are not the focus of this paper.

2.2 Complexity of Data Ownership

Compliance with SARs is difficult, both manually and in automated systems, because web services often have complex ownership and data sharing semantics. Identifying data associated with a particular user (“data subject”) is challenging. In relational databases, these associations are expressed as foreign keys; but data in many tables link to data subjects transitively via one or more intermediate tables, rather than directly. Multiple data subjects can be associated with the same data (e.g., private messages), and sometimes this association is asymmetric and implies different rights for different data subjects (e.g., a teacher and a student). Finally, many-to-many relationships introduce dynamically changing associations
between data and a variable number of data subjects.

GDPR-like laws afford companies with some flexibility in handling SARs. Applications may keep data associated with the data subject (possibly in some anonymized form) after a deletion request due to legal or contractual obligations (e.g., tax laws) or public interest [44, Art. 17.3]. Data may also be retained depending on the purpose of its processing, including the interests of other users [44, Art 6.1, Art. 17.1(b)]. For example, Facebook’s privacy policy specifies that Facebook deletes the comments that a withdrawing data subject made, but not the private messages they sent to a friend, unless that friend also deletes them [16]. Thus, the compliance policy and exact handling of SARs are application and data dependent.

2.3 Existing Approaches to Privacy Compliance

Privacy compliance today requires application developers to write custom queries and maintain metadata to identify and track information related to each data subject [51]. The queries are tricky to get right and maintain as the application evolves. To address part of this burden, some large companies built bespoke GDPR metadata stores [13, §1] and dedicated frameworks for data deletion [14]. However, these frameworks only solve part of the problem, and most organizations lack the resources to build such systems themselves. Our work provides compliance within an off-the-shelf database.

Adaptations of existing database systems can go some way towards providing privacy compliance, but can come at a steep performance cost. For example, Shastri et al. found that secondary indexes and strict metadata tracking impose overheads up to 5× [51], leading to proposals to accelerate these operations in hardware [21]. SchengenDB [23] outlines a design that provides GDPR compliance, but relies on extensive metadata and conservative, coarse-grained enforcement, e.g., destroying entire VM clusters when a data subject deletes their account. Our work redesigns the database to make correct privacy compliance a first-class property [49], without sacrificing performance and with moderate overheads.

Other proposals have advocated restructuring web services to enforce users’ privacy rights, but face barriers to adoption. W5 [24], Oort [11], Blockstack [3], and Solid [29] decouple data storage from the web application and put data storage under user control. This approach allows for strong guarantees, but requires rewriting web applications, comes with restrictions (e.g., all application logic must run in JavaScript in the browser), and is incompatible with today’s advertising-based business model for web services. Data Capsules [58], Riverbed [57], and Zeph [8] let users specify individual privacy policies for their data in web services. Though powerful, custom policies do not solve the problem of identifying all information related to a user; and may limit possible operations (e.g., to those expressible as homomorphic additions). Our work provides by-construction compliance with subject access requests, but with a storage model and database interface that works for existing web applications.

3 K9db Overview

K9db is a relational database that makes data ownership an explicit first-class citizen. K9db targets typical web application workloads, which are dominated by reads and point lookup queries [18]. Its design goals are (i) to require few changes to application code, (ii) to capture and enforce the complex data ownership and sharing semantics of real-world applications, and (iii) to provide feedback that helps developers get privacy compliance right.

Figure 1 shows an overview of K9db’s components. K9db requires developers to extend their relational schema (i.e., CREATE TABLE statements) with a small set of annotations that encode data ownership and sharing semantics. The annotated schema acts as an application-specific compliance policy that specifies how K9db handles SARs. From these annotations, K9db builds its key abstraction, the data ownership graph (DOG) (§4). The DOG lets K9db determine, for every row in the database, who owns it and who has rights to it. K9db uses the DOG to satisfy data subjects’ SARs, to check that the database remains compliant after the application makes changes, and to warn the developer if their annotated schema and the compliance policy it encodes seem incomplete or contradictory.

Using information from the DOG, K9db organizes its storage in a user-centric way, storing each data subject’s data in their own logical “micro-database” (µDB), a shard of the actual database. This design ensures that K9db enforces the developer-provided compliance policy by construction, lets K9db encrypt each data subject’s data with a separate cryptographic key, and speeds up compliance-related enforcement and operations (§5). K9db maintains some additional secondary indices compared to a traditional SQL database, which help K9db efficiently resolve which µDBs store particular data. It also maintains materialized views that help simplify and accelerate execution of complex queries, while also providing an integrated, privacy-compliant in-memory cache (§6).

For normalized schemas, K9db requires little to no applica-
4 Modeling Data Ownership and Sharing

K9db aims to provide correct-by construction compliance with privacy laws, which requires K9db to respond to SARs correctly and enforce several variants over the data and its storage. Correct compliance has two prongs: (i) a compliance policy that is consistent with the privacy law in question, and (ii) correct enforcement of this policy when handling both regular application operations and SARs.

The compliance policy is application-specific and depends on the relationships in the underlying data. For a single application, multiple policies may achieve compliance, and laws afford developers some flexibility in choosing a policy that matches their application’s semantics (§2.2).

In K9db, developers express their compliance policy using schema annotations, which K9db represents using the data ownership graph (DOG): a directed, acyclic multigraph whose vertices represent database tables, and whose edges represent ownership relationships between rows in the tables.

4.1 K9db’s Annotations

Developers use schema annotations on foreign keys to communicate their application’s data ownership and sharing semantics to K9db. To communicate how the database represents human persons who have rights over data (“data subjects” in GDPR terms), the developer annotates one or more tables with the table-granularity DATA_SUBJECT annotation.

Foreign keys (FKs) relate rows in tables to each other, and often imply ownership—consider e.g., a story pointing to its author. This is the simplest case: a story is owned by the row its FK value points to. K9db provides the OWNED_BY keyword for developers to annotate such FKs (Figure 2a; §4.3 discusses transitive cases). But foreign keys may also point in the opposite direction of ownership, as is the case e.g., if a user table has a foreign key to their primary address. For such cases, K9db provides the OWNS annotation (Figure 2b).

In addition to ownership, an application may also have data that is owned by one data subject (who has the right to delete it when removing their account), but share it with others. For example, in the file sharing platform ownCloud [43], users want to share files with others, but when they remove their account have the file be removed for everyone. K9db lets developers express this with the ACCESSSED_BY annotation, and its dual for opposite-direction FKs, ACCESSSES.

These annotations extend the semantics of foreign keys with compliance semantics, and while every annotation is applied to a foreign key, not every foreign key impacts ownership or needs to be annotated. For example, the foreign key connecting students in a university database with their declared majors carries no ownership information—the students do not own the majors—and should not be annotated.

K9db also provides table-level annotations that allow developers to specify that columns in a table need anonymizing in the context of SARs. This is important because a row may need redacting before returning the row as part of a right-to-access request (ON GET), or because a row may need to be retained in anonymized form (e.g., for tax compliance) after a data subject requests deletion of their data (ON DEL). Each anonymization annotation is associated with an ownership or access foreign key (i.e., an outgoing edge from the table in the DOG). This allows for different anonymization behavior depending on how the data subject who issued a SAR is connected to the data. For example, in the HotCRP conference review system [22], if a data subject who is both a reviewer and an author makes an access request, they should receive an unredacted copy of the reviews they wrote, but redacted, anonymized reviews for the papers they authored.

Figure 3 shows K9db’s complete set of schema annotations.

4.2 Expressing Developers’ Compliance Policies

We demonstrate how developers annotate their schema to express their desired compliance policy using two examples extracted from real applications: stories and messages in Lobsters (Figure 4), and file sharing in ownCloud (Figure 5).

In Lobsters, developers begin by annotating the users table, which records the application’s end-users, with DATA_SUBJECT. A user may post several stories, and retains...
CREATE DATA_SUBJECT TABLE users (id INT PRIMARY KEY, ...);
CREATE TABLE stories (id INT PRIMARY KEY, title TEXT, ...)
    author INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id);
CREATE TABLE tags (id INT PRIMARY KEY, tag TEXT, ...);
CREATE TABLE taggings (id INT PRIMARY KEY, story_id INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY stories(id),
    tag_id INT NOT NULL ACCESSES tag(id));
CREATE TABLE messages (id INT PRIMARY KEY, body text, ...)
    sender INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    receiver INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    on_del sender ANON (sender),
    on_del receiver ANON (receiver);
CREATE TABLE member (id INT PRIMARY KEY, uid INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    gid INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY group(id));
CREATE TABLE share (id INT PRIMARY KEY, ...)
    uid_owner INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    share_with INT ACCESSED_BY user(id),
    share_with_group INT ACCESSED_BY group(id));

Figure 4: Partial schema for Lobsters. Users own the stories they authored and their associations with tags. Messages are jointly owned by both sender and receiver.

CREATE DATA_SUBJECT TABLE user (id INT PRIMARY KEY, ...);
CREATE TABLE group (id INT PRIMARY KEY, title TEXT, ...);
CREATE TABLE member (id INT PRIMARY KEY,
    uid INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    gid INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY group(id));
CREATE TABLE share (id INT PRIMARY KEY, ...)
    uid_owner INT NOT NULL OWNED_BY user(id),
    share_with INT ACCESSED_BY user(id),
    share_with_group INT ACCESSED_BY group(id));

Figure 5: Partial schema for ownCloud file sharing: users own their group membership, which owns the group; files have an owner and are shared with users who have access to them.

Figure 6: Tables can have transitive ownership relationships (*: zero or more steps of indirection); if an edge follows a one-to-many or many-to-many relationship, it expresses variable ownership. Double circles indicate data subject tables.

Figure 7: The DOG for stories and messages in Lobsters. Red indicates access-typed edges; 1 and n are cardinalities.

Figure 8: Joint-ownership edges: red indicates joint ownership (notates a PK), blue indicates joint ownership (notates a FK).

sole ownership of them: these stories must be retrieved or deleted when the user issues an SAR. Developers express this by annotating the author FK in stories with OWNED_BY. Lobsters also has a set of tags that represent discussion topics, e.g., games and programming. Users can assign tags to stories they posted, and have complete ownership of these associations. Developers express this by annotating the story_id column in taggings with OWNED_BY. This makes the story the owner of its taggings, transitive making the data subject who owns the story (i.e., its author) the owner of the associated taggings. But the tags themselves are not related to any data subject. Thus, developers annotate tag_id with ACCESSES (and not OWNED). As a result, a data subject receives a copy of their stories and associated tags when they request access, while disassociating tags from their stories and removing the stories themselves when requesting deletion.

Similar to private messages in Facebook [16], messages in Lobsters are only deleted when both sender and receiver request deletion. Thus, developers annotate both sender and receiver with OWNED_BY (i.e., joint-ownership), along with anonymization annotations that instruct K9db to hide the identity of the associated withdrawing user in surviving messages. An alternative policy could require deleting a message as soon as one of the associated users is deleted. Developers can express this via an ON DEL ... DELETE_ROW annotation.

ownCloud’s data subjects are users in the user table, who can be members of a group (in the group table), as defined by the member association table. Users own their group memberships, so the developer annotates the uid column of member with OWNED_BY. The group and its associated resources are jointly owned by its members (ownCloud has no notion of group admins). Hence, the developer applies the OWNED_BY annotation to the gid foreign key from member to group.

ownCloud’s share table contains records of users sharing files with others. This table specifies the file’s owner (i.e., its original creator) via the uid_owner column, which is a direct FK to the user table. The developer thus annotates this column with OWNED_BY. The share_with and share_with_group columns are also FKS that eventually lead to the user table, but indicate that the file is shared with (rather than owned by) these users. The developer therefore annotates them with ACCESSED_BY.

4.3 Data Ownership Graph

K9db builds the DOG from developers’ annotations by inserting DOG edges in the underlying FK direction for OWNED_BY and ACCESSED_BY, and against the FK direction for OWNED_BY and ACCESSED_BY. Thus, DOG edges always point towards a data subject table, unlike foreign keys.

When tables have a chain of annotated foreign keys, K9db
Differentiating ownership. This contrasts with the typical situation in ownCloud’s message, which in turn refers to their story \(\text{Fig. 6a}\). For example, in Lobsters (Figure 7), a story’s taggings have no direct references to the story’s author. Instead, they refer to their story \(\text{Fig. 6a}\), which in turn refers to the author \(\text{Fig. 6a}\). Therefore, edges in the DOG always represent a single step towards a data subject.

The DOG is a multi-graph because two tables can have multiple foreign keys between them. For example, in Lobsters the messages table has two foreign keys, one to the sender \(\text{Fig. 6b}\) and one to the receiver of a message \(\text{Fig. 6b}\). Since sender and receiver jointly own a private message — i.e., the message only disappears if both users delete their account — there are two annotated edges between messages and users.

Access annotations on foreign keys also add edges to the DOG, but these edges are access-typed and distinct from owner-typed edges. For example, in ownCloud (Figure 8) a file is accessible but not owned by users it is shared with, either directly \(\text{Fig. 6b}\) or via a group \(\text{Fig. 6b}\). Differentiating ownership and access edges is important for K9db to correctly handle access and deletion requests.

If the destination of a DOG edge can contain multiple rows corresponding to a single row in the source table, then that row can have multiple owners or accessors. The DOG edge \(\text{Fig. 6b}\) of ownCloud’s group to member is a one-to-many relationship, so a group may have many owners. This is an example of variable ownership (Figure 6b), as the number of owners varies depending on the data (i.e., depending on the rows in member). Similarly, DOG edges may also express variable access, e.g., a single tag in Lobsters may be accessed through many stories \(\text{Fig. 6b}\). This contrasts with the typical situation where the destination of a DOG edge is a primary key or unique column, making it a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship, both specifying a single owner (e.g., \(\text{Fig. 6b}\) and \(\text{Fig. 6b}\)). K9db’s DOG metadata stores arity of relationships and handles variable ownership and access appropriately.

4.4 Helping Developers Get Annotations Right

EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE gives the developer information about the DOG, including heuristic warnings and suggestions about how it may be improved. K9db runs a simple heuristic over the schema to discover column names which indicate user data such as variations on “name”, “email” and “password”. If a table with such column names is not connected to a data subject in the DOG, K9db suggests to make it owned. This heuristic is most useful to discover missing data subjects, as their tables often contain columns with such names.

EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE also reports information that K9db derives from the DOG. For every table, it reports which data subject tables own it, and the paths through the DOG by which they own the table. This essentially shows the developer the closure over the DOG that K9db uses to handle SARs. EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE warns developers if a table is owned by many data subjects, e.g., if a DOG path contains multiple variable ownership edges, which can result in multiplicatively many owners. Such liberal sharing is rare in practice and likely the result of a schema or annotation mistake.

4.5 Data Ownership Graph Properties

The DOG is well-formed if any path through it terminates at a data subject table. K9db rejects any schema that results in a DOG that is not well-formed.

Although the DOG is a graph of tables, its edges represent relations between rows in the source and destination tables based on the values of the underlying FK columns. Each DOG edge maps to a relation between rows in the two tables, where matching rows in the destination table own (or access) the rows in the source table. Intuitively, this relation can be evaluated as a query over the destination table, which yields exactly the owning row (or rows, in the case of variable ownership). Well-formedness guarantees that the transitive closure of these relations terminates at data subject tables.

Several key properties follow from this. First, if no matching rows exist in any destination table when evaluating the relations along all of the table’s outgoing ownership edges, data is orphaned (i.e., has no owner). This gives rise to the necessary (but insufficient) no orphaned data compliance condition: any row in a database table connected to the DOG must resolve to \(\geq 1\) owning data subjects. Second, the transitive closure of relations corresponding to ownership edges in the DOG, starting from any row, identifies the set of data subjects that own this row. Third, the DOG’s reverse transitive closure starting from a row in a data subject table yields:

1. the rows shared with and owned by that data subject, if considering accessor-typed and owner-typed edges; or
2. the rows owned by that data subject, if considering only owner-typed edges.

The former set corresponds to the data that needs returning from a right-to-access request, and the latter identifies the data that needs deleting for a right-to-erasure request, provided no other owners exist.

5 Compliant by Construction Storage

In principle, the DOG and its relations are sufficient to identify a data subject’s data, and one could imagine adding it as a metadata layer over an existing database. But in practice,
compliance is more complex. Although the DOG identifies all data owned by a data subject, K9db needs to take the correct actions on this data. For example, K9db must avoid prematurely deleting jointly-owned data, and deletion must cover backups outside the live database. K9db must also have efficient ways to decide if a given database operation will break compliance, e.g., by violating the no orphaned data invariant, something that the DOG alone fails to provide.

K9db therefore introduces ownership as a first-class notion into the storage layer. This makes it simple for K9db to handle SARs, and to enforce invariants that must hold for compliance. Specifically, K9db’s storage layer is organized around per-data subject logical “micro-databases” (µDBs), such that each µDB contains all of its data subject’s owned data. For jointly-owned data, K9db stores copies of that data in the µDB of every data subject that owns it.

This design has several advantages. First, it ensures data deletion is correct relative to the DOG. When a data subject requests to delete their data, it is sufficient to delete their µDB. Data shared with other data subjects survives as copies in the other µDBs. Second, this design provides an easy way to check whether data is orphaned, as such data can only exist outside of all data subjects’ µDBs. Third, this design lets K9db use a per-data subject key to encrypt data in each µDB. This simplifies deletion alongside external and replicated backups of the data, as deleting the owner’s key makes all backups and copies inaccessible (i.e., “crypto-shredding”).

5.1 Storage Layout and Logical µDBs

K9db determines the µDBs to store each row in using the DOG. In a well-formed DOG, every table reaches at least one data subject table via its outgoing ownership edges. K9db splits the contents of such a table into different µDBs, each of which contains the rows owned by a particular data subject, and encrypts them with a key specific to that data subject. A table also includes an orphaned data section that may be used temporarily within sequences of operations (§5.5). A data subject’s µDB therefore includes rows from every table that stores data owned by them. Note that even though µDBs store physical copies of rows that have multiple owners, they are a logical abstraction and realized over a single underlying physical datastore (e.g., RocksDB in our prototype).

Viewing the datastore as a whole, a previously single row in a table may now be multiple rows due to copies being stored in each owner’s µDB. The value of the primary key of that row refers to all these copies. Internally, K9db identifies the different copies using a pairing of the data subject identifier (the value of its primary key in the data subject table) and the value of the primary key in the row.

K9db maintains on-disk secondary indexes separate from tables and µDBs, which K9db uses to execute queries efficiently. K9db creates an on-disk index for each unique and foreign key column and for the primary key. K9db on-disk indexes differ from traditional database indexes in two key aspects: they map keys to (µDB identifier, primary key), and they point to all copies of any jointly-owned row that match the indexed key. K9db creates a special index for the primary key column(s) of owned tables, which maps the PK value to data subject identifiers that own the corresponding row.

K9db stores tables unconnected to the DOG in the same way as other databases. Such tables contain data that is not owned by any data subject, e.g., all available tags in Lobsters or all majors in a university database, and thus are outside any µDB. Note that this is distinct from orphaned data, which are rows without owners in tables that are connected to the DOG.

5.2 µDB Integrity

The storage layer maintains an important invariant for compliance, µDB completeness: data owned by a data subject is exactly identical to the data stored in their µDB.

To maintain µDB completeness, K9db must identify the µDBs to insert new data into, and correctly apply application updates that change who owns rows. Changes to the data in a table may have cascading effects on who owns data in dependent tables connected to this table via some ownership path in the DOG. For example, changes to the member table in ownCloud affect who owns records in the group table. K9db utilizes the DOG to handle these situations correctly.

Inserting Data. When K9db receives an INSERT statement, it uses the DOG to identify the owners of this data. In particular, K9db analyzes the outgoing edges from the DOG vertex for the affected table. For a direct ownership edge, the data subject identifier is already present in the new row in the form of a foreign key. K9db determines this by introspection on the new row and without querying other tables. If an edge indirectly leads to the data subject table, identifying the owner becomes more complex. K9db can find the owner(s) by querying the database along the transitive edges between the table and the data subject. But such a query may be expensive—for example, the DOG for the Shuup e-commerce application [53] contains a chain of five edges from the payments table to the owning data subject. Instead, K9db memoizes the query by building and maintaining in-memory ownership indexes, which essentially provide “shortcut” relations over the DOG that point directly to the owning data subjects. In practice, K9db can often avoid or reuse ownership indexes (§6.1).

Cascading Updates. INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements may have cascading effects on the ownership of records in dependent tables. After applying such statements to their target table, K9db identifies dependent tables from the DOG. It then queries the rows in each dependent table that match the updated row. K9db moves or copies the matched rows between µDBs appropriately, and cascades again into any further dependent tables. K9db requires no additional indexes to perform this matching efficiently, as it can rely on standard on-disk indexes over foreign keys’ source and destination columns. In many cases, K9db avoids cascades via optimizations based on foreign key integrity (§6.1).
5.3 Handling Subject Access Requests

K9db needs to handle two types of SARs: the right to access and the right to erasure. K9db handles both with a similar high level procedure: (i) K9db traverses the DOG to identify all tables and edges connected to the data subject; (ii) K9db finds the data owned by the data subject in their µDB; (iii) K9db locates data accessed, but not owned, by the data subject in other µDBs; and (iv) K9db performs anonymization as specified by the developers in the schema.

For either type of request, K9db identifies the data subject’s data by following paths in the DOG, starting from the data subject table, and moving against incoming edges. A path that consists solely of ownership edges signifies data owned by the data subject, while paths that contain one or more access edges reflect accessed data. K9db locates the relevant rows in a table before moving on to any dependent tables. For every incoming edge, K9db uses the rows it located in the parent table to identify dependent rows in the dependent table. K9db finds these either in the same µDB for ownership paths, or in other µDBs using on-disk indexes for access paths.

After traversing an edge and retrieving data in its source table, K9db selects the anonymization annotations in the schema that apply to that edge. The anonymization annotations specify the columns to anonymize (e.g., the sender of a chat message). For access requests, K9db anonymizes retrieved rows before sending them back to the client. On deletion requests, K9db removes the data subject’s µDB from the database, and anonymizes any remaining copies of the data, which it locates in other µDBs using on-disk indexes.

5.4 Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability

A single SQL statement may result in several underlying operations over K9db’s storage, as it may update rows in several µDBs or cascade over dependent tables. It is critical for compliance that we ensure that these updates are all ACID, to avoid data races that could lead to a non compliant state (e.g., by creating orphaned data, or breaking the µDB completeness invariant). Therefore, K9db executes every SQL statement as a single statement ACID transaction (similar to MySQL). This includes all underlying operations over any µDBs and all updates to on-disk secondary indices or the integrated in-memory cache (§6.2). Our prototype does not support general multi-statement SQL transactions yet (see §7).

K9db guarantees that concurrent SQL statements have repeatable reads isolation, which is the default in MySQL. Any weaker isolation level is insufficient for compliance, as it cannot guarantee that K9db’s compliance invariants hold in the presence of concurrent updates.

5.5 Compliance Transactions

An application may itself perform operations that risk violating compliance. Consider the example from ownCloud shown in Figure 9: the application deletes user “A”’s membership in group 1, of which “A” is the last remaining member. This deletion from member has a cascading effect on the dependent group table. Since the group with gid 1 no longer has any owners, K9db moves it into the table’s orphaned data region. This breaks compliance, as it violates the DOG’s no orphaned data invariant. A correct application must now perform some operation that restores compliance, e.g., by deleting group 1 in a separate SQL operation, which removes the orphaned row, restoring the invariant.

K9db supports this pattern with the idea of a compliance transaction (CTX). A CTX wraps a set of operations that may temporarily violate compliance, but commits only if the database is back to a compliant state at the commit point. Within a CTX, K9db stores orphaned data in orphaned regions attached to each table. On subsequent operations that reintroduce owners for this data, K9db migrates the rows from the orphaned regions to the corresponding µDBs; if deleted, K9db removes the data. At the end of a CTX, K9db ensures that every record moved to the orphaned region during the CTX has an owner again (or was deleted), and produces an error to the developer otherwise.

Finally, K9db forbids statements that write to the orphaned region unless they are part of a CTX. In particular, step 1 in Figure 9 will error unless contained in a CTX. This means that developers need to modify applications that contain such patterns to use CTXs when necessary. Requiring such limited modification is desirable, as disallowing compliance-breaking changes outside of CTX helps developers identify issues and forces them to fix buggy and incompliant applications. For example, K9db would reject a buggy version of ownCloud that does not clean up groups with no members 3. Introducing a CTX allows an application to have benign temporary incompliance; if K9db instead required applications to only
perform operations that move the database between compliant states (e.g., deleting groups before deleting their last member), it would likely require more substantial rewrites.

CTX are different from regular SQL transactions, which serve to ensure consistency under concurrent execution. CTX are lightweight and required for compliance, while SQL transactions are expensive and web applications often (but not always) avoid them. In a privacy-compliant database with SQL transactions, each such transaction must also be a CTX.

6 Query Execution

When K9db executes a query, it must identify the µDBs affected to locate the relevant rows. Depending on the operation, this may involve finding one or all copies of shared rows.

Queries that refer to a single table, such as DELETE and UPDATE statements, and most SELECT queries issued by web applications (e.g., point lookups), run directly against K9db’s µDBs with the aid of on-disk indexes. K9db analyzes the columns that appear in the WHERE condition of the query, and selects the index that matches the most columns. Like other databases, K9db finds all the rows that may match the query using the selected index, and then filters these rows with any remaining columns. If no index matches, K9db runs a scan over the table. Developers may create additional indexes using CREATE INDEX, similar to traditional databases.

When data has multiple owners, an index may refer to multiple copies of the same row. For DELETE and UPDATE, K9db atomically operates over all these copies, ensuring that all copies are consistent. K9db may need to remove or add some of the affected rows from/to µDBs, and may need to cascade into dependent tables as described in §5.2. For SELECT queries, K9db identifies a single copy of each matching row and skips any remaining index entries for other copies. This avoids overheads for deduplicating copies of the row.

K9db serves some complex SELECT queries from materialized view, described in §6.2.

6.1 Optimizations

K9db speeds up query execution and reduces its memory footprint with a set of optimizations designed to avoid deep cascades and to reduce the number of in-memory ownership indexes (§5.2) required. Some of these optimizations rely on foreign key integrity, which K9db enforces (like many other databases) to prevent application operations that result in dangling foreign keys. With FK integrity, rows cannot be inserted into a table if they contain references to non-existent rows in a destination table, and rows in the destination table cannot be deleted as long as source table rows refer to them.

Avoiding Cascades. K9db needs to cascade into dependent tables along incoming DOG edges to update dependent rows affected by a write (i.e., those owned by a modified row). But FK integrity guarantees that no such rows exist when K9db handles INSERT and DELETE queries to a table T that is the destination of a FK from a dependent table. This lets K9db skip cascades along T’s incoming DOG edges if the edge is in FK direction; otherwise, K9db must cascade.

Ownership Indexes. K9db relies on two techniques to reduce the number of ownership indexes. First, multiple incoming DOG edges that require an ownership index and point to the same column of a table (usually the primary key) may reuse the same index. Second, K9db omits ownership indexes for edges in the DOG that correspond to OWNs annotations, such as the edge from group to member in ownCloud. These edges point in opposite direction to the underlying foreign key. FK integrity ensures that a row must exist at the source of such an edge (e.g., group) before any rows referring to it can be inserted to the destination table (e.g., member). Hence, K9db always inserts new rows from the source table into the orphaned region, and defers moving them to the correct µDB to future inserts into destination tables in the DOG (which must cascade), as discussed in §5.5. These optimizations, for example, help K9db create only one ownership index for Lobsters (which gets re-used three times), and avoid the need for any ownership indexes in ownCloud.

Queries With Inlined Owners. SQL Statements sometimes directly refer to the owner of their target rows, e.g., by constraining a foreign key that corresponds to an ownership edge in the DOG. Queries that fit this pattern are common in the web applications: e.g., in Lobsters, SELECT * FROM stories WHERE author = ? selects stories by their author, which is an annotated foreign key to users. K9db detects this situation by statically analyzing the WHERE condition and determines the relevant µDB without an on-disk index lookup.

6.2 Materialized Views

K9db serves complex SELECT queries, such as joins, aggregations, and those that reorder data, from materialized views. This design makes sense for two reasons. First, it is simple and avoids the need to engineer a sophisticated query planner that understands the nuances of ownership and indexes to efficiently execute these queries over K9db’s µDBs. Second, developers often cache the results of complex SELECT queries in external systems (e.g., memcached). Privacy compliance while using an external cache requires setting appropriate expiration policies for the cache [59, §4.5] or explicit invalidation of cache entries related to a data subject if they request deletion of their data. This can be painful for developers and may require manually tracking metadata, e.g., when caching aggregates over many data subjects’ data. Instead, K9db provides an integrated privacy-compliant cache using materialized views.

When K9db receives a complex SELECT query for the first time, it creates a materialized view and serves further instances of the query from it, until the view is removed or expires. K9db keeps the materialized views up to date via an incremental, streaming dataflow computation triggered by writes to µDBs, as well as µDB deletion. This makes inserts, updates, and deletes more expensive, but speeds up reads.
K9db updates the materialized views atomically prior to acknowledging the corresponding operation to the client. This, along with our storage layer, ensures repeatable reads isolation for concurrent operations whether cached or not.

K9db’s ownership indexes are special-case materialized views, maintained with the same dataflow infrastructure.

7 Implementation

Our K9db prototype consists of 35k lines of C++, 500 lines of Rust, and 2k lines of Java. It relies on RocksDB for µDB storage, on Apache Calcite [6] for query planning, and on libsodium [15] for encryption. Our implementation is similar to the MyRocks MariaDB storage engine [30], but extends it with compliance and µDB capabilities.

MySQL Compatibility Layer. K9db exposes a MySQL binary protocol interface, so unmodified applications can treat K9db as a MySQL server. The interface to K9db’s materialized views is primarily through prepared SQL statements: when an application registers a prepared statement, K9db creates a view if necessary and serves future executions of the prepared statement from it. Developers can also create additional views manually.

Storage. K9db relies on RocksDB for persistent data storage. Each table in the schema is a RocksDB column family. Rows in K9db are keyed by a combination of their owner and primary key, to uniquely identify each owner’s copy of a row. Our prototype stores rows ordered by their owner identifier, and uses that identifier as a RocksDB prefix. This allows it to extract and delete µDBs using RocksDB prefix iterators. Our prototype creates and maintains on-disk indexes as RocksDB column families, and formats their content to allow writes to retrieve all the copies of a row, and reads to retrieve a single arbitrary copy, skipping the rest. Like MySQL, K9db creates indexes for primary, unique, and foreign keys.

Encryption at Rest. K9db uses hardware-accelerated AES256-GCM to encrypt all data in a µDB with the key of its writes to retrieve all the copies of a row, and reads to retrieve when an application registers a prepared statement. K9db maintains unencrypted, but K9db deletes it when deleting a user’s data. K9db destroys the decryption key when a user removes their account, making any remaining backups inaccessible.

ACID. K9db executes each application SQL statement in a RocksDB transaction, which is based on row-level locking. This includes all updates to secondary indices (similar to MyRocks) and all µDBs and cascade operations. As in MyRocks, K9db serves reads from a consistent RocksDB snapshot. K9db also updates all relevant materialized views prior to committing. Unlike MyRocks, K9db enforces foreign key integrity and appropriately locks FK targets during execution. Overall, this ensures that concurrent SQL statements are atomic and consistent with repeatable reads isolation, which is the default in MySQL and MyRocks.

View Updates. K9db’s materialized view updates follow a standard design akin to differential dataflow [32, 35] and Noria [18]. Each table in the schema is associated with an input vertex in the dataflow graph, and when K9db performs updates to a table, it injects the updates into its dataflow input vertex. The dataflow processes the updates through a sequence of operators to derive an incremental update to the materialized view (or secondary index), and applies this update. Dataflow operators are stateless (e.g., projections, filters, unions) or stateful (e.g., joins, aggregations). K9db’s materialized views are indexed for ordered and unordered lookups.

Limitations. Our prototype lacks support for general, multi-statement SQL transactions. These are rare in web applications, and can be supported using existing RocksDB primitives and techniques for versioned dataflow processing [31, 35]. While our prototype does not yet support schema changes, RocksDB is schema-oblivious, and our prototype’s storage layer could be extended to support schema changes with some engineering effort, using similar techniques to MyRocks. Finally, K9db’s dataflow graph operators sometimes store copies of a record; by using a record pool, our prototype’s memory footprint could be reduced.

8 Evaluation

We evaluate K9db with three applications, Lobsters [27], ownCloud [43], and Shuup [53]. We ask three questions:

1. What is K9db’s impact on end-to-end application performance? (§8.1)
2. What is the impact of K9db’s design features on performance? (§8.2)
3. What effort by application developers does using K9db require? (§8.3)

We run experiments on a Google Cloud n2-standard-16 VM, storing databases on a local SSD. Our baselines use MariaDB v10.6.5 (a MySQL fork) with the RocksDB-based MyRocks storage engine, and memcached v1.6.10.

8.1 Application Performance

We start by analyzing K9db’s performance with two applications: Lobsters and ownCloud.

8.1.1 Lobsters

Lobsters (lobste.rs) is an open-source discussion board, similar to Reddit. Lobsters currently lacks GDPR compliance [26], and has a schema that consists of 19 tables, which store posts, comments, nested replies, upvotes, invitations and other information. We annotated this schema for K9db with three DATA_SUBJECT tables, 14 OWNED_BY, one ACCESSES, and...
two anonymization annotations (details in §8.3). We use an existing open-source, open-loop benchmark for Lobsters based on public workload statistics [19]. The benchmark models ten endpoints in the Lobsters webapp that correspond to different pages and each issue between six and fifteen SQL queries, most of which are reads. We load the database with data that models the current production Lobsters deployment (15k users, 100k stories, 313k comments, and 416k votes) [19]. K9db therefore maintains 15k logical µDBs in this experiment. We compare MariaDB, and K9db with and without data encryption. (Encryption with per-user keys isn’t possible in the MariaDB baseline.) Lobsters on most requests runs an expensive query to determine the user’s recently read stories. This query joins four tables, including the (large) stories and comments tables. This query is slow in MariaDB (∼30ms) and dominates its latency for all endpoints, while K9db serves this query from a materialized view. To make the comparison fair, we remove the expensive query in the MariaDB baseline. A good result for K9db would show latencies comparable to MariaDB for all endpoints, and a low overhead for encryption.

Figure 10 shows the results. Endpoints that mostly read (on the left) benefit from K9db’s materialized views and are up to 2.1× faster than in MariaDB, but endpoints with many writes (on the right) are comparable in both systems. This makes sense, as K9db performs similar work to MariaDB, except that some read queries are served from materialized views, and writes need to be encrypted and must update any corresponding views. K9db without encryption is on-par with K9db in most endpoints. For the “Comments” endpoint, K9db is 2.1× slower than MariaDB and 1.5× slower than K9db without encryption in the 95th percentile. This happens when the endpoint retrieves comments and votes on a popular story from the database, which requires K9db to decrypt thousands of records. Developers could manually add materialized views in K9db to speed up this endpoint, at the cost of additional memory. Other endpoints read fewer rows or rely on (encrypted) materialized views. This shows that K9db achieves good performance for a practical web application, and that encryption has acceptable cost. All further experiments show results for K9db with encryption enabled.

We chose the load in this experiment to saturate the hardware for the MariaDB baseline (∼760 pages/second, which results in 10k queries/second) and used the same load for K9db. K9db supports a up to a 4.8× higher load without latency degradation, thanks to its caching for complex queries via materialized views; we compare to a caching MariaDB+memcached baseline below.

Subject Access Requests. We now measure the time required by K9db to satisfy SARs. We issue an access and a deletion request for each of the top 1000 users with most data in the database, and run these requests sequentially through K9db SARs API. Performance of SARs is secondary as they are rare operations and can be executed asynchronously. A good result shows that K9db handles SARs correctly (which it does by construction) and within reasonable time. In our experiment, K9db on average takes 1 ms to retrieve and 45 ms to delete the correct data for a user.

Scalability. We designed K9db to have performance independent of the number of µDBs. We confirm this using the Lobsters benchmark with different numbers of users. Adding users increases the number of µDBs and the amount of data in the database, but keeps the average amount of data per user constant. A good result for K9db would show latencies remaining constant as the number of users grows.

Figure 11 shows the results as box-and-whisker plots over the nine endpoints (i.e., the bottom and top whiskers are the fastest and slowest endpoints, respectively). K9db’s latency remains constant as the number of users—and, consequently, µDBs—grows, because K9db satisfies queries either from µDBs directly, via indexes, or from materialized views. These results confirm that K9db’s logical µDB partitioning is practical for applications with large numbers of users.

Comparison to Caching Baseline. In the previous experiment, K9db had an unfair advantage over MariaDB: it serves some data from materialized views, while Mari-
aDB recomputes queries every time. We now use one common query from Lobsters to compare three setups: (i) standalone MariaDB; (ii) MariaDB with an in-memory cache (“MariaDB+Memcached”); and (iii) K9db. The MariaDB+Memcached setup is a demand-filled cache [37]: writes invalidate the cached query result in memcached, and the next read re-runs the query against the database when it misses in memcached. In K9db, writes update views via its dataflow graph. We generate a skewed workload with a Zipfian distribution (s = 0.6) where 95% of requests in the benchmark read the details of a random story and its vote count, and 5% of requests insert new votes. A good result for K9db would show competitive read performance with memcached and low overheads on write processing (since K9db does more work on writes); and MariaDB+Memcached and K9db would show lower latencies than MariaDB alone.

Our results are in Figure 12. For reads, MariaDB+Memcached and K9db are on par in the median, but K9db has a lower 95th percentile latency as K9db updates the cache via streaming dataflow, while MariaDB+Memcached queries the database on a read miss. All systems perform similarly on writes, as this query requires little dataflow update work in K9db and the caching baseline must make an extra RPC to invalidate memcached.

**Memory Overhead.** K9db’s materialized views and ownership indexes add memory overhead compared to a traditional database. We measure this cost and compare it to a caching setup with memcached. We consider a setup that caches query results that developers would typically store in memcached, such as the output of expensive joins and aggregates. These queries are identical to the ones that K9db caches using materialized views. The experiment caches query results with the query parameters (? in prepared statements) as the key, and the concatenated records as the value. K9db stores additional in-memory data for internal dataflow state and ownership indexes. A good result for K9db would therefore show moderate overheads compared to MariaDB+Memcached.

The Lobsters database is 61 MB on disk, and a typical memcached caching approach stores an additional 97 MB of in-memory state. K9db’s memory footprint is 197 MB (3.3× DB size, and 2× memcached’s footprint), which includes 6.5MB for the stories ownership index, and 56 MB for caching the expensive query we removed from MariaDB (without this query, K9db’s overhead is 2.4× DB size/1.5× memcached). The overhead comes from K9db’s dataflow state, which allows K9db to incrementally update materialized views.

### 8.1.2 ownCloud

ownCloud is a popular open-source application that allows users to upload files and share them with other users [43]. Recall ownCloud’s schema (Figure 5): each file has a single owner—the original uploader—but users can share files with other users and with groups. Files shared with a group are accessible to all members of the group—i.e., a many-to-many relationship between users and files (a pattern absent in Lobsters). We measure five common queries: (i) listing the files a user can access (“view files”); (ii) sharing a file with another user (“share with user”); (iii) sharing a file with a group (“share with group”); (iv) retrieving a file using its primary key (“Get”); and (v) updating the retrieved file (“Update”). Our setup uses 100k users who each own three documents; each document is shared uniformly at random with three users and two groups; and each group has five members. Our workload is 95% read and 5% writes, equally split among the two types of sharing and file updates. Reads and writes target users drawn from a Zipf distribution (s = 0.6). We batch ten reads and measure the per-request latency for the same setups as in the previous experiment. A good result for K9db would show comparable read latency to MariaDB+Memcached and low overheads on writes.

Figure 13 shows the results. “View files”, which returns all files shared with a user (directly or via a group), involves five tables and three joins, which MariaDB executes on every read. MariaDB+Memcached and K9db serve precomputed results from memory instead, which is fast. The 95th percentile for MariaDB+Memcached suffers because it queries MariaDB on a cache miss, which occurs when a query retrieves files of user(s) invalidated by a previous write. K9db is fast and stable because it updates the views via dataflow on writes. All systems perform similarly for the two share queries—a good result for K9db, as it also updates views.
Figure 14: K9db matches the baseline setups’ performance on the ownCloud workload (solid: median; shaded 95th%-ile).

8.2 K9db Design Drill-Down
To evaluate the impact of design decisions central to K9db, we run ownCloud workload from the previous experiment against versions of K9db that disable key components. We start with K9db set up to naively store every µDB in its own database (without cross-µDB indexes); without support for accessor edges in the DOG; and without materialized views (i.e., queries always run over data in RocksDB). This guarantees strict separation of user’s data, a solution sometimes adopted for GDPR compliance in practice [46, 47], although this lacks support for shared data (accessors) or anonymization. We then add separation into logical µDBs (“+ Logical µDBs”), accessor support (“+ Accessors”), and materialized views (“+ Views”). A good result would show that these features improve K9db’s performance.

Figure 14 shows the results. The naïve µDB design is very slow because every query that K9db cannot statically resolve to the affected µDBs requires scanning all µDBs; we only ran this setup with 1k users (vs. 100k for the others). Making µDBs a logical abstraction much improves performance, justifying our design choice. Accessor-typed DOG edges are important for expressivity: without them, ownCloud would be restricted to a policy where users jointly own shared files. In addition, accessor support reduces the number of copies stored and the fan-out of writes, which slightly reduces query latency. Finally, materialized views improve latency of the “View files” query by 5×, as the results are cached in memory. Since the view update is cheap, writes do not suffer much overhead. The runtime of “View files” without no views is comparable to the runtime of the same query in MariaDB (Figure 13). This illustrates that views are beneficial, but not essential to good performance in K9db.

8.3 Schema Annotation Effort
To understand the developer effort K9db’s schema annotations require, we now consider annotations for three applications (Lobsters, ownCloud, and Shuup [53]) in detail.

Lobsters. The Lobsters schema contains 19 tables. To use K9db, we had to annotate the schemas for eight tables. Three tables (users, invitations, and invitation_requests) contain data subjects. We annotated two FKs in each of hats, messages, and moderations with OWNED_BY to model joint ownership. We annotated 8 other tables with a single OWNED_BY. For example, votes has multiple foreign keys that lead to the users table (one direct, two indirect), and thus requires a single OWNED_BY annotation to disambiguate and ensure votes are stored with the voter, rather than the author of the story or comment voted on. Finally, we used one ACCESSES in taggings, and two anonymization rules in messages, as shown in Figure 4.

ownCloud. ownCloud’s schema has 51 tables. We focused on the file sharing core, which consists of six tables and has the most complex relationships. In addition to the annotations in Figure 5, we added an OWN annotation to the FK in the share table that points to the corresponding file in the file table (omitted from Figure 5 for brevity).

ownCloud’s original schema “overloads” the share_with column to either hold a user or a group ID, and includes a share_type column to distinguish these cases. K9db could support such de-normalized schema with more advanced conditional annotations; for our benchmarks, we modified the schema to track users and groups in separate columns.

Shuup. Shuup [53] is an open source e-commerce platform and supports customers with accounts, guests who do not have accounts, and shop owners, all of whom have GDPR rights. The Shuup code lets users request their account to be anonymized, but retains information for tax compliance, e.g., payment data, customers’ countries of residence, and tax ID numbers, a form of data retention provided for in the GDPR.

Shuup provides GDPR compliance via a manually-implemented module with 4k lines of Python code (2.7k lines of implementation and 1.3k lines of tests), developed in 137 commits over three years. At the time of writing, Shuup’s anonymization behavior is inconsistent; it only anonymizes default shipping and billing addresses, but retains previous addresses in cleartext in the mutable_address table [55]. Moreover, downloading data for a user is not supported [54].

We implemented Shuup’s anonymization policy in K9db using all annotations (Figure 3) over 17 of Shuup’s 278 tables. We annotate personcontact with DATA_SUBJECT. This table stores natural persons, and has FKS to their contact information (in contact) and their logins (in auth_user) if they have accounts. Thus, personcontact contains users with and without accounts, i.e., guests. Using K9db, Shuup correctly anonymizes data, lets users download the data and fixes the bug of not anonymizing previous default addresses.

Shuup’s schema has several tables that might correspond to data subjects. K9db’s EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE helps developers understand that they need to annotate personcontact. An invariant (but plausible) alternative would be to annotate auth_user, the login details table. This results in contact being unconnected to the DOG, as there are no foreign keys to auth_user. The personcontact table has such a foreign key, but it is nullable (e.g., for guests who lack
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Tables</th>
<th>Data Subject</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Anon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commento</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghChat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotCRP</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram clone</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouthful</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socify</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: K9db requires few DATA_SUBJECT, ownership (OWNED_BY and OWNS), access (ACCESSED_BY, ACCESSES), and ANON annotations to support real web applications.

A developer might also annotate contact with DATA_SUBJECT, but that table includes entries for customers and companies. Annotating it makes companies into data subjects, which duplicates company-related tables across µDBs. EXPLAIN COMPLIANCE also alerts developers to this.

Other Applications. Our schema annotations were sufficient to express reasonable compliance policies for seven additional applications (Figure 15). We briefly highlight several interesting patterns in these applications.

In ghChat [1], a chat application for GitHub, and the Instagram clone [50], a group is owned exclusively by its admin and accessed by its members. This is unlike ownCloud, which lacks group admins and has members jointly own the group.

Mouthful [25] is a commenting service that embeds in a host application (e.g., a blog) to allow users to comment on the host content (e.g., a blog post). Mouthful has no notion of users; instead, the host application provides a string that represents the user identity alongside the comment they posted. We added a DATA_SUBJECT table to store user identifiers, and created a FK constraint from the Comment table’s author column to it.

Finally, the HotCRP [22] review system associates data subjects to papers via a many-to-many PaperConflict table. The table has a conflictType column that specifies the relationship, such as “co-author” or “institutional conflict”. While this schema is normalized in the traditional SQL sense, it is not normalized for ownership: rows with the co-author type signify ownership, while other conflict types do not imply any ownership or access rights over the paper. We resolved this by adding a new PaperAuthors table that only stores authorship associations, and refer to papers from it using OWNS. We reserve the existing PaperConflict to record other conflict types with an un-annotated reference to papers.

Migrating Applications to K9db. We identify some common challenges when migrating applications to K9db. First, annotating an application schema requires knowledge of the application functionality and its compliance policy, but also summarizes the policy in an easy-to-maintain way alongside the schema. Many web applications also lack explicit FK constraints in their schema; developers must identify the columns that act as implicit FKs and annotate them if needed.

Second, applications often have schemas that are not normalized in the traditional SQL sense (e.g., ownCloud’s share_with) or with regards to ownership (e.g., HotCRP’s PaperConflict). Developers must normalize these schemas by introducing new columns or tables, and apply the corresponding changes to the application code. K9db could support such schemas via new annotations that condition on other columns, but this would complicate the annotation language and DOG model. Instead, K9db guides developers to good, normalized schema designs.

Finally, applications with variable ownership (e.g., ownCloud, Shup, HotCRP) often have endpoints that temporarily orphan data. Developers must wrap such endpoints in compliance transactions in order to use K9db. This modification is relatively unobtrusive, and K9db can be configured to automatically wrap sessions in a CTX. This alleviates the need to manually introduce CTX to applications that open new sessions for each endpoint or sequence of operations, but is not suitable for applications with long-lived sessions.

9 Conclusion

K9db is a new database system that achieves compliance with the requirements of privacy laws by construction.

K9db models data ownership to capture the ownership patterns of real world applications, and handles requests for access and deletion correctly. K9db matches or exceeds the performance of a widely-used database and manual caching setup, and supports the privacy requirements of real-world applications. K9db is open-source and available at https://github.com/brownsys/K9db.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Our open source artifact contains our prototype implementation of K9db. It also includes the harnesses and scripts for running and plotting the experiments described in this paper.

Our prototype provides a MySQL-compatible interface layer, which applications and developers can use to issue SQL statements and queries to and retrieve their results. Our prototype is compatible with the standard MySQL connectors and drivers for several languages, including C++, Rust, and Java. It is also compatible with the command line MySQL and MariaDB clients.
Scope

Our prototype serves as a demonstration of the following:

1. The application scenarios described in the paper work with K9db and its schema annotations.
2. K9db’s system design and guarantees can be realized with a familiar MySQL-compatible interface suitable for web applications.
3. The performance of compliant-by-construction databases is comparable to traditional databases, such as MariaDB.

Contents

**K9db.** The artifact includes our prototype implementation and its MySQL-compatibility layer. The artifact contains instructions for building, running, and using this K9db.

**Application Harnesses.** The artifact includes harnesses for Lobsters, a Reddit-like discussion board (§8.1.1), and ownCloud (§8.1.2), a file sharing application. The harnesses create the database schema and load the database with data; they also execute loads with representative queries, and measure the time required to process them. We used these harnesses to evaluate our prototype and the baselines shown in our experiments. The Lobsters harness is a pre-existing open source harness that we adapted to work with our prototype [38].

**Documentation.** The artifact wiki on GitHub contains a tutorial on using K9db and its schema annotations. The artifact also includes unit and end-to-end tests that validate that our prototype handles application SQL operations correctly and provides correct compliance with SARs.

Hosting

Our artifact is hosted on GitHub at [https://github.com/brownsys/K9db](https://github.com/brownsys/K9db). The version of the repository corresponding to this paper is available at [https://github.com/brownsys/K9db/releases/tag/osdi2023](https://github.com/brownsys/K9db/releases/tag/osdi2023), with commit hash `df2bcdffa05f70f508fad95a11e2a6de8a7e6e14`. The corresponding wiki commit hash is `c720b085ca34edc16246f296991e623a29933f9b`.

Requirements

We developed our prototype on x86-64 machines running Ubuntu 20.04 and 22.04. We provide a Docker container that includes the necessary software dependencies. We ran our experiments on Google Cloud using n2-standard-16 machines with a local SSD.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art encrypted databases (EDBs) can be divided into two types: one that protects the whole DBMS engine in a trusted domain, and one that protects only operators that support queries over encrypted data. Both types have limitations when dealing with malicious database administrators (DBAs). The first type either exposes the data to DBAs or makes maintenance operations difficult if the DBA role is eliminated. The second type is vulnerable to abuse of the operator interfaces; in particular, we devise a smuggle attack that enables DBAs to secretly and effectively access data.

We introduce HEDB, which prevents smuggle attacks and preserves database maintainability. HEDB uses a dual-mode EDB design based on our analysis of DBA maintenance tasks. Execution Mode handles user queries by isolating DBAs from operators to prevent smuggle attacks, while Maintenance Mode enables DBMS maintenance and operator troubleshooting through authenticated replay and anonymized replay, respectively. Our evaluation shows that HEDB blocks smuggle attacks and supports common maintenance tasks with 5.88% runtime cost and 9.26% storage cost.

1 Introduction

With approximately 60 ZB of data stored in database systems [6], much of which is sensitive, data breaches pose one of the most serious threats today, causing an average loss of $4.35 million per incident [4]. To protect against external attacks, database security features such as role-based access control and encryption at rest have become de facto standards. However, these features are not effective at preventing attacks from malicious insiders, who create new internal threats. This is especially true for Database as a Service (DBaaS) scenarios, where cloud platform operators and database administrators (DBA) have full access to the database engine and customer data. To address this threat, several encrypted database (EDB) systems have been proposed by academia [15, 17, 26, 42, 44, 48] and industry [14, 30, 50].

Despite a broad spectrum of prior efforts [14, 15, 17, 26, 30, 42, 44, 48, 50], EDB systems with (i) full-SQL functionality, (ii) maintainability and (iii) strong security have remained an unsolved problem for the past decade. State-of-the-art EDB systems can be largely categorized into two types: (1) a monolithic EDB design that isolates the whole database engine in a trusted domain, and (2) a plug-and-play EDB design that leverages protected operators to process user secrets. We name them Type-I and Type-II for brief, as depicted in Figure 1. Both types reuse existing database engines, inheriting (almost) all features of modern databases such as SQL execution and ACID transactions.

For Type-I EDBs [17, 44, 45], a system operator or DBA can only monitor an end-to-end secure channel between an isolated database engine and a remote user. However, the conventional role of DBAs conflicts with customer privacy. Consider a maintenance task that DBAs help to diagnose a conventional DBMS. Maintaining and diagnosing the outsourced databases.

Type-II EDBs [14, 15, 30, 42, 43, 48, 50] typically use database extensions to enable various primitive operators over encrypted data. Operators include arithmetics, comparisons, string searching, etc. The primary advantage of Type-II is that operators have a small trusted computing base (TCB) compared to Type-I. Furthermore, the low complexity of the operator’s codebase also makes it easy to develop and simple to vet. Most importantly, Type-II surpasses Type-I in terms of
maintainability, as DBAs can connect to the database server, examine query plans, attach powerful profilers and debuggers, and collect crash dumps without concerns of data breaches, since user data is always encrypted. Type-II EDBs are therefore well adopted by cloud database vendors [14, 30, 50].

Regarding data privacy, Type-II leaks information such as ordering and frequency, which may compromise sensitive columns with the aid of sophisticated background knowledge [27–29, 32, 39].

Even worse, under existing database access control, an adversarial DBA can arbitrarily invoke Type-II EDB’s operator interfaces. As Type-II exposes various operators, DBAs can exploit a sequence of carefully constructed invocations to recover the victim’s sensitive data [16]. We devise an efficient and stealthy attack, named smuggle attacks, which applies to all basic encrypted types (i.e., numerics, time, text) and can recover 100% data items of 35,243 health records within 2 minutes with no prior knowledge. Conceptually, smuggle attacks is similar to Iago attack [21], as both abuse interfaces. But unlike Iago, defending smuggle attacks is more challenging because it does not tamper with the correctness of invocation results. Hence, we opt for a new approach to defeating smuggle attacks, while retaining Type-II’s advantages of DBA maintainability.

Our proposal: HEDB. HEDB is a new EDB design that can provide interface security (namely, smuggle attacks-resilient) and maintainability. HEDB’s design is based on two insights: (a) without authenticated access, interface security cannot be achieved, and (b) in most cases, accessing plaintext secret data is not essential to EDB maintenance. Hence HEDB introduces two modes: Execution Mode where operators authenticate valid requests for user queries (defending against smuggle attacks), and Maintenance Mode where mock data is used during DBA maintenance (minimizing privacy leakages). In Execution Mode, HEDB adopts Type-II’s design by decoupling the DBMS and operators, and protects them using two trusted domains with an authenticated channel. When switching to Maintenance Mode, HEDB forks a new DBMS instance from the protected DBMS to an unprotected domain, and feeds operators (also in the unprotected domain) with mock data. Figure 1 overviews this process.

This dual-mode EDB design is non-trivial and has several technical challenges. First, switching EDB components between modes requires execution environment reconstruction for maintenance purposes. Second, too accurate maintenance may help DBAs infer secret data easily, while simply using fake data hinders maintenance. Third, after maintenance, there should be a secure way to apply hotfixes to the protected DBMS instance, without invoking any new attack surfaces.

To overcome the above challenges, HEDB introduces several key techniques. To allow DBAs to inspect the stateful DBMS, HEDB employs DBMS-located VM fork across two hypervisors using existing hardware (i.e., ARMv8.4 S-EL2). For execution environment reconstruction, HEDB relies on record-and-replay. HEDB records the operator invocation trace in Execution Mode, and proposes authenticated replay to reproduce DBMS issues in Maintenance Mode. To preserve buggy control flows and protect user data privacy at the same time, HEDB proposes anonymized replay, which employs concolic execution to capture path constraints, translates data masking rules also into constraints, and exploits constraint solving for operator troubleshooting in Maintenance Mode. Finally, HEDB uses maintenance templates to securely apply hotfixes in Execution Mode. HEDB accomplishes these features with low implementation complexity (~2K lines of C and Python code). HEDB’s record incurs 5.88% runtime overhead; replay supports fixing configuration bugs, reproducing functional bugs, and debugging most performance bugs. Our optimizations speed up HEDB’s TPC-H execution by 2.49×, and improve HEDB’s constraint solving-based log anonymization by up to two orders of magnitude.

Contributions. We highlight the following contributions:

- A study of existing EDB systems and the introduction of smuggle attacks for Type-II EDBs.
- A dual-mode EDB design, based on empirical studies of typical maintenance issues and DBA operation tasks.
- A new system called HEDB, which prevents smuggle attacks while allowing DBAs to maintain EDB with reasonable overhead.

While HEDB provides, for the first time, interface security and maintainability for existing Type-II EDB systems, it does have some limitations. HEDB’s current implementation does not support non-deterministic bug reproduction (e.g., concurrent transactional writes such as in TPC-C, though TPC-C is not vulnerable to smuggle attacks). In addition, HEDB does not cover all DBA tasks (e.g., arbitrary query rewriting) and may not reproduce all bugs (when using strict masking rules). Nonetheless, HEDB fills a critical gap in encrypted databases.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Database as a Service (DBaaS)

In “Database as a Service” (DBaaS) [31], service providers take care of the installation, update, backup, and maintenance of databases. DBaaS provides managed databases with a transparent software stack and infrastructure. This design releases users from the duty of database administration, which is complex, time-consuming, and requires deep expertise. In DBaaS, these maintenance tasks are delegated to database administrators (DBAs). In brief, DBaaS empowers users to focus on their core business.

2.2 Encrypted Database (EDB)

Data privacy is a major concern of adopting DBaaS. Service providers might not be fully trustworthy [4]; even if they
are, curious staff may leak private information. For instance, Swiss bank DBAs were reported to have sold customer information [12]. This is why an encrypted database (EDB) comes into place; an EDB executes queries over fully encrypted data.

Ideally, an EDB system should provide a compatible set of traditional DBMS features (e.g., transactions, recovery) and most importantly, support all common SQL queries on the encrypted data. For example, users can perform equality checks to the highly sensitive personally identifiable information (PII) such as names and credit card numbers. As another example, users should be able to apply arithmetic operations and range predicates on the encrypted financial data (e.g., billings) and healthcare records (e.g., heart rates) to calculate the maximum expense or to compute the average heart rates.

Both academia [15, 17, 26, 42–44, 48] and industry [14, 30, 50] have shown great interest in EDB systems. We surveyed state-of-the-art EDBs as listed in Table 1, and classified them into two categories: (1) a monolithic EDB design, and (2) a plug-and-play EDB design. For simplicity, we name them Type-I and Type-II, respectively.

### 2.3  Type-I EDB: Putting a Database in TEE

**Overview.** Trusted execution environments (TEE) are a hardware-assisted approach that offers the essential abilities of secure isolation, memory encryption and remote attestation. They are widely available on commercialized processors (e.g., AMD SEV [13], Intel SGX [11] and TDX [9], ARM S-EL2 [35] and CCA [36]) or implemented using a secure co-processor or FPGA. The monolithic EDB design places an existing DBMS engine into TEE to protect user data and queries. User secrets are encrypted outside TEE and remain plaintext inside the trusted database. This design brings a large trusted computing base (TCB); an operating system or library OS must be ported into the TEE [17, 44, 45].

**Workflow.** A user queries the Type-I EDB as follows: 1. The client-side user or the DB-backed application sends a SQL query to DBMS through a secure channel. 2. DBMS parses the query, generates a plan, optimizes it and executes the plan, by reading the encrypted tables from the untrusted storage, and writing the updated tables after encryption. DBMS returns the query result through the secure channel.

**Implications.** In Type-I EDB systems, the data privacy and database implementations are tightly coupled, which raises several issues. First, simply putting a database into TEE does not make the database immune to rogue DBAs. For today’s DBMSes, DBAs have unlimited access to users’ data, including secret data in the TEE. To ensure privacy, Type-I EDBs must either modify DBMS engines or disable the role of DBAs. However, refactoring the DBMS codebase to preclude the existence of DBAs and their privileges may require significant engineering efforts. Even if a DBMS eliminates DBAs, it would give up maintainability—this DBMS loses the major benefit of DBaaS that experts (i.e., DBAs) manage, optimize, and diagnose users’ outsourced databases. People might not use DBaaS in the first place.

### 2.4  Type-II EDB: Putting an Operator in TEE

**Overview.** The plug-and-play EDBs are another type of EDB. They leverage customizable extensions of modern database systems (e.g., PostgreSQL, MySQL) to encrypt data on-the-fly. The extension is written as a database plugin (normally in the form of a user-defined function or UDF). To implement Type-II EDBs, developers typically create and register new data types—encrypted data types—into the database. When the database execution engine processes encrypted data types, it invokes the UDF-based operators that are responsible for handling encrypted data operations.

There are two ways to implement Type-II EDBs. For one, developers implement different cryptographic schemes in operators to compute directly on the encrypted data [42, 43, 47]. We call them crypto-based Type-II EDBs. For the other, developers implement operators in TEEs. We call these TEE-based Type-II EDBs [14, 15, 30, 48, 50]. TEE-based EDBs rely on hardware modules to provide integrity and confidentiality, and data are decrypted only when they are within TEEs. Crypto-based Type-II EDBs fall short in functionalities (e.g., floating-point arithmetics and text concatenation); they must either rely on a trusted proxy [42, 43] or move the unsupported computation to the client [47]. In this paper, we focus on the TEE-based Type-II EDBs that have full-SQL supports and are preferred in production [14, 30, 50].

**Workflow.** A user queries the Type-II EDB as follows: 1. The client-side user or the DB-backed application sends a SQL query whose sensitive constants are encrypted. 2. DBMS parses the query, and reads the encrypted data from storage. The DBMS engine generates, optimizes, and executes an execution plan. Upon each computation of the encrypted data type, DBMS prepares a tuple, (ciphertext1, ciphertext2, ...), and feeds it to the operator. 3. The operator receives the tuple, decrypts the ciphertexts, performs the operation, encrypts the result (except when returning plaintext boolean values, e.g., comparisons), sends the result to DBMS, and waits for the next invocation. 4. The DBMS
engine finishes the entire query execution by returning the (encrypted) result to the client.

**Advantages.** In comparison with Type-I EDBs, the Type-II EDBs have the following advantages.

- **Small TCB:** Compared with putting a full-fledged DBMS in TEE, Type-II EDBs run only operators in TEE which is a tiny fraction of the entire DBMS.
- **Development friendly:** The Type-II EDBs leverage DBMS extension systems and require no modifications to DBMS engines. The low complexity of operators also makes upgrades simple and easy.
- **Maintenance friendly:** The DBMS engine does not touch plaintext data, so it is accessible to DBAs. DBAs can perform maintenance operations such as examining query plans for performance, collecting crash core dumps for troubleshooting, or even attaching a debugger to inspect the execution of a SQL query.

These advantages make Type-II EDB preferable to cloud vendors such as Azure [14], Huawei [30] and Alibaba [50].

**Implications.** Compared to Type-I, Type-II EDBs however expose a larger attack surface. First, unlike Type-I, Type-II does not protect the integrity of query execution as it relies on an unprotected DBMS engine. Second, the data-level computation allows an honest-but-curious DBA to learn the data volume, distribution, frequency, ordering, and correlations between columns. With prior knowledge, an adversary may be able to infer secret data [27–29, 32, 39]. Finally, if a malicious DBA can issue arbitrary operator invocations, they can conduct a full database breach. We call it smuggle attack.

### 2.5 Smuggle Attack

This section describes how a DBA can mount a smuggle attack to recover encrypted data types and real-world datasets. We emphasize that the smuggle attack requires no background knowledge, and its recovery is deterministic.

**Attack overview.** We use a minimal working example that recovers encrypted integers in a Type-II EDB.

- **Constructing basic ciphers:** By division (\(\div\)), a DBA can obtain the ciphertext of ‘1’ (dividing a number by itself). With the basic ciphers of ‘1’, in principle, the DBA can construct all encrypted integers by iteratively asking operators to add (+) the cipher ‘1’ to a counter.
- **Recovering user secrets:** With the equality operator (\(=\)), the DBA can recover the victim’s encrypted values by observing the plaintext boolean values by comparing them with known ciphertexts. To recover an encrypted integer \(x\), the DBA can use a binary search to compare \(x\) with some candidate known ciphertexts (using \(<, >\), and \(=\)).

Other encrypted types (e.g., decimal, text, and time) can also be attacked (see § A.1). Extending their data domain to a larger range (e.g., 64-bit) does not prevent the attack because binary search is efficient to search on even a 64-bit range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>API numbers</th>
<th>Interface attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>200+ POSIX APIs</td>
<td>Iago attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBMS</td>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>79 operator APIs</td>
<td>Smuggle attack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The analogy between Iago [21] and smuggle attacks.

Removing operators used by smuggle attacks will disable OLAP workloads because these workloads (e.g., TPC-H) require all the mentioned operations (e.g., \(\div, +, >, =\)).

**Attacking real-world datasets.** We illustrate smuggle attacks against a real-world dataset, SPARCS\(^2\), with 2.54 million records [8]. We use an open-source Type-II EDB, StealthDB [48] (commit 1ca645a), which exposes operators such as arithmetics, comparisons, mathematics, aggregations (+, −, *, /, %, <, =, power(), MAX, AVG, SUM). Only comparison operators return boolean values in plaintext; others return the computation results in ciphertext.

We first select 6 columns of SPARCS patients’ sensitive information from 239 hospitals in 9 areas, and protect these columns using StealthDB with the AES-128-GCM encryption. We then log into StealthDB using the DBA account and can call operators with crafted parameters, but cannot see the internals of operators (i.e., cannot see decrypted user data). Lastly, we issue binary-search SQL queries to conduct smuggle attacks; these queries do not return to users nor impact their queries’ results. In the end, smuggle attacks recover 100% ciphertexts in 92 seconds without any prior knowledge.

**Defending smuggle attacks is challenging.** We argue that smuggle attacks are hard to defend by today’s EDB designs. This is because smuggle attacks are an interface attack that targets the exposed operator interfaces, rather than any particular implementations. We have seen interface attacks before, for example, Iago attack [21] that targets OS interfaces (i.e., system calls). We summarize the two attacks in Table 2.

In fact, defending smuggle attacks is even harder than preventing Iago attack because Iago attack can be identified by checking if a syscall follows its specification. For example, the return value of `abrk()` must not fall into any range of the allocated memory areas; otherwise, there is a data corruption (and this is likely an Iago attack). Unlike Iago attack that is conducted by few syscalls (usually just one syscall), smuggle attacks require a series of invocations. Neither operators nor users can resist smuggle attacks because (1) operators within TEEs cannot distinguish user’s invocations from others (e.g., malicious DBAs); (2) invocations issued by smuggle attacks do not alter the correctness of user queries, and hence users cannot realize that a smuggle attacks is happening.

**Attack summary.** The core principle behind smuggle attacks is not new, as it has been established that any column that enables both computation and comparison operations could be vulnerable (as noted on page 6, “Write query ex-
ecution” in [43]). However, we are the first to successfully apply this principle to a real-world EDB system. Prior EDB attacks have identified several types of leakage attacks, such as Count Attack [19], Non-Crossing Attack [29], Access Pattern Attack [32], and Frequency Analysis [39], which are also applicable to both Type-I and Type-II EDBs. What sets smuggle attacks apart is that it requires zero prior knowledge, making it even more potent than previous leakage attacks. Additionally, smuggle attacks are not exclusive to DBAs, as anyone who can access operator interfaces can carry out smuggle attacks. For instance, an attacker who knows a victim’s password but not the encryption key could not decrypt the victim’s data, but they could bypass access control with the password and then use smuggle attacks to breach the data.

We have studied Type-I and Type-II EDB system designs, where there is tension between (a) database maintenance and (b) interface security. In short, Type-I is immune to (b) but lacks (a), while Type-II provides (a) but suffers from (b). However, both (a) and (b) are essential for EDBs; we need both. This motivates our system, HEDB.

3 HEDB Design

We first introduce our design goals and present a new EDB architecture that HEDB uses. We then describe our threat model and how HEDB works.

**Design Goals.** HEDB has three goals.

- **G1: smuggle attack resilience.** HEDB must protect user’s sensitive data from smuggle attacks (§ 2.5) which Type-II EDBs [14, 30, 50] suffer from.
- **G2: database maintainability.** A DBA should be able to configure, manage, diagnose, and troubleshoot the HEDB as a traditional DBMS.
- **G3: backward compatibility.** HEDB aims to be compatible with the existing database ecosystems. We do not expect to reimplement HEDB in new frameworks (e.g., verifiable computation [51] or secure multi-party computation [41]) which invalidates existing DBMS tools.

**HEDB architecture.** HEDB uses a new three-zone architecture (depicted in Figure 2) because we observe that different roles—DBAs, DBaaS providers, and database users—have different duties and requirements. (1) DBAs are responsible for managing resources and performing maintenance tasks, and they want to do these jobs in a low-drama way. (2) DBaaS providers are supposed to deploy DBMS as services, and they want their services running correctly. (3) Users are the data owners whose secret data is stored in the database. They want the database to be easy to use (e.g., maintained by DBAs), and meanwhile, users need their data stored securely (i.e., having data integrity and confidentiality).

These observations inspire HEDB’s architecture: unlike prior EDBs [17, 44], HEDB *decouples integrity from privacy*. In particular, HEDB’s architecture detangles DBAs’ maintenance jobs from users’ data confidentiality requirements by using three zones: *integrity zone, privacy zone, and management zone*. The integrity zone provides execution integrity but not confidentiality; it runs the DBMS engine. The privacy zone guarantees data confidentiality; it runs operators and is the only place containing users’ plaintext data. The management zone allows DBAs to troubleshoot both DBMS engine and operators. This design brings the opportunity to serve both interface security (G1) and maintainability (G2).

**Threat model and security guarantees.** HEDB assumes TEE hardware works as expected; that is, hardware isolation and security guarantees are reliable and trustworthy. Further, HEDB assumes remote attestation for authentication. HEDB uses remote attestation to confirm the integrity of the EDB executables. We also assume that database users and DBaaS providers agree on the EDB code and configurations.

In HEDB’s threat model, DBaaS providers are not trusted, as they could access server-side states over the network, on disk, or in memory that are not protected by TEE. They may also tamper with the database logs and data, and drop network connections to the EDB systems. These attacks can be detected by HEDB. Likewise, cloud administrators (who manage the cloud’s physical resources) and database administrators (DBAs) are not trusted either and can behave arbitrarily, including conducting smuggle attacks. Conversely, HEDB assumes that users will not intentionally attack themselves or leak their own data. However, co-tenant users may pose potential threats and they can be blocked using the DB’s access control. Finally, the developers of HEDB are trusted, but the source code must be verified. Thanks to the small pieces of code in Type-II operators, HEDB is made easy to verify.

As security guarantees, HEDB ensures no plaintext data outside TEEs, the same as Type-I and Type-II EDBs. In addition, HEDB is smuggle attacks resilient. In terms of metadata privacy (e.g., frequency, ordering), HEDB provides the same security guarantees as Type-II EDBs. Both HEDB and Type-II EDBs may leak metadata [27]. Nonetheless, this is a fundamental trade-off between functionality and privacy because revealing these metadata is sometimes necessary for core database functionalities, for example, database indexing. Production systems have made the trade-off by choosing Type-II EDBs as the de facto method [14, 30, 50]. Finally, similar to
both Type-I and Type-II EDBs, HEDB does not prevent exploitations of DBMS bugs or vulnerabilities (e.g., code-reuse attacks), which is an orthogonal line of security problems.

### 3.1 HEDB Workflow

HEDB provides two modes: Execution Mode and Maintenance Mode. Execution Mode is when HEDB normally runs. HEDB serves user queries by running the DBMS engine in the integrity zone and executing operators in the privacy zone. When performing maintenance, DBAs switch HEDB to Maintenance Mode, in which operators stop responding to new requests and DBMS is forked to the management zone. Management zone enables DBAs to inspect the internal states of the DBMS engine. After locating issues and suggesting solutions, DBAs switch HEDB back to Execution Mode and resume the service.

**Normal execution.** To launch a HEDB instance, a hypervisor starts a virtual machine (VM) in the integrity zone, and runs a DBMS instance in the VM. The hypervisor calculates the digest of the VM and ensures its integrity. Meanwhile, the hypervisor initializes operators that run in the privacy zone.

After HEDB’s initialization, a user can remotely attest both HEDB’s VMs (containing DBMS and operators). Then, the user establishes a secure channel with the DBMS instance and starts sending queries. Note that the query constants are encrypted. For example, in a query SELECT ... WHERE year < 2022, the number 2022 will be encrypted. This is a must because the integrity zone does not provide confidentiality.

In Execution Mode, DBAs are isolated from the HEDB. DBAs cannot log into the database VM or access operator interfaces hence cannot start attacks. HEDB achieves this by disabling the logins for VM superusers and DBA accounts when booting. Users can verify this by checking the booting script and attesting that the script is the one that runs.

To monitor resources while HEDB is running in Execution Mode, VM resources can be externally monitored by the cloud hypervisor, and DBMS resources can be queried using statistics SQLs via a normal user (i.e., non-DBA) account.

**Database maintenance.** When users encounter problems, they seek DBAs for assistance. DBAs can request HEDB to switch to Maintenance Mode. HEDB does this by forking the current DBMS engine and dumps two logs, authenticated log (§4.2) and anonymized log (§4.3). In Maintenance Mode, HEDB uses record-and-replay [24] to help DBAs run user queries. The record-and-replay enables DBAs to profile, diagnose, and troubleshoot EDB in the management zone. We elaborate on how HEDB supports maintainability in section 4.

After troubleshooting, DBAs submit a fix and request HEDB to switch back to Execution Mode. During switching, HEDB in the integrity zone examines the fix (§4.2). HEDB will reject if the fix does not pass the check or DBAs tamper with the code or the (encrypted) data of the database.

**Mapping HEDB architecture to real hardware.** HEDB makes some security assumptions about the hardware. For example, HEDB requires the privacy zone to provide either memory encryption or dedicated on-chip memory. In fact, HEDB’s architecture can be achieved by using today’s hardware. The current HEDB prototype relies on commercial-off-the-shelf ARMv8.4 S-EL2 using a Normal World VM as the management zone, a Secure World VM as the integrity zone, and another Secure World VM with on-chip memory as the privacy zone. Both management zone and integrity zone support virtual machines (VMs) atop hypervisors [35]. It can be further extended to the next-generation confidential computing platforms such as Intel TDX [9] (using a Normal VM as management zone, a TD VM as integrity zone, and an SGX enclave as privacy zone) and ARMv9 CCA [36] (using a Normal VM as management zone, a TrustZone VM as integrity zone, and a Realm VM as privacy zone). While HEDB is designed for virtualized environments, its solution does not intrinsically rely on the VM. For bare-metal systems, self-migration [34] can be used as an alternative.

### 3.2 Defending Smuggle Attack

Existing commercialized Type-II EDB products [14, 30] defend smuggle attacks by sacrificing functionalities. For example, Azure AEv2 [14] does not provide arithmetic operations, and Huawei FE-in-GaussDB Production [30] does not provide comparison operations. Neither of them can support analytical queries such as TPC-H. Alibaba Operon [50] is the first system that supports full-SQL operations but restricts the callee by specifying which operators can be invoked. Nonetheless, when users need to execute TPC-H, Operon then fails to stop smuggle attacks because TPC-H contains both arithmetic and comparison operators, and attackers can use them too. Instead, HEDB chooses to restrict the caller by authenticating the invoker (described below); HEDB prevents DBAs from invoking any operators. Such a design enables diverse operators without any concerns regarding interface attacks.

**Defending smuggle attacks by mode switch.** HEDB prevents smuggle attacks by switching the DBMS engine from Execution Mode to Maintenance Mode; a DBA cannot access the DBMS engine in Execution Mode and cannot invoke the operators in Maintenance Mode. Regarding mode switch, HEDB chooses to fork VMs rather than processes, and furthermore, many DBMS engines use multiple processes. Forking a group of processes requires forking their OS kernel states in addition to careful synchronization (to avoid deadlocks). Besides, trouble may arise from the kernel, such as insufficient buffer cache and limited process number (see Table 4). As a result, we choose to fork the DBMS-located VMs instead of the DB processes, since both management zone and integrity zone support hardware virtualization. Our design choice is simple and practical, and meets our goals (G1, G2, and G3).

**Defending confused deputy by authenticated channel.** In modern databases, a database user can use the SQL command
Table 3: The intentions and the corresponding DBAs’ operations for Step-1 inspections (PostgreSQL-based EDB). The observed phenomena and subsequent actions are listed in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monitor waiting sessions</td>
<td>rank running sessions from pg_stat_activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monitor waiting threads</td>
<td>rank running threads from pg_thread_wait_status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monitor database locks</td>
<td>analyze lock situations from pg_locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identify slow queries</td>
<td>analyze SQL statements from pg_stat_statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explain database plan</td>
<td>issue EXPLAIN [SQL statement]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collect database statistics</td>
<td>issue ANALYZE [table]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example-1: query waiting events of the current running sessions

```sql
SELECT wait_event, wait_event_type, Count(*)
FROM pg_stat_activity
WHERE pid != pg_backend_pid()
ORDER BY Count(*) DESC;
```

Example-2: query transactions that start longer than a specified duration (100s)

```sql
SELECT Count(*)
FROM pg_stat_activity
WHERE pid != pg_backend_pid()
AND (Now() - xact_start > interval '100s');
```

“SET ROLE” to change the user ID of the current session. DBAs can thus switch to any user to launch the smuggle attacks. In HEDB, we adopt a client-side authentication technique. The client must hold a master key, and the operators in the privacy zone can remotely attest to the client using standard signature verification. Because DBAs do not have the user credential, an operator rejects requests from the DBAs, even when the session has the user ID. Our survey shows that existing commercialized EDBs [14, 30, 50] all support client-side encryption where the client holds a master key.

4 Supporting Maintainability

HEDB is designed to support database maintainability. For HEDB (or any Type-II EDB), there are two major pieces that require maintenance and troubleshooting: the DBMS engine and operators. By studying DBA daily tasks (§4.1), we observe that DBAs operate differently on the two parts and expect different tools and functionalities. HEDB supports DBMS engine maintenance through authenticated replay (§4.2) and operator troubleshooting through anonymized replay (§4.3).

4.1 Understanding DBA tasks

To understand database maintenance, we conduct an empirical study of existing DBA guidance from Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and several cloud databases, including Amazon Aurora [1], Google Cloud SQL [7], Azure SQL [14], Huawei GaussDB [30], and Alibaba Operon [50].

We find that the workflow of DBA administrative tasks typically contains two steps. In Step 1, DBAs inspect the states of DBMS engine and OS to identify the issue and locating the root cause (see Table 3). During inspection, DBAs may need to install and use profiling tools or issue proper SQLs to query various database metadata tables (e.g., index, locks, activity), for example, examining transactions that last longer than a desired duration, say 100 seconds. In Step 2, DBA takes actions to fix the issue (see Table 4). These actions mainly involve updating the configuration parameters of the DBMS engine or the underlying OS kernel, kill the deadlocked database processes, or reclaim database storage.

4.2 DBMS Maintenance by Authenticated Replay

In this section, we introduce how HEDB supports DBAs to maintain the DBMS engine. We describe operator troubleshooting in the next section (§4.3).

Overview. When meeting problems, users contact DBAs for help. DBAs will request HEDB for a mode switch from Execution Mode to Maintenance Mode. In Maintenance Mode, DBAs fork the VM without worrying about accidentally damaging the VM snapshot. In the cloned VM, DBAs have the root privilege and can re-execute the problematic user requests by authenticated replay (described in detail below). During troubleshooting, DBAs can use arbitrary tools (e.g., profilers and debuggers). There are no privacy leaks during troubleshooting because user data is encrypted in the VM.

After the root cause is identified, HEDB provides a maintenance template where DBAs can write the actions to be applied. Then HEDB is switched to the Execution Mode. The integrity-zone hypervisor triggers a shim module in the VM. This shim first performs sanity checks over the submitted fix, ensuring all parameters in the template are valid, and ultimately takes the maintenance actions on the DBA’s behalf.

Authenticated replay for Step 1. To provide DBA maintenance without letting DBAs access operator interfaces, HEDB records the operations’ inputs and outputs in ciphertext during Execution Mode, and replays them to mock operator executions in Maintenance Mode. On the one hand, authenticated replay rejects any new operator invocations with unseen parameters, stopping smuggle attacks. On the other hand, authenticated replay ensures that the database follows the same control flow and data flow as in the history of Execution Mode. Using authenticated replay, various DBMS bugs (e.g., configuration and functional bugs) can be fully reproduced with the replay log. The log also embeds a timestamp of each operator invocation, and HEDB provides delay simulation to help debug performance bugs. For example, a DBA can re-execute the user queries after updating a configuration parameter and check if this update does improve the query performance.
As operators are highly extensible and designed to support various operations, bugs are inevitable. Unlike the DBMS related to path explosion or environment modeling, HEDB requires developers to decompose complex operators into micro-operators, each of which should undergo the concolic executor within a reasonable short amount of time.

### Privacy-preserving log generation via data masking

To hide user data, HEDB requires a large number of distinct candidates sharing the same control flow as the original user data, which is computationally expensive. For example, generating 1 million candidates for a single control flow takes 24 minutes using a state-of-the-art constraint solver, Z3 [23]. While increasing the number of candidates enhances privacy, determining the optimal number of candidates is non-trivial. To address this, HEDB leverages rules from modern data masking engines [2, 5]. Common rules include scrambling (1234 → XXX4), substitution (Boston → USA), variance (0.07 → 1.0), etc. Currently, HEDB employs simple rules translated into constraints understood by Z3.

By feeding both path constraints and masking constraints into the constraint solver, HEDB can generate new inputs that not only reproduce the bug but also protect user privacy. This generation only needs to occur once per control flow, and the results can be reused for later debugging.

The input parameters of operators comprise two types: user data (e.g., from columns) and metadata (e.g., size). Following the security model of previous work [42, 48], HEDB masks only user data, while metadata can be hidden using padding. Users can customize the data masking rules for different columns based on their knowledge of the data semantics.

### Example

Here is a demonstrative example of how HEDB generates the anonymized log. As illustrated in Figure 3, each entry in the authenticated log is iteratively translated into an anonymized counterpart. First, a line of log entries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Maintenance Template</th>
<th>Sanity Checks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>directory permission denied</td>
<td>change directory permission</td>
<td>chmod 750 [dir]</td>
<td>[dir] must be under “/usr/local/pgsql/data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core dump makes no space left</td>
<td>remove core dump file</td>
<td>rm /var/crash/*core</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow buffer cache</td>
<td>enable huge pages for shared_buffers</td>
<td>hugepage [on</td>
<td>off] [num]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB connection failure</td>
<td>restart DB engine</td>
<td>systemctl restart postgresql</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too small MTU</td>
<td>reconfigure network card’s MTU</td>
<td>ifconfig [eth] stn [num]</td>
<td>[eth] exists and [num] is between 64 and 8192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sorry, too many clients already’</td>
<td>enlarge the process number</td>
<td>ulinit -u [value]</td>
<td>[value] is between 1 and 8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No space left on device</td>
<td>vacuum the database</td>
<td>VACUUM FULL;</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index contains corrupted page</td>
<td>rebuild the index</td>
<td>REINDEX TABLE [table];</td>
<td>[table] must be an existing table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too large log files</td>
<td>remove unused log files</td>
<td>SELECT pg_rotate_logfile();</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a query is hung or blocked</td>
<td>cancel the hung query</td>
<td>SELECT pg_cancel_backend([pid]);</td>
<td>[pid] must be an active database process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low throughput</td>
<td>adjust I/O load of background writer processes</td>
<td>max_io_capacity = [num]</td>
<td>[num] is between 0 and 100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock wait timeout</td>
<td>enlarge timeout values</td>
<td>max_query_retry_times = [num]</td>
<td>[num] is between 0 and 3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insufficient buffer</td>
<td>update DB buffer configuration parameters</td>
<td>shared_buffers = [num]</td>
<td>[num] is between 64 and 2048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** The typical phenomena and DBAs’ common **Step-2 actions**. The operations used to observe these phenomena are listed in Table 3.

**Maintenance templates for Step 2.** HEDB translates common actions into templates. For example, to adjust the transaction timeout, a template is “max_query_retry_times = [num]”, where the “[num]” is a parameter that DBAs fill in and is restricted to a reasonable range (between 0 and 3600 seconds). We summarize common DBA actions and the corresponding templates in Table 4.

Maintenance templates offer a quick path to implement DBA hotfixes. Our lessons with template-based maintenance show that it covers common DBA actions used in practice, such as updating the configuration parameters, fine-tuning slow queries, and canceling lengthy transactions. For actions that require modifying the database code, such as patching functional bugs or adding new query-rewrite rules to the DBMS engine for better performance, HEDB requires auditing the patch before updating.

### 4.3 Operator Troubleshooting by Anonymized Replay

As operators are highly extensible and designed to support various operations, bugs are inevitable. Unlike the DBMS engine that only handles ciphertexts, operators work in the privacy zone that contains user secrets in plaintext. Debugging operators requires avoiding or minimizing data leakage.

**Overview.** The core idea is to construct "control-flow equivalent" inputs using a concolic executor and a constraint solver. This process generates multiple sets of inputs, causing the operator to exercise the same path as the buggy inputs. HEDB selects a new set of inputs from candidates, replaces the encrypted values of the authenticated log (called anonymized log), and replays the log to reproduce the operator’s bugs.

While [20, 22, 49] have also used similar techniques for diagnosis under privacy regulation, they suffer from issues related to path explosion or environment modeling. HEDB enhances these techniques, improving efficiency and privacy.

**Efficient constraint collection via simplified operators.** HEDB overcomes the efficiency challenges in three ways. First, operators are userspace programs with rare system calls (mostly memory allocation) and no privileged instructions, hence eliminating the need for modeling OS kernel environments. Second, operators are designed to be stateless, which is common in Type-II EDBs [14, 30, 50]. This means that an operator’s path conditions rely solely on its inputs, resulting in significantly fewer possibilities. Third, when operators become complex, scalability issues with concolic executors might limit their practicality. HEDB requires developers to decompose complex operators into micro-operators, each of which should undergo the concolic executor within a reasonable short amount of time.
is decrypted in the privacy zone, and fed into a concolic executor that captures the path constraints that lead to the “LIKE” operator using buggy inputs. Then, an constraint solver utilizes these constraints, along with those derived from a rule that scrambles the first 6 digits of a phone number, to generate a new set of fake inputs, namely, “XXX-XXX-111”.

**Design rationale.** In principle, HEDB’s troubleshooting is not limited to stateless operators. However, supporting stateful operators requires overcoming additional challenges. First, crash consistency is a critical issue for Type-II plus stateful operators, because failures can cause inconsistencies between the states of the DBMS and the operators, and is inherent to all Type-II systems regardless of HEDB’s design. Second, consider HEDB with stateful operators; concolic execution might experience state explosion, whereas record-and-replay will need to log every state change, resulting in performance degradation. Finally, applying HEDB’s data masking rules to operator states may raise security concerns, since these states are typically less structured and could potentially reveal information. Another question to ask is whether the proposed approaches could be applied to provide maintainability to Type-I EDBs. This is an open question, as it presents significant obstacles, such as (i) the challenge of anonymizing the DBMS’s intricate internal states, and (ii) the potential inability to scale over extensive execution paths, given the current concolic executors and constraint solvers.

### 5 Implementation

#### 5.1 Implementation Complexity

**DBMS and operators.** Similar to prior Type-II EDBs [14, 30, 48, 50], we implemented an ARM version of UDF-based operators using ~4K lines of C for PostgreSQL v13.8. Our UDFs define 4 encrypted data types and 79 operators. To protect the DBMS engine in an integrity zone, we run it in a secure VM on top of a thin ARMv8.4-S-EL2 hypervisor—Svisor [35]. We further protect HEDB’s operators in another secure VM with on-chip memory. We also extended S-visor to allocate a dedicated shared memory between the DBMS-VM and operator-VM, accomplishing authenticated channel.

**Mode switch.** We extended S-visor and KVM using 91 lines of C and 24 lines of ARM Assembly to implement HEDB’s mode switch, by means of VM migration between TrustZone and Normal World. Specifically, HEDB configures the TZASC control registers to specify whether a VM belongs to TrustZone or Normal World, providing fast VM migration (~68K cycles) without incurring VM memory copying.

We follow the design principle of S-visor which delegates most functionality to N-visor (i.e., QEMU/KVM), while S-visor focuses on simple tasks such as saving and restoring VM contexts and carrying out necessary security checks. Instead of implementing fork in S-EL2, we leverage a “switch-and-fork” approach that reuses QEMU’s mature features such as VM snapshotting. Specifically, a mode switch is triggered when DBMS is in Execution Mode, and N-visor signals S-visor to mark all VM memory as non-secure by updating TZASC. Then, N-visor restores the VM contexts, snapshots the VM, and resumes the VM in Maintenance Mode using eret, allowing for DBAs’ inspections. We also extended S-visor to perform VM runtime attestation using SHA-256.

**Record-and-replay.** The record-and-replay is implemented using ~1.8K lines of C and Python. The authenticated logs reserve all computation results such as arithmetic operations to avoid the problem of random encryption (i.e., AES-GCM with nonce). As HEDB does not modify the DBMS engine, it cannot enforce execution determinism such as transaction ordering. Consequently, HEDB’s authenticated replay does not support concurrent transactional writes (e.g., TPC-C).

For anonymized replay, we use KLEE [18] to collect path constraints of operators, and manually write data masking constraints in Python based on four masking rules. Currently, HEDB’s anonymized replay does not support floating-point numbers; a limitation of the official KLEE, which can be mitigated via a variant version, KLEE-Float [37]. Z3 [23] is used as the constraint solver. To remove KLEE and Z3 from the online TCB, we run them on a stand-alone server with privacy zone support.

#### 5.2 Optimization

**Optimizing authenticated replay.** The log size can become large due to substantial operations within a single query. We thus compress these logs with gzip. To ensure optimal spatio-temporal efficiency, we divide log entries into groups, and pipeline the log replaying on the current group and the log decompression in the next group during authenticated replay.

**Optimizing anonymized replay.** We adopt four optimization strategies. First, we modify KLEE by adding fork() to reuse its states, resulting in a warm start for KLEE processes instead of creation upon every operator invocation. Second, since operators are stateless, we provide Z3 with operation-granularity constraints rather than query-granularity constraints, effec-
tively reducing Z3’s exploration costs. Third, we employ a
cache to reuse Z3’s generation efforts for the same constraints.
Last, we exploit precomputation to detach the entire log gen-
eration from interactive troubleshooting, e.g., using gdb.
We explain HEDB’s query execution optimizations in § A.2.

6 Evaluation

We evaluated HEDB to answer three major questions:
• What DBA tasks does HEDB support? (§6.1)
• Can HEDB protect itself from attacks? (§6.2)
• How much overhead does HEDB incur? (§6.3)

Experimental Setup. We use two evaluation platforms:
• ARM Fixed Virtual Platform (FVP). FVP is a cycle-
accurate full-system ARM simulator used for functional
correctness evaluation. We validate the design of HEDB,
particularly, the correctness of mode switch on FVP.
• ARM Kunpeng-920 Platform. The platform is a 96-core
ARMv8.2 CPU (2.86 GHz) server with virtualization host
extension (VHE) support. Like prior work [35], we add
the worst-case latency (8K cycles measured on FVP) to
KVM upon each VM exit and each hypercall to simulate
the overhead caused by S-EL2.

Testbed. The experiments are conducted using 2 KVM-
enabled QEMU virtual machines running Linux 5.4.0. The
integrity-zone VM runs PostgreSQL v13.8 with 32-core
vCPU and 32GB memory, whereas the privacy-zone VM
runs the operators with 8-core vCPU and 8GB memory. The
host machine provides a 96-core ARMv8.2 CPU (2.86 GHz),
256GB memory and 512GB SSD running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS.

Workload. We focus on online analytical processing (OLAP)
workloads because OLAP involves more types of operators
that can lead to smuggle attacks. Previous Type-II EDB sys-
tems [14, 30, 48, 50] are unable to support OLAP securely.
Due to ethical issues, we were unable to obtain real-world
traces for our evaluation. Nevertheless, based on our observa-
tions, TPC-H is representative enough for realistic financial
workloads. We set the TPC-H scale factor to 1 and encrypt all
data types (i.e., numeric, date and text) in the schemas. We
report the median query runtime in 10 runs.

6.1 Functionality Evaluation

Our study was conducted in partnership with Alibaba Cloud,
a top three cloud company providing global database services
in dozens of countries with more than 80 zones, all hosted on
virtual machines. We worked closely with a team of over 50
DBAs who had 3 to 10 years of experience in areas including
database development, database operations, and maintenance
management. Their feedback confirmed our observations,
insights, and taxonomy of DBA maintenance tasks.

The DBA tasks were summarized based on an analysis
of 28,000 tickets collected between May 2022 and October
2022, each ticket representing a real DB issue assigned by
users. This analysis provides an empirical understanding of
the common daily issues faced by DBAs. We categorized
these tasks into control-plane (i.e., managing DB instances)
and data-plane (i.e., managing data in DB instances).

The control-plane regular tasks, such as start, stop, backup,
and replicate the databases, can be done directly in the Main-
tenance Mode. Because these tasks do not affect the integri-
ty of the DBMS-located VM instance. In particular, HEDB
provides a fast mode switch for switchover upon failures. Other
control-plane diagnosis tasks, such as resolving service un-
availability caused by misconfigured access control policies,
or failed high-availability routines, can also be performed in
Maintenance Mode. By design, HEDB supports all control-
plane maintenance tasks. One exception is that DBAs may
update or upgrade the EDB, which requires an explicit audit\(^3\).

For data-plane maintenance, we categorize three classes:

• Troubleshooting: these tasks mainly locate the sources
  of service disruption, for example, by performing status
  checks, identifying misconfigurations, or explaining slow
  queries. DBAs can perform them in Maintenance Mode.

• Tuning: To resolve these identified problems, DBAs need
to perform further tasks to tune the database, e.g., by up-
dating configurations, canceling hung queries, rebuilding
indexes or rewriting queries as a more involved procedure.
Using authenticated replay, HEDB can support most of the
tuning tasks if no extra operations are needed.

\(^3\)A possible audit workflow is as follows: once HEDB users agree to update
the EDB, the DBaaS provider releases the patch. Next, users or trusted
third parties review the patch, and agree on the binary after a deterministic
compilation. Finally, the patched EDB is launched and attested via TEE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance Taxonomy</th>
<th>HEDB</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control-plane Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start, stop, backup, replica</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configure access control policy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolve failed high-availability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>migration, switchover</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>fast mode switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update, upgrade</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>explicit auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-plane Troubleshooting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthcheck DBMS status</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explain plans</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cancel hung queries</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-plane Tuning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update configuration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reindex encrypted columns</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rewrite user queries</td>
<td>⋄</td>
<td>authenticated replay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-plane Bug Reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>core dump DBMS crash</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>maintenance mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproduce DBMS bugs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>authenticated replay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproduce operator bugs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>anonymized replay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: How DBAs maintain HEDB. ⋄ denotes that only rewritten
queries that do not generate new operations can be executed.
Bug reporting. If DBAs are unable to identify or fix the problems, they can report bugs to the EDB developers. HEDB lets developers obtain the DBMS coredump, and offers replay to reproduce DBMS’s and operator’s bugs.

We systematically summarize DBA tasks as shown in Table 5. Next, we highlight some common use cases in detail.

6.1.1 Case Studies of DBMS Maintenance

Fixing configuration bugs. Modern commodity DBMS engines consist of various parameters that result in significantly large configuration spaces. In this case study, a DB-backed application developer reports a performance issue to a DBA seeking assistance. The DBA then switches the database from Execution Mode to Maintenance Mode and conducts intensive checks on the forked database instance. Eventually, an insufficient buffer is identified, and the DBA submits an action specifying “shared_buffers = 512MB”. After switching back to Execution Mode, the buffer size is validated and updated from 128 MB to 512 MB. As a result, the query throughput is improved by 1.3×.

Rebuilding user indexes. When user indexes are unexpectedly corrupted or bloated, DBAs should rebuild them. In the first case, DBAs wish to reconstruct the index after vacuuming obsolete or duplicated records to reduce space consumption. In Maintenance Mode, HEDB leverages the ordering information from record-and-replay logs to assist DBAs in rebuilding the index successfully. In another case, DBAs have changed a storage parameter (e.g., fillfactor) for an index and want to ensure that the configuration update has taken full effect. To this end, DBAs use the maintenance template not only to alter the storage parameter but also to rebuild the indexes.

Cancelling hung queries. When EDB users experience hung queries and are unable to cancel them, they also seek help from DBAs. There are several reasons why queries may hang, all of which can be diagnosed and remedied using HEDB. First, if there are too many concurrent connections that exceed the capacity of the database service, DBAs can utilize HEDB’s template to adjust the configuration parameter (e.g., max_connections) and limit the maximum number of connections to the database. Second, if lock contention or deadlocks exist in the database, DBAs can use an OS command through the template to send a signal to kill the process, or update the configuration parameter (e.g., lock_timeout) to automatically abort queries that wait too long for a lock. In the last scenario, if the database is in a recovery state, users must wait until the process is complete. However, DBAs can use a template to update the configuration parameter (e.g., idle_in_transaction_session_timeout) which facilitates automatic termination of idle or broken connections when they time out. Such update helps release held locks and connection slots for reuse. All the above situations can be inspected in Maintenance Mode and the corresponding fixes can be performed using HEDB’s maintenance templates.

Tuning slow queries. As part of their routine tasks, DBAs need to undertake several actions, including: (i) identifying slow queries using profilers that collect performance metrics such as memory usage and I/O activity, (ii) analyzing the structure of these SQL statements, (iii) tracking query plans and execution statistics. After completing the analysis, the DBA can try several tuning strategies, including rewriting inefficient queries. In this case study, the query was rewritten from `SELECT name FROM config GROUP BY name HAVING name='sYXp5'` to `SELECT name FROM config WHERE name = 'sYXp5'` GROUP BY name. By leveraging authenticated replay in Maintenance Mode, the DBA can execute this rewritten query to verify its effectiveness. Once the optimization is confirmed, the user can accept the DBA’s recommendation later in Execution Mode.

Bug reporting via coredump. For database bugs that lead to crashes (e.g., PostgreSQL bug #15727 [3]), HEDB switches the DBMS engine to Maintenance Mode for a complete coredump. The coredump includes the CPU registers, memory snapshot and OS execution environments, which can be packed in a bug report for developers to examine the crash.

6.1.2 Case Studies of Operator Troubleshooting

Reporting functional bugs. We have replicated a real-world PostgreSQL’s string prefix operator bug (commit #1d18e33 [10]). This bug causes an incorrect intersection. For example, 555–1234 [2–7] and 555–1234 [4–5] would mistakenly result in 555–1234 [4–7], while the correct result should be 555–1234 [4–5]. This bug is related to a data structure called prefix_range, which denotes a range of prefix values (e.g., 12 [3–5] denotes “123”, “124” and “125”). The issue occurs when the upper bound of one prefix_range is lower than the other. Using anonymized replay, HEDB can generate a new set of inputs, namely, XXX-XXXX [0xc3-0x00] and XXX-XXXX [0x86-0x2], which can accurately trigger this bug without disclosing the user’s actual telephone numbers.

Debugging memory leaks. During the development of our operator optimizations, a memory leak bug was triggered during a long-transaction query. We reproduce this bug in HEDB’s privacy zone. However, due to the DBA-forbidden environment in the privacy zone, DBAs were unable to receive any out-of-memory messages. Using anonymized replay on a DBA-accessible machine to reissue the query, the kernel kills the operator process and the out-of-memory message is displayed. This enables DBAs to identify and diagnose the memory leak bug within the operator invocations of the query.

6.2 Security Evaluation

Smuggle attack evaluation. We first log into the database using a DBA account. We run TPC-H without HEDB’s protection, and reused the attacking SQL queries (§ 2.5) to recover the secret data. It took 25.2 seconds to breach a TPC-H integer column, i.e., p_partkey, containing 200K encrypted
integers. We then run the DBMS engine in HEDB’s Execution Mode. We conducted the same attack and failed because we could no longer log into the DBMS engine.

**Operator leakage attack evaluation.** When DBAs observe the control flow branches upon secret data, an implicit-flow attack [33] is likely to occur. Defending against implicit flow attacks is a well-known challenge. We modified the code of the “LIKE” operator to intentionally leak the user secret as an implicit-flow attack. As shown in Figure 4, the DBA can learn that the user’s secret is “OSDI-2023”. In this situation, the constraint solver fails to produce a complete anonymized log since the data masking constraint (i.e., the first 4 bytes must be scrambled) cannot be satisfied. As a result, HEDB rejects DBAs from debugging the operator.

**Leakage profile analysis.** Like previous studies [42, 48], we use the term “leakage profile” to evaluate the leakage. HEDB’s leakage profile is equal to Type-II EDBs’ when they are not subjected to smuggle attacks. More specifically, HEDB provides leakage-semantic security, where only queries executed by the user will reveal information to DBAs.

To quantify leakage ($L$), we use a security definition introduced in [42]. An EDB system is considered $L$-semantically secure if an adversary $A$’s entire view of execution traces can be simulated using only $L$. $A$ can observe all states in the server (trusted domains excluded) and communication between the server and the client. $A$’s task is to distinguish real-world traces ($Real$) from ideal-world traces ($Ideal$), which are restricted by a leakage function $L$.

Let $L$ be a leakage function. We define a system as $L$-semantically secure if, for all adversaries $A$ and all sequences of operator invocations $I$ (containing operations $O$ and parameters $P$), there exists a negligible $\epsilon$ such that:

$$|Pr[Real(I) = 1] - Pr[Ideal(I) = 1]| \leq \epsilon$$

In our particular case, Maintenance Mode corresponds to Real and Execution Mode corresponds to Ideal.

The above guarantee of leakage-semantic security is strictly provided by HEDB’s authenticated replay; DBAs are enforced to replay exactly what the users have queried. Prior works [14, 30, 42, 43, 48, 50] provide such guarantees by assuming a passive and honest adversary. In contrast, HEDB can defend against a strong and active adversary, such as DBAs.

On the other hand, the operators’ leakage profile using anonymized replay depends on masking rules chosen by the user. For long-running systems, the replay logs could be smuggle-prone, which applies to all Type-II EDBs (HEDB included). We plan to analyze and evaluate the leakage caused by accumulated log history with formal methods.

**Other aspects of security analysis.** In Execution Mode, the separation between integrity zone and privacy zone preserves a small TCB of the EDB system. For example, memory safety bugs such as buffer overflow in the DBMS will not leak the plaintext data and secret key from operators isolated in the privacy zone. On the other hand, HEDB inherently supports multiple users. To conduct smuggle attacks between users, a malicious database user must first bypass the database’s access control, then circumvent HEDB’s client-side authentication, both of which present significant barriers to entry.

6.3 Performance Evaluation

6.3.1 Boot-time and Mode Switch Cost

HEDB measures an SHA-256 hash of the VM image upon boot. The cost of remote attestation for a 9GB PostgreSQL image is 23.96ms. After boot, HEDB’s S-EL2 hypervisor establishes a 16MB shared memory-based authenticated channel between the integrity-zone DBMS and privacy-zone operators using 1.65ms. Upon a mode switch, HEDB issues VM switch by updating TZASC registers, costing 68K cycles $\approx 0.022$ms, plus 27.65ms measurement for runtime attestation later on.

6.3.2 Runtime Cost

**TPC-H.** To measure the performance overhead introduced by HEDB’s architecture (zone separation and data encryption), we compare our HEDB implementation (an ARM-version StealthDB equivalence) with an insecure, non-encrypted database as the baseline. As shown in Figure 5, Q1 incurs 79.5× overhead, while Q8’s slowdown factor is 1.33×. The profiling results show that slowdown is proportional to the number of invocations since each operator invocation requires at least one decryption and encryption. We then apply HEDB’s optimizations (detailed in § A.2) to improve the performance.

**Optimizations.** Parallel decryption can improve all queries by reducing 15.12% end-to-end query execution time on average. With maximal concurrency of 11 threads, it can even reduce up to 32.57% when running Q19. With order-revealing encryption, Q1’s overhead is decreased by 52.40%, because almost all comparisons are avoided. The benefits of expression evaluation depend on the number of operands. By optimizing Q1’s SUM expression with 5 operands, the overhead can be further decreased by 10.58%. Overall, HEDB’s optimizations achieve 2.49× speedup on average.

6.3.3 Record-based Execution Overhead

**Runtime overhead.** The runtime overhead of recording incurs 5.88% on average, as shown in Figure 6a. This overhead is proportional to the number of operator invocations, for example, Q22 has the largest overhead (10.44%), while Q18 has minor overhead (1.07%). In particular, we focus on the slow
secure queries (10× slower than insecure baselines), whose average overhead is 7.49%.

**Storage overhead.** HEDB’s logs introduce moderate storage overhead. The corresponding logs for TPC-H (scale factor = 1.0), which occupies 5,523 MB of encrypted data, results in log files of 20,004 MB (3.62×) in size. After compression with gzip, the total size is reduced to 1,853 MB (9.26% fraction). The compression is very effective because many log entries appear multiple times. Should storage quota be a concern, logs can be periodically truncated.

### 6.3.4 Replay-based Maintenance Overhead

**Query re-execution overhead.** DBAs often need to re-execute user queries to understand their behavior and check if proposed fixes take effect. HEDB’s logs allow for faster query debugging, as they preserve the input-output relationship, eliminating all de/encryptions in re-execution for configuration and functional bugs. Figure 6b demonstrates the TPC-H query replaying overhead, showing that HEDB’s log-based replay is 3.96× faster than Ops-based replay (by honestly calling operators), saving the DBAs time and effort. Nevertheless, replay still incurs 5.11× slowdown compared with the insecure baselines. To debug performance bugs, DBAs can enable HEDB’s delay simulation feature, which maintains the same query performance as the real queries.

**Anonymized log generation overhead.** We evaluate HEDB’s log anonymization, which transforms an authenticated log into an anonymized log. We measure the anonymized log generation time and present the results in Figure 6c. HEDB’s optimizations, such as warm start for KLEE and constraint cache for Z3 (see § 5.2), result in a significant speedup of 12× to 216× on an 8-core VM. Specifically, HEDB’s techniques improve KLEE constraint collection efficiency from 5 days to 2.7 hours, and reduced Z3 log generation time from 2 hours to 25 seconds. It is worth noting that Q18 is not supported because it processes floating-point numbers only, which HEDB currently does not support.

To assess the efficiency of our used tools (KLEE and Z3), we estimate the time required by each operator and report the worst-case time in Table 6. For KLEE-based concolic execution, aggregation operators like MIN take longer as these operators batch many items, but cost only ≈ 0.03s per item when amortized. String operator “LIKE” (using a regular expression library) and timestamp operator “EXTRACT” (using big integer division) were also time-consuming. We re-implemented the division in EXTRACT to reduce it from 3.17s to 2.08s. Z3’s constraint solving time depends on the number of constraints and symbolic variables. As a result, we found that only a few constraints exist in HEDB’s operators.

### 7 Discussion

This section discusses several issues that HEDB currently does not address but are worth exploring as future work.
Enforcing deterministic replay. HEDB relies on record-and-replay (R&R) of operator invocations to reproduce EDB issues. However, due to the non-deterministic nature of concurrency, HEDB does not support debugging queries with non-determinism, e.g., concurrent writes. While providing deterministic R&R frameworks would be essential for bug reproduction, it is orthogonal to our work. Alternatively, DBaaS providers may also consider deterministic databases [46].

Fully supporting query rewriting. DBAs need to help rewrite user queries for tuning (see Table 5). However, HEDB does not support all query rewriting because allowing unseen invocations could raise security issues. The use of AIOps in the integrity zone is a promising approach that eliminates the need for human intervention and excludes DBAs from accessing operators, preventing potential smuggling attacks.

More flexible operator troubleshooting. If user-defined masking rules are too restrictive, HEDB’s anonymized replay may hinder the reproduction of bugs triggered by certain values, such as division by zero. We aim to develop more flexible masking rules that can disclose more operator bugs.

Examining metadata log privacy. Database logs are heavily used for DBAs to diagnose DBMS issues [38, 51]. EDBs are no exception. In HEDB, the record-and-replay logs are either encrypted or anonymized. However, various metadata logs exist in the integrity zone and might leak privacy. According to our investigation, a DBaaS provider typically collects the following logs (and potentially more):

- Syslogs: errors and exceptions of the DB processes.
- Operation logs: operations from all SQL clients/DBAs.
- Trace logs: internal exception logs for DBMS engines.
- WAL logs: transactions that make changes to the DB.
- Performance logs: environmental resource status, including CPU, disk, and network I/O statistics.

In the future, we plan to examine their leakage profiles.

Porting to other architectures. The current prototype uses ARMv8.4 S-EL2 for fast mode switch. We plan to port HEDB to other VM-based confidential computing platforms such as AMD SEV [13], Intel TDX [9] and ARMv9 CCA [36], and explore optimization techniques for these architectures.

8 Related Work

Encrypted databases (EDBs). There is an increasing interest in EDBs from academia [15, 17, 26, 42–44, 48] and industry [14, 30, 50]. Type-I EDBs [17, 44, 45] lack DBA maintenance. Crypto-based Type-II EDBs [42, 43] lack full SQL support. TEE-based Type-II EDBs [15, 48] suffer from smuggling attacks. Some commercialized Type-II products [14, 30] sacrifice functionalities to resist smuggling attacks. Operon [50] supports full SQL and enforces access control to operators, but fails to prevent smuggling attacks when executing TPC-H. In contrast, HEDB achieves full SQL, DBA maintenance and interface security by introducing a dual-mode EDB design.

EDB attacks. A long line of studies has discussed the leakage attacks of EDB systems, including ordering, distribution, volume, access patterns, and frequency analysis [27–29, 32, 39]. These types of leakage can be vulnerable to passive attackers who attempt to recover the original data with sophisticated background knowledge [29, 32, 39]. On the other hand, active attacks that breach ordering without user authorization are further discussed in [27]. We devise a new active attack—smuggle attacks—which requires zero background knowledge and is challenging to detect.

Analytical privacy processing. Monomi [47] splits client-server query execution to support TPC-H over encrypted data. Monomi requires a client-side computational platform, while HEDB executes the full query on an untrusted cloud.

Record-and-replay (R&R) for databases. R&R is a well-studied technique in database systems. FoundationDB [54] uses R&R for deterministic distributed transactions. Zhang et al. [53] adopts an R&R framework for ACID testing. HEDB confines the misbehaviors of distrustful DBAs with R&R.


9 Conclusion

Encrypted databases (EDB) are the holy grail of database security. HEDB is a novel EDB design that achieves interface security yet preserves database maintainability. Execution Mode prevents illegal invocations to operators while Maintenance Mode allows untrusted DBAs maintenance. HEDB introduces several key techniques such as authenticated replay and anonymized replay. The source code of HEDB is publicly available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/HEDB.
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A Appendix
A.1 Attacking Encrypted Data Types
1. Integer: The DBA leverages arithmetic operators (+, −, ×, ÷) and comparison operators (>, =) to construct an encrypted arithmetic progression which assists in recovering the original integers, as described in § 2.5.
2. Decimal: Like Integer, a DBA can construct cipher-texts equal to 1.0 using arithmetic operators. With +, 1.0 can be derived and further help construct 0.1 by dividing 1.0 by 10.0. Similarly, 0.01 and 0.001 can also be recovered. Using these pivot values, 32-bit Real and 64-bit Double can be recovered in terms of integral and fractional parts, respectively.
3. Text: Text does not support arithmetic operators. Still, a DBA can invoke the operator substring(string, from, to) which splits each character, by manipulating the encrypted integer arguments from and to. As the character has a finite domain (256 as defined in ASCII), once 256 different values are fulfilled, a DBA can infer the actual character and the original text.
4. Time: Because DBMSes support arithmetic operators such as +, −, < on 32-bit Date and 64-bit Time, these operators can be exploited to conduct full recovery.

A.2 HEDB Query Execution Optimization
HEDB uses several optimizations to reduce the overhead of frequent inter-zone communications and en/decryption.

Parallel Decryption (O1). Data decryptions in an expression can be done in parallel as they do not depend on one another. HEDB uses a thread pool: when a new invocation arrives, the dispatcher seeks an idle thread and assigns a decryption task.

Order-revealing Encryption (O2). We observe from realistic workloads that encrypted texts have many comparisons, but only a few unique values. Also, ordering is revealed during query execution. We thus insert the integer order into each encrypted text’s header. HEDB utilizes the embedded order to compare two encrypted text values, avoiding decryption.

Expression Evaluation (O3). User queries might contain complex expressions. For instance, TPC-H Q1 contains $\text{SUM(1}\_\text{extendedprice} \times (1 - 1\_\text{discount})}$. The database first calculates $(1 - 1\_\text{discount})$ as result0, and then calculates $1\_\text{extendedprice} \times \text{result0}$. In total, 3 decryptions and 2 encryptions are performed. To reduce the redundant en/decryptions, HEDB parses the whole expression, leading to 2 decryptions and 1 encryption. Aggregations (e.g., SUM, AVG) are also optimized using expressions.

B Artifact Appendix
B.1 Abstract
This artifact provides the source code of HEDB and scripts to reproduce the main experimental results. To reproduce the results in § 6, we provide instructions to build binaries and run experiments. The source code of HEDB can be retrieved from a public open-source repository under the Mulan Permissive Software License v2. Although the scripts target our testbed, readers can port them to other platforms. For those interested in using HEDB in their own research, we recommend using the main branch of our repository, which would be maintained by members of the Institute of Parallel and Distributed Systems.

B.2 Scope
The artifact contains instructions and scripts for reproducing Figure 5 and Figure 6 that support the following four claims:
• Claim-1: HEDB’s optimizations speed up Type-II EDB.
• Claim-2: HEDB’s record overhead is low and acceptable.
• Claim-3: HEDB’s replay overhead is much faster than operator-based replay.
• Claim-4: HEDB’s optimizations boost the anonymized log generation speed.

B.3 Hosting
The artifact is publicly available at our GitHub repository:

```
git clone https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/HEDB
git checkout main
```

B.4 Contents
More details of HEDB’s installation, deployment and experiments can be found in HEDB’s code repository.
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Abstract

Authenticated storage access is the performance bottleneck of a blockchain, because each access can be amplified to potentially $O(\log n)$ disk I/O operations in the standard Merkle Patricia Trie (MPT) storage structure. In this paper, we propose a multi-Layer Versioned Multipoint Trie (LVMT), a novel high-performance blockchain storage with significantly reduced I/O amplifications. LVMT uses the authenticated multipoint evaluation tree (AMT) vector commitment protocol to update commitment proofs in constant time. LVMT adopts a multi-layer design to support unlimited key-value pairs and stores version numbers instead of value hashes to avoid costly elliptic curve multiplication operations. In our experiment, LVMT outperforms the MPT in real Ethereum traces, delivering read and write operations six times faster. It also boosts blockchain system execution throughput by up to 2.7 times.

1 Introduction

Blockchains that provide decentralized, robust, and programmable ledgers at an internet scale have recently gained increasing popularity across various domains, including financial services, supply chain, and entertainment. For example, smart contracts built on blockchain systems now manage digital assets worth tens of billions of dollars [3].

Early classical blockchain systems like Bitcoin [36] and Ethereum [17] have serious performance bottlenecks in their consensus protocols, which limit the system throughput at under 30 transactions per second. Nevertheless, recent technique evolutions on consensus and peer-to-peer network protocols [8,22,23,26,29,31,33,35,37,44,45,51,52] have driven the achievable blockchain throughput to more than thousands of transactions per second. Consequently, transaction execution, which is dominated the storage access, has emerged as the new system bottleneck. Our investigation (see Sec. 6) shows that 81% of transaction execution time is consumed at the storage layer.

This inefficiency in the blockchain storage layer originates from the requirement for authentication. A standard permission-less blockchain system has two types of blockchain nodes: the full nodes and the light nodes. A full node synchronizes and executes all transactions, maintaining the blockchain ledger state. A light node (client) only synchronizes the block headers, excluding transactions and the blockchain ledger state. Blockchain ledger states take the form of key-value pairs. When a light node needs to ascertain the value of a given key, it queries a full node. However, since blockchain nodes are permissionless, light nodes should not trust the responses from full nodes. Therefore, the blockchain protocol requires the block proposer to compute a commitment (termed the state root) for the latest ledger state and insert it into the proposed block header. A block header with an incorrect commitment is deemed invalid. When responding to the queries from light nodes, a full node can generate proofs corresponding to the commitments to convince the queriers. This leads to the naming of the ledger state as authenticated.

Typically, authenticated storage employs the Merkle Patricia Trie (MPT) [5] structure, a specific variant of the Merkle tree. Each leaf node in an MPT stores a value, and the path from the root to the leaf node corresponds to the key of the stored value. Each inner node in the MPT stores the crypto hash of the concatenated contents of all its children. The MPT’s root hash serves as the commitment of the blockchain state for authentication.

Unfortunately, this authentication comes with a heavy performance price. Modifying a key-value pair in the state requires an MPT to update hashes of all nodes along the path from the corresponding leaf node to the root. If not cached, each state update operation could be amplify to $O(\log n)$ disk I/O operations, where $n$ represents the storage size. Note that even a basic payment transaction involves at least two ledger
state updates, – decreasing the sender’s balance and increasing the receiver’s. As the throughput of recent blockchains approaches thousands of transactions per second, it is not surprising that storage becomes the new bottleneck.

This paper presents LVMT, a novel high-performance authenticated storage framework with significantly reduced disk I/O amplifications. LVMT achieves high efficiency by integrating a multi-level Authenticated Multipoint evaluation Tree (AMT) and a series of append-only Merkle trees. AMT is a cryptographic vector commitment scheme that can update commitment (i.e., the hash root) in constant time [50]. Despite its constant commitment update time, there are several key challenges to address when incorporating AMT into the LVMT design.

The first challenge arises from the expensive elliptic curve multiplication operations employed by the AMT commitment update algorithm. A naive approach would paradoxically result in a slower state update operation on the AMT than the MPT, despite the theoretically reduced amplification. AMT addresses this challenge with its novel key-versioned-value design. It assigns each key a version, incrementing as the value evolves. Rather than storing key-value pairs in the AMT, LVMT employs AMT to keep key-version pairs and uses Merkle Trees to maintain an append-only authenticated list of key-version-value triples. Thus, every update in LVMT results in an increment of the stored version within the AMT. Since the AMT algorithm multiplies a precomputed elliptic curve point with the difference between the old value and the new value (i.e., one for a version increment) during a commitment update, LVMT effectively eliminates the expensive multiplication. Also, because the key-version-value triple list is append-only, LVMT only needs to construct these Merkle Trees once during the block commit time, and therefore the process is very efficient.

The second challenge emerges from AMT’s limitation in supporting the necessary bit-depth for blockchain state keys. An AMT with $k$-bit key-space requires public parameters with $2^k$ elliptic curve points. To enable efficient update, the AMT also requires pre-computation and caching of elliptic curve points proportional to the public parameters’ size. Even for a modest 32-bit key-space, the precomputed metadata size would exceed 256 GB, which is untenable, given that blockchain ledger keys typically comprise 256 bits. To address this challenge, LVMT operates with a novel multi-level multi-slot structure, integrating multiple AMTs. Each AMT in this structure has a 16-bit key-space, and the structure can automatically generate a sub-AMT on the next level to accommodate keys-version pair with colliding prefix. Since collisions are rare after the first level and creating sub-AMT will make subsequent access more expensive, LVMT also makes each entry in AMTs contain five slots. Therefore expansion to the next level only occur when more than five collisions arise.

The third challenge lies in the costly maintenance of proof generation metadata. While updating the root hash for AMT incurs constant time, maintaining the proof generation metadata still requires $O(\log n)$ time and triggers the same degree of I/O amplifications as MPT. LVMT confronts this issue with a proof sharding technique, which distributes the proof generation metadata to multiple nodes. In LVMT, each full node only maintains the proof generation metadata for a shard of the blockchain state (e.g., keys sharing the same 4-bit prefix). Our observation reveals that there are typically thousands of full nodes in a production blockchain, and it’s unnecessary for all nodes to maintain proof generation capabilities for all key-value pairs in the total state. Even sharded, for any part of the state, there will still be enough nodes serving proof generation requests from light clients. Within the current Ethereum ecosystem, most light nodes access full nodes from specialized providers, such as Infura, who operate several full nodes to balance query workload. By maintaining proof shards across their nodes, these providers can efficiently generate proof for any key. Note that unlike other sharding designs [18, 29, 34, 51, 53], our proof sharding does not alter the essential obligation of each full node to synchronize and validate blocks, process all transactions, and accurately maintain the state root, thereby preserving security.

We have implemented LVMT [1] and integrated it into Conflux [2, 33], an open-sourced high-performance blockchain production with smart contract support. We evaluated LVMT against OpenEthereum’s MPT implementation, RainBlock’s MPT structure [40], and LMPTs [20], considering both standalone read/write workload and end-to-end blockchain processing tasks. Our results show that LVMT achieves up to 10x higher throughput on random state read/write operations. When integrated end-to-end with a high-performance blockchain, LVMT achieves up to 2.7x higher throughput for simple payment transactions and up to 2.1x higher throughput for ERC20 [41] token transfer transactions. This boost in performance stems from the considerable reduction in disk I/O amplifications. In terms of amplification, LVMT performs up to 4.1x better than MPT on read operations and up to 8.2x better on write operations.

2 Background

In this section, we recall some background on cryptographic concepts that our system builds on. In particular, we introduce the cryptographic building blocks of the Authenticated Multipoint evaluation Tree (AMT) [50], an efficient vector commitment protocol.
The node keeps a write-back cache during transaction execution. An elliptic curve group is characterized by a set of verified valid commitments, then checks the validity of the associated proof. So the authenticated storage must provide two algorithms for proof generation and verification:

- **Respond** \( (k) \rightarrow (v, \pi, \text{comm}) \): Returns the value \( v \) of key \( k \) with proof \( \pi \) with respect to the most recent commitment comm.
- **Verify** \((k, v, \pi, \text{comm}) \rightarrow \text{true/false}\): Validates the response from the full node.

### 2.1 Authenticated Storage in Blockchain

In a standard permission-less blockchain system, blockchain nodes can be distinguished into two types: full nodes and light nodes. A full node synchronizes and executes all transactions, maintaining the blockchain ledger state accordingly. A light node (client) synchronizes only the block headers, excluding transactions and blockchain ledger state.

When a full node proposes a new block, it is required to execute transactions in that block and incorporate the commitment of the post-execution ledger state into the block header. The node keeps a write-back cache during transaction execution, committing all modifications to the storage after executing all transactions in a block. The authenticated storage needs to provide two interfaces to the execution engine:

- **Get** \((k) \rightarrow v\): Retrieves the value \( v \) associated a given key \( k \).
- **Set** \((\{(k, v)\}, e) \rightarrow \text{comm}\): Flushes a series of key-value pairs \((k, v)\) to the storage with block number \( e \), obtaining the commitment comm of the ledger state after changes.

When a light node wants to know the value of a specific key, it queries a full node, expecting a response of the value along with proof with respect to the ledger commitment. The light client examines whether the commitment exists within the set of verified valid commitments, then checks the validity of the associated proof. So the authenticated storage must provide two algorithms for proof generation and verification:

- **Respond** \((k) \rightarrow (v, \pi, \text{comm})\): Returns the value \( v \) of key \( k \) with proof \( \pi \) with respect to the most recent commitment comm.
- **Verify** \((k, v, \pi, \text{comm}) \rightarrow \text{true/false}\): Validates the response from the full node.

### 2.2 Elliptic Curve Group

The **elliptic curve group** plays a fundamental role in various cryptographic protocols. This group conducts an addition operation over points on an elliptic curve, such as \( \{ (x, y) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2 \mid y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \} \), where \( q \) is a large prime number. An infinite point is included as the identity element. The operation \( a \cdot P \) represents \( P \) added to itself \( a \) times within the group, where \( a \) is a positive integer, and \( P \) is a point on the curve. An elliptic curve group is characterized by a **starting point** \( G \), from which a sequence of points \( G, 2 \cdot G, 3 \cdot G, \cdots \) can be generated. If the elliptic curve group is cryptographically secure, this sequence exhibits the following properties:

1. \( n \cdot G \) is periodic in \( n \), with the period being a large prime integer \( p \), i.e., \( n \cdot G = (n + p) \cdot G \).
2. For a randomly selected \( n \), deriving \( n \) from \( n \cdot G \) is computationally unfeasible.

### 2.3 KZG Commitment

Kate et al. proposed KZG polynomial commitment protocol [28], enabling someone to commit a polynomial function \( f \) to a commitment, and prove the value \( f(x) \) of any given position \( x \) with respect to that commitment.

The KZG commitment protocol is built on a bilinear map. Consider \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) as the starting points of two elliptic curve groups \( G_1, G_2 \) respectively, each with the same group order \( p \). The bilinear map \( e: G_1 \times G_2 \rightarrow G_T \) is homomorphic such that the equation \( e(a \cdot G_1, b \cdot G_2) = ab \cdot e(G_1, G_2) \) holds for any \( a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_p \). Here, \( G_T \) denotes another group of the same order \( p \). BLS12-381 [14] from BLS families [9] and BN254 [11] from BN families [10] are widely-used deployed systems implementing bilinear maps. The groups \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are elliptic curve groups of order \( p \), and \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are their perspective starting points.

For a given polynomial function \( f: \mathbb{Z}_p \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_p \) of degree \( n \), the KZG commitment assumes a series of public parameters \( \tau \cdot G_1, \tau^2 \cdot G_1, \tau^3 \cdot G_1, \cdots, \tau^n \cdot G_1 \) in a trusted setup and commits function \( f \) to \( C := f(\tau) \cdot G_1 \). The public parameters are generated by a trusted party using a random \( \tau \), which is forgotten after generation. Secure multi-party computation protocols [15, 16, 25] enable multiple participants to collaboratively generate these public parameters, ensuring that no participant can ascertain the exact value of \( \tau \).

For any index \( i \in \mathbb{Z}_p \), the expression \( x - i \) should divide \( f(x) - f(i) \). This suggests that \( h_i(x) := \frac{f(x) - f(i)}{x - i} \) is indeed a polynomial. Hence, the proof \( \pi \) of \( f(i) \) is defined as \( h_i(\tau) \cdot G_1 \). Given that \( h_i(x) \) is a polynomial, the prover can compute the coefficients of \( h_i(\tau) \). Thus, \( h_i(\tau) \cdot G_1 \) forms a linear combination of the public parameters with known coefficients. The prover can compute it in a short time. A verifier, querying \( i \) with answer \( y = f(i) \) and proof \( \pi := h_i(\tau) \cdot G_1 \), can verify the proof by checking if

\[
e(\pi, (\tau - i) \cdot G_2) = e(C - y \cdot G_1, G_2).
\]

If the proof \( \pi \) is correctly constructed, the check must pass because

\[
e(\pi, (\tau - i) \cdot G_2) = (h(\tau) \cdot (\tau - i)) \cdot e(G_1, G_2) = e(f(\tau) - f(i)) \cdot G_1, G_2 = e(C - y \cdot G_1, G_2).
\]
If \( f(i) \neq y, h(x) \) becomes a fraction, making it difficult to find a proper proof without knowing \( \tau \). Kate et al. proved the binding property of this protocol \[28\].

The KZG commitment also supports the proof of a batch of positions. To prove that \( f(x) \) equals to \( 0 \) at a set of positions \( S \), the proof \( \pi \) is constructed by \( \prod_{x \in S} \frac{f(x)}{x - a_i} \cdot G_1 \).

A vector commitment scheme can be built with KZG commitment by converting a vector \( \vec{a} \) to a polynomial function \( f \) by Lagrange interpolation. Formally, for an input vector \( \vec{a} \) with \( n \) elements, the interpolated function \( f \) is defined by \( f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \cdot I_{i,n}(x) \), where \( a_i \) is the \( i \)-th element of \( \vec{a} \) and \( I_{i,n}(x) \) is a Lagrange function that satisfies \( I_{i,n}(i) = 1 \) and \( I_{i,n}(x) = 0 \) for \( x \neq i \) and \( 1 \leq x \leq n \).

When updating the value at position \( i \) from \( a_i \) to \( a_i' \), the corresponding commitment \( C \) can simply be updated to

\[
C' := C + (a_i' - a_i) \cdot I_{i,n}(\tau) \cdot G_1. \tag{1}
\]

If the prover caches results \( I_{i,n}(\tau) \cdot G_1 \) for all \( i \), updating commitment requires only one multiplication and one addition on the elliptic curve \( \mathbb{G}_1 \), which takes \( O(1) \) time.

### 2.4 Authenticated Multipoint Evaluation Tree

Although the KZG commitment enables constant-time updates to the commitment \( C \), it requires \( O(n) \) time to construct a proof for a given position or to maintain proofs for all positions. In a blockchain system, where the vector being committed to is frequently changing, the KZG commitment cannot generate proofs efficiently for queries with arbitrary indices \( i \).

To address this issue, Alin et al. proposed the Authenticated Multipoint evaluation Trees (AMT) commitment protocol \[50\], which maintains auxiliary information of size \( O(n \log n) \) and can generate a proof in \( O(\log n) \) time.

Consider an example with \( n = 8 = 2^3 \). For an input vector \( \vec{a} \) with eight elements, AMT computes its Lagrange interpolation \( f(x) \) which satisfies \( f(i) = a_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq 8 \). The function \( f(x) \) is then partitioned into two functions \( f_1(x) \) and \( f_2(x) \). In the subset \( x \in [8], f_1(x) \) mirrors \( f(x) \) for even \( x \) and is zero otherwise, while \( f_2(x) \) mirrors \( f(x) \) for odd \( x \) and is zero otherwise. For values of \( x \) outside this subset, \( f_1(x) \) and \( f_2(x) \) are determined by Lagrange interpolation. Consequently, \( f(x) \) can be re-expressed as \( f(x) = f_0(x) + f_1(x) \). AMT continues to subdivide \( f_0(x) \) recursively into two functions: \( f_0,0(x) \) and \( f_0,1(x) \). Here, \( f_0,0 \) mirrors \( f(x) \) for \( x \in \{4, 8\} \), and \( f_0,1 \) mirrors \( f(x) \) for \( x \in \{2, 6\} \). This recursive process of partitioning generates a full binary tree, where each node corresponds to a function. Each inner node’s function is the sum of the function at its child nodes, and each leaf node is a multiplication of an identity Lagrange function because it mirrors \( f(x) \) at a single point \( x \). For example, \( f_{0,0,1}(x) = a_4 \cdot I_{4,8}(x) \).

Each inner node of the AMT is associated with two elements: 1) the KZG commitment of its corresponding function and 2) a batch proof for the indices at which the function is zero according to the partitioning process. Detailed definitions of these elements are provided in the appendix. When proving the value of a given entry, e.g., \( a_4 \), the prover finds the path from the root to the corresponding leaf node: \( f(x) \rightarrow f_0(x) \rightarrow f_{0,0}(x) \rightarrow f_{0,0,1}(x) \). It then iteratively decomposes functions along this path to express \( f(x) \) into as a sum of four components: \( f_1(x) + f_{0,1}(x) + f_{0,0,0}(x) + f_{0,0,1}(x) \). The proof then outputs the associate commitments for \( f_1(x), f_{0,1}(x), f_{0,0,0}(x) \), and \( f_{0,0,1}(x) = a_4 \cdot I_{4,8}(x) \) equals to the commitment for \( f(x) \).

Updating an entry in the AMT involves traversing from the root to the leaf corresponding and updating the associate elements along this path. The remaining are not affected, enabling AMT to maintain the proofs in \( O(\log n) \) time.

The nodes of the AMT serve as auxiliary information for generating proofs only. In a blockchain system, a miner without serving client queries may discard this auxiliary information and only maintain the commitment, which can be updated in constant time.

### 3 Overview

Recent works \[32, 42\] have shown that the majority of transactions execution time is spent on operations that access the blockchain state. For instance, a profiling experiment \[32\] shows that read and write operations to the blockchain state account for more than 67% of the execution time for the transaction executing the transfer function of ERC-20 smart contract \[4, 41\]. In this section, we present an overview of how LVMT tackles this problem. In particular, we propose a new authenticated storage system to reduce the amplification of read and write operations that access the blockchain state.

Our proposed system is based on AMT since it has an ideal time complexity, i.e., constant cost in updating the commitment. In particular, our proposed system solves several challenges to implement an efficient blockchain storage system using AMT:

First, although AMT costs constant time in updating the commitment, the constant ratio is large for a blockchain system. Table 1 shows the result of a micro-benchmark carried on an Intel i9-10900K CPU machine. It shows the time cost for basic cryptographic operations. Note that an elliptic curve multiplication takes about 0.1 ms, which is even much slower
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Figure 1: LVMT architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairing engines</th>
<th>BLS12-381</th>
<th>BN254</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Time cost of operations over the primary curve \(G_1\) of pairing functions (\(\mu s\)).

than an updating operation in MPT.

Second, to support data with \(n\) maximum entries, AMT requires precomputed parameters in size of \(O(n \log n)\) and maintains auxiliary information in size of \(O(n \log^2 n)\). Thus, AMT cannot support key-value pairs for an arbitrary-length bit string. As the size of the blockchain ledger state continues to grow, AMT is not a scalable solution.

Last, a blockchain system must consider the slowest node. Even if most miners do not need to maintain the auxiliary information for proof, the authenticated storage must guarantee the nodes for responding queries can keep up.

We propose the following techniques to resolve the challenges above. First, we design a versioned database that only stores the version number of keys in AMT, thereby avoiding the elliptic curve multiplications. This design also supports arbitrary lengths of values, as they are not stored in AMT.

Second, we extend AMT to multiple levels to accommodate version numbers for unlimited keys, making the AMT size relatively small to optimize cache for parameters. To support arbitrary key lengths and minimize deep updates in the multi-level hierarchy, we utilize key hashes to allocate slots for version numbers. Last, we introduce proof sharding to reduce the single node’s cost in maintaining auxiliary information for proofs.

3.1 Versioned Key-value Database

We designed a versioned authenticated storage to avoid multiplication on the elliptic curve during commitment updates. As shown in Figure 1b, the multi-level AMTs store key-version pairs, which only serve to identify the recent version number of a key. LVMT accumulates the key-version-value tuples in an append-only authenticated data structure consisting of a series of Merkle trees, with each block constructing one Merkle tree from the key-version-value tuples for value changes in
that block.

Imagine a scenario where the blockchain processes a block, setting a key-value pair \((\text{key}, \text{val})\). LVMT first locates the corresponding entry of \(\text{key}\) in the multi-level AMTs to increment the stored version number by one. Assume the new version number for \(\text{key}\) is \(\text{ver}\). LVMT then appends a new tuple \((\text{key}, \text{ver}, \text{val}, \text{loc})\) to the Merkle tree being constructed for the block. Here, \(\text{loc}\) is a tuple \((\text{level}, \text{slot})\) that records the level and slot in the multi-level AMTs where the key’s version is located. The construction cost of a Merkle tree is linear with the number of version tuples. Once constructed, the Merkle tree for a block remains immutable, except for garbage collection of obsolete nodes. As the blockchain is append-only, the list of these Merkle trees is also append-only.

When generating a proof for a key-value pair \((\text{key}, \text{val})\), LVMT first uses the multi-level AMTs to prove the most recent version \(\text{ver}\) of the key \(\text{key}\). It then uses Merkle trees to prove the existence of a tuple \((\text{key}, \text{ver}, \text{val}, \text{loc})\). Since the roots of the Merkle trees are endorsed by the blockchain consensus protocol, light clients can trust that the Merkle trees are generated correctly without duplicate tuples having the same \(\text{key}\) and \(\text{ver}\). As the location of the version slot is included in the version tuple of the key, the prover can not cheat by providing a version number proof of another slot.

Note that updating one element \(a_i\) to \(a_i'\) in an AMT requires computing \((a_i' - a_i) \cdot I_{i,n} (\tau) \cdot G_1\) (equation 1), multiplying \(a_i' - a_i\) to the elliptic curve point \(I_{i,n} (\tau) \cdot G_1\). In the versioned key-value database, \(a_i\) is essentially a version number and \(a_i' - a_i\) always equal 1. Thus, we eliminate an elliptic curve multiplication in each storage write, saving approximately 100 \(\mu\)s.

Since the frequency of bumping version number is limited by the block generation rate, we can conserve the bits used for storing version number and store multiple version numbers in a one vector entry. For example, when employing BN254 as the underlying bilinear mapping parameter, each entry is an element in \(\mathbb{Z}_p\), where \(p\) is a prime integer in \(\langle 2^{254}, 2^{255} \rangle\). This suggests that implies each entry can store at most 254 bits. In a blockchain system generating 10 blocks per second, the version number will not exceed \(2^{40}\) in 3000 years. So each entry can be divided into six slots with 40 bits as shown in Figure 1a.

### 3.2 Multi-level AMT

To make AMT scalable and allow it to store the version number for an unlimited number of keys, we introduce multi-level AMTs as shown in Figure 1a. The authenticated storage is initiated by one AMT as the root AMT. Each entry in the AMT contains several slots for storing version numbers. One slot in each entry is reserved for storing the version number of the commitment hash of the sub-AMT, with the remaining slots utilized for key-value pairs.

Let \(k\) denote the height of the AMT. When allocating a slot for a new key, LVMT accesses the entry in the root AMT whose index aligns with the first \(k\) bits of the key hash. If this entry lacks a vacant slot, LVMT accesses the corresponding sub-AMT and locates the entry in the sub-AMT whose index matches the next \(k\) bits of the key hash. LVMT recursively visits the sub-AMTs to find a vacant slot for the new key. Figure 1a presents an example with \(k = 2\) for allocating a version slot for a key with hash 100111 ···. As the first two bits of key hash are 10, LVMT accesses the entry with index 2 and attempts to find a vacant slot. Since all slots in the entry are occupied, LVMT proceeds to the corresponding sub-AMT-2. Picking the next two bits 01, it accesses the entry with index 1, and recursively visits the sub-AMT-(2,1) because there is no vacant slot again. Finally, LVMT finds the third slot at the third level being vacant and allocates this slot.

The commitment of a sub-AMT is treated similarly to a key-value pair, where the key represents the index of the sub-AMT and the value is the commitment. The Merkle trees not only store key-version-value tuples for standard key-value pairs, but they also store the tuples of the sub-AMT index, the version of the sub-AMT commitment, and the commitment hash.

Figure 1c illustrates how LVMT maintains the AMTs and Merkle trees when a block changes the key with hash 100111 ···. LVMT first increments the version number for this key by one. This in turn alters the commitment of sub-AMT-(2,1), prompting LVMT to also increase the version number for the commitment (the slot labeled “B”) by one. Recursively, the commitment of sub-AMT-2 is changed and the version number labeled “A” is updated. Finally, LVMT gets the updated commitment of the root AMT. LVMT appends the tuples of changed keys and commitments into the Merkle trees along with the normal tuple of the key-value pair.

When generating a proof for this key, LVMT finds the most recent version of tuples for sub-AMT-2, sub-AMT-(2,1) and this key. LVMT proves the existence of these tuples in Merkle trees and confirms the correctness of appeared version numbers with respect to their AMT commitments. When proving the non-existence of a key, LVMT affirms that all the possible slots for this key are vacant or have been allocated to other keys.

### 3.3 Proof Sharding

We recall that the AMT maintains a binary tree, where each node holds a commitment and a batch proof. Each input entry corresponds to a leaf in this tree. When generating a proof, AMT picks commitments and batch proofs from the siblings
of nodes along the path from this leaf to the root. Each node can be updated independently of the other nodes, facilitating the parallelization of tree maintenance. Each blockchain node can maintain a shard of the proof. It picks a subtree of the root AMT and takes responsibility for generating proofs for the leaves in this subtree, and the sub-AMTs extended from these leaves. Multiple blockchain nodes can collaboratively generate proof for any key. Similarly, the storage for the Merkle tree can be distributed to multiple nodes by the block number.

4 LVMT Design

Now we formally define LVMT, which utilizes a key-value database as a backend and maintains a tuple of key-value maps (KM, AM, MM, VM, LM) where KM stores the key-value pairs, AM stores the AMTs data structures, MM stores the Merkle trees, VM stores the version slots metadata for keys, and LM records the position of the most recent tuple for a key or a sub-AMT in the Merkle trees. LVMT decouples the data storage and data authentication: KM stores unauthenticated data; AM and MM store the authenticated information; VM and LM store the metadata and indices for authenticated information. Each AMT in LVMT encompasses the following components:

- **comm**: the commitment of AMT;
- **proof_tree**: the proof tree of AMT;
- **leaves**: a list of leaves; leaves[i] denotes the leaf corresponding to the i-th element of the input vector. Each leaf comprises the two lists vers and keys. vers[0] stores the version number for the sub-AMT. vers[1] to vers[5] store the version numbers for the keys keys[1] to keys[5], respectively. Note that only vers contribute to the AMT commitment.

4.1 Interfaces to the Transaction Execution

LVMT provides the following two interfaces (instructions) for the blockchain execution layer:

- Get(k) → val: Reads the value val stored in k;
- Commit(W,e) → (aroot, hroot): Flushes the changed key-value pairs in W with block number e and produces the commitment of LVMT.

These interfaces match the requirements from the blockchain execution engine introduced in Section 2.1. The execution engine uses Get to fetch data from the storage and LVMT simply loads the value correspondingly from KM.

The instruction Commit is invoked after the execution of a block. LVMT commits the key-value pairs W using the procedure Com defined in Algorithm 1. The returned commitments will be filled in the block header. The commit returned values consist of the roots of both the top-level AMT and MPT.

The procedure Com first commits the key-value pairs in W (Lines 3 to 6) with the sub-procedure ComKV. Then it updates the version numbers of all the affected sub-AMTs from the deepest sub-AMT to the root AMT (Lines 7 to 13) using the procedure UpdComVer. This procedure maintains

Algorithm 1 A procedure to compute a commitment. It takes a list of key-value pairs W and a block number e, and returns the commitments aroot and hroot.

1: procedure Com(W, e)  
2: M ← []; T ← {}  
3: foreach (k, val) in W  
4: (lv, tidx, sidx, ver) ← ComKV(k, val);  
5: M ← (k, ver, val, lv, sidx) :: M;  
6: T ← (lv, tidx) ∪ T;  
7: i ← maximum lv in T;  
8: while i ≥ 0  
9: foreach (lv, tidx) in T with lv = i  
10: (C, ver) ← UpdComVer(lv, tidx);  
11: M ← (lv, tidx, ver, comm) :: M;  
12: if lv > 0  
13: T ← {(lv − 1, [tidx/n])} ∪ T;  
14: foreach (k, ver, val, lv, sidx) in M with index i  
15: LM[k] ← (e, i);  
16: foreach (lv, tidx, ver) in M with index i  
17: LM[(lv, tidx)] ← (e, i);  
18: Build merkle tree of M and store inner nodes in MM;  
19: mroot ← Merkle root of M;  
20: hroot ← Merkle root of the mroot of all the commits;  
21: aroot ← AM(0, 0).comm;  
22: return (aroot, hroot);

Algorithm 2 A procedure to compute the commit of a key-value pair. It returns the level lv, the tree index tidx, the slot index sidx of the changed AMT, and the version ver.

1: procedure ComKV(k, val)  
2: if KM contains k  
3: (lv, sidx) ← VM[k];  
4: else  
5: (lv, sidx) ← ALLOCATE SLOT(k);  
6: VM[k] ← (lv, sidx);  
7: (tidx, f) ← LEAFATLEVEL(lv, k);  
8: ver ← If ver[sidx];  
9: if ver[sidx] ← If ver[sidx] + 1;  
10: Update the corresponding commitments and proofs.;  
11: ver ← ver + 1;  
12: return (lv, tidx, sidx, ver);

Algorithm 3 A procedure to allocate a version slot to a new key. It takes the key k to allocate a slot for, and returns the level and the allocated slot index.

1: procedure ALLOCATE SLOT(k)  
2: lv ← 0;  
3: while true  
4: (tidx, leaf) ← LEAFATLEVEL(lv, k);  
5: for j ∈ [5]  
6: if leaf vers[j] = 0  
7: leaf keys[j] ← k;  
8: return (lv, j);  
9: lv ← lv + 1;
Algorithm 4 A procedure to update the commitment and the leaf index of a key at a AMT level lv. It returns the tree index tidx and the leaf index corresponding to the key at level lv.

1: procedure LEAFATLEVEL(lv, key)
2:   tidx ← first bit to (k · lv)-th bit of H(key);
3:   lidx ← (k · lv + 1)-th bit to (k · (lv + 1))-th bit of H(key);
4:   leaf ← AMT((lv, tidx))\[leaves\[lidx\];
5: return (tidx, leaf);

Algorithm 5 A procedure to update the commitment and version of an AMT at level lv and tree index tidx. It returns the commitment C and the updated version number ver.

1: procedure UPDCOMVER(lv, tidx)
2:   C ← AMT((lv, tidx))\[comm\;
3:   plidx ← tidx mod n;
4:   ver ← AMT((lv, plidx))\[leaves\[plidx\]\[ver\[0\];
5:   Increase AMT((lv, plidx))\[leaves\[plidx\]\[ver\[0\] by 1;
6:   Update the corresponding commitments and proofs;
7:   ver ← ver + 1;
8: return (C, ver);

the version number for commitments of sub-AMTs similar to ComKV. While maintaining the version numbers, LVMT collects the tuples of keys, versions, values, and other metadata in a list M (Line 5). The system treats a pair of the sub-AMT index and its commitment similarly to a key-value pair (Line 11). LVMT builds a Merkle tree for M, thereby authenticating the value of a given key and version (Line 19). It also stores the positions of these elements in the Merkle trees (Lines 15 and 17). So when generating a proof, the prover can locate the corresponding Merkle leaves of a key or an AMT commitment.

The sub-procedure ComKV (Algorithm 2) is implemented to maintain and update the version numbers. ComKV(k, val) first finds the allocated version slot for the given key k (Line 3). If the key has not been allocated a version slot, it allocates a slot to it (Line 5). It uses the sub-procedure ALLOCATESLOT (Algorithm 3) to find a vacant slot in the AMT to allocate. In particular, starting from the root AMT, ALLOCATESLOT computes the tree and leaf indices for the given key at each level, checks if the leaf has a vacant slot, and then returns the level and slot indices of the slot; if the leaf doesn’t have a free slot, it proceeds to the next level.

Then, ComKV computes the corresponding tree index tidx and the leaf lf for k at level lv (Line 7) using the sub-procedure LEAFATLEVEL (Algorithm 4), which finds the corresponding AMT index and leaf for the key k at the level lv using the hash H(k) of k. Since each AMT has m levels and 2m leaves, the first m · lv bits of H(k) decides the AMT index and the subsequent m bits locate the leaf in the tree. Finally, ComKV locates the slot for this key and updates its version and other information according to AMT’s rule (Line 8 to 10).

Algorithm 6 A procedure to generate a proof for an existing key k. It returns the proof of the key.

1: procedure GENPROOF(k)
2:   keypf ← PROVEKEY(k);
3:   (lv, tidx) ← VM[k];
4: while lv > 0
5:   tidx ← first bit to (k · lv)-th bit of H(k);
6:   commps[lv] ← PROVECOM(lv, tidx);
7:   lv ← lv − 1;
8: return (keypf, commps);

Algorithm 7 A procedure to verify the proofs keypf and commps with respect to an AMT root aroot and Merkle root mroot.

1: procedure VERIFYPROOF(keypf, commps, aroot, mroot)
2: verify the AMT proofs and the merkle proofs in keypf and commps;
3: verify the commitment in commps[1] equals to aroot
4: if all the verification pass
5: return true;
6: else
7: return false;

The sub-procedure UPDCOMVER (Algorithm 5) updates the commitment and its version number given an AMT located by its level and index.

4.2 Proving Key-value Pairs

As an authenticated storage, LVMT provides the following two interfaces to allow a user to query a value from an untrusted server and to verify the value with the commitment.

- GenProof(k) → π: Generates proof π for key k;
- Verify(k, v, π, comm) → true/false: Verifies the key value pair (k, v) with respect to a ledger state commitment.

When responding to a query k from a light node, a full node will generate proof π using the procedure PROVE and responde with the loaded value and the current commitment.

The procedure PROVE (Algorithm 6) consists of two parts: 1) the proof of the value val of the key k with respect to the sub-AMT it belongs to (line 2) using the sub-procedure PROVEKEY; 2) the proof of the commitment for all the sub-AMT along the path from k’s sub-AMT to the root AMT (excluding the root AMT) (line 4 to line 7) using the sub-procedure PROVECOM.

The generated proof consists of a merkle proof for the existence of the tuple of the key (or the AMT index), the value (or the AMT commitment) and the version, an AMT proof for the version number, and other metadatas. We provide the definition for the sub-procedures PROVEKEY (Algorithm 8) and PROVECOM (Algorithm 9) in the supplementary material. In the supplementary material, we also discuss how to generate a non-existing proof.
The light node verifies the proof using the procedure VERIFY (Algorithm 7), which recovers the tuple of Merkle leaves to to be verified from the proof and verifies the AMT proofs and the merkle proofs.

5 Implementation

We implemented the AMT using Arkworks [21], a Rust library for elliptic curve operations. AMT is built using the pairing parameters BN254 and supports vector commitment in the length of 2^{16}. Each entry contains 254 available bits and is divided into six slots with 40 bits. For the public parameters required by the KZG commitment, we utilize the output from the Perpetual-Powers-of-Tau ceremony [27], which conducts an MPC protocol among over 70 participants worldwide in generating secure parameters. Based on the above AMT implementation, we implemented LVMT in Rust [1]. LVMT is compatible with any backend database that provides a key-value interface as defined in rust crate “kvdb” [39].

We ported the implementation of MPT from the OpenEthereum client [48], the most popular high-performance Rust implementation of Ethereum. We also implemented a variant of RainBlock [40], which developed an efficient MPT for distributed in-memory systems, by referencing its implementation [6]. This variant incorporates significant RainBlock features, including caching of top layers in memory, in-memory construction of the Merkle tree using pointers, and the application of lazy hash resolution. Unlike RainBlock, our variant stores the bottom layers on local storage instead of a distributed in-memory system. These implementation are also compatible with the same interface.

For the implementation of LVMT, we applied several optimizations:

Combining entries in different maps: For a given key, we use three maps KM, VM, and LM to store its value, version slot index, and the position of the Merkle tree for the recent change, respectively. In our implementation, we combine these entries into a single key-value pair to save read and write operation for each key.

Cache the root AMT: The root AMT is frequently accessed. So its leaves and inner nodes of are always stored in memory. The commitments of the AMTs in the second levels are also cached. Each leaf and inner node of an AMT has two points on the elliptic curve. Given that we set the AMT height as 16, the root AMT and the commitments of AMTs in the second level store about 200,000 elliptic curve points in memory. Each point takes 96 bytes in our parameter, so roughly 20 MB of memory is needed to store them.

Cache cryptographic parameters: We expedited the commitment update procedure by precomputing certain elliptic curve points. For instance, when the input entry at position $i$ increases by $\delta$, the commitment can be updated as $C' = C + P_i$, where $P_i = I_{\ell, \mu}(c) \cdot c \cdot G_1$. Given that each entry is divided into six 40-bit slots, when the version number increases, the difference between the new and the previous version will be one of the following: $1, 2^{40}, 2^{80}, 2^{120}, 2^{160}, 2^{200}$. Thus, LVMT precomputes $P_{i,j}^{(l)} = 2^{40l} \cdot P_i$ for all $0 \leq j \leq 5$ and $1 \leq i \leq n$. So LVMT can simplify the commitment update procedure by merely incrementing a precomputed point. In our design, each elliptic curve point requires 96 bytes of storage. So a node excluding proof maintenance necessitates around 37 MB of memory. However, a node maintaining a shard of proof must cache additional parameters, resulting in a higher memory requirement, approximately 650 MB.

Reduce the coordinates conversion time: An elliptic curve point is uniquely represented by its affine coordinate $(x, y) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2$, where $q$ is a large prime number. These points can also be represented through projective coordinates $(x, y, z) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^3$, which accelerate arithmetic operations by eliminating division operations within a large prime field. The conversion of these projective coordinates back to the corresponding affine coordinates is given as $(x/z^2, y/z^3) \in \mathbb{Z}_q^2$. However, a challenge arises from the fact that a single elliptic curve point corresponds to multiple projective coordinates, leading to hashing inconsistencies. To address this issue, LVMT always converts the projective coordinates back to the affine coordinates when computing the hash of a sub-AMT commitment. This conversion process, however, is computationally intensive, taking approximately 60 $\mu$s per conversion and can substantially impact the write speed. To alleviate this, we applied batch conversion of all projective coordinates to affine coordinates at the culmination of each block execution, decreasing the average conversion time to a mere 0.4 $\mu$s.

Garbage collection of append-only Merkle trees: As a key’s version number increases, the old version tuples within the append-only Merkle trees become unnecessary for future proofs. When a subtree in a Merkle tree only has obsolete children, the entire subtree can be truncated, and only the subtree root is stored. A background thread performs this garbage collection to prevent impacting LVMT’s performance under heavy workloads. In a scenario where the append-only Merkle trees have accumulated $m$ version tuples in the past, and only $n$ tuples are currently active, the overhead of storing truncated Merkle trees is about $\log_2(m/n + 1) \cdot 2n$. (See appendix for the details.) While this introduces some additional overhead, it remains a practical approach.
6 Evaluation

We evaluate LVMT’s performance and compare it to other authenticated storage systems using a machine with an Intel i9-10900K CPU, 32 GB DDR4 RAM, and SSD storages. All authenticated storage systems utilize RocksDB [47] as their backend key-value database.

We assess LVMT under different settings: 1) LVMT without associated information (no proof shard), 2) LVMT with 1/64 and 1/16 of the associated information (proof sharding), 3) LVMT with all associated information. In this context, LVMT-r represents LVMT without any associated information, while LVMT64, LVMT16, and LVMT1 signify LVMT with 1/64, 1/16, and complete proof sharding, respectively.

In addition to LVMT, we evaluate various authenticated storage systems for comparison. As previously mentioned, we have ported the MPT in OpenEthereum and have implemented a variant of RainBlock, which we refer to as MPT and RAIN, respectively. We also examine the Layered Merkla Patricia Tries (LMPTs) [20] utilized in Conflux [2, 33], a high-performance blockchain, represented by LMPTs. For reference, we also examine the performance of directly storing data into the backend, bypassing authenticated storage, denoted as RAW.

Figure 2: Throughput of transaction execution

End-to-end performance: We assess the end-to-end performance of authenticated storage on Conflux [2, 33], a high-performance blockchain. To gauge peak performance, we set a large block size of 20,000 transactions per block. Thus, all authenticated storage systems can finish executing one block within 0.5 to 5 seconds, aligning with the block generation intervals of major high-performance blockchains. To emulate the prevalent configuration of contemporary blockchains, we employ cgroup to restrict the memory consumption of a blockchain node to 16GB and allocate a 4GB RocksDB cache size. In the experiment, 10,000 senders randomly select addresses from the receiver space and transfer non-zero balances to them, representing simple payment transactions. We evaluate receiver spaces with one million, three million, and five million addresses. Conflux is run for an extended period, ensuring the number of executed transactions is three times larger than the receiver space.

Figure 2a shows that LVMT-r achieves a maximum throughput of 29669 TPS on average and is up to 2.7 times faster than MPT and 1.7 times faster than RAIN. We also evaluate the performance of transactions executing the transfer function of the popular ERC-20 smart contract [41], the most common transactions on the Ethereum blockchain [4]. As shown in Figure 2b, LVMT-r is up to 2.1 times faster than MPT and 1.5 times faster than LMPT in this workload.

To further study the time usage in execution of one transaction, we breakdown the time usage into three parts: 1) Execution Engine, i.e., transactions execution without access to the
We replay the Ethereum transactions from block 13,500,000 and use “1m”, “10m”, and “100m” to indicate the initialized world access pattern. We extract the I/O trace on Ethereum, which is more than 4x the time used in LVMT-r. As shown (e.g., loading contract bytecode). All the storages take about $10^6$ reads and 54 million writes in total. Each block contains an average of 1,500 operations. Considering that high-performance authenticated storage can process over 100,000 operations per second, having only 1,500 operations per block results in an unreasonably short block generation cycle. This considerably impacts RAIN’s optimization efforts for lazy hash resolutions. To address this issue, we aggregated operations from every 50 blocks into a single block, making the block size in the real trace workload more closely resemble the size in a random access workload. We use “real” to denote the workload from real world transactions.

The primary blockchain node like Geth recommends a minimum of 16GB RAM for optimal performance. We assume that half of this memory is allocated for executing smart contracts that access authenticated storage systems, while the remaining half accommodates other functionalities. Consequently, we limited the runtime memory to 8GB using cgroups in our micro-benchmarks. We observed that authenticated storage systems without inherent caching strategies, such as RAW and MPT, perform better when provided with a higher RocksDB memory budget. Conversely, authenticated storage systems incorporating caching strategies, like LVMT and RAIN, show improved performance at a lower memory budget due to the need for an adequate filesystem cache. To optimize performance, we allocated a 4GB RocksDB cache size for RAW and MPT and a 2GB cache size for LVMT and RAIN. As the implementation of LMPTs is highly coupled with the backend database, and the vague boundary separating the authentication structure from the backend database posed a challenge to accurately gauge LMPTs in the micro-benchmarks. We removed LMPTs in micro-benchmarks.

Figure 4a shows the throughput across various workloads. LVMT-r outperforms MPT and RAIN by at least 353% and 80%, respectively. When handling a shard of auxiliary information, LVMT64 and LVMT16 achieve roughly 80% and 60% of LVMT-r’s throughput across most workloads. LVMT1 consistently exhibits the weakest performance in all workloads, demonstrating the necessity of proof sharding. Within the Ethereum real trace workload, the ledger size initially comprises 4 million keys and eventually grows to 22 million keys. However, all the authenticated storage systems either outperform or match their performance in the ‘1m’ workload, as the real trace workload provides better access locality than random access.

Figure 4b illustrates the throughput for various ledger sizes. All authenticated storage systems experience a noticeable performance drop when reaching a specific ledger size threshold. This occurs because the ledger size surpasses memory limitations, preventing both RocksDB’s cache and the file system cache from effectively storing ledger data. RAIN and MPT performance begins to drop at a ledger size of 16 million,
whereas LVMT declines at a larger size. LVMT16, LVMT64, and LVMT-r demonstrate performance degradation starting from ledger sizes of 25 million, 63 million, and 100 million, respectively. This suggests that LVMT can provide efficient ledger access with a smaller memory usage.

**Read and write amplification:** We further study the read and write amplification at the backend database interface. Here, read amplification represents the ratio of backend read operations to those on authenticated storage systems’ interfaces, and write operations are defined similarly. Figure 5a shows the read amplification under the different settings. As the ledger size grows, LVMT-r exhibits consistent read amplifications. The root AMT contains $2^{16}$ entries, and the second level of AMTs $2^{32}$ input entries in total. Since each entry has five slots for key-value pairs, the root AMT can only store 0.3 million keys, and the second level of AMTs accommodate 21 billion keys. So LVMT-r always requires two levels of AMT in all these workloads. The read amplification of a key grows linearly with its level in the AMTs, so it is reasonable for LVMT-r to exhibit similar read amplifications. In contrast, the read amplification of MPT grows from 2.4 to 4.1. RAIN demonstrates a smaller read amplification in the Ethereum real trace, indicating that its cache strategy benefits from better access locality in the real trace. For LVMT with proof shards, the read amplification grows linear with the size of auxiliary information. LVMT16 maintains four times the auxiliary information than LVMT64. So the surplus of LVMT16 compared to LVMT-r is four times larger than the surplus of LVMT64. When accessing the fresh ledger state, allocating slots for the version number increases the read amplification of LVMT-r by 1.

Figure 5b displays the write amplification. The write amplification of LVMT is similar to the read amplification. MPT and RAIN have a larger write amplification than read amplification since MPT nodes are keyed by their hash digests. So each time the storage changes, a write operation and a deletion operation are applied to the backend.

Figure 6a and 6b present the average sizes of read and write operations on backend, while figure 6c and 6d provides a more in-depth analysis of data size percentiles for the “100m” workload. Considering that each MPT node can accommodate up to 16 children, each containing a 32-byte hash, an MPT node may store around 500 bytes. So MPT’s performance is negatively impacted by the combination of extensive read amplification and large data size per read operation. By caching the top six layers of MPT in memory, RAIN effectively reduces data sizes for both read and write operations. In RAIN, the first layer on disk represents the seventh layer of MPT, which can house roughly 17 million nodes. Thus, at the largest ledger size in our experiment, which consists of 100 million keys, each node only needs to accommodate six children, leading to a 200-byte node. LVMT-r only accesses elliptic curve points, which are 65 bytes in size. LVMT with proof shards may load 65-byte elliptic curve points and 192-byte auxiliary information for an AMT node from backend.
and two small MPTs containing recent state changes [20]. LMPTs periodically merges small MPTs into large ones. For both mLSM and LMPTs, the concatenation of the Merkle roots of all the MPTs becomes the commitment for the ledger state.

Both LVMT and mLSM employ multi-level structures to minimize write amplification, but their approaches differ. mLSM maintains shallow top-level trees by regularly merging entries from the top-level Merkle trees into lower levels. Since write operations in mLSM only affect the top-level trees, the reduced depth decreases overall costs. LMPTs adopt a similar strategy, keeping a shallow delta MPT and periodically merging it into the snapshot. Conversely, LVMT’s multi-level structure is akin to a tree, where each AMT serves as a node. When a write operation modifies an element in a lower-level AMT, all AMTs on the path from the root to the target AMT must be updated. With each AMT capable of accommodating up to 65,536 children, the high degree effectively reduces LVMT’s overall depth, thus lowering write amplification.

Their techniques reduce the number of disk I/O operations on the critical path because the recently accessed state will be stored into MPTs with smaller depth, and the merge of MPTs can happen in a background thread. In contrast, LVMT almost eliminate unnecessary read amplification in practice. Our results show that when integrated end-to-end into Conflux, LVMT outperforms LMPTs by up to 2.5x. The mLSM paper only contains its conceptual design without implementation and evaluation [43]. It is unclear how mLSM would perform end-to-end with a blockchain in practice.

**Parallelize storage I/O:** RainBlock [40] introduces three different nodes in a blockchain system to accelerate the transaction execution: the storage prefetchers, the miners executing transactions, and the storage nodes. When executing transactions, the miners obtain needed data from multiple prefetchers and send the updates to multiple storage nodes. Each storage node maintains a shard of MPTs in memory. RainBlock changes the local storage I/O to network distributed storage I/O and benefits from the parallel I/O and in-memory storage. To reduce the read latency of network storage, RainBlock introduces I/O prefetchers and requires the miners to attach all the accessed key-value pairs and the witnesses (MPT nodes) when broadcasting blocks. RainBlock reports the average size of witnesses per transaction is 4 KB and their optimizations reduce the size of witnesses by 95%, so the additional network message per transaction is about 200 bytes, two times of a transaction. However, the inefficient usage of networks brings a bottleneck to a high-performance blockchain system [26]. RainBlock also suffers attacks in data availability. Since in-memory storage is costly, the number of replicas in RainBlock is much less than in Ethereum. As a comparison,
LVMT does not introduce additional network bandwidth consumption and data availability risk. Even if proof of shard in LVMT is lost, the other nodes can recover the auxiliary information of an AMT in minutes.

Both RainBlock and LVMT employ the sharding concept, but with different targets. RainBlock divides the ledger into multiple shards, preventing single nodes from accessing the entire ledger. To address this, RainBlock devised complex protocols between the prefetchers handling ledger reads and the miners executing transactions. Conversely, LVMT utilizes sharding solely to maintain auxiliary information for generating proof, allowing nodes to access the full ledger data during transaction execution. The proof sharding is mainly handled by blockchain node API providers. When users query a key, providers must direct the query to the corresponding node along with the relevant proof.

Another similarity between our RainBlock implementation and LVMT is caching top-level nodes. By default, RainBlock caches six layers of MPT nodes, while LVMT caches a single layer of AMT. As LVMT’s nodes having a significantly higher degree than MPT (65,536 vs. 16), LVMT can use less memory to accommodate more entries in the first layer beneath the cached nodes.

**Vector commitment for data sharding:** Several vector commitment protocols [19, 24, 28, 30, 46, 49] have been proposed to reduce the proof size, support revealing elements in batch, or make the commitment efficiently updatable under some requirements. Some research also considers utilizing the vector commitment for data sharding on blockchain. Alin et al. [49] use KZG commitment protocol [28] to replace the underlying Merkle tree for data sharding. Unlike LVMT, the goal of this technique is not to improve the throughput but to reduce the data size of the blockchain storage. It requires the clients to maintain the proofs for their own data, keep updating the proof, and attach the values and proofs for the accessed storage in a transaction. Each client needs to be online and update the proofs of all of its data each time a write operation happens on the blockchain. Note that this protocol takes $O(n)$ time to generate proof or maintain proofs for all data, which costs $O(n)$ time to add a new key-value pair. It is therefore not designed for a high throughput blockchain system. When thousands of transactions are executed on the blockchain per second, a client cannot maintain its proofs efficiently.

Pointproofs [24] proposes an aggregatable and maintainable vector commitment protocol that can maintain the auxiliary information for proofs in $O(\log n)$ time (like AMT) and reveal any $k$-element subset of elements in $O(k)$ time with a batched proof. Pointproofs allows a consensus node to generate a batched proof for all the accessed key value pairs during block execution, so a node without the whole ledger can verify the correctness of execution. However, for every 1024 transactions, Pointproofs takes 5 seconds to maintain the auxiliary information for proofs, which cannot match the requirements in a high throughput blockchain system.

**Accumulators:** Accumulators are cryptographic primitives that commit a set of elements to a short digest (commitment) while supporting operations like addition, deletion, membership proof, and non-membership proof. Merkle trees are one example of accumulators. A recent study [13] designed an RSA accumulator that supports batch operations and stores UTXO sets for a blockchain, with commitments updated in constant time.

In a zk-rollup blockchain [7], it is crucial to convince a light client with a SNARK proof [12] that the ledger root is updated correctly in a given sequence of operations. Ozdemir et al. replaced Merkle trees with RSA accumulators to accelerate SNARK proof generation [38]. Although RSA accumulators require $O(n)$ time to generate a proof or update proofs for all elements, the time savings in SNARK proof generation outweigh the time spent in accumulator proof generation. However, in a high-performance authenticated storage, operations are processed in microseconds, rendering proof updates that require milliseconds per operation as relatively costly.

### 8 Conclusion

LVMT significantly reduces the disk I/O amplifications associated with each blockchain state access. When integrated into a high performance blockchain, LVMT has up to 2.7x higher throughput than the standard MPT structure. The promising results of LVMT demonstrate the potential of eliminating the performance bottleneck at the storage layer with vector commitment schemes.
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Appendix

Formal definition for inner nodes of AMT

We now provide formal definitions for the two elements associated with AMT inner nodes: a polynomial commitment and a batch proof about this polynomial function.

Since the auxiliary information is a binary tree, each node can be located by its depth and index. For a node indexed by $i$ at depth $d$, its left and right children are assigned indices $i$ and $i + 2^d$, respectively. The root is indexed by 0.

Let $w$ be an $n$-th root of unity, such that $w^n = 1$, where $n = 2^k$ for some integer $k$. Given an input $\vec{a}$, AMT constructs the vector commitment to $\vec{a}$ to the polynomial commitment to $f(x) : \mathbb{F}_p \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_p$ that satisfies $f(w^i) = a_i$, where $\mathbb{F}_p$ is a prime field with order $p$. It is required that $2^k | p - 1$.

The interpolation for points is applied on roots in the $\{i \in [n] | w^i\}$, instead of $[n]$. This yields a Lagrange function which supports faster algorithms. The Lagrange function is defined as:

$$I_{i,n}(x) = \prod_{j \in [n] \setminus j \neq i} (x - w^j) / \prod_{j \in [n] \setminus j \neq i} (w^i - w^j),$$

where the numerator can be simplified to

$$\prod_{j \in [n] \setminus j \neq i} (x - w^j) = x^n - 1 = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} (x/w^j)^j,$$

and the denominator can be simplified to

$$\prod_{j \in [n] \setminus j \neq i} (w^j - w^i) = \prod_{j=0}^{n-1} (w^j/w^i)^j = n.$$

Thus, $f(x)$ is built via Lagrange interpolation as:

$$I_{i,n}(x) = \frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{x^n - 1}{x - w^i} = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{n-1} (x/w^j)^j}{n},$$

(2)

So $f(x)$ can be constructed by Lagrange interpolation as

$$f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \cdot I_{i,n}(x).$$

Now we consider a node at depth $d$ and index $t$, its associate function $f_{d,t}(x)$ only mirrors $f(x)$ at $x = w^i$ where index $i$ satisfies $i \equiv t \mod 2^d$, and then covers only the Lagrange interpolation terms of these elements:

$$f_{d,t}(x) := \sum_{i \in d,t} a_i \cdot I_{i,n}(x),$$

(4)
where \( T_{d,i} := \{ i \in [n] \mid i \equiv t \mod 2^d \} \). This node is associated with the commitment of function \( f_{d,i}(x) \) and the batch proof demonstrating \( f_{d,i}(w^t) = 0 \) holds for all \( i \in [n] \backslash T_{d,i} \). According to the KZG commitment, the commitment for \( f_{d,i}(x) \) is \( f_{d,i}(\tau) \cdot G_1 \), and the batch proof is \( h_{d,i}(\tau) \cdot G_1 \), where \( h_{d,i}(x) \) is defined by

\[
    h_{d,i}(x) := \frac{f_{d,i}(x)}{\prod_{i \in [n] \backslash T_{d,i}} (x - w^i)},
\]

with the denominator further simplifying to

\[
    \prod_{i \in [n] \backslash T_{d,i}} (x - w^i) = \prod_{i \in T_{d,i}} (x - w^i) = \frac{x^n - 1}{\prod_{i \in T_{d,i}} (x - w^i)};
\]

and the denominator simplifies to

\[
    \prod_{i \in T_{d,i}} (x - w^i) = \prod_{i = 0}^{2^k - d - 1} (x - w^i, (w^i)^j) = x^{2^k - d} - w^{2^k - d}.
\]

For a leaf in subtree of this node with index \( s \). If \( a_s \) increases by 1, \( f_{d,i}(x) \) and \( h_{d,i}(x) \) will be updated accordingly. By equation 4, \( f_{d,i}(x) \) will increase by \( I_{s,n}(x) \), denoted as \( \tilde{f}_s(x) \). By equation 5, \( h_{d,i}(x) \) will increase by \( \tilde{h}_{s,d}(x) \), defined as:

\[
    \tilde{h}_{s,d}(x) := \frac{\tilde{f}_s(x)}{\prod_{i \in [n] \backslash T_{d,i}} (x - w^i)},
\]

which can be simplified by equation 2, 6 and 7:

\[
    \tilde{h}_{s,d}(x) = I_{s,n}(x) \cdot \frac{x^{2^k - d} - w^{2^k - d}}{x^n - 1} = \frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{x^{2^k - d} - w^{2^k - d}}{x^n - w^n} = \frac{1}{n} \cdot \sum_{j=0}^{2^k - d - 1} (w^j)^j \cdot x^{2^k - d - j}.
\]

In AMT, when increasing \( a_t \) by \( \delta \), the commitments and proofs of the node along the path from the root to the corresponding leaf will increase by \( \delta \cdot \tilde{f}_s(\tau) \cdot G_1 \) and \( \delta \cdot \tilde{h}_{s,d}(\tau) \cdot G_1 \) respectively. The sequence of \( \{ \tilde{f}_s(\tau) \cdot G_1 \}_{s=1}^n \) and \( \{ \tilde{h}_{s,d}(\tau) \cdot G_1 \}_{s=1}^n \) for any \( d \) can be constructed by FFT. So the AMT can precompute \( O(n \log n) \) cached parameters in \( O(n \log^2 n) \) time and update the associated elements of each node with two multiplications and two additions on the elliptic curve.

**The overhead of storing the append-only Merkle trees**

We provide a rough estimation of the overhead for storing truncated Merkle trees after garbage collection. Considering the roots of Merkle trees are organized in a tree, we can treat them as one large Merkle tree. We assume a full binary Merkle tree has \( k \) levels of inner nodes, accumulated \( m = 2^k \) version tuples, with \( n \) tuples currently active, where \( 2^l \leq n < 2^{l+1} \) for some integer \( l \). A node is not truncated if either itself or its sibling has active descendants, so each active tuple corresponds to at most two nodes per level. The bottom \( k - l - 1 \) layers have at most \( 2n \cdot (k - l - 1) \) nodes, less than \( 2n \cdot \log_2 (m/n) \). The first \( l + 1 \) levels have \( 2^{l+1} - 1 \) nodes, less than \( 2n \). Therefore, the maximum node count is \((\log_2 (m/n) + 1) \cdot 2n\).

**Non-existence proof of LVMT**

The process for generating a non-existence proof in LVMT is depicted in Algorithm 10. This procedure proves the non-existence of a key \( k \) by demonstrating that all potential version number slots for the key are already allocated to other keys.

It first allocate a version slot for \( k \) and followed by an immediate rollback of the allocation (lines 2-3). This process finds the next vacant slot for \( k \).

Then, it proves the version number of this slot is zero, a process similar to Algorithm 6 except that it omits the merkle proof of the key (lines 5-12). This demonstrates that the slot is indeed unoccupied.

**Algorithm 8** A procedure to prove a given key version. It returns the proof of the key version.

```
1: procedure PROVEKEY(k)
2:   (tidx, leaf) ← LEAFATLEVEL(lv, k);
3:   vers ← leaf.vers;
4:   C ← AM([lv, tidx]), comm;
5:   (e, i) ← LM[k];
6:   val ← KM[k];
7:   (lv, sidx) ← YM[k];
8:   merklepf ← Prove the existence of \((k, vers[sidx], val, lv, sidx)\)
w.r.t. the current hroot
9:   amtpf ← Prove vers are the version numbers w.r.t. the commitment C
10:  return (merklepf, amtpf, vers, sidx, val, C);
```

**Algorithm 9** A procedure to prove the level \( lv \) and the tree index \( tidx \) of a sub-AMT. It returns the proof of the commitment of the sub-AMT.

```
1: procedure PROVECOM(lv, tidx)
2:   ptidx ← [tidx/n];
3:   plidx ← tidx mod n;
4:   vers ← AM([lv - 1, ptidx]), leaves[plidx].vers;
5:   Cp ← AM([lv - 1, ptidx]), comm;
6:   C ← AM([lv, plidx]), comm;
7:   (e, i) ← LM([lv - 1, ptidx]);
8:   merklepf ← Prove the existence of \((lv, tidx, vers[i], C)\) w.r.t. the current hroot
9:   amtpf ← Prove vers are the version numbers w.r.t. the commitment \( C_p \)
10:  return (merklepf, amtpf, vers, \( C_p \));
```
Last, it shows that all other potential slots for \( k \) are already allocated to different keys. It generates proof for them; the second fields of these proofs can be omitted since they have the same information as \( \text{commpfs} \) computed in line 11.

Thus, a non-existence proof in LVMT proves the absence of a key by showing that all its potential slots are occupied by other keys.

**Algorithm 10** A procedure to compute the non-existence proof for a given key.

1: \textbf{procedure} \textsc{NonExistenceProof}(\( k \))
2: \( (lv, \text{sidx}) \leftarrow \text{AllocateSlot}(k) \);
3: Roll back the changes in allocating slot for \( k \);
4: \( (\text{tidx}, \text{leaf}) \leftarrow \text{LeafAtLevel}(lv, k) \);
5: \( \text{vers} \leftarrow \text{leaf.vers} \);
6: \( C \leftarrow \text{AM}[(lv, \text{tidx})].\text{comm} \);
7: \( \text{amtpf} \leftarrow \text{Prove vers are the version numbers w.r.t. the commitment} C \);
8: \( \text{zeropf} \leftarrow (\text{amtpf}, \text{vers}, \text{sidx}, C) \);
9: \textbf{while} \( lv > 0 \)
10: \( \text{tidx} \leftarrow \text{first bit to (} (k \cdot lv) \text{-th bit of } H(k)) \);
11: \( \text{commpfs}[lv] \leftarrow \text{ProveCom}(lv, \text{tidx}) \);
12: \( lv \leftarrow lv - 1 \);
13: \( L \leftarrow [ ] \);
14: \textbf{for} \( i \in [\text{sidx} - 1] \)
15: \( \text{keypf} \leftarrow \text{the first component of prove}\{\text{leaf.keys}[i]\} \);
16: \( L \leftarrow (\text{leaf.keys}[i], \text{keypf}) \cup L \);
17: \textbf{while} \( lv > 0 \)
18: \( lv \leftarrow lv - 1 \);
19: \( (\text{tidx}, \text{leaf}) \leftarrow \text{LeafAtLevel}(lv, k) \);
20: \textbf{for} \( i \in [5] \)
21: \( \text{keypf} \leftarrow \text{the first component of prove}\{\text{leaf.keys}[i]\} \);
22: \( L \leftarrow (\text{leaf.keys}[i], \text{keypf}) \cup L \);
23: \( \text{keypfs} \leftarrow L \);
24: \textbf{return} (\text{zeropf}, \text{commpfs}, \text{keypfs}) ;
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Abstract

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) unlock emerging use cases like large language models and autonomous driving. They process a large amount of sensitive data, where security is of critical importance. GPU Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) generally provide security to GPU applications with modest overheads. Recent proposals for GPU TEEs are promising, but many of them require hardware changes that have a long lead time to deploy in production environments.

This paper presents Honeycomb, a software-based, secure and efficient TEE for GPU applications. The key idea of Honeycomb is to leverage static analysis to validate the security of GPU applications at load time. Co-designing with the CPU TEE, as well as adding OS and driver support, Honeycomb is able to remove both the OS and the driver from the trusted computing base (TCB). Validation also ensures that all applications inside the system are secure, enabling a concise and secure approach to exchange data in plaintext via shared device memory on the GPU.

We have prototyped Honeycomb targeting the AMD RX6900XT GPU. Honeycomb is evaluated on five representative benchmarks and 23 applications in total, covering workloads of high performance computing, deep learning, and image processing. The results show that Honeycomb is both practical and efficient to secure real-world GPU applications. Validating applications to run on Honeycomb requires modest developer efforts. The TCB is 18× smaller than the Linux-based systems. Secure inter-process communication is up to 529× faster. Moreover, running large language model workloads like BERT and NanoGPT has ~2% overheads.

1 Introduction

Innovations in hardware accelerators and deep neural networks continue to enable personalized experiences for our physical and digital presences, reshaping areas ranging from smart homes [34], virtual reality [85], to personalized cancer medicines [22]. Offering such intimate experiences heavily relies on large amounts of valuable and sensitive user data, which requires high levels of security and privacy support on hardware accelerators such as GPUs.

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) [4] encapsulate applications into enclaves to enhance security. TEEs enforce strong isolation among enclaves and the untrusted host environments, so that applications inside the enclaves can process plaintext data securely at native speed. For each enclave, all traffic that crosses its boundaries is encrypted to maintain confidentiality and integrity. Recent prototypes [28,44,45,83] realize GPU TEEs with modest overheads, via serializing secure access to the GPU [28], augmenting the GPU hardware [83], customizing the I/O bus [44], or leveraging the sharing capabilities in device drivers [45].

This paper explores an alternative approach – using static analysis to validate that mutually distrusted GPU applications are confined to their enclaves. Intuitively, a validator inspects the binary code of GPU kernel functions (GPU kernels for short) to show that all possible execution traces maintain the confidentiality and integrity of the system, therefore these applications can safely share the GPU. This approach offers three benefits. First, it can complement the hardware limitations of existing GPUs. For example, low-cost GPUs such as the VC4 used by Raspberry Pi allow arbitrary writes to memory due to the lack of corresponding MMUs [16]. A validator can detect insecure behaviors and thwart the attacks by running standard static analysis such as def-use analysis and range checks on the GPU kernels. Moreover, advanced static analysis [59] might mitigate new attacks [19, 21] much faster compared to deploying new hardware supports in production.

The second benefit is that it allows more efficient implementations of current GPU TEEs. Shifting the runtime checks to load time removes them from the critical paths. Moreover, validating that applications that always have disjoint contexts might save the TEE implementation from flushing architectural contexts, including TLBs and buffer queues during every context switch [28], thus improving performances.
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Finally, validating every application provides a system-wide security invariant asserting that all applications are “good citizens”. The security invariant enables secure and efficient communication among enclaves. Real-world applications such as autonomous driving [89] and video analytics [66, 70] process data in multiple-stage pipelines. Separating each stage of the pipeline into different enclaves and connecting them using Inter-Process Communication (IPC) not only increases modularity and robustness, but also enables assembling the pipelines using mutually distrusted components from multiple vendors [63, 74]. Current GPU TEEs focus on strengthening isolation, for example, enforcing exclusive ownerships of GPU device memory [83]. Therefore two mutually distrusted enclaves need to tunnel the data through an encrypted shared buffer on the host memory for IPC. The overheads are prohibitive for production applications. For example, the GPUs on an autonomous vehicle process up to 50 GB/s of uncompressed video streams to make timely driving decisions [69]. Copying 50 GB/s of data to the host already takes up 30~40% of the total memory bandwidth of a commodity, high-end AMD Zen3 server, let alone the overheads of encrypting/decrypting the data. The capability of exchanging plaintext data directly in GPU reduces the overheads drastically, thus enabling real-world applications to migrate towards a more modular and robust architecture.

This paper presents the design and implementation of Honeycomb, a software-based, secure and efficient TEE for GPU applications. Honeycomb runs multiple mutually distrusted applications on the same GPU, and facilitates efficient and secure data exchange between applications. It supports common GPU workloads from simulations of molecular dynamics to training and inference of neural networks. All these capabilities of Honeycomb are built upon the idea of using static analysis to confine the behaviors of GPU applications.

Honeycomb faces three challenges to realize the three benefits and to provide a complete, real-world solution for GPU TEEs. First, it must balance the trade-offs between the capabilities and the complexities of the validator. A validator equipped with theorem provers gains their power, but then Honeycomb must include the theorem provers in the TCB, which is complex (e.g., Z3 4.12.2 has ~525 K lines of code) and occasionally error-prone [77]. On the other hand, a naive validator might be insufficient to validate common security checks at load time, requiring inserting extra runtime checks that sit squarely on the performance critical paths.

Second, Honeycomb must minimize the end-to-end TCB to provide high confidence in security. The software/hardware stack of GPU applications is quite complex. For example, the compiler toolchain and the driver for the AMD RX6900XT GPU each consist of two million lines of code. Defects and vulnerabilities in these components are inevitable [23, 25, 26], but they should not compromise the security of Honeycomb.

Finally, Honeycomb must provide system-level support for secure and efficient IPC. The aforementioned plaintext IPC among GPU enclaves can only be securely implemented if the data copies are cautiously initialized by the Honeycomb system and from/to strictly protected memory regions.

Honeycomb addresses the above challenges with three key techniques. First, the validator of Honeycomb performs static analysis of GPU kernels directly on binaries. It decodes the instructions of the GPU kernels to reconstruct the control and data flows. It models the memory access patterns using scalar evolution [6] and polyhedral models [14]. Our evaluation shows that the approach is effective to validate that the majority of memory accesses in GPU kernels are safe, because real-world GPU kernels tend to be well-optimized, having highly regular control flow structures and memory access patterns. The few remaining cases can be handled by inserting runtime checks, whose latencies are also well tolerated by the GPU memory hierarchy (§5).

Second, Honeycomb leverages hardware isolation mechanisms, and uses security monitors [54, 79, 90] to validate interactions in the system, so that it can minimize the trust on the software/hardware stack. Honeycomb launches applications inside CPU TEEs powered by AMD SEV-SNP [4]. The validator directly parses the GPU binaries to remove the compiler toolchain from the TCB. To remove both the user-space and kernel-space GPU drivers from the TCB, Honeycomb uses two security monitors to intercept and regulate all traffic between the applications and the GPU: (1) a Secure VM Service Module (SVSM) [4] running inside the application enclave, which enforces security policies at the application level (e.g., the application only launches validated kernels), and (2) a security monitor running inside a sandboxing hypervisor of the GPU, which regulates the behaviors of the GPU driver (e.g., the driver should never map a private memory page into two applications). Additionally, Honeycomb secures the data transfer between the CPU and the GPU to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the data (§6).

For the final challenge, Honeycomb reserves dedicated regions of the virtual address space for secure IPC to exchange plaintext data. Particularly, Honeycomb divides the virtual address space of each application into four regions: protected, read-only, read-write, and private. The validator ensures that application GPU kernels can only modify the private region. Putting the metadata and the receiving buffers into the protected and read-only regions prevents user applications from tampering with the IPC, reducing IPC in Honeycomb to copying plaintext data within the device memory (§7).

We have ported five representative benchmark suites, including the SpecACCEL 1.2 benchmark suites [76], inference applications of the ResNet18 neural network model [37] and the BERT language model [29], an application that trains GPT language models [48], and an image processing application that performs Canny edge detection [20], i.e., 23 applications in total. We have evaluated them on a server equipped with two AMD EPYC 7443 24-core processors and an AMD RX6900XT GPU. The results are promising. The TCB is
architectures and programming interfaces of commodity
GPUs.

To understand the design of Honeycomb, it is important to first
value under the SIMT model. IPC in Honeycomb is up to 529 \times faster than
exchanging data using an encrypted, shared buffer on the host.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- The use of static analysis on GPU kernels to confine the
  behaviors of GPU applications to improve security. Our
  evaluations on five representative benchmark suites show
  that the analysis is both practical and effective to
determine whether real-world GPU kernels are safe at
load time with minimal additional runtime checks.

- The design and the implementation of a lightweight,
  end-to-end secure execution environment for GPU applica-
tions based on static validation.

- An IPC primitive that enables secure and efficient com-
munications between GPU applications. The co-design
of static analysis and OS support leads to a highly con-
cise implementation.

2 Background

To understand the design of Honeycomb, it is important to first
review the architectures and the programming interfaces of
GPUs, as well as the basic concepts of polyhedral analysis [14,
35] used in this paper.

Architectures and programming interfaces of commodity
GPUs. Modern GPUs offer the single instruction, multiple
thread (SIMT) programming model to the applications. To
run a workload, an application submits a launch request to
the command queue of the GPU. The request specifies the
binary function (i.e., GPU kernel), its arguments, the number
of threads, and optionally, the size of a user-controllable, on-
die high-speed scratchpad (i.e., shared memory) to perform
the workload. Threads are organized into grids and blocks
uniformly. Each grid consists of the same number of blocks,
and each block consists of the same number of threads. Each
thread within the same block has its own vector registers but
shares access to the shared memory. The programming model
provides a conceptual view where each thread executes the
same instruction based on the values of its own registers. To
achieve parallelization, each thread loads the inputs into its
own registers and computes the outputs in parallel. Figure 1
presents an example of filling a region of memory to a specific
value under the SIMT model.

The hardware architecture of GPUs closely matches the
SIMT model above. A typical GPU consists of thousands of
processing elements (PE) that are grouped into a three-level
hierarchy. The lowest level is called a warp, consisting of 32 or
64 logical PEs executed in lock-step. The micro-architecture
(e.g., AMD GCN) might introduce parallel scalar units to per-
form uniform computation within a warp, or pipeline the com-
putations on physical PEs to hide execution latency. Warps
are further grouped into Compute Units (CU). A CU consists
of a pool of vector registers and shared memory. Finally, a
single GPU packages multiple CUs on the same die.

The hardware scheduler multiplexes the hardware re-
sources across applications. The minimal scheduling unit
is a warp. It always schedules all warps of a block within the
same CU, therefore all threads within a block divide the vec-
tor register pool and share the same allocated shared memory
inside the CU. The scheduler continuously schedules all the
blocks and grids until the execution is completed.

The GPU driver creates a virtual address space for each
GPU application. It allocates buffers for arguments and com-
mand queues out of the Graphics Translation Table (GTT)
memory from the host. The buffers are mapped into the virtual
address space on the GPU, from which the GPU kernels read
the arguments and the layouts of grids and blocks directly.

AMD SEV-SNP. AMD SEV-SNP [4] (Secure Encrypted
Virtualization-Secure Nested Paging) offers enhanced secu-
rity features at the hardware level for Virtual Machines (VMs)
running on an untrusted cloud system hypervisor. Similar to
other TEEs, SEV-SNP supports remote attestation as well
as both data confidentiality and integrity guarantees for the
application VMs against untrusted host hypervisors. A dedi-

cated hardware engine in the memory controller encrypts data
before sending them to the off-chip main memory. SEV-SNP
also tracks the ownership of each physical page with a Re-
verse Map Table (RMP) so that only the owner can write to a
memory region. It further validates the page mapping to pre-
vent malicious remapping of a single page to multiple owners.
In such ways, it is able to alleviate typical data corruption,
replay, memory aliasing, and memory remapping attacks.

In addition, SEV-SNP enables tagging each physical page
with Virtual Memory Privilege Levels (VMPLs). It is similar to
Ring 0-3 in the x86 architecture but for TEE VMs. One use
case of VMPL is to implement Secure VM Service Module
(SVSM). SVSM runs at VMPL0 and the guest operating
system runs at VMPL1. SVSM can intercept syscalls and
memory operations and serve as a security monitor.

Polyhedral model. The polyhedral model has been widely
used in automatic parallelization and optimization of GPU
programs [8, 14, 92]. Conceptually it represents each mem-
ory access as an affine expression (i.e. a linear combination)
over an ordered set of loop variables. Analyzing the effects of
memory access, such as aliasing and ranges, reduces to solv-
ing inequalities of integer variables. The polyhedral model
works well with GPU kernels because they implicitly loop
over the grids and the blocks, and performant GPU kernels
have regular memory access patterns.

More concretely, an iteration vector \( I = (i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_n) \in \mathcal{D}^n \) records the values of loop variables \( i_0, \ldots, i_n \) for an instruction \( s \). The domain \( \mathcal{D}^n \) is called the iteration domain. Note that the iterator vector usually includes the grid index (\( g.i.d \)) and the local thread index (\( l.i.d \)) for instructions in GPU kernels. An access function \( \mathcal{A}^s \) (w.r.t. instruction \( s \)) takes an iterator vector as input and outputs the actual memory address.

Note that when \( \mathcal{A}^s \) is an affine function and \( \mathcal{D}^n \) is an affine space, all loops in \( I \) have fixed steps. For simplicity, we denote an access function as a vector with each element representing the coefficients of the corresponding dimension of the iteration vector. The dot product of the access function and the iteration vector is the actual memory address. We also introduce an extra dimension which always has the value 1 at the end of the iteration vector so that the access function can represent constant offsets in a uniform way.

Figure 2 shows the access functions of the kernel in Figure 1, a kernel filling a range of memory with a value. Affine operations on the values directly translate to affine operations on the vector forms of the corresponding access functions (e.g., \( \mathcal{A}^s = \dim \cdot \mathcal{A}^t + \mathcal{A}^i \)), provided that \( \dim \) is a constant throughout the analysis. The GPU kernel actually loads \( \dim \) from the memory, however. In this case, security invariants in Honeycomb ensure that the value \( \dim \) remains constant throughout the executions so that the analysis remains valid.

### 3 Threat model

In this paper, we adopt a similar threat model to previous studies on secure execution environments for GPUs [44, 45, 83]. The adversary controls the entire software stack, including the compiler toolchains, the operating system, the hypervisor, and the device drivers. It also has physical access to the server hardware and may sniff the PCIe traffic. We assume that the host machine CPU features TEE capabilities such as AMD SEV-SNP or Intel TDX [43], and the GPU features a hardware random number generator or performance counters to collect entropy for cryptographic uses. We also assume that users have the specifications of the server hardware and how it is connected, such as which PCIe slot that the GPU is plugged in. Finally we assume that Honeycomb is able to establish a trusted MMIO path with the GPU. Our prototype uses AMD SEV-TIO [1] to establish it, but such a path can also be realized using other secure I/O buses [44, 65], or alternatively, equipping the server with tamper detection mechanisms [75] and establishing a trusted I/O path to the GPU using a hypervisor [94]. We defer the details to §8.

The adversary can launch applications in Honeycomb, alter the results of the compiler toolchains, and tamper with the physical memory of the server. Additionally, the adversary can tamper with the DMA buffers. However, we trust the device memory of the GPU, since modern GPUs usually integrate the device memory using 2.5D/3D silicon interposers inside the same package. We assume that the adversary cannot observe or corrupt the data stored in it [83]. Supporting integrated GPUs is out of the scope of this paper. Similar to previous GPU TEEs [44, 83], side-channel attacks [17, 40, 82, 86] on trusted hardware are out of the scope of this paper. Honeycomb relies on the rich set of orthogonal work to alleviate these problems [9, 80]. Availability and denial-of-service attacks are also out of scope.

Under this threat model, Honeycomb should ensure confidentiality and integrity for multiple mutually distrusted applications running on the same GPU. The adversary cannot tamper with the code, the data and the control flows of both the CPU and GPU parts of the applications.

### 4 Overview

Figure 1 describes the overall architecture of Honeycomb. Honeycomb offers unified TEEs that cover both the CPU and GPU parts of the application. Honeycomb starts an application inside an AMD SEV-SNP TEE VM. It first starts the Secure VM Service Module (SVSM) at VMPL0. The SVSM bootstraps the BIOS, the guest Linux kernel, and finally the user-space application at VMPL1. SVSM regulates all interactions between the applications and the GPU. Recall that in CPU TEEs data are stored as plaintext within the CPU package. They are only encrypted when leaving for the off-chip main memory. In Honeycomb data on the device memory are stored decrypted, and the SVSM encrypts them when they are sent to the host. The path of reading data is similar.

The application requests GTT memory from Honeycomb to interact with the GPU. A piece of GTT memory can serve as a staging buffer for memory copies, which is mapped into the user-level address space, or serve as backing buffers for command queues, which are only accessible by the SVSM. In both cases the SVSM inspects the access to regulate secure memory transfers between the GPU and the applications [83], and launches validated GPU kernels with proper parameters. Note that although the current implementation of Honeycomb is based on AMD SEV-SNP, our design is applicable to other VM TEEs such as Intel TDX.

Honeycomb isolates the GPU inside a sandbox VM. The security monitor (SM) inside the sandbox is a hypervisor running below the Linux kernel. The SM regulates all interactions between the driver and the GPU. It ensures that the GPU follows the expected initialization sequences, and keeps track of the ownerships of the device memory pages to prevent accidental sharing of device memory among applications.

To execute GPU kernels, an application first loads the GPU binary that contains the GPU kernels into the device memory. The validator in Honeycomb takes both the binary code and the accompanying preconditions as inputs. It validates that each memory instruction in the GPU kernel can only access certain regions of the virtual address space. Note that the actual target addresses sometimes cannot be determined until the application executes the kernel with
The analysis is sound, meaning that once an access is proven, it is safe for all possible executions. For undecided cases like an indirect memory access \(a[b[1]]\), Honeycomb requires the developer to annotate and add runtime checks to pass the validation. Our evaluation on real-world benchmark suites shows that the overheads of both development and runtime performance are modest – common production GPU kernels like matrix multiplications tend to have regular memory access patterns. The analysis is sufficient to capture the patterns, thus requiring few to none annotations.

The validator enforces access control that effectively divides the virtual address space of a GPU application into four regions: protected, read-only (RO), read-write (RW), and private, each of which has different access policies. For example, the application is prohibited to modify the RO region, but has full access to the private region. Honeycomb places the binary code and the arguments in the RO region so that a malicious kernel cannot modify the code on the fly after passing the validation. Furthermore, Honeycomb implements secure IPC through mapping the buffers into different regions. Honeycomb maps the IPC buffers into the sender’s protected and receiver’s RO region. The sender calls the trusted send( ) endpoint to copy the plaintext data to the IPC buffer, where both confidentiality and integrity are preserved.

5 Validator

The validator in Honeycomb checks the binary code for each GPU kernel of the application conforms with the following security invariants:

- **No dangling accesses.** A GPU kernel must never read uninitialized values from hardware registers.
- **All memory accesses reside in their regions.** All memory accesses to the memory regions conform with their access policies respectively.
- **Control flow integrity.** The execution must start at the designated entry point of the GPU kernel. The kernel can only transfer its control to the entry points of its basic blocks.

Checking uninitialized uses of values. The validator starts out parsing the binary code of the GPU kernel and building
the Static Single-Assignment (SSA) representation and the Control Flow Graph (CFG) for each kernel function. The validator checks dangling accesses by inspecting whether the SSA representation of the kernel function is valid.

Checking memory accesses. Figure 3 presents the overall workflow when validating the program described in Figure 1. For each memory instruction, the validator constructs a symbolic expression and derives the access function \( A \) to represent the target address of each memory instruction. The algorithm combines scalar evolution analysis and polyhedral models, and is flow-sensitive and path-insensitive.

The validator further derives the iteration vector \( I \) and the iteration domain \( D \) from the application binary interface (ABI) and the preconditions of the GPU kernel. Recall that the dot product \( A \cdot I \) computes the value of the target address. It is sufficient to plug in \( D \) to compute the range of the target address and to verify whether the memory access is inbound.

A closer look at Figure 3 shows that the validator must address practical complexities when analyzing the binary code. For example, the compiler promotes the load of \( dispatch_pkt.wg\_size\_x \) into a 32-bit load instruction (Lines 1 and 4). It also lowers a 64-bit addition into two instructions (Lines 14-15). The validator heuristically rediscovers their semantics when constructing the symbolic expressions. Additionally, the validator matches sequences of instructions to rediscover semantics of divisions, modulus, and min/max operators.

Another example is that conventional polyhedral models require all multipliers to be constants. The value of \( s2 \) comes from a load instruction (Lines 1 and 4), breaking the subsequent analysis when constructing a polyhedral representation of the global ID (Line 5). The validator recognizes that the instruction is loading from the RO region and it is safe to treat it as a constant in the analysis. Such relaxation is essential to derive \( A \) and eventually to validate that Line 16 is safe.

Aggressive compiler optimizations can create additional burdens for analysis. For example, the definition and the usage of a value could be scattered in two basic blocks separated by other basic blocks in the CFG. They are guarded by the same condition so the program is valid at runtime but a path-insensitive algorithm fails to connect them. More powerful analysis or language-level support [30,41,60] will address the issue but we intentionally limit the capabilities of the validator to bound the size of TCB. Honeycomb requires the developer to alter the GPU kernel to pass the validation. Additionally, the validator requires the developer to add runtime checks for indirect memory accesses like \( a[b[i]] \) since it does not fully track the memory access of the heap.

We found that the simple algorithm is effective against commonly used production kernels such as matrix multiplications or element-wise transformations as the analysis perfectly captures the regular and predictable memory access patterns commonly seen in most GPU kernels.

Enforcing control flow integrity. It is relatively straightforward to decode GPU kernels since modern GPUs have RISC-style instruction sets. The validator simply validates that all branches jump to valid instructions. The validator does not support indirect branches. Although based on our experience they are rarely used in real-world GPU kernels, the developer can turn indirect branches to a series of branches that have explicit targets. The validator does not support self-modifying code to ensure the integrity of the analysis.

### 6 Security monitors

There are two types of security monitors in Honeycomb to regulate the interactions with the GPU. In Honeycomb every application runs inside its own TEE VM. The SVSM regulates the interactions between the application and the GPU. The security monitor (SM) in the sandbox VM regulates the interactions between the driver and the GPU. The SM also keeps track of the ownership of memory pages to prevent ac-
cidential sharing between applications. Together they are able to remove the OS kernel and the GPU driver from the TCB. Similar to existing GPU TEEs [83], Honeycomb implements the following functionalities.

Initialization. Honeycomb enforces the untrusted GPU driver to follow a correct sequence to initialize the GPU. However, to our best knowledge, no public specifications are available for our target device, the AMD RX6900XT GPU. We therefore collect the trace of an initialization sequence on the baseline platform and use it as the ground truth. We further inspect the source code of the driver to build state machines to model the initialization sequence. The SM intercepts all MMIO traffic to ensure that the GPU driver follows the transitions of the state machines. The SM directly passes the firmware to the GPU since the hardware will validate its integrity with cryptographic signatures.

Despite the fact that there is no specification, we were able to find five bugs in the AMDGPU driver that violate security. More specifically, there are two instances where the parameters of the hardware queues are initialized with incorrect values, two instances where the queues are prematurely enabled before all parameters are set, and one instance of out-of-bound access on the hardware buffer. All five bugs are confirmed by upstream developers, and their corresponding fixes have been deployed since Linux 5.19.

Launching GPU kernels. Applications call the same user-space APIs (e.g., the HIP APIs [2]) to launch GPU kernels on Honeycomb. First, applications call hipModuleLoadData() to load GPU binaries. The implementation of the API traps into the SVSM, where the SVSM validates the kernels, then copies the kernels into the protected region and records their preconditions given that they have passed the validations. Applications call hipLaunchKernel() to launch a GPU kernel. Similarly, its implementation traps into the SVSM, where the SVSM confirms the preconditions are valid with respect to the actual arguments. It then updates the command queue to enqueue the launch if preconditions are satisfied.

Isolating address spaces. On the CPU side, Honeycomb leverages existing mechanisms in SEV-SNP TEE to enforce isolation between different applications. SEV-SNP ensures the integrity of VM data and protects against various vulnerabilities, including replay and remapping attacks (§2).

On the GPU side, the SM intercepts all traffic between the driver and the GPU to maintain a RMP table similar to Graviton [83] to track the ownership of the pages. The Linux driver allocates page tables inside the device memory and updates them through MMIO requests. The SM intercepts these requests and updates the RMP table. Additionally, the SM prevents applications from mapping the page tables into their address spaces to subvert the isolation.

Securing data transfers. Honeycomb implements secure data communication channels between the GPU and the host CPU, and coordinates all data transfers into and out of the GPU device memory. All transfers between the host and the device memory must be done via a special trusted kernel in Honeycomb, with all transferred data encrypted and authenticated under an ephemeral encryption key. Honeycomb disallows the applications from mapping the host memory into their address spaces or directly creating DMA queues.

One practical issue is how to bootstrap and maintain the secure channel. Honeycomb uses the s_memrealtime instruction to get the value of the real-time counter on the AMD RX6900XT GPU. Honeycomb launches a kernel to perform reads, invalidating caches to generate entropy and extract them. The entropy is used to establish a shared security key using Diffie-Hellman key exchange [31]. Honeycomb stores the entropy in the protected region to prevent user applications from accessing it.

7 Secure and efficient IPC

Honeycomb enables two enclaves to securely exchange plaintext data within the device memory. To make an IPC, Honeycomb maps the IPC buffer to the sender’s protected region and the receiver’s RO region. The sender calls send() to initiate the IPC. send() is a trusted endpoint that simply copies the data into the protected region and updates the indices of the IPC buffers. The GPU kernels on the receiver side can read the RO region directly but need to update the indices via recv() provided by Honeycomb. The scheme is secure because no GPU kernels from the user applications can access the protected region nor write to the RO region.

For simplicity, the current prototype of Honeycomb maps all IPC buffers to the protected regions consistently across all applications so that it is possible to identify the endpoints using only the virtual addresses. Adding finer-grained access control through capabilities [33] is relatively straightforward.

To summarize, the ultimate simplicity comes from the guarantee that none of the user-provided GPU kernels inside Honeycomb is able to tamper with the data in the protected, RO and RW regions, making exchanging data between two enclave applications in Honeycomb as simple as copying a piece of memory.

8 Discussion

Establishing a trusted I/O path to the GPU. When the server does not have AMD SEV-TIO or other secure I/O buses, Honeycomb can leverage prior work [94] to establish a trusted I/O path to the GPU. On the high level, Honeycomb acquires exclusive control of the I/O paths at the beginning of the boot-up process, before any untrusted components can access the GPU. Particularly, the server first boots into the SM where the whole boot-up process is validated and attested via SecureBoot [55]. Second, the SM enumerates the PCIe buses to discover the MMIO regions of the GPU and all of its...
An attacker might interpose on the PCIe fabrics to insert MMIO or DMA requests, or tamper with existing requests to access the plaintext information residing in the device memory. Alternatively, they might map the MMIO regions of the GPU to another I/O device or initiate peer-to-peer PCIe transactions to interact with the GPU. Both types of attacks are ineffective when the GPU is attached to a secure I/O bus [1, 44, 65]. When using the alternative initialization process described in §8 to establish a trusted I/O path, Honeycomb detects and stops the first type of attacks using tamper detection mechanisms [75]. To defend against the second type of attacks, Honeycomb programs the IOMMU and PCIe ACS registers to acquire exclusive control on the MMIO regions of the GPU before starting any untrusted components. Additionally an attacker might write to the I/O ports that map to the registers in the PCIe configuration space, in the hope of relocating the MMIO regions of the GPU. Honeycomb is able to identify and stop potential attacks as the hardware topology uniquely determines the mappings [94]. An attacker might also initiate peer-to-peer PCIe transactions between an I/O device and the GPU bypassing the IOMMU. Honeycomb stops the attacks because it programs the PCIe ACS registers to prevent unauthorized peer-to-peer PCIe transactions.

Our threat model assumes that an attacker cannot snoop or tamper with the device memory of the discrete GPU. The attacker can also try to perform the row hammer attack [51], which can be mitigated by orthogonal research [7, 67, 87].

Side-channel attacks. An attacker might try to exploit various timing and power side channels. Defending them is out of the scope of this paper and can leverage orthogonal work [9, 80].

10 Implementation

We have implemented Honeycomb on top of Rust 1.64.0 nightly with about 32,000 lines of code. The current prototype supports the x64 architecture and the AMD RX6900XT GPU.
We use the AES256-GCM [32] to encrypt and decrypt traffic between the host and the GPU.

The validator understands the AMDGPU ELF binary format and disassembles the machine code of the GPU kernels of the AMD RDNA2 ISA. The structures of scalar evolution analysis and polyhedral representations closely resemble the corresponding parts in LLVM [53].

We have implemented both the SVSM and the SM in Rust. The SM is implemented as a Type I hypervisor. We have implemented the user-space runtime, including the corresponding bindings of HIP and OpenCL in C++, in around 8,500 lines of code. The user-space runtime is outside the TCB.

11 Evaluation

The evaluation of Honeycomb tries to answer the following questions both qualitatively and quantitatively:

- Does static validation in Honeycomb improve security?
- Is Honeycomb practical for real-world applications?
- Where do the overheads in Honeycomb come from?
- How efficient is the IPC in Honeycomb?
- How much effort is required to adopt Honeycomb for new applications?

11.1 Experiment setup

We evaluate Honeycomb on a server equipped with two 24-core 2.85 GHz AMD EPYC 7443 CPUs, 128 GB DDR4 memory, and a 480 GB SAMSUNG PM893 SSD. The server has an AMD RX6900XT GPU that has 16 GB of device memory. It connects to a gigabit Ethernet with the Broadcom BCM5720 Ethernet adapter. The machine runs a patched Linux 5.15.0 kernel to support SEV-SNP VMs. Both the sandbox and the application VM runs Linux 5.17.0 on top of QEMU 7.1.0. We have not yet enabled SEV-SNP for the sandbox VM due to complications of passing the AMD RX6900XT GPU directly into the VM. We use the ROCm 5.4.0 [3] GPU driver when running the baseline experiments. We pin all applications to the first CPU socket where the GPU is attached.

11.2 TCB

Honeycomb provides a secure and efficient execution environment for GPU applications. To quantitatively evaluate our efforts, we count the lines of code (LOC) in the TCB of both Honeycomb and the Linux platform using SCC [15]. The current prototype of Honeycomb only supports a limited set of hardware, thus we only count the lines of code for the x64 platform and the essential parts of the driver for AMD RX6900XT. Figure 4 presents the counts of LOC for the TCB of both Honeycomb and the Linux platform.

Honeycomb provides security guarantees with respect to the threat model in Section 3 with an order of magnitude smaller TCB compared to the normal Linux platform. The security of a GPU application running on Linux relies on the correctness of both the kernel space and the user space (ROCm) of the GPU driver. The result of the smaller TCB is consistent with other systems that adopt the design of security monitors [79, 90]. The SM and the validator in Honeycomb separate the concerns of enforcing security from implementing the required functionalities, removing the heavy-lifting portions (e.g., Linux) of the system out of the TCB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb</td>
<td>82,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVSM</td>
<td>9,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM+Sandbox VM</td>
<td>9,376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validator</td>
<td>12,299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust runtime</td>
<td>50,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 5.17</td>
<td>~ 1,503,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core functionalities for x86</td>
<td>844,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMDGPU driver for AMD 6900XT</td>
<td>607,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel libraries (DRM &amp; TTM)</td>
<td>50,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCm 5.4.0</td>
<td>397,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIP Library</td>
<td>188,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCR Runtime</td>
<td>73,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCm Common Runtime</td>
<td>62,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCR Thunk interface</td>
<td>72,742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Estimated LOC for TCBs of Honeycomb and Linux. It also shows the LOC of some major components in the TCB.

11.3 End-to-end performance

We choose five representative benchmark suites to study how Honeycomb performs on real-world workloads:

**SpecACCEL.** SpecACCEL is a performance test suite that represents high-performance computing applications like simulations of computational fluid dynamics and molecular dynamics. We evaluate all 19 OpenCL applications in the SpecACCEL 1.2 benchmark suites. All benchmarks are evaluated against the default parameters and the reference input size.

**ResNet18.** ResNet18 is an 18-layer convolutional neural network model. It is a popular image classification model that is used on low-power edge devices. We implement a benchmark that classifies 10 images using the ResNet18 model. The model uses the single-precision, pre-trained weights (IMAGENET1K_V1) from PyTorch 1.12.1 [64].

**BERT.** BERT is a large transformer model that powers various natural language processing tasks. We derive a benchmark from the NVIDIA FasterTransformer backend [62]. We use the BERT_BASE configuration [29]. The model has 12 layers.
and 110M parameters, preloaded with the single-precision, pre-trained weights called bert-base-uncased [38]. The benchmark reports the time of performing a single shot of inference on BERT.

**NanoGPT.** NanoGPT is a minimal implementation of training medium-size Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) models. GPT models are often used to power chat bots or to generate human-like content. We implement a benchmark that fine-tunes the GPT2 model [68] using the tiny Shakespeare dataset in the NanoGPT repository. We preload the weights of its 124M parameters from [39]. The benchmark trains with a batch size of 4 and uses ∼15 GB out of the 16 GB of total device memory available.

**Canny.** Canny implements the Canny edge detection algorithm to detect edges in images. We implement a benchmark that detects edges on an image in the UHDSR4K dataset [91]. The resolution of the image is 3840 × 2160.

Figure 5 presents the relative execution time of all five benchmark applications. The relative execution time ranges from 0.89 (104.lbm) to 1.27 (Canny). Large language models in Honeycomb are particularly efficient: the relative slowdowns of BERT and NanoGPT are 2% and 0%. This is because their execution time is dominated by matrix multiplications, whose memory accesses can be efficiently reasoned about with scalar evolution analysis and polyhedral models. The validator requires no runtime checks to be inserted into the performance-critical, general matrix multiplication (GEMM) GPU kernels to pass validation. Honeycomb essentially launches the exact same GPU kernels compared to the baseline.

Figure 5 further breaks down the overheads into four categories: (1) Driver (slowdowns from an alternative driver), (2) SVSM (validating the requests in the command queues), (3) Mem (securing memory transfers) and (4) V (runtime checks). The characteristics of runtime overheads vary among applications. First, the alternative driver is simpler and faster in general but lacks the optimizations on large memory copies. Running Canny on the alternative driver is 18% slower (7.16s vs. 6.11s) because it loads an 8MB image into the GPU before processing it. Second, to enforce security the SVSM must inspect each request of kernel launch. The overhead is more evident for applications that mostly consist of small, fast GPU kernels like ResNet.

The third source of overheads is secure memory transfer. For example, 117.bfs copies the frontier and the tail of the BFS queue back and forth between the host and the device in each iteration, transferring 400 bytes of data for 108,000 times. Enabling secure memory transfer results in a 42% slowdown (13.97s vs. 9.82s). 116.histo also has significant overheads because it uses memset() to zero out a piece of device memory at the beginning of each iteration. Changing it to memset() eliminates the overheads.

The final source of overheads comes from the runtime checks in GPU kernels that are inserted to facilitate validations. Runtime checks slow down 121.lavamd by 19% (5.80s vs. 4.87s). However, most of the overhead can be attributed to one single runtime check. The GPU kernel writes to a[b[i] + threadIdx.x * j] in two-level nested loops. i and j are loop variables thus b[i] remains constant in the outer loop. Developer must insert a runtime check to aid the validation since b[i] is a value from the memory where the validator does not model. Note that the runtime check can be hoisted to the outer loop since checking the indices at the first and the last iterations of j is sufficient to guarantee safety. Hoisting the check effectively eliminates the overheads (both 4.87s for disabling runtime checks and hoisting the check to the outer loop). The case of 128.heartwall is similar. Extending the validation to understand hoisting is left to future work.

### 11.4 Overheads

The previous subsection has discussed the overheads on the runtime checks inside the GPU kernels. This section further studies other overheads introduced by the system design of Honeycomb, namely:

- Validating the GPU kernels at load time.
• Securing memory transfers between the host and the GPU.

• Checking the preconditions against the arguments and launching the GPU kernels.

Overheads of validating GPU kernels. Figure 6 describes the time spent on validating the GPU kernels in all five benchmark suites we evaluate vs. the number of instructions they have. The time used by validation is roughly linear with respect to the size of the GPU kernel. Out of 149 GPU kernels we have evaluated, the largest one is a GEMM GPU kernel that has 11297 instructions coming from rocBLAS [49]. The longest time spent on validating an individual GPU kernel is around 30 ms (128.heartwall). At the application level, validating NanoGPT training takes the longest time in our evaluation. It consists of 73 GPU kernels, taking 162 ms in total to validate all of them. Note that the validation is a one-time overhead when loading the applications. Real-world GPU applications like training execute the kernels continuously for days. The evaluation shows that validating GPU kernels is efficient and has negligible overheads on overall application performance.

Overheads of secure memory transfers. We study the overheads of secure memory transfers using a benchmark that transfers data back and forth between the host and the GPU. A round trip of a secure memory transfer includes (1) encrypting the data on the host CPU, (2) copying the encrypted data to and from the GPU, and (3) decrypting the data. We warm up the benchmark for 5 seconds and report the average transfer bandwidth over a 30-second period for various sizes of transfers. Figure 7 presents the round-trip data bandwidth with and without secure memory transfers. The bandwidths of both ROCm and Honeycomb first increase linearly with the sizes of the payloads and then peak at 10.63 and 2.20 GB/s. The bandwidth is bounded by AES encryption/decryption throughput of a single CPU core.

Overheads of checking preconditions and launching GPU kernels. We study the performance impacts of checking preconditions in Honeycomb by measuring the performance of multiplying two single-precision square matrices of various sizes in Honeycomb. We implement the benchmark using the GEMM GPU kernels from rocBLAS. The validator has verified that all global memory accesses in these GPU kernels are safe, thus there are no extra runtime checks inside the GPU kernels. We have further ported all checks on preconditions directly into the benchmark, making precondition checking the sole overhead in this benchmark.

Figure 8 presents the achieved FLOPS on both Linux and Honeycomb against various sizes of the square matrices (from $2 \times 2$ to $8192 \times 8192$), with or without checking the preconditions. Honeycomb performs 41 range checks on the kernel arguments to validate the preconditions on each launch, taking roughly 0.04$\mu$s to complete. All GEMM GPU kernels in the benchmark have the identical function signature. Both the number of checks on preconditions and the performance are consistent.

Honeycomb is slightly slower than Linux when the size of the matrices is less than 1024, because SVSM must check each request to ensure that applications can only launch validated kernels. We observe that the overhead is $\sim 8\mu$s per launch of GPU kernels. To cross-validate the overheads, we compare the latency of launching a no-op kernel on Linux and on Honeycomb. The average latencies over a million launches on Linux and on Honeycomb are 13.15$\mu$s and 25.06$\mu$s. The overhead of checking preconditions is two orders of magnitude smaller than launching a no-op kernel.

11.5 IPC performance

We study the case of exchanging data between two TEE applications on the same host. We compare the bandwidth between exchanging the data via (1) an encrypted shared buffer on the host, and (2) the IPC mechanism in Honeycomb, where no encryption is needed. We have built two applications and evaluated their performance: (1) a ping-pong application that sends data back and forth, and (2) a two-stage image processing application that mimics the perception pipelines in autonomous vehicles. It ingests a video stream in an enclave...
and performs edge detection in another one. The isolation not only increases modularity and robustness, but also simplifies the integrations with third-party vendor SDKs.

Figure 9 presents the effective bandwidth of the ping-pong application with different sizes of IPC payloads, along with a reference, insecure implementation that copies the payloads within the device memory using hipMemcpyDtoD(). IPC in Honeycomb is \(2.529 \times\) faster compared to exchanging data via a shared encrypted memory buffer on the host. The effective bandwidth of round-trip IPCs peaks at \(\sim 233\) GB/s (89% of the reference insecure implementation) when sending payloads of 32 MB, where three buffers of such size utilize the shared L3 cache of the GPU (128 MB). In contrast, the bandwidth of using an encrypted shared buffer for IPC peaks at \(\sim 411\) MB/s. We attribute the inefficiency to the fact that GPU TEEs make secure memory transfers transparent to applications. Other GPU TEEs cannot give out the encryption keys to the applications without compromising the security, so the only way of sharing data securely is to re-encrypt the data before sharing them, where the performance is bounded by the CPU performance of encryption and decryption as shown in Figure 7.

We have assembled the Canny application into a two-stage image processing pipeline. The end-to-end latencies of processing a single frame of 4K image are 679 \(\mu\)s and 18579 \(\mu\)s when using direct IPC and an encrypted shared buffer on the host, where 617 \(\mu\)s is spent on actual computation.

### 11.6 Developer experience

Figure 10 presents the metrics on the kernels and development efforts of the five benchmark suites we have evaluated. It presents the number of GPU kernels, the number of memory instructions, the number of runtime checks inserted, and the number of preconditions written for each application. Neural network applications ResNet18, BERT, and NanoGPT are considerably bigger, where the GEMM kernels contribute to more than 70% of the total number of instructions. RocBLAS launches different GEMM kernels based on the sizes of matrices for optimal performances.

*Experience with neural network models and the Canny edge detector* We have ported 109 GPU kernels in total for ResNet18, BERT, Nano and Canny. We are able to classify the GPU kernels used in neural network models into three categories: (1) element-wise operations, (2) matrix operations, including multiplication, transposition and convolution, and (3) special-purpose GPU kernels such as Im2d2col or radix sort. Note that developers do not directly write the GPU kernels. The GPU kernels either come from well-optimized libraries such as MIOpen [49] or are generated by PyTorch.

We found that GPU kernels in the first two categories have well-optimized, regular memory access patterns. Scalar evolution analysis and polyhedral models are sufficient to verify the safety of the memory accesses, meaning that no extra runtime checks are required. However, it is important to extend the polyhedral models to treat the values of some kernel arguments as constants (§5) to complete the analysis. Many of these GPU kernels are generic library functions. They take the shape and the length of the data as arguments, which are often used in calculating addresses. GPU kernels used in the Canny edge detector also fall within the first two categories.

GPU kernels in the third category require case-by-base discussion. The class of Im2d2col GPU kernels used by ResNet18 essentially unrolls a matrix into a long vector under different configurations. The challenge of analyzing their memory access is that the GPU kernels use division and modulo operations to transform the basis of indices. For example, the statements \(\text{out}_x = \text{inner}_\text{lid} \mod \text{out}_\text{cols}_\text{wg} ; \text{out}_y = \text{inner}_\text{lid} / \text{out}_\text{cols}_\text{wg} \) repartition the index \text{inner}_\text{lid} based on the value of \text{out}_\text{cols}_\text{wg}. It is easy to see such accesses are inbound but neither the standard scalar evolutions nor polyhedral representations can model them. Such repartitions are often parts of the tight loops thus extra runtime checks can incur significant performance overheads. Fortunately, we found out that the compiler generates pretty stable code sequences for these statements. We have implemented a pattern matching algorithm to iterate over the instructions to uncover the semantics of repartitions, so that the validator can verify these Im2d2col GPU kernels without the need of runtime checks.

Radix sorts are introduced to speed up the training of neural networks on GPUs. Particularly, during the backward propagation pass the training application sorts the sparse gradients before propagating the values in order to improve locality and to save the precious memory bandwidth. While radix sorts are efficient on GPUs, they pose challenges for validation due to the presence of indirect memory references. It is a non-goal for the validator in Honeycomb to verify the safety of indirect memory references, so we have added runtime checks to the sorting kernels in the NanoGPT training application. The overall overheads are insignificant as radix sorts are accountable for less than 0.02% of the total running time. Replacing radix sort with an algorithm like merge sort that is more friendly to validation may be a good alternative.

Many preconditions are mechanical and usually straightforward (e.g., ensuring that the whole matrix is in the private region). Since GPU kernels take data shapes as inputs, all of which must be specified in the preconditions. For instance, each GEMM kernel requires 30 preconditions. Writing these preconditions is tedious, and we have developed a script to generate the preconditions automatically.

In short, it requires inserting zero runtime checks into ResNet18, BERT and Canny to pass validation in Honeycomb. We introduce runtime checks in the NanoGPT training application with negligible performance overheads. Developing preconditions for the GPU kernels requires modest effort. Patching frameworks like PyTorch to use the validated versions of the GPU kernels, however, turns out to be a big-
ger practical challenge. We eventually end up patching the userspace runtime to load the validated GPU kernels.

Experience with the SpecACCEL benchmark suites. We have ported all 19 benchmarks (40 kernels in total) in the SpecACCEL 1.2 benchmark suites to Honeycomb. We classify the required changes into three categories: (1) adding optimization, (2) undoing optimization, and (3) indirect heap references.

Adding optimization. The validator can benefit from optimizing the GPU kernel. For example, 110.fft has a division instruction in the kernel. The divisor is a power-of-2 constant. Propagating it into the GPU kernel reduces the division into bit shifts, simplifying the validation.

Undoing optimization. Aggressive optimization in compilers issue instruction sequences that are difficult to model in scalar expression. For example, the compiler compiles the expression $-1-bx$ in 123.nw to a single instruction $\text{s\_not\_b32 bx}$. It is difficult for the validator to model such an instruction as a scalar expression. We have to rewrite the expression to undo the optimization so that the validator can recognize the expression.

Indirect heap references. There are 9 benchmarks that have indirect heap references in the code. Each instance of irregular heap access requires adding a runtime check which incurs runtime overheads. For example, 118.cutfp casts a float to the index of an array; other benchmarks like 112.spmv expose patterns like $a[b[i]]$. All these instances require adding runtime checks to pass the validations.

12 Related work

TEE designs on GPUs. GPU TEEs enforce isolation among mutually distrusted enclaves. Graviton [83] augmented the GPU hardware with RMP tables to isolate physical memory pages among enclaves. Telekine [42] was built upon Graviton to remove a side channel regarding the execution time of GPU kernels, enhancing the overall isolation confidence. HIX [44] and CRONUS [45] relied on the GPU driver’s isolation mechanisms to properly protect and isolate applications. However, modern GPU drivers are inherently complex, and even security features like isolation are prone to vulnerabilities [24, 27].

StrongBox [28] leveraged the secure IOMMU on the SoC to isolate enclaves on integrated GPUs. It required updating the IOMMU and flushing the IOMMU TLB to switch between different execution environments.

HETEE [95] deployed a cluster of tamper-resistant servers with commodity GPUs. These servers accessed secure accelerator boxes through a centralized FPGA-based controller, achieving isolation through physical separation. Visor [66] focused on privacy-preserving video analytics in the cloud. It combined oblivious algorithms at the application level and a hybrid TEE at the system level to provide isolation.

Honeycomb enforces isolation via confining the behaviors of GPU applications with static analysis. Honeycomb’s approach complements the hardware limitations of existing GPUs, reduces overheads, and creates opportunities for optimizations like directly sharing data via IPC. Performing IPC in current GPU TEEs requires copying the data back and forth through an encrypted shared memory buffer on the host. Honeycomb combines confinements from static analysis and system-level designs to reduce IPC into copying plaintext within the device memory. IPC in Honeycomb is up to two orders of magnitude faster than conventional methods, enabling real-world applications to adopt a more modular architecture with modest overheads.

GPU TEEs also enforce isolation between enclaves and the untrusted host environment. They need to establish secure communication channels between the application running inside the CPU TEE and the GPU. Prior work implemented end-to-end secure communication channels in the GPU hardware [83], in the PCIe fabrics [44], or leveraging the secure IOMMU inside the SoC [28, 45]. Honeycomb leverages existing work on secure I/O bus [1, 44, 65] or software-based solutions [94] to establish secure communication channels.

Crypto-based secure computing on GPUs. Recent advances in modern cryptography offer theoretically provable solutions for privacy-preserving computing, such as Multi-Party Computation (MPC), Garbled Circuit (GC) and Homomorphic Encryption (HE). These algorithms have been used to realize secure GPU computations for machine learning and data analytics. On top of GAZELLE [47], Delphi [56] used GPU to accelerate the HE-based linear operations, and also selectively replace the expensive GC-based nonlinear ReLU opera-
tors with polynomial approximations. CryptGPU [78] further implemented both linear and nonlinear operations in MPC-based protocols on GPUs. It embedded the secret-shared value computations into floating-point operations, effectively utilizing GPU hardware units. GForce [61] instead focused on inference and addressed the high latency of non-linear operators by applying new quantization approaches and employing GPU-friendly protocols. Finally, Piranha [84] was a general and modular framework for accelerating secret-sharing-based MPC protocols on GPUs, leveraging optimized integer-based GPU kernels and memory-efficient in-place computations.

The cryptographic solutions do not keep the plaintext values in the untrusted platforms, so they are more resistant to side-channel vulnerabilities. However, their substantially higher computational cost causes huge slowdown compared to native processing. Specialized hardware [50, 71, 72] and trusted hardware units [93] have been proposed to accelerate HE and MPC, but all require non-trivial hardware changes.

Slalom [81] took a different approach. It used a CPU TEE to compute the non-linear parts, and offloaded encrypted data to the untrusted GPU to process linear operations. Both confidentiality and integrity are guaranteed. DarKnight [36] further optimized the flow with a better encryption method that greatly reduced the communication cost between CPU and GPU as well as the computations involved in the CPU TEE.

Secure operating systems. There is fruitful research on improving the security of operating systems, including explicitizing the security policies [73, 90], applying safe languages in the OS kernel [13, 41], and proving properties via formal verifications [52, 54]. Honeycomb utilizes techniques including security monitors and virtualization [10, 79] to remove the Linux kernel and the device driver out of the TCB.

Software fault isolation (SFI). Lightweight fault isolations [46, 57, 88] have been proven effective on the x86 architecture. Essentially, validation in Honeycomb is a form of SFI for GPU kernels. Honeycomb, however, combines the SFI with an alternative memory layout and other system-level supports to extend the fault isolation to a secure execution environment.

Polyhedral analysis. There is rich literature on utilizing polyhedral representations for loop analysis and transformations [8, 14, 35, 58]. Researchers have extended the approaches to more general cases [12]. Honeycomb uses the polyhedral analysis to model the effects of GPU memory access and to ensure that the memory access conforms with the security policy.

13 Conclusion

Honeycomb demonstrates that static analysis (validation) is a practical and flexible technique to enforce security for GPU applications. Combining with hardware and OS support, Honeycomb’s validation guarantees powerful system-wide invariants like every memory access in the applications conforms with the security policies. As a result, Honeycomb has reduced the size of TCB by 18×, and provided a secure IPC primitive that is 529× faster than conventional approaches.

The evaluation of Honeycomb on five representative benchmark suites, 23 applications in total, shows that Honeycomb is practical and efficient to provide secure GPU TEEs for real-world applications. It requires inserting few or none runtime checks into the GPU kernels to validate them, thus the runtime overhead is minimal. Large language model workloads like BERT and NanoGPT have ∼2% runtime overheads on Honeycomb.

The boom of GPU applications today requires continuous innovations in GPU software/hardware stack. Our experience on Honeycomb shows that static analysis has a lot of potential to help explore novel designs in the full software/hardware stack and to speed up innovations.
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Abstract

Confidential computing solutions are crucial to address the cloud privacy concerns. Although SGX has witnessed significant adoption in the cloud, the reliance on hardware implementation is restrictive for cloud providers in terms of orchestrating deployments and providing stronger security to their clients’ enclaves. eOPF addresses this limitation by providing a comprehensive, secure hypervisor-level instrumentation framework with the ability to monitor all enclave-OS interactions and implement protected services. eOPF overcomes several challenges including bridging the semantic gap between the hypervisor and SGX and attesting the co-location of the framework with enclaves. Using eOPF, we implement two protected services that provide platform resource orchestration and complementary enclave side-channel defense. Our evaluation shows that eOPF incurs very low performance overhead (<2%) in its default state and only modest overhead (geometric mean of 17% on SPEC) when strong, complementary side-channel defenses are enabled, making eOPF an efficient and practical solution for the cloud.

1 Introduction

The previous two decades have shown a substantial growth in internet services enabled by the cloud. Unfortunately, using cloud services requires users to outsource sensitive code, data, or both to cloud infrastructures shared by untrusted individuals. Moreover, the rise in cyber-attacks and corresponding increasing governmental regulations on sensitive information management (e.g., CCPA, GDPR) have made cloud privacy a first-order concern for many cloud providers and users. Thus, the cloud model success increasingly depends on providing strong privacy guarantees.

Cloud providers have been trying to accommodate the user demand for privacy using confidential computing solutions. Such solutions allow secure computation on cloud machines without trusting the machine’s huge and vulnerable software codebase like the operating system (OS). Among several approaches, the hardware-protected Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) enclaves have turned out to be the most popular key building block. In particular, SGX is already deployed by major cloud providers (e.g., Microsoft Azure [24], IBM Cloud [55]), thanks in no small part due to the extensive software ecosystem (e.g., development kits and library OSs) that aids the development of new SGX programs and porting existing codebases [17, 25, 76, 83].

Despite the strong security properties of SGX, its inflexible hardware implementation poses pragmatic challenges for cloud providers and users. For instance, modern cloud services aim to be elastic, which often comes with a pay-as-you-go model that requires detailed fine-grained resource usage accounting. Unfortunately, SGX only provides detailed enclave-usage data to the OS, which is untrusted even when cloud providers run containerized instances since the OS’ large codebase is susceptible to attacks from untrusted users on the machine. Moreover, since SGX’s inception, many attacks have been discovered against enclaves, which are currently difficult for cloud providers to mitigate. In particular, hardware updates for several attacks (e.g., digital side-channels) were never implemented by Intel, eroding user trust in the security capabilities of SGX and exposing users to attacks.

This paper proposes eOPF, a framework designed to provide a privileged trusted software environment for cloud providers to deploy secure services on enclave-running platforms. eOPF leverages virtualization extensions to enable trustworthy and complete interposition between enclaves and the OS. By virtue of such interposition, eOPF allows cloud providers to build protected services that enhance enclaves. In particular, this paper shows how eOPF can be used to (a) securely orchestrate enclaves (e.g., control and monitor enclave resource usage) and (b) add complementary enclave side-channel defenses.

Leveraging a framework like eOPF to enable services for enclaves poses several technical challenges. First, to enable protection and resource monitoring, the framework should interpose between the OS and enclave and mediate all OS-enclave interactions. Unfortunately, this capability is not na-
tively available to the virtualization layer. Second, for remote users to trust that their enclaves are protected, they should determine that their enclaves are co-located with the framework. Unfortunately, there is currently no mechanism to guarantee such co-location. Third, even if previous challenges are solved, it is necessary to show how to securely implement orchestration and protection services using the framework.

eOPF achieves complete interposition of all enclave-OS interactions through a combination of hardware-enabled interception features and several indirect mechanisms (§4.1). In particular, Intel CPUs allow a virtualization-based framework to intercept all SGX supervisor instructions, which are used to manage enclave creation and destruction. To reliably trap on all events during enclave execution (e.g., enclave start and stop events), eOPF carefully leverages a combination of memory protection (namely extended page tables), the x86 single-step mode, and interrupt-interception mechanisms.

We address the co-location challenge by designing, to our knowledge, the first platform-enclave co-attestation protocol allowing enclave users to trust that their enclaves are protected (§4.2). Instead of naively leveraging the virtualization framework for enclave installation, which does not prove co-location to a remote user, eOPF leverages a combination of the cloud provider’s initial provisioning, intercepted enclave installation, and SGX remote attestation to achieve co-location guarantees for cloud users.

In its current form, eOPF includes a library of functions to allow cloud providers and users to enable several orchestration and protection services (§5). For instance, eOPF implements a library of side-channel defenses that users can select during runtime. The defense capabilities are implemented at a resource-level (e.g., page tables, caches) in a principled manner to isolate resources responsible for side-channel and ensure full protection. Additional services can be flexibly implemented through further software libraries.

We implemented a proof-of-concept eOPF framework with services on the Bareflank extensible framework [3]. In addition, we analyze the end-to-end security of the system and show that eOPF is effective at preventing diverse attacks against its interposition, co-attestation, and implemented services. Furthermore, we demonstrate eOPF’s performance (§8) using benchmarks and real-world programs—the SPEC CPU 2006 integer suite [13], Redis [12], and Lighttpd [9]. Our results indicate that the base framework (without side-channel defenses) incurs less than 2% performance impact to enclaves, and when all side-channel defenses are enabled, it incurs a geometric mean performance overhead of 17%, hence suitable for diverse use-cases in today’s clouds.

2 Confidential Cloud Computing

This section describes the confidential cloud computing system model, threat model, and research goal of eOPF. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system model.

2.1 System Model

We assume that users want to run sensitive computations on the cloud (e.g., healthcare analytics on genetic information of several individuals [16]). They trust the cloud provider (like other confidential computing approaches [2, 47, 48]) but do not trust other users on the machine. The cloud provider does not trust users and aims to protect users from each other, since some may be malicious.

The cloud provider leverages SGX to enable users to securely run computations in enclaves, without trusting the bulk of the software stack or other users. SGX has several advantages over other approaches. First, SGX provides strong confidentiality and integrity guarantees against a wide-range of attacks [33]. Second, SGX is now widely-available in Intel server machines [4], a sizeable portion of all servers in the market today. Third, there are mature software development kits (SDKs) allowing users to port their programs to SGX enclaves [17] and library operating systems [76, 83] that allow users to easily run legacy programs inside enclaves.

Our model also assumes that the cloud provider runs a type-1 hypervisor on the machine (e.g., AWS Nitro [2], protected KVM [54]) and provisions containerized instances for users. Type-1 hypervisors provide better security guarantees due to a thin software codebase running at the virtualization layer (i.e., Intel VMX [52]). Containerized instances increase resource efficiency and simplify resource provisioning; hence, containerized instances underlay increasingly popular cloud models, such as microservices and serverless computing [1, 11, 72]. Moreover, since users run their sensitive computations inside SGX enclaves, the traditional isolation limitations of container instances do not apply. Nevertheless, our model also directly applies to scenarios where the cloud provider provisions virtual machines (VMs) (§9).

Since the cloud machine runs enclaves of different users, the cloud provider needs to deploy a flexible, protected layer to easily manage enclave instances, including managing resource oversubscription (e.g., AWS burstable instances [6]) to maximize resource efficiency. Furthermore, the cloud provider wants to use this layer to offer enhanced, complementary protection for enclaves against attacks that SGX does not protect, potentially by charging a higher cost.

![Figure 1: Our confidential computing model.](image-url)
2.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

The cloud provider and honest users assume that a dishonest user (or other third-parties) may compromise the machine’s operating system, by leveraging a kernel vulnerability or misconfiguration. After OS compromise, they assume that an attacker will launch attacks to (a) steal sensitive information from enclaves using digital side-channels [40, 43, 60, 84, 88] or (b) launch attacks against the platform or other users using enclaves (e.g., to prevent malware introspection [74]).

**Assumptions.** This heading describes our assumptions about the security of the SGX processor and hypervisor, as well as the availability of a trusted key management service.

**SGX processor.** We trust that the processor is correctly implemented. In particular, it correctly prevents direct access of enclaves from external software and implements all cryptographic and remote attestation primitives.

**Hypervisor.** We trust the hypervisor is correct and securely initialized on the cloud machine by the trusted cloud provider. A cloud provider can securely initialize a hypervisor by leveraging UEFI secure boot [87] or verified late launch (e.g., Intel TXT [52, 63]). Leveraging a trusted platform module (TPM) [23], the provider can also attest the correct initialization remotely. Note that although we trust the hypervisor, its compromise cannot harm existing SGX guarantees since enclaves are protected from hypervisors. Please refer to §7.3 for a hypervisor TCB discussion.

**Key management service.** We assume the availability of a trusted local or remote key management service (KMS). A trusted local key management service can be designed using a TPM. In either scenario, we assume that our system has secure access to the KMS (e.g., using an isolated channel to a local device [89] or authenticated encrypted channel).

**Out-of-scope.** We do not consider attacks through micro-architectural defects, software vulnerabilities inside enclave programs, system calls, and physical attacks. We also exclude attacks through micro-architectural defects (e.g., speculative execution attacks [29, 56, 85]). Defenses enabled by our system (§5.2) for side-channels also prevent the exploitation of micro-architectural defects [27, 56] in SGX enclaves through these channels. However, the root cause of micro-architectural defects are hardware bugs, and as such they are already routinely addressed by Intel through microcode or hardware updates [7, 51]. Existing schemes [57, 75, 76] can prevent vulnerability exploitation in buggy enclave programs and protect enclaves from malicious system call results [25, 49]. Finally, physical attacks that infer DRAM access patterns and electromagnetic analysis are very expensive [58].

2.3 Research Goal

Given the mistrust of the OS, this paper’s research goal is to **design a hypervisor-level instrumentation framework that allows cloud providers to enable protected services on enclave platforms.** The framework is designed to be flexible and support two use-case classes: (a) secure enclave orchestration (e.g., preventing dishonest users from running enclaves, monitoring enclave resource usage) and (b) complementary side-channel defense for enclaves (e.g., by isolating resources).

Combining a hypervisor-level framework with SGX is favorable for cloud providers and users. From a cloud provider’s perspective, hypervisor-only approaches [47, 48] offer more control but they require significant investment to design in-house full enclave abstractions and implement the corresponding SDKs. From a user’s perspective, hypervisor-only approaches offer flexible functionality (e.g., resource isolation) but they have a single point-of-failure (i.e., the cloud hypervisor) in terms of data protection. Our approach solves both problems by leveraging SGX with its robust software ecosystem [17, 76, 83] and complementary data protection guarantees in the event of a cloud hypervisor compromise. Hence, co-leveraging SGX and a hypervisor is a best-of-both-worlds scenario for cloud providers and users.

3 Background on Intel SGX

Intel SGX [64] allows a process to create protected execution contexts called *enclaves*. This section describes memory protection, lifecycle, and remote attestation aspects of SGX since they are relevant to eOPF.

**Enclave page cache (EPC).** This is a reserved physical memory region where enclaves reside. SGX relies on the operating system to over-subscribe the EPC using demand paging (i.e., securely retrieving pages from an encrypted backing store using page faults and updating page tables).

**Enclave lifecycle.** An enclave is created by the OS using SGX supervisor leaf instructions (ENCLS). During enclave execution, the untrusted and enclave parts of the process execute SGX user leaf instructions (ENCLU) for a world switch.

**Enclave Creation.** The OS executes ECREATE to create an enclave context. After context creation, the OS invokes EADD to copy initial code and data, provided by the user, from non-enclave to enclave pages. Then, the OS executes EEXTEND to measure the copied page (explained in the next section). Finally, the OS executes EINIT to finalize the enclave.

**Enclave Entry/Exit/Resumption.** The untrusted part of the process can transition to the enclave mode using EENTER. Afterward, the enclave executes EEXIT to transition back to the untrusted mode, for two reasons: (a) synchronous exits (i.e., to perform a system-call or shutdown the enclave) and (b) asynchronous exits (i.e., to handle page faults, interrupts, and exceptions). After handling the reason for an exit, the process executes ERERESUME to resume the enclave.

**Remote attestation.** SGX enables remote users to assert that their code and initial data is correctly loaded into an enclave.
by sending them the enclave measurement (MRENCLAVE or \( M_e \)) signed using the SGX CPU’s attestation key.

The enclave measurement process is entirely deterministic [30]. The measurement algorithm has an initialization, update, and finalization stage. During initialization (ECREATE), the CPU creates an initial SHA-256 hash using the OS-provided SGX Enclave Control Structure (SECS), which contains the enclave’s metadata (e.g., base address and size). In the update stages, the CPU updates the hash using each page added into the enclave (at EADD) alongside an OS-provided security information (SECINFO) block. The SECINFO block contains information about the page’s metadata (e.g., offset and permissions). In the same stage, the CPU measures each added page in 512-bit blocks (at EEXTEND). Lastly, in the finalization stage, the enclave’s measurement is hashed one last time with the total count of bits that are updated in the MRENCLAVE (at EINIT).

In formal terms, assuming an enclave of \( N \) pages (\( P^1 \) to \( P^N \)) with \( Z \) total bits, the entire enclave measurement is:

\[
M_e = H_{fin}(H_{upd}(\ldots H_{upd}(IV, SECS), P^1),\ldots,P^N), Z
\]

In this equation, \( IV \) are the initialization vectors. Additionally, for simplicity, we assume that \( H_{upd}(state, P) \) also includes a hash of the SECINFO of page \( P \).

### 4 eOPF Design

eOPF provides a privileged trusted software environment for cloud providers to build protected services on their SGX-compatible confidential computing platforms. eOPF leverages hypervisor-level instrumentation to enable trustworthy and complete interposition between enclaves and the OS. This interposition allows users to run protected services that augment enclave security and improve resource management (e.g., measure enclave execution time).

Hypervisor-level or virtual machine extensions (VMX) [52] allow eOPF to monitor and control the execution of the OS, e.g., observe and manipulate page tables. In particular, by leveraging VMX, eOPF can intercept supervisor instructions executed by the OS and exceptions raised by the machine. Moreover, eOPF can also leverage VMX features to protect its TCB from the OS and external devices.

Designing a secure hypervisor-level instrumentation framework for enclaves poses several challenges that we address:

**C1: Semantic VMX-SGX gap.** Complete and reliable interposition of enclave interactions is needed to build protected services. While VMX framework can natively trap on SGX supervisor instructions for enclave management, it cannot natively trap SGX user instructions that determine when an enclave starts or stops. These latter events are typically junctions of information exchange between enclaves and the OS; hence, interposition is critical to augment enclave security.

**C2: Co-location attestation hurdle.** SGX’s remote attestation allows a remote user to know that their programs are running inside an enclave, but provides no guarantees that this enclave is running on the cloud provider’s machine. Without such guarantees, users cannot tell that their enclaves are protected by eOPF.

**C3: Practical service libraries.** It is necessary to show how to leverage the enclave instrumentation framework to build protected services. To help users easily build such services, it is necessary to design and implement easy-to-use libraries with core functions (e.g., transparently augment enclave protections against classes of attacks).

### 4.1 Enclave Life-Cycle Interposition

eOPF achieves complete interposition over all interactions between an enclave and the OS using native x86 features and new indirect interposition mechanisms.

**Enclave management monitor.** eOPF leverages the native capabilities of x86 virtualization to trap all SGX supervisor instructions (ENCLS), which are used for enclave creation, deletion, and other management tasks. In particular, eOPF sets the ENCLS-interception bit and its corresponding instruction bitmap in the x86 Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) [52] to trap ENCLS instructions. On a trap, eOPF undertakes three sequential steps. First, eOPF implements service-specific operations needed for the instruction (refer to §4.2 and §5.1). Second, eOPF executes the trapped instruction using its trusted code and parameters provided by the
OS. Third, eOPF resumes the OS’ execution from after the instruction by updating the processor’s program counter.

EPT-enforced enclave entry and resume monitor. eOPF tracks enclave entry and resume events using the extended page tables (EPT). EPT allows a virtualization framework to protect regions of the physical memory from unauthorized read, write, and execute operations. By removing execute permissions from the enclave page cache (EPC) region, eOPF can ensure that every time enclave code is executed it raises a trap. The challenge, however, is that the trap is raised as an enclave exit, and there is no guarantee that the OS will resume the enclave after eOPF resolves the trap.

eOPF addresses the challenge by creating a trusted resume pointer (TRP), a reserved location within the process’ address space that is guaranteed to execute ERESUME. eOPF inserts the TRP at a location where it does not significantly impact the OS’ process memory management (i.e., only shares top-level page table with the remaining addresses). The OS is notified through a shared memory channel and kernel module (§6) to reserve the TRP region. eOPF write-protects the TRP and page tables that address this location using EPT, ensuring the TRP cannot be modified by the OS.

Fig. 2-(a) illustrates the EPT-based enclave entry and resume scheme employed by eOPF. On every processor core, eOPF leverages the EPT to disable execute permissions for all enclave page cache (EPC) regions (1). Hence, when a process transitions into the enclave region (i.e., using EENTER or ERESUME) (2), the CPU traps the operation with an EPT violation (3). eOPF resolves the violation by enabling execution permissions (4) and redirecting the program counter (rip) to the TRP (5). Finally, the enclave resumes (6).

Dual enclave exit monitors. eOPF uses the x86 single step mode and interrupt interception features to track synchronous and asynchronous enclave exits, respectively.

Single-step-based synchronous exit monitor. eOPF leverages the x86 single step mode to trap synchronous exits (e.g., for an exit-based system call). In particular, since system software is not allowed to intercede enclave execution apart from debug mode, the execution (from EENTER to EEXIT) within an enclave is considered a single step [32].

Fig. 2-(b) illustrates the synchronous exit monitor process during an exit-based enclave system call. eOPF enables an the single-step mode by setting the MTF in the current processor’s VMCS (1) before entering the enclave (2). Hence, the processor’s execution traps to eOPF’s monitor when the enclave executes EEXIT (3~4). eOPF disables this trap allowing the exit to be processed by the system. This process is repeated at the next enclave entry.

Interrupt-based asynchronous exit monitor. Apart from synchronous exits, the enclave performs asynchronous exits in order to service interrupts (e.g., raised by the timer hardware), eOPF ensures that all interrupts are trapped by setting the interrupt-interception bit inside the VMCS.

![Figure 3: The platform-enclave co-attestation protocol.](image)

### 4.2 Platform-Enclave Co-Attestation

SGX’s attestation does not tell a user that their enclaves are running on their cloud provider’s machine. In particular, the attestation report only contains information about the platform’s security version (microcode) [53]. This is a significant challenge that motivates eOPF’s co-attestation protocol.

Without a guarantee of co-location between enclaves and eOPF, an attacker (e.g., a malicious user) who has compromised a cloud machine’s operating system could trick users into sending data to enclaves unprotected by eOPF. In particular, the attacker could exfiltrate a user’s code from a cloud machine, send it to their own SGX-capable machine, and install it inside an unprotected enclave. Afterwards, the attacker could route all network traffic from the cloud machine to their own machine, and trick the user into sending their confidential data to the unprotected enclave. This potential attack would not require collusion with the VMM, since VMMs must allow network traffic to a cloud user’s machine.

A naive approach to prevent this attack would be to leverage eOPF’s interposition (last section) and design an entirely new in-house SGX attestation approach. Unfortunately, that is a significant undertaking that would require complex attestation functionality to be redundantly re-implemented and make enclave security completely reliant on eOPF, instead of complementary to SGX protections.

eOPF implements a more secure, novel co-attestation protocol that leverages both eOPF’s interposition and SGX remote attestation. The key insight of our approach is that eOPF’s interposition allows it to bind an infeasible-to-guess secret (as a watermark) to a user’s enclave created on its machine, which will be transmitted and validated through SGX remote attestation to the remote user.

The eOPF co-attestation protocol has three stages. First, with the help of the trusted cloud provider, a remote user establishes a secure communication channel with an eOPF instance. Through this channel, the user sends a secret to this eOPF instance. Second, during enclave creation, the eOPF
instance securely and transparently inserts that secret into initial enclave memory. Third, the remote user leverages SGX attestation to verify the initial enclave contents and validate that co-attestation secret is valid, thereby confirming that the enclave is co-located with a cloud provider eOPF instance. In all these steps, eOPF uses a side-channel resistant cryptographic library (e.g., EverCrypt [69]) to protect secret keys. Fig. 3 illustrates our co-attestation protocol.

**eOPF-user channel establishment.** With the provider’s help, an eOPF instance on a cloud machine and a user of the machine establish a secure communication channel. In particular, during initial platform provisioning, the cloud provider installs the eOPF framework on the machine with a signed digital attestation certificate (§4.1). This certificate and the corresponding private key is securely stored by eOPF using a trusted key management service (e.g., protected storage device or a trusted platform module) (§2.2).

When a remote user wants to run enclaves on the machine, the user will first establish a secure communication channel with the eOPF framework (§4.1). In particular, the user asks the framework to authenticate itself (§3) and the framework responds with its signed certificate (§4.1). If the certificate signature is valid—based on the cloud provider’s off-the-band provided public key (PubC)—the remote user and the eOPF instance establish a shared secret key (K_{FO}) (§2.2). Note that eOPF does not require direct access to the network. In particular, all eOPF-user communication can be routed through the operating system. This approach is safe since all communication after shared channel establishment is end-to-end encrypted (using K_{FO}) and is similar to how enclaves use the operating system as an untrusted network transport.

**Identifier-provisioned enclave installation.** Once a secure channel between the user and an eOPF instance is established, the eOPF instance installs a secret identifier into a user-specified enclave during enclave creation. We explain this process in the next paragraphs.

The user compiles a special enclave binary with one empty reserved memory page (4KB) at the end using a custom linker script and sends it to the OS. The reserved memory page will be used to hold a random 4KB secret (called eid). The user also creates a premeasurement (pM_e) of this enclave binary. The pM_e is a hash of all enclave binary pages using SGX’s enclave measurement algorithm (described in §4.1) except the last reserved page. In formal terms, the enclave has N pages (P_1 to P_N), the pM_e is calculated as follows:

\[ pM_e = H_{upd}(...H_{upd}(H_{upd}(IV, SECS), P_1), ..., P_{N-1}) \]

The user sends the enclave binary to the OS (§4.1). Simultaneously, the user sends the pM_e and eid to eOPF using their secure communication channel (§6).

During enclave creation, eOPF recreates pM_e to attest that the correct user enclave is being initialized on the machine (§(7)). In particular, on enclave creation (§4.1), eOPF recreates the hash using an internal SHA-256 library configured with the OS-provided parameters to ECREATE and EADD instructions (i.e., SECS, SECINFO, and page contents). If the premeasurement matches pM_e, eOPF transparently modifies the last enclave page to include the eid (§(8)). This requires trapping EADD and replacing the contents inside the physical page being added to the enclave.

There are three requirements for the above operations to securely happen. First, the OS should not modify an enclave page while it is being measured by eOPF. Second, the OS should not read the eid while it is being copied into the enclave. Third, after copying eid, there should be no additional pages added to the enclave. eOPF fulfills the first two requirements using EPT. In particular, eOPF write-protects the SECINFO and page contents of the enclave page before the premeasurement process. Similarly, while adding eid to the reserved page, eOPF removes all permissions from the page before executing EADD. These protections are only disabled after EADD executes (§4.1). Finally, eOPF does not allow any EADD operation on the enclave after adding eid, ensuring that it really is the user’s enclave, and not a malicious enclave designed by the OS to steal eid.

Please refer to §9 for a discussion on how this co-attestation step can be potentially achieved without premeasurement.

**Attestation-based co-location check.** Once the enclave is securely provisioned with a secret identifier (eid) that is only known to the eOPF instance, a remote user can leverage SGX remote attestation (§3) to check whether their enclave contains that identifier or not (§(9)–(11)). In formal terms, assuming a correct enclave page with eid is P^{eid} and Z total bits, the correct enclave measurement should be as follows:

\[ M_e = H_{fin}(H_{upd}(pM_e, P^{eid}), Z) \]

Since eid is a 4KB identifier, there is an infinitesimally small chance for an attacker to randomly guess (2^{-32768}), hence, this measurement can only hold if the enclave memory contains eid provisioned by eOPF, proving co-location.

5 eOPF Protected Services

eOPF allows cloud providers to implement protected services in an extensible manner. This section demonstrates eOPF’s value by presenting the design of two services that help cloud providers manage resources and augment enclave security.

5.1 Secure Enclave Orchestration

The secure enclave orchestration service gives cloud providers the ability to control what enclaves run on their platform, detect when enclaves are used for malicious purposes, and obtain detailed enclave-related resource usage for accountability and billing. This section describes how eOPF allows cloud providers to achieve such orchestration.

**Protected launch control.** eOPF ensures that only users approved by the cloud provider are allowed to run enclaves on
cloud machines. In modern SGX machines, cloud providers leverage flexible launch control (FLC) [53] to provision a platform and provide launch tokens to their customers without relying on Intel’s provisioning service. Unfortunately, flexible launch is controlled by the untrusted OS using MSRs, IA32_SGXLEPUBKEYHASH{0-3} and the attacker can exploit this feature to launch arbitrary enclaves. eOPF leverages virtualization features to trap all writes to MSRs (i.e., WRMSR) and disallows modifications to launch control MSRs. Hence, all valid changes to the FLC feature must come from the cloud provider directly to eOPF.

Malware scanning. An attacker may try to hide malware on the cloud machine using shielded environments like enclaves [39, 74]. For instance, research shows that attackers can use TPMs to hide attack targets from forensic analysts [39]. A typical approach to detect malware on a machine is by scanning binaries and signature matching against a database of known malware. Although a simple approach, this is effective in practice (e.g., one study shows 59% of known malware can be detected by signature matching tools [81]).

eOPF enables secure scanning of enclave contents within its framework during enclave creation. In particular, during enclave creation, as each page is being added to the enclave (§4.1), eOPF compares the hash of contents against known malware hashes. eOPF also provides the ability to prevent the attacker from installing a barebones enclave and leveraging it to insert malware (e.g., by enabling execute permissions on data pages). This is achieved by intercepting and rejecting EMODPE, an ENCLS leaf instruction leveraged for changing existing enclave page permission changes and adding additional pages.

One concern with enclave content scanning is user privacy especially in scenarios where enclave code is an intellectual property (e.g., services like 23andMe [16] with proprietary healthcare analysis algorithms). Such concerns can be mitigated if the cloud provider runs their scanning tool inside an enclave and makes the source code of the scanner publicly-available for enclave attestation by remote users. If a proprietary scanner is used, the provider can employ SGX sandbox enforcement mechanisms [19, 49]. With these, users can trust that the proprietary scanning tool will be unable to leak sensitive information from the scanning enclave.

Resource usage statistics. Once an allowed enclave is running on the machine, eOPF collects detailed statistics about the enclave’s machine resource usage and periodically sends it to a system administrator.

By default, eOPF collects information about two resources: CPU time and memory. In particular, eOPF collects how much time (in cycles using RDTSCP) is dedicated to the user’s enclaves by implementing timers at enclave entries and exits. To prevent the OS from modifying CPU timer information, eOPF disallows all changes to timer-related MSRs [52]. eOPF also collects how much memory is allocated to the enclave. This is achieved by monitoring enclave page addition (EADD) and enclave page removal (ENWB) instructions.

If a user enables complementary enclave side-channel defense, enclaves use additional resources (§5.2). eOPF also collects statistics of such usage for reporting purposes. In particular, eOPF tracks whether hyperthreading is disabled on a CPU core to defeat per-core side-channels. If the user selects static memory allocation for paging side-channel defense, this information is also collected. Finally, eOPF reports whether the enclave is using an isolated last-level cache or not, and how many partitions within the LLC are reserved for the user.

5.2 Complementary Side-Channel Defense

This service allows users to enable complementary principled defenses against digital side-channels. Digital side-channel attacks allow untrusted software on a machine (e.g., the OS) to observe the interactions of trusted software and the hardware platform [70]. Observation allow attackers to infer memory access patterns of an enclave program, which has been shown to leak sensitive enclave data (e.g., cryptographic keys) because many programs have data-dependent pathways [26].

To reason about defeating side-channels, we divide hardware resources based on how they can be observed (hence, exploited) into cross-core and per-core resources. For instance, last-level cache is shared by all processor cores, hence it can be observed by attacker on any core, while the L1/L2 caches are private to each processor core and can only be observed if the attacker runs code within the same core.

Using our classification and by integrating techniques from literature [60, 61, 66, 67], this service offers principled side-channel defense that can be flexibly enabled by users with minimal effort. In particular, the service isolates cross-core resources, ensuring an attacker cannot simultaneously observe enclave access onto the resource from any other core. Moreover, the service invalidates or deactivates per-core resources to ensure an attacker is unable to observe enclave access semantic when they run sequentially on a processor core after an enclave, or parallelly on an enclave-running core.

5.2.1 Cross-Core Resource Isolation

Page tables. The page table is created and maintained by the untrusted OS. The OS can infer page-granular (4KB for SGX enclaves) access patterns of an enclave through an enclave’s page tables. In particular, the OS can modify the enclave’s page tables to induce page faults [88] or stealthily observe the access bits of the enclave’s page table entries [84]. To avoid these attacks, eOPF allows the OS to create and delete the page tables, at enclave creation and deletion, respectively. However, eOPF prevents modifications to the page tables during enclave execution. Therefore, eOPF employs temporal isolation to protect the page tables.
After enclave creation, eOPF write-protects an enclave’s page tables using EPT. During each enclave entry, eOPF also checks the CR3 value to ensure that the OS did not try to create duplicated enclave page tables. Hence, eOPF ensures that the attacker cannot induce enclave page faults during execution. Furthermore, eOPF scans the enclave’s page tables and sets the access bit of each entry, ensuring that the attacker cannot leak information through access bits. At enclave shutdown, eOPF disables write-protection to let the OS handle page table deallocation. Please refer to §9 as to how this defense can be extended to support oblivious page swapping.

**Last-level cache (LLC).** The LLC contains cache lines from all programs executing on all processor cores. Hence, the LLC is vulnerable to cache attacks [26, 74]. To defeat these attacks, eOPF partitions the LLC such that an enclave’s cache lines are spatially isolated from untrusted programs.

Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) allows isolating cache lines of different CPU processors across different partitions in the LLC. Leveraging CAT, eOPF divides the LLC into enclave and non-enclave partitions. At enclave entries and resumes, eOPF switches the processor to the enclave partition, while the untrusted software (on other processors) use the non-enclave partition. On enclave exits, eOPF reverts the processor back to the non-enclave partition. While each partition can support unlimited enclaves, CAT can only support 15 distrusting partitions concurrently at this time. In particular, the latest CAT implementation has 16 domains [52] and 1 partition must remain reserved for untrusted software. In the future, if additional domains are implemented, eOPF can support additional distrusting partitions.

eOPF creates new LLC partitions using CAT-related MSRs, IA32_L3_MASK_N. A processor follows the partition specified in its register IA32_PQR_ASSOC. Whenever a partition is changed, all cache-lines must be invalidated to enforce the change. eOPF achieves this using WBINVD. Furthermore, eOPF prevents modifications to CAT MSRs during enclave execution to ensure full control over CAT.

### 5.2.2 Per-Core Resource Invalidation and Deactivation

**Intra-core computational units (ICUs).** Such units include
Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) and Translation-Lookaside Buffer (TLBs). An attacker can abuse hyper-threading, a hardware feature that allows concurrent execution of two threads on the same processor core, to infer an enclave’s access semantics onto ICUs [21, 44]. To defeat these attacks, eOPF ensures that hyper-threading is deactivated on the processor core that is running an enclave.

eOPF notifies the OS using its shared memory channel (§6) that a certain enclave should execute without hyper-threading. The OS can disable hyper-threading in software (e.g., OpenBSD does this by default [10]) by programming the x86 Local APIC [52]. In particular, once hyper-threading is disabled on a processor, it does not raise hardware interrupts.

Hence, eOPF monitors each core for hardware interrupts and if it observes hardware interrupts on enclave-running (hyper-threaded) processor cores, it terminates the enclave. On each enclave exit, ICUs are automatically flushed by the SGX processor, leaving no observable intermediate effect.

**L1 and L2 cache.** Enclave and untrusted programs that run sequentially or in parallel (using hyper-threading) on a processor core share cache lines across the L1 and L2 caches. An attacker can exploit this sharing to leak enclave contents through cache attacks [26, 43]. eOPF deactivates hyper-threading (previous section) to prevent parallel attacks. To protect against sequential attacks, eOPF invalidates the L1/L2 cache (using WBINVD) at enclave exits. Hence, all enclave contents are flushed back to memory and the attacker observes an empty cache state on each attack.

**Branch predictor units (BPU).** Branch predictor units like the branch target buffer (BTB) and pattern history table (PHT) predict the control-flow of a computation in an out-of-order CPU. Attackers can use them to infer an enclave’s control-flow by observing whether a particular branch was taken or not [40, 60]. Unfortunately, the SGX CPU does not provide native mechanisms to invalidate these units. Nevertheless, eOPF deactivates the components critical for their side-channel exploits and designs software invalidation.

Prior work has shown that reliable attacks on the BTB require specialized units such as the Last Branch Record (LBR) or Intel Processor Trace (PT) [60], particularly because of the BTB’s small size in comparison to other predictors. The LBR and PT are performance tools that cannot be used by enclaves. Hence, eOPF deactivates the LBR and PT by setting MSRs, IA32_DEBUGCTL and IA32_RTIT_CTL, respectively, and denying all modifications to these MSRs.

eOPF uses knowledge of the PHT’s structure to implement a software invalidation technique, ensuring the attacker is unable to observe intermediate enclave artifacts on the PHT. In particular, the PHT contains 16,384 entries and is indexed by the lowest \( \log_2 N \) bits of a conditional branch instruction’s address [40]. Each PHT entry is a 2-bit Finite State Machine with 4 states: (a) Strongly Not-Taken, (b) Weakly Not-Taken, (c) Weakly-Taken, and (d) Strongly-Taken. An entry is updated each time the processor takes (or does not take) a branch. Using this knowledge, eOPF generates conditional branches aligned to each PHT entry. For each branch, the code performs an always-true arithmetic comparison and takes the branch. Therefore, each PHT entry moves towards the Strongly-Taken state. eOPF runs the code thrice to ensure that the final state of each PHT entry is Strongly-Taken. Hence, the attacker always observes a uniform state of the PHT.

6 Implementation

We built a prototype of eOPF using the Bareflank extensible framework [3]. However, in practice, eOPF can be built using
any VMX framework or type-1 hypervisor (§2.1). By default, eOPF enables EPT protections, traps all enclave events and critical processor-related events (e.g., WRMSR), and enables the enclave orchestration service (refer to §4.1 and §5.1). Apart from bootstrapping and VMX-specific code, the base framework includes a SHA-256 hash generator [65] for co-attestation and kernel module for eOPF-OS communication. Furthermore, we implemented three eOPF modules: a paging module (PM) for page table protections, a caching module (CM) for L1/L2 and last-level cache protections, and a branching module (BM) for BPU protections.

Our prototype does not currently implement communication with the user. Such communication is a one-time cost at enclave creation; hence, it does not impact runtime results. Also, Bareflank does not currently support IOMMU to protect the framework against device-based attacks. Nevertheless, IOMMU should be enabled by default in cloud machines and it is not an additional slowdown factor incurred by eOPF.

7 Security Analysis

This section provides a security analysis of eOPF and protected services by discussing several attacks and implemented defenses (Fig. 4). It concludes with a brief TCB discussion.

7.1 Analyzing Framework Security

Preventing attacks against interposition. eOPF requires secure interposition of enclave and important system events. To prevent this interposition, the attacker can try to overwrite the VMCS, a data structure that contains the ENCLS-interception bitmap, the monitor trap flag (MTF), and is responsible for enabling other important interception functionality (e.g., WRMSR traps). Moreover, the attacker can try to modify the TRP and trick eOPF into thinking the enclave resumed. eOPF prevents all aforementioned attacks (§4.1).

The VMCS and its extended instruction bitmaps are located in protected eOPF memory and the attacker is unable to modify these structures to disable ENCLS or other system functionality interposition. The protected memory is created from virtualization extensions. In particular, eOPF uses EPT protections to prevent software access and IOMMU protections to prevent device access [89]. The critical data structures (or tables) of EPT and IOMMU are also stored within the protected memory; hence, the OS cannot access them. Finally, the TRP is located in a reserved region of the enclave process’ address space, it cannot be overwritten due to memory protections, and its page tables are also write-protected.

Preventing attacks against co-attestation. The attacker can attempt to circumvent co-attestation by trying to leak secret eOPF keys provisioned in the machine or the enclave unique ID (eid), trying to guess eid, and replaying communication. eOPF prevents all such attacks (§4.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential attacks</th>
<th>eOPF defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Against interposition (§4.1)</td>
<td>Modify VMCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prevent software and device access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>using EPT and IOMMU, resp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable mem. protections</td>
<td>Access-protect EPT/IOMMU structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify TRP</td>
<td>Write-protect TRP and its PTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against co-attestation (§4.2)</td>
<td>Leak eOPF secrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store in protected memory/storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and use SC-resistant crypto libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steal eid using enclave</td>
<td>Only install to pre-measured enclave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guess eid</td>
<td>Use very large number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay communication</td>
<td>Use Random nonces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against enclave orchestration</td>
<td>Modify LC MSRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trap writes to MSRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide resource usage</td>
<td>Trap EADD; prevent TSC MSR changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide malware in enclaves</td>
<td>Scan initial content and disable changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against side-channel defense</td>
<td>Write to page tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Write-protect using EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable/modify CAT</td>
<td>Trap writes to MSRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable hyper-threading</td>
<td>Monitor interrupts on signalled cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable LBR/PT</td>
<td>Trap corresponding MSRs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Table illustrates how eOPF defends against several attacks directed at its framework and protected services.

The platform is securely provisioned by the trusted cloud provider and all secret keys established during provisioning are securely maintained within the system’s protected key management system (e.g., a persistent dedicated storage). Every subsequent cryptographic operation is also securely performed in a side-channel resistant manner ensuring the attacker cannot leak keys while they are being used. Moreover, during enclave installation, the eid is directly received by eOPF through a secure communication channel with a remote user and securely kept in protected memory. The possibility of the attacker being able to guess the correct eid is infinitesimally small ($2^{-32768}$). This is harder than guessing an RSA cryptographic key. Finally, even though the OS can record and replay network packets, all network communication is secured using random nonces to prevent replay attacks.

7.2 Analyzing Services Security

Preventing attacks against enclave orchestration. After compromising the OS, the attacker can attempt to run arbitrary enclaves by modifying launch control MSRs or hide their enclave resource usage from the cloud provider. Additionally, an attacker might try to hide malware inside enclaves. eOPF prevents all aforementioned attacks.

eOPF ensures that SGX flexible launch control features can only be configured by the cloud provider by intercepting all writes to the launch control MSRs. Hence, even a user that has compromised the OS cannot run enclaves on a machine without obtaining a launch token from the cloud provider. Since eOPF interposes all enclave supervisor and user interactions, it can trivially measure how the enclave is using resources. In particular, it uses RDTSCP to measure CPU...
time on enclave entries and traps all instructions that insert or remove enclave pages. To prevent the attacker from keeping malware inside enclaves, eOPF scans enclave contents at load time and prevents subsequent code changes.

**Preventing attacks against side-channel defense.** The attacker can attempt to disable side-channel defenses by modifying entries inside enclave page tables (e.g., reset access bit), modify CAT configuration to disable last-level cache isolation, resume hyper-threading to leverage per-core side-channels, and re-enable LBR/PT to exploit BTB-related side-channels. eOPF protects against all aforementioned attacks (§5.2).

Access and dirty bits are set in enclave page table entries, and the tables are write-protected (using EPT) to prevent additional modifications. To modify CAT partitions, the OS would need to write to CAT-related MSRs (using \texttt{WRMSR}) and such a write is trapped by eOPF. If the attacker re-enables hyper-threading, they will be caught since the processor core will raise an interrupt that will be intercepted by eOPF. Finally, LBR and PT configurations can only be changed by writing to MSRs, and any such attempt is caught by eOPF.

### 7.3 Analyzing eOPF’s TCB

This section analyzes eOPF’s TCB followed by a brief discussion on the impact of attacks on eOPF to a user.

eOPF allows the OS to handle most functionality and only intercepts on sensitive interactions (e.g., MSR writes). Hence, from a cloud machine’s perspective, eOPF only marginally increases the TCB, which can be rigorously tested.

On a virtualized cloud machine, eOPF’s complete TCB includes the hypervisor. We find this acceptable for several reasons. In particular, even though hypervisors can be large, the attacker-exploitable interface is typically significantly narrower than monolithic OSES, resulting in fewer discovered vulnerabilities in hypervisor codebases [28, 77]. The exploit of these vulnerabilities can be made significantly more challenging by using memory lockdown and compiler instrumentation to ensure hypervisor code integrity and control-flow integrity, respectively, with a small performance impact [86]. Moreover, eOPF’s TCB can be reduced using hypervisor compartmentalization [77]. In such scenarios, eOPF can execute alongside a tiny security monitor and enforce security invariants while remaining isolated from the large cloud hypervisor.

Finally, since eOPF is external to the enclave and the microcode, it cannot access enclave contents and, during its operation, it is not exposed to enclave secrets. Hence, attacks against eOPF cannot harm the existing SGX guarantees.

### 8 Performance Evaluation

This section describes eOPF’s performance through custom benchmarks and diverse real-world programs.

**Setup.** We evaluated eOPF using SGX desktop and server machines (Fig. 5). Although SGX is deprecated on desktops, we used the desktop because we observed a large number of enclave exits on it. In particular, the desktop has a smaller EPC which leads to frequent page faults (which cause exits) when running large enclaves [68]. Many of eOPF’s side-channel defenses incur extra costs at exits; hence, the desktop machine allows us to better observe worst-case overheads.

We leveraged two software optimizations to reduce enclave exits, both of which are well-supported by modern systems. First, unless noted otherwise, we used the exitless (or switchless) system call setting for all experiments. This setting is now widely-supported (e.g., even the relatively basic SGX SDK supports it [17]) and is known to improve performance by avoiding expensive enclave exits using background request handling threads and system call batching. Other work also evaluates SGX enclaves using this option [22, 68]. Second, we configured both machine kernels as tickless [15] to reduce enclave exits due to frequent timer interrupts [66].

**Terminology.** eOPF refers to the base framework with all interposition and cloud orchestration features but no runtime side-channel defense. eOPF+PM refers to the system with the paging module enabled for paging side-channel defense. eOPF+CM refers to caching module enabled on a system to prevent cache attacks, while eOPF+BM refer to the system enabled with BPU defenses. Hyper-threading in enclave-running cores is disabled for both CM and BM. When all side-channel defenses are enabled, we refer to the system as eOPF+PM+CM+BM. Our baseline in all experiments was a non-virtualized system.

### 8.1 Microbenchmarks

This section describes our experiments to find the raw cost of eOPF’s enclave interposition and side-channel protection at different events through two benchmarks.

**Enclave event interposition benchmark.** We created a test program that executes 100k barebones enclave entry and exit tests. In the entry test, the application enters the enclave while providing current (pre-entry) time as argument. The enclave measures the time it took to enter and returns to the appli-
We believe some of this cost is because eOPF is implemented. Afterwards, eOPF switches the EPT to trap subsequent en-

trance. The time was measured everywhere using RDTSCP. Finally, we disabled exitless mode for this experiment to get the full cost of exits. Fig. 6 shows the performance overhead incurred in our experiment with native SGX and eOPF.

eOPF overhead. eOPF adds 59% overhead to enclave entries, while it adds 71% overhead to enclave exits.

On each entry, eOPF incurs a virtual machine exit to handle the EPT violation, which takes 963 cycles on our machine. We believe some of this cost is because eOPF is implemented on Bareflank, which is designed for modularity instead of performance; hence, it can be further optimized. Once the violation is handled, eOPF sets the trap flag to trap subsequent exits and switches the EPT to allow enclave execution. These tasks take 1067 cycles.

On each enclave exit, eOPF incurs a virtual machine exit for the trap flag, which only takes 1608 cycles on our machine. Afterwards, eOPF switches the EPT to trap subsequent enclave entries which takes 812 cycles on our machine.

Side-channel protection benchmark. We ran a benchmark enclave program that continuously writes to a large 256 MB buffer on both machines. We ran the enclave continuously for 60 seconds and measured incurred performance overheads (using RDTSCP) while enabling different side-channel protection modules. Since the resources affected by the caching and branching modules (CM and BM) have different sizes on each of our test machines, we ran their experiments on each machine. Fig. 7 shows the runtime performance overhead.

eOPF+PM overhead. Paging defenses introduce a one-time cost, during the enclave’s lifetime, at enclave creation. The paging module performs the following steps: (a) maps guest page tables to eOPF’s address space, (b) scans entire page tables (including non-enclave entries) to find the enclave regions and sets access/dirty bits, and (c) write-protects enclave page table entries. On the server machine, these steps add an additional ~1.9 seconds to our enclave’s creation. We expect this cost to be negligible for longer-running enclaves.

eOPF+CM overhead. At enclave exits, eOPF’s cache defenses (§5.2.1 and §5.2.2) require (a) partitioning the last-level cache (LLC) and switching partitions during enclave execution and (b) writing back and invalidating the caches at enclave exits. Please refer to §8.2 for the runtime overhead.

Partitioning the LLC and switching partitions is fast: it takes ~200 cycles to update a model-specific register (using WRMSR). Cache write-back and invalidation time depends on the state and size of the cache. On the desktop machine, we noticed that it took up to 3.35 ms, whereas its lower bound (through consecutive invalidations) was 0.08 ms. Cache invalidation took from 1.25 ms to 7.48 ms on the server.

Despite a smaller cache, invalidation on the desktop is not that much faster than the server. The reason is that, unlike server machines where SGX does not implement hardware memory integrity [41], the desktop enforces integrity using a Merkle tree. This tree is updated on each cache-line that is flushed to DRAM [46], incurring 6 additional memory accesses per-cache-line. Notably, invalidating non-enclave memory on the desktop machine took only up to 0.81 ms.

eOPF+BM overhead. We executed our custom branch predictor flush to invalidate the PHT (§5.2.2). The lower bound for invalidation was 0.04 and we saw an upper bound of 0.30 milliseconds. Since typically branch misprediction adds a 5 nanoseconds latency [36], our evaluation results indicate that all branches were being mispredicted.

Benchmark result summary. eOPF interposition and side-channel protection cost is only incurred at enclave entry or exits. Although the cost can be high, these events are only a small fraction of the program’s execution and can be significantly reduced with widely-available optimizations like switchless enclaves and tickless kernels [38]. For instance, in our experiments with SGX SDK’s switchless benchmark [14], we noticed only 3k exits for 2 million enclave calls. Hence, as the next section will demonstrate, eOPF’s overhead on real-world programs using software optimizations is typically modest, even with all side-channel protections enabled.
8.2 Real-world Enclave Programs

Common settings and results. While partitioning sensitive functionality of a program to run inside an enclave was the initial SGX intent, it has evolved over the years to run entire programs inside enclaves using Library OSs [25, 76, 80, 83], particularly for convenience reasons. In fact, even Intel has officially adopted (and continuously supports) the Gramine Library OS (formerly Graphene [83]) as an SDK for running Linux programs inside SGX [5]. Hence, we also used the Occlum and Gramine Library OSs [76, 83] to run Linux programs inside enclaves for evaluation.

Unless noted otherwise, we ran programs on the server machine using an enclave partition size of 1/12*LLC, the smallest allowed CAT-based partition on the server machine. This setting allows the machine to be shared amongst the most number of users, highly desirable in cloud machines. We ran each program 10 times and report the average.

Since eOPF+PM only incurs a one-time performance overhead during enclave creation, in our long-running programs, its performance impact was negligible. Hence, we do not illustrate its overhead in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

We also evaluated the overhead incurred by the base framework alone (i.e., no side-channel modules were enabled) during each real-world program’s execution inside enclaves. The base framework must interpose all enclave events, which increases the runtime cost (§8.1). However, our evaluation shows that this cost is very small during execution. On the server machine, the framework’s cost is less than 2% on average during execution of each real-world program described in this section, primarily because exits are low and CPU virtualization (required by the framework) is lightweight.

Assorted (SPEC). SPEC is a collection of well-known CPU and memory-intensive programs that are useful to assess real-world system performance. It has been used for evaluation by the Occlum LibOS (which we used for this experiment) and includes real-world programs (e.g., compiler toolchains and compression libraries) that are evaluation targets for other SGX systems [75]. The Occlum LibOS is designed to support SPEC 2006 integer benchmarks out-of-the-box, unlike the latest SPEC 2017. Hence, we decided to evaluate our system with SPEC 2006 integer benchmarks.

Fig. 8 illustrates eOPF’s performance across SPEC using reference datasets on the server machine. Encouragingly, even with all protections enabled, most programs incurred a modest performance overhead—7 out of 11 incurred less than 20% slowdown, and the geometric mean slowdown was 17%. Across all programs, the biggest slowdown factor was cache protections. Since our experiments used switchless system calls and tickless kernels (§8), most programs incurred very few enclave exits and showed modest performance overhead. Nevertheless, the smaller enclave LLC partition had a considerable effect (e.g., 311%) on the performance of highly memory-intensive programs like gcc and omnentpp.

We also ran SPEC programs on the desktop machine using test datasets to estimate performance in worst-case scenarios with many enclave exits. Since reference workloads require significant memory, it is infeasible to run them on the desktop machine. Fig. 9 illustrates eOPF’s performance on the desktop using 1/8*LLC, the closest to fair sharing for each core. With both CM and BM enabled, the geometric mean overhead was 34% on the desktop machine. Since the desktop machine only has a 128 MB EPC, demand paging was inevitable. Thus, the programs incurred many more enclave exits because of page faults and performance was (expectedly) lower than the server machine. We noticed two programs, mcf and sjeng, incurred a very high overhead. We found that their test datasets required up to 1 GB of memory, hence their enclaves incurred the most exits (due to page faults) per-second.

Key-value store (Redis). Key-value stores like Redis [12] are widely used in cloud environments. We evaluated Redis using default settings and its official redis-benchmark, which tests 20 different key-value store operations including SET, MSET, and POP. We ran each operation for 100,000 iterations using the default settings of 50 parallel clients. In its default state, Redis only keeps the key-value store in-memory for performance and does not write to disk. Additionally, note that while Redis ran inside an enclave, client network socket connections were received by user-space code outside the enclave, since enclaves cannot receive network packets directly. This code then sent the packets to the Redis enclave. In typical scenarios, client request in the packets would be protected using TLS that terminates inside the enclave, but redis-benchmark does not support TLS. Hence, requests were unencrypted and we used this for benchmarking purposes.

In our experiments, eOPF+CM+BM reduced throughput by 4–21% (geometric mean was 11%) across these operations. We only observed 27 enclave exits per-second during the benchmark’s 119s execution. These exits were few due to switchless optimizations (§8). Given a low number of enclave exits and the fact that Redis is highly memory-intensive, the major factor behind its throughput reduction was the program executing on a restricted LLC partition.

Web server (Lighttpd). Web servers like Lighttpd [8], handle sensitive queries to fetch webpages, and hence are a good fit for SGX. We ran Lighttpd with 8 worker threads because this setting maximized throughput. From a separate server machine (average latency between machines was 0.09 ms), we used ApacheBench to send 10,000 HTTP requests for a 10 KB file from up to 256 concurrent clients. We sent HTTP requests like prior research [76] for stress benchmarking. In real-world cases, HTTPS ensures a request is end-to-end protected with TLS connections terminating inside the enclave.

In our experiments, eOPF+CM+BM’s geometric mean throughput reduction across the test was only 5%. Interestingly, requests from a single client incurred a 65% throughput reduction, while requests from 256 concurrent clients incurred only 1% reduction. The reason is that the worker threads go
to sleep when there are no requests and they are awakened through inter-processor-interrupts, hence they incur additional enclave exits. With greater concurrency, the workers are always busy handling requests, thus they do not go to sleep.

8.3 Key takeaways

**T1.** The base eOPF (which enables secure enclave orchestration) incurs a low performance overhead (<2%) on real-world programs because (a) it leverages lightweight techniques and (b) its overhead is incurred at infrequent enclave exits.

**T2.** While eOPF’s overhead expectedly increases with principled side-channel defenses, especially for highly memory-intensive programs (e.g., 311% for gcc on the server machine), it remains modest for the vast majority of programs (e.g., 17% geomean for SPEC programs on the server machine).

**T3.** eOPF’s side-channel defense overhead is comparable to defenses that detect attacks using heuristics (e.g., Varys [66] incurs 15% overhead). However, through invalidation and isolation, eOPF provides strong protection akin to cryptographic techniques that obfuscate all side-channel leakage with high costs (e.g., Raccoon [70] incurs 21.8× overhead).

**T4.** Given the modest defense cost and the fact that eOPF allows users to flexibly decide when defenses are applied, eOPF can be practically adopted in today’s cloud machines.

9 Discussion

**Virtual machine support.** In addition to containers, eOPF can orchestrate and protect enclaves running in different virtual machines (VMs) without a design change. This is because eOPF executes at the hypervisor layer, where it has the ability to distinguish between enclaves in different VMs [50, 52] during enclave lifecycle interposition (§4.1). In particular, when the hypervisor starts or resumes a VM, eOPF tracks this using the virtual machine control structure (VMCS). Subsequently, at any exit to the VMM during enclave creation or asynchronous enclave exits, eOPF determines which VM encountered this event by checking the VMCS again. Finally, eOPF interposes on (a) enclave entries using the per-VM EPT and (b) synchronous enclave exits using the single-step interception bit, which is also set in the per-VM VMCS.

**Co-attestation without premeasurement.** While provisioning an enclave with a secret identifier (eid) during co-attestation, the requirement is that eid is not disclosed to an attacker-controlled enclave (§4.2). In principle, this can be achieved without premeasurement if eOPF (a) installs the eid in any recently-created enclave and (b) restricts eid enclave page permissions using EPT to prevent the enclave from accessing it, unless SGX measurement is called at which time the user will verify. We leave the study of alternate co-attestation primitives for eOPF to future work.

**Supported enclave count.** By default, eOPF is a thin orchestration layer that collects statistics and enforces properties for cloud providers; hence, it supports as many enclaves as the platform originally can. If all side-channel protections are enforced (§5.2), eOPF can support (a) as many enclaves as can be kept resident in the EPC (i.e., within 512 GB in modern systems [41]) and (b) as many distrusting containers (each with unlimited enclaves) as CAT partitions allow (currently...
15 partitions). The first limit can be removed using oblivious page swapping mechanisms (discussed in the future eOPF extensions paragraph in this section). The second limit can be addressed if future hardware iterations increase the number of isolated cache partitions (e.g., using recent proposals [37]). eOPF can be easily extended to leverage new functionality when it is made available by developers or hardware vendors.

**Future eOPF extensions.** eOPF is designed to be an extensible framework that flexibly provides several guarantees to cloud providers and enclave users. One possible extension would be to support oblivious swapping of enclave pages at page faults [67]. In particular, when a page fault happens during enclave execution, eOPF can clear the \( CR2 \) register to shield the failing page from the OS. Instead, eOPF can provide a list of candidate pages for the OS to bring into the EPC. To create a secure candidate list, eOPF can rely on a cryptographically-secure algorithm like the Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [82]. eOPF can also enable the use of efficient per-thread hardware memory protection (using MPK) for enclaves and enable memory protection use-cases [49]. In particular, currently enclaves cannot securely use MPK since it requires setting protection keys in page tables [20], which are controlled by the OS. Instead of relying on the OS, the enclave can rely on eOPF to set correct protection keys.

## 10 Related Work

### Privileged software monitors for TEEs.

A lot of research has been done to design software security monitors that are more privileged than the OS and leverage them to create protected process contexts with strong isolation guarantees. Many systems [31, 47, 48, 62] rely on hardware memory protection capabilities (e.g., EPT) of virtualization layers (e.g., VMX) for such security monitors. Other systems [35, 38] rely on compiler instrumentation (e.g., software fault isolation) to deprivilege the OS and execute a security monitor at ring-0. On non-x86 systems, several designs [34, 41, 42, 59] leverage architectural privileged layers like ARM TrustZone or RISC-V machine mode and their protection features (e.g., physical memory protection). While our design of eOPF takes inspiration from all these systems, eOPF remains unique for several reasons. First, eOPF only offers complementary protection to enclaves, ensuring that even if its monitor is compromised, user computations retain SGX protections. Second, by leveraging SGX and its extensive industry support, eOPF can be readily-adopted by cloud providers without hardware changes or designing extensive software development kits.

### SGX digital side-channel defenses.

Researchers have proposed both software and hardware solutions to address digital side-channels in enclaves. Software solutions implemented inside enclaves cannot prevent memory access patterns from being disclosed since that is a hardware limitation. Therefore, many software protection schemes rely on cryptographic protocols like ORAM [18, 70, 71] to obfuscate all memory access patterns (i.e., make all access patterns indistinguishable). However, since ORAM is expensive, these defenses incur significant slowdown (e.g., 21.8× [70]). Other software solutions [45, 66, 78, 79] leverage heuristics to detect certain attack vectors. On the hardware front, Autarky [67] implements strong and efficient protection against page table attacks. One of Autarky’s ideas is to set all access and dirty bits for enclave page table entries, which is also adopted by eOPF’s page table defense. In contrast to these defenses, eOPF offers a more comprehensive protection against several side-channels with low performance impact and minimal user effort.

### Running programs inside enclaves.

Haven [25] runs Microsoft Windows programs in enclaves with minimal changes. Graphene [83] and Panoply [80] implement library OSs to run Linux applications inside enclaves, while VC3 [73] allows developers to protect data analytics. Ryoan [49] provides trusted client-server application processing in SGX and Scone [22] enables SGX-protected containers. Eleos [68] designs user-level paging to reduce enclave exits and improve performance. eOPF is orthogonal to this line of research and can improve the security guarantees provided by these systems.

### Enclave and platform attestation.

Windows 11 machines leverage the TPM [23] for secure boot and platform attestation. SGX’s remote enclave attestation is also inspired by the TPM. Recently, MAGE [30] demonstrated how to extend SGX enclave to attest mutually-trusted enclaves together by leveraging a premeasurement of enclave memory regions. eOPF’s use of premeasurement \( pM_e \) is inspired by MAGE, but eOPF uses it to enable platform-enclave co-attestation.

## 11 Conclusion

eOPF provides a trusted privileged environment for cloud providers to enable protected services on their SGX-capable confidential computing platform. In this paper, we overcome several challenges to design eOPF, implement secure cloud orchestration and complementary side-channel defense as services enabled by eOPF, and provide a detailed security and performance analysis of the framework. Our results indicate that eOPF provides strong protection with very low performance impact on average (<2% for the framework alone) and it can be readily-adopted in today’s clouds.
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Abstract

This paper introduces Nimble, a cloud service that helps applications running in trusted execution environments (TEEs) to detect rollback attacks (i.e., detect whether a data item retrieved from persistent storage is the latest version). To achieve this, Nimble realizes an append-only ledger service by employing a simple state machine running in a TEE in conjunction with a crash fault-tolerant storage service. Nimble then replicates this trusted state machine to ensure the system is available even if a minority of state machines crash. A salient aspect of Nimble is a new reconfiguration protocol that allows a cloud provider to replace the set of nodes running the trusted state machine whenever it wishes—without affecting safety. We have formally verified Nimble’s core protocol in Dafny, and have implemented Nimble such that its trusted state machine runs in multiple TEE platforms (Intel SGX and AMD SNP-SEV). Our results show that a deployment of Nimble on machines running in different availability zones can achieve from tens of thousands of requests/sec with an end-to-end latency of under 3.2 ms (based on an in-memory key-value store) to several thousands of requests/sec with a latency of 30ms (based on Azure Table).

1 Introduction

Cloud providers today offer confidential computing services where VMs support trusted execution environments (TEEs) in which a customer’s code is isolated from other code (including the hypervisor). The promise of TEEs is that customers’ applications enjoy security properties even if the provider is compromised, such as confidentiality of the application’s memory, and the integrity of the application’s execution.

Unfortunately, TEEs do not provide persistent state. If a TEE crashes or is maliciously restarted, its volatile state is lost. Applications running in TEEs must therefore explicitly address this. A common approach is for applications to persist their state in cloud storage services and to use cryptographic primitives such as authenticated encryption to protect that state so that it remains confidential and is not modified by a compromised storage service or OS. But encryption alone does not prevent rollback attacks. In such attacks, the provider restarts a customer’s TEE; when the application then attempts to recover its volatile state from persistent storage, the provider intercepts the request and returns old data.

Rollback attacks can be terribly harmful. For instance, consider Signal’s “secure value recovery”, which is a service that runs inside TEEs in a public cloud and allows Signal’s users to back up cryptographic keys or other secret data under a short PIN [6]. Users can establish a TLS session with the service in the TEE, provide their PIN, and recover their key. To prevent an attacker from brute forcing a PIN, Signal enforces a quota on the number of times a wrong PIN can be entered by persisting a counter that tracks the number of attempts made so far. But a compromised cloud provider who wishes to brute force the PIN could simply make some guesses, crash the application, rollback the value of the counter, and retry. This example is far from unique; other types of situations where rollback attacks are problematic include financial transactions, revocation of certificates, access control changes, etc.

Given the significance of rollback attacks, we ask: how can a cloud provider deploy a service that customers’ confidential computing applications can use to detect rollback attacks? Importantly, since this will be a core service that runs within a cloud provider, it is paramount that any solution be simple to understand and implement, and that the trusted computing base (TCB) be small and easy for customers to audit.

Prior solutions and their limitations. One can use a replication protocol to address rollback attacks. For example, the client could keep the latest version of their data replicated across a set of machines, and, assuming a threshold number of these machines are honest, the client can obtain the latest state. In confidential computing, a cloud provider can offer a cloud service that runs a BFT protocol inside TEEs. For many prior works [13, 21, 26, 35, 39, 52], this requires only a small amount of trusted code inside TEEs (typically code to manipulate a counter or a log) and they guarantee safety as long as the trusted code is correct. The drawback is that, to our knowledge, these works do not support reconfigurations where the set of TEEs changes over time. Meanwhile, reconfiguration is an absolute necessity; a cloud provider needs the ability to replace failed nodes or migrate healthy nodes whenever it wishes to perform maintenance and updates.

An alternate approach pursued by several proposals [6, 41, 49] is to run an entire replication protocol inside TEEs. If the original replication protocol supports reconfigurations, then it stands to reason that the resulting system inside TEEs might do so as well. The drawback is that this significantly increases the complexity and size of the TCB. Meanwhile, for a cloud
service, it is crucial that customers be able to audit the code in the TCB, which is not possible given the complexity and nuance of replication protocols.

Our solution. In order to simultaneously support efficient and safe reconfigurations while maintaining a small TCB, we depart significantly from prior works with two key observations. First, state machine replication (SMR) protocols are complex because they must guarantee both safety (for rollback resistance this means that any value a client reads is the latest value that had been written) and liveness (that a client’s request is eventually processed). However, we can separate these two concerns and focus the efforts of the TCB on guaranteeing safety. Liveness can be done outside of the TCB. Such a design is acceptable because, in a cloud setting, a compromised provider can trivially violate liveness anyway (by simply refusing to run the client’s code in the first place); liveness, therefore, is a property that an honest provider implements for its own sake to ensure that its service is good and highly available.

Second, we observe that a lot of the complexity with SMR is already implemented by existing storage services so one should not reinvent or reimplement the wheel. Instead, we should leverage existing services as much as possible to achieve liveness without significant engineering effort.

By leveraging the above observations, we design Nimble, a new SMR protocol that features a small and simple TCB for guaranteeing safety even in the presence of arbitrary reconfigurations, and a simple untrusted protocol that reuses existing infrastructure to tolerate faults and to keep the system live. Indeed, owing to Nimble’s small TCB, we have formally proven the safety of Nimble’s core protocol using the IronFleet [27] methodology with the Dafny program verifier [31].

Nimble is architectured as a traditional cloud service built on top of a crash fault-tolerant cloud storage service, providing the interface of a highly-available append-only ledger service. When clients write data to Nimble, Nimble appends this data to their ledger. To ensure that the ledger service provides safety even when the provider is Byzantine, Nimble runs a small amount of trusted code that we refer to as an endorser inside a TEE. The job of the endorser is very simple: it holds the tail of the ledger in its protected volatile memory. When a client asks for the most recent block written to a ledger, the client provides a nonce (a cryptographically random value) to the service. The service forwards this nonce to the endorser who then returns a signature of the current ledger’s tail and the nonce. The service then gives the client the data in the ledger in addition to the signature from the endorser that establishes the freshness of said data. Nimble cannot rollback a ledger protected by an endorser because endorsers have no API to rollback their state!

Of course, an endorser can crash and lose its volatile state, so Nimble relies on a set of endorsers. Nimble ensures safety by requiring that there be a quorum of signatures for the nonce and the tail. Nimble ensures liveness (under an honest provider) by instantiating multiple endorsers. A crucial aspect of Nimble’s design is that, since the fault-tolerant storage service already establishes a total order of operations, endorsers do not need to run a replication protocol among themselves.

A remaining challenge is that Nimble needs a mechanism to add, replace, or remove endorsers. This protocol must ensure safety even when the provider is fully untrusted, and must not impede progress when the provider is honest. To address this, Nimble includes a novel reconfiguration protocol that preserves these desirable properties.

To demonstrate the simplicity and applicability of Nimble, we have implemented Nimble on top of both Intel SGX and AMD SEV-SNP, as well as several storage services: an in-memory key-value store, a local disk filestore, MongoDB, and Azure Tables. Our implementation of Nimble with the in-memory key-value store can process 50K requests/sec with an end-to-end latency of under 3 ms. Our geo-replicated Azure tables implementation can also process 50K reads/sec with under 3 ms of median latency; write throughput is more modest, at around 3K writes/sec (without any batching), with an end-to-end latency of 30 ms.

We also demonstrate how to port a significant application to use Nimble by equipping the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) with rollback protection. With Nimble-HDFS, data analytics applications running in confidential computing can be certain that the data they read from it is the latest version and has not been rolled back.

Limitations. One of the key design tenets behind Nimble is simplicity: both from the perspective of customers that must audit the trusted parts of the system but also from the perspective of engineering teams that must implement and deploy Nimble. This is why we chose to reuse existing storage services rather than implementing our own. As a result, Nimble’s implementation inherits the performance of existing systems and may in some cases be more costly than alternatives that do not use storage as a black box. For example, a co-design of Nimble’s endorser and the fault-tolerant storage system could save a network round trip, but at great engineering expense.

2 Context and rollback attacks

This section provides context, and introduces rollback attacks and their effect on various applications.

2.1 Context: Confidential computing

Cloud providers such as Google and Microsoft offer confidential computing services where customers’ applications run on trusted execution environments (TEEs) provided by hardware (e.g., Intel’s SGX, AMD SEV-SNP). TEEs encrypt and integrity protect the memory of an application or a whole VM. Additionally, when a cloud provider launches a TEE, through a mechanism known as remote attestation (discussed below), a customer can verify that their binary is the one executing in the TEE. Confidential computing promises to help customers run high-assurance applications in the cloud, which,
for example, operate on sensitive data that they wish to keep hidden from the cloud provider. Some proposed and deployed applications for confidential computing are key vaults [6], data analytics [1], machine learning [5], data aggregation [7], auctions [8], and contact discovery for messaging apps [37].

**Remote attestation.** A major component in confidential computing is remote attestation, where a client can confirm that the code running in a TEE is indeed the expected code. Details are elsewhere [19], but at a high level, the TEE produces a *quote* (which contains, among other things, the hash of the binary that was loaded into memory) and signs it with an attestation key that is part of the hardware. A client can verify this quote through a variety of ways, including checking a certificate chain or contacting an attestation service.

**Persistent state.** In practice, applications need to persist data in a storage service (e.g., S3, DynamoDB, Cosmos DB) that lives outside of the TEE’s memory for later retrieval (e.g., in case they restart). To preserve the data’s confidentiality and integrity, TEEs can use *authenticated encryption* prior to externalizing any state. Specifically, a TEE can store data encrypted in a database or on disk, and retrieve it at a later time—and check that it is a valid ciphertext to ensure the data has not been modified. In addition to authenticated encryption, TEEs can use other cryptographic techniques such as oblivious RAM [25] to ensure that their data access patterns are additionally kept private.

**Physical attacks.** Modern TEEs such as the latest version of Intel SGX, Intel TDX, AMD SEV-SNP, and AWS’s Nitro cannot protect against attackers who have physical access to the TEE (they give up memory integrity properties in favor of higher performance). However, existing confidential computing applications already accept this threat model, as otherwise they would not be running inside the TEEs of cloud providers. As a result, a solution to rollback attacks need not defend against physical attacks either.

**Side channel attacks.** There is a large literature [15, 17, 30, 38, 47, 48, 51] that has identified software attacks that can extract information kept in TEE’s memory or violate the integrity guarantees provided by TEEs. Nevertheless, hardware vendors have in the past promptly patched vulnerabilities when discovered and reported by researchers, and there are academic hardware designs that are provably safe from many types of side channels [20]. We believe that TEEs will be more robust to these types of attacks over time.

In this work, we consider these attacks to be out of scope. As we discuss next, rollback attacks are challenging enough even in the absence of these other orthogonal issues.

**Rollback attacks.** While authenticated encryption provides ciphertext integrity and plaintext confidentiality, it does not ensure that the data is *fresh*. In particular, a malicious storage service could provide a valid ciphertext (encrypted and signed by the TEE), that is not the latest version. In Section 1 we discuss Signal’s “secure value recovery” and showcase how it can be subverted by an attacker who rolls back the application’s state. This same class of attacks can be performed against a banking application (e.g., rolling back a payment), a confidential VM (rolling back to an older version of the OS that has a vulnerability), etc. It is therefore imperative that confidential computing environments have a way for applications to detect such attacks.

### 3 Rollback protection

This section describes a solution for applications running inside TEEs to detect rollback attacks.

**Characterizing rollback attacks.** An application running inside a TEE experiences a rollback attack when one of the following events happens: (1) *stale responses*, where a malicious storage service provider returns a prior version of data instead of the latest (i.e., lack of freshness), possibly because the malicious storage service forks the views of its clients [33]; (2) *synthesized requests*, where a malicious provider synthesizes requests on its own (i.e., they were never issued by the application) and applies them to the storage (thereby affecting future reads); or (3) *replay*, where a malicious provider uses valid requests that were previously sent by the application and applies them to the storage again.

#### 3.1 Our solution

**Addressing stale responses.** It is well known that *linearizability* [28], a widely studied correctness criterion, captures freshness. Informally, a system satisfies linearizability if every operation on an object in the system appears to take place atomically, in an order that is consistent with the real-time ordering of the operations themselves. For example, if an operation $W$ completes before another operation $R$ begins, then $R$ must observe the effects of $W$ and complete after it.

Our solution to address stale responses is to rely on an append-only ledger service that guarantees linearizability [28] even when the provider is compromised (in Sections 4 and 5, we describe a novel instantiation of such a ledger service, with high performance and a small TCB). In particular, whenever the application wishes to update its persistent state, it stores its updated state in a *block* and appends the block to the ledger; whenever the application wishes to read back its persistent state, it reads the block found at the ledger’s tail.

**Addressing synthesized requests.** We require an application running in a TEE to hold a signing key in a signature scheme that is known only to the application. When the application stores its state in the aforementioned ledger, the application first signs the state with its signing key and then stores the state and the signature in a block. When reading its state from a ledger, the application verifies that there is a valid signature.

**Addressing replay.** To prevent a malicious provider from replaying prior appendes, we make the following modification to the solution described thus far: the signature stored in an appended block covers not only the application’s state, but also
Assume that the application’s configuration includes a label of the ledger (we denote this as ℓ). Let \((sk, vk)\) denote the application’s signing and verification keys in a signature scheme, with \(\text{Sign}\) and \(\text{Verify}\) methods. The application maintains a counter, which we denote with \(c\) (when the application is launched for the first time, it can execute the read protocol to set \(c\)).

**Update protocol.** When an application wishes to update its persistent state from \(S\) to \(S'\), it does the following:

- Issue \(\text{append}(ℓ, B, c + 1)\) and get \(\text{receipt}\), where \(B = (S', \sigma)\), and \(\sigma = \text{Sign}(sk, (ℓ, S', c + 1))\).
- If the append succeeds and \(\text{receipt}\) is valid, update \(c ← c + 1\), else follow the steps in the read protocol.

**Read protocol.** When an application wishes to retrieve persistent state, it does the following:

- \(\text{nonce} ← \text{random()}\) // e.g., 128 bits
- \((i, B, \text{receipt}) ← \text{read_latest}(ℓ, \text{nonce})\)
- Parse \(B\) as \((S, σ)\).
- If \(\text{Verify}(vk, (ℓ, S, i), σ)\) passes and \(\text{receipt}\) is valid with respect to \(\text{nonce}\), set \(c\) to \(i\) and use \(S\) as the state. If not, abort with Err(“rollback detected”).

**Putting things together.** We require an append-only ledger service with the following intuitive APIs. We provide a concrete instantiation of such a service in Sections 4 and 5.

- new_ledger(label) \(→\) (ack/nack, receipt)
- append(label, block, exp_index) \(→\) (ack/nack, receipt)
- read_latest(label, nonce) \(→\) (index, block, receipt)

A receipt is a cryptographic object that the client uses to verify that the operation was executed correctly. The nonce in \(\text{read_latest}\) is a random value that prevents the service from caching and returning old receipts, since each receipt must cover the nonce. With these checks, a client obtains linearizability [28] from the ledger service.

The expected index (exp_index) in append is a directive provided by the application to the ledger service. Its purpose is to help the honest ledger service determine whether it can store a particular block in the current tail or whether it must reject the request and notify the application (an honest ledger service just needs to maintain for each ledger how many entries are already appended to support these semantics). In other words, it acts as a type of concurrency control. This is important when the application is concurrent and one of its threads has already stored a block at that position in the ledger. Given the signature in the block, the ledger service cannot append a block anywhere different than its expected index, as the client would detect the inconsistency when it verifies the signature.

Observe that in the read protocol, if the client’s check passes, the service could not have rolled back state. By assumption, a receipt is valid for a random nonce if and only if the service is linearizable. So, it cannot lie about the index \(i\) in the response (i.e., the number of entries in the ledger). Furthermore, in the update protocol, the client embeds crucial metadata (including the expected index of the tail) and signs it with its private key. Since the service provider cannot forge signatures, it cannot return data that was not previously stored at that index by the client.

### 3.2 Storing state in an existing storage service

While the ledger service can be used to append arbitrary data, it has a very limited API. Therefore, it is often better for an application to store their state in some existing (untrusted) storage service better suited to its needs. For example, use a storage service that has better performance for large data, or one that supports things like random access reads and writes, scans, search, stored procedures, etc. We now extend the solution from the prior subsection to support this.

In a nutshell, for updates, the application proceeds in two steps: (1) it persists its state in an existing storage service and then (2) stores a cryptographic digest of that state in the ledger service using the Update procedure described above. Similarly for reads, the application reads state from the storage service and a digest from the ledger service, and in addition to the checks described thus far, it checks that the digest of the state retrieved from the storage service equals the digest from the ledger service. There is one key issue that does not affect safety, but affects liveness: the application may fail after it performs step (1) but before step (2), during updates.

We address this as follows. During update, instead of only storing \(S'\) in the storage service, the application stores \((S', c' + 1, \sigma)\). This ensures that, by design, the storage service holds a counter that is at most one higher than the counter stored on the ledger service (the storage service cannot tamper with \(S'\) or \(c' + 1\) since they are protected by \(σ\)). When an application restarts, it can check if the counter in the ledger service is one lower than the counter in the storage service. If so, this implies a failure after the application updated the storage service but before it updated the ledger service. Therefore, the application uses \(S', c' + 1, \sigma\) from the storage service to complete its pending append to the ledger service.

Note that the above mechanism will not lead to the corruption of the state in the ledger even if the client mistakenly performs the update more than once. For example, suppose that the client first issues its update operation to the ledger and then fails. When the client restarts, the ledger has not yet processed the update operation (perhaps it is sitting in a queue somewhere) so the client receives the old counter \(c\) from the ledger. If the client re-issues the update, at most one of the two requests (the one in the queue or the freshly issued one) will be applied since they have the same expected index.
Concurrently, if the application has multiple processes that operate on the same persistent state, then we require the storage service used by the application to be linearizable. Furthermore, the application must be able to deal with the failure of its processes and achieve exactly-once semantics [42, 54].

4 An overview of Nimble

This section describes Nimble, an append-only ledger service that fills the key role in our rollback protection method (§3).

Design goals. To support its target application of rollback protection for confidential services, a key guarantee that we desire from Nimble is linearizability [28]. Unfortunately, an untrusted service can trivially violate linearizability by returning stale responses or by presenting different views of a ledger to different clients [33, 36]. As we discuss below, Nimble will make such violations detectable by relying on certain operations being performed correctly inside TEEs.

Given Nimble's reliance on TEEs, our second design goal is to naturally ensure that this trusted code is as small as possible and simple enough that it can be audited by customers.

If the cloud infrastructure on which Nimble is hosted is malicious, it can trivially violate liveness (by literally not running the client's application in the first place), so our third goal is to ensure that an honest provider runs Nimble as specified, the service will be live.

Finally, we wish to avoid reimplementing complex replication protocols: optimizing them, and ensuring that they are correct and comply with a plethora of business and technology standards for deployment within a public cloud is hard and time consuming. So, we wish to leverage existing services.

Threat model and assumptions. Nimble assumes that TEEs work as intended: they protect the memory and the execution of any application running within it from attacks (§2). Nimble’s code running outside TEEs is untrusted by clients, and may behave arbitrarily. Nimble makes standard cryptographic hardness assumptions for its safety guarantee, Nimble ensures liveness during sufficiently long periods of synchrony and when the service follows its prescribed protocol.

As we discuss below, providing safety requires Nimble to run a trusted state machine, called an endorser, inside a TEE. Since TEEs can crash and lose their state, Nimble runs a collection of endorsers. Unfortunately, if Nimble loses a majority of its endorsers, it must either give up safety or liveness. We discuss this further in Section 9.1. Additionally, for now, we assume that an endorser’s code does not change over time. We discuss possible solutions to this in Section 9.2.

Design and architecture. Figure 1 depicts Nimble’s architecture, which is analogous to that of a traditional cloud service. Nimble employs a collection of worker processes, which we refer to as coordinators. They are stateless and untrusted, and their job is to process requests from clients (i.e., customer applications running in TEEs). For each ledger, Nimble maintains a hash chain (a linked list where each node contains data and a cryptographic hash of the previous node) and stores that hash chain in an existing untrusted cloud storage service (e.g., Azure Table). Note that this storage service is completely separate from (and may even be different from) the storage service used by clients to store their data (§3.2).

To guarantee linearizability despite using an untrusted cloud storage, Nimble runs a trusted state machine inside a TEE, which we refer to as an endorser. An endorser stores, for each ledger, the tail of the associated hash chain in its memory. An endorser’s code is public, and when launched inside a TEE, it produces a fresh key pair for a signature scheme such that the TEE platform can prove (via remote attestation) that the public key belongs to a legitimate endorser. An endorser uses its secret key to sign its response to any append or read operation. Since an endorser’s state is volatile, Nimble runs a collection of endorsers to achieve fault tolerance. When Nimble boots up, it produces a unique and static identifier that is derived by hashing the public keys of the endorsers. We assume that this identifier is public knowledge.

For each request issued, a client expects a response and a receipt. A receipt contains a list of public keys and signatures that cover the response and the public identifier. The client first verifies that the public keys in the receipt belong to legitimate endorsers based on remote attestation. The client then verifies that there is a quorum of valid signatures from the public keys in the list (in Nimble, a quorum is a majority of endorsers). This is analogous to witness cosigning [46]. Additionally, for read_latest, a client sends a nonce and checks that the endorsers’ signed message includes the nonce. This prevents a malicious service from replaying a stale receipt.

To support reconfigurations (i.e., addition and/or removal of endorsers), an endorser maintains additional bookkeeping and performs additional checks when the set of endorsers changes. Similarly, a coordinator maintains additional state in the cloud storage service and implements an untrusted distributed protocol. Details are in the next section.

Clients can cache public keys to avoid verifying that they belong to legitimate endorsers. So, clients only need to do remote attestation when the endorser set changes or they lose their local state.
Small TCB. Nimble achieves a small TCB because endorsers contain only safety-critical aspects of a replication protocol. For example, to process appends and reads, endorsers maintain tails of hash chains and provide signed responses to requests. To support reconfigurations, they maintain additional state and perform checks but that code is only concerned with safety but not liveness.

5 Design details and correctness

This section describes the details of Nimble’s design. We begin with a core protocol that does not support reconfigurations and then describe modifications to support reconfigurations.

5.1 Core protocol

Nimble is a replicated state machine with a new architecture where its APIs (see Section 3) are first built on top of an existing crash fault-tolerant storage service, which we refer to as the untrusted state machine. A stateless coordinator process can use the untrusted state machine as a black box to implement Nimble’s APIs. To obtain linearizability in the presence of malicious behavior, Nimble uses a collection of endorsers running another state machine, which we refer to as the endorser state machine, inside a TEE (a minority of endorsers in the collection can crash).

We first describe the state machine run by endorsers and the untrusted state machine, and then describe how they are invoked in the end-to-end protocol.

Endorser’s state machine. Let\((\text{KeyGen}, \text{Sign}, \text{Verify})\) denote a signature scheme and \(h\) a collision-resistant hash function. In our implementation, each state transition of an endorser is atomic (achieved via synchronization primitives) and an endorser state machine provides linearizability.

\[
\text{Endorser’s state transitions}
\]

1. \(\text{fn bootstrap}\)
2. \((sk, pk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(\lambda)\)
3. \(\text{status} \leftarrow \text{“uninitialized”}\)
4. \(\text{return } (pk, a) // a \text{ is a TEE attestation proving that } pk \text{ belongs to a legitimate endorser running inside a TEE.}\)
5. \(\text{fn initialize}(c)\)
6. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“uninitialized”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(AlreadyInit)}\)
7. \(\text{if } pk \notin c \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInConfig)}\)
8. \(id \leftarrow H(c), M \leftarrow \perp, \text{status} \leftarrow \text{“active”}\)
9. \(\text{fn new_ledger}(f)\)
10. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
11. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
12. \(M.\text{insert}(\ell, (0, 0))\)
13. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“new Ledger”, id, \ell, 0, 0))\)
14. \(\text{fn append}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index})\)
15. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
16. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
17. \((h_{\text{prev}}, h_{\text{prev}}) \leftarrow M.\text{get}(\ell)\)
18. \(\text{if exp_index} \neq h_{\text{prev}} + 1 \text{ then}\)
19. \(\text{return } \text{Err(OutOfOrder, h_{prev})}\)
20. \(t_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow (H(h_{\text{prev}}, b), h_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow h_{\text{prev}} + 1\)
21. \(M.\text{update}(\ell, (t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}))\)
22. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“append”, id, \ell, t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}))\)
23. \(\text{fn read_latest}(\ell, n)\)
24. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
25. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
26. \((h_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}) \leftarrow M.\text{get}(\ell)\)
27. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“read_latest”, id, \ell, t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}, n))\)
28. \(\text{fn append_with_read_latest}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index}, n)\)
29. \(\text{return } \text{append}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index}, \text{read_latest}(\ell, n))\)

Untrusted state machine. As noted earlier, Nimble relies on a crash fault-tolerant storage service. In particular, Nimble uses this storage service to realize the untrusted state machine. It does so by storing all the necessary state in the storage service, and using its standard APIs (e.g., put, get, insert, conditional update, atomic batch update) to carefully mutate the state to achieve the desired semantics.

The untrusted state machine is same as the endorser’s state machine, with two key differences. First, it does not generate a key pair nor does it provide a TEE attestation (naturally, it does not sign any of its responses). Second, it stores all entries appended to a ledger not just the tail entry and provides an API to access ledger entries by their index (as we see below, this is useful for providing liveness in certain cases).

Untrusted state machine. As noted earlier, Nimble relies on a crash fault-tolerant storage service. In particular, Nimble uses this storage service to realize the untrusted state machine. It does so by storing all the necessary state in the storage service, and using its standard APIs (e.g., put, get, insert, conditional update, atomic batch update) to carefully mutate the state to achieve the desired semantics.

The untrusted state machine is same as the endorser’s state machine, with two key differences. First, it does not generate a key pair nor does it provide a TEE attestation (naturally, it does not sign any of its responses). Second, it stores all entries appended to a ledger not just the tail entry and provides an API to access ledger entries by their index (as we see below, this is useful for providing liveness in certain cases).

\[
\text{Endorser’s state transitions}
\]

1. \(\text{fn bootstrap}\)
2. \((sk, pk) \leftarrow \text{KeyGen}(\lambda)\)
3. \(\text{status} \leftarrow \text{“uninitialized”}\)
4. \(\text{return } (pk, a) // a \text{ is a TEE attestation proving that } pk \text{ belongs to a legitimate endorser running inside a TEE.}\)
5. \(\text{fn initialize}(c)\)
6. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“uninitialized”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(AlreadyInit)}\)
7. \(\text{if } pk \notin c \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInConfig)}\)
8. \(id \leftarrow H(c), M \leftarrow \perp, \text{status} \leftarrow \text{“active”}\)
9. \(\text{fn new_ledger}(f)\)
10. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
11. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
12. \(M.\text{insert}(\ell, (0, 0))\)
13. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“new Ledger”, id, \ell, 0, 0))\)
14. \(\text{fn append}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index})\)
15. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
16. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
17. \((h_{\text{prev}}, h_{\text{prev}}) \leftarrow M.\text{get}(\ell)\)
18. \(\text{if exp_index} \neq h_{\text{prev}} + 1 \text{ then}\)
19. \(\text{return } \text{Err(OutOfOrder, h_{prev})}\)
20. \(t_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow (H(h_{\text{prev}}, b), h_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow h_{\text{prev}} + 1\)
21. \(M.\text{update}(\ell, (t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}))\)
22. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“append”, id, \ell, t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}))\)
23. \(\text{fn read_latest}(\ell, n)\)
24. \(\text{if status} \neq \text{“active”} \text{ then return } \text{Err(NotInit)}\)
25. \(\text{if } \ell \notin M \text{ then return } \text{Err(Ledger Does Not Exist)}\)
26. \((h_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}) \leftarrow M.\text{get}(\ell)\)
27. \(\text{return } \text{Sign}(sk, (“read_latest”, id, \ell, t_{\text{curr}}, h_{\text{curr}}, n))\)
28. \(\text{fn append_with_read_latest}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index}, n)\)
29. \(\text{return } \text{append}(\ell, b, \text{exp_index}, \text{read_latest}(\ell, n))\)

Coordinator’s workflow. A coordinator invokes the APIs provided by the endorser state machine and the untrusted state machine to provide the APIs we describe in Section 3.

To initialize a Nimble instance, a coordinator process calls bootstrap on a configurable number of endorsers (denote it as \(n\)) to obtain their public keys. Let \(c\) denotes the list of public keys and the public identity of the instance is \(H(c)\). The coordinator then calls initialize\((c)\) on the untrusted state machine and when that succeeds, it calls initialize\((c)\) on the endorser state machine, waiting for \(\lceil n/2 \rceil + 1\) out of \(n\) endorsers to respond. At this point, the system is setup to process requests.

When a client issues a request (e.g., new_ledger, append, or read_latest), the coordinator uses the provided argument to call the corresponding API on the untrusted state machine and when that returns, it calls the same API on the endorser state machine with the same argument, waiting for \(\lceil n/2 \rceil + 1\) out of \(n\) endorsers to respond. The coordinator collects a quorum of those responses and sends it to the client.
The coordinator retries its workflow to account for network failures (e.g., reordered or dropped messages). Furthermore, a coordinator uses the “OutOfOrder” error returned by an endorser to detect if the endorser is “lagging behind”, and if so, it issues appends to roll forward the endorser’s state using blocks in the untrusted state machine.

**Achieving liveness.** For liveness, we require certain extensions to ensure that a coordinator can eventually produce a valid receipt for each request it successfully executes. Recall that Nimble’s liveness holds only when the provider is honest, so the discussion below is limited to that case.

**new_ledger and append.** An endorser may execute a request (e.g., an append), but when it responds with its signed message to a coordinator, the network may drop the message. To address this, an untrusted process collocated with the endorser stores the signatures generated by an endorser and provides APIs for a coordinator to retrieve them (ensuring that a coordinator that repeatedly retries can obtain signed messages that were generated). Since this mechanism is needed only for liveness, it does not affect the endorser state machine.

Furthermore, when a coordinator assembles a receipt (recall from Section 4 that a receipt is a quorum of signatures), it persists the receipt in the untrusted state machine alongside an appropriate ledger entry. Once a receipt is persisted, the coordinator calls an API on the untrusted process collocated with the endorser to garbage collect the associated signed message. In this way, even if a coordinator crashes or the message from Nimble to a client is dropped, a client can eventually retrieve a receipt for a new Ledger or an append request from Nimble.

**read_latest.** There are cases where a coordinator may not succeed in obtaining a valid receipt for a read_latest request. Specifically, the coordinator may struggle to obtain a quorum of matching responses as each endorser may be in a slightly different state. This can occur during periods of concurrent appends when one append has been applied in one endorser but not yet in another. Nimble addresses this as follows.

Suppose that a coordinator thread (say “read thread”, for ease of reference) is unable to obtain a valid receipt for a read_latest request. After a configurable number of retries, the “read thread” persists the pending read_latest request in the untrusted state machine. Furthermore, we modify the coordinator’s workflow so that when a coordinator’s thread receives an append (call it an “append thread”), if there is a pending read_latest, it invokes the **append_with_read_latest** API of endorsers to execute both the append and the pending read_latest as an atomic operation. The “append thread” also persists receipts from the endorsers in the untrusted state machine, including the receipt of the pending read_latest. Meanwhile, the “read thread” retries invoking read_latest on endorsers and polls the untrusted state machine to see if a concurrent thread produced a receipt via the **append_with_read_latest** API; one of these code paths will eventually succeed.

**Safety and liveness guarantees.** We have a formal specification and a proof of safety in Dafny [31] (our proof uses IronFleet’s state machine refinement technique [27]). A challenge in our context is that we must account for arbitrary responses from a coordinator and the storage service whereas IronFleet only considers crash faults.

**Lemma 5.1.** Assuming the integrity and confidentiality guarantees provided by TEEs for executing the specified endorser state machine and standard cryptographic hardness assumptions, whenever Nimble produces a valid receipt for a request, Nimble respects linearizability.

**Proof (sketch).** By design and implementation, and the stated assumptions, each endorser’s state machine is linearizable. Now suppose that Nimble produces valid receipts for two requests $R_1$ and $R_2$. Suppose that the quorum of endorsers that produce a valid receipt for $R_1$ and $R_2$ are respectively $Q_1$ and $Q_2$. In Nimble, a quorum size is a majority, so $Q_1 \cap Q_2$ must have at least one endorser. Let $e \in Q_1 \cap Q_2$. Given that $e$’s state machine is linearizable, then it follows that it processed requests $R_1$ and $R_2$ such that it respects linearizability. Since a valid receipt requires that a quorum of endorsers sign the same response, Nimble’s response must equal $e$’s response. This implies that Nimble is linearizable.

**Lemma 5.2.** When the service is honest and during sufficiently long periods of synchrony, and when clients submit requests that can be successfully executed, a coordinator process can eventually generate valid receipts.

**Proof (sketch).** The claim holds for new Ledger and append requests because they are first performed on the untrusted state machine and the same operation is applied on a quorum of endorsers in the same order. Even if coordinators are subject to crash failures, or the network drops or reordered packets, the untrusted state machine is linearizable and internally fault tolerant by design and implementation. Since the endorser’s append API takes an additional hint, expected_index argument, this allows an honest coordinator to apply appends in an endorser in the same order as it is applied in the untrusted state machine. Furthermore, if the network drops signed messages from an endorser to the coordinator, the coordinator can eventually retrieve them. Thus, a coordinator can eventually obtain a valid receipt for new Ledger and append requests.

For read_latest requests, there are two cases: (1) no concurrent appends, and (2) concurrent appends. In the first case, a coordinator eventually succeeds in obtaining a quorum of signed messages on the same value (if an endorser is lagging behind, the coordinator can provide missing appends from the untrusted state machine to bring them up to date). In the second case, a coordinator uses append_with_read_latest to combine the read_latest request with a concurrent append request to obtain a valid receipt.

**5.2 A safe and live replacement of endorsers**

Nimble’s core protocol is restricted to a static collection of endorsers. Unfortunately, this restriction is unrealistic: once
an endorser fails, the system loses its initial level of fault-tolerance. Furthermore, once a majority of endorsers fail, the system is permanently unavailable as it cannot process requests nor produce valid receipts ever again.

Nimble includes mechanisms to introduce new endorsers, and to retire existing endorsers, thereby enabling it to proactively maintain a sufficient number of endorsers and avoid the aforementioned issues.

A core challenge is that a proactive replacement of endorsers must not allow untrusted components in the system (e.g., a coordinator) to abuse it to violate linearity. Another challenge is that the system should not enter a deadlock state if a coordinator process performing such a replacement fails at an inopportune time. In our context, there is another challenge: to achieve high performance, there is no total ordering of all operations. That is, in Nimble’s core protocol, operations on different ledgers proceed in parallel and they only need to be processed by a majority of endorsers (i.e., not all endorsers). Thus, at any point in time, the state of endorsers might not be identical.

Unfortunately, existing solutions are a poor fit in our context. If Nimble were to adopt the folklore solution of keeping membership (i.e., the identity of “current” endorsers) as part of state that is replicated, the system will necessarily have to impose a total order on all operations. This adversely affects performance. Alternatively, each ledger could maintain its own membership state (i.e., each ledger has the list of endorsers that are responsible for endorsing operations on that ledger). However, to change endorsers, the system will need to invoke $N$ instances of the view-change protocol, where $N$ is the number of ledgers. In practice, $N$ can be millions or more, so it is not practical.

Below, we describe how Nimble addresses these challenges without bloating the TCB. In a nutshell, Nimble’s solution can be viewed as a way to resolve the tension between the two existing solutions described above.

**Nimble’s reconfiguration protocol.** We introduce a new safe and live protocol, orchestrated by a coordinator, to proactively replace endorsers. At a high level, Nimble proceeds in a sequence of configurations, where in each configuration, a particular set of endorsers, identified by their public keys, are responsible for producing receipts. Nimble’s endorsers keep track of the current configuration as well as the immediately preceding configuration (we denote these with $C_{curr}$ and $C_{prev}$ in the endorser’s state machine). Furthermore, when an endorser joins a configuration it “takes over” a previously generated public identity of a Nimble instance only when it can confirm that a quorum of endorsers of the prior configuration have “renounced” it. Moreover, every response signed by an endorser covers, in addition to the public identity, their value of $C_{curr}$. This ensures that responses produced by an endorser are tied to a particular configuration and clients can use it to discover which public keys and quorum size they need to use to verify the responses produced by Nimble.

To switch from one configuration to the next, Nimble’s coordinator proceeds in three phases (this protocol can be invoked at any time). Before we describe these three phases, we provide some preliminaries.

Let $E$ and $N$ denote sets of existing and new endorsers respectively. In Nimble, $E \cap N$ is an empty set (this simplifies the protocol and proofs, as we discuss in [11, Appendix A]). A coordinator launches endorsers in the set $N$, calls their bootstrap method to obtain their public keys. Let $C_E$ and $C_N$ respectively denote the sequence of public keys of endorsers in $E$ and $N$. Let $id$ denote the identity of the Nimble instance (the hash of the list of public keys of the first set of endorsers that bootstrapped the system and that the provider advertises).

At every step in the protocol below, the coordinator reliably persists responses it has received in the untrusted state machine, and by design every step is idempotent. A convenient way to log this information is to use an append-only ledger in the untrusted state machine (an endorser is not explicitly aware of this ledger). Before starting the protocol below, the coordinator appends $C_N$ to this ledger. Furthermore, all messages logged by the coordinator during the protocol are stored alongside $C_N$. As a result, if a coordinator fails or is slow at any point in the protocol, another coordinator can safely take over and complete the remaining steps.

The additional state and transitions needed to support Nimble’s reconfiguration protocol are given below.

**Endorser’s additional state**

- $status \in \{\text{"uninitialized", \"initialized", \"active", \"finalized\}"\}$.
- $C_{prev}$, endorsers’ public keys of the previous configuration.
- $C_{curr}$, endorsers’ public keys of the current configuration.
- $C_{next}$, endorsers’ public keys of the next configuration.
- $\sigma$, a signature on the finalized state and other metadata

**Endorser’s updated initialize function**

1: \textbf{fn} initialize($i, m, c_{prev}, c_{curr}$)
2: \textbf{if} status = “initialized” \textbf{then}
3: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \text{Sign}(sk, (“initialize”, id, $c_{prev}$, $c_{curr}$, $M$))
4: \textbf{if} status \not= “uninitialized” \textbf{then} \textbf{return} \text{Err}(AlreadyInit)
5: \textbf{if} SecretToPublic(sk) \not\in c_{prev} \textbf{then}
6: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \text{Err}(NotInConfig)
7: \textbf{if} $i = H(c_{prev})$ and $(m \not= ∥ \text{or } c_{prev} \not= ∥$ then
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \text{Err}(InvalidInit)
9: \textbf{else if} $i \not= H(c_{curr})$ and $(m \not= ∥ \text{or } c_{prev} = ∥$ then
10: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \text{Err}(InvalidReconf)
11: \hspace{1em} id \leftarrow i, M \leftarrow m, c_{prev} \leftarrow c_{prev}, c_{curr} \leftarrow c_{curr}
12: \textbf{status} \leftarrow “initialized”
13: \textbf{return} \text{Sign}(sk, (“initialize”, id, $c_{prev}$, $c_{curr}$, $M$))


(1) **Finalize existing endorsers.** A coordinator interacts with endorsers in $E$ to “finalize” their state. In particular, a coordinator invokes a new API supported by an endorser, called finalize. It takes as input the new configuration’s public keys $C_N$ and it outputs $(M_i', \sigma_i)$, where $M_i'$ is the endorser’s state and $\sigma_i$ is a signature on the message (“finalize”, $id$, $C_E$, $C_N$, $M_i$) (an endorser signs over $C_N$ because it is intended to be consumed by endorsers in $N$). A coordinator waits for a quorum of endorsers in $E$ to finalize their state and persists their responses in the untrusted state machine. We refer to the aggregated response as $R_{next}$.

Once an endorser provides a response to finalize, it enters a “finalized” mode where it erases its signing key, and hence it cannot process any further requests. It however continues to respond with its finalized state and the signature on the finalized state, to ensure liveness.

(2) **Initialize new endorsers.** We modify the initialize method of the endorser’s state machine described in Section 5.1 to support transferring state (including an existing public identity) to the new endorsers ($N'$). As before, if the coordinator supplies an empty state and an empty prior configuration (i.e., $M$ and $C_E$ are both $\perp$), then this means that this is a new instance of Nimble and the public identity is the hash of the current configuration ($H(C_N)$). What is new is that the coordinator could instead supply any state ($M$), prior configuration ($C_E$), and public identity ($i$) that it wishes, and the endorsers simply accept that information. The endorsers check that this information is actually safe to use before they start processing requests during the activate function, which we describe next. The initialize function outputs a signature $\eta_i$ on the message (“initialize”, $id$, $C_E$, $C_N$, $M$).

A coordinator waits for a quorum of endorsers in $N'$ to initialize their state and persists their responses in the untrusted state machine. We refer to the aggregated response as $R_{next}$.

(3) **Activate new endorsers.** We add a new API called activate that allows a coordinator to convince an initialized endorser in $N'$ to start processing requests. The coordinator must provide evidence that it is safe for the endorser to “take over” the initialized identity. An endorser performs a sequence of checks: (1) it checks that a quorum of existing endorsers in $E$ have been finalized; (2) it checks that a quorum of new endorsers in $N'$ have been initialized with the same state; and (3) the state of a quorum of new endorsers is derived from the state of a quorum of existing endorsers by picking ledger tails with the highest positions seen in the quorum.

To prove (1) and (2), the coordinator provides $R_{exist}$ and $R_{next}$ respectively. To prove (3), the coordinator provides additional blocks ($A$) that can be appended to the tail of each of the ledgers that were supplied by existing endorsers when they called finalize ($M_i$) such that the resulting state equals $M$. This check is in the verify_state function. An honest coordinator can find these blocks in the untrusted state machine.

**Verifying receipts in the presence of reconfigurations.** Suppose that a client goes offline and Nimble executes several reconfigurations. We now discuss how such a client can verify receipts produced by Nimble. Recall that a client retains the public identity of Nimble ($id$).

Observe that Nimble’s reconfiguration protocol ensures that endorsers in a Nimble instance always use the same public identity $id$. Furthermore, an endorser’s signature covers, in addition to its response, both the public identity $id$ and the public keys of endorsers in its own configuration (i.e., $C_{curr}$). We extend the coordinator’s APIs so a client can use them to retrieve $C_{curr}$ and each endorser’s attestation report. This allows a client to (lazily) learn the public keys of endorsers in the latest configuration as well as verify that those public keys belong to legitimate endorsers. Finally, a client does the following checks to verify a receipt: (1) public keys in the
receipt are in \( C_{\text{curr}} \); (2) signatures are valid when verified with the
known \( id \) and \( C_{\text{curr}} \) (as well as other information specific to a request); (3) there is a quorum of valid signatures based
on the number of public keys in \( C_{\text{curr}} \).

**Lemma 5.3.** Assuming the integrity and confidentiality guarantees provided by TEEs for executing the specified endorser state machine and standard cryptographic hardness assumptions, at any point in time, if Nimble produces a valid receipt for an append operation \( O \) using endorsers in \( E \), and if a coordinator activates a majority of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \) with state \( M \), then \( M \) must contain the effects of executing \( O \).

**Proof (sketch).** Consider an append request \( O \) for which Nimble produces a valid receipt using endorsers in \( E \). This means that a majority of endorsers in \( E \) applied \( O \) and provided a signature on the same response (let \( Q \) denote that majority). Furthermore, any majority of endorsers in \( E \) must contain at least one endorser from the set \( Q \).

Now, by the premise, the coordinator successfully activates a majority of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \). This means that the coordinator must have called their initialize and activate methods such that all checks in the activate method pass. By assumptions about TEEs and cryptography, this means that a majority of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \) must have been given with \( (R_{\text{curr}}, A, R_{\text{curr}}) \) such that all checks in the activate method pass. Again, by the aforementioned assumptions, the only feasible way to achieve this is by calling finalize on a majority of endorsers in \( E \) to obtain a valid \( R_{\text{curr}} \). From the aforementioned reasoning, at least one of states retrieved from a majority of endorsers in \( E \) must contain the effects of applying \( O \). Thus, \( M \) provided to a majority of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \) contains the effects of applying \( O \). Finally, by design, once an endorser in \( E \) returns a response to the finalize method, it cannot process any request, as a result, once \( R_{\text{curr}} \) is generated, no valid receipt can be generated by using a majority of endorsers in \( E \).

**Lemma 5.4.** When the service is honest and during sufficiently long periods of synchrony, if a majority of endorsers in \( E \) and \( \mathcal{N} \) are alive, then a coordinator that can be subject to crash failures can eventually obtain a majority of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \) to start processing requests.

**Proof (sketch).** We first argue that the claim holds when a coordinator does not experience crashes. We then argue that a coordinator that restarts can still complete the protocol by using state persisted in the untrusted state machine.

We need to establish that the coordinator can provide inputs that pass checks in the activate method of the endorser state machine. By inspection, if the coordinator follows its prescribed protocol, one can see that nearly all of the checks in the invoked activate method pass on an endorser state machine that holds a signing key where the corresponding public key is in the sequence \( C_{\text{curr}} \). We now argue that verify_state check passes too. Suppose that the coordinator computes \( M \) as specified in the protocol. When the service is honest, for every append request processed by the service, it is first applied on the untrusted state machine (which is linearizable and crash fault-tolerant) and then applied on each endorser in the same order (endorser’s state machine is also linearizable). However, for any given ledger, some endorsers may be “lagging behind” others since Nimble requires only a majority of endorsers to process an append. This implies that an honest coordinator can retrieve blocks from the untrusted state machine, and construct \( A \) such that verify_state\((M_1, \ldots, M_j), M, A\) = true.

Now, consider the case where a coordinator may crash. Observe that each step persists state in the untrusted state machine. When a coordinator restarts, it can examine the state in the untrusted state machine to identify the step in which it failed and repeatedly retry steps in the specified reconfiguration protocol. Furthermore, by design, all APIs of an endorser (e.g., initialize, finalize) are idempotent. Even if a coordinator finished a step but failed before logging state into the untrusted state machine, a new coordinator can safely retry the step. As a result, a coordinator that repeatedly retries eventually activates a quorum of endorsers in \( \mathcal{N} \), which then can produce valid receipts for clients’ requests.

6 Implementation

Nimble is available as an open-source project [3]. Nimble’s implementation is in Rust. In addition to the Rust-based endorser, we implement an endorser in C++ using the Open Enclave SDK [4]. The Rust endorser runs inside a confidential VM supported by AMD SEV-SNP, and the OpenEnclave-based endorser runs inside Intel SGX. Both a coordinator and an endorser run as microservices, each exposing an RPC interface. To ease the adoption of Nimble, we implement an endpoint that exposes a REST API. The endpoint implements the client-side verification logic (Section 5.2) and runs inside a confidential VM (i.e., a client essentially outsources all of its verification tasks to the endpoint). With an endpoint, a client only needs to perform remote attestation to ensure that the right code runs, and establish a secure channel with it.

For cryptographic primitives, endorsers use SHA-256 for hash functions and ECDSA with P-256 for signatures, both implemented by OpenSSL.

Figure 2 shows the lines of code for each component in Nimble. The Rust-based endorser implements the full protocol described in Section 5, while the C++ implements only the core protocol (no reconfiguration).

We implement several optimizations. First, a coordinator waits only for a quorum of endorsers to provide a matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Trusted?</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>SLoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinator</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>3564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endorser</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endorser</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**—Implementation of Nimble (SLoC) (excluding existing libraries and crates used by Nimble)
response (this helps reduce latency, especially when a minority of endorsers is deployed in a remote region, is slow, or is disconnected). Second, an endorser stores a copy of the tail node (rather than its hash), so for read operations, this allows a coordinator to avoid a round trip with the storage service.

Nimble’s implementation supports reconfigurations to replace failed endorsers. However, the coordinator microservice does not proactively invoke the reconfiguration protocol. Instead, it exposes additional control APIs that allow a monitoring process to trigger the addition or removal of endorsers. In a full deployment of Nimble, we expect to make use of a monitoring infrastructure to invoke these control APIs.

7 Evaluation

This section answers the following evaluation questions:

- What is the latency and throughput of Nimble operations, and how do they depend on the underlying storage or TEE technology used by Nimble?
- How does Nimble’s TCB compare to alternative solutions?
- What is the cost of a reconfiguration, and how does it scale with the number of ledgers in Nimble?
- How difficult is it to port a real application to use Nimble and what overheads does Nimble introduce?

7.1 Experimental setup

We run all of our experiments on Azure. We run endorsers on three different machines, each on a different availability zone to ensure that a server, rack, or even an entire data center failure does not cause a loss of a quorum of endorsers. When we run endorsers in Intel SGX, we use Azure DC32s v3 instances; we run endorsers in AMD SEV-SNP, we use Azure DC32as v5 instances. The coordinator runs in Azure D48ads v5 instances, as does our client (a workload generator). Finally, we deploy several endpoints that run inside AMD SEV-SNP and execute verification logic. We use an Azure load balancer to route requests among the endpoints, and direct all client requests to this load balancer.

Given that Nimble inherits the performance of its underlying storage, we evaluate two configurations:

- An in-memory key-value store: An unreplicated in-memory key-value store that does not tolerate failures. This key-value store has low access latency and high throughput. It serves as a best-case scenario for Nimble. In a real deployment of Nimble, this store could be replaced with existing replicated in-memory key-value stores that provide high throughput and low latency [23, 43, 44].

- Azure table with geo-replication: Azure storage with the strongest replication guarantees enabled (RA-GZRS). It has lower throughput and higher latency than our in-memory key-value store, and suffers from high tail latency since it is a multi-tenant cloud service with no SLAs.

7.2 Latency and throughput of Nimble

We start by conducting a series of microbenchmarks on Nimble. To generate workloads, we use wrk2 [50], a popular constant-load open-loop workload generator. The resulting workload is sent to our Azure load balancer which is then split across our REST endpoints. We measure the median and 90-th percentile latencies, as well as the throughput achieved by Nimble on its different configurations.

Figure 3 depicts the results. Figure 3a shows the performance of Nimble when using AMD SEV-SNP endorsers and our in-memory key-value store. In this configuration, the median latency of all operations is under 2.5ms, and the 90-th percentile latency is under 3.2 ms. This latency is possible due to the fast communication between machines inside Azure data centers, even if the endorsers and coordinator are in different availability zones. Append and read throughput both peak at around 50K req/sec, which is quite significant given that Nimble’s endorsers process and sign individual requests; we do not do any batching in this experiment. The bottleneck is indeed computational and comes from the cryptographic operations performed by the endorsers.

Figure 3b shows the performance of Nimble when using AMD SEV-SNP endorsers and Azure table storage. In this configuration we observe two things: (1) the higher storage latency plays a key role for append operations, leading to median latencies of around 30–40 ms. More significantly, tail latencies are very high (sometimes up to 2 seconds), owing to the fact that we use a shared service without guaranteed SLAs. The append throughput performance is significantly worse than our in-memory counterpart, reaching around 2,600 reqs/sec. Here the bottleneck is no longer computational and is instead Azure storage which has an account-wide throughput limit of 20K entities/sec; in Nimble, every append accesses multiple rows (entities) in Azure Table to provide the required untrusted state machine semantics (Section 5.1), which hits this limit. Reads are not impacted by these salient properties of storage because of our fast-reads optimization (Section 6).

Figure 3c shows the performance of Nimble when using Intel SGX endorsers and our in-memory key-value store. The performance is lower than AMD SEV-SNP endorsers because our SGX endorsers must continuously cross between the untrusted host that runs the networking stack and the enclave, in addition to the hardware being completely different. Finally, we omit the SGX endorsers and Azure Table configuration because the performance is very similar to that of Figure 3b, owing to Azure storage being the bottleneck.

7.3 Comparison of TCB size

A key component of Nimble is its relative simplicity. We therefore ask how Nimble compares to similar proposals. Figure 2 gives the breakdown of the complexity of Nimble’s different components (we use TCB as a proxy for it), and Figure 4 compares it to other works. The key take away is that the
One of the key innovations in Nimble is the ability to securely reconfigure from one set of endorsers to another. As we explain in Section 5.2, this process requires “finalizing” existing endorsers, which effectively stops request processing while the reconfiguration takes place. Hence, reconfiguration time impacts the availability of Nimble. There are two factors that affect this time: (1) the number of ledgers in the system, and (2) the difference between the number of ledger entries processed by the endorsers. We find that (1) is the dominating factor given that the fast network and endorsers running on similar hardware in our experimental setup lead to small differences in which ledger entries they have processed.

To measure the impact of (1), we conduct an experiment where we populate the system with a varying number of ledgers and then induce a reconfiguration to replace an existing set of three endorsers to a brand new set of three endorsers running on different machines (also on three different availability zones). Figure 5 depicts the results for both total time and network communication. We observe a near-linear cost increase in reconfiguration time in terms of the number of ledgers. This cost comes from a variety of factors: (i) hashing of the state at existing endorsers; (ii) determining which state to initialize the new endorsers and transferring that state; and (iii) hashing and verification of the provided state at the new endorsers (e.g., the verify_state method).

### Balancing costs

Given that Nimble’s cost of reconfiguration is high when the system supports many ledgers, and such cost translates directly to service unavailability, one possibility is to partition the ledger space so that disjoint sets of endorsers are responsible for different sets of ledgers. In this manner, if an endorser in one of the partitions fails, the provider can perform a reconfiguration that changes only the ledgers within this partition—without needing to touch the other partitions. Of course, disaster scenarios such as an entire availability zone going down could still require endorsers in all partitions to be swapped, but this is a rarer event.

### 7.5 Integrating applications with Nimble

One important consideration with a system like Nimble is how would existing applications use it. To answer this question, modify the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). We choose HDFS because (1) it has a lot of state at many different components and (2) any cloud customer who runs a data analytics application that uses HDFS is vulnerable to rollback...
attacks today—even if HDFS and their application runs on confidential computing servers. Hence, a rollback-resistant HDFS would provide significant benefit.

We spent three person months modifying HDFS to integrate with Nimble, for a total of 1,689 lines of Java. We discuss the specifics in [11, Appendix B]. At a high level, we observe that HDFS logs data and metadata in order to recover from crash failures. These logs are committed to disk either synchronously or periodically in batches (in which case the system might lose the latest uncommitted state during a failure). While these logs are in memory, we can protect them by running HDFS’s namenode and datanode inside TEEs. However, as soon as they are written to disk, they are vulnerable to rollback attacks. We identified all such events in HDFS and replaced them with the approach in Section 3.1. The result is Nimble-HDFS, a version of HDFS that detects rollbacks.

To measure this overhead, we provision two Azure F64s v2 machines, one to run the namenode and the other the datanode of HDFS or Nimble-HDFS. We then run Hadoop’s NNThroughputBenchmark [9], which is a standard benchmark that measures the performance of HDFS operations such as create, mkdir, etc. We configure Nimble-HDFS to append an entry to Nimble every 100 operations. At the peak throughput, the window of vulnerability is tens of ms.

Figure 6 depicts our results. For some operations, Nimble-HDFS has no overhead over the baseline, particularly those that do not append entries to Nimble (deviations are basically experimental noise). For others, Nimble-HDFS introduces up to a 2 or 3× overhead over the baseline, depending on the backing store. This cost comes from computing digests, sending them over HTTP to Nimble’s endpoint, and flushing operations to disk before moving on.

At first glance, these added costs might appear problematic. But the reality is that the overhead of Nimble-HDFS is minimal for real applications. To demonstrate this, we run Intel’s HiBench Suite [2], which consists of big data applications that run on top of MapReduce. We configure MapReduce to use either standard HDFS or Nimble-HDFS. The results are in Figure 7. As we can see, there is essentially no difference in the job completion time for most of these applications when using Nimble; the exception is the extended DFSIO benchmark which is I/O heavy and is meant to measure the performance of the underlying HDFS instance.

8 Related work

This section discusses works that directly relate to Nimble; while there are many other works on building untrusted storage systems [14, 16, 24, 33, 34, 36], our focus here is on projects that guarantee linearizability.

Rollback protection. Many TEEs (e.g., Intel SGX) support sealing. Sealing enables applications running inside TEEs to encrypt and sign their state with secret keys known only to the TEE, prior to storing in untrusted disk. Sealing alone does not provide rollback protection, but one can additionally use monotonic counters supported by TEEs. There are several drawbacks to this combination. First, operations on counters are slow (e.g., increment latencies are 80–250ms) and wear out in a few days [12, 35], though recent systems like SPEICHER [12] partially address this issue. Second, monotonic counters are not as secure as expected (e.g., removing the BIOS battery or reinstalling TEE software often resets these counters). Finally, monotonic counters are specific to a given machine so a crashed application cannot be launched on a different machine—which is unacceptable in cloud settings.

Memoir [40] provides rollback protection by maintaining a history of application requests in an append-only hash chain (which itself is in an untrusted storage) and tracking tail of the chain. The challenge with these approaches in cloud settings is that, if the TPM or its machine fails, the system becomes unavailable. Nimble solves this challenge by developing a fault-tolerant version of Memoir that stores the state in several TEEs’ volatile memory and supports reconfiguration.

ROTE [35], Narrator [39], and TEEMS [22] are similar to Nimble in that they propose a solution to help confidential applications in TEEs detect rollbacks. The main difference with Nimble is that these works lack a reconfiguration protocol, so there is no obvious way to add or remove replicas.

CCF [41] provides rollback-resistance and supports reconfiguration but it is significantly more complex than Nimble and has a very large TCB since it is designed to run and validate smart contracts and other blockchain constructs.
Kaptchuk et al. [29] formalizes the interactions of a TEE with an append-only ledger as a way to provide rollback protection. A key distinction with Nimble is that their work assumes the existence of the ledger, whereas Nimble focuses on building the ledger itself.

Wang et al. [49] study pitfalls with running a crash fault-tolerant replication protocol inside TEEs to achieve a Byzantine fault-tolerance. In particular, they describe concrete attacks including rollback attacks on state kept by individual nodes on their local disks. For rollback attacks, they propose a solution based on ROTE [35] that inherits its drawbacks.

**Replicated systems with a small TCB.** A2M [18] and Trinc [32] propose trusted primitives for nodes in a distributed system to prevent malicious nodes from equivocating (i.e., sending conflicting messages to different nodes). Unfortunately, these trusted primitives do not aim to provide fault-tolerance on their own. A straightforward use of a replication protocol to add fault-tolerance (including reconfigurations) results in a large TCB, analogous to CCF’s.

A recent line of work focuses on using minimal trusted primitives to improve various aspects of replication protocols. Yandamuri et al. [52] use a Trinc-type minimal trusted hardware in communication-efficient Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols [10, 53] to preserve communication efficiency while achieving improved fault thresholds. Similarly, Damysus [21] separates safety and liveness concerns in HotStuff [53] and describes minimal trusted components that improve fault thresholds. Hybster [13] and FlexiTrust [26] observe that Trinc-type trusted hardware forces sequential invocations of consensus instances, so they introduce variants that support parallel instances and achieve better performance. Unfortunately, these works do not yet support reconfiguration.

9 Discussion

9.1 Disaster recovery

Recall that Nimble runs a set of endorsers inside TEEs and receipts consist of signatures from a quorum of endorsers. This raises a question: what happens if Nimble loses a majority of endorsers? If the endorsers are alive but disconnected (e.g., network partition), then Nimble will experience unavailability until a quorum is accessible again. If the endorsers actually crashed and their volatile state is gone, then we refer to this scenario as a total disaster. This could happen for a number of reasons. Perhaps the service provider experiences a massive attack or a natural disaster takes down multiple datacenters.

The good news is that total disasters do not affect safety properties like freshness. By design and implementation, endorsers cannot be restarted. If Nimble loses a majority of its endorsers, then there is no longer a quorum of endorsers that can sign responses that a client will accept. The bad news is that this leads Nimble to lose liveness.

There are some ways to reduce the chance of total disasters. The most important one is with a reconfiguration protocol so that failures do not pile up and cause the system to lose a quorum of endorsers. This is why we developed one for Nimble. Second, deploy endorsers in different fault domains (cloud providers already do this for their replicated systems).

Even with such measures, total disasters could still occur. Unfortunately, there is no “playbook” for how to proceed. An option is for customers to periodically snapshot the tails of their ledgers and store them in some location they trust. After a total disaster, the customer can ask the service provider if they have a snapshot that is more recent than the one they have (the customer can check that it includes more updates than their own and in fact the snapshot is legitimate by verifying receipts). Then, customers can explicitly ask the service to create a new instance of Nimble that starts with that agreed-upon snapshot. Of course, if the snapshot is stale then the system will not reflect the most recent operations (i.e., the responses will not be fresh), but observe that a provider cannot do this unilaterally: the customer must explicitly ask for it. If a customer does not want to maintain snapshots, then an option is to accept a snapshot provided by the provider (the customer can still verify that some prior endorsers signed those tails). This might be acceptable in extreme situations such as when the total disaster was due to a public natural disaster that took down datacenters where endorsers were deployed.

9.2 TCB changes

Our description has so far assumed that endorsers’ trusted code does not change (i.e., when verifying receipts $R_{exst}$ and $R_{next}$, an endorsing checks that its own measurement matches the measurements of an existing quorum of endorsers and those of a new quorum of endorsers). But what if that trusted code needs to be updated? For example, if there was an update to a library or the attestation verification procedure changed.

To address this, we sketch a solution, which omits the aforementioned check requiring measurements to match; instead customers have to do certain checks. Specifically, the service provider persists $R_{exst}$ and $R_{next}$ whenever a reconfiguration occurs, along with a copy of the code running in an endorsing (and other configuration information to reproduce binaries loaded inside TEEs). The provider then uses this information to prove to customers that all configuration changes (including code changes in the TCB) were legitimate. Customers must audit code changes and verify attestation reports, and decide whether to accept the latest set of endorsers.

Note that the above proposal crucially assumes that whenever the provider reconfigures from an existing set of endorsers $E$ to a new set of endorsers $N$ with a new trusted code, a quorum of endorsers in $E$ was not exploited by an adversary before the reconfiguration. This is because after a quorum of endorsers in $E$ finalize their state (which is necessary for reconfiguration), they erase their signing keys (Footnote 2). However, there is no known way to prove that the trusted code was updated before it was exploited by an adversary.
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**Abstract**

The infinite capacity of cloud computing is an illusion: in reality, cloud providers cannot always have enough capacity of the right type, in the right place, at the right time to meet all demand. Consequently, cloud providers need to implement admission-control policies to ensure accepted capacity requests experience high availability. However, admission control in the public cloud is hard due to dynamic changes in both supply and demand: hardware might become unavailable, and actual VM consumption could vary for a variety of reasons including tenant scale-outs and fulfillment of VM reservations made by customers ahead of time. In this paper, we design and implement Kerveros, a flexible admission-control system that has three desired properties: i) high computational scalability to handle a large inventory, ii) accurate capacity provisioning for high VM availability, and iii) good packing efficiency to optimize resource usage. To achieve this, Kerveros uses novel bookkeeping techniques to quickly estimate the capacity available for incoming VM requests. Our system has been deployed in Microsoft Azure. Results from both simulations and production confirm that Kerveros achieves more than four nines of availability while sustaining request processing latencies of a few milliseconds.

**1 Introduction**

Cloud capacity appears to be limitless. However, in reality, cloud providers need to deal with the limitations of datacenters with a finite number of machines while respecting contractual service-level agreements (SLAs) that provide availability guarantees to customer VMs. These SLAs might be severely compromised if the provider runs out of resources. Additionally, users expect predictability: not being able to launch new VMs when required can critically impact a customer’s business \([31]\). An admission-control system is thus necessary to ensure cloud providers do not overcommit resources, provide seamless elasticity, and are robust to capacity loss due to failures. This paper describes the design and implementation of Kerveros: a scalable and efficient admission-control system for Microsoft Azure.

Admission control in the cloud is hard because it needs to account for a variety of fluctuations in both supply and demand across a large number of workload and machine types. On the supply side, datacenter machines and racks regularly fail at scale and maintenance tasks like software updates may also require rebooting machines. The cloud provider needs to maintain high availability amidst both deterministic and stochastic events by keeping enough resources free to provide seamless failover if necessary. On the demand side, to facilitate predictability, cloud providers have recently introduced the notion of “reserved resources” \([4, 6, 7, 20, 35]\) to guarantee the availability of capacity in the future. With such reservations, customers pay to have the provider set aside resources that can be claimed later. Accordingly, admission-control systems need to accommodate both on-demand VM requests and reservations.

The goal of our cloud admission-control system is to ensure that it simultaneously achieves high computational scalability and a low rate of SLA violations while avoiding inefficient capacity usage (which can lead to negative margins). One possible approach to accomplish this is to re-use existing VM allocators \([21, 43]\) to directly allocate space for reservations, maintenance, and potential tenant growth (scale-outs). However, such a “placeholder” approach is slow and inherently inflexible, since the capacity allocated to such placeholders cannot be immediately used for other incoming VM requests that can pack well in the reserved space.

Instead, our solution is based on an approximate buffer approach that avoids early binding of placeholders. At a high level, we maintain buffers of resources for handling failures, maintenance, growth, reservations, etc., and track the total number of remaining resources after accounting for currently running VMs and buffers. Implementing this idea involves several algorithmic challenges, such as reasoning about the capacity required by VMs with multi-dimensional resource demands (e.g., CPU, memory, disk), quantifying the impact of buffers on a large variety of possible VM requests (e.g., Azure has more than 1000 VM types; see Figure 3 for details),
simultaneously accounting for buffers defined at different levels of the datacenter hierarchy (e.g., cluster vs. zone), and mimicking how the allocator would place VMs belonging to admitted reservations. Indeed, simple back-of-the-envelope buffer calculations might result in two undesired scenarios: (i) rejecting a request that can actually fit in the cloud, or worse, (ii) accepting a request at the cost of compromising reservation and availability guarantees; Figure 1 illustrates this scenario.

To address these challenges, we introduce a novel admission control mechanism which relies on Allocatable VM (AV) counts, a bookkeeping technique for quickly determining the capacity available for an incoming VM request or reservation. The AV count, defined per VM type, quantifies the number of VMs that can fit in the inventory at a given time, and reduces the multi-dimensional problem into a formulation with a single dimension (the AV count). Kerveros exposes AV counts to the allocator, which can then accept or reject incoming VM or reservation requests based on a simple comparison (i.e., is the requested capacity less than the current AV count?). Importantly, this allows the allocator to respond to requests with high throughput and low latency, a critical requirement for extreme-scale VM allocation platforms [21, 43].

To enable these highly efficient capacity checks, we design the Conversion Ratio Algorithm (CRA), which allows Kerveros to quickly translate all buffer sizes to a common unit: the AV count of the incoming request’s VM type. We supplement CRA with a data-driven Linear Adjustment Algorithm (LAA), which periodically emulates the allocator to reduce potential biases of CRA. We implement these algorithms in Azure’s resource-allocation platform, while selectively reusing and enhancing existing allocator infrastructure (e.g., data stores, request handling agents, etc.). We further accelerate the algorithm with a caching layer that allows for incremental AV count updates.

Our results from both simulation and production measurements demonstrate that Kerveros sustains at least four nines of availability without any significant degradation in request-processing throughput. Our admission-control strategy estimates the available capacity with less than 1% error at the 95th percentile. Importantly, this level of accuracy enables Azure to avoid capacity wastage, leading to high return on investment (ROI). We emphasize that for today’s global-scale cloud providers, even a 1% improvement in such a capacity-efficiency metric can be worth 100s of millions of dollars in saved hardware expenditure, translating to sizable impact on the cloud provider’s bottom-line margin.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to describe the design, implementation and evaluation of an admission-control system deployed in a large public cloud. Prior research on datacenter resource management (e.g., Protean [21] and Borg [43, 45]) focuses mostly on on-demand VM placement. The closest work available is Meta’s RAS system [34], which partitions resources at the granularity of machines to different sub-organizations and periodically re-assigns machines across partitions by solving a mixed integer linear program. While this approach can suit a first-party workload with a modest number of partitions, it is less efficient for dynamic public-cloud workloads (§5).

In summary, our main contributions are:

- The design of scalable and efficient admission-control algorithms for a large and heterogeneous public cloud inventory (§3).
- A robust system design that separates the admission-control logic from the components that enforce it, allowing for latencies of a few milliseconds for admission and placement decisions (§4). Our system has been successfully deployed in Microsoft Azure.
- Our extensive evaluation using measurements from both simulations and production demonstrate that our design achieves scalable and accurate admission control (§5).
- Supplementary to this paper, we release a new trace that can be used by the research community to design and test different packing and admission-control algorithms: https://github.com/Azure/AzurePublicDataset.
2 Background and Motivation

Microsoft Azure is a large public geo-distributed cloud provider with a massive global footprint. Resources in Azure are organized into regions, each of which consists of one or more availability zones (Figure 2). Every zone contains one or more datacenters. Each datacenter is further divided into clusters and racks. Each cluster has a homogeneous set of machines (or servers); however, a zone can have a heterogeneous mix of clusters. As Figure 3 shows, zones can have tens of different hardware types. A zone can have hundreds of thousands of machines, while a cluster is much smaller (at most a few thousand machines).

Each zone has its own allocation service (or simply, allocator) that assigns VMs to physical machines. The assignment (or placement) considers a set of hard and soft constraints, which are evaluated sequentially for each VM. Examples of hard constraints include not violating the physical capacity of a machine and not running a VM type on hardware that does not support it. An example of a soft constraint is to prefer an already-occupied machine to increase packing efficiency [21].

In this section, we discuss the general resource management problem in Azure by focusing first on challenges arising from both dynamic and diverse demand patterns (§2.1), as well as fluctuations in the available compute supply (§2.2). These challenges, coupled with the fact that demand might exceed supply, motivate the need for a robust admission-control system; we outline its requirements in §2.3.

2.1 Demand Versatility

Azure has multiple different offerings for compute, which each impose specific requirements on the underlying allocation system.

VM requests. Azure has multiple hardware generations in its datacenter and offers over a thousand VM types. The majority of VM types are supported on most hardware generations, but some types require specialized hardware (e.g., GPUs for ML). We note that other major cloud providers like AWS and GCP also offer a large number of VM types [5, 19].

New VM types are regularly introduced as new hardware types and scenarios are onboarded to the cloud.

On-demand VM requests are the most common capacity consumption mode. A VM request specifies the type of the VM (which in turn determines the number of CPU cores, memory, disk, network requirements for the VM, and optional accelerators) and the VM’s priority. Multiple VM requests may be grouped into a tenant request. A tenant request is accompanied by a tenant service model, where additional constraints can be imposed on the collection of VM requests (e.g., fault-domain requirements).

By default, VMs are spread across an entire zone. However, a tenant may request all its VMs be co-located within specific inventory boundaries such as a cluster or datacenter. A tenant using legacy Azure services can also be pinned to a single cluster; this means that such a tenant cannot create new VMs outside its cluster.

A tenant request succeeds only if all its associated VM requests are successfully allocated. There is no explicit SLA on allocation time, but it is desirable to keep these times as low as possible to ensure a fast and reliable deployment experience. The volume of VM requests is large: a zone can easily receive a few thousand requests per minute. Hence, low latency and high throughput are critical requirements for the VM allocation service (see §2.3).

Higher-order consumption modes, such as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS or serverless computation [39]) are internally provisioned through VMs.

Customer scale-outs. Customers may decide to increase the number of VMs in their tenants; these are termed tenant scale-outs. Any allocation request, including a scale-out request, must be handled within milliseconds; the system can either accept or reject the scale-out request based on available capacity. Though there is no external acceptance SLA for scale-outs, Azure internally tracks the acceptance rate of these requests and attempts to sustain very high acceptance rates (at least 4 nines). Towards this end, the admission-control logic must explicitly reserve capacity within individual clusters for scale-out of pinned tenants (see §3.1). We note that...
Reservations. Consider a scenario where a user wishes to terminate their VMs for the day, but expects to re-instantiate the VMs the following morning. Doing so through a regular on-demand tenant request might result in delays if capacity is not immediately available in the morning. As Figure 5 shows, this issue is exacerbated for large tenant requests. To address such scenarios, Azure offers the reservation option. A reservation request includes the VM type and the quantity. A reservation need not result in actual allocation of VMs; instead, it serves as a commitment from Azure to provide the desired number of VMs in the future, whenever the customer decides to materialize the reservation.

Reservations are active as soon as the request is accepted (i.e., we do not support reservation requests with future start dates). The user can terminate a reservation at any time. To support economy of scale, VMs that are created against a reservation cannot be pinned to a single cluster. This basic reservation model is offered by large public clouds as an On-Demand Capacity Reservation [4, 7]. We briefly discuss direct extensions of this basic reservation model, such as reservations with a future start date, in §6. Other reservation models are surveyed in §7.

2.2 Supply Fluctuations

Supply in Azure can change dynamically. In this subsection, we outline the situations that can trigger these changes.

Machine and other hardware failures. Figure 6 shows the failure frequencies for machines and network hardware over a period of 30 days. As the figure demonstrates, a network failure is much less probable. However, network failures impact more machines (e.g., a top-of-rack switch can affect around 50 machines). The cloud provider has to account for such failures and set aside capacity to migrate the VMs in affected machines to respect availability SLAs. It is thus crucial to both predict and have readily available mitigation for such failures.

2.3 Admission Control

We now describe the problem of admission control, and highlight requirements and design challenges for Kerberos. Admission control can be defined as the set of decisions that determine the acceptance of any form of resource request (new tenant, scale-out, reservation). Admission-control decisions need to take into account not only the present state of the zone, but also potential realizations of future state. Future state is influenced by a variety of factors including reservations that have been admitted but not yet materialized, potential hardware failures, tenant scale-outs, etc.

Challenges. As mentioned earlier, admission control in the cloud presents several challenges:

1. Multiple elements affecting demand and supply. Kerberos has to consider multiple elements with different characteristics: on the demand side, one has to consider...
different modes of consumption (e.g., tenant vs. reservation requests) as well as potential tenant growth. On the supply side, we have different types of events (e.g., machine failures, rack maintenance) that affect inventory availability.

2. **Zone heterogeneity.** Beyond the inherent stochasticity in demand and supply, it is hard to determine how much capacity to set aside since not all machines can serve all VM types. For example, a new VM series might be served only on new hardware generations.

3. **Numerous VM sizes and fragmentation.** Unlike traditional resource allocation problems, which are often “single dimensional”, admission control for the cloud needs to make decisions for VMs that request different types of resources (e.g., CPU, memory, disk). These multiple dimensions can cause fragmentation.

4. **Accounting for unclaimed capacity.** Reservations and other types of capacity protection impose an additional challenge since we would ideally like to “late bind” resources to such requests. This makes machine utilization an imperfect metric to determine if enough capacity is available for a new request.

**Requirements.** An admission-control system also has to meet several requirements to operate effectively within the context of a large cloud provider:

1. **Scalability.** Even for very large zone inventories, the decision of whether to accept or reject a tenant or reservation request has to be made within milliseconds.

2. **Respect admitted reservations.** All VMs that are requested against a previously accepted reservation should be fulfilled (i.e., assigned to machines) whenever the user opts to materialize the reservation.

3. **Availability.** The cloud provider must ensure high availability to customers. Accordingly, capacity must be set aside to facilitate the migration of VMs to other machines in case of machine failures or other events affecting supply.

4. **Elasticity.** An admission-control system should reserve capacity to allow tenants pinned to clusters to scale out.

5. **Accuracy.** The system should not reject requests when capacity is in fact available.

6. **Efficiency.** The system should set aside as little capacity as possible while satisfying the above properties (i.e., increase the return on investment).

**Time scale of decision making.** We observe that the above challenges and requirements necessitate that decisions be made at different time scales. For example, estimating how much capacity to set aside for failures or growth requires comprehensive data analysis that is inherently time consuming. On the other hand, the VM allocation service itself has to remain highly performant and process requests at low latency. Consequently, a natural design choice is to decouple the overall admission-control responsibility between fast- and slow-twitch systems. Accordingly, the allocator only executes low-overhead capacity limit checks to determine whether to accept or reject a resource request (i.e., admission control enforcer). The entire logic for estimating the available capacity is performed by Kerveros, the focus of this paper, and is performed off the critical path.

### 3 Design of Kerveros

The high-level goal of Kerveros is to answer the following question: *How much capacity is available for an incoming tenant or reservation request?* As described earlier, this information is used by the allocator to accept / reject requests.

To address the complexities of demand and supply fluctuations (§2), our approach relies on two main concepts: (i) buffers, to specify a need for capacity; and (ii) allocable VM count, an auxiliary bookkeeping technique to quickly determine the available capacity for an incoming tenant or reservation request.

#### 3.1 Buffers

A buffer is an accounting of capacity that must be protected for a specific purpose. The allocator treats this capacity as unavailable when admitting tenant or reservation requests. Kerveros supports three buffer types: (i) Reservation buffers to accommodate already admitted reservations; (ii) Growth buffers to accommodate existing tenant growth; (iii) Healing buffers to accommodate currently-running VMs that might need to be migrated in case of hardware failures.

As we detail below, we use appropriate counts of VM types to quantify the size of each buffer. Formally, a buffer is defined as a tuple \((t, x)\), where \(t\) is the VM type and \(x\) is the number of VMs of that type that ought to be protected. The size of each buffer may change over time. For instance, a reservation buffer can become smaller as the customer gradually starts using VMs corresponding to that reservation. On the other hand, a healing buffer may become larger over time, e.g., as hardware ages and failures become more likely.

We make an important design choice for buffers: although capacity is protected, it is not mapped to specific physical machines. Buffers are defined at higher levels of the cloud hierarchy (e.g., cluster or zone) to reflect the amount of capacity that must be protected in aggregate at that level. The physical allocation occurs only when the protected capacity is needed to fulfill its purpose. For example, after hardware failures, healing buffer capacity can be used for migrating VMs from the affected machines. To ensure maximum utilization of resources, we use unclaimed protected capacity to offer spot VMs \([2,3]\), which can be immediately preempted to free up capacity whenever buffer capacity is claimed.

---

1. For a tenant request, the capacity limit check is immediately followed by an actual allocation of the VMs to physical machines. For reservation requests, the allocator performs only the limit check since placement is late-bound for reservations in our design.
We next provide more details on how Kerveros sets sizes of buffers of different types.

**Reservation buffers.** Setting reservation buffers is straightforward: the buffer size is set exactly according to the user-provided reservation requirement. That is, suppose reservation \( k \) requires \( x \) VMs of type \( t \) within a certain zone; Kerveros sets the respective zone-level buffer as \( R_k = (t, x) \). When the user claims \( u \) VMs of that reservation, the buffer is updated to \( R_k = (t, x - u) \).

**Growth buffers.** Growth buffers are used at a cluster level to account for the expansion of existing tenants pinned to each cluster. Kerveros defines a single growth buffer for each VM type. Intuitively, the buffer size should be proportional to the current consumption of that VM type. More specifically, for a given cluster \( c \) and VM type \( t \), let \( x_c \) be the current number of active VMs belonging to tenants pinned to cluster \( c \). Then we set the corresponding growth buffer to \( G_{tc} = (t, \alpha_t x_c) \), where \( \alpha_t > 1 \) is the effective growth rate. We use a ML model to set this parameter. In a nutshell, we consider a small set of possible effective growth rates (e.g., five values in the range between 1.03 and 1.1). The input features to the ML model consist of tenants’ information (e.g., account IDs, VM lifetimes), hardware details (e.g., generation, SKU), and cluster-specific fragmentation details (intuitively, a cluster that is “badly” packed would induce higher effective growth rates); the statistics on fragmentation are obtained from the allocator. The ML model (implemented using XGBoost) is trained daily using historical growth data.

**Healing buffers.** Kerveros uses healing buffers to account for hardware failures and other events affecting supply (§2). For example, the protected capacity may be used to migrate VMs away from non-functional hardware. Since tenants can be constrained to specific clusters, healing buffers are maintained at the cluster level. Since full-machine VMs are the hardest to allocate (as they require a completely empty machine), the healing buffer is defined in units of full-machine VMs; formally, the buffer is of the form \( H_{tc} = (L, x_c) \), where \( L \) denotes the full-machine VM type, and \( x_c \) is the quantity.

We calculate \( x_c \) using a data-driven approach. The high-level idea is to set \( x_c \) in proportion to the hardware failure probability (i.e., the buffers should be larger if the failure probability is higher). More specifically, we would like to ensure that the total number of non-functional machines does not exceed the buffer size \( x_c \) with high probability; let \( p_c \) denote that probability (e.g., \( p_c = 99.9\% \)). Towards this end, we extract from historical failure data the empirical distribution of the total number of non-functional machines over a given period of time (e.g., a day). The total number accounts for a variety of events including machine and network failures as well as maintenance events. Then, \( x_c \) is simply derived as the \( p_c \)-percentile value of this distribution. Kerveros may add some slack to the obtained value (e.g., 10%) for clusters that are highly fragmented (as perceived by the allocator). The choice of \( p_c \) is specific to the cluster, and depends on various factors. For example, Kerveros uses higher \( p_c \) values for clusters that have a high ratio of tenants pinned to that cluster, since such tenants have fewer fallback options in case of failures.

In rare cases, the healing buffer capacity is increased to allow completion of urgent software updates.

### 3.2 Allocable VMs

Kerveros uses the notion of allocable VM counts (AV counts) to reason about available capacity. Specifically, the AV count, \( A_{[t]} \), gives the number of additional VMs of type \( t \) that can currently fit in the zone. For an incoming VM request of type \( t \) and demand \( x \), Kerveros first calculates\(^2\) \( A_{[t]} \), and then the allocator rejects the request if \( A_{[t]} < x \).

In this section, we describe how Kerveros calculates the AV counts across entire clusters and zones. The calculations are non-trivial because they require a conversion mechanism that accounts for buffers of different VM types \( t \) defined at different hierarchies of the datacenter (cluster versus zone). We note that other approaches that do not explicitly account for multiple resource dimensions might result in either under- or over-estimating the available capacity.

#### 3.2.1 Overview

The high-level pseudocode of our AV count calculation is provided in Algorithm 1. Informally, the algorithm implements the following calculation:

\[
A_{[t]} = \left[ \text{available capacity for type } t \text{ across clusters} \right] - \left[ \text{buffers converted from type } t' \text{ to type } t \right].
\]

The algorithm starts by initializing the AV counts, excluding buffers, and accounting only for the active VMs in the system (Step 1). Since certain buffers are defined only at a zone level, the algorithm then proceeds to transform them to cluster-level buffers (Step 2), so that all buffers can be analyzed at the same level of the cloud hierarchy. The remaining calculations are done at a cluster level, except a final aggregation step. The heart of the algorithm is converting buffers of other VM types into buffers of type \( t \) (Step 7) and then deducting them from the current AV count (Step 8). This conversion step is the subtle part of the algorithm. We term the full algorithm the Conversion Ratio Algorithm (CRA).

#### 3.2.2 CRA Algorithmic Details

We next describe each of these steps in detail.

**AV count initialization (Step 1).** The initialization step calculates \( A_{[t, c]} \): the number of VMs of type \( t \) that can fit in cluster \( c \), excluding buffers. Each VM type requires different quantities of the various compute resources (e.g., CPU, memory) available in a machine; thus these non-buffered AV counts are obtained by calculating the maximum

\(^2\)In practice, we update the AV counts only periodically (every minute), and use caching to track the updated AV counts. See §5 for details.
number of VMs that can fit in each machine (considering all resource dimensions) and taking the sum over all machines in the cluster:

$$A[t,c] = \sum_{\text{machine in cluster } c} \min_{d} \left( \frac{\text{Available resource } d \text{ on machine}}{\text{Required resource } d \text{ for type } t \text{ on machine}} \right).$$

Going from zone- to cluster-level (Step 2). Kerveros temporarily breaks down the zone-level reservation buffers into cluster-level buffers, so that all buffers can be analyzed at the cluster level. The apportioning to cluster-level buffers is done by mimicking how the allocator would spread the VMs across multiple clusters when reservations are materialized. Considerations that are taken into account include load balancing, prioritizing newer-generation hardware for new arrivals, and also the counts after adding 2 more machines, each with size of 100 units (for simplicity, we assume only a single resource dimension). The three VM types small ($S$), medium ($M$), and large ($L$) have sizes 20, 50, and 60 units respectively. A single medium-sized VM is requested – this request is rejected if $A[M] < 1$. We first initialize the counts for our VM types ($S$, $M$, and $L$):

$$A[S,c] = 2 \cdot \left[ \frac{100}{20} \right] = 10,$$

$$A[M,c] = 2 \cdot \left[ \frac{100}{50} \right] = 4,$$

$$A[L,c] = 2 \cdot \left[ \frac{100}{60} \right] = 2.$$

In both scenarios in Figure 1, there is a single incoming request of size 50 and buffers of 120 units total that need to be taken into account; the only difference between the scenarios is the VM type of these buffers:

- Large buffers. Assume that we have two large buffers. We convert these buffers to type medium, which yields $C(L \rightarrow M, 2, c) = 4$ medium VMs. This results in $A[M] = 0 < 1$, so we reject the request.

$$A[M] = A[M,c] - C(L \rightarrow M, 2, c) = 4 - \left( \frac{A[M,c]}{A[L,c]} \right)^2 = 4 - \left( \frac{4}{2} \right)^2 = 0.$$
We convert these buffers to type medium, which yields $C(S \rightarrow M, 6, c) = 3$ medium VMs. This results in $A[M] = 1 \neq 1$, so we accept the request.

$$= A[M, c] - \left[\frac{A[M, c]}{A[S, c]} \cdot 6\right] = 4 - \left[\frac{4}{10} \cdot 6\right] = 1.$$  

In Appendix A, we provide a theoretical analysis of CRA under simplified assumptions; specifically, we prove that the conversion results in a bounded waste of resources.

### 3.2.3 Linear Adjustment Algorithm (LAA)

The Conversion Ratio Algorithm offers an efficient and scalable approach for obtaining the AV counts. Nevertheless, the output of this algorithm might sometimes be fairly inaccurate. The main reasons for inaccuracy are potential fragmentation issues while dealing with conversion between multi-dimensional VM types and not explicitly modeling how the VMs would be placed using the allocator (e.g., erroneously assuming the rightmost outcome in Figure 1 and rejecting the new request).

The above limitations can be mitigated if Kerveros could emulate the placing of the different buffers and filling up of the inventory by allocating VMs using the allocator. This is the main idea behind the Linear Adjustment Algorithm (LAA). Since such emulation is compute-intensive and time-consuming, we run it periodically (every 30 minutes) and in isolation, i.e., without interfering with the handling of customer requests (more details in §4.1.2). We then use the emulation result to calibrate CRA’s output.

To see how the emulation output should be accounted for, we compare its output to CRA’s output. Figure 7 shows a time series of emulation and CRA’s output for two different VM types. We observe that the gap between the two methods is steady at times, but is spiky at other times. The LAA should account for both these phenomena.

Formally, for any VM type $t$, let $A'[t]$ and $E'[t]$ be the AV counts obtained by CRA and the allocator emulation at the time when the emulation was run last, respectively. We then adjust the current VM count estimate $A[t] (\text{result of CRA})$ to obtain a new estimate:

$$A_{\text{adjusted}}[t] := \beta_1 \cdot A[t] + \beta_2 \cdot A'[t] + \beta_3 \cdot E'[t] + \beta_4,$$  

where the coefficients $\beta_1$ are learnt using standard linear regression, with the emulation outputs serving as ground truth for training. $\beta_2$ and $\beta_3$ incorporate information on the gap between ground-truth and CRA in the previous time step, and $\beta_4$ models the constant gap between the two methods. In §5, we show that LAA substantially decreases AV count error, while maintaining scalability.

## 4 System Implementation

In this section, we first describe Kerveros’s various microservices that allow it to respond to allocation and reservation requests in an availability zone and enforce its admission-control logic in an efficient and scalable manner (§4.1). We then discuss tradeoffs that arise from various design decisions made in our implementation (§4.2).

### 4.1 Architecture

Kerveros’s microservices work in concert to handle allocation and reservation requests, estimate AV counts, execute emulation runs for AV count adjustment, persist state when allocations and reservations are accepted by the system, and train ML models as required (Figure 8). The microservices primarily use a distributed publish-subscribe (pub-sub) platform [42] to transfer state among themselves.

#### 4.1.1 Allocation Worker Instances

Multiple stateless allocation worker instances (AW) are used to handle both reservation and tenant allocation requests. An allocation worker instance is a process typically running on a dedicated machine. Each instance has two types of agents:
request-handling (RH) agents to serve requests, and an AV count estimation agent to periodically compute the number of allocable VMs. The number of worker instances and RH agents deployed in a zone is configured based on the request demand in the zone and size of the allocation inventory.

**Request handlers (RH).** A RH handles both reservation and tenant requests.

**Reservation requests.** For a reservation request, the RH performs a zonal admission-control check. The zonal check evaluates whether there is enough capacity in the zone by comparing the number of requested VMs with the zonal AV count. All buffer types (reservation, healing, and growth) are considered for this check. On success, the reservation metadata is persisted to the placement store (see below).

**Tenant requests.** For new tenant requests, the same zonal admission-control check is executed. The agent then proceeds to filter and sort the inventory machines for each requested VM, following a series of hard and soft constraints respectively, to assign a specific machine for each VM. One of the filtering steps involves performing cluster-scope admission-control checks to ensure clusters have sufficient capacity for the requested VMs.

The buffers used in the admission-control steps are adjusted based on the nature of the request and scope of the check. For example, at cluster scope, only healing and growth buffers are considered for new tenants when computing AV counts. Similarly, only healing buffers are considered for tenant growth requests. As another example, all admission-control checks are skipped for reservation-backed VM requests (i.e., requests for VMs against an already-accepted reservation) and healing requests, since these requests have already been accepted (either as part of the reservation or as part of the original VM / tenant request before hardware failure).

On success, the “VM → machine” mapping is persisted in the placement store.

**AV count estimator (AV).** The AV count estimator executes both CRA (§3.2.2) and the linear adjustments (§3.2.3). To avoid adding latency to the RH response time, the estimator is implemented as a separate agent off the critical path of the RH. It runs in a tight loop (every minute), and updates the RHs with new AV counts through in-memory state transfer.

To obtain the AV counts, the estimator requires information about machine occupancy and health, reservation metadata, adjustment coefficients, and reservation-VM maps for VMs allocated against reservations. Each estimator learns about this information through the pub-sub platform. This information is organized through multiple pub-sub topics. Given the distributed nature of the platform, each estimator works with a somewhat stale view of the inventory and reservations (we discuss the impacts of this in §4.2).

### 4.1.2 LAA Instance

The LAA instance performs periodic emulation to obtain more accurate AV counts (§3.2.3). To do so, it listens to the same pub-sub topics as the worker instance, but does not handle customer requests and does not persist any results to the placement store. It starts each emulation run from a snapshot of the entire inventory (with buffer information). It then creates allocation requests corresponding to the buffers and allocates them using the snapshot of the inventory state. These results are stored as local in-memory modifications on the initial inventory snapshot. Once the buffers are allocated, the LAA instance computes more accurate AV counts for each VM type from the remaining available capacity by repeatedly allocating (till failure) and deallocating VMs for each type. We note that these operations do not interfere with the critical path of real request handling or admission-control enforcement. Finally, the LAA instance sends relevant estimation data to the ML platform, which runs the linear regression required to tune the $\beta_i$ parameters in Equation 1; the training is performed at a coarser time granularity (every day, using a week’s worth of emulations results).

### 4.1.3 Offline ML Platform

The offline ML platform (ML) performs relevant ML training tasks; its output is consumed by the AV count estimators. In addition to updating the LAA coefficients, the platform provides the predictions required for buffer management (e.g., determining the effective growth rate for a cluster).

### 4.1.4 Placement Store

A stateful microservice, called the placement store (PS), persists the results of the computations performed by the RH agents in the worker instances. Correctness of the VM→machine assignment is critical since incorrect assignments can lead to VM start failures and violation of explicit guarantees provided to customers. Hence, the PS validates each VM→machine assignment to check for conflicting assignments made by other concurrent RH agents, and returns a retry if validation is not successful. This ensures that the RH’s stale view of the inventory does not lead to correctness issues. PS uses fine-grained machine-level locking to allow results from multiple machines to be checked and persisted concurrently.

On the other hand, validating admission-control checks at a zonal level with concurrent allocation workers would require the PS to take a global lock on the entire inventory. This would severely compromise scalability. Hence, the PS does not perform any global capacity checks, which means that buffer enforcement is not guaranteed to be correct for every request. We note however that temporary reductions in buffer capacity are rarely seen in practice and are more acceptable (see discussion below).
4.2 Practical Considerations

We now briefly discuss the implications of some of these design decisions.

Dependence on underlying allocator. While we build and design Kerberos within the context of Azure, we note that other major public clouds face similar challenges (e.g., a multitude of VM types and consumption modes, hardware failures, efficiency requirements). Moreover, Kerberos’s algorithms are agnostic to the details of the underlying allocator (e.g., exact hard and soft constraints enforced).

Caching. As described in §3.2, AV counts are computed for every machine separately and then aggregated to derive the allocable VMs that can fit in the cluster. Instead of computing AVs for every machine from scratch, the AV counts are maintained in an in-memory cache per machine and per cluster. This cache is initialized when the AV count estimator starts, and then is updated incrementally only for the machines that are modified because of changes in machine occupancy or health. Caching the AV counts in this manner massively reduces the computation overhead because the number of machines altered between consecutive AV count updates is orders of magnitude smaller than the total number of machines in the inventory. The periodic nature of AV count computation (as opposed to calculating AV counts for every request) might lead to using protected capacity.

Optimistic concurrency. As noted earlier, Kerberos uses optimistic concurrency control for better scalability, which allows allocation worker instances to see stale versions of state in the system. This is a limitation, since it allows the possibility of accepting multiple requests eating into the “same” protected capacity. This can occur, for example, when multiple worker instances accept requests or reservations simultaneously while not being aware of each other.

Due to dynamic churn (in particular VM shutdowns) in the workload (Figure 9), usages of protected capacity are temporary and rarely result in SLA violations. Running out of capacity due to stale AV counts or optimistic concurrency is rare, but if it happens, we have multiple knobs for mitigation, such as temporarily eating into healing buffers, evicting internal non-critical workloads, restricting the creation of new VMs, and migrating VMs to reduce fragmentation.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we seek to answer the following questions:

• Does Kerberos perform better than relevant baselines on the following dimensions: packing efficiency, SLA violations, and runtime?
• How well do Kerberos’s various optimizations work to count AVs accurately (e.g., LAA)?
• How does Kerberos trade off accuracy vs. compute effort?

Figure 9: Churn for high-priority workloads in a single zone. Average is computed over 5-minute intervals, and computed over a 2-week period. Workload is weighted by the size of VM requested and normalized by the total volume of the zone. That is, roughly an average of 0.3% of total workload arrives and exits the zone every 5 minutes.

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we outline the metrics of comparison, the baselines, as well as details on how we run experiments in production and simulation.

Metrics. We use the following metrics to measure Kerberos’s effectiveness:

• Packing efficiency. This metric estimates the capacity wasted by resource fragmentation due to inefficient packing. To measure packing efficiency, we temporarily fill the system with full-node VM requests, and set packing efficiency to be the final system load (including unused buffers) as a percentage of total cores (proxy). We choose full-node VM requests since they are generally the hardest to place.

• Scalability. The runtime (latency) of Kerberos’s AV count estimator.

• SLA violations. The proportion of requests where SLAs (machine failures, growth, reservation) are violated.

• AV error. The deviation in AV counts between offline emulation (which serves as an oracle) and other approaches. We use this metric to study the effectiveness of Kerberos’s approximate AV counting approaches.

Baselines. We compare Kerberos against the following:

• Offline emulation (Oracle). In the event of a tenant or reservation request, the allocator first makes temporary allocations for all unused buffers in the system. The allocator then checks the feasibility of accepting the current request; if there are not enough resources to satisfy the request, it is rejected. All temporary allocations for unused buffers are then discarded. This is slow but gives an accurate AV count, which can then be used as ground truth to estimate the AV error described above.

• Placeholder (PH). All buffers are allocated and assigned to physical machines at the time of request (or update). For example, an accepted reservation is allocated all of its required resources at admission time.
Inventory partitioning (PT). Each buffer is allocated its own set of dedicated machines, enough to satisfy demand. The partitioning approach is similar to the method used by RAS [34], where machines are dynamically partitioned as new reservations arrive.

Production. Azure collects telemetry on different aspects of VM resource management in an internal data analytics platform. We use this data to measure healing and growth failures as well as latencies (§5.2). All production metrics are gathered for a period of one month in 2022.

Simulator. Production data is not sufficient to provide a full evaluation of Kerveros. In particular, comparison against other approaches requires a simulator since the baselines we consider are not deployed in our production setting.

To this end, we use our event-driven simulator to test various aspects of the entire admission control system (including both the allocator and Kerveros). Due to the allocator’s relative complexity, the simulator includes only a lightweight version, which supports the key constraints of the allocator logic. The simulator handles both tenant and reservation events (arrival, departure, and updates). Despite supporting a subset of the allocator’s logic, the simulator provides an excellent approximation of the system in production and is able to scale adequately to large inventories. We have extended the simulator to support the above baselines.

Simulation traces. We run simulation experiments on twenty traces that include both tenant and reservation requests. The traces use historical production data for tenant requests. Reservations, on the other hand, are a relatively new offering without significant traffic yet. Consequently, we synthetically add reservations to augment the historical data. The reservation characteristics, such as VM type and size, are extrapolated from real reservations.

5.2 End-to-End Experiments

Our goal here is to show that Kerveros’s CRA and LAA approaches outperform other baselines along three axes: packing efficiency, scalability, and SLA adherence.

5.2.1 Packing Efficiency

Figure 10 shows a timeline view of packing efficiency for one of the traces. The partitioning (PT) approach of splitting by machine is inefficient for our workloads: PT might work well in other limited settings (e.g., small number of total tenants). However, our general setting includes a large number of requests which require many fractions of machines. We therefore exclude PT from the rest of the analysis.

We now further explore the remaining baselines and aggregate results over all traces. Figure 11 illustrates how unused buffer sizes influence packing efficiency. As the unused buffer size increases, CRA suffers from accumulated rounding errors, and the PH algorithm can lock into sub-optimal packing decisions, resulting in inferior packing efficiency. LAA can compensate for rounding errors, and sustains high packing efficiency even with large unused buffers.

5.2.2 Scalability

Figure 12 shows the latency of the AV count computation for various inventory sizes. For reference, we also show the allocator’s latency for a single VM. We observe that Kerveros’s approximate AV counting algorithm scales well with inventory size, taking less than ten milliseconds even for inventories of over a hundred thousand machines. Approximate AV counting is cheap because the underlying computation is proportional to the number of VM types; in
5.2.3 SLA Violations

We also want to verify that Kerveros’s approach results in a low number of SLA violations. We verify this in both production and simulation.

Reservation. Figure 13 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) of AV errors obtained from simulation. When the AV error is positive, Kerveros overestimates the available capacity. This behavior might lead to reservation SLA violations in some extreme cases (for example, if all users’ reservations, healing buffers, and growth buffers are claimed almost simultaneously). As the LAA curve shows, Kerveros reserves sufficient capacity to cover all promised resources around 86% of the time; Kerveros requires less than 1% additional capacity to satisfy requests about 99.7% of the time. With typical workload churn, we expect to obtain this additional capacity promptly.

Healing. Figure 14a shows production data over a month for instantaneous SLA violations due to healing failures. We observe that Kerveros is able to sustain four nines of availability through the entire month by appropriately sizing healing buffers.

As Figure 15 shows, we calculate the healing buffer size based on a data-driven method (see §3.1). To better understand the tradeoff between packing efficiency and SLA adherence quantitatively for healing, we show how the healing buffer size influences the healing success rate based on data over a month in 2022, as shown in Figure 16. The x-axis shows the ratio of the buffer size compared to the size used in production, where 100% healing buffer size corresponds to the current production’s decisions. When the ratio is zero, Kerveros does not reserve any healing buffers, but can still heal VMs affected by hardware failures if enough resources are coincidentally available in the cluster.

Growth. Figure 14b shows production data on instantaneous growth failures for the same month. We observe that growth is supported more than 99.9% of the time.

5.3 Deep Dive on AV Counting Algorithms

We now further evaluate the various components used to calculate AV counts.

Improvements from linear adjustment. Figure 17 shows the AV error of CRA (top) and LAA (bottom) versus the size of unused buffers. The estimation error with CRA increases with the unused buffer size, as fragmentation is amplified. LAA is more robust by fixing biases periodically (§3.2.3).
We briefly discuss additional considerations relevant to Kerveros.

Constraints beyond capacity checks. The decision of admitting a tenant request is complex, and involves a variety of constraints beyond capacity checks (e.g., fault domains, locality). However, when Kerveros reserves buffers (healing, growth, reservations), it can afford to take a simplified view, relying on the economy of scale (large inventory, workload churn) and mitigation actions as a last resort. Accordingly, the basic CRA algorithm does not account for the entire set of constraints. Nonetheless, CRA is supplemented by LAA. LAA in turn strongly relies on emulating the allocator’s logic, which does account for multiple preferences and constraints and uses realistic tenant requests against unused reservations. We note that the actual tenant requests against reservations can only specify a limited set of constraints by design (e.g., limit the maximum number of fault domains). The net effect is that Kerveros has proven to be reliable in production, despite the simplifying assumptions.

Priorities. While some business priorities are enforced at higher layers, allocation requests to Kerveros can have different priorities based on preemption level: higher-priority requests can preempt lower-priority ones to grab capacity [21,45]. However, all buffers (reservation, growth, healing) are maintained only for the highest (non-preemptible) priority. Regardless of their priority, Kerveros handles all tenant and reservation requests on a first-come-first-serve basis.

Predictive modeling. Having a large percentage of unused buffers impacts resource efficiency; running preemptible workloads (e.g., spot VMs) on unused buffers is a partial mitigation. Currently, we avoid setting aside capacity in anticipation for future new customers. Incorporating ML models into Kerveros to predict resource usage and utilize the unused capacity even more aggressively is an interesting future direction.

Comparison to early binding. As an alternative to Kerveros’s late-binding approach, an early-binding or placeholder approach that exploits the existing allocation system to allocate buffers when needed (e.g., when a reservation request is accepted, or when a machine failure occurs) may seem like a more natural solution. Our evaluation of Kerveros against the baseline placeholder solution (PH) in §5 showed that this strategy suffers from worse packing efficiency. In addition, it introduces other various complications:

- Early binding requires lock-in of VM configuration parameters (e.g., VM type) when not necessary yet, reducing flexibility on the clients’ side.
- Buffers like the healing buffer need to have their sizes updated regularly, which is more inefficient with the early-binding approach.
- Early binding makes it harder to support over-subscription using spot VMs or harvest VMs.

6 Discussion

We briefly discuss additional considerations relevant to Kerveros.

The public cloud eco-system. Modern public clouds have a large number of components that interact with each other, making multi-faceted decisions related to economically incentivizing usage, managing quota, provisioning capacity, etc. For example, special permissions or quotas are needed for very large customer demands; similarly, discounts are often offered to incentivize prominent customers. Such decisions are made on a slower time scale, often involving humans in the loop, and influence the inputs to Kerveros.

Adjustment frequency. Figure 18 shows how the AV error changes with the frequency of LAA emulation. The figure shows that emulating every few minutes does not drastically reduce AV error. Consequently, we choose an emulation frequency of 30 minutes. Interestingly, we find that even with just one adjustment a day, the LAA algorithm still performs better than the basic CRA approach.

![Figure 17: AV errors when calculating AV counts for two VM types (small and large) versus unused buffer size. The top graph, with average and 25/75th percentiles for CRA, shows CRA performing increasingly worse as unused buffer grows. LAA with an adjustment frequency of 30 minutes obtains small error even as the unused buffer percentage becomes large. We show 95th percentiles for LAA for emphasis.](image)

![Figure 18: AV errors versus adjustment frequency in LAA. As we increase the frequency of adjustment, error is reduced at the expense of additional computation. In the x-axis, ‘m’ stands for minute, ‘h’ for hour, and ‘d’ for day.](image)
• Early binding might require complex migration logic to move “placeholder” VMs between machines to pack VMs efficiently on the available physical machines.
• The early-binding approach incurs an additional caching cost, even if live migrations are free, i.e., the corresponding caches that reference the source and destination machines for each placeholder migration need to be invalidated.

**Reservations with future start dates.** Kerveros only supports reservations starting immediately. To guarantee reservations starting at future time $t$, we either need accurate estimates of the capacity at $t$ (high risk), or we can reserve capacity now and hold it until $t$ (high cost). Both approaches have significant issues that become worse as $t$ is pushed out further into the future; these issues are also exacerbated by larger reservations (both in terms of the number and size of the reservation). It might be possible to estimate future capacity using a probability distribution, but we expect the accuracy to be poor without a reservation end time. Alternatively, rather than requesting a specific start and end time for a reservation, a user could specify a reservation with a demand profile that indicates the desired usage and expected growth over time.

7 Related Work

Kerveros builds on a rich line of previous work on admission control and reservations in the cloud.

**Admission control.** Admission control is a broad topic that has been studied in a variety of contexts such as cloud systems [9, 16, 26, 27, 29, 43, 45, 51, 52, 55], computer networks [8, 11, 18, 28, 30, 36, 44, 46, 47, 53], cellular networks [37, 50], mobile edge computing [1, 23, 24], real-time database systems [12, 22, 32, 38, 48], distributed systems [13–15, 41, 49, 54], and caching systems [10, 33, 40], among others. Each domain provides unique challenges and requirements that advocate for custom solutions to be developed. This work focuses on datacenter-scale VM admission control with support for VM reservations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work in this space that explicitly covers availability, scalability, and efficiency considerations. The bulk of the related papers in this space is centered more around VM allocation and placement, and admission control is addressed only at a high level. Similarly, reservations are a relatively new offering and are not directly addressed. For example, Protean [21] describes Microsoft’s rule-based zonal allocator, while focusing on systems enhancements to reduce latencies. However, Protean does not address either the problems of admission control or support for reservations. Google’s Borg [43, 45] scheduler introduces efficient packing and machine-sharing techniques to achieve high resource utilization, but admission control is only briefly described in terms of a quota system, and managing the fragmentation and quota allocation of the admission control is outside the scope of the paper. In terms of reservations, Borg uses the concept of Borg Allocs, which are akin to the placeholder approach that we compare against.

**Reserving cloud resources.** The (VM) reservations we consider in this paper are a relatively new consumption mode that has been introduced to provide predictability to customers. Note that this mode is different from reserved instances (RIs) [6, 7, 17, 20, 35], under which customers make a 1-3 year commitment in return for a significant discount over on-demand offerings. For reservations in datacenters, we are only aware of Meta’s RAS [34] system, which manages user reservations at the granularity of a server. RAS works by partitioning machines and dynamically migrating machines between partitions, guided by a mixed-integer linear program. While the partitioning approach works well for Meta’s internal services, it is not well-suited for our public cloud setting (§5).

Resource reservations have also been proposed for internal big data analytics systems (e.g., [16, 25]). However, the provider there has more information about the jobs (e.g., job duration and deadline) and can better create an explicit resource allocation plan over time.

8 Conclusion

This paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of Kerveros, an admission-control system deployed in a large public cloud. Our design accurately retains capacity for hardware failures, tenant scale-out, and reservations while being computationally scalable to large inventories and peak loads. Kerveros can be extended to support additional scenarios such as improving margin efficiency through reservation overbooking and supporting enhanced reservation semantics (e.g., reservations with a start date).
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Appendix

A Theoretical Guarantees

In this section, we show that the conversion ratio approach does not lead to an excessive wastage of resources.

Notation. We start by defining some useful notation.

- Let $y'_m$ denote the type-$t$ VMs that can fit in a machine $m$, ignoring buffers.
- Let $x'_c$ denote the number of VMs of type $t$ required for buffers in cluster $c$, and let $x'_c \rightarrow t = C(t' \rightarrow t, x'_c, c)$ be the converted number of VMs from type $t'$ to type $t$.
- We define $C'_{t' \rightarrow t} = \frac{A[t, c]}{A[t', c]}$, which allows us to write the conversion ratio from type $t'$ to type $t$ as
\[
x'_c \rightarrow t = C(t' \rightarrow t, x'_c, c) = C'_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c.
\]

Setting. Our analysis focuses on the following setting:

- We assume that one of the resources (e.g., CPU) is the main bottleneck in a cluster; let $q_t$ denote the amount of that resource that VM type $t$ requires.
- When $C_{t' \rightarrow t} < 1$ (i.e., we are converting from “smaller” to “larger” VMs), we omit the ceiling function from the converted AV count calculation. Instead, $x'_c \rightarrow t = C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c$.
- Let $M_{t'}$ denote the set of machines in cluster $c$ that can currently fit both VM types $t'$ and $t$. The conversion ratio from $t'$ to $t$ is then calculated using only the machines in $M_{t'}$. Specifically, we let $A[t, c] = \sum_{m \in M_{t'}} y'_m$ and $A[t', c] = \sum_{m \in M_{t'}} y'_m$ for calculating $C_{t' \rightarrow t}$.

Results. To quantify the waste in resources, we compare the total capacity of the VMs that are being converted with the total capacity of the AV counts that are deduced by this conversion. In particular, let $U_{\text{original}} = \sum x'_c \cdot q_t$ denote the total capacity of the VM types before conversion (i.e., “real” capacity of buffers), and $U_{\text{converted}} = q_t \cdot \sum x'_c$ denote the converted capacity of these VM types.

**Theorem 1** The conversion guarantees at least $\frac{1}{4}$ utilization of the converted AV counts’ capacity; explicitly: $U_{\text{original}} \geq \frac{1}{4} \cdot U_{\text{converted}}$.

To prove Theorem 1, we will need the following auxiliary lemma that relates the conversion ratio with the sizes of the VM types.

**Lemma 1** Under the above assumptions, $C_{t' \rightarrow t} \leq 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t}$.

**Proof of Lemma 1.** Consider a machine $m$ that can currently fit at least one VM of type $t$ or one VM of type $t'$. Let $Q_m$ denote the available capacity of the bottleneck resource (e.g., CPU) of machine $m$. By definition, $y'_m = \lfloor \frac{Q_m}{q_t} \rfloor$ and $y'_m = \lfloor \frac{Q_m}{q_{t'}} \rfloor$.

Then, the following are true:
\[
q_t \cdot y'_m \leq Q_m \quad \text{and} \quad q_{t'} \cdot (y'_m + 1) > Q_m.
\]

Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain:
\[
q_t \cdot y'_m < q_{t'} \cdot (y'_m + 1) = \frac{y'_m}{y'_m} < \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t} \cdot y'_m + 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t}
\]

where the last inequality follows from the fact $y'_m \geq 1$.

Since this is true for all machines $m$ that fit both VM types, we obtain:
\[
A_{t, c} = \sum_{m \in M_{t'}} y'_m \leq 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t} \cdot \sum_{m \in M_{t'}} y'_m = 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t} \cdot A[t', c].
\]

We can then easily see that:
\[
C_{t' \rightarrow t} = \frac{A[t, c]}{A[t', c]} \leq 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t}
\]

**Proof of Theorem 1.** We need to consider two cases.

- **Case 1:** $C_{t' \rightarrow t} < 1$. In this case, we obtain the following:
\[
x'_c \rightarrow t = C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c \leq 2 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t} \cdot x'_c.
\]

We then get for the original and converted capacity of VM type $t'$:
\[
q_t \cdot x'_c \geq \frac{1}{2} \cdot q_t \cdot x'_c \rightarrow t.
\]

- **Case 2:** $C_{t' \rightarrow t} \geq 1$. Similarly, in this case:
\[
x'_c \rightarrow t = \left\lfloor C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c \right\rfloor \leq C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c + 1 \leq C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot (x'_c + 1) \leq 2 \cdot C_{t' \rightarrow t} \cdot x'_c \leq 4 \cdot \frac{q_{t'}}{q_t} \cdot x'_c.
\]

In the above, the second inequality follows from $C_{t' \rightarrow t} \geq 1$. The third inequality is due to $x'_c \geq 1$ (otherwise, no buffer of type $t'$ would exist, clearly leading to zero waste in the conversion by default). Finally, the last inequality uses Lemma 1. As a result,
\[
q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \geq \frac{1}{4} \cdot q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \rightarrow t.
\]

Putting both cases together, we can see that for all converted VM types $t'$, we have:
\[
q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \geq \frac{1}{4} \cdot q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \rightarrow t.
\]

Summing over all such VM types:
\[
\sum_{t'} q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \geq \frac{1}{4} \cdot \sum_{t'} q_{t'} \cdot x'_c \rightarrow t \Rightarrow U_{\text{original}} \geq \frac{1}{4} \cdot U_{\text{converted}}.
\]

which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Abstract

Today’s mainstream virtualization systems are plagued by severe security threats due to the large attack surface exposed by in-kernel hypervisor components such as KVM. To address this issue, this paper proposes a novel design called delegated virtualization, which decouples the commodity hypervisor into two planes: the hypervisor plane for hypervisor control (which is typically small and has fixed logic) and the VM plane for handling virtual machine (VM) requests and exceptions at runtime. As our investigation reveals that all known hypervisor vulnerabilities that threaten the host kernel lie in the VM plane, delegated virtualization completely offloads the in-kernel VM plane to a user-space hypervisor called DuVisor that directly interacts with its VM without exiting to the host kernel, based on a small hardware extension (481 lines of Chisel). We have implemented the hardware extension on an open-source RISC-V CPU on FireSim and built a Rust-based DuVisor atop it. The evaluation results demonstrate that DuVisor significantly reduces the attack surface with negligible performance overhead (<5%). DuVisor’s source code is publicly available at \url{https://github.com/IPADS-DuVisor}.

1 Introduction

The technique of system virtualization, also known as virtualization, is essential for efficiently running concurrent virtual machines (VMs). Since its conception, virtualization has undergone three rough stages of evolution, gradually moving hypervisor functions outside of kernel mode. In the first stage (Figure 1-a), all hypervisor functions were implemented in kernel mode to multiplex scarce resources of large mainframe machines, such as the IBM VM/370 \cite{44, 48, 54, 83}. In the second stage (Figure 1-b), mainstream hypervisors began to offload hypervisor functions to user mode, which enabled system calls to take advantage of a host operating system (OS) \cite{42, 43} or a management VM \cite{40}. However, some functions still remained in kernel mode, such as instruction emulation and memory virtualization. The third stage (Figure 1-c) began with the release of hardware extensions (e.g., Intel VMX \cite{19} and AMD SVM \cite{2}), which further reduced the kernel involvement in virtualization by shifting some virtualization functions to hardware.

Nowadays, third-stage hypervisors that are based on hardware extensions typically utilize a split model consisting of two cooperative components: a kernel-mode module and a user-mode helper. For instance, the most popular Linux/KVM-based virtualization system\textsuperscript{1} includes a global KVM kernel module \cite{49, 61} and a per-VM user-mode helper, such as QEMU \cite{26}. The KVM module interacts with hardware extensions and the host kernel, while the user-mode helper is responsible for VM management and I/O virtualization.

Unfortunately, vulnerabilities in the kernel-mode component of virtualization systems are discovered from time to time, making them a major threat to host security. For example, there have been more than a hundred CVEs reported in KVM during the course of its evolution \cite{22}. These vulnerabilities can be exploited by a malicious VM to compromise the KVM component that interacts with the VM directly. The majority of these CVEs can be utilized to launch denial of service (DoS) attacks, causing host crashes and undermining the reliability of the host kernel as well as all co-located VMs \cite{10, 16}. Even more concerning, once the KVM kernel module is hacked, the attacker may gain control of the entire system and carry out more severe attacks \cite{3, 13}. In contrast, a compromised QEMU has a considerably smaller impact, usually limited to the current user-mode process and not affecting the host kernel or other VMs, thanks to the isolation between applications and kernel \cite{24, 37}.

The key idea of this paper is to move all hypervisor components that directly interact with VMs at runtime to user space, with the aim of minimizing the impact of any security bugs and reliability issues found in the user-mode hypervisor. However, there are three significant challenges:

\footnotetext[1]{\textsuperscript{Xen} \cite{40} and VMware products \cite{36, 88} also exhibit a similar architecture.}
that make the design more complex than it initially appears:

1) *Privilege Restriction:* modern hardware virtualization extensions are only configurable in kernel mode, such as setting a VM’s stage-2 page table. This necessitates the presence of a hypervisor component in the host kernel to use these extensions. 2) *Security Risk:* simply moving all the management of VMs’ hardware resources to user mode violates the least privilege principle and enlarges the attack surface. For instance, if QEMU is allowed to modify a VM’s stage-2 page table, it can then access any physical memory pages, posing a significant security risk. 3) *Performance Overhead:* most VM exits are now forwarded by the kernel to the user-mode functions to handle. Then, the control flow must return to the kernel again to resume VMs’ execution, resulting in excessive runtime ring crossings and unacceptable performance costs [56, 91].

We identify that the tight coupling between hardware virtualization extensions and kernel mode is the root cause of the challenges mentioned above. Fortunately, we observe that recent hardware advancements have made it possible to expose many hardware resources that were previously only accessible by the kernel to user mode. One prominent example is that Intel has released user-level interrupts, which allow a user-level process to handle physical interrupts [20]. Another example is physical memory checking, such as RISC-V Physical Memory Protection (PMP) [32, 63], which limits the physical memory range a program can access. With these recent hardware trends, we believe it is time to retrofit existing hardware virtualization extensions and expose virtualization interfaces to user mode securely and efficiently, addressing the challenges mentioned above.

This paper proposes a hypervisor design principle of **decoupling the VM plane from the hypervisor plane**. The VM plane frequently interacts with VMs at runtime by handling their VM exits, and enables various virtual resources through instruction emulation, nested paging, device virtualization, etc. In contrast, the hypervisor plane serves the VM plane with physical resource control (e.g., invoking kernel interfaces to manage resources) and fatal error handling. Following this principle, we propose a delegated virtualization architecture, which eliminates the notion that the kernel mode should provide VM abstractions. Instead, delegated virtualization offloads the VM plane that interacts directly with VMs into per-VM hypervisors running in user mode, called *DuVisor* \(^2\), while only leaving a tiny DV-driver in kernel mode responsible for the hypervisor plane.

As shown in Figure 1-d, we introduce a novel hardware extension called *Delegated Virtualization Extension (DV-Ext)* by slightly extending the existing hardware virtualization mechanism to securely expose hardware virtualization interfaces to user mode. Based on DV-Ext, all VM-plane functions in the existing hypervisor are offloaded to the user-mode DuVisor process. Specifically, DuVisor can directly utilize DV-Ext’s registers and instructions to serve runtime VM exits without trapping into the host kernel. On the other hand, the tiny DV-driver remaining in the kernel only wakes up occasionally to allocate physical resources or handle fatal errors for DuVisor processes.

DuVisor efficiently provides different virtualization functions in user mode with strong security guarantees. For CPU virtualization (§5.1), the DuVisor process creates a dedicated thread *vthread* for each virtual CPU (vCPU), and the vthread utilizes DV-Ext to handle its vCPU’s VM exits in user mode. For memory virtualization (§5.2), DuVisor configures a stage-2 page table for its VM and processes stage-2 page faults in user mode with a pre-allocated range of phys-

---

\(^2\) Short for *Delegated user-level HyperVisor*
ical memory. The range used by a DuVisor and its VM is restricted by the DV-driver and DV-Ext via hardware physical memory checking. For I/O virtualization (§5.3), para-virtualized (PV) backend drivers in DuVisor directly communicate with their frontends in VMs. DuVisor further uses user-level posted interrupt to completely bypass the host kernel when sending notifications to its VM.

We have implemented DV-Ext based on a RISC-V Rocket CPU using FPGA. DV-Ext can be easily implemented by reusing existing hardware features, including hypervisor extension (H-Ext [28]) and user-level interrupts extension (N-Ext [33]). It only adds 481 lines of Chisel code. Based on DV-Ext, we use Rust to build DuVisor, and the code size is about 7K LoC. We also extend the Linux kernel v5.10.26 with a tiny DV-driver to cooperate with DuVisor by adding 337 LoC. Through software-hardware co-design, the kernel attack surface exposed to guest VMs is minimized, and any vulnerabilities that threaten existing hypervisors are now confined in the DuVisor process. Performance evaluation on cycle-accurate FireSim [59] shows that DuVisor incurs only negligible performance overhead for architectural operations and real-world applications.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are:

- We propose a delegated virtualization architecture that offloads the entire VM plane to the user-level DuVisor and leaves only a tiny DV-driver in the host kernel, minimizing the attack surface exposed to guest VMs and protecting the entire system from being impacted by the security and reliability issues in traditional hypervisors.
- We design a lightweight hardware DV-Ext that enables DuVisor to serve VM entirely in user mode.
- We implement the hardware extension on RISC-V with minimal modification and build a Rust-based DuVisor prototype.
- We evaluate the performance of DuVisor on AWS F1 FPGAs using cycle-accurate FireSim with a suite of real-world applications.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Hardware-assisted Virtualization

Mainstream hardware virtualization extensions [2, 4, 19, 28] offer comparable functionalities. We use RISC-V’s H-Ext as an exemplar due to its open-sourced implementations. As illustrated in Figure 1-c, H-Ext introduces two distinct modes, namely H mode and V mode, which are orthogonal to the existing privilege levels (U and K for user and kernel, respectively). H mode is exclusively reserved for the hypervisor, while VMs operate in V mode. Only the hypervisor kernel mode (HK mode) is authorized to employ the virtualization interface for initiating, configuring, and resuming a VM, receiving traps from a VM to the hypervisor (also known as VM exits), injecting virtual interrupts into a VM, and installing a stage-2 page table (S2PT). To control VMs, the helper process in hypervisor user mode (HU mode) must issue system calls to invoke functions provided by the kernel driver (e.g., KVM) in HK mode.

In this paper, we define the VM plane as all VM-serving functions that handle VM exits and virtualize resources at runtime, while referring to the hypervisor plane as the set of all hypervisor-serving functions that initialize the VM plane, manage physical resources, and handle emergency events. The VM plane in existing hypervisors spans the HK mode (e.g., CPU and memory virtualization) and the HU mode (e.g., device virtualization), whereas the hypervisor plane is located solely in the HK mode. Whenever a VM exit occurs, the hardware first switches the CPU control flow to the in-kernel VM plane. Most VM exits can be handled directly in the HK mode without switching to the user-mode helper. For instance, in the case of a stage-2 page fault (#S2PF), the hypervisor plane obtains a physical page, and the in-kernel VM plane inserts a new address mapping to the VM’s stage-2 page table before resuming the VM directly. However, other VM exits, such as some Memory-Mapped I/O (MMIO) trappings, cannot be entirely resolved by the in-kernel VM plane and must be forwarded to the user-level helper for emulation.

### 2.2 Vulnerabilities of Hypervisors

In contrast to the user-mode helper, which features a clear isolation boundary with the kernel, vulnerabilities arising from the in-kernel components of hypervisors pose significantly more severe threats to the host kernel. This is due to the fact that these components possess the highest level of privilege and interact directly and most frequently with VMs during runtime, thereby exposing a greater number of attack surfaces to VMs. The in-kernel components of hypervisors have accumulated a considerable number of publicly revealed vulnerabilities, underscoring their weak security and fault isolation. While there are also many vulnerabilities in the non-hypervisor components of the host kernel, this paper primarily focuses on hypervisor vulnerabilities, with non-hypervisor vulnerabilities being discussed in §7 and §9.

Table 1 presents the statistics of disclosed vulnerabilities in KVM [22] and Xen [38], highlighting three key characteris-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Total Host Other</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Time Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>111 21 7 52 31</td>
<td>142K</td>
<td>2008-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xen</td>
<td>370 101 19 179 71</td>
<td>345K</td>
<td>2007-2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Known for the vulnerabilities that could lead to an attack on the host kernel, including PE (privilege escalation), DoS (denial of service), and DL (data leakage). Other refers to CVEs that only attack guest VMs or cannot be exploited. LoC shows the code size in LoCs of each hypervisor. Time Scale indicates the year strides for each of the two hypervisor CVE analyses.
Table 2: CVE classification based on subsystems of KVM. The data excludes 31 CVEs in the Other column of Table 1 that do not harm the host kernel. Original represents the original number of host-attacking CVEs in the KVM. After Offload means the number of host-attacking CVEs that remain in HK mode after offloading most components to HU mode by existing works [87, 91].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>After Offload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VM Plane</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Virtualization</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt Virtualization</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Emulation</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para-Virtualization</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM Exit Handling</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Virtualization</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypervisor Plane</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor Initialization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Handling</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Breakdown of the latency of handling an MMIO read in QEMU/KVM on ARM, RISC-V and x86-64. Kernel represents the cycles spent on the in-kernel transfer operations. User stands for the cycles consumed by the I/O emulation and VM entry/exit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>4,323</td>
<td>1,596</td>
<td>5,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISC-V</td>
<td>3,135</td>
<td>4,067</td>
<td>7,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>2,415</td>
<td>1,704</td>
<td>4,119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that these CVEs are distributed throughout all VM-plane subsystems, whereas none of them exist in the hypervisor plane. We further examined whether these CVEs could be addressed by prior works [87, 91] that attempted to offload as many VM-plane components as possible to user space. The CVE number that remains in the host kernel after offloading is displayed in the right-most column of Table 2. Unfortunately, the majority (58.75%) of CVEs cannot be eliminated because the VM-plane subsystems in which they reside must operate in the HK mode due to hardware privilege restrictions. For example, the interrupt virtualization subsystem accesses privileged registers, so it must remain in the HK mode. Some memory virtualization functions, particularly those configuring sensitive stage-2 page tables for VMs, must also remain in the HK mode as a result. The in-kernel VM plane poses entrenched security and reliability risks to the host kernel.

**Limitations of Deprivileged Execution**

A long line of work has attempted to deprivilege the in-kernel functionalities of hypervisors to mitigate the threats of vulnerabilities in existing hypervisors [46, 80, 87, 91]. For example, NOVA [87] builds a microhypervisor based on the microkernel architecture. DeHype [91] endeavors to demote most parts of KVM into user mode while leaving a HypLet in kernel mode because the sensitive hardware virtualization instructions can only be executed in this mode. However, such deprivileged execution methods have two limitations:

**Non-eliminable In-kernel Vulnerabilities.** We investigated the 80 host-attacking CVEs of KVM from Table 1 and identified the subsystems in which they are present. As shown in the Original column of Table 2, these CVEs are distributed throughout all VM-plane subsystems, whereas none of them exist in the hypervisor plane. We further examined whether these CVEs could be addressed by prior works [87, 91] that attempted to offload as many VM-plane components as possible to user space. The CVE number that remains in the host kernel after offloading is displayed in the right-most column of Table 2. Unfortunately, the majority (58.75%) of CVEs cannot be eliminated because the VM-plane subsystems in which they reside must operate in the HK mode due to hardware privilege restrictions. For example, the interrupt virtualization subsystem accesses privileged registers, so it must remain in the HK mode. Similarly, some memory virtualization functions, particularly those configuring sensitive stage-2 page tables for VMs, must also remain in the HK mode as a result. The in-kernel VM plane poses entrenched security and reliability risks to the host kernel.

**Redundant and Costly Mode Switching.** Because the hypervisor must use the kernel component to drive the hardware virtualization extension, moving most of the kernel component to user space will result in more frequent and expensive interactions between the VM and the user-level hypervisor due to the kernel’s involvement, leading to higher performance overhead. To understand the cost associated with kernel involvement, we break down the handling procedure of an MMIO read operation in QEMU/KVM to illustrate the VM-VMM communication cost and find that 73.04%, 43.53%, and 58.63% of CPU cycles are consumed by in-kernel transfer operations on ARM, RISC-V, and x86-64, respectively (Table 3). As a result, minimizing the host kernel part by delegating more kernel functions to user space [87, 91] will lead to significant performance overhead due to the expensive VM-VMM communication costs on each VM exit handling.

3 System Design Overview

In this paper, we introduce delegated virtualization to safeguard the overall security and reliability of virtualization systems by preventing compromised hypervisor components from directly breaching the host kernel. To circumvent the privilege restrictions of existing hardware virtualization, delegated virtualization simply exposes the existing virtualization interfaces to user mode without requiring intrusive hardware modifications. We explicitly decouple the VM plane from the hypervisor plane and offload all VM-plane func-
tions to the user-mode DuVisor. A tiny DV-driver in the host kernel serves as the hypervisor plane, which is removed from all runtime interactions (VM plane) between DuVisor and its VM.

The design of delegated virtualization offers two significant advantages. First, it minimizes the attack surface of the host kernel’s hypervisor components accessible to VMs and confines hypervisor vulnerabilities to user space, largely improving security and fault isolation between the VMs and the host kernel. Furthermore, the security and reliability benefits are obtained without any performance penalty due to the direct runtime interactions between a guest and its hypervisor.

The architecture of delegated virtualization, as depicted in Figure 2, comprises three primary components: the Delegated Virtualization Extension (DV-Ext), per-VM DuVisor hypervisor processes, and a global DV-driver in the kernel.

The Delegated Virtualization Extension (DV-Ext) must be installed on the hardware (§4). It empowers the host kernel to determine whether or not to delegate hardware virtualization functions to HU mode. If the delegated mode is enabled, the hardware virtualization interface can be accessed by unprivileged software without trapping into the host kernel. If it is not enabled, DV-Ext functions similarly to traditional hardware virtualization for compatibility.

An HU-mode DuVisor process leverages the hardware interface exposed by DV-Ext to control an unmodified VM (§5). To support the normal execution of a VM, DuVisor dynamically virtualizes physical resources to handle runtime VM exits. In this paper, this workflow is defined as the VM plane and is handled by the DuVisor process in HU mode. Moreover, to support memory virtualization in HU mode, the DuVisor process builds a stage-2 page table for its VM. If stage-2 page faults occur due to missing or illegal page mappings, DuVisor dynamically adds or updates mapping entries in the stage-2 page table. Like conventional hypervisors, DuVisor spawns distinct user-level threads for each vCPU, referred to as vthreads. It also supports PV I/O devices and virtual interrupts (including timers) for this VM. DuVisor can depend not only on the host kernel to manage external devices like storage media and network cards but also control devices in HU mode by DPDK [18] to boost I/O virtualization.

A tiny DV-driver is inserted into the host kernel (§6) as the hypervisor plane, which occasionally participates in the management of physical resources for each DuVisor without interfering with runtime VM exits processing. Specifically, the DV-driver uses DV-Ext to enable/disable delegated mode and allocates resources (such as physical memory) for DuVisor processes. To mitigate security risks, it also restricts DuVisor’s physical memory view and handles emergencies, such as exceptions triggered by illegal physical memory accesses by untrusted VMs. DuVisor still relies on the host kernel to schedule all its threads and VMs.

Assumptions and Threat Model. We assume that the hardware (including DV-Ext) is correctly implemented and trusted. The goal of DuVisor is to defend the host kernel against malicious VMs, so that the host kernel and the DV-driver are trusted as well. However, in a multi-tenant cloud environment, a guest VM controlled by a hostile tenant may exploit vulnerabilities in DuVisor to compromise the hypervisor. Therefore, the user-level DuVisor process is considered untrusted by the host kernel. Side-channel attacks [73,74] and corresponding defense methods [37,45,76] are orthogonal to the design of DuVisor and are not considered in this paper.

4 Delegated Virtualization Extension

In this section, we describe the design of DV-Ext, which lifts the restriction that hardware virtualization extensions are inaccessible to user mode. DV-Ext provides hardware interfaces to user-level DuVisor for obtaining VM information and controlling VM behaviors. These hardware interfaces can take different forms on varied hardware architectures. This section elaborates on register-based hardware interfaces as an example to present a detailed design of DV-Ext, which is suitable for the RISC-V and ARM architectures mentioned earlier. Additionally, we discuss the design of hardware interfaces based on memory and specialized instructions in §9 to
demonstrate DV-Ext’s universality. Table 4 shows the registers and instructions of DV-Ext.

**HU-mode Registers and Instructions.** We observe that certain privileged registers are only configured during hypervisor initialization and are rarely accessed at runtime. Therefore, these registers can be considered hypervisor-plane registers and are not exposed to HU mode. The remaining registers, however, are frequently used during VM runtime and are defined as VM-plane registers. Accordingly, DV-Ext allows HU mode to access these registers without restriction.

VM-plane registers, as shown in Table 4, are denoted by names beginning with “hu”. They are accessible in HU mode when HK mode activates DV-Ext by setting up the $h_{enable}$ register. The VM-plane registers are classified into two categories. The first category records VM information for VM exits, such as $hu_{er}$ and $hu_{einfo}$, which the hypervisor reads for handling VM exits. The second category controls the runtime behaviors of the hypervisor or VMs. For example, a hypervisor can configure $hu_{vitr}$ to inject a virtual interrupt to a vCPU.

**Delegatable VM Exits.** DV-Ext provides delegatable VM exits (DVE), which enables a VM to immediately trap to its DuVisor process in HU mode. The kernel mode can configure DVEs by modifying the $h_{deleg}$ register, whose individual bits regulate the delegation of specific types of VM exits. For instance, the DV-driver in HK mode can delegate stage-2 page faults and sensitive instruction faults such as WFI (i.e., wait-for-interrupt instruction for entering low-power standby CPU state, similar to HLT on x86) to HU mode by setting the corresponding bits in $h_{deleg}$. When a DVE occurs, the hardware searches for a hypervisor handler using the address specified in $hu_{ehb}$. DV-Ext additionally provides the $HURET$ instruction for HU mode to resume VM execution after handling a DVE, and the entry point of the VM is stored in the $hu_{vpc}$ register.

**HU-mode Memory Virtualization.** Since the register storing the base address of a stage-2 page table is rarely modified after a VM is booted, DV-Ext does not expose it to HU mode. However, in HK mode, the user-level hypervisor can still freely update stage-2 translation by exposing the in-memory stage-2 page table to HK mode. Therefore, the page table format is consistent with the original stage-2 page table used in HK mode. As HK mode needs to flush TLB entries after handling a DVE, DV-Ext exposes a TLB maintenance instruction to HK mode as the $HURET$ instruction, which can flush TLB entries associated with a specific GPA and VMID.

**Exitless Interrupt Virtualization.** Posted interrupt allows the hypervisor to deliver virtual interrupts to a running vCPU without VM exit. DV-Ext enables user-level posted interrupt that DuVisor can directly utilize for injecting virtual external interrupts in HK mode. DuVisor should specify the receiving vCPU’s VCPUID and the interrupt vector in $hu_{vitr}$. Similarly, DV-Ext supports V-mode posted interrupt that a vCPU can issue a virtual inter-processor interrupt (IPI) without VM exit by configuring $hu_{vitr}$. To prevent misdelivery, the hardware checks the VMID in $h_{vmid}$ and the VCPUID information pre-configured by the DV-driver before triggering a virtual interrupt. An illegal operand triggers a fault into HK mode to wake up the DV-driver. DV-Ext also adds virtual timer interrupts that can be triggered without VM exit.

5 DuVisor Design

5.1 Handling VM Exits

VM exits are caused by either exceptions or physical interrupts. In existing virtualization systems, all VM exits are trapped to the in-kernel hypervisor component for handling, but this is not the case in DuVisor. In contrast, all exceptions that result in VM exits are sent to the user-level DuVisor, while physical interrupts continue to be trapped and handled by the host kernel. It is inappropriate to direct physical interrupts to HU mode (DuVisor) due to their vital importance to the host kernel for tasks such as scheduling and device management, as HU mode is not trusted.

Figure 3 illustrates how exceptions and physical interrupts are handled when running a DuVisor VM. During the preparation of the VM execution environment, I/O threads of the backend driver and vthreads are scheduled to different CPU cores. After preparation, vthreads in DuVisor execute an $HURET$ instruction to enter V mode and start running guest code until a VM exit occurs. For VM exits caused by synchronous exceptions, the CPU control flow directly traps from the VM to DuVisor’s VM exit handler. The handler then determines the exception type by accessing corresponding HU mode registers provided by DV-Ext. After handling the VM exit, the vthread resumes the VM by executing $HURET$ again.

On the other hand, VM exits caused by physical interrupts...
are directed to the interrupt handler in HK mode. To ensure that the register states of DuVisor VMs are not corrupted due to scheduling, the DV-driver saves all DV-Ext-related registers before handling the physical interrupt and restores them before directly returning to V mode with an SRET instruction. Due to the small number of DV-Ext-related registers, the performance impact from this additional save/restore logic is minimal (§8.4).

To minimize interference, we configure the DV-driver so that only physical timer interrupts periodically occur on cores where vthreads are running. For physical external interrupts generated by physical devices, a PV I/O device in DuVisor relies on the in-kernel device driver to handle them. Hence, it is natural to direct these external interrupts to the same cores as the I/O threads of the backend driver. Moreover, if IOMMU [29] is available, a physical device can be passthrough into the VM for better performance, which sends posted interrupts that directly inject physical external interrupts to the VM without VM exit. Additionally, there are few physical IPIs between vthreads and I/O threads, thanks to the exitless interrupt virtualization (§5.3). Therefore, only physical timer interrupts may periodically trigger on cores running vthreads and bring the running VM into HK mode.

### 5.2 Restricted Memory Virtualization

In contrast to traditional hypervisors’ in-kernel stage-2 page table management, a DuVisor process handles stage-2 page faults and provides memory virtualization in HU mode without involving the kernel. To establish mappings of guest physical addresses (GPAs) for the VM, DuVisor populates stage-2 page table entries with host physical addresses (HPAs) in HU mode. Therefore, it requests the DV-driver to allocate contiguous memory regions with HPA information. Each stage-2 page fault traps to DuVisor, which then adds a free physical page from the pre-allocated memory region into the VM’s GPA space by updating its stage-2 page table.

One natural challenge is how to prevent the untrusted DuVisor from maliciously configuring the stage-2 page table to access arbitrary HPA. A malicious DuVisor, for instance, may allow its VM to access (or alter) sensitive data in another VM’s memory by directly mapping the attacker VM’s GPA to the victim’s HPA. Worse, the rogue VM can use this method to read and modify the host kernel memory. This issue can be addressed with a straightforward technique that requires DuVisor to manage a fake stage-2 page table instead of the real one. DuVisor only manages the fake stage-2 page table and must invoke system calls to ask the DV-driver to check this table and synchronize it to the real one. Although this method sounds reasonable, it frequently involves the kernel at runtime, leading to significant costs for memory-intensive workloads. Moreover, it complicates the memory management of the DV-driver.

We adopt an alternative approach, allowing DuVisor to manage the real stage-2 page table freely in HU mode without entering kernel mode. Emerging hardware mechanisms, such as Intel TDX’s Physical Address Metadata Table (PAMT) [47], AMD SEV-SNP’s Reverse Mapping Table (RMP) [1], and ARM CCA’s Granule Protection Table (GPT) [5], can dynamically restrict access to physical memory. Take RISC-V Physical Memory Protection (PMP) for example, it checks every memory access against up to 64 PMP entries configured on each core. Inspired by this, we propose to utilize such physical memory checking (PMC) mechanisms to limit the physical memory range that VMs can access.

With PMC, we can allow DuVisor to configure its stage-2 page table optimistically. The MMU automatically checks whether the target HPAs of the VM’s memory accesses exceed the range limit of the pre-allocated physical memory regions. If so, the MMU triggers a fault to wake up the DV-driver. This design eliminates the stage-2 memory management module in the DV-driver. Furthermore, the overhead of dynamic checking is negligible since it is achieved by merely comparing offsets.

However, the current PMC technique is not specifically designed to restrict VM memory accesses. It examines every HPA access issued from the current physical core, which also restricts the host kernel and DuVisor from using physical addresses out of the configured entries. This is a significant constraint because the host OS can map the virtual addresses of the kernel and DuVisor to arbitrary physical memory addresses, which may exceed the ranges specified by the limited number of PMC regions. To overcome this constraint, DV-Ext extends the existing PMC mechanism slightly to make it work only for HPAs targeted by the V-mode memory accesses. DV-Ext adds a "Virtualization" (V) bit to each of the current PMC range registers. If the bit is set, the PMC only verifies the V-mode memory accesses according to the range registers.

Figure 4 illustrates how a guest virtual address (GVA) is translated into an HPA and finally reaches physical memory. The GVA is first translated into a GPA via MMU hardware according to the stage-1 page table (S1PT) built by the guest VM. Similarly, the GPA is translated into an HPA referring to the stage-2 page table controlled by DuVisor. A translation failure in the stage-2 page table triggers a stage-2 page fault into DuVisor for handling. Eventually, the PMC pre-
configured by the DV-driver checks the output HPA before accessing physical memory.

The DV-driver is responsible for allocating multiple physical memory regions for each VM, with each region being protected by a single PMP region. If the HPA exceeds the memory range specified by all PMP regions, the PMC will generate an exception and awaken the DV-driver to handle the situation. For example, the DV-driver may terminate the VM that triggered the exception and proceed to run other VMs. As the per-core PMP configurations are tied to a specific VM, the host kernel must save the PMP register values of the previous VM and install those of the next VM when switching between them.

5.3 I/O and Interrupt Virtualization

I/O virtualization in DuVisor works similarly to existing approaches. It supports PV (e.g., virtio) and emulated (e.g., tty) I/O devices for its VM. Although DuVisor is compatible with passthrough devices, its current implementation does not support them due to the lack of IOMMU on the RISC-V platform. However, we can easily support them when IOMMU becomes available (§5).

For each PV and emulated device, DuVisor spawns dedicated I/O thread(s) during VM initialization. These threads are responsible for responding to VM I/O requests and interacting with host I/O devices. For instance, a TX thread is launched for a virtio network device’s TX queue to handle network packets from the guest VM. To reduce the kernel attack surface, DuVisor can be combined with kernel-bypass virtio backends such as vhost-user. In particular, the RX thread keeps polling the NIC in HU mode to receive incoming network packets and notifies the guest VM through virtual external interrupts (vEXTs).

To enable efficient PV I/O notifications, DV-Ext supports directly injecting vEXTs into a running VM through user-level posted interrupt. Posted interrupt is the most efficient mechanism for interrupt virtualization, which allows a virtual interrupt to be injected into a running VM without triggering VM exits. However, on existing hardware, a hypervisor must enter kernel mode to send a posted interrupt, which means that communications between vCPUs and between the HU-mode helper and its VM must go through the host kernel, contrary to the design principle of DuVisor. By contrast, the user-level posted interrupt in DV-Ext does not require kernel participation. Specifically, the I/O thread injects vEXTs by writing the interrupt vector to the posted interrupt register in HU mode. If the target vCPU is running on a core, DV-Ext immediately triggers the vEXT on that core. Otherwise, DV-Ext records the vEXT information and does not deliver it until the target vCPU resumes execution.

The DV-driver assigns a unique VMID to each DuVisor during initialization and writes this VMID to the per-core \( h\_vmid \) register every time a DuVisor is scheduled on a physical core. The VMID ensures that DuVisor’s I/O threads can only send posted interrupts to vCPUs with the same VMID as theirs. Since \( h\_vmid \) is only accessible in HK mode, the DuVisor process and the guest VM cannot modify its value. Each vCPU has its VCPUID, which the guest kernel writes to \( hu\_vcpuid \) during the boot process of each corresponding vCPU. The VCPUID is used by DV-Ext to identify the core on which the target vCPU is executing before delivering an interrupt.

Figure 5 depicts how a vEXT is delivered using user-level posted interrupts. For example, the I/O thread on core 0 attempts to insert a vEXT to vCPU 0 by writing the target vCPU’s associated location in \( hu\_vitr \) ①. DV-Ext then finds that vCPU 0 is executing on core 2 and generates a vEXT on core 2 ②. If the sending thread attempts to send a wrong VCPUID or has a different VMID from the receiver, writing to \( hu\_vitr \) will trigger a fault and wake up the DV-driver to handle this issue. For instance, the I/O thread on core 1 attempts to deliver a vEXT to a nonexistent vCPU 2 ③; and DV-Ext identifies this as an invalid operation and informs the DV-driver to handle the fault ④.

In addition to vEXTs, a multi-vCPU VM also requires efficient virtual IPIs (vIPIs) for inter-vCPU communications. To this end, DV-Ext supports V-mode posted interrupts that allow both sender and receiver vCPUs to incur no VM exit for a vIPI. Figure 5 also shows how a vIPI is generated using V-mode posted interrupts. The VMID and the VCPUID have the same effect as they do in user-level posted interrupt cases. Specifically, the vIPI issued from vCPU 0 on core 2 to vCPU 1 via writing \( hu\_vitr \) ⑤ is triggered by DV-Ext on core 3, where vCPU 1 is running ⑥.

Furthermore, virtual timer interrupts (vTimers) are necessary for each DuVisor VM. DV-Ext supports directly firing an expired vTimer inside the VM. Currently, a DuVisor VM can receive vTimers without VM exits, but it must trap to the DuVisor to set up timer events. Although the hardware can further remove the VM exits of setting timer events, we do not consider it necessary because the infrequent vTimers have little impact on VM performance.
6 Implementation

6.1 DV-Ext Implementation

We chose the RISC-V platform to implement DV-Ext because it has rich open-sourced implementations of system-on-chip (SoC). We used a 5-stage in-order scalar processor, specifically the RISC-V Rocket Core [34], with a configuration of 16KB L1 ICache, 16KB L1 DCache, 512KB shared L2 cache, and 16GB DRAM.

DV-Ext does not require intrusive modifications to the CPU hardware to implement these VM-plane registers and instructions. Specifically, hu_er, hu_einfo, hu_vpc, and hu_ehb are aliases of ucause, utval, uepc, and utvec from RISC-V N-Ext (i.e., the user-level interrupts extension), and HURET is implemented based on N-Ext’s URET. The HU-FLUSHGPA instruction is implemented by exposing H-Ext’s HFENCE.GVMA to the HU mode. Similarly, h_enable and h_deleg are implemented by extending H-Ext’s hstatus, hideleg, and hedeleg. Therefore, most architectural implementations for these registers and instructions can be reused. Only hu_vcpuid, hu_vitr, and h_vmid are newly added registers for exitless interrupt virtualization.

Our DV-Ext implementation added 481 lines of Chisel to extend the existing H-Ext implementation [35] and support DVE. Additionally, we added 14 lines of Chisel to extend RISC-V PMP for VM memory restriction.

6.2 Software Implementation

Our prototype system of DuVisor consists of 7,128 LoC (5,052 lines of Rust, 166 lines of assembly, and 1,910 lines of C). The code of libraries we use is not included in the implementation effort. To implement the virtualization of CPU, memory and interrupt, 4,984 lines of Rust and 166 lines of assembly were written, in which the assembly is used to access architecture-dependent registers. For the virtualization of I/O devices, we ported the I/O backend of virtio block and virtio network devices from the kvmtool to DuVisor to reduce coding effort, accounting for 1,287 lines of C. We applied our design (e.g., the user-level posted interrupts) to these virtual devices as well as made some optimizations. Since there is no available DPDK support for RISC-V platforms currently, We also extended the virtio network backend with a user-space NIC driver using 623 lines of C to achieve a relatively fair performance comparison with KVM’s mature virt-net backend. These I/O backend implementations comprise 1,910 lines of C in total.

We wrote a tiny Linux kernel module to work as the DV-driver and it has 337 LoC. DV-driver provides an ioctl system call for DuVisor to request several services. First, the DV-driver detects whether the hardware supports DV-Ext and enables it when a user process requests it. Second, it sets up the h_deleg register to configure DVEs. Third, the DV-driver allocates contiguous physical memory regions for DuVisor from Linux’s contiguous memory allocator (CMA) and pins the physical memory regions to ensure their availability at runtime. Before returning to HU mode, the DV-driver also diverts into the M-mode OpenSBI and configures the PMP entries to restrict the VM’s physical memory access range. Each PMP entry is set up with a pmcpclg register specifying the V bit and memory accessibility as well as a pmcpaddr register recording the physical address and length. The host kernel should also have a PMP fault handler that terminates the fault process gracefully. Currently, our prototype does not implement such a fault handler for simplicity, but it is not hard to extend the existing exception handler to implement one. Lastly, the DV-driver initializes a VMID for each DuVisor process that will be used by interrupt virtualization.

Based on the Linux kernel which already switches the general purpose registers and V-mode CSRs, we further modified the context switch logic (74 LoC) to save and restore the DV-Ext registers if the process has enabled DV-Ext. If the next scheduled thread is not a vthread from the same VM, the PMP registers are also switched.

7 Security Analysis and Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the overall system security of DuVisor from the perspective of an attacker.

Attack from Guest to Host Kernel. A hostile VM can exploit vulnerabilities to compromise the hypervisor. If these vulnerabilities are exploited in kernel mode, the attacker can achieve VM escape, steal sensitive kernel data, and even crash the entire kernel. Table 5 shows such CVEs in different KVM subsystems and how many of them can be successfully exploited in NOVA [87]/DeHype [91] and DuVisor’s architecture. NOVA and DeHype, limited by hardware, cannot fully move these subsystems to user mode, thus still leaving 58.75% of the vulnerabilities undefended. In contrast, DuVisor has deprivileged all of these subsystems in HU mode, reducing the host kernel’s attack surface and preventing any of these CVEs from directly jeopardizing it.

Table 5: CVEs in different KVM subsystems that can be successfully exploited in NOVA/DeHype and DuVisor’s architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>KVM PE</th>
<th>DoS PE</th>
<th>DL PE</th>
<th>NOVA/DeHype PE</th>
<th>DoS PE</th>
<th>DL PE</th>
<th>DuVisor PE</th>
<th>DoS PE</th>
<th>DL PE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory Virtualization</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt Virtualization</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA Emulation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para-Virtualization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM Exit Handling</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Virtualization</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We omit 31 CVEs that cannot attack the host kernel.

In theory, a malicious guest can exploit vulnerabilities to attack the user-level DuVisor. To enhance security, DuVisor is developed in Rust, a
Table 6: Case studies of KVM CVEs. This table lists 6 representative KVM CVEs that have the potential to disrupt the normal execution of the host kernel, resulting in DoS or even more severe attacks. To evaluate the impact of these CVEs on a system running DuVisor, we emulated the vulnerabilities in the corresponding subsystems of DuVisor. The results show that these CVEs only cause DuVisor itself to crash, while the host kernel can continue to execute other programs (including DuVisor VMs) correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE*</th>
<th>Attack Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017-12188</td>
<td>Memory Virtualization: KVM's misconfiguration of the stage-2 page table allows the guest to access host memory, which can cause the host OS to crash or even be controlled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-16882</td>
<td>Interrupt Virtualization: A use-after-free issue in the posted interrupt handling may allow hostile VMs to execute arbitrary code in HK mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-8630</td>
<td>ISA Emulation: Improper implementation for instruction decoding of KVM may cause host kernel crashes and jeopardize the availability of the host OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-8854</td>
<td>VM Exit Handling: KVM's imperfect isolation of the guest states allows malicious VMs to corrupt the stack and destroy the availability of the entire system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-5412</td>
<td>Para-Virtualization: The incorrect implementation of a hypcall in KVM could lead to an infinite loop that crashes the host kernel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019-6974</td>
<td>Device Virtualization: A use-after-free vulnerability in device virtualization may lead to VM escape in the kernel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

high-performance language that guarantees memory safety and thread safety. This greatly reduces the security risks associated with memory vulnerabilities [6, 7, 9, 12, 14] and threading vulnerabilities [8, 11, 14], such as the use-after-free bugs [9, 12] in traditional hypervisors written in C/C++. In addition, a vulnerable DuVisor can be promptly patched in user space without rebooting the host OS.

**Attack from DuVisor to Host Kernel.** Although the DuVisor design prevents a malicious VM from directly compromising the host kernel through the in-kernel hypervisor component, the VM may still attempt to attack the host kernel after controlling the DuVisor. Various existing techniques can be leveraged to defend against such user-level attacks, which are orthogonal to the DuVisor design. The static resource allocation and host-user devices in DuVisor significantly reduce the system calls. For example, DuVisor only requires 17 system calls to serve a Linux VM at runtime. Therefore, the kernel can use seccomp [24] to effectively restrict the system calls and their parameters that a DuVisor can invoke at runtime. The host kernel can also be reconstructed as a microkernel to improve its isolation, although this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Furthermore, neither the DV-driver nor the DV-Ext interface gives DuVisor additional capabilities to compromise the host kernel. First, the DV-driver has a small enough code base that it could be formally verified. Second, although the DV-driver allows user-level processes to request physical memory, it can still effectively isolate them with the help of the dynamic PMC mechanism. Third, the registers and instructions introduced by DV-Ext cannot be exploited by user-level code to attack the kernel. The hu_er and hu_einfo registers provide information related to DVE and do not leak any data from the host kernel. The hu_vitr, hu_vcpuid, hu_vpc, and hu_ehb registers, as well as HUFLUSHGPA, only control VM behaviors and have no effect on the host kernel. The HURET instruction and DVE implement mode switches between the HU mode and a VM, but cannot directly enter the HK mode.

**8 Performance Evaluation**

We answer the following four questions in this section:

**Q1**: How does the DuVisor compare to the KVM/QEMU in terms of hypervisor primitive cost? (§8.2)

**Q2**: How does the performance of applications running on DuVisor compare to that of KVM/QEMU? (§8.3)

**Q3**: What is the performance impact of DV-Ext on the co-located KVM/QEMU that does not use this extension? (§8.4)

**Q4**: How much performance impact does the extended PMP mechanism have on DuVisor’s performance? (§8.5)

**8.1 Experimental Setup**

We ran experiments on the cycle-accurate FireSim platform [59], which consists of two FPGA boards. Each FPGA board has eight RISC-V processors (3.2GHz, rv64imafdch), 16GB RAM, and 115GB storage. We created a local area network (LAN) between the two boards using 1Gbps IceNICs for network-related benchmarks. Both FPGA boards were controlled by an EC2 instance running CentOS 7.6.1810 on a 16-core Intel E5-2686 v4 CPU (2.3 GHz) and 240 GB RAM. We used OpenSBI v0.8 [31] as the firmware for RISC-V, and used Linux kernel 5.10.26 as the host kernel, which was equipped with the DV-driver. The baseline is KVM [23] (with H-Ext [35] support) and QEMU v7.0.0-rc0 running on Linux 5.16.

For Q1 and Q2, posted interrupts can greatly improve the performance in interrupt-intensive scenarios, but the current open-sourced RISC-V hardware does not support this feature. To make a fair performance comparison, we extended DV-Ext’s interrupt virtualization support to the kernel level and implemented an optimized KVM/QEMU (“KVM-OPT”) that enables kernel-level posted interrupts. To answer Q3, we compared KVM with a slightly modified KVM (“KVM-DVext”) that was patched with context save/restore code related to DV-Ext and virtualization registers. For Q4, we compared DuVisor with a PMP-less version (“DuVisor-noPMP”) that removes PMP checking from the hardware.

**8.2 Microbenchmarks**

In this section, we quantify the performance of five frequently used hypervisor primitives. We leveraged the cycle CSR to measure CPU cycles. Figure 6 shows the average cost of the five operations in KVM and DuVisor. We calculated the average cycle count after recording the total time spent performing each operation 10,000 times. For three synchronous exceptions, we only compared DuVisor with KVM because there is no difference between KVM and KVM-OPT when interrupt virtualization is not involved. For the other two asynchronous exceptions, results of KVM, KVM-OPT
Figure 6: Breakdown of different hypervisor primitives (Unit: cycles). (a) shows a null hypervisor. Entry/Exit: from invoking a hypervisor call in the guest VM to arriving at the hypervisor handler in the hypervisor. Entry/Exit: the reverse procedure of Exit/Handling: processing in the hypervisor handler. (b) shows a stage-2 page fault handling. Entry/Exit: from triggering a stage-2 page fault in the VM to arriving at the #S2PF handler, and the reverse procedure. GetPage: getting the available physical page for the fault GPA. Mapping: the PTE update in the stage-2 page table. Metadata: maintaining the metadata of the physical page to be mapped. Other: other logic such as lock protections and fault GPA checking. (c) shows an MMIO emulation. Entry/Exit: from invoking an MMIO operation in the VM to arriving at the user-space MMIO handler, and the reverse procedure. Transfer: transfers between the kernel in HK mode and the user-space VM in HU mode, which DuVisor gets rid of. Decode: decoding the corresponding virtual MMIO device according to the fault address. Other: other logic, such as checking if the fault address belongs to the MMIO address range. (d) shows a virtual IPI sending. vIPI Insert: For KVM, from the hypervisor inserting the virtual IPI and kicking the receiver vCPU to the receiver vCPU’s arriving at the IPI handler. For KVM-OPT and DuVisor, from the sender vCPU’s writing hu_xytr register to the receiver vCPU’s arriving at the IPI handler. Exit: Only for KVM, from the sender vCPU’s invoking SEND_IPI hypercall to the hypervisor’s insertion, and from the receiver vCPU’s being kicked to it being inserted with the pending virtual IPI. (e) shows an I/O notification sending. vEXT Insert: For KVM-OPT and DuVisor, from the I/O thread’s writing hu_xytr register to the vCPU thread’s arriving at the IRQ handler. For KVM, from the I/O thread invoking the SET_INTERRUPT interface to the receiver vCPU’s arriving at the IPI handler.

In the hypervisor microbenchmark, both KVM and DuVisor ran a guest VM with a single vCPU pinned to a pCPU. The guest VM invoked a null hypervisor call, which trapped to the hypervisor handler and then returned immediately without doing any functional operations. The number of cycles between the start of the hypercall and its return position was counted. As shown in Figure 6-a, DuVisor consumes 65.37% (404 cycles) less time during the hypercall procedure than KVM. This is because DuVisor in the user space does not need to perform operations that are only necessary in the kernel (e.g., enabling and disabling preemption and interrupts).

For stage-2 page fault handling, each hypervisor ran a guest VM with a single vCPU pinned to a pCPU. The guest VM read one byte from a page unmapped in the stage-2 page table, triggering a stage-2 page fault exception trapped to the hypervisor. The hypervisor allocated memory and established a valid mapping in the stage-2 page table before resuming the vCPU execution. We collected cycles before and after the guest VM read. As shown in Figure 6-b, DuVisor spends about 89.05% (5,650 cycles) less time compared with KVM. The main reason for the decreased cycles is that the KVM implementation is generic but more complex, whereas DuVisor can choose a dedicated but more concise implementation. According to our breakdown of the stage-2 page fault handling in KVM, most of the time is spent on getting the available physical page for the guest fault address, accounting for about 59.52% (3,776 cycles) of the total time as the GetPage part shows. Similarly, the Other and Metadata parts in KVM account for 23.31% (1,479 cycles) of the whole process, consisting of many generic Linux kernel logic, such as finding virtual memory area (VMA), taking locks of mmap and maintaining metadata in Linux page structures. In comparison, DuVisor only spends 26 cycles in the GetPage part and 324 cycles in the Other and Metadata part.

For MMIO emulation, a single-vCPU guest VM pinned to a pCPU performed a load operation from an MMIO address of a virtual console device, which trapped to the user-level hypervisor and immediately returns. We counted the elapsed cycles of the MMIO read operation. The result shows that DuVisor takes 89.62% (4,264 cycles) less time than KVM primarily due to the shorter path of MMIO handling as shown in Figure 6-c. Traditional hypervisors such as KVM offload most MMIO emulations to user mode for security and reliability, which leads to a longer path than DuVisor. The breakdown shows that 65.89% (3,135 cycles) of the time during the MMIO emulation in KVM is spent on multiple world switches: VM(V) ↔ KVM(HK) ↔ QEMU(HU).

For vIPIs, both KVM and DuVisor ran a dual-vCPU guest VM and pin two vCPUs to separate cores. The sender vCPU sent an IPI and waited for the ACK from the receiver vCPU by polling on the shared memory, while the receiver vCPU wrote to the shared memory as soon as entering the IPI handler to inform the sender. We calculated the cycles on the sender vCPU from sending IPI to getting ACK from the shared memory. Figure 6-d shows the results. Since both KVM-OPT and DuVisor leverage hardware posted interrupt support, their virtual IPI processes are done without hypervisor involvement and thus equally cost 147 cycles. In contrast, the KVM spends 4,692 cycles on sending a vIPI. To send an IPI, the sender vCPU has to invoke a hypercall and trap to the KVM (Exit part), which occupies 11.83% of the total cost. While the rest 88.17% is cost by the cumbersome vIPI Insert part, in which the hypervisor sends the vIPI request, kicks the receiver vCPU, and inserts the vIPI before resuming the receiver vCPU.
For virtual external interrupts, a single-vCPU guest VM pinned to a pCPU spun and waited for external interrupts. We calculated the average consumed cycles from the hypervisor inserting a virtual external interrupt to the vCPU acknowledging the inserted interrupt in the interrupt handler. Using the same hardware posted interrupt support, both KVM-OPT and DuVisor averagely spend 184 cycles. While KVM needs 4,084 cycles in total due to the long emulation processes, such as kicking the vCPU.

8.3 Application Benchmarks

Table 7: Descriptions of application benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netperf</td>
<td>Netserver v2.6.0 on the local server (guest VM) and Netperf v2.6.0 on the remote client (native) to test the TCP stream throughput for 5 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iperf3</td>
<td>iperf v3.9 on both the local server (guest VM) and the remote client (native) to test the TCP throughput for 10 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>Memcached v1.6.10 running the memtier benchmark 1.3.0 on the remote client to test transactions per second. The thread number is set to the same as the number of server vCPUs. Each round of the test lasts 5 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>Hackbench using Unix domain sockets and default 10 process groups running in 100 loops, measuring the time cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPUPrime</td>
<td>CPU test in syscallv0.4.12 that calculates prime numbers up to the max prime 10000. The thread number is set to the same as the number of server CPUs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, we evaluated the performance of five application benchmarks described in Table 7, compared KVM-OPT and DuVisor’s results with native, and analyzed the reasons for the performance differences. We ran the benchmark in three VMs with 1, 2 and 4 vCPUs, respectively. Every VM was equipped with 512MB memory, a virtio-based network device, and a virtio-based block device. In each case, we assigned the same number of CPUs and memory size to native as to VMs via maxcpus and mem using the kernel command line. To demonstrate the best performance of the in-kernel KVM, we used vhost-net as the network backend of the KVM-OPT VMs. For DuVisor VMs, we implemented a lightweight user-space network backend bardriver by porting ixy [51], a 1,000-LoC user-space ixgbe driver, to FireSim’s IceNet. Each vCPU and I/O thread of a guest VM was pinned to a separate physical CPU to avoid instability caused by the host kernel scheduler. All applications were evaluated after warmup to eliminate stage-2 page faults during benchmarks.

As shown in Figure 7-a and Figure 7-b, both KVM-OPT and DuVisor make full use of the NIC’s bandwidth with different vCPU numbers and have no significant overhead compared to native. Because KVM-OPT and DuVisor used different network backends, their performance when running network-intensive applications can vary due to backend implementations. Nevertheless, what we intend to demonstrate is that DuVisor can attain comparable performance to KVM-OPT’s mature vhost-net with a simply-implemented user-space network backend. For the network-intensive memcached application shown in Figure 7-c, DuVisor has a similar performance to KVM-OPT. However, they introduce up to 35% virtualization overhead when compared with the native. According to our analysis, the reasons for the performance degradation mainly consist of the longer network data transfer path and the sub-optimal frontend/backend notifications. Massive small memcached requests travel longer than native before reaching the memcached in VMs due to the I/O virtualization. Besides, guest VMs’ interrupt frequency during the benchmark is much higher than that of the native due to the frequent notifications from the backend drivers, making memcached threads in VMs have less CPU time to process requests. We also compared QEMU/KVM with native on Intel and ARM platforms with similar configurations and found that they also introduce 15% to 40% overhead.

As shown in Figure 7-d, DuVisor is also comparable to KVM-OPT and native for hackbench. It is worth noting that KVM, which did not use the hardware interrupt virtualization, will incur about 12% more overhead in this experiment. The reason is that many IPIs are generated under this test, and the virtual IPI operation can be effectively accelerated by the posted interrupt, as shown in Figure 6-d. This also explains why DuVisor’s better microbenchmark performance results in no better application performance than KVM-OPT. Infrequent VM exits in DuVisor and KVM-OPT result in very low costs for hypervisor primitives (<5% CPU cycles), which are hardly observable in application benchmarks. Figure 7-e indicates that KVM-OPT and DuVisor attain the same performance as native execution in the CPUPrime benchmark.

As a result, the design of DuVisor does not introduce performance overhead compared with KVM-OPT, while achieving better host kernel security and reliability.

8.4 Impact on Co-located KVM VMs

When co-locating a traditional in-kernel hypervisor together with a user-level hypervisor, both hypervisors can independently configure registers related to virtualization, which can lead to VM state conflicts if not handled properly. Therefore, the host kernel needs to save and restore virtualization-related registers during context switches between them, introducing additional switching latency. To clarify how much impact such delay has on KVM, we evaluated and compared the application performance of KVM and KVM-DVext (with necessary context save/restore code). Figure 8 shows that there is no discernible performance difference between KVM and KVM-DVext, indicating that such additional switching latency due to DuVisor’s co-location has little impact on traditional VMs.

8.5 Memory Virtualization Overhead

Scaling Memory: To show DuVisor’s memory scalability compared with KVM-OPT, we ran memcached in a 4-vCPU guest VM with 512MB, 1024MB, 1536MB and 2048MB memory. As shown in Figure 9-a, DuVisor achieves almost the same performance as KVM-OPT in all cases. Compared with KVM-OPT, the memory virtualization of DuVisor differs only in that it places the stage-2 page table configuration in the user space and extends PMP for security checks. There-
Memcached
VM, we compared the memory test results of ware with a V bit to verify the validity of memory accesses with 512MB memory. As shown in Figure VM memory with a limited number of PMP regions, we use virtualization and passthrough. In the future, we plan to extend the idea of DVE to optimize nested virtualization by directly trapping VM exits to the L1 hypervisor.

Impact of PMP: DuVisor slightly extends the PMP hardware with a V bit to verify the validity of memory accesses from guest VMs. To evaluate whether this memory protection mechanism degrades the memory performance of the VM, we compared the memory test results of libbench between DuVisor and DuVisor-noPMP in a dual-vCPU VM with 512MB memory. As shown in Figure 9-b, the memory bandwidth of the VM is almost the same with and without PMP checking. The result shows that the design of PMC does not introduce significant overhead to VMs.

DuVisor’s normalized overhead of different sizes of memory compared with KVM-OPT using memcached. (b) DuVisor’s memory performance w/ and w/o PMC using bw_mem of libbench.

9 Discussion and Limitations

Nested Virtualization. In traditional nested virtualization [41, 71, 77, 92], VM exits are intercepted by the L0 hypervisor (bare-metal one) before being handled by the L1 hypervisor (nested one), incurring tremendous runtime overhead. Prior work [72] optimizes nested VM exits via para-virtualization and passthrough. In the future, we plan to extend the idea of DVE to optimize nested virtualization by directly trapping VM exits to the L1 hypervisor.

Memory Utilization. DuVisor’s PMP-based memory virtualization may lead to low memory utilization. To cover all VM memory with a limited number of PMP regions, we use the coarse-grained physical memory protection that can result in memory fragmentation and scalability issues. Additionally, it is difficult to support memory multiplexing (e.g., deduplication and overcommitment) among VMs based on PMP. Fortunately, such limitations can be mitigated by memory migration software mechanisms [65]. They can also be resolved through scalable fine-grained memory protection hardware mechanisms. For example, the RISC-V PMP table [25] has been proposed recently, which extends PMP to support physical memory restriction in page granularity.

IOMMU Support. Although IOMMU [29] is not yet supported on currently available RISC-V hardware, DuVisor is theoretically able to support it. Specifically, the stage-2 page table of IOMMU can be directly controlled by DuVisor, as the DV-driver can restrict access from guest devices by the IOPMP mechanism [30] with the V bit introduced by DV-Ext. The passthrough of the guest devices and the management of IOMMU’s stage-1 page table within VMs is no different from traditional virtualization.

DV-Ext Universality. While the current prototype is implemented on RISC-V platforms, applying DV-Ext to other architectures would also be feasible, as they all share the same high-level virtualization functions. Consider Intel VMX hardware virtualization as an example.

CPU virtualization: Intel VMX directs all VM exits to the host kernel mode, and guest states in the in-memory VMCS can only be obtained and configured with the kernel-only VMREAD and VMWRITE instructions. To apply DV-Ext, Intel can just take VM exits and expose such VMX instructions to the DuVisor in the host user mode, while preventing access to host states (e.g., host CR3) in the VMCS.

Memory virtualization: The stage-2 page tables can be managed by the user-mode DuVisor without hardware modifications. However, PMP-like primitives are also necessary to enforce security. Fortunately, such hardware has emerged with confidential VM extensions [1, 21, 64, 69]. To apply DV-Ext, Intel can extend existing TDX’s Physical Address Metadata Table (PAMT) [47] to provide fine-grained physical memory protection for DuVisor.

Interrupt virtualization: Intel can expose VMCS fields related to virtual interrupts to the DuVisor to deliver virtual interrupts. Specifically, virtual interrupts can be issued in user space by writing the VMCS with the user-mode VMX instructions mentioned above.

Host Kernel Vulnerability. Although DuVisor minimizes the attack surfaces of in-kernel hypervisors that are exposed to VMs, it does not completely exclude the host kernel from the VMs’ runtime. Resource management (e.g., schedul-
ing and physical interrupt handling) involves non-hypervisor components in the host kernel, which may still contain many vulnerabilities, especially in mainstream monolithic kernels. Consequently, DuVisor is still vulnerable to the vulnerabilities of non-hypervisor components. Reconstructing it as microkernels may mitigate the problem, however, there are tradeoffs among compatibility, performance, and security.

10 Related Work

Moving Kernel Functions to Userspace. Deprivilege kernel features to userspace is a classic approach to enhance security, ease development, and improve performance. Microkernel is one typical design [52,62,70,78], where system services such as file systems and drivers run in user mode. For monolithic kernels, similar methods also exist, which implement the file systems [50,79], scheduler [57], network service [75] and sandbox [53] in user space. In terms of hypervisor functions, research focuses on reducing the hypervisor TCB by moving some of its functions to user space, as demonstrated by designs such as DeHype [91] and NOVA [87]. Unlike DuVisor, they still require an in-kernel trusted module to perform VM-plane functions via hardware virtualization interfaces. DuVisor is the first system that entirely moves runtime VM-plane functions to user space, benefiting virtualization architectures on both monolithic kernels [40,61] and microkernels [55].

Securing VMs. Apart from the above solutions, many other studies have investigated how to achieve better isolation for VMs atop unreliable hypervisors. Numerous efforts have focused on reducing the hypervisor TCB [66,81,85,92]. CloudVisor [92] leverages nested virtualization to deprivilege the Xen [40] hypervisor. HypSec [66] separates a tiny Corevisor as TCB from the KVM hypervisor. Other approaches have worked on hardening the hypervisor TCB, such as SeKVM [67,68], which use formal verification to ensure security guarantees of hypervisors. Unlike DuVisor, these solutions still rely on in-kernel hardware virtualization interfaces and incur modest performance overhead compared to unmodified traditional hypervisors.

Some solutions improve hypervisor reliability by providing per-VM hypervisor instances that are isolated from each other. Nexen [84] deconstructs the hypervisor into per-VM non-privileged service slices. HyperLock [90] decomposes the hypervisor into isolated shadow copies for each VM. In contrast to DuVisor, they still rely on traditional hardware virtualization interfaces and suffer from performance penalties of software isolation mechanisms. Others propose hardware extensions to remove the vulnerable hypervisor from the TCB [39,58,60,66,89]. NoHype [60] eliminates the hypervisor and its attack surfaces by static partitioning physical resources with hardware modifications. Nonetheless, it disallows resource oversubscription and is thus impractical for deployment in production scenarios.

Industrial confidential virtual machine (CVM) solutions, such as AMD SEV-SNP [1] and ARM CCA [5,69], leverage specialized hardware security extensions to protect the data of VMs against a malicious hypervisor, which cannot access or taint the memory and registers of VMs. Both CVMs and DuVisor are vulnerable to non-hypervisor DoS attacks because they both rely on the host kernel. However, unlike CVMs, DuVisor can avoid DoS attacks due to in-kernel hypervisor vulnerabilities by deprivilege all VM-plane functions to user space to minimize the host kernel’s runtime attack surfaces exposed to VMs. On the other hand, CVMs require guest OS device driver modifications, while DuVisor supports unmodified VMs.

CVM and DuVisor are orthogonal techniques that can be combined for greater benefits. The design of DuVisor can be applied to defend against DoS attacks due to in-kernel hypervisor vulnerabilities for CVMs, which we plan to explore as future work. Existing CVMs are controlled by the in-kernel hypervisor through secure firmware interfaces (e.g., ARM CCA’s RMM and TF-A, Intel TDX module) that can only be invoked in the host kernel. DuVisor can be used alongside CVMs by exposing these interfaces to user space, thereby eliminating shared in-kernel hypervisor vulnerabilities.

11 Conclusion

We introduce the first delegated virtualization architecture that delegates all VM-plane virtualization functions to user space without trapping into the host kernel, minimizing attack surfaces exposed to VMs by in-kernel hypervisor components. To enable delegated virtualization, we present DVExt and DuVisor. DVExt is a hardware virtualization extension that securely exposes hardware virtualization interfaces to user space. DuVisor is a user-level hypervisor design that directly serves VM-hypervisor interactions in user space. We also present security techniques to prevent malicious use of DVExt. We have implemented a prototype for DVExt and DuVisor on the RISC-V platform. The security and performance evaluation results demonstrate that DuVisor protects the host kernel from hypervisor vulnerabilities without compromising performance compared to Linux KVM, establishing a new direction for secure virtualization research and development.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact evaluation of DuVisor contains two parts: the security evaluation and the performance evaluation. For security evaluation, we evaluate representative CVEs in the DuVisor on the QEMU-emulated RISC-V platform. For performance evaluation, we measure the performance of various microbenchmarks and application benchmarks on native, DuVisor, vanilla KVM and optimized KVM using the cycle-accurate FireSim platform.

Scope

Security Evaluation: DuVisor is able to prevent host kernel from crashing even if the user-level VM-plane is attacked. As mentioned in the Table 6 of our paper, this artifact emulates 6 representative KVM CVEs and evaluates their impact on the system. The results can show that these CVEs could crash DuVisor itself, but the host kernel can continue to execute other programs (including DuVisor VMs) normally.

Performance Evaluation: DuVisor achieves higher security while also maintains comparable performance to the optimized KVM (i.e., KVM-OPT in our paper). As shown in Figure 7-10 of our paper, this artifact compares various benchmarks between DuVisor and KVM, and also evaluates the impact of DV-Ext hardware extension KVM.
The results can show that DuVisor performs good and DV-Ext has little impact on existing KVM.

Contents
- **Run-time environment**: FireSim cycle-accurate FPGA platform based on AWS EC2 instances (two C5 and one F1)
- **Hardware**: QEMU (security AE) and RocketChip (performance AE)
- **Software**: OpenSBI, Linux, QEMU, DuVisor, related benchmarks
- **Metrics**: Benchmark results, usually latency and throughput
- **Estimated time**: about 20 hours with pre-built software images


Hosting
The artifacts are available on the GitHub, please refer to the main branch of this guide: https://github.com/IPADS-DuVisor/ae-guide/tree/main/

Requirements
Because the FireSim platform relies on special AWS FPGA (F1) instances, requiring multiple machines and complicated environment configurations. Besides, a newer version of FireSim platform may not be compatible with an older one. To simplify the AE procedure, we provided pre-configured AWS instances for reviewers.
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Abstract

Virtual machines are the basis of resource isolation in today’s public clouds, yet the security risks of entrusting that isolation to a cloud provider’s hypervisor are substantial. Such concerns have motivated hardware extensions for “confidential VMs” that seek to remove the hypervisor from the trusted computing base by adding a highly-privileged firmware layer that checks hypervisor actions, and supports memory encryption and remote attestation. However, the hypervisor retains control of resource management and observes associated guest actions including nested page table faults and CPU scheduling, and thus confidential VMs remain vulnerable to an ever-changing variety of hypervisor-level side channel attacks. Bare-metal cloud servers avoid such leaks, but remain a niche due to the high cost of dedicated hardware.

We observe that typical cloud VMs run with a static allocation of memory and discrete cores, and increasingly rely on I/O offload, thus negating the apparent need for a hypervisor and the fragile hypervisor/guest isolation boundary. Our design, core slicing, enables multiple untrusted guest OSes to run on shared bare-metal hardware. To ensure isolation without the complexity of virtualization, we propose simple hardware extensions that restrict guests to a static slice of a machine’s cores, memory and virtual I/O devices, and delegate resource allocation to a dedicated management slice. We demonstrate practicality and evaluate performance with prototypes for RISC-V and x86.

1 Introduction

We are in the early stages of a new generation of trusted execution environment (TEE). Motivated by cloud workloads, their main new feature is the ability to run “confidential VMs” inside the TEE [13, 17, 53]. Driven by the demand for secure cloud computing in which the user need not trust the cloud provider [78], these TEEs are expected to see much wider adoption than their predecessors [50]. Although confidential VMs offer enhanced functionality, their security model and architecture are largely identical to earlier TEEs such as SGX. The user shares one or more processor cores with a powerful adversary who controls hardware resources. Processor extensions provide the TEE with private memory and a trusted “context switch” to prevent the administrator-adversary from directly breaking the confidentiality and integrity of the TEE.

However, the past decade has produced a broad and rapidly growing spectrum of attacks on this model [22, 25, 41, 44, 62, 65, 67, 68, 72, 82, 90, 98, 104, 110, 112–116], including the complete breakdown of SGX security on several occasions [112, 114, 115]. Most of these can be described as side-channel attacks. As §2.3 will describe, they take advantage of the fact that attacker and victim run on the same core and share a multitude of sometimes obscure microarchitectural components. The same risks [39, 44, 67, 68] exist in confidential VMs. Although today’s confidential VM architectures remove privileges from the host hypervisor (e.g., the ability to read plaintext guest memory), it retains a large degree of control over guest execution, such as the ability to arbitrarily interrupt guests, leading inexorably to side-channel attacks.

It is this paper’s thesis – backed by evidence from recent work on computer architecture [31, 96, 97] and security [60] – that these failures of TEE hardware are not isolated events of the past. More than a decade of microarchitectural optimizations have taken processor complexity to a level where it is practically impossible to reason about isolation boundaries within a core [60, 96]. This problem is not only the likely ultimate root cause of the known attacks, but it is also bound to result in periodic breakdowns of TEE security for the foreseeable future. Indeed, Intel takes the position that side channels “can’t be eliminated” [48, 51, 56] but that it will provide mitigations as new vulnerabilities are found. While similar to the current approach to software vulnerabilities, this expects the users of confidential cloud computing (e.g., financial institutions and governments) to tolerate data leaks whenever a new side channel is discovered.
In this paper, we present a much more robust TEE architecture, core slicing, that is realistic for infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) workloads. Rather than making confidential guests share cores with an adversarial hypervisor, we give the guest exclusive access to its own CPU cores. This moves the isolation boundary to the much more defensible and robust one between processor cores. We show that this boundary can be enforced with simple (and thus less fragile) hardware.

We observe that, although cloud guests may benefit from a VM-level execution abstraction, cloud providers do not exploit the full complexity enabled by hypervisor-based virtual machines for IaaS workloads. For example, although hypervisors support time-slicing VMs on shared cores, VMs offered by major public cloud providers including Amazon [11] and Azure [81] are sized at core granularity and scheduled on distinct physical cores [7, 76, 77]. Likewise, the memory allocated to guest VMs is static; techniques such as memory ballooning [118] or transparent page sharing [118, 124] are avoided. Cloud providers are also moving to reduce the overhead of I/O virtualization by offloading I/O processing to dedicated hardware [5, 8, 36]. To ensure that resources sold match those available, cloud providers limit oversubscription to only their own (first-party) VMs [28] or disable it entirely [7]. Overall, although today’s cloud runs virtual machines, leading public cloud providers do so using an effectively static allocation of cores and memory. The hypervisor is relied upon for isolation, but it does so merely by partitioning platform resources.

By giving the guest exclusive access to CPU cores, core slicing eliminates the potential for the entire class of side channels where the attacker shares per-core microarchitectural resources with its victim. Moreover, we enforce this isolation boundary with a new hardware mechanism that is self-contained and simple enough to permit reasoning about confidentiality and integrity. Fully isolated guest OSes (or, potentially, guest hypervisors) run in their own slice of a machine. Each slice consists of a dedicated, static allocation of cores, memory, and directly-assigned I/O devices (e.g., the virtual functions of network and storage controllers); hardware ensures that the cores of a slice are sequestered such that they have no access to memory or I/O devices outside the slice, nor can they interrupt cores of other slices. Because only a single guest runs code on any given core, a huge class of microarchitectural side-channel leaks are out of scope, and continued innovation in complex microarchitectural performance optimizations is unhindered, since those cannot impact the TEE isolation boundary. While core slicing eliminates intra-core leakage, it does not prevent cross-core side channels such as CrossTalk [91] which will have to be addressed by other means. Nevertheless, we believe that obviating intra-core channels removes by far the largest and most serious part of today’s side channel problem in terms of the number and seriousness of known attacks, granularity of sharing, and number of shared components.

Resource allocations are determined by a slice manager that runs on a dedicated core (ideally, a separate low-power processor), and is responsible for starting and stopping slices, but is otherwise untrusted by the guest. Guest kernels (or guest hypervisors) are enlightened if necessary to run within a slice, ensuring that they attempt only access to those named resources available to them. For example, a guest cannot assume that physical memory starts at address 0, nor that processors have contiguous IDs; in practice, modern kernels including Linux make no such assumptions, and it suffices to pass boot-time information on the accessible resources.

In the following §2, we elaborate on the security risks of confidential VMs, and explore the way VMs are deployed in the cloud today. Like Keller et al. [58] over 10 years ago, we find that hypervisors add significant needless complexity to the cloud’s trusted computing base. However, their system No-Hype [107] did not protect VMs from the (fully trusted) cloud provider and relied on virtualization hardware to enforce isolation. The numerous attacks demonstrated since [31, 62, 97] showed that the security provided by this hardware is fragile [62, 96]. By contrast, core slicing maintains a strict separation between core processor logic that is performance-critical and thus complex, and the hardware that enforces isolation, which is not performance critical and simple. It also permits guests to run their own bare-metal hypervisors.

To grant guests bare-metal access to cores in a shared machine while still securely isolating them from one another raises a key design challenge: without a more privileged software layer on the core, what can enforce isolation? The key insight behind our design is that simple hardware techniques used to enable trusted execution features such as secure boot and remote attestation for an entire system [127] can be adapted and applied at the granularity of individual cores to help resolve this dilemma. Specifically, §3 contributes lockable filter registers and a core-local secure reset mechanism, and describes how they can be used to enable core slicing.

To test the practicality of our design, we build two prototypes. The first (§4) leverages RISC-V physical-memory protection (PMP) registers [93, §3.6] to run multiple isolated Linux slices. The other x86-based prototype (§5) lacks security but enables an evaluation (§6) showing that core slicing offers bare-metal performance without VM overheads, with a substantially smaller TCB, while closing side channels based on caches, page faults [128], and other intra-CPU resources. We also analyze traces from a public cloud to find that we can allocate physically-contiguous slice memory, and confirm that our extensions add minimal hardware cost to an existing design. Finally, §7 outlines a path to applying our design to more mainstream architectures, §8 covers related work, and §9 concludes.
2 Background and motivation

2.1 Hardware-accelerated virtualization

Since VMware first demonstrated the value of virtual machines on commodity platforms [23], hardware vendors have added features to progressively reduce the overhead of virtualization. Although first-generation VM hardware suffered poor performance [1], the gap closed to the point where today’s cloud platforms rely fully on hardware support for CPU virtualization, with features such as nested paging and virtual APICs ensuring that many guest VMs now run with low (≤5%) CPU overhead compared to bare-metal execution [2]. Unfortunately, this is not true of all VMs; a recent study by Teabe et al. [108] found that up to 30% of CPU time was consumed by virtualization overheads on memory-intensive workloads, even when using nested address translation with huge pages. Other studies reported similar or worse address translation overheads (even with huge pages) [3, 37, 88].

Besides CPU features, modern hardware also supports efficient virtualization of I/O, through advanced IOMMUs [12, 49] and single-root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) devices [32, 63]. These enable low-overhead virtual I/O by permitting a single physical I/O adapter (such as a network interface or storage controller) to export multiple virtual PCI functions. These are configured by a hypervisor and assigned to guest VMs by installing appropriate IOMMU translations and interrupt mappings. A guest OS thus interacts directly with the device, without the software overhead of traditional I/O virtualization [117]. The hypervisor’s role is reduced to configuring the virtual devices and mapping them to the guests, a slower (control path) operation generally performed at startup.

2.2 Confidential VMs

Notwithstanding attempts to reduce the size or attack surface of cloud hypervisors [27, 66, 105, 107, 121, 125], the cloud’s trusted computing base is controlled by cloud providers and opaque to its users. Threats such as supply-chain attacks [85] and rogue employees (e.g., cloud administrators and developers) have alternatives to traditional cloud architecture [55, 106, 126]: new architecture extensions such as AMD SEV-SNP [13, 78], Intel TDX [53] and Arm Realms [17] seek to remove the hypervisor entirely from the guest’s TCB by extending the approach of earlier user-level TEEs such as Intel SGX [50]. In these designs, guest memory and register context are encrypted by hardware, and resource management actions of the hypervisor, such as mapping of memory to the guest, are checked for consistency with the expected VM state. This prevents, for example, a compromised hypervisor from interfering with a guest’s memory layout. Finally, like other trusted computing technologies, these designs include a hardware root of trust with support for remote attestation of the guest VMs, enabling a cloud user to verify that their VM has been correctly launched before trusting it with any secrets.

While the various architectures share many similarities, they differ in the trusted components that check hypervisor operations and enable remote attestation. In AMD’s design, these are delegated to firmware on a separate platform security processor; whereas in the Intel and Arm designs these are performed by trusted and attested software running on the CPU itself. Regardless of where it runs, the relevant firmware/software must be trusted by both host and guest, and although it is simpler than a full hypervisor, that is hardly a guarantee of correctness. Notably, AMD’s firmware (the only one of the three to have reached production) has already suffered serious vulnerabilities [13, 14, 24, 26].

2.3 Side channels in processor-based TEEs

Because confidential VMs inherit from SGX the key design feature of a privileged attacker who controls resources and shares processor time with the TEE, we expect them to remain vulnerable to many forms of side-channel attacks similar to those that devastated SGX [112, 114, 115].

Several attacks have demonstrated that the processor’s address translation mechanism can be used to extract information such as cryptographic keys, text documents or JPEG images from SGX enclaves [101, 111, 128]. In these attacks, the adversary manipulates or simply monitors page tables to observe addresses accessed by the victim. While these attacks were demonstrated for SGX, it is clear that they carry over to TEEs like AMD SEV where the attacker controls nested page tables and handles nested page faults.

Other transmission channels include processor caches [22, 41, 82], branch prediction hardware [65] and interrupt latency [90, 113]. Some of these attacks generalize not only beyond SGX but also beyond TEEs. These channels also form the basis for tools that allow the adversary to single-step instruction-by-instruction through the enclave code [110] and to replay TEE instructions arbitrarily many times without having to rerun the TEE code [104]. Both techniques generalize beyond SGX, as they only require the adversary to control address translation and interrupts, respectively.

Speculative execution attacks have been used to leak information across all x86 isolation boundaries, including virtual machines and SGX [25, 62, 72, 98, 112, 114–116]. For example, Foreshadow [112] results in the disclosure of the entire enclave memory and the processor’s SGX attestation key. To mitigate such attacks, confidential VMs rely on the same basic approach as SGX: microarchitectural tweaks and microcode patches to the “context switch” path between TEE and host code. More recent research demonstrates that side channels remain a problem on AMD SEV, including SQUID attacks [39] via scheduler queues within the same CPU core; CiperLeak [68] via online encrypted memory analysis; and attacks via hypervisor-observable nested page faults [44, 67]. By contrast, core slicing avoids the shared core resources,
the online memory access from other security domains (i.e., slices), and the hypervisor.

2.4 VMs as used in public clouds

We next look at how VMs are deployed in clouds today, focusing on infrastructure-as-a-service platforms, which offer VMs backed by guaranteed resources (CPUs, memory, and in some cases accelerators and I/O bandwidth). We consider Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure, as they collectively represent 60% of the worldwide IaaS market [38]. We do not consider non-IaaS workloads such as serverless or micro instances for which core slicing may be a poor fit.

VMs are allocated at core granularity. Despite offering a plethora of different VM sizes [11], all current-generation VMs in Amazon EC2 occupy at least an entire core (i.e., two vCPUs on platforms that support hyperthreading), and Amazon states explicitly that host cores are “pinned” to specific guest vCPUs and are not shared across guests [7]. Microsoft Azure also offers a wide range of VM configurations [81]. Like Amazon, Azure does not oversubscribe customer vCPUs: Cortez et al. [28] note explicitly that their system will “only oversubscribe servers running first-party workloads.”

For both providers, burstable VMs [10, 80, 119] represent the main special case as far as CPU allocation is concerned. These VM types are optimized for workloads that are mostly idle, with only occasional bursts of CPU activity. Like all cloud VMs, they have a fixed number of vCPUs, but consume on average only a fraction of their vCPU allocation in physical CPU runtime. Thus, of all the VM types offered across EC2 and Azure, burstable VMs are the only type that fundamentally requires the use of a hypervisor to perform time-slicing, in order to account for the VM’s actual CPU utilization, and (presumably) to benefit from sharing CPUs across burstable VMs. All other VMs have a guaranteed allocation of physical CPUs, and for these the cloud provider derives no obvious benefit from hypervisor time-slicing.

Virtual I/O is becoming fully offloaded. Cloud vendors have deployed dedicated hardware "cards" that replace software I/O virtualization stacks, exposing virtual devices to guests directly via SR-IOV. For example, Amazon Nitro [5, 7] and Azure AccelNet [36] enable low-overhead networking. EC2 also supports direct access to NVMe storage [8], and Azure supports SR-IOV for InfiniBand and GPUs [57]. It thus seems reasonable to assume that, in the near future, the only I/O devices that are still emulated by host software will be those that are not performance sensitive, such as the virtual serial port or console device used for debugging.

Advanced VM features are not needed. Cloud providers rely on VMs to isolate tenants, but make little to no use of the advanced features enabled by full virtualization. Some features are incompatible with the IaaS model of dedicated resources. For example, a customer paying for a VM with 16 GiB of RAM has no incentive to enable memory ballooning [118] and return unused memory to the hypervisor. Other features, such as transparent shared page detection [118, 124], are disabled because of their significant security risks in a multitenant cloud [86]. Cloud providers may use live migration to update host software [129], but this has significant performance impact and hot patching is often preferred [9, 79]. We will discuss this further in §3.4.

Bare-metal clouds. Although the bulk of IaaS cloud workloads run in virtual machines, there is also a sizable and growing market for bare-metal cloud servers that offer dedicated machines at a premium price. The three primary reasons for a customer to choose a bare-metal instance over a VM are: (a) to avoid the CPU overhead (“virtualization tax”) for memory-intensive workloads (described in §2.1), (b) a need for predictable performance without any possible contention from other co-located VMs (or “noisy neighbors”), or (c) security/compliance concerns arising from a shared hypervisor [92]. Customers that need to run their own hypervisor may also choose bare-metal servers to avoid the substantial performance overhead of nested virtualization [20, 70]. Core slicing seeks to offer similar features at flexible granularity and consequently lower cost.

2.5 Summary

We see that the bulk of IaaS VMs deployed in public clouds today run with a fixed allocation of memory and discrete cores, with I/O that is or soon will be fully offloaded, and have little to no use for features of virtual machines except for isolation. At the same time, CPU vendors are adding substantial complexity (not to mention, security risks and performance overhead) to their designs to support confidential VMs. We ask the question: since the resources assigned to cloud VMs are effectively static slices of a machine, rather than relying on complex software to check the actions of a hypervisor that is not expected to do anything at VM runtime, why not enforce those partitions in hardware?

3 Design

We describe the design of core slicing, starting with its overall architecture and threat model, before detailing our proposed hardware mechanisms, and how those mechanisms can be used by system software under the control of the host to securely partition hardware among untrusted guests.

Our design goals are as follows:

1. Partition shared hardware at natural boundaries, such
Figure 1: Core slicing system architecture.

as whole cores, while relying only on simple, easy-to-implement hardware mechanisms to ensure isolation.

2. Keep the trusted computing base small and simple, to permit a formally-verified implementation.

3. Support memory encryption and remote attestation features equivalent to confidential VMs.

### 3.1 Overview and terminology

Rather than VMs, we partition a machine into multiple guest slices, as shown in Figure 1 (denoted as sliceU). Each slice consists of a distinct set of named hardware resources: cores, memory ranges, and (virtual) I/O devices. Those resources are allocated exclusively to a slice for the duration of its execution. In the case of cores, this means that guest code runs in the highest privilege level (e.g., hypervisor mode), and controls every CPU cycle executed on that core until the slice is terminated. Like VMs, slices may start or stop at any time, and resources that were allocated together in one slice may later be partitioned among distinct slices after the first slice terminates. The key invariant is: at any given time no two slices may share access to the same resource. This avoids the need for any hypervisor-level mechanisms to share resources between guests, such as time-slicing VMs on a shared core or demand-paging overcommitted memory.

To allocate resources and manage the lifetime of guest slices, we rely on a distinguished control slice (termed slice0) running a slice manager. Somewhat like the host domain or root partition of a hypervisor, the slice manager is started at boot, and is responsible for creating and destroying user slices and determining their resource allocations. The slice manager runs on a core dedicated to that purpose, ideally a low-power management processor, potentially even on a separate chip as in Amazon’s Nitro system [7]. We do not assume that the slice manager shares memory cache-coherently with user cores, nor that it executes the same instruction set. The slice manager software is further divided into a small, privileged portion, the slicevisor, that must be trusted by both cloud guests and the host, and a larger, unprivileged portion, that need not be trusted by guests. The unprivileged slice manager cannot interfere in the execution of a guest slice except for terminating it and resetting its cores. The slice manager maintains an idle slice to account for any unused resources. Cores in the idle slice do not execute, and merely wait to be assigned to a user slice.

To isolate resources, we rely on a new hardware mechanism, lockable filter registers, that restricts access to resources from a given core. Once configured and locked, these registers are read-only until the core is reset via another new mechanism, core-local secure reset. We require that it be restricted so that only the slicevisor can initiate a reset. A trusted loader, the sliceloader, is the first code to execute after a reset.

### 3.2 Security properties and threat model

Core slicing offers strong security, eliminating interference between all slices (including the control slice). Specifically:

1. The resources assigned to a slice are static from its creation until its termination.

2. A slice cannot access memory outside the slice, neither from cores nor via DMA.

3. A slice cannot interrupt cores outside the slice.

4. A slice cannot access I/O devices outside the slice.

5. Only slice0 may terminate another slice or reset its cores.

The threat model for core slicing is comparable to other forms of trusted computing including confidential VMs and enclaves [29, 35, 64]. The host (cloud provider) and guests (cloud users) are mutually distrusting, with one caveat: a guest relies on the host to provide agreed resources (thus, denial of service is out of scope), but can check at runtime that sufficient resources (e.g., as many hardware cores as expected) are available. The cloud provider trusts the management stack executing in the control slice, which determines both which specific resources (CPU cores, memory, etc.) a guest is permitted to use, and for how long it executes.

Guests must trust only hardware, the slicevisor, and the sliceloader. The slicevisor ensures that resource allocations are disjoint (for example, that none of the memory allocated to a guest slice is ever shared with another slice) and configures hardware protection mechanisms accordingly. The slicevisor is also responsible for attesting guest slices, and forms part of the attestation root of trust. The sliceloader ensures that lockable filter registers are properly configured and locked before transitioning control to guest code on each core of a slice.
Core slicing provides substantially stronger protection from side-channel attacks than confidential VMs. Because slicing partitions a machine at core granularity, the only side channels possible are those that can be observed from another core; notably, side-channel leaks to sibling hardware threads or to a malicious hypervisor are impossible.

Hardware security features including memory encryption and cache partitioning are orthogonal to our design; if present, they allow us to strengthen the defenses against physical and cross-core side-channel attacks respectively.

### 3.3 Hardware support for core slicing

Recall that our goal is to partition shared hardware at core boundaries while relying only on simple hardware mechanisms to ensure isolation. To keep this hardware simple, a key choice we make is to expose the underlying physical resources directly to guest software. Specifically, a guest slice may not have access to all cores or physical memory of a machine, but the identifiers it uses (i.e., the processor IDs and physical addresses) for the resources to which it does have access are always those of the underlying hardware. The only role of our hardware extensions is to restrict the set of accessible resources on a per-core (and thus, per-slice) basis.

This design choice avoids the need for any additional translation layers (as in virtualization) but it does place some requirements on guest software (i.e., OSes or hypervisors). Specifically, guests must be able to run with non-contiguous processor IDs, and cannot assume that physical memory starts at any particular address (such as zero). Luckily, modern OSes already meet this requirement: the initial OS boot image is a position-independent binary that uses a well-specified data structure (either ACPI tables [109] or a devicetree blob [71]) to locate all accessible resources, including memory ranges and additional processors. As long as this boot-time data structure accurately describes the resources accessible to a slice, a correct guest will make no attempt to access other hardware, and it is sufficient to treat any illegal accesses as fatal.

We therefore require a hardware mechanism that can restrict access to named physical resources (physical addresses for memory and I/O, and processor IDs for inter-processor interrupts). However, by design, guest software running in a slice should be able to use the highest privilege level on those cores, which raises a conundrum: how can we configure these restrictions without a slice being able to change them?

Our solution borrows from a pattern seen in hardware support for trusted execution: we introduce lockable filter registers that restrict the accessible resources by all software (including the most privileged) running on a given core. Once configured and locked, these registers are read-only until a subsequent core-local secure reset regains control of the core from the slice. Similar lockable registers (sometimes referred to as “latches”) have been used to implement hardware security mechanisms such as secure boot and attestation for an entire system [127]. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a technique at the granularity of a single core.

At a hardware level, our proposed secure reset mechanism is just a subset of the existing system-wide reset functionality, exposed separately at core granularity: it stops execution, resets the entire core to a well-defined architectural state (resetting locked registers), and causes the core to begin execution at a fixed address. The unique constraints we place on this mechanism are that (a) only the sliceloader running in the control slice’s privileged mode can initiate such a reset, and (b) the address of the jump target that receives control after reset remains inaccessible to any user slice. Here, we host the sliceloader, a small piece of trusted code similar to a secure bootloader that will reassign the core by programming and locking its filter registers before transferring control to untrusted user code, or taking it offline as part of the idle slice.

We next describe how hardware filters enable slicing of each distinct resource (memory, interrupts, cache, and I/O).

#### Memory

To prevent a core from accessing any memory outside its slice, we rely on lockable memory range registers that restrict physical memory accesses by a core. Although we leave the precise semantics of these registers, such as the number of ranges and any alignment/size constraints, up to hardware designers, we assume that they can be configured in such a way as to restrict access to at least one contiguous range of RAM for a slice, as well as any virtual I/O devices (e.g., network and storage controllers) assigned to the slice, and any other memory-mapped registers (such as a local interrupt controller or timer) that are necessary. The minimum number of range registers is thus platform-specific, but we anticipate that around 10 ranges per core will generally suffice. More ranges will permit the slice manager greater flexibility in memory allocation, especially on multi-socket systems with non-uniform memory, but comes with a small but non-zero cost in additional hardware resources.

Range checks are trivially parallelizable and can be applied before installing a page translation in the TLB, thus having negligible runtime overhead. By contrast, virtualization relies on a nested page table which not only requires additional memory, it also increases page translation overhead and TLB pressure [3, 37, 88, 108]. However, because a slice is restricted to discrete physical ranges, its memory cannot be allocated in arbitrary pages, but instead must occupy a limited number of contiguous physical regions. We will evaluate the impact of this constraint on memory fragmentation in §6.4.

#### Interrupts

We require hardware support to prevent a slice from sending inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) to cores outside its slice. Luckily, the address space of processor identifiers is substantially smaller than memory addresses, so we propose to use a lockable IPI destination mask register in preference to range checks. This register, which may in reality consist of a number of consecutive model-specific registers (e.g., four
64-bit registers for an 8-bit processor ID), permits a slice to run on any combination of cores. Of course, most workloads will benefit from adjacent cores (and caches).

**Cache**  By design, any state internal to a core including the L1 cache is never shared across slices. However, shared L2 or L3 caches may raise performance interference and security concerns around cache-based side channels. To mitigate these, core slicing can make use of existing hardware support for cache partitioning [84], as long as the relevant configuration registers can also be locked or otherwise restricted.

**I/O devices**  As described in §2.1–2.4, SR-IOV has been deployed by cloud providers to allow VMs to directly access networking, storage, GPUs, and more at no overhead. Just as the virtualization host OS assigns virtual functions to VMs, **slice0** configures and assigns virtual functions to slices.

I/O devices interact with software in three ways: memory-mapped registers, direct memory access, and interrupts; all three require a suitable access control mechanism. Access to memory-mapped I/O is restricted by the same range checks as regular memory, and we do not discuss it further here. However, we need a way to prevent a slice from initiating DMA transfers to any memory outside its slice. Such restrictions are typically implemented by an IOMMU [12, 49], and typical IOMMU functionality suffices for core slicing, as long as the IOMMU remains under the control of the slicevisor.

One simple approach is to configure the IOMMU to map accessible slice memory 1:1 for each virtual function belonging to a slice. Its main downside is security: all memory assigned to a slice is available for DMA. This does not compromise slice isolation, but, like a bare-metal system without an IOMMU, it may allow a buggy device driver to access the wrong guest memory. Rather than reprogramming the IOMMU at runtime to restrict DMA, recent work found that it is more efficient to simply allocate all I/O buffers from a dedicated pool of physical memory that remains mapped in the IOMMU [74]; this is naturally supported by core slicing, and avoids the need for runtime interaction with slicevisor to reprogram a slice’s IOMMU translations.

Besides DMA, an I/O device also sends interrupts. The interrupts of virtual functions are mapped and routed to host cores by the IOMMU, and the same mechanisms apply directly to core slicing. Since slice cores are statically assigned and there is no host hypervisor, direct interrupt mapping is substantially simpler than VMs [40].

One unique challenge of SR-IOV is that virtual functions do not implement normal PCI configuration space registers. Rather, a hypervisor typically emulates configuration space accesses for an assigned virtual function. For slices, we could rely either on an enlightened guest to avoid the need for such virtualization (as in our x86 prototype, see §5), or else on a custom PCI “card” [6, 36] to emulate a standard memory-mapped configuration space within its own device window.

### 3.4 Slice management

We now turn our attention to the **slice0** software stack responsible for resource allocation, slice lifetime, and a handful of runtime services. This may run on a dedicated host core, a low-power management core, or a separate SoC. We require only that it (a) has hardware privilege separation, (b) is able to trigger secure resets of guest cores, and (c) shares some memory, not necessarily cache-coherently, with those cores.

Recall that only the privileged portion of the slice manager, the slicevisor, is trusted by guest slices. The unprivileged slice manager has no access to guest slice memory or cores. The slicevisor implements all security-sensitive aspects of the process of creating, starting, stopping, and deleting a slice. Its primary role is to ensure that no resource is ever accessible to two slices at the same time; this includes checking that memory ranges assigned to slices are disjoint, and ensuring that all cores of an expired slice have been stopped via a secure reset prior to reassigning any resources of that slice.

To keep the slicevisor as simple as possible (and permit its eventual implementation in formally-verified code), it does not directly allocate resources, but merely checks the correctness of resource assignments provided by the unprivileged slice manager. This permits the unprivileged slice manager to implement flexible policies to choose the memory ranges and cores assigned to slices, without the need to trust them.

The only other code that must be trusted by guests is the slicevisor which is the first thing to run after a core is reset by the slicevisor. It is responsible for configuring and locking the per-core access filters, and then coordinating with other loaders of the slice to securely boot the guest OS. To do this, it relies on a *slice table* of configuration information maintained by the slicevisor (and inaccessible to untrusted software).

#### Starting a guest

To create a slice, the unprivileged slice manager assigns available cores and memory, and determines the configuration of virtual I/O devices. Next, it invokes the slicevisor to create the slice, which rejects the request if the new slice includes any resource shared with another slice (including slice0), other than the idle slice. Otherwise, the slicevisor updates the slice table, programs devices to configure virtual functions, and updates IOMMU translations as described earlier. At this stage, the assigned cores remain idle.

To start the new slice, the slicevisor resets the relevant cores, which causes them to execute the sliceloader and follow a secure boot flow. After reading the relevant configuration from the slice table (recall that at this point the slicevisor is trusted and has unrestricted access to system memory), the loader determines whether the current core belongs to the idle slice of a new guest slice. It then programs and locks the core’s access filters for memory ranges and IPIs, before synchronizing with the loaders (if any) for other cores in the slice. The rest of the boot process has no access to memory or cores of other slices. It zero-fills slice memory ranges, before
copying the guest’s boot image and transferring control.

**Terminating a guest** Unless they are unresponsive, guest OSes will generally execute a controlled shutdown initiated via an out-of-band signal. To finally terminate a slice, the slice manager invokes the slicevisor which clears the relevant configuration in the slice table. Then, to stop the guest cores (which no longer have access to the slice table), the slicevisor reassigns them to the idle slice and resets them.

**Auxiliary services** At runtime, the slice manager exposes a simple shared memory device (much like a virtual I/O device) to guest slices, permitting an enlightened guest OS driver to initiate a shutdown or reset of the slice, or access slow-path emulated I/O devices (such as a virtual serial port and console) for which no offload device is warranted.

**Unsupported features** The functionality of a guest slice is similar to bare-metal clouds, and lacks advanced VM features such as live migration. This does not preclude a guest from implementing its own mechanisms (e.g., by running its own hypervisor, or doing so at process level [34]), but it does prevent a cloud provider from transparently migrating guests to implement software upgrades [129]. Since core slicing eschews the use of a hypervisor and runs the entire host stack on a dedicated management core, we do not anticipate that updates will require live migration. In particular, we expect that it will be possible to update the slice manager and slicevisor without any guest interruptions.

### 3.5 Attestation and memory encryption

We assume that hardware implements a root of trust for secure boot, permitting the initial bootloader and slicevisor to be cryptographically measured and attested. In turn, the slicevisor attests individual slices; this includes a measurement of slice configuration, the sliceloader code, and the guest image. Once booted, a guest can prove to a remote verifier that its slice is configured as expected and that its isolation is enforced by trusted slicevisor and sliceloader implementations.

As described earlier, slice memory is strongly isolated to defend against software attacks. To defend against physical attacks on memory, such as cold-boot and memory-bus attacks [43, 89], core slicing can leverage memory encryption hardware. The details of memory encryption are orthogonal to our design, and we expect to leverage existing platform mechanisms. In particular, because only trusted components (sliceloader, guest code, and I/O devices within DMA regions) can access slice memory, it is irrelevant to slice guests whether memory is encrypted by a random system-wide key (as in Intel SGX and Arm CCA), one of a set of random keys (as in Intel TDX), or a unique key for each guest (as in AMD SEV).

If per-slice memory encryption is nevertheless desired, we assume that the hardware will provide a suitable interface for the slicevisor to configure a unique slice memory encryption key. In that case, when initializing a new slice, the sliceloader starts out in an unencrypted context before enabling encryption to load and boot the guest. Similarly to other confidential computing architectures [15, 54], once the guest boots, attested I/O devices may access the encrypted memory using the guest’s encryption context.

### 4 RISC-V Prototype

We demonstrate the feasibility of our design with a RISC-V prototype. We chose RISC-V because an existing feature closely approximates the lockable filter registers required by core slicing. Our prototype runs in two environments: on a modified version of QEMU, and on an unmodified Microchip PolarFire Icicle board with a SiFive FU540-C000 SoC shown in Figure 2, the latter with some limitations due to partial support for our requirements. As the guest OS we run Linux.

Common RISC-V CPUs implement three privilege levels: machine (M) mode for firmware, supervisor (S) mode for an OS kernel, and user (U) mode for applications. Our SiFive SoC includes four general-purpose application cores and one less-powerful monitor core that implements a limited instruction set with only M and U modes. The monitor core is ideal for slice0, with the slicevisor running in privileged M-mode, and the rest of the slice manager in user mode. The remaining four application cores are available for guest slices in arbitrary combinations (i.e., up to four single-core guests).

**Memory** In addition to typical address translation mechanisms, RISC-V supports physical memory protection registers [93, §3.6] which can be programmed to restrict access to physical address ranges on a per-core basis. These registers are grouped into 8 or 16 PMP entries. Each PMP entry consists of a configuration register and an address register that specify the access permission (read/write/execute) to a particular region. Once programmed, PMP checks apply to all memory accesses from user and supervisor modes, and
Table 1: PMP permissions by physical region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical address range</th>
<th>slice0 M-mode</th>
<th>slice0 U-mode</th>
<th>sliceU/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sliceU/1 RAM</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RWX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice0 trusted RAM</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice0 untrusted RAM</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>RWX</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU/1 bus</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sliceU bus</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache controller</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset unit</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts to sliceU/1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupts to slice0</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical I/O devices*</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sliceU/1 virtual devices*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not implemented due to hardware limitations.

Interrupts  Recall that our design calls for lockable mask registers restricting the destinations for inter-processor interrupts. We found that although RISC-V lacks such a feature, the careful use of PMPs permits an equivalent mechanism. To send an IPI on the SiFive SoC, the source core writes to a memory-mapped register of the destination’s “core-local interruptor” [102]. Because the register’s address is unique for every destination, we can use the source core’s PMPs to restrict the addressable (and thus interruptible) destination cores. Access to core-local timers is restricted similarly.

I/O devices  Our board includes several I/O controllers, and our prototype grants access to slices using PMPs and routes interrupts accordingly. We were unable to prototype SR-IOV support due to a lack of suitable hardware, such as an IOMMU. The RISC-V community has proposed PMP-like mechanisms to restrict DMA [103], but these are not yet available.

Cache partitioning  The SiFive SoC includes a 2 MiB shared L2 cache that supports way masking, allowing each cache master to be restricted to a subset of the 16 total ways. Since each core’s L1 I- and D-cache act as separate masters for the L2 cache, we can flexibly partition it by enabling distinct way sets for each slice. Our implementation scales the size of a slice’s cache partition with the number of cores in that slice (i.e., four ways per core); thus, larger slices enjoy a larger share of the cache. Untrusted code cannot change the cache configuration because the cache control registers are enabled only in the monitor core’s M-mode PMP registers.

Core reset  Recall that our design relies on a secure core-local reset to re-establish trusted control of a core from a user slice. Unfortunately, our board does not expose per-core reset signals, requiring a full system reset that reboots the entire board to clear any PMP lock bits. We have taken a number of approaches, with different trade-offs, to avoid this limitation.

First, we modified QEMU to implement a new device that exposes per-core reset registers; our prototype slicevisor uses these to reassign cores.

Second, we modified the slicevisor to create slices at boot time using a pre-determined configuration. On our board, such slices cannot be destroyed without a whole-system reset because their PMPs are locked. However, despite the loss of flexibility, this provides a strong security guarantee.

Finally, to test our ability to destroy and create slices on hardware, we implemented an insecure slice manager with an alternative software-based reset mechanism. In this version, PMP lock bits are not set. This provides no meaningful security (a malicious slice could reconfigure PMPs), but permits a cooperative slice to emulate a “secure” reset upon receipt of an IPI by clearing PMPs and jumping to the sliceloader.

Sliceloader and guest firmware  As shown in Figure 3, the actions of the sliceloader vary depending on the slice to which the running core is assigned. When booting a guest, the sliceloader copies itself to private slice memory before setting PMPs, because doing so makes the main copy inaccessible.

When Linux boots, it infers the system configuration from a devicetree blob [71] provided by the firmware. This describes the available memory, cores, and devices on a given platform. To allow Linux to boot in a slice, we enlightened the OpenSBI bootloader [94] to run as untrusted code inside a newly-created slice. It constructs a devicetree describing the slice configuration before booting Linux. Given an appropr
ate devicetree, Linux itself required no modifications to run with arbitrary physical memory ranges or core IDs.

**Slice communication**  To enable communication between the slice manager and guests, we implemented a slice bus message transport, using a region of shared memory between each guest slice and slice0, with IPIs for signaling.

**Attestation**  To prove that a guest slice runs only the image expected on a trusted platform, we implemented measured boot in the sliceloader and attestation in the slicevisor. When creating a slice, the sliceloader measures guest code and stores its hash in slice0 trusted memory. To attest, slicevisor generates an attestation report including the guest measurement and user-provided data, signed by a slicevisor-held key derived from a hardware root of trust. A remote party can verify the attestation using the device public key and the TCB report.

**Limitations**  Due to hardware limitations, our prototype lacks support for memory encryption. We do not yet implement virtual serial ports, but assign a UART to each slice.

## 5 x86 Prototype

We also implemented an x86 prototype. This lacks security isolation, but permits us to experiment with SR-IOV devices and compare performance to the state-of-the-art in hardware virtualization. We discuss ideas for actual hardware support on x86 platforms later, in §7.

Since there is no security, we simplified our management stack by building on top of Linux. Specifically, we run Linux on the bootstrap core, using kernel parameters that restrict Linux to a single core and a minimal amount of physical memory. Non-boot cores remain idle, in the wait-for-startup-IPI state. A privileged process is later responsible for configuring and booting slices with a user-specified set of cores, range of physical memory, and set of PCI devices.

**Booting a slice**  To boot a slice, we load the guest kernel into the chosen physical memory range (accessed via /dev/mem), construct ACPI and E820 tables describing resources available to the slice, and then send a startup IPI to the slice’s first core. This runs a tiny (48-instruction) real-mode bootloader that constructs a page table, switches to 64-bit mode, and enters the slice kernel, which then boots as usual, sending further startup IPIs to other cores.

**Guest enlightenments**  Because all the host hardware remains accessible, the Linux guest needed a few modifications. We disabled the CONFIG_DMI and CONFIG_X86_MPPARSE build options to prevent the slice kernel discovering these legacy firmware tables (and hardware they describe) in the system BIOS. We fixed a bug that unconditionally enabled interrupts from the legacy PIC despite ACPI flagging it as absent. Finally, we added 283 lines of code to (a) use an SR-IOV virtual function without a virtual configuration space, and (b) enable only a subset of PCI devices. These enlightenments would be irrelevant to a hardware implementation. In particular, host firmware and devices would be inaccessible to slices, and (as described in §3.3) an I/O device could emulate standard PCI configuration space.

## 6 Evaluation

This evaluation seeks to answer the following questions:

- What is the performance overhead of core slicing? (§6.1)
- How does the design of core slicing translate into concrete security benefits for guest slices? (§6.2)
- What is core slicing’s hardware complexity? (§6.3)
- Does the need for contiguous physical memory lead to slice allocation failures due to fragmentation? (§6.4)

### 6.1 Performance

Our experiments run on the RISC-V board described in §4 with a 16-way 2 MiB L2 cache and 1 GiB of DRAM, and on an HP Z8 workstation with two Intel Xeon 4214 12-core CPUs (HyperThreading disabled), 64 GiB of RAM, a Mellanox ConnectX-4 25GbE NIC, and a Samsung PM1735 NVMe SSD. Another HP Z8 with two Xeon 4108 CPUs and the same NIC serves as a client.

**RISC-V**  We run CoreMark PRO [33] and focus on two questions: (a) does a slice achieve bare-metal performance, and (b) what is the impact of a “noisy neighbor” slice?

For the native baseline, we enable two application cores and 512 MiB memory. This allows a fair comparison with the slice measurements, in which we launch two guests, sliceU1 and sliceU2, each with two cores and 512 MiB memory. As shown by the shared results, performance in a slice exactly matches...
bare-metal execution. To determine the impact of cache contention, we run a workload in sliceU2 as a noisy neighbor (denoted by ‘noise’) that repeatedly accesses a 2 MiB array (the same size as the L2 cache). Unsurprisingly, the average runtimes (denoted by shared+noise) increase depending on the given workload’s cache intensity. Specifically, radix2 suffers the most (almost 50% overhead) since it operates on a 512 KiB array and suffers frequent cache misses. As demonstrated by private+noise, when the cache is partitioned, a noisy neighbor has a substantially smaller impact, with all workloads achieving stable performance, and outperforming the shared+noise configuration. The runtimes in private+noise increase slightly (< 5%) with noise compared to private, due to contention for the memory controller.

**x86** We compare slice performance to equivalent VMs using CloudSuite 3.0 [87]. Both slice and VM guests have 8 cores and 16 GiB of RAM (allocated on the same NUMA node), with NIC and NVMe virtual functions for I/O. We run VMs under KVM using full hardware acceleration including virtual APICs, and confirm via performance counters that the only significant source of VM exits is to service and emulate timer interrupts. To minimize memory management overhead we use pre-allocated and locked huge-pages (2 MiB and 1 GiB).

The results in Figure 5 are scaled to a native baseline with the same cores/memory. **Graph analytics**, which uses Apache Spark and GraphX to run PageRank on a large Twitter dataset, runs 10% slower in a VM. **Data caching** models a Twitter cache server with Memcached. Despite sustaining a similar peak throughput, the VMs have higher jitter and thus perform up to 8% worse while meeting the published QoS target of 10 ms p95 latency. This appears to be due to the extra TLB pressure of nested paging: DTLB misses are more than 3× native for 1 GiB pages, and 5× for 2 MiB pages. Finally, **Data serving** runs Apache Cassandra with 10 M records of YCSB workload A and incurs a 12% throughput penalty in a VM.

**Summary** Core slicing achieves bare-metal performance without the overhead of virtualization, which remains significant for memory-intensive workloads, even with huge pages.

Furthermore, hardware cache partitioning (as on RISC-V) not only lessens the impact of a noisy neighbor, it can also eliminate both cache contention and cache-based side channels.

### 6.2 Security

**Size of trusted computing base** Although no guarantee of security, a small TCB helps make formal verification tractable. Table 2 reports the executable source and binary sizes of our prototype. These are comparable to the firmware for Arm CCA (4.3 kLOC [69]), although we note that core slicing’s TCB eschews runtime interaction with a running guest, and thus its attack surface is drastically simpler.

**Side channels** By partitioning a machine at core granularity and without a trusted hypervisor, core slicing avoids either the host or another guest running concurrently on a core. This is inherently more secure than either reducing the hypervisor’s size [99, 100] or de-privileging it [13, 17, 53]. We also gain a systematic defense from a wide variety of CPU side-channel attacks. Following our threat model (§3.2), we consider two classes of attacker: guest attackers who may run arbitrary code in a guest slice, and the host attacker who controls untrusted code in slice0. We describe the extent to which these may compromise a guest’s confidentiality.

**Cache side-channel attacks** are defeated by cache partitioning and memory isolation. Because slices never share memory, a guest attacker cannot steal secrets by analyzing whether a co-located tenant accesses shared memory addresses. Because caches are partitioned, the attacker cannot observe how many cache lines are used by the guest per cache set. slice0 is similarly restricted. Thus, given suitable hardware support, core slicing eliminates cache-based side channels. It also defeats all side-channel attacks where the attacker executes on the victim core, including sibling threads [4, 98].

**Transient execution attacks** can leak secrets through the side effects of speculative memory accesses [62, 72], and can break isolation between hypervisors and VMs. Core slicing relies on lockable filter registers to restrict memory access. Because filters only perform a range comparison (with no memory-bound table walk), they derive no significant benefits from speculation; e.g., current RISC-V CPUs cache PMP range checks in the TLB along with address translations [83].

**Figure 5:** x86 CloudSuite results (higher is better).
Cross-core transient execution leaks were recently observed on Intel CPUs [91]; although these remain a threat, we expect them to be drastically simpler for vendors to identify and fix in future CPUs, since few instructions access uncore state. Of note, the demonstrated attack relies on delaying a victim enclave’s execution with page faults and exceptions, which is impossible across a slice boundary.

**Page-fault-** and **page-table-based attacks** are highly exploitable on TEEs where an untrusted hypervisor manages guest memory using a nested page table. In these attacks, a host learns the guest’s secret-dependent memory access pattern via page faults, page table access/dirty bits, or even cache contention with hardware table walks. Core slicing prevents this by allocating physical memory directly to guests. In addition, memory encryption can suffer from **ciphertext-only attacks** (e.g., dictionary attacks) with weak encryption algorithms. In our design, lockable filter registers prevent access to guest memory, including ciphertext, even by the host.

Side channels in resources shared by multiple cores remain, including power [61], row-hammer [59], cold-boot [43], and memory bus [89] attacks. Those can be mitigated with additional orthogonal hardware support.

### 6.3 Hardware complexity

To estimate the hardware cost of supporting core slicing, we extended the default tiny configuration of the RISC-V Rocket Chip implementation [18]. To measure the overhead of adding lockable filter registers, we doubled the number of PMPs from 16 to 32 (as might be necessary when existing PMPs are required for other uses), resulting in only a 3% increase in total FPGA resources. We also added per-core resets and a reset device for the monitor core, for 1.7% extra resources. Since these results are for an embedded core, we expect the fraction of resources required on a server-grade CPU to be much smaller.

### 6.4 Impact of physical contiguity

Unlike VMs, slices require **contiguous** physical memory, and the memory assigned to a slice cannot be changed without terminating and restarting it. Thus, it is possible that the available memory on a node becomes fragmented over time, leading to a situation where sufficient free memory exists to support a new slice, but cannot be used as it is not contiguous. Whether this is a problem in practice depends on both the pattern of memory allocations (i.e., the order of slices created and destroyed) and the policy implemented by the memory allocator (i.e., which region of memory to allocate for any given request). In this section, we report the analysis of VM start/stop events on a public cloud workload, modeling the effects of memory allocation policy and hardware capabilities.

The trace we use is similar to the VM allocation trace of Hadary et al. [42]. It includes all VM start and stop events (in excess of 750k events) for an Azure cluster, and was gathered over two months in mid-2021. Each VM has a type [81] that defines its resource allocation, including its memory size (other resources are irrelevant to our analysis).

In this analysis we ask the question: **how often does fragmentation prevent the allocation of a slice on a node when a VM would have succeeded?** Thus, although it may be beneficial for the cloud scheduler to use node-level memory contiguity in its placement decisions (allocating slices on nodes to reduce fragmentation), we leave the mapping of VMs to nodes unchanged and model slices as a drop-in replacement. Since our focus is memory allocation, we model every VM as a slice with physically contiguous memory. In reality, we expect that some types (such as burstable VMs) would continue to run as VMs on the cloud provider’s hypervisor either within a slice of a larger machine, or using dedicated machines.

The results of our analysis are shown in Figure 6. We experimented with a variety of memory allocators, and found unsurprisingly that a best-fit policy (which places each new slice in the smallest free region of sufficient size) minimized fragmentation and thus allocation failures. Other policies, including a traditional buddy allocator, performed uniformly worse and are not shown on the figure. Calculating the best allocation will take slightly longer, but given the low rate of slice instantiations relative to traditional memory allocation workloads, this overhead is not expected to be significant.

As shown in the figure, the allocation failure rate for fully contiguous memory is less than 0.3% of VMs in the trace, representing less than 1% of the total requested memory (since larger VMs are more likely to fail allocation). We also modeled the effect of permitting multiple contiguous regions per slice. With hardware support for two memory regions per slice, the memory allocator is able to split large slices across two distinct allocations, and the failure rate drops further to...
less than 0.1% (only 6 failures across the entire trace). With three regions per slice, there are no failures. Overall, we conclude that restricting slices to contiguous memory does not pose a significant constraint for cloud operators. A different analysis by Teabe et al. [108] reached the same conclusion.

7 Discussion: core slicing beyond RISC-V

For a prototype implementation of core slicing, RISC-V had several advantages: most significantly, the use of physical memory protection registers allowed us to implement the bulk of our design on unmodified hardware. However, our design does not depend on RISC-V, and we ultimately hope to see it adopted by the x86 and Arm architectures that dominate today’s cloud. This section discusses some of the challenges in doing so, and offers guidance to hardware designers.

The obvious first step in adapting an existing architecture to support core slicing would be to implement our hardware requirements: lockable filter registers to restrict a core’s ability to access memory and send inter-processor interrupts, and a secure core-local reset to regain control of it. Of course, the details matter, and thanks to the long evolution of these architectures, there are many interactions with existing architectural features that must be considered.

Recall that our design goal with core slicing is to give guest software unfettered bare-metal access to a single core (or set of cores). As a first rule of thumb, we propose that resource restrictions imposed via filter registers should take priority over other core-level architectural features. This implies that existing features granting privileged access to memory, such as hardware shadow stacks [52] or secure-world memory regions [16] must be constrained by lockable address filters.

Second, any hardware resources that are shared by more than one core must be restricted. This includes peripherals, memory and cache controller configurations, and power management registers, among others. In RISC-V systems, such registers are memory mapped and thus restricted by PMPs, but on x86 they are configured via model-specific registers (MSRs) that occupy a distinct address space accessible to privileged software on each core (Arm system registers are similar). The access restriction could be implemented via further filter registers, or as a simpler alternative, access to these resources could be limited to the management core running the sliceloader. For the specific case of x86 MSRs, we expect that the MSR bitmaps found in the VM control block will serve as a useful starting point in determining the appropriate policy. Finally, the x86 legacy I/O address space must be filtered or (for legacy-free guests) blocked outright.

Finally, the platform must not depend on firmware running on guest cores. Thus, the system design should avoid the need for platform firmware in x86 system management mode or Arm EL3 on general-purpose cores. The motivation for this requirement is the same as that of core slicing: to avoid relying on intra-core privilege separation due to its demonstrated

weakness. In our view, firmware tasks are better delegated to a dedicated management core (along with the sliceloader).

8 Related work

Direct hardware assignment We discussed secure hypervisors and confidential VMs in §2.2.

NoHype’s [58, 107] central security goal is to protect a trusted cloud provider and its legitimate customers from rogue VMs that try to exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor or the associated virtualization stack. NoHype achieves this goal by removing all run-time interfaces that traditional hypervisors expose to traditional VMs. The security goals of core slicing reach significantly further and address threats that have emerged during the decade since NoHype was designed. In addition to protecting the cloud infrastructure from rogue guest VMs, core slicing protects guests from the untrusted cloud provider. This task is complicated by an ever-growing array of microarchitectural attacks that can leak information out of VMs. Therefore, core slicing does not allow any cloud provider code to run on a guest’s processor cores. In contrast, NoHype requires a highly privileged "temporary hypervisor" on those cores.

Core slicing relies on simple lockable filter registers to confine guests which enjoy bare-metal control over cores, and may run their own hypervisor. NoHype relies on conventional processor privileges; guests thus lack access to virtualization extensions, must be modified to avoid VM exits (notably, they must not execute CPUID, including in user mode), and must ignore spurious interrupts from other guests (both a side channel and a denial-of-service attack).

TrustOSV [120] and Quest-V [123] minimize runtime guest-hypervisor interactions by statically assigning cores and memory. The core of TrustOSV is a microhypervisor that uses nested paging to constrain guest memory accesses. Quest-V replaces a global hypervisor by trusted per-core monitors that also run in host/root mode and use nested paging. TrustOSV reduces trust in the cloud provider by attesting the microhypervisor and exposing a limited management interface. In contrast to core slicing’s use of I/O offload, TrustOSV exposes a virtual NIC which is also the basis of its storage.

Space partitioning The use of core-granularity spatial partitioning [47, 73] for resource and security isolation has been explored in the context of prior many-core systems including the Tilera TILE64 [122], Intel single-chip computer [75] and M3 [19], and the core idea dates back at least as far as IBM’s logical partitioning feature from the 1980s [21]. Core slicing builds on the same mechanism, but is unique in its adoption of the confidential computing threat model, with a clear separation of host and guest trusted computing base. This leads us to the use of a unique mechanism combining per-core secure reset with lockable filter registers to
enable attested boot while minimizing the guest TCB. Past designs, including those cited above, permit a guest’s accessible resources to be reconfigured at runtime by a privileged management core, requiring substantially more trust by the guest in the host’s resource manager.

RISC-V security Several systems use PMP hardware for different goals. Keystone [64] is a framework for trusted execution environments similar to Intel SGX [46]. The OpenSBI bootloader can partition a machine into static PMP-isolated domains at boot time [95]. MultiZone [45] isolates software components (e.g., core RTOS and communication stack).

9 Conclusion

VMs are the basis of cloud isolation, but relying on them for confidential computing carries a serious risk from side channels. Core slicing offers an attractive middle ground between bare-metal servers and confidential VMs. By partitioning hardware at natural boundaries (discrete cores and contiguous physical memory ranges), it enables VM-like functionality and bare-metal performance with strong isolation. Our prototypes are available at https://github.com/MSRSSP/core-slicing.
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Abstract

Given the fundamental tradeoff between run-time and recovery performance, current distributed systems often build application-specific recovery strategies to minimize overheads. However, it is increasingly common for different applications to be composed into heterogeneous pipelines. Implementing multiple interoperable recovery techniques in the same system is rare and difficult. Thus, today’s users must choose between: (1) building on a single system, and face a fixed choice of performance vs. recovery overheads, or (2) the challenging task of stitching together multiple systems that can offer application-specific tradeoffs.

We present ExoFlow, a universal workflow system that enables a flexible choice of recovery vs. performance tradeoffs, even within the same application. The key insight behind our solution is to decouple execution from recovery and provide exactly-once semantics as a separate layer from execution. For generality, workflow tasks can return references that capture arbitrary inter-task communication. To enable the workflow system and therefore the end user to take control of recovery, we design task annotations that specify execution semantics such as nondeterminism. ExoFlow generalizes recovery for existing workflow applications ranging from ETL pipelines to stateful serverless workflows, while enabling further optimizations in task communication and recovery.

1 Introduction

A key requirement for distributed applications is fault tolerance, i.e. the appearance of execution without failures even when failures occur. In general, there is a tradeoff between recovery and run-time overhead. For example, logging generally adds higher execution overhead but reduces recovery time by allowing the system to only re-execute computations that failed [23]. Meanwhile, checkpointing reduces execution overhead but can impose higher recovery overhead as the system must roll back additional computation after a failure.

Current distributed systems often choose different tradeoff points between recovery and performance based on the application. For example, Apache Spark uses lineage-based logging for batch processing [48], and Apache Flink uses checkpointing for stream processing [19].

However, it is becoming increasingly common for different applications to be composed into heterogeneous pipelines. For example, a machine learning pipeline might use batch ingest to build a training dataset, then stream the data to a batch distributed training job to reduce latency and memory overhead. If we use a single recovery strategy for the entire pipeline, performance and recovery may be suboptimal because different recovery strategies are suited to different applications. Thus, to optimize end-to-end performance and recovery, we need to compose different recovery strategies.

Implementing multiple, interoperable recovery techniques within the same system, let alone a single one, is challenging. For example, Spark introduced “continuous processing” to reduce performance overheads for stream processing applications, but this mode does not yet provide exactly-once semantics during failures [10]. On the other hand, Flink has added a batch processing mode, but this required building an entirely separate recovery system from the streaming path [20].

Overall, these challenges have led to patchy support for applications that have diverse requirements in the recovery-performance tradeoff space. Users must choose between: (1) building on a single system, and face a fixed choice of performance vs. recovery overheads, or (2) stitching together multiple systems that offer different application-specific tradeoffs. The latter, however, is challenging and requires coordinating the flow of data, control, and recovery across disparate systems. This is true even in a single system, if using disparate execution modes such as batch vs. streaming.

In this paper, we propose a universal workflow system that enables a flexible choice of recovery vs. performance tradeoffs, even within the same application. A workflow is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of tasks, where each task encapsulates a function call and edges between tasks represent data dependencies. Workflows are used to orchestrate execution across systems and thus prioritize generality. The DAG API is popular because it allows arbitrary application code in each task, from submitting a Spark job to invoking a microservice.

In contrast to other workflow systems, however, we decouple the unit of execution from the unit of recovery. In particular, ExoFlow guarantees fault tolerance by durably logging the workflow DAG and coordinating task checkpoint and recovery, while execution of the DAG is handled by a generic “backend”. This has three key benefits. First, it enables heterogeneous application pipelines that need multiple recovery strategies for performance. Second, it augments existing distributed execution frameworks that provide only at-most-once or at-least-once semantics with strong exactly-once semantics. Third, it disaggregates the execution backend from recovery, allowing independent deployment and scaling.
Previous workflow systems provide exactly-once semantics but with significant limitations. For generality, workflow systems such as Apache Airflow [3] assume that each task is nondeterministic and may have side effects on external systems that in general cannot be rolled back. Thus, each task must synchronously checkpoint its outputs before they can be made visible to any downstream tasks. Otherwise, the system may have to re-execute the task in case of a failure. If the re-execution produces a different result, this can cause an inconsistent view among downstream tasks and external systems.

Thus, by assuming the worst, the workflow system has only one option of ensuring fault tolerance: no task can start before its upstream tasks have finished checkpointing all of their outputs. This limits the workflow system’s ability to incorporate key optimizations often employed by application-specific frameworks that exploit the application’s semantics. For example, large datasets passed between tasks can often be deterministically regenerated, making checkpointing unnecessary. In addition, while some tasks may indeed have external effects, e.g., starting a transaction on an external database, some effects can also be rolled back, e.g., by aborting the transaction.

Our goal is to hand control over recovery to ExoFlow and ultimately the end user. Thus, we use two key interfaces to enable awareness of application semantics. First, we extend the typical workflow DAG API with pluggable first-class references to enable more flexible workflow-internal communication. A workflow task can return references to its outputs, which the workflow system then passes to downstream tasks. In contrast, current workflow systems require the application to pass data by explicitly copying and checkpointing, which can be expensive for large data, or implicitly through external storage, which makes it difficult to guarantee exactly-once semantics. By using references to capture arbitrary data movement between workflow tasks, ExoFlow leverages third-party systems’ existing communication and recovery mechanisms while retaining control over workflow-level recovery.

Second, we introduce user annotations that specify relevant task semantics, i.e., whether to checkpoint a task, whether the outputs are deterministic, and whether the task has externally visible outputs. Before execution, ExoFlow checks the safety of the user’s specification. During execution, ExoFlow synchronizes task execution and checkpointing. During recovery, ExoFlow coordinates rollback, e.g., deletion of outputs from a previous execution, and task replay. For example, before executing a task with an externally visible output, ExoFlow will first synchronize upstream checkpoints to commit any nondeterministic outputs, i.e., ensure they will never be rolled back. This allows the user to flexibly and safely optimize the recovery technique.

ExoFlow is built on Ray [37] and consists of a per-workflow centralized controller, a pluggable checkpoint storage, and a pluggable execution backend. Centralizing controller logic makes it simple to guarantee recovery correctness. Meanwhile, checkpointing and execution are fully disaggregated, allowing these to be scaled independently of the controller.

We demonstrate the benefits of ExoFlow with two execution backends, the Ray framework and AWS Lambdas, both distributed frameworks that provide at-most-once or at-least-once tasks. We show that references can enable $\sim 5 \times$ speedup for Spark data processing workflows compared to Apache Airflow, while task annotations enable 51% lower latency for transactional serverless workflows compared to Beldi [49]. These optimizations are possible because correctness is ultimately guaranteed by ExoFlow. These results also demonstrate ExoFlow’s universality, as the system is not specific to data processing or serverless environments. In summary, our contributions are:

1. Decoupling execution from recovery to enable a flexible tradeoff between performance and fault tolerance.
2. Designing a universal workflow system that guarantees exactly-once DAG execution.
3. Demonstrating benefits for a diverse set of applications, including a ML pipeline, serverless transactions, and graph processing that mixes stream and batch execution.

2 Motivation

2.1 Overview of recovery strategies

We use exactly-once semantics as our correctness condition. This condition often implies application-specific correctness properties, such as global consistency in message-passing systems [23] or linearizability in storage systems [29].

More precisely, exactly-once semantics require all outputs to appear consistent with a physical execution where all inputs were processed without failures. In a workflow setting, the inputs are the DAG and the root task arguments. Outputs are values produced by a task that are viewed by others.

Output visibility can be internal or external. For example, values passed between tasks in Figure 1a are internal because they are viewed only by other tasks. Meanwhile, $(key, val)$ is external because it is sent to a key-value store. Once outputs are made external, the workflow system no longer has control over how they will be used, e.g., via reads from external key-value store clients. Outputs can also be either deterministically or nondeterministically generated.

Output visibility and determinism are important because together they determine the recovery procedures that will guarantee exactly-once semantics (Figure 1b). For example, consider the cases if $A$ is nondeterministic and we do not checkpoint $a_{out}$ in Figure 1a. Suppose $C$ views an initial value $a_{out1}$ and produces $c_{out1}$, but we lose $a_{out1}$ due to a failure. If we re-execute $A$ to produce $a_{out2}$ and pass this to $B$, the outputs of $B$ and $C$ will not be consistent with a failure-free execution. To handle this case, we also need to “roll back” $c_{out1}$ and re-execute $C$ on $a_{out2}$.

We encounter additional problems in the opposite case where $B$ finishes and we then lose $a_{out1}$. $B$ has already made $(key, val)$ external and these values may depend on $a_{out1}$. We use exactly-once semantics as our correctness condition. This condition often implies application-specific correctness properties, such as global consistency in message-passing systems [23] or linearizability in storage systems [29].

More precisely, exactly-once semantics require all outputs to appear consistent with a physical execution where all inputs were processed without failures. In a workflow setting, the inputs are the DAG and the root task arguments. Outputs are values produced by a task that are viewed by others.

Output visibility can be internal or external. For example, values passed between tasks in Figure 1a are internal because they are viewed only by other tasks. Meanwhile, $(key, val)$ is external because it is sent to a key-value store. Once outputs are made external, the workflow system no longer has control over how they will be used, e.g., via reads from external key-value store clients. Outputs can also be either deterministically or nondeterministically generated.

Output visibility and determinism are important because together they determine the recovery procedures that will guarantee exactly-once semantics (Figure 1b). For example, consider the cases if $A$ is nondeterministic and we do not checkpoint $a_{out}$ in Figure 1a. Suppose $C$ views an initial value $a_{out1}$ and produces $c_{out1}$, but we lose $a_{out1}$ due to a failure. If we re-execute $A$ to produce $a_{out2}$ and pass this to $B$, the outputs of $B$ and $C$ will not be consistent with a failure-free execution. To handle this case, we also need to “roll back” $c_{out1}$ and re-execute $C$ on $a_{out2}$.

We encounter additional problems in the opposite case where $B$ finishes and we then lose $a_{out1}$. $B$ has already made $(key, val)$ external and these values may depend on $a_{out1}$. We use exactly-once semantics as our correctness condition. This condition often implies application-specific correctness properties, such as global consistency in message-passing systems [23] or linearizability in storage systems [29].
If we execute C on \(a_{\text{out}2}\), \(c_{\text{out}}\) will be inconsistent with \((\text{key}, \text{val})\). Thus, the only way to guarantee correctness in this case is to either: (1) “commit” \(a_{\text{out}1}\) before executing B, e.g., by checkpointing it, or (2) gain application semantics about how to roll back visibility of \((\text{key}, \text{val})\).

Meanwhile, deterministic outputs are safe to view as long as the task can be replayed on its original inputs and recomputed outputs can be deduplicated. The external output in Figure 1a can for example be deduplicated by attaching a deterministic req_id.

**Solution space.** Handling nondeterministic outputs is generally done in two ways: (1) global checkpointing and rollback on failure, or (2) logging and deterministic replay on failure [23]. Both “commit” a prefix of a failure-free execution by saving the outputs of a task frontier, allowing recovery to resume execution from a consistent set of intermediate outputs. Global checkpointing advances this frontier several tasks at a time and upon failure, rolls back to the last frontier to undo partially visible nondeterministic outputs. For outputs that cannot be rolled back, however, upstream nondeterministic outputs must first be committed by taking a global checkpoint. Logging-based methods advance the frontier one task at a time by committing each nondeterministic output before making it visible, thus avoiding additional rollback on failure.

Note that rollback and durability options vary based on output visibility. External outputs may be impossible to roll back, e.g., a transaction commit cannot be undone, or make durable, as third-party system context is not always serializable.

Current workflow systems guarantee exactly-once semantics by: (1) durably checkpointing each internal output before making it visible, and (2) requiring the developer to make external outputs idempotent and durable. This one-size-fits-all approach does not leverage application-specific recovery methods (Figure 1b). Furthermore, existing workflow systems have fundamental limits on internal outputs, usually because they must be sent between tasks through the workflow controller. Apache Airflow uses a database to coordinate tasks, which imposes a maximum output size on the order of MBs [3], and direct task communication in FaaS is limited [24]. Together, these force developers to use external outputs for much of their task communication [24, 42].

Our goal is to support different recovery methods in a single workflow system and even within a single application. The key insight behind ExoFlow is that knowing the DAG structure makes it simple to identify a consistent execution frontier, allowing the recovery methods before and after the frontier to be decoupled. For example, \(a_{\text{out}}\) is internal to the outlined sub-DAG in Figure 1a and thus its recovery method can be chosen flexibly as long as the inputs (args) and outputs (\(b_{\text{out}}, c_{\text{out}}, \text{key}, \text{val}\)) are consistent.

Thus, our solution consists of two parts. First, references enable ExoFlow to capture a broader range of inter-task communication as internal outputs, without being involved in the physical communication. This encourages recovery...

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-deterministic</th>
<th>Commit output before failure, rollback visibility OR if possible, rollback visibility on failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Recover failed task(s) on previous inputs, dedup outputs, Also dedupe external outputs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: (a) An example workflow with internal outputs (e.g., \(a_{\text{out}}\)) and external outputs (e.g., \(\text{put(\text{key}, \text{val})}\)). (b) The most efficient recovery strategy depends on output visibility and nondeterminism.

Second, we support annotations to specify task semantics (checkpointing, nondeterminism, output visibility). These allow the system to determine recovery correctness before execution. The system “commits” the application to this specification by durably logging the DAG before execution, then coordinates and synchronizes task checkpoints during execution.

### 2.2 Applications

We use three representative applications to show the value of: (1) making workflow-internal outputs more flexible, and (2) exposing application semantics to the workflow controller:

1. Extract-transform-load (ETL) pipelines: Using references to pass large data as internal outputs.
2. Machine learning (ML) pipelines: Using references to pass large data and leveraging application semantics.
3. Serverless workflows: Leveraging application semantics to reduce recovery overheads, in a way that is agnostic to external systems.

**ETL pipelines.** Workflow systems such as Apache Airflow are commonly used to orchestrate extract-transform-load (ETL) pipelines composed of data processing jobs. Figure 2a shows an example in which a Spark job A performs batch data cleaning and writes the data to an external database, e.g., Delta Lake [11]. Jobs B and C then load the data for querying.

Current practice for exactly-once workflow execution requires all of A’s outputs to be made durable before executing B and C. Synchronous checkpointing adds high overhead for large and distributed data. In addition, B and C must each reload the data, imposing an unnecessary memory copy. This is of course unnecessary if A is deterministic. Execution systems such as Spark leverage this property to natively support distributed in-memory caching. Ideally, A should pass its output as a cached RDD [48] to B and C (Figure 2b), avoiding the round trip to external storage, allowing B and C to share...
Building such optimizations into a workflow system would enable orchestration of arbitrary DAGs and third-party frameworks. However, even with awareness of task determinism, current workflow systems cannot execute Figure 2b due to limitations in workflow-internal data passing.

**ML pipelines.** Machine learning (ML) pipelines are similar to ETL pipelines, but with an ML application as the end consumer. This requires composition of traditional ETL systems with distributed ML frameworks for training and inference. Figure 2c shows a typical ML training workflow, in which training data is extracted and transformed in the Ingest task, then consumed by a distributed training job. Loading data into the training job may itself require complex and possibly distributed data processing, with computations such as random transforms to augment datasets [40]. Furthermore, datasets are often large enough that preprocessing must be pipelined with training to maximize GPU utilization.

Current workflow systems cannot effectively orchestrate within the training task, as training data and worker state must be passed through distributed memory. Expanding workflow-internal outputs would enable workflows such as Figure 2d. To reduce the overhead of recovery, however, the workflow system also requires application semantics, such as whether dataset augmentation is deterministic. Also, the model output can be consumed in a variety of ways, from local one-off testing during development to deployment on an ML serving system during production. All of these factors affect the optimal correct recovery strategy.

**Serverless workflows.** In the functions-as-a-service (FaaS) model, the user breaks their application into small functions that can be transparently executed and scaled without explicit resource provisioning. Serverless functions have a limited lifetime, all local state is transient, and failure handling is usually limited to function retries. This makes it challenging to build fault-tolerant nontrivial applications directly on FaaS [28].

Recently, serverless workflow systems [16, 46, 49] have gained popularity as a solution, especially for stateful applications. A common strategy for guaranteeing exactly-once execution is to provide fault-tolerant APIs to capture external outputs. For example, Figure 3 shows an example of a trip reservation workflow [25] that places the order if and only if both the hotel and flight were successfully reserved. Systems such as Aft [46], Beldi [49], and Boki [32] guarantee exactly-once semantics by providing a transactional key-value store to manage external output visibility.

However, each system offers different isolation levels that require different recovery strategies. Aft buffers uncommitted writes, which are safe to rollback, while Beldi and Boki use write-ahead logging. Thus, each system implements their own recovery procedures, e.g., durability and task re-execution.

ExoFlow factors out workflow recovery to enable flexibility and optimizations. Instead of providing opinionated APIs for external outputs, we treat external systems such as the transaction buffer in Figure 3 as a black box. ExoFlow does not interpose on the communication to this external system and instead requires that the application can specify task semantics such as whether the external effect can be rolled back. These semantics can be specified by a particular transaction system, i.e. Aft or Beldi.

### 3 API

#### 3.1 Overview and requirements

ExoFlow is a general workflow layer that abstracts a workflow backend, i.e., a distributed framework providing at-least-once and/or at-most-once remote function invocation. We overview the application-facing API (Table 1) and requirements. The application must be able to: (1) differentiate deterministic tasks, and (2) for tasks with external outputs, ensure that the task is idempotent or specify an idempotent rollback function.

**DAG interface.** The application invokes workflow tasks and specifies arguments using f.bind (Table 1). The caller receives a workflowDAG that represents the task’s output and that can be passed to other tasks as dependencies. Workflow execution is lazy: to evaluate a workflowDAG, the developer must run it. This is to simplify recovery, as the workflow system can check DAG-level properties before executing it.

The workflow backend should implement an RPC-like inter-
face. Within a task, the application can invoke arbitrary local or distributed execution. For greater generality, we also adopt the dynamic task model [39]: tasks can dynamically invoke exactly-once nested workflows by returning a WorkflowDAG.

**Task annotations.** The application specifies semantics relevant to recovery at task invocation time (Table 1). The workflow system uses these to ensure correctness of: (1) coordination of distributed workflow checkpoints during execution, and (2) output rollback and task re-execution upon failure.

First, the application specifies whether to skip checkpointing a task’s output. Note that the workflow system guarantees correctness, so this can be considered an optimization hint, e.g., to avoid recomputation for long tasks.

Next, the application can specify whether a task’s outputs (both internal and external) are deterministic. This allows the workflow system to minimize rollback during recovery.

Finally, the application specifies whether a task can be rolled back and if yes, how to do so. Tasks with no external outputs, such as the data processing tasks in Figure 2, should set can.rollback=True. Tasks that have external outputs that cannot be rolled back should set can.rollback=False and ensure idempotence, as recovery may require re-execution.

Non-idempotent tasks with external outputs that can be rolled back should set can.rollback=True and the rollback callback. On failure, ExoFlow executes these rollback “tasks” in reverse dependency order before resuming execution. The rollback task can take any arguments available to the original workflow task, but the application must additionally guarantee that the rollback task is idempotent. For example, to implement the transaction in Figure 3, rollback for the beginTxn and reserve tasks could simply abort.

On run, ExoFlow checks the WorkflowDAG for specification errors and throws an exception if any are found. In particular, correctness requires the application to set checkpoints between each nondeterministic task and each downstream task with external output. Section 3.3 makes this precise.

**Internal outputs.** Direct task outputs are subject to limits of the execution backend. For greater flexibility, ExoFlow allows outputs to include Refs created by the task.Refs are (optionally) pluggable by the execution backend. They are intended to capture volatile outputs that would be expensive or complex to natively support in ExoFlow, e.g., large distributed data or third-party framework context. For an AWS Lambdas backend, for example, values can be stored in an external (volatile) key-value store and the key can be passed in a Ref. Other tasks can dynamically get the value, which can throw an error if the value is irretrievable due to failure.

Refs are uniquely identifiable objects typically containing backend-specific metadata. A task can only return Refs that it created or that were passed to it by an upstream task. Then, upon failure, ExoFlow can either restore the Ref from a checkpoint, or trace the DAG back to the creating task. On re-execution, the task need not return the same Refs as its original execution. For example, with the annotation deterministic=True, it is only necessary that the value of a returned Ref is deterministic; the Ref itself may have a nondeterministic ID. This is safe because ExoFlow simply cancels tasks using the previous Refs and re-executes with the new Refs.

By default, Ref values are immutable. This improves recovery efficiency, as it simplifies checkpointing and minimizes task rollback. To capture task outputs that are expensive or impossible to materialize, we also support stateful references, i.e. actors [30]. An ActorRef extends Refs with application-defined methods that execute on the actor’s state (Listing 1). However, mutable state is more complex to recover efficiently and correctly. Thus, compared to Refs, we limit how Actor-Refs can be passed between workflow tasks (Section 3.4).

### 3.2 Model

We present a formal model of workflows to more precisely capture the API and assumptions. A workflow $G = (V, E)$ is a directed acyclic graph with vertices $V$ and edges $E$. Each vertex $v_i$ has an associated function $F_i$, a function $\mathcal{X}_i$ representing a (potential) source of nondeterminism, a nullable rollback function $\mathcal{R}_i$, and the annotations described in Table 1.

A workflow execution produces one internal and one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow API</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f.options(Opts).bind(Value</td>
<td>WorkflowDAG) → WorkflowDAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run(WorkflowDAG w, str name) → Value</td>
<td>Run the workflow $w$ and return the result. Optionally take a string identifier for this workflow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run_async(WorkflowDAG w, str name) → Fut</td>
<td>Run the workflow $w$ asynchronously and return a future that can be used to retrieve the result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.get() → Value</td>
<td>Used by the application to dereference to a value. Ref construction is backend-specific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bool Opts.checkpoint=True</td>
<td>True if the task’s output should be saved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bool Opts.deterministic=False</td>
<td>True if outputs are deterministically generated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bool Opts.can.rollback=True</td>
<td>True if task has no external outputs, or if they can be rolled back. If False, the task must be idempotent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fn Opts.rollback=null</td>
<td>If external outputs can be rolled back, a function to do so. The function must be idempotent, and any WorkflowDAG arguments must be a subset of the original workflow task $f$’s arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 1: Workflow API](image)
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external output per vertex, both nullable. For brevity, we do not consider tasks with multiple outputs. We denote an execution’s outputs by \((O_{Int}, O_{Ext})\), both mappings from vertex to a single output \(O_{Int}\) or \(O_{Ext}\). \(F_i\) outputs \(O_{Ext}\) by adding it to a global set \(W\), which can be read by other tasks and external processes. Each \(F_i\) takes as inputs:

- \(I_{Int}\): Internal outputs of vertices with an edge to \(v_i\).
- \(W\): A read of \(W\), i.e. the external outputs so far.
- \(N\): A nondeterministic value returned by \(\mathcal{N}_i\).

In other words, an edge \((v_i, v_j)\) indicates that \(v_j\)'s internal output is passed to \(v_i\). Internal outputs passed between vertices are analogous to messages passed between processes in a message-passing model [23], except that the application must declare the “messages” (dependencies) before execution.

\(\mathcal{N}_i\) captures nondeterministic inputs. For example, if \(F_i\) depends on the current time, then \(\mathcal{N}_i\) returns the current time. We assume that if \(\mathcal{N}_i\) reads some external state, the external state will not be rolled back (unless \(F_i\) is also rolled back via \(R_i\)).

The correctness condition relates outputs to a failure-free execution. \(W\) denotes all possible sequences of reads of \(W\) by an external process.

**Definition 1** (Consistency). \(O_{Int}, O_{Ext}\) are consistent with a workflow \(G = (V, E)\) if \(W\) is monotonic and \(\forall v_i, v_j \in W: O_{Ext} \in w \Rightarrow \exists i. O_{Ext}[i] = O_{Ext} \land (O_{Int}[i], O_{Ext}) = F_i([O_{Int}[j]|(v_j, v_i) \in E, \{O_{Ext}[j]|v_j < G v_i\}, \mathcal{N}(i)) \land \{O_{Ext}[j]|v_j < G v_i\} \subseteq w \)

More simply, from an external process’s perspective, if it sees an external output, then: (1) the same output was seen in all previous reads, (2) it must correspond to one invocation of some \(F_i\), and (3) it also sees the external outputs of all predecessors of \(v_i\). This is analogous to global consistency in message-passing [23], i.e. that every visible output has a corresponding task that created it. The goal is to provide a consistent execution under a crash failure model.

The application assumptions are as follows. For each \(v_i\):

1. If \(v_j\) is concurrent with \(v_i\) \((v_i < G v_j\) and \(v_j < G v_i)\), then \(F_i(I_{Int}, w_i, n_i) = F_i(I_{Int}, w_i' \land \{O_{Ext}[j]|v_j < G v_i\}, n_i)\).
2. If deterministic=True, then \(\{O_{Ext}[j]|v_j < G v_i\} \subseteq w_i, w_i' \implies F_i(I_{Int}, w_i, n_i) = F_i(I_{Int}, w_i', n_i')\).
3. If the \(O_{Ext}\) returned by \(F_i\) is not null, then either can_rollback=False or \(R_i\) is not null.

(a) If can_rollback=False, then \(F_i\) is idempotent. That is, if \(O_{Int}, O_{Ext} = F_i(I_{Int}, w_i, n_i)\) and \(O_{Int}', O_{Ext}' = F_i(I_{Int}, w_i', n_i')\), then \(O_{Ext} = O_{Ext}'\).

(b) If \(R_i\) is provided, then it is a deterministic and idempotent function of the task’s internal inputs. If \(O_{Int}, O_{Ext} = F_i(I_{Int}, w_i, n_i)\), then \(R_i(I_{Int})\) removes \(O_{Ext}\) from all past reads of \(W\).

(1) means that we do not consider cases in which a task \(v_i\) depends on a task \(v_j\)'s external output, where \(v_i, v_j\) cannot be ordered in \(G\). To ensure consistency, \(v_j\)'s external output should be considered part of \(v_i\)'s nondeterministic input, and \(v_j\) must set can_rollback=False. Regarding (3b), note that the meaning of removing \(O_{Ext}\) from past reads is application-dependent. For example, suppose \(F_i\) executes a transaction and \(R_i\) aborts the transaction; if uncommitted reads are allowed, then \(R_i\) does not need to roll back the reader.

**Nested tasks and references.** While not explicitly captured in the above model, nested tasks can be thought of as tasks that expand into a sub-workflow. \(Refs\) and \(ActorRefs\) are native data types that can be returned in a function’s internal output. Because actors are mutable, \(ActorRefs\) are versioned: if a caller writes to an actor by calling a method on its \(ActorRef\), the caller’s resulting \(ActorRef\) is of a different version. This becomes relevant in Section 3.4, which discusses the rules that the application must follow to ensure exactly-once semantics when \(ActorRefs\) are passed between workflow tasks.

### 3.3 Guaranteeing exactly-once execution

Task annotations simplify the decision of when to commit task outputs. To illustrate this, we use Figure 4a, a modified version of the workflow described in Figure 3. We show the annotations for a workflow using an external two-phase locking (2PL) transaction system. \begin{vernon} generates a transaction context with a random \(txn_id\). The \texttt{acquire} tasks each attempt to acquire a lock on an external table row. If this is successful, we attempt to reserve the flight and hotel if available, then finally commit the transaction and place the order if both succeed. The cuts in Figure 4a indicate \texttt{checkpoint=True}.

As an example, we first consider the \texttt{acquire} and \texttt{commitAbort} tasks. \texttt{acquire} tasks are nondeterministic because they depend on the run-time state of the external table. \texttt{commitAbort} has can_rollback=False because it is impossible to abort a committed transaction and vice versa. Although ac-
quire can be rolled back (e.g., by aborting the transaction and releasing the lock), once we have started the commitOrAbort task, it is no longer safe to do so because the transaction may already be committed. Thus, we must ensure that both acquire outputs are saved before commitOrAbort starts. We can generalize this rule for the application as follows:

**Invariant 1** (External output commit). For each workflow task \( v_i \) with deterministic=False, let \( G \) be the minimal subgraph that contains \( v_i \) and all downstream tasks (tasks for which there is a path from \( v_i \)). Then, for each workflow task \( v_j \) with can_rollback=False in \( G \), there must exist a vertex cut that partitions \( v_i \) from \( v_j \) such that all tasks in the cut have checkpoint=True.

Intuitively the vertex cut of the sub-DAG defines a commit point for the nondeterministic output of \( v_i \). There may exist multiple such cuts. For example, another acceptable specification in Figure 4a is to instead checkpoint the reserve outputs.

ExoFlow guarantees that at least one task frontier is fully checkpointed by the time commitOrAbort \((v_j)\) starts. Interestingly, this also tells us that we do not need to commit the acquire outputs synchronously. In particular, the reserve tasks in this case are deterministic, as their outputs depend only on whether the lock was acquired and the value stored in the external table, which cannot be modified while locked. Furthermore, their external outputs are visible while the lock is held. Thus, in this case, it is safe to annotate the reserve tasks with deterministic=True and can_rollback=True. Together, these annotations allow ExoFlow to overlap the checkpoint of acquire's outputs with execution of the reserve tasks, as long as the checkpoints are synchronized before commitOrAbort.

There is a similar requirement for rollback tasks. The rollback tasks in Figure 4a are conditionally invoked by the workflow system to undo external outputs of the acquire tasks. We must ensure that all inputs to the original acquire task are recoverable before execution. Otherwise, if the rollback task and its inputs fail simultaneously, it will be impossible to finish rollback. Thus, in Figure 4a, the application must set checkpoint=True for beginTxn, and ExoFlow synchronizes this checkpoint before executing the acquire tasks.

**Invariant 2** (Rollback durability). For each path beginning at a task \( v_i \) with deterministic=False and ending at a task \( v_j \) that has a rollback function \( R_j \), there must exist at least one vertex along the path with checkpoint=True.

Unlike Invariant 1, here we only require checkpointing a single task to handle nondeterminism, as the availability of a rollback function \( R_j \) means that we do not need to commit to the original output. The checkpointed task can also be a task other than \( v_i \) or \( v_j \). For example, if there were additional deterministic tasks between beginTxn \((T)\) and rollback.acquire \((R)\), then checkpointing any is sufficient.

Both invariants can be easily checked by walking the DAG passed to run. If an invariant is not met, the system throws an exception to the user. Annotations do therefore require user cooperation, but note that a user with minimal performance needs can use the defaults in Table 1. This specification trivially satisfies the invariants and indeed corresponds to current workflow systems that commit all task outputs. Section 4 describes how ExoFlow leverages the invariants to improve run-time performance for more sophisticated specifications.

Note that the system will not durably record a nested workflow returned by a task with checkpoint=False. To simplify recovery, we disallow sub-tasks with checkpoint=True, as we may lose all references to these checkpoints upon failure. We also disallow can_rollback=False and rollback, as these are challenging to recover without workflow durability.

### 3.4 References

Immutable Refs enable efficient passing of large and distributed data between workflow tasks. For example, Figure 4b shows how the Ingest task from Figure 2d can use Refs to return distributed in-memory data. ExoFlow tracks inter-task Ref dependencies for recovery purposes, while the execution backend handles intra-task execution (e.g., get).

Some cases require stateful actors for performance. For example, the blue boxes passed between train tasks in Figure 4b are ActorRefs representing a training worker's state, e.g., a Distributed TensorFlow session. This helps avoid expensive materialization, such as the worker's local model copy.

Guaranteeing exactly-once semantics for state is challenging. If one task writes the ActorRef's state, the output is visible to any other task holding a reference to the same actor. This can cause cascading rollbacks on failure depending on how ActorRefs are passed. Furthermore, checkpointing is more challenging if multiple tasks write concurrently to the actor, as the system must ensure that the actor checkpoint is consistent.

To simplify recovery, we limit ActorRef passing to two patterns, analogous to a read-write lock. By default, the ActorRef is in "write" mode. In this mode, only one workflow task may have a reference to the actor at a time. That task can call any actor methods as long as they finish before the task returns. For example, in Figure 4b, only one train task refers...
to each actor at a time. ExoFlow can then checkpoint the actors’ state between tasks, and on failure, roll back the actors with the workflow. This pattern is useful for abstracting and checkpointing distributed workers in third-party frameworks such as Distributed TensorFlow [9] and Flink [20].

If there are multiple concurrent workflow tasks with a reference to the same actor, however, the tasks are restricted to read-only methods annotated by the user, as shown in Listing 1. Figure 4c shows an expanded Figure 2b in which we use an ActorRef to capture a Spark DataFrame. Initially, A has the only ActorRef, so it can write to the actor’s state (generate_df). B and C share the actor concurrently, however, and so they are limited to read-only methods (exec). Invoking a write method such as generate_df would throw a run-time error.

Similar to a read-write lock, ExoFlow can only provide correctness if the application respects certain conditions. In particular, the workflow tasks must explicitly pass ActorRefs through their outputs and arguments. Any other ActorRefs cannot be tracked by ExoFlow and exactly-once semantics is not guaranteed, similar to reading a variable without holding the lock. Also, while methods may be called asynchronously on an ActorRef, a workflow task must synchronize any outstanding calls to an actor before returning.

4 Architecture

We describe the ExoFlow design and the requirements of the pluggable execution backend and persistent storage. The workflow controller is a long-running service that can be shared by workflow tasks. This pattern is useful for abstracting and checkpointing distributed workers in third-party frameworks such as Distributed TensorFlow [9] and Flink [20].

If there are multiple concurrent workflow tasks with a reference to the same actor, however, the tasks are restricted to read-only methods annotated by the user, as shown in Listing 1. Figure 4c shows an expanded Figure 2b in which we use an ActorRef to capture a Spark DataFrame. Initially, A has the only ActorRef, so it can write to the actor’s state (generate_df). B and C share the actor concurrently, however, and so they are limited to read-only methods (exec). Invoking a write method such as generate_df would throw a run-time error.

Similar to a read-write lock, ExoFlow can only provide correctness if the application respects certain conditions. In particular, the workflow tasks must explicitly pass ActorRefs through their outputs and arguments. Any other ActorRefs cannot be tracked by ExoFlow and exactly-once semantics is not guaranteed, similar to reading a variable without holding the lock. Also, while methods may be called asynchronously on an ActorRef, a workflow task must synchronize any outstanding calls to an actor before returning.

We use Ray actors to implement the workflow controller and task executors (Figure 5). The controller uses Ray’s

distributed futures [47] to coordinate task execution and checkpointing. Distributed futures are an asynchronous extension of RPC where each invocation returns a future pointing to the eventual and possibly remote return value. Ray actors and distributed futures also directly implement application-facing references (Section 3).

We build on Ray for three reasons: (1) futures make it simple for the controller to manage concurrent task execution and checkpointing, (2) passing remote values by reference avoids bottlenecks from large task outputs being passed directly through the centralized controller, and (3) the RPC-like interface straightforwardly and efficiently wraps other execution backends. For example, the Lambdas backend is implemented by wrapping a synchronous Lambda invocation in a Ray task.

The controller is a state machine where the state describes the current execution status of a workflow DAG and is persisted in storage. On run, the controller logs the workflow DAG specification (arguments, opts, etc.) to durable storage and triggers execution. On each iteration of the event loop, the controller may select a workflow task whose inputs are ready and submit the task to an executor. For example, in Figure 5, the controller submits C to executor 1 and immediately receives back the distributed future Ref(1bf). The controller uses this system-internal Ref to wait for task completion, and then passes it to downstream workflow tasks (e.g., D).

Checkpointing is carried out asynchronously by background threads on the executors, enabling parallel and distributed checkpoints that are not bottlenecked by the centralized controller. To checkpoint an output, the executor asynchronously writes a copy to a deterministic storage location (e.g., w0/B/output in Figure 5). The controller considers the checkpoint done once it is fully written. For convenience, the controller can also synchronize the checkpoint by requesting a signal from the executor (controller to executor 2 in Figure 5).

Checkpoint synchronization is required: (1) at the end
of a workflow, (2) before executing a task with `can_rollback=False`, and (3) before executing a task with a `rollback` option. Section 6 evaluates a simple policy that synchronizes all pending checkpoints for a workflow in any of these cases and shows that this provides sufficient performance for key applications. A more sophisticated policy may synchronize only the minimum necessary.

ExoFlow handles passing and checkpointing application references (Section 3.4). When a task finishes, the executor replaces any `Refs` and `ActorRefs` appearing in the task’s output with placeholders, e.g., $x$ in Figure 5. When passing the output to another task, the controller also passes a list of concrete references ($\text{Ref}(\text{e02})$ for $x$) used by the executor to fill the placeholders. Task checkpoints include a list of `Ref` checkpoint locations, which are written in parallel and distributed fashion. The controller restores and swaps `Refs` after a failure.

If a workflow task returns a `WorkflowDAG` as its output, the controller simply records the sub-workflow (if `checkpoints=False`) and adds each visited task node to the re-execution set. If a visited task has `terministic=False`, then we also add all tasks downstream to the re-execution set. Thus, if $c$ fails and we need to re-execute $A$, we also re-execute $B$, even though it has a checkpoint.

From the re-execution task set, we carry out rollback. In reverse-topological order of the re-execution set, we first clear any cached output `Refs` and output checkpoints, e.g., `/w0/B/output` and `/w0/B/x` for $B$. If it has a `rollback` task, then we re-execute this task, using the same protocol as normal task execution. Finally, we resume workflow execution as normal, starting from the earliest task frontier of the re-execution set.

Critical controller state is persisted, so recovering from controller failure is straightforward. On failure, all in-memory controller state (the table in Figure 5) is wiped, including any `Refs`. On restart, the controller simply scans persistent storage for incomplete workflows, rebuilds its in-memory table, then re-executes them using the described protocol.

**Correctness.** We provide informal proofs that the final outputs are consistent (Definition 1). During normal execution, this follows from the execution protocol: starting from a consistent prefix of outputs, executing a task will produce another consistent prefix.

For recovery, we first consider reconstruction of internal outputs, i.e., values returned by workflow tasks. If the task is deterministic, then the reconstructed output will match the original. If the task is nondeterministic, then the described rollback procedure returns execution to a consistent prefix that does not include any results downstream to the original output.

Next, we consider external outputs: tasks with `can_rollback=False` or `rollback` defined. For a task $T$ with `can_rollback=False`, the application guarantees idempotence, so it is enough to show that once $T$ begins, the failure-free execution will include the same inputs for $T$. To show this, we rely on Invariant 1 (Section 3.3) and checkpoint synchronization (Section 4.1). The system synchronizes the partition provided by Invariant 1 before submitting $T$; thus once $T$ begins, any future recovery procedure will never add $T$ to the rollback set.

If $T$ instead has `rollback` defined, we must show that if $T$ fails, rollback will complete with the same view of inputs as $T$’s previous execution, before re-executing $T$. Invariant 2 and checkpoint synchronization guarantee that we can deterministically and idempotently recreate rollback’s original inputs.

Correctness also requires preventing conflicts between different executions of the same task. For task checkpoints, if the backend’s failure detection for executors is reliable, then by the time we re-execute $T$, we can be sure that there is no concurrent checkpoint in progress. Under unreliable failure detection, the ExoFlow controller assigns unique checkpoint locations to prevent races between concurrent executions. This requires one extra durable write before each task execution to record the expected checkpoint location.

For a task that returns `Refs` or `ActorRefs`, the execution backend can provide reliable failure detection for references by killing all copies of a `Ref` before reporting failure to ExoFlow. Alternatively, a safe and efficient method that works for both crash and fail-stop failures is to generate unique references for each execution.

### 4.3 Execution backends

**Integration.** ExoFlow references are compatible with existing third-party mechanisms for task communication and recovery. For example, Ray does not provide exactly-once semantics, but it does automatically reconstruct `Refs` created by deterministic (at-least-once) tasks [47]. ExoFlow encourages hierarchical recovery, wherein the execution backend can attempt to handle `Ref` failures first, then throw unrecoverable errors up to the workflow controller.

ExoFlow is compatible with backends that use logging and checkpointing. In general, log-based tasks would use `terministic=True` and `can_rollback=False` annotations, while checkpoint-based tasks would use `terministic=False` and `can_rollback=True`. The backend can also directly leverage ExoFlow for checkpointing instead of supplying a user-defined `rollback` function; this shifts the responsibility of checkpoint coordination to ExoFlow and automatically enables optimizations such as overlapping with execution.
Preventing leaks. The workflow layer ensures that previous refs and pending checkpoints do not leak; invalid refs and checkpoints are dropped during rollback. The execution backend must additionally prevent resource leaks for dead refs. Dead refs can be deleted via reference counting (the controller calls back to the backend once a ref goes out of scope) or garbage collection (the backend scans the controller’s in-memory state for dead refs).

5 Implementation

ExoFlow is built on Ray v2.0.1, which uses gRPC [6] for tasks and actors and a custom shared-memory object store for ref storage [37]. ExoFlow is implemented as a Ray Python program in 4k LoC.

We implemented two execution backends for ExoFlow: Ray itself ("ExoFlow-Ray") and the serverless FaaS offering AWS Lambdas ("ExoFlow-Lambdas"). In each case, a typical deployment would use one Ray node to host the ExoFlow controller. In ExoFlow-Lambdas, the controller node takes the place of the gateway provided by AWS for their proprietary serverless workflow offering (Step Functions).

We chose to implement ExoFlow on Ray for three reasons:

1. Support for first-class references to immutable data, which we use to implement Refs.
2. Support for actors (stateful workers), which we use to implement ActorRefs.
3. Low task and actor overhead, similar to pure RPC.

We also use Ray actors to implement executors. Workflow tasks are stateless, but we use actors to store execution state about checkpoints that are pending after task completion.

To build ExoFlow on another actor system such as Akka [2] or Orleans [13], we must implement Refs. This is straightforward for workloads that only pass small data. For data-intensive workflows, one can build a custom in-memory store that is tightly coupled to executors, as in Ray, or use an external key-value store. The latter requires low implementation effort, but may result in poor locality. It is ideal if the execution backend cannot be modified, e.g., to support values larger than the Lambdas response size in ExoFlow-Lambdas.

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation covers the following questions:

1. What overheads does ExoFlow add to at-least-once or at-most-once execution backends?
2. How can applications leverage first-class references and task annotations to have greater flexibility in recovery?
3. How does this flexibility in recovery strategy affect performance during execution and recovery?

We compare primarily against these baselines: (1) exactly-once workflow systems: Airflow [3], “standard mode” AWS Step Functions [14], and the serverless workflow system Beldi [49]; and (2) at-least-once distributed DAG systems: “express mode” AWS Step Functions [14] and Ray [37].

Given the high execution overheads of exactly-once workflow systems such as Airflow (Section 6.4), to fairly address questions (1) and (3), we also compare against the following ExoFlow modes:

1. SyncCkpt: Task outputs are synchronized before executing downstream tasks. This is used to simulate the recovery strategy of exactly-once workflow systems such as Airflow.
2. NoCkpt: All task outputs except the final are skipped. This is used to simulate the recovery strategy of an at-least-once or at-most-once system. The application must guarantee that all tasks are deterministic and idempotent to achieve exactly-once semantics.
3. AsyncCkpt: The default mode of ExoFlow. Task outputs are only synchronized where necessary, to provide exactly-once semantics.

We conduct all of the experiments using the AWS cloud, specifically in the us-east-1 region. ExoFlow and execution backends are hosted on EC2 and use Amazon S3 (or EFS in Section 6.2) for persistent storage.

6.1 ML training pipelines

We show how ExoFlow enables a flexible recovery-performance tradeoffs for the workflow in Figure 2d. We use an image classification example adapted from Azure MLOps [4]. An ETL Ingest task (1 r3.2xlarge node) downloads the compressed data from S3. “1 ×” in Figure 6 indicates one data copy with 569 raw image files and total size 225MB. The task loads the images into memory, and performs data cleaning and normalization with at-least-once parallel Ray tasks. The dataset (1.4GB of memory per data copy) is partitioned and passed using Refs to the dataset augmentation tasks, via Ray’s shared-memory object store. Dataset augmentation again uses Ray at-least-once tasks to apply random cropping, flipping, and color adjustments to the base dataset, once per epoch. Dataset augmentation requires repeatedly processing the same dataset in a tight loop with training. Therefore, the dataset augmentation stage accumulates a total intermediate and checkpoint size of 67GB and 18GB respectively, per data copy. Training tasks are colocated and pipelined with dataset augmentation (1 g4dn.12xlarge node, 4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs). We use PyTorch data-parallel distributed training and the ConvNeXt Tiny (28.6M parameters) model. PyTorch workers are passed using ActorRefs.

Figure 6L shows end-to-end duration of 25 epochs without failures of different ExoFlow recovery modes, as a function of dataset size. Here, we also include Selective AsyncCkpt (skip checkpointing dataset augmentation outputs) and Workflow Tasks (include at-least-once Ray tasks for data processing in the workflow DAG instead of passing volatile Refs).

Duration predictably grows approximately linearly with the dataset size for all strategies. The overhead of Workflow Tasks is high because each data processing task is durably (and unnecessarily) logged as part of the workflow. For the same
workflow graph, the overhead for larger data varies depending on the recovery strategy. NoCkpt represents the best possible performance, where only the final model is checkpointed. SyncCkpt represents existing workflow systems (Figure 2c) and its overhead grows the most because checkpointing overhead grows faster than computation overhead. AsyncCkpt’s overhead grows less because checkpointing of augmented datasets is overlapped with training tasks. Selective AsyncCkpt has nearly identical duration as NoCkpt because the Ingest checkpoint is perfectly overlapped with training tasks.

Meanwhile, Figure 6R shows end-to-end duration in different failure scenarios compared to normal run-time execution (dark): whole cluster failure (including the ExoFlow controller); in-memory ingest data lost; PyTorch worker actor lost; augmentation task lost; and in-memory augmented data lost. Here, we see the tradeoff between recovery and performance. SyncCkpt has similar or better recovery time overhead than NoCkpt for cluster and ingest data failures because it avoids re-executing the Ingest task, but overall it does worse because of high normal run-time overhead. Selective AsyncCkpt checkpoints the Ingest data asynchronously, so recovering from cluster and ingest data failures is fast because it simply restores the refs from the checkpoint. Together, Figure 6L and R demonstrate how the developer can flexibly choose the best recovery strategy.

Figure 6R also demonstrates ExoFlow’s broad failure coverage and ability to integrate with Ray’s built-in recovery: Ray automatically reconstructs deterministic data processing results but does not handle persistence or actor recovery [47]. Thus, ExoFlow handles the first four failures, while Ray handles the last. Recovery for the last two failures is fast because rollback and checkpoint restore are unnecessary.

6.2 Stateful serverless workflows

We compare ExoFlow on a travel reservation benchmark [26] to Beldi [49], a recent system for fault-tolerant and transactional stateful serverless workflows that uses intent logging to ensure exactly-once semantics. Our implementation uses Beldi’s APIs for reading and writing state but the ExoFlow controller with an AWS Lambdas backend for workflow execution and recovery. We use a single m5.16xlarge instance to host ExoFlow and EFS for persistent storage, which provides lower latency than S3. The benchmark procedure follows [49], and we report response latency in Figure 7a.

ExoFlow achieves about 51% lower p50 latency than Beldi for request rates up to 400, despite using the same execution system (AWS Lambdas) and state APIs (Beldi). This is because most of the workflows have deterministic computation and no external effects (i.e. read-only), so the additional logging used by Beldi is unnecessary for correctness. Furthermore, Beldi schedules an additional Lambda function to orchestrate others, while ExoFlow directly schedules Lambdas. When requests/s is higher than 700, ExoFlow’s median latency is greater than Beldi’s. This is due to the Lambdas invocation bottleneck at the ExoFlow controller node and can be easily removed through sharding across workflows. The Lambdas gateway used in Beldi is likely sharded internally.

The use of ExoFlow as a Lambdas gateway has benefits in recovery time. Figure 7a also shows latency with a 10% failure rate for all Lambdas. ExoFlow directly invokes Lambdas, so it can detect failures and recover virtually instantaneously, resulting in 0-31% extra overhead in p99 latency. In contrast, Beldi is fully decentralized and relies on timeouts for recovery correctness. Thus, although Beldi-style logging may reduce re-execution on recovery, the actual recovery time would be lower-bounded by a timeout ( [49] evaluates Inmn as a possible lower bound).

Figure 7b further demonstrates the performance benefit of exposing application semantics to the workflow system. We report latency of the most complex workflow in the benchmark, the trip reservation request described in Figure 3. Beldi implements the transaction using two-phase locking (2PL). We demonstrate progressive improvement over the original solution by varying the execution and recovery strategy. First, we eliminate Beldi logs for dynamic task invocation, as the DAG can be easily specified upfront, reducing p50 and p99 latency by 17% and 25% respectively (-WAL). Next, we parallelize the hotel and flight reservation tasks, further reducing p50 and p99 latency by 17% and 15% respectively (+parallel). Beldi executes these tasks sequentially because asynchronous invocation does not allow retrieval of the reply. Finally, we split each reservation task into two steps: lock acquisition and reservation, as seen in Figure 4a. -async shows that with synchronous checkpoints,
this actually increases latency due to the added task. However, +async shows that by overlapping checkpointing with execution, we can further reduce p50 and p99 latency by 34% and 16% respectively, without compromising correctness.

6.3 Online-offline graph processing

Distributed graph processing systems can be generally divided into stream vs. batch processing [36]. Streaming systems can handle continuous updates and produce timely results, but may not offer the same precision as batch systems.

We use references in ExoFlow to link stream and batch graph processing, producing a single application that can both handle online queries and produce periodic exact results. We use Ray actors to implement a version of Kineograph [21], a streaming graph processing system that uses distributed snapshots for consistency. Each workflow task ingests one epoch of incoming graph updates to compute a graph snapshot and an online approximate result, and we periodically pass the snapshot in-memory to another workflow task that uses Spark to compute the full result.

We evaluate on the SNAP Twitter follower network
dataset [33] (41M nodes and 1.5B edges), with each input record representing an edge insert event. We run the push-model TunkRank algorithm used by Kineograph to compute Twitter user influences on a 3-node r3.8xlarge cluster, 1 for streaming and 2 for the Spark cluster. We use two Ray actors to process the input stream and use ExoFlow to checkpoint and pass the ActorRefs between streaming tasks. Each streaming task represents a 10-second epoch and also returns 4 Refs that represent the partitioned graph snapshot. These Refs are passed to a Spark task every 20 epochs. Latency is reported for 200 epochs, after an initial warmup of 150 epochs. The average digestion rate is 44.9k tweets per second with our dataset. Kineograph achieves about 40k tweets per second with 2 ingest node + 48 graph nodes with a similar setting. We outperform Kineograph likely because we utilize shared AWS Step Functions, as the primary overheads for exactly-once enable more flexible inter-task communication. Figure 8a (1 m5.8xlarge instance) shows the latency of workflow execution (“Trigger”) and task execution with different size arguments. We use exactly-once systems (Airflow [3], AWS Standard Step Function [14]) and at-least-once systems (AWS Express Step Function [14], Ray [37]) as baselines. Airflow is an industrial custom-built workflow system while Step Functions are the AWS-native workflow offering for Lambdas.

First, with the Lambdas backend, ExoFlow has similar trigger latency as AWS Standard Step Function. Airflow has generally high overhead due to coordinating execution through a database, which can easily lead to inefficient scans.

“1B” in Figure 8a compares minimum task execution latency. ExoFlow-Lambdas achieves comparable latency as AWS Step Functions, as the primary overheads for exactly-once and at-least-once execution come from durability and Lambdas invocation, respectively. ExoFlow-Ray improves upon the latter as it uses Ray for execution.

Finally, we compare the ability to pass large data between tasks. AWS Step Functions limit data passing to 256KB, but plain Lambdas have a size limit of 6MB. Thus, ExoFlow-Lambdas can actually support larger data sizes. This could be improved further with Refs, e.g., with Redis [44] for distributed memory. Airflow’s XCom [1] can support slightly larger data but is fundamentally limited by its database-centric design. Meanwhile, ExoFlow-Ray uses Ray Refs for efficient data passing. The gap between AsyncCkpt and NoCkpt latency is small but grows with data size; although the checkpoint is asynchronous, ExoFlow synchronously copies the data to guard against concurrent writes.

In summary, ExoFlow’s low execution overheads make it a practical replacement for existing workflow systems, and it enables greater flexibility in task communication and recovery.

Data sharing for ETL. We evaluate ExoFlow against Airflow for a Spark workflow similar to Figure 2b (1 m5.8xlarge instance, 4GB Spark memory). Figure 8b measures total run time for a workflow that uses Spark to generate a 1GB random dataset, followed by multiple downstream tasks that consume the data with data sampling Spark jobs. Such a workflow requires orchestration across Spark jobs, which Spark does not provide, and is therefore often run on a workflow orchestrator such as Airflow.

Airflow run time grows proportionately with the number of consumers because they cannot share data in-memory. Meanwhile, ExoFlow scales well even with synchronous checkpointing because consumers share data via Spark’s native cache. Furthermore, ExoFlow runs as fast as native Spark alone, while facilitating composition with other systems as well.

Throughput and Scalability. We measure maximum throughput with varying numbers of controllers, (AWS m5.2xlarge) nodes, and tasks per DAG. We use Ray as the optimal baseline, as Ray is also the execution backend.

Figure 8c (1 task/DAG) shows that ExoFlow and Ray both reach saturation after 4 controllers on one node. With 4 nodes, scalability continues, and the gap between ExoFlow and Ray narrows at around 16 controllers. Figure 8d (100 parallel tasks/DAG) shows that throughput overall improves via task batching. Again, with four nodes, both ExoFlow and Ray scale linearly with the number of controllers. ExoFlow achieved roughly 50% of Ray’s throughput, due to additional overhead from workflow orchestration and ensuring exactly-once semantics.

7 Related Work

Workflow systems. Industry workflow systems [3, 5, 7, 14] orchestrate execution and recovery for distributed applications by durably logging the workflow, checkpointing task outputs and replaying failed tasks. However, they require external outputs to be idempotent and significantly limit how tasks can pass data to each other (Section 2).
Many workflow systems for FaaS focus on stateful serverless workflows. Several provide a fault-tolerant transactional key-value store interface \([45, 46, 49]\). ExoFlow is agnostic to external state APIs and implementation and factors out execution and recovery orchestration from such systems.

Some stateful workflow systems offer a fault-tolerant actor programming model \([8, 15, 16]\). A common recovery technique is event sourcing, i.e. durably logging nondeterministic events. However, this requires the developer to use special APIs for nondeterministic code and can add higher overheads than necessary when deterministic replay is not required for application correctness \([23, 38]\). ExoFlow also supports pluggable actors but only with coarse-grained logging (i.e. recording the workflow DAG) and checkpoint-based recovery (Section 3.4). This is intentionally minimal, as it enables composition of both log- and checkpoint-based actor implementations.

ExoFlow is similar to DARQ \([35]\): both use composable atomic steps (tasks) and asynchronous checkpointing. Unlike DARQ, ExoFlow exposes references and annotations to avoid materializing and/or persisting outputs where possible.

Dataflow systems. Many dataflow systems use the DAG model \([22, 31, 48]\). Several use lineage reconstruction for recovery, a form of logging that records the DAG but not the data, to reduce run-time overhead. CIEL \([39, 41]\) also introduces dynamic tasks, which we adopt. However, these systems target data processing applications in which all tasks are stateless and deterministic. Ray proposes a unified API for DAGs and actors \([37]\), which we also adopt, but cannot support exactly-once semantics or persistence \([47]\). Tachyon \([34]\) proposes a method of optimizing checkpoints for lineage-based systems; this could be applied to a future version of ExoFlow.

Other systems such as Naiad \([38]\), Apache Flink \([18]\) and Canary \([43]\) implement both batch and streaming dataflow with message passing and global checkpoints at run time for recovery. This produces lower latency but requires more rollback on failure; it can also add more overhead for applications with frequent external outputs \([23]\). ExoFlow augments log- and checkpoint-based systems by orchestrating recovery across systems with different internal strategies (Section 6.3). Falkirk Wheel \([27]\) targets efficient and flexible recovery for batch and streaming. It uses logical message timestamps to transparently determine the minimum to roll back on failure. ExoFlow provides practical recovery for black-box functions (tasks) by asking semantics from the developer through references and task annotations.

Actor systems. The actor model is a distributed programming model where processes communicate through asynchronous method calls \([30]\). Most systems do not guarantee exactly-once semantics \([2, 12, 17, 47]\). ExoFlow provides a limited exactly-once actor model to support workflows that pass actors between tasks. Meanwhile, the application has full flexibility of existing actor systems within a task.

Message-passing systems. Message-passing systems are a generalization of actors in which processes communicate through message sends and receives. There is a large body of work on recovery for message passing, primarily focusing on logging vs. checkpointing \([23]\). Our work adapts these techniques to the distributed workflow setting and aims to compose log- and checkpoint-based applications.

8 Discussion

References for framework interoperability. Like other dataflow systems, ExoFlow captures the logical data movement in an application. ExoFlow also aims to enable interoperability across distributed execution frameworks, unlike abstractions such as RDDs \([48]\) or timely dataflow \([38]\) that are tightly coupled to a specific framework. This motivates some of the differences betweenRefs and ActorRefs vs. other dataflow abstractions: they can be used to capture third-party data and context, they are serializable, and they do not impose a particular model of parallelism.

Limitations. Using ExoFlow effectively requires developer effort. ExoFlow offers recovery flexibility but the developer must choose the right tradeoff for their application. For example, the developer must decide how large a workflow task should be, and whether checkpointing the output is desirable. Currently task annotations are also very coarse-grained, which makes the system general-purpose but also makes it more challenging for an application to achieve optimal performance and recovery overheads.

There are a number of future directions towards improving ExoFlow’s interfacing with external systems. First, whileRefs allow the application to efficiently pass data between workflow tasks, reading and writing aRef’s data may still require data movement to or from an external framework. Second, currently ExoFlow does not support transactions, i.e. there is no way to specify that a task should be rolled back if another task fails. In this case, the developer must manually roll back the effects of both tasks, e.g., in a finalcommit or abort task. Finally, for cases where tasks read and write external state, capturing more fine-grained semantics could reduce developer burden and improve performance. For example, native support for popular types of external state (e.g., a database) could be added.

9 Conclusion

Many existing distributed systems provide specialized, efficient, and transparent recovery for specific application domains. ExoFlow has an orthogonal and complementary goal. To unify heterogeneous applications, we must provide general and interoperable recovery methods. The greatest challenge is to gain sufficient application semantics without sacrificing flexibility. ExoFlow presents one approach that strikes a balance between usability (minimal annotations, compile-time safety checks) and functionality (flexibleRefs, automatic recovery). In doing so, we hope to provide universal recovery that matches a universal API: the workflow DAG.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
Our artifact includes a comprehensive guide and the source code of the project that allows the evaluators to validate the claims made in ExoFlow. Our artifact runs on Amazon AWS without additional requirements or dependencies. Deploying the code, performing the measurements, generating the plots, and running the benchmarks depend on some third-party frameworks including Anaconda, awscli, and Ray. Please refer to our Github repository https://github.com/suquark/ExoFlow for the latest instructions on reproducing the results.

Scope
The artifact allows the evaluators to validate the claims made in the ExoFlow paper (mostly in the figures) and provides a means to replicate the experiments described. The artifact can be used to set up the necessary environment, execute the main results, and perform microbenchmarks, thus providing a comprehensive understanding of ExoFlow’s capabilities.

Contents
Our artifact includes a comprehensive guide designed to assist the evaluator in setting up and running experiments for the ExoFlow paper. It is organized into three primary sections: Local Setup, Main Results, and Microbenchmarks.

The Local Setup section provides instructions to set up an initial AWS EC2 instance. All subsequent experiments will be conducted within that instance.

The Main Results section contains instructions to reproduce the main experiments (ML training pipelines, Stateful serverless workflows, Online-offline graph processing) presented in our paper. These experiments may take a significant amount of time to run (>30 hours) for evaluation. Therefore, we provide options for both batch running experiments and testing individual data points.

The Microbenchmarks section includes instructions for running microbenchmarks, which take a shorter time to complete.

Hosting
You can obtain our artifacts from GitHub: https://github.com/suquark/ExoFlow. The Github repository may be updated later, but we will maintain clear and accessible instructions about our artifacts in an easily identifiable "README" file.

Requirements
ExoFlow is developed and tested on AWS, and we use some AWS services as the baseline. Thus, an AWS account and quota for certain experiments are required.
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Abstract

Today’s cloud platforms handle server hardware failures by shutting down the affected server and only turning it back online once it has been repaired by a technician. At cloud scale, this all-or-nothing operating model is becoming increasingly unsustainable. This model is also at odds with technology trends, such as the need for new cooling technology.

This paper introduces Hyrax, a datacenter stack that enables compute servers with failed components to continue hosting VMs while hiding the underlying degraded capacity and performance. A key enabler of Hyrax is a novel model of changes in memory interleaving when deactivating faulty memory modules. Experiments on cloud production servers show that Hyrax overcomes common hardware failures without impacting peak VM performance. In large-scale simulations with production traces, Hyrax reduces server repair requirements by 50-60% without impacting VM scheduling.

1 Introduction

Server hardware failures are quite frequent in cloud platforms. For example, a typical cloud server relies on at least 24 DIMMs, six SSDs, six fans, and two CPU sockets\textsuperscript{[48]}. Even assuming optimistic annual failure rates\textsuperscript{1} of 0.1% per DIMM and 0.2% per SSD, 22% of servers will have at least one failure during the typical 6-year lifetime of a cluster. In practice, repair rates are typically even higher.

The common approach to dealing with hardware failures in today’s cloud platforms is to evict all virtual machines (VMs) and stop using the affected server. The server goes back into production only once a technician has replaced all faulty components. This maintains server homogeneity, which simplifies scheduling and operation\textsuperscript{[4, 24, 32, 41, 42, 46, 61, 64, 69]}. We call this the “all-or-nothing” operating model.

Recent technology trends make all-or-nothing operations increasingly unsustainable in cloud platforms. First, server power consumption increasingly requires liquid cooling, which offers performance, efficiency, and sustainability benefits\textsuperscript{[33, 63, 72]}. Liquid cooling significantly increases the time and effort required to repair servers. Second, the share of total costs that are due to repairs are increasing (\S 2). This is in part due to servers staying in datacenters for longer\textsuperscript{2}. Third, all-or-nothing requires a continuous supply of spare components, which is increasingly hard to procure. Component supply chains have emerged as a barrier to further extending server lifetimes and reducing carbon emissions\textsuperscript{[7]}. Fourth, the human repair process can cause interruptions to nearby servers\textsuperscript{[32]}, which is becoming an obstacle in cloud provider’s pursuit to improve the availability of their servers.

This paper advocates that cloud providers should move toward a fail-in-place paradigm where servers with faulted components continue to host VMs without requiring repairs. Fail-in-place operation would significantly reduce repair needs, improving costs, carbon emissions, and availability. However, fail-in-place faces multidimensional challenges in practice. First, it requires a form of graceful degradation where individual faulty components are deactivated instead of decommissioning the entire server. Unfortunately, we find that mechanisms to deactivate components are largely undocumented. Furthermore, deactivating the right component requires accurate fault diagnostics and it is unclear whether this can be achieved in practice. Second, deactivating common components such as DIMMs can significantly impact server performance due to reduced memory interleaving. This performance loss should not be exposed to VM customers. Third, the cloud platform must be able to actually use the capacity on servers with deactivated components. This requires algorithmic changes in VM scheduling and changes to adopt the cloud control plane to support heterogeneous servers.

We introduce Hyrax— the first implementation of the fail-in-place paradigm for cloud compute servers. In a multi-year study of component failures across five server generations, we find that sufficient redundancy in existing servers can overcome the most common memory and SSD device failures. While existing diagnostics can only identify a subset of component types, we empirically find that they are 95% accurate. We identify hooks in deployed firmware that enable deactivating components in ways that overcome many failure possibilities (e.g., dirty or corroded connectors or chip failures). Finally, Hyrax adds a degraded server state and corresponding scheduling rules to a production control plane to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repair Frequency [% Relative to IR]</th>
<th>Available Cores [% Relative to IR]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-or-Nothing (AoN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyrax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Hyrax dominates all-or-nothing (AoN) operations along the entire trade-off spectrum between available resources (core hours) and the number of required server repairs (repair tickets). Different points on the trade-off spectrum are generated by varying the repair schedule, ranging from immediate repairs (IR) to performing repairs in batches at periodic intervals ranging from 1-12 months long. All numbers are normalized to those for AoN with immediate repairs, which is the common approach in today’s cloud platforms.

support servers with deactivated components.

Hyrax overcomes the reduced performance of degraded servers by exploiting existing heterogeneity in VM sizes and configurations. Specifically, we find that the peak performance expectation of small and old VM types matches the performance offered by degraded servers. Further, we find that there are sufficiently many small and old VM types to effectively utilize the capacity of degraded servers. Hyrax also introduces scheduling optimizations for efficiency at scale.

Hyrax has been deployed for a few months on a subset of Azure clusters and a small set of component types. We report on its effectiveness on real failures and use microbenchmarks and large-scale trace-driven simulations to extrapolate a full deployment over six years. Our experience demonstrates that the fail-in-place paradigm is practical under real-world platform constraints.

To evaluate the benefits of at-scale deployment, we simulate 66 compute clusters from two geographic regions over a period of six years. Overall, Hyrax reduces the number of server repairs in a region by 50-60% depending on the region (Figure 1), while offering the same resource availability and scheduling the same VMs as today’s all-or-nothing operation. Figure 1 also shows that Hyrax’s benefits carry over to different repair schedules, including Azure’s existing repair schedule (immediate repairs) as well as previously-suggested batching of repairs [4, 5], where repairs are scheduled at periodic intervals (e.g. once per year). Furthermore, Hyrax reduces replacement rates by 40% for fans, 50% for SSDs, and 75% for memory, which enables extending server lifetimes for multiple years to amortize server costs and carbon emissions.

We hope that, by sharing our journey towards the fail-in-place paradigm, we motivate the community to invest in future cross-stack systems research to make degraded mode and fail-in-place operation significantly more efficient.

**Contributions:**
- The first description of design goals and constraints for fail-in-place and feasibility analysis of degraded mode operation at a large public cloud platform (§3).
- The design and implementation of Hyrax, the first fail-in-place system at a cloud provider. Hyrax’s implementation includes novel mechanisms to deactivate component pathways and a novel model of memory interleaving when memory modules are deactivated (§4, §5, and § 6).
- Experimental results that show Hyrax’s effectiveness, performance, and cost impacts (§7).
- A discussion of deployment experience, broader impacts, and research avenues (§9).

**Limitations.** Hyrax is not applicable to all repair operations. The following assumptions underpin our work.
- Hyrax focuses on server repairs, which account for the majority of technician hours in Azure datacenters. Hyrax does not reduce other technician duties, such as power, network, and cooling maintenance.
- Hyrax focuses on compute servers, where degraded operation is challenging. Storage servers often already implement variants of degraded mode (§8).

## 2 Background

This section reviews repair workflows and costs, typical server configurations, and cloud workloads.

**Repair workflow.** A software agent called Server Health Monitor (SHM) checks server error logs and component types, counts, and capacity for deviations from the expected (homogeneous) configuration. If the SHM suspects any kind of fault, the server is marked as “offline”, which signals the VM scheduler to filter out this server (Figure 2). VMs are migrated away or gracefully evicted. The server is then rebooted into a diagnostics environment. If diagnostics finds a hardware problem, it immediately creates a repair ticket [4, 32, 41, 66].

Repair tickets can point to a specific component pathway (like DIMM #4, Figure 3a) or require a manual diagnosis. After a technician resolves a ticket, e.g., by reseating connectors or swapping out components, the server is tested again to certify reliability (certification step). A reliable server is marked “online” and again becomes a candidate for hosting VMs.

**Impact of all-or-nothing repairs on TCO.** Server repairs are a significant component of total cost of ownership (TCO). The main components of TCO are CapEx (capital expendi-
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**Figure 2:** At Azure, servers are either online and serving VMs, or offline and being repaired. Repairs take between 3 and 190 days at the 50-th and 99-th percentile, respectively.
We refer to these as degradable VMs for security and ease of management. Resources for TCO for server lifetimes of 6 and 10 years [7], respectively.
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pages to mask faulty cachelines. A repair ticket is generated
55, 67, 68]. Moreover, the operating system and hypervisor
dundancy, such as spare blocks in SSDs [8, 25, 34, 44, 52,
represent a single point of failure.

nent types is larger than one (marked in green in Figure 4).

Server repairs thus account for 9% and 12% of total cost
TCO for server lifetimes of 6 and 10 years [7], respectively.

Repairs are also known to be slow [69]. At Azure, 2% of
servers are waiting for repairs at any given time in the
all-or-nothing operating model.

Server hardware. Figure 4 shows a typical cloud server con-
figuration [48]. Variants of this base architecture include one or two NICs and 24-32 DIMMs; most servers use a single
NIC. We note that the component count for some component
types is larger than one (marked in green in Figure 4).

We refer to these as degradable components as they do not
represent a single point of failure.

We note that hardware components internally contain re-
dundancy, such as spare blocks in SSDs [8, 25, 34, 44, 52,
55, 67, 68]. Moreover, the operating system and hypervisor
at Azure employ an aggressive policy for offlineing memory
tables to mask faulty cachelines. A repair ticket is generated
for a component only when the above mechanisms cannot
resolve the problem.

Cloud workload. All workloads run within virtual machines
(VMs) for security and ease of management. Resources
for each VM are typically preallocated at its start time to improve
performance and facilitate the use of virtualization acceler-
ators [2, 39, 60, 70, 71]. VMs come in hundreds of different
types with many combinations of the number of virtual cores,
memory capacity, local and remote storage options, NIC and
GPU configurations.

The cloud provider has no introspection into the workloads
that a customer is running inside their VMs and does not know
their performance requirements. Hence, performance goals

are defined in terms of peak performance, e.g., bandwidth and
latency for memory and IOPS and bandwidth for SSDs. For
older VM types that are scheduled on newer servers, their
performance goals are defined for the server generation they
were originally introduced on.

Azure’s distributed VM scheduler is called Protean [1, 9,
22, 37, 61]. Protean first forwards VM requests to a compute
cluster within the specified region based on hardware require-
ments and available capacity. At the cluster level, Protean
places VMs following a series of rules that balance tightly
packing resources with spreading workloads across racks for
high availability. Filter rules select which servers are con-
sidered candidates for placing each VM. They ensure that
only servers are considered that can ensure the SLAs asso-
ciated with the requested VM type. Preference rules rank
these candidates to find the best placement. Similar to other
schedulers [4, 22, 24, 32, 41, 42, 46, 61, 64, 69], Protean
assumes identical hardware configurations for all servers within
a cluster.

3 Fail in Place

The “all-or-nothing” operating model and the associated high
repair frequency is costly and at odds with multiple server and
data center trends. This paper pursues an alternative paradigm,
which we term Fail-in-Place (FIP). In FIP, servers are allowed
to exist with failed components for prolonged periods of time,
sometimes forever. The main goal of FIP is to reduce repair
tickets while continuing to offer the same user experience to
VMs and minimal impact on cluster capacity and scheduling.

FIP is motivated by our observation that the majority of
hardware repair tickets are due to the failure of degradable
components. Consider Figure 5, which breaks down repair
tickets at Azure into the component type that triggered them.
We see that, for example, in Generation 3 clusters more than
65% of tickets are due to degradable components. Recall
from Section 2 that degradable components do not represent
a single point of failure as their component count per server
is larger than one.

[3] We calculate TCO based on the three dominant cost factors: Deployment
years (y), CapEx (C), Maintenance (y × C × 5%), and Energy/Power (y × C ×
6%). This leads to TCO(y) = C + y × C + y × 6% × C = C(1 + 0.11 × y).

[4] Higher server generations reflect newer server and component architec-
tures. Generation 3 is a currently highly utilized hardware generation.
For degradable component types, Figure 5 further marks in a darker shade the share of tickets that also identify a specific pathway, rather than just the component type. For example, for DIMMs, these tickets would include the specific DIMM slot (recall Figure 3a). We observe that for generations above 2, almost all repair tickets among degradable components also indicate the specific pathway.

The key idea behind FIP is to avoid repair tickets by deactivating (rather than repairing) a faulty degradable component and allowing the server to continue to host customer VMs, albeit with reduced capacity. We refer to this new server state as degraded servers.

While Figure 5 illustrates FIP’s potential to reduce repair tickets, a real FIP implementation must also satisfy the following constraints.

- **C-Performance** VMs placed on degraded servers must still be able to achieve the same peak performance (e.g., memory bandwidth) expected for this VM type (§2).
- **C-Efficiency** A FIP system must be able to effectively use the capacity on degraded servers. For example, it must not strand one resource (e.g., CPUs) because another resource is degraded (e.g., memory).
- **C-Capacity** A FIP system must continue to be able to satisfy a region’s demand for VM resources. In particular, VMs must not be turned away from a region because of server degradation or disrepair.

For cloud platforms, FIP system design can be guided by the following observations based on real-world cloud workloads and failure patterns.

First, a majority of VMs that customers are running belong to smaller VM types that can be accommodated on a degraded mode server without impacting their performance. For example, Table 1 shows a breakdown of core hours by VM type at Azure. VMs with four or fewer cores account for 40-50% of all core hours and are small enough that they require only a small fraction of a server’s full capacity to achieve their expected performance.

Second, our study of server repair tickets at Azure reveals that the number of component failures per server is typically small compared to a server’s total component count. For example, for servers in Generation 3, 90% of servers that develop SSD and/or DIMM failures in a one-year period exhibit two or fewer failures. The most common failure patterns among those servers are one failed DIMM (36.5%) followed by one failed SSD (10.3%). Hence for the bulk of servers with failures, deactivating the affected components would reduce the server’s capacity by only a small fraction (recall that typical server configurations include 24-32 DIMMs and 6 SSDs) and not cause a significant amount of resource fragmentation. We note however that over long time periods, more than a few components will fail. To prevent resource stranding, any FIP system must thus control how many components can be deactivated in any degraded server.

Third, we find that FIP systems will still have to accommodate some repairs (albeit at a greatly reduced frequency) in order to satisfy capacity requirements. While servers with failures of degradable components are returned to online status, the capacity loss due to servers with failures of undegradable components (which will stay offline in the absence of repairs) is not acceptable.

The design and implementation of a complete FIP system pose multiple open challenges not captured in the simple vision above. For example, FIP requires accurate diagnostics, mechanisms to deactivate component pathways, a detailed understanding of how component deactivation impacts performance, policies to determine when to degrade (versus repair) a server, and a control plane that supports FIP (including the VM scheduler and automated diagnostics).

### 4 Hyrax System Design

Hyrax is a concrete implementation of the FIP idea and the first FIP system at a cloud provider. Hyrax implements a new “degraded” online server state on servers and in the control plane and changes multiple aspects of the offline workflow at Azure. Currently, Hyrax supports three degradable component types.
types: memory, SSDs, and fans.

Figure 6 provides an overview of server states in Hyrax. After a server is marked as suspect, results from Diagnostics are used by the Hyrax Policy to decide whether to degrade or repair. This policy applies first filters for degradable component types. Second, it verifies that diagnostics points to a specific pathway within this component type. Third, it applies a threshold on how many components of each type can be degraded. Degraded servers are created by deactivating the faulty component pathway (§5.1). Repairs are scheduled for undegradable component types, when diagnostics cannot identify the faulty component pathway, or if deactivation would cross the policy’s threshold. Degraded and repaired servers are subject to extensive testing (called Certification in §2 and Figure 2) before becoming available for hosting VMs (online).

Hyrax achieves C_{Efficiency} via the policy’s thresholds. Currently, we never deactivate more than two components of any type. Empirically, we find that this is sufficient to prevent resource stranding. We provide a detailed sensitivity analysis in Section 7.4.

Hyrax achieves C_{Performance} by characterizing how deactivating components affects VM performance for different VM types. This allows Hyrax to decide whether the remaining healthy components are sufficient for the server to continue serving VMs and which VM types it can serve without impacting user experience. Hyrax modifies the VM scheduler such that only the VM types whose performance requirements can be met are scheduled on the degraded server.

Hyrax minimizes repair tickets because many servers that are degraded instead of repaired will not encounter another fault during their deployed period. If degraded servers encounter another fault that cannot be degraded, Hyrax issues a single repair ticket and technicians repair all faults on the server at once. We call this technique “mini-batching”. Mini-batching effectively amortizes technician work like the journey to the server’s rack, identifying and opening the server, manual diagnosis, and record keeping.

Hyrax achieves C_{Capacity} in two ways. First, the capacity an individual degraded server can lose is limited via the policy’s thresholds. Second, undegradable servers are not permanently left offline without repairs. We consider a range of different repair schedules (§7).

We discuss technical details of the Hyrax server design in Section 5 and the Hyrax policy and control plane in Section 6.

Figure 6: Server states in Hyrax.
SSD pathway. Server-local storage for VMs is striped across six NVMe drives. This configuration improves peak performance for IO-intensive VM types and facilitates bin packing hundreds of VM types with server-local storage. We modify the striping software module to read a list of serial numbers to include into the stripe. To deactivate an SSD pathway, Hyrax deletes the drive’s serial number from the striping configuration file. Additionally, we deactivate the SSD component pathways in the BIOS using an option called PCIe Port Config (Figure 7b).

Fan pathway. No explicit deactivation is needed for fans. They are monitored by the BMC which emits frequent error messages in case of faults (e.g., zero or low RPM). Hyrax changes BMC firmware to filter out fan error messages for deactivated fan slots.

5.2 Achieving High Performance on FIP Servers

We describe performance challenges when deactivating memory and SSD pathways and how Hyrax overcomes them.

Memory pathway. Cloud servers maximize achievable memory bandwidth by interleaving cachelines across DIMM ranks on all memory channels on the same socket. Deactivating a DIMM limits the processor’s interleaving options and can significantly reduce VM memory bandwidth. Unfortunately, the resulting configuration is almost always outside CPU specifications, known as DIMM population rules [11, 31, 38].

To understand the performance impact of undocumented interleaving from deactivating DIMMs, we experiment with a common production server configuration. This server has two memory controllers per socket (MC0 and MC1), three memory channels per controller (A-C on MC0 and D-F on MC1), and two DIMMs per channel (e.g., A1, A2).

Figure 8 shows memory bandwidth for this server configuration measured in four scenarios: all DIMMs enabled, only DIMM A1 deactivated, only DIMM A2 deactivated, or DIMM A1 and A2 deactivated. We measure the bandwidth with a Memory Latency Checker (MLC) [30] for VMs ranging from 4-32 cores and show averages across 10 runs for each VM size. Error bars indicate the worst-performing run for each VM size. We observe mean bandwidth loss between 0 to 36% depending on which and how many DIMMs are deactivated. Additionally, we observe that even for the same configuration, there is a significant variance between runs with worst case bandwidth loss up to 82%. Such outliers are not acceptable for deployment. We next explain the underlying reasons and then explain our mitigation.

We find that the inflexibility inherent in channel interleaving is the reason for the bandwidth loss. While a server can have multiple interleaving configurations for different ranks (called sets), each set must either alternate between MCs or just focus on a single MC. Consequently, cross-MC interleaving requires the same capacity in participating channels on both MCs. To better understand the subtleties involved in interleaving we use a custom firmware debug mode that prints interleaving sets and participating channels. Figure 9 compares the interleaving we observe on healthy versus degraded servers for a single CPU socket on a common platform.

Figure 9a shows interleaving for a healthy server, which
contains a 32GB and a 16GB DIMM per channel\(^5\). For example, channel A on MC0 contains the 32GB DIMM A1 with ranks A1R1 and A1R2 and a 16GB DIMM A2. Cachelines are interleaved across all six 32GB DIMMs and across all six 16GB DIMMs. Interleaving across all channels creates a uniform address space with 114GB/s, i.e., a sixfold increase over a single channel (19GB/s).

Figure 9b shows a degraded server with C1 (32GB) de-activated. Since symmetry is required within an interleaving set, both C1 and F1 are removed from the first set and as a result, the server interleaves only across the four remaining 32 GB DIMMS. On the other hand, since all 6 16GB DIMMs are still active, the processor continues to interleave across all 6 DIMMs achieving the full 114 GB/s for their part of the address space (note that the 16GB DIMMs now make up the top part of the address space). As F1 is active, but not part of any set so far its capacity remains as non-interleaved (19GB/s). This creates a non-uniform address space with 38\% of pages at 114GB/s, 50\% at 76GB/s, and 12\% at 19GB/s.

A degraded server with two deactivated DIMMs further complicates interleaving sets. Figure 9c shows the interleaving that results when A2 (16GB) and E1 (32GB) are deactivated. With deactivated DIMMs having different sizes, the resulting interleaving sets do not align with full DIMMs and instead use individual ranks (1/2 of a DIMM). The first interleaving set uses A1’s first rank (A1R1) and five 16GB DIMMs (B2-F2) achieving the full 114GB/s. The second set uses A1’s second rank (A1R2) and the first ranks from DIMMs C1, D1, F1 achieving 76GB/s. The third set uses the second rank from C1 and F1. Two final sets interleave across only a single channel using both ranks from B1 and D1’s second rank. This results in an address space with 40\% of pages at 114GB/s, 27\% at 76GB/s, 13\% at 38GB/s, and 20\% at 19GB/s.

The main problem with varying peak bandwidth in different address ranges is that it makes VM memory performance on these servers unpredictable. As the OS and hypervisor are unaware of bandwidth differences across the address space the performance of a VM will vary depending on where in the address space its memory gets allocated. A naive implementation of Hyrax would allocate VMs with a mix of pages that is typically not available. While we can test the memory bandwidth of the entire address space, we found this to be slow and inaccurate. Instead, we conceptually group different deactivation scenarios into equivalence classes, where scenar-\(^5\)ios in the same class result in the same address map, and store the resulting address map in a distributed database (§6). For example, deactivating a single DIMM leads to two equivalence classes depending on the DIMM size of the deactivated DIMM: The first class includes all scenarios where any one of the 32GB DIMMS fails (and the resulting map would be the image in Figure 9b) and the second class includes all scenarios where one of the 16GB DIMMs fails. Deactivating two DIMMs leads to ten equivalence classes, in addition to two DIMM sizes, interleaving changes with the two DIMMs being on the same channel, within the same MC, in a symmetric or asymmetric position on another MC.

Note that our discussion above focused on only one socket. Since interleaving on different (cache-coherent) CPU sockets happens independently, it is sufficient to characterize one socket. We validated equivalence classes by testing almost all 276 possible combinations. Deactivating three DIMMs leads to 2024 combinations and a multitude of equivalence classes — Hyrax thus deactivates at most two DIMMs and repairs three or more DIMM failures. A sensitivity analysis in §7.4 will show that disabling larger numbers of DIMMs does also not provide significant gains in terms of repair savings.

Once we know the address map, we employ page coloring in the OS/hypervisor memory manager (MM) to assign the same color to pages that are in address regions with equal bandwidth. For example, in Figure 9 we assign colors 0, 1, 2, 3 to pages within a 19, 38, 76, 114 GB/s region, respectively. Each VM type comes with a preferred page color, which is set based on core count. Figure 8 shows that color 0 is sufficient for 2-core VMs. Color 1 is sufficient for 4-6 cores, color 2 for 8-12 cores, and color 3 for above 16 cores. Older generations of VMs sometimes run on new servers, while originally being created for servers with a lower per-channel bandwidth and four (instead of six) channels. Thus, old VM types do not even require color 3 and often use colors 0 and 1.

One could use this coloring scheme to guarantee performance at all times by exposing the amount of available memory for each color to the scheduler. However, to reduce coupling between control plane services, we do not expose this level of detail to the VM scheduler. So, large VMs may be allocated using colors below their bandwidth expectation if no higher colors are currently available on the server. Thus, Hyrax offers only a best-effort guarantee. Empirically, we find that this is sufficient since these cases are exceedingly rare (§7).

**SSD pathway.** The SSD pathway is simple compared to memory. In a fully healthy server, local VM storage is striped across six NVMe drives. VM types are capacity and rate limited (IOPS and bandwidth). When deactivating one NVMe drive, aggregate throughput remains sufficient for even the largest VM type. Deactivating two NVMe drives leads to sufficient throughput for all except the largest VM type. Hyrax thus never schedules this VM type on degraded servers with only four active NVMe drives. Hyrax never deactivates more...
6 Hyrax Control Plane

The Hyrax control plane consists of two new distributed services that implement the Hyrax policy and many changes to existing control plane services, including the VM scheduler.

6.1 Hyrax Policy

The Hyrax Policy has two roles (recall Figure 6). First, it interprets diagnostics and sets constraints on which components are degradable. Second, it ensures that degraded servers meet \( C_{\text{Capacity}} \).

To perform the first role, the Hyrax Policy specifies for each server type how many component pathways of each type can be deactivated at once. While Hyrax can adapt to a wide range of thresholds, for our purposes we use two DIMMs, two SSDs, and two fans. These thresholds are guided by common failure scenarios (Section 3) and performance observations (Section 5). Hyrax schedules repairs for any server with more than two faulty component pathways of the same type or any other failure diagnosis. The Policy also includes an extensive mapping list of diagnostic results to valid component pathways. For example, SSD pathways can appear as IO errors, timeouts, and PCIe errors. Diagnostics for SSD failures can sometimes point to PCIe ports and slots that have different (non-SSD) devices or even no device — for these the Hyrax Policy would just schedule the server for repair.

To ensure \( C_{\text{Performance}} \), the Hyrax Policy maps every degraded server configuration to a capacity and performance profile (CPP). The CPP defines the exact server capacity and performance equivalence class (§5). Based on the CPP, Hyrax defines the set of allowable VM types that can run on a degraded server and still meet their SLAs. For example, servers with two DIMMs deactivated on the same channel do not have any page of color 3. This server thus cannot host latest-generation VMs with more than 16 cores. A server with two deactivated SSDs cannot host the largest VM type.

6.2 Control Plane

Deactivating component pathways leads to heterogeneous server configurations within a cluster. This requires changes across service and team boundaries. Figure 10 shows a simplified view of Azure’s control plane. We change three and add two new control plane systems.

Let’s consider a server that starts in healthy state and encounters an SSD failure. (1) The Server Health Monitor (SHM) detects NVMe read errors and follows the offlining workflow (§2). (2) Diagnostics reports the SSD component pathway to the Hyrax Policy (4). (3) The policy decides to start the deactivation workflow and communicates with a server-local daemon to deactivate that SSD (3). The deactivated SSD’s serial number is also passed to the new Hyrax Inventory system. (4) After deactivation, the server is tested in the certification step. In the rare event that diagnostics leads Hyrax to deactivate the wrong pathway (§3), it would be detected in this step, e.g., during load testing. After passing certification, the server is onlined. As multiple control plane services might cache the server’s capacity, onlining requires Hyrax to invalidate caches throughout the control plane including the VM scheduler. (5) The Hyrax Inventory shares the server’s capacity and performance profile (CPP) with the VM scheduler (§6.3). Internally, our inventory tracks server state as a delta to the existing Datacenter Inventory. The delta consists of the serial numbers and slots of deactivated components, which remains small enough to fit into a single inventory server’s memory. (6) The Hyrax Inventory sends active serial numbers and slots to the SHM. The SHM only checks for these active components, which prevents the SHM from triggering warnings over missing components which have been deactivated.

There are additional changes in downstream services not shown here. For example, it was previously uncommon for servers to have multiple concurrent failures, so repair tickets used to be issued only for a single component type. With Hyrax, it is common for repair tickets to include multiple different component types. For example, there are no tickets for a server with two DIMM failures. However, if the two DIMM failures are later followed by any failures for an undegradable component (e.g., the NIC) the repair ticket will involve two different component types. To minimize repair tickets, Hyrax changed the ticket workflow and retrained technicians to repair multiple different component types at once, with a single ticket (mini-batching).

6.3 VM scheduling policy

Hyrax requires three changes to VM scheduling and an optional optimization. First, the VM scheduler consumes Hyrax Inventory to calculate hardware resources for individual servers instead of a single lookup to obtain a cluster’s homogeneous server type. The overhead of this lookup is negligible as servers moving from offline to online state is...
At a high level, we find that diagnostic accuracy is high. Second, we extend filter rules (§2) to enforce Hyrax’s CPP, i.e., which VM types can be placed on every server.

Third, we change the definition of a cluster’s “capacity reserve”. The capacity reserve exists for multiple reasons, including to have a target to migrate VMs to when a server shows signs of failing soon. A key component of the capacity reserve is to have some healthy empty servers (HES) that are able to host any kind of VM, including full-server VMs that use all of a server’s capacity. Degraded servers are not able to host all full-server VMs. We thus exclude them from being counted as HES.

Finally, we change a preference rule to optimize scheduling. Since degraded servers cannot be counted as HES, we prefer fully-healthy servers to become empty and stay empty. Our change updates rules to prefer placing VMs on degraded servers over healthy servers, provided no other rule takes precedence. By doing this we increase HES counts which allows placing more VMs into clusters.

### 6.4 Hyrax Diagnostics

Hyrax builds on an existing automated monitoring and diagnostics system. This system’s output is targeted at humans and includes information on which component type is faulty and its location. To use this system, we add an interpreter that maps diagnostic results to valid Hyrax component pathways. As part of this design, we analyzed four years of repair ticket logs at Azure. This analysis shows the accuracy of the diagnostic system and how Hyrax handles inaccurate or incomplete diagnoses. Specifically, we rely on notes from human technicians, who worked on the tickets in our history of repair logs. These notes indicate whether the diagnosis was correct, including whether the right component was identified.

At a high level, we find that diagnostic accuracy is high. For example, across all tickets in 2021, 96.4% accurately identify the component type at fault. For a more detailed view, Figure 11 shows a breakdown of all diagnoses made in 2021, outlining the different scenarios that arise and how they impact Hyrax’s operation.

We make two interesting observations: First, diagnostic accuracy is lower for diagnoses pointing to an undegradable component: 10% of tickets labelled with an undegradable component are inaccurate (accounting for 2.7% of all tickets). Fortunately, this type of misdiagnosis is relatively benign. Hyrax will take the server offline (for potential later repair), which is the intended behavior if the actual faulty component is indeed undegradable. It is however a missed opportunity to keep the server running in degraded mode if the true fault is in a degradable component.

Second, diagnostic accuracy is very high for diagnoses pointing to a degradable component: 98.8% of tickets labelled as degradable do accurately identify the component type at fault. Within these, some diagnoses are incomplete, where the correct component type is specified, but location information is missing (e.g. the diagnosis indicates a DIMM problem, but does not specify a DIMM slot). More precisely, 3.8% of the accurately diagnosed degradable tickets (corresponding to 2.8% of all tickets) are missing location information which leads Hyrax to offline the server despite the fact that the faulty component is degradable. These tickets thus also represent a missed opportunity for degraded mode operation.

The last scenario we need to consider is the 1.2% of degradable tickets that contain an inaccurate diagnosis pointing to the wrong component type. These make up only 0.9% of all tickets, but their impact on Hyrax is less obvious. In the best case, Hyrax will try to deactivate the specified pathway and certification testing (recall §4) fails since this is not the faulty component. Failing certification testing with any degradable component automatically triggers an investigation both by a technician and by the Hyrax on-call team. In the worst case, the server passes certification testing and returns to serve customer VMs despite the fact that the true faulty component has not been degraded or repaired. This can lead to negative user experience as VMs may be scheduled on the server and they may get interrupted if the server is offline again. Such repeat offlineing of the same server also happens for technician repairs. In fact, our preliminary data indicates that the rate at which repaired servers are offline again is comparable to such inaccurate decisions by Hyrax. This is likely because technicians rely on the same automated diagnostics and certification process as Hyrax.

We conclude by noting that diagnostic accuracy has continuously improved over the past years. Figure 12 shows the breakdown of repair tickets for three different hardware generations (Gen 2–4) by year since deployment. We observe that accuracy has improved from generation to generation, and also that accuracy improves over time within a particular hardware generation. Both the fraction of tickets with missing location and tickets with inaccurate fault code have decreased over the years. The reason is a concerted effort by the diagnostic team at Azure to add more coverage of various fault codes as well as improvements based on technician feedback.
7 Evaluation

7.1 Evaluation Setup

We use two types of setups in our evaluation of Hyrax. First, we evaluate Hyrax on production servers to characterize its performance and ability to mitigate faulty components. Our evaluation focuses on 3rd-generation servers which have been deployed for 2-3 years. Second, to measure cluster-level impacts on repairs and VM scheduling over six years, we use trace-driven large-scale cluster-level simulations.

7.1.1 Server experiments

We use production server hardware and synthetically inject failures using a commercial memory error injector (MEI) that interposes on the DDR memory bus [29]. We also perform real failure tests by intercepting nodes after Diagnostics flags a memory fault, but before a repair ticket is issued (§4).

We measure latency and bandwidth with Intel MLC [30] from inside VMs on healthy and degraded servers. MLC characterizes worst-case performance as it is more sensitive to deteriorated latency and bandwidth than any real-world application we’ve tested. We compare three implementations.

- **Hyrax**: Coloring approach based on 1GB hypervisor page table entries (§4)
- **Naïve**: Hypervisor randomly allocates VM memory among free pages
- **Interleaving**: 4K-interleaving in hypervisor page tables

Our tests cover Intel servers from generations 3-5 and a subsequent (not yet deployed) generation. We report measurements from the 3rd generation as results from other generations are qualitatively the same. A typical 3rd-generation server uses two Intel Skylake processors (96 threads total). Each socket is equipped with six DDR4 channels with a 32GB and a 16GB DIMM per channel. Memory interleaving is enabled across all ranks on the same socket; thus, the OS/hypervisor sees two NUMA nodes. There are six data SSDs using 960GB NVMe drives. The server runs Azure’s production-grade hypervisor and software stack. VMs are allocated with a 1GB page size.

7.1.2 Large-scale simulations

We replay VM, failure and repair ticket traces in a simulated environment, using the Azure production VM scheduler code base. The traces span 66 clusters that host general-purpose VMs from regions in the US and Europe. With only 2-3 years of real failure traces for 3rd-generation servers, we model future failures with the help of 1st and 2nd-generation failure traces. The simulator models Hyrax’s control plane components (Figure 10) including Hyrax and all server states (Figure 6).

We compare two designs.

- **Hyrax**: Hyrax enables degraded server states and repairs servers with undegradable components and above thresholds (§4).
- **AoN**: All-or-Nothing repairs all hardware faults.

We simulate four possible repair schedules: issuing an immediate repair ticket (IR) and scheduling batch repairs every 3, 6, or 12 months (3m, 6m, 12m). For IR, we sample actual repair delays from Azure production datacenters. For batch repairs, we assume a hypothetical schedule where repairs are immediately effective at 3, 6, or 12 months. This batch repair schedule is unlikely how batch repairs would actually be implemented in practice. Instead, its purpose is to show a hypothetical and simplified schedule that could also reduce repair work, to highlight the impact of degraded mode operation. For each repair schedule, we compare the number of repair tickets, repair trips, resource availability and impact on arriving VMs under Hyrax and AoN.

We cross-validate the simulator for AoN relative to real-world clusters with the same failures and VM workloads. Due to the inherent randomness in placement decisions, repeated runs have small deviations. Across runs on 10 clusters, simulation of AoN and real-world metrics are within 0.25%. Overall, our simulations required more than 80,000 CPU hours.

7.2 Correctness

In this section, we use production server measurements to demonstrate that Hyrax can correctly deactivate component paths and thereby avoid future faults on a path. Due to space constraints, we focus on memory faults and omit qualitatively-similar SSD experiments.

**Synthetic failures.** We measure memory error rates with the MEI placed on a given DIMM slot and either activate all ranks (no-Hyrax) or deactivate the corresponding slot (Hyrax). We target the MEI to corrupt bits matching a single row address and start a VM on the same CPU socket. The VM runs MLC in the peak bandwidth setting. Under no-Hyrax, we observe...
a high rate of correctable memory errors. There are bursts of uncorrectable errors that lead to both VM and host crashing within minutes. With Hyrax, there are no memory errors throughout the duration of a 48 hour test; the VMs and the host run without errors or crashes.

**Real-world failures.** We identify a server in a test cluster that was diagnosed with a high rate of uncorrectable memory errors on one DIMM. Diagnostics is able to boot its minimal OS and reproduce these memory errors. Hyrax recognizes that this server can be degraded and deactivated the correct DIMM. Certification testing does not find any memory errors and issues a “pass” that qualifies this server for hosting VMs.

### 7.3 Performance

In this section, we demonstrate that Hyrax can successfully mitigate any VM performance impact of degraded mode operation. For space reasons, we focus on the more complex case of memory performance (memory latency and bandwidth).

**Server-level experiments.** Figure 13 compares VM memory bandwidth of Hyrax and Naïve on a degraded server to a healthy server. The degraded server has A1 and A2 deactivated. Hyrax allocates the VM using colors 0-3, depending on VM core count ($\S4$). We find that memory bandwidth under Hyrax is within 1% of the healthy server. In contrast, Naïve’s performance is highly variable with mean bandwidth up to 36% lower and worst-case bandwidth up to 82% lower than on the healthy server.

We also tested memory latency. In all three systems, and across all experiments, the unloaded memory latency reported by MLC for the degraded server remains within 5% of the healthy server.

**Large-scale page coloring simulations.** The previous experiment focused on a single VM in isolation for one particular failure pattern. For a more complete view of VM performance under Hyrax we use simulations that are driven by actual traces of VM arrivals and departures to capture the effect of VM churn and also simulate component deactivation based on real failure traces to capture the rich set of failure patterns that arises in practice. (The traces come from our cluster simulations in $\S7.4$). We play back these VM events in server-level simulations of the three memory allocation policies: Hyrax page coloring, page interleaving, and Naïve.

Figure 14 shows the percentage of VMs with less than 95% and 99% of the bandwidth of a healthy server, both for VM aggregate bandwidth (left) and bandwidth of the VM’s worst page (right). With Hyrax, fewer than 0.16% of VMs see bandwidth on their worst page that is lower than 99% of the worst-page bandwidth achieved on a healthy server. VM aggregate bandwidth under Hyrax is even closer to that of a healthy server.

Page interleaving also results in a low percentage of VMs that achieve less than 95-99% of the aggregate memory bandwidth of a healthy server. However, more than half of VMs include at least one memory page with significantly lower bandwidth. We also note that page interleaving increases a VM’s page table by orders of magnitude. This leads to a high rate of TLB misses and increased memory access latency. In practice, we know that memory access latency is even more important than bandwidth — internal production workloads lose 5-15% of performance for small page sizes. Thus, interleaving is not practical.

Naïve is compatible with large page sizes but more than 2% of VMs achieve less than 95% of the aggregate bandwidth goal. This grows to 3.5% for a goal of 99% and above 50% when considering the worst page in a VM. While Naïve performs well on average, tail performance matters at scale.

### 7.4 Large-scale Cluster Simulations

We turn to large-scale cluster simulations to characterize Hyrax’s impact on repair tickets, repair trips, cluster resource availability and user impact. We consider four different repair modes: Azure’s process of immediately scheduling a repair ticket (IR) and hypothetical repair batching policies with three different intervals (3 months, 6 months, 12 months).

**Repair tickets.** We begin by measuring for each repair mode the percentage of all hardware failures that result in a repair ticket, i.e. the failures that require a technician to perform
physical examinations and repairs. Figure 15a shows the results for Hyrax and AoN using boxplots, where each data point in the distribution represented by the boxplot corresponds to one of the 66 clusters.

We observe that Hyrax reduces the number of repair tickets by more than a factor of 2 across all repair modes. Both mean and median are consistently around 55% lower under Hyrax compared to single-digit fractions for AoN.

**Repair trips.** We compare the number of repair trips required under Hyrax and AoN, i.e. the number of times when a technician needs to travel to a cluster. Figure 15b shows the number of repair trips normalized by the number of hardware failures.

We observe that Hyrax significantly reduces repair trips under immediate repairs (IR). While under AoN every hardware failure results in a repair trip, under Hyrax, on average 55% of these repair trips can be avoided by deactivating the affected component.

Under batch repairs, the number of repair trips to a cluster is upper-bounded to once every $x$ months, where $x$ is the repair interval. Interestingly, Hyrax still provides improvements over AoN, albeit smaller than for IR. For example, for a batch repair interval of 3 months Hyrax reduces repair trips by around 20% (mean and median across clusters). Every saved repair trip results from a 3 month interval in which Hyrax was able to handle all failures with component deactivation.

**Lost available core-hours.** This metric quantifies the impact of the repair operating model on the availability of cluster hardware resources. In particular, we consider the percentage of a cluster’s total core-hours (i.e. number of cores in the cluster multiplied by cluster lifetime) that are lost, i.e., a core physically exists in the cluster, but is not available to run VMs due to one of two reasons: (1) A server is offline for repairs; (2) Due to resource fragmentation some of a server’s cores cannot be allocated to VMs because of limited availability of another resource (DIMMs or SSDs) [40]. Hyrax might exacerbate resource fragmentation as it might deactivate multiple components of one type, making it harder to utilize the remaining components.

Figure 15c shows that under a batch repair schedule Hyrax significantly reduces the loss of available core-hours. Hyrax keeps servers running (albeit with reduced capacity) after degradable component failures, rather than taking the entire server offline until the next scheduled batch repair. The improvement in the median lost core-hours of Hyrax over AoN ranges from 38% for a 3m interval to 55% for a 12m interval.

Interestingly, we observe that Hyrax improves loss in available core-hours even in the IR repair schedule. The median loss in core-hours is 9% lower under Hyrax than AoN. The reason is that immediate repairs are not truly immediate - typical repair times are on the order of days, but can sometimes take much longer, depending on component availability. In
contrast, deactivating components is consistently fast.

**Rerouting of VMs.** When a cluster’s available resources are insufficient to host an arriving VM, the VM is rerouted to a different cluster. Rerouting of VMs can negatively impact user experience as it increases the time until a VM gets started. Figure 15d shows the percentage of arriving VMs that are being rerouted under Hyrax versus AoN.

Under IR, the fraction of VMs that get rerouted is very small for both Hyrax and AoN. While it is identical (zero) in the median for both policies, the mean is slightly lower (4% reduction) under Hyrax as it decreases lost core hours in some clusters with many failures.

When moving to batch repair schedules, Hyrax provides clear improvements over AoN, ranging from an average 38% reduction in rerouted VMs for 3 month batch repairs to an average 64% reduction for 12 month batch repairs. These improvements are a direct consequence of the reduced loss in system capacity (core-hours) under Hyrax compared to AoN.

**TCO impacts.** Server repairs account for 9 to 12% of TCO (§2), and Hyrax reduces repair tickets by an average of 55% across the simulated clusters (§7.4). However, repairs frequently involve multiple components as well as undiagnosed failures, which extends repair times by about 15%. Thus, Hyrax reduces technician time by about 48%, which translates to a 4.5 to 6% reduction in TCO.

**Sensitivity to Hyrax’s deactivation thresholds.** Our implementation of Hyrax chooses its deactivation threshold of two per component type to reduce complexity. Figure 16 shows how different choices of thresholds impact available core hours, available memory hours, repair tickets and rerouted VMs. The numbers in the figure represent the ratio of Hyrax to AoN for a batch interval of 3m. Darker color shading corresponds to better results.

We observe that available system capacity (core-hours as well as memory hours) does not improve/change significantly beyond a threshold of one DIMM and one SSD. The reduction in number of repair tickets and rerouted VMs under Hyrax continues to increase as thresholds increase, however, returns are diminishing past a threshold of two DIMMs and two SSDs. One of the reasons is that it is very rare that more than two components fail in the same server, so these scenarios have little impact on key metrics.

In conclusion, increasing the thresholds beyond two per component type provides very limited gains while increasing system complexity, e.g. in handling servers with very low performance due to a large number of degraded components.

**Sensitivity to different regions.** Figure 1 shows that Hyrax performs similarly across the US and EU region.

**Sensitivity to server generation.** We also simulated a full deployment of Hyrax on 4th-generation servers. Figure 12 shows that this generation has an overall lower percentage of degradable components. Hyrax’s benefits are thus slightly less pronounced on this server generation. However, as diagnostics has improved over time for 2nd and 3rd-generation servers, 4th-generation servers may also improve in the future.

## 8 Related Work

Our work is the first work to explore degraded mode operation in the context of VM compute servers and at the scale of a cloud platform.

**Datacenters that fail-in-place.** Related to our work are the general efforts toward lights-out data centers such as containerized datacenters [23, 65], underwater datacenters [10], and zero-maintenance storage systems [49, 50]. In our evaluation, AoN with high batch repair intervals (12m) represents these approaches. Unfortunately, the loss in availability or cost (hardware, power, space) to make up for this loss is prohibitive without degraded mode.

**Mechanisms to implement fail-in-place.** We borrowed the term degraded mode from RAID systems [51], where upon failure of a drive, the system seamlessly continues to operate until the failed drive is replaced, however at reduced capacity and reduced performance.

There are many existing fault-tolerance approaches that use component-internal redundancy [8, 25, 34, 44, 52, 55, 67, 68]. Hyrax targets the left-over failures not already covered by these approaches. It can be viewed as taking degraded mode to the extreme and applied to even combinations across different devices. As such, Hyrax has different requirements that raises novel challenges (§4).

**Improving repairs and redundancy.** Recent efforts for reducing the reliance on human technicians in lights-out datacenters explore the use of robots to replace hardware components [56]. Currently, this technology is not sufficiently capable, versatile and economical to be employed at scale. Our work presents a solution that can be deployed immediately in today’s systems.

Finally, systems that require no or minimal repairs throughout their lifetime are common in the context of embedded systems, for example, as part of autonomous vehicles, airplanes or satellites [6, 14, 47, 73]. However, these are special purpose systems with specialized components and significant redundancy. In contrast, we are exploring whether a cluster based on commodity data center components can operate with no or minimal repair throughout its lifetime through the use of fail-in-place.

## 9 Deployment Experience and Discussion

Hyrax reduces repair tickets while maintaining cluster capacity, VM scheduling, and VM performance. We discuss deployment experience and broader issues.

**Deploying incrementally.** Hyrax requires changes across teams that have not previously interfaced, including hypervi-
sor software engineers, hardware validation teams, and data-center staffing. Such a large project requires years to achieve visibility and alignment. During this process, we developed variants of Hyrax that could be deployed incrementally and fly largely under the radar. Our first increment focused on deactivating a single SSD in clusters without impacts on VM scheduling due to spare capacity and bandwidth. Further, we shortcut offline state changes as we could pinpoint some SSD failures without diagnostics. Our shortcut quickly migrated VMs away, rebooted the server, and deactivated the faulty SSD without leaving the online server state. Building in increments increased visibility and buy-in across Azure which facilitated far-reaching changes to VM scheduling and offline server workflows. Overall, Hyrax demonstrates the feasibility of overcoming ossification in large software stacks.

**Reduced benefits due to non-optimized software paths.** The server state diagram in Figure 6 and the control plane overview in Figure 10 are vastly simplified. In principle, a degradable server should be able to return online within half an hour (after a reboot). However, before Hyrax, repairs took multiple days and sometimes even weeks, e.g., due to supply chain issues. Thus, the duration of offline states and transitions did not matter. Under Hyrax, returning to online has to wait for these states, which takes multiple hours in production.

An early variant shortcuts the offline state and returned servers to online within minutes. Unfortunately, the deployment scale of this variant is limited as few faults can be recognized as degradable without deep diagnosis. The limited scale of the shortcut variant and the slowness of Hyrax’s offline implementation currently limits Hyrax’s ability to improve cluster capacity. This is reflected in our simulations ($\S$7).

**The usefulness of simulations and quantitative data.** We tested significant parts of the production code for inventory and state management in a mocked-up environment driven by simulated failures. Our large-scale simulations also helped convince engineering teams to help with large-scale changes. For example, we initially faced significant skepticism towards mini-batching. This was partly due to multiple past efforts that had tried and failed to implement mini-batching. These past efforts had cemented the idea that multiple components failing at once is a very rare occurrence. Simulations showed that Hyrax led to a high occurrence of mini-batched tickets.

**Tailoring automated diagnostics for FIP.** While our work shows that FIP can work with existing diagnostics systems, there is still room for improvement, including fine-grained diagnostics to find individual faulty cores and to improve locating other component paths ($\S$6.4). We also find subtle shortcomings in diagnostics systems due to their focus on technician repairs. For example, current diagnostics systems prefer not to issue a ticket when they cannot reproduce a failure and pinpoint a specific repair action. This is required due to the high cost of false positives, i.e., calling a technician and replacing a component when the underlying component was not actually faulty. The flip side is a higher rate of false negatives, which we observe as repeated failures on the same server. Hyrax’s automation may open up a path towards improving cloud reliability and availability. Specifically, a FIP system could tolerate a higher rate of false positives (as they lead to a negligible capacity impact), and in exchange achieve lower false negative rates.

**Interaction with class failures.** An early practical concern at Azure was how Hyrax interacts with the occurrence of class failures, which is a recall of a large set of components of similar types from the same manufacturing period. Over three years, we found class failures affecting multiple PSU, DIMM, and CPU models, and one SSD model. Class failures often lead to an expectation of increased failure rates which may affect availability. Thus, associated components are typically proactively swapped out for new components. While class failures cause only about 5% of repair tickets, they often affect a large percentage of servers in the same cluster at once. If the number of affected components in a server is below Hyrax’s thresholds, degraded mode can be an effective mitigation. However, deactivating many components at once may negatively affect VM scheduling. Thus, when we look back at three years of class failures, Hyrax would have only been effective in mitigating one out of about a dozen of class failures.

**Implications for new datacenter environments.** Our findings affect how one might design a future datacenter. In short, Hyrax reduces repair needs but does not obviate the need for repairs entirely. Specifically, the capacity loss after 6 to 10 years of deployment without repairs exceeds the cost savings of most new datacenter designs. We thus expect to see continued need for individual component replacement. Hyrax’s reduction in the number of repairs may be sufficient to offset the additional repair time introduced by some designs, such as new cooling techniques [33,72]. Specifically, we find that Hyrax enables datacenter designs that result in repairs that take about twice as long. When repair times take much longer, TCO will increase even with Hyrax. This might be the case for some server and datacenter designs including extremely dense servers [15–18,21,27,28,36], connector-less server designs with soldered-on components [45], or datacenters in hard-to-reach locations, such as sealed containers on the ocean floor [10].
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Abstract
Strictly serializable datastores greatly simplify application development. However, existing techniques pay unnecessary costs for naturally consistent transactions, which arrive at servers in an order that is already strictly serializable. We exploit this natural arrival order by executing transactions with minimal costs while optimistically assuming they are naturally consistent, and then leverage a timestamp-based technique to efficiently verify if the execution is indeed consistent. In the process of this design, we identify a fundamental pitfall in relying on timestamps to provide strict serializability and name it the timestamp-inversion pitfall. We show that timestamp inversion has affected several existing systems.

We present Natural Concurrency Control (NCC), a new concurrency control technique that guarantees strict serializability and ensures minimal costs—i.e., one-round latency, lock-free, and non-blocking execution—in the common case by leveraging natural consistency. NCC is enabled by three components: non-blocking execution, decoupled response management, and timestamp-based consistency checking. NCC avoids the timestamp-inversion pitfall with response timing control and proposes two optimization techniques, asynchrony-aware timestamps and smart retry, to reduce false aborts. Moreover, NCC designs a specialized protocol for read-only transactions, which is the first to achieve optimal best-case performance while guaranteeing strict serializability without relying on synchronized clocks. Our evaluation shows NCC outperforms state-of-the-art strictly serializable solutions by an order of magnitude on many workloads.

1 Introduction
Strictly serializable datastores have been advocated by much recent work [12, 18, 19, 33, 52, 58, 68] because they provide the powerful abstraction of programming in a single-threaded, transactionally isolated environment, which greatly simplifies application development and prevents consistency anomalies [8]. However, only a few concurrency control techniques provide strict serializability and they are expensive.

Common techniques include distributed optimistic concurrency control (DOCC), distributed two-phase locking (D2PL), and transaction reordering (TR). They incur high overheads which manifest in extra rounds of messages, distributed lock management, blocking, and excessive aborts. The validation round in DOCC, required lock management in D2PL, blocking during the exchange of ordering information in TR, and aborts due to conflicts in DOCC and D2PL are examples of these four overheads, respectively. These costs are paid to enforce the two requirements of strict serializability: (1) ensuring there is a total order of avoiding interleaving transactions, and (2) ensuring the real-time ordering i.e., later-issued transactions take effect after previously-finished ones. However, we find these costs are unnecessary for many datacenter workloads where transactions are executed within a datacenter and then replicated within or across datacenters.

Many datacenter transactions do not interleave: e.g., many of them are dominated by reads [12], and the interleaving of reads returning the same value does not affect correctness. Many of them are short [24, 27, 40, 52, 64, 71], and short lifetimes reduce the likelihood of interleaving. Advances in datacenter networking also reduce variance in delivery times of concurrent requests [5, 14, 22], resulting in less interleaving.

In addition, many datacenter transactions arrive at servers in an order that trivially satisfies their real-time order requirement. That is, a transaction arrives at all participant servers after all previously committed transactions.

Because many transactions do not interleave and their arrival order satisfies the real-time order constraints, intuitively, simply executing their requests in the order servers receive them (i.e., treating them as if they were non-transactional simple operations) will naturally satisfy strict serializability. We call these transactions naturally consistent.

Ideally, naturally consistent transactions can be safely executed without any concurrency control, incurring zero costs. However, existing techniques pay unnecessary overheads. For instance, DOCC still requires extra rounds of messages for validation, D2PL still acquires locks, and TR still blocks transactions to exchange ordering information, even if validation always succeeds, locks are always available, and nothing needs to be reordered. Therefore, this paper strives to make naturally consistent transactions as cheap as possible.

In this paper, we present Natural Concurrency Control (NCC), a new concurrency control technique that guarantees strict serializability and ensures minimal costs—i.e., one-round latency, lock-free, and non-blocking execution—in the common case. NCC’s design insight is to execute naturally consistent transactions in the order they arrive, as if they were non-transactional operations, while guaranteeing correctness without interfering with transaction execution.
NCC is enabled by three components. Non-blocking execution ensures that servers execute transactions in a way that is similar to executing non-transactional operations. Decoupled response management separates the execution of requests from the sending of their responses, ensuring that only correct results are returned. Timestamp-based consistency checking uses timestamps to verify transactions’ results, without interfering with execution.

While designing the consistency-checking component, we identified a correctness pitfall in timestamp-based, strictly serializable techniques. Specifically, these techniques sometimes fail to guard against an execution order that is total but incorrectly inverts the real-time ordering between transactions, thus violating strict serializability. We call this the timestamp-inversion pitfall. Timestamp inversion is subtle because it can happen only if a transaction interleaves with a set of non-conflicting transactions that have real-time order relationships. The pitfall is fundamental as we find it affects multiple prior systems (TAPIR [71] and DrTM [66]), which, as a result, do not provide strict serializability as claimed.

NCC handles timestamp inversion through response timing control (RTC), an integral part of decoupled response management, without interfering with non-blocking execution or relying on synchronized clocks. NCC proposes two timestamp optimization techniques, asynchrony-aware timestamps and smart retry, to reduce false aborts. Moreover, NCC designs a specialized protocol for read-only transactions, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to achieve optimal performance [40] in the best case while ensuring strict serializability, without relying on synchronized clocks.

We compare NCC with common strictly serializable techniques: dOCC, d2PL, and TR, and two serializable protocols, TAPIR [71] and MVTO [55]. We use three workloads: Google-F1, Facebook-TAO, and TPC-C (§6). The Google-F1 and Facebook-TAO workloads synthesize production-like workloads for Google’s Spanner [12, 59] and Facebook’s TAO [10], respectively. Both workloads are read-dominated. TPC-C [63] consists of few-shot transactions that are write-intensive. We further explore the workload space by varying the write fractions in Google-F1. NCC significantly outperforms dOCC, d2PL, and TR with 2–10× lower latency and 2–20× higher throughput. NCC outperforms TAPIR with 2× higher throughput and 2× lower latency, and closely matches the performance of MVTO.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

- Identifies timestamp inversion, a fundamental correctness pitfall in timestamp-based, strictly serializable concurrency control techniques.
- Proposes NCC, a new concurrency control technique that provides strict serializability and achieves minimal overhead in the common case by exploiting natural consistency in datacenter workloads.
- A strictly serializable read-only protocol with optimal best-case performance that does not rely on synchronized clocks.
- An implementation and evaluation that shows NCC outperforms existing strictly serializable systems by an order of magnitude and closely matches the performance of systems that provide weaker consistency.

2 Background

This section provides the necessary background on transactional datastores, strict serializability, and general techniques for providing strict serializability.

2.1 Transactional Datastores

Transactional datastores are the back-end workhorse of many web applications. They typically consist of two types of machines. Front-end client machines receive users’ requests, e.g., managing a web page, and execute these requests on behalf of users by issuing transactions to the storage servers that store the data. Servers are fault-tolerant, e.g., the system state is made persistent on disks and replicated via replicated state machines (RSM), like Paxos [30].

Transactions are managed by coordinators, which can be co-located either with a server or the client. This paper adopts the latter approach to avoid the delays caused by shipping the transaction from the client to a server, while explicitly handling client failures. The coordinator issues read/write operations to relevant servers, called participants, following the transaction’s logic, which can be one-shot, i.e., it knows a priori which data to read/write and can send all requests in one step, or multi-shot, i.e., it takes multiple steps as the data read in one step determines which data to read/write in later steps. The system executes transactions following a concurrency control protocol, which ensures that transactions appear to take effect in an order that satisfies the system’s consistency requirements. The stronger the consistency provided by the system, the easier it is to develop correct applications.

2.2 Strict Serializability

Strict serializability [23, 53], also known as external consistency [21], is often considered the strongest consistency model. It requires that (1) there exists a total order of transactions, and (2) the total order must respect the real-time order, which means if transaction tx1 ends before tx2 starts, then tx1 must appear before tx2 in the total order. As a result, transactions appear to take effect one at a time in the order the system receives them.

Formal definition. We use Real-time Serialization Graphs (RSG) [1] to formalize the total order and real-time order requirements. An RSG is a directed graph that captures the order in which transactions take effect. Specifically, two requests from different transactions have an execution edge req1 → req2 if any of the following happens: req1 creates some data version v1 and req2 reads v1; req1 reads some data version v1 and req2 creates v’s next version that is after v1; or
req₁ creates some data version v₃ and req₂ creates v₁’s next version that is after v₃. Two transactions have an execution edge tx₁ ↪️ tx₂ if there exist req₁ and req₂ from tx₁ and tx₂, respectively, such that req₁ ↪️ req₂. A chain of execution edges constructs a directed path between two transactions (requests), denoted by tx₁ ↪️ tx₂ (req₁ ↪️ req₂), meaning that tx₁ (req₁) “transitively” affects tx₂ (req₂) through some intermediary transactions (requests). Two transactions have a real-time edge tx₁ ↪️ tx₂ if there is a real-time ordering between tx₁ and tx₂, meaning that tx₁ commits before tx₂’s first request. In an RSG, vertices are committed transactions, connected by execution and real-time edges.

There exists a total order if and only if transactions do not circularly affect each other. That is, the subgraph that comprises all vertices and only execution edges is acyclic, meaning that the following invariant holds:

**Invariant 1**: ∀tx₁, tx₂ (tx₁ ↪️ tx₂ ⇒ ¬(tx₂ ↪️ tx₁))

The (total) execution order respects the real-time order if and only if the execution edges (paths) do not invert the real-time edges, meaning that the following invariant holds:

**Invariant 2**: ∀tx₁, tx₂ (tx₁ ↪️ tx₂ ⇒ ¬(tx₂ ↪️ tx₁))

These invariants correspond to the total order and real-time order requirements, respectively. Therefore, a system is strictly serializable if and only if for any execution it allows, both invariants hold.

By enforcing a total order and the real-time order, strictly serializable systems provide application programmers with the powerful abstraction of programming in a single-threaded, transactionally isolated environment, and thus they greatly simplify application development and eliminate consistency anomalies. For example, if an admin removes Alice from a shared album and then notifies Bob of the change (via a channel external to the system, e.g., a phone call), who then uploads a photo he does not want Alice to see, then Alice must not see Bob’s photo, since remove_Alice ↪️ new_photo. Such guarantees cannot be enforced by weaker consistency models, e.g., serializability, because they do not enforce the real-time order that is external to the system.

2.3 dOCC, d2PL, & Transaction Reordering

Only a few techniques provide strict serializability. The common ones are dOCC, d2PL, and transaction reordering (TR). dOCC and d2PL typically require three round trips, one for each phase: execute, prepare, and commit. In the execute phase, the coordinator reads the data from the servers while writes are buffered locally. d2PL acquires read locks in this phase while dOCC does not. In the prepare phase, the coordinator sends prepare messages and the buffered writes to the participant servers. d2PL locks all participants while dOCC only locks the written data. dOCC must also validate that values read in the execute phase have not changed. If all requests are successfully prepared, i.e., locks are available and/or validation succeeds, the coordinator notifies the participants to commit the transaction and apply the writes; otherwise, the transaction is aborted and retried.

Transaction reordering typically requires two steps. In the first step, the coordinator sends the requests to the servers, which make requests wait while recording their arrival order relative to those of concurrent transactions. This ordering information usually increases linearly in size with respect to the number of concurrent transactions. In the second step, the coordinator collects the ordering information from participants, sorts the requests to eliminate interleavings, and servers execute the transactions in the sorted order.

These techniques are expensive, e.g., they require multiple rounds of messages, locking, waiting, and aborts. We find that these overheads are wasteful for most of the transactions in many datacenter workloads, and this observation has inspired our protocol design.

3 Design Insight & Overview

This section explains natural consistency, which inspires our design, and overviews the key design components.

3.1 Exploiting Natural Consistency

For many datacenter transactions, simply executing their requests in the order servers receive them, as if they were non-transactional read/write operations, would naturally satisfy
strict serializability. In other words, they arrive at servers in an order that is already strictly serializable. We call these transactions naturally consistent. Key to natural consistency is the arrival order of transaction requests.

Many requests in datacenter workloads arrive in an order that is total, i.e., transactions do not circularly affect each other, due to the following reasons. First, many requests in real-world workloads are reads [10, 12], and reads do not affect other reads. For instance, reads that return the same value can be executed in any order, and thus servers can safely execute them in their arrival order. Second, many transactions are short, e.g., they are one-shot [24, 27, 40, 52, 64, 71] or can be made one-shot using stored procedures [20, 34, 51, 60, 67], and thus their requests are less likely to interleave with others’ requests. Third, advances in datacenter networks reduce the variance of message delivery times [49, 50, 54], and thus further reduces the likelihood of request interleaving.

In most cases, the (total) arrival order satisfies the real-time order between transactions because a transaction that happens later in real-time, i.e., it starts after another transaction has been committed, must arrive at servers after the committed transaction has arrived.

Ideally, the system would treat naturally consistent transactions as non-transactional operations and execute them in the order they arrive without any concurrency control, while still guaranteeing strict serializability. This insight suggests room for improvement in existing techniques. For instance, dOCC still requires validation messages which are unnecessary when transactions are naturally consistent. Further, during validation between prepare and commit, dOCC has a contention window where it can cause other concurrent transactions to abort. As shown in Figure 1a, such contention windows lead to false aborts, where a transaction is aborted despite being consistent. Our design aims to minimize costs for as many naturally consistent transactions as possible.

3.2 Three Pillars of Design

Our design executes naturally consistent transactions in a manner that closely resembles non-transactional operations. This is made possible through three components.

**Non-blocking execution.** Assuming transactions are naturally consistent, servers execute requests in the order they arrive. Requests are executed “urgently” to completion without acquiring locks, and their results are immediately made visible to prevent blocking subsequent requests. As a result, transactions are executed as cheaply as non-transactional operations, without incurring contention windows.

**Decoupled response management.** Because not all transactions are naturally consistent, servers must prevent returning inconsistent results to clients and ensure there are no cascading aborts. This is achieved by decoupling requests’ responses from their execution, with a response sent asynchronously only once it is verified consistent. Inconsistent results are discarded, and their requests are re-executed.

**Timestamp-based consistency checking.** We must check consistency as efficiently as possible, without interfering with server-side execution. We leverage timestamps to capture the arrival order (thus the execution order) of requests and design a client-side checker that verifies if requests were executed in a total order, without incurring overheads such as messages (as in dOCC and TR) or locks (as in dOCC and d2PL).

Figure 2 shows at a high level how these three pillars support our design, and depicts the life cycle of transactions:

- The user submits application requests to a client, which translates the requests into transactions.
- The (client) coordinator sends operations to the par-
participant servers, following the transaction’s logic. The servers execute requests in their arrival order. Their responses are inserted into a queue and sent asynchronously. The responses include timestamps that capture requests’ execution order.

Responses are sent to the client when it is safe, determined by response timing control (RTC).

The safeguard checks if transactions were executed in a total order by examining the timestamps in responses. The coordinator sends commit/abort messages to the servers and returns the results of committed transactions to the user in parallel, without waiting for servers’ acknowledgments. 4 and 5 explicitly handle client failures by leveraging a server as a backup coordinator.

**Limitations.** First, our design leverages natural consistency, which is observed in short (e.g., one or few shots) datacenter transactions; while our design supports arbitrary-shot transactions, many-shot long-lasting transactions that are more likely to interleave might not benefit from our design. Second, the timestamps associated with each request, including both reads and writes, must be made persistent (e.g., written to disks) and replicated for correctly handling failures, which could lead to replication overhead, which we detail in Section 5.6.

**An observation.** Key to the correctness of our design is leveraging timestamps to verify a total order that respects the real-time order. Yet, we identify a correctness pitfall in relying on timestamps to ensure strict serializability.

### 4 Timestamp-Inversion Pitfall

We discover that timestamp-based techniques sometimes fail to guard against a total order that violates the real-time order in subtle cases. As a result, executing transactions in such a total order inverts the real-time relationship between transactions, which leads to a violation of strict serializability. We call such violations the *timestamp-inversion pitfall*. Figure 3 shows a minimal construction of timestamp inversion using three transactions. \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \) are single-machine transactions issued by different clients, and \( tx_3 \) starts after \( tx_1 \) finishes, so there exists a real-time order \( tx_1 \rightarrow tx_2 \rightarrow tx_3 \) that strict serializability must enforce. \( tx_3 \) is a multi-shard transaction by a third client that interleaves with \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \). \( tx_1 \), \( tx_2 \), and \( tx_3 \) have timestamps 10, 5, and 7, respectively. 1 By following these timestamps, the transactions are executed in a total order denoted as \( tx_3 \rightarrow tx_1 \rightarrow tx_2 \), which inverts the real-time order \( tx_1 \rightarrow tx_2 \rightarrow tx_3 \) and thus violates strict serializability. Specifically, the execution of these transactions violates Invariant 2, subjecting them to consistency anomalies discussed in §2.2.

The timestamp-inversion pitfall is subtle because it happens only if a transaction interleaves with a set of *non*-conflicting transactions that have real-time ordering constraints. We find timestamp inversion to be fundamental as it has affected multiple different systems; we discuss two such systems below. In addition, we find that there are several existing systems that do not explicitly define their consistency model, but give a strong indication of providing strict serializability—e.g., they claim invariants that are equivalent to strict serializability, or are built on or evaluated against strictly serializable protocols. We find that these systems also fall into the pitfall.

**Timestamp inversion affects several prior systems.** The minimal example in Figure 3 can be extended to variants of timestamp inversion that affect different types of transactions in real system designs, suggesting that this pitfall is general and fundamental. For instance, we find two systems from recent SOSPs fall into different variants of the pitfall, and thus are not strictly serializable as claimed. We elaborate below to help future work avoid timestamp inversion, and provide the full counterexamples in a technical report [41].

**TAPIR** [71, 72] is an integrated protocol that co-designs concurrency control and replication. Its concurrency control is a variant of doCC which validates writes using timestamps without acquiring locks, while reads are validated in the traditional way. Because reads and writes are executed in timestamp order but validated with separate mechanisms, TAPIR’s read-write transactions may cause an inversion of concurrent writes. For instance, if \( tx_1, tx_2, \) and \( tx_3 \) in Figure 3 are read-write transactions, then all three transactions would pass TAPIR’s validation, which results in the inversion of \( tx_1 \rightarrow tx_2 \rightarrow tx_3 \). The effect of this inversion is perceivable to the client via future reads. This variant of timestamp inversion requires a detailed analysis of the possible executions, showing that none of them are admissible by strict serializability [41].

**DrTM** [11, 66] is a specialized design for modern datastores equipped with hardware transactional memory and remote direct memory access. DrTM uses timestamps to validate read leases which are acquired before reading the data, a technique equivalent to executing read requests in the timestamp order.

---

\[1\] A timestamp is generated by either a loosely synchronized physical clock [48] or a causal counter, e.g., a Lamport clock [28].
Pre-timestamping transactions. NCC processes a transaction in two phases: execute and commit. Algorithm 5.1 shows the client (coordinator)’s logic. The coordinator starts a transaction tx by pre-assigning it a timestamp t that consists of two fields: clk which is the client’s physical time (Section 5.3 details how it is computed), and cid which is the client identifier. t uniquely identifies tx (line 3). When two timestamps have the same clk, NCC breaks the tie by comparing their cid. t is included in all of tx’s requests that are sent to servers shot by shot, following tx’s application logic (lines 4 and 5). These timestamps accompany tx throughout its life cycle and will be used to verify if the results are consistent.

Refining timestamps to match execution order. Algorithm 5.2 details the server-side logic for request execution and commitment. Each key stores a list of versions in the order of the server creating them. A version has three fields: value, a pair of timestamps (t_w, t_r), and status. value stores the data; t_w is the timestamp of the transaction that created the version; t_r is the highest timestamp of transactions that read the version; and status indicates the state of the transaction that created the version: either (initially) undecided, or committed. An aborted version is removed from the datastore.

The server always executes a request against the most recent version curr_ver, which is either undecided or committed (line 35). Specifically, the server executes a write by creating a new undecided version new_ver, which is now the most recent version of the key, ordered after curr_ver (lines 39 and 40), and executes a read by reading the value of curr_ver (line 44). NCC’s basic protocol can work with a single-versioned data store while multi-versioning is required only for smart retry, a timestamp optimization technique (§5.4). The server refines the most recent version’s timestamp pair to match the order in which requests are executed. Specifically, a write request computes new_ver’s t_w as follows: its physical time field is no less than that of the write’s timestamp t and that of curr_ver’s t_r, and its client identifier is the same as t’s (line 37); new_ver’s t_r is initialized to t_w (line 38). Similarly, a read request updates curr_ver’s t_r if needed (line 43). Figure 1b shows examples of how timestamps are refined. A version is associated with a t_w and a t_r, e.g., A1 initially has a timestamp pair (4, 8). tx1–tx3 are single-key read transactions with pre-assigned timestamps 10, 2, and 6, respectively. They return the most recent version of A, i.e., A1, update its t_r if needed, and return A1’s timestamp pair. tx4 and tx5 show how writes manage timestamps.

These (refined) timestamps match requests’ arrival order and thus also match the execution order: on each key, a read must have a timestamp greater than that of the write it sees, i.e., a read is ordered after the most recent write, and a write must have a timestamp greater than that of the most recent read, i.e., a write is ordered after the most recent read (and thus all previous writes).

Non-blocking execution and response queues. The server executes requests in a non-blocking manner and decouples

This makes DrTM’s read-only transactions subject to inversion, e.g., when tx1, tx2, and tx3 in Figure 3 are read-write, read-only, and read-only transactions, respectively.

The main contributions of TAPIR and DrTM still stand, just with weaker consistency than claimed. Both teams conjecture that they can fix the systems by using synchronized clocks (e.g., TrueTime [12]) and adapting their designs to use these clocks. Thus, it is likely that their contributions still stand with strict serializability when synchronized clocks are used. However, synchronized clocks require specialized infrastructure and are not generally available (§7). Therefore, NCC is designed to avoid timestamp-inversion without relying on synchronized clocks.

5 Natural Concurrency Control

This section presents the basic components of NCC, explains how NCC avoids the timestamp-inversion pitfall, introduces two timestamp optimization techniques and a specialized algorithm for read-only transactions, and concludes with discussions of failure handling and correctness.

5.1 Protocol Basics

We build NCC on the three design pillars (§3.2) to minimize the costs for naturally consistent transactions.

---

Algorithm 5.1: Client (transaction coordinator) logic

```plaintext
Function EXECUTERWTRANSACTION(tx):
  results ← {} ; t_pairs ← {} // server responses
  t.clk ← ASYNCHRONOUSWATCHTX(tx) ; t.cid ← clientID
  for req in tx do
    // send requests shot by shot,
    // following tx's logic
    res, t_pair ← NONBLOCKINGEXECUTE(req, t)
    results ← results ∪ res
    t_pairs ← t_pairs ∪ t_pair
    // all shots done, tx's logic complete
    ok, t' ← SAFEGUARDCHECK(t_pairs)
    if not ok then
      ok ← SMARTRETRY(tx, t') // §5.4
    if ok then
      ASYNCCOMMITORABORT(tx, "committed")
    return results
  return

Function SAFEGUARDCHECK(t_pairs):
  t_o.set ← {} ; t_r.set ← {} .
  for t_pair in t_pairs do
    t_o.set ← t_o.set ∪ t_pair.left
    t_r.set ← t_r.set ∪ t_pair.right
    t_o.max ← max{t_o.set} ; t_r.min ← min{t_r.set}
  if t_o.max ≤ t_r.min then
    // t_pairs overlap, ∃ a snapshot
    return true, t_o.max
  else
    return false, t_o.max
```

---

This makes DrTM’s read-only transactions subject to inversion, e.g., when tx1, tx2, and tx3 in Figure 3 are read-write, read-only, and read-only transactions, respectively.

The main contributions of TAPIR and DrTM still stand, just with weaker consistency than claimed. Both teams conjecture that they can fix the systems by using synchronized clocks (e.g., TrueTime [12]) and adapting their designs to use these clocks. Thus, it is likely that their contributions still stand with strict serializability when synchronized clocks are used. However, synchronized clocks require specialized infrastructure and are not generally available (§7). Therefore, NCC is designed to avoid timestamp-inversion without relying on synchronized clocks.

5 Natural Concurrency Control

This section presents the basic components of NCC, explains how NCC avoids the timestamp-inversion pitfall, introduces two timestamp optimization techniques and a specialized algorithm for read-only transactions, and concludes with discussions of failure handling and correctness.

5.1 Protocol Basics

We build NCC on the three design pillars (§3.2) to minimize the costs for naturally consistent transactions.
their execution from responses. Specifically, a write creates a version and immediately makes it visible to subsequent transactions; a read fetches the value of the most recent version whose status could be undecided, without waiting for it to commit; the server prepares the response (lines 34, 41, and 44), inserts it into a response queue (lines 45 and 46), which asynchronously sends the responses to clients when it is safe. (Section 5.2 details response timing control, which determines when sending a response is safe so timestamp inversion and cascading aborts are prevented.) Unlike d2PL and dOCC, which lock data for at least one round-trip time in the execute and prepare phases (i.e., the contention window), non-blocking execution ensures that a transaction never exclusively owns the data without performing useful work. As a result, the server never stalls, and CPUs are fully utilized to execute requests. Moreover, non-blocking execution eliminates the contention window and thus reduces false aborts.

Client-side safeguard. A server response includes the timestamp pair \( (t_w, t_r) \) of the most recent version, e.g., \( \text{new}_\text{ver} \) for a write and \( \text{curr}_\text{ver} \) for a read. The returned \( t_w \) is the time when the most recent write on the same key took effect, and no later writes can take effect between \( t_w \) and \( t_r \) on the same key. A write must have \( t_w = t_r \), meaning that it takes effect exactly at \( t_w \). When a transaction has completed its logic (i.e., all shots are executed) and the client has received responses to all its requests, the safeguard looks for a consistent snapshot that intersects all \( (t_w, t_r) \) pairs in server responses by checking if the \( (t_w, t_r) \) pairs overlap (lines 8, 18–27). This intersecting snapshot identifies the transaction’s synchronization point, i.e., all requests are valid at the intersecting timestamp.

Figure 1c shows an example where NCC executes the same transactions in Figure 1a. The default versions \( A_0 \) and \( B_0 \) both have a timestamp pair \( (0, 0) \). \( t_{x1} \) and \( t_{x2} \) are pre-assigned 4 and 8, respectively, and their requests arrive in the same order as they were in Figure 1a. The safeguard enables NCC to commit both transactions, i.e., \( t_{x1} ‘s \) responses intersect at 4 while \( t_{x2} ‘s \) intersect at 8, without unnecessary overhead such as dOCC’s validation cost and false aborts.

When the client has decided to commit or abort the transaction, the protocol enters the commit phase by sending the commit/abort messages to the servers. If the transaction is committed, the server updates the status of the created versions from undecided to committed; otherwise, the versions are deleted (lines 48–53). The client retries the aborted transaction. The client sends the results of the committed transaction to the user in parallel with the commit messages, i.e., asynchronous commit, without waiting for servers’ acknowledgments (lines 11–16).

Supporting complex transaction logic. NCC supports transactions accessing a key multiple times, e.g., read-modify-writes and repeated reads/writes, by treating its requests to the same key as a single logical request. For instance, if a read-modify-write has its read and write requests executed consecutively (i.e., they are not intersected by other writes), then only the write response is checked by the safeguard, treating read-modify-write as one logical request; otherwise, it is aborted if there are intersecting writes, e.g., when the most recent version has a \( t_w \) greater than that returned by the read of this read-modify-write. The responses of these requests are grouped together in the response queue, e.g., the write response of a read-modify-write is inserted right after the read response of the same read-modify-write. We explain the details of handling complex logic in the technical report [41].

NCC achieves minimal costs by urgently executing transactions in a non-blocking manner and by ensuring a total order with the light-weight timestamp-based safeguard. Yet, in order to provide strict serializability, NCC must enforce the realtime order between transactions by handling the timestamp-inversion pitfall, as we discuss next.

5.2 Response Timing Control

NCC avoids the timestamp-inversion pitfall by disentangling the subtle interleaving between a set of non-conflicting transactions that have real-time order dependencies (e.g., Figure 3),

---

**Algorithm 5.2: Server execution and commitment**

```plaintext
Multi-versioned data store:

Function NonBlockingExecute(req, t):
  resp ← [1] // response message
  curr_ver ← DS[req.key], most_recent
  if req is write then
    t_w, clk ← max(t.clk, curr.ver.t, clk + 1); t_w, cid ← t_w
    new.ver ← [req.value, (t_w, t_r), "undecided"]
    DS[req.key] ← DS[req.key] + new_ver
    resp ← ["done", (t_w, t_r)]
  else
    curr_ver, t ← max(t, curr.ver.t)
    resp.qs[req.key].enqueue(resp, req, t, "undecided")
    RESP_TIMING_CONTROL(resp.qs[req.key]) // §5.2

Function AsyncCommitOrAbort(tx, decision):
  foreach ver created by tx do
    if decision = "committed" then
      ver.status ← decision
    else
      DS.remove(ver)
    endforeach
  foreach resp.q in resp.qs do
    foreach resp in resp.q do
      if resp.request ∈ tx then
        resp.q.status ← decision
      endforeach
      RESP_TIMING_CONTROL(resp.q) // §5.2
```
without relying on synchronized clocks. Specifically, NCC introduces response timing control (RTC), which controls the sending time of responses. It is safe to send the response of a request req when the following dependencies are satisfied:

D1 If req reads a version created by req0 of another transaction, then req’s response is not returned until req0 is committed or it is discarded if req0 is aborted (then req will be re-executed).

D2 If req is a write and there are reads that read the version which immediately precedes the one created by req, then req’s response is not returned until the reads are committed/aborted.

D3 If req creates a version immediately after the version created by req0 of another transaction, then req’s response is not returned until req0 is committed/aborted.

By enforcing these dependencies, NCC controls the sending of responses so that the transactions which form the subtle interleaving are forced to take effect in their real-time order. For instance, in Figure 3, server A cannot send the response of tx1 until tx3 has been committed (assuming at least one of them writes to A). As a result, any transaction tx2 that begins after tx1 receives its response, i.e., tx1 → tx2, must be executed after tx1, and thus after tx3 as well: tx2’s execution on each server is after it begins, which is after tx1 ends, which is after tx1’s response is sent, which is after tx3 commits, which is after tx3 executes on each server. This results in a total order tx1 → tx3 → tx2, which respects the real-time order, enforcing Invariant 2, as shown in Part III of Figure 3.

NCC implements RTC by managing response queues, independently from request execution. NCC maintains one queue per key. A queue item consists of four fields: response that stores the response message of a request, the request itself, ts which is the pre-assigned timestamp of the request, and q_status that indicates the state of the request, which is initially undecided, and updated to either committed or aborted when the server receives the commit/abort message for this request (lines 54–57, Algorithm 5.2).

Managing response queues. Algorithm 5.3 details how NCC manages the response queue of each key. This logic is invoked every time the server finishes executing a request (line 46) and receives a commit/response message (line 58). NCC iterates over the queue items from the head (i.e., the oldest response) until it finds the first response whose q_status is undecided, which means all earlier requests on the same key have been committed or aborted, i.e., this response has satisfied the three dependencies (lines 60–62 and 71). The server sends this response message to the client if it has not done so (lines 72, 74–77). If this is a read response, then the server sends all consecutive read responses that follow it (lines 73 and 78–81), because all these read responses satisfy the three dependencies. In other words, reads returning the same value do not have dependencies between them. RTC is effectively similar to locking the response queues, e.g., the

```
Algorithm 5.3: Response timing control
90 Function RESPTIMINGCONTROL(req_q):
91 head ← req_q.head() // the oldest response
92 while head.q_status ≠ "undecided" do
93 // find the first response we can send
94 resp_q.dequeue()  // send dependency-satisfied responses
95 new_head ← resp_q.head() // re-execute the read locally
96 new_req ← new_head.request; t ← new_head.ts
97 while head.q_status = "aborted" and head.request is write and new_req is read do
98 // handle reads seeing aborted writes
99 resp_q.dequeue() // discard read response
100 end
101 nonBlockingExecute(new_req, t)
102 new_head ← resp_q.head()
103 new_req ← new_head.request; t ← new_head.ts
104 head ← resp_q.head()
105 next_item ← head
106 repeated loop
107 // send dependency-satisfied responses
108 resp ← curr_item.response
109 if resp.is_sent ≠ true then
110 sys_call.send(resp) // send to client
111 resp.is_sent ← true
112 // send consecutive read responses
113 next_item ← curr_item.next()
114 if curr_item.request is not read or next_item.request is not read then
115 break repeated loop
116 curr_item ← next_item
```

queue is “locked” when a response is sent and other responses must wait, and is “unlocked” when the commit/abort message for the request to which the sent response belongs is received. However, RTC differs from lock-based mechanisms in that it is decoupled from execution and does not introduce contention windows, i.e., data objects are not locked.

Fixing reads locally. When the server receives an abort message for a write request, it must invalidate the responses of any reads that have fetched the value of the aborted write. This is necessary to avoid returning invalid results to the client and to prevent cascading aborts. Specifically, the server removes the response of such a read from the response queue and re-executes the read request, e.g., it fetches the current most recent version, prepares a new response, and inserts the new response to the tail of the queue (lines 65–68).

Avoiding indefinite waits. To avoid responses from circularly waiting on dependencies across different keys, NCC early aborts a request (thereby aborting the transaction to which it belongs) if its pre-assigned timestamp is not the highest the server has seen and if its response cannot be sent immediately, i.e., it is not the head of the queue. Specifically, a write (read) is aborted if there is an undecided request (write request) with a higher timestamp. Then, the server sends a special response to the client without executing the request. The special response includes a field early_abort which allows
the client to bypass the safeguard and abort the transaction. We omit the details from the pseudocode for clarity.

RTC is a general solution to timestamp inversion, without the need for synchronized clocks. It does not incur more aborts even when responses are not sent immediately, because response management is decoupled from request execution. That is, whether a transaction is committed or aborted is solely based on timestamps, and RTC does not affect either pre-assignment or refinement of timestamps. Yet, NCC’s performance also depends on how well timestamps capture the arrival order of (naturally consistent) transactions. That is, timestamps that do not match transactions’ arrival order could cause transactions to falsely abort even if they are naturally consistent. Next, we will discuss optimization techniques that enable timestamps to better match the arrival order.

### 5.3 Asynchrony-Aware Timestamps

NCC proposes two optimizations: a proactive approach that controls how timestamps are generated before transactions start, and a reactive approach that updates timestamps to match the naturally consistent arrival order after requests are executed. This subsection discusses the proactive approach.

The client pre-assigns the same timestamp to all requests of a transaction; however, these requests may arrive at their participant servers at different physical times, which could result in a mismatch between timestamp and arrival order, as shown in Figure 4a. Transactions \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \) start around the same time and thus are assigned close timestamps, e.g., \( t_1 = 1004 \) and \( t_2 = 1005 \), respectively (client IDs are omitted). Because the latency between \( B \) and \( CL_1 \) is greater than that between \( B \) and \( CL_2 \), \( tx_1 \) may arrive at \( B \) later than \( tx_2 \), but \( tx_1 \) has a smaller timestamp. As a result, the safeguard may falsely reject \( tx_1 \), e.g., server \( B \) responds with a refined timestamp pair (1006, 1006) which does not overlap with (1004, 1005), the timestamp pair returned by server \( A \). However, aborting \( tx_1 \) is unnecessary because \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \) are naturally consistent.

To tackle this challenge, NCC generates timestamps while accounting for the time difference, \( t_A \), between when a request is sent by the client and when the server starts executing the request. Specifically, the client records the physical time \( t_e \) before sending the request to the server; the server records the physical time \( t_s \) before executing the request and piggybacks \( t_s \) onto the response sent back to the client; and the client calculates \( t_A \) by finding the difference between \( t_e \) and \( t_s \), i.e., \( t_A = t_s - t_e \). By measuring the end-to-end time difference, \( t_A \) effectively masks the impact of queuing delays and clock skew. The client maintains a \( t_A \) for each server it has contacted. An asynchrony-aware timestamp is generated by adding the client’s current physical time and the greatest \( t_A \) among the servers this transaction will access. For instance, given the values of \( t_A \) shown in Figure 4a, \( CL_1 \) assigns \( tx_1 \) timestamp 1014 (i.e., 1004 + 10) and \( CL_2 \) assigns \( tx_2 \) 1010 (i.e., 1005 + 5), and both transactions may successfully pass their safeguard check, capturing natural consistency.

### 5.4 Smart Retry

NCC proposes a reactive approach to minimizing the performance impact of the safeguard’s false rejects, which happen when timestamps fail to identify the naturally consistent arrival order, as shown in Figure 4b. Initially, version \( A_0 \) has a timestamp pair (0, 0), and \( B_0 \) has (0, 5). The same transactions \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \) as those in Figure 1c access both keys. Following NCC’s protocol, \( tx_1 \)’s responses contain the timestamp pairs (0, 4) and (6, 6) from \( A \) and \( B \), respectively, which will be rejected by the safeguard because they do not overlap. However, aborting \( tx_1 \) is unnecessary because \( tx_1 \) and \( tx_2 \) are naturally consistent.

Instead, NCC tries to “reposition” a rejected transaction with respect to the transactions before and after it to construct a total order, instead of aborting and re-executing the rejected transaction from scratch, which would waste all the work the server has done for executing it. Specifically, NCC chooses a timestamp that is nearest “in the future” and hopes the rejected transaction can be re-committed at that time. This is possible if the chosen time has not been taken by other transactions.

Algorithm 5.4 shows the pseudocode for smart retry. When the transaction fails the safeguard check, NCC suggests a new timestamp \( t' \), which is the maximum \( t_w \) in the server responses. The client then sends smart retry messages that include \( t' \) to the participant servers, which then attempt to reposition the transaction’s requests at \( t' \). The server can reposition a request if there has not been a newer version that was created before \( t' \) (lines 85–87) and, if the request is a write, the version it created has not been read by any transactions (lines 88 and 89). The server updates the timestamps of relevant versions if smart retry succeeds, e.g., the created version has a new timestamp pair \((t'', t'')\), and \( t_r \) of the read version is updated to \( t'' \) if \( t'' \) is greater (lines 90–93). (Our implementation does not smart-retry the request that returned the maximum \( t_w \), i.e., \( t=w=t'' \), because its smart retry always succeeds.) The client commits the safeguard-rejected transaction if all its smart retry requests succeed, and aborts and retries it from scratch otherwise (lines 9 and 10, Algorithm 5.1).

---

**Algorithm 5.4: Smart retry**

```plaintext
Function SMARTRETRY(tx, t'):

foreach ver accessed by tx do

// next version of the same key
next_ver ← ver.next()

if next_ver \( \leq t' \) then

return false

if ver created by tx and ver.tw \( \neq \) ver.t then

return false

ver.tw ← \( t' \)

ver.t ← \( t'' \)

return true
```

---
Not only does smart retry avoid false aborts, it also unleashes a higher degree of concurrency, as shown in Figure 4c. The servers have executed a newer transaction \(tx_2\) when \(tx_1\)’s smart retry (SR) messages arrive, and both transactions can be committed even if the messages interleave, e.g., \(tx_1\)’s smart retry succeeds and \(tx_2\) passes its safeguard check, because \(tx_2\)’s pre-assigned timestamps have left enough room for repositioning \(tx_1\)’s requests. In contrast, validation-based techniques would unnecessarily abort \(tx_1\) (considering SR as \(d\)OCC’s validation messages) due to the presence of the conflicting transaction \(tx_2\).

**Garbage collection.** Old versions are temporarily stored and garbage collected as soon as they are no longer needed by undecided transactions for smart retry. Only the most recent versions are used to serve new transactions.

### 5.5 Read-Only Transactions

NCC designs a specialized read-only transaction protocol for read-dominated workloads [10, 12, 26, 40, 44]. Similar to existing works, NCC optimizes read-only transactions by eliminating their commit phase because they do not modify the system state and have nothing to commit. By eliminating commit messages, read-only transactions achieve optimal performance in the best case, i.e., one round of non-blocking messages with constant metadata [40, 42, 43].

Eliminating commit messages brings a new challenge to response timing control: write responses can no longer track their dependencies on preceding read-only transactions, as they do not know if and when those reads are committed/aborted. To tackle this challenge, NCC aborts a read-only transaction if it could possibly cause the subtle interleaving that leads to timestamp inversion. In other words, NCC commits a read-only transaction if its requests arrive in a naturally consistent order and no intervening writes have been executed since the last time the client accessed these servers.

Specifically, each client tracks \(t_w\) which is the \(t_e\) of the version created by the most recent write on a server, and the client maintains a map of \(t_w\) for each server this client has contacted. A read-only transaction is identified by a Boolean field \(IS_READ_ONLY\). The client sends each of its requests to the participant server together with the pre-assigned timestamp (as in the basic protocol) and the \(t_w\) of the server. To execute a read request, the server checks the version at \(t_w\). If the version is still the most recent, the server continues to execute the read following the basic protocol, e.g., it fetches the most recent version, refines its \(t_r\) if needed, and returns its timestamp pair; otherwise, the server sends a special response that contains a field \(ro\) _abort_ immediately without executing the request. If any of the responses contain \(ro\) _abort_, the client aborts this read-only transaction; otherwise, the client continues with the safeguard check and, if needed, smart retry, after which the client does not send any commit/abort messages.

This protocol pays more aborts in the worst case in exchange for reduced message overhead in the normal case, a trade-off that is worthwhile for read-dominated workloads where writes are few so aborts are rare, and read-only transactions are many so the savings in message cost are significant. This protocol also expedites the sending of responses for read-write transactions because read-only transactions do not insert responses into the response queue, i.e., a write response depends only on the reads of preceding read-write transactions in Dependency \(D_2\), not those of read-only transactions.

### 5.6 Failure Handling

**Tolerating server failures.** NCC assumes servers never fail as their state is typically made persistent on disks and replicated via state machine replication such as Paxos [29]. All state changes incurred by a transaction in the execute phase (e.g., \(t_w\) and \(t_o\) of each request) must be written to the disk and replicated for correctness. For instance, after a request is executed, the server inserts its response into the response queue and, in parallel, writes the state changes to the disk and replicates the request to other replicas. Its response is sent back to the client when it is allowed by response timing control and when its replication is finished. Commit/abort and smart retry messages are also made persistent and replicated. This simple scheme ensures correctness but incurs high overhead. We plan to investigate possible optimizations in future work, e.g., NCC could defer disk writes and replication to the
last shot of a transaction where all state changes are made persistent and replicated once and for all, without having to replicate each request separately. Server replication inevitably increases latency but does not introduce more aborts, because whether a transaction is committed or aborted is solely based on its timestamps, which are decided during request execution and before replication starts.

Tolerating client failures. NCC must handle client failures explicitly because clients are not replicated in most systems and NCC co-locates coordinators with clients. NCC adopts an approach similar to that in Sinfonia [4] and RIFL [31]. We briefly explain it as follows. For a transaction $tx$, one of the storage servers $tx$ accesses is selected as the backup coordinator, and the other servers are cohorts. In the last shot of the transaction logic, which is identified by a field $IS\_LAST\_SHOT$ in the requests, the client notifies the backup coordinator of the identities of the complete set of cohorts. Cohorts always know which server is the backup coordinator. When the client crashes, e.g., is unresponsive for a certain amount of time, the backup coordinator reconstructs the final state of $tx$ by querying the cohorts for how they executed $tx$, and commits/aborts $tx$ following the same safeguard and smart retry logic. Because computation is deterministic, the backup coordinator always makes the same commit/abort decision as the client would if the client did not fail. To tolerate one client failure, NCC needs one backup coordinator which is a storage server replicated in a usual way.

5.7 Correctness

This section provides proof intuition for why NCC is safe and live. At a high level, NCC guarantees a total order, the real-time order, and liveness, with the mechanisms ($M_1$) the safeguard, ($M_2$) non-blocking execution with response timing control, and ($M_3$) early aborts, respectively. We provide a formal proof of correctness in a technical report [41].

NCC is safe. We prove that NCC guarantees strict serializability by demonstrating that both Invariants 1 and 2 are upheld. These two invariants correspond to the total order and real-time order requirements, respectively.

Intuitively, NCC commits all requests of a transaction at the same synchronization point, which is the intersection of all $(t_w, t_r)$ pairs in responses, and the synchronization points of all committed transactions construct a total order. Specifically, we prove that the safeguard enforces Invariant 1, by contradiction. Assume both $tx_1$ and $tx_n$ are committed, and $tx_1 \xrightarrow{exe} tx_2 \xrightarrow{exe} \ldots \xrightarrow{exe} tx_n \xrightarrow{exe} tx_1$. Without loss of generality, there must exist a chain of transactions such that $tx_1 \xrightarrow{exe} tx_2 \xrightarrow{exe} \ldots \xrightarrow{exe} tx_n \xrightarrow{exe} tx_1$. Then, each transaction may have two requests, $req$ and $req'$, such that $req' \xrightarrow{exe} req_2, req_2 \xrightarrow{exe} req_3, \ldots, req_{n-1} \xrightarrow{exe} req_n, req_n \xrightarrow{exe} req_1$. Consider their returned timestamps, we can derive the following:

1. $t_w \leq t_{w2}, t_{r2} \leq t_{w3}, \ldots, t_{w_n} \leq t_{w1}$, by NCC’s protocol.
2. $t_{r1} \leq t'_{w1}, t_{w2} \leq t'_{r2}, \ldots, t_{w_n} \leq t'_{r_m}$, because all transactions are committed and by the safeguard logic.

5.3 K lines of C++ code. We also show the results of NCC-RW, a version

6 Evaluation

This section answers the following questions:

1. How well does NCC perform, compared to common strictly serializable techniques dOCC, d2PL, and TR?
2. How well does NCC perform, compared to state-of-the-art serializable (weaker consistency) techniques?
3. How well does NCC recover from client failures?

Implementation. We developed NCC on Janus’s framework [52]. We improved the framework by making it support multi-shot transactions, optimizing its baselines, and adding more benchmarks. NCC’s core protocols have ~3 K lines of C++ code. We also show the results of NCC-RW, a version
without the read-only transaction protocol, i.e., all transactions are executed as read-write transactions.

**Baselines.** The evaluation includes three strict serializable baselines (dOCC, d2PL, and Janus) and two serializable baselines (MVTO and TAPIR). We chose d2PL and dOCC because they are the most common strictly serializable techniques. We chose Janus because it is the only open-source TR-based strictly serializable system we could find. We chose MVTO because it has the highest best-case performance among all (weaker) serializable techniques, presenting a performance upper bound. We chose TAPIR because it utilizes timestamp-based concurrency control.

Our evaluation focuses on concurrency control and assumes servers never fail. Janus and TAPIR are unified designs of the concurrency control and replication layers, so we disabled their replication and only compare with their concurrency control protocols, shown as Janus-CC and TAPIR-CC, to make the comparisons fair. We compare with two variants of d2PL. d2PL-no-wait aborts a transaction if the lock is not available. d2PL-wound-wait makes the transaction wait if it has a larger timestamp and aborts the lock-holding transaction otherwise. All baselines are fully optimized: we colocate coordinators with clients (even if baselines cannot handle client failures), combine the execute and prepare phases for d2PL-no-wait and TAPIR-CC, and enable asynchronous commitment, i.e., the client replies to the user without waiting for the acknowledgments of commit messages.

## 6.1 Workloads and Experimental Setup

We evaluate NCC under three workloads that cover both read-dominated “simpler” transactions and many-write more “complex” transactions. Google-F1 and Facebook-TAO synthesize real-world applications and capture the former: they are one-shot and read-heavy. TPC-C has multi-shot transactions and is write-intensive, capturing the latter. We also vary write fractions in Google-F1 to further explore the latter. Table 5 shows the workload parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Write fraction</th>
<th>Assoc-to-obj</th>
<th># keys/RO</th>
<th># keys/RW</th>
<th>Value size</th>
<th># cols/key</th>
<th>Zipfian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google-F1</td>
<td>0.3% [0.3%–30%]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>1.6KB ± 119B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook-TAO</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>9.5:1</td>
<td>1–1K</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1–4KB</td>
<td>1–1K</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>New-Order</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>Order-Status</td>
<td>Stock-Level</td>
<td>Dist/WH</td>
<td>WH/svr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Workload parameters. RO and RW mean read-only and read-write transactions, respectively. TPC-C has a scaling factor of 10 districts per warehouse and 8 warehouses per server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Contention</th>
<th># shots</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>NCC takeaway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook-TAO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read-dominated</td>
<td>Performance-optimal reads by the RO protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google-F1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read-dominated</td>
<td>Performance-optimal reads by the RO protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>Medium → High</td>
<td>Multi-shot</td>
<td>Write-intensive</td>
<td>Leverages the natural arrival order, minimizes false aborts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google-WF</td>
<td>Low → High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Write-intensive</td>
<td>Leverages the natural arrival order, minimizes false aborts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Facebook-TAO and Google-F1 have low contention. TPC-C and Google-WF (varying write fractions) are write-intensive. TPC-C Payment and Order-Status are multi-shot.

Experimental setting. We use Microsoft Azure. Each machine has 4 CPUs (8 cores), 16 GB memory, and a 1 Gbps network interface. We use 8 machines as servers and 16–32 machines as clients that generate open-loop requests to saturate the servers. (The open-loop clients back off when the system is overloaded to mitigate queueing delays.) Google-F1 and Facebook-TAO have 1 M keys, with the popular keys randomly distributed to balance load. We run 3 trials for each test and 60 seconds for each trial. Experiments are CPU-bound (i.e., handling network interrupts).

## 6.2 Result Overview

NCC outperforms strictly serializable protocols dOCC, d2PL, and TR (Janus-CC) by 80%–200× higher throughput and 2–10× lower latency under various workloads (Figure 7) and write fractions (Figure 8a). NCC outperforms and closely matches serializable systems, TAPIR-CC and MVTO, respectively (Figure 8b), NCC recovers from client failures with minimal performance impact (Figure 8c). Please note that Figure 7 and Figure 8b have log-scale axes. Figure 6 summarizes the takeaway of performance improvements.
6.3 Latency vs. Throughput Experiments

Figure 7 shows NCC’s overall performance is strictly better than the baselines, i.e., higher throughput with the same latency and lower latency with the same throughput.

**Google-F1 and Facebook-TAO.** Figure 7a shows the results under Google-F1. X-axis is the system throughput, and y-axis shows the median read latency in log scale. A horizontal line (O.P.) marks the operating point with reasonably low latency (< 10 ms). At the operating point, NCC has a 2–4× higher throughput than dOCC and d2PL. We omit the results for Janus-CC to make the graph clearer as we found that Janus-CC’s performance is incomparable (consistently worse) with other baselines, because Janus-CC is designed for highly contended workloads by relying on heavy dependency tracking, which is more costly under low contention.

NCC has better performance because Google-F1 and Facebook-TAO have many naturally consistent transactions due to the prevalence of reads. NCC enables low overhead by leveraging natural consistency. In particular, its read-only transaction protocol executes the dominating reads with the minimum costs (Figure 6). For instance, at the operating point, NCC has about 99% of the transactions that passed their safeguard check and finished in one round trip. 99.1% of the transactions did not delay their responses, i.e., the real-time order dependencies were already satisfied when they arrived. That is, 99% of the transactions were finished by NCC within a single RTT without any delays. For the 1% of the transactions that did not pass the safeguard check initially, 70% of them passed the smart retry. Only 0.2% of the transactions were aborted and retried from scratch. All of them were committed eventually.

As a result, NCC can finish most transactions with one round of messages (for the read-only ones) and a latency of one RTT (for both read-only and read-write) while dOCC and d2PL-wound-wait require three rounds of messages and a latency of two RTTs (asynchronous commitment saves one RTT). NCC has much higher throughput than d2PL-no-wait due to its novel read-only protocol which requires one round of messages, while d2PL-no-wait requires two. The fewer messages of NCC translate to lower latency under medium and high load due to lower queuing delay. d2PL-no-wait performs similar to NCC-RW because NCC-RW executes read-only transactions by following its read-write protocol. However, NCC-RW outperforms d2PL-no-wait under higher load because conflicts cause d2PL-no-wait to abort more frequently, while NCC-RW has fewer false aborts by leveraging the natural arrival order. This is more obvious in the Facebook-TAO results shown in Figure 7b, because Facebook-TAO has larger read transactions that are more likely to conflict with writes. The results of Facebook-TAO show similar takeaways.

**TPC-C.** Each experiment ran all five types of TPC-C transactions, and Figure 7c shows the latency and throughput (both in log scale) of New-Order while the throughput of the other four types is proportional. NCC and NCC-RW have ~20× higher peak throughput with ~10× lower latency compared to dOCC. dOCC and d2PL-no-wait have many false aborts when load increases due to conflicting writes. NCC and NCC-RW can execute most naturally consistent transactions with low costs, even if they conflict. For instance, NCC-RW has more than 80% of the transactions passing the safeguard check and fewer than 10% of the transactions being aborted and retried from scratch. NCC-RW has a 50% higher peak throughput than d2PL-wound-wait because NCC-RW requires only two rounds of messages, while d2PL-wound-wait requires three. NCC-RW has higher peak throughput than NCC because TPC-C has very few read-only transactions, which are also more likely to abort in NCC due to conflicting writes. Janus-CC’s performance benefits mostly come from unifying the transaction and replication layers and are less significant in a single-datacenter setting, especially after we made some TPC-C transactions multi-shot.

6.4 Additional Experiments

We show more experiments with Google-F1. We chose Google-F1 because it has both read-write and read-only transactions, while Facebook-TAO only has read-only transactions and non-transactional writes.

**Varying write fractions.** Figure 8a shows the throughput while increasing the write fraction. Each system is run at ~75% load according to Figure 7a. The y-axis is the through-
put normalized to the maximum throughput of each system during the experiment. The higher the write fraction, the more conflicts in the system. The results show that NCC-RW is most resilient to conflicts because NCC-RW can exploit more concurrency in those conflicts but naturally consistent transactions, i.e., NCC has fewer aborts. In contrast, other protocols may falsely abort transactions due to failed validation (dOCC) or lock unavailability (d2PL variants). NCC’s read-only transactions are more likely to abort when writes increase because frequent writes cause the client to have stale knowledge of the most recently executed writes on each server; as a result, NCC must abort the reads to avoid timestamp inversion.

Comparing with serializable systems. Figure 8b compares NCC with MVTO and TAPIR-CC, which provide serializability, under Google-F1. NCC outperforms TAPIR-CC because NCC has fewer messages with its read-only transaction protocol. MVTO and NCC have similar performance under low and medium load because they have the same number of messages and RTTs. Under high load, MVTO outperforms NCC when many read-only transactions in NCC are aborted: MVTO never aborts reads because it is allowed to read stale versions, whereas NCC must read the most recent version and handle timestamp inversion. In this sense, MVTO presents a performance upper bound for strictly serializable systems, and NCC closely matches the upper bound.

Failure recovery. Figure 8c shows how well NCC-RW handles client failures under Google-F1. We inject failures 10 seconds into the experiment by forcing all clients to stop sending the commit messages of ongoing transactions while they continue issuing new transactions. Undelivered commit messages cause servers to delay the responses of later transactions due to response timing control, until the recovery mechanism is triggered after a timeout. We show two timeout values, 1 and 3 seconds. NCC-RW recovers quickly after failures are detected, thus client failures have a limited impact on throughput. In realistic settings, failures on one or a few clients would have a negligible impact because uncommitted reads do not block other reads. Similarly, NCC is minimally impacted by client failures because its read-only transactions do not send commit messages and thus never delay later writes.

7 Related Work

NCC proposes a new strictly serializable distributed protocol. This section places it in the context of existing strictly serializable techniques, single-machine concurrency control, and techniques that provide weaker consistency. At a high-level, NCC provides better performance, addresses a different problem setting, and provides stronger guarantees, compared to these categories of work, respectively.

General strictly serializable protocols. As discussed in Section 2.3, existing general strictly serializable protocols are d2PL, dOCC, TR, or their variants, suffering extra costs when transactions are naturally consistent. For instance, Spanner’s read-write transactions [12], Sinfonia [4], and Carousel [68] are variants of d2PL that must acquire locks. FaRM [15], FaRMv2 [58], RIFL [31] are variants of dOCC that suffer extra validation costs, even if they use timestamp-based techniques to reduce validation aborts. AOC [2] is a variant of dOCC and operates in a data-shipping environment, e.g., data can move from servers to client caches, which is different from NCC which works in a function-shipping environment, i.e., data resides only on servers. Rococo [51] and its descendant Janus [52] reorder transactions to minimize aborts. Granola [13] requires an all-to-all exchange of timestamps between servers, incurring extra messages and RTTs. Our evaluation shows that NCC outperforms these techniques for real-world workloads where natural consistency is prevalent. When transactions are not naturally consistent, however, these techniques could outperform NCC. Figure 9 summarizes performance and consistency properties of NCC and some representative distributed systems.

Special strictly serializable techniques. In addition to the general techniques discussed above, there are several interesting research directions that use specialized techniques to provide strict serializability. Some work utilizes a centralized sequencer to enforce strict serializability [6, 19, 33, 36, 45, 56, 62, 73]. Because all transactions must contact the sequencer before execution (e.g., Eris [33]), in addition to the extra latency, the sequencer can be a single point of failure and scalability bottleneck. Scaling out sequencers incurs extra costs, e.g., Calvin [62] requires all-to-all messages among
sequencers for each transaction (epoch). Some ensure strict serializability by moving all data a transaction accesses to the same machine, e.g., LEAP [35]. Some rely on program analysis and are application-dependent, e.g., the homeostasis protocol [57]. Some rely on extensive gossip messages for liveness, which lower throughput and increase latency, e.g., Ocean Vista [18] whose latency of a transaction cannot be lower than the gossiping delay of the slowest server even if this server is not accessed by the transaction. General techniques such as NCC do not have the above limitations.

Strictly serializable read-only transaction protocols. To the best of our knowledge, the only existing strictly serializable read-only transaction protocol that has optimal best-case performance is Spanner [12]. Spanner ensures strict serializability by using d2PL for read-write transactions and by using synchronized clocks (TrueTime) for read-only transactions. TrueTime must be accurately bounded for correctness and those bounds need to be small to achieve good performance, which are achieved by Google’s infrastructure using special hardware, e.g., GPS and atomic clocks [9] that are not generally available. For instance, CockroachDB [61], which began as an external Spanner clone, chose not to support strict serializability because it does not have access to such infrastructure [25]. In contrast, NCC’s read-only transactions achieve optimal best-case performance and provide strict serializability, without requiring synchronized clocks.

Single-machine concurrency control. Concurrency control for single-machine databases is different from the distributed setting on which this paper focuses. First, some techniques are not feasible in a distributed setting. For instance, Silo [64] relies on atomic instructions, and MVTL [3] relies on shared lock state, which are challenging across machines. Second, most techniques, e.g., Silo [64] and TicToc [69], follow a multi-phase design and would be expensive if made distributed, e.g., they need distributed lock management and one round of inter-machine messages for each phase, which would be unnecessary costs for naturally consistent transactions. Their designs, however, are feasible and highly performant for the single-machine setting they target.

Protocols for weaker consistency. Many systems trade strong consistency for better performance. For instance, some settle for restricted transaction APIs, e.g., read-only and/or write-only transactions [16,37,38]. Some choose to support weaker consistency models, e.g., causal consistency and serializability [17,32,38,39,46,61,65,70]. In contrast, NCC provides stronger consistency and supports general transactions, greatly simplifying application development.

8 Conclusion

Strictly serializable datastores are advocated by recent work because they greatly simplify application development. This paper presents NCC, a new design that provides strict serializability with minimal overhead by leveraging natural consistency in datacenter workloads. NCC identifies and overcomes timestamp inversion, a fundamental correctness pitfall in timestamp-based concurrency control techniques. NCC significantly outperforms existing strictly serializable techniques and closely matches the performance of serializable systems.
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Abstract

We present Conveyor, Meta’s software deployment tool, along with the valuable data obtained from managing over 30,000 deployment pipelines that deploy all kinds of services at Meta across millions of machines. We describe a wide range of deployment scenarios that Conveyor supports to achieve universal coverage. At Meta, out of all the deployment pipelines for services deployed via containers, 97% of them employ fully automated deployments without manual intervention: 55% utilize continuous deployment, instantly deploying every code change to production after passing automated tests, and the remaining 42% are automatically deployed on a fixed schedule (mostly daily or weekly) without manual validation. We highlight several distinguishing features of Conveyor, including safe in-place updates to reduce hardware costs, analysis of code dependencies to prevent faulty releases, and the capability to deploy complex ML models at scale.

1 Introduction

“Release early, release often” [1, 32] is central to Meta’s engineering culture. For example, Meta’s largest service, FrontFaaS, which is a serverless function-as-a-service platform, runs on more than half a million machines and has tens of thousands of developers making changes to its code base, with thousands of code commits every workday. Despite this extremely dynamic environment, it continuously releases a new version into production every three hours [33].

Although the concept of frequent software releases is well-established, previous studies have primarily relied on limited surveys or analyses [7, 20, 23, 25, 38–41, 48]. In contrast, we leverage our nine years of direct experience in developing Meta’s deployment tool called Conveyor and the wealth of data obtained from managing over 30,000 deployment pipelines to answer the following questions: 1) What is the adoption rate of deployment automation, and what is important in driving the adoption? 2) What is special about deployment safety at hyperscale? 3) What distinguishes the deployment of ML models from traditional service executables? We summarize our answers to these questions below.

1.1 Adoption of Deployment Automation

Universal adoption. We strongly argue for universal adoption of a single deployment tool within an organization to support all kinds of services, both small and large. At Meta, 0.1% and 1% of the largest services consume 40% and 80% of the total fleet capacity, respectively. Similarly, Google reported that “the top 1% of jobs consume over 99% of all resources” [47]. These largest services often require the most complex deployment features, and neglecting them would lead to fragmentation and difficulties in managing the site. For example, due to FrontFaaS’s demanding requirements, it used to have its own complex deployment tool written in over 30,000 lines of code. This kind of fragmentation complicates the operation of our site. In the event of a site outage, very few people know how to safely revert a specific service’s problematic release.

Furthermore, the impact of a deployment tool on site reliability necessitates many advanced features to ensure the safety of deployments, as outlined in §1.2. While it may be tempting to develop a new custom tool to address specific needs that are currently unsupported by the standard tool, Meta’s experience has consistently shown that these custom tools, owned by individual product teams, have seldom reached the level of maturity required to provide the essential, advanced deployment-safety features. Consequently, without any exceptions, these custom tools have always been assimilated back into the standard tool as it evolves and matures.

Over the past nine years, Conveyor has achieved universal adoption at Meta, and the key to its success lies in its ability to support a wide range of deployment scenarios while ensuring the safety of deployments (§3).

Fully automated deployments. After addressing numerous challenges along the way, the adoption rate of continuous deployment [39] at Meta has greatly exceeded our initial expectations. With continuous deployment, every time a code change is committed to the code repository, it automatically goes through a series of tests. If it passes those tests, it is deployed to production immediately, without manual intervention. Currently, out of all Meta’s deployment pipelines for services deployed via containers, 97% employ fully auto-
mated deployments: 55% utilize continuous deployment and the remaining 42% automatically deploy on a fixed schedule (mostly daily or weekly) without manual validation.

In contrast, in early 2018, 47% of services at Meta were deployed manually without using any automation tool, 41% utilized an automation tool but still required manual validation, and only 12% were deployed through full automation. The significant increase in fully automated deployments, from 12% to 97%, has greatly reduced developer toil and improved productivity. Moreover, in early 2017, 20% of our fleet’s RPC traffic were generated by executables that had not been updated within 30 days. Currently, this number has dropped to around 1%. Up-to-date code brings many benefits, such as faster iteration speed and the timely implementation of bug fixes and security fixes.

To automate deployments, bugs and deployment failures must be embraced as a norm. Instead of introducing manual validations to prevent failures, automated guardrails such as testing and health checks should be implemented to detect release failures early and contain their adverse effects. Specifically, although 5.4% of our deployments fail, deployments are still highly reliable as the majority of those failed deployments are caught during early deployment phases with little to no production impact. The high reliability of automated deployments is evidenced by the fact that only 0.92% of finished deployments are manually reverted or patched by developers.

1.2 Deployment Safety at Hyperscale

Making in-place updates safe. Due to its strong safety guarantees, the approach of mirroring update, which keeps the existing deployment intact and uses a separate set of containers to deploy a new version of the software, is widely used in the industry [2, 11], as it can easily redirect traffic back to the old deployment if the new deployment encounters issues. However, the cost of keeping spare hardware for a second deployment is prohibitive for our hyperscale services. At Meta, we exclusively utilize in-place updates for all services, which directly update containers in the existing deployment, eliminating the need for a separate deployment.

Updating a service in place requires precise controls over container updates and health checks to ensure safety. To enable such controls, we have enhanced our cluster manager [45] to allow updating a specific subset of a job’s containers to a new version while keeping the remaining containers on the old version, as opposed to the traditional approach that requires updating a job’s all containers as a whole [22].

Furthermore, for complex services like sharded databases, it is essential for the service itself, rather than the cluster manager, to determine when to update each container, because the service knows best about its own requirements such as shard replica safety. Our cluster manager’s TaskControl interface enables this, whereas existing cluster managers disallow it.

Finally, we have enhanced our monitoring system to conduct health checks on “moving targets,” i.e., a dynamically changing subset of a job’s tasks. This subset evolves as the deployment progresses, in contrast to traditional health checks that always target a fixed set of tasks, i.e., all tasks in the job. Overall, these precise-control features enable Conveyor to perform in-place updates safely while eliminating the extra hardware costs associated with the mirroring approach.

Handling complex code dependencies. Pioneered by hyperscalers such as Google, monorepo [9], which stores the code for an organization’s many projects in a single repository, has become increasingly popular due to benefits such as improved code reuse. However, increased code reuse leads to more complex code dependencies, such as a service X transiting deployments depending on shared code at a depth of over 10 layers. In such cases, when a bug is introduced to some dependent code, the owner of service X might not even know that service X is affected. Our data show that about 14% of the to-be-deployed executables are affected by known bugs in dependent code and should not be deployed into production. Conveyor’s Bad Package Detector automatically enforces this (§3.2), but existing deployment tools do not support it.

1.3 ML Model Deployment

Traditional deployment tools [3, 18, 42, 46] exclusively focus on the deployment of service executables. Even if they evolve to achieve universal coverage for service executables, in the era of rapid proliferation of ML applications, they still leave a significant gap by not addressing the deployment of ML models. Conveyor has been specifically enhanced to address this need and currently about 44% of its pipelines are for model deployments. To support ML models, Conveyor coordinates deployment pipelines for models that share the same inference executable, synchronizes the deployment of different shards of a partitioned large model, and implements phased in-place updates of models through the configuration management system [44], in contrast to the traditional approach of updating executables via the cluster manager. Dedicated ML platforms such as AWS SageMaker can deploy models using the mirroring approach [35, 36], but they do not support the advanced model-deployment features mentioned above.

Contributions. We make several contributions in this paper.

- We believe this paper is the most comprehensive report to date on deployment scenarios, operational experience, and production data related to software deployment.
- We demonstrate the feasibility of achieving aggressive goals for software deployment, such as frequent and automated deployment without manual validation, and using a single deployment tool to provide universal coverage for datacenter services, ML models, application configurations, host-level daemons, and mobile apps.
- We present novel techniques that ensure the safety of in-place updates, prevent faulty releases through analysis of code dependencies, and safely deploy ML models.
2 Overview of Software Deployment at Meta

To provide context for the discussions in later sections, this section gives an overview of Meta’s software deployment culture and deployment ecosystem.

2.1 Deployment Culture

At Meta, we mandate frequent software deployments for multiple reasons. First, frequent releases enhance developer productivity. Engineers at Meta heavily rely on A/B test results of new product features to guide their development. This necessitates frequently deploying and testing new code with real users. Second, frequent releases reduce the complexity of troubleshooting in production because each release contains fewer code changes. Finally, frequent releases ensure timely deployment of bug fixes and security fixes. Consider a widely publicized site outage in 2014 [29]. Two months before the outage, the issue that later caused the outage was identified and the bug fix was already committed to the code repository. Unfortunately, no new deployment took place for two months. In general, preventing human mistakes in software deployments at the scale of thousands of engineers is unachievable without utilizing automation tools like Conveyor.

Meta’s Push4Push program enforces regular deployments through tickets. Service owners get a ticket if their services are not updated within certain days (42 days for low-traffic services and 30 days for high-traffic services), and it escalates to managers at 63 days. In practice, Push4Push results in 96% of services deploying weekly or more frequently.

2.2 Deployment Ecosystem

Meta’s private cloud comprises multiple datacenter regions. Each region has its own instance of cluster manager called Twine [45], which manages machines and containers. During a deployment, Conveyor instructs Twine to update containers. Meta’s datacenter software is structured as many microservices [21]. A service comprises one or multiple jobs. A job comprises one or more tasks, and a task is mapped to a Linux container. Typically, a service is deployed to multiple regions for resilience, running one job for each region where it is deployed, and each of those jobs is managed by a different Twine instance.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the software deployment ecosystem at Meta. Developers define the update procedure for their services by specifying a deployment pipeline, which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) comprising a set of input artifacts and a set of actions. A simple pipeline is shown at the top of Figure 1, while a more complex example is provided in Figure 3. An action represents an operation to be executed and takes a set of artifacts as input and potentially generates a new set of artifacts. Examples of artifacts include source code and compiled executables. Once all the input artifacts of a pipeline are ready, the pipeline will be executed, creating a release. A release is one execution of a pipeline.

The deploy action drives Twine to update containers and is typically the most complex part of a pipeline. To prevent a bug from instantly impacting all tasks within a job, the deploy action updates tasks in phases. Each phase updates a subset of tasks, checks their health, and proceeds to the next phase only if no issues are detected. To check service health, Twine and the service itself can log various health signals, such as CPU utilization and user engagement metrics. The Health Check Service (HCS) is responsible for checking these health signals for anomalies based on user-defined rules. For example, it can detect if user engagement drops below a certain threshold. Collecting health signals often requires a waiting period to gather monitoring data, known as the bake time. Therefore, a deploy action typically includes several phases, each with an update period and a bake period, and such information is defined in a deployment plan.

In addition to driving Twine to deploy service executables, Conveyor can also drive Configurator [44], our configuration management system, to implement phased deployments of ML models and configuration files (§3.3). Moreover, a service with special requirements can optionally provide its own TaskController to advise Twine on which tasks are safe to update together, as explained in the example below.

2.3 Component Interaction by Example

We illustrate the interaction between various components in Figure 1 through the example of deploying a new software version for a sharded key-value store (KVStore). The KVStore is deployed across two regions, denoted as $X$ and $Y$, with each region running a separate job consisting of six tasks. These jobs and tasks are labeled as $JobX = \{X1, \ldots, X6\}$ and $JobY = \{Y1, \ldots, Y6\}$. These 12 tasks collectively host 500 data shards, each of which has three replicas that are potentially distributed across regions.

According to the KVStore’s quorum protocol, if a shard loses two out of its three replicas, it becomes unavailable. Thus, concurrently updating any two specific tasks carries the risk of rendering certain shards unavailable. Since Conveyor and Twine are unaware of the application-level shard...
### 3 Deployment Scenarios and Solutions

To achieve universal coverage, Conveyor supports a wide range of deployment scenarios. This section presents these scenarios and the corresponding solutions in Conveyor.

#### 3.1 Enabling In-place Updates

The software deployment approach affects hardware costs. The in-place update approach restarts an existing task on the same machine to run the new executable. In contrast, the mirroring approach, which is also called Red-Black [43] or Blue-Green [2] deployment, first starts a new job with the new executable, often on other machines, gradually redirects the traffic from the old job to the new job, and finally shuts down the old job. Although this approach is safer as the traffic can be quickly redirected back to the old job if the update fails, it needs extra hardware to run both the old and new jobs in parallel. Consider the example of deploying Front-FuS to 500K machines every three hours. A naive mirroring approach would require 500K extra machines, which is unacceptable. One optimization is to divide it into many small jobs and utilize mirroring to update one small job at a time. However, this approach would result in the loss of quick rollback capability and complicate job autoscaling [16, 34]. Although further optimizations might be possible, the resulting solution would not necessarily be cheaper, simpler, or more generic than in-place updates.

Despite the benefits of hardware savings, the in-place update approach lacks widespread support from existing deployment tools due to the difficulty of ensuring deployment safety. Below, we present how we have made in-place updates safe and practical by co-designing our deployment tool (Conveyor) and our cluster manager (Twine [45]).

**Collaborative control between Conveyor and Twine.** As discussed in §2.2, during each phase of the deploy action, Conveyor instructs Twine to update a specific number or percentage of tasks, denoted as $N_{big}$ and then waits for a period of time to collect comprehensive health signals before moving on to the next phase. Twine, however, does not update $N_{big}$ tasks all at once. Instead, it updates only $N_{small}$ tasks in one batch, where $N_{small}$ is much smaller than $N_{big}$, to avoid losing too many tasks simultaneously. Twine then checks the liveness of each task before proceeding to update the next $N_{small}$ tasks. Similar to other cluster managers [22], Twine’s liveness check is rudimentary and only verifies that an individual task is running properly. However, it is unable to detect subtle issues such as the new code’s memory regression compared to the old code, which is handled by Conveyor’s comprehensive health checks (§3.2).

The collaborative control between Conveyor and Twine enables fast and safe deployments by assigning the most suitable functions to the right layers. Let’s consider some alternative designs. If Conveyor instructs Twine to update $N_{small}$ tasks instead of $N_{big}$ tasks, and then waits for a period of time to collect comprehensive health signals, the deployment speed...
would be too slow. On the other hand, if Twine updates $N_{big}$ tasks instead of $N_{small}$ tasks in one batch, the service might lose too much capacity and become overloaded. Finally, eliminating Twine’s rudimentary task liveness check would mean a destructive bug could affect $N_{big}$ tasks instead of just $N_{small}$ tasks before being detected.

Unlike the close collaboration between Conveyor and Twine, in the widely used open-source setup of Spinnaker [42] (deployment tool) instructing Kubernetes [22] (cluster manager) to update containers, Spinnaker cannot control the size of each phase, $N_{big}$, which defaults to the size of the entire job. This is because Kubernetes disallows partial-job updates. This simplistic approach is not suitable for in-place updates, because, when the comprehensive health checks detect a bug, it is likely that all tasks of the job have already been updated.

**Pluggable TaskControl.** In the task-update protocol described above, most services can use a per-service constant $N_{small}$ and have no constraints on the specific tasks to be updated. However, the shared key-value store described in §2.3 provides an example of services that require more precise control of $N_{small}$ and the specific tasks to be updated. Figure 2 further illustrates how such a service can implement a custom TaskController to ensure safe in-place updates. TaskControl, in general, enables services to have precise control over task updates for various reasons, not limited to data shard availability. For example, FrontFaaS utilizes TaskControl to maximize its deployment speed (§4). Further details on TaskControl can be found in our previous work [24, 45].

**Hardware failure and planned maintenance.** When multiple tasks undergo in-place updates simultaneously, there is a risk of reducing the available capacity of a service to an unhealthy level. Merely controlling the update speed through the deployment pipeline is insufficient since certain tasks may be in an unhealthy state due to machine failures or planned maintenance, which Conveyor is unaware of. To tackle this issue, the service owner can inform Twine of a budget that cannot be exceeded, Twine pauses task updates.

**Zero downtime hotswap.** Our routing service in edge datacenters forwards user-facing traffic to our datacenters and holds live HTTPS connections to user devices. Naively restarting a task for an update would cause user-facing errors. Twine provides a same-host hotswap feature to solve this problem. It first starts a new task on the same machine, which binds to the same TCP ports as the old task. Then the new task and the old task cooperate with each other to hand over the live connections from the old task to the new task with the help of eBPF [14]. One limitation of hotswap is that it requires the container to be configured with sufficient memory to start two tasks, which is the reason why it is not used universally.

**Summary.** All of the aforementioned deployment scenarios with in-place updates cannot be properly implemented without support from the cluster manager. We believe this is a key reason why existing deployment tools primarily use the mirroring approach, since the cluster managers they rely on do not provide the necessary functions for in-place updates.

### 3.2 Deployment Safety

To enable continuous deployment, we accept bugs and deployment failures as a norm and rely on automated guardrails such as testing and health checks to detect release failures early and mitigate their adverse effects. In this section, we describe techniques that help Conveyor deploy safely.

**Moving-target health checks.** After each deployment phase, Conveyor invokes the Health Check Service (HCS) to evaluate the health of the service. Multiple health checks can be associated with a job, and each health check specifies a data source such as a time series database for monitoring data [31], a metric, data transformations (e.g., calculating specific percentiles), and a decision threshold. The metrics encompass system metrics (CPU, memory, crashes), RPC metrics (connections, errors), and application-level business metrics. The thresholds can be absolute (e.g., fail if CPU utilization exceeds 90%), A/B comparative (e.g., fail if the new task’s CPU utilization exceeds that of the task that still has not been updated by 10%), or time-based (e.g., fail if the CPU utilization increases by 10% since the deployment started). By default, a failed health check triggers Conveyor to revert the release.

In contrast to traditional monitoring systems that track the health of an entire job, in-place updates require the HCS to track “moving targets”, i.e., a dynamic subset of tasks that change throughout different deployment phases. Achieving this level of precision and adaptability necessitates a seamless integration between Conveyor, Twine, and HCS. Specifically, Twine assigns unique identifiers to tasks, enabling differentiation between the old and new tasks. The monitoring data for tasks is tagged with these identifiers. Depending on the current deployment phase, Conveyor dynamically instructs HCS to perform health checks on tasks with specific identifiers.

**Code dependency analysis to prevent faulty releases.** A monorepo [9] stores the code for an organization’s many projects in a single repository, promoting code reuse but also leading to increased code dependencies. For instance, the ServiceRouter [37] library is compiled into nearly every service in Meta, and it may rely on a high-performance data structure library, which in turn may rely on a profiling library, and so on. In a monorepo setup, whenever a new version of a library is committed, any services that depend on the library will be automatically compiled with the new version. Consequently, the owner of a service may not even be aware that their service is affected by a bug in a shared library. To tackle this issue, Conveyor offers the Bad Package Detector (BPD). If library developers discover a bug in the library, they can report it to Conveyor. The BPD then utilizes a code dependency graph, which is provided by our build system [10], to identify and
cancel the releases of all service executables that were built with the problematic version of the library.

Accurate code dependency analysis poses a challenge for the BPD as it requires finding the right balance between false negatives and false positives. Achieving perfect coverage would entail considering all possible direct and indirect dependencies of a service, which is often impractical. To strike a balance, the BPD currently tracks 14 levels of dependency. Our production data reveals that about 14% of to-be-deployed executables are invalidated by the BPD. This highlights the importance of handling bugs in dependent code.

**Comprehensive testing.** Conveyor supports various types of tests in deployment pipelines. The PerfTest tool records and replays production traffic to perform A/B testing between old and new code, while the IntegrTest tool sets up interdependent services and tests their interactions. Additionally, IntegrTest can perform randomized fuzzing tests. Canary updates a small number of production tasks with new code and collects health signals, enabling direct testing in production. Multiple canaries can be executed in parallel to test different code variations. Even if a release’s deploy action is not chosen for final execution (e.g., a release’s deploy action, while waiting to start on Monday at 9 AM, gets superseded by a newer release), it is still valuable to execute the test actions to detect bugs as early as possible.

**Summary.** While other deployment tools also support testing and health checks, they lack some key capabilities. In contrast to HCS’ ability to track “moving targets,” traditional health checks rely on alarms defined for an entire job, which is insufficient to support in-place updates. Moreover, bug dependency analysis is not supported by existing deployment tools. Finally, we are not aware of any other large-scale adoption of record and replay as a generic platform for performance tests.

### 3.3 ML Model Deployment

Deployments of ML models for inference have emerged as an important issue, given the rapidly increasing number of ML applications. While existing deployment tools generally do not handle model deployments, Conveyor has been specifically enhanced to address this need and currently about 44% of its pipelines are for model deployments. Below, we describe Conveyor’s support for model deployments.

**Deployment via configuration change.** In Conveyor’s first implementation for model deployments, model update and executable update share the same pipeline, requiring Twine to restart the container. However, as model updates may occur more frequently than updates to inference executables, frequent container restart results in a frequent loss of expensive GPU capacity for request serving. Moreover, since a model often contains gigabytes (GBs) of data, the time required to load GBs of data during the restart can be lengthy.

To solve this problem, some inference services utilize two orthogonal pipelines. One pipeline deploys the inference executable through Twine, while the other deploys the model data through Configurator [44], Meta’s configuration management system. To track model updates, all tasks serving a model subscribe to a configuration that specifies the current version of the model to be served. When a new version of the model becomes available, instead of exposing it to all tasks simultaneously, Conveyor instructs Configurator to incrementally expose the new version to tasks in phases, following the deployment pipeline. Configurator utilizes a data-distribution tree to notify the tasks in a scalable manner. Once the tasks receive the notification of a new model version, they utilize Owl [15], a peer-to-peer data-distribution system, to fetch the new model. While still serving live requests, a task merges the new model into the old model piece by piece without consuming additional memory as it never keeps full copies of both models in memory simultaneously. Overall, Conveyor ensures safe deployments of models through phased releases, which are meticulously managed via configuration changes.

Conveyor’s ability to perform phased deployments of generic configuration changes extends beyond its use in ML model updates. Conveyor pipelines are widely utilized to ensure safe deployments of various configuration changes.

**Lockstep deployment of interdependent services.** Some of our ML models are too large to fit in one machine’s memory, so they are partitioned into interdependent shards, each including multiple replicas for fault tolerance and throughput. Each shard is mapped to a different job, and typically the first shard serves as the aggregator to combine results from other shards. However, updating different shards independently may cause compatibility issues, because combining outputs from different versions of the shards will produce incorrect results. To ensure compatibility, replicas of the first shard are configured to only receive outputs from replicas of other shards of the same version. This design requires Conveyor to perform a lockstep deployment of different shards to avoid capacity loss during deployment. For instance, 5% of each shard’s replicas are updated at the same time and 5% of the client traffic is directed to the new version, before proceeding to update 10% of each shard’s replicas, and so forth.

**Parent-child pipelines.** Meta’s ML inference system serves tens of thousands of ML models using about 10 different inference executables. Each model, along with its inference executable, is deployed via a separate pipeline. Since many models share the same inference executable, updating one executable may cause thousands of pipelines to initiate a new release at the same time. This not only causes a load spike on Conveyor and Twine, but also increases the risk of an undetected bug in the inference executable impacting many models simultaneously.

While existing deployment tools manage each pipeline in isolation, Conveyor coordinates releases across pipelines that share common artifacts by setting up a parent-child relationship between them. Specifically, each inference executable is managed by a parent pipeline, which includes sophisticated testing but no deploy action, while the pipelines for models
served by the executable act as its child pipelines and include the deploy action. When updating an ML model without modifying the executable, only the corresponding child pipeline is executed, without involving the parent pipeline. However, when updating the executable, the parent pipeline is executed first. If successful, all the corresponding child pipelines are then executed with randomized delays to avoid starting them at the same time and overloading the system. Moreover, it can be configured in such a way that a subset of child pipelines for less important models is executed first to help detect issues with the executable.

3.4 Advanced Features for Universal Adoption

To achieve universal adoption, Conveyor must support advanced use cases. We describe them in this section.

DAG pipelines. Conveyor initially modeled deployment pipelines as a sequence of sequential stages, such as build→test→deploy. However, this pattern has not generalized to complex services like FrontFace, which may build, test, and deploy two different versions in parallel (§4). The sequential pipeline is overly restrictive in that it requires testing for both versions to finish before the deployment for any version can start. Therefore, we have improved Conveyor by modeling its pipelines as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). These DAGs support conditions, branching, and mutual exclusion groups. Since multiple releases of a pipeline may be executed in parallel, Conveyor allows users to define actions as a mutual exclusion group, meaning that concurrent releases should not execute these actions in parallel. For example, if a pipeline includes a load-test action and a deploy action, they may be put in an exclusion group so that a deploy action in one release will not accidentally fail its health check due to a load-test from another concurrent release.

Mutable artifacts. Conveyor initially mandated one build action at the beginning of a pipeline, resulting in an immutable artifact, the executable, to be used throughout the pipeline. However, this simple model does not fit well with complex deployment scenarios. One example is feedback-directed optimization (FDO) [12], which involves profiling executables in production and using the profiling data to guide recompilation of the code, resulting in an updated artifact, the new executable. Therefore, Conveyor has been extended to support mutable artifacts and allow multiple builds within one pipeline. To perform FDO, for example, the pipeline can first build the baseline executable, deploy it to a small number of tasks that receive production traffic, and collect profiles. It then builds the executable again using FDO and finally deploys the optimized executable to all tasks.

CLI and daemon deployment. Every machine in our fleet runs a set of CLI tools and daemons that provide utility functions. As these host-level executables are not managed by Twine, Conveyor provides a deploy action type called Slowroll to manage them. Due to the massive scale of deploying these executables to every machine, Slowroll adopts a pull model instead of Twine’s push model. In the pull model, each machine periodically downloads the new version of the software being deployed. These deployments can take a long time to finish. For example, due to the massive scale of deploying a specific daemon to every machine, its pipeline has 43 phases and a deployment can take more than a week. Moreover, some CLI tools are infrequently used, requiring a significantly longer “bake time” (e.g., 8 hours) to collect health signals.

3.5 Software Backward Compatibility

Despite backward compatibility being a generic requirement for software deployment, it is largely left for services to handle because it often involves application-specific logic.

API backward compatibility. During a deployment, the new and old versions of a service will coexist for a while. When the API of a service needs to be changed, a common practice at Meta is to support both the old and new APIs and gradually switch clients to invoke the new API. Once all clients are migrated to the new API, the code for the old API can be deleted. This is called N-1 compatibility, meaning that in addition to the current version N of the API, it also supports version N-1 but not version N-2 or older.

Database backward compatibility. When a service update involves data migration from one database to another or an upgrade of the database schema, extra care is needed. For example, when switching from an old database to a new database, a common strategy is to perform double writes: the service writes new data to both databases but always reads data from the old database, while a background process migrates old data from the old database to the new database. This strategy simplifies the rollback process as it only requires deleting the new database and redeploying the old code.

3.6 Summary of Distinguishing Features

While Conveyor and Twine provide many features to achieve universal adoption, we consider that the following features distinguish Conveyor and Twine from existing tools most.

1. In-place updates allow us to minimize hardware costs, which is important while operating at hyperscale.
2. TaskControl provides flexibility for services to precisely control the speed and sequence of their task updates.
3. The ability to update a subset of tasks and perform health checks on moving targets enables Conveyor to exert fine-grained control over tasks, enabling in-place updates.
4. In a monorepo [9] setup, it is important to perform code dependency analysis to prevent faulty releases.
5. Features to support ML model deployments have grown to become a first-class citizen in Conveyor.
6. Conveyor provides a one-tool-fits-all solution for safe deployments of various artifacts, such as service executables, ML models, and application configurations.
Existing deployment tools lack these features. Without them, Conveyor would not have achieved universal adoption.

Conveyor is designed to be a generic and extensible deployment tool, and does not burden itself with every feature needed by every service. Its extensible architecture allows services to easily implement their own TaskControllers, actions, and new types of artifacts. Moreover, sometimes it is preferable to consider a service redesign to leverage Conveyor’s standard functions. For instance, Meta’s ML inference platform initially hosted multiple ML models as separate processes within a single container, and requested Conveyor to provide the feature of using independent pipelines to update different processes within the same container. Since this feature is complex and not needed by other services, we did not support it in Conveyor and the ML inference platform was ultimately redesigned to adopt the one-model-per-container approach.

4 Case Study of FrontFaaS

To illustrate the end-to-end usage of Conveyor, we present a case study of FrontFaaS, a serverless Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) platform for PHP functions. It differs from other serverless platforms such as AWS Lambda [5] in several ways: 1) it only hosts synchronous functions that clients directly invoke, while event-driven asynchronous functions are hosted by another platform; and 2) for efficiency, a single PHP runtime process can execute multiple functions concurrently. Since FrontFaaS is serverless, developers simply commit function code without worrying about code deployment or server provisioning. Each year, tens of thousands of developers commit serverless function code to FrontFaaS, with thousands of code commits each workday. Currently, FrontFaaS runs on over half a million machines and makes a new release every three hours to deploy the code of all functions together [33]. Through FrontFaaS, Meta developers create PHP functions that are servicing traffic from end users when they visit Meta web pages. Note that many Meta employees are end users of Meta products as well, and their traffic is often used for testing purposes as discussed next.

Figure 3 shows a simplified deployment pipeline for FrontFaaS. To enable phased deployments, the machines hosting FrontFaaS are partitioned into three pools: one for servicing employee traffic, one for servicing 2% of production traffic, and one for servicing the remaining production traffic. Accordingly, the deployment pipeline is divided into three major phases, one for each machine pool. A release proceeds to the next machine pool only if the deployment to the prior pool succeeds. Each pool is split into two sub-pools: one processing a small amount of traffic with an experimental version of the PHP runtime [30] and one processing the remaining traffic with a stable version. If the experimental version outperforms the stable version, it will become the new stable version.

The first step in the deployment pipeline is a custom sanity-check action that performs a FrontFaaS specific logic to ensure that there are no deployment-blocking alerts. Then, a standard build action is used to build the container image. Independent of specific releases, load tests always continuously run on certain machines to gather performance data and build capacity models. The custom load-test-filter action excludes machines that are scheduled to be load-tested from being monitored by health checks, to avoid load-test induced false alarms during health checks. The pipeline then uses a standard deploy action to update tasks and run health checks. Finally, a custom check-and-prefetch action runs the sanity check again while asking Twine [45] to prefetch FrontFaaS's container image on machines that will be updated soon. This prefetch reduces the overall duration of each release by 5-30%.

Since FrontFaaS continuously deploys every three hours across more than half a million machines, fast deployment is an important requirement. Within a deploy action, FrontFaaS relies on two techniques to accelerate a deployment. First, it implements a custom TaskController that controls the rate at which tasks are updated based on the CPU utilization of FrontFaaS jobs. It tries to concurrently update as many tasks as possible, as long as the temporary loss of those tasks does not cause other FrontFaaS tasks to handle too much traffic and become overloaded. During off-peak hours, updates can be applied to many tasks in large batches, while during peak hours when traffic is high, the Task Controller applies updates in smaller batches to prevent overload. Thanks to this optimization, deployments during off-peak hours are approximately three times faster than those during peak hours.

The second technique to accelerate a deployment is to update tasks and perform health checks in parallel, but the short health-check time requires FrontFaaS to have highly accurate health checks. FrontFaaS primarily relies on three health-check metrics: 1) the number of fatal errors, 2) the number of unavailable tasks, and 3) the write rate of error logs. Every minute during a deploy action, these metrics are averaged over the previous three minutes and compared to the average during a three-minute period before the deployment began. If any datacenter region experiences an increase in these metrics above a certain threshold, Conveyor pauses all updates in that region. If too many jobs are paused, Conveyor considers the deployment a failure and initiates a rollback.
Figure 4: Conveyor Architecture.

Overall, FrontFaaS achieves fast and safe deployment at hyperscale by utilizing TaskControl and multiple custom actions made possible by Conveyor’s extensible architecture.

5 Design and Implementation of Conveyor

In this section, we briefly summarize Conveyor’s design and implementation.

5.1 Conveyor Design

Figure 4 depicts the architecture of Conveyor. Conveyor comprises several stateless services that share a database. The database stores user-defined pipelines, metadata, as well as the last step executed for each release and action. To accommodate the high throughput due to tens of thousands of pipelines, the database is partitioned into many shards.

For robustness and scalability, all components of Conveyor adhere to the worker-pool paradigm. They store the IDs of pipelines, releases, and action runs in a queue. Multiple workers then periodically scan the queue, identify the required operations, and execute them. The number of workers can be scaled up or down based on the load. The execution of a pipeline involves the following steps.

Create release (Steps 1-3 in Figure 4). Each pipeline accepts a set of input artifacts. The Release Creator periodically scans for new input artifacts (Step 1) by invoking Artifact Finders (Step 2). When new artifacts are discovered, Conveyor creates a “release object” in the database, thereby triggering the execution of the pipeline (Step 3). We provide seven standard Artifact Finders, and allow users to implement custom Artifact Finders. All Artifact Finders implement a single method, getArtifacts(), which returns a set of discovered artifacts. For example, one Artifact Finder identifies latest commits that successfully passed unit tests, while another identifies executables that have been already built and marked with a specific tag.

Schedule (Step 4 in Figure 4). The Run Scheduler schedules the execution of releases and actions by periodically scanning through all releases and stepping through each action in each release’s corresponding pipeline. When the input artifacts for an action exist and all preceding actions have successfully completed, the Run Scheduler schedules the action for execution.

Because Conveyor allows for multiple active releases derived from one deployment pipeline, the Run Scheduler must coordinate actions across these releases. Some actions, like canary, permit concurrent execution on multiple releases, while others, like the deploy action, only allow execution on a single release at a time. Therefore, the Run Scheduler must determine which active release executes the deploy action. Consider a case where a pipeline deploys to production on every Monday at 10 AM. If multiple code changes have occurred since the last deployment, two releases might be ready to run the deploy action on Monday at 10 AM. In this case, the Run Scheduler will cancel the older release.

Run actions (Steps 5-7 in Figure 4). The Run Scheduler determines when an action should be executed and notifies the Run Manager accordingly (Step 5). The Run Manager then initiates the execution of the action by invoking a service that implements the action’s logic (Step 6). When executing an action, the Run Manager first invokes the action’s startRun() method and then periodically calls its getRunProgress() method to track the progress. The outcome of the action is recorded back to the database (Step 7).

Conveyor offers several standard actions, including the build action for compiling source code and running corresponding unit tests, various testing actions, the pkg action for tagging executables for easy naming and access, the deploy action for deploying the new version to production, the CustomScript action for running any user-defined script (e.g., to shift traffic before a deploy action starts), and the ManualPick action for pausing a pipeline and awaiting the service owner’s decision. Conveyor’s extensible architecture allows users to create custom actions by implementing the startRun() and getRunProgress() methods.

5.2 Implementation of the Deploy Action

Since the deploy action is the most complex part of Conveyor, we describe it in more detail below. Like a sub-pipeline within the greater Conveyor pipeline, the deploy action’s deployment plan specifies the number of phases, which jobs and tasks to update in each phase, the baking time after each phase, and the success criteria. Conveyor supports both percentage and task-count based configuration when specifying the success criteria and the tasks to be updated.

A few widely used deployment plans are commonly employed. For small services or services that prioritize deployment speed, a common plan is to request Twine to update all of their tasks in a single phase. Therefore, the number of tasks to update in a phase, \( N_{\text{small}} \), as described in §3.1, equals the total number of tasks in the job. However, please recall from §3.1 that Twine is still configured to update only \( N_{\text{small}} \) tasks at a time to avoid losing too many tasks simultaneously. For services that prioritize safety, their jobs are often updated region by region, as our services are always designed to toler-
ate the loss of a whole region. To balance safety and speed, a common strategy is to update an exponentially increasing number of tasks in each phase (e.g., 1% of tasks in the first phase, 10% in the second, and 100% in the last), assuming that a bug is likely to be revealed in the early phases.

For services requiring high deployment speed, Conveyor can update tasks and perform health checks in parallel. As described in §3.1, during a deployment phase, Conveyor by default requests Twine to update a group of $N_{big}$ tasks, waits for the updates to finish, and then periodically performs health checks during the bake time. The whole process can take a long period of time. With the parallel approach, Conveyor submits the request for Twine to update $N_{big}$ tasks and then immediately performs health checks while the update is still in progress. This approach saves the wait time but necessitates the service to have highly accurate health checks due to the short health-check time.

Finally, users have the option to deploy to environments that are not managed by Twine by implementing custom deployment types. For instance, we maintain a pull-based deployment type for CLI tools and Linux daemons running on bare-metal machines (§3.4). Furthermore, users have created over 20 custom deployment types for various non-standard deployment targets, such as VMs in public clouds, application configurations, and serverless stream-processing functions.

To implement a custom deployment type, a user needs to build a service that implements a few methods. When initiating a new deploy action, the `fetchDeployUnits()` method is invoked, returning a list of deploy units. Each deploy unit represents a group of tasks to be updated. Then the `executeUpdates()` method is called to update a set of deploy units with a specific set of artifacts for deployment. Finally, the deploy action periodically calls the `trackUpdates()` and `runHealthChecks()` methods until all updates are completed. If any health checks fail, the deploy action fails early.

### 5.3 Availability, Reliability, and Recoverability

Currently, Conveyor is implemented in 360K lines of Rust code, including test code and utility tools, and its components run on several hundred machines. Conveyor is not the performance bottleneck in software deployment, as other tools that Conveyor relies on, such as Twine, often perform more extensive work than Conveyor itself.

For high availability, both the database used by Conveyor and each Conveyor component are replicated across multiple datacenter regions. However, it is not necessary to replicate every Conveyor component in every region. Conceptually, one global setup of Conveyor manages the deployments of all services across all regions. A Conveyor component in region $X$ can communicate with the Twine instance in region $Y$ to remotely drive the deployment of services in region $Y$.

Presently, Conveyor’s service level objective (SLO) is to ensure that less than 0.5% of deployments fail due to issues in Conveyor or any of its dependencies, such as Twine, Health Check Service, build service, and Configurator. Conveyor consistently meets or exceeds this SLO.

The circular dependency between Conveyor and Twine poses challenges to their recoverability. Conveyor consists of a set of services that are deployed via Conveyor itself and hosted inside containers managed by Twine. Similarly, Twine is also implemented as a set of services that are deployed via Conveyor and hosted inside containers managed by Twine itself. When Conveyor or Twine fails, the entire ecosystem cannot update itself. To address this issue, we have designed them to be self-recoverable whenever possible and have introduced manual recovery tools for worst-case scenarios. In the event that Conveyor fails and cannot deploy bug fixes for itself, direct commands can be issued to Twine to start new jobs for Conveyor with the proper bug fixes.

To set up Twine to manage itself, we have implemented a two-layer deployment approach. The top layer consists of two independent instances of Twine, and under normal conditions, one instance can manage and update the other. These top-layer instances are responsible for managing and updating the numerous Twine instances in the bottom layer, which in turn manage and update user jobs. As long as at least one of the top-layer’s Twine instances is functioning properly, all Twine instances can be updated normally. In the event that both top-layer Twine instances experience malfunctions, we have a dedicated tool that can be used to directly bootstrap a top-layer Twine instance and initiate the recovery process.

### 5.4 Lessons from Conveyor’s Evolution

Over the course of nine years, Conveyor has undergone significant evolution, progressing from v1 to v2, and eventually to v3. Each subsequent version represents a complete system rewrite that incorporates the valuable lessons we have learned.

As a CLI tool, Conveyor v1 enables service owners to manually initiate phased in-place updates of services. Service owners could define the rollout phases and health checks. The Health Check Service (HCS) was developed along with Conwayer from the very beginning. Despite Conveyor v1 being relatively simple, about 12% of services adopted it, demonstrating a strong need for a standard deployment tool.

The biggest change from Conveyor v1 to v2 was to make it a long-running service so that it could automatically start deployments on a pre-configured schedule without manual intervention. We also introduced a more complete pipeline model, where a pipeline consisted of a sequence of phases, each comprising a set of actions. Several enhancements were implemented, including support for the Bad Package Detector (BPD), parent-child pipelines, and pull-based deployments. To boost adoption, Conveyor and Twine were made extensible by providing various interfaces for custom integrations, such as TaskControl, custom actions, and custom artifact finders. As a result of these features and the company-wide Push4Push program, about 94% of services adopted Conveyor.
The remaining 6% of services that did not adopt Conveyor were the largest and most complex ones, requiring more advanced features. Furthermore, the rapid adoption of Conveyor exposed its limitations in terms of performance and reliability. As a result, Conveyor v3 was introduced as another complete rewrite, this time switching from Python to Rust. The data model evolved from a sequential pipeline to a DAG. Additional features were implemented, including lockstep deployment, mutable artifacts to support feedback-directed optimization (FD0), deployment of mobile apps and application configurations, and better support for ML models and FrontFanS. These enhancements helped Conveyor achieve universal adoption.

One ongoing evolution of Conveyor v3 is to enhance its real-time responsiveness. In Conveyor’s current architecture, the latest state of each release is stored in a database, and a group of Conveyor workers periodically poll the database to identify actions that are ready for execution. We chose this periodic polling design for its robustness. However, the deployment of ML models and application configurations now requires faster execution of pipelines that cannot be supported by the polling method. Therefore, in Conveyor’s new design, the completion of one action will immediately trigger the execution of the next action without any delay. However, we will still maintain the polling mechanism as a reliable fallback to safeguard against any transient failures.

6 Evaluation in Production

In this section, we use production data to help answer the following questions:
1. Has Conveyor achieved universal coverage?
2. Do developers trust fully automated deployments?
3. Are Conveyor’s deployment-safety mechanisms effective?
4. How often do deployments fail and why do they fail?
5. What are the observed patterns in pipeline setup, and what are the best-practice recommendations for pipeline setup?

Using three weeks of data from April to May 2023, we studied all deployment pipelines, which amounted to more than 30,000 pipelines. We divide them into four categories:

- **Regular services**: 24.4% of the pipelines deploy traditional non-ML services through containers managed by Twine [45]. This category serves as the primary point of comparison with other deployment tools, as those tools may not support the other categories listed below.

- **Large services**: 0.45% of the pipelines deploy the largest services that consume 80% of our fleet’s total capacity, with each of them using at least 7,700 servers. These large services are a subset of regular services.

- **ML models**: 44.4% of the pipelines deploy ML models, predominantly through Twine, with some utilizing Configurator [44] to control when a task consumes a new model.

- **Other pipelines**: The remaining 31.1% of pipelines are used for various purposes, such as running tests without performing an actual deployment. The data we report for this category will only include those with at least one deploy action, which amounts to 6.7% of all pipelines. These pipelines deploy artifacts that are not managed by Twine, such as CLIs, daemons, configurations, and mobile apps.

6.1 Universal Coverage

It is challenging to precisely calculate the percentage of services that should utilize Conveyor but do not use it, primarily due to the presence of experimental services that will never be deployed in production. Interviewing the owners of tens of thousands of services to determine this percentage would be impractical. Instead, we focus on calculating the coverage for all 195 largest services. These services tend to be complex, making the adoption of Conveyor more challenging compared to other services.

Conveyor achieves 100% coverage for these large services, with the following caveats: 1) One of them is an ML training job, where software updates during its training run are intentionally avoided. 2) Five of them are short-lived experimental services that do not need automated deployments as they will not be deployed into production. Overall, the advanced features described in §3 enable Conveyor to achieve universal coverage, even for the most complex services.

6.2 Trust in Fully Automated Deployments

To understand whether developers trust fully automated deployments, we classify pipelines into five categories based on their release schedules: 1) **Continuous deployment**, which is executed immediately whenever the input artifacts are ready; 2) **Daily**, which is executed at least once every working day at a fixed time, such as 9AM; 3) **Weekly**, which is executed at least once each week; 4) **Biweekly/monthly**, which is executed biweekly or monthly; 5) **ManualPick**, which may automatically execute early actions such as small-scale deployments, but requires human confirmation before executing the final stage of large-scale deploy actions.

Table 1 shows that among regular services, 54.6% adopt continuous deployments, and in total 96.5% adopt fully automated deployments without manual validation. These results indicate that with the guardrails provided by testing, health checks, and automated revert of faulty releases, developers release often and trust fully automated deployments.

Although only 71.8% of large services adopt fully automated deployments, it already demonstrates a high degree of trust in deployment automation, considering that they are complex and hyperscale services serving billions of users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Biweekly/Monthly</th>
<th>ManualPick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification of pipelines based on their schedules.
6.3 Deployment Safety at Hyperscale

To ensure the safety of in-place updates, Twine’s TaskControl API allows services with special needs to exert precise control over their task updates. For example, FrontFaaS’ custom TaskController dynamically adjusts the deployment speed in order to safely and continuously deploy every three hours across more than half a million machines. Figure 5 illustrates what happens in a region that runs over 10,000 FrontFaaS tasks. The top figure shows the normalized request rate for FrontFaaS, along with the percentage of updates to FrontFaaS tasks in that region. The bottom figure shows the average CPU utilization of those FrontFaaS tasks. During the site’s peak hours, which occur between hours 8 and 15, FrontFaaS’ TaskController instructs Twine to reduce the number of task updates in order to prevent the temporary loss of too many tasks and avoid overloading the system. Consequently, it takes longer to complete a release during these peak hours. Despite the fluctuating load on the site and the load spikes caused by task updates (see the bottom figure), the overall CPU utilization remains below 75%. Without TaskControl, this level of application-specific adaptation and precise control is hard to achieve with other deployment tools.

To ensure the safe deployment of services that share a monorepo [9], which often entails complex code dependencies, developers can report bugs to Conveyor. The Bad Packet Detector (BPD) automatically identifies the affected executables scheduled for deployment and cancels their releases. While only approximately one such bug is reported to Conveyor per day, their impact tends to be widespread. Figure 6 illustrates the number of executables affected by these bugs. Around 15% of these bugs impact over 10,000 executables. Certain bugs, such as those found in Meta’s RPC library [37], have the potential to impact every service. Due to the broad impact of these bugs, the BPD cancels approximately 14% of all executables scheduled for deployment. This extensive impact highlights the need for automated code dependency tracking in a monorepo to ensure deployment safety.

6.4 Deployment Failures

To understand how often deployments fail and why they fail, we analyze the failure data of releases and deploy actions.

6.4.1 Release Failures

Over the three weeks of our evaluation, Conveyor generated millions of releases. Table 2 summarizes the end states of these releases. Release cancellations commonly occur when a new release supersedes an old release that was not yet deployed. While most releases are canceled, they are still highly valuable as they facilitate the execution of builds and tests, aiding in the early detection of bugs.
Although the release failure rate seems high, it actually indicates the effectiveness of deployment automation. Let’s consider a simple pipeline consisting of build→test→deploy. If a release fails during the build or test action, it means that the problem is detected early, preventing a faulty release from reaching production. This is precisely why, despite the high failure rate, developers maintain a high level of trust in deployment automation (§6.2).

We show the breakdown of release failures by action types in Figure 7. As an example, the value of “40%” for the “regular” bar in the build category does not mean that 40% of builds fail for regular services. Instead, it means that out of all failed releases for regular services, 40% of them failed while executing the build action. The value of the “ML” bar in the deploy category is 93.6%, but we cap it at 50% to make other bars more visible.

Figure 7 shows that, except ML models, the majority of release failures are detected by standard builds and tests (canary, IntegrTest, and PerfTest). Note that builds involve running unit tests and will fail if any tests do not pass. For ML models, the setup of parent-child pipelines between inference executables and models (§3.3) helps reduce failed releases. During the three weeks, nine failures occurred in the parent pipelines. Among them, eight were detected by unit tests, and one was detected by PerfTest. These failed parent pipelines did not trigger the execution of the corresponding child pipelines. Otherwise, the number of failed child pipeline releases would have increased by about 50%.

6.4.2 Failures in Deploy Actions

Failures in deploy actions occur at the important stage of updating tasks and could lead to user-visible errors. The failure rates of deploy actions vary across pipeline types: regular services (5.4%), large services (6.2%), ML models (14.3%), and other pipelines (1.1%). In all cases, health check failure is the top reason for deploy failures, followed by update timeout, which is typically caused by too many unhealthy tasks during a deployment.

Figure 8 presents the breakdown of health check failures. While system-level metrics, such as CPU, memory, crashes, and RPC errors, can help identify many problems, “AppSpecific” metrics still play a significant role. Frequently used such metrics include the increase in the number of specific errors returned to users, increase in the number of retries, decrease in correctness metrics, or changes in user engagement.

Developers often need to make a tradeoff between false positives and false negatives when using health checks to detect bugs because health anomalies can also be caused by other factors such as hardware failures or changes in workload. To approximate the rate of false negatives (i.e., bugs not being detected), we calculate the percentage of releases that finished successfully but were later reverted or patched by developers. However, since developers sometimes patch or revert a release for purposes other than fixing bugs (e.g., to do a quick test), these numbers should be viewed as an upper bound for false negatives. To approximate the rate of false positives (i.e., health anomalies in the absence of a bug), we calculate the percentage of deploy actions that reported health anomalies but were allowed to proceed by a human.

As shown in Table 3, except for ML models, the occurrence of false positives is significantly higher than that of false negatives. Notably, the rate of false positives for large services reaches as high as 41.3%. This is because health checks for large services are typically more intricate, and developers tend to use stringent health check thresholds to ensure release safety. When faced with health anomalies, they prefer to rely on manual investigations to determine whether to proceed with a release or not.

Figure 9 further presents the point at which a deploy action fails. The progress metric is calculated as the number of tasks that are supposed to be updated till the end of the failed phase divided by the total number of tasks to be updated in all phases. We exclude single-phase deploy actions from this figure, since their progress is either 0 or 1. Figure 9 reveals a bimodal pattern, where failures occur either very early or very late. While many bugs can be detected when only a small subset of tasks is updated, some bugs, such as subtle performance regression, can only be detected after they are deployed at scale. These kinds of bugs pose the most challenging problem for software deployment.

Table 3: False positives and false negatives of health checks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>false negative</th>
<th>Regular services</th>
<th>Large services</th>
<th>ML models</th>
<th>Other pipelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.92%</td>
<td>3.14%</td>
<td>0.012%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>41.3%</td>
<td>0.0025%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.5 Pipeline Patterns & Recommendations

In this section, we analyze various aspects of pipeline statistics to gain a better understanding of how pipelines are used in production. Based on our findings, we provide best practices for pipeline design in §6.5.4.

6.5.1 Pipeline Configuration

Figure 10 shows that the average number of actions per pipeline varies: regular services (3.5), large services (12.2), ML models (2.0), and other pipelines (4.0). As expected, large services have much deeper pipelines. For ML models, all child pipelines (§3.3) use a uniform setup with two actions: build and deploy. The parent pipelines for inference executables have more actions such as PerfTest, but since the number of child pipelines is about 1,000 times larger than that of parent pipelines, the statistics here mainly represent those of child pipelines.

We further examine the popularity of different types of actions, represented as the percentage of pipelines that include at least one corresponding action type. As shown in Figure 11, build and deploy are the two most popular actions, as expected. We observe two distinguishing characteristics of large services. First, they are more likely to include tests (canary, IntegrTest, and PerfTest). Second, they rely more on human decisions (i.e., ManualPick) to determine whether to proceed.

6.5.2 Deploy Action Configuration & Runtime Statistics

To balance safety and speed, a deploy action often consists of multiple phases, each updating a subset of tasks. We observe a few popular patterns in the setup of deploy actions: 1) the “super linear” pattern, which updates a small percentage of tasks in the first phase and updates a higher percentage in later phases; 2) the “single” pattern, which updates all tasks in one phase; 3) the “single parallel” pattern, which uses one phase but updates multiple jobs in parallel; 4) the “region-by-region” pattern, which updates one region’s jobs per phase; and 5) the “linear” pattern, which updates the same percentage of tasks in each phase. By definition, these patterns are not exclusive. For example, a region-by-region pattern could be linear as well. To separate them, we use the following rule: single parallel > single > region-by-region > linear > super linear. It means that, if a deploy action meets more than one definition, we categorize it as the first one in the chain.

As shown in Figure 12, the setups are very diverse. Among regular services, simple ones prefer the single pattern and complex ones prefer the super linear pattern to balance safety and speed. Large services employ various misc patterns, with a concrete example shown in §6.5.3. ML models mostly use the super linear pattern. Among other pipelines, simple ones prefer the single pattern and complex ones prefer the region-by-region pattern for safety.

The execution time of deploy actions has a long-tail effect: for regular services, its P50 is 2.3K seconds and P99 is 86K seconds; for large services, its P50 is 2.0K seconds and P99 is 186K seconds (52 hours); for ML models, its P50 is 2.9K seconds and P99 is 9.8K seconds; for other pipelines, its P50 is 0.33K seconds and P99 is 15K seconds. We will elaborate on the long deploy time in §6.5.3.

Table 4 further decomposes deploy action’s execution time into four components: task update, bake, preprocessing, and postprocessing. Recall that the bake time is the time after all updates in a phase have been completed, during which Con-
Large services that prioritize deployment safety may require multiple days to complete their deploy actions. To illustrate this, we present a real-world example of a foundational storage service at Meta that operates in every datacenter region. Its deploy action is configured to make progress on workdays from 9AM to 6PM without manual intervention. If the execution of the deploy action does not finish by 6PM, it will pause and continue on the next workday at 9AM.

Its deployment follows the super linear pattern for a few regions and then switches to the region-by-region pattern for the remaining regions. With over 20 phases in total, each of the early phases has a bake time of one hour, while the remaining phases have a bake time of 10 minutes. On average, task updates per phase take about 25 minutes. Taking into account the bake time, the early phases run for about 85 minutes each, while the remaining phases run for about 35 minutes each. Considering the total number of phases and their duration, the deploy action typically completes the early phases within one day and then resumes the next workday at 9AM. If everything goes smoothly, the deployment finishes on the second day. However, transient issues may cause it to retry and delay the completion time until the third day.

6.5.4 Recommendations for Pipeline Design

We recommend the following best practices for pipeline design. In general, we recommend using the super linear pattern as a starting point, as it provides a good balance between speed and safety. Moreover, we recommend including a phase in the middle of the pipeline to update all tasks within a region as opposed to never updating any whole region until the last phase. This is important because many services have regional dependencies, and certain issues, such as performance regressions, may only become noticeable when the code runs at the scale of a full region. Finally, we recommend scheduling deployments for the mornings of Monday to Thursday, so that developers have a full work day to troubleshoot any deployment issues. They may adopt continuous deployment after health checks and tests have matured.

Table 4: Time spent in different stages of deploy actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular services</th>
<th>Large services</th>
<th>ML models</th>
<th>Other pipelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task update</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>39.2%</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bake</td>
<td>31.7%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preprocessing</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postprocessing</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Related work

There is a rich set of deployment tools, such as Spinnaker [42], AWS CodeDeploy [3], AWS CodePipeline [4], Azure Deployment Manager [46], Azure Pipeline [6], Google Cloud Build [17], Google Cloud Deploy [18], and CircleCI [13]. Cluster manager is also a well-studied topic. Examples include Kubernetes [22] and YARN [49] from open source, Borg [47, 50] from Google, and Protean [19] from Azure. Section 3 discussed advanced features that distinguish Conveyor and Twine from existing systems.

A number of prior works have studied and surveyed possible problems in software deployment [20, 23, 38, 41, 51], mostly based on open-source projects or individual case studies. As described in §3, the scale and diversity of the services at Meta have introduced many new challenges, such as in-place updates, handling complex code dependencies, fast deployment of large services like FrontFaaS, and deployment of complex ML models. Dedicated ML platforms such as AWS SageMaker can deploy models using the mirroring approach [35, 36], but they do not support in-place updates or the advanced model-deployment features described in §3.3.

Multiple works have focused on individual problems during deployment. For example, Gandalf tries to locate the problematic deployment after failures are detected [26]. ZebraConf tries to detect configuration updates that may cause compatibility issues [27]. Boyer et. al. [8] propose a declarative approach to update services, instead of the imperative approach used by most deployment tools, including Conveyor.

8 Conclusion

We presented the deployment scenarios, operational experience, and production data related to software deployment at Meta, along with the design and implementation of Conveyor. We demonstrated the feasibility of frequent and fully automated deployments supported by a single deployment tool for all services. Additionally, we presented novel techniques for in-place updates, analysis of code dependencies to prevent faulty releases, and the safe deployment of ML models.
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Abstract
Distributed on-disk database systems could either use an expensive commit protocol like two-phase commit (2PC) to guarantee atomicity, and suffer from slow distributed transactions, or forgo 2PC, which lead to weaker semantics, limitations to the programming model, or constrained scalability, making the system less general. We argue this compromise is no longer necessary within modern datacenters. Low latency 2PC (∼150 µs on Azure for 2PC over Paxos) can be achieved using low-lateness storage for the relatively small transaction logs, fast RPCs, and careful protocol design. With fast 2PC, the data contention bottleneck for many transactions shifts from 2PC to reading the data itself from the relatively slow storage while holding transaction locks.

We present Chardonnay, a scalable, on-disk, multi-versioned transactional key-value store optimized for single datacenter deployments with fast 2PC. Chardonnay has a general interface supporting point reads, scans, and writes within multi-step strictly serializable ACID transactions. The key mechanism underlying Chardonnay’s design is strongly consistent snapshot reads on commodity hardware, using a novel lock-free read protocol. Chardonnay uses this protocol to cheaply determine the read-write sets of queries, enabling Chardonnay to transparently prefetch data needed for a transaction prior to the execution of the transaction and the acquisition of locks. This enables Chardonnay to achieve fast transactions by minimizing contention, and avoids aborts due to deadlocks by ordering lock requests.

1 Introduction
The holy grail of distributed databases is to provide an abstraction of a single-server database that can run SQL ACID transactions at high performance while maintaining high availability. Recent work [27, 33, 47, 52, 57, 69, 81, 82, 84] shows that ACID distributed transactions with strong isolation and consistency semantics can be made efficient and scalable within in-memory database systems. However, keeping all data in memory can be prohibitively expensive, especially for large applications, as DRAM’s cost per GB is over 10–50× more expensive than regular (e.g., TLC or QLC) NAND SSD [34].

Therefore, due to their significantly lower cost, many applications use distributed databases [11, 12, 29, 74], which store their data on disk-based storage engines such as RocksDB [8, 32, 58] or LevelDB [7]. The classic architecture for such systems [65], popularized by System R* [59], is to shard the data horizontally across a collection of shared-nothing machines, and use a distributed commit protocol such as two-phase commit (2PC) [48] to ensure atomicity of distributed ACID transactions. Unfortunately, distributed transactions in these systems have significant performance limitations [17, 30, 42, 52, 57, 76, 81].

Due to these challenges, many scale-out on-disk systems avoid providing any multi-key ACID transaction support at all [26, 31], or limit it to local transactions accessing keys within a single machine or partition [23, 61]. Other systems offer support for distributed transactions, but forgo 2PC and sacrifice generality in one or more ways, e.g., by offering weaker semantics [16, 54, 78, 79], restricting the programming model [76], or employing an architecture that limits system scalability [13, 49, 87]. Nevertheless, due to strong developer demand [14], many popular SQL DBMSes now support general distributed ACID transactions [11, 29, 74], despite being a lot slower than local transactions. Table 1 shows the trade-offs made by various popular on-disk systems.

We argue that this compromise between performance and generality is no longer necessary within the modern datacenter. The high performance penalty of 2PC historically has been due to the high latency of RPCs and flushing log entries to disk. Fortunately, neither is the case any more. Modern datacenter networks are fast [22], and systems such as eRPC [46] have demonstrated that
Table 1: Comparison of representative on-disk distributed database systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Serializable</th>
<th>Linearizable</th>
<th>General API</th>
<th>Distributed TX</th>
<th>High Contention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spanner [29]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin [76]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoundationDB [87]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyder [21]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora (Multi-Master) [78]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Partitionable Workloads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chardonnay</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RPCs can run at single-digit µs latency within the datacenter even without using RDMA. Additionally, storage devices based on low-latency SLC NAND [10] or 3DX-point [1] also provide single-digit µs latencies [6, 9, 10], making them ideal for persisting database logs. Furthermore, many recent frameworks [45, 66, 83, 85, 86] fully or partially bypass the Linux I/O software stack, further boosting I/O performance.

This leads us to revisit the assumption that 2PC is the primary bottleneck inherent in scale-out on-disk database system designs. However, using a fast 2PC protocol reveals new bottlenecks. As we show in §4, eliminating the entire latency of the commit protocol is not sufficient to achieve good performance for high-contention workloads, because transactions frequently hold locks while fetching cold items from storage. Therefore, the data contention bottleneck shifts to reading the data from disk, since reading data from a typical SSD can be orders of magnitude slower than the network.

We present Chardonnay, a distributed multi-version transactional key-value store that is deliberately tailored for this new era of fast 2PC. Chardonnay is designed for single-datacenter deployments, since cross-datacenter 2PC latency would be high. It supports point and range reads, as well as writes, within classical multi-step strictly serializable ACID transactions, making it suitable as the storage engine for a SQL database (e.g., similar to CockroachDB [74]). Chardonnay uses the classic shared-nothing architecture and uses strict two-phase locking (2PL) [37] to guarantee strict serializability [43] for read-write transactions, as well as 2PC to ensure atomicity for distributed transactions.

The core insight of Chardonnay is that fast RPCs enable strictly serializable lock-free snapshot queries within the datacenter in a general fashion, i.e., without using specialized clocks, limiting scalability, or weakening the performance and semantics of read-write transactions. Low-latency, high-throughput RPCs are key to allow all committing transactions in Chardonnay to cheaply read a counter, called the epoch, that serves as a global serialization point. The system increments the epoch periodically, independent of transactions, so unlike designs with a centralized sequencer [18, 87], maintaining the epoch can be distributed and highly scalable. The main challenge is that unlike systems with a single global log or coordinator, Chardonnay uses one log per partition, so it cannot enforce global epoch ordering of commits. Instead, we co-design the snapshot read and commit protocols to guarantee their equivalence to epoch ordering (§6). The idea is rather simple: Snapshot queries may block waiting for write locks to be released (once) for correctness, but they do not acquire any locks, so they do not contend with the read-write transactions.

Beyond the direct benefit of efficient, lock-free read-only queries, this enables two important benefits, as Chardonnay leverages this snapshot read protocol to optimize the execution of read-write transactions. First, Chardonnay runs the user’s transaction in a dry run mode using the snapshot protocol to (approximately) compute and prefetch the transaction’s read set, which in the vast majority of cases allows Chardonnay to shift the work of reading cold data from storage outside of the contention period of the transaction. Second, since read and write sets can be efficiently computed using the snapshot protocol, Chardonnay also uses them to plan the locking scheduling in a manner that avoids deadlock aborts.

At the systems and design level, our main contribution is Chardonnay, the first (to our knowledge) on-disk system that achieves high performance for both low and high-contention workloads, without sacrificing strong semantics, restricting the programming model, or limiting scalability. The novel mechanisms introduced in Chardonnay are:

1. **Novel lock-free snapshot read protocol**: Chardonnay uses fast RPCs to guarantee strict serializability without relying on specialized hardware, synchronized clocks, making assumptions about clock skew, or limiting scalability.
2. **Automatic prefetching**: Chardonnay leverages the snapshot protocol to do a “dry run” of the query, which loads and pins all the keys accessed by the...
transaction to main memory. This allows Chardonnay to avoid waiting for data read from slow storage while holding locks. Unlike similar schemes introduced by prior work [3, 75, 76], Chardonnay’s prefetching mechanism works for scans, and neither requires changes to the user code, nor incurs significant additional latency or contention.

3. Lightweight deadlock avoidance: By computing read and write sets in advance, Chardonnay avoids deadlocks by determining the lock acquisition order. Collectively, these techniques enable Chardonnay to have excellent performance under high contention. Indeed, as we show in §9, Chardonnay’s throughput under extremely high contention is only 15% lower than under extremely low contention. In contrast, the throughput of a baseline System R*-style system (even utilizing fast 2PC) drops by over 85%. The dry run phase adds overhead which is largely wasteful for low contention workloads, but we consider this a worthwhile trade-off, and we allow disabling dry runs on a per transaction basis.

A general takeaway is that within on-disk systems, the availability of fast datacenter RPCs makes distributed and multi-core system designs look increasingly similar. Some of our ideas (epoch-based versioning) are inspired by multi-core database systems [77]. This unlocks the potential for adopting additional insights from multi-core single-node systems in a distributed setting. The flow of ideas can also go in the other direction: while distributed transactions were our primary motivation when designing Chardonnay, the challenge of high contention is not unique to distributed transactions, and in fact many single-node database systems run with low isolation precisely to mitigate this issue [15]. Our results show that Chardonnay’s techniques can be useful for them too.

2 Background

This section discusses transaction semantics and commit protocol performance in distributed database systems.

2.1 Strict Serializability

Strict Serializability [43] (also known as External Consistency [29]) is considered the gold standard of distributed transaction semantics. It is the combination of the following two properties [69]:

- **Serializability:** every execution is equivalent to some serial ordering of committed transactions.
- **Linearizability:** if transaction A commits before transaction B starts, then A should precede B in the equivalent serial ordering.

2.2 2PC Recap

Two-phase commit (2PC) is a classic commit protocol with many variants [48]. The basic flow works as follows: after a transaction finishes execution on multiple participant servers or shards, a coordinator starts the first phase by issuing Prepare RPCs to all participant. Each participant can vote yes or no in response to the RPC, where a yes vote is a promise by the participant that it will not unilaterally abort the transaction and will be able to (eventually) commit the transaction when asked. Before voting yes to a Prepare RPC, the participant typically persists all of the transactions writes to a durable log so it can recover from any failures. If any participant votes no (or never responds due to failures or timeouts), the coordinator aborts the transaction. Otherwise, it logs the decision to commit to durable storage and then runs the second phase of the protocol by issuing Commit RPCs to the participants so they can apply the transaction and release locks. A well known problem of 2PC is that it is blocking [20, 70], wherein the failure of the coordinator at inopportune moments prevents the participants from making progress. This can be addressed by replicating the coordinator state for availability [17, 29, 40].

2.3 The Penalty of 2PC

2PC traditionally incurs a significant performance overhead for two main reasons. First, it requires at least two network round trips and two synchronous log writes to persistent storage per transaction [41, 57], which incurs network and storage I/O overhead, as well as CPU usage by the TCP/IP stack [81]. For example, typical 2PC commit latency within a single datacenter in systems like Spanner is in the double digit milliseconds [29], which puts a hard upper bound of less than 100 TPS on transactions that update a write-hot record. Second, the coordination necessary to guarantee isolation can significantly decrease concurrency, leading to performance degradation, as well as high abort rates [15]. This increased contention due to 2PC is particularly harmful for short transactions common in OLTP workloads, due to the high latency of the commit protocol relative to the time it takes to execute the transaction logic [76]. The impact of contention is evident in locking-based concurrency control schemes such as 2PL, but optimistic concurrency control (OCC) schemes are also not immune, and can in fact perform worse under high contention [41, 51, 82].

3 Requirements

We now define Chardonnay’s stated objective, fast and general transactions for on-disk databases, in more detail. Fast encompasses the following requirements: First,
latency for short OLTP transactions should be low (hundreds of μs) regardless of whether it is single partition or cross-partition; hence the performance penalty of distributed transactions should be relatively small. Second, the system needs to support long-running read-only queries efficiently, without impacting OLTP read-write transactions. Finally, the system should be able to maintain high throughput for both low and high contention workloads. General means providing a general, unrestricted programming model and API (e.g. capable of supporting a full SQL layer) and the highest level of semantics (i.e. strict serializability) without imposing overall scalability limits or using specialized hardware.

4 Measuring Contention Footprint

Data contention is a major issue for traditional on-disk shared-nothing distributed database designs. Most real-world workloads have low contention most of the time, but occasionally a small number of extremely hot data items appear, significantly degrading overall throughput [39, 76]. Other workloads are characterised by high skew such that a small portion of the database receives a majority of the load. For example, half of the NYSE trades happen on 1% of the symbols, and breaking news can cause a sharp spike in trades on a small group of symbols [68]. Indeed, data contention is a bottleneck that hinders truly scalable transaction processing, even in RDMA-enabled in-memory distributed database systems [82], and on multi-core single-node systems [62].

Following the terminology of Calvin [76], we define a transaction’s contention footprint as the total duration from the instant the transaction acquires its first lock until it releases its last lock. In this section we use YCSB [28] to study the contention footprint of simple, single operation transactions in System R*-style systems. To this end, we built two simple baseline systems based on the System R* architecture on top of RocksDB, using its transaction and 2PC support in our experiments:

• **Baseline-Slow**. The client invokes database functions using (slow) gRPC [5]. Both the write-ahead log (WAL) and the database are placed on a directly attached SSD.

• **Baseline-Fast**. Uses (fast) eRPC (with FlatBuffers [4] for serialization format) instead of gRPC, and the WAL is put on an emulated fast NVMe device. Our baseline implementations ignore crucial practical considerations (such as replicating coordinator state for high availability to deal with the well-known 2PC blocking problem), and transactions more complicated than a single read or write. Therefore, our results underestimate the contention footprint. Nevertheless, they are instructive. All our experiments run on Microsoft Azure VMs. The entire key universe is assigned to a single shard. We run YCSB-A with 50% point reads and 50% point writes with uniform random distribution. All experiments use one client with 5 threads, which runs on a dedicated VM in the same Azure region as the server. To control the amount of DRAM used by the system, we disable the OS page cache and vary the size of the block cache, which is RocksDB’s read cache. We run a full 2PC at the end of each transaction, including in the case of reads, to measure transaction overhead, even though technically 2PC is not needed since there is only one shard. Read transactions release locks during the Prepare phase, so the Commit phase does not contribute to their contention footprint. For durability, Calls to Prepare and Commit always wait for the write to be flushed to storage.

We show how the average latency of read and write operations each contribute to the contention footprint in Figure 1. On Baseline-Slow, the bulk of the contention footprint comes from running 2PC. On Baseline-Fast, the latency of 2PC is significantly lower due to the fast RPC library and fast log storage. The yellow bars show that the contention footprint of read transactions is much higher when only 10% of the dataset is in main-memory, since the majority of reads have to fetch data from SSD storage. Write transactions (red bars) are not much affected by the available DRAM, since writes are buffered in-memory (at the server) until the Prepare phase where they get written to the WAL.

We deduce two takeaways from this simple experiment. First, with a modern RPC library, fast intra-datacenter network, and small amount of fast NVMe storage, distributed databases can significantly reduce 2PC latency. Second, once the latency of 2PC is reduced, the data contention bottleneck becomes reading the data needed by the transaction from the relatively slow SSD.

Figure 1: Contention footprint of YCSB read (left bar) and write (right bar) transactions. % represent the proportion of the data in DRAM. Chardonnay achieves a similar contention footprint to fully in-memory (“Baseline-Fast 100%”) with only 10% of its data in DRAM.
5 Architecture

Chardonnay has four main components:

1. **Epoch Service.** Responsible for maintaining and updating a single, monotonically increasing counter called the epoch. The epoch service exposes only one RPC to its clients, which returns the latest epoch. Reading the epoch serves as a global serialization point for all committing transactions. The epoch is used to assign transaction timestamps at commit time and is essential for our lock-free strongly consistent snapshot reads (§6). The epoch is only read, not incremented, by each transaction.

2. **KV Service.** The core service that stores the user key-value data. It uses a replicated shared-nothing range-sharded architecture similar to other modern System R*-style systems [11, 29, 74].

3. **Transaction State Store.** Responsible for authoritatively storing the transaction coordinator state in a replicated, highly-available manner so that client failures do not cause transaction blocking. We chose to store the transaction state separately from the user’s key-value data to enable 2PC latency optimizations, which we describe in appendix A.1.

4. **Client Library.** Applications link this library to access Chardonnay. It is the 2PC coordinator, and provides APIs (Figure 3) for executing transactions. Figure 2 illustrates how the components interact during the lifetime of a transaction. The basic flow of a read-write transaction is almost the same as in a classic shared-nothing System R*-style system, except we add step 3b to read the epoch in parallel to the Prepare phase.

5.1 Epoch Service

The epoch service is a Multi-Paxos replicated state machine maintaining a single counter, the epoch. One replica is designated leader. It increments the epoch at a fixed configurable time interval (e.g., 10 ms) by appending an entry to the Paxos log so it is durably replicated. It exposes one RPC, read-epoch, which returns the value of the epoch. The system maintains the invariant:

**Monotonic Epoch Invariant:** If a read-epoch call returns a value $e$, then all subsequent read-epoch calls must return a value greater than or equal to $e$.

We cannot rely on simply reading the value from the leader replica, since a leader might lose its status without realizing it for a while. It is possible to run the client RPCs through the Paxos state machine. However, since each committing transaction reads the epoch, this would be too costly. Instead, we consider the epoch updated when it is applied to the state of a majority of replicas, not just when it is appended to the log. The client sends read RPCs to all replicas and considers the current epoch value to be the one returned by a majority of the replicas. If no value has a majority, the client retries the read.

There is a trade-off in choosing the epoch advancing interval. It needs to be long enough compared to typical transaction duration that the value is usually read from the CPU caches of replicas, and without requiring retries due to no value having a majority. On the other hand, if it is too long, it adds to linearizable snapshot read-only transaction latency, as we explain in §6. We find that advancing the epoch once every 10 milliseconds works well in our experiments.

A single core can support tens of thousands of clients and serve up to millions of eRPC calls per second [46]. Furthermore, the client library batches multiple read-epoch calls from multiple concurrent transactions into a single RPC. Since each RPC does very little work (reads a word from main memory that is usually cached), we expect this design to be sufficient for all practical purposes. Nonetheless, in the interest of generality we show how to scale-out the epoch service in appendix A.3.

5.2 KV Service

The key universe is partitioned into disjoint contiguous subsets called ranges. Each range is assigned to a number of range servers (e.g., three) and is comprised of a database and a WAL that is implemented via Paxos. The WAL is placed on a fast NVMe device for low latency, while the database is stored on commodity SSD storage. One of the range replicas is designated as a leader, which holds a leader lease. It maintains a lock table to implement two-phase locking, using existing range locking techniques [50, 55]. All reads and writes go through the leader.

To simplify the description in this paper we will assume the ranges and replica-to-server assignments are static, although in practice ranges need to be moved, split and merged to balance load effectively. This can be accomplished using well-known techniques [23, 26, 29, 74], which we leave for future work.
5.2.1 Leader Selection and Disjointedness

Each range should have a designated leader replica that holds the leader lease. The leader selection is piggy-backed on the Paxos log implementation, i.e., a replica attempting to acquire the leader lease does so by appending a lease acquisition entry to the Paxos log. This log entry includes, among other information, the identity of the replica that is the lease holder, an epoch interval entitling the replica to leadership status as long as the epoch (maintained by the epoch service) falls within this interval, and leader sequence number, which is incremented whenever a new replica becomes the leader (but not when an existing leader renews its lease). The leader returns the sequence number to the client on every request, so the client can detect leadership changes and abort the transaction if the transaction observes two different leaders for the same range. When a leader is renewing its lease or a new leader is taking over, they read the epoch from the epoch service and set the upper interval ahead of the current value (by 100 in our prototype); it is important that the upper end is not too far ahead of the epoch, because this would effectively prevent other replicas from taking over if the leader goes down, until the true epoch catches up.

To prevent two replicas from acquiring leases with overlapping epoch intervals, a lease acquisition entry by a replica includes a copy of the lease believed to be the most recent. Other replicas will reject a replica’s attempt to get the lease if they are aware of a more recent lease having been granted. This guarantees that at any point in time there is at most one leader for any range, and that only one range leader can successfully prepare transactions for an epoch. We call this the Leader Disjointedness invariant. In §5.4 we explain how we use it to validate transaction locks, and later in §6 we describe its role in the correctness of our lock-free snapshot reads.

5.3 Transaction State Store

The transaction state store is responsible for storing the state of active transactions in the system in a fault-tolerant, replicated manner, to mitigate 2PC blocking.

Each transaction can be in one of the following states: Started, Committed, Aborted, and Done. Note that being Prepared is not of concern here. We use the well-known presumed abort optimization [59], meaning that the service replies Aborted to a participant’s inquiry about the state of a transaction unknown to the service. Being in Done state means that all transaction participant ranges have learned about the commit outcome of the transaction so that the service can safely forget about it.

The service is hash-partitioned by transaction id. Each partition is assigned to (typically) three servers. We do not need a per partition log to order transactions, since transactions are already ordered by 2PL. Instead, within a partition, each transaction state is represented as its own Multi-Paxos replicated log, which can have at most 3 entries. Position 0 always contains the Started entry, position 1 can either contain Committed or Aborted, and position 2 is to record Done state. This unusual design is key to a 2PC latency optimization that we describe in appendix A.1.

Recall that the client in Chardonnay acts as the 2PC coordinator. If the client crashes after starting the Prepare phase and before completing the transaction, the participant ranges need to determine whether to commit or abort. A KV Service range leader will attempt to put an Abort entry in the transaction state log (in position 1). If it succeeds, it can safely abort the transaction. The transaction state store is the source of truth regarding a transaction outcome. If the KV range leader successfully installs an abort decision for the transaction with the TX state store, a slow client cannot then succeed in committing it at a later point. Alternatively, after running the Paxos state machine, the KV range could learn that the client already put a Commit entry in that log position, in which case it can safely apply the transaction.

5.4 Client

The client provides an interface for users to access the database, and also acts as the 2PC coordinator in Chardonnay. After the transaction finishes execution, the client reads the epoch from the epoch service in parallel to issuing Prepare RPCs to participant range leaders. Each leader that accepts the Prepare request responds with a Prepared message that includes the epoch interval on its lease. The client then checks that the epoch it read falls within the lease’s epoch interval of every participant, and if not, aborts the transaction. This is necessary to maintain the leader disjointedness invariant. If all the participants prepare successfully and the lease validations pass, the client then calls the transaction state store
to record the transaction’s commit durably. The Commit record includes the participant ranges and the value of the epoch. Finally, the client calls the participant range leaders to notify them of the commit so they can record it locally and release all the locks. Transactions in Chardonnay must wait until the transaction Commit is recorded before releasing any locks, for the correctness of snapshot reads (§6). This implies that even read locks for successfully prepared transactions have to survive leader changes and thus must be logged in the WAL during the Prepare phase.

Many, if not most transactions only touch keys within a single range, so they do not need 2PC. First, the client reads the epoch. Then, it sends a Commit message to the leader, which checks that the epoch falls within the lease’s epoch interval. If so, the leader appends to the WAL and if successful, returns success. If not, it aborts.

6 Snapshots

This section describes Chardonnay’s multi-versioning and snapshot read protocols. Snapshot reads are essential to efficiently support read-only queries. They also underpin the techniques described in subsequent sections. Queries have to be declared as read-only from the start; a transaction that starts normally without this declaration but only performs reads is treated as a read-write transaction by the system, and does not utilize the lock-free snapshot read algorithm.

6.1 Versioning

Each user record has a key $k$ and one or more versions stored in the database. The key for each version is the pair $(k, \text{VID})$, where V ID (version ID) is determined as follows. Its prefix is the value of the epoch that the client reads in parallel to running the Prepare phase of 2PC. A counter (starting from 1) is appended to the epoch to distinguish writes by different transactions in the same epoch. A transaction chooses a single suffix that makes its V ID greater than that of the existing V IDs in its write set. Deletes need to have versions as well, so they appear as tombstones. For convenience, the system also stores an unversioned record with just the key $k$ which holds the latest value and is updated in place.

6.2 Read Algorithm

**Epoch Ordering Property:** There exists an equivalent ordering to the transaction ordering enforced by Chardonnay’s strict 2PL such that for all pairs of committed transactions, $T_1$ with an epoch $e_1$, and $T_2$ with an epoch $e_2$, if $e_1 < e_2$, then $T_1$ precedes $T_2$.

We present a proof sketch of this property in appendix A.2. The epoch ordering property ensures that epoch boundaries are consistent points in the serial order and appropriate for serializable snapshot reads, i.e., a transaction can get a consistent snapshot as of the beginning of the current epoch $e_c$ by ensuring it observes the effects of all committed transactions that have a lower epoch. Suppose all the transactions with an epoch $e < e_c$ have committed. Reading a user key $k$ as of the start of epoch $e_c$ translates to reading the value of key $(k, \text{VID})$ such that VID is the largest value $< \langle e_c, 0 \rangle$ in the database. Hence, the snapshot read algorithm would simply work by reading the epoch $e_c$, then reading the appropriate key versions.

The main challenge is ensuring that the snapshot is complete, i.e., no more transactions will be committing with an epoch below $e_c$. Any transaction that has not started to prepare is guaranteed to have an epoch of at least $e_c$, by the monotonic epoch invariant.

The problem is prepared (or preparing) transactions that are not yet known to have committed. Fortunately, any such transaction that could possibly commit writes must already be holding write locks at the current range leader. More formally, the transaction must be holding write locks on any replica whose leader lease’s epoch interval upper end is above $e_c$. To see why this holds, suppose a transaction $T$ with an epoch $e_T < e_c$ has completed the Prepare phase but not the Commit phase. Recall from §5.4 that the client acting as $T$’s coordinator receives the epoch range of the lease from the range leader it used to perform the Prepare, and checks whether $e_T$ falls within that epoch range. If it did not, then the client aborts the transaction so it cannot possibly commit. Otherwise, recall that transactions do not release any locks until the commit phase, including across leader changes. Therefore, it must be that the locks are held on the leader whose lease’s epoch range contains $e_c$ (and by the leader disjointedness invariant, there can be at most one such replica), and any subsequent leader replica. A similar argument shows why the same holds for transactions that started but have not finished the Prepare phase. Hence, the read algorithm first reads the current epoch $e_c$ (once per transaction), ensures it is below the upper end of the leader’s epoch interval, and waits for the current holders of write locks (if any) on its read set to release these locks before executing the reads. The read is not attempting to acquire locks, so it does not contend with read-write transactions.

The algorithm as described so far does not guarantee linearizability, because a transaction $T$ would not observe the effects of transactions in epoch $e_c$ that committed before $T$ started. If desired, ensuring linearizability is easy at the cost of some latency; after $T$ starts, it waits for the epoch to advance once and then use the new epoch.
6.3 Garbage Collection

Chardonnay must periodically remove old record versions to avoid running out of space. Chardonnay uses the lower end of its range leader lease’s epoch interval to determine which versions are no longer needed and can be garbage collected. There is a background job running on each range replica that removes versioned records (other than the newest version of a record) whose epoch is less than a delta from the lower end of the epoch interval. A snapshot read must validate that its epoch value lies within that delta from the lower end of the interval after executing its reads, to avoid reading an incomplete snapshot due to versions being deleted. In our experiments we configure the delta to be 6000, so that versions are kept at least for roughly one minute before they are GC’d. Additionally, since snapshot reads only happen at epoch boundaries, when a new version of a record is inserted, if it has the same epoch as the previous version then that previous version is immediately deleted. This optimization significantly reduces the number of versions maintained for records that are updated very frequently (i.e. highly-contended records).

7 Prefetching

Our experiments in §4 show that with fast 2PC, reading from slow storage becomes a primary cause of a transaction’s contention footprint. Hot contended records will typically be cached in the database’s memory. However, this does not fully address the issue because a transaction might access hot records along with other cold records that are not good candidates for caching. There are several well-known techniques to work around this problem [20]. For example, the programmer could manually prefetch records before executing the transaction. Another technique is to ensure hot records are the last to be accessed. This is beneficial because it minimizes the execution time during which access to the hot record causes a conflict. Unfortunately, these are not always applicable, and they push a lot of complexity to programmers.

We could require the programmers to label their queries with the read set. Then the system can prefetch the records (i.e., key-value pairs) identified by those keys to memory before executing the transaction and pin them until the transaction finishes, so that no time is spent reading from slow storage while locks are held. However, this scheme restricts the programming model, and is incapable of supporting dependent queries, that is, ones whose read set cannot be determined prior to executing the query [76]. This contradicts Chardonnay’s goal of a general programming model (e.g., supporting SQL).

Instead, Chardonnay transparently uses the client’s code to first execute the query in a lock-free, dry run mode to load the read set to memory, then executes normally with 2PL.

It is of course possible for the read set to change by the time the actual transaction executes. One reason is that only the values of one or more records change due to a write by another transaction. Chardonnay handle this correctly and with no performance penalty, by reflecting the changes in its prefetching buffer (§7.3). The other possibility, in the case of dependent queries, is that the set of keys itself changes, so the transaction has to read some keys that had not been prefetched and pinned. This does not pose a correctness problem but may cause a transaction to read additional data from disk while it is holding the locks, and thereby increasing its contention footprint. Fortunately, prior work has shown this seldom happens in real-world workloads [76]; dependent queries are commonly ones that must read from a secondary index to identify their full read and write sets. Since secondary indices are fairly expensive to modify, they are seldom kept on fields whose values are updated very frequently. One example of such transactions is the “Payment” transaction of the TPC-C benchmark. Since the TPC-C benchmark workload never modifies the index on which Payment transactions’ read and write sets may depend [76], the set of keys read by a Payment transaction never changes between the dry run and the execution.

One additional benefit of strongly consistent dry run queries is that if the application logic aborts the transaction on its own, there is no need to perform the actual execution. On the other hand, using dry run queries has two main disadvantages. First, it adds to the query latency, although this additional latency does not contribute to the contention footprint. Second, it requires executing the transaction logic twice before committing. While OLTP read-write transactions tend to be small, this could still be wasteful if the transaction is compute-intensive, particularly in low contention cases. The user can disable dry run queries by using a different API. In the future, we plan to explore automatically deciding when to do prefetching based on the characteristics of the workload.

7.1 API

The API shown in Figure 3 is more suited to user-interactive transactions (e.g., a user executing a multi-statement SQL transaction at a console, examining intermediate results before writing more queries). To use prefetching, a slightly different API is used to start the transaction where the caller passes a function that executes the transaction logic, i.e.,

\[
\text{<typename T>}
\text{T run(std::function< T( Transaction* ) > query)}
\]

Within the function, the code can freely call the read, scan, or write APIs using the transaction object that gets
passed. There are essentially no restrictions on the code inside the function, even though in practice it would have no side effects beyond the transaction’s writes to the database itself. This does not add any unusual restrictions; any transaction might have to abort, and side effects outside of the transaction cannot be rolled back.

7.2 Semantics

The dry run query runs under snapshot isolation using our snapshot read mechanism that we described in §6, and can be configured to be strictly serializable if desired. Running under a lower isolation level such as read committed [19] could be problematic because it exposes the programmer’s code to anomalies that would not happen in the serializable execution. This might cause the client’s code to abort the transaction, prematurely ending prefetching, or worse, crash. Therefore, we do not use a lower isolation level because prefetching should be transparent to the user.

7.3 Design

Each range leader maintains a prefetching buffer to store a transaction’s read set’s records in main memory. The prefetching buffer tracks which records are in main memory and allows transactions to request pinning keys. Any committed write to a pinned record updates the value in the buffer, so that it becomes a write-through consistent cache for pinned records, and any transaction that needs to read a pinned key can just get its value from the cache and not have to go to the database.

To efficiently support range-queries, the prefetching buffer tracks key ranges not just individual keys; if a key range is pinned to the buffer, and a new transaction inserts (or deletes) a record whose key falls within that range, that new record is pinned too. Hence, a transaction that sees a range is pinned to the buffer can satisfy a range read from the cache without going to the database.

When a transaction is running in dry run mode, it reads the committed, snapshot value from the database without acquiring any locks, requests pinning the key (or key range), and then returns the committed value to the client to continue executing the query. In most cases both the snapshot and latest versions can be read using a single IO, so this does not typically increase the IO overhead. Writes made by the dry run query never make it to the KV Service, and are discarded at the client after the dry run. After the dry run completes, the client library reruns the transaction in normal mode. When that transaction finishes (i.e., commits or aborts), the keys are unpinned and become eligible for eviction.

It is possible that a request to pin a record cannot be satisfied because the range leader has run out of memory. In this case the dry run query could be delayed until memory frees up, or just be aborted. This serves as effective admission control prior to acquiring any locks. Some care is needed to avoid a potential live-lock situation, but in the worst case transactions can skip prefetching.

7.4 Handling Resource Contention

Dry run queries execute most of the transaction logic in Chardonnay, so that when the actual transaction executes it only needs to perform minimal work. However, if we are not careful, the activity from dry run queries and other background tasks such as garbage collection and compaction can compete with transactions for resources on the machines running the KV-service ranges. As a side effect, this could slow down the lock-acquiring transaction and increase data contention. Therefore, we dedicate resources on each machine to transactions to ensure they are insulated from lower-priority activity that does not hold locks.

8 Deadlock Avoidance

Since Chardonnay uses 2PL, it has to deal with the problem of deadlocks. An easy solution is transaction timeouts, since they are needed anyway to deal with various possible failures. Unfortunately, a deadlocked transaction would be holding locks for the entire timeout duration before these locks are released. Another popular choice is a deadlock prevention scheme such as Wait-Die or Wound-Wait [64], but they can be too conservative (i.e., aborting transactions that are not deadlocked) which can become problematic under high contention. A more common choice in practice is deadlock detection [63] via detecting cycles in the wait-for graph [38, 72] and breaking the cycle by choosing a transaction to abort. This requires significant overhead for maintaining the global wait-for graph state, and potentially frequent aborts.

By making all transactions acquire their locks in the same order, we can prevent deadlocks. In Chardonnay, the read and write sets of the transaction are (approximately) computed by dry run queries, prior to acquiring any locks. We acquire the locks in ascending key order prior to actually executing the transaction. A naive implementation of this idea would require adding \(|\text{read\_set} \cup \text{write\_set}|\) round-trips to the contention footprint to acquire the locks. Instead, the client uses an approach similar to RPC Chains [71], which cuts the round-trips required roughly in half compared to the naive approach. The client in Chardonnay sends one RPC to the first range from which it needs keys. The range acquires all the local locks, performs all the necessary local reads, and then forwards the request to the next range. The client immediately sends an RPC to the last range in the
request, which holds the RPC until the request arrives. After finishing its local work, the last range replies to the client’s RPC with all the read results. When this is done, the client runs the transaction logic. If the transaction invokes a read for a key or key range (that the client already has), the client returns it immediately since it has the lock on the data (and will detect and abort the transaction if that lock is lost before commit). If transaction’s read or write set changes between the dry run and actual transaction, the client cannot serve the reads from its local cache and has to send the read requests to the ranges. We fall back to Wound-Wait for these locks.

If most transactions are likely to perform multiple read operations involving multiple network round-trips and reads from slow storage, then a developer might be tempted to parallelize those accesses, if possible, to reduce the contention footprint. Whether this is done with parallel threads or asynchronous APIs, it adds complexity to the programming model. Our scheme gets the same benefit without this complexity. On the other hand, the scheme can actually increase a transaction’s contention footprint, because lock acquisition has to be serialized. There is no overhead for the common case of transactions accessing a single range. We allow the programmer to disable ordered lock acquisition per transaction. In the future, we plan to adaptively apply the technique.

9 Evaluation

In this section we study how Chardonnay performs under contention (§9.1), its scalability (§9.2), and its snapshot read performance (§9.3). To evaluate contention, we use a benchmark introduced in Calvin [76] to evaluate Chardonnay’s performance under high contention. Each transaction in the benchmark reads 10 records, performs a constraint check on the result, and if the check passes, updates a counter in each record. The records in each KV-service range are divided into two disjoint sets: cold and hot. Each transaction can either be local or distributed. A local transaction accesses 9 records chosen at random from the cold set in the target range, and 1 record chosen at random from the hot set. A distributed transaction is similar, except it accesses 8 cold records and an additional hot record in a different range. The number of cold records in each range is much larger than available memory so cold records will be mostly served from disk. The number of hot records is determined by a parameter called the contention index, which is set to be the inverse of the number of hot records and represents the probability that two transactions accessing the same range will conflict. Hence, a contention index of 0.01 means that there are 100 hot records per range, while a contention index of 1 means that there is 1 hot record (which is accessed by all transactions touching that range). The contention index controls the degree of parallelism within each range (e.g., a contention index of 1 means that all transactions within a range are serialized).

We wrote each transaction using simple, synchronous APIs. This means that all reads are executed sequentially.
This is not a requirement, but it highlights the additional benefits of Chardonnay’s dry run and deadlock avoidance schemes, which move sequential operations outside of the contention footprint. The ordering of the reads done by each transaction is random, so there is variance in the time hot records spend under lock.

Setup. We use 6 ranges, and each range leader is assigned its own VM. We evaluate the following configurations of Chardonnay:

- **Baseline.** All transactions run without dry-run queries, so they do not perform prefetching or ordered lock acquisition. This is essentially a classic shared-nothing system architecture with a fast 2PC implementation, and Wound-Wait for deadlocks.
- **Prefetching-only.** Transactions run with dry-run queries, but only do prefetching and not ordered lock acquisition.
- **Chardonnay.** All transactions perform prefetching and ordered lock acquisition.

Initially, we planned to compare against CockroachDB [74] as a representative for a modern shared-nothing system. However, we realized that retrofitting the system with eRPC would be a very significant engineering effort. Running the (full SQL) system unchanged on the same experimental setup yielded low throughput (TPS per node is 90% less than Chardonnay). Hence, we use our baseline configuration for apples-to-apples comparison, as it is a good representative of the shared-nothing architecture.

We plot the throughput and abort rates under different values of contention index in Figures 4 and 5.

Analysis. As expected, under low contention, the dry run queries in Chardonnay are mostly wasteful and consequently the baseline configuration has slightly better throughput. Notably, full Chardonnay performs better than prefetching-only even under low contention. This is because ordered lock acquisition issues Lock & Read requests in a batched, efficient manner, as opposed to sequentially issuing an RPC per read during the transaction execution in the prefetching-only configuration. This further supports our intuition that Chardonnay’s ordered lock acquisition scheme enables writing the actions in a simple, synchronous manner without a significant performance penalty. As contention increases, the overall throughput becomes constrained by the contention footprint, and in particular, the length of time locks on hot records also increases. The baseline configuration has the sharpest drop in throughput due to increased deadlock avoidance abort rates under contention, as well as increased contention footprint due to RPCs.

In the 10% distributed transactions case, transactions essentially never deadlock since they can only conflict on one record in the vast majority of cases. Yet, the Wound-Wait deadlock avoidance scheme is too conservative and results in many unnecessary aborts as contention increases; see Figure 5. Note that because the base configuration’s transactions have a much larger contention footprint, even a relatively modest 0.001 contention index is affected by these superfluous aborts. A less conservative scheme such as deadlock detection would not suffer from this, at the cost of taking much longer to resolve the deadlock when an actual one appears. In Chardonnay, we largely avoid deadlock aborts and only use Wound-Wait as a fall-back mechanism, as discussed in §8.

One interesting property of Chardonnay is that distributed transactions are not dramatically more expensive than local transactions. The peak throughput under low contention with 100% distributed transactions is roughly 22% lower than with only 10% distributed transactions. This makes the importance of reducing cross-partition transactions less significant, thus relieving database administrators and developers from the requirement to continually re-partition the application data to minimize cross-partition transactions [30, 35, 36, 60, 73]. The big difference in throughput between 10% and 100% ratio of distributed transactions under higher contention index values is largely because each transaction in the 100% distributed case accesses two items from the hot set, not because the transaction is distributed. This is in part because 2PC is highly optimized in Chardonnay, but also because non-distributed transactions have to go through a phase of reading the epoch before committing. Our results for the 10% distributed case show that the benefits of Chardonnay are not limited to distributed transactions.

9.2 Scalability

The scalability of the System R*-style shared-nothing architecture is well established [80], but Chardonnay introduces the *read-epoch* operation during each transaction’s 2PC. Therefore, we need to ensure that the epoch service can keep up with an increasing scale.

**TPC-C New-Order.** Similar to prior work [76], we limited our TPC-C implementation to the New Order transaction, which is the bulk of the TPC-C workload including almost all distributed transactions that require high isolation. We would expect similar results if we were to run the full TPC-C benchmark. We assign each KV service range leader to a dedicated VM and have it
host 10 warehouses. We limit the overall throughput to 2500 TPS per node, since we aim to evaluate the scalability of the system rather than the raw per-node peak throughput. The clients run on dedicated VMs, separate from Chardonnay nodes. (Recall that in Chardonnay, the execution of the transaction logic happens on the client.) We plot the results in Figure 6, which show stable 2PC latency as the system scales linearly.

**Comparison with Calvin.** Chardonnay is able to reach similar New-Order throughput scale as reported by Calvin [76], without Calvin’s significant programming model restrictions (described in §10). Calvin’s reported single-datacenter latency is much higher than Chardonnay (~100ms), but the comparison is not meaningful since it does not use fast RPC and storage. However, with 10ms epoch duration as in our setup, we expect Calvin adds 5ms to the median latency since it groups transactions into batches at the start of each epoch. Therefore, even with fast RPC and storage, we expect Calvin’s median latency to be higher than Chardonnay’s P99 latency.

**Epoch microbenchmark.** To test the limits of the Epoch service, we wrote a micro-benchmark where each thread simulates a Chardonnay client node running 2PC. We run 30 client nodes with 8 threads each, where each thread is issuing 5000 read-epoch calls per second for a total of 1,200,000 calls per second. The median latency is below 60 µs, which is less than the median for the full Prepare phase. Since read-epoch runs in parallel to Prepare, this does not increase the overall 2PC latency.

### 9.4 Range Reads

We devise a simple experiment to demonstrate Chardonnay’s effectiveness for range reads. The experiment involves a single range that contains 100 records. There are two client threads, one is a writer thread that is continuously deleting and then re-inserting a random record in the range, and the other is a reader that is executing a range query to read all records. Even though the reader thread is not doing any writes, its range read query is not declared as read-only so that it runs as a read-write transaction, not as a snapshot read. We compare the number of insert operations per second in Chardonnay and the baseline from §9.1. The results are in Table 2. Without prefetching, the baseline has to execute the range read against the database each time while holding the lock on the entire range, resulting in a longer contention period and thus slowing down the writer.

### 10 Related Work

**Shared-nothing.** Spanner [29], and CockroachDB [74] are prominent modern examples of systems that utilize shared-nothing architecture, both primarily targeting inter-datacenter operations with globally-distributed workloads. Spanner uses specialized hardware to
achieve clock synchronization guarantees that are necessary for its external consistency support. Many design choices in the system make it hard to support fast transactions within the datacenter. For instance, Spanner guarantees correctness of readers by introducing a delay for writers during the commit protocol until the clock uncertainty interval has passed, which can add many milliseconds to a transaction’s contention footprint. In contrast, Chardonnay guarantees correctness by having readers potentially wait for write locks so that the contention footprint for writers does not have to increase. CockroachDB is a system with similar emphasis on global distribution. It does not guarantee external consistency to avoid requiring specialized clocks, and instead provides the weaker single-key linearizability (which still relies on bounded clock skew). Its concurrency control protocol has optimistic components optimized for low contention.

Shared Disk. Shared-disk [13] is another classic DBMS architecture [25, 44] that has become popular in recent years in systems such as Amazon Aurora [78, 79], Socrates [13], and Google’s AlloyDB [2]. These systems are single-master, in which only one node actively writes the database, limiting scalability. Aurora also has a multi-master mode which does not offer serializability, and works well for partitionable workloads with little cross-partition activity. In contrast, Chardonnay can horizontally scale both reads and writes with strict serializability and supports fast cross-partition transactions.

Shared Log. Hyder [21] and Tango [18] scale-out compute without partitioning by utilizing a shared log that is accessed by all compute nodes. Appending to and replaying the log can be a bottleneck limiting scalability.

Deterministic Systems. Deterministic execution has been explored as an alternative to distributed commit in systems such as Calvin [76] and Aria [56]. A major benefit of using determinism is eliminating transaction aborts due to deadlocks [63], which Chardonnay largely achieves using its lock ordering scheme. Deterministic execution databases typically have to restrict the programming model to one-shot transactions. They also group incoming transactions into batches before executing them, which can add tens of milliseconds to latency.

Another significant limitation of most deterministic database systems is they require knowing a transaction’s read and write set upfront [75, 76]. To support dependent queries, a programmer can precede a transaction with a lower isolation reconnaissance query to compute its read/write sets (e.g., OLLP [75, 76]). However, compared to dry run queries in Chardonnay, reconnaissance queries require changes to the client transaction code and run at low isolation level, exposing the code to anomalies that do not appear in the real execution. Furthermore, if the read or write set of the transaction changes between running the reconnaissance query and actual transaction, the transaction must abort. Fauna [3], a DBMS based on Calvin’s design, eliminates the need for manual reconnaissance queries at the cost of adding a round of Raft consensus to the transaction’s contention footprint, and using OCC, degrading performance under contention. Snapper [53] is a transaction library for single-node systems based on the Actor model, which enables deterministic execution for transactions that can be labeled with their read and write sets, while simultaneously supporting non-deterministic execution for transactions where this is not possible.

The Calvin paper proposes using the read set to prefetch data prior to sequencing the transaction. Prefetching in Calvin requires precisely estimating I/O latency [76]. It also happens after the reconnaissance query, adding to query latency. Notably, Calvin’s designers do not discuss range reads. Presumably even if a transaction’s entire readset is in memory, it still needs to run the range query against the database to ensure no other transaction has inserted or deleted records within that range.

Distributed epoch-based commit. Coco [57] is an in-memory system that applies epoch-based group commit in a distributed setting. It uses a centralized coordinator to synchronously commit transactions in epoch order. This requires adding many milliseconds of latency to read-write transactions. In contrast, Chardonnay is an on-disk system that guarantees the equivalence to epoch ordering, but transactions commit out of epoch order for low latency.

### 11 Conclusions

This paper presents Chardonnay, a scale-out, general-purpose, multi-versioned, on-disk transactional key-value store optimized for single datacenter deployments with fast 2PC. Chardonnay takes advantage of fast RPCs to support strictly serializable snapshot reads without relying on specialized clocks or assumptions about maximum clock skew. Chardonnay achieves high performance for high contention workloads by automatically and transparently loading and pinning data from slow storage to main memory prior to acquiring any locks, and avoids deadlocks by ordering its lock requests. We believe that the design principles of Chardonnay can also be applied in other settings, such as multi-core single-node systems for high contention workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chardonnay Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert TPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Range Read Results.
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A Appendix

A.1 Optimizing 2PC

Pipelined WAL. Since RPCs and log writes are cheap in our system and low latency is paramount, we do not batch multiple operations into a single WAL entry. Instead, each operation (e.g., a transaction’s Prepare) has its own WAL entry (hence runs its own instance of the Paxos state-machine). Furthermore, appends to the WAL are pipelined [67] (i.e., we do not wait for the previous entries to be completely written and applied before starting a new one). Log entries are still applied to the database in log order for correctness, however. Note that a Prepare must go through the range leader, which drives appending it to the log. The long-lived leader design allows the leader to complete a log append using one RPC in the common case. Hence the latency of a Prepare operation is roughly the sum of the latencies of two RPCs and one NVMe write.

Client-driven Commit. As mentioned earlier, we use Paxos to replicate the state of each transaction in the transaction state store. However, to minimize the number of required round-trips, we do not designate any of the replicas as a leader. Leaders in Paxos are an optimization used in part to avoid the dueling proposers problem. Since we carefully designed the state of each transaction to be an independent Multi-Paxos log, the client is the only proposer in the vast majority of cases. So requiring it to go through a leader to run the Paxos protocol to commit (or abort) the transaction adds the latency of a superfluous RPC to the Commit operation (which happens under transaction locks). Furthermore, the client utilizes a variant of the well-known technique of chaining Paxos instances together [24]. As illustrated in Figure 7, when performing the RPC to run the second (Accept) phase of Paxos to append log entry 0 (i.e., recording transaction start), the client simultaneously runs the first (Propose) phase of Paxos entry number 1 (i.e., reserving the right to propose the value of proposal number 0). Thus, it incurs the latency of only one RPC to append the decision.

A.2 Proof Sketch of Epoch Ordering

We show that if $e_1 < e_2$, then $T_1$ cannot have a dependency or anti-dependency on $T_2$. Given that, we can show that the transaction dependency DAG has no edges that go from a transaction with a higher to a lower epoch.

We proceed by contradiction by assuming this is false. This implies that there is (transitively) a read-write or write-write conflict between $T_1$ and $T_2$, and $T_2$ was ordered first. Therefore, $T_2$ released a lock and sometime later $T_1$ acquired a lock. However, since $e_1 < e_2$, the monotonic epoch invariant implies $T_1$ finished execution (and acquired all its locks) before $T_2$ did so, a contradiction as transactions do not release any locks until commit. Hence, $T_1$ precedes $T_2$ in the equivalent order. □

A.3 Scaling the Epoch Service

Here we discuss briefly how to scale-out the epoch service while maintaining the correctness of our snapshot reads. The basic idea is introduce intermediary epoch publishers between the epoch service and its clients. Each publisher maintains a single counter (the epoch) and is Paxos replicated for high availability, much like the epoch service itself. However, the publishers do not advance the counter themselves. Instead, when the epoch is advanced by the epoch service, it issues RPCs to each publisher to advance their epoch value. The epoch service does not advance the epoch again before it updates all the publishers (each of which is highly available). Each client is assigned to one of the publishers, and uses the same procedure to read the epoch from that publisher exactly as it would from the epoch service itself.

This design requires slightly weakening the monotonic epoch invariant, since it is possible for a client to read a value of the epoch that is one less than the true epoch. Furthermore, when a client is assigning an epoch to a transaction, it needs to ensure the epoch is at least as high as that of any record in its read and write sets, even if the version it reads from the publisher is lower. Linearizability of snapshot reads can be ensured at the cost of additional latency, by waiting for the epoch to advance twice instead of just once.
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Abstract

ScaleDB is a serializable in-memory transactional database that achieves excellent scalability on multi-core machines by asynchronously updating range indexes. We find that asynchronous range index updates can significantly improve database scalability by applying updates in batches, reducing contention on critical sections. To avoid stale reads, ScaleDB uses small hash indexlets to hold delayed updates. We use indexlets to design ACC, an asynchronous concurrency control protocol providing serializability. With ACC, it is possible to delay range index updates without adverse performance effects on transaction execution in the common case. ACC delivers scalable serializable isolation for transactions, with high throughput and low abort rate. Evaluation on a dual-socket server with 36 cores shows that ScaleDB achieves 9.5× better query throughput than Peloton on the YCSB benchmark and 1.8× better transaction throughput than Cicada on the TPC-C benchmark.

1 Introduction

In-memory databases [5, 10, 15, 21, 23, 42] are becoming increasingly popular: they perform well under a wide range of workloads and support requirements, such as real-time constraints, that are challenging for their disk-based counterparts [16]. They also, however, face scalability demands that sharding can only partially address: many real-world workloads have skewed access distributions [30, 47, 50, 68, 75], and the frequent hotspots they generate in individual shards require database solutions that can scale on multi-core servers.

Unfortunately, despite years of research, scaling in-memory databases on multi-core architectures remains challenging. Existing work [62, 73, 79] eliminates the bottleneck on a shared timestamp in the concurrency control protocol. Other work [37, 38, 60, 63, 77] has focused on improving the scalability of indexing structures in isolation from the database architecture. Nonetheless, current databases scale poorly on multi-core architectures (§3.1). In particular, shared range-index structures (e.g., B* trees) continue to be a main source of contention [77], and the high cost of updates to these indexes, even by unrelated transactions, is a major factor limiting scalability [62]. As fast storage via solid-state drives and persistent memory becomes the norm, contention on these structures is intensifying.

We believe that continuing to scale these application and hardware trends requires a fresh approach. Our main observation, supported by recent work in file systems [34, 35], is that contention on shared data structures is often not fundamental, but simply an artifact of a particular system architecture. In particular, we find that contention caused by synchronous updates to sorted range-index structures is unnecessary in the common case. Our analysis (§3.2) shows that it is possible to delay many common range-index updates, without compromising on strong consistency guarantees or latency requirements for transactions. Delayed updates may be batched to reduce contention on shared range-index structures.

These observations lead us to propose a decoupled database design, centered around minimizing unnecessary contention among unrelated transactions. Our main technique is to decouple committing a transaction from updating the affected range indexes: we update range indexes asynchronously, while using scalable hash-based indexlets to track writes of recently committed transactions. Based on this asynchronous architecture, we design asynchronous concurrency control (ACC), a novel concurrency control protocol that provides serializability for concurrent transactions without compromising scalability, commit latency, or throughput. ACC is an optimistic concurrency control protocol that builds on indexlets to provide phantomlets for scalable phantom detection [32]. ACC uses locks in indexlets, rather than in range indexes, to provide scalable atomic transaction commit.

We present ScaleDB, a scalable multi-core in-memory transactional database based on asynchronous concurrency control. By decoupling transaction execution from range index updates, ScaleDB can focus on improving the scalability of the former in isolation from the latter and without undesirable performance tradeoffs. By avoiding unnecessary contention on shared data structures in the common case, ScaleDB delivers scalable serializable isolation for ACID transactions, with high throughput, low commit latency, and low abort rate.

We make the following contributions:

- An analysis of the range index scalability bottleneck and of asynchronous range-index updates as a way to alleviate that bottleneck for unrelated transactions (§3).

---
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1 Phantom anomalies arise when insertions or deletions by other concurrently committing transactions cause two identical range scans in the same transaction to return a different set of rows.
The design (§4) and implementation (§5) of ScaleDB, a scalable in-memory database that decouples range index management from transaction execution to allow asynchronous update of range indexes in the common case.

Asynchronous concurrency control (ACC), a novel concurrency control protocol that provides serializability in an asynchronous database (§4.2). ACC uses phantomlets to scalably detect phantoms in range scans and provides scalable locks in indexlets to atomically commit transactions.

A performance evaluation of ScaleDB on a dual-socket server with 36 cores, which shows that ScaleDB scales better than Cicada and Peloton. At scale, ScaleDB achieves 9.5× better query throughput than Peloton on the YCSB benchmark and 1.8x better transaction throughput than Cicada with shared indexes on the TPC-C benchmark.

2 Background

Modern relational databases face challenging scalability demands. In addition to serving as backends for large-scale web applications [11, 17, 25, 31], they are offered as a service in public clouds [1, 4, 74], and must support applications that can be simultaneously write and read intensive; require both low transaction commit latency and high transactional throughput; and, increasingly, run analytical queries (on data from sources such as sensors, real-time analytics, and machine learning [19, 27]) that require maintaining a large number of indexes on every write.

In-memory databases are particularly suited to handle these diverse workload requirements, and their adoption is further facilitated by high-capacity non-volatile and disaggregated memories, as they allow for more data to be held in memory, with access latencies comparable to DRAM [53, 72]. Just as new memory technologies are shifting performance bottlenecks away from storage and towards multi-core CPU contention, such diverse workload requirements raise the bar for in-memory database scalability.

2.1 Prior Work

Existing efforts to improve the scalability of in-memory databases have focused on three bottlenecks: (i) range index structures; and serializable transaction isolation for both (ii) low-contention workloads and (iii) high-contention workloads (i.e., transactions with dependencies). The work on range index structures has happened in isolation from the rest. This observation is key to the case for ScaleDB (§3).

Range index structures. Range indexes are an efficient method for data retrieval. In addition to providing exact-match lookup of database records in logarithmic time, they also allow fast scans of records in sorted order. Despite decades of work [37, 38, 48, 59–61, 63, 65], scalability of range indexes under concurrent accesses remains elusive. This is primarily due to the hierarchical nature of these data structures. For instance, in a B*tree index, inserting or deleting a new record can require modifying a chain of internal nodes all the way up to the root. Performing such modifications atomically while supporting concurrent access from multiple threads requires synchronization [45, 77].

One approach to synchronization uses locks [48, 59, 65]. Recent optimizations [37, 38, 63] remove shared cache line contention between readers trying to acquire a lock per node, by making them optimistic. However, readers must read a version number per node to verify their optimistic assumption, which can cause contention with writers trying to increment it. Similarly, writers still contend on cache lines, trying to acquire spinlocks on individual tree nodes. Frequently accessed nodes such as the root of a B*tree or the index node at the end of the range (for append workloads) become hotspots of contention.

An alternative are lock-free data structures [46, 49, 61]: they use atomic operations and versioning to avoid lock contention on critical sections. Yet, as recent work [45] points out, their theoretical guarantees are “mostly irrelevant to performance and scalability on multi-core hardware”, as they cannot avoid contention on global memory locations.

A recent study [77] evaluated state-of-the-art range indexes [46, 48, 60, 61, 63] on the YCSB benchmark and showed that none of these indexes scale well. Even on a read-heavy workload with only 5% inserts, these indexes only scale up to 12× when increasing cores by 20×. On an insert-only workload with threads appending new inserts to the end of a range, their scalability collapses when going from a single NUMA node (20 cores) to two NUMA nodes (40 cores), with throughput dropping between 50% to 66%. The limited scalability of range indexes has been reported in previous work [62] and we expand on this analysis in §3.1.

Serializability for low-contention workloads. The use of a shared timestamp for ordering transactions [33, 57] made timestamp allocation a principal bottleneck to the scalability of concurrency control [78]. Even when updated using atomic hardware primitives, a shared timestamp can force unrelated transactions to contend and results in excessive cache coherence communication. Recent work eliminates the timestamp bottleneck, but incurs high transaction commit latency due to either a high abort rate [62, 79] or batching in group commits [73].

An approach proposed by the H-store project [54, 70] avoids coordination by partitioning the database and accessing each partition from a single thread. This approach scales well for applications whose databases can be cleanly partitioned and where most transactions only access a single partition. However, many applications do not fit this profile and can experience worse performance [69].

Serializability with dependencies. Much work has focused on scaling serializable ordering on contended transactional workloads [42, 44, 51, 55, 56, 58, 62, 66, 67, 76]. Serializability requires respecting data dependencies among transactions reading and writing the same database record.
Though such dependencies are ultimately a barrier to scalability, various techniques can reduce their impact, including multi-versioning [44, 58, 62], static analysis [66, 76], exploiting commutativity in some workloads [51] and backoff [62]. These techniques are complementary to our work, which is focused on mechanism contention, i.e., on contention that arises between unrelated transactions as an artifact of how the database implements certain mechanisms (e.g., range indexes), rather than from fundamental requirements of its isolation guarantees.

3 The Case for ScaleDB

ScaleDB’s main contribution lies in recognizing that removing the indexing bottleneck requires looking beyond range index structures; instead, it is necessary to understand and correct the architectural design decisions that make range indexes a hotspot of contention in today’s in-memory databases.

Range index background. To understand the significance and structure of range indexes, consider Figure 1, which shows a simple database with two tables. Tables are implemented as collections of indexes and include one primary index and zero or more secondary indexes. For example, table PERSON has primary index SSN and two secondary indexes, Name and Zipcode. Table records are stored on the heap and pointed to by the table’s primary index.

Range indexes have many uses. A primary range index allows quick retrieval of a table’s records by primary key for both point and range queries. Primary keys within a table must often be unique and an index can enforce this uniqueness constraint efficiently. Secondary indexes are also used extensively. They support analytical queries [39] and help maintain the consistency of the database by serving as foreign keys, i.e., columns of a table that refer to a primary key of another table. For example, a foreign key constraint on the Zipcode column in the PERSON table implies that deleting the 90210 zipcode from the ZIPCODE table requires deleting all records with the 90210 zipcode from the PERSON table. The secondary index on the Zipcode column makes this operation efficient—in the Figure, the root node of the corresponding secondary tree points directly to the range of all SSNs in the 90210 zipcode; we can use these values as keys to traverse the primary index of the PERSON table.

![Figure 1. Simple database layout with range indexes. Tables are represented by primary indexes. Records are stored sorted by primary index key. Schema information is stored in a catalog (not shown). Arrows are pointers.](image1)

![Figure 2. Cicada scalability on TPC-C ($C_{wh}=thd$) with partitioned and shared indexes.](image2)

Table 1. Benchmark details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Database size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7.83%</td>
<td>10 warehouses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEATS</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>100K customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epinions</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>200K users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Range indexes can limit scalability because concurrent updates to the same index, even if caused by unrelated transactions, can lead to contention. For instance, inserting or deleting a single record in a B+-tree (Figure 1) may alter its leaf node structure (a leaf node may split, or may coalesce with another leaf node), requiring the atomic update of potentially many internal nodes, all the way to the root.

3.1 Database Scalability Analysis
To explore the limits of database scalability, we evaluate Cicada [62], a state-of-the-art scalable in-memory database. Cicada was shown to be more scalable than several other databases [42, 55, 56, 73, 79]. However, as we show next, it still incurs range index mechanism contention.

We run TPC-C [22], a standard OLTP benchmark simulating purchase transactions on a configurable number of independent warehouses. We use a machine with two CPU sockets, each with an 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6154 CPU. We increase the number of transaction processing server threads from 1 to 36 and use as many warehouses as threads for each data point. This configuration (\(C_{wh=thr}\)) has very low contention, since threads (almost always) run queries on their own warehouses, thus avoiding contention on the same records with other threads. Therefore, \(C_{wh=thr}\) allows us to isolate and understand the scalability impact of mechanism contention on range indexes.

Figure 2a shows Cicada’s goodput scalability relative to a single core. Cicada stops scaling beyond 24 cores on the canonical TPC-C workload, with indexes shared between threads. To show that scalability is limited by range index mechanism contention, we also evaluate a configuration where 8 out of the 9 TPC-C tables, and their associated indexes, are partitioned by warehouse id\(^2\). This configuration scales well for \(C_{wh=thr}\), but it does not generalize to more skewed workloads.

Figure 2b shows that Cicada’s poor scalability on the shared index configuration is due to an increasingly high abort rate. To reduce multi-core contention on the same index nodes by multiple threads, Cicada uses multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) for both its records and indexes; if an index node needs to be modified, Cicada creates a new version in thread local memory and installs it into the index on success.

3.2 When Can Range Indexes Scale?
The previous analysis demonstrates that scalability in state-of-the-art databases is primarily limited by contention on range indexes. A key contributor to this contention is that the updates to range indexes, that take place once a transaction commits, are performed synchronously. Of course, all indexes, whether range or hash, must, on a query, return the most recently committed record corresponding to an index key, but range indexes have an additional obligation: they must ensure that range scans issued immediately after a transaction commits will not miss any record inserted or updated by that transaction. It is to discharge this obligation that records are inserted synchronously into all primary and secondary indexes – which not only requires sorting these records with respect to all records already in the table, but also creates contention on the internal nodes of a range index among otherwise non-conflicting transactions.

Our design is then motivated by a simple question: can this obligation be met without triggering a synchronous cascade of updates over shared data structures? To move towards an answer, we run an experiment to measure the latency between the last time a record is written (inserted or updated) and when it is read as part of a range scan (W-to-RS latency).

We use three transactional application benchmarks (Table 1) from the OLTP-bench [43] suite, designed to evaluate modern cloud database workloads. These benchmarks range from moderately write-heavy (Epinions) to very write-heavy (TPC-C), and the percentage of read queries involving a range scan varies from a single digit to 100%. We ran these benchmarks on a MySQL 8.0 instance running on a 20 core (40 hardware threads) Intel Xeon machine, with as many clients as needed to saturate throughput. We emulate an in-memory database by setting the MySQL in-memory buffer pool to a large-enough size, so that in all three cases the entire database fits in memory and we are never disk-bound.

Figure 3a shows the cumulative distribution of the W-to-RS latency for Epinions and Seats, we use a single curve each to characterize the behavior of all their range scans: we find that the 5th percentile W-to-RS latency is above 500ms and the median is between 8 and 85 seconds. We instead report the latency of each range scan in TPC-C separately, since they behave quite differently: DelivSumOrderAmt, a range scan on a primary index, responsible for 3% of all TPC-C read queries, has a median W-to-RS latency of 1ms; the other two TPC-C range scans are on secondary indexes and their median W-to-RS latencies are orders of magnitude higher. Epinions and SEATS also show lower W-to-RS latency for range scans of primary indexes, though with a much smaller (2× to 5×) gap. The low W-to-RS latency of DelivSumOrderAmt is due to the TPC-C Delivery transaction, which contains an update followed by a read on the same range in the Orderline table. We discuss in §4.2.3 how ScaleDB’s design avoids unnecessary aborts in such situations and therefore performs well on TPC-C (§6).
Figure 3. Range scan property distributions of three application benchmarks.

Figure 3b shows the distribution of the number of records read by range scans in each benchmark. For all benchmarks and all range scans, the median number of records read was at most 6, while the 99th percentile was at most 26 records. Epinions had two range scans in read-only transactions that read thousands of records. However these range scans comprised only 0.068% of all read queries in Epinions and had a median W-to-RS latency of at least 66 seconds.

For brevity, we omit a similar analysis for point queries, but their behavior was mixed. For instance, in TPC-C, four point queries had median Write-to-Point-Query (W-to-PQ) latencies ranging from 350μs to 21ms. These point queries – from the NewOrder and Payment read-write transactions, which together comprise 90% of the benchmark – read heavily updated records in the District and Warehouse tables. At the other extreme, two point queries in TPC-C had median W-to-PQ latencies of 4 and 15 seconds.

Conclusion. The overall picture that emerges from this analysis is the following:
1. While point queries often read recently written records, for range queries that is the exception rather than the rule. This holds especially true for secondary indexes.
2. In the vast majority of cases, the number of records that a range query reads (especially as part of read-write transactions) is small.
3. Large range scans rarely happen and, when they do, they are usually within a read-only transaction.
4. These findings suggest an opportunity to fundamentally rethink how to maintain range indexes within in-memory databases. If, in the common case, synchronous updates to range indexes are not necessary to produce consistent range scans, it may be possible to design new scalable data structures that can synchronously store record updates and hold them temporarily, until they are asynchronously applied to the range indexes. Of course, range scans should be always consistent, not just in the common case, and the mechanisms needed to enforce this guarantee should themselves be scalable. These are the opportunities and challenges that shape the design of ScaleDB.

Why are asynchronous range index updates scalable? Asynchronously updating range indexes offers a host of opportunities that we seek to exploit. Accumulating a number of updates, so they can be applied as a batch to the range index, is more efficient than applying individual updates, as it avoids repeated walks of the index tree (e.g. inserts to the same B+ tree leaf node). Given the cache contention arising from concurrent walks of the range index, batched updates benefit CPU cache locality and improve performance isolation among CPU cores. They also incur less overhead for repeated lock operations, since they allow us to acquire locks only once for several updates. We can facilitate this process by sorting accumulated updates before applying them to the range index, outside of a critical section. Finally, for skewed access distributions that update the same record repeatedly within a short time span, only the last update in the batch needs to be applied to the range index, reducing the overall work required. We will see in §4.1 that asynchronous updates are scalable, while relieving the underlying range index structure of fine-grained locking, multi-versioning, and lock-free techniques. This simplifies serializability, as we will see in §4.2.

4 ScaleDB Design

The foundation of ScaleDB’s design, building on the analysis in §3, is that range indexes are asynchronously updated to provide scalability. But how can this asynchronous architecture provide scalable transaction processing? And how can serializable isolation be guaranteed when range indexes are no longer kept synchronously consistent?

Scalable transaction processing with indexlets. To asynchronously update range indexes, we need a temporary store for writes that can be scalably maintained and flushed with
minimal overhead. We tackle this problem with a new data structure: hash-based indexlets that temporarily and synchronously record all range index writes. Indexlets leverage the flat structure of hash indexes to avoid contention among updates to unrelated records. A common issue with hash indexes is rehashing – resizing the hash index when it is at capacity [14]. Database hash indexes require rehashing, as their size cannot be known a-priori. Instead, indexlets only hold updates temporarily and are periodically merged by ScaleDB into range indexes. Thus, rehashing can be avoided by bounding the maximum number of delayed writes held in an indexlet based on the W-to-RS latency and write rate to the underlying table. We describe indexlets and how to efficiently size and scalably merge them in §4.1.

Serializability with asynchronous range index updates. We design asynchronous concurrency control (ACC), a concurrency control protocol that provides serializability in an asynchronous database architecture. ACC integrates optimistic concurrency control (OCC) [57, 73] with asynchronous range index updates. Both are optimistic approaches: just as OCC assumes that most transactions do not contend, asynchronous range index updates assume that most W-to-RS latencies allow us to leave range indexes temporarily stale without negatively affecting goodput.

Since recent writes are held in indexlets, asynchronously enforcing serializability with good performance requires first checking indexlets on any point read, and, for range scans, efficiently detecting the small number of instances when a scan has accessed a stale portion of a range index. This check is necessary to avoid phantoms [32], as well as to ensure that transactions read the most recent value of each key returned by a scan.

ACC’s technique for avoiding phantoms relies on phantom indicators, which leverage ACC’s asynchronous design to scalably indicate the existence of a phantom to range-scanning transactions. Using the leaf nodes of the range index as partitions of its keyspace, writing transactions can produce a unique phantom indicator for each range covered by a leaf node. Each leaf node evolves through a series of version changes that happen whenever a merge to a range index affects that leaf node. Phantom indicators, uniquely derived from leaf nodes and their current version, are inserted by transactions into phantom detection indexlets (or phantomlets). Maintained for each range index, phantomlets allow range scanning transactions to scalably detect phantoms at commit time. We detail ACC and phantomlets in §4.2.

Durability. To provide durability, ScaleDB uses write-ahead redo logging. Transactions receive a globally-ordered timestamp from a system-wide clock, a hardware feature that industry trends and experimental evidence (§5.4) indicate will remain in future servers. As a result, threads can scalably log their transactions without coordination at commit time while pushing the overhead of merging logs to recovery.

Figure 4. Asynchronous range index update for the PERSON table.

Example. To see how it all fits together, consider the example in Figure 4. Transaction $T_1$ does a range scan by zipcode, which is executed on the appropriate secondary range index. Concurrently, $T_2$ inserts the record with SSN 333 into the PERSON table and does a point read for an SSN from the same table. $T_3$ does a range scan by SSN, which is executed on the primary range index.

Instead of synchronously updating the range indexes and potentially contending with other transactions, ScaleDB inserts $T_2$’s new record, using its primary key (SSN), in the table’s indexlet and marks it as valid (filled circle). It does this atomically by acquiring a write lock on the indexlet entry. This may cause true contention if concurrent transactions access the same key, but it does not cause mechanism contention. $T_2$ also does a point read for an SSN. To do so, it first checks the indexlet for the latest version of the record, temporarily holding a read lock on the record’s indexlet entry. It is not found there (empty circle), so $T_2$ next reads from the primary range index. Range indexes have been read-only, and thus scalable, for this execution.

Periodically, the contents of the indexlet are merged into the underlying primary and secondary range indexes. The indexes are concurrent, so conflicting accesses by reading and merging threads are synchronized. We discuss the details of ScaleDB’s concurrent range index in §5.3. Because merging is periodic, it occurs in a coordinated and concentrated fashion when compared with synchronous range index updates.

Range-scanning transactions consult phantomlets to detect phantoms due to newly inserted records. They do this for each range index leaf node traversed as part of the range scan. To aid phantom detection, each writing transaction indicates once per version for a leaf node that it has inserted records.

Here, $T_2$ inserts a phantom indicator for the [222, 345] leaf node into the phantomlet, indicating a possible later merge of the key with SSN 333 into that range index node. Upon a merge, not all updates might fit in the [222, 345] node and the
structure of the range index might be altered during a merge. However, phantom indication is only required for unmerged records. We discard phantom indicators when the indicated records are merged. A reading transaction scanning just the [111, 123] node does not abort, as there are no phantoms indicated for this node.

4.1 Asynchronous Range Index Updates

To update range indexes asynchronously, we record delayed writes in indexlets for the duration of a per-indexlet and per-thread merge epoch. At the end of an epoch, a thread merges its writes from the indexlet into the associated range indexes, and starts a new epoch. For a given indexlet and thread, the merge epoch ends as soon as either (i) the thread has filled a maximum batch size of entries in the indexlet; or (ii) a maximum epoch duration has been reached. Both batch size and maximum epoch duration are configured separately for every indexlet, and each thread decides independently for each indexlet when it has reached the end of its merge epoch.

Indexlets. ScaleDB uses hash-table-based indexlets with open addressing [41] to synchronously and scalably absorb concurrent, committed writes that affect range indexes. Thus, indexlets are associated with tables that have range indexes. For each such table, ScaleDB creates an indexlet, indexed by the table’s primary key. If there is no primary key, ScaleDB creates an implicit primary key (a common practice [12]). The per-table indexlet naturally covers writes that affect secondary indexes, as secondary indexes refer to the primary index (as shown in Figure 1).

Recorded writes include insertions, updates, and deletions. Insertions and updates affecting a range index are simply recorded in the corresponding indexlet, and the record is updated on the heap (in per-thread arenas to avoid contention on memory allocation). Special care is required to ensure that deletes are handled consistently. Indexlets mark a record as deleted instead of deleting its key from the indexlet. This approach has two benefits: it ensures that a later read of the same key finds the deleted record in the indexlet rather than finding an older version in a range index; and it allows coalescing a key deletion followed immediately by an insert of the same key, without merging the delete into the range indexes.

Merge epoch. Each thread independently decides when its merge epoch ends, after which it merges the keys and record references into the table’s range indexes. A thread can occupy a maximum batch size of \( b \) entries in any given indexlet \( i \) before it has to merge them into the range indexes. Too small a \( b \) causes contention similar to synchronous merging into range indexes. Too large a \( b \) results in stale range scans, which can lead to transaction aborts. We use \( b_i = \text{Expected write rate}(table_e) \times \text{W-to-RS latency}(table_e) \).

During quiescent periods for write transactions, threads may not reach their maximum batch size quickly enough, leaving range indexes stale for too long. To avoid this, we cap the length of the merge epoch of each indexlet separately, based on the W-to-RS latency of that indexlet’s table: thus, a thread’s merge epoch ends when it either reaches its maximum batch size or its maximum merge epoch length.

To make hash collisions rare, the size of indexlet \( i \) is set to \( s_i = 4 \times \#t \times b_i \), where \( \#t \) denotes the number of threads. Given that each entry in an indexlet only occupies a single cache line, this results in modest memory consumption even for tables with a high write rate (§6.3).

Asynchronous merging. Each thread keeps a list of indexlet entries where it performed a write. At the end of its merge epoch, it sorts this list in primary range index key order (§3.2), and then iterates through the list, atomically merging each individual record. Merging involves updating the range index and removing the record from the indexlet, while holding a per-entry lock, thus ensuring atomicity for each key’s merge. Each lock is released as soon as the key is merged into the primary index.

If secondary indexes exist, the merging thread additionally retains private copies of each record reference in thread-local storage. After the primary range index is merged, the thread then merges each secondary index, using these copies.

After merging each range index (primary or secondary), the merging thread also decrements any phantom indicators that it had inserted into the corresponding phantomlet during the concluded merge epoch (§4.2.1).

4.2 Asynchronous Concurrency Control

We design asynchronous concurrency control (ACC), a concurrency control protocol that provides serializability within an asynchronous database. ACC is based on optimistic concurrency control (OCC), which it integrates with asynchronous range index updates. To do so, ACC uses two novel constructs: phantom indicators (§4.2.1) and locks in indexlets for atomic commit of transactional writes (§4.2.2).

OCC minimizes transaction contention by optimistically executing transactional reads and atomically publishing a transaction’s writes at the end of its execution. To do so, OCC transactions execute in three phases—read, validation, and commit. During the read phase, reads are done optimistically, without holding locks, and are tracked in a transaction’s private read set; writes instead are buffered in a private write set. The validation phase ensures that transactions may commit atomically. To do so, the database acquires locks on all values identified in the write set and then validates that collected values in the read set have not been altered by concurrently executing transactions. If the reads are validated, the commit phase commits the transaction’s writes and releases its locks. Otherwise, the transaction aborts (releasing locks as well).

ACC extends the OCC phases and integrates them with asynchronous range index updates. During the read phase, point reads search the indexlet first, and, if they miss, search the primary range index. The same process is followed for...
Before validating successfully, \( T_1 \) acquires locks for atomically inserting the record with SSN = 333 into leaf index node [222] and its phantom indicator <0x4ff, 13>. Concurrently, \( T_2 \) does a range scan for SSN ≥ 222, during its read phase.

Figure 5. Asynchronous phantom detection example.

---

updates and deletes, during the validation phase, allowing existing records to be brought into the primary indexlet first, before being updated in place. This guarantees that point queries always read the latest value of a record. On the other hand, range scans (from primary or secondary indexes) are executed directly on the range indexes, but need to check for phantoms at commit.

### 4.2.1 Phantom Detection

Phantom detection is difficult in a database with asynchronously updated range indexes, as phantoms may occur in indexlets, which do not support efficient range lookup. ACC’s technique for detecting phantoms leverages the leaf nodes of a range index which undergo coarse-grained version changes due to asynchronous merges by different threads. To track these changes, each leaf node \( l \) maintains a version number \( v_l \) which is incremented only when an insert or delete is merged into that node. If \( l \) splits due to an insert, then half of its keys are moved to a sibling leaf node \( m \) with \( v_m = 0 \) while \( v_l \) is incremented.

To detect phantoms, ScaleDB uses a phantomlet per range index to perform a scalable variant of index node validation [73]. Phantomlets use the indexlet architecture (§4.1), but do not need merging. Inserting transactions atomically insert phantom indicators into phantomlets at transaction commit, indicating that they have inserted a phantom into a corresponding range index leaf node. The phantom indicator is composed of the concatenation of a leaf node \( l \)’s memory address \( M_l \) and version \( v_l \).

At commit time, for each inserted key \( k \), the inserting transaction asks the range index for the phantom indicator \(<M_l, v_l>\) of the leaf node \( l \) that currently covers the range intersecting with \( k \). If the phantom indicator does not exist in the phantomlet, it is inserted. If the transaction validates, it atomically increments the value of the phantom indicator (initially 0). This is accomplished by locking phantom indicators as part of locking the transaction’s write set (using LockInsHashTbl or LockRUDHashTbl on the phantomlets, see §4.2.2).

Threads keep track of the phantom indicators they have inserted and decrement their values at the end of their merge epoch. The last thread which decrements the value to 0, removes it from the phantomlet.

When validating a range scan, a reading transaction can use the same phantom indicator to check whether a phantom was inserted in a range covered by the leaf node at the version it read. To do so, ACC splits OCC’s read set into two parts and extends them with additional information. For each point read, the key of a record \( r \) is stored along with a copy \( t^PS_r \) of the record’s current commit timestamp \( t_r \) (§4.3) in a point read set. Storing the commit timestamp allows efficiently verifying whether the record changed, later during validation. For every range scan, ACC stores the keys of the scan results in the point read set, but also stores in a range read set, a phantom indicator for each range index leaf node encountered during the scan. Finally, it stores the range read predicate in the range read set.

Read set validation happens differently for the point read set and the range read set:

- For the point read set, ACC reads from the indexlet and (if not found) searches in the primary range index. If the key of record \( r \) is not found in either index or \( t^PS_r \neq t_r \) (\( r \) received a write), the transaction is aborted. An optimization here is to only abort if \( t_r < t_r \), where \( t_r \) is the timestamp allocated by this committing transaction (§4.3).
- For each range scan, ACC asks the range index for the current list of phantom indicators that match the range scan predicate. If \( c \) is different in length than the original list of
stored in the range read set, it aborts. If not, then there is still the chance that phantoms were inserted, but they have not been merged yet or they were merged but did not result in leaf node splits. ACC goes through each corresponding pair of phantom indicators in $c$ and $a$, at the same index in the lists, verifying that the pair is identical, and that performing a LockFreeRdHashTbl (§5.2) for this phantom indicator on the phantomlet returns nothing. If any of these checks fail, it aborts.

Figure 5 shows a simple example illustrating asynchronous phantom detection.

### 4.2.2 Atomic Commit

ACC holds locks on keys between the validation and commit phases, in order to atomically publish a transaction’s writes. Since ScaleDB writes are asynchronous, ACC locks need to cover records referenced by indexlets never rehash, allowing ACC to hold locks directly in indexlet entries as a way to hold locks on records. To build transactions, ACC uses two types of locks on records: LockUniqueInsert is used to atomically insert a record with uniqueness constraints, while LockUpdDel is used to atomically update or delete an existing record. These locks are acquired on a transaction’s write set at the start of the validation phase, and released either at transaction abort or at the end of the commit phase.

**Unique insertion.** To lock for the unique atomic insert of a record, ACC performs two steps:

1. ACC searches for a duplicate record in the indexlet and, if not present, acquires a lock on an empty indexlet entry for the record to be inserted. This step is done atomically by calling LockInsHashTbl, provided by the indexlet. LockInsHashTbl acquires per-entry spinlocks along the hash probe path. If it finds an empty entry, it sets $e_{ins}$, the future location of the record being inserted, to that entry’s index. If the entry is not a search terminator (§5.1), it continues the search for a duplicate record, until the probe lands on a search terminator. If a duplicate is found, all spinlocks are released and the transaction is aborted. Otherwise, LockInsHashTbl is successful. In that case, it releases any acquired spinlocks on entries after $e_{ins}$ in the probe path. Spinlocks on $e_{ins}$ and entries before it in the probe path are held until LockUniqueInsert is released: this allows atomically inserting a record and updating search termination metadata (see §5.1) at transaction commit. With a properly sized indexlet, probe lengths are short and there is negligible mechanism contention for unique inserts.
2. ACC searches the primary range index to make sure that the key has not already been inserted there. If either step fails, the transaction aborts. If both succeed, a lock for unique insert has been acquired. Our open addressing scheme probes indexlet entries in a deterministic order for each record. Hence, contending transactions attempting to insert the same record are serialized.

Figure 6 shows an example illustrating LockUniqueInsert. Transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$, on different threads, are in their validation phase. They are concurrently trying to acquire LockUniqueInsert for a record with primary key (on SSN) 111. $T_1$ acquires LockInsHashTbl in step 1. Its hash probe starts at entry 57 in the indexlet, which is currently occupied by a record with key 333—inserted by a recently committed transaction. Subsequently, another transaction brought the record with key 222 into the indexlet, for an update; it was inserted into entry 58 due to collision with key 333. $T_1$’s hash probe acquires spinlocks along its probe path, until it lands on entry 59, which is both empty and a search terminator: thus, successfully acquiring LockInsHashTbl for key 111. Here, overflow counts (OC in the figure, see §5.1) are used to terminate searches (when OC = 0).

In step 2, $T_1$ searches the primary index range for key 111, to ensure uniqueness; since it finds the record, it will abort. If $T_1$ had been able to commit, it would have incremented the OC for entries 57 and 58 and inserted the new record (with key 111) into $e_{ins} = 59$, before releasing the spinlocks. Meanwhile, $T_2$ gets serialized behind $T_1$ (on entry 57’s spinlock), trying to acquire LockInsHashTbl. It will eventually abort as well.

**Update and deletion.** To acquire a LockUpdDel, ACC performs two steps:

1. It searches the indexlet for the record and, if found, locks the entry. This step is done atomically by calling LockRUDHashTbl, provided by the indexlet. LockRUDHashTbl is simpler than LockInsHashTbl, since it does not need to atomically enforce uniqueness or maintain the metadata for search termination. It acquires per-entry spinlocks along the hash probe path, but releases each spinlock as it moves to lock the next entry in the path. A probe can end when it either finds the record or lands on a search terminator entry.
In addition to its use in the first step of LockUpdDel, LockRUDHashTbl is also used to atomically search the indexlet for point queries, during the read phase of the transaction.  

2. If the record was not found in the indexlet, ACC acquires LockInsHashTbl for the record, fetches the record from the range index, inserts a reference to the record in e\textsubscript{ins} and then downgrades the lock to LockRUDHashTbl, which involves releasing the spinlocks on the entries before e\textsubscript{ins} in the probe path.

For range updates or deletes, we search the range indexes directly and acquire LockUpdDel for every key satisfying the predicate. If there is not enough space in the indexlet, the transaction aborts. In this rare case, the indexlet is merged and temporarily disabled to retry the transaction synchronously, re-enabling the indexlet after the transaction commits.

4.2.3 Repairing Stale Range Scans

During the read phase, ACC can repair stale scans before returning them, to reduce the chance of a later transaction abort. This is typically done for scans used in a later update or delete query. For instance, the TPC-C Delivery transaction has a range scan that returns the earliest order within a district in the NEW-ORDER table and then deletes that order in the next query. This transaction can abort, even for a single thread, if the scan is done on the range index, but the earliest order returned by the scan has already been marked deleted in the indexlet in a previous Delivery transaction.

ACC repairs such scans, prior to returning them, by looking up each key in the indexlet to check if it has been updated or deleted. If so, it repairs the scan to return the latest version. To avoid paying this cost for all range scans, the client can explicitly set this option in the query for scans that will be updated or deleted.

ACC also maintains a per-thread per-table index of the keys which were inserted by each thread during its current merge epoch. When returning a range scan, ACC repairs it by merging any records returned by running the same scan on the local index as well. This avoids spurious aborts by the phantom detection algorithm (§4.2.1), due to keys that were inserted by the same thread in a prior transaction and are waiting to be merged into the range indexes.

4.3 Durability

ScaleDB achieves durability using write-ahead logging to a redo log. Each worker thread writes to its own separate log, without coordinating with any other worker thread. To ensure that transactions do not read values that have not been made durable, a thread only releases write locks and replies back to the client once it has logged the transaction to its redo log. Each redo log entry contains the new values of the keys written by the transaction \( T \) as well as a commit timestamp \( T_C \) assigned to it during the validation phase, after all the locks have been acquired by ACC. This timestamp, unique for each transaction, is derived from a scalable system-wide clock (§5.4) and is consistent with \( T \)'s place in the serializable order. During recovery, ScaleDB first merges all the per-thread transaction logs in timestamp order, and then replays them.

To see why ScaleDB is recoverable despite uncoordinated logging, consider the example of three transactions \( T_1 \xrightarrow{w} T_2 \xrightarrow{rw} T_3 \), each of them running on a separate thread. \( T_1 \) writes \( x_1 = 42 \) and \( T_2 \) read-modify-writes that value to \( x_2 = 52 \), thus creating both a write-after-write dependency (ww) and read-after-write (wr) dependency with \( T_1 \). Next, \( T_2 \) reads \( y_1 = 33 \); later, \( T_3 \) read-modify-writes it to \( y_2 = 36 \), creating a write-after-read (rw) dependency between \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \).

Because ScaleDB only releases write locks after the log entry has been made durable, if \( T_1 \) is not logged, then \( T_2 \) will either read \( x_0 \) or it will wait for \( T_1 \)'s write lock to be released to read \( x_1 \). Thus, after a crash, if \( T_2 \) read \( x_1 \) and is logged, then \( T_1 \) must be logged as well. This argument extends transitively to a chain of such direct dependencies.

The second possibility is that after a crash \( T_2 \) is not logged, but both \( T_1 \) and \( T_3 \) are. In this case, ScaleDB must not have committed \( T_2 \) and replied back to the client. Thus, it will recover only \( T_1 \) and \( T_3 \), in order, which is fine. Notice that, if, in fact \( T_2 \) does get successfully logged, ScaleDB’s system-wide timestamps allow correctly ordering \( T_2 \) and \( T_3 \)'s log entries at recovery, despite the fact that there was no direct communication among them.

4.4 Correctness

Using ACC, ScaleDB guarantees serializability [28], with the additional guarantee that the equivalent serial order is one where transactions are ordered by their commit timestamps. ACC derives its correctness guarantees in part from the guarantees provided by the locks and data structures it builds upon, as well as its descendence from OCC, which guarantees serializability [73]. The key difference from OCC is that ACC must deal with ScaleDB’s asynchronous updates to range indexes. Our proof of correctness [64] shows that ACC’s atomic commit and phantom detection protocols provide serializability in this scenario.

5 Implementation

We implement ScaleDB by modifying the Peloton [18] in-memory SQL database, written in C++. We replace the storage back-end, while retaining the code for networking, SQL parsing, query planning and query optimization.

5.1 Indexlet and Phantomlet Hash Table

Our indexlet and phantomlet implementations build on a simple open-addressing [41] hash table which uses linear probing for resolving collisions. We considered more sophisticated open-addressing schemes like Cuckoo hashing [2, 7] but found that the ability to hold transactional locks would have been complicated by displacement of keys and the fact that the cuckoo hashing probe path is an undirected graph with a possible cycle, which could have caused deadlocks.
Also recall that our hash table does not need to rehash: thus we can avoid mechanism contention on maintaining a count of occupied entries in the entire hash table.

One issue with using an open addressing hash table is how to ensure that searches terminate correctly after merging. When removing a record \( r \) from an indexlet entry, we cannot simply mark the entry as empty, because then any records displaced by \( r \) would not be found on a subsequent lookup (the search would terminate at \( r \)). Tombstones, which are traditionally used in open addressing tables, have the problem of accumulating and making search probes ever longer. Instead, we used a scheme used by the recent non-concurrent F14 hash table [29, 36]. Each entry maintains an overflow count, that is incremented whenever an insert probe finds the entry already occupied. When removing a record reference at the end of a merge epoch, we atomically decrement the overflow counts on its probe path, before marking it as free. Similarly, when inserting a record reference, we atomically increment the overflow counts on its probe path. An entry whose overflow count is zero is a search terminator (§4.2.2).

5.2 Lock-Free Reads

To avoid reader contention on the same indexlet or phantomlet entries, ScaleDB provides LockFreeRdHashTbl (based on seqlocks [3]). To implement these, we add a version number to the per-entry spinlocks in the indexlet or phantomlet hash tables. Writers (doing inserts, updates or deletes) increment the version number after acquiring the spinlock but before any writes. At spinlock release, the version number is incremented again. Readers do not acquire the spinlocks but instead read the version number, before and after they perform the read. If the version number changed during the read or it is initially odd in value, then there was interference from a concurrent writer and the reader retries.

The limitation of this design is that it cannot be used if the data being read has internal pointers; otherwise, writers could invalidate pointers that a reader had already followed. To solve this, we can use Read-Copy-Update (RCU) [24] for implementing LockFreeRdHashTbl [73]. However, RCU can add significant complexity to the design; e.g., it requires garbage collection of previous versions of the data, after ensuring that no readers are actively reading it.

Our current prototype does not implement RCU. Instead, we only use LockFreeRdHashTbl for use-cases where the data does not have internal pointers; e.g., during the ACC validation phase, we use it to atomically search phantomlets, thus avoiding mechanism coordination between threads searching for phantom indicators for the same leaf node version of a range index. We also use LockFreeRdHashTbl to validate point reads in indexlets with fixed-length keys. If the data has internal pointers, we instead use LockRUDHashTbl (§4.2.2).

5.3 Concurrent Range Index

Our range index implementation is a B+ tree with optimistic latch coupling (OLC) [60], used in a recent study [77] that compared the scalability of state-of-the-art range indexes. In the OLC tree, reads do not acquire the per-node spinlocks when traversing the tree. Instead, they validate a per-node version number by reading it before and after reading the node’s contents. If the two versions are not the same, they restart their traversal. Writers initially traverse like readers, but restart and acquire spinlocks along the path if they detect interference from another writer or if nodes need modification.

5.4 System-wide Synchronized Clock

For scalable durability, ScaleDB assigns timestamps to transactions derived from a system-wide synchronized clock. Synchronized hardware clocks are available on modern multi-core processors, such as the timestamp counter (TSC) on recent Intel x86 processors, which runs at a constant rate. Intel has indicated [52] that "this is the architectural behavior moving forward" and that "the OS may use invariant TSC for wall clock timer service". As a result Linux uses the TSC as the clock source on x86 across multiple CPU sockets, after running boot-time tests to ensure synchronization [8, 9]. Recent work [34, 35] on multi-core filesystems has used it for scalable ordering across cores. Finally, virtual machines also provide synchronized virtual TSCs by either using the underlying hardware (fast) or emulating it if not synchronized (slow) and even across migrations [20, 26].

On architectures where a system-wide TSC is not available, it is possible to use a dedicated timing thread [71] for handing out timestamps. This approach requires a core dedicated to the timing thread, which continuously increments a local variable and then stores the value to a global time variable. A thread requiring a global timestamp simply reads the time variable. On the Intel Skylake architecture, such a timing thread increments the local variable every 0.87 cycles which is actually 15% faster than the TSC [71], but requires a core.

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to understand how ScaleDB performs in terms of throughput scalability of committed transactions on various workloads, including YCSB and TPC-C, and how the various ideas in the design of ScaleDB contribute to performance. Our comparison baselines are Peloton, upon which ScaleDB is built, and Cicada.

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
1. What is the query scalability of ScaleDB when compared to Peloton (§6.1)? We use YCSB to answer this question.
2. How does ScaleDB scalability compare to Cicada when guaranteeing serializability for transactions (§6.2)? Is the transaction abort rate affected? We evaluate TPC-C.
3. Is the ScaleDB asynchronous architecture a scalable design (§6.3)? We evaluate the scalability of indexlets (phantom-lets) and system-wide timestamps given that these mechanisms are necessary for a scalable, asynchronous database.

Testbed. All machines in the evaluation have 2x18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6154 CPUs with 36 cores. 192GB of memory is divided across two NUMA nodes. Each machine has a Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC, operating at 100Gb/s. For networked benchmarks, we run a single database server and 4 client machines. Each client machine runs as many processes of the OLTP benchmark suite [13] as needed to saturate the database server. Accordingly, all experiments report peak throughput.

6.1 Asynchronous Index Update

We evaluate ScaleDB’s scalability of asynchronous updates to a single range index and compare to Peloton. For this purpose, we use the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [40] read-insert workload. To generate enough load, we access the database from 4 networked YCSB benchmark client machines. The YCSB benchmark defines a single table with an integer primary key and 10 string columns, each of size 100 bytes. Peloton uses the lock-free Bw-Tree [77] as the underlying primary range index on the integer key.

All experiments use 36 server threads, with each thread pinned to a separate core. We show scalability by increasing the number of client terminals sending operations to the database server. For ScaleDB, we set the maximum merge epoch duration to 100 ms and the maximum batch size per thread to 1,000 entries. Prior to running each experiment, we load the table with 1 million records. We use a Zipfian distribution for reads with $\theta = 0.99$ to simulate a skewed workload. For inserts, each client thread adds new records sequentially within its own interval of the primary key space, starting after the already inserted 1 million records, to avoid uniqueness conflicts.

Mechanism contention. Figure 7a shows terminal scalability for two points of read-insert intensity. The read-insert workload has only mechanism contention—reads and inserts are to disjoint keys. For 95% reads, both ScaleDB and Peloton scale with similar performance until all server cores are saturated. This is not surprising. Peloton’s range index scales well when a workload is read-intensive. For a write-intensive workload with 50% inserts, Peloton’s throughput collapses, while ScaleDB maintains 9.5× Peloton’s throughput at scale.

To detail this effect, we examine the sensitivity of both systems to increasing write intensity by varying the fraction of inserts in the workload, fixing the number of terminals to 160. Figure 7b shows that Peloton’s throughput quickly collapses with increasing write intensity (knee-point at 20% inserts), while ScaleDB’s throughput gradually declines. ScaleDB loses 46% of its peak throughput when the workload is write-only.

6.2 Serializability

We now evaluate asynchronous scalability with serializable transactions on the TPC-C benchmark, which has multiple tables and several primary and secondary range indexes. We compare with the Cicada [62] database. Cicada’s prototype does not have a network layer and it uses a TPC-C implementation linked with the database binary, calling directly into the Cicada function call API as opposed to sending SQL calls across the network. For a fairer comparison, we do the same for ScaleDB. Cicada’s prototype also pre-allocates all of its memory using huge pages. Recent work from Huang et al. [51] has recommended avoiding this strategy since it “changes system dynamics significantly—for instance, pre-allocated indexes never change size”. Further, Huang et al. show that Cicada, with pre-allocation, experiences a performance collapse at high core counts due to memory exhaustion, which we observed as well. Therefore, we modify Cicada to instead use jemalloc [6], which is what ScaleDB uses for memory allocation. Finally, Cicada simplifies multi-column keys by reducing them to 64-bit integers (using assumptions about the maximum range of each column). Thus, all key comparisons in Cicada are between single 64-bit integers, while ScaleDB stores and compares multi-column keys (with possibly varying column types). Hence, the baseline performance in this evaluation is biased against ScaleDB. We report self-normalized scalability, in addition to raw transactional throughput (Figure 8), for a more complete picture.

TPC-C does not run range scans on the WAREHOUSE, DISTRICT and ITEM tables. Cicada uses hash indexes for these tables and we do the same for ScaleDB. For the other tables, ScaleDB’s maximum per-thread batch sizes are calculated using the method outlined in §4.1. The New-Order and Delivery transactions exert a very small W-to-RS latency on the NEW-ORDER table, requiring this table’s maximum batch size to be set to 0 (i.e., synchronous merging into the range index). The remaining tables have a batch size of 2,048.

Figure 8 shows the TPC-C evaluation. The setup for these experiments is the same as that of Figure 2. ScaleDB does not have a partitioned index configuration, so all results for ScaleDB use shared indexes. On the canonical TPC-C benchmark (Figure 8a), ScaleDB scales 22.3× on 36 cores (relative to its single core throughput), which is significantly better than Cicada’s scalability (with shared indexes) of 6.4×. At scale, ScaleDB’s raw throughput is 1.8× higher than Cicada.

Partitioned indexes show the upper bound for Cicada’s scalability. ScaleDB, with shared indexes, achieves better self-normalized scalability than Cicada with partitioned indexes (Cicada scales only 20× over 36 cores). At scale, ScaleDB’s raw throughput is 60% of Cicada. Of course, Cicada’s partitioned indexes do not generalize to skewed workloads.

We also evaluate a workload (NewOrd-Deliv, Figure 8b) consisting of TPC-C transactions New-Order and Delivery in equal proportions. On this more index-contended benchmark,
Figure 7. YCSB read-insert workload. 95-5 is 95% reads and 5% inserts. 50-50 is 50% reads and 50% inserts.

Figure 8. ScaleDB vs Cicada goodput scalability on the TPC-C benchmark. Goodput counts only committed transactions.

Figure 9. ScaleDB abort rate.
ScaleDB maintains its scalability, while Cicada’s scalability is severely impacted. ScaleDB scales 24× over 36 cores, compared to only 1.6× for Cicada with shared indexes. ScaleDB’s throughput is 4.3× higher than Cicada. With partitioned indexes, Cicada scales 15.5×, still worse than ScaleDB using shared indexes. At scale, ScaleDB (with shared indexes) provides 48% of Cicada’s throughput (with partitioned indexes).

Given ScaleDB’s asynchronous design and the fact that transactions can do stale reads from range indexes in between batch merges, an important concern is how the abort rate behaves with an increasing number of threads. Figures 9a and 9b show this evaluation. On the canonical TPC-C benchmark, only the Delivery and StockLevel transactions have a non-negligible abort rate. The Delivery abort rate stabilizes at 3.5% around 20 cores (for both workloads), which implies that ScaleDB continues scaling even beyond 36 cores. The Stock-Level abort rate stays under 1%, even for 36 cores.

We also evaluated sensitivity of the abort rate to batch size, but found that our workloads were not very sensitive to even significant variations around the initial batch size—calculated according to the expected write rate for the corresponding table (§4.1). Accordingly, we omit those results for brevity.

6.3 ScaleDB Mechanisms

Indexlets. We evaluate the scalability of indexlets against libcuckoo [7], an optimized concurrent hash table, and the BwTree [61, 77], a recent, lock-free range index structure. This evaluation is performed on a microbenchmark (included with libcuckoo) with a 50% read and 50% insert workload consisting of 64-bit integer keys and values. As Figure 10a shows, indexlets achieve nearly 5×libcuckoo and 25×BwTree throughput at 36 cores. Open addressing in indexlets provides better scalability than cuckoo hashing and the flat structure of hash tables scales better than tree indexes.

Memory Overhead. Indexlets have low memory overhead. Each indexlet entry only contains the primary key, a reference to the actual database row, and a small amount of metadata (e.g., a spinlock). For primary keys composed of integer columns, such as those in TPC-C tables, an indexlet entry can fit within a cache line (i.e. 64 bytes). As a result, the maximum size of an indexlet in our benchmarks was ~60MB, even for tables (e.g. the TPC-C Orderline table) which absorbed millions of record inserts per second at peak. For phantomlets, the memory overhead is even more modest, as their entry count is sized according to the expected number of leaf index nodes used for inserts per epoch. Accordingly, the maximum size of phantomlets in our benchmarks was lower than 1MB.

System-wide timestamps. We evaluate the TSC and timing thread approach (§5) and compare with an atomic increment as a global timestamp. As Figure 10b shows, both timing thread and TSC approaches scale linearly to 36 cores, while the atomic increment does not scale beyond 4 cores.

7 Conclusion

ScaleDB is an asynchronous in-memory database that provides scalability and serializability for ACID transactions. ScaleDB asynchronously updates range indexes by temporarily holding writes in indexlets that are merged periodically into range indexes. ScaleDB uses asynchronous consistency control (ACC) to provide transaction serializability. ACC extends OCC with asynchronous phantom detection via phantomlets and atomic transaction commit using locks in indexlets, rather than range indexes. For durability, ScaleDB uses system-wide time stamp counters for scalable redo logging. ScaleDB achieves 9.5× better query throughput than Peloton on the YCSB benchmark and 1.8× better transaction throughput than Cicada on the TPC-C benchmark.
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Abstract
Approximate similarity queries on high-dimensional vector indices have become the cornerstone for many critical online services. An increasing need for more sophisticated vector queries requires integrating vector search systems with relational databases. However, high-dimensional vector indices do not exhibit monotonicity, a critical property of conventional indices. The lack of monotonicity forces existing vector systems to rely on monotonicity-preserving tentative indices, set up temporarily for a target vector’s TopK nearest neighbors, to facilitate queries. This leads to suboptimal performance due to the difficulty to predict the optimal K.

This paper presents VBASE, a system that efficiently supports complex queries of both approximate similarity search and relational operators. VBASE identifies a common property, relaxed monotonicity, to unify two seemingly incompatible systems. This common property allows VBASE to circumvent the constraints of a TopK-only interface to achieve significantly higher efficiency, while provably preserving the semantics of TopK-based solutions. Evaluation results show VBASE offers up to three orders-of-magnitude higher performance than state-of-the-art vector systems on complex online vector queries. VBASE further enables analytical similarity queries that previous vector systems do not, and shows 7,000× speedup with 99.9% accuracy of exact queries.

1 Introduction
Recent advances in deep learning (embedding) models map almost all types of data (e.g., images, videos, documents) into high-dimension vectors [60, 66, 88]. Queries on high-dimensional vectors enable complex semantic-analysis that was previously difficult if not impossible, thus they become the cornerstone for many important online services like search [25, 51], eCommerce [54], and recommendation systems [49, 53, 56, 84]. The “online” nature of these services requires vector search to complete in milliseconds [31, 36, 42, 64]. Such a strict latency conflicts with the inherently high cost of exact search algorithm [28], which forces end-users to settle on approximate query results on high-dimensional vectors. With emerging new vector search applications, queries on vectors become increasingly more complex, which often involve hybrid search on both scalar and vector data (§2.1). This naturally motivates an integration of vector search systems and relational databases.

Vector search and database systems differ in their ways of using the index, a critical structure to speed up queries. An important property of conventional indices like B-tree [22] is monotonicity. This property ensures that a query can traverse the data-set guided by an index monotonically along a certain direction. This often avoids total data scan, therefore enables efficient query execution. However, it is prohibitively expensive for high-dimensional vector indices [5, 25, 43, 55, 57, 85] to preserve monotonicity, because of the curse of dimensionality [28]. Instead, they are often organized as a graph or cluster-based irregular structure, which follows monotonicity approximately. Traversing such vector indices does not guarantee a strict monotonic order in terms of distances to a target vector, but it enables a system to efficiently determine when it is unlikely for new traversals to reach closer vectors to a target than the current K ones. Therefore, modern vector indices only support approximate TopK, i.e., to find K nearest neighbors approximately. A TopK query traverses a vector index for a sufficiently large number of steps, until it determines that a neighbor closer than the current K nearest ones is unlikely to be found.

To integrate vector search and database systems, existing vector database systems [76, 80, 86] choose to conform with strict monotonicity. To support similarity queries other than TopK, they first leverage TopK to collect K vectors, and sort the K vectors according to distances to a target vector, which sets up a temporary index preserving monotonicity. Complex relational operators can therefore execute on the temporary index in the traditional way. Consider the following vector search query, “find X number of products most similar to an
image but under a certain price”. A database planner would first run a vector search operator on the vector attribute of image embedding to find K nearest tuples, then apply a filter operator on the price attribute. But it is impossible to predict exactly how many tuples will pass the filter operator, which could be much less than K. Therefore this practice has the inherent difficulty of identifying the optimal K that produces exact X results. As a result, it resorts to either a setting of a conservatively large K or a trial-and-error of many Ks, which both lead to suboptimal query performance.

In this paper, we present VBASE, a new system capable of efficiently serving complex online queries that involve both approximate similarity search and relational operators on scalar and vector data-sets. VBASE identifies Relaxed Monotonicity as the common property abstracted from the two seemingly different systems: vector search systems and relational databases. Relaxed monotonicity requires index traversals to only follows monotonicity approximately. We observe that state-of-the-art vector indices all follow relaxed monotonicity property in a two-phase pattern: an index traversal first locates the nearest region to a target vector approximately, and then moves away from the target region progressively in an approximate way. Based on the observation, we formally define Relaxed Monotonicity property, which abstracts the core index traversal pattern that most existing vector indices already have (§3.1). Relaxed monotonicity can be viewed as a generalized form of monotonicity, thus it is also applicable to conventional scalar indices, such as B-trees. Therefore, Relaxed Monotonicity can serve as the common foundation of vector search and database systems.

With relaxed monotonicity, VBASE builds a unified query execution engine to support a wide range of queries both on scalar and vector data, including queries across multiple heterogeneous indices. VBASE’s unified engine is based on a Next interface, instead of TopK, to support traversal in both vector and scalar indices. Meanwhile, the engine allows the derivation of a generalized termination condition from relaxed monotonicity to stop a query’s execution timely.

A unique characteristic of VBASE is that its relaxed-monotonicity-based query execution engine can provably achieve equivalent query results to those produced by TopK-only solutions of the optimal K (§3.3) This powerful property allows VBASE to circumvent the constraints of a TopK-only interface to achieve significantly higher efficiency, while preserving the semantics of TopK-based queries. In particular, based on the derived generalized termination condition, VBASE is able to detect the K during index traversal without an prediction of K. This allows VBASE to achieve similar performance to the well-optimized TopK vector search. For more complex queries than TopK searches, VBASE can achieve up to three order-of-magnitude lower average and tail query latency over state-of-the-art systems under similar result accuracy (i.e., same or even better recalls).

Moreover, with relaxed monotonicity, VBASE can even support approximate query types that previous systems do not, and show superior query performance and accuracy. For example, VBASE can finish a join-based vector query in 16 seconds with 99.9%+ recall rate, which is 7000× faster than a brute-force table scan.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. VBASE identifies and defines formally “Relaxed Monotonicity”, a property that reveals, for the first time, the core of well-designed vector indices and why they work effectively in practice.
2. VBASE builds a Unified Database Engine based on relaxed monotonicity, which enables powerful complex queries leveraging both vector and scalar data indices.
3. We prove that VBASE’s unified engine produces equivalent results to TopK-only methods using vector indices, with a much more efficient execution plan than that of TopK-only methods.
4. We implement VBASE based on PostgreSQL with 2000 lines of additional code, and show an end-to-end evaluation of eight complex SQL queries on a hybrid one million recipe data-sets [59] with both vector and scalar attributes. We plan to make VBASE open-source to satisfy the emerging important vector analytic applications in the era of AI.

2 Background

2.1 Emerging Online Vector Queries

Vector has become a key form of data representation in the AI era. Deep learning has enabled a growing number of vector-centric online applications, including embedding-based retrieval [25,87], face recognition [69], code retrieval [37], question answering [52,63], Google Multisearch [7], Facebook near-exact duplicates detection [6], etc. More recently, AI applications have leveraged ChatGPT’s retrieval plugin [10] to convert their proprietary knowledge, personal documents, and chat contexts into vectors. This enables the retrieval of relevant vectors with price, category, location, or time constraints to construct prompts in the chat.

Traditional applications also benefit from vectors empowered by AI. For example, search engine turns web documents into both bag-of-words sparse vectors and deep learning em-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Online Similarity Query Support for Vectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN systems [25,43,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnalyticDB-V [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE [68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milvus [78]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Some systems can support these queries through exhaustive linear scan, but this cannot meet the requirements of online services. *
**: Only support one inverted index and one vector index.
bedding dense vectors to improve the relevance of search results. And recommendation systems turn images, videos, and descriptions of items into different vectors. Combined with scalar data like item price and category, these vectors are used to enhance recommendation experiences.

All these call for a general system to run sophisticated vector and scalar queries efficiently. In summary, these vector scenarios can be categorized into the following types.

**S1: Single-vector TopK** embedding-based retrieval [25], recommendation [87], and question answering [52, 63] essentially search a vector data-set for the \( K \) closest vectors, given a query vector. Such queries can be naturally expressed by a TopK operator on a single-vector column.

**S2: Single-vector TopK plus scalar attribute filtering.** There are also requirements to find TopK results under certain scalar attribute constraints. Google Multisearch [7] belongs to this category. It allows users to provide additional text hints during a similarity image search.

**S3: Multi-column TopK**. Some vector analytics require intersecting results of multiple TopK searches over different vector attributes. For example, image-recipe retrieval [68] is a recipe search on multi-modal data attributes of both (vectorized) ingredient keywords and a sample dish image. Recent work [70, 83] shows that multi-column TopK search can boost result quality in applications such as question-answering.

**S4: Vector similarity filter.** Similarity filtering is a typical vector analytics scenario. For example, face recognition [69] and Facebook’s near-exact duplicates detection [6] search for similar images (given an image) from a data-set with a similarity threshold. To support such applications, one could use vector filtering based on distance similarity between two images, i.e., distance-based range query.

All these vector query types have a strict latency requirement (e.g. milliseconds). Unfortunately, no existing systems can support all these online similarity queries comprehensively and efficiently (see Table 1).

### 2.2 The Division Between Databases and Vector Search Systems

Although databases can express the above queries through relational algebra, the division in the semantics between vector and conventional database indices makes it difficult to provide a unified system that efficiently runs various types of sophisticated online vector queries as shown in Table 1.

**Relational database.** A relational database is one of the most prominent tools to run sophisticated queries [16, 24, 29, 40]. In order to meet the low-latency “online” requirement, indices are widely adopted by databases to expedite query executions, such as B-tree [22], B+-tree [75] and more. These indices demonstrate monotonicity, a property that allows a query to traverse an index monotonically along a certain direction, e.g., in a descending or ascending order.

One of the most important types of online queries in the context of emerging vector scenarios is TopK query (§2.1). And a conventional database index can speed up TopK by traversing the index in the ascending or descending order and terminating the query as soon as it collects \( K \) results. This optimization applies to many TopK variants, such as TopK + filtering, and multiple-column TopK queries [33].

However, the effectiveness of such optimization relies on the assumption of monotonicity, which high-dimensional vector indices do not follow. We elaborate next.

**Approximate vector search.** The recent eruption of AI models has been generating a large and growing amount of high-dimensional vector data. For better learning representation, a vector can have hundreds of dimensions [60, 66, 88]. Due to the curse of dimensionality [28], no solutions can complete a high-dimensional vector query in sub-linear time.

To address “online” scenarios, modern vector search systems resort to approximation to lower query latency dramatically (milliseconds) while maintaining a relatively high result accuracy (90%+ recall). These systems are often referred as approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNs) systems [5, 25, 43, 55, 57, 85].

Like relational databases, vector indices are adopted to facilitate approximate vector search. Representative vector indices are either organized as partitions (clustering-based [5, 17, 19, 25, 44, 45, 48, 90], hash-based [30, 41, 79, 81, 85], high-dimensional tree-based [23, 57, 62, 78]), or neighborhood graphs [32, 39, 43, 55, 58, 77]. The difficulty of locating a vector in the high-dimensional space forces these vector indices to optimize for approximate TopK. In a TopK query, index traversal is guided by a query vector \( q \) approximately towards the nearest neighbors tortuously based on the distance between \( q \) and some anchor points (e.g. cluster centroids, or sampled graph vertices). During the traversal, the direction to \( q \) may change dramatically, thus the process does not guarantee to approach \( q \) in every traversal step and the vector index traversal is not monotonic.

The lack of monotonicity in vector indices bars database systems from directly using vector indices to expedite queries, which is the primary source of the division between databases and vector search systems.

**TopK-based solutions to eliminate the division.** Because vector indices are optimized for TopK, ANNs systems expose only a TopK interface. To close the monotonicity gap between databases and vector search systems, the current practice is to use ANNS TopK interface to create tentative indices based on \( K \) vectors sorted according to the distance to the target vector. Such tentative indices preserve monotonicity, which enables fast vector query processing in databases [76, 80, 86].

However, TopK-based tentative index solutions are unsatisfactory. It is difficult, if not impossible, to predict the right size of \( K \) for the tentative index for queries, where a subsequent relational operator with a filter constraint can collect just the right number of results. This limitation universally applies.
to \( \text{TopK} + \) filter queries, vector similarity filter queries, and more. Thus \( \text{TopK} \)-based tentative indices inevitably lead to choosing a conservatively very large \( K \) [80, 86] or performing trial-and-error with different sizes of \( K \) [76], both incurring excessive data accesses and computations.

3 VBASE Design

3.1 Relaxed Monotonicity

Unlike conventional scalar indices, high-dimensional vector indices are designed for approximate \( \text{TopK} \) and do not follow monotonicity. Figure 1 shows the \( \text{TopK} \) traversal patterns of two popular vector indices, FAISS IVFFlat [5] and HNSW [89]. As illustrated, vector index traversal does not comply with monotonicity, the distance towards the target vector oscillates unpredictably as the traversal progresses. A lack of monotonicity in these vector indices bars relational databases from directly using them to expedite queries (§2.2).

The Two-phase Vector Index Traversal Pattern. Nevertheless, Figure 1 reveals a two-phase index traversal pattern for both vector indices. In the first phase, the index traversal approaches the target vector region approximately in spite of large oscillations in vector distances. In the second phase, the index traversal stabilizes and steadily departs from the target vector region in an approximate way.

This two-phase traversal pattern is common in most vector indices we examine. We believe that the essence of well-designed vector indices is an effective data-structure that embodies this traversal pattern implicitly. Thus a \( \text{TopK} \) search query could terminate early when it enters the second phase as further traversals are unlikely to identify more similar vectors.

The Formal Definition of Relaxed Monotonicity. Based on the two-phase traversal pattern, we can formally define Relaxed Monotonicity which identifies if a vector index traversal has entered the second phase. The definition is built upon the intuition of how a vector \( \text{TopK} \) search is executed internally.

Figure 2 shows such an intuition by illustrating the process of a general vector search for a query vector \( q \). The dashed arrow in the figure shows an index traversal path with respect to \( q \). Following the two-phase pattern, the query first approaches the neighborhood of \( q \) gradually. In a high-dimensional space, the neighborhood of \( q \) is defined by a neighbor sphere centered around \( q \), illustrated as a circle in Figure 2. Afterward, the index traversal leaves the sphere and enters phase two, where the query can terminate in this phase.

Figure 2 suggests that, to determine whether it enters phase two, a query needs to understand \( R_q \), the radius of the neighbor sphere centered around \( q \), and whether \( M_q \), the distance between the query’s current index traversal position (denoted as traversal step \( s \) and \( q \) is greater than \( R_q \), i.e., it is traversing beyond the neighborhood of \( q \).

Formally, \( R_q \), the radius of \( q \)’s neighborhood, is defined as:

\[
R_q = \text{Max}(\text{TopE}(\{\text{Distance}(q, v_j) | j \in [1, s-1]\})), \tag{1}
\]

where \( \text{TopE} \) denotes the \( E \) nearest neighbors of \( q \) observed during the traversal, supposing that the traversal has reached step \( s \) so far. For a \( K \) nearest vector search query, it requires \( E \geq K \) in order to produce sufficient final results. In Figure 2, the \( E \) vectors within the circle are the nearest neighbors of \( q \) of all the \( s \) vectors visited so far. During an index traversal, the sphere’s radius \( R_q \) would gradually decrease during phase 1, and becomes stable during phase 2.

Given the definition of \( R_q \), the system needs to define \( M_q \), the distance measurement between the target vector \( q \) and the current index traversal position, denoted as traversal step \( s \). \( M_q \) then used to determine whether the traversal enters phase 2, i.e., leaving the neighbor sphere.

Mathematically, \( M_q \) is defined as the median distance to \( q \) of all vectors traversed in the most recent \( w \) steps, i.e., the traversal window.

\[
M_q = \text{Median}(\{\text{Distance}(q, v_i) | i \in [s-w+1, s]\}) \tag{2}
\]

where \( \text{Distance}(q, v_i) \) denotes the distance between \( q \) and vector \( v_i \) traversed in the past traversal window. Note that we use median instead of mean to disregard any outlier vectors in the traversal window, which has exceedingly large or small distances to \( q \) than others. For example, the two outlier vectors in the leftmost and rightmost positions in the traversal window shown in Figure 2.

Taking Eq.1 and Eq.2 together, we define Relaxed Monotonicity as:

**Definition 1 Relaxed Monotonicity**

\[
\exists s, M_q^t \geq R_q, \forall t \geq s, \tag{3}
\]
In other words, Def. 1 determines that a vector index follows relaxed monotonicity if there exists a certain index traversal step \( s \), where all traversal steps \( t \) after step \( s \) transcend into a region \( (M'_t, \text{as the region's distance to } q) \) that is outside \( q \)'s neighborhood sphere, defined by \( q \)'s \( E \) nearest neighbors.

**Importance of Relaxed Monotonicity.** Relaxed monotonicity is the key for the database to circumvent the inefficient constraint of TopK-only interfaces, and to generate an efficient execution with on-the-fly early termination. When subsequent database operators following the vector index scan can determine that vector index traversal has entered the second phase, one would know that we are veering away from the target vector steadily. In such cases, we could early terminate the query if sufficient results have been collected, because new tuples with closer vector attributes are unlikely to be found.

**Generality of Relaxed Monotonicity.** All mainstream vector indices listed in ANN Benchmarks \([2]\) perform vector search using four general components: 1) index traversal to navigate the vector data-set; 2) termination check to detect query termination signal; 3) monotonicity check to determine if a query enters Phase 2; and 4) priority queue for keeping \( K \) nearest vectors so far. Often in ANNS indices, monotonicity check is a necessary condition for the termination check.

Although vector indices implement these four components in different ways, their monotonicity check satisfies Def. 1. For example, Figure 1 shows that index traversal patterns of IVFFlat and HNSW follow relaxed monotonicity obviously. And Def. 1’s parameters, i.e., the traversal window \( w \) and the neighborhood of \( q \) \( R_q \), are able to capture the internal characteristics of index traversal patterns of these popular vector indices as well as conventional indices. Next, we elaborate on the setting of these parameters for representative indices.

- **Graph-based Vector Indices**, such as HNSW \([89]\), follow the two-phase pattern using graph data-structures. In the first phase in Figure 1b, HNSW quickly navigates the traversal to the neighborhood of \( q \) through hierarchical coarse-grained to fine-grained navigating graphs. When it reaches the fine-grained graph, the traversal enters the second phase where it has found the neighborhood of \( q \) and departs away. Vector search using a graph-based index uses best-first (BF) graph traversal from a fixed starting point. BF search maintains a sorted candidate queue with the size \( e_f \). This queue essentially represents the neighborhood sphere in Eq. 1 with \( e_f \) vectors. Therefore \( E \) equals \( e_f \) for HNSW. BF traversal explores the graph through the vectors in the candidate queue and expands the exploration by visiting their neighbors. If a neighbor is unvisited and its distance to the target vector \( q \) is smaller than the farthest vector in the sorted queue (i.e. \( R_q \)), the traversal replaces the farthest vector with the new one and resorts the queue. Because the traversal only compares the traversed vector itself with \( R_q \), the traversal window \( w \) in Eq. 2 equals one.

- **Partition-based Vector Indices**, such as FAISS IVFFlat \([5]\) and SPANN \([25]\), divide vectors into multiple clusters where nearby vectors are conglomerated. During the traversal in the first phase in Figure 1a, IVFFlat traverses over the centroids to identify the \( m \) closest clusters, and then in the second phase it goes over the vectors in \( m \) clusters and terminates when all vectors in \( m \) clusters are traversed, which indicates Eq. 3 of Relaxed Monotonicity has been satisfied after the vector search visits \( m \) clusters. With this observation, \( E \) in Eq. 1 is set to \( K \) of the TopK query, and the traversal window \( w \) in Eq. 2 is set to the number of total vectors in \( m \) clusters.

- **Scalar Indices**, such as B-Tree, follow strict monotonicity. It is a special case of relaxed monotonicity, where \( w \) and \( E \) are both set to 1 and Eq. 3 is always true.

Note that it is our observation that well-designed indices should satisfy Relaxed Monotonicity. VBASE abstracts and formalizes this property that most indices already preserve, and encapsulates it with mathematical terms such as \( E \) and \( w \) in Eq. 1 and 2. It is the responsibility of individual indices to guarantee relaxed monotonicity by tuning the corresponding hyperparameters like \( e_f \) and \( m \), which can be transformed to \( E \) and \( w \), as discussed above.

### 3.2 Unified Query Execution Engine

With relaxed monotonicity, VBASE builds a unified query execution engine modeled after a traditional database engine with minimum changes. VBASE’s unified engine is built on Volcano Model (i.e. Iterator Model) \([35]\), where 1) a relational operator in a given query produces a stream of tuples iteratively that are consumed by downstream operators, and 2) the iterative execution stops if a termination condition is met.

**Iterative Execution Model.** VBASE fully complies with the Volcano Model. It reuses the traditional Open, Next, and Close interfaces to leverage index traversal so that no change is required for conventional indices. For vector indices that traditionally expose TopK interfaces only, VBASE performs a simple adaptation to expose their internal index traversal process, to conform to VBASE’s Next interface. We will discuss the details of implementing Next for vector indices in §4.2.

**Generalized Termination Condition Check.** VBASE modifies the termination condition based on relaxed monotonicity. In particular, VBASE extends the original termination condition with relaxed monotonicity check. In addition to the original query termination condition, VBASE performs relaxed monotonicity check by inspecting Eq. 3. Because VBASE requires a vector index guarantees Relaxed Monotonicity, an inspection of Eq. 3 could be reduced to \( M'_q > R_q \), where relaxed monotonicity checks beyond step \( s \) are all assumed to be true.

The query execution would only stop if both the original termination condition and relaxed monotonicity check were passed. Please note for the traditional index, the relaxed monotonicity check is always true, which reduces to the termination check of the convention iterative model.
Next, we describe how VBASE’s termination conditions work for TopK and distance-based ranger filter, two operators used by vector queries.

- **OrderBy with limit**: In traditional databases, TopK is usually expressed by an OrderBy operator with limit $K$. The traditional TopK query terminates immediately once $K$ results have been collected, because all indexed tuples are ordered. For an approximate TopK query on vectors, VBASE need to check if the relaxed monotonicity check (i.e., reduced Eq.3) is passed, in addition to collecting $K$ vectors. When relaxed monotonicity check is true, the index traversal has entered phase 2 ($\S 3.1$), which indicates it is veering away from the target vector steadily. And we can terminate the query after collecting $K$ nearest vectors, because it is unlikely to find new vectors closer than the collected ones.

- **Range filter**: Distance-based range filter returns tuples whose values or distances to a target are within a range $R$. For a conventional query, the query stops when a tuple being traversed goes beyond range $R$, because monotonicity guarantees we have visited all tuples within $R$. For a vector query, the execution only stops if both a vector along the traversal path exceeds distance $R$ and the relaxed monotonicity check is passed, which indicates we are in a stable phase (phase two) moving away from a target vector.  

**Advantages of a Unified Engine.** The unified engine enables VBASE to preserve full compatibility with traditional databases and supports all the vector query types discussed in $\S 2.1$. It also creates new optimization opportunities for vector queries. For example, instead of filtering after TopK, VBASE can perform filtering during index traversal with flexible termination conditions (for TopK or range query). This optimization is one of the key reasons VBASE outperforms TopK-based solutions ($\S 5.3$). Moreover, the unified engine allows the incorporation of a refined NRA algorithm [33], which can significantly improve the performance of multicolumn vector query ($\S 4.4$).

Interestingly, VBASE’s unified engine also supports vector $\textbf{Join}$. Although not an online query, vector $\textbf{Join}$ is useful in scenarios such as document auto-tagging [26, 72], where a small labeled (tagged) document set is used to identify a tag for each document in a large unlabeled document set by finding the document pair with the closest document embeddings (vectors). This can be thought of as running a $\textbf{Join}$ operator on a document table and a label table with a distance-based match, which can be achieved in VBASE by an index join based on a range filter. Because such a $\textbf{Join}$ can only be achieved by a full table scan in existing solutions, VBASE can outperform the baseline by over 7000× ($\S 5.3$).

### 3.3 Result Equivalence

In this section we demonstrate a powerful property of VBASE’s unified query execution engine based on **Relaxed Monotonicity**, that it produces the equivalent results as a TopK method based on a tentative monotonicity-preserving index with the optimal $\tilde{K}$. The optimal $\tilde{K}$ is the minimal $K'$ for the index traversal to satisfy $K$ results in a TopK query. As $K'$ is the minimal satisfactory value, the query latency is minimized. We rely on the quality of individual indices to ensure recalls.

Next, we formally prove the result equivalence for TopK+$\textbf{filter}$ and range filter [20] queries, which are major types of similarity searches supported by existing TopK-based vector systems (Table 1). The proof also reveals the reason of VBASE’s superior performance.

**TopK+$\textbf{filter}$**. To find $K$ vectors matching the filter, a TopK-based system first collects $K'$ vectors by calling TopK ($K'$) and sorts the collected $K'$ vectors. To achieve this, the system needs to traverse $R_1$ vectors through the underlying vector index. The query then runs on the sorted $K'$ vectors by applying the filter and the $K$ limit operators, producing the final results, denoted as $r_1$. Eq. 4 formulates the above process, illustrated on the left in Figure 3.

\[
r_1 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Filter}(\text{Limit}_K'(\text{Sort}(R_1)))).
\]  

We define $\text{filter\_selectivity}$ as the ratio of the output set on the input set of the filter operator. Eq. 4 can then be transformed to:

\[
r_1 = \text{Limit}_K''(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1))),
\]

where $K'' = \min(K, K' \times \text{filter\_selectivity})$.  

Assuming the TopK-based system can predict the optimal $\tilde{K}$, i.e., $K = K'/\text{filter\_selectivity}$, execution will get exactly $K$ results, and Eq. 5 reduces to Eq. 6

\[
r_1 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_1))).
\]

In comparison, VBASE traverses $R_2$ vectors via the same vector index as the TopK-based system, and gets results $r_2$. Eq. 7 formulates this process, shown on the right of Figure 3.

\[
r_2 = \text{Limit}_K(\text{Filter}(\text{Sort}(R_2))).
\]
4 \textbf{VBSE Implementation}

4.1 Relaxed Monotonicity Check

We implement a common relaxed monotonicity check for all vector indices based on Definition 1 in §3.1. Specifically, we implement two queues to track the current traversal state: 1) a priority queue with size \( E \) called \text{smallestQueue}, to keep the visited nearest neighbors of a target vector \( q \) during the traversal; 2) \text{recentQueue} of size \( w \) to track the most recent traversal window. When a new vector \( v \) is visited via index traversal, \text{smallestQueue} and \text{recentQueue} are updated accordingly. And the relaxed monotonicity check is performed by calculating the current traversal state according to Eq.(3) based on vectors in \text{smallestQueue} and \text{recentQueue}.

Note that \( E \) and \( w \) are sensitive to data distribution and specific indexing algorithms. Increasing them tends to improve query accuracy at the expense of longer latency. In practice, they can be tuned to trade off query accuracy and latency.

4.2 Query Execution Engine

VBSE’s unified query engine is implemented based on PostgreSQL, with minor extensions to modules regarding index traversal and termination conditions.

\textbf{Vector index integration.} Existing high-dimensional vector indices only expose TopK interface and keep the index traversal and relaxed monotonicity check internally to the system. VBSE re-architects the vector indices systems by exposing the internal index traversal algorithms with \text{Open}, \text{Next}, and \text{Close} interfaces, which can then be integrated into Volcano Model seamlessly.

VBSE has incorporated several state-of-the-art vector indices, including HNSW [89], IVFFlat [5] and SPANN [25], where SPANN is shown effective for billion-scale vector datasets. Next, we introduce the integration of HNSW and IVFFlat, a graph-based index and a partition-based index, respectively. Other algorithms can be integrated in a similar way.

HNSW [89] is a graph-based vector index consisting of hierarchical neighborhood graphs where the upper-layer graph keeps coarse-grained samples of the lower-layer graph. A query traverses the graphs from upper-layer to lower-layer following the best-first manner. The approximate nearest point found in the upper-layer graph is the entry point of the lower-layer graph. In VBSE, we remove the implementation regarding TopK, e.g., a priority queue to record the top \( k \) results, and only keep states necessary to carry on the index traversal algorithm. The relevant states include a bitmap to record previously visited vectors, the current vector being visited, and the candidate vectors to be visited next. These states will be kept during the query life cycle. To initiate a query on a vector index, VBSE calls \text{Open} to search on high-layer graphs. During query execution, each call to \text{Next} will return the current closest unvisited node, records it, and expands its neighbors into candidate vectors in the state. The state will be cleared in \text{Close} function. Overall, we modify less than 200 lines of code to integrate HNSW.

IVFFlat [5] is a partition-based index, which clusters vectors into lists and chooses the centroid as the representative of each list. In the \text{Open} interface used to initiate index traversal, VBSE sorts all the lists from near to far based on the dis-
tance between the target vector and the centroids. Upon calls to \texttt{Next}, the vectors in the corresponding nearest lists are read one by one. The query execution state in a partition-based index includes sorted lists and the current read position, which will be destroyed by a \texttt{Close}.

**Index scan operator.** We add a new “vector index” type using the index extension interface in PostgreSQL [12] to implement index scan. It forwards function calls to \texttt{Next} to the underlying vector index within the iterative interface. We use \texttt{array} to store high-dimensional vectors in the table and record their tuple addresses in the table as the vectors’ metadata in the index. Once a vector is read from the underlying vector index, its metadata will also be returned so that VBASE can find the corresponding tuple in the main table.

Note that the relaxed monotonicity check described in §4.1 is implemented in the index scan operator so that multiple indices do not need to duplicate the implementation.

**OrderBy with limit.** VBASE implement TopK using \texttt{OrderBy} with limit plus an index scan operator. The system uses a priority queue to keep the candidate results. The TopK query terminates once the index traversal passes the relaxed monotonicity check in the upstream index scan operator and K vectors have been filled in the priority queue.

Note that vector indices are used for similarity queries, i.e. search closest vectors to the target vector. If a user would like to query the farthest TopK results from the target vector, the distance calculation method needs to be reversed before creating the indices.

**Range filter and Join.** VBASE implements an efficient range filter by concatenating it with an index scan operator. Only vectors passing the distance filter condition can be returned to the subsequent operators. The index traversal stops when the distance between the current vector to the target vector is larger than the filter constraint and the relaxed monotonicity check is passed in the index scan operator.

With the support of distance filter, VBASE can even support \texttt{Join} on high-dimensional vectors, which previous vector systems cannot support efficiently. Semantic-based join has been widely used in document auto-tagging [26,72], which assigns one or multiple labels for each unseen document by finding the closest label embeddings to a document embedding. Previous systems can only support \texttt{Join} by brute-force table scan. VBASE executes a \texttt{Join} by nested-loop with index search, which outperforms existing systems by 7000× faster with 0.999 recall accuracy in our experiment.

**More complex queries.** The combination of the above operators can be used to support more complex queries efficiently.

### 4.3 Query Planning

Complex queries often require effective cost estimation on various query plans. In general, it includes vector algebra computation (e.g., distance calculation), selectivity estimation in case the query contains filters, and index scan cost.

**Vector computation.** Traditional databases estimate the cost of scalar data computation using a constant value \( t \), e.g., \( t = 0.0025 \). But vector computation is more expensive, it involves the calculation of the distance between vectors, which is proportional to the number of dimensions. Thus VBASE models the cost of vector computation \( t_v \) as:

\[
 t_v(dim) = t \cdot c \cdot dim,
\]

where \( t \) is a predefined value representing the cost of scalar operation, \( c \) is the coefficient related to SIMD optimizations for vector computation, and \( dim \) denotes vector dimension.

**Selectivity estimation.** If a query contains a filter, the query should estimate selectivity, the ratio of tuples that will pass the filter. VBASE relies on sampling-based methods to measure the distribution of high-dimensional vectors [67,82]. Specifically, VBASE uniformly samples vector data at a ratio and stores the sampled vectors in the metadata of the database. Given a query \( q \), it applies the filter on the sampled data to estimate the selectivity \( Sel \) on the full vector data-set.

\[
 Sel_{sample}(q) \approx Sel_{full, data}(q).
\]

In our experiments, setting the sample rate to 0.001 can produce a good estimation with q-error < 1.1 in most cases while incurring only a tiny extra latency (<1ms). More details will be presented in §5.5.

**Index scan cost estimation.** This includes start-up cost and traversal cost. The start-up cost is the cost to locate the region nearby the target vector before returning vector data; Traversal cost represents the cost to iterate over the matched tuples through the index. For each index traversal step, the cost \( C_{step} \) includes \( t_{IO} \), the IO cost to fetch the index data from disk, and \( t_v(dim) \), the cost to calculate the distance: \( C_{step} = t_v(dim) + t_{IO} \). For partition-based indices like IVFFlat and SPANN, the index scan cost \( C_p \) is:

\[
 C_p = N_c \times C_{step} + \max([Sel(q)N/N_p], m) \times N_p \times C_{step},
\]

where \( N \) is the table size, \( N_c \) is the number of centroids, \( N_p \) is the average number of data per partition, and \( m \) is the number of partitions the index traversal algorithm requires to traverse for relaxed monotonicity check.

The scan cost, \( C_s \), of graph-based indices like HNSW is:

\[
 C_s = N_{start} \times C_{step} + \max(Sel(q)N, N_E) \times R_{iter} \times C_{step},
\]

where \( N_{start} \) is the number of steps to traverse upper-layer graphs in open function of HNSW, \( N_E \) is the number of steps to satisfy relaxed monotonicity check, and \( R_{iter} \) is the average time of distance function called per step to reach next point. \( N_{start} \), \( N_E \) and \( R_{iter} \) are dependent on the hyper-parameters of the index and the distribution of data, which can be automatically estimated by sampling, and this process can be embedded into databases’ Analyze routine.
4.4 Multi-Column Scan Optimization

To support multi-column vector queries, TopK-based systems can only perform multi-column scan based on the multiple sets of sorted vectors collected by TopK. For example, Milvus performs NRA algorithm [33] for multi-column scan based on TopK. It doubles $K$ and re-executes the query if the previous results are insufficient. Every attempt to a larger $K$ is an independent traversal over the underlying vector index. This introduces excessive vector access and computation.

In contrast, VBASE implements NRA algorithm [33] na-tively based on the index scan operator, thus avoiding the repetitive execution of NRA. The NRA algorithm traverses each vector index in a round-robin manner. We observe that round-robin might not be an efficient choice. In the vector search scenario, different vector indices can return results of different quality, especially when the ranking function is summation with unequal weights from different indices. Figure 4 shows the results of such a case, where the round-robin method will unnecessarily traverse excessive low-quality vectors (i.e., dots in Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Index traversal pattern for a 2-index vector query on Recipe1M. The total score is a summation of two vectors’ distance with a weight ratio of 1:2. Lower score means closer to the target vector. Blue dots and red triangles represent the total scores of entities using index1 and index2.](image)

This observation leads us to a new index scan algorithm that scans through high-quality indices more frequently, i.e., triangles in Figure 4, so that the query can terminate earlier with even more accurate results. Such a non-uniform traversal manner may trap in local optima. In Figure 4, a greedy algo-rithm may prefer to visit index2 only. But the figure shows that index1 does have good quality vectors occasionally.

To balance exploration and exploitation, we use both local and global information to guide the index traversal (See Figure 5). Our approach divides the traversal process into several rounds and adds a traversal decision module. It maintains a local priority queue to store the last round’s results. This local information helps us identify which index is more likely to return better results so we can visit it more in the next round. To avoid being trapped in local optima, the decision module also stores the average score of all traversed entities for each index (i.e., $avg_i$ for index$i$) and updates them each round. Based on this global information, We additionally tra-

![Figure 5: Overview of multi-column traversal optimization, assuming there are $m$ indices.](image)

verse each index $W_i = \frac{n_2 \times 1/avg_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} 1/avg_j}$ times in this round where $n_2$ is a hyper-parameter. Therefore, the high-quality index (with low $avg_i$) will be traversed more times while we can still ensure traversing the low-quality index (with high $avg_i$) at least once in each round. Table 7 in §5.3 highlights the benefit of this approach.

5 VBASE Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate VBASE in comparison with other state-of-the-art vector search systems and vector-enabled databases based on TopK, and demonstrate VBASE has superior performance and accuracy on vector similarity queries.

5.1 Evaluation Benchmark

A lack of a comprehensive relational benchmark for com-
plex vector applications necessitates us to create a vector benchmark to compare VBASE with various vector-similarity-enabled systems. The use of approximate vector processing also needs the benchmark to define new evaluation metrics.

**Vector-scalar relational data-set.** Because current vector search [2,3] and database benchmarks [13,14] have either vector or scalar data-sets but not both, we extend Recipe1M [68] to generate vector and scalar hybrid data-sets. Recipe1M data-set is a collection of more than 1 million recipes, each containing ingredients, cooking instructions, and a set of images of the finished dish.

Our evaluation data-set is organized as two tables: Recipe Table and Tag Table. Their schemas are shown in Table 2 and 3, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recipe_id</td>
<td>identifier</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td>list of strings</td>
<td>![data/images/1/0.jpg, ...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>ingredients + [instruction]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images_embedding</td>
<td>vector</td>
<td>[0.0421, 0.0296, ..., 0.0273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description_embedding</td>
<td>vector</td>
<td>[0.0056, 0.0487, ..., 0.0034]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>popularity</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2: Schema of Recipe Table](image)
Recipe Table stores 330,922 recipes from Recipe1M\(^2\). As shown in Table 2, Recipe Table inherits recipe\_id and recipe images URIs from Recipe1M as two attributes. We merge Recipe1M’s ingredients and instructions as a single string attribute called description.

In addition to the original data from Recipe1M, Recipe Table has two vector attributes, images\_embedding and description\_embedding. They are two 1,024-dimensional vector embeddings of recipe images and descriptions based on the cross-modal embedding model from [68]. We also extend the recipe item with an additional scalar attribute: popularity, a random integer in the range [0,10000].

Tag Table samples 10,000 recipes from Recipe1M, and assigns of tags for them. As shown in Table 3, Tag Table has scalar attributes of id and tag\_name. Attribute tag\_name is a set of strings of manually assigned tags (e.g. dessert, main course, salad, pizza, etc), and id is a unique integer assigned to the tag set. Each Tag Table row also has a tag\_vector, which is a 1,024-dimensional images\_embedding of a recipe using the same embedding model of the Recipe Table.

Vector similarity queries in SQL. We designed 7 SQL queries to emulate various vector online application scenarios (§2.1). In particular, we also designed Q8 which runs an analytic join query based on vector similarity match. These 8 relational queries cover most SQL operators of Projection, Index Scan, Sort with Limit, Filter, Join, which are important for online queries over vector and scalar data-set.

### Example Text

**Q1: Single-Vector TopK**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q2: Single-Vector TopK + Numeric Filter.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
WHERE popularity <= $\{p\_popularity\}
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q3: Single-Vector TopK + String Filter.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
WHERE description NOT LIKE "%$\{p\_ingredient\}%"
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q4: Multi-Column TopK.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) + WEIGHT * INNER\_PRODUCT(description\_embedding , $\{p\_description\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q5: Multi-Column TopK + Numeric Filter.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
WHERE popularity <= $\{p\_popularity\}
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) + WEIGHT * INNER\_PRODUCT(description\_embedding , $\{p\_description\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q6: Multi-Column TopK + String Filter.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
WHERE description NOT LIKE "%$\{p\_ingredient\}%"
ORDER BY INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) + WEIGHT * INNER\_PRODUCT(description\_embedding , $\{p\_description\_embedding\}) LIMIT 50;
```

**Q7: Vector Range Filter.**

```sql
SELECT recipe\_id FROM Recipe
WHERE INNER\_PRODUCT(images\_embedding , $\{p\_images\_embedding\}) <= $\{D\}:
```

**Q8: Join.**

```sql
SELECT Recipe.recipe\_id , Tag.tag\_name
FROM Recipe JOIN Tag
ON INNER\_PRODUCT(Recipe.images\_embedding, Tag.tag\_vector) <= $\{D\}:
```

We ran these 8 queries on VBase and compared them with query processing in other systems. For each query, we generated 10,000 substitution parameters to cover various query conditions. In particular, we set K to 50 for TopK queries as in the experiment of Milvus [76]. We also designed the numeric filtering constraints to cover both high and low filtering selectivities. p\_popularity is incremented from 1 to 10000, p\_ingredient is sampled from ingredients keywords in Recipe1M. Weights is 1. D is 0.1 in Q7 and 0.01 in Q8.

**Evaluation metrics.** Vector query executions are approximate, hence we evaluate both query accuracy and performance in terms of recall and latency, respectively. Recall is a new metric to conventional database evaluations. It evaluates query accuracy against the ground truth. Recall has been widely used in approximate vector search systems [2, 3, 76, 86]. They only evaluate recall because for TopK queries, recall and precision are the same as long as a system returns K results. For other queries with range filter constraints, precision will always be 1 if the system obeys the constraints. Therefore, we use recall to represent query accuracy. For each query, we calculate the average recall of the query results of all substitution parameters. We measure the average, median, 99th percentile latency from the execution results of all substitution parameters. For Q8, we execute it 3 times and measure the average execution time.

### 5.2 Experiment Setup

**Evaluation platform.** All evaluations run on an Azure VM, Standard\_F64s\_v2 [1], with 64 v-CPUs and 128 GiB memory running Linux Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. All queries run individually to avoid interference from other queries.

---

\(^2\)We remove those in the 1 Million recipes that miss any of the ingredients, cooking instructions, and related images.
Baseline systems. We compare VBase with the state-of-the-art vector search and database systems that support vector similarity queries.

Vector search baselines: We choose Milvus [76] and Elasticsearch [4] as our vector search baselines. Since they do not support SQL interface, we hand code our benchmark queries. We also implement Iterative Merging algorithm as claimed in Milvus paper [76] to enable multi-column TopK queries, although unavailable in its open-source code [8]. For Elasticsearch we use the version implemented by Open Distro (version 1.13) [9], which supports HNSW index.

Database baselines: For databases, we use the open-source PASE [11, 86] that implements the TopK-only solutions using tentative indices, and extended its maximum dimension support from 512 to 1024. We also run queries on PostgreSQL (version 13) [12] as a baseline to show the performance of traditional databases in performing vector similarity queries.

Common index settings. VBase and baseline systems all use HNSW [89] with the same vector index settings ($M = 16, ef_{construction} = 200, ef_{search} = 64$). HNSW is the only vector index supported by PASE, Milvus, and Elasticsearch in common. Since HNSW index is kept in memory when it is used, in order to better compare the performance results of the index-based execution process without being affected by the caching strategy of the main table adopted by different systems, we also save the main table data in memory. All the database baselines and VBase also created a B-tree index on popularity column to expedite numeric filtering.

5.3 Evaluation Results

Overview. Table 4 summarizes the overall evaluation results. We can see that each baseline system based on approximate vector indices (except PostgreSQL) can only process some of the 8 queries, while VBase can process all of them.

Although PostgreSQL can process all queries and produce exact results, it uses a brutal force scan with a much higher query latency than the rest of the systems. The $1000 \times$ lower performance of PostgreSQL than other approximate systems makes it irrelevant to address the low-latency “online” scenarios. We run queries on PostgreSQL mostly to get ground truth to calculate the query result accuracy of other systems.

VBase’s query performance on TopK (Q1) is similar to or better than baseline systems because they essentially run the same algorithm in different implementations. For queries that are more complex than Q1, VBase outperforms all baseline systems by $100 \times -1000 \times$ because VBase can determine the optimal $\tilde{K}$ on-the-fly and others have to try different $K$s to get sufficient results. While VBase produces superior query performance, it can also achieve high recall similar to or even higher than approximate queries on baseline systems.

Next, we discuss each query’s evaluation result in detail.

Q1 – Single vector TopK. Q1 is a TopK query without any filters. All approximate systems including VBase in our evaluation run the same algorithm and produce identical results, therefore having the exact same recalls.

Nevertheless, we can see variations in Q1 latency from different systems. The reasons for performance variations are two-fold. The first reason is that these systems are implemented in different languages (Milvus/Elasticsearch vs. PASE/VBase). For example, Milvus are implemented in GoLang and C++, and Elasticsearch is implemented in Java and C++. In comparison, PASE and VBase are written in C. In general, we can see implementation in C outperforms other high-level language implementations by $2 - 10 \times$.

The second reason for performance variation (PASE vs. VBase) is that VBase needs to fetch slightly more tuples than PASE. Although following the same algorithms and traversing the same amount of vectors in the index, VBase follows an Iterator Model, which fetches every corresponding tuple from the main table during index traversal. PASE’s implementation visits vectors in the index and only fetches the $\tilde{K}$ tuples after getting TopK vectors in the index. As a result, VBase performs slightly worse, 2.8% slower than PASE in terms of average and 99 percentile latency.

Q2-3 – Single vector TopK with scalar filter. Q2 and Q3 are vector similarity queries with filtering on scalar attributes. Q2 and Q3 differ in their filter predicates, where Q2 uses numeric filtering on the integer attribute popularity, and Q3 runs string filtering based on a regular expression. All baselines support Q2 and Q3, with an exception of Milvus for Q3 because it does not support string data type.

All approximate baselines run a single shot of $K'$. Based on different guesses of $K'$s, baseline systems produce different results. Elasticsearch undershot $\tilde{K}$ for Q2 and Q3, therefore cannot produce sufficient results and has low query accuracy. Even though Elasticsearch has fewer data traversals than the rest of the approximate systems with higher accuracy, its query latency is still the worst, possibly due to system inefficiency like in Q1. PASE and Milvus overshot $\tilde{K}$ and produce high result accuracy like VBase, but they have longer query latency because they traverse more data than VBase.

Q3 has a fixed filter selectivity of around 0.9. For Q2 we have 10,000 queries of different parameters with uniform distribution of filter selectivity from 0 to 1. We compared the evaluation results of two best approximate systems VBase and PASE for Q2, under three representative filter selectivity values (0.03, 0.3, 0.9) from low to high (Table 5). We found that different filter selectivities result in different optimal $\tilde{K}$s: the lower the selectivity, the more data a system needs to examine, therefore larger $\tilde{K}$. Because $\tilde{K}$ is dynamic, PASE’s static guess of $K'$ cannot produce constantly high recalls under all filter selectivities. A conservatively large guess of $K' = 10,000$ can produce near-exact results by PASE, however, its query performance deteriorates dramatically. We also present the average $\tilde{K}$ and standard deviation under different filter selectivities in Table 5. $\tilde{K}$ varies for different filter se-
Table 4: 8 Queries Result Overview (Latency: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9949</td>
<td>2.9801</td>
<td>3.0217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE 0.9949</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milvus 0.9949</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.9919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch 0.9949</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.5010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBase 0.9949</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

System | Q5: Multi-Column TopK+Numeric Filter | Q6: Multi-Column TopK+String Filter | Q7: Vector Range Filter | Q8: Join |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.929</td>
<td>2.1344</td>
<td>2.3346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASE 0.9691</td>
<td>12.637</td>
<td>5.617</td>
<td>36.807</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milvus 0.9691</td>
<td>12.637</td>
<td>5.617</td>
<td>36.807</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBase 0.9885</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>160.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 We have only run one query parameter for Q8, so average, median and 99th percentile latency are the same.

Figure 6: 99th Percentile Query Latency (ms)

We also experimented multi-column TopK queries with 4 kinds of weights in the ranking function, with different index-iteration algorithms as introduced in §4.4 (see Table 7). When the difference in weights is large (1:10), the greedy algorithm produces the best performance with high recalls. This is because the greedy approach identifies low-quality indices (i.e. ones with low-ranking weights) quickly, and avoids traversing them as much as possible. However, when weight differentiation decreases, the greedy algorithm can easily get trapped in local optima. This shortcoming of the greedy method is self-evident for a weight ratio of 1:1, where we can see greedy strategy extracts the highest number of entities while producing the lowest recall. In contrast, VBase shows higher recalls in all situations by dynamically determining a better strategy to switch among different indices while outperforming by 5% lower latency than the round-robin approach.

Q7 – Vector range filter. Table 4 shows that only VBase supports Q7. PASE does not support Q7 by default. We add a `Order by` distance clause with a hand-tuned “limit K” to force PASE to use its approximate vector index. This way it simulates the results of Q7. Like in Q2, it is difficult to set an appropriate K’ for PASE ahead of time as shown in Table 6. We also present the average K and standard deviation, which also shows K changes dramatically for different queries. E.g., sometimes K is required to be 2300+ for optimality. VBase can achieve a great trade-off between query latency and recalls because its execution engine can determine K on-the-fly based on relaxed monotonicity.

On average Q7 only returns a small number of results that fit within the range. However, a small percentage of Q7’s produce up to 10,000 results, which incurs high query costs in VBase. Therefore we can see that, in VBase, Q7’s 99th percentile latency is much higher than the average (168.9ms vs 10.8ms) while the median is much smaller than the average.

Q8 – Join. PostgreSQL performs nested-loop join on table scan to get accurate results. In Q8, VBase is 7,900x faster with recall=0.9992. Other systems cannot run this query due to the lack of a unified query engine.

5.4 VBase with SPANN

Table 8 shows the evaluation results for VBase with SPANN [25]. We run VBase with SPANN on Azure VM Standard_L16s_v3 with NVMe disks. SPANN is a partition-based ANNS index that uses external memory, i.e. disks. As
as demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high resolution, therefore its q-error increases up to 1.27. Increasing the sampling rate in cost estimation can reduce q-error further, but this increases selectivity estimation time for query planning, which is infeasible for online queries. In our experiments, such estimation accuracy is sufficient to support a good query plan strategy.

In comparison, systems like PASE [11] don’t provide an estimation for selectivity and PASE sets the default value of selectivity estimation to 0.5.

5.5 Cost Estimation

Selectivity estimation accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the selectivity estimation for vector range filter in terms of q-error [61]:

\[ Q_{err} = \max\left(\frac{Sel_{esti}}{Sel_{real}}, \frac{Sel_{real}}{Sel_{esti}}\right). \]

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high selective vector range filter and the scalar filter can be accelerated via vector index or B-tree. Our experiments show that VBase can correctly choose the best execution plan under different selectivities, because our estimations of selectivity, vector computation, and index scan cost are accurate enough for

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high resolution, therefore its q-error increases up to 1.27. Increasing the sampling rate in cost estimation can reduce q-error further, but this increases selectivity estimation time for query planning, which is infeasible for online queries. In our experiments, such estimation accuracy is sufficient to support a good query plan strategy.

In comparison, systems like PASE [11] don’t provide an estimation for selectivity and PASE sets the default value of selectivity estimation to 0.5.

5.5 Cost Estimation

Selectivity estimation accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the selectivity estimation for vector range filter in terms of q-error [61]:

\[ Q_{err} = \max\left(\frac{Sel_{esti}}{Sel_{real}}, \frac{Sel_{real}}{Sel_{esti}}\right). \]

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high resolution, therefore its q-error increases up to 1.27. Increasing the sampling rate in cost estimation can reduce q-error further, but this increases selectivity estimation time for query planning, which is infeasible for online queries. In our experiments, such estimation accuracy is sufficient to support a good query plan strategy.

In comparison, systems like PASE [11] don’t provide an estimation for selectivity and PASE sets the default value of selectivity estimation to 0.5.

5.5 Cost Estimation

Selectivity estimation accuracy. We evaluate the accuracy of the selectivity estimation for vector range filter in terms of q-error [61]:

\[ Q_{err} = \max\left(\frac{Sel_{esti}}{Sel_{real}}, \frac{Sel_{real}}{Sel_{esti}}\right). \]

As demonstrated in Figure 7, estimation based on sampling can provide a q-error less than 1.1 for most cases. When selectivity is lowest at 0.05, our samples cannot provide a high resolution, therefore its q-error increases up to 1.27. Increasing the sampling rate in cost estimation can reduce q-error further, but this increases selectivity estimation time for query planning, which is infeasible for online queries. In our experiments, such estimation accuracy is sufficient to support a good query plan strategy.

In comparison, systems like PASE [11] don’t provide an estimation for selectivity and PASE sets the default value of selectivity estimation to 0.5.
Vector Databases based on TopK. AnalyticDB-V [80], PASE [86], Milvus [76], and Elasticsearch [4] support complex vector queries based on the original TopK interface in vector indices. AnalyticDB-V [80] and PASE [86] integrate vector indices into the database engine to support SQL interface for similarity queries. Elasticsearch [4] is a distributed full-text search engine, providing approximate nearest neighbor search based on HNSW [89]. AnalyticDB-V [80], PASE [86], and Elasticsearch [4] begin to support vector search plus scalar attribute filtering. Milvus [76] is a data management system to efficiently manage large-scale vector data, which can additionally support multi-column TopK queries by iteratively speculating the $K$ with a growing value. In contrast, VBase does not rely on a tentative index collected by TopK.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents VBase, a vector database that integrates high-dimensional vector indices into PostgreSQL, a relational database to facilitate complex approximate similarity queries. Unlike conventional approaches that leverage TopK to collect the target vector’s $K$ nearest neighbors where a conventional index is constructed for query execution, VBase builds on relaxed monotonicity, a common foundation between conventional and high-dimensional indices. This common foundation allows VBase to build a unified query execution engine that produces query results equivalent to those produced by TopK-based solutions with the optimal $K$. As a result, VBase significantly outperforms state-of-the-art vector systems on complex vector queries.
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Abstract

Transactions are an important feature of database management systems (DBMSs), as they provide the ACID guarantees for a sequence of database operations. Consequently, approaches have been proposed to automatically find transactional bugs in DBMSs. However, they cannot handle complex operations and predicates common in real-world database queries, and thus miss bugs.

This paper introduces a general, effective technique for finding transactional bugs in DBMSs that supports complex SQL queries and predicates. At the conceptual level, we address the test-oracle problem by constructing semantically-equivalent test cases based on fine-grained statement-level dependencies in transactions. At the technical level, we introduce (1) statement-dependency graphs to describe dependencies among SQL statements in transactions, (2) SQL-level instrumentation to capture possible statement-level dependencies, and (3) transactional oracle construction to generate semantically-equivalent test cases using statement-dependency graphs. We also establish the correctness of our approach in generating semantically-equivalent test cases. We have realized our technique as a tool, TxCheck, and evaluated it on three widely-used and well-tested DBMSs, namely TiDB, MySQL, and MariaDB. In total, TxCheck found 56 unique bugs, 52 of which have been confirmed and 18 already fixed. We believe that TxCheck can help solidify DBMSs’ support for transactions thanks to its generality and effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Database management systems (DBMSs) store and manage data and are crucial for many applications. A key feature of DBMSs is their support for transactions, where a sequence of SQL statements are executed as a single unit, and various properties (i.e., atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability) are guaranteed. For example, if some transactions are concurrently executed at the Serializability isolation level, uncommitted operations by other transactions will be invisible, and the transaction execution results must be equal to the results when these transactions are executed in a serial order. Benefiting from these properties, transactions have been applied in many critical applications. However, transaction implementations usually involve complex logic (e.g., two-phase locking [7, 45] and multiversion concurrency control [8, 32]), and thus bugs are easily introduced. In this paper, we refer to the bugs in the transaction support of DBMSs as transactional bugs. Such bugs are critical because they can paralyze their client applications or, even worse, silently trigger incorrect behaviors in critical operations of client applications.

To improve the reliability and correctness of transaction processing in DBMSs, several approaches [4, 9, 11, 17, 44] have been proposed to test transaction support. These approaches use specific operation patterns to capture the violations of transactional rules. For example, ELLE [4] encodes transaction execution histories by only appending to a conceptual list data structure. It builds transaction-dependency graphs based on the histories, and reports bugs if the graphs violate the desired isolation guarantees. Limited by specific test-case patterns, these approaches use only simple operations (e.g., ELLE appends list with constant values), while many deep bugs may only be triggered by complex operations [21]. Moreover, existing approaches [4, 9, 17, 44] cannot handle predicates (e.g., the condition expressions in WHERE clauses) in general. For example, ELLE cannot encode predicate operations in its list data structure. However, predicates are ubiquitous in real-world transactions as they rely on common features such as WHERE clauses or JOINs. Their lack of predicate support makes existing approaches miss many real bugs. In addition, transactional bugs may be independent of isolation levels (e.g., incorrect results returned by one transaction), while existing approaches focus on testing isolation levels, thus missing bugs.

Figure 1(a) shows a confirmed bug in MySQL at the Repeatable Read isolation level. The bug-triggering test case involves two tables and two interleaved transactions. The statement T1.S3 is executed immediately after T1.S2. The-

---

1 A history records transactional requests to and responses from a database.
Figure 1: A MySQL bug found by TxCheck under the Repeateable Read isolation level.

Theoretically, T1.S3 should fetch exactly those records subsequently updated by T1.S2, because they use the same predicate (i.e., the same expression in their WHERE clause), and no other operations are executed between them. However, T1.S2 fetches only the rows (2, 43, 8) while T1.S3 updates rows (2, 43, 8) and (2, 43, 53) due to its incorrect predicate matching. Existing approaches cannot find this bug for two reasons. First, the test case uses an aggregate function (i.e., min()) and a subquery (i.e., the SELECT in the UPDATE statement), which make the test case complex and not follow the test-case patterns of existing approaches (e.g., ELLE can append only constant values instead of min() values). Second, the test case uses predicates, for which existing approaches lack support.

Figure 1(b) shows a test case generated by our approach, which is equivalent to the one shown in Figure 1(a). The three SELECT statements (i.e., S0, S1, and S2) are moved before the two UPDATE statements (i.e., S3 and S4), because all these SELECT statements are oblivious to the effects of the UPDATE statements. As T1.S3 is executed immediately after T1.S2, the database state visible for T1.S2 and T1.S3 should be consistent. Therefore, we keep the statements of T1.S2 and T1.S3 adjacent (i.e., S2 and S3). The reordered test case is executed without using transactions, and its execution results should be the same as the original one, because the reordering does not change any expected behavior of each statement. In this case, the bug in MySQL breaks the equivalence.

Our insight is to generate semantically-equivalent test cases that are not wrapped as transactions, but produce the same execution results, by properly reordering the statements. Then, we can validate whether their equivalence indeed holds. Any discrepancy indicates a bug in the target DBMS. While for the aforementioned test case, it is intuitive that reordering the statements will not affect the execution results of follow-up test cases, we must reason, in general, about the dependencies of statements. To this end, we first propose statement-dependency graphs, a novel concept to describe the dependencies among executed statements, which provide finer-grained dependency information than transaction-dependency graphs [1, 17, 44]. This facilitates finding more bugs (as will be discussed in Section 5.3). To extract statement dependencies, we propose SQL-level instrumentation. Specifically, we insert additional statements to collect the execution results of each target statement in transactions. Based on the collected results, we can track the operation effects—including the effects of predicate operations—of each statement, and thus infer all possible statement dependencies. To generate semantically-equivalent test cases, we propose transactional oracle construction. Specifically, we topologically sort the acyclic statement-dependency graphs, whose sorted statement sequences are proved to be semantically equivalent to the original one. To guarantee the acyclicity of graphs, we iteratively delete statements in cycles before sorting. We execute the sorted statement sequences without transactions and compare their results to those from the corresponding transaction executions. Any difference reveals a bug in the tested DBMS.

We realized this approach as a practical tool called TxCheck. We evaluate TxCheck on three popular and extensively tested DBMSs, namely TiDB [46], MySQL [30], and MariaDB [29]. In total, TxCheck found 56 unique bugs, including 23 in TiDB, 18 in MySQL, and 15 in MariaDB. Among them, 52 bugs have been confirmed, 18 fixed, and 8 assigned CVE IDs; 30 are triggered in transaction executions. These results collectively demonstrate that TxCheck can find latent transactional bugs in mature production DBMSs.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

- At the conceptual level, we address the test-oracle problem of DBMS transaction testing by constructing semantically-equivalent test cases.
- At the technical level, we propose (1) statement-dependency graphs, which describe the dependencies among statements in executed transactions, (2) SQL-level instrumentation, which can capture all possible statement dependencies including the predicate-related dependencies, and (3) transactional oracle construction, which refines test cases and generates semantically-equivalent test cases for validation. We formally prove the correctness of our approach.
• At the practical level, we implement our approach into a tool, TxCheck, and evaluate it on three widely-used DBMSs (i.e., TiDB, MySQL, and MariaDB). In total, TxCheck finds 56 unique bugs, most of which cannot be identified by existing approaches. TxCheck is open-sourced at https://github.com/JZuming/TxCheck.

2 Background

Transactions in DBMSs. A database transaction refers to a series of operations, for which DBMSs must guarantee atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (i.e., ACID) [49]. This paper focuses on relational database management systems (RDBMSs), where a transaction typically consists of a group of SQL (i.e., Structured Query Language) statements. Each statement performs read operations (e.g., SELECT statements) or write operations (e.g., INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE statements). SQL statements commonly involve predicates (e.g., WHERE clauses) for choosing desired rows that satisfy the requirements.

Dependency Graphs. Adya et al. [1, 2] propose transaction dependencies, which can be classified into two categories, namely item dependencies and predicate dependencies. Item dependencies describe the relationship among transactions on specific items (i.e., rows in tables) they read from or write to. For example, transaction $T_j$ item-read-depends on $T_i$ if $T_j$ reads an item version $x_i$ that is written by $T_i$. A predicate dependency describes the relationship between two transactions constructed from the associated predicate operations. For example, transaction $T_j$ directly predicate-read-depends on $T_i$ if an item version $x_i$ that is written by $T_i$ is used for predicate matching of $T_j$.

Based on these dependencies, Adya et al. propose a transaction-dependency graph, called Direct Serialization Graph (DSG). DSGs can be used to formalize the expected behaviors of DBMSs under different isolation levels. For example, Serializability (PL-3) proscribes any directed cycle in a DSG, while Repeatable Read (PL-2.99) any directed cycles that dismiss certain predicate dependencies. Bailis et al. [5, 6] further extend DSGs to define several other isolation levels.

Existing Approaches. Both transaction-focused testing and verification approaches [4, 9, 11, 17, 44] have utilized dependency graphs. They typically use specific operation patterns to capture transaction dependencies. For example, to reduce the search space of possible transaction orders, COBRA [44] exploits the read-modify-write (RMW) patterns where a transaction reads from a key before writing to it. By restricting its writes to list-specific operations like “append”, ELLE [4] can naturally infer the transaction order from a list of values read.

While existing approaches [4, 9, 17, 44] such as ELLE have been successful in detecting a wide range of important bugs, they are limited in finding deep transactional bugs for two main reasons. First, these approaches can use only simple operations (e.g., writing key-value pairs) following their restricted operation patterns. However, many deep DBMS bugs can only be triggered by complex operations [21]. Second, existing approaches lack support for predicate operations in general. In contrast to read/write operations whose effects are explicitly reflected in the final execution results, the effects of predicate operations are implicit and difficult to track, because they are typically reflected in the intermediate processes (e.g., choosing a set of items that satisfy the predicate conditions for subsequent read/write operations). However, predicates are commonly used in real-world transactions and involved in sophisticated features of DBMSs like predicate optimization [23]. Existing approaches do not consider predicate operations in their test cases, thus missing many bugs with respect to the transaction support of DBMSs. In addition, existing approaches focus on testing isolation guarantees while many transactional bugs are not necessarily related to database isolation.

3 Approach

In this section, we present a novel approach for addressing the challenges of testing transaction support in DBMSs, as illustrated in Figure 2. Our core idea is to extract the dependencies among statements in transactions and construct semantically-equivalent test cases according to the extracted dependency information. The constructed test cases are used as oracles to validate the original transaction executions by checking whether all statements in the test cases produce the same results. To realize this idea, we first define statement dependencies and propose a new concept, statement-dependency graphs, which describes the dependencies among statements in transactions. To derive statement-dependency graphs, we capture dependency information from specific transaction executions. Then, we generate semantically-equivalent test cases based on the captured information.

Dependency Capturing. To capture statement dependencies, we propose SQL-level instrumentation, which inserts SQL statements to collect execution information of each original statement in transactions. Using SQL to achieve this makes this approach a black-box technique that is applicable even for DBMS where testers lack access to the source code. Specifically, we instrument in two steps, item-tracking instrumentation and version-set-tracking instrumentation, which capture item dependencies and predicate dependencies, respectively. Statement-dependency graphs are built based on the outputs from the inserted and the original statements.

Oracle Construction. We propose transactional oracle construction to construct semantically-equivalent test cases. We first iteratively remove statements involved in cycles to make the statement-dependency graph acyclic, which is the precondition of the construction. Then, we perform topological sort-
ing on the acyclic graph to construct semantically-equivalent test cases. We execute these test cases without transactions and compare their execution results to those from the corresponding transaction executions. We prove that, for any correct DBMS, these results should be identical, thus any difference indicates an actual DBMS bug.

### 3.1 Statement-Dependency Graph

To construct semantically-equivalent test cases by reordering statements, we need to identify the dependencies between statements. We define seven kinds of statement dependencies, referring to transaction dependencies defined by Adya et al. [1, 2]. Each kind of statement dependency is shown in Figure 3. Specifically, we define three kinds of statement dependencies, shown in Figure 3(a)–(c), to model the relationship of two statements that read or write the same items. Three other kinds of dependencies, shown in Figure 3(d)–(f), are used to represent the dependencies established by predicate operations. The last one, direct stmt-value-write dependency shown in Figure 3(g), is used to model the event that the new value of an item installed by a statement is determined by the value of another item that is installed by another statement. The formal definitions (Definition 2–8) for these statement dependencies are given in Appendix A. Note that we do not count statement orders as dependencies, because when two statements access different data, the statements’ execution order will not affect their results.

In contrast to the dependencies defined by Adya et al. [1, 2], which describe the relationship between transactions, our definitions model the relationship between statements to provide finer-grained dependency information. Statement dependencies enable us to analyze the effects of each statement, which is needed for generating semantically-equivalent test cases accordingly, while transaction dependencies lack sufficient information related to statements. Next, we further propose statement-dependency graphs, SDG, to model the executions of test cases at the statement level.

**Definition 1 (Statement-Dependency Graph)**

We define the statement-dependency graph constructed based on a statement execution history H, denoted as SDG(H), as follows. SDG(H) is a directed graph, whose nodes represent the statements in committed transactions, and whose (directed) edges represent the dependencies between these committed statements. In particular, if statement S_j depends on statement S_i, there is a direct edge from S_i to S_j.

Note that statement-dependency graphs consider only statements in committed transactions. The statements in aborted transactions are dismissed because these statements conceptually do not affect the manipulated databases and other committed transactions. Figure 4 shows the statement-dependency graph for the test case in Figure 1(a). Statement-dependency graphs contain all dependency information related to statements and reflect the execution results of test cases at the statement level, which is the basis for generating semantically-equivalent test cases.

### 3.2 SQL-Level Instrumentation

To build statement-dependency graphs, we extract statement dependencies from transaction executions. In contrast to existing work, we aim to support test cases whose statements use predicates, without involving too many restrictions on test-case patterns. This section presents SQL-level instrumentation, a novel technique for extracting statement dependencies from transaction executions involving predicates.

The basic idea of SQL-level instrumentation is to insert statements to output the handled items before and after the operations performed by target statements. To realize this
Table t (id, value): (0,0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1.S1</td>
<td>item-anti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1</td>
<td>item-anti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Direct stmt-item-read dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1.BWR</td>
<td>select * from t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S0.BWR</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S1.BWR</td>
<td>select * from t; T1.S1.BWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S2.BWR</td>
<td>select * from t1 where t1.c0 &lt;= (select min(vkey) from t0); T1.S2.BWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S3.BWR</td>
<td>update t1 set vkey = 63 where T1.S3.BWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S4.BWR</td>
<td>commit; T1.S4.BWR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Direct stmt-item-write dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1.S1.AWR</td>
<td>select * from t0 where vkey =162; T1.S1.AWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S2.AWR</td>
<td>select * from t1 where vkey = 63; T1.S2.AWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S3.AWR</td>
<td>update t1 set vkey = 63 where T1.S3.AWR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S4.AWR</td>
<td>commit; T1.S4.AWR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Direct stmt-item-anti dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1.S1.VSR0</td>
<td>select * from t0; T1.S1.VSR0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S2.VSR0</td>
<td>update t0 set vkey = 162; T1.S2.VSR0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S3.VSR0</td>
<td>select * from t0; T1.S3.VSR0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.S4.VSR0</td>
<td>commit; T1.S4.VSR0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Direct stmt-predicate-read dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0.S0</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S2</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S3</td>
<td>commit; T0.S3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Direct stmt-predicate-write dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0.S0</td>
<td>select * from t0; T0.S0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1</td>
<td>select * from t0; T0.S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S2</td>
<td>select * from t0; T0.S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S3</td>
<td>commit; T0.S3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(f) Direct stmt-predicate-anti dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0.S0</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S2</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S3</td>
<td>commit; T0.S3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(g) Direct stmt-value-write dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0.S0</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S1</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S2</td>
<td>start transaction; T0.S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0.S3</td>
<td>commit; T0.S3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Examples for each kind of statement dependency.

Figure 4: Statement-dependency graph for Figure 1(a).

idea, SQL-level instrumentation requires tables in manipulated databases to contain at least two columns. We name these two columns as PrimaryKey column and VersionKey column, respectively. The column PrimaryKey is used to identify different items, and should not change after the items are inserted. The column VersionKey is used to identify different versions of each item, and should be assigned a new value different from any earlier values when the item is updated by statements. Besides these two, tables may have additional columns whose properties are unrestricted.

The statements in test cases should also follow these restrictions. Specifically, the statement performing write operations (e.g., UPDATE and INSERT) should change the VersionKey of the handled items to a new value, and each item updated by the same statement has the same VersionKey. The statement performing read operations (e.g., SELECT) should at least output the PrimaryKey and VersionKey of the items. Except for the PrimaryKey and VersionKey of items, we eschew imposing any additional restrictions for the generated statements.

SQL-level instrumentation operates in two phases: (1) item-tracking instrumentation, and (2) version-set-tracking instrumentation. Figure 5 shows how each phase instruments the test case in Figure 1. In item-tracking instrumentation, we insert a Before-Write Read (BWR) statement before each statement performing write operations (e.g., see T0.S1.BWR and T1.S3.BWR in Figure 5). BWR statements are designed to output the items that will be written and thus use the same predicates as the target statements. BWR statements can work only under isolation levels that satisfy Assumption 3, which is discussed subsequently. We insert an After-Write Read (AWR) statement after each statement performing write operations (e.g., see T0.S1.AWR and T1.S3.AWR in Figure 5). AWR statements are used to output the new values of the items processed by target statements. To do so, AWR statements select items whose VersionKeys are equal to the assigned values in the target statements. In version-set-tracking instrumentation, we insert some Version-Set Read (VSR) statements before each statement (e.g., see T0.S1.VSR0 and T0.S2.VSR0 in Figure 5). To output the item versions referenced by target statements, VSR statements output all items in the tables re-
Therefore, the phenomenon prohibited by Assumption 3 contains cycles with exactly one anti-dependency edge and one write-dependency edge such that both edges are related to one specific object. Therefore, Cursor Stability satisfies Assumption 3. Monotonic View disallows cycles containing exactly one anti-dependency edge from one transaction to another transaction. It satisfies Assumption 3, because the phenomenon prohibited by Assumption 3 contains cycles with exactly one anti-dependency edge between transactions.

SQL-level instrumentation can accurately capture item dependencies without any false positives or negatives, but it may capture spurious predicate or value dependencies, according to Lemma 1–7. Such inaccuracies may be introduced by VSR statements; VSR statements output all items in the tables referenced by target statements. However, target statements may use only a part of the items in the tables to perform their predicate matching and value capturing, depending on the specific implementations of the DBMS. Therefore, VSR statements may capture dependencies between transactions that do not exist in practice.

The assumptions described in Section 3.1 can be inferred based on the outputs of statements under certain assumptions. The detailed proof (Lemma 1–7) is presented in Appendix B. The assumptions are shown below:

**Assumption 1** No synchronization issues happen during the execution of transactions.

**Assumption 2** Statements can use item versions only in the tables that they have referenced.

**Assumption 3** For any two transactions, T_i and T_j, it is prohibited that T_j item-anti-depends on T_i for the item x while T_j item-write-depends on T_i for the same item x.
the worst case, each BWR or AWR statement can output \( n \) items, and the VSR statements of each target statement can output, in total, \( n \) items. If the target statement is a read statement, it can output at most \( n \) items. When both two target statements are write statements, we need to check \( 6n \) items (i.e., outputs of BWR, AWR, and VSR statements of each target statement), while we need only check \( 5n \) items when one of the target statements is a read statement (i.e., outputs of BWR, AWR, and VSR statements of the write statement and outputs of the read statement and its VSR statements). Therefore, in the worst case, we may check whether two target statements have dependencies in \( O(6n) \) time using hash tables. To confirm the dependencies among \( m \) statements, we should check \( m(m − 1) \) dependencies, and thus the worst-case time complexity of the entire process is \( O(6n · m(m − 1)) \), i.e., \( O(m^n) \).

Existing work proves that checking histories in isolation levels is a polynomial-time (e.g., Read Committed) or even NP-complete problem (e.g., Serializability and Snapshot Isolation) [9, 33]. ELLE [4] can recover histories in \( O(m · p) \), where \( m \) is the number of operations, and \( p \) is the number of concurrent processes. However, ELLE restricts their test cases whose write operations can only append and cannot handle histories involving predicates. In contrast, SQL-level instrumentation can recover histories involving predicates and only requires test cases to maintain PrimaryKey and VersionKey for each item, within \( O(m^n) \) time.

### 3.3 Transactional Oracle Construction

The statement-dependency graphs enable us to construct semantically-equivalent test cases. Our intuition is that if there is a reordered statement sequence whose statements follow the same dependency order in the statement dependency graph, the reordered statement sequence should produce the same results as the original one. To effectively test DBMS’s transaction support, we execute the reordered statements without transactions, which provides an oracle for validating the original test cases by checking whether each statement in the test cases produces the same results. To formalize our intuition, we first introduce a theorem based on statement-dependency graphs. The theorem is given below, and the details of its proof can be found in Appendix C.

**Theorem 1** SDG(H) is the statement-dependency graph built according to execution history \( H \), \( S(SDG(H)) \) is the statement sequence generated by performing topological sorting on \( SDG(H) \), and \( History(S(SDG(H))) \) is the history of the sorted statement sequence executed without transactions. If \( SDG(H) \) is acyclic, \( History(S(SDG(H))) \) and \( H \) give the same results for each statement in \( S(SDG(H)) \).

Figure 8: The process of refining test cases, whose SDG eventually becomes acyclic.

Theorem 1 suggests a high-level method for constructing semantically-equivalent test cases. Theorem 1 is not constrained to any specific isolation level and thus can apply at various isolation levels. Moreover, Theorem 1 can tolerate the spurious predicate dependencies that stem from SQL-level instrumentation. Suppose \( G \) is the actual statement dependency graph and \( G' \) is \( G \) with additional spurious predicate dependencies, i.e., \( G \) is a subgraph of \( G' \). The semantically-equivalent test case constructed from \( G' \) will follow all the dependencies in \( G' \), thus following all the dependencies in \( G \). Hence, the constructed test case is also one of the topological sorting results of \( G \). That is, the test case constructed from \( G' \) can also serve as an oracle.

Note that Theorem 1 has a precondition, i.e., the SDG(H) should be acyclic. To satisfy this precondition, we perform graph decycling to eliminate all cycles in the graph. Then, we perform oracle checking to generate semantically-equivalent test cases by topologically sorting acyclic graphs. We execute these equivalent test cases without transactions and use their results to validate transaction executions.

**Graph Decyling.** The overview of graph decycling is shown in Figure 8. The idea is to break cycles in the graph by removing those statements involved in the cycles. Given a test case, we first instrument it (Step (1) in Figure 8) and then execute the instrumented test case using transactions (Step (2)). We can infer the SDG using the collected information from instrumented statements (Step (3)). Then, we check whether there is a cycle in the constructed SDG using depth-first search [39] (Step (4)). If there is at least one cycle in the graph, we randomly select one node in the cycles (Step (5)) and remove the corresponding statement in the test case (Step (6)). We re-execute the refined test case on the DBMS and start a new round of test-case refinement. Note that the re-execution is necessary, because a refined test case may result in the construction of a significantly different SDG, which might also contain new cycles. At the beginning of each round, the tested DBMS is reset to its initial state. When no cycle is detected in the SDG built from the refined test case, we output the refined
Algorithm 1: Oracle Checking

```
1 Function OracleChecking(test_case, graph, t_results, DBMS):
2     oracle_test_case ← OracleGen(test_case, graph);
3     DBMS ← INITIAL_STATE;
4     o_results ← ExecuteWithoutTnx(oracle_test_case, DBMS);
5     for each stmt in oracle_test_case do
6         t_stmt_results ← GetStmtResults(stmt, t_results);
7         o_stmt_results ← GetStmtResults(stmt, o_results);
8         if t_stmt_results ≠ o_stmt_results then
9             ReportBug();
10            return FALSE;
11     o_db ← GetDBContent(o_results);
12     o_db ← GetDBContent(o_results);
13     if t_db ≠ o_db then
14         ReportBug();
15         return FALSE;
16     return TRUE;
```

`OracleGen(test_case, graph):
```
```
```

Figure 9: Oracle checking for the bug in Figure 1.

Figure 9 shows how we perform oracle checking on the test case in Figure 1(a). We first perform topological sorting on the acyclic statement-dependency graph. In the first round, T1.S1, T1.S2, and T0.S2 have zero in-degree, so we randomly pick one of them, for example, T0.S2. Then, T1.S1 and T1.S2 are picked. After T0.S2 and T1.S2 are removed from the graph, the in-degree of T1.S3 becomes zero, and T1.S3 is picked. Finally, T0.S1 is chosen as it is the only node in the graph. Therefore, the sorted statement sequence is [T0.S0, T1.S1, T1.S2, T1.S3, T0.S1]. Then, we execute the statement sequence without transactions and record the statement outputs and final database contents. These results are compared to the results produced by the original test case. We first check their statement outputs, which turn out to be the same. Then, we check their final database contents. Because their database contents are different on the value of one of the rows in table t1, we have found a bug.

4 Implementation

Based on our approach, we realized a tool, TxCheck, on top of SQLsmith [43]. The overall codebase consists of 14k lines of C++ code, where we implemented our approach with 3.5k lines (not including the code for supporting DBMSs).

Figure 10 shows the architecture of TxCheck. To test a DBMS, TxCheck first randomly generates a test case, which will be instrumented by SQL-level instrumentation. The instrumented test case is then refined by graph decycling to eliminate cycles in its statement-dependency graph, and by blocking scheduling to make sure that the instrumented statements will not be reordered by the blocking mechanism of the tested DBMS. TxCheck uses the refined test case and its transaction execution results to construct an oracle, which is a test case that is not wrapped as transactions (e.g., the test case shown in Figure 1(b)), but should produce the same results.
as the refined test case, according to Theorem 1. TxCheck then checks whether their results are indeed the same. If their results differ, TxCheck reports a bug. The following describes the implementation of TxCheck in detail.

**Test-case Generation.** TxCheck randomly generates a test case consisting of multiple transactions, and randomly determines the order in which the statements in these transactions are executed. For example, in Figure 1(a), T0 and T1 are the generated transactions, and [T0.S0, T0.S1, T0.S2, T1.S0, T1.S1, T0.S3, T1.S2, T1.S3, T1.S4] is the execution order for the statements in these transactions. The generated statements follow the constraints described in Section 3.2. As we do not restrict the statement format, TxCheck can apply other approaches to implementing statement generation. In this paper, we use SQLsmith [43] as the statement generator.

**Transaction Execution.** For each transaction in a test case, TxCheck sets up a client session that is responsible for issuing the statements of a transaction to which it is assigned. To avoid introducing non-determinism from concurrent executions, TxCheck sends statements to the DBMS following the order determined in the test-case generation. The order might be updated by block scheduling. After sending a statement, TxCheck sends the next statement only after the DBMS indicates that its execution is completed or blocked. While some concurrency bugs may be missed, sequential execution makes it significantly easier to reproduce bugs, which is generally appreciated by developers.

**Non-transaction Execution.** For each test case that is not wrapped as transactions (e.g., the test case in Figure 1(b)), TxCheck sets up only one client session for sequentially issuing the statements in the test case.

**Blocking Scheduling.** When statements in different transactions try to access the same data, a DBMS may block some of these statements to schedule transaction execution, which can disrupt the inserted statements of SQL-level instrumentation. Figure 11(a) shows an example in MySQL using Repeatable Read isolation level. T1.S1.BWR is the BWR statement of

**Figure 10: Architecture of TxCheck.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL-Level Instrumentation</th>
<th>Graph Decyling</th>
<th>Refined test case</th>
<th>Non-transaction execution</th>
<th>Transactional Oracle Construction</th>
<th>Transaction execution results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Instrumented test case</th>
<th>Graph Decyling</th>
<th>Refined test case</th>
<th>Transaction execution results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 11(a) shows an example in MySQL using Repeatable Read isolation level. T1.S1.BWR is the BWR statement of

**Figure 11: Example of MySQL blocking mechanism (in Repeatable Read) and blocking scheduling.**

T1.S1. The DBMS executes T1.S1.BWR and outputs 1 row, and then tries to execute T1.S1. T1.S1 is blocked, because it tries to update the items that are being updated by T0.S1. The DBMS continues to execute T0.S2. After T0.S2 is executed, transaction T0 is finished, and then T1.S1 is executed automatically by the DBMS. T1.S1 updates nothing because there is no row whose vkey is 0. By design, T1.S1.BWR should output the items that will be updated by T1.S1. However, their results are inconsistent because T1.S1.BWR is executed before T0 commits but T1.S1 is executed after T0 commits. Figure 11(b) shows the actual execution order of the example. T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are separated by the COMMIT of T0.

To address the issues caused by the blocking mechanism of DBMSs, TxCheck adapts blocking scheduling, which makes sure that the inserted statements and the target statements will not be separated. TxCheck first executes statements according to the determined execution order. It records the actual statement execution order, which may be different from the determined order because some statements may be blocked. It checks whether there are situations where the inserted statements and their corresponding target statements are executed apart. It deletes the inserted statements and target statements in such situations. For example in Figure 11, T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are deleted. The refined test case is executed again following the recorded execution order in the last round. In the new execution, if all the target statements and corresponding inserted statements are executed adjacently, the blocking scheduling ends. Otherwise, it deletes statements according to the newly recorded real execution order and executes the re-

Table t0 (pkey, vkey): (0, 0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>Instrumented test case</th>
<th>Graph Decyling</th>
<th>Refined test case</th>
<th>Transaction execution results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-transaction execution</th>
<th>Transactional Oracle Construction</th>
<th>Transaction execution results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 11(b) shows the actual execution order of the example. T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are separated by the COMMIT of T0.**

T1.S1. The DBMS executes T1.S1.BWR and outputs 1 row, and then tries to execute T1.S1. T1.S1 is blocked, because it tries to update the items that are being updated by T0.S1. The DBMS continues to execute T0.S2. After T0.S2 is executed, transaction T0 is finished, and then T1.S1 is executed automatically by the DBMS. T1.S1 updates nothing because there is no row whose vkey is 0. By design, T1.S1.BWR should output the items that will be updated by T1.S1. However, their results are inconsistent because T1.S1.BWR is executed before T0 commits but T1.S1 is executed after T0 commits. Figure 11(b) shows the actual execution order of the example. T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are separated by the COMMIT of T0.

To address the issues caused by the blocking mechanism of DBMSs, TxCheck adapts blocking scheduling, which makes sure that the inserted statements and the target statements will not be separated. TxCheck first executes statements according to the determined execution order. It records the actual statement execution order, which may be different from the determined order because some statements may be blocked. It checks whether there are situations where the inserted statements and their corresponding target statements are executed apart. It deletes the inserted statements and target statements in such situations. For example in Figure 11, T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are deleted. The refined test case is executed again following the recorded execution order in the last round. In the new execution, if all the target statements and corresponding inserted statements are executed adjacently, the blocking scheduling ends. Otherwise, it deletes statements according to the newly recorded real execution order and executes the re-
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**Figure 11(c) shows the example after blocking scheduling.**

T1.S1. The DBMS executes T1.S1.BWR and outputs 1 row, and then tries to execute T1.S1. T1.S1 is blocked, because it tries to update the items that are being updated by T0.S1. The DBMS continues to execute T0.S2. After T0.S2 is executed, transaction T0 is finished, and then T1.S1 is executed automatically by the DBMS. T1.S1 updates nothing because there is no row whose vkey is 0. By design, T1.S1.BWR should output the items that will be updated by T1.S1. However, their results are inconsistent because T1.S1.BWR is executed before T0 commits but T1.S1 is executed after T0 commits. Figure 11(b) shows the actual execution order of the example. T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are separated by the COMMIT of T0.

To address the issues caused by the blocking mechanism of DBMSs, TxCheck adapts blocking scheduling, which makes sure that the inserted statements and the target statements will not be separated. TxCheck first executes statements according to the determined execution order. It records the actual statement execution order, which may be different from the determined order because some statements may be blocked. It checks whether there are situations where the inserted statements and their corresponding target statements are executed apart. It deletes the inserted statements and target statements in such situations. For example in Figure 11, T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are deleted. The refined test case is executed again following the recorded execution order in the last round. In the new execution, if all the target statements and corresponding inserted statements are executed adjacently, the blocking scheduling ends. Otherwise, it deletes statements according to the newly recorded real execution order and executes the re-
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**Figure 11(c) shows the example after blocking scheduling.**

T1.S1. The DBMS executes T1.S1.BWR and outputs 1 row, and then tries to execute T1.S1. T1.S1 is blocked, because it tries to update the items that are being updated by T0.S1. The DBMS continues to execute T0.S2. After T0.S2 is executed, transaction T0 is finished, and then T1.S1 is executed automatically by the DBMS. T1.S1 updates nothing because there is no row whose vkey is 0. By design, T1.S1.BWR should output the items that will be updated by T1.S1. However, their results are inconsistent because T1.S1.BWR is executed before T0 commits but T1.S1 is executed after T0 commits. Figure 11(b) shows the actual execution order of the example. T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are separated by the COMMIT of T0.

To address the issues caused by the blocking mechanism of DBMSs, TxCheck adapts blocking scheduling, which makes sure that the inserted statements and the target statements will not be separated. TxCheck first executes statements according to the determined execution order. It records the actual statement execution order, which may be different from the determined order because some statements may be blocked. It checks whether there are situations where the inserted statements and their corresponding target statements are executed apart. It deletes the inserted statements and target statements in such situations. For example in Figure 11, T1.S1.BWR and T1.S1 are deleted. The refined test case is executed again following the recorded execution order in the last round. In the new execution, if all the target statements and corresponding inserted statements are executed adjacently, the blocking scheduling ends. Otherwise, it deletes statements according to the newly recorded real execution order and executes the re-
fined test case again. This process always converges, because it cannot delete statements indefinitely. Figure 11(c) shows the example refined by blocking scheduling.

**DBMS Support.** TxCheck can be easily adapted to test specific DBMSs. On average, we use 650 lines of code to support one DBMS. Each tested DBMS should provide interfaces to set up the DBMS, connect to the DBMS, shut down the DBMS, send statements in transaction sessions, and obtain execution results. In addition, if a DBMS can block statements in transaction execution, TxCheck needs to be provided with an interface for determining whether a statement is blocked. Setting a timeout for statements is an alternative way to check for blocking situations. However, it is inaccurate, because the DBMS may just be executing a long-running statement.

**Isolation Bug Detection.** TxCheck can also find isolation bugs, because statement dependencies can be easily converted to transaction dependencies according to their definitions. For example, if a statement $S_i$ in transaction $T_i$ depends on statement $S_j$ in transaction $T_j$, $T_i$ depends on $T_j$. Therefore, TxCheck can convert statement-dependency graphs to transaction-dependency graphs. Then, TxCheck detects bugs that violate their isolation levels according to graph restrictions [1, 2, 5, 6]. However, because TxCheck may infer spurious predicate dependencies (Section 3.2), which introduce false alarms of isolation bugs, we only consider item dependency, which is accurate, in isolation bug detection.

**Memory Bug Detection.** As TxCheck involves both transaction and non-transaction executions, memory bugs triggered with or without transactions can be detected by TxCheck. We use ASan [40] as its memory bug checker.

## 5 Evaluation

We have evaluated TxCheck on three DBMSs, namely TiDB [46], MySQL [30], and MariaDB [29]. These DBMSs are widely used by industry and extensively tested by DBMS fuzzers [21, 22, 25, 35–37, 43, 53]. According to DB-Engines Ranking [13], MySQL is the second most popular relational DBMS, MariaDB the 8th, and TiDB the 49th. The GitHub repositories of TiDB, MySQL, and MariaDB have been starred more than 32K, 8K, and 4K times, respectively, demonstrating their popularity and maturity. We perform our evaluation on Ubuntu 20.04 with a 64-core AMD Epyc 7742 CPU at 2.25G Hz and 256GB RAM.

We evaluated TxCheck on the latest available releases of the targeted DBMSs. Specifically, for TiDB, we tested versions 5.4.0, 6.1.0, and 6.3.0, for MySQL, versions 8.0.28 and 8.0.30, and for MariaDB, versions 10.8.3 and 10.10.1. We tested MySQL and MariaDB under Read Committed, Repeatable Read, and Serializable, respectively. We did not test Read Uncommitted because it does not satisfy Assumption 3 (see Figure 7). TxCheck can be used to test Read Committed in MySQL (as also in MariaDB) because it supports consistent nonlocking reads [31] (e.g., read operations of SELECT), thus satisfying Assumption 3. We tested TiDB with its optimistic transaction mode and Snapshot Isolation, which is the only isolation level compatible with this mode [48]. We did not test the pessimistic transaction mode of TiDB [47], which does not satisfy Assumption 3.

We used TxCheck to continuously test the targeted DBMSs for three months; we stopped and restarted TxCheck only when we improved TxCheck with new SQL features. In general, TxCheck was able to find new bugs within several days after we implemented new features; however, certain bugs took more time to trigger (e.g., one or two weeks).

### 5.1 Bug Detection

As shown in Table 1, TxCheck found 56 unique bugs, including 23 in TiDB, 18 in MySQL, and 15 in MariaDB. Among them, 52 bugs were confirmed, 18 fixed, and 6 known.

**Bug Severity.** Regarding the 23 bugs found in TiDB, two were classified as Critical bugs, while 7 as Major bugs. The other bugs found in TiDB were assigned low severity (e.g., Minor). In MariaDB, all the found bugs were classified as Critical (9) or Major (6). Most of the bugs reported to the MySQL developers are confidential due to security concerns, so their severity is unavailable. 8 CVEs have been assigned to these security-related bugs. Additionally, 4 bugs posted publicly were classified as Severe. These results demonstrate that TxCheck is practical and effective in detecting critical bugs in production DBMSs.

**Bug Classification.** We classify the 56 bugs according to their root causes. Table 2 shows the results. The class “Transaction” includes the bugs found in transaction executions, and “Non-transaction” the bugs triggered in non-transaction executions, i.e., when the semantically-equivalent test cases are executed (see Section 3.3). The column “Crash” shows the number of bugs that crash DBMS servers, and “Oracle” refers to the bugs that are identified by oracle checking.

In total, TxCheck found 30 bugs triggered in transaction executions, which demonstrates TxCheck’s capability for finding real transactional bugs in DBMSs. Among these bugs, 19 were identified by our oracle, and 11 crashed DBMS servers. In addition, 26 bugs were identified in the non-transaction executions, among which 23 crashed DBMS servers and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Found</th>
<th>Confirmed</th>
<th>Known</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were identified by oracle checking. Note that several bugs triggered in non-transaction executions make the execution results incorrect and different from the ones in transaction executions. This demonstrates that TxCheck can also detect incorrect behaviors triggered in non-transaction executions.

**Bugs at Different Isolation Levels.** For the 30 transactional bugs, Figure 12 shows the isolation levels where they are triggered. All 15 TiDB bugs are identified at Snapshot Isolation, which is the only tested isolation level in TiDB. In MySQL, 5 bugs can be found at all three tested isolation levels, while 1 only at Repeatable Read. In MariaDB, 6 bugs can be detected at all three tested isolation levels, while 1 at both Read Committed and Repeatable Read, and 2 only at Read Committed. Note that several transactional bugs are independent of isolation guarantees, which can be effectively detected by TxCheck at various levels.

### 5.2 Comparison with State of the Art

We demonstrate the advantages of our approach by (1) checking whether TxCheck can find new transactional bugs that cannot be found by the state of the art, and (2) discussing selected interesting bugs to show the effectiveness of TxCheck.

For comparison, we analyze the bug-triggering test cases of the 19 transactional bugs found by our oracle checking. We reduce each test case to a minimal bug-inducing version before analysis. Given that there exists no approach for finding general transactional bugs, we select ELLE [4] as competing tool (part of the prevalent testing framework Jepsen [18]). Elle is the state-of-the-art black-box checker for finding isolation bugs, which are a specific kind of transactional bugs.

As shown in Table 3, among the 19 test cases, 17 use both complex statements and predicates. ELLE cannot generate such test cases, because (1) the complex statements do not follow the test-case patterns of ELLE whose write operations can only append; and (2) ELLE does not support predicates. Figure 1 depicts one of such bugs triggered by complex statements and predicates. Regarding the two bugs that do not involve complex operations and predicates, ELLE can find only one of them. We also analyze 11 transactional bugs that crash DBMS servers and find that all of them involve complex statements and predicates, for which ELLE lacks support. In the following, we first illustrate the only bug that can be found by both TxCheck and ELLE. Then, we discuss three representative bugs that are missed by ELLE.

#### TiDB Bug: Isolation Violation.

Figure 13 shows a bug-triggering test case. ELLE can only detect this bug from the 56 bugs found by TxCheck as the corresponding test case does not contain predicates or complex operations. This bug triggers a prohibited phenomenon, $G-Slb$, in Snapshot Isolation [1, 2] used by TiDB. $G-Slb$ is an anomaly where the transaction-dependency graph contains a cycle with exactly one anti-dependency edge. To find this bug, TxCheck converts the constructed statement-dependency graph to a transaction-dependency graph (see Section 4) and checks whether there is any prohibited phenomenon. This bug-finding process illustrates that TxCheck can also find isolation bugs.


Figure 14 shows a test case with two interleaving transactions. Transaction $T1$ inserts four items into table $t0$ and then rollbacks. Transaction $T0$ updates the items that satisfy a complex

---

**Table 2: Classifying the detected bugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Transaction Oracle</th>
<th>Transaction Crash</th>
<th>Non-transaction Oracle</th>
<th>Non-transaction Crash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12:** Venn diagrams showing the number of bugs found at different isolation levels. Bugs associated with a smaller circle of isolation level can also be found at larger circles of isolation levels.

**Table 3: Feature analysis of the 19 bug-triggering test cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>ELLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Test case
T0.S0> start transaction;
T1.S0> start transaction;
T1.S1> select ref0.c0 from t0 as ref0
order by c0 desc; --- output 1 row
T0.S1> delete from t0; --- delete 1 row
T0.S2> commit;
T1.S2> select ref0.c0 from t0 as ref0
order by c0 desc; --- output 0 row
T1.S3> commit;

Figure 13: A test case violates Snapshot Isolation in TiDB.

Test case
T0> start transaction;
T1> start transaction;
T1> insert into t0 values (141, 210000, ..., 74), ...
T2> rollback;
T0> update t0 set v key = 116
where t0.c5 not in (select subq0.c0 as c0
from (select ...) as subq0
where subq0.c0 < (select ...)
order by c0 asc); --- update 0 row
T0> commit;

Figure 14: An aborted transaction affects the results of a committed transaction in MySQL.

TiDB Bug: Incorrect Transactional Calculation. As shown in Figure 15, the test case contains only one transaction and uses only simple operations without predicates. ELL lacks support for such complex operations involving predicates.

MariaDB Bug: Crash Caused by Transactions. As shown in Figure 16, the test case contains two interleaved transactions. Transaction T1 first inserts a couple of items into table t0. Then, transaction T0 executes a DELETE statement with a complex WHERE clause as its predicate. The deletion is blocked because its predicate matching references certain items of table t0, which have just been updated by the INSERT statement of T1. Only after T1 commits or aborts, can the DELETE statement be unblocked. While the deletion of T0 is blocked, transaction T1 executes a simple UPDATE statement, which eventually crashes the MariaDB server. This bug is due to a concurrency issue where one of the threads performs complex operations that make the DBMS enter erroneous states. ELL cannot find this bug as it does not support such complex operations involving predicates.

5.3 Design Choice Analysis
We had two considerations while designing our approach. First, can we use existing transaction-dependency graphs, e.g., Directed Serialization Graph (DSG) [1, 2], instead of the proposed statement-dependency graphs? Second, when performing topological sorting, TxCheck randomly selects one node if there are multiple nodes with zero in-degree. Does the random strategy affect the results?

Using Transaction-dependency Graphs. We argue that using transaction-dependency graphs may miss bugs. A transaction-dependency graph in isolation levels may have cycles as some transactions reference the items that other transactions have referenced. To construct transactional oracles, we must refine a test case to ensure the acyclicity of the associated graph. However, a test case may have an acyclic statement-dependency graph, but a cyclic transaction-dependency graph. Such test cases are unable to be topologically sorted at the transaction level, and thus interesting test cases may be discarded.

To demonstrate that using transaction-dependency graphs may miss bugs, we check the transaction-dependency graphs of the 19 transactional bugs found by our oracle checking. We first check the graphs built on minimized test cases and find that all the constructed transaction-dependency graphs miss cycles. It is unsurprising as, when minimizing the test cases, we delete all the unnecessary clauses and statements.
which makes the test cases reference much fewer items than the non-minimized ones. However, randomly generated test cases inevitably contain many redundant parts [28, 34]. To understand whether the test cases generated by TxCheck contain cycles in transaction-dependency graphs, we check the non-minimized test cases accordingly. Table 4 shows the results. The column Txn-cycle refers to the number of test cases that have cycles in transaction-dependency graphs.

The results show that 6 bug-triggering test cases have cycles in transaction-dependency graphs. If we use transaction-dependency graphs instead of statement-dependency graphs, these test cases are not suitable for constructing oracles as topological sorting cannot be performed for cyclic graphs. Hence, around one-third (6 out of 19) of the bugs would be missed. The test case in Figure 1 exemplifies such a bug. Figure 17 presents its corresponding statement-dependency and transaction-dependency graphs, respectively. The statement-dependency graph does not have cycles, so topological sorting can be performed at the statement level, which reveals the bug. Topological sorting is infeasible at the transaction level as the transaction-dependency graph is cyclic.

Random Topological Sorting. TxCheck topologically sorts statement-dependency graphs to construct oracles. If TxCheck encounters multiple nodes whose in-degrees are zero during sorting, it randomly selects one of them. In this way, TxCheck chooses only one of the topological sorting results to construct the oracle. For any correct DBMS, all the topological sorting results must be the same as the transaction-execution results according to Theorem 1. However, when bugs are triggered, the test cases executed with transactions and some of the sorted test cases may produce the same, yet incorrect results. If TxCheck, unfortunately, chooses such sorted test cases, bugs may be overlooked.

![Image of statement-dependency graph and transaction-dependency graph]

Table 4: Analysis of transaction-dependency graphs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>Test cases</th>
<th>Txn-cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiDB</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MariaDB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We show that such missed bugs are rare in practice. Typically, transactional bugs affect the results of transaction executions, while non-transaction executions of the topologically sorted test cases would not be affected. Therefore, most sorted test cases should execute correctly and can be used as oracles to reveal bugs. To demonstrate this, we analyze the 19 transactional bugs found by our oracle checking. The analyzed test cases are not minimized as we intend to obtain results that are close to those from the generated test cases in practice. Table 5 shows the results. The column Sort shows the number of all possible topological sorting results for the statement-dependency graphs. The column Trigger refers to the number of sorting results that successfully trigger the bugs.

Among the 19 test cases, the sorting results of 17 can stably trigger the bugs with 100% success rates. Bug 4 is found by checking transaction-dependency graphs, which do not involve topological sorting, as discussed in Section 5.2. The test case for bug 11 produces 1260 possible sorting results, among which 1224 can trigger the bug. It indicates that missed bugs can indeed happen with, however, a low probability (less than 3%). Two bug-triggering test cases (bugs 15 and 19) generate millions of sorting results. Both of them contain dozens of statements and involve few dependencies. When the dependency constraint is weak, the number of possible topological sorting will explode (e.g., without any dependency, 12 statements can already amount to 12!, over 480 million, sorting results). We randomly select 10k sorting results for each test case and find that all of them can trigger the bugs. These results show that randomly selecting one topological sorting result for oracle checking is practical and effective.

6 Discussion

Test-case Generation. TxCheck generates databases and transactions randomly for testing. Such random generation may be inefficient to explore corner test cases and thus may miss bugs. Fuzzing is a promising technique for generating infrequently executed test cases [3, 10, 16, 19, 27], and has been adopted in DBMS testing [21, 50, 53]. However, traditional fuzzing techniques cannot be directly utilized in DBMS
transaction testing. First, code coverage, which is commonly used as the fuzzing feedback, is not well suited because it cannot measure transaction interleavings. Second, random mutations used by most fuzzers are ineffective for generating transactions with complex data dependencies. One promising approach to addressing these challenges is to design new coverage feedback and mutation strategies following work on concurrency fuzzing [12, 20, 51].

Predicate Handling. It is challenging to recover transaction histories involving predicates [4, 44], for which we provide a possible solution. We instrument Version-Set Read (VSR) statements to capture items referenced by predicates by counting all items in the referenced tables. However, as discussed in Section 3.2, this method may overcount the referenced items because it is unnecessary that all items in the referenced tables would be referenced. Therefore, TxCheck may build spurious dependencies between statements. To mitigate this issue, one may utilize domain-specific knowledge. For example, we can customize VSR statements for each specific kind of statement used in transactions by referring to the corresponding SQL grammars and features.

Data-intensive Transaction. Existing work [21, 22, 35–37, 53] demonstrates that many DBMS bugs can be triggered without using much data. We follow this insight; each database generated by TxCheck generally contains 50-80 rows of data. However, some transactional bugs may hide in code only reached when intensive data is processed. To find such bugs, we plan to enable TxCheck to generate databases with large amounts of data. However, as TxCheck needs to reset database states after each test, its performance will be significantly degraded when TxCheck resets complicated databases. We plan to experiment with snapshot techniques to help improve testing performance by following and adapting existing work [24, 38].

7 Related Work

Transaction Testing. Transaction-testing approaches validate the correct uses of transactions in applications [14, 15] or the correct implementations of transaction support of DBMSs [4, 9, 11, 17, 44]. AGENDA [14, 15] tests DB-based applications that utilize transactions to perform certain tasks. It generates test cases according to user-provided specifications. A bug is reported if the application incorrectly constructs transactions that violate the provided specifications. The black-box isolation checkers ÉLLE [4], COBRA [44], and POLYSI [17] examine whether the transaction support of DBMSs functions correctly. ÉLLE generates transactions that use “append” operations as writes and can naturally recover their version order according to the list of values. COBRA and POLYSI focus respectively on validating the Serializability and Snapshot Isolation guarantees of transactions in DBMSs and develop several techniques (e.g., read-modify-write transaction-based version order inferring, compact constraint encoding for SMT solving, and parallel hardware) to enable fast dependency inference. Unlike existing checkers, TxCheck focuses on testing the transaction support of DBMSs while relaxing the constraints on test-case patterns and enabling complex transaction generation. Moreover, TxCheck provides a practical solution to inferring predicate dependencies, a challenging problem in DBMS transaction testing.

DBMS Testing. Automated testing approaches have been proposed to find other types of bugs in DBMSs, such as logic bugs [35–37, 52], security bugs [21, 43, 50, 53], and performance bugs [22, 26]. SQLancer [42] is a well-known DBMS testing tool for detecting logic bugs, which integrates several approaches [35–37]. PQS [37] constructs queries that require DBMSs to return target items from manipulated databases: a logic bug is reported if the tested DBMS fails to return such items. TLP [36] designs some patterns to partition an original query into three separate queries, so that the union of the separated queries’ results must be the same as the original query’s result; otherwise, TLP reports a bug. Focusing on memory bugs, both SQUIRREL [53] and DynSQL [21] can generate more diverse test cases. SQUIRREL utilizes intermediate representations to model the structures of queries and the dependencies between statements. This enables SQUIRREL to generate queries containing multiple statements. By merging the query generation and query processing, DynSQL incrementally generates complex and valid queries using the state information of DBMSs. We also design TxCheck for tackling the oracle problem. However, TxCheck focuses on bugs triggered in transactional scenarios. In addition, with moderate test-case pattern constraints, TxCheck can handle complex test cases and expose deep transactional bugs.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a novel DBMS transaction testing approach, along with the practical tool TxCheck. Our approach is based on statement-level dependency graphs and can generate semantically-equivalent test cases to validate the transaction executions. TxCheck has found 56 unique bugs in three widely-used DBMSs, among which 52 have been confirmed and 18 fixed. Thanks to its generality and effectiveness, we expect TxCheck to help developers design and implement correct and reliable DBMS transaction support. Moreover, our approach could be utilized to infer predicate-related dependencies in recovering transaction histories.
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A Definition for statement dependencies

We define statement dependencies in the same fashion as for
the transaction dependencies defined by Adya et al. [1, 2].

Definition 2 (Directly stmt-item-read-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-read-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if \( S_i \) installs an item version \( x_i \) while \( S_j \) reads \( x_i \).

Definition 3 (Directly stmt-item-write-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-write-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if \( S_j \) installs an item version \( x_j \) while \( S_j \) installs \( x_j \)'s next
version (after \( x_j \)) in the version order.

Definition 4 (Directly stmt-item-anti-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-anti-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if \( S_i \) reads an item version \( x_i \) while \( S_j \) installs \( x_i \)'s next
version (after \( x_i \)) in the version order.

Definition 5 (Directly stmt-predicate-read-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-predicate-read-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if \( S_i \) performs an operation \( r_j(P; Vset(P)) \) while \( S_j \)
installs an item version \( x_i \) that is included in \( Vset(P) \).

Definition 6 (Directly stmt-predicate-write-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-predicate-write-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if either (1) \( S_j \) overwrites an operation \( w_i(P; Vset(P)) \)
performed by \( S_i \), or (2) \( S_j \) executes an operation \( w_j(Q; Vset(Q)) \)
while \( S_i \) installs an item version \( x_i \) that is included in \( Vset(Q) \).

Definition 7 (Directly stmt-predicate-anti-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-predicate-anti-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if \( S_i \) overwrites an operation \( r_i(P; Vset(P)) \) performed by
\( S_j \).

Definition 8 (Directly stmt-value-write-depends)
Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-value-write-depends on statement
\( S_i \) if either (1) \( S_j \) executes an operation \( w^\text{value}_i(E; Vset(E)) \)
where \( x_i \) is included while \( S_j \) installs \( x_i \)'s next version (after
\( x_i \)) in version order, or (2) \( S_j \) executes an operation \( w^\text{value}_j(F; Vset(F)) \)
while \( S_i \) installs \( x_i \) that is included in \( Vset(F) \). Here,
statement \( S_j \) performs \( w^\text{value}_j(E; Vset(E)) \) if \( S_j \) installs an item
version whose values are based on expression \( E \) and the system
(conceptually) reads all needed versions in \( Vset(E) \).

B Proof related to SQL-level instrumentation

Assumption 1 prohibits statements use old item versions while
the newer ones are conceptually available. This can happen
in distributed DBMSs when a new item version is produced
but not well-synchronized, and thus the old version is still
used in some machines. However, this work focuses on bugs
in database engines deployed in local machines. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that every item version is well-
synchronized. Assumption 2 ensures that the inserted VSR

statements can correctly work. Assumption 3 ensures that the
inserted BWR statements read the same item version used in
the target statements.

Lemma 1 Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-read-depends on
statement \( S_i \) ⇔ outputs of the AWR statement of \( S_i \) and
outpus of \( S_j \) have intersections.

\[ (1) \] Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-read-depends on
statement \( S_i \) ⇔ outputs of the AWR statement of \( S_i \) and
outputs of \( S_j \) have intersections. Because \( S_i \) directly write-read
depends on \( S_j \), there is an item \( x \) such that \( S_i \) installs version
\( x_i \) and \( S_j \) reads \( x_i \). \( S_j \) installs version \( x_i \), so \( x_i \) must be included
in the output of AWR of \( S_i \). \( S_j \) reads \( x_i \), so \( x_i \) must be in the
output of \( S_j \). So the output of AWR of \( S_i \) and the output of \( S_j \)
have intersections.

\[ (2) \] Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-read-depends on statement
\( S_i \) ⇔ outputs of the AWR statement of \( S_i \) and outputs of
\( S_j \) have intersections. Suppose \( x_k \) is one of the intersected
item versions. \( x_k \) is in the output of AWR of \( S_i \), so \( x_k \) must be
installed by \( S_j \) because \( S_j \) is the only one statement that can
assign the corresponding VersionKey value to \( x_k \) that matches
the predicates of AWR of \( S_i \). \( x_k \) is also in the output of \( S_j \), so
\( x_k \) is read by \( S_j \). So \( S_j \) installs an item version \( x_k \) and \( S_j \) reads
\( x_k \). Therefore, \( S_j \) write-read depends on \( S_j \).

Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 1.

Lemma 2 Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-write-depends on statement
\( S_i \) ⇔ outputs of the AWR statement of \( S_i \) and
outpus of the BWR statement of \( S_j \) have intersections.

\[ (1) \] Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-item-write-depends on statement
\( S_i \) ⇔ outputs of the AWR statement of \( S_i \) and outputs of the
BWR statement of \( S_j \) have intersections. Because \( S_i \) directly write-write
depends on \( S_j \), \( S_i \) installs a version \( x_i \) and \( S_j \) installs \( x_j \)'s next
version (after \( x_j \)) in the version order. \( S_i \) installs a version \( x_i \), so \( x_i \) must be in the output of AWR of
\( S_i \). Suppose \( x_k \) is the version of item \( x \) that is used in the
predicate matching of \( S_j \). \( x_k \) must satisfy the predicate of \( S_j \)
because \( S_j \) is going to install a new version for item \( x \). As
BWR of \( S_i \) uses the same predicate as \( S_j \), \( x_k \) must be in
the output set of BWR of \( S_j \). Suppose \( S_j \) is going to install \( x_j \),
there must be \( x_k \prec x_j \). And \( x_j \) is \( x_i \)'s next version, so \( x_k \) is \( x_i \),
or \( x_k \prec x_j \).

We assume that \( x_k \prec x_i \). (a) If \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in the same
transaction, \( x_i \) must be installed before \( x_i \), which is installed
by \( S_j \), and \( x_k \prec x_i \). Therefore, the BWR of \( S_j \) must read version
\( x_i \) instead of \( x_i \). Conflict. (b) If \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in different
transactions, \( T_i \) and \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \) reads \( x_k \), and \( T_i \) installs
\( x_i \), which is after \( x_k \), \( T_i \) item-anti-depends on \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \)
installs \( x_i \) and \( T_i \) installs \( x_j \) that are after \( x_i \), \( T_j \) item-write-
depends on \( T_i \). Conflict with Assumption 3.

Combining (a) (b), we get \( x_k \prec x_i \). So \( x_i \) is in the output of BWR of \( S_j \). And \( x_i \) is in the output of
AWR of $S_i$. The output of AWR of $S_i$ and the output of BWR of $S_j$ have intersections.

(2) Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-item-write-depends on statement $S_i \iff$ outputs of the AWR statement of $S_i$ and outputs of the BWR statement of $S_j$ have intersections. Suppose $x_k$ is one of the intersected item versions. $x_k$ is in the output of AWR of $S_i$, so $x_k$ must be installed by $S_i$ because $S_i$ is the only one statement that can assign the corresponding VersionKey value to $x_k$ that matches the predicates of AWR of $S_i$. $x_k$ is in the output of BWR of $S_j$, so $x_k$ satisfies the predicate of BWR of $S_j$, and it satisfies the predicate of $S_j$. Therefore, $S_j$ will install a new version of $x_k$. So $S_j$ installs a version $x_k$ and $S_j$ installs $x_k$’s next version (after $x_k$) in the version order, which means that $S_j$ directly write-write depends on $S_i$.

Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 2.

**Lemma 3** Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on statement $S_i \iff$ outputs of $S_i$ and outputs of the BWR statement of $S_j$ have intersections.

**Proof:** (1) Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on statement $S_i \Rightarrow$ outputs of $S_i$ and outputs of the BWR statement of $S_j$ have intersections. Because $S_i$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on $S_j$, $S_i$ reads an item version $x_h$ and $S_j$ installs $x_h$’s next version (after $x_h$) in the version order. Suppose $x_h$ is the version of item $x$ that is used in the predicate matching of $S_j$. $x_h$ must satisfy the predicate of $S_j$ because $S_j$ is going to install a new version for item $x$. As BWR of $S_j$ uses the same predicate as $S_j$, $x_h$ must be in the output of BWR of $S_j$. Suppose $S_j$ is going to install $x_h$, there must be $x_h \preceq x_j$. While $x_j$ is $x_i$’s next version, so $x_h$ is $x_h$, or $x_h \preceq x_h$.

We assume that $x_h \prec x_h$: (a) $S_i$ and $S_j$ are in the same transaction. $S_i$ must be before $S_j$. $S_i$ reads version $x_h$, and thus $S_j$ must use a version of $x$ that is after $x_h$ or equal to $x_h$ (Assumption 1). However, $S_j$ uses version $x_h$, and $x_h \prec x_h$. Conflict. (b) $S_i$ and $S_j$ are in different transactions, $T_i$ and $T_j$. Suppose statement $S_k$ of transaction $T_k$ installs version $x_h$. If $T_k$ is $T_j$, $S_j$ must before $S_j$ because $S_j$ installs $x_h$’s next version. So $x_h$ is visible to $S_j$, and $S_j$ must use $x_h$ instead of $x_h$ ($x_h \prec x_h$). Conflict. So $T_k$ is not $T_j$. Because $T_j$ reads $x_h$, and $T_k$ installs $x_h$ that are after $x_h$, so $T_k$ item-anti-depends on $T_j$. And $T_j$ installs $x_h$ that are after $x_h$, so $T_j$ item-write-depends on $T_k$. Conflict with Assumption 3.

Combining (a) and (b), we get $x_h \prec x_h$ in conflict. So $x_h$ is $x_h$. So $x_h$ is in the output of BWR of $S_j$. And $x_h$ is in the output of $S_i$. The output of $S_i$ and the output of BWR of $S_j$ have intersections.

(2) Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on statement $S_i \iff$ outputs of $S_i$ and outputs of the BWR statement of $S_j$ have intersections. Suppose $x_h$ is one of the intersected items. $x_h$ is in the output of BWR of $S_j$, so $x_h$ satisfies the predicate of BWR of $S_j$, and thus it satisfies the predicate of $S_j$ (S_i and BWR of S_j use same version of x). Therefore, $S_j$ will install a version after $x_h$. $x_h$ is in the output of $S_i$, so $x_h$ is read by $S_i$. So $S_i$ reads a item version $x_h$ and $S_j$ installs $x_h$ with a version after $x_h$ in the version order. Therefore, $S_i$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on $S_j$.

Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 3.

**Lemma 4** Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-predicate-read-depends on statement $S_i \Rightarrow$ outputs of the AWR statement of $S_i$ and outputs of one of the VSR statements of $S_j$ have intersections.

**Proof:** Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-predicate-read-depends on statement $S_i$, which means that $S_j$ performs an operation $r_j(P)$, and there is an item version $x_i$ that is installed by $S_i$ and $x_i \in Vset(P)$. Because $x_i$ is installed by $S_i$, the $x_i$ must be included in the output of AWR of $S_i$. Because VSRs of $S_j$ outputs all item versions in the referenced tables, according to Assumption 2, all referenced item versions should be outputted by VSRs of $S_j$. Because $x_i \in Vset(P)$, at least one of the VSRs of $S_j$ outputs $x_i$. So outputs of the AWR statement of $S_i$ and outputs of one of the VSR statements of $S_j$ have intersections.

**Lemma 5** Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-predicate-write-depends on statement $S_i \Rightarrow$ outputs of one of the VSR statements of $S_i$ and outputs of the BWR statement of $S_j$ have intersections, or (2) outputs of the AWR statement of $S_i$ and outputs of one of the VSR statements of $S_j$ have intersections.

**Proof:** If statement $S_j$ directly stmt-predicate-write-depends on statement $S_i$, according to Definition 6, it can be (1) $S_j$ overwrites an operation $w_i(P)$ while $S_i$ performs an operation $w_i(P)$, and there exists $x_h \in Vset(P)$ that $S_i$ installs $x_h$’s next version (after $x_h$). Because $x_h \in Vset(P)$, $x_h$ must be in the output of one of the VSRs of $S_i$. Suppose $x_h$ is the version of $x$ that is used in $S_i$ for predicate matching. Because $S_i$ installs $x_h$’s next version (after $x_h$), $x_h$ must satisfy the predicate of $S_i$ because $S_i$ is going to install a new version for item $x$. As BWR of $S_j$ uses the same predicate as $S_i$, $x_h$ must be in the output of BWR of $S_j$ too. Suppose $S_i$ is going to install $x_i$, there must be $x_h \prec x_i$. And $x_i$ is $x_i$’s next version, so $x_i$ is $x_i$, or $x_h \prec x_i$.

We assume that $x_h \prec x_i$: (a) $S_i$ and $S_j$ are in the same transaction. $S_i$ must be before $S_j$. $S_i$ uses version $x_h$, and thus $S_j$ must use a version of $x$ that is after $x_h$ or equal to $x_h$ (Assumption 1). However, $S_j$ uses version $x_h$, and $x_h \prec x_h$. Conflict. (b) $S_i$ and $S_j$ are in different transactions, $T_i$ and $T_j$. Suppose statement $S_k$ of transaction $T_k$ installs version $x_h$. If $T_k$ is $T_j$, $S_j$ must before $S_j$ because $S_j$ installs $x_h$’s next version. So $x_h$ is visible to $S_j$, and $S_j$ must use $x_h$ instead of $x_h$ ($x_h \prec x_h$). Conflict. So $T_k$ is not $T_j$. Because $T_j$ reads $x_h$, and $T_k$ installs $x_h$ that are after $x_h$, so $T_k$ item-anti-depends on $T_j$. And $T_j$ installs $x_h$ that are after $x_h$, so $T_j$ item-write-depends on $T_k$. Conflict with Assumption 3.

Combining (a) and (b), we get $x_h \prec x_i$ in conflict. So $x_h$ is $x_h$. So $x_h$ is in the output of BWR of $S_j$. And $x_h$ is in the output of $S_i$. The output of $S_i$ and the output of BWR of $S_j$ have intersections.

**Lemma 6** Statement $S_j$ directly stmt-predicate-write-depends on statement $S_i$. Therefore, $S_i$ directly stmt-item-anti-depends on $S_j$. Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 3.
Combining (a) (b), we get \( x_k \prec x_h \) in conflict. So \( x_k \) is \( x_h \). So \( x_k \) is in the output of BWR of \( S_j \). And \( x_h \) is in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \), the outputs of one of the VSR statements of \( S_i \), and the output of BWR of \( S_j \) have intersections.

For case (2), \( S_j \) executes an operation \( w_{j}(Q: \text{Vset}(Q)) \) while \( S_j \) installs an item version \( x_i \) that is included in \( \text{Vset}(Q) \). Because \( x_i \) is installed by \( S_i \), the \( x_i \) must be included in the output of AWR of \( S_i \). Because \( x_i \in \text{Vset}(Q) \), \( x_i \) must be in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \). So the output of AWR of \( S_i \) and the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_j \) have intersections.

Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 5.

**Lemma 6** Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-predicate-anti-depends on statement \( S_i \) \( \Rightarrow \) outputs of one of the VSR statements of \( S_i \) and outputs of the BWR statement of \( S_j \) have intersections.

**Proof:** Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-predicate-anti-depends on statement \( S_i \), which means that \( S_i \) performs an operation \( r(P: \text{Vset}(P)) \) and there exists \( x_i \in \text{Vset}(P) \) that \( S_i \) installs \( x_i \)’s next version (after \( x_k \)). Because \( x_k \in \text{Vset}(P) \), \( x_k \) must be in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \). Suppose \( x_k \) is the version of \( x \) that is used in \( S_j \) for predicate matching. Because \( S_j \) installs \( x \)’s next version (after \( x_j \)), \( x_j \) must satisfy the predicate of \( S_j \) because \( S_j \) is going to install a new version for item \( x \). As BWR of \( S_j \) uses the same predicate as \( S_j \), \( x_j \) must be in the output of BWR of \( S_j \) too. Suppose \( S_j \) is going to install \( x \), there must be \( x_k \prec x_j \). And \( x_j \) is \( x_i \)’s next version, so \( x_k \) is \( x_h \), or \( x_h \prec x_k \).

We assume that \( x_k \prec x_h \): (a) \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in the same transaction. \( S_i \) must be before \( S_j \), \( S_j \) uses version \( x_k \), and thus \( S_j \) must use a version of \( x \) that is later than or equal to \( x_k \). However, \( S_j \) uses \( x_h \) and \( x_h \prec x_k \). Conflict. (b) \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in different transactions, \( T_i \) and \( T_j \). Suppose statement \( S_i \) of transaction \( T_i \) installs version \( x_h \). If \( T_k \) is \( T_j \), \( S_k \) must be before \( S_j \) because \( S_j \) install \( x_k \)’s next version. So \( x_k \) is visible to \( S_j \), so \( S_j \) must use \( x_k \) instead of \( x_k \) as \( x_h \prec x_k \). Conflict. So \( T_k \) is not \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \) reads \( x_k \) (BWR of \( S_j \)) while \( T_k \) installs \( x_k \) that are after \( x_k \), \( T_k \) item-anti-depends on \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \) installs \( x_j \) that are after \( x_h \), \( T_j \) item-write-depends on Conflict with Assumption 3.

Combining (a) (b), we get \( x_k \prec x_h \) in conflict. So \( x_k \) is \( x_h \). So \( x_k \) is in the output of BWR of \( S_j \). And \( x_h \) is in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \), the outputs of one of the VSR statements of \( S_i \), and the output of BWR of \( S_j \) have intersections. Lemma 6 is proved.

**Lemma 7** Statement \( S_j \) directly stmt-value-write-depends on statement \( S_i \) according to Definition 8, it can be (1) \( S_i \) executes an operation \( w_{j}^{\text{value}}(E: \text{Vset}(E)) \) where \( x_k \) is included while \( S_j \) installs \( x \)’s next version (after \( x_k \) in version order, or (2) \( S_j \) executes an operation \( w_{j}^{\text{value}}(F: \text{Vset}(F)) \) while \( S_j \) installs \( x_k \) that is included in \( \text{Vset}(F) \).

For case (1), because \( x_k \in \text{Vset}(E) \), \( x_k \) must be in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \). Suppose \( x_h \) is the version of \( x \) that is used in \( S_j \) for predicate matching. Because \( S_j \) installs \( x \)’s next version (after \( x_k \)), \( x_h \) must satisfy the predicate of \( S_j \) because \( S_j \) is going to install a new version for item \( x \). As BWR of \( S_j \) uses the same predicate as \( S_j \), \( x_h \) must be in the output of BWR of \( S_j \). Suppose \( S_j \) is going to install \( x \), there must be \( x_k \prec x_j \). And \( x_j \) is \( x_k \)’s next version, so \( x_k \) is \( x_h \), or \( x_h \prec x_k \).

We assume that \( x_h \prec x_k \): (a) \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in the same transaction. \( S_i \) must be before \( S_j \), \( S_j \) uses version \( x_h \), and thus \( S_j \) must use a version of \( x \) that is later than or equal to \( x_h \). However, \( S_j \) uses \( x_k \) and \( x_k \prec x_h \). Conflict. (b) \( S_i \) and \( S_j \) are in different transactions, \( T_i \) and \( T_j \). Suppose statement \( S_i \) of transaction \( T_i \) installs version \( x_h \). If \( T_k \) is \( T_j \), \( S_k \) must be before \( S_j \) because \( S_j \) install \( x_k \)’s next version. So \( x_k \) is visible to \( S_j \), so \( S_j \) must use \( x_k \) instead of \( x_k \) as \( x_h \prec x_k \). Conflict. So \( T_k \) is not \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \) reads \( x_k \) (BWR of \( S_j \)) while \( T_k \) installs \( x_k \) that are after \( x_k \), \( T_k \) item-anti-depends on \( T_j \). Because \( T_j \) installs \( x_j \) that are after \( x_h \), \( T_j \) item-write-depends on Conflict with Assumption 3.

Combining (a) (b), we get \( x_k \prec x_h \) in conflict. So \( x_k \) is \( x_h \). So \( x_k \) is in the output of BWR of \( S_j \). And \( x_h \) is in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \), the outputs of one of the VSR statements of \( S_i \), and the output of BWR of \( S_j \) have intersections.

For case (2), because \( x_k \) is installed by \( S_i \), the \( x_k \) must be included in the output of AWR of \( S_i \). Because \( x_k \in \text{Vset}(F) \), \( x_k \) must be in the output of one of the VSRs of \( S_i \). So the output of AWR of \( S_i \) and the output of one of the VSR statements of \( S_j \) have intersections.

Combining (1) and (2), we prove Lemma 7.

**C** Proof for Theorem 1

**Inductive proof:** \( n \) is the number of statements in the statement-dependency graph (SDG). \( [T_{1}, S_{1}, T_{2}, S_{2}, \ldots, T_{m}, S_{m}] \) is the statement sequence executed within transactions. \( [S_{1}, S_{2}, \ldots, S_{m}] \) is the statement sequence generated by performing topological sorting on SDG.

When \( n = 1 \), obviously \( T_{1}S_{1} \) and \( S_{1} \) give the same results. Suppose \( n = k \), its SDG \( G_{k} \) is acyclic. and \( [T_{1}S_{1}, T_{2}S_{2}, \ldots, T_{k}S_{k}] \) and \( [S_{1}, S_{2}, \ldots, S_{k}] \) produce the same results. When \( n = k + 1 \), we add a new statement at the end of the transactional statement sequence. Therefore, the sequence becomes \( [T_{1}S_{1}, T_{2}S_{2}, \ldots, T_{k}S_{k}, T_{k+1}S_{k+1}] \). We need to prove that Theorem 1 holds for \( k+1 \) if the SDG is acyclic.

Because \( T_{1}S_{1}, T_{2}S_{2}, \ldots, T_{k}S_{k} \) are executed before \( T_{k+1}S_{k+1} \), they are not affected by \( T_{k+1}S_{k+1} \), and thus their execution results are the same as \( [T_{1}S_{1}, T_{2}S_{2}, \ldots, T_{k}S_{k}] \) in the k-length case. So \( T_{1}S_{1}, T_{2}S_{2}, \ldots, T_{k}S_{k} \) still generate graph \( G_{k} \). And then \( T_{k+1}S_{k+1} \)
is executed and produces some dependencies to some of the executed statements. Therefore, $G_{k+1}$ is a super graph of $G_k$.

By performing topological sort, it generates several normal execution sequences. Suppose $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{nk}, S_{y(k+1)}]$ is one of the sequences. Taking out the new statement $S_{y(k+1)}$ from this sequence, we can get $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{zk}]$. Because we use topological sort, and $G_{k+1}$ is a super graph of $G_k$, $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_z]$ follows the edges in $G_{k+1}$ and thus follows the edges in $G_k$. Therefore, $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_z]$ must be one of the topologically sorting results of $k$-length cases.

Now we consider the new statement $S_{y(k+1)}$. Suppose $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{zp}, S_{y(k+1)}$, $S_{z(p+1)}$, ..., $S_{zk}]$ is one of the topologically sorting results of $k+1$-length cases. $[S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{zk}]$ is the topologically sorting results of $k$-length cases. $S_{y(k+1)}$ will not affect the statements that are executed before it. Therefore, the $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{zp}$ produce the same results as they are in transaction execution (according to the k-length case). — (Conclusion 1)

Now, we need to prove: (1) $S_{y(k+1)}$ produces the same results as $T_{x(k+1)}$ that is, they will produce the same results as they produce in transaction execution.

(1) $S_{y(k+1)}$ produces the same results as $T_{x(k+1)}$. $y(k+1)$.

**Proof:** If $S_{y(k+1)}$ and $T_{x(k+1)}$ produce different results, there must be at least one item $x$ whose version $x_1$, $x_2$, ..., $x_{zk}$ are not affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$. So they will produce the same results as they produce in transaction execution.

(a) $x_1 \prec x_j$. Suppose $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ installs item version $x_j$, so $T_{x(k+1)}$ $y(k+1)$ depends on $T_{xj}$ because $T_{x(k+1)}$ $y(k+1)$ references the item version installed by $T_{xj}$. Therefore, topological sorting will put $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ before $T_{x(k+1)}$ $y(k+1)$ sequence. Suppose $S_{yj}$ is the statement in sorted sequence corresponding to $T_{xj}S_{yj}$, so $S_{yj}$ should produce the same results as $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ according to Conclusion 1. So $S_{yj}$ also installs version $x_j$. So $S_{y(k+1)}$ must reference the version of item $x$ later than or equal to $x_j$. However, $S_{y(k+1)}$ reference $x_i$, and $x_1 \prec x_j$. Conflict.

(b) $x_i \succ x_j$. Suppose $x_j$ is installed by $S_{yj}$. Because $S_{y(k+1)}$ reference $x_i$, $S_{yj}$ must be before $S_{y(k+1)}$. According to Conclusion 1, $S_{yj}$ produces the same results as it is in transaction execution. Suppose $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ is the corresponding statement in the transaction execution. $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ installs item version $x_j$ while $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ reference $x_j$ that is older than $x_j$, so $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ depends on $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$. Therefore, topological sorting will put $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ after $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$, i.e., $S_{yj}$ is after $S_{y(k+1)}$, which is in conflict with that $S_{yj}$ must be before $S_{y(k+1)}$.

Combining (a) and (b), we can get that there is no item that $S_{y(k+1)}$ and $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ reference its different version. Therefore, $S_{y(k+1)}$ can produce only the same results as $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$.

(2) $S_{z(p+1)}$, ..., $S_{zk}$ are not affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$.

**Proof:** We assume at least one of the statements in $S_{z(p+1)}$, ..., $S_{zk}$ is affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$. Suppose $S_{zh}$ is the closest statement to $S_{y(k+1)}$ among the statements that is affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$.

That is, there is not any statement between $S_{zh}$ and $S_{y(k+1)}$, or statements between $S_{zh}$ and $S_{y(k+1)}$ should not be affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$. Because $S_{zh}$ is affected, it must reference at least one item version that is installed by $S_{y(k+1)}$.

Suppose $x_i$ is one of the item versions that are installed by $S_{zh}$ and $S_{y(k+1)}$ and produce the same results, so $T_{xh}S_{zh}$ also installs $x_i$. Suppose $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ is the corresponding statement of $S_{zh}$ in the transaction execution sequence. Because $T_{zh}S_{zh}$, $S_{zh}$ are the same statement and thus use the same predicate, $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ must reference one of the versions of item $x$. Suppose the item version is $x_j$, $x_j$ must be different from $x_i$ as $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ is executed before $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$, which is the last statement in transaction execution, and $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ cannot reference an item version that has not been installed yet. There are only two possible cases:

(a) $x_i \prec x_j$. $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ reference $x_j$, while $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ installs $x_i$, so $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ depends on $T_{zh}S_{zh}$.

According to the topological sort, $S_{zh}$ must be before $S_{y(k+1)}$. However, $S_{zh}$ is after $S_{y(k+1)}$.

(b) $x_i \succ x_j$. Suppose $x_j$ is installed by $T_{xj}S_{yj}$. Because $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ installs item version $x_j$, $T_{zh}S_{zh}$ depends on $T_{xj}S_{yj}$. $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ installs $x_j$, while $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ installs $x_i$, and $x_i \prec x_j$, so $T_{xj}S_{yj}$ depends on $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$. So $T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}$ produces the same results as $T_{zh}S_{zh}$. According to topological sorting, $S_{zh}$ must be before $S_{xj}$, and $S_{zh}$ must be before $S_{yj}$. Because $S_{zh}$ is the closest statement that is affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$, and $S_{zh}$ is before $S_{yj}$, $S_{zh}$ is not affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$. So $S_{zh}$ will also install $x_j$. Therefore, $S_{zh}$ should use a version later than or equal to $x_j$. However, $S_{zh}$ references version $x_i$ that is older than $x_j$, Conflict.

Combining (a) and (b), we can get that there is no statement in $S_{z(p+1)}$, ..., $S_{zk}$ that is affected by $S_{y(k+1)}$. Therefore, $S_{z(p+1)}$, ..., $S_{zk}$ should produce the same results as they produce in transaction execution.

Combining (1) and (2), we can get that $[T_{x1}S_{y1}, T_{x2}S_{y2}, \ldots, T_{zh}S_{zh}, T_{x(k+1)}S_{y(k+1)}]$ and its topological sorting produce the same results. So for $n = k + 1$, the theorem still holds. Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved.
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Abstract

Most caching policies focus on increasing object hit rate to improve overall system performance. However, these algorithms are insufficient for transactional workloads. In this work, we define a new metric, transactional hit rate, to capture when caching reduces latency for transactions. We present DeToX, a caching system that leverages transactional dependencies to make eviction and prefetching decisions. DeToX is able to significantly outperform single-object alternatives on real-world workloads and popular OLTP benchmarks, providing up to a 1.3x increase in transaction hit rate and 3.4x improvement in cache efficiency.

1 Introduction

To improve latency at scale, application developers often layer caching systems, such as Memcached [69] and Redis [2], over standard data stores. These systems traditionally optimize for object hit rate, or how often requested objects can be served from cache. Consequently, current caching policies fail to capture the transactional nature of many application workloads. On a production workload from Meta [26], we find that up to 90% of objects cached by least recently used (LRU) and least frequently used (LFU), two popular caching algorithms, do not have any impact on latency despite high object hit rates. Existing policies fail to capture the all-or-nothing property of transactions: all objects requested in parallel must be present in cache, or there will be little performance improvement because latency is dictated by the slowest access.

Accordingly, object hit rate is the wrong objective for transactional workloads. Instead, we propose a new metric, transactional hit rate, or how often objects requested in parallel can all be served from cache. This metric precisely captures when the cache reduces latency for transactions.

In this paper, we present DeToX, the first high-performance caching system that optimizes for transactional hit rate. In accordance with standard caching algorithms, DeToX assigns scores to objects and evicts those with the lowest values. As such, its policy is easily adaptable to existing caching systems. To rank objects in the transactional context, DeToX leverages the following insight: objects accessed in parallel within the same transaction should be scored together since they must all be cached to reduce transactional latency.

While scoring keys together might seem simple, the structure of transactional workloads complicates matters. Unlike previous work on caching for parallel jobs [11] and web applications [7, 10, 18, 90, 91], transactions need to be modeled as non-trivial directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of read and write operations [22, 94]. Crucially, some keys within a transaction are accessed in parallel, but others are not. Consequently, a transaction’s latency is determined by its critical length, or the number of sequential accesses on its longest, non-cached path (transactional hit rate captures the reduction of critical length). Rather than considering all keys in a transaction together, we must focus on caching the groups of keys that reduce critical length.

Implementing a caching policy based on grouping presents several significant challenges. (1) For an arbitrary transaction, there can be an exponential number of groups, making scoring prohibitively expensive. (2) Identifying groups requires inferring transactional DAGs through static analysis, which may not always be possible. (3) Objects that are accessed by different transactions can belong to different groups, which have varying latency benefits if cached, and we need to capture these disparities.

We address each of these issues in DeToX. (1) To reduce the overhead of an exponential number of groups, we introduce the notion of interchangeable keys: if two keys can replace each other in any group and still reduce critical length, then they can be represented by the same group. Interchangeable keys drastically curb the number of groups that need to be scored. (2) When transactional DAGs are not accessible, we propose a simplified policy that dynamically infers groups based on which requests are executed in parallel (termed levels). (3) Finally, we account for group membership when scoring keys to ensure these values precisely reflect each object’s contribution to transactional hits.
Moreover, while our approach is primarily targeted at eviction, it also enables prefetching (Section 6). Our prefetching policy tracks dependencies within transactions to preemptively bring groups of items into the cache.

Our eviction and prefetching algorithms are implemented in DeToX, which presents a key-value API that supports drivers for Redis [2], Postgres [3], and TiKV [4]. We evaluate our system on real-world workloads from TAOBench [26], a social network benchmark that models Meta’s production workloads, as well as standard OLTP benchmarks (Epinions [37], SmallBank [87], and TPC-C [33]). Compared to single-object caching algorithms and systems, including ChronoCache [45], GDSF [27], LIFE [11], LFU, and LRU, our algorithm can achieve up to a 1.3x increase in transactional hit rate, leading to a 3.4x improvement in cache efficiency (defined as the least amount of cache space required to achieve a particular transactional hit rate). For a Redis-Postgres setup, this translates into 31% higher throughput and 30% lower latency.

Our transactional hit rate metric prioritizes latency and exposes a new trade-off in caching enabled by the cloud’s elastic resources: optimizing for latency versus reducing system load. In contrast, single-object policies focus on maximizing object hit rate to decrease load to the data store but do not always improve transaction request times.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We define a new metric, transactional hit rate, to evaluate the latency reduction of caching for transactions (Section 3).
- We provide the first formalization of transactional caching, and we prove that the problem is NP-Hard (Section 3.4).
- We present a new caching system, DeToX, that leverages transactional dependency information to optimize for transactional hit rate and significantly improve performance on popular workloads (Sections 4–8).

2 Motivation

In this section, we illustrate why single-object eviction algorithms perform poorly for transactional workloads. Specifically, we show that a well-known optimality result in caching does not hold for transactions and that popular caching algorithms achieve low transactional hit rates.

2.1 Object Hit Rate is Insufficient

Most existing cache eviction algorithms focus on maximizing object hit rate, or the fraction of single object requests served from cache. However, this approach fails to capture the inter-object dependencies within transactions. Consider for example a simple transaction GetLinkedAccounts that returns secondary bank accounts a2 and a3 linked with a primary account a1 (Figure 1). This transaction must first read a1 before accessing both secondary accounts a2 and a3 in parallel. Thus, a1, a2 and a3 are all on the longest path of the transaction. If we cache a1, we can reduce the end-to-end latency of the transaction. However, if we additionally cache a2, the overall latency does not improve because we still need to access a3 from disk. In fact, caching either a2 or a3 individually does not improve performance; transaction latency remains equal to the case in which neither key was cached. On the other hand, caching both a2 and a3 does improve latency.

Transactions have an implicit all-or-nothing property on groups of objects that traditional caching algorithms fail to capture. This can lead popular eviction algorithms, such as LRU and LFU, to make poor caching decisions. Consider a situation in which, over all transactions, a2 is more frequently accessed than a1 and a3. LFU and LRU would choose to evict a1 and a3 over a2, resulting in no latency improvement for this transaction. In this case, a “hot” (frequently accessed) key a2 is requested in parallel alongside a “cold” (rarely accessed) key a3. If all accesses of a2 are sent in parallel with requests to different cold keys, there is no benefit to caching a2 unless all these cold keys are cached. In effect, cold keys can “contaminate” (degrade the cacheability of) hot keys like a2.

Real-world workloads. This observation is not limited to our simple example: we find that single-object eviction algorithms also perform poorly for complex, real-world workloads. Figure 2a illustrates that over 90% of cached keys do not have any impact on latency (“unhelpful” keys) for the Product Group 3 workload of TAOBench [26]. The root cause is simple: these algorithms optimize for object hit rate (OHR) rather than transactional hit rate (THR). As we see in Figure 2b, LRU and LFU achieve high object hit rates but up to 51% lower transactional hit rates. Transactions in this workload access either a combination of hot keys and warm keys, or hot keys and cold keys. Single-object algorithms, which use only individual object features to score keys, retain only hot keys but evict most warm keys and all cold keys. As a result, they achieve few transactional hits. A transactionally-aware policy would instead recognize that cold keys contaminate their associated hot keys and prioritize retaining only the hot and warm keys that are accessed together.
2.2 Optimality

Our observations also have theoretical implications. We find that Belady [16], the offline, optimal eviction algorithm for uniformly-sized objects does not make the best decisions for maximizing transactional hit rate. This policy evicts keys that are accessed furthest in the future but fails to take into account whether these keys generate transactional hits.

We prove that Belady is not optimal even for the simplest case of uniformly-sized transactions with uniformly-sized objects (Figure 3). In this example, we have four transactions with a cache size of 3. T1 and T4 access keys a1, a2, a3, while T2 accesses a4, a5, a6 and T3 accesses a4, a5, a7. Belady chooses to first cache a1, a2, a3 and then replaces the last two keys with a4, a5 since these keys give object hits (but no latency reduction) for T3. However, keeping a2, a3 in the cache would lead to a transactional hit (and latency improvement) for T4.

2.3 Towards a new approach

Our results highlight how single-object caching strategies yield low transactional hit rates by storing many unhelpful objects. Web caching algorithms suggest a way forward: they acknowledge the need to cache multiple objects together (e.g., page-level hit ratio) but only consider flat dependencies [11, 91]. In contrast, transactions can have complicated topologies with multiple levels of dependencies.

To develop a transactionally-aware caching system, we must address three challenges: (1) formalizing caching in the transactional context, including optimality analysis (Section 3), (2) identifying which groups of objects lead to transaction hits, given the potentially complex structure of transactions (Section 4.1), and (3) scoring the individual objects in these groups to determine which objects to store in the cache (Section 4.2). In our design, we are careful to emphasize compatibility with existing caching systems, such as Memcached and Redis, so that our approach can be easily implemented for greater applicability.

3 Transactional Caching

In this section, we formalize the transactional caching problem. We define a new metric, transactional hit rate, to capture the latency reduction of caching transactions.
and can be executed in parallel, they cannot proceed until after the read to $A$ finishes. At run time, a Balance transaction that reads the keys $a,s,c$ from the tables $A,S,C$ respectively can be mapped onto the same execution graph (Figure 4a).

### 3.2 Cache

The previous section presents the notion of a transaction, including the logical dependencies that constrain its execution. We now formalize how caching affects transactions, drawing from Abrams et al. [48] for notation.

**Definition 4 (Cache state).** A cache state is a set of keys $C$ for which $|C| \leq n$, where $n$ is the capacity of the cache.

In line with prior work [29], we assume that the cache state does not change for the duration of each transaction.

By assumption, objects are served with lower latency from the cache than from the underlying data store. We make the simplifying assumption that requests served from the cache have zero latency for notational simplicity (we explore the effects of varying cache latency in Section 8.6). Under this model, transaction latency is defined by the number of sequential, non-cached accesses. This corresponds to the longest path in the transaction’s execution graph $G$, excluding vertices with cached keys.

We formalize this notion as the critical length:

**Definition 5 (Critical length).** Given a transaction $T$ with execution graph $G$, $K$ number of keys, and cache state $C$, the critical length is the length of the longest path from any source vertex (no incoming edges) to any sink vertex (no outgoing edges), excluding vertices corresponding to keys in $C$. We define the function $L: G \times 2^K \to \mathbb{N}$ for which $2^K$ is the powerset of all keys, such that $L(G,C)$ is the critical length.

Given a transaction $T$ with execution graph $G$, $L(G,\{\})$ represents the length of the longest path in $G$ when the cache is empty. For example, Figure 4a has longest paths $\{r[a],r[c]\}$ and $\{r[a],r[s]\}$ with critical length $L(G,\{\}) = 2$. Caching key $a$ (Figure 4b) would shorten the critical length to $L(G,\{a\}) = 1$, as the longest paths are reduced to $\{r[c]\}$ and $\{r[s]\}$. However, caching key $c$ (Figure 4c) does not change the critical length, since $\{r[a],r[s]\}$ remains the longest path with $L(G,\{c\}) = 2$. Informally, we refer to each length reduction as a transactional hit.

### 3.3 Transactional Hit Rate (THR)

Having defined the necessary formalisms for transaction latency and caching, we can now introduce transactional hit rate. Informally, this metric captures how much latency improves when caching for transactions, much like how its single-object counterpart, object hit rate, does so for individual requests.

We first present THR in the context of a single transaction:

**Definition 6 (Individual transactional hit rate).** Given transaction $T$ with execution graph $G$ and cache state $C$, the individual transactional hit rate is $\frac{L(G,\{\}) - L(G,C)}{L(G,\{\})}$.

The difference in critical length represents the reduction in sequential, non-cached accesses after caching. We normalize this difference by dividing by the total critical length. This metric captures the impact of caching for the execution of a single transaction (note that if the transaction execution graph is a sequential list of dependent reads, then transactional hit rate is equivalent to object hit rate). We easily extend this definition to a sequence of transactions:

**Definition 7 (Transactional hit rate).** Given a sequence of transactions $T_1, T_2, \ldots , T_m$ with execution graphs $G_1, G_2, \ldots , G_m$ and the respective cache states at the time of execution $C_1, C_2, \ldots , C_m$, the transactional hit rate is $\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (L(G_i,\{\}) - L(G_i,C_i))}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} L(G_i,\{\})}$.

### 3.4 Optimality Analysis

Single-object caching is a well-studied problem and is known to be NP-Hard in the general case [29]. We show that the optimal transactional caching is NP-Hard through a reduction from variable-sized caching of single objects (proof in Appendix A). In summary, we reduce each variable-sized object of size $X$ to a transaction with $X$ unit-sized operations.

### 4 Group Identification and Scoring

Designing an optimal caching policy is impractical for transactional caching, since it would run in exponential time. Unfortunately, traditional heuristics perform poorly for transaction hit rate (Section 2) because they fail to identify the keys that must be cached as a group in order to yield a transactional hit. This notion of grouping is central to developing a transactionally-aware caching policy. We proceed in two steps: first, we identify which groups of keys lead to transactional hits when cached together (group identification). Next, we determine what scores should be assigned to each key within a group (group scoring).

Figure 5 gives an overview of DeToX. Our system first extracts transaction execution graphs (Section 3) from application code and identifies groups of table accesses (Section 4.1) at compile time. The number of groups that DeToX needs to consider can be reduced at compile time through the notion of interchangeability (Section 5.1). DeToX then scores groups based on key accesses at run time (Section 4.2). If application code is not available, DeToX constructs approximate groups at run time by using levels (Section 5.2).
### 4.1 Group Identification

Intuitively, a group is a set of keys that reduces critical length if cached together. Specifically, we define a complete group as one from which we cannot remove any key without increasing critical length. Completeness optimizes cache efficiency by storing the minimal subset of keys necessary to reduce latency. Formally:

**Definition 8 (Complete group).** Given a transaction $T$ and its execution graph $G$, a complete group is a subset of keys $g$ accessed in $T$ such that $\forall g' \subset g, L(G,g') < L(G,g)$.

We identify complete groups of table accesses at compile time, using the transaction execution graphs $G$ extracted via static analysis, as seen in Figure 5. A simple algorithm to identify groups is to iterate through the powerset of possible table accesses and compute their resulting reductions in critical length. These table accesses are replaced at run time with key accesses. The application passes along metadata with requests to indicate the corresponding vertex in the transaction execution graph of each key access.

Consider Figure 6a, which has a critical length of three (serial accesses of $a,c,d$) and seven complete groups {a}, {b}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c,d}, {a,b,c,d}. Note that {c,d} is not a complete group. If $c$ and $d$ are both cached, then the critical length is two (serial accesses of $a,b$). However, only caching $c$ already yields the same critical length (accesses to $a,b,d$). Similarly, {a,b} is not a complete group, because it yields a critical length of two (serial accesses $c,d$), which could also be achieved by just caching $a$.

In the worst case, the number of complete groups can be exponential in the size of the transaction, even for simple transaction topologies. Fortunately, many of these groups are, in fact, equivalent. We describe this notion more precisely in Section 5.1 and present an optimization that drastically reduces the number of groups that need to be considered.

### 4.2 Scoring

Caching policies typically assign scores to keys and evict keys with lower values. We adopt the same strategy by mapping complete groups to individual key scores at run time, as seen in Figure 5. This approach has two benefits: (1) we can draw from prior work on single-object caching algorithms, and (2) we minimize implementation changes needed for real-world caching systems.

#### 4.2.1 Scoring a Group in a Single Transaction

We begin by assigning numerical scores to each group (group scores) with higher values representing groups that are more beneficial to cache. We draw inspiration from GDSF, a high-performing web caching algorithm [27]. GDSF considers three metrics to score keys: frequency (access count), recency, and size. Specifically, GDSF uses the following formula: $\text{SCORE}_{\text{GDSF}}(key) = F_{\text{key}}/S_{\text{key}} + A_{\text{global}}$, where $F_{\text{key}}$ is frequency of the key, $S_{\text{key}}$ is size of the key, and $A$ is a global recency factor (described in Section 4.2.3). GDSF gives equal weight to each of these factors, and we follow this approach. We leverage frequency and size to score each group as follows (and incorporate recency into key scores in Section 4.2.3):

$$\text{SCORE}_{\text{G}}(\text{group}) = \frac{\min(F_{\text{group}}) \times L_{\text{group}}}{S_{\text{group}}}$$

$F_{\text{group}}$ is a list of all key frequencies in the group. $L_{\text{group}}$ is the number of transactional hits generated if this group is cached. $S_{\text{group}}$ is the sum of all key sizes in the group. All scoring parameters can be found in Table 1. For the transactions in Figure 6 (which will be used as running examples), the group scores of each complete group for these transactions are shown in Figures 6b and 6d. The transaction in Figure 6a has keys $a,b,c,d$ with frequencies of 1, 29, 99, and 50, respectively and sizes of 1. The score of group $\{a,b,c,d\}$ is thus $\min(1,29,99,50) \times 3 = 0.75$.

**Frequency** ($F_{\text{group}}$). Keys within a complete group may vary in frequency but must all be cached to yield a transactional...
hit. For example, if a high-frequency key $x$ is only associated with a group of keys $\{y_1, \ldots, y_k\}$ (each with much lower frequency than $x$), then it is not beneficial to cache $x$. Essentially, the key with the minimum frequency determines the cacheability of the entire group. Thus, we take the minimum of all key frequencies in calculating the group score. Consider for instance the transaction in Figure 6c: key $b$ is less frequently accessed than key $c$ and drives down the frequency of the group $\{b, c\}$ to $\min(F_{\text{group}}) = \min(30, 100) = 30$. In this example, $b$ contaminates $c$.

Critical length reduction ($L_{\text{group}}$). This parameter captures the reduction in critical length when caching a group ($L_{\text{group}} = L(G, \emptyset) - L(G, \text{group})$). Other factors being equal, groups with greater reductions are better choices to cache and should thus be assigned a higher score.

Size ($S_{\text{group}}$). $S_{\text{group}}$ represents the cache space needed to store the group. Since all keys in a group must be present in cache to generate a transactional hit, THR is maximized by retaining groups of smaller sizes (more groups can be cached).

Next, we describe how to go from group scores to key scores.

### 4.2.2 Scoring Across Groups in a Single Transaction

Mapping group scores to keys is challenging: for a given transaction, a key can belong to multiple complete groups, each with a separate group score ($\text{SCORE}_G$). In this section, we focus on assigning scores to keys within a single transaction; we assign each key an instance score ($\text{SCORE}_I$) based on one of its group scores. We combine instance scores across transactions in Section 4.2.3.

Our algorithm leverages the insight that out of all the keys in a transaction, the highest-scoring complete group is the most beneficial set of keys to cache. Thus, our protocol first finds the complete group with the highest group score $\text{SCORE}_G$ and sets the instance score of all keys in that group to $\text{SCORE}_G$. In Figure 6b, $\{c\}$ has the highest group score ($\text{SCORE}_G = 99$), so $c$ is assigned the instance score of 99. We then score the remaining keys of the transaction assuming that keys in the highest-scoring group will be cached.

In subsequent iterations, our algorithm finds the highest-scoring complete group that is a superset of all keys that have been assigned instance scores. In Figure 6b, having scored $c$, the highest-scoring complete group that subsumes $c$ is $\{b, c, d\}$, with a group score of 19.3. The unscored keys $(b, d)$ are then assigned the score of this complete group (19.3). Intuitively, this is the next set of keys that should be retained assuming that the highest-scoring complete group is already in cache. Our algorithm captures the fact that, once $c$ is cached, $d$ should only be cached when $b$ is cached. The low score of $b$ contaminates $d$ but should not contaminate $c$ (since $c$ by itself can lead to a transactional hit).

The iterative process described above is repeated until all keys are scored. For our example, the next highest-scoring complete group that is a superset of $\{b, c, d\}$ is $\{a, b, c, d\}$, with a group score of 0.75, which is assigned to key $a$, completing the scoring protocol for Figure 6b. Note that all keys will eventually be scored by this algorithm, since they are all part of the trivial complete group containing every key in the transaction.

### 4.2.3 Scoring Across Transactions

Finally, we describe how to integrate instance key scores across multiple transactions into an aggregate value. This final score will be used by the system to decide which keys to evict from the cache. We adopt the following formula:

$$\text{SCORE}_K(key) = \frac{TS_{\text{key}}}{F_{\text{key}}} + A_{\text{global}}$$

$TS_{\text{key}}$ is the sum of all instance scores from Section 4.2.2 across all transactions accessing this key. $F_{\text{key}}$ is the frequency of this key. $A_{\text{global}}$ is the global aging factor.

Averaging instance scores. To combine instance key scores into a single value for a given key, we take the running average of these scores. Each time a key is accessed, we add its instance score to the total score $TS_{\text{key}}$ and increment $F_{\text{key}}$ before calculating a new aggregate score. Figure 6e gives the key scores of $a, b, c, d$ after the execution of the transaction in Figure 6a, assuming that the aging factor is initialized to 0, key size is 1, and the previous $TS_{\text{key}}$ values are 0, 30, 200, and 70 respectively. For example, $c$ has an instance score of 99 (Figure 6b) for the transaction in Figure 6a, a previous $TS_{\text{key}}$ of 200, and frequency of 99, giving $\text{SCORE}_K(c) =$
We find that the number of complete groups can be exponential of time (due to their high frequencies) and prevent newly popular objects from being stored, the scores of more recent objects should be higher than those of older objects. Towards this end, GDSF applies \( A_{\text{global}} \), a global value that is added to the score of a key upon each access to increase the scores of more recently accessed objects and age older objects out of cache. The value of \( A_{\text{global}} \) is updated each time an object is evicted and set as that object’s score. Thus, the factor increases monotonically and ensures that all accesses after this eviction will have scores higher than the last evicted key. In essence, this factor acts as a “reset” on key scores. In Figure 6, \( a \) is evicted after the transaction in Figure 6a executes, and \( A_{\text{global}} \) is set to \( a \)’s score (0.75). This value is then added to \( \text{SCORE}_K \) for each key accessed in the subsequent transaction (Figure 6c). For example, \( c \) has an instance score of 15 (Figure 6d), a previous \( T\text{Score} \) of 299, frequency of 100, and \( A_{\text{global}} \) of 0.75, giving \( c \) an aggregate key score of \( \text{SCORE}_K(c) = \frac{299+15}{100} + 0.75 = 3.89 \) in Figure 6f.

5 Optimizations

While our current approach precisely captures the cacheability of each group, it can be prohibitively expensive when the number of complete groups is exponential for some transaction topologies. We address this problem in two ways. First, we observe that many complete groups capture redundant information and introduce interchangeable groups to avoid scoring all complete groups, reducing run time overhead. Second, we present a restricted form of grouping, levels, that dynamically approximates groups at run time. This technique also enables us to score keys when we do not have access to transaction code (i.e., we do not know the transaction execution graphs).

5.1 Interchangeability

We find that the number of complete groups can be exponential with respect to transaction size, even for simple topologies. For example, the TPC-C Order-Status transaction in Figure 7a has a depth of three, and the number of complete groups for this transaction is exponential with respect to its depth: \( \{c\}, \{o\}, \{ol_1, ol_2\}, \{c,o\}, \{a,ol_1, ol_2\}, \{c,ol_1, ol_2\}, \{a,ol_1, ol_2\} \) make up \( 2^3 - 1 = 7 \) complete groups.

We observe that transactions often contain complete groups that differ by only a single key. For instance, for every group in which \( c \) is present in Figure 7a, there exists an identical group in which \( o \) replaces \( c \) (and vice-versa). In effect, these keys can be “swapped” with each other and still produce a complete group. This interchangeability property is powerful: if two keys can be exchanged in any complete group, then deciding to cache one key over the other is entirely dependent on the individual scores of these keys, as all other parameters are shared. Consequently, we do not need to calculate the scores of each of their complete groups in order to score each key. Consider the groups \( \{c,ol_1, ol_2\} \) and \( \{o,ol_1, ol_2\} \) for the TPC-C Order-Status transaction in Figure 7a, assuming \( c \) has a higher individual score than \( o \). Since \( c \) and \( o \) are interchangeable, we know that \( \{c,ol_1, ol_2\} \) must have a higher group score than \( \{o,ol_1, ol_2\} \), as all other parameters (the scores of \( ol_1 \) and \( ol_2 \)) are shared. Our scoring algorithm favors caching groups with higher scores, so we can avoid calculating the score of \( \{o,ol_1, ol_2\} \) at run time while determining the score for \( o \).

We can further generalize the idea of interchangeability to sets of keys that can also be “swapped” with each other. Continuing the example above, the set of keys \( \{ol_1, ol_2\} \) is interchangeable with \( \{c\} \), because any complete group that contains \( \{ol_1, ol_2\} \) will remain a complete group if \( \{ol_1, ol_2\} \) is swapped with \( \{c\} \). We call such sets interchangeable groups:

Definition 9 (Interchangeable groups). Let \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) be distinct sets of keys in a transaction with execution graph \( G \). We define \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) to be interchangeable if

1. \( \forall \) complete groups \( g_1 \) such that \( s_1 \subseteq g_1 \) and \( s_2 \cap g_1 = \emptyset \), \( g_1' = g_1 \setminus s_1 \cup s_2 \) is also a complete group and \( L(G,g_1) = L(G,g_1') \), and

2. \( \forall \) complete groups \( g_2 \) such that \( s_2 \subseteq g_2 \) and \( s_1 \cap g_2 = \emptyset \), \( g_2' = g_2 \setminus s_2 \cup s_1 \) is also a complete group and \( L(G,g_2) = L(G,g_2') \).

Like complete groups, interchangeable groups of table accesses can be identified at compile time, as seen in Figure 5. Key accesses are mapped to the vertices at run time. Computationally, interchangeability allows us to reduce the number of complete groups that need to be scored. We compress the representation of complete groups and reduce run time complexity of the scoring algorithm as follows, using Figure 7b as a running example:

- (Compile time) Find all interchangeable groups of vertices from the set of complete groups. The complete groups are: \( \{a,e\}, \{b,f\}, \{c,g\}, \{d,h\}, \{a,e,b,f\}, \{c,g,b,f\}, \{d,h,b,f\}, \{a,e,c,g\}, \{a,e,d,h\}, \{c,g,d,h\}, \{a,e,b,f,c,g,d,h\}, \{a,e,c,g,d,h\} \). Consider replacing \( \{a,e\} \) with \( \{d,h\} \) in any complete group; the resulting group is still complete. Thus, \( \{a,e\} \) and \( \{d,h\} \) are interchangeable. Using the same
logic, we find that \( \{a,e\}, \{b,f\}, \{c,g\}, \{d,h\} \) are all mutually interchangeable.

- (Compile time) **Compress** complete groups. Denote an access to any one of the mutually interchangeable groups—\( \{a,e\}, \{b,f\}, \{c,g\}, \{d,h\} \)—as \( [C] \). For example, \( \{a,e,b,f,d,h\} \) becomes \( [C,C,C] \). In this particular example, all groups of size four can be written as \( [C,C] \), groups of size six as \( [C,C,C] \), and groups of size eight as \( [C,C,C,C] \). We call these representations compressed groups.

- (Run time) **Score** compressed groups by replacing vertices with individual keys in each group. Recall from Section 4.2.2 that our instance scoring algorithm scores all complete groups before greedily selecting the highest-scoring ones. With interchangeability, we no longer need to score all complete groups. Assume the minimum scores of the following interchangeable groups are: \( \{a,e\} : 1, \{b,f\} : 10, \{c,g\} : 30, \{d,h\} : 50 \). Since we know that \( \{a,e\} \) and \( \{d,h\} \) are interchangeable and that \( \{d,h\} \) has a higher score, for any complete group containing \( \{a,e\} \), there must be another complete group containing \( \{d,h\} \) that has the same (or higher) score. Applying this intuition, the highest-scoring complete group corresponding to the compressed group \( [C,C] \) must be composed of the highest and second-highest-scoring interchangeable groups, \( \{d,h\} \) and \( \{c,g\} \) respectively.

In this example, interchangeability decreases the number of groups that need to be considered at run time from fifteen to four. Overall, interchangeability drastically reduces the number of complete groups that must be scored, lowering run time overhead.

### 5.2 Levels

For cases when we do not have access to transaction code, we design a simplified protocol to dynamically infer groups. We first define a level to be a set of keys in a transaction that are sent to the data store in parallel; a similar definition is used to group tasks to optimize caching for parallel job execution [11]. In practice, many applications batch parallel reads to the caching system, which often provides an explicit API to support these requests [2]. We assume that applications send requests as soon as their logical dependencies are fulfilled. For instance, the transaction in Figure 6a has levels \( \{a\}, \{b,c\}, \) and \( \{d\} \). We have \( d \) as a standalone level since it can only be requested once the level containing both \( b \) and \( c \) has finished executing.

Levels produce identical results to our previous grouping strategies for transactions in which all keys and groups are interchangeable (e.g., Figures 7a and 7b). Many real-world workloads are comprised of such transactions (including all the ones we evaluate in Section 8). When transactions do not have these properties, levels can miss out on performance opportunities since they only capture a subset of all possible complete groups. For example, in Figure 6a, \( b \) and \( c \) are always scored together under levels, lowering \( c \)'s score. To maximize transactional hits, \( b \) should instead be scored with \( d \) since both are colder keys, and \( c \) should be given a high score because caching just this key is likely to lead to a transactional hit. We measure the tradeoff between different grouping strategies in Section 8.

### 6 Prefetching

Prefetching is a popular technique to reduce the client-perceived latency of requests by caching items before they are requested [10, 24, 44, 45, 90]. We revisit this strategy in the context of transactions and design a new prefetching algorithm that uses logical dependencies to minimize latency.

Our policy leverages conditional probabilities: once key \( a \) is accessed, it may be very likely that key \( b \) will also be requested in the same transaction. Consider for example \( \text{GetLinkedAccounts} \) in Figure 1: the access to a primary account is almost always followed by requests to the same subsidiary accounts. Our prefetching algorithm tracks these correlated accesses and preemptively brings dependent objects into the cache \( (a_2 \) and \( a_3 \) are requested alongside the read to \( a_1 \)). Specifically, DeToX stores, for every request \( r \), sets of keys in subsequent accesses that are logically dependent on \( r \). DeToX also tracks the frequency of each set and preemptively fetches in the most popular set into cache alongside \( r \). To bound memory overheads, we restrict the number of dependency sets that can be stored per key and set a frequency threshold below which we do not retain prefetching metadata.

### 7 Implementation

In this section, we describe our implementation of DeToX, which consists of 7K lines of Java. We adopt a standard two-tier architecture in which we layer a Redis (7.0) cache on top of a data store (Postgres (12.10) and TiKV (5.4.3) are supported). A shim layer routes requests, manages concurrency control, and enables prefetching.

#### 7.1 Shim Layer

All client requests are directed to our shim layer, which mediates accesses to the cache and data store to support serializable transactions. Read requests go first to Redis. In the absence of a cache hit, the shim forwards the request to the data store and updates the cache with the result. All writes are sent directly to the data store. While our shim layer currently supports a key-value API, we can convert SQL queries to this format, as previous systems have done [34, 35, 47, 58–61, 65–67, 78, 81–84, 92, 98]. We choose to implement a stand-alone shim layer since there is limited open-source support for concurrency control between caching systems and data stores [9, 43, 45, 46, 75, 76, 85, 88]. Furthermore, our shim layer allows us to
easily plug in different systems. We will explore integrating transactional caching directly into systems in future work.

Concurrency control. We implement two-phase locking [22] with timeout-based deadlock detection in the shim layer to ensure serializability. The system maintains the following invariant: values in the cache will either 1) reflect the value committed in the (serializable) data store or 2) be protected by an exclusive write lock.

To achieve this, the shim acquires locks on individual objects before sending requests to either storage system. Writes are buffered at the shim layer until commit. Once values are committed in the data store, they are updated in the cache before write locks are released. To handle crashes, we rely on the data store as the source of truth, similar to previous work [46, 75, 76], and we clear the cache after failures to prevent stale reads. We view applying transaction caching to multiversioned systems as a promising avenue for future work.

Extracting transaction types and execution graphs. We leverage prior work [36, 94] to obtain transaction execution graphs with table accesses from application code. The widespread adoption of JDBC-style drivers presents a common interface for extracting transactions across applications.

7.2 Eviction

Our eviction policy scores keys as a function of their groups as well as their frequency, size, and recency. The latter three are all features that are already available in Redis, which natively supports LRU and LFU. We reuse these metrics to minimize code changes when implementing our algorithm. We make two primary modifications to Redis: we add (1) a global aging factor that is updated during eviction (as detailed in Section 4.2.3) and (2) support for scoring groups of keys. Specifically, we modify the existing method Redis provides for fetching multiple objects to delineate which keys are accessed together. We update key scores only after a transaction has completed so that we have sufficient information to calculate all group scores. Our changes involve less than 100 lines of code and suggest that DeToX can be easily integrated into any caching system. We also implement a trace-driven simulator in Python to evaluate the offline Belady and Transactional Belady algorithms.

8 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate DeToX against existing caching policies on a range of different workloads. Specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:

• How does DeToX compare to single-object algorithms in terms of transactional hit rate and cache efficiency?
• What is the impact of our grouping techniques?
• What is the tradeoff between optimizing for object hit rate and transactional hit rate?

8.1 Experimental Setup

We run our shim layer and Postgres on separate c5a.4xlarge Amazon EC2 instances (16 CPUs, 32GB RAM) and use a memory-optimized r5.4xlarge machine (16 CPUs, 128GB RAM) for Redis. Clients run on c5a.16xlarge instances (64 CPUs, 128GB RAM). We host all machines in the same region with low network latency (0.2ms). For our experiments, we report the average of three 5-minute runs with 60 seconds of warm-up time. When an eviction is needed, we score 10 random samples and choose one to evict among these candidates. This strategy removes the overhead of maintaining a sorted list of keys without degrading performance and is popular in many caching systems [2, 79], including Redis.

Benchmarks. We evaluate DeToX against single-object baselines as well as the policies developed in PACMan [11] (their LFU-F is equivalent to our LFU; we evaluate their LIFE algorithm) and ChronoCache [45], a state-of-the-art prefetching system that leverages transactional dependencies. We measure performance on a range of workloads. TAOBench [26] is an open-source social network benchmark based on Meta’s production traces. We run the Product Group 1, 2, and 3 workloads, which represent distinct sets of (anonymized) applications at Meta that share data and use the same product infrastructure. All workloads are read-heavy and skewed, typical of most social networks. They contain point reads and writes (inserts, updates, and deletes) as well as read-only and write-only transactions. All transactions are “flat” (they contain no logical dependencies). Since transaction code is not available for this benchmark, we use levels to score groups for eviction. 1 We run experiments with 100M objects for a total data size of around 1 TB. Epinions [37] consists of nine transaction types that represent behavior observed on a consumer reviews website. We run the benchmark with 2M user and 1M items for a total data size of roughly 1 TB. SmallBank [87] contains six types of transactions that model a simple banking application. We configure it to run with 500M (uniformly accessed) accounts (total size of 1 TB). TPC-C [33], a standard OLTP benchmark, simulates the business logic of e-commerce suppliers with five types of transactions. We configure TPC-C to run with 100 warehouses (total size of 8GB). In line with prior transactional key-value stores [34, 81], we use a separate table as a secondary index on the Order table to locate a customer’s latest order in the Order-Status transaction, and on the Customer table to look up customers by their last names (for the Order-Status and Payment transactions).

8.2 Application Benchmark Results

We show THR over different cache sizes for all benchmark workloads in Figures 8 and 10. We omit some throughput and

1TAOBench [26] chooses to model workloads using probability distributions rather than fixed query types for adaptability.
DeToX achieves this with better cache efficiency: at the 25% cache size relative to data size (a common setup following the “80-20 rule”), the protocol achieves an 88% transactional hit rate while the best single-object algorithm requires 3.4x more cache space to attain the same result on PG2. Results are similar for PG3 for which the system requires a 2.2x smaller cache space to attain the same result on PG2. Results are similar for PG3 for which the system requires a 2.2x smaller cache space to attain the same result on PG2.

ChronoCache has similar hit rates to single-object algorithms since there are no dependencies within transactions. Our algorithm does not improve transactional hit rate since most hits result from standalone requests and short read transactions to a set of highly popular keys, which single-object algorithms already cache effectively. Throughput increases by 2% (from 82K txns/s to 84K txns/s), and latency decreases by 2% (from 0.61ms to 0.60ms).

In contrast to the other workloads, PG1 (Figure 8c) consists mainly of point reads and some short read transactions (of size four or smaller), which together make up over 97% of all requests. Our algorithm does not improve transactional hit rate over single-object policies because most hits result from standalone requests and short read transactions to a set of highly popular keys, which single-object algorithms already cache effectively. Throughput increases by 2% (from 82K txns/s to 84K txns/s), and latency decreases by 2% (from 0.61ms to 0.60ms).

ChronoCache has similar hit rates to single-object algorithms since there are no dependencies within transactions for this benchmark; the results simply reflect its eviction policy, LRU. The middleware layer, which does dependency

#### Figure 8: TAOBench THR results.

#### Figure 9: TAOBench PG2 results.
Our algorithm provides up to a 1.3x increase in transactional hit rate (Figure 10a), translating into 29% improvement in throughput (from 12K txn/s to 17K txn/s) and 25% decrease in latency (from 6.9ms to 5.5ms). At the 25% cache size, DeToX is 1.6x more efficient than the other algorithms. The transactions in Epinions request some group of objects related to a particular user or item (e.g., get all the reviews from one user), so our policy is able to successfully capture the n-to-m relationships in the data with its scoring mechanism. In contrast, the single object policies focus on caching individually popular keys without taking into account correlation between accesses. Since there are no dependencies between or within transactions for this workload, ChronoCache is unable to successfully prefetch objects.

**SmallBank.** SmallBank consists of requests to the Accounts, Checking, and Savings tables with six transaction types. Its transactions are relatively small, involving four distinct keys at most. Roughly two-thirds of operations are reads. Each customer account is materialized as three separate entries in each table and is accessed with a uniform distribution. There is high correlation between accesses to a customer’s row in the Accounts table and the customer’s rows in the other two tables.

Our algorithm provides up to a 1.3x increase in transactional hit rate (Figure 10b). The absolute hit rates remain relatively low for smaller cache sizes because of the uniform access distribution to customer accounts. Transactional hit rate increases linearly for all algorithms since more cache space directly results in more hits. DeToX is 1.6x more efficient than the next best-performing algorithm at the 25% cache size.

We observe up to a 28% increase in throughput (from 12K txn/s to 16K txn/s) and 26% decrease in latency (from 6.8ms to 5.4ms) on this workload (Figures 11a and 11b). The long tail in access patterns and short transactions of this workload limit the benefits of our eviction algorithm over single-object alternatives, which all have similar performance.

For this workload, around two-thirds of performance improvement can be attributed to prefetching. We compare our eviction algorithm without prefetching (DeToX-E), LRU with prefetching (LRU-P), and our full policy (DeToX). DeToX-E increases throughput by 9%, LRU-P by 19%, and DeToX by 28% (graph omitted for space).

**TPC-C.** TPC-C is notably write-heavy and has transactions that can span over 50 items. Its requests tend to fall into two categories: either they access a small set of popular keys (i.e., those in the Warehouse and District tables) or a larger range of keys from a distribution with a long tail (Customer, Item, Stock). Single-object caching algorithms are designed to cache the former while the latter almost always results in transactional misses. For instance, New-Order accesses a key in each of the Warehouse, District, and Customer tables before requesting 10 to 15 items from the Item and Stock tables, which are chosen from a skewed distribution.

Consequently, TPC-C cannot benefit from transactional caching: most transactions access a small set of hot keys that are already in the cache (the object hit rate is >50% with a 10% cache size in Figure 10c) along with a larger set of cold keys that are unlikely to be cached and contaminate the other keys (hit rate grows slowly as cache size increases). Moreover, transactions tend to access keys in quick succession (e.g., once an order is placed, it is then processed, paid for, and delivered), so recency is especially important in this workload. All algorithms incorporate recency in some form,
Figure 12: (a),(b),(c) Microbench 1 (d) Microbench 2.
so performance is similar across these policies, with up to 9K txns/s and 27ms avg. latency. DeToX performs on par with single-object policies.

8.3 The Need for Dependency Analysis
In this section, we investigate the relative merits of our grouping optimizations. The dependency analysis required for complete groups can impose overheads in two ways: (1) the cost of updating the scores of each key in each group and (2) metadata overhead associated with scoring. Interchangeability can reduce the number of groups that need to be scored, leading to better performance. On the other hand, levels discount unbalanced topologies while T-DeToX, a baseline that scores all keys of a transaction together, ignores dependencies. These simpler policies reduce overhead in some cases but restrict the groups that keys can belong to, leading to worse performance.

Performance impact. Microbenchmark 1 intentionally captures the worst-case scenario for grouping. We run a single transaction type with the topology in Figure 6a, and we extend the right branch of the graph for larger transaction sizes. Each read uniformly accesses keys at random among 10M objects. We measure throughput and latency as we increase transaction size up to 60 (equivalent to the largest transactions in the TAOBench workloads). Figures 12a and 12b show that performance for complete groups decreases dramatically as transaction size increases due to the exponential number of complete groups: for a transaction of size 15, over 16K groups have to be scored. Note that the bars for throughput and latency are omitted for complete groups for transaction sizes greater than 15 since these experiments did not finish in reasonable amount of time. In contrast, performance degradation is minimal with interchangeable groups (<5% difference compared to LRU at size 60). There are only a linear number of groups that must be scored with respect to transaction size since all keys in the right branch of this topology are interchangeable. Finally, levels offer similar performance to LRU. Each key can only belong to one level per transaction, so larger transaction sizes do not increase overhead. The run time CPU overhead of both interchangeable and levels is within 5% of that of single-object algorithms for all microbenchmarks and previous benchmark workloads.

Moreover, the one-off cost of finding complete and interchangeable groups at compile time remains low: transactions of size 60 (with 100K+ groups due to worst-case topologies) require less than five minutes to process (Figure 12c). All benchmark workloads require less than 30 seconds for dependency analysis.

While dependency analysis incurs a static cost, it can lead to significant benefits compared to more basic forms of grouping (levels and T-DeToX), which ignore some or all dependency information. Microbenchmark 2 quantifies the worst-case scenarios for levels and T-DeToX. We run a single transaction type with the topology in Figure 6a in which the keys in vertices $a$ and $c$ are hot keys chosen from a Zipfian distribution while keys in $b$ and $d$ are cold keys chosen from a uniform distribution over 10M objects. Using levels causes keys in $b$ and $c$ to be scored together. However, keys in $b$ are rarely accessed, and contaminate keys in $c$. T-DeToX makes even worse eviction decisions since it scores all keys in $a$, $b$, $c$, and $d$ together. Using complete and interchangeable groups would instead cause keys in $b$ and $d$ to be scored together, enabling the algorithm to capture the fact that caching $c$ individually reduces critical length. We find that complete and interchangeable groups significantly outperform levels (53% increase) and T-DeToX (139% increase) for THR (Figure 12d). Complete and interchangeable groups offer similar performance to LRU since these policies cache keys in $c$, which are frequently accessed.

Memory overheads. Metadata overhead in DeToX is low. Our algorithm stores two additional counters (total group score, individual score) per key and a global aging factor for eviction. While prefetching, DeToX stores dependency sets. On TAOBench, additional metadata takes up less than 1% of the cache space. For workloads in which prefetching is more prevalent, metadata overheads increase slightly. For example, in SmallBank, additional metadata grows to 2%. DeToX must store the dependency set associated with each transaction (1.5 keys on average).
8.4 Scoring Heuristics

We evaluate different heuristics for calculating instance (FXN_F) and aggregate scores (FXN_KS). DeToX uses the minimum frequency of keys in a group for the instance score, and averages instance scores to compute an aggregate score (Section 4.2). We measure transactional hit rates for simple functions (average, maximum, median, minimum) in Figure 13 for the PG3 workload (results are similar across workloads).

For assigning key instance scores, we find that, as expected, Min provides the best performance (Figure 13a). Since we only get a transactional hit if all keys of a group are cached, the key with the smallest frequency should have outsized impact on the group score. The other functions discount this information and thus perform worse. However, these functions still encode the all-or-nothing property of transactions to some extent since they assign the same instance scores to all keys in a particular group. As a result, we still observe higher hit rates than single-object policies.

Average and Median are the most effective functions for calculating aggregate key score (Figure 13b). Max yields a lower hit rate since it assigns each key the score of its highest-scoring group, but this may not be the most frequent group that contains this key. Min provides markedly lower performance (up to 64% lower hit rates). Each key is assigned the score of its lowest-scoring group, so most scores converge to the lowest group score (the smallest frequency of any key). As a result, most scores are low and do not differ by much.

8.5 OHR versus THR

There is a tradeoff between optimizing for latency and for system load. Figure 14 shows the OHR and THR of online algorithms as well as Belady and Transactional Belady (see Appendix A). As expected, Belady outperforms other algorithms for object hit rate. Conversely, DeToX and Transactional Belady give some of the lowest object hit rates. However, these two algorithms significantly outperform the other policies for transactional hit rate (and result in better throughput and latency as shown in Section 8.2). While we focus on PG3 here, we find similar results on the other workloads (omitted due to lack of space).

The difference between OHR and THR illustrates a tradeoff between reducing I/O bandwidth and optimizing for latency.

Figure 15: Network latency (a), (b) and simulation (c) results.

OHR prioritizes the absolute number of requests that can be served from cache, minimizing requests to disk. In contrast, THR focuses on the number of latency reductions for transactions, leading to lower latency and higher throughput. There are practical motivations for choosing THR as the caching objective: with increasing elasticity from cloud resources, applications often focus on latency optimization for which large wins are possible with DeToX.

8.6 Transactional Hit Rate

Transactional hit rate is independent of system specifics; only relative throughput and latency gains differ when cache / system latency changes. We confirm this by (1) varying this ratio (both experimentally and through simulation) and (2) evaluating DeToX with an alternative key-value store, TiKV [4].

Network latency. We inject latency between the shim layer and data store to simulate scenarios in which the latter is hosted in a remote cloud region. Figure 15 shows that the performance improvement with DeToX grows as network latency increases. With no additional network latency (0ms), there is a 30% increase in throughput and 29% decrease in latency between DeToX and the best single-object policy for PG3. With a WAN delay of 10ms, there is a 61% increase in throughput and 47% decrease in latency.

Simulation results. To illustrate the impact of cache and data store request times, we provide results for the TAOBench PG2 workload. At the 25% cache size, the THR for this workload is around 90% for DeToX and 50% for the other policies (Section 8.2). We vary request times for the cache and the data store (DB), using arbitrary units to represent latency. As we increase the ratio of DB to cache latency in Figure 15c, we find that the difference in request latency between LRU and DeToX increases from 0% to 65% as request times to the data store lengthen.

Transactional key-value store. We confirm that both the difference in transactional hit rate and gains in cache
efficiency (3.4x) remains identical when executing atop TiKV, demonstrating that these metrics are independent of the setup chosen (Figure 16). In contrast, as TiKV exhibits higher throughput and lower latency than Postgres, throughput and latency gains fall to 19% and 15% respectively.

9 Related Work

Eviction. There is a wide range of research on single-object caching policies that consider frequency [23, 40, 41, 53, 63], recency [32, 42, 52, 70], the number of unique keys between accesses [14, 50, 57, 64, 73], the variable sizes of objects [5, 25], and combinations of these features [6, 7, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20, 28, 49, 51, 56, 77, 80, 99]. Some specialized eviction policies optimize for flash storage [74], adapt to changing workloads [17, 19, 21, 30, 31, 39, 89], or consider network bandwidth and download time for proxy caches [93]. These previous efforts do not explicitly address how caching should be optimized for parallel accesses in transactions.

ChronoCache [11] presents eviction algorithms targeted towards job processing based on the all-or-nothing property: for jobs that issue tasks in parallel, latency only improves if all parallel tasks are cached. Similarly, existing literature on web caching [7, 18, 91] focuses on maximizing the page hit rate since latency is reduced only when all parts of a page are cached. Transactional hits in DeToX are based on a similar insight. However, DeToX addresses the issue of complex, unbalanced dependency graphs and recognizes that keys can be shared across many transactions.

Admission algorithms. In contrast to eviction algorithms, admission policies decide what to allow into the cache by enforcing a threshold based on object scores. These algorithms have often been applied alongside eviction policies [7, 21, 40, 52, 62]. While we focus on eviction and prefetching in this paper, our grouping and scoring strategies can feasibly extend to admission, which we will explore in future work.

Prefetching. Prefetching has been applied extensively to web caching [10, 90]. Past work focuses on web page analysis [38, 55, 68, 71, 86, 95, 96], which most stand-alone caches do not support [2, 69]. Other research [24, 44, 45, 72] centers around reducing the latency of query execution using dependency analysis. These works assume that each client issues queries sequentially, so any cache hit can improve latency. Instead, DeToX caches in order to maximize transactional hit rate. Furthermore, none of these systems provide isolation guarantees or consider how eviction policies should be modified to handle transactions.

Cache coherence. Previous work combining transactions and caching focuses on maintaining isolation guarantees for cache coherence [1, 54, 76, 97]. In contrast, we focus on what objects to cache for performance. DeToX ensures serializability while optimizing for transactional hit rate.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of transactional caching. Standard caching policies fail to account for the all-or-nothing property of transactions, resulting in inefficient choices for which objects to retain in cache. In light of this issue, we provide a formal framework to quantify the latency impact of caching for transactions and introduce transactional hit rate as the key metric for this setting. We then present DeToX, a novel caching system targeting at transactional workloads. DeToX maximizes transactional hit rate by centering its caching policy around scoring groups of keys together. We consider how keys are accessed in parallel through complete groups and introduce interchangeable keys as an optimization to reduce the overhead of having to score many groups at run time. We also describe levels as a technique for cases when transaction code is not available. Our implementation is lightweight and deployable on top of existing caching systems and data stores. DeToX improves THR by up to 1.3x and cache efficiency by up to 3.4x. This work demonstrates that many applications can benefit measurably from transactional caching.
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A Appendix

We prove the optimal offline transactional caching problem is NP-Hard. We begin by providing intuition for how and why traditional optimal offline caching policies fail to translate to transactional caching.

A.1 Transactional Belady

We straightforwardly adapt Belady’s optimal caching policy [16] to the transactional context by defining Transactional Belady, a caching policy that evicts keys that result in transactional hits furthest in the future. While this extension is intuitive, it does not offer optimal performance even for flat, uniformly-sized transactions that access equally-sized objects, as we prove below.

Consider the execution trace in Figure 17 with cache capacity of 5. All transactions access three keys, either all from set $S_1 = \{t, u, v, f, w\}$ or set $S_2 = \{x, y, z, x’, y’\}$. $T_1$ and $T_2$ access only keys from the former group, while $T_3$ and $T_4$ access only keys from the latter. $T_5$ and $T_6$ access keys from $S_1$ and overlap in $v$, while $T_7$,$T_8$,$T_9$ overlap in $x’, y’, z$ from $S_2$. Transactional
We demonstrate that the optimal offline transactional caching problem is NP-Hard through a reduction from the variable-sized caching problem, CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)}, introduced in \cite{29}.

We first provide intuition for our reduction. A page hit is only possible if the entire page is present in the cache, regardless of its size. The objective of CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} is to minimize the number of page faults, or the number of pages accessed and missed. We convert each page of size $X$ into a transaction without dependencies that accesses $X$ operations. Therefore, there is only a transaction hit when the entire transaction is in the cache. This transforms CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} into an easier version of TxPolicy with two simplifying assumptions: (1) all transactions will use unique keys, so that retaining a key in the cache from any single transaction provides no benefit to any other transaction, and (2) there are no logical dependencies. If an optimal offline transactional caching policy exists, then through this reduction, we have the optimal policy for CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)}.

We now formally describe CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} from \cite{29}. CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} asks,

Given a set of pages $p_1,...,p_k$ with sizes $\text{SIZE}(p_1),...,$\text{SIZE}(p_k)$, request sequence $r_1,...,r_m$ $\in \{p_1,...,p_k\}$, cache size $C$, and cost bound $F$, is there a replacement policy that serves $r_1,...,r_m$ with cache size $C$ and incurs a total fault cost at most $F$?

A fault is incurred when $r_i \notin C_i$, where the Fault parameter states that each fault has cost 1. The Optional parameter requires that $\forall i > 1, C_i \subseteq \{C_{i-1} \cup r_i\}$; informally, the caching policy does not have to admit the most recent page.

We formally define the offline transactional caching problem, based on our formalisms from Section 3.

**Definition 10** (Offline transactional caching policy). An offline transactional caching policy is a function $P$ that takes a sequence of transactions $T_1, T_2, ..., T_m$, cache size $C$, and outputs a sequence of cache states $C_1, C_2, ..., C_m$, with the following restrictions:

1. $C_1 = \emptyset$.
2. $\forall i > 1, C_i \subseteq \{C_{i-1} \cup T_{i-1}\}$.

TxPolicy asks,

Given a set of transactions $T_1, ..., T_m$, cache size $C$, is there an offline transactional caching policy that serves $T_1,...,T_m$ with cache size $C$ and incurs at most $F$ transactional misses? We define transactional misses as the number of $i$ where $T_i \not\subseteq C_i$, or the number of transactions that cannot be served from cache.

**Theorem 1.** The optimal offline transactional caching problem is NP-Hard.

**Proof.** We reduce CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} to TxPolicy through the following polynomial-time reductions. Each page $p_i$ is reduced to a transaction $T_i$. \text{SIZE}(p_i)$ new tables are created per transaction, each with only one key. Let $X$ be one such table. A read operation on the sole key of that table $x \in X$ is inserted into the transaction $T_i$. There are no logical dependencies. Cache size $C$ is preserved. The maximum fault cost $F'$ is converted to the maximum number of transactional misses. If there exists a policy solving the offline transactional caching problem, run it with these parameters. Its output is the output to the CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} problem. CACHING\textsc{(Fault, Optional)} is NP-Hard; therefore, the offline transactional caching problem is NP-Hard. □
B Artifact Appendix

Abstract

DeToX is a transactional caching system that leverages insights on transactional hit rate to improve caching performance for transactional workloads. DeToX is implemented as a shim layer that integrates with caching and database systems. In addition to DeToX, the artifact contains several other implementations. First, there is a modified version of ChronoCache, a middleware predictive query caching system, that measures transactional hit rate, integrates with Redis, and supports several benchmarks not available for the original system. There is also a modified version of Redis that supports several eviction algorithms, including DeToX’s eviction algorithm and LIFE from the PACMan paper. Finally, there is a caching simulator that takes transaction traces as input and outputs hit rates for the offline Belady and Transactional Belady algorithms.

Scope

The artifact enables others to run DeToX directly. All code used in the paper is made available.

Contents

The artifact consists of a Github repository hosted at https://github.com/audreyccheng/detox. The repository is structured as follows:

• /chronocache - the codebase for ChronoCache
• /oltpbench-chronocache - the benchmarks for ChronoCache
• /redis - the modified version of Redis supporting transactional caching algorithms
• /simulator - the caching simulator for offline policies
• /sys - the transactional caching system
  – /benchmarks - the benchmarks for running DeToX
  – /src - the implementation of the DeToX shim layer

Hosting

The artifact is hosted at https://github.com/audreyccheng/detox on the main branch at commit 604c9bd.

Requirements

The following packages are required to run the codebase.

• maven 3.8.5
• build-essential
• Java 17

For specific installation guides for each system, please see the Github repository.
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Abstract

Combining persistent memory (PM) with RDMA is a promising approach to performant replicated distributed key-value stores (KVSs). However, existing replication approaches do not work well when applied to PM KVSs: 1) Using RPC induces software queueing and execution at backups, increasing request latency; 2) Using one-sided RDMA WRITE causes many streams of small PM writes, leading to severe device-level write amplification (DLWA).

In this paper, we propose Rowan, an efficient RDMA abstraction to handle replication writes in PM KVSs; it aggregates concurrent remote writes from different servers, and lands these writes to PM in a sequential (thus low DLWA) and one-sided (thus low latency) manner. We realize Rowan with off-the-shelf RDMA NICs. Further, we build Rowan-KV, a log-structured PM KVS using Rowan for replication. Evaluation shows that under write-intensive workloads, compared with PM KVSs using RPC and RDMA WRITE for replication, Rowan-KV boosts throughput by 1.22× and 1.39× as well as lowers median PUT latency by 1.77× and 2.11×, respectively, while largely eliminating DLWA.

1 Introduction

Replicated distributed key-value stores (KVSs) support many applications by providing durability and high availability [28, 56, 76]. The recent commercialization of persistent memory (PM), e.g., Intel’s Optane DIMMs, enables local storage with extremely low latency (e.g., ~100ns when persisting small data [73]). When building replicated distributed KVSs with such fast storage media, network and CPU will become determinants of request latency, since replicating an object (i.e., key-value pair) involves multiple times of network communication and request queueing/executation.

RDMA, a widely-deployed network technology [34, 37, 53], is promising to mitigate the network and CPU overhead. First, RDMA delivers low latency (~2μs) due to protocol-offload RDMA NICs (RNICs) and kernel-bypass software. Second, RDMA provides one-sided WRITE and READ, allowing remote memory accesses without involvement of remote CPUs. Recent work have leveraged WRITE to replicate data in DRAM (i.e., WRITE-enabled replication) [17, 30, 31, 69]. This eliminates software queueing/executation of backups in the critical path, thus significantly cutting the replication latency compared with RPC-enabled replication.

Yet, in the context of PM KVSs, WRITE-enabled replication approach does not work well: it induces severe device-level write amplification (DLWA) on PM. Specifically, a KVS is typically finely sharded for load balancing and fast recovery, so every server acts as backups for many shards, receiving numerous concurrent replication writes from many remote threads; besides, these replication writes are typically small (~100B) due to prevalent tiny objects in real-world workloads [24, 52]. In WRITE-enabled replication approaches (e.g., FaRM [31]), each server allocates an exclusive backup log for every remote thread, to accommodate remote WRITE from primaries. When adopting WRITE-enabled replication to PM KVSs, these backup logs generate a huge number of PM write streams, which contain lots of small-sized writes. These numerous write streams lead to severe DLWA, since PM has block access granularity at media level (e.g., 256B in Optane DIMMs) and its hardware combining capacity is bounded. In our experiments, with 128B RDMA WRITE, 144 remote PM write streams cause 1.58× DLWA (§2.4). DLWA wastes limited PM write bandwidth, shortens PM lifetime, and harms PM’s persistence efficiency.

In this paper, we propose Rowan, an efficient RDMA abstraction to handle replication writes on PM KVSs. Rowan can aggregate numerous concurrent remote writes from different servers, and land these writes to PM sequentially, so as to largely eliminate DLWA. Besides, it is one-sided as RDMA WRITE, enabling backup-passive replication with low latency and high CPU efficiency. We realize Rowan with off-the-shelf RNICs based on two observations: 1) RDMA SEND is two-sided on the control path but one-sided on the data path; 2) RNICs consume receive buffers in order. Thus, we let a control thread at the receiver side push PM-resident buffers into receive queues in increasing address order. Senders only need to issue SEND for remote PM writes and wait for ACKs generated by receiver-side RNICs. We leverage two RNIC hardware features, shared receive queue (SRQ) [11] and multi-packet receive queue (MRQ) [7, 9], to merge writes from different connections and support variable-sized writes, respectively. We also streamline Rowan’s control path by minimizing the control thread’s tasks. A Rowan instance can
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1A write stream is a group of writes targeting contiguous addresses, e.g., writes that perform log appending.
achieve 54.5Mops/s for highly concurrent 64B remote PM writes, with almost no DLWA.

Further, we build Rowan-KV, a PM KVS leveraging Rowan for primary-backup replication. It adopts a log-structured approach to manage both local PM writes and remote PM writes. Specifically, each server maintains per-thread primary logs and a single backup log on PM. For a PUT request, a worker thread in servers generates a log entry containing the targeted object; then, it persists the log entry into its local primary log via CPU instructions and every backup’s backup log via one-sided Rowan. For a GET request, the thread searches DRAM-resident indexes which point to objects in logs. In this way, Rowan-KV features high performance and low DLWA: 1) Replication bypasses CPUs of backups, ensuring low latency and saving CPU cycles for foreground operations; 2) The number of PM write streams in a server is small (i.e., n primary logs + 1 backup log, where n is local thread count), enabling efficient write combining in PM hardware and thus largely eliminating DLWA. Rowan-KV also introduces a failover mechanism for fault tolerance and a dynamic resharding mechanism for load balancing.

We evaluate Rowan-KV on Optane DIMMs under a cluster of 14 machines (8 clients and 6 servers). Our evaluation focuses on YCSB benchmarks [26] with object sizes from three typical Facebook KVSS workloads [24] (i.e., ZippyDB, UP2X and UDB). Compared with KVSSs using RPC and WRITE for replication, Rowan-KV boosts throughput by 1.22× and 1.39×, lowers median PUT latency by 1.77× and 2.11×, and lowers 99% latency by 1.26× and 2.06×, respectively, under write-intensive workloads. In addition, the DLWA is less than 1.032× in Rowan-KV, while 1.54× in the WRITE-enabled KVSSs. Under read-intensive workloads, they have similar performance. We also compare Rowan-KV with two software techniques mitigating DLWA, i.e., batching and log sharing; Rowan-KV still outperforms them.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It demonstrates that WRITE-enabled replication can lead to severe device-level write amplification on PM KVSSs.
• It introduces Rowan abstraction and Rowan-KV with goals of low latency and low device-level write amplification.
• It uses experiments to confirm the efficacy of Rowan-KV.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we first provide the background on PM (§2.1) and RDMA (§2.2). Then, we show that characteristics of typical KVSS architecture and workloads together lead to high fan-in small writes for replication (§2.3). Finally, with experiments, we demonstrate that when handling these writes, WRITE-enabled replication causes severe DLWA (§2.4).

2.1 Persistent Memory (PM)
PM is a new kind of storage device that sits on the memory bus. Thus, PM is byte-addressable and can be accessed by CPUs via load/store instructions. In this paper, we focus on Intel’s Optane DIMM, the only available PM product. PM is a new kind of storage device that sits on the memory bus. Thus, PM is byte-addressable and can be accessed by CPUs via load/store instructions. In this paper, we focus on Intel’s Optane DIMM, the only available PM product.

PM performance. Optane DIMMs have unique performance characteristics. In terms of bandwidth, an Optane DIMM offers about 2GB/s for writes and 6GB/s for reads, which are 1/6 and 1/3 of DRAM, respectively. In terms of latency, compared to DRAM, Optane DIMMs have similar write latency but 3× higher read latency [73]. The limited write bandwidth and high read latency of Optane DIMMs are the main design considerations for many PM systems [20, 25, 48, 49, 59, 67, 74].

PM architecture. Figure 1 presents the architecture of Optane DIMMs and RNICs. The memory controller generates cache-line granularity (i.e., 64B) read/write requests to Optane DIMMs, but the internal PM media has a 256B access granularity (referred as XPLINE in this paper). Such a granularity mismatch will trigger read-modify-write events, thus leading to device-level write amplification (DLWA). To mitigate DLWA, each Optane DIMM features an XPBuffer, which performs write combining for adjacent 64B writes, as shown in the right part of Figure 1. Yang et al. estimated that the XPBuffer in an Optane DIMM is approximately 16KB in size [73].

Persistent modes. There are two persistent modes for PM: ADR and eADR [36]. In ADR mode, once a store reaches the memory controller, it can survive power failure; but the CPU cache is volatile, so programmers must explicitly flush data from the CPU cache (using clwb or clflushopt instructions) or bypass the CPU cache (using ntstore instructions). In eADR mode, the CPU cache also belongs to the persistence domain: its data will be flushed to PM upon power failure.

2.2 Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
RDMA is a network technology that offers high bandwidth (e.g., 100 Gbps) and low latency (~2µs).

Verb types. RDMA provides two types of verbs for network communication: message verbs and memory verbs. Message verbs, i.e., SEND and RECV, are the same as Linux socket interfaces: a SEND emits a message to a remote server that prepares receive buffers via RECV. Memory verbs include WRITE, READ, and ATOMIC. These verbs can operate receivers’ memory without involving receivers’ CPUs. Due to the one-sided feature, memory verbs enjoy low latency and high CPU efficiency.

Queue pair. RDMA servers use queue pairs (QPs) for communication. A QP contains a send queue (SQ) and a receive queue (RQ). A server posts requests, including SEND, WRITE, READ, and ATOMIC, to the send queue, and posts RECV to the receive queue for accommodating incoming SEND messages. A send/receive queue is associated with a completion queue.
Since receiver-side RNICs return acknowledgements when a WRITE to PM is DMA-ed, we should disable DDIO in ADR mode as well. In such a mode, disabling DDIO ensures that DMA-ed data can reach persistence domain in the PM. This enables RNIC hardware of backups to avoid software queueing for acknowledgements (ACKs) from the receiver side. These two verbs (i.e., WRITE followed by READ) can be posted in one request according to the ordering guarantee of RDMA [70].

Table 1: A PM server hosts many backup shards for popular KVSs. We assume 3-way replication and a typical configuration of PM servers: 2 sockets, each with 3TB Optane DIMMs (6TB in total), (CQ), which generates completion signals for posted verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KVS</th>
<th>max shard size</th>
<th># of backup shards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CosmosDB</td>
<td>20GB [10]</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DynamoDB</td>
<td>10GB [2]</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoundationDB</td>
<td>500MB [3]</td>
<td>8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>100MB [1]</td>
<td>42,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiKV</td>
<td>96MB [38]</td>
<td>43,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remote persistence. When issuing a WRITE to remote PM, to ensure the data persistence, we should take two extra actions. 1) Since receiver-side RNICs return acknowledgements before data in WRITE is DMA-ed to PM, we should send a READ (1B in arbitrary addresses) to flush RNIC and PCIe buffers at the receiver side [42]. These two verbs (i.e., WRITE followed by READ) can be posted in one request according to the ordering guarantee of RDMA [70]. 2) We should disable Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [5, 32], a technology of Intel CPUs that lets RNICs directly DMA data to last level cache (LLC). In ADR mode, disabling DDIO ensures that DMA-ed data can reach persistence domain in the PM. This enables RNIC hardware of backups to avoid software queueing for acknowledgements (ACKs) from the receiver side. These two verbs (i.e., WRITE followed by READ) can be posted in one request according to the ordering guarantee of RDMA [70].

2.3 High Fan-in Small Writes in KVSs

In KVSs, replication makes high fan-in small writes a dominant access pattern due to the following two reasons.

1) Data sharding. Distributed storage systems (including KVSs) typically split the entire data set into a large number of shards, and then distribute these shards across many servers [16, 50]. Each shard has multiple replicas, with one selected as primary and the others as backups. Data sharding has two advantages. First, it can improve load balancing and support dynamic data migration in a fine-grained manner. Second, it can improve availability: when a server fails, since replicas of its data are distributed to many servers, the system can perform recovery and re-replication in parallel. For example, FaRM [30] maps each server into 100 consistent hashing rings by default; in Facebook’s RocksDB clusters, each server typically hosts tens or hundreds of shards [29].

With data sharding, each server acts as backups for tens or hundreds of shards, and their primaries are distributed to many servers. This makes every server receive messages for data replication, i.e., replication writes, from many primaries residing in many other servers. We call it high fan-in writes.

To solidify the argument of high fan-in writes in KVSs, we analyze five widely-used replicated KVSs. As shown in Table 1, these KVSs all have a maximum shard size, from tens of megabytes (i.e., Cassandra [1] and TiKV [38]) to several gigabytes (i.e., DynamoDB [2] and CosmosDB [10]). When we deploy these KVSs on servers having terabytes of PM, each server will host a considerable number of backup shards which ranges from 200 (CosmosDB) to 43,000 (TiKV), generating high fan-in replication writes.

The degree of fan-in is even higher in systems equipped with fast network hardware (e.g., RNIC) [30, 31, 44, 45, 61, 69]. To achieve multicore-scalable and squeeze out the raw performance of NICs, these systems run multiple threads, each independently processing requests using exclusive network connections. For example, in DrTM+H [69], every worker thread independently issues RDMA WRITE for replication. With this threading model, the degree of fan-in increases from the number of remote servers to the number of remote threads.

2) Numerous small-sized objects. Many important applications relying on KVSs generate numerous small objects, whose size is much smaller than the access granularity of PM media (e.g., 256B XPLIne in Optane DIMMs). For example, in ZippyDB, the largest KVS at Facebook [15], the average size of objects is only 90.8B [24]. Moreover, the other two typical KVSs at Facebook — UP2X (a KVS for AI services) and UDB (a KVS for social graph) — have average object size of 57.25B and 153.8B, respectively [24]. Twitter exhibits a similar workload feature: the most common length of a tweet is only 33 characters [14, 52]. This paper focuses on these small objects because of their prevalence and importance.

When a KVS handles PUT requests (from clients) for these small objects, primaries emit replication writes to associated backups. These writes are small, since they typically only contain replicated objects with tiny metadata [56]. These writes are also high fan-in due to data sharding, as explained before. As a result, we can conclude that high fan-in small writes are a dominant access pattern in the cluster of KVSs.

2.4 DLWA from WRITE-enabled Replication

Recent research demonstrates that for in-memory DRAM systems, compared with RPCs, leveraging RDMA WRITE for replication can obtain significant performance gain [17, 30, 31, 69]. In such WRITE-enabled replication, primaries issue replication writes to backups’ logs via one-sided WRITE, and only need to wait for acknowledgements (ACKs) from the RNIC hardware of backups. This eliminates software queueing/execution of backups in the critical path, thus enjoying low latency (e.g., Mu [17] cuts the latency by 61%). Further, the saved CPU cycles in backups can serve requests (e.g., GET) from clients, thus improving system throughput.

In systems using WRITE-enabled replication, to handle high fan-in replication writes from many remote threads (recall §2.3), each server maintains lots of backup logs, each accommodating WRITE from an individual remote thread (which can act as primary) [31, 69]. For example, in FaRM’s evaluation with 90 machines (each running 30 worker threads) [31], there are thousands of backup logs (i.e., 89×30) in each server. Yet, when we apply WRITE-enabled replication to PM KVSs, these backup logs (which are placed in PM for durability) will cause a huge number of PM write streams, which contain lots of small writes, thus inducing severe DLWA. We conduct an experiment to demonstrate it.
In the experiment, we launch a number of threads (on four servers), each issuing sequential RDMA WRITE to an exclusive PM-resident log in a remote server and thus generating a PM write stream. We disable DDIO in the remote server and post a READ after each WRITE to guarantee persistence. The remote server is equipped with three 256GB Optane DIMMs and a 100Gbps RNIC. We use ipmitool [8] to periodically read hardware counters of Optane DIMMs, calculating request bandwidth and media bandwidth, which means write bandwidth received from memory bus and write bandwidth issued to PM media, respectively. Figure 2(a) and (b) show results with 64B and 128B WRITE size (representing small replication writes, §2.3), respectively. When remote write stream count is lower than 90, DLWA is negligible. This is because the XPBuffer on Optane DIMMs can combine adjacent small writes from the same write streams into 256B internal writes (§2.1). However, the capacity of combining is bounded due to the limited size of XPBuffer. Consequently, as the number of remote write streams continues to increase, severe DLWA appears. Specifically, when remote write stream count is 144, the DLWA is 2.48× and 1.58× in case of 64B WRITE and 128B WRITE, respectively.

Next, we consider a more practical scenario where local PM writes exist. In the remote server, we run 18 CPU cores, each performing sequential 128B PM writes using ststore. We repeat the above experiment; Figure 2(c) and (d) show results with 64B and 128B WRITE size (representing small replication writes, §2.3), respectively. When remote write stream count is lower than 90, DLWA is negligible. This is because the XPBuffer on Optane DIMMs can combine adjacent small writes from the same write streams into 256B internal writes (§2.1). However, the capacity of combining is bounded due to the limited size of XPBuffer. Consequently, as the number of remote write streams continues to increase, severe DLWA appears. Specifically, when remote write stream count is 144, the DLWA is 2.48× and 1.58× in case of 64B WRITE and 128B WRITE, respectively.

DLWA on PM leads to three issues. First, it reduces available PM write bandwidth, thus degrading system performance. The wasted bandwidth could also have been used for colocated applications [33, 54, 55]. Second, it shortens the lifetime of PM which has limited write endurance [6]. Third, severe DLWA consumes a considerable number of hardware resources (e.g., XPBuffer), harming persistence efficiency.

To efficiently handle high fan-in small writes, we need a new RDMA abstraction (rather than WRITE) for PM KVSs. This abstraction should mitigate DLWA, while achieving benefits of one-sided verbs — low latency and high CPU efficiency.

3 Rowan Abstraction

We propose Rowan, a new RDMA abstraction to handle high fan-in small writes in PM KVSs. In this section, we first describe Rowan’s semantic and characteristics. Then, we present how to realize Rowan using off-the-shelf RNICS.

3.1 Rowan Semantic

Figure 3 presents a Rowan instance. A Rowan instance is associated with one receiver and a set of senders. Senders concurrently issue writes to the receiver which has registered a large PM area. The receiver-side RNIC lands these writes to the PM area sequentially, and finally returns ACKs to senders.

Rowan abstraction has the following advantages. First, by translating concurrent remote small writes into a single write stream, the XPBuffer in Optane DIMMs can easily combine them into 256B XPLine writes, largely eliminating DLWA. Second, since all the data operations are performed by the receiver-side RNIC without involving receiver-side CPUs, Rowan enjoys benefits of low latency and high CPU efficiency like RDMA WRITE. In addition, compared with CPUs, RNIC ASICs can deliver extremely high throughput.

Comparison with batching. Batching is also an approach that can mitigate DLWA on PM: it opportunistically accumulates multiple small writes at the sender side, and then emits the batched writes to the receiver via one RDMA WRITE. However, batching induces extra latency, sapping the benefits of extremely low-latency hardware (i.e., RNICS and PM). In contrast, Rowan does not delay any write and thus ensures low latency: senders immediately issue writes and receiver-side RNICS immediately land received writes to PM. In addition, as we will show in §6, batching frequently fails to accumulate enough small writes within a short time interval in KVSs, and Rowan outperforms batching in both latency and throughput. Our view of batching has been echoed by authors of RAMCloud — “... batching requires some operations to be delayed until a full batch has been collected, and this is not acceptable in a low-latency system such as RAMCloud” [56].
3.2 High-Performance Rowan

Rowan is conceptually simple but challenging to realize using off-the-shelf RNICs. We do not want to modify RNIC hardware like StRoM [60] and PRISM [23], so as to enable Rowan to be deployed immediately in datacenters today that are equipped with RNICs. Before describing our solution, we present a straightforward solution that has poor performance.

3.2.1 Straightforward Solution

A straightforward solution to realize Rowan abstraction is combining RDMA WRITE and atomic verb FETCH_AND_ADD. Specifically, there is a 64-bit sequencer stored in the receiver’s memory. When performing a write, the sender first issues a FETCH_AND_ADD to the sequencer, reserving a PM address; then, it issues a WRITE to this address. This solution has two limitations. First, it needs two round trips, increasing the latency. Second, the poor performance of atomic verbs bottlenecks throughput: even storing the sequencer in RNICs’ device memory [68], the throughput is less than 10Mops/s.

3.2.2 Our Solution

Counter-intuitively, we use RDMA SEND and RECV to realize Rowan. This is based on our two observations.

- **RDMA SEND is two-sided on the control path but one-sided on the data path.** In the control path, the receiver's CPUs prepare receive buffers via RECV; however, in the data path, when handling SEND requests, the receiver-side RNIC performs all tasks, including landing SEND's data to receive buffers and returning ACKs.

- **In a receive queue, receive buffers are consumed in order.** Every time, the receiver-side RNIC pops the first buffer in the associated receive queue and lands it to the receiver.

Key idea. On the control path, CPUs push PM buffers into the receive queue in increasing address order; on the data path, the receiver-side RNIC consumes them in order.

Basic architecture. Figure 4(a) shows the basic architecture of Rowan implementation. Rowan uses reliable connection (RC) QPs to delegate transmission reliability to RNICs. We create a shared receive queue (SRQ) [11] which is associated with all QPs; thus, RNICs can land data of SEND from different remote QPs to the same receive queue. In the receiver, we reserve a dedicated thread, namely control thread, to perform control-path tasks; the RNIC performs data-path tasks.

Specifically, the control thread splits the PM area into fixed-sized (e.g., 64B in Figure 4(a)) buffers, and posts these buffers (using RECV) into the SRQ in increasing address order. Senders encapsulate writes into SEND requests, and emit them to the receiver; each SEND is followed by a READ for persistence. When receiving a SEND (followed by a READ), the receiver-side RNIC pops the first buffer in SRQ, DMAs the SEND’s data into the buffer, generates a completion entry (CE) to the SRQ’s CQ, and finally returns an ACK to the sender. In this way, writes from different senders can be combined into the same XPLines on PM, mitigating DLWA.

Handling variable-sized writes. When the size of a SEND’s data is larger than the first buffer in the SRQ, the RNIC cannot accommodate it and will trigger an error CE. For example, in Figure 4(a), with 64B receive buffers, the 384B write cannot be handled. If we use a buffer size larger than 256B for the SRQ to support relatively large writes, small writes from different senders will not be combined into the same XPLines, destroying the benefits of Rowan abstraction.

Fortunately, current RNICs (e.g., ConnectX-4/L6) support a new type of QP, called multi-packet receive queue [7, 9] (MP RQ). In an MP RQ, each receive buffer can accommodate multiple SEND requests. We need to define a stride (e.g., 64B) for an MP RQ. When receiving a SEND, the RNIC appends the data to the receive buffer that is being used, and the start address is stride-aligned. If there is no enough space left, the RNIC pops a new receive buffer from the MP RQ to use.

Figure 4 shows Rowan that uses MP SRQ, where we set the stride to 64B and receive buffer size to 4MB. In the figure, three writes are placed in two XPLines (i.e., 512B area) in the first receive buffer, each having a 64B-aligned start address. By using MP SRQ, Rowan can support variable-sized writes, while combining small writes to mitigate DLWA.
There are two points worth noting when using MP SRQ:

- In Rowan, the stride is a fixed value of 64B. We do not choose a smaller value (e.g., 32B) for two reasons. First, in the RNIC we use (i.e., ConnectX-5), the minimum supported stride value is 64B. Second, recent studies suggest that senders should pad small writes to PCIe data word (64B) granularity [70], to avoid expensive read-modify-write operations on receivers’ PM. Thus, we assume the incoming small writes are already 64B granularity.

- If a SEND is larger than maximum transmission unit (MTU), it is comprised of multiple packets. The RNIC may land these packets to non-contiguous addresses. We let the upper applications (e.g., KVSs) to handle this case.

**Minimizing control-path tasks.** On Rowan’s data path, the receiver-side RNIC can deliver extremely high throughput (> 50Mops/s). On the control path, for CPU efficiency, we only want to use one control thread; thus, we minimize control-path tasks to make them can be easily handled by one thread.

There are two tasks performed by the control thread: posting receive buffers into the MP SRQ and polling the CQ to consume CEIs. For the former, since we use large receive buffers (e.g., 4MB) by leveraging the multi-packet feature and post a batch of receive buffers at a time, this task is lightweight. For the latter, unfortunately, unlike other verbs, RECV can not be marked as unsignaled, so every SEND will generate a CE at the receiver side. The control thread cannot timely consume these CEIs (considering > 50Mops/s throughput), making the CQ fill and thus causing QPs in an error state. We get inspiration from eRPC [43] to address this problem. Like eRPC, we create a CQ that forms a ring structure, so that the RNIC can overwrite entries in the CQ ring in a round-robin manner. In this way, the control thread does not need to poll the CQ.

4 **Rowan-KV Design**

We build Rowan-KV, a PM KVS that uses Rowan for primary-backup replication. It has two main design goals.

- **Low latency.** Rowan-KV exploits one-sided Rowan to eliminate software overhead at backups during replication.

- **Low DLWA.** Rowan-KV adopts a log-structured approach to manage PM writes from both local CPUs and remote CPUs. For the former, every thread appends data in its local log. For the latter, Rowan merges replication writes into a single backup log. Hence, Optane DIMMs only receive a small number of write streams and can efficiently combine adjacent small writes into XPLines, thus mitigating DLWA.

4.1 **Overview**

Figure 5 shows the architecture of Rowan-KV. Servers persistently store objects (i.e., key-value pairs) in PM and use RDMA for network communication. Rowan-KV divides the entire data set into many shards and distributes them across servers. Each shard is replicated for high availability: with the replication factor of k, it has one server as primary and k-1 servers as backups. Clients issue KV requests via RPCs. **Sharding mechanism.** Rowan-KV hashes each object’s key into a 64-bit number and lets a shard manage a continuous range in the hashed keyspace. Shard distribution is maintained by a configuration manager (CM) and is cached in servers and clients. Rowan-KV uses a dynamic resharding mechanism to mitigate load imbalancing from overloaded servers (§4.6).

**Log-structured approach.** Rowan-KV adopts a log-structured approach, where each server has three components:

- **Per-thread logs.** Each server launches a number of worker threads to handle requests from clients. Each worker thread maintains a per-thread log (t-log) in PM, which stores objects of PUT/DEL requests. We do not allocate independent logs for each shard, to reduce random PM writes.

- **Backup log.** Each server has a single backup log (b-log) in PM, which receives replication writes from primaries using a Rowan instance. By doing so, Rowan-KV can largely eliminate DLWA from high fan-in small writes.

- **Per-shard hash indexes.** Each server builds a DRAM-resident hash table for every shard it manages, to index objects in t-logs or the b-log. Putting indexes in DRAM can avoid random PM writes and expensive PM reads [22, 25]. The t-logs and b-log are divided into 4MB segments.

Handling KV requests. When issuing a KV request for an object, the client sends an RPC to a worker thread residing in the server that is the targeted shard’s primary.

For a PUT/DEL request, the worker thread generates a log entry containing the object (only the object’s key for DEL), and persistently appends the log entry to its local t-log using nstore instructions (1 in Figure 5). Then, the worker thread issues replication write for every backup via one-sided Rowan, persistently appending the log entry to every backup’s b-log (2). Upon receiving all ACKs from backups’ RNICs, the worker thread updates the associated index to make the object (in t-logs) visible (3), and finally returns a response to the client. Rowan-KV has a strong durability guarantee: when a client receives the response of a PUT/DEL request, its effects have been persisted on all replicas.

For a GET request, the worker thread first locates the object by searching the associated index (1). Then, it copies the object’s value from t-logs (2) and replies to the client.
Background operations. Rowan-KV uses three types of threads to perform background operations.

- **Control thread.** One control thread performs control-path tasks for the Rowan instance (§3). In Rowan-KV, it pushes free segments to the b-log via RDMA RECV, and hands used segments over to digest threads.

- **Digest threads.** There are multiple digest threads. They digest used segments from the b-log. Specifically, they parse log entries and update associated indexes.

- **Clean threads.** There are multiple clean threads. They garbage collect stale objects in segments (from worker threads or digest threads) to reclaim free PM space.

### 4.2 Log Metadata

In Rowan-KV, t-logs and b-log are comprised of multiple segments, each storing a number of log entries. We describe segment metadata and log entry metadata, respectively.

#### 4.2.1 Segment Metadata

A segment’s metadata mainly includes its *state*. At any given time, each segment is in one of four states:

- **Free.** The segment can be allocated to t-logs by worker threads, the b-log by the control thread, or clean threads.

- **Using.** The segment is being used by t-logs, the b-log, or clean threads; it has space to store new log entries.

- **Used.** It has no space to store new log entries, and some of its log entries have *not* been persisted on all replications.

- **Committed.** It has no space to store new log entries, and all of its log entries have been persisted on all replications.

In addition to the state, a segment has an extra metadata called *owner*, indicating which type of thread allocates it (e.g., worker threads). Each server maintains a PM array called *segment meta table* to record metadata for all its segments.

Figure 6 presents the life cycle of segments. The path for primaries is simple: a worker thread allocates a free segment for its t-log, and the segment becomes using state. Once the segment has no space, it transitions into committed, since the worker thread can easily ensure that all of the segment’s log entries have been persisted on all replications. The path for backups is fairly complicated, where we should accurately distinguish between used segments and committed segments (§4.3 and §4.4). Such a distinction is essential for failover (§4.5).

#### 4.2.2 Log Entry Metadata

A log entry contains the request type (i.e., PUT/DEL) and the targeted object (only the object’s key for DEL). It also includes three metadata fields:

- **32-bit checksum.** The checksum covers the whole log entry. Checksums eliminate persistent tails for logs: upon recovery, we can identify the end of each log by calculating checksums. Besides, backups can use checksums to independently check the integrity of log entries in the b-log.

- **48-bit version.** Each shard has a version, namely *shard version*, which is maintained by its primary. Upon a PUT/DEL request, the worker thread atomically increments the associated shard version, and stores the obtained version into the log entry. Upon recovery, the version allows us to identify the most recent objects from multiple t-logs.

- **16-bit shard ID.** It indicates which shard the targeted object belongs to.

Handling larger-than-MTU log entries. For a log entry that is larger than MTU, backup-side RNICs may divide it into multiple packets and place them in non-contiguous addresses of the b-log (recall §3.2). To enable backups check the integrity of such a log entry, we design a simple counter-based metadata. Specifically, if a log entry is larger than MTU, we logically divide it into multiple MTU-sized blocks, and duplicate log entry metadata at the start of each block (each checksum field protects the individual block). Besides, we add two extra metadata to each block: 1) *cnt*: block count of the log entry, and 2) *seq*: the sequence number of the block.

Figure 7 shows a 2-MTU-sized log entry in the b-log, where its two blocks are not adjacent. The pair of *(shard ID: A, version: 64)* uniquely identifies the log entry. When scanning the two blocks (checksums match) with their *cnt* and *seq*, backups can determine the log entry’s integrity.

### 4.3 Managing the Backup Log

The control thread manages the b-log by communicating with the RNIC and digest threads. To minimize the communication overhead, the control thread performs tasks in a *batch* manner.

Specifically, when the system starts up, the control thread allocates a considerable number of free segments (e.g., 512) for the b-log, and pushes them into Rowan’s MP SRQ via RECV. Then, it enters into a loop: 1) identifies a batch of segments (e.g., 128) that is in *used* state; 2) hands these segments over to digest threads; 3) allocates a batch of free segments and pushes them into the b-log via one RECV call. Note that a free segment transitions into the *using* state after it is allocated by the control thread (recall backup path in Figure 6).

**Identifying used segments.** The control thread adopts a simple method to identify used segments in the b-log. For every segment pushed into the b-log, its first 64 bits are set to zeros. Meanwhile, the first 64 bits in a log entry include the request type, which is non-zero. Thus, when the control thread finds that a segment has non-zero first 64 bits, it can ensure that all *previous* segments in the b-log (we call the set of segments S here) have been allocated by the RNIC for accommodating...
log entries. However, this does not mean that segments in S are used, since maybe some DMA operations writing log entries in S are outstanding. Hence, we wait 2ms for all these DMA operations to complete, to guarantee that all segments in S have transitioned into used state. At the primary side, worker threads measure the time of each replication write: if it is more than 1ms, worker threads retry the replication write.

### 4.4 Digest and Garbage Collection

**Digest.** Multiple digest threads process used segments in the b-log in parallel. Each digest thread manages an exclusive set of shards: it extracts log entries from used segments in order and only processes shards it manages. For a log entry, digest threads update the index of the associated shard. Besides, digest threads identify committed segments, and hand these segments over to clean threads.

**Identifying committed segments.** To help digest threads identify committed segments in the b-log, primaries disseminate the information of log entries to backups. Specifically, for a shard, worker threads in its primary maintain a CommitVer; any log entry containing a version \( \leq \text{CommitVer} \) has been persisted on all replicas. Every 15ms, worker threads write the (shard ID, CommitVer) pair into backups’ b-logs via Rowan.

At the backup side, digest threads maintain an array CommitVerArray, which contains associated CommitVer for each shard. When encountering a (shard ID, CommitVer) during parsing segments of the b-log, digest threads update CommitVerArray. Meanwhile, when processing a segment, digest threads generate an array MaxVerArray for it; for each shard, this array records the maximum version that digest threads have encountered in log entries. A used segment can transition into committed one, if its MaxVerArray \( \leq \text{CommitVerArray} \) (i.e., for every shard, the maximum version in MaxVerArray \( \leq \text{CommitVer} \) in CommitVerArray).

**Garbage collection.** Multiple clean threads garbage collect stale objects in committed segments. When memory utilization of a committed segment, i.e., the percentage of valid bytes, is lower than a pre-defined threshold (e.g., 75% in our evaluation), a clean thread cleans it. Specifically, the clean thread scans the committed segment and checks the liveness of objects in log entries (by searching indexes). For live objects, the clean thread copies associated log entries to a using segment and updates indexes. Finally, the committed segment transitions into free state for future usages.

### 4.5 Failover

We adopt FaRM’s reconfiguration-style approach [31] to handle failover but tailor it for Rowan-KV. A configuration in Rowan-KV contains 1) 64-bit term, 2) membership, i.e., the set of live servers, and 3) shard distribution. The configuration is persistently stored in a Zookeeper instance [40], and is cached in the CM, clients, and servers. Rowan-KV uses leases to detect failures for servers and CM [31]. When the CM fails, Rowan-KV activates a new CM using the same mechanism as FaRM [31]. When a server fails, Rowan-KV performs failover with the following three phases.

1) **Generating and committing a new configuration.** The CM generates a new configuration, where the term is incremented and the membership excludes the failed server. In the new shard distribution, the CM reassigns shards managed by the failed server to live servers, and promotes a backup to the new primary for each shard losing its primary.

Then, the CM stores the new configuration in Zookeeper and sends it to all servers. Servers cache the configuration, destroy QPs used for communicating with the failed server, and respond. From this point, servers block all requests from clients. Once the CM receives all responses, after ensuring that the lease for the failed server has expired, it sends a commit message to all servers. Now, servers can unblock requests. A server rejects requests containing terms that are lower than the one it caches. Clients will fetch the new configuration from CM upon receiving rejected responses.

2) **Promoting backup to primary.** When a backup of a shard (we call the shard A here) is promoted to the new primary, its worker threads block requests to A until digest threads build indexes for all objects of A. The new primary and backups should reach a consensus on the committed log entries. Hence, the new primary and backups process using and used segments in the b-log, collecting log entries belonging to A. These collected log entries are gathered to the new primary and then are scattered to backups. The new primary and backups store these log entries into segments. In this way, all replicas will own the same set of log entries for A. During digest, the new primary constructs a valid shard version for A, which is larger than versions in any A’s log entry.

3) **Re-replication.** The CM adds a new backup for the shard having replicas in the failed server. The new backup performs re-replication asynchronously. It first initializes an index for the shard, and then sends a message to the primary. Upon receiving the message, the primary traverses the shard’s index and transmits associated log entries to the new backup.

### 4.6 Dynamic Resharding

Rowan-KV introduces a dynamic resharding mechanism to migrate hotspot shards for improving load balancing.

CM detects overloaded servers and produces new shard distribution. Specifically, for each shard, each worker thread records the number of received requests during a fixed period (i.e., 500ms), and sends the statistic data to CM. Since Rowan is one-sided and thus backups are unaware of replication writes, we let worker threads in primaries record the number of received replication writes for backup shards. CM calculates the load of each server according to these statistics. If a server has a load that is higher than the average load by a threshold (i.e., 30%), CM determines that the server is overloaded. CM produces a new shard distribution, where the hottest shards in overloaded servers are moved to underloaded servers, with a goal of making the load of every server within 5% of the average. Then, it saves a migration list in the config-
uration, which contains a triple \( (\text{source server, target server, shard ID}) \) for each migration task. Finally, CM increments the term, writes the new configuration (including the new shard distribution) to Zookeeper, and sends it to all servers.

Next, we describe how Rowan-KV migrates a primary shard from a source server to a target server (migrating a backup shard is much easier since it does not serve client requests). Upon receiving the new configuration, servers cache it to local memory. From this point, the source server rejects client requests for the migrated shard. Clients will fetch the new configuration from CM when receiving rejected responses, so subsequent requests to the migrated shard will be sent to the target server. Then, the source server sends a message to the target server; the message contains the shard version of the migrated shard. Upon receiving both the message and the new configuration, the targeted server starts to serve requests for the migrated shard. In this way, Rowan-KV guarantees that only one server can serve the shard at any given time. Then, the process of data migration starts:

- In the source server, a migration thread requests free PM segments from the target server via RPCs, traverses the index of the migrated shard, and stores the associated log entries to remote segments via RDMA WRITE.
- In the target server, a migration thread scans segments written by the source server and installs log entries in the shard’s index. Upon a PUT request to the migrated shard, the target server handles it as normal. Upon a GET request, the target server searches the index; if the corresponding key is not found, the target server routes the GET request to the source server since some objects have not been migrated yet. Of note, the versions in log entries resolve the conflicts between the migration thread and concurrent PUT requests.

The target server informs CM when it finishes data migration. Then, CM deletes the migration task from the migration list and writes the new configuration to Zookeeper. Finally, CM sends a message to the source server to inform it to free the index of migrated shard; the associated log entries in the source server will be removed by garbage collection.

If the migration is interrupted due to failures of the source/target server, the CM first rolls back the shard distribution in the configuration to the state before migration. Then, the CM deletes the associated task in the migration list and performs the normal failover process. In addition, the CM informs the target server (if alive) to release resources allocated for the interrupted migration task (e.g., migration thread and index).

### 4.7 Cold Start

When the entire cluster experiences a power failure, Rowan-KV can guarantee durability of data. Upon recovery, the CM fetches the configuration from Zookeeper, and disseminates it to all servers. Each server obtains the metadata for all its segments via the segment meta table (recall §4.2.1). For a shard, its primary extracts associated log entries from using segments whose owner is worker threads; then, the primary sends these log entries to backups, to make all replicas own the same set of log entries. Each primary builds indexes for shards it manages by processing segments, and constructs valid shard versions. If two log entries have the same targeted key, the one with the larger version is more recent. Finally, Rowan-KV resumes unfinished migration tasks according to the migration list stored in the configuration.

### 5 Implementation

We implement Rowan-KV in Linux hosts. Rowan-KV is a fully user-space system: it uses libibverbs for RDMA operations and CPU memory instructions for accessing PM.

#### 5.1 Threading Model

Rowan-KV binds each thread (i.e., worker threads, clean threads, digest threads, and control thread) to an exclusive CPU core. Rowan-KV follows two principles:

**Minimizing inter-thread communication.** First, each worker thread handles both network I/O and KV logic; this avoids request dispatch in systems that have dedicated threads to poll network requests [56], thus enjoying high multicore scalability. Second, a thread hands over segments to other threads in a batch manner (§4.3) using thread-safe queues.

**Avoiding thread blocking.** To avoid blocking due to waiting for network events, worker threads adopt a coroutine-like approach to interleaving work: after issuing Rowan operations for a PUT, a worker thread saves the context of the PUT request (e.g., the targeted key); then, it polls the RDMA completion queue, getting new requests to execute. Upon receiving ACKs from backups, the worker thread restores the PUT’s context and continues the remaining logic. In this way, a worker thread can concurrently handle multiple PUT requests.

#### 5.2 Network Components

**RPC.** Rowan-KV uses an RPC framework for client-server and inter-server communication (not include replication). We build the RPC framework with RDMA SEND and RECV verbs using unreliable datagram (UD) QPs. Specifically, each worker thread creates a UD QP to receive requests and send responses. When a client joins the Rowan-KV cluster, it establishes RPC connections with a worker thread in every server. Like FaSST [44], our RPC framework currently does not support messages larger than an MTU. To reduce CPU consumption on PM reads: the RPC framework leverages RNICs’ scatter-gather DMA to gather RPC headers and PM-resident objects, generating responses of GET requests.

**Rowan.** To realize Rowan, every worker thread builds a reliable connection (RC) QP with every remote control thread. At the sender side, a worker thread uses the associated send queue in QPs to issue Rowan operations. A Rowan operation contains a SEND followed by a 1B READ for persistence (§3). SEND and README are sent in one ibv_post_send call. For a worker thread, all its Rowan QPs and RPC QP share the same CQ, so that it can be aware of Rowan ACKs and new RPC messages by polling the CQ. We mark SEND as unsignaled to eliminate a completion event. For READ, we store the context
id of the associated PUT request (§5.1) into the wr_id field, so that worker threads can distinguish Rowan ACKs belonging to different PUT requests when polling the CQ.

At the receiver side, a control thread manages all Rowan QPs connected to remote worker threads; these QPs share an MP SRQ. The control thread pushes PM segments to the MP SRQ via RECv. We register PM to RNICs using physical addresses [64], to remove virtual-to-physical translation tables in RNICs and thus reduce cache thrash of RNICs.

Mitigating the impact of disabled DDIO. We disable DDIO to ensure the RNICs can land data to PM (rather than CPU cache). However, disabling DDIO will ① cause CPU cache miss when handling RPCs and ② degrade performance of DMA operations between RNICs and memory. For ①, worker threads poll multiple RPC messages at a time, and issue prefetch instructions to them. For ②, for RDMA READ used for persistence, we set its source address to RNICs’ device memory [4, 68], to eliminate a DMA write at senders.

We expect that DDIO does not need to be disabled, with next-generation RNICs supporting RDMA flush extensions [12].

5.3 Storage Components

PM management. We configure Optane DIMMs in App-Direct mode, which exposes PM as a range of physical memory. Rowan-KV splits the PM space into 4MB segments and stores the segment meta table in a predefined PM area (recall §4.2.1). A DRAM-resident free list records free segments, to serve segment allocation. We add padding for each log entry, making it 64B-aligned; it can ① avoid expensive PM read-modify-writes on receiver-side RNICs [70] when performing Rowan operations, and ② avoid slow repeated writes to the same cache lines [25, 42] in logs.

DRAM indexes. Each per-shard index is implemented with a concurrent bucket hash table [51]. The hash table is organized into a bucket array, where each bucket contains multiple 64-bit items. An item is composed of a 16-bit tag and a 48-bit PM address: the tag is a part of a key’s hash value, to filter out mismatched searches and thus reduce PM reads; the PM address points to log entries. For a key, its targeted bucket is calculated by hash(key) % sizeof(bucket array). If the targeted bucket is full when inserting a key, threads create a new free bucket and link it to the targeted bucket, forming a bucket chain. Indexes support conditional update to resolve conflicts between threads: indexes omit an update if its log entry has version that is smaller than the one indexes are pointing to.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

Environment. We use 6 machines as servers and 8 machines as clients. Each machine is equipped with the Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPU (18 physical/36 logical cores), 96GB DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 RNIC. All machines are connected to a 100Gbps Mellanox IB switch. Each server machine owns three 256GB Optane DIMMs (ADR mode).

Unless otherwise specified, we run Rowan-KV on 6 servers. In each server, we use 24 cores for worker threads, 5 cores for digest threads, 6 cores for clean threads, and 1 core for control thread. The control thread also manages leases, with a lease time of 10ms. The CM and Zookeeper instance (3-way replication) run on client machines. Each client machine runs multiple client threads to issue requests to servers. We set the replication factor to 3. Each server holds 48 shards.

Workloads. We evaluate Rowan-KV using YCSB [26] with different PUT:GET ratios: Load A — 100% PUT (write-only); A — 50% PUT and 50% GET (write-intensive); B — 5% PUT and 95% GET (read-intensive); C — 100% GET (read-only).

5.3 Storage Components

PM management. We configure Optane DIMMs in App-Direct mode, which exposes PM as a range of physical memory. Rowan-KV splits the PM space into 4MB segments and stores the segment meta table in a predefined PM area (recall §4.2.1). A DRAM-resident free list records free segments, to serve segment allocation. We add padding for each log entry, making it 64B-aligned; it can ① avoid expensive PM read-modify-writes on receiver-side RNICs [70] when performing Rowan operations, and ② avoid slow repeated writes to the same cache lines [25, 42] in logs.

DRAM indexes. Each per-shard index is implemented with a concurrent bucket hash table [51]. The hash table is organized into a bucket array, where each bucket contains multiple 64-bit items. An item is composed of a 16-bit tag and a 48-bit PM address: the tag is a part of a key’s hash value, to filter out mismatched searches and thus reduce PM reads; the PM address points to log entries. For a key, its targeted bucket is calculated by hash(key) % sizeof(bucket array). If the targeted bucket is full when inserting a key, threads create a new free bucket and link it to the targeted bucket, forming a bucket chain. Indexes support conditional update to resolve conflicts between threads: indexes omit an update if its log entry has version that is smaller than the one indexes are pointing to.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

Environment. We use 6 machines as servers and 8 machines as clients. Each machine is equipped with the Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPU (18 physical/36 logical cores), 96GB DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 RNIC. All machines are connected to a 100Gbps Mellanox IB switch. Each server machine owns three 256GB Optane DIMMs (ADR mode).

Unless otherwise specified, we run Rowan-KV on 6 servers. In each server, we use 24 cores for worker threads, 5 cores for digest threads, 6 cores for clean threads, and 1 core for control thread. The control thread also manages leases, with a lease time of 10ms. The CM and Zookeeper instance (3-way replication) run on client machines. Each client machine runs multiple client threads to issue requests to servers. We set the replication factor to 3. Each server holds 48 shards.

Workloads. We evaluate Rowan-KV using YCSB [26] with different PUT:GET ratios: Load A — 100% PUT (write-only); A — 50% PUT and 50% GET (write-intensive); B — 5% PUT and 95% GET (read-intensive); C — 100% GET (read-only).

Key distribution follows Zipfian with parameter 0.99 (default parameter in YCSB). We populate 200 million objects into KVSs before each experiment. We use three Facebook workloads [24] to generate object size: ZippyDB (for general data store) — 90.8B average object size; UP2X (for AI/ML services) — 57.2B average object size; UDB (for social graph) — 153.8B average object size.

Comparing targets. We compare Rowan-KV with four KVSs, each using a specific replication approach:

- **RPC-KV.** It uses RPC to perform replication. Each server maintains per-thread b-logs, and primaries issue replication writes via RPC. Upon receiving a replication RPC, the worker thread appends the log entry into its local b-log.
- **RWrite-KV.** It uses FaRM’s approach [31] to perform replication. Each worker thread has an exclusive remote b-log at every remote server. During replication, the worker thread issues WRITE for appending log entries to its b-logs at backups. Each server stores (m − 1) × n b-logs, where m is the number of servers and n is the worker thread count.
- **Batch-KV.** Batch-KV is a variant of RWrite-KV and uses WRITE for replication. Each worker thread generates large-sized WRITE requests to its remote b-logs by batching log entries, to mitigate DLWA. To reduce latency, worker threads immediately send batched log entries to backups once 1) the total size is larger than an XPLi ne, i.e., 256B, or 2) 5μs timeout is triggered.
- **Share-KV.** It is another variant of RWrite-KV and uses WRITE for replication. Worker threads in a server share the same remote b-log at a remote server, to reduce b-log count and thus mitigate DLWA. Worker threads use local atomic increment to obtain contiguous addresses in remote b-logs.

All systems are implemented in the same codebase (including optimizations in §5), to allow us to focus on the effects of replication approaches. By default, we disable DDIO to provide one-sided persistence. For RPC-KV, DDIO is enabled. We compare Rowan-KV with two off-the-shelf KVSs in §6.7.

6.2 Rowan Performance

We repeat the experiment in §2.4, to show performance of Rowan abstraction. Figure 8 presents the result of one Rowan instance. Rowan can largely eliminate DLWA in case of numerous concurrent remote small writes. The DLWA is less than 1.029× when no local PM writes exist (Figure 8(a) and
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Figure 8: Rowan performance. DLWA = media bandwidth/request bandwidth. A number of threads issue 64B/128B writes to a remote server's PM via a Rowan instance. In (c) and (d), 18 CPU cores in the remote server perform local sequential PM writes.

Figure 9: Median latency vs. throughput. ZippyDB object size. We report PUT latency and GET latency separately.

Rowan-KV with the other four KVSs in turn.

With RPC-KV, Rowan-KV achieves peak throughput of 72.7/48.2Mops/s under write-intensive/write-only workloads, outperforming RPC-KV by 1.22\times/1.37\times. This is because Rowan-KV replicates log entries via one-sided Rowan, saving CPU cycles that handle replication RPCs. The saved CPU cycles can be used for primaries to handle RPCs from clients. At the peak throughput of RPC-KV, Rowan-KV has 1.77\times/1.61\times lower median PUT latency under write-intensive/write-only workloads. This is because compared with RPCs, one-sided Rowan eliminates backup-side software queuing/execution on the critical path of replication. Avoiding replication RPCs also makes Rowan-KV reduce median GET latency by 23%.

Rowan-KV has the highest throughput with the lowest median latency. We compare

Rowan-KV and RPC-KV have the similar throughput, since RPC-KV consumes CPU cycles of backups for 5% PUT requests, offsetting the benefits of DDIO. Compared with RPC-KV, Rowan-KV has 1.09\times lower median PUT latency due to elimination of backups' software queuing, and 1.27\times higher median GET latency due to disabled DDIO.

Second, under write-only and write-intensive (i.e., 50% PUT) workloads (Figure 9(a)-(c)), Rowan-KV has the highest throughput with the lowest median latency. We compare

First, under read-only workloads (Figure 9(d)), RPC-KV has 5% higher throughput against other KVSs. This is because for KVSs using WRITE or Rowan, DDIO is disabled, lowering RPC performance. Such performance gap can be eliminated with next-generation RNICs supporting RDMA flush extensions [12]. Under read-intensive workloads (Figure 9(e) and (f)), RPC-KV and Rowan-KV have the similar throughput, since RPC-KV consumes CPU cycles of backups for 5% PUT requests, offsetting the benefits of DDIO. Compared with RPC-KV, Rowan-KV has 1.09\times lower median PUT latency due to elimination of backups' software queuing, and 1.27\times higher median GET latency due to disabled DDIO.

Second, under write-only and write-intensive (i.e., 50% PUT) workloads (Figure 9(a)-(c)), Rowan-KV has the highest throughput with the lowest median latency. We compare

(b)), and less than 1.056\times when local PM writes exist (Figure 8(c) and (d)). This is because Rowan can merge remote small writes into a single write stream, enabling efficient hardware combining in Optane DIMMs' XPMBuffer.

Further, we report the peak throughput of Rowan and RDMA WRITE under these four cases, as shown in the rightmost subfigure of Figure 8. When no local PM writes exist, Rowan can deliver 54.5 Mops/s for 64B remote PM writes and 42.2 Mops/s for 128B one, outperforming WRITE by 1.44\times and 1.43\times, respectively. When local PM writes appear, Rowan outperforms WRITE by 1.85\times/1.78\times for 64B/128B writes. Three causes make Rowan performant. First, Rowan largely eliminates DLWA, improving the available PM bandwidth. Second, on the data path of Rowan, all PM writes are performed by the receiver-side RNIC, ensuring high throughput. Finally, on the control path, by leveraging ring CQ and MP SRQ, the control thread only performs very lightweight tasks, so it does not become the bottleneck. Of note, the bottleneck of Rowan performance is 6GB/s PM write bandwidth in Figure 8(b)-(c), but processing capacity of RNICs in Figure 8(a). Rowan does not achieve 75Mops/s (a maximal message rate that a 100Gbps RNIC can provide), since we disable DDIO and send an extra RDMA READ for each Rowan operation.
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loads. The main culprit of RWrite-KV’s low performance is DLWA: as shown in Figure 10(a), it suffers 1.54× DLWA.

This is because RWrite-KV owns lots of logs (i.e., 24×6 in experiments) in a server to accommodate small writes, exceeding the combining capacity of Optane DIMMs: a large number of write streams are equivalent to random writes. In RWrite-KV, Optane DIMMs trigger lots of read-modify-write events, which squander a considerable number of hardware resources (e.g., XPBuffer), degrading performance of PM accesses. To demonstrate it, we measure the latency of remote persistence operations of Rowan-KV and RWrite-KV under write-intensive workloads. Figure 11 shows the latency distribution. Remote persistence in RWrite-KV is slow (against Rowan-KV), with 11.5μs median latency and 24μs 99% latency. Of note, although RNICs are ideally capable of providing an RTT of ~2μs, the 6.6μs median latency of Rowan is reasonable, since 1) we disable DDIO and each Rowan operation contains a synchronous RDMA READ, and 2) the latency is measured under high loads where RNICs suffer from DMA queueing.

With Batch-KV, Batch-KV boosts the throughput of RWrite-KV by 1.23×/1.35× under write-intensive/write-only workloads, since it reduces the number of WRITE and mitigates DLWA (by 12%) via batching. However, batching makes Batch-KV suffer the highest PUT latency among all KVSs: even under low loads, Batch-KV has more than 50% higher PUT latency compared with Rowan-KV. In terms of throughput, Rowan-KV outperforms Batch-KV by 1.13×/1.19× under write-intensive/write-only workloads. This is because Batch-KV still experiences DLWA: it frequently fails to accumulate enough small writes within 5μs timeout for two reasons: 1) All GET requests do not generate writes but consume CPU time; 2) Only writes to the same destination can be batched; yet, due to sharding of KVSs, for a server acting as primaries, the backups of its shards are distributed to multiple servers, greatly decreasing the batching opportunity. We also change the timeout value to 20μs, and Batch-KV delivers 9% lower throughput against Rowan-KV, with unacceptable latency.

With Share-KV, Share-KV reduces DLWA of RWrite-KV by 26%/22% under write-intensive/write-only workloads, since it lets worker threads share the same b-logs. However, it still suffers sizable DLWA (1.28×−1.39×), resulting in lower performance against Rowan-KV. This is because although worker threads in a Share-KV server generate contiguous remote addresses for WRITE, the asynchronous network makes receiver-side RNICs receive and perform these writes in an out-of-order manner. In contrast, for Rowan-KV, leveraging Rowan, receiver-side RNICs decide destination addresses of writes. Besides, Rowan can merge writes from different servers.

Tail latency. Under write-intensive workloads with 50Mops/s throughput, Rowan-KV’s 99% latency is 20.5μs, which is 1.26×, 2.11×, 1.53×, and 1.87× lower than that of RPC-KV, RWrite-KV, Batch-KV, and Share-KV, respectively.

Performance under uniform workloads. We evaluate the Rowan-KV using uniform key distribution. Rowan-KV delivers 67.86Mops/s and 108.19Mops/s in cases of 50% PUT and 5% PUT, respectively, which are 6.6% and 15.5% slower than throughput of Zipfian skewed workloads (see Figure 9). Rowan-KV has higher performance under skewed workloads for two reasons. First, in our cluster of 6 servers, due to hash-based sharding, there is no observable load imbalancing across servers under skewed workloads. Second, threads enjoy much better cache locality under skewed workloads.

Performance with UP2X/UDB object size. Due to space limitations, here we only report the throughput under write-intensive workloads, as shown in Table 2. Rowan-KV delivers the highest throughput via powerful Rowan abstraction.

### 6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

We conduct experiments on sensitivity analysis using write-intensive workloads and ZippyDB object size.

**Impact of object size.** We change object size to generate varying log entry size. As shown in Figure 13(a), when log entry size is an integer multiple of XPLLine size (e.g., 256B), all KVSs do not induce severe DLWA; thus, Rowan-KV and KVSs using WRITE have the similar throughput. RPC-KV consumes CPU cycles for replication RPCs, so it has 21% lower throughput against Rowan-KV with 1024B log entries.

**Impact of replication factor.** Figure 13(b) presents throughput with varying replication factor. As replication factor increases, performance improvement between Rowan-KV and other KVSs increases. This is because, with higher replication factors, RPC-KV needs to consume more CPU cycles to handle a PUT request, and WRITE-enabled KVSs issue more WRITE and thus induce more DLWA. In contrast, Rowan-KV replicates objects in a one-sided manner and merges all remote writes into a single b-log in a sequential manner.

**Impact of worker thread count.** Figure 13(c) presents throughput with different worker thread counts. We make two observations. First, when the number of threads is small (i.e., ≤ 16), RPC-KV has the lowest throughput, since the CPU
is the bottleneck. Second, RWrite-KV and its variants yield poor scalability. This is because 1) for RWrite-KV and Batch-KV, the number of b-logs is proportional to thread count, and 2) for Share-KV, RNICs are more likely to receive and perform WRITE to b-logs in an out-of-order manner in case of high thread count; thus, they suffer more severe DLWA with higher thread count. DLWA harms PM performance (recall Figure 11), thus stalling throughput. In contrast, Rowan-KV exhibits superior throughput with different thread counts.

Impact of PM bandwidth. Figure 13(d) presents throughput with different number of Optane DIMMs per server. In case of one Optane DIMM, the PM bandwidth is bottleneck. Thus, RWrite-KV (which has the most severe DLWA) is outperformed by Rowan-KV, RPC-KV, Batch-KV, and Share-KV by 1.61×, 1.18×, 1.05×, and 1.28×, respectively. In case of three Optane DIMMs, CPU becomes the bottleneck and limits throughput, and PM bandwidth is not saturated (see Figure 10). Rowan-KV squeezes out CPU resources in two aspects: 1) it reduces CPU involvement via Rowan’s one-sided semantic; 2) it largely eliminates DLWA, streamlining Optane DIMMs’ internal operations and thus improving persistence efficiency of worker threads.

6.5 Failover and Cold Start

Failover. We kill a server to test Rowan-KV’s failover mechanism. We use write-intensive workloads with ZippyDB objects and Rowan-KV runs for 50 seconds before the test. Figure 14 shows the timeline, where throughput is recorded per 2ms. The server is killed at time 100ms (i.e., kill). Rowan-KV uses 26ms to commit the new configuration (i.e., commit-config), which mainly includes detecting failure (8ms), writing new configuration to Zookeeper (4.3ms), and waiting for the failed server’s lease to expire (10ms). Then, Rowan-KV consumes about 44ms to promote backups to primaries (i.e., finish-promotion). At this point, Rowan-KV can serve all requests from clients.

Cold start. We test cold start of a Rowan-KV instance, which contains 10 billion ZippyDB objects and thus occupies about 3TB PM space (6 servers). The time of cold start is 49.6s. Although cold start is slow, it is not common in datacenters. Periodically checkpointing DRAM-resident indexes can accelerate cold start, and we leave it for future work.

6.6 Dynamic Resharding

In this experiment, we evaluate Rowan-KV’s dynamic re-sharding mechanism. We use read-intensive workloads with ZippyDB objects. Figure 15 presents the total throughput (6 servers) over time. At first, clients generate a uniform workload and each server has a similar CPU utilization (i.e., 90.2% ~ 90.9%). At time 3s (i.e., hotspot), clients shift 80% requests for server A to a shard residing on server B, to make server B have a hotspot shard and overloaded. The throughput drops by 33% due to load imbalancing. At this time, server A and server B have a CPU utilization of 60.7% and 91% respectively. The average CPU utilization of the other 4 servers drops to 72.8%, since requests to overloaded server B suffer from long queueing and thus the limited number of clients cannot generate enough requests to other servers. CM detects the overload after 660ms (i.e., detect-overload) and produces a migration task that migrates the hotspot shard from server B to server A. The migration takes 1346ms and moves about 1.1 million objects. The throughput increases as the migration proceeds, since more GET requests to the hotspot shard can be served by server A. Finally, the system achieves a load-balanced state with steady throughput.

6.7 Comparison with Other Systems

We compare Rowan-KV with two state-of-the-art replicated KVSs designed for RDMA networks:

- Clover [63]. Clover runs on disaggregated PM, where PM servers do not have compute resources. Clients perform GET operations via RDMA READ verbs, and perform PUT operations (including replication) using a combination of RDMA WRITE and ATOMIC.

- HermesKV [45]. It is a DRAM-resident KVS built on Hermes [45], a broadcast-based replication protocol. HermesKV uses RPC for all inter-server communication (including replication). We modify the code to support PM: we store objects in PM and issue nstore instructions for durability; indexes are in DRAM. In addition, we let clients generate KV requests to HermesKV servers.

We use ZippyDB objects and 4KB objects to test KVSs under small writes and large writes, respectively. The key distribution follows Zipfian with parameter 0.99. The replication factor is 3 and HermesKV runs with enabled DDIO.
Although Intel killed Optane memory business for commercial reasons in summer 2022, we believe that Rowan is still applicable to future byte-addressable storage devices. For example, CXL storage devices (e.g., Samsung’s Memory-Semantic SSD [13]), which are considered promising alternatives to Optane DIMMs, share similarities with Optane DIMMs: 1) limited write bandwidth; 2) byte interfaces with a block-level internal access granularity (e.g., flash page). Thus, when many remote threads concurrently access CXL storage devices with small IO size, Rowan can still effectively mitigate DLWA and thus boost system performance.

8 Related Work

PM KVSs. There are a host of works on PM KVSs, but most of them are single-machine (except Clover [63]). HiKV [71] and Bullet [39] are designed before the availability of real PM devices; both of them store objects into fine-grained PM hash tables. However, real PM devices have block-level internal access granularity (e.g., 256B in Optane DIMMs). To reduce DLWA, recent PM KVSs, including FlatStore [25], Viper [22], and Pacman [66], adopt log-structured approaches to manage objects. Rowan-KV also uses log-structured approach for the same reason, but focuses on distributed environments where objects are sharded and replicated.

RDMA replication. RDMA replication can be categorized into two groups, namely backup-active and backup-passive, depending on whether backups consume CPUs on the critical path of replication. Lots of systems [20, 21, 41, 45, 65] belong to backup-active group, where backups’ CPUs need to process messages during replication. For backup-passive group [17, 31, 46, 47, 57, 62, 69, 75], primaries only need to wait for ACKs from the NIC hardware of backups. For example, Hyperloop [47] uses RDMA WRITE verbs to realize chain replication. Rowan-KV belongs to the backup-passive group, so it features low latency and high CPU efficiency. Yet, traditional backup-passive approaches can lead to DLWA on PM KVSs, driving us to design the Rowan abstraction.

RDMA abstraction. Due to limited expressivity of RDMA verbs, several works propose new RDMA abstractions [18, 19, 23, 27, 60, 72]. StRoM [60] and RMC [19] allow applications to define functions on NICs. Aguilera et al. [18] and PRISM [23] propose several new RDMA verbs to support far memory data structures and distributed systems. RedN [58] makes RDMA Turing complete using self-modifying chains. All above works (except RedN) require RNIC modification or specialized hardware (e.g., SmartNICs). In contrast, Rowan can be realized with off-the-shelf RNICs, leveraging NIC features such as SRQ and MP RQ. Besides, Rowan targets handling high fan-in small PM writes.

9 Conclusion

This paper explored how to efficiently replicate PM KVSs using RDMA. We showed that existing approaches using RDMA WRITE cause severe device-level write amplification (DLWA) on PM. To this end, we proposed Rowan, a one-sided RDMA abstraction that can merge numerous remote writes into a single stream. Based on Rowan, we built Rowan-KV, a log-structured PM KVS; it outperforms RPC and RDMA WRITE alternatives in throughput and latency under write-intensive workloads, while achieving low DLWA.
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Abstract

Emerging Zoned Namespace (ZNS) SSDs, providing the coarse-grained zone abstraction, hold the potential to significantly enhance the cost-efficiency of future storage infrastructure and mitigate performance unpredictability. However, existing ZNS SSDs have a static zoned interface, making them in-adaptable to workload runtime behavior, unscalable to underlying hardware capabilities, and interfering with co-located zones. Applications either under-provision the zone resources yielding unsatisfied throughput, create over-provisioned zones and incur costs, or experience unexpected I/O latencies.

We propose eZNS, an elastic-zoned namespace interface that exposes an adaptive zone with predictable characteristics. eZNS comprises two major components: a zone arbiter that manages zone allocation and active resources on the control plane, a hierarchical I/O scheduler with read congestion control, and write admission control on the data plane. Together, eZNS enables the transparent use of a ZNS SSD and closes the gap between application requirements and zone interface properties. Our evaluations over RocksDB demonstrate that eZNS outperforms a static zoned interface by 17.7\% and 80.3\% in throughput and tail latency, respectively, at most.

1 Introduction

The NVMe Zoned Namespace (ZNS) is a newly-introduced storage interface and has received significant attention from data center and enterprise storage vendors. By dividing the SSD physical address space into logical zones, migrating from device-side implicit garbage collection (GC) to host-side explicit reclaim, and eradicating random write accesses, a ZNS SSD significantly reduces device DRAM needs, resolves the write amplification (WAF) issue, minimizes costly overprovisioning, and mitigates I/O interference. However, the performance characteristics of the ZNS interface are not well-understood. In particular, to build efficient I/O stacks over it, we should be cognizant of (1) how the underlying SSD exposes the zone interface and enforces its execution restrictions; (2) what trade-offs the device’s internal mechanisms make to balance between cost and performance. For example, the device-enforced zone placement makes the actual I/O bandwidth capacity of a zone contingent on how a ZNS SSD allocates zone blocks across channels/dies. Further, a zone is not a performance-isolated domain, and one could observe considerable I/O interference for inter-zone read and write requests. Therefore, there is a strong need to understand its idiosyncratic features and bring enough clarity to storage applications.

We perform a detailed performance characterization of a commodity ZNS SSD, investigate its device-internal mechanisms, and analyze the benefits and pitfalls under different I/O profiles in both standalone and co-located scenarios. Using carefully calibrated microbenchmarks, we examine the interaction between zones and the underlying SSD from three perspectives: zone striping, zone allocation, and zone interference. We also compare with conventional SSDs when necessary to investigate the peculiarity of a ZNS SSD. Our experiments highlight the interface’s capabilities to mitigate the burden on I/O spatial and temporal management, identify constraints that would cause sub-optimal performance, and provide guidance on overcoming the limitations.

We then propose eZNS, a new interface layer, which provides a device-agnostic zoned namespace to the host system, mitigates inter-/intra-zone interference, and improves the device bandwidth by allocating active resources based on the application workload profile. eZNS is transparent to upper-layer applications and storage stacks. Specifically, eZNS comprises two components: the zone arbiter on the control plane and a tenant-cognizant I/O scheduler on the data plane. The zone arbiter maintains the device shadow view that manages zone allocations and realizes a dynamic resource allocation by a zone ballooning mechanism. It allows serving applications to max out the device capability by enabling the maximum device parallelism given the workload profile and rebalancing inactive bandwidth across namespaces. The I/O scheduler of eZNS leverages the intrinsic characteristics of ZNS, where there are no hardware-hidden internal bookkeeping operations. Read I/Os become more predictable, and one can directly harness this property to examine inter-zone interference.
2 Background and Motivation

This section reviews the basics of NAND-based SSDs, introduces the ZNS SSD and its features, and discusses the problems with the existing zoned interface.

2.1 NAND-based SSDs

A NAND-based SSD combines an array of flash memory dies and is able to deliver a bandwidth of several GB/s. It comprises four main architectural components (Figure 1): (1) a host interface logic (HIL) that implements the protocol used to communicate with the host, such as SCSI [40] and recent NVMe [29]; (2) an SSD controller, enclosing an embedded processor and a flash channel controller, which is responsible for the address translation and scheduling, as well as flash memory management; (3) onboard DRAM, buffering transmitted I/O data and metadata, storing the address translation table, and providing a write cache; (4) a multi-channel subsystem that connects NAND dies via a high-bandwidth interconnect. As shown in Figure 1, a NAND die consists of hundreds of erase blocks, where each block contains hundreds to thousands of pages. Each channel holds multiple dies to increase I/O parallelism and bandwidth. Each page encloses a fixed-sized data region and a metadata area that stores ECC and other information. Flash memory supports three major operations: read, program, and erase. The access granularity of a read/program is a page, while the erase command is performed in units of blocks. NAND flash memory has three unique characteristics [1, 10, 12, 19, 26]: (1) no in-place update, where the whole block must be erased before updating any page in that block; (2) asymmetric performance between reads and programs; (3) limited lifetime (endurance) – each cell has a finite number of program/erase (P/E) cycles [22].

To effectively use the NAND flash and address its limitations, SSDs employ a special mapping layer called the flash translation layer (FTL). It provides three major functionalities [13, 20, 33, 52]: (1) dynamically mapping logical blocks addresses (LBA) to physical NAND pages addresses (PPA); (2) implementing a garbage collection (GC) mechanism to handle the no in-place update issue and asynchronously reclaim invalid pages; (3) applying a wear-leveling technique to evenly balance the usage (or aging property) of all blocks and prolong the SSD lifespan. However, FTL brings in considerable overheads. First, the translation table requires a large amount of DRAM to store the mapping entries, e.g., 1GB for 1TB NAND capacity for 4KB data unit size. Second, when serving a user I/O, the compounding effect of GC and wear-leveling would trigger additional SSD internal writes (i.e., copying valid pages to erase the block) and lead to the WAF (Write Amplification Factor) problem. Third, the FTL does not employ performance isolation mechanisms and incurs significant interference issues under mixed I/O profiles [28, 32].

2.2 Zoned Namespace SSDs

ZNS SSDs, a successor to Open-Channel (OC) SSDs [6, 9], have recently been developed to overcome the aforementioned limitations of conventional SSDs. There are several commodity ZNS SSDs from various vendors [34, 37, 38, 50]. A ZNS SSD applies the same architecture as a conventional one (Figure 1) but exposes the zoned namespace interface. A namespace is a separate logical block address space, like a traditional disk partition, but managed by the NVMe device controller rather than the host software. The device may control the internal block allocation of namespaces to optimize the performance based on the device-specific architecture. In ZNS SSD, the namespace comprises multiple zones instead of blocks in the conventional one, and each namespace owns dedicated active resources that are used to open and write a zone.

A ZNS SSD divides the logical address space of namespaces into fixed-sized zones, where each one is a collection of erase blocks and must be written sequentially and reset explicitly. ZNS SSDs present three benefits: (1) Maintain coarse-grained mappings between zones and flash blocks and apply wear-leveling at the zone granularity, requiring much smaller internal DRAM; (2) Eliminate the device-side GC and reclaim NAND blocks via explicit zone resets by host applications, which mitigates the WAF and log-on-log [51] issues and minimizes the over-provisioning overhead; (3) Enable the placement of opened zones across different device channels and dies, providing isolated I/O bandwidth and eliminating inter-zone write interference.

A zone has six states (i.e., empty, implicitly open, explicitly open, closed, full, read only, and offline). State transitions are triggered by either write I/Os or zone management commands (i.e., RESET, OPEN, CLOSE, and FINISH). A zone must be opened before issuing writes, but it is capable of serving reads in any state except the offline state. closed and open (both implicit and explicit) are active states that require the device to maintain NAND metadata for incoming user write I/Os, limiting the maximum number of active zones. SSDs employ the write cache in DRAM to align the wide range of user I/O sizes to the NAND program unit and comply with the NAND-
specific requirements (timings and program order). In case of a sudden power-off failure, the device flushes uncommitted data in the cache using batteries or capacitors as an emergency power source [46, 54]. Since active zones must have a buffer backed by energy devices for at least one NAND program unit in the cache, the maximum number of active zones is also constrained by the size of the write cache.

A zone provides three I/O commands: read, sequential write, and append. The append works similarly to the nameless write [53] but improves the host I/O efficiency rather than the internal NAND page allocation. Compared with the normal write, a zone append command does not specify the LBA in the I/O submission request, whilst the SSD will determine it at processing time and return the address in the response. Thus, user applications can submit multiple outstanding operations simultaneously without violating the restriction of sequential writes. Random writes are disallowed on ZNS SSDs, and the zone is erased as a whole (via the RESET). A ZNS SSD delegates the FTL and GC responsibilities to user applications, where they are performed at the zone granularity, thus eliminating traditional SSD overheads.

2.3 Small-zone and Large-zone ZNS SSDs

Zones can be classified into two types: physical zone and logical zone. Physical zones are the smallest unit of zone allocation and consist of one or more erasure blocks on a single die. They are device-backed and offer fine-grained control over storage resources. In contrast, logical zones refer to a striped zone region consisting of multiple physical zones. They can be implemented by either the device firmware or application and provide higher bandwidth through striping. Large-zone ZNS SSDs provide coarse-grained large logical zones with a fixed striping configuration that spans multiple dies across all internal channels but offers limited flexibility for controlling device behavior from the host software. This simplifies zone allocation but exposes a small number of active zones available for allocation to applications (e.g., 14 zones [50]). As a result, large-zone SSDs are more suitable for scenarios with small numbers of tenants, where the number of active zones required is high. In addition, the application-agnostic fixed striping configuration does not adapt to workload profiles, resulting in low bandwidth utilization. Small-zone ZNS SSDs operate under similar hardware constraints but expose finer-grained physical zones. Each zone is contained within a single die but sufficiently large to encompass at least one erasure block. Small-zone SSDs provide greater flexibility and much more active resources (e.g., 256 zones in our tested ZNS SSD) to support more I/O streams. In addition to increased flexibility, small-zone SSDs reduce the need for application-level garbage collection, especially while managing large numbers of small objects. Recent studies also corroborate some of these points. Specifically, Bae et al. [3] advocate a zone to be as small as possible to reduce the interference caused by high zone-reclaiming latencies. ZNS+ [16] also prefers small zones as it minimizes the latency of COPY operations performed frequently in its F2FS implementation.

2.4 The Problem: Lack of an Elastic Interface

The ZNS SSD brings in two key benefits. First, it exposes controllable garbage collection to host applications, eliminating obtrusive I/O behaviors precipitated by device internal bookkeeping I/Os. This also alleviates write amplification and reduces flash over-provisioning. Second, it only allows sequential writes within a zone and thereby mitigates certain I/O interference observed in a conventional SSD. Both prior studies [3, 8, 16, 45] and our characterizations (§3) below demonstrate these points. However, existing ZNS SSDs have one significant drawback: the zoned interface is static and inflexible. After a zone is allocated and initialized, its maximum performance is fixed regardless of the underlying device capability, its I/O configurations cannot adapt to runtime workload characteristics, and cross-zone I/O interference yields unpredictable I/O executions.

First, the performance profile of a zone-sized storage partition hinges on physical zone placement and stripe configuration, which should align with application requirements. Despite significant benefits from the flexibility of the user-defined logical zone, application-managed zone configuration would sustain sub-optimal performance due to the lack of knowledge of other tenants sharing the device. In addition, it imposes another burden on application developers, as with OC SSDs.

Second, it is non-trivial to develop a complete application profile that captures every aspect of I/O execution characteristics, such as read/write block size and distribution, I/O concurrency, and command interleaving degree. The existing zoned interface fails to adapt to the changing workload behavior. Users have to over-provision the zone resources when configuring a zone based on the worst-case estimation.

In Figure 2, it is shown that the RocksDB over ZenFS [7] actively writes to only a fraction of the zones it maintains in the active state. This leads to inefficient utilization of valuable active resources in the ZNS SSD. Similarly, file systems like Btrfs [36] and F2FS [25] support ZNS SSDs but write user data to only one zone at a time, resulting in suboptimal utilization of the available active resources. This issue is fur-
ther exacerbated when the device has multiple namespaces serving different applications. In such cases, each application only utilizes a fraction of the available bandwidth, wasting valuable active resources in the ZNS SSD.

Third, a zone is not a completely performance-isolated domain, and co-located zones interact with each other in a non-deterministic fashion. Ideally, each tenant should receive a weighted share based on the consolidation degree. Specifically, its housing application should achieve its targeted performance when the SSD is under-utilized but receive a proportional degradation when the SSD is over-subscribed. However, unlike its predecessor OC SSD, ZNS SSDs manage zone allocation and wear-leveling internally with no strong isolation support and expose an opaque view to applications, yielding unpredictable performance interference and I/O execution unfairness. Such an issue could be mitigated in a conventional SSD where FTL and GC blend and distribute blocks across channels and dies uniformly regardless of the original command flow, ensuring the attainment of the maximum bandwidth and equal utilization of channel and die.

3 Performance Characterization of a ZNS SSD

This section characterizes a ZNS SSD with a focus on understanding why existing ZNS interfaces are static and inflexible. We then discuss the possibilities of addressing the problem.

3.1 Experimental Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device HW Parameters</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>5,816 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels #</td>
<td>16 Channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND Dies #</td>
<td>128 Dies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND Page Size</td>
<td>16 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND Channel B/W</td>
<td>~600 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Zone Size</td>
<td>96 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read B/W per Physical Zone</td>
<td>~200 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write B/W per Physical Zone</td>
<td>~40 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Active Zones #</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The commodity ZNS SSD specification.

ZNS SSD and tested. We use a commodity ZNS SSD for characterization. Table 1 presents its hardware details. It has 40,704 physical zones, where each 96MB-size zone consists of NAND erase blocks solely on a single die, and supports a maximum of 256 open zones simultaneously. We then configure various logical zones using such fine-granular units. We also prepare a conventional SSD with an equivalent architecture for a fair comparison. Our server has two 2.50GHz Xeon processors with 256GB DDR4 DRAM, and both SSDs are connected to ×4 PCIe Gen3 slots directly.

Workloads and performance metrics. We use the Fio benchmark tool [15] running on the SPDK framework [43] to generate synthetic workloads. We report both per-I0 average/tail latency as well as achieved bandwidth. We add a thin layer to the SPDK to implement the logical zone concept and realize different zone configurations. Given the ZNS protocol, we regulate the write workloads to sequential accesses on a single logical zone in the following experiments, where read workloads are issuing random I/Os unless specified.

3.2 System Model

We consider a typical system setup with a five-layered view to facilitate the understanding of a multi-tenant ZNS SSD deployment and dissect the I/O behavior (Figure 3-a). From the top-down perspective, the first layer contains a few co-located tenants, each running a storage application (e.g., blob store, F2FS, and RocksDB). Next, a tenant exclusively owns one or several namespaces based on the required capacity. A namespace provides independently configurable logical zones (layer 3), exposing a private logical block address space. By manipulating the logical zone setup, a namespace can be configured differently to meet the capacity and parallelism requirements. Within a logical zone, reads happen everywhere, while writes are only issued in an append-only manner. This is unique to a ZNS SSD and in significant contrast to a conventional SSD, which can be viewed as a fixed or statically configured SSD.

A logical zone comprises several physical zones (fourth layer). The number of physical zones per logical zone is typically fixed within a namespace. The logical-to-physical zone mapping can be arbitrary regardless of the request serving order and device occupancy. However, the logical zone must not share its physical zones with each other to conform with the ZNS protocol. At the bottom layer, a physical zone is placed on one channel/die following the device specification. The zoned block device (ZBD) layer (Figure 3-b) is the central component across the storage stack that abstracts away architectural details of a ZNS SSD. It provides three functionalities: (1) interacting with the application on namespace/logical zone management; (2) orchestrating the logical-to-physical zone mapping in consideration of the application requirement; (3) scheduling a sequence of I/O commands to maximize device utilization and avoid head-of-line blocking. Figure 3-c shows the I0 path of read/write/reset requests. We carefully configure each layer when designing characterization experiments.

3.3 Zone Stripeing

Since a logical zone is usually configured as an array of physical zones spatially, similar to RAID 0, one could apply the
When there are enough outstanding I/Os submitted to an SSD, when the stripe size matches the NAND operation unit (i.e., NAND page size). As shown in Table 2, the achieved per-die bandwidth increases slowly after the 16KB stripe size. In terms of latency, the access time reduction is non-linear for sizes smaller than a NAND page (16KB). When the I/O size is larger than 16KB, the average latency rises proportionally to the I/O unit because each request has to access the die multiple times sequentially. Next, we change the logical zone setup and see the efficiency of different stripe sizes. We use N-zones to refer to a logical zone configuration, where N is the number of physical zones in a striping. As shown in Figure 4, when issuing 2MB reads (which generates enough I/O to construct a full stripe I/O on each physical zone), for different zone configurations, the bandwidth over various stripe sizes shows a similar result with the single-die performance. On the other hand, a wider width that fully uses the stripe size (stripe size × stripe width) achieves higher bandwidth. For example, the 4KB stripe size in 8-zones achieves 37.3% higher read bandwidth than the 8KB stripe size in 4-zones. Note that the stripe size does not significantly affect the write performance as one can coalesce stripes on the same physical zone into a single device I/O and submit it at once. Instead, the stripe width determines the maximum write bandwidth.

### 3.3.1 Basic Performance

When there are enough outstanding I/Os submitted to an SSD, unsurprisingly, the optimal striping efficiency is achieved when the stripe size matches the NAND operation unit (i.e., NAND page size). As shown in Table 2, the achieved per-die bandwidth increases slowly after the 16KB stripe size. In terms of latency, the access time reduction is non-linear for sizes smaller than a NAND page (16KB). When the I/O size is larger than 16KB, the average latency rises proportionally to the I/O unit because each request has to access the die multiple times sequentially. Next, we change the logical zone setup and see the efficiency of different stripe sizes. We use N-zones to refer to a logical zone configuration, where N is the number of physical zones in a striping. As shown in Figure 4, when issuing 2MB reads (which generates enough I/O to construct a full stripe I/O on each physical zone), for different zone configurations, the bandwidth over various stripe sizes shows a similar result with the single-die performance. On the other hand, a wider width that fully uses the stripe size (stripe size × stripe width) achieves higher bandwidth. For example, the 4KB stripe size in 8-zones achieves 37.3% higher read bandwidth than the 8KB stripe size in 4-zones. Note that the stripe size does not significantly affect the write performance as one can coalesce stripes on the same physical zone into a single device I/O and submit it at once. Instead, the stripe width determines the maximum write bandwidth.

### 3.3.2 Challenge #1: Application-agnostic Striping

When deciding the optimal stripe size and width, one should consider the application I/O profile dynamically, including request type, size distribution, I/O size efficiency, and concurrency. However, the existing zoned interface lacks such support and hinges on users’ domain knowledge during configuration. A large stripe may hurt performance if the size of sequential user I/O is smaller than the size of a full stripe. On the other hand, too small a stripe also hurts the I/O efficiency of the device; a 4KB stripe with an 8-zone or wider width significantly lags behind 8KB or larger stripes in Figure 4. A wide stripe width sustains high performance per logical zone. However, since the device has a limited amount of active resources, it will instead limit the maximum number of active logical zones and jeopardize application concurrency.

**Observation:** The use of logical zones with striping is beneficial for the application, but zone striping should be an adaptive configuration determined based on the total amount of active zones and application profiles. A ZNS SSD has to provide enough active logical zones to not only cope with application concurrency but also max out the device bandwidth by adjusting the stripe width dynamically. An ideal strip size can be the NAND page size, but it also has to be adjusted to the stripe width to provide a consistent full stripe size.

### 3.4 Zone Allocation and Placement

A ZNS SSD allocates physical zones across dies/channels, mainly taking access parallelism and wear-leveling into consideration. Upon an allocation request, the ZNS SSD traverses the die array following a certain order, and then selects the next available die to place each physical zone. Within a determined die, it chooses blocks with the least P/E cycles based on opaque wear-leveling policies.

#### 3.4.1 Basic Performance

Zone allocation should be locality-aware and parallelism-aware. A larger-sized logical zone is expected to observe higher read/write bandwidth because it spreads physical zones across different channels and dies in a deterministic sequence and achieves more I/O parallelism. The maximum performance is obtained when I/Os access all channels and dies without blocking. We configure the stripe size to 16KB and increase the number of physical zones in a logical zone (N), then measure the I/O bandwidth of a single logical zone under four I/O profiles (Figure 5). The performance of 2MB reads with queue depths 1 and 2 (i.e., 2MB-RD-QD1/2MB-RD-QD2) keeps increasing until the number of physical zones approaches 20. But they max out for different reasons. The
3.4.2 Challenge #2: Device-agnostic Placement

An ideal allocation process should expose all of the internal I/O parallelism of a ZNS SSD to a tenant. However, the existing mechanism is opaque to housed tenants, where the global allocation pointer picks the next available die without considering the application’s prior allocation history or how it interacts with other tenants. This causes unbalanced zone placement, hurts I/O parallelism, and jeopardizes performance. We find two types of inefficient placements:

- **Channel-overlapped placement**: Concurrent zone allocations might cause overlapped zone placements across channels, limiting the maximum channel parallelism. Similarly, synchronized allocation requests might prevent placement alignment, again limiting the aggregated bandwidth. Figure 6 presents 4KB and 128KB random read bandwidth when increasing the QD for three inferior placements, where 2/4/8 physical zones contend for the same channel in a 16-zone configuration. Physical zones stay across 16 different dies that limit the maximum bandwidth. The 2-overlapped allocation outperforms the other two (i.e., 4-overlapped/8-overlapped) by 1.7×/2.9× and 1.7×/2.5× for 4KB and 128KB cases, respectively.

- **Die-overlapped placement**: An intra-namespace die overlapped placement limits the bandwidth and can be even more detrimental because a die can only process one operation at a time. We configure such an experiment by placing physical zones in the same die and gradually increasing the overlapping ratio. Figure 7 reports the logical zone’s sustained bandwidth and tail latency under two I/O profiles. When no physical zones share the same die, it achieves 1,128MB/s and 2,051MB/s along with 317us and 284us p99.9 tail latency for the 4KB random read and 128KB sequential read cases, respectively. With full overlap, we observe 47.2%/23.8% bandwidth drop and 87.1%/28.0% tail latency increase. Such performance degradation happens even when the overlapping ratio is lower than 25%, because both types of I/Os suffer from the head-of-line blocking issue at the overlapped dies.

**Observation**: It is challenging to infer the zone’s physical location without knowing the device’s internal specification. One may run a profiling tool in the runtime to extract the relation among different zones [3]. However, it does not eliminate the imprinted overlap at the allocation time. To maximize the I/O parallelism, one could build a device abstraction layer that (1) relies on a general allocation model of the device; (2) maintains a shadow view of the underlying physical device; (3) profiles its placement balanced level across different physical channels and dies.

3.5 I/O Execution under ZNS SSDs

A ZNS SSD eradicates background GC I/Os, thereby removing one form of performance non-determinism. Within a logical zone, writes happen sequentially, but reads are issued arbitrarily. When reads are congested, one would observe latency spikes under die/channel contention. If considering cross-zone cases, either intra or inter namespace, interference would be more severe than a conventional SSD because ZNS SSDs impose no physical resource partitions, and per die/channel bandwidth is narrow.

3.5.1 Basic Performance

Irrespective of the NAND block layout of a logical zone, its I/O access latency highly correlates with achieved bandwidth because there are no device internal I/Os that consume bandwidth and are hidden from user applications. To demonstrate this, we prepare a conventional SSD having the same hardware as the ZNS SSD and compare two SSDs under the mixed read-write scenario. We configure a logical zone for the ZNS SSD that spreads across all the channels and dies (i.e., 128-zone configuration with 16KB stripe size) to match the conventional one. The fragmented conventional SSD is 70% filled and preconditioned with 128KB random writes. Then we run eight read threads—where each issues one 128KB read I/O to all the dies uniformly random—and one write thread that performs sequential write at a fixed rate. Figure 8 reports the read/write tail latency as we increase the write bandwidth. More writes on a ZNS SSD leave less bandwidth headroom for reads and cause the latency to increase. However, for the fragmented conventional SSD, the internal GC activities make even less bandwidth available to serve...
reads due to write amplification. For example, when the write bandwidth is 1,000MB/s, the p99.9 read and write latency of the conventional SSD is 4.3× and 2.8× worse than the ZNS one. In terms of the read throughput, the conventional SSD shows 1.1× and 1.6× lower throughput than the ZNS SSD at the 200MB/s and 1,000MB/s write bandwidth, respectively.

3.5.2 Challenge #3: Tenant-agnostic Scheduling

Existing zoned interfaces of ZNS SSDs provide little performance isolation and fairness guarantees for the inter-zone case, regardless of deployed workloads. One cannot overlook the read interference on a die because (1) an arbitrary number of zones can collide on a die, (2) the bandwidth of a single die is poor, and hence the interference becomes severe even under a very low load on the device, and (3) it causes a severe head of line blocking problem and degrades the performance of the logical zone. Since there is no internal GC in the ZNS SSD, The I/O determinism [26] proposed for the conventional SSD does not apply as well. Similar to conventional SSDs, the write cache, shared among all NAND dies, is an indispensable component of the ZNS SSD, buffering incoming writes and flushing to the NAND dies in a batch. Host applications will observe prompt write I/O completions when they are absorbed by the cache but experience considerable latency spikes when the cache overflows. This has not been an intractable issue in conventional SSDs because the device firmware blends all incoming write I/Os and constructs a single large flow spanning entire NAND dies, maintaining the cache eviction rate to the maximum device bandwidth. However, in the ZNS SSD, a write I/O must be flushed out to the designated NAND die with an inadequate program bandwidth, even with zone striping. In this situation, a heavy writer exhausts the available cache capacity and severely disturbs other short flows.

We set up two readers performing 128KB read I/O in different profiles: (1) queue depth 8 with a two-zone configuration, and (2) queue depth 2 with an eight-zone configuration. Figure 9 shows the interference between two readers in a die-collision. The QD-8 reader easily obtains 97.2% of the total bandwidth of collision dies. Note that the interference and unfair bandwidth share also occurs in the conventional one, but only when the device bandwidth is fully saturated [23, 41]. We also demonstrate the write cache congestion in Figure 9. We first populate 15 logical zones with a stripe width of 8, and each physical zone is allocated to a dedicated die. The cumulative write bandwidth of 15 zones maxes out the PCIe bandwidth (3.2GB/s), and a single zone performs at ~213.3MB/s. In this case, a physical zone in the logical zone receives write at a lower rate than the maximum bandwidth (~26.7MB/s), and the write cache does not overflow. Then, we add one more writer with a narrow width of 2, which also runs on dedicated dies. Write I/Os towards the narrow zone are equally fetched by the device, but it soon consumes all available cache because of the scarce bandwidth (~85MB/s) of underlying physical zones. It degrades others’ bandwidth by 27.3% or

4 eZNS: Enabling an Adaptive Zoned NS

This section describes the design and implementation of eZNS that realizes a new and elastic zoned interface. We use the gathered insights from our characterization experiments and address the aforementioned issues.

4.1 eZNS Overview

eZNS stays atop the NVMe driver and provides raw block accesses. eZNS exposes the v-zone interface that offers runtime hardware adaptiveness, application elasticity, and tenant awareness. We carefully design eZNS and spread its functionalities across the control plane and data plane. As shown in Figure 10, it mainly consists of two components. The first is the zone arbiter that (1) maintains the device shadow view in a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) and provides the basis for other components, (2) performs serialized zone allocation avoiding overlapped placement, and (3) dynamically scales the zone hardware resources and I/O configurations via a harvesting mechanism. The second is a tenant-cognizant I/O scheduler, orchestrating read requests using a delay-based congestion control mechanism and regulating writes through a token-based admission control. In sum, eZNS addresses the three issues discussed in §3.
4.2 Hardware Contract and HAL

We develop eZNS based on the following hardware contract, which are met by recent ZNS SSDs with small zones: (1) a physical zone consists of one or more erasure blocks on a single die; (2) the maximum number of active physical zones is a multiple of the number of dies, and all dies hold the same number of active zones when they are fully populated (i.e., the ZNS SSD evenly distributes physical zones over dies); (3) the zone allocation mechanism follows the wear-leveling requirements, indicating that consecutive allocated zones will not overlap on a physical die until all the dies have been traversed. We need to caveat that the last contract may not always be followed in allocations if the device firmware enforces a specific policy other than round-robin across dies. However, considering the large number of chips and the wear-leveling constraint, such cases are rare. Our mechanism doesn’t require being cognizant of the two-dimensional geometric physical view of SSD NAND dies and channels or maintaining an exact zone-die mapping.

eZNS maintains a shadow device view, exposing the approximate data locality for zone allocation and I/O scheduling. Our mechanism (or HAL layer) only hinges on three hardware parameters from device specifications. The first one is the maximum number of active zones (or MAR, maximum active resources). This is based on an observation that the MAR is generally in proportion to or a multiple of the number of physical dies on the SSD. One could estimate the number of active zones that a die could hold by deliberately controlling the zone allocation order in an offline calibration experiment (§3.4). The second parameter required is the NAND page size used for striping configuration. For example, 16KB is a de facto standard for most TLC NVMe drives and is well-known for system developers. The SSD shows the best efficiency when the stripe size is aligned with it (§3.3), and thereby, we choose the stripe size as a multiple or factor of the NAND page size that is closest to avoid inefficient stripe reads for sequential workloads. These two parameters reflect the device’s capabilities. The third one is the physical zone size, deciding how a logical zone and strip groups are constructed. With such information, HAL provides a shadow view having a consistent MAR (e.g., 16) and the size of a zone (e.g., 2GB) regardless of the underlying device.

4.3 Serial Zone Allocator

eZNS develops a simple zone allocator that provides three guarantees: (1) it ensures that each stripe group comprises a list of consecutive and serial opened physical zones, following the firmware-enforced internal order; (2) there is no die collision within a stripe group; (3) across stripe groups, die collision could happen for writes only if available active physical zones are fully populated across all the dies. Given the above device model, the number of stripe groups colliding on a die is at most. Channel collision would not be an issue because its bandwidth is usually higher than the aggregated program bandwidth across dies.

Our allocator works as follows. It has a per-device request queue, buffering OPEN commands (including implicit ones followed by writes) from all logical zones. Our allocator serves each logical zone request atomically. Since the completion of a zone OPEN command does not guarantee that the zone is actually allocated on a physical die, we implement a zone reservation mechanism during zone opens—flushing one data block that enforces binding a die to the zone. Writes complete immediately as the write cache of the device absorbs a single block even in high load. To expedite this process, we proactively maintain a certain amount of reserved zones in serial order and provision them to an upcoming stripe group. Upon completion of the allocation, we then update the allocation history and write it into a reserved persistent region (metadata block) following the block for reservation. Hence, we preclude interleaved allocations from concurrently opened logical zones to prevent channel-overlapped placement and facilitate allocation reordering to mitigate die overlaps (§3.4.2).

4.4 Zone Ballooning

v-zone, a specialized logical zone, can automatically scale its I/O striping configuration and hardware resources to match changing application requirements in a lightweight fashion. Figure 11 illustrates an example of a v-zone structure. Similar to a static logical zone, a v-zone contains a fixed number of physical zones. However, unlike a static logical zone, it divides physical zones into one or more stripe groups. When v-zone is first opened or reaches the end of a previous stripe group, it allocates a new stripe group. All physical zones in the previous stripe group must be finished when the write pointer reaches the end of the stripe group, allowing an active v-zone to take active resources for only one stripe group. The number of physical zones in a stripe group is determined at the time of allocation according to the local overdrive mechanism, which enables flexible zone striping. To comply with the standard zone interface, v-zone has a size that is a power of 2, and its capacity is the sum of user-available bytes in physical zones.

Similar to the virtualization memory ballooning technique [5, 39, 47], zone ballooning allows a v-zone to (1) expand its stripe width by leasing spares from others when other namespaces are under low active resource usage; (2) return them when it finishes the stripe group either by writing to the end of the stripe group or explicitly issuing FINISH/RESET commands from the application.
4.4.1 Initial Resource Provisioning

eZNS divides all the available and opened physical zones on the ZNS SSD into two groups: essential and spare. The essential group contains a minimal number of active physical zones that can max out the SSD write bandwidth ($N_{\text{essential}}$), whilst the rest belong to the spare group ($N_{\text{spare}}$). Our initial resource allocation follows the equal bandwidth partition principle. We choose the write I/O bandwidth as the minimum guarantee because writing resources (or active physical zones) of a ZNS SSD are scarce. Assuming the number of namespaces that a ZNS SSD holds is $N_{\text{ns}}$ and the maximum number of active v-zones per namespace is $\text{MAR}_{\text{logical}}$, A namespace takes $N_{\text{essential}}$ exclusive active physical zones; when a v-zone in the namespace opens a new stripe group, it receives $\frac{N_{\text{essential}}}{N_{\text{ns}} \times \text{MAR}_{\text{logical}}}$ assured essential ones which is also the minimum stripe width. In terms of spare zones, similarly, eZNS equally distributes them to a namespace ($\frac{N_{\text{spare}}}{N_{\text{ns}}}$) during initialization. Both a v-zone and a namespace will expand/shrink their capacity to adapt to workload demands.

4.4.2 Local Overdrive: Zone Expanding

eZNS provisions available spares from the spare group of its namespace to boost its write I/O capability. We realize this via an internal local overdrive operation while opening a new stripe group. The mechanism works as follows. First, it estimates the resource usage of the namespace by analyzing its previously opened v-zones, quantified as the exponentially weighted moving average over the number of active v-zones ($N_{\text{ActiveZoneHistory}}$). Second, it checks the remaining spares from the spare group ($N_{\text{RemainingSpare}}$) and reaps additional spares based on $\frac{N_{\text{RemainingSpare}}}{N_{\text{ActiveZoneHistory}}}$. Essentially, a v-zone will receive more (fewer) spares if it embodies writing activities but the namespace only opens fewer (more) v-zones. Third, the v-zone conflates the harvested spares with assured essential ones for it to open the new stripe group, and the stripe width is rounded down to the nearest power of two for efficient resource management. Note that the local overdrive operates in a serial and best-effort fashion. Lastly, eZNS sets the baseline stripe size to 32KB at the minimum width for the optimal I/O efficiency of the device. It then reduces the stripe size for an overdriven zone according to the stripe width, down to the minimum block size of the device. For example, if the width gets two times wider, the stripe size is reduced by half. We determine the range of stripe sizes to optimize the performance as aforementioned in §3.3. The reduced stripe size further contributes to the I/O scheduler ensuring fairness (§4.5).

4.4.3 Global Overdrive: Namespace Expanding

Across the whole device, our zone ballooning mechanism further reallocates spares across namespaces based on their latest write activity. We realize this via another internal global overdrive operation—lend spares from the spare group to each other. Unlike local overdrive, global overdrive is triggered based on the write intensity across the entire drive. Specifically, our arbiter monitors the past $N_{\text{essential}}$ opened physical zones across all active namespaces, computes their zone utilization, and redistributes the remaining spares from inactive namespaces to active ones. In the current design, we determine an inactive namespace as a namespace that has no allocation history in the last $N_{\text{essential}}$ physical zone allocations of the device, and lent spares are equally distributed across active namespaces. When an inactive namespace becomes active again, eZNS marks the leased spares as recall spares and leased namespaces release them to the global pool as soon as they FINISH/RESET the stripe group in v-zones. eZNS then returns them to the original namespace at the next global overdrive operation.

4.4.4 Reclaim: Zone/Namespace Compaction

Generally, an overdriven v-zone after entering the FINISH state will return spare zones. Therefore, spare zones circulate as long as namespaces continue to write to v-zones. However, when a namespace overdrives v-zones, which becomes inactive without releasing them, the arbiter has to use a reclaim operation to take back the spares to prevent resource leakage. To ensure no slowdown on the performance path, we employ an asynchronous window-based monitoring scheme, where the arbiter bookkeeps the status of each inactive namespace and continuously counts how long its status is in the read-only state. If a namespace presents no write I/Os for a certain amount of time, $T_{\text{ReadOnly}}$, the arbiter triggers the reclaim procedure to proactively collect the spare zones. The execution cost of reclaim depends on the configuration within the opened stripe group. If there are committed writes on the zone, reclaim will trigger a zone compaction and perform a sequence of I/O reads/writes, i.e., finishing existing zones, opening a new stripe group with shrunk width, and copying data to the new one. Once the migration is done, the spare zones can be returned to the global spare pool.

The zone reclaiming indeed brings GC-like overheads back to the system. Thus, it is crucial that the system does not trigger the operation in normal conditions. In eZNS, zone reclaiming is only performed when namespaces have no write activity for two cycles of global overdrive. This is likely to happen infrequently, such as when an application undergoes a significant change in its running state. Moreover, reclaiming is triggered in a lazy fashion, executed in the background, and regulated by the scheduler to limit its performance impact. As a result, eZNS can avoid triggering zone reclaiming in normal conditions, maintaining high performance and efficiency.

4.5 Zone I/O Scheduler

eZNS mindfully orchestrates I/O reads/writes with the goal of providing equal read/write bandwidth shares among contending v-zones, maximizing the overall device utilization, and mitigating superfluous head-of-line blocking when different types of requests interleave. Our zone I/O scheduler com-
prises two components: congestion-avoiding read scheduler and cache-aware write admission control.

### 4.5.1 Congestion-avoid Read Scheduler

Our design is based on the observations that (1) ZNS SSDs have no internal housekeeping operations; (2) write I/Os are sequential and synchronous. Hence, the read latency is stable and low until the die becomes congested, and it is thus possible to detect congestion directly via latency measurements.

eZNS introduces a hierarchical design that performs weighted round-robin scheduling firstly across active namespaces and then delay-based congestion control across each intra-namespace v-zones. By conforming to the NVMe architecture, we create per-namespace NVMe queue pairs and offload the round-robin scheduling to the device. Then, we employ a Swift-like [24] congestion control mechanism to decide the bandwidth allocation for each stripe group in the v-zone, where the delay is the device I/O command execution latency. As shown in Algorithm 1, during the congestion-free phase, upon a read I/O completion, we additively increase (AI) the congestion window until it approaches the maximum size (line 6). Since the congestion window (cwnd) is shared in the stripe group, when set to the stripe width, it indicates that there is one outstanding I/O per die in the sequential case. The SSD can max out its per-die bandwidth with a few outstanding I/Os. Thus, when the cwnd starts with the stripe width, it quickly ramps up to the device bandwidth capacity. Further, we limit the maximum congestion window (cwnd) to 4 × stripe_width to minimize the software overheads when handling excess concurrent I/Os and avoid a meaningless rapid growth of cwnd that would imperil the efficiency of the MD phase. When congestion happens, we reduce the congestion window multiplicatively (line 4), whose ratio depends on the latency degradation degree. All the physical zones within a stripe group share the same congestion status. It is reasonable because sequential read bandwidth will be capped by the most congested physical zone. Random reads usually will not trigger frequent cwnd decrements because the minimum window size is large enough to absorb them. Our congestion control works cooperatively with the reduced stripe size of the overdrive and ensures a fair share of bandwidth regardless of the width of the stripe group.

### 4.5.2 Cache-aware Write Admission Control

Due to the non-linear write latency and the shared architecture, it is inappropriate to implement a local mechanism to mitigate the problem. Unlike the read congestion case, write congestion happens globally across all zones from all namespaces (§3.5). Therefore, eZNS monitors the global write latency and regulates writes using a token-based admission control scheme. We generate tokens periodically (ALG 1 lines 14–16) and admit write I/Os in a batch for each active v-zone to ensure overflow rarely happens. This requires a latency monitor to analyze the write cache eviction activity (ALG 1 lines 8–12). Here, we profile the block admission rate (defined as the minimum delay between two consecutive write blocks) and adjust the token generation rate based on its normalized average latency. This is based on an empirical observation that the latency of the write projects its capacity share in the write cache. Hence, we equalize the latency for all write zones and calculate available tokens using the average value. Additionally, we update the available tokens based on the elapsed time from the last token refill upon a write submission. By doing so, we expect that writes are self-clocked in the congestion-less condition.

Note that (1) when read and write I/Os mix on a physical die, the total aggregate bandwidth will drop due to the NAND interference effect. However, our read scheduler and write admission control require little coordination because both modules only use the latency (gradient) as a signal to infer the current bandwidth capacity; (2) we coalesce stripes for the same physical zone within a user I/O and submit one write I/O to the device in a batch, and thus, a small stripe size does not degrade the write bandwidth.

### 5 Evaluation

We add a thin layer in the SPDK framework [43] to implement eZNS and realize the v-zone concept. The primary reason for choosing the SPDK approach was its ease of implementation and integration into the software stack of a storage server accessible by remote clients. Moreover, the SPDK-based design can also be used in a local system to serve virtual machines through the SPDK host extension. This approach allows the storage server to provide efficient and high-performance I/O operations, while remaining compatible with existing software stacks. We use the same test environment as in §3.1. Non-SPDK applications require a standard ZNS block device exposed via the kernel NVMe driver; thus, we set up eZNS as a disaggregated storage device over RDMA (NVMe-over-RDMA) and connect to it using the kernel NVMe driver.

**Micro-benchmarks:** We use FIO [15] to generate syn-
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**Algorithm 1 Zone I/O Scheduler**

1: procedure READ COMPLETION()
2: lat_thresh ← 500us
3: if io_lat > lat_thresh then
4:     cwnd = max(1, cwnd × lat_threshold / stripe_width)
5: else
6:     cwnd = min(stripe_width × 4, cwnd + α × io_count / cwnd)
7: procedure WRITE LATENCY MONITOR()
8: On t every 10ms
9: total_lat = ∑active_zone per_block_lat
10: total_ios = ∑active_zone num_ios
11: avg_lat(t) = total_lat / total_ios
12: block_admission_rate = avg_lat(t−1)+avg_lat(t)
13: procedure WRITE TOKEN GENERATOR()
14: On every 1ms
15: for pending write zones do
16:     token += block_admission_rate × stripe_width
thetic workloads and allocate a separate thread for each worker when the workload writes to multiple namespaces or zones. For read workloads, we first precondition the namespace by performing sequential writes for the entire range of read I/O. Additionally, we perform a pre-calibration step to determine the die allocations in case the evaluation requires a die-level collision.

**Ported Applications:** We use RocksDB as a real-world ZNS application, to evaluate the performance of eZNS. We run RocksDB over ZenFS [7] to enable the ZNS support. As eZNS complies with the standard NVMe ZNS specification, no modification is required for the application and ZenFS. We initialize the DB instance with 500M entities of 20-byte keys and 1,000-byte values.

**Default v-zone Configuration:** By default, eZNS creates four namespaces (NS1–4), each of which is allocated 32 essential and 32 spare resources. Since each namespace provides a maximum of 16 active zones, the minimum stripe width for v-zone is 2 with a stripe size of 32KB. However, eZNS can overdrive the width up to 16 with a stripe size of 4KB. For a fair comparison, we prepare a static logical zone configured with stripe width and size of 4 and 16KB, respectively; hence, it also accesses full device capability when the application populates enough active logical zones. Both a v-zone and a static logical zone comprise 16 physical zones. Different configurations are used for single-tenant evaluation (single namespace) as specified in Section 5.3.

### 5.1 Zone Ballooning

We demonstrate the efficiency of zone ballooning when handling large writes (i.e., 512KB I/O with a queue depth of one). First, within a namespace, we compare the performance between a v-zone and a static logical zone, where the number of writers is configured to 4, 8, and 16, respectively. Each writer submits a write I/O to different zones. Our local overdrive operation can reap more spare zones and lead to better throughput. As shown in Figure 12, the v-zone outperforms the static one by 2.0× under the 4-writer case as 4 static logical zones enable only 16 physical zones while 4 v-zone overdrive the width to 8 and expand to 32 physical zones. In the 8-writer and 16-writer cases, v-zone reduces the overdrive width accordingly and utilizes the same number of physical zones (32 and 64, respectively) with the static logical zone.

To evaluate eZNS’s adaptiveness under dynamic workloads, we set up overdriven zones from different namespaces. The first three namespaces (NS1, NS2, and NS3) run two writers, while the fourth namespace (NS4) runs eight. NS1, NS2, and NS3 stop issuing writes at t=30s and resume the writing activity at t=80s. We measure the throughput and spare zone usage of four zones for a 100s profiling window (Figures 13 and 14). When the other three zones become idle, the v-zone from NS4 takes up to 3× more spare zones from other namespaces using the global overdrive primitive and maxes out its write bandwidth (∼2.3GB/s). It can then quickly release the harvest zones when other zones start issuing writes again.

### 5.2 Zone I/O Fairness

We evaluate our I/O scheduler in various synthetic congestion scenarios by placing competing zones in the same physical die group. We compare the performance of all co-located zones when enabling and disabling our mechanism. The zone ballooning mechanism is turned off for all cases. We report per-thread bandwidth in Figure 15.

**Read-Read Fairness.** We run a sequential read of 128KB
I/O size at two types of zones on co-located dies. To equally load the physical dies, we populate more threads for lower-width zones. For example, a zone with a width of 2 runs four threads on each stripe group, while a zone with a width 8 has only one thread. As shown in Figure 15-a, in scenario 1, when disabling our congestion control mechanism, Zone A (configured with stripe width 2 and stripe size 32KB, QD-1) and Zone B (configured with stripe width 8 and stripe size 8KB, QD-32), even holding the same sized full stripe, achieve 76MB/s and 1287MB/s, respectively. This is because the zone with the higher QD dominates on the competing die. Our scheme effectively controls the per-zone window size and ensures that each zone submits the same amount of outstanding bytes. Hence, both Zone A and Zone B sustain 290MB/s. In scenarios 2 and 3, we change the Zone A stripe configuration to <stripe width 4, stripe size 16KB, QD-1> and <stripe width 8, stripe size 8KB, QD-1>, and observe similar behavior when turning off the read congestion logic. In scenario 3, the congestion level on the die gets lowered as Zone A only submits one 128KB I/O (which was 4 and 2 in scenarios 1 and 2, respectively). Hence the read latency also becomes below the threshold, and the I/O scheduler chooses to max out the bandwidth.

Write-Write Fairness. We carefully create different write congestion scenarios and see how our admission control operates. The workload used is a sequential write of 512KB size. In the first scenario, we co-locate 16 regular write zones (Zone A, where each has a striping width of 8 with 8KB stripe size and submits write I/Os at 5ms intervals, sustaining 95MB/s maximum throughput) with a busy writer (Zone B, that has width 2 and 32KB stripe size, submits I/O without interval delays, achieving 85MB/s at most). Figure 15-b reports the bandwidth utilization of one regular zone (Zone A) and the busy writer (Zone B). Our admission control mechanism limits the write issuing rate of Zone B and gives more room at the write cache to the regular zone (Zone A), leading to 35.7% bandwidth improvement per thread. Next, we set up a highly-congested case by changing 16 regular zones to busy writers (scenario 2). As described in §4.5.2, our scheme equally distributes the write bandwidth share across competing zones, and Zone B receives 56.8% of the total bandwidth of 2 physical zones. The last scenario is a collision-less one at the die level where we eliminate the overlapping region among all the write zones by populating active physical zones lesser than the number of dies. Similarly, when enabling the admission control, the bandwidth allocated for Zone B slightly decreases (~7.2%) to avoid cache congestion, and the overall device bandwidth is increased by 24.7%.

Read-Write Fairness. We examine how our congestion control mechanism coordinates with the admission control when handling read/write mixed workloads. In this experiment, we set up three types of zones: (1) ×16 regular readers (Zone A), where each has a striping width of 2 and 32KB stripe size, performing 128KB random read at queue depth 32, across all physical dies; (2) 1 busy writer (Zone B), whose striping width is 2 with 32KB stripe size; (3) ×16 regular writers (Zone C), which has a striping width of 8 and 32KB stripe size each, submitting I/Os under 5ms interval. Both B and C issue 512KB large writes. Figure 15-c reports their per-thread bandwidth. When disabling our scheduler, each reader achieves 199.6MB/s but writes are jeopardized significantly, where Zone B and Zone C can only achieve 19.3% and 27.3% of their maximum bandwidth. As we gradually turn on our mechanisms, the congestion control shrinks the window size such that more bandwidth is allocated to the writes. Further, the admission control then equally partitions bandwidth among competing writing zones. As shown in the CC+AC case, zone A, B, and C can sustain 71.6%, 57.5%, and 70.1% of their maximum bandwidth capacity, respectively.

5.3 Application: RocksDB

To evaluate eZNS in a real-world scenario, we use RocksDB [35] over the ZenFS storage backend. In addition to the built-in utility in the RocksDB db_bench tool, we port YCSB workload generators [4] for the mixed workload evaluation.

Single-tenant performance. First, we evaluate the performance of a single tenant using the readwhilewriting profile of the db_bench, which runs one writer and multiple readers. This workload profile demonstrates a read/write mixed scenario. In the case of a single-tenant configuration, eZNS creates a single namespace on the device and allocates 128 essential and 128 spare resources to it. Since only two stripe widths, 8 and 16, are possible in this configuration, eZNS sets the stripe size to 16KB for the width of 8 to avoid the namespace running only on large stripe sizes. We compare the performance of eZNS over two static configurations, both
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**Figure 16:** readwhilewriting workload on a single tenant configurations. Static has stripe width of 16. (S: 4KB stripe, L: 16KB stripe)

**Figure 17:** Latency of db_bench workloads (2 overwrite, 2 randomread) on different namespaces over eZNS and static zone.

**Figure 18:** Throughput of db_bench workloads (2 overwrite, 2 randomread) on different namespaces over eZNS and static zone.
with a stripe width of 16, but with different stripe sizes of 4KB and 16KB. Since there is only one namespace on the device, eZNS always overdrives v-zones to the width of 16, which is identical to the static configurations. Therefore, both the static namespace and eZNS can exploit all available bandwidth on the device. However, the I/O scheduler of eZNS helps mitigate interferences between zones and improves overall application performance. Figure 16 shows that eZNS improves the P99.9 and P99.99 read latency by 28.7% and 11.3% over the static configurations with a stripe size of 16KB and 4KB, respectively. Additionally, eZNS also improves the throughput by 11.5% and 2.5% with a stripe size of 4KB and 16KB.

**Multi-tenant Performance.** Next, we set up instances of db_bench on four namespaces (A, B, C, and D), each with a different workload profile. A and B perform the overwrite profile, while C and D execute randomread concurrently. We run the benchmark for 1,800sec and report the latency and the throughput. Figure 17 shows that our I/O scheduler significantly reduces P99.9 and P99.99 read (C/D) latency by 71.1% and 20.5%, respectively. In terms of throughput, eZNS improves write (A/B) and read (C/D) throughput by 7.5% and 17.7%, respectively. Furthermore, while the read latency and throughput are improved, the write latency is either maintained at the same level or decreased compared to the static configuration because eZNS moves the spare bandwidth from read-only namespaces (C/D) to write-heavy ones (A/B).

**Mixed YCSB Workloads.** YCSB [14] is widely used to benchmark realistic workloads. In our experiments, we run YCSB workload profiles A, B, C, and F on each of the six namespaces. We exclude YCSB workload profiles D and E because they increase the number of entities in the DB instance during the benchmark. As YCSB-C (read-only) does not submit any write I/Os during the benchmark, eZNS triggers global overdrive and rebalances the bandwidth to the write-most namespaces (A and F). Figure 19 shows that he I/O scheduler improves the P99.9 read latency of read-intensive workloads (YCSB B and C) and also the read-modify-write one (YCSB F) by 79.1%, 80.3%, and 76.8%, respectively. The throughput improvement from global overdrive is up to 10.9% for the write-most workload A in Figure 20.

5.4 Overhead analysis

**End-to-end read latency overhead.** Since eZNS serves as an orchestration layer between the physical ZNS device and the NVMe-over-Fabrics target, there may be some overhead when the I/O load is very low. To measure this overhead, we conducted a quantitative analysis using 4KB random read I/Os and compared it with host-managed zone access, where the host directly accesses the physical device without eZNS. Figure 21 demonstrates that eZNS does not add a noticeable latency overhead for I/O depths up to 8. As the I/O depth goes over 16, up to 14.0% overhead is observed due to the I/O scheduler delaying the I/O submission. However, the scheduler provides significant advantages in real-world scenarios as shown in previous experiments.

**Memory footprint.** eZNS relies on in-memory data structures for managing v-zone metadata, including the logical-to-physical mapping and scheduling statistics. Additionally, it maintains a copy of the physical zone information to reduce unnecessary queries to the device, enabling faster zone allocation and deallocation. In our current implementation, the size of v-zone metadata is less than 1KB, and the size of physical zone information is smaller than 64 bytes. For our tested SSD with four namespaces, each with 1TB of capacity, v-zone metadata and physical zone information require 2MB and 2.5MB of memory, respectively. Compared to the memory requirements of the page-mapping in conventional SSDs, the memory usage of eZNS is negligible.

6 Related Work

**Early ZNS Exploration.** Researchers have made initial efforts to understand the ZNS interface and integrate it into the host storage stack. Theano Stavrinos et al. [44] argue for a shift in research to the zone interface and discuss future directions (e.g., applying application-level information for zone management and I/O scheduling). Hojin Shin et al. [42] develop a performance analysis tool for a ZNS SSD and profile its parallelism, isolation, and predictability properties. Compared with our study, they didn’t investigate the underlying device’s internal mechanisms when realizing the zoned namespace interface and, thereby, are unable to correlate the observed performance with the ZNS SSD characteristics. ZNS+ [16] enhances the existing interface with two
new architectural primitives to optimize LFS file systems. With such support, the authors then propose copy-back-aware block allocation and hybrid segment recycling techniques. Hanyeoreum Bae et al. [3] prioritize I/O requests for less congested zones using an interference map, whilst updates incur significant overheads. Although revising the ZNS interface and exposing the physical allocation of zones could potentially eliminate this overhead, it may not be feasible for existing devices due to vendors’ resistance to disclosing internal architecture and policies. eZNS uses a delay to determine congestion and doesn’t require an allocation map. Furthermore, eZNS addresses such as read and write differences, zone striping, and bandwidth provisioning issues that were not discussed in their work. Minwoo Im et al. [18] improved ZenFS on small-zone SSDs by introducing read/write parallelism with a multi-threaded I/O engine and lifetime-based zone management at the application level. However, it requires adjusting the RocksDB parameters to match the device capability instead of the workload-optimized parameters. This can increase the complexity of parameter configuration, resulting in sub-optimal settings for the workload. eZNS maximizes parallelism within the thin layer, regardless of the underlying device and the application profile. It exploits the device’s parallel I/O processing capability that can be executed on a single thread.

Addressing Inefficiencies of Conventional SSDs. Early SSD researches [2, 11, 17, 31] focused on internal parallelism and traded off between concurrency, locality, bandwidth, capacity, performance, and lifetime. Modern SSDs handle random write patterns with page mapping FTL, write-cache, and superblock concepts [49] that group blocks together. It benefits from high parallelism that transforms writes into sequential NAND programming. However, multi-tenancy workloads cause interference and high write amplification factor (WAF). ZNS SSDs eliminate garbage collection and fix WAF to one, but require careful parallelism management across zones to avoid degraded device utilization. In addition, future QLC-based ZNS SSDs may have fewer active zones due to a multi-pass programming algorithm [21]. eZNS addresses these challenges by adjusting the parallelism of each logical zone based on the number of namespace flows, providing fully dynamic parallelism and maximizing device capability while presenting an identical logical view to applications.

IODA [26] is an I/O deterministic flash array that uses the I/O determinism feature and exploits data redundancy for a strong latency predictability contract. SSDs can fail an I/O to allow predictable I/Os through proactive data reconstruction. We target the ZNS SSD, where there are no random I/Os, and GCs are user-controlled. This opens up a different design space. Although techniques addressing GC-related interference are not beneficial to GC-free ZNS SSDs, others such as Endurance Group(EG) and NVM Set can be useful to ensure physically-isolated zone allocation. eZNS can take advantage of the geometry hints via EG (or even finer-grained NVM Sets). Unfortunately, there is no currently-available SSD that supports both ZNS and EG, but it will be an interesting direction for future work.

Open-Channel SSDs. These drives have no mapping layer in the controller and directly expose a set of physically contiguous blocks to applications, and leave the data placement/wear-leveling responsibilities to the host. Researchers have built several domain-specific solutions using them. For example, SDF [30] employs a hardware-software co-designed approach that exposes flash channel details and delegates I/O control-plane and data-plane tasks to host applications. LOCS [48] further improves the throughput of an LSM-tree-based KV store by optimizing the scheduling and dispatching policies, considering the characteristics of access patterns of the LevelDB. RAIL [27] designs a horizontal hot-cold separation mechanism and divides dies into two groups, where user and GC writes are scheduled to different dies, and the hot/cold ratio is dynamically adjusted based on runtime monitoring. By having full control over the device, one can implement a deterministic v-zone using eZNS. Despite the potential architecture, it imposes too many responsibilities on the software handling tasks that are offloadable to the device with no cost, for example, wear-leveling, physical zone-to-die mapping, etc. Another challenge arises when the system consists of heterogeneous devices resulting in the overhead of managing different H/W architectures (NAND chip capacity, channel/die configuration, etc.).

eZNS as a firmware. One may implement eZNS solely in the SSD using the controller and firmware. This approach can exploit internal knowledge such as NAND specification, Channel/Die structure, queue length on a die, etc. Thus, it may control the interference better and outperform the software-based implementation. However, completing eZNS in one device is not future-proof, given the disaggregated systems architecture in data centers. The software-based solution can build an eZNS-based system spanning multiple devices enabling elastic capacity scaling, load-aware allocation, high availability, and more.

7 Conclusion
This paper presents an in-depth study on understanding the characteristics of a commodity ZNS SSD. Then, we propose eZNS, realizing an elastic zoned view via v-zone, providing a flexible zone scaling interface transparent to the application that maxes out the device capability, and ensuring a fair bandwidth share between zones. We demonstrate significant performance and fairness improvements using eZNS over various scenarios.
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Abstract

With the merits of high density, non-volatility, and DRAM-scale latency/bandwidth, persistent memory (PM) brings hope to high-performance storage systems, in which hashing-based index structures receive great attention owing to the efficient query performance. Though lots of efforts have been made to rethink the hashing schemes for PM in recent years, nevertheless, based on our investigation, none of them can hit performancescalability, efficiency, and predictability with one stone, seriously limiting their practicality to time-sensitive or latency-critical applications. To this end, this paper presents SEPH, a Scalable, Efficient, and Predictable Hashing for PM. SEPH paves a new direction to build the hash table by introducing the novel Level Segment (LS) structure, a key to breaking the dilemma between efficiency and predictability standing in front of the existing hashing schemes for PM. With the LS-based hash table structure, SEPH further enables a low-overhead split to greatly suppress the resizing-incurred unpredictability, and develops a semi lock-free concurrency control that requires a nearly-minimal amount of writes to handle an item insertion for achieving ever-higher efficiency and scalability while ensuring the correctness and crash consistency. Compared to state-of-the-art hashing schemes, SEPH demonstrates higher efficiency (up to 15.4× higher throughput), better scalability (performance scales up to 48 threads), and more reliable predictability (improving the tail latency by up to 19.3×).

1 Introduction

Persistent memory (PM) offers storages systems the potentials of large capacity, low latency, high throughput, and instant recovery [8,48]. The first commercial product of PM, i.e., Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory Module (DCPMM) [3], is currently available on the market. As shown in Table 1, compared with DRAM, Intel® Optane™ DCPMM delivers similar write latency yet has about 2× sequential read latency and 3× sequential read latency [20,21,45]; besides, the read and write bandwidths of Intel® Optane™ DCPMM achieve nearly 1/3 and 1/6 of those of DRAM [20,21,26]. When compared with SSD, Intel® Optane™ DCPMM is even much more superior in every of these performance metrics [45]. Together with the maximal 512 GB capacity for a single module, Intel® Optane™ DCPMM is especially attractive to in-memory applications [43,45].

Index structure is a vital component for high-performance storage systems to offer efficient queries. To rapidly deploy the well-developed indexes on PM, RECIPE [26] presents a principled approach to convert concurrent DRAM indexes, including tree-based and hashing-based indexes, into crash-consistent indexes for PM. However, to better unleash the full potentials of PM, more researches focus on developing carefully-tailored indexes for PM. For example, a series of researches develops tree-based indexes for PM especially, like NV-tree [46], FAST&FAIR [19], wB+-Tree [9], LB+-Trees [31], WORT [25], BzTree [5], and ROART [35]. However, the search operation of tree-based indexes usually performs in the complexity of $O(\log N)$, where $N$ is the size of data structure, because of the hierarchical structure of trees.

By contrast, hashing-based indexes can provide constant-scale query time complexity due to the flat structures, so they are widely adopted by in-memory systems [18,23,29,47]. Hashing indexes can be generally categorized into two classes: static and dynamic. Static hashing must estimate and allocate sufficient space in advance, but it suffers from hash collisions, overflows or under-utilization since the size of the hash table is hard to estimate precisely in some applications like database systems and file systems [36–38,40]. Dynamic hashing [24], on the other hand, features in dynamically adjusting the size...
of the hash table as needed by the resizing operation. In view of this, many delicately-designed dynamic hashing schemes are proposed for PM to achieve different optimizations, like PFHT [12], Path Hashing [49], Level Hashing [50], CCEH [36], Dash [33], and Clevel Hashing [10]. This work also focuses on the dynamic hashing schemes for PM.

Thanks to all of these efforts, the existing dynamic hashing schemes especially developed for PM have made remarkable progress on improving the overall performance efficiency in terms of mean throughput or mean latency. Nevertheless, surprisingly less attention has been given to the performance predictability, a particularly important metric in situations where the high-percentile performance would largely affect the quality of service (QoS) or the end-user experience [27, 28, 34]. In view of this, we conduct intensive experiments on a 24-core/48-thread CPU socket with six 128 GB Intel® Optane™ DCPMM to examine the in-depth performance of PM hashing schemes by utilizing different number of concurrent threads (ranging from 1 to 48). Our results (presented in §2.2) disclose that the representative hashing schemes for PM might 1) encounter the dilemma of simultaneously maintaining high performance efficiency and alleviating the resizing-incurred performance unpredictability, and 2) fall short of exhibiting good performance scalability under highly-concurrent queries due to their excessive writes in handling insert operations. Both seriously limit the practicality of existing PM hashing schemes to time-sensitive or latency-critical applications.

Aiming at developing a more practicable dynamic hashing scheme on PM, this paper present SEPH, a Scalable, Efficient, and Predictable Hashing for PM, to hit “three birds” with one stone. First of all, to break the dilemma between efficiency and predictability, SEPH introduces a new structure called level segment (LS) to build the hash table with a unique and delicate indexing mechanism (i.e., level segment index and sliding bucket index). Particularly, with the LS-based hash table structure, SEPH mitigates the inefficiency in probing items randomly, and embraces the incremental resizing (i.e., the split operation) to prevent other concurrent threads from being blocked. Second, SEPH further enables a low-overhead split operation to significantly suppress the resizing-incurred performance unpredictability: It not only reduces the number of KV items to be rehashed to one-third of an LS (i.e., one-third splitting) but even avoids the pointer dereference required to rehash a KV item for most of the time (i.e., dereference-free rehashing). Third, to achieve ever-higher efficiency and scalability while ensuring the correctness and crash consistency, SEPH devises a semi lock-free mechanism that requires a “nearly-minimal” amount of writes to handle an insertion. Our results show that SEPH performs better than the state-of-the-art hashing schemes from three perspectives. First, for efficiency, SEPH averagely achieves 2.12× higher throughput than EH-based hashing schemes, and even deliver 15.4× higher average throughput than level-based hashing schemes. Second, in terms of scalability, as the number of threads increases from 24 to 48, the performance of SEPH still scales up noticeably whereas the other hashing schemes barely improve. Third, SEPH provides more reliable predictability by achieving 11.4×~19.3× lower tail latency. SEPH is implemented in C++ and is available for public use.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 presents the background and motivation regarding this work. Next, §3 introduces the design details of SEPH. Finally, §4 demonstrates the evaluations results and §5 concludes this work.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Hashing Schemes for Persistent Memory

Due to various structural designs, different hashing schemes typically have their own way to perform the resizing operation, an essential but expensive operation entailing extra reads and writes to enlarge the hash table for accommodating more key-value (KV) items. The existing hashing schemes, especially developed for PM, can be generally categorized into two series: 1) Level-based hashing, a series that features a multi-level structure to enable cost-efficient resizing, and 2) EH-based hashing, a series that inherits the advantage of incremental resizing from Extendible Hash (EH) [13].

Figure 1: Two Series of Hashing Schemes for PM.

2.1.1 Level-based Hashing

Level Hashing. Since memory writes in PM typically consume more time and energy than memory reads, the extra writes entailed by the resizing operation might bring a negative impact on PM in terms of both performance and endurance. Because of this reason, Level Hashing [50] introduces a new sharing-based two-level structure to enable a cost-efficient resizing operation for PM.

As illustrated in Figure 1(a), Level Hashing organizes KV items into two levels (i.e., top level and bottom level) of Bucketized Cuckoo Hashing (BCH) [14] with every bottom-level bucket shared by two consecutive top-level buckets, and thus the total number of buckets in the bottom level is just a half of that in the top level. Just like the design of BCH, Level Hashing employs a pair of hash functions (denoted as H1 and H2 in Figure 1(a)) so that any KV item can be associated with two buckets (aka candidate buckets [50]) in each level and can be placed in any slot of the candidate buckets. But in
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Level Hashing, only the top-level buckets are addressable by hash functions while a bottom-level bucket is mainly served as standby slots to keep conflicting KV items. That is, if a hash collision occurs in a top-level bucket and all slots in that bucket are used, the conflicting KV item can be stored in its corresponding standby bucket in the bottom level.

When all possible candidate buckets are full, Level Hashing cost-efficiently resizes the hash table as follows. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the hash table is firstly “expanded” by allocating a new top level that is twice the size of the original top level and is with all the contents cleared with zeroes (denoted as $\mathcal{O}$); then, all the KV items in the original bottom level are “rehashed” into the newly allocated top level (denoted as $\mathcal{O}$); finally, the newly allocated top level and the original top level form a new sharing-based two-level structure. That is, with the cost-efficient resizing operation, Level Hashing doubles the total size of hash table but only rehashes and migrates KV items in one-third of buckets of the original hash table.

Clevel Hashing. Although Level Hashing enables a cost-efficient resizing operation, it must lock the entire hash table structure and inevitably blocks the normal hash operations (e.g., insert and search operations) from concurrent threads. To address this issue, Clevel Hashing [10], a crash-consistent and lock-free concurrent hash table is developed based on Level Hashing. Specifically, to avoid blocking the concurrent accesses during the resizing operation, in Clevel Hashing, the thread that triggers the resizing operation only expands the hash table for completing the insertion of KV item in the newly allocated top level, while the remaining work of rehashing is postponed and offloaded to dedicated background thread(s). As a result, in Clevel Hashing, the hash table may consist of more than two levels when it is under resizing.

### 2.1.2 EH-based Hashing

Another series of PM hashing schemes is evolved from Extendible Hashing (EH) [13], a widely-adopted hashing scheme that features the incremental resizing operation, called split operation, to avoid the full-table rehashing. Particularly, EH organizes KV items in buckets of a fixed number of slots, where a directory is maintained to index buckets based on the hashed value of a key (hereafter called the hashed key for simplicity). When a bucket overflows, EH performs the split operation to resize the hash table in the granularity of bucket rather than the entire hash table.

Cacheline-Conscious Extendible Hashing (CCEH). On the basis of EH, CCEH [36] is developed to make effective use of cachelines for better performance while guaranteeing failure-atomicity for dynamic resizing. Specifically, CCEH proposes to set the bucket size to the size of a cacheline (e.g., 64-byte) for minimizing the number of cacheline accesses for visiting a bucket. Besides, as shown in Figure 1(b), CCEH introduces an intermediate granularity named segment, which consists of a fixed number of buckets indexed by the same directory entry, so that the directory can be greatly shrunk to have a higher probability of being in the CPU cache. CCEH also introduces a new way to associate KV items with segments and buckets: The most significant bits of the hashed key are used to locate a segment (denoted as segment index) while the least significant bits are used to index a bucket within a segment (denoted as bucket index). To further increase the load factor, CCEH adopts linear probing [15] so that a KV item can also be placed in the next few (e.g., four) buckets following the indexed one (by the bucket index).

When all candidate buckets (i.e., the indexed bucket and the following few that can be linearly probed) are all full for a newly-inserted KV item, CCEH resizes its hash table via the split operation (i.e., an incremental resizing operation introduced by EH) as follows: First, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), a new empty segment is dynamically allocated. Second, KV items in the collided segment are either stayed or rehashed into the newly allocated segment according to their segment and bucket indexes. Finally, after all KV items are rehashed, the directory is updated to ensure that the newly allocated segment will be indexed properly by the corresponding directory entry.

Dynamic and Scalable Hashing (Dash). Dash [33] further introduces several advancements to two classical hashing schemes (i.e., Extendible Hashing (EH) [13] and Linear Hashing (LH) [30]) and showcases its effectiveness on real PM product (i.e., Intel Optane DCPMM [3]).

Dash for EH (Dash-EH) inherits most of designs from CCEH [36] but aligns the bucket size with the XPline size (i.e., 256-byte) of Intel® Optane DCPMM for better locality [33]. Moreover, Dash-EH divides every bucket into a record region (224-byte) and a metadata region (32-byte), where the former maintains pointers to KV items for supporting variable-length keys and values while the latter is dedicated to optimizing the probing and load factor. On the one hand, for every KV item, Dash-EH keeps the second least significant byte of the hashed key as a fingerprint in the metadata region, so that the number of pointer dereferences, required by probing or checking the uniqueness of a KV item, can be thereby reduced; besides, Dash-EH adopts an optimistic concurrency control to avoid locking the entire segment when searching a KV item. On the other hand, Dash-EH combines a variety of techniques to increase the load factor, such as probing one more bucket, balancing the load factor of candidate buckets, allowing one movement among the indexed and linearly-probed buckets, and adding a few (e.g., two or four) stash buckets into each segment to accommodate conflicting KV items.

### 2.2 Motivation

Though the existing studies have made remarkable progress on advancing the hashing schemes for PM, this section will disclose that the existing two series of hashing schemes might 1) encounter the dilemma of achieving both high performance efficiency and high performance predictability simultaneously
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(see §2.2.1) and 2) fall short of exhibiting good performance scalability under highly-concurrent queries (see §2.2.2). Both seriously limit the practicality of existing PM hashing schemes to time-sensitive or latency-critical applications.

2.2.1 Dilemma between Efficiency and Predictability

When examining the performance of PM hashing schemes, most of the existing studies mainly focus on the overall performance efficiency (i.e., the average performance) yet overlook the performance predictability (i.e., the high-percentile performance [27, 28, 34]), which is particularly crucial to time-sensitive or latency-critical applications in practice.

To investigate both performance efficiency and performance predictability of the existing two series of PM hashing schemes, we conduct intensive experiments on a 24-core/48-thread CPU socket with six 128 GB Intel® Optane™ DC PMM configured as the App Direct mode. More detailed experimental setups and implementation notes can be found in §4.1. Particularly, we preload each hashing scheme with 10 millions of KV items, and then measure the real-time performance of executing 200 millions of realistic mixed workloads with 48 concurrent threads, where the workloads consist of 50% search and 50% insert operations generated by YCSB [11] under the Zipf distribution with both key and value sizes set to 16B. Figure 2 shows the real-time throughput (in terms of operations per second) and the real-time resizing overhead (in terms of the number of rehashed KV items) of the four representative PM hashing schemes presented in §2.1. The results reveal that the existing PM hashing schemes might encounter the dilemma of achieving both high efficiency and high predictability simultaneously based on the following two key observations.

**Observation 1:** Compared with Level-based hashing schemes, EH-based hashing schemes demonstrate the strength in performance efficiency yet entail heavier resizing-incurred overhead to degrade its performance predictability.

It can be firstly observed from Figure 2 that EH-based hashing schemes demonstrate superior performance efficiency (i.e., at least 57.48% faster in terms of average throughput) than Level-based hashing schemes. The rationale behind this can be attributed to how these hash schemes probe the candidate buckets for a query. Specifically, EH-based hashing schemes probe the candidates buckets by sequential accesses, while Level-based hashing schemes entail one random access for each of the candidate bucket (which is inherited from BCH [14]). Given that the latency of random read is about 1.8× longer than that of sequential read on PM (according to Table 1), it turns out that EH-based hashing schemes hold the advantage in performance efficiency.

Nevertheless, since EH-based hashing schemes naturally entail heavier resizing overhead (i.e., the number of rehashed KV items) than Level-based hashing schemes, their performance predictability can be affected more considerably. It can be clearly observed that the real-time throughput of EH-based hashing schemes gets degraded severely while KV items are being rehashed at that time; additionally, the more KV items are being rehashed, the lower throughput would suffer. Moreover, it is worth noting that, though Dash-EH utilizes a variety of techniques to postpone split operations for higher load factor, it may concentrate the occurrence of split operations as an adverse effect, leaving the performance predictability of Dash-EH unimproved or even degraded. As shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d), when compared with CCEH, Dash-EH achieves 2.16X higher average throughput but suffers 5.78% lower worst throughput (i.e., the 100th percentile throughput).

**Observation 2:** Compared with EH-based hashing schemes, Level-based hashing schemes entail lower resizing-incurred overhead yet still fail to deliver good performance predictability due to its low performance efficiency.

As revealed by Figure 2, thanks to the cost-efficient resizing, Level-based hashing schemes greatly alleviate the total resizing overhead than EH-based hashing schemes. Cumulatively, Level-based hashing schemes incur at least 55.45% less number of rehashed KV items than EH-based hashing schemes after handling the same amount of insert operations. It is also worthy to note that, to avoid locking the entire hash table and blocking all the other concurrent requests during the resizing (as Level Hashing does), Clevl Hashing advocates a lock-free scheme and further postpones and offloads the rehashing of KV items to dedicated background thread(s), which explains why Clevl Hashing could incur even less number of rehashed KV items than Level Hashing in the evaluation.

However, unfortunately, the effective reduction in the resizing overhead is insufficient in helping Level-based hashing schemes with delivering good performance predictability. This is because Level-based hashing schemes suffer much worse performance efficiency, not only the average but also the worst ones, when compared with EH-based hashing schemes.
Specifically, even though the worst throughput (i.e., the 100th percentile throughput) of Clevel Hashing seems to drop less from its average throughput, it is still worse than that of CCEH and Dash-EH by 47.95% and 44.87% respectively.

2.2.2 Limited Scalability
Apart from the efficiency and predictability, the performance scalability is also an important indicator that reflects how efficient a hashing scheme is in processing concurrent requests. To this end, we repeat the experiments presented in Figure 2 with a different number of concurrent threads, ranging from 1 to 48, and show the measured average throughput of different hashing schemes in Figure 3.

Observation 3: The existing PM hashing schemes fall short of exhibiting good performance scalability under highly-concurrent requests due to the excessive writes in handling insert operations.

From Figure 3(a), it can be clearly observed that none of the evaluated hashing schemes could scale up the average throughput well from 24 concurrent threads. To find out the potential bottleneck to achieve good performance scalability, we further measure the total writes of PM media introduced by different hashing schemes (by reading the hardware counters of DCPMM [45]), since the write bandwidth is one of the major weaknesses of PM (according to Table 1). The results in Figure 3(b) identify that all the evaluated hashing schemes introduce more than twice amount of writes than expected (which was estimated by multiplying the number of insert operations by the XPLine size (i.e., 256-byte)), except the lock-free Clevel Hashing.

Figure 3: Scalability of Existing PM Hashing Schemes under Mixed Workload (i.e., 50% Insertion and 50% Search).

Based on our further investigation, such excessive amount of writes can be attributed to different root causes about how the PM hashing scheme handles an insertion. Specifically, for every insert operation, lock-based hashing schemes (such as Level Hashing, CCEH and Dash-EH) require one PM write to lock and insert the KV item, and another PM write for unlocking. As for a lock-free hashing scheme (like Clevel Hashing), it always requires one additional flush to persist its metadata, before every insertion, for the sake of crash consistency. In addition, it allows multiple threads to concurrently expand the hash table for the same level, but only one expansion would succeed eventually. This results in that the other failed expansions must waste PM writes to clear the memory space.

3 Design of SEPH
This section presents SEPH, a hashing on PM which can hit the scalability, efficiency and predictability with one stone. In this section, we first present a new structure called level segment (LS), a key enabler to achieve both high efficiency and predictability, and elaborate on how SEPH builds a hash table based on LS (§3.1). Then, we show how LS can further enable a low-overhead split to greatly suppress the performance unpredictability caused by resizing (§3.2). Finally, we put forward a semi lock-free concurrency control that requires a nearly-minimal amount of writes to handle an insertion for achieving ever-higher efficiency and scalability while ensuring the correctness and crash consistency (§3.3).

3.1 Level Segment based Hash Table
To resolve the dilemma between efficiency and predictability disclosed by §2.2.1, SEPH introduces a new structure called level segment (LS) to build the hash table by combining the respective strengths of the existing two series of PM hashing. Specifically, as we are going to see in this section, LS learns from EH-based hashing to achieve better efficiency in two ways: 1) LS limits the number of buckets that need to be randomly read for a query; and 2) LS enables the incremental resizing (i.e., the split operation) to avoid the full-table rehashing. Moreover, as we will elaborate in §3.2, LS further enables a low-overhead split operation, which is inspired by the two-level structure of Level-based hashing, to greatly harness the performance unpredictability caused by resizing.

3.1.1 Structure
**Physical Segment.** To ease the dynamic memory allocation of PM space, SEPH manages the PM space as fixed-sized units called physical segment (PS), which can be regarded as a “segment” in the EH-based hashing. To be more specific, a PS in SEPH also comprises a fixed number (e.g., \(2^B\)) of buckets, each bucket also consists of a fixed number of slots, and each slot can also accommodate one KV item. Besides, as suggested by Dash [33], SEPH also aligns the bucket size with the XPLine size (i.e., 256-byte) of Intel® Optane™ DCPMM for achieving better locality.

**Level Segment.** To combine the respective strengths of the existing two series of PM hashing, SEPH further organizes PSs into a two-level structure called level segment (LS), which is also the granularity for splitting. As depicted in Figure 4, given one PS at lower level (e.g., PS 0) and two PSs at higher level (e.g., PS 1 and PS 2), SEPH organizes the “left half” of lower-level PS and one higher-level PS into a LS (e.g., LS 0 which is denoted by blue-shaded region) and organizes the “right half” of the lower-level PS and another higher-level PS into the second LS (e.g., LS 1 which is denoted by green-shaded region). Moreover, within an LS, every two physically-consecutive higher-level buckets share a lower-level bucket, but SEPH gives higher priority to the lower-level
buckets for accommodating newly inserted KV items than the higher-level buckets for the sake of concurrency control (see §3.3). That is, only if all slots in a lower-level bucket of an LS are fully occupied, will a new KV item be inserted into the higher-level bucket of that LS. In view of this, when querying a KV item in an LS, SEPH also searches the lower-level candidate bucket before searching the higher-level candidate bucket for better search efficiency.

SEPH uses the $RL^{th}$ to $(RL + B - 1)^{th}$ of the most significant bits in the hashed key (denoted as $HashedKey[RL : RL + B - 1]$) to locate the candidate bucket according to the residing level $RL$ of the PS.

Following the rule, SEPH can easily locate two candidate buckets (one in the lower-level PS and the other in the higher-level PS) in an LS for any KV item. As the example shown in Figure 4 where $B = 3$, given a hashed key starting with "01010", the candidate bucket at lower level PS (e.g., PS 0 at Level 0) is the third one (e.g., Buckets (010)$_2$) since $HashedKey[0 : 2] = 010$, and the candidate bucket at higher level PS (i.e., PS 1 at Level 1) is the sixth one (i.e., Buckets (101)$_2$) since $HashedKey[1 : 3] = 101$.

### 3.2 Low-Overhead Split

To suppress the resizing-incurred performance unpredictability, SEPH proposes a low-overhead split operation, which not only reduces the number of KV items to be rehashed to one-third of an LS (i.e., one-third splitting in §3.2.1) but even avoids the pointer dereference required to rehash a KV item for most of the time (i.e., dereference-free rehashing in §3.2.2).

#### 3.2.1 One-Third Splitting

With the novel Level Segment (LS) based hash table structure and the unique indexing mechanism (presented in §3.1), SEPH enables the one-third splitting, which only needs to rehash “one-third” of the KV items upon splitting an LS (i.e., the victim LS) into two new LSs as follows: $\Box$ Two new PSs are allocated at one level higher than the higher-level PS of the victim LS to address the hash collision; $\Box$ Only the KV items in the lower-level buckets (i.e., one-third) of the victim LS are rehashed into the two newly allocated PSs but the two newly allocated PSs and the KV items stayed in the original higher-level PS of the victim LS amazingly form two new LSs at one level higher, thanks to the unique level segment and sliding bucket indexes presented in §3.1; $\Box$ The corresponding directory entries are updated accordingly to point to the two newly formed LSs.

Figure 5 depicts an example that walks through the whole process of the one-third splitting, where each PS is of 8 buckets (i.e., $B = 3$). Suppose we are going to insert a new KV item with the hashed key starting with “00011” into LS 0, but the two candidate buckets (i.e., Bucket (000)$_2$ of PS 0 and Bucket (001)$_2$ of PS 1) are both full. To address such hash collision, SEPH splits LS 0 by rehashing only its lower-level buckets into the two newly allocated PSs (i.e., PS 3 and PS 4) at Level 2. That is, with the unique level segment index and sliding bucket index, the KV items in Buckets (000)$_2$ and (001)$_2$ of PS 0 are rehashed into the newly allocated PS 3 while the KV items in Buckets (010)$_2$ and (011)$_2$ of PS 0 are rehashed into the newly allocated PS 4; however, there is no need to rehash any KV items in PS 1 since the two newly
allocated PSs (i.e., PS 3 and PS 4), along with the existing PS 1, amazingly form two new LSs (i.e., LS 2 and LS 3). At last, the directory entries are accordingly modified to index two newly formed LSs, and the “to-be-inserted KV item” can be eventually inserted into Bucket (011)₂ of PS 3 of the newly formed LS 2.

Figure 5: An Illustrative Example of One-Third Splitting.

3.2.2 Dereference-Free Rehashing

To support variable-length keys and values, like many representative PM hashing schemes (e.g., Clevel Hashing and Dash), SEPH keeps the pointers to KV items in slots of buckets. Consequently, to rehash a KV item (during the resize/split operation), typically, the pointer needs to be first dereferenced and a subsequent memory read is needed to get the content of a KV item, resulting in a considerable amount of random reads to degrade the performance on PM. In view of this, SEPH further enables the dereference-free rehashing that circumvents the pointer dereferences required to rehash KV items for minimizing the overhead of one-third splitting.

Key Insight. The main purpose of dereferencing a pointer during resizing is to locate the new candidate bucket a KV item based on the re-calculated hashed key. It means that if the new candidate bucket can be known by some means, a KV item can be directly moved into the new candidate bucket without dereferencing the pointer. Thanks to its unique sliding bucket indexing, SEPH can simply infer the new candidate bucket if the two subsequent bits, following the current sliding bucket index of the hashed key, can be known. This is because, during the one-third splitting, the KV items are always rehashed from the lower-level buckets of the victim LS into a newly allocated PS, which locates at two-level higher. To be more specific, for any KV items stored in the lower-level buckets of the victim LS residing at Level RL, its current sliding bucket index equals HashedKey[RL : RL + B - 1]; since this KV item will be rehashed into a new PS located at two-level higher (i.e., Level RL + 2), its new sliding bucket index will become HashedKey[RL + 2 : RL + B + 1]. In other words, SEPH can infer the new candidate bucket for this KV item by only requiring two extra bits, i.e., the (RL + B)th and (RL + B + 1)th bits in its hashed key.

Bucket Index Foresee. Based on this key insight, SEPH proposes to maintain a small chunk of the hashed key, called bucket index foresee (or foresee for simplicity), which contains the required “two bits” for dereference-free rehashing, along with the pointer to that KV item in the slot. In our implementation, the size of the foresee is set to 16 bits since the modern 64-bit operating systems typically use 48 or fewer bits of pointers. As shown in Figure 6, when inserting a new KV item into a PS of 2³ buckets residing at Level 0, SEPH keeps not only the pointer to this KV item but also the first two bytes of the hashed key (i.e., “00101010 10101101”) as the foresee in the 64-bit slot. Later, when this KV item needs to be rehashed into a newly allocated PS at Level 2, since the 6th and 7th bits of the hashed key (i.e., “01”) are maintained in the foresee, SEPH can directly move this KV item into Bucket (1010101)₂ in the new PS without dereferencing the pointer (denoted by ♦ in Figure 6).

Nevertheless, with the growth of the hash table, the foresee might contain fewer and fewer “unused” bits and eventually “fail to foresee” the new sliding bucket index during the subsequent split operations. Thus, SEPH proposes to keep the number of unused bits in the foresee more than half (i.e., 8 bits) at most times by updating the foresee in the background (denoted by ♦ in Figure 6). To this end, SEPH maintains another bit called stale flag in the slot to indicate the staleness of the foresee. If the unused bits of the foresee will be less than half of its size after a dereference-free rehashing, SEPH sets the stale flag to 1 and submits a job to a dedicated thread, which can update the foresee and reset the stale flag, via an atomic operation without consistency issue, in the background. Notably, if all the unused bits in a foresee have really been used up without being timely updated, SEPH alternatively updates the foresee right away in the foreground before rehashing the KV item.

It is also worth mentioning that the foresee can also be utilized as the “tag” in Clevel Hashing [10] or “fingerprint” in Dash [33] to avoid unnecessary dereferences of pointers during bucket probing. This is because the foresee will get updated timely to contain bits, which are neither LS nor sliding bucket indexes, so that it is particularly effective in telling whether a KV item exists in a bucket.

3.3 Semi Lock-Free Concurrency Control

As discussed in §2.2.2, the existing PM hashing schemes introduce an excessive amount of writes to handle an insertion. This not only brings considerable degradation to efficiency, but even largely limits the scalability especially under highly-concurrent and insert-intensive scenarios. To
achieve ever-higher efficiency and scalability, SEPH proposes a semi lock-free concurrency control that requires a nearly-minimal amount of writes to handle an insertion. §3.3.1 and §3.3.2 shall first introduce the design concept and the correctness challenges of the semi lock-free concurrency control, respectively. Then, §3.3.3 elaborates on how to conduct different hash operations while guaranteeing the correctness and crash consistency in depth.

3.3.1 Design Concept

Thanks to its atomicity, the compare-and-swap (CAS) primitive [4] has been widely adopted by many existing lock-free data structure and algorithm designs to allow concurrent operations without explicitly managing locks [22, 32, 39, 41]. The CAS primitive “compares” the stored content of a word in memory with a given value and, only if they match, “swaps” the content of that word with the given value; meanwhile, a Boolean value is returned to indicate whether the swap takes place or not. Notably, the execution of the CAS primitive is guaranteed to be atomic in the sense that the content of the memory word is either completely swapped or stays unchanged in an “all-or-nothing” fashion. Since SEPH sets the slot size to the word size (e.g., 8 bytes) (see §3.2.2), we can also leverage the CAS primitive to realize lock-free operations for the avoidance of excessive amounts of writes to PM due to the lock manipulation. However, in view of the fact that the split operation occurs relatively infrequent but could complicate the correctness guarantee of other frequent hash operations (i.e., insert/update/delete/search operations) [10], we propose to prudently apply the lock only to the split operation. That is, SEPH puts forward a semi lock-free concurrency control in which only the (infrequent) split operation needs to acquire the lock for splitting an LS, while other (frequent) hash operations (i.e., insert/update/delete/search operations) are all lock-free even when the involved LSs are under splitting.

3.3.2 Correctness Challenges

Guaranteeing the correctness of concurrent executions is one of the most critical challenges when designing lock-free data structures or algorithms. However, even though the CAS primitive can guarantee the atomicity of manipulating a slot, according to [10], performing hash operations in a lock-free manner may still lead to two correctness problems, i.e., duplicate items and loss of items.

1) Duplicate Items. The correctness problem of duplicate items is that concurrent lock-free insertions may place multiple KV items with the same key into different slots of the hash table. This may violate the correctness of subsequent update/delete/search operations, since the update or delete operation may only take place in one slot while the search operation may access other duplicate slots that are unmodified.

2) Loss of Items. The correctness problem of loss of items is that the modifications to the hash table (made by insert/update/delete operations) may be lost when the hash table is under resizing concurrently. This is possible since the concurrent modifications may be left behind (i.e., not rehashed) by the resizing, making those non-rehashed modifications “invisible” to the subsequent operations incorrectly.

3.3.3 Operation Details

Lock-Free Insert. In SEPH, the insertion operation is designed to be lock-free for the avoidance of the concurrency control overhead in manipulating locks. In order to address the correctness problem of duplicate items (see §3.3.2) caused by concurrent insertions, SEPH regulates the order of empty slot allocation in the two candidate buckets to accommodate newly inserted KV items based on the following two rules of thumb: 1) The slots in the lower-level candidate bucket must be first used up before using the slots in the high-level candidate bucket. 2) In a candidate bucket, the slots must always be allocated from the first one to the last one, where no empty slots can exist before any allocated slots and no deleted slots can be re-allocated. In summary, together with the two rules and the atomicity of CAS primitive, SEPH guarantees that concurrent insertions to the same LS will always compete for not only the same candidate bucket (rule 1) but also for the same empty slot in that bucket (rule 2) so that the correctness problem of duplicate items can be nicely avoided.

Algorithm 1 elaborates the lock-free insert operation in detail. First, it looks up the directory to find out the corresponding LS for the to-be-inserted KV item (Line 2) and performs a uniqueness check to ensure that in the two candidate buckets of that LS, there are no existing KV items holding the same key as the to-be-inserted KV item (Lines 3–9). Specifically, the uniqueness check employs the atomic load instruction [2, 10, 17] to atomically fetch every allocated slot one after the other for examination (Line 5) and rejects an insertion request if its key matches the key of any allocated slots in the LS (Lines 8–9). Please note that the atomic instructions will not always lead to direct accesses to PM, since these requests can also be served in the cache [2].

Then, it starts to compete for the empty slot in the two candidate buckets based on our rules for the empty slot allocation (Lines 10–21). That is, the lower-level bucket is used before using the high-level bucket (rule 1) and the slots in a bucket are allocated from the first one to the last one (rule 2), so that all the concurrent insertions to the same LS will be regulated to always compete for the same empty slot. Especially, the CAS primitive is utilized to atomically check a slot is empty (by comparing the content of slot with an “empty” value) and fill in the slot (by swapping the content of slot with the pointer to the to-be-inserted KV item) (Line 12). Thanks to the atomicity of CAS primitive, even if there are concurrent insertions competing for the same empty slot, only one thread can successfully fill in it; then, the only “CAS-succeeded” thread utilizes the clwb [2] and mfence instructions [2] to persist the filled slot into PM [7, 10, 33, 36] (Lines 13–15). Meanwhile, all the other “CAS-failed” concurrent threads must check every slot they failed to fill in, since those slot(s)
may be inserted with KV items with the same key (Lines 16–21). If so, the insertion must be rejected to avoid duplicate items (Lines 20–21); otherwise, the CAS-failed thread(s) will continue to compete for the next empty slot iteratively.

Finally, if all the slots in the two candidate buckets are used up, the thread needs to trigger the one-third split operation (see Algorithm 2) to split the LS (Line 22), followed by retrying the insertion in a lock-free way (Line 23).

**Lock-Based One-Third Split.** In SEPH, the one-third split operation is lock-based. That is, an LS could only be split by one of the concurrent threads successfully. Even so, SEPH may still be threatened by the correctness problem of *loss of items* introduced in §3.3.2. Particularly, as the one-third split operation is rehashing the KV items from the lower-level PS of an LS into newly allocated PSs, some other concurrent lock-free /deletion operations may be making changes to that lower-level PS (since their lower-level candidate buckets are still not full), leaving some of these modifications not rehashed correctly. To resolve this correctness problem, SEPH devises a lightweight mechanism that allows a split operation to timely notify other concurrent lock-free operations of the rehashing status of every slot. Specifically, SEPH reserves a one-bit “split mark” in every slot, and the split mark will only be set atomically once the split operation has started to process it. It ensures that other concurrent lock-free operations can avoid making changes to slots with a set split mark for the avoidance of loss of items, since the “compare” of CAS primitive will fail due to the set split mark bit.

As shown in Algorithm 2, the one-third split operation in SEPH needs to first acquire the lock for splitting any LS (Line 1), and only the thread successfully acquired the lock can rehash KV items from the lower-level PS of the to-be-split LS to the newly allocated PSs (Lines 2–13). Especially, for every slot (including empty slots), the split operation shall first exploit the CAS loop [17] to ensure the split mark can be successfully set even in the presence of the concurrent operations (Lines 5–9). Then, the dereference-free rehashing (see §3.2.2) is employed to rehash the KV item if it exists (Lines 10–11). Finally, only after all the slots have been set with the split mark and all the KV items have been successfully rehashed and persisted into PM (Lines 12), should the directory entry be updated to index the two newly formed LSs (Line 13). It is the key step to ensure that no other concurrent operations can access the slots in the two newly allocated PSs when the splitting is still taking place. Notably, there is no need to release the split lock after splitting, because the split LS would become stale and any other concurrent threads should not split it again. Besides, we adapt the epoch-based reclamation [16] to recycle the stale PS only after no other concurrent lock-free readers are using it [33].

With the split marks, the problem of loss of items can be avoided as follows. Particularly, if the insertion ends with a CAS success, it implies that the concurrent split operation has not yet set the split mark for that slot and will rehash the inserted KV item later. Otherwise, if the insertion ends with a CAS failure because of a set split mark, it means that a concurrent split operation has already started to process this slot by first setting the split mark with the atomic CAS primitive (i.e., Line 8 in Algorithm 2). Thus, SEPH shall retry the entire insert operation to avoid leaving an insertion of KV item behind the concurrent split operation (i.e., Lines 18–19 in Algorithm 1). It is also worthy to note that during the uniqueness check, if a slot with a set split mark is found,
SEPH shall also retry the entire insert operation to avoid accessing stale KV items (i.e., Lines 6–7 in Algorithm 1); in addition, both two candidate buckets shall be examined, since the higher-level candidate bucket may have become the lower-level candidate bucket due to concurrent splits.

Notably, the problem of duplicate items can also be avoided even if an insertion ends with a CAS success but has time overlap with a split operation to the same LS. Let’s first discuss the situation that the insertion can successfully fill in a slot in the “lower-level” candidate bucket of the LS. In this scenario, the split operation must be not over yet (since the split mark of this slot has not been set) and all the other concurrent insertions with the same key must fail to compete for the same slot in the same lower-level candidate bucket (thanks to the atomicity of CAS primitive). Next, let’s discuss the other situation where the insertion can successfully fill in a slot in the “higher-level” candidate bucket (denoted as b) of the LS (i.e., the corresponding lower-level candidate bucket is already full). In this scenario, the split operation may still be in the process or may have been completed by the time that slot is filled in. Specifically, if the split operation is not over yet, all the other concurrent insertions with the same key must compete in the same higher-level candidate bucket b but fail eventually. If the split operation is complete already, all the other concurrent same-key insertions launched before the split completion must compete in the same high-level candidate bucket b but fail eventually; meanwhile, since the higher-level candidate bucket b has become the lower-level candidate bucket in the new LS after the split completion (see §3.2.1), all the other concurrent same-key insertions with the same key launched after the split completion shall first compete in the same candidate bucket b (based on the rule 1 of empty slot allocation) but fail eventually.

**Lock-Free Update/Delete.** With the help of CAS primitive, in SEPH, the update and delete operations are also designed to be lock-free. To locate the KV item for update or deletion in the candidate buckets, the atomic load instruction is utilized (similar to how the uniqueness check is performed in the lock-free insertion). Then, if the slot with the desired key can be found, SEPH takes advantage of the atomicity of the CAS primitive to update the slot so that only one current thread can successfully modify it at a time. However, if the CAS primitive fails due to a set split mark in the slot, SEPH shall retry the entire update/delete operation to avoid leaving modifications to slots that have been processed by a concurrent split operation for the avoidance of loss of items.

On the other hand, based on the rules of thumb for empty slot allocation, no empty slots can exist before any allocated slots and no deleted slots can be re-allocated. Thus, in SEPH, the delete operation is realized in a way very similar to the update operation. The only difference is that the deletion replaces the desired slot with a “tombstone” instead of the updated KV item. In our implementation, we consider a slot that has all 1s for its pointer to KV item as a tombstone slot. By doing so, a tombstone slot can be easily identified and more importantly, we can still exploit the split mark and the CAS primitive to avoid losing deletions in slots that have been processed by a concurrent split operation (as how we avoid losing updates).

**Lock-Free Search.** Since SEPH takes advantage of the atomicity of CAS primitive to modify a slot and utilizes the atomic load instruction to atomically read a slot, the search operation can be easily realized as lock-free. However, to avoid reading stale KV items, SEPH shall retry the search operation if any slot with split mark is accessed (as what we do in the uniqueness check of insertion).

### 3.3.4 Persistence for CAS

The compare-and-swap (CAS) atomic instruction [4] achieves the synchronization in multithreading; however, since the processor cache is typically volatile, a thread might access data that have not been persisted yet, resulting in data inconsistency in the presence of crashes. In our current implementation of SEPH, we utilize the persistent single-word compare-and-swap (PSwCAS) [42] primitive that can address this problem by adding a dirty bit on each 8-byte word operated by the CAS instruction. Specifically, the PSwCAS primitive requires that 1) the CAS instruction always stores a word of data with the dirty bit set; and 2) a thread must first persist the required word into PM if the word is set with the dirty bit, followed by clearing the dirty bit to mark the word as persistent.

Notably, the extended asynchronous DRAM refresh (eADR), a new feature supported by Intel® Optane™ DCPMM 200 series and 3rd Xeon® Scalable processors, ensures that CPU caches are also included in the power fail protected domain [44]. That is, with the eADR technique, the CAS primitive can be used directly with the data consistency guarantee even in the presence of crashes [1]. Thus, we envision that SEPH shall be greatly benefited by the eADR feature to deliver even superior performance.

### 3.3.5 Crash Consistency

No inconsistency will occur in SEPH against crashes for the following reasons: 1) The insertion/update/deletion can be done atomically and their crash consistency can be guaranteed by the PSwCAS. 2) The split operation is protected by the lock and is conducted in a copy-on-write (CoW) manner, so the split operation is an all-or-nothing process; moreover, an unfinished split operation (which is broke off by the occurrence of crash) can also be identified (by examining the split locks of LS) and correctly redone. 3) The crash consistency for the directory can be secured by the directory recovery algorithm proposed in CCEH [36].

### 4 Performance Evaluation

#### 4.1 Experimental setup

**Environment.** All experiments are conducted on a 24-core/48-thread Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 2.40 GHz CPU socket with
six 32 GB DRAM and six 128 GB Intel® Optane™ DCPMM 100 series configured as the App Direct mode. The operating system is 64-bit Ubuntu Server 22.04 with Linux kernel version 5.15, and Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) version 1.11. All the codes are implemented in C++ and compiled using GCC 11.2 with all optimizations enabled.

**Evaluated Hashing Schemes.** We evaluate the following hashing schemes especially developed for PM, and adopt parameter settings suggested by their original papers for achieving the best performance on Intel® Optane™ DCPMM 100 series.

- **PCLHT:** PCLHT is a search-optimized hashing scheme adopting a linked list based cache-efficient hash table converted by RECIPE [26].
- **Level:** Level Hashing [50] is the origin of Level-based hashing schemes (see §2.1.1). It uses 128-byte buckets (i.e., two cachelines).
- **Clevel:** Clevel Hashing [10] is an extension of Level Hashing with lock-free concurrency control (see §2.1.1). It uses 64-byte buckets (i.e., one cacheline) and employs one dedicated background thread to perform the resizing.
- **CCEH/CCEH-C:** CCEH [36] is developed based on Extendible Hashing (EH) [13] with effective use of cachelines for better performance (see §2.1.2). It uses 16 KB segments and 64-byte buckets (i.e., one cacheline) with a probing distance of 4. CCEH-C is a variant of CCEH that conducts the split operation in a CoW way to support lock-free search [36].
- **Dash:** Dash-EH [33] is an enhanced version of CCEH [36] with several technique advancements (see §2.1.2). It uses 16 KB segments and 256-byte buckets (i.e., an XPLine) with two additional stash buckets.
- **SEPH:** This is our proposed hashing scheme. To compress two PS pointers into one 8-byte word, we implement a segment allocator that supports atomic aligned segment allocation and crash consistency for SEPH. Besides, we set the size of a PS to 16 KB (which is also the segment size of CCEH and Dash used in the evaluation), and thus, the total size of an LS is 24 KB. Moreover, SEPH employs one dedicated background thread to update the bucket index foreseeer.

For the sake of fairness, since the more recent PM hashing schemes (e.g., Clevel Hashing, Dash, and our proposal) support variable-length keys and values, all the evaluated hashing schemes are unified to only keep the pointers to KV items in slots. Besides, the length of a persistent pointer in PMDK is 16 bytes (i.e., 8 bytes for the base address of a PM pool and 8 bytes for the offset in pool), which cannot be operated by the CAS atomic instruction. To resolve this issue, Clevel Hashing [10] proposes to only maintain the offset in the PM pool as an 8-byte persistent pointer, since the base address of a PM pool will be fixed once the pool is mapped. We also apply this offset-only pointer to all the evaluated hashing schemes.

**Benchmark.** For the micro-benchmarks used in §4.2, we first warm up the hash table with 10 millions of KV items, followed by executing a total number of 200 millions of operations unless otherwise stated. Particularly, workloads composed of a single type of operations are evaluated in §4.2.1~§4.2.3 and workloads mixed with multiple types of operations are used in §4.2.4, where all these workloads are generated by YCSB [11] in Zipf distribution with 0.99 skewness. As for the macro-benchmarks presented in §4.3, we use the real-world workloads from YCSB [11]. Particularly, in the load phase, we populate 64 millions of KV items, following Clevel Hashing [10]; then, the standard YCSB workloads A, B, C, D, and F are conducted with 48 threads. Notably, the standard YCSB workload E is not evaluated since none of the hashing schemes optimizes the range query performance. Besides, the lengths of key and value are both set to 16 bytes since it is widely used [6], and the KV items are pre-generated before the testing as [33].

**4.2 Micro Benchmark**

**4.2.1 Performance Efficiency and Predictability**

To analyze the advantages of SEPH, we first focus on the insertion performance. Figure 7 plots the real-time insertion throughput of different hash tables under 48 threads. It can be clearly observed that SEPH outperforms all the other schemes
in terms of performance efficiency. Specifically, SEPH outperforms Dash, CCEH, and CCEH-C by 2.12×, 4.31×, and 4.46× for average insertion throughput respectively, and achieves at least 8.27× higher average throughput compared with Level-based hashing schemes and PCLHT.

As for the performance predictability, SEPH demonstrates the most superior worst-case real-time throughput (i.e., the minimal real-time throughput) than all the other evaluated hashing schemes, as revealed by Figure 7. Specifically, the minimal real-time throughput of SEPH is higher than that of Clevel, CCEH, CCEH-C, and Dash by 9.34×, 4.40×, 4.74× and 5.23× respectively, while PCLHT and Level Hashing even suffer zero real-time throughput because their full-table resizing are conducted in a blocking manner. Moreover, it is also worth noting that the minimal real-time throughput of SEPH is even higher than the maximal real-time throughput of all the other evaluated hashing schemes by from 1.06× to 5.76×. This reveals that SEPH achieves remarkable performance predictability by delivering an excellent worst-case real-time throughput under the insertion-intensive workload.

The tail latency of different percentiles is another perspective to show the performance by reflecting the response time. A design with good performance predictability requires a low bound of the latency on high percentiles (i.e., tail latency). Figure 8 shows the evaluation of the insertion latency at different percentiles. In general, SEPH significantly cuts down the 100th-percentile insertion latency compared with PCLHT/Level-based hashing schemes (by 3 × 4 orders of magnitude) and is superior to all the EH-based hashing schemes on every percentile of insertion latency. Especially, it can be noticed that in contrast to EH-based hashing schemes (i.e., CCEH, CCEH-C and Dash) that have a sharp raising of insertion latency at the 99.9th percentile, the insertion latency of SEPH rises at the 99.99th percentile. The rationale behind this is that SEPH triggers a less number of split operations than EH-based hashing schemes, since the size of LS in SEPH (i.e., 24 KB) is larger than the segment size (i.e., 16 KB) of EH-based hashing schemes. Despite this, SEPH still achieves 9.75× × 11.36× lower latency at both 99.99th and 99.999th percentiles than EH-based hashing schemes; Also, the 100th-percentile latency of SEPH is lower than that of EH-based hashing schemes by from 3.62× to 5.86× because SEPH offloads the directory doubling to the background thread.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) further disclose the key reasons behind the improvements in performance efficiency and predictability achieved by SEPH. On the one hand, thanks to the one-third splitting and the dereference-free rehashing, SEPH introduces 8.11 ~ 43.78× less time for resizing than all the other evaluated hashing schemes as shown in Figure 9(a). On the other hand, Figure 9(b) validates the efficacy of the semi-lock-free concurrency control in minimizing the PM writes. Specifically, SEPH significantly reduces the PM writes by 2 ~ 3.33× and nearly approaches the expected, optimal amount of PM writes.
and highest throughputs by 56.72% and 70.20% respectively. The rationale behind this is that the proposed semi lock-free concurrency control effectively avoids the PM writes required to manipulate locks (as validated by Figure 10(b)), resulting in better performance efficiency and scalability. Secondly, compared with SEPH-S, SEPH-SO further demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed one-third splitting in raising the worst-case throughput by 71.46% and reducing the total resizing time by 51.04% (as shown in Figure 10(c)). Finally, compared with SEPH-SO, SEPH-SOD (i.e., the complete design of SEPH) ultimately shows how the proposed dereference-free rehashing can amazingly minimize the total resizing overhead by 92.50%, resulting in a further improvement in the worst-case throughput (i.e., performance predictability) by 55.85%.

Figure 10: Breakdown of Different SEPH Variants.

### 4.2.3 Performance Scalability

**Insertion.** Figure 11(a) shows the insertion throughput under different number of threads. SEPH speeds up the insertion performance by 2.2x under 48 threads and by 2x under the other thread numbers compared with Dash. The main reason is that the write bandwidth of PM is considered a common bottleneck, and SEPH completes the insertions with less consumption of write bandwidth. By contrast, PCLHT and Level Hashing show poor scalability owing to the blocking resizing, while the low scalability of Clevel Hashing is due to the high consumption of read/write bandwidth for the full lock-free design.

![Insertion Throughput](image)

Figure 11: Scalability.

**Update and Deletion.** Figures 11(b) and 11(c) present the update and deletion performance of various hashing schemes under different numbers of thread. Although SEPH shows similar performance on update operations with Dash when the number of the threads is less than 16, SEPH outperforms Dash by 30% at 24 threads and 39% at 48 threads, demonstrating higher performance scalability. This is because the lock-free design of SEPH provides a more scalable update performance by reducing a write for the lock to avoid hitting the limit of the write bandwidth at lower concurrent scenarios. To test the scalability of delete operations, we run 10 millions of delete operations to delete all the pre-loaded 10 millions of KV items. As shown in Figure 11(c), SEPH also surpasses all the other designs at 48 threads in delivering high performance scalability of deletion, thanks to the reduction in PM write achieved by the semi lock-free concurrency control.

**Search.** As shown in Figure 11(d), Dash, SEPH and PCLHT show good scalability on search performance, thanks to the low-overhead search operations of these designs and the high bandwidth of PM read (compared with write bandwidth). The search throughput of SEPH is 9.1% lower than that of Dash with 48 threads because SEPH needs to access two candidate buckets by two random reads, yet Dash accesses two candidate buckets by two sequential reads.

### 4.2.4 Mixed Workload

In order to evaluate the performance behavior of the different hashing schemes under the realistic mixed workload, we conduct the experiments with the mixed requests of different search/insertion ratio generated by YCSB in the zipfian distribution (0.99 skewness).

Figure 12 shows the real-time throughput of different hashing schemes with different mixed workloads under 48 threads. SEPH performs the mostly-highest and the least-fluctuated performance in these workloads, which demonstrates SEPH can achieve good performance efficiency and good performance predictability at the same time under the evaluated workloads mixed with different percentages of search operations (denoted as “S”) and insert operations (denoted as “I”).

![Real-Time Performance](image)

Figure 12: Real-Time Performance under YCSB Workloads with Different Search/Insert Ratio (%).

Figure 13 shows the results of the scalability of the hash tables under different mixed workloads. It can be observed that SEPH delivers better performance scalability than any other evaluated hashing schemes, even under the workload mixed with a high percentage of insertions (i.e., 70% of insert operations and 30% of search operations shown in Figure 13(a)). This is because the proposed semi lock-free...
concurrency control entails a nearly-minimal amount of PM writes to handle an insertion operation.

Figure 13: Performance Scalability under YCSB Workloads with Different Search/Insert Ratio (%).

### 4.3 Macro Benchmark

Figure 14 shows the performance results of executing the standard YCSB workloads in terms of the minimal, average, and maximal throughputs. First of all, under the workload Load (100% insertion) shown in Figure 14(a), SEPH performs $2.63 \times 19.59$ times higher average throughput and at least $4.52 \times$ higher minimal throughput than any other evaluated hashing schemes. This demonstrates SEPH can deliver the most superior performance efficiency and predictability under the insertion-intensive workload, with the help of the proposed low-overhead splitting and semi lock-free concurrency control.

However, under the workload C (100% search) shown in Figure 14(d), the average throughput of SEPH is 12.83% lower than that of Dash, since SEPH is not optimized for search operations (as discussed in §4.2.3). But it is encouraging to see that with the increasing of update operations, the performance gap between the average throughputs of SEPH and Dash reduces and even reverses, because the proposed semi lock-free concurrency control avoids the PM writes to manipulate locks for update operations. Particularly, under the workload B (95% search & 5% update) and the workload F (95% search & 5% read-modify-write (RMW)), the average throughput of SEPH only falls behind that of Dash by 10.9% and 5.6%, as shown in Figures 14(c) and 14(f), respectively. On the contrary, under the workload A (50% search & 50% update), the average throughput of SEPH overtakes that of Dash by 6.9% as in Figure 14(f).

More importantly, under the workload D (95% search & 5% insertion) shown in Figure 14(e), even though SEPH does not achieve the best average throughput (due to the high portion of search operations) among all the evaluated hashing schemes, SEPH demonstrates the best performance predictability (i.e., improving the minimal throughput by at least 39.50%). This reveals the value of the proposed low-overhead splitting in reducing the resizing overhead, even if there are only 5% of insertions. Figure 15 further shows the operation latency of the evaluated hashing schemes at different percentiles under the workload D. It can be observed that SEPH outperforms EH-based designs by at least $11 \times$ and $1.82 \times$ for the 99.999th and 100th percentile latency respectively; additionally, SEPH greatly surpasses Level-based designs and PCLHT by at least $2792 \times$ for the 100th percentile latency.

Figure 14: The Minimal, Average, and Maximal Throughputs under Standard YCSB Workloads.

Figure 15: Latency at Different Percentiles (Workload D).

### 5 Conclusion

This paper presents SEPH, a Scalable, Efficient, and Predictable Hashing for PM. To break the dilemma between efficiency and predictability, SEPH introduces a new structure called level segment (LS) to build the hash table with a unique indexing mechanism. SEPH further enables a low-overhead split operation to significantly suppress the resizing-incurred performance unpredictability, and puts forward a semi lock-free concurrency control that requires a nearly-minimal amount of writes to handle an insertion operation for achieving ever-higher efficiency and scalability while ensuring the correctness and crash consistency. Our results reveal that SEPH achieves higher efficiency, better scalability, and more reliable predictability when compared with state-of-the-art hashing schemes for PM.
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Abstract

Serverless platforms essentially face a tradeoff between container startup time and provisioned concurrency (i.e., cached instances), which is further exaggerated by the frequent need for remote container initialization. This paper presents MITOSIS, an operating system primitive that provides fast remote fork, which exploits a deep codesign of the OS kernel with RDMA. By leveraging the fast remote read capability of RDMA and partial state transfer across serverless containers, MITOSIS bridges the performance gap between local and remote container initialization. MITOSIS is the first to fork over 10,000 new containers from one instance across multiple machines within a second, while allowing the new containers to efficiently transfer the pre-materialized states of the forked one. We have implemented MITOSIS on Linux and integrated it with FN, a popular serverless platform. Under load spikes in real-world serverless workloads, MITOSIS reduces the function tail latency by 89% with orders of magnitude lower memory usage. For serverless workflow that requires state transfer, MITOSIS improves its execution time by 86%.

1 Introduction

Serverless computing is an emerging cloud computing paradigm supported by major cloud providers, including AWS Lambda [23], Azure Functions [91], Google Serverless [44], Alibaba Serverless Application Engine [30] and Huawei Cloud Functions [58]. One of its key promises is auto-scaling—users only provide serverless functions, and serverless platforms automatically allocate computing resources (e.g., containers¹) to execute them. Auto-scaling makes serverless computing economical: the platform only bills when functions are executed (no charge for idle time).

However, coldstart (i.e., launching a container from scratch for each function) is a key challenge for fast auto-scaling, as the start time (over 100 ms) can be orders of magnitude higher than the execution time for ephemeral serverless functions [37, 94, 121]. Accelerating coldstart has become a hot topic in both academia and industry [41, 122, 94, 17, 102, 37, 20]. Most of them resort to a form of ‘warmstart’ by provisioned concurrency, e.g., launching a container from a cached one. However, they require non-trivial resources when scaling functions to a distributed setting, e.g., each machine should deploy many cached containers.

Unfortunately, scaling functions to multiple machines is common because a single machine has a limited function capacity to handle the timely load spikes. Consider the functions sampled from real-world traces of Azure Functions [102]. The request frequency of function 9a3e4e can surge to over 150 K calls per minute, increased by 33,000× within one minute (see the top of Figure 1). To avoid stalling numerous newly arriving function calls, the platform should immediately launch sufficient containers across multiple machines (see the bottom part of Figure 1). Due to the unpredictable nature of the serverless workload, it is challenging for the platform to decide the number of cached instances for the warmstart. Hence, there is “no free lunch” for such resources: commercial platforms require users to reserve and pay for them to achieve better performance (i.e., lower response time), e.g., AWS Lambda Provisioned Concurrency [12].

Even worse, dependent functions that run in separate containers cannot directly transfer states. Instead, they must resort to message passing or cloud storage for state transfer, which introduces data serialization/de-serialization, memory copy and storage stack overheads. Recent reports have shown that these may count up to 95% of the function execution.

¹We focus on executing serverless functions with containers in this paper, which is widely adopted by existing platforms [122, 123, 54, 64].

Figure 1. The timelines of call frequency (top) and sufficient resource provisioning (bottom) for two serverless functions in a real-world trace from Azure Functions [102].
time [71, 53]. Unfortunately, transferring states between functions is common in serverless workflows—a mechanism to compose functions into more complex applications [4, 2]. Though recent research [71] bypasses these overheads for local state transfer (i.e., functions that run on the same machine) by co-locating local functions in the same container, it is still unclear how to do so in a remote setting.

We argue that remote fork (forking containers across machines like a local fork) is a promising primitive to enable both efficient function launching and fast function state sharing. First, the fork mechanism has been shown efficient in both performance and resource usage for launching containers on a single machine: one cached container is sufficient to start numerous containers with 1 ms time [17, 37, 36]. By extending the fork mechanism to remote, one active container is sufficient to start numerous containers efficiently on all the machines, achieving no provisioned concurrency in a distributed setting. Second, remote fork provides transparent intermediate state sharing between remote functions: the code in the container created by the fork can access the pre-materialized states of the forked container transparently bypassing message passing or cloud storage.

However, state-of-the-art systems can only achieve a conservative remote fork with Checkpoint/Restore techniques (C/R) [7, 117]. Our analysis reveals that they are not efficient for serverless computing, i.e., even slower than coldstart due to the costs of checkpointing the memory of parent container into files, transferring the files through the network and accessing the files through a distributed file system (§3). Even though we have utilized modern interconnects (i.e., RDMA) to reduce these costs, the software overhead of checkpointing and distributed file accesses still make C/R underutilize the low latency and high throughput of RDMA.

We present MITOSIS, an operating system primitive that provides a fast remote fork by deeply co-designing with RDMA. The key insight is that the OS can directly access the physical memory on remote machines via RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) [115], which is extremely fast thanks to bypassing remote OS and remote CPU. Therefore, we can realize remote fork by imitating local fork through mapping a child container’s virtual memory to its parent container’s physical memory without checkpointing the memory. The child container can directly read the parent memory in a copy-on-write fashion using RNIC, bypassing the software stacks (e.g., distributed file system) introduced by traditional C/R.

Leveraging RDMA for remote fork with kernel poses several new challenges (§4.1): (1) fast and scalable RDMA-capable connection establishment, (2) efficient access control of the parent container’s physical memory and (3) efficient parent container lifecycle management at scale. MITOSIS addresses these challenges by (1) retrofitting advanced RDMA feature (i.e., DCT [1]), (2) proposing a new connection-based memory access control method designed for remote fork and (3) co-designing container lifecycle management with the help of serverless platform. We also introduce techniques including generalized lean container [94] to reduce containerization overhead for the remote fork. In summary, we show that remote fork can be made efficient, feasible and practical on commodity RNICs for serverless computing.

We implemented MITOSIS on Linux with its core functionalities written in Rust as a loadable kernel module. It can remote-fork 10,000 containers on 5 machines within 0.86 second. MITOSIS is fully compatible with mainstream containers (e.g., runC [13]), making integration with existing container-based serverless platforms seamlessly. To demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy, we integrated MITOSIS with Fn [123], a popular open-source serverless platform. Under load spikes in real-world serverless workloads, MITOSIS reduces the 90th percentile latency of the spiked function by 89% with orders of magnitude lower memory usage. For a real-world serverless workflow (i.e., FINRA [14]) that requires state transfer, MITOSIS reduces its execution time by 86%.

Contributions. We highlight the contributions as follows:

- **Problem**: An analysis of the performance-resource provisioning trade-off of existing container startup techniques, and the costs of state transfer between functions (§2).
- **MITOSIS**: An RDMA-co-designed OS remote fork that quickly launches containers on remote machines without provisioned concurrency and enables efficient function state transfer (§4–5).
- **Demonstration**: An implementation on Linux integrated with Fn (§6) and evaluations on both microbenchmarks and real-world serverless applications demonstrate the efficacy of MITOSIS (§7). MITOSIS is publically available at https://github.com/ProjectMitosisOS.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Serverless computing and container

Serverless computing is a popular programming paradigm. It abstracts resource management from the developers: they only need to write the application as functions in a popular programming language (e.g., Python), upload these functions (as container images) to the platform, and specify how to call them. The platform can auto-scale according to function requests by dynamically spawning a container [54, 123, 59, 94, 22, 30, 91, 44, 22, 70] to handle each call. The spawned containers will also be automatically reclaimed after functions return, making serverless economical: the developers only pay for the in-used containers.

Container is a popular host for executing functions. It not only packages the application’s dependencies into a single image that eases the function deployment, but also provides lightweight isolation through Linux’s cgroups and namespaces, which is necessary to run applications in a multi-tenancy environment. Unfortunately, enabling container

\[2\] Serverless platform may use virtual machines to run functions, which is not the focus of this paper.
introduces additional function startup costs and state transferring costs due to container bootstrap and segregated function address spaces, respectively.

### 2.2 Startup and resource provisioning costs

**Coldstart performance cost.** Starting a container from scratch, commonly named as ‘coldstart’, is notoriously slow. The startup includes pulling the container image, setting up the container configurations and initializing the function language runtime. All the above steps are costly, which take even more than hundreds of milliseconds [37, 94]. As a result, coldstart may dominate the end-to-end latency of ephemeral serverless functions [37, 94, 119, 33]. For example, Lambda@Edge reports that 67% of its functions run in less than 20 ms [33]. In comparison, starting a Hello-world python container with runC [13]—a state-of-the-art container runtime—takes 167 ms and 1783 ms when the container image is stored locally and remotely, respectively (see Table 1).

**Warmstart resource cost due to provisioned concurrency.** A wealth of researches focus on reducing the startup time of coldstart with ‘warmstart’ techniques [94, 17, 37, 102, 113, 42, 119, 131, 106]. However, they must pay more resource provisioning cost (see Table 1):

- **Caching** [63, 64, 123, 41, 122, 94, 17, 102, 119]. By caching finished containers (e.g., via Docker pause [8]) instead of reclaiming them, future functions can reuse cached ones (e.g., via Docker unpause) with nearly no startup cost (less than 1 ms). However, Caching consumes large in-memory resources: the resource provisioned—number of the cached instances \( O(n) \) should match the number of concurrent functions \( n \), because a paused container can only unpause for one function. Given the unpredictability of the number of function invocations (e.g., load spikes in Figure 1), it is challenging for the developers or the platform to decide how many cached instances are required. Thus, Caching inevitably faces the trade-off between fast startup and low resource provisioning, resulting in huge cache misses.

- **Fork** [37, 17, 36]. A cached container (parent) can call the fork system call (instead of unpause) to start new containers (children). Since fork can be called multiple times, each machine only requires one cached instance to fork new containers. Thus, fork reduces resource provisioned of Caching—cached containers from \( O(n) \) to \( O(m) \), where \( m \) is the number of machines that require function startup. However, it is still proportional to the number of machines \( m \) since fork cannot generalize to a distributed setting.

- **Checkpoint/Restore (C/R)** [120, 37, 117, 119]. C/R starts containers from container checkpoints stored in a file. It only needs \( O(1) \) resource (the file) to warmstart, because the file can be transferred through the network if necessary. Though being optimal in resource usage, C/R is orders of magnitude slower than Caching and fork. We analyze it in §3 in detail.

### 2.3 (Remote) state transfer cost

Transferring states between functions is common in serverless workflows [36, 17, 95, 64, 4, 2]. A workflow is a graph describing the producer-consumer relationships between functions. Consider the real-world example FINRA [14] shown in Figure 2. It is a financial application that validates trades according to the trade (Portfolio) and market (Market) data. Upstream functions (the ones that produce states), i.e., fetchPortfolioData and fetchMarketData first read data from external sources. Afterward, they transfer the results to many downstream functions (the one that consumes states), i.e., runAuditRules to process them concurrently for a better performance.

Functions run in different containers can only transfer states either by copying them through the network via message passing or exchanging them at a cloud storage service. Figure 3 (a) shows a simplified code for running FINRA on AWS Lambda. For small states transfers (less than 32KB, e.g., Portfolio), Lambda piggybacks the states in messages exchanged between the coordinator and the function containers [131]. For large ones (Market), functions must exchange them with S3—Lambda’s cloud storage service.

Transferring states via messages and cloud storage inevitably faces the overheads of data serialization, memory

---

**Table 1:** A comparison of startup techniques for autoscaling \( n \) concurrent invocations of one function to \( m \) machines. Local means the resources for the startup are provisioned on the function execution machine. The function is a simple python program that prints ‘hello world’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coldstart</th>
<th>Caching</th>
<th>Fork</th>
<th>Checkpoint/Restore</th>
<th>Remote fork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local startup performance</strong></td>
<td>Very slow ((100\text{ ms}))</td>
<td>Very fast ((&lt; 1 \text{ ms}))</td>
<td>Fast ((1 \text{ ms}))</td>
<td>Medium ((5 \text{ ms}))</td>
<td>Fast ((1 \text{ ms}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remote startup performance</strong></td>
<td>Very slow ((1,000 \text{ ms}))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Slow ((24 \text{ ms}))</td>
<td>Fast ((3 \text{ ms}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall resource provisioning</strong></td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
<td>(O(m))</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** The workflow graph of a real-world serverless application, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, FINRA [14].

---

**Figure 3.** The state transfer cost. (a) Transferring states via messages. (b) Transferring states via cloud storage.
copies, and cloud storage stacks, causing up to a 1,000X slowdown [53, 71]. To cope with the issue, existing work proposes serverless-optimized messaging primitives [17] or specialized storage systems [110, 69, 96], but none of the mentioned overhead is completely eliminated [71]. FaastLane [71] co-locates functions in the same container with threads so that it can bypass these overheads with shared memory accesses. However, threads cannot generalize to a distributed setting. FaastLane fallbacks to message passing if the upstream and downstream functions are on different machines. SPRIGHT [97] achieves a similar effect by retrofitting eBPF. However, they don’t support efficient data sharing across nodes.

### 3 Remote Fork for Serverless Computing

We show the following two benefits of remote fork to address the issues mentioned in the previous section.

**Efficient (remote) function launching.** When generalizing the fork primitive to a remote setting, a single parent container is sufficient to launch subsequent child containers across the cluster, similar to C/R (see Table 1). We believe $O(1)$ resource provisioning is desirable for the developers/tenants since they only need to specify whether they need resource for warmstart, instead of how many (e.g., the number of machines for forking or cached instances [12] for Caching).

**Fast and transparent (remote) state transfer.** The fork primitive essentially bridges the address spaces of parent and child containers. The transferred states are pre-materialized in the parent memory, so the child can seamlessly access them with shared memory abstraction with no data serialization, zero-copy (for read-only accesses) and cloud storage costs. Meanwhile, the copy-on-write semantic in the fork primitive avoids the costly memory coherence protocol in traditional distributed shared memory systems [75, 57].

---

**Figure 3.** (a) A simplified code of FINRA (see Figure 2) on existing serverless platforms. (b) A simplified code of using (remote) fork to transfer states between FINRA functions. globals records a mapping between function name and its pointer.

**Figure 4.** Analysis of using C/R for remote fork. Setup: CRIU-local: CRIU with a local file system (e.g., tmpfs), which uses RDMA to transfer files between machines. CRIU-remote: CRIU with an RDMA-accelerated distributed file system (e.g., Ceph [89]).

---

5 We may also call the kernel/machine hosting the parent/child container as parent/child in this paper without losing generality.

6 In the case of the traditional fork, MITOSIS further optimizes with one-sided RDMA (§4), allowing zero-copy even for read-write accesses.

---

5 This setup is common in serverless platforms [70, 71, 2].
Unfortunately, the C/R-based remote fork is not efficient enough for serverless computing. Figure 4 (a) shows the execution time of serverless functions on a remote machine using CRIU [7]—the state-of-the-art C/R on Linux (with careful optimizations, see §7 for details) to realize CRIU-local and CRIU-remote. The synthetic function randomly touches the entire parent’s memory. We observe that C/R-based remote fork can even be $2.7 \times$ slower than coldstart if it accesses 1 GB remote memory. We attribute it to one or more of the following aspects.

Checkpoint container memory. CRIU takes 9 ms (resp. 518 ms) and 75.5 ms (resp. 590 ms) to checkpoint 1 MB (resp. 1 GB) memory of the parent container using local or distributed file systems, respectively. The overhead is dominated by copying the memory to the files: unlike the local fork, the child’s OS resides on another machine and thus, lacks direct memory access capability to the parent’s memory pages.

Copy checkpointed file. For CRIU-local, transferring the entire file from the parent to the child takes 11–734 ms for 1 MB–1 GB image (compared to the 0.61–570 ms execution time), respectively. The whole file copy is typically unnecessary since serverless functions typically access a partial state of the parent container [120] (see also Figure 16 (b)).

Additional restore software overhead. CRIU-remote enables on-demand file transfer\(^6\): it only reads the required remote file pages during page fault. However, the execution time is 1.3–3.1× longer than CRIU-local because each page fault requires a DFS request to read the page: the DFS latency (100 µs) is much higher than local file access. More importantly, the latency is much higher than one network round-trip time (3 µs) due to the software overhead.

4 The MITOSIS Operating System Primitive

Opportunity: kernel-space RDMA. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a fast networking feature widely deployed in data-centers [115, 47, 43]. Though commonly used in the user-space, RDMA further gives the kernel the ability to read/write the physical memory of remote machines [115]

\(^6\)CRIU lazy migration [6] also supports on-demand transfer. However, it is not optimized for RDMA and is orders of magnitude slower than our evaluated CRIU-remote (210 vs. 42 ms) for the python hello function.

Unfortunately, the C/R-based remote fork is not efficient enough for serverless computing. Figure 4 (a) shows the execution time of serverless functions on a remote machine using CRIU [7]—the state-of-the-art C/R on Linux (with careful optimizations, see §7 for details) to realize CRIU-local and CRIU-remote. The synthetic function randomly touches the entire parent’s memory. We observe that C/R-based remote fork can even be $2.7 \times$ slower than coldstart if it accesses 1 GB remote memory. We attribute it to one or more of the following aspects.

Checkpoint container memory. CRIU takes 9 ms (resp. 518 ms) and 75.5 ms (resp. 590 ms) to checkpoint 1 MB (resp. 1 GB) memory of the parent container using local or distributed file systems, respectively. The overhead is dominated by copying the memory to the files: unlike the local fork, the child’s OS resides on another machine and thus, lacks direct memory access capability to the parent’s memory pages.

Copy checkpointed file. For CRIU-local, transferring the entire file from the parent to the child takes 11–734 ms for 1 MB–1 GB image (compared to the 0.61–570 ms execution time), respectively. The whole file copy is typically unnecessary since serverless functions typically access a partial state of the parent container [120] (see also Figure 16 (b)).

Additional restore software overhead. CRIU-remote enables on-demand file transfer\(^6\): it only reads the required remote file pages during page fault. However, the execution time is 1.3–3.1× longer than CRIU-local because each page fault requires a DFS request to read the page: the DFS latency (100 µs) is much higher than local file access. More importantly, the latency is much higher than one network round-trip time (3 µs) due to the software overhead.
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Copy checkpointed file. For CRIU-local, transferring the entire file from the parent to the child takes 11–734 ms for 1 MB–1 GB image (compared to the 0.61–570 ms execution time), respectively. The whole file copy is typically unnecessary since serverless functions typically access a partial state of the parent container [120] (see also Figure 16 (b)).

Additional restore software overhead. CRIU-remote enables on-demand file transfer\(^6\): it only reads the required remote file pages during page fault. However, the execution time is 1.3–3.1× longer than CRIU-local because each page fault requires a DFS request to read the page: the DFS latency (100 µs) is much higher than local file access. More importantly, the latency is much higher than one network round-trip time (3 µs) due to the software overhead.

4 The MITOSIS Operating System Primitive

Opportunity: kernel-space RDMA. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a fast networking feature widely deployed in data-centers [115, 47, 43]. Though commonly used in the user-space, RDMA further gives the kernel the ability to read/write the physical memory of remote machines [115]

\(^6\)CRIU lazy migration [6] also supports on-demand transfer. However, it is not optimized for RDMA and is orders of magnitude slower than our evaluated CRIU-remote (210 vs. 42 ms) for the python hello function.
4.1 Challenges and approaches

**Efficient and scalable RDMA connection setup.** Though RDMA is fast (e.g., 2 µs), it is traditionally only supported in the connection-oriented transport (RC) [35, 83, 126, 125, 105, 127, 124], where connection establishment is much slower (e.g., 4 ms [11] with a limited 700 connections/second throughput). Caching connections to other machines can mitigate the issue, but it is impractical when RDMA-capable clusters have scaled to more than 10,000 nodes [43].

We retrofit DCT [1], an underutilized but widely supported advanced RDMA feature with fast and scalable connection setups to carry out communications between kernels (§5.3).

**Efficient remote physical memory control.** MITOSIS exposes the parent’s physical memory to the children for the fastest remote fork. However, this approach introduces consistency problems in corner cases. If the OS changes a parent’s virtual–physical mappings [77, 80, 78, 79] (e.g., swap [78]), the children will read an incorrect page. User-space RDMA can use memory registration (MR) [93] for the access control. However, MR has non-trivial registration overheads [49]. Further, kernel-space RDMA has limited support for MR—it only supports MR on RCQP (with FRMR [90]).

We propose a registration-free memory control method (§5.4) that transforms RNIC’s memory checks to connection permission checks. We further make the checks efficient by utilizing DCT’s scalable connection setup feature.

**Parent container lifecycle management.** For correctness, we must ensure a forked container (parent) is alive until all its successors (including children forked from the children) finish. A naive approach is letting each machine track the lifecycles of the successors of its hosting parents. However, it would pose significant management burdens: a parent’s successors may span multiple machines, forming a distributed fork tree. Meanwhile, each machine may have multiple trees. Consequently, each machine needs extensive communications with the others following paths in the trees to ensure a parent can be safely reclaimed.

To this end, we onload the lifecycle management to the serverless platform (§6.3). The observation is that serverless coordinators (nodes that invoke functions via fork) naturally maintain the runtime information of the forked containers. Thus, they can trivially decide when to reclaim parents.

5 Design and Implementation

For simplicity, we first assume one-hop fork (i.e., no cascading) and then extend to multi-hops fork (see §5.5).

**API.** We decouple the fork into two phases (see Figure 7): The user can first call `fork_prepare` to generate the parent’s metadata (called `descriptor`) related to remote fork. The descriptor is globally identified by the local unique `handle_id` and `key` (generated and returned by the prepared call) and the parent machine’s RDMA address. Given the identifier, users can start a child via `fork_resume` at another machine (can be the same as the parent, i.e., local fork).

Compared to the traditional one-stage fork system call, a two-phase fork API (prepare and resume)—similar to `pause` and `unpause` in Caching is more flexible for serverless computing. For example, after preparing and recording the parent’s identifier at the coordinator, it can later start children without communicating with the parent machine.

**Visibility of the parent’s data structures.** By default, MITOSIS exposes all the parent’s data structures—including virtual memory and file descriptors, to the child after `fork_prepare`. MITOSIS could introduce APIs to let the application limit the scope of the exposure, but currently, we find it unnecessary: parents must trust the children since they are from the same application.

5.1 Fork prepare

`fork_prepare` will generate a local in-memory data structure (`container descriptor`) capturing the parent states, which contains (1) cgroup configurations and namespace flags—for containerization, (2) CPU register values—for recovering the execution states, (3) page table and virtual memory areas (VMAs)—for restoring the virtual memory, and (4) opened file information—for recovering the I/O. We follow local fork (e.g., Linux’s `copy_process()`) to capture (1)–(3) and CRIU [7] for (4). Since deciding when to reclaim a descriptor is challenging, we always keep the prepared parents (and their descriptors) alive unless the serverless platform explicitly frees them (i.e., `via fork_reclaim`).

Though the descriptor plays a similar role as C/R checkpointed file, we emphasize one key difference: the descriptor only stores the page table, not the memory pages. As a result, it is orders of magnitude smaller (KB vs. MB) and orders of magnitude faster to generate and transfer.

5.2 Fork resume

`fork_resume` resumes the parent’s execution state by fetching the parent descriptor and then restoring from it. We now describe how to make the above two steps fast. For now, we assume the child OS has established network connections capable of issuing RPCs and one-sided RDMA to the parent. The next section describes the connection setup.

**Fast descriptor fetch with one-sided RDMA.** A straightforward implementation of fetching the descriptor is using RPC. However, RPC’s memory copy overhead is non-trivial (see Figure 18), as the descriptor of a moderate-sized container may consume several KBs. The ideal fetch is using one one-sided RDMA READ, which requires (1) storing the parent’s

```c
// Prepare the container descriptor at the parent machine
status_t fork_prepare(uint64_t *handler_id, uint64_t *key);

// Resume from a parent descriptor at the child machine
status_t fork_resume(char *addr, uint64_t handler_id, uint64_t key);
```

**Figure 7.** The major MITOSIS remote fork system calls.
descriptor into a consecutive memory area and (2) informing the child’s OS of the memory’s address and size in advance.

The first requirement can be trivially achieved by serializing the descriptor into a well-format message. Data serialization has little cost (sub-millisecond) due to the simple data structure of descriptor. For the second requirement, a naive solution is to encode the memory information in the descriptor identifier (e.g., handler_id) that is directly passed to the resume system call. However, this approach is insecure because a malicious user could pass a malformed ID, causing the child to read and use a malformed descriptor. We adopt a simple solution to remedy this: MITOSIS will send an authentication RPC to query the descriptor memory information with the descriptor identifier. If the authentication passes, the parent will send back the descriptor’s stored address and payload so that the child can directly read it with one-sided RDMA. We chose a simple design because the overhead of an additional RPC (several bytes) is typically negligible: reading the descriptor (several KBs) will dominate the fetch time.

**Fast restore with generalized lean containers.** With the fetched descriptor, child OS uses the following two steps to resume a child to the parent’s execution states: (1) Containerization: set the cgroups and namespaces to match the parent’s setup; (2) Switch: replace the caller’s CPU registers, page table, and I/O descriptors with the parent’s. The switch is efficient (finishes in sub-milliseconds): it just imitates the local fork—e.g., unmapping the caller’s current memory mapping and mapping the child’s virtual memory to the parents by copying parent’s page table to the child. On the other hand, containerization can take tens of milliseconds due to the cost of setting cgroups and namespaces.

Fortunately, fast containerization has been well-studied [94, 17, 27, 112]. For instance, SOCK [94] introduces **lean container**, which is a special container having the minimal configurations necessary for serverless computing. It further uses pooling to hide the cost of container bootstrap, reducing its time from tens of milliseconds to a few milliseconds. We generalize SOCK’s lean container to a distributed setting to accelerate the containerization of the remote fork. Specifically, before resuming a remote parent, we will use SOCK to create an empty lean container that satisfies the parent’s isolation requirements. Afterward, the empty container calls MITOSIS to resume execution. Since the container has been properly configured with SOCK, we can skip the costly containerization.

### 5.3 Network daemon

The network daemon aims to reduce the costs of creating RDMA connections (commonly called **RCQP**) on the critical path of the remote fork. Meanwhile, it also avoids caching RCQPs connected to all the servers to save memory.

**Solution: Retrofit advanced RDMA transport (DCT).** The essential requirement behind the goal is that we need **QP** to be connectionless. RDMA does provide a connectionless transport—unreliable datagram (UD), but it only supports messaging, so we can just use it for RPC.

We find dynamic connected transport (DCT) [1]—a less studied but widely supported RDMA feature suits remote fork well. DCT preserves the functionality of RC and further provides a connectionless illusion: a single DCQP can communicate with different nodes. The target node only needs to create a **DC target**, which is identified by the node’s RDMA address and a 12B **DC key**. After knowing the keys, a child node can send one-sided RDMA requests to the corresponding targets without connection—the hardware will piggyback the connection with data processing and is extremely fast (within 1μs [11, 67]), as shown in Figure 8.

Based on DCT, the network daemon manages a small kernel-space DCQP pool for handling RDMA requests from children. Typically, one DCQP per-CPU is sufficient to utilize RDMA [11]. However, using DCT alone is insufficient because the child needs to know the DCT key in advance to communicate with the parent. Therefore, we also implement a kernel-space FaSST RPC [67] to bootstrap DCT. FaSST is a UD-based RPC that supports connectionless. With RPC, we piggyback the DCT key associated with the parent in the RPC request to query the parent’s descriptor. To save CPU resources, we only deploy two kernel threads to handle RPCs, which is sufficient for our workloads (see Figure 13 (b)).

**Discussion on DCT overheads.** DCT has known performance issue due to extra reconnection messages. Compared with RC, it causes up to 55.3% performance degradations for small (32B) one-sided RDMA READs [67]. Nevertheless, the reconnection has no effect on the large (e.g., more than 1 KB) transfer because transferring data dominates the time [11]. Since the workload pattern of MITOSIS is dominated by large transfers, e.g., reading remote pages in 4KB granularity, we empirically found no influence from this issue.

### 5.4 RDMA-Aware virtual memory management

For resume efficiency, we directly set the page table entries (PTE) of the children’s mapped pages to the parent’s physical addresses (PA) during the resume phase. However, the original OS is unaware of the remote PA in the PTE. Thus, we dedicate a remote bit in the PTE for distinction. In particular, the OS will set the remote bit to be 1 and clear the present bit of the PTE during the switch process at the resume phase. Afterward, child’s remote page access will trap in the kernel

---

The key consists of a 4 B NIC-generated number and 8 B user-passed key.
Table 2: A summary of page fault handling related to remote fork at the child categorized by whether the virtual address (VA) is mapped to remote and whether the physical address (PA) is stored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>VA mapped</th>
<th>Parent PA in PTE</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack grows</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code in .text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapped file</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RPC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

after the switch. Consequently, MITOSIS can handle them in the RDMA-aware page fault handler. Note that we don’t change the table entry data structure: we utilize an ignored PTE bit (i.e., one in [58 : 52] [60]) for the remote bit.

RDMA-aware page fault handler. Table 2 summarizes how we handle different faults related to remote fork. If the fault page has not mapped to the parent, e.g., stack grows, we handle it locally like a normal page fault. Otherwise, we check whether the fault virtual address (VA) has a mapped remote PA. If so, we use one-sided RDMA to read the remote page to a local page. Most child pages can be restored via RDMA because serverless function typically touches a subset of the previous run [120, 37]. In case of a missed mapping, we fallback to RPC.

Fallback daemon. Each node hosts a fallback daemon that spawns kernel threads to handle children’s paging requests, which contains the parent identifier and the requested virtual address. The fallback logic is simple: After checking the validity of the request, the daemon thread will load the page on behalf of the parent. If the load succeeds, we will send the result back to the child.

Connection-based memory access control and isolation. Direct exposing the parent’s memory improves the remote fork speed. Nevertheless, we need to reject accesses to mapped pages that no longer belong to a parent and properly isolate accesses to different containers. Since we expose the memory via one-sided RDMA in a CPU-bypassing way, we can only leverage RNIC for the control.

MITOSIS proposes a connection-based memory access control method. Specifically, we assign different RDMA connections to different portions of the parent’s virtual memory area (VMA), e.g., one connection per VMA. If a mapped physical page no longer belongs to a parent, we will destroy the connection related to the page’s VMA. Consequently, the child’s access to the page will be rejected by the RNIC. The connections are all managed in the kernel to prevent malicious users from accessing the wrong remote container memory.

To make connection-based access control practical, each connection must be efficient in creation and storage. Fortunately, the DCQP satisfies these requirements well. At the child-side, each connection (DC key) only consumes 12B—different DC connections can share the same DCQP. Meanwhile, the parent-side DC target consumes 144B. Note that creating DCQPs and targets also has overheads. Yet, they are logically independent of the parent’s memory. Therefore, we use pooling to amortize their creation time (several ms).

Security analysis. Compared with normal containers, MITOSIS additionally exposes its physical memory to remote machines via RDMA. Nevertheless, since remote containers must leverage their kernels to read the exposed memory, a malicious container cannot read others states as long as its kernel is not compromised. Besides this, the inherent security issues of RDMA [111, 99, 128] may also endanger MITOSIS. While such security threats are out of the scope of our work, it is possible to integrate orthogonal solutions [111, 99, 128, 115] to improve the security of MITOSIS.

Optimizations: prefetching and caching. Even with RDMA, reading remote pages is still much slower than local memory accesses [35] (3 µs vs. 100 ns). Thus, we apply two standard optimizations: Prefetching prefetches adjacent remote pages upon page faults. Empirically, we found a prefetch size of one is sufficient to improve the performance of remote fork at a small cost to the runtime memory (see Figure 15). Thus, MITOSIS only prefetches one adjacent page by default. Caching caches the finished children’s page table (and the read pages) in the kernel. A later child forking the same parent can then reuse the page table in a copy-on-write way to avoid reading.
the touched pages again. This is essentially a combination of local-remote fork. To avoid extra memory cost, we only keep the cached page table for a short period (usually several seconds) to cope with load spikes (e.g., see Figure 1).

5.5 Supporting multi-hops remote fork
Mitosis supports multi-hops fork: a child can be forked again with its children possibly on the third machine. It is similar to one-hop fork except that we need to further track the ownership of remote pages in a fine-grained way. As shown in Figure 10, the pages behind data[1] and data[0] resides on two different machines. A naive approach would be maintaining a map to track the owner of each virtual page. However, it would consume non-trivial storage overhead. To reduce memory usage, Mitosis encodes the owner in the PTE: we dedicate 4 bits in the PTE’s ignored bits to encode the remote page machine—supporting a maximum of 15-hops remote fork (up to 15 ancestors)

6 Bringing Mitosis to Serverless Computing
This section describes how we apply Mitosis to Fn [123]—a popular open source serverless platform. Though we focus on Fn, we believe our methodology can also apply to other serverless platforms (e.g., OpenWhisk [122]) because they follow a similar system architecture (see Figure 11).

Basic Fn. Figure 11 shows an overview of Fn. It handles the function request that is either an invocation of a single function, or an execution of a serverless workflow (e.g., see Figure 2). A dedicated coordinator is responsible for scheduling the executions of these requests. The function code must be packed to a container and uploaded to a Docker registry [34] managed by the platform.

To handle the invocation of a single function, the coordinator will direct the request to an invoker chosen from a pool of servers. After receiving the request, the invoker spawns a container with Caching to accelerate startups to execute the function. Note that Fn hides the mapping of request to user-function (e.g., 12–16 in Figure 3 (a)) with function development kit (FDK): i.e., the user only needs to provide the code for the function, not the code that dispatches the requests to the function. Thanks to this abstraction, we can extend FDK to add the fork capabilities.

To execute a workflow, the coordinator will first decompose the workflow into single-function calls (one for each workflow graph node), then schedule them based on the dependency relationship. In particular, the coordinator will only execute a downstream function (e.g., defrunAuditRule in Figure 2) after all its upstream functions (fetchPortfolioData and fetchMarketData) finish.

6.1 Fork-aware serverless platform
Being aware of Mitosis, the platform can leverage parents that have prepared themselves via fork_prepare (we term them as seeds in this paper) to accelerate function startup and state transfer. Besides, it is also responsible for reclaiming the seeds. Based on the use cases, we further categorize seeds into two classes. 1) For seeds that are used for boosting function startups, the frequency of reclamation is low. Hence, we name them long-lived seeds and use a coarse-grained reclamation scheme (§6.2). 2) For seeds that are used for state transfer, they only live during the lifecycle of a serverless workflow. We name them short-lived seeds and use a fine-grained fork tree-based mechanism to free them (§6.3).

The steps to accelerate Fn with Mitosis are: (1) Extend the Fn coordinator to send prepare/resume requests to the invoker to fork containers if necessary and (2) Instrument FDK so that it can recognize the new (fork) requests from the coordinator (e.g., line 12–16 in Figure 3 (b)). Since the extensions to the FDK are trivial, we focus on describing the extensions to the coordinator.

Fork-aware coordinator. For a single function call, the coordinator first looks up an available (long-lived) seed. The locations of seeds are stored at a seed store. If one seed is available, it sends a fork resume request to the invoker. Otherwise, we fallback to the vanilla function startup mechanism.

During workflow execution, the coordinator dynamically creates short-lived based on state transfer relationship. Specifically, it will tell the invoker to call fork_prepare if it executes an upstream function in the workflow. The prepared results are piggybacked in the reply of the function. Afterward, the coordinator can use fork_resume to start downstream functions, which transparently inherit the pre-materialized results of the upstream one.

Note that one function may have multiple upstream functions (e.g., runAuditRule in Figure 2). For such cases, we require the user to specify which function to fork by annotating the workflow graph or fuse the upstream functions.
6.2 Long-lived seed management

**Deployment.** We deploy long-lived seeds as cached containers because they naturally load the function’s working set into the memory. If the invoker decides to cache a container, it will call `fork_prepare` to generate a seed. Note that we must also adjust FN’s cache policy to be fork-aware. For example, FN always caches a container if it experiences a coldstart, which is unnecessary considering MITOSIS because the fork can accelerate startups more resource-efficiently. Therefore, we only cache the first container facing coldstart across the platform. Moreover, we also detect whether a container is a multi-hop one, i.e., forked from a long-lived seed. We don’t cache such containers as they are short-lived seeds.

**Seed store.** To find the seed information, we record a mapping between function name and the corresponding seed’s RDMA address, the `handle_id` and `key` (the latter two are returned by `fork_prepare`) at the coordinator. We also record the time when the seed was deployed, which is necessary to prevent the coordinator forking from a near-expired cache instance. The seed store can be co-located with the coordinator or implemented as a distributed key-value store.

**Reclamation.** Similar to Caching, the long-lived seeds are reclaimed by timeout. Unlike Caching, seeds can have a much longer keep-alive time (e.g., 10 minutes vs. 1 minute) since they consume orders of magnitude smaller memory. The coordinators can renew the seed if it doesn’t live long enough for the forked function.

6.3 Fork tree and short-lived seed management

**Fork tree granularity and structure.** Each serverless workflow has a dedicated fork tree stored and maintained at the coordinator executing it. The upper-layer nodes in the tree correspond to the upstream functions (parents) in the workflow and the lower-layer nodes represent the downstream functions (children). Each node encodes the container IDs and locations, which is sufficient for the coordinator to reclaim the corresponding seed.

**Fork tree construction and destroy.** The construction of the fork tree is straightforward: After the coordinator forks a new child from a short-lived seed, it will add the seed to the tree. When all functions in the tree finish, MITOSIS will reclaim all the nodes except for the root node: the root node can be a long-lived seed and MITOSIS will not reclaim it.

**Fault tolerance.** The fork tree should be fault-tolerant to prevent memory leakage caused by dangling seeds. Replicating the tree with common replication protocols (e.g., Paxos [74]) can tolerate the failure, but adds non-trivial overheads during the workflow execution. Observing that serverless functions have a maximum lifetime (e.g., 15 minutes in AWS Lambda [3]), we use a simple timeout-based mechanism to tolerate the failures. Specifically, invokers will periodically garbage collect short-lived seeds if they run beyond the function’s maximum allowed runtime.

6.4 Limitation

First, fork still needs a long-lived seed to quickly bootstrap others. If no seed is available, we can leverage existing approaches that optimize coldstart (e.g., FaasNET [119]) to first start one. Second, fork only enables a read-only state transfer. Yet, it is sufficient for serverless workflow—the dominant function composition method. Finally, fork cannot transfer states between multiple upstream functions. Thus, MITOSIS must fuse these upstream functions into one or fallback to messaging (see Portfolio in Figure 3) for such cases. We are addressing this limitation by further introducing a remote merge primitive to complement the remote fork.

7 Evaluation

**Experimental setup.** We conduct all our experiments on a local cluster with 24 machines. Each machine has two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 processors and 128GB of DRAM. 16 machines are connected to two Mellanox SB7890 100Gbps switches with two 100 Gbps ConnectX-4 MCX455A InfiniBand RNICs. We use them as invokers to execute the serverless functions. Nodes without RDMA are left as coordinators.

**Comparing targets.** The evaluating setups of MITOSIS and its baselines are listed as follows. Note that we apply our generalized lean container (§5.2) to all the systems to hide the cost of containerization.

1. **Caching** is the de facto warmstart technique that provides a near-optimal function startup.
2. **CRIU-local** leverages CRIU [7] to implement remote fork (see Figure 5 (a)) and stores all files in an in-memory local filesystem (tmpfs). The file is transferred via our optimized transfer library with one-sided RDMA. We also apply existing on-demand restore optimization [120].
3. **CRIU-remote** leverages CRIU and a distributed file system for the remote fork (see Figure 5 (b)). We use Ceph [89]—a state-of-the-art production DFS that embraces RDMA. We also apply optimizations from CRIU-local: in-memory storage and on-demand restore.
4. **FaasNET** [119] optimizes the container image pulling of coldstart with function trees. We evaluate an optimal setup of FaasNET (for performance) that pre-provisions the images at all the invokers.8
5. **MITOSIS** is configured with on-demand execution and reads all pages from remote with a prefetch size of one.
6. **MITOSIS-cache** is the version of MITOSIS that always caches and shares the fetched pages among children. It essentially fallbacks to the local fork.

---

8The setup has been confirmed by the FaasNET authors.
Functions evaluated. We chose functions from representative serverless benchmarks (i.e., ServerlessBench [131], FunctionBench [68], and SeBS [31]), which cover a wide range of scenarios, including simple function (hello/H—print ‘Hello world’), file processing (compression/CO—compress a file), web requests (json/J—(de)serialize json data, pyaes/P—encrypt messages, chameleon/CH—generate HTML pages), image processing (image/I—apply image processing algorithms to an image), graph processing (pagerank/PR—execute the pagerank algorithm on a graph) and machine learning (recognition/R—image recognition using ResNet). These functions are written in python—the dominant serverless language [33]. Besides, we also use a synthetic micro-function that touches a variant portion of the memory to analyze the overhead introduced by MITOSIS. It is written in C to minimize the language runtime overhead interference.

7.1 End-to-end latency and memory consumption

Figure 12 shows the results of end-to-end latency: the left subfigure is the time of different phases of the functions during remote fork, and the right is each phase’s result on microfunction. The function request is sent by a single client. To rule out the impact of disk accesses, we put all the function’s related files (e.g., images used by image/I) in tmpfs.

Prepare time. The prepare time is the time for the parent to prepare a remote fork. For CRIU-local and CRIU-remote, it is the time to checkpoint a container. For variants of MITOSIS, it is the fork_prepare time. Caching and FaasNET do not have this phase because they do not support fork.

MITOSIS is orders of magnitude faster in preparation than CRIU-local and CRIU-remote. On average, it reduces the prepare time by 94%. For example, MITOSIS prepared a 467 MB recognition/R container in 11 ms, while CRIU-local and CRIU-remote took 223 ms and 253 ms, respectively. The variants of CRIU are bottlenecked by copying the container state from the memory to the filesystems.

Startup time. We measure the startup time as the time between an invoker receiving the function request and the time the first line of the function executes. As shown in the middle of Figure 12, caching is the fastest (0.5 ms) because starting a cached container only requires a simple unpause operation. MITOSIS comes next, it can start all the functions within 6 ms. It is up to 99%, 94%, and 97% (from 98%, 86%, and 77%) faster than CRIU-local, CRIU-remote, and FaasNET, respectively. The startup time of MITOSIS is dominated by the generalized lean container setup time since reading the descriptor with RDMA is extremely fast with our fast descriptor fetch protocol.

The startup of CRIU-local is dominated by copying the entire file (shown in Figure 12 (b)). Using CRIU-remote avoids transferring the file, but the overhead of communicating with the DFS meta server (from 23–90 ms) is still non-trivial. Compared to CRIU-remote, MITOSIS can directly read the container metadata (descriptor) from the remote machine’s kernel. Finally, the startup cost of FaasNET (coldstart) is dominated by the runtime initialization of the function, as we skipped the image pull process of it. The overhead depends on the application characteristics. For example, recognition/R requires loading a ResNet model from PyTorch, which takes 875 ms. Other techniques can skip the loading process since the model has been loaded in the parents or the cached containers.

Note that the results of CRIU-remote and FaasNET are not significantly higher in the startup microbenchmark (Figure 12 (b)). For CRIU-remote, it is because the time (40ms) is relatively small compared to CRIU-local (>191ms for working-set larger than 256MB). For FaasNET, we use a native lan-
guage in the microbenchmark (C), so it doesn’t suffer from the runtime initialization and library loading costs of the application functions in Figure 12 (a).

**Execution time.** For function execution, MITOSIS is up to 2.24 ×, 1.46 × and 1.14 × (from 1.04 ×, 1.04 ×, and 1.02 ×) slower than Caching, CRIU-local and FaasNET, respectively, except for hello/Hi. The overhead is mainly due to page faults and reading remote memory, which is proportional to the function working set (see Figure 12 (b)). Consequently, the overhead is most significant in recognition/R that reads 321 MB of the parent memory: MITOSIS is 2.24 × (477 vs. 213 ms) and 1.46 × (477 vs. 326 ms) slower than Caching and CRIU-local, respectively. CRIU-local is faster since it reads files from the local memory (tmpfs). To remedy this, MITOSIS+cache reduces the number of remote memory accesses by reading from the local cached copies of the remote pages. It improves performance by up to 17%, making MITOSIS close to or better than CRIU-local and FaasNET during execution. Note that Caching is always optimal (i.e., faster than FaasNET and CRIU-local) because it has no page fault overhead. Finally, MITOSIS is up to 3.02 × (from 1.02 ×) faster than CRIU-remote thanks to bypassing DFS for reading remote pages.

**Memory consumption.** Figure 14 reports the amortized per-machine memory consumed for each function categorized by provisioned memory (before running) and runtime memory. An ideal serverless platform should use minimal provisioned memory for each function. On average, MITOSIS only consumes 6.5% of the provisioned memory (one cached instance across 16 machines) while Caching requires at least 16 instances. CRIU-local/remote consumes a slightly lower memory (77% on average) than MITOSIS, because it reuses the local OS’s shared libraries to prevent storing them in the checkpointed files. This works at the cost of requiring storing all the function’s required libraries on all the machines, otherwise the restored container will fail. For the same reason, MITOSIS consumes a slightly larger runtime memory (8% on average) than CRIU-remote. Yet, its runtime memory is smaller than CRIU-local because the CRIU-local will read the entire file before it can execute the function.

### 7.2 Bottleneck analysis and throughput comparisons

**Bottleneck analysis.** Using a single seed function is ideal for resource usage. However, the parent-side network bandwidth (RDMA) and two RPC threads can become the bottleneck. Meanwhile, MITOSIS is also bottlenecked by the aggregated client-side CPU resources processing the function logic. The peak client-side performance for each function is the peak throughput of running functions with Caching.

Figure 13 (b) analyzes the impact of the above factors. We utilize all 16 invokers to achieve the peak throughput. For H, CO, J, and R, RDMA is the bottleneck. For example, recognition/R touches 321 MB of the parent memory: MITOSIS is 2.24 × (477 vs. 213 ms) and 1.46 × (477 vs. 326 ms) slower than Caching and CRIU-local, respectively. CRIU-local is faster since it reads files from the local memory (tmpfs). To remedy this, MITOSIS+cache reduces the number of remote memory accesses by reading from the local cached copies of the remote pages. It improves performance by up to 17%, making MITOSIS close to or better than CRIU-local and FaasNET during execution. Note that Caching is always optimal (i.e., faster than FaasNET and CRIU-local) because it has no page fault overhead. Finally, MITOSIS is up to 3.02 × (from 1.02 ×) faster than CRIU-remote thanks to bypassing DFS for reading remote pages.

**Throughput comparison.** Figure 13 (a) further compares the peak throughput of different approaches. Note that we exclude the prepare phase of CRIU—otherwise, it will be bottlenecked by this phase. MITOSIS is up to 8.0 × (from 2.1 ×) faster than CRIU-local, thanks to avoiding the whole file during the restore phase. Compared with CRIU-remote, MITOSIS is also up to 20.4 × (from 2.1 ×) faster except for R (69 vs. 81): CRIU-remote reads a smaller amount of remote memory because it reuses local copies of the shared libraries. R has the largest working set, so it is mostly affected by the network. For the others, MITOSIS is faster as it bypasses the overhead of DFS.
We omit the comparison between MITOSIS and Caching, which has been studied in the bottleneck analysis.

7.3 Effects of prefetching

We next explore how the prefetch number affects MITOSIS in Figure 15 (a). As we can see, prefetching can significantly improve the execution time of functions: prefetching 1, 2, and 6 pages improve the average time by 10%, 16%, and 18% (up to 30%, 50%, and 50%), respectively. More importantly, a small prefetch size (6) can achieve a near-identical performance as the optimal, i.e., no remote access, (MITOSIS+cache). Note that for small prefetch size the cost to the throughput is negligible, so we omit the results.

Prefetching has additional runtime memory consumption: as shown in Figure 15 (b), prefetching 1, 2, and 6 consumes average 1.1×, 1.3×, and 1.5× (up to 1.15×, 1.6×, and 2.5×) more memory than no prefetching. Therefore, we currently adopt a prefetch size of 1 to reduce runtime memory usage.

7.4 Effects of copy-on-write (COW)

MITOSIS reads the child’s pages in an on-demand way (copy-on-write). This section presents the benefits and costs of COW compared to a non-COW design—the child will read all the parent’s memory before executing the functions.

Latency. Figure 16 reports the latency results. The benefit of COW in latency depends on the amount of the parent’s memory touched by the child (touch ratio): the cross points in the microbenchmark are 60% and 90% when the prefetch size is 1 and 2, respectively. For larger prefetch size, the cross point is close to 100%. Non-COW has a longer startup time due to extra remote memory reading, but it is more efficient in reading pages with RDMA because it can batch multiple paging requests [66]. Nevertheless, serverless functions typically have a moderate touch ratio (i.e., < 67%). Therefore, COW has averages of 8.7% (from 0.6% to 44%) and 3.7% (from -5% to 31%) lower latency than Non-COW when the prefetch size is 1 and 2, respectively.

Throughput. Figure 17 further reports the throughput results. Unlike latency, COW is always faster in throughput (except for 100% touch ratio) because non-COW will issue more RDMA requests. Consequently, COW is 1.03X–10.2X faster than Non-COW on serverless functions.

7.5 Effects of optimizations

Due to space limitation, Figure 18 briefly shows the effects of optimizations introduced in §5 on the end-to-end fork time using a short function (json) and a long function (recognition). First, generalized lean container (+GL) reduced a fixed offset of the latency (100 ms) to all the functions compared with a baseline of using runC [13]. Compared with RPC, fast descriptor fetch with one-sided RDMA (+FD) further contributes 10% and 25% latency reduction for both
functions. The improvement is more obvious for R because its descriptor is much larger (1.3 MB vs. 31 KB). Using DCT instead of RC reduced a 10–20 ms to the functions, and directly exposing the physical memory with RDMA instead of copying them (+no copy) further reduced the fork time by 12% and 20% for J and R, respectively. Finally, prefetching (+prefetch) shortens the time by 9% and 15%.

7.6 State-transfer performance

Microbenchmark. We use the data-transfer testcase (5) in ServerlessBench [131] to compare different approaches to transfer states between two remote functions. As shown in Figure 20 (a), MITOSIS is up to 1.4–5× faster than Fn, which leverages Redis to transfer data between functions, when transferring 1 MB–1 GB data. Note that we exclude the data (de)serialization overhead (by skipping the phase) and cold-start overhead (by pre-warming the containers) in Fn. Otherwise, the gap between Fn and MITOSIS would become larger. Compared to CRIU-local/remote, MITOSIS is faster thanks to the design for a fast remote fork (see §7.1).

Application: FINRA. We next present the performance of MITOSIS on FINRA [14], whose workflow graph is shown in Figure 2. We manually fuse the fetchPortfolioData and fetchMarketData into one function to fully leverage remote fork for MITOSIS and CRIU variants. For Fn, functions use Redis to transfer states. Figure 20 (b) reports the end-to-end latency w.r.t the number of instances of runAuditRule, where FINRA spawns about 200 instances [10]. We select the market data from seven stocks, resulting in a total 6 MB states transferred between functions.

As we can see, MITOSIS is 84–86%, 47–66% and 71–83% faster than the baseline Fn, CRIU-local and CRIU-remote, respectively. Note that we have pre-warmed Fn to prevent the effects of coldstart—which is unnecessary for MITOSIS. Fn is bottlenecked by Redis (27 ms) and data serialization and de-serialization (600 ms). MITOSIS has no such overhead and it further makes state transfer between machines optimal via RDMA. Moreover, MITOSIS can scale to a distributed setting with little COST [88]—it can outperform a single-function sequentially processing all the rules (Single-function). This is because MITOSIS can concurrently run functions across machines with minimal cost transferring data between them.

7.7 Performance under load spikes

Finally, we evaluate the performance of MITOSIS under load spike using image/I on the real-world traces (660323 [102]). Figure 19 (a) summarizes the latency CDFs. The 99th percentile latency of FN+MITOSIS is 73.64% and 89.08% smaller than FN+FaasNET and FN, respectively, thanks to avoiding the coldstart with remote fork. Nevertheless, its median latency is 1.85× longer than FaasNET (799 ms vs. 430 ms), because FaasNET leverages Caching and has a 65.1% cache hit during spikes. However, Caching incurs non-trivial memory consumption: Fn (and Fn+FaasNET) will cache a container for 30 seconds if it is a coldstart, resulting in a significant amount of memory usage (see Figure 19 (c)). In comparison, MITOSIS only caches a single seed and saves orders of magnitude memory during the idle time. For example, at time 2.3 min, MITOSIS only consumes 29 MB memory per-machine, which is 3% and 2% of Fn (914 MB) and Fn+FaasNET (1,199 MB), respectively.

8 Discussion

Seed placement and selection policies. We currently choose a random placement policy. A better policy may further consider network topology and system-wide load balance. Meanwhile, we simply choose the first container experiencing coldstart as the long-lived seed, yet, a better selection policy should further consider the status of the running container. For instance, recent works have discovered that containers may need multiple invocations to warm up properly [28, 107], e.g., to JIT a function written in a managed language. Therefore, choosing a properly warm-up container as the seed can significantly improve the function performance after the fork. As these policies are orthogonal to MITOSIS, we plan to investigate them in the future.

Frequency and cost of fallbacks. The frequency of fallbacks can significantly impact the performance of remote forks. During our experiment, we encountered no fallbacks...
because the parent (cached container) had loaded all the children’s memory. However, fallbacks can happen in corner cases (e.g., swapping). The per-page overhead is $22 \times (65 \text{ vs. } 3 \mu s)$ due to the cost of RPC and loading the page from disk (SSD). Currently, one fallback handler can process 16 K paging requests per second, so it will not become a bottleneck.

**The benefits of implementing MITOSIS in the kernel.** We choose to implement MITOSIS in the kernel for performance considerations. First, a user-space solution cannot directly access the physical memory of the container, so it pays the checkpointing overhead (see §3). Moreover, the kernel can establish RDMA connections more efficiently (see KR-Core [11]), and the kernel-space page fault handler is much faster than the user-space fault handler.

9 Related Work

**Optimizing serverless computing.** MITOSIS continues the line of research on optimizing serverless computing, including but not limited to accelerating function startups [94, 17, 106, 37, 117, 101, 119], state transfer [110, 69, 96, 71, 17, 86], stateful serverless functions [132, 63], transactions [84], improving the cost-efficiency [134, 42, 100, 76, 98, 40, 38], and others [109, 133, 65, 36, 64, 15, 114, 85, 130, 136]. While most of these works are orthogonal to MITOSIS, we believe they can also benefit from our work. In particular, we propose using the remote fork abstraction to simultaneously accelerate function startups and state transfer, which is critical to all serverless applications. We also compare our work extensively to its closest related approaches in §2. Moreover, while the implementation of Linux fork may not be optimal in some scenarios [129, 24, 135], it has been shown to be suitable for serverless functions [17, 37]. Thus, we generalize the fork abstraction to accelerate functions running across machines.

**Checkpoint and restore (C/R).** C/R has been investigated by OSES for a long time [39, 82], e.g., KeyKOS [51], EROS [104], Aurora [116] and others [52, 72, 7, 137, 118, 21, 26, 48]. Aurora [116] leverages C/R to realizing efficient single level store, it introduces techniques including system shadowing for efficient incremental checkpointing. MITOSIS eliminates checkpointing in the context of remote fork via OS-RDMA co-design. VAS-CRIU [118] also noticed the overhead of C/R introduced by filesystems. It leverages multiple independent address spaces (MVAS) [50] to bypass the filesystem for C/R on a single machine. We further use kernel-space RDMA to build a global distributed address space and scale fast C/R to a distributed setting.

**Remote fork (migrations).** Besides using C/R for remote fork [108, 32], MITOSIS is also inspired by works on virtual machine fork (SnowFlock [73]) and migrations [18, 29, 45, 56, 55, 92, 81], just to name a few. For example, the MITOSIS container descriptor is inspired by the VM descriptor used in SnowFlock, which only captures the critical metadata used for instantiating a child container at the remote side. We further consider the opportunities and challenges when embracing RDMA for remote fork in the context of serverless computing. We believe our techniques can benefit existing works not utilizing RDMA.

**RDMA-based remote paging and RDMA multicast.** Reading pages from remote hosts via RDMA is not a so new technique in modern OSES [19, 46, 16, 87, 103]. For example, Infiniswap [46] leverages RDMA to build a fast swap device for memory disaggregation. Remote regions [16] proposes a remote file-like abstraction to simplify exposing an application’s memory with RDMA. MITOSIS further builds efficient remote fork by reading remote pages in a “copy-on-write” fashion with RDMA.

MITOSIS exhibits a pull-based RDMA multicast communication pattern, where multiple children pull from the same parent’s memory during load spikes. Push-based RDMA multicast has been extensively studied in the literature [25, 61, 62]. For example, RDMC [25] proposes a binomial pipeline protocol where a sender can efficiently push data to a group of nodes using RDMA. We believe MITOSIS can further benefit from research on pull-based RDMA multicast.

10 Conclusion

We present MITOSIS, a new OS primitive designed for fast remote fork by co-designing with RDMA. MITOSIS possesses two key attributes for serverless computing. (1) Startup efficiency: MITOSIS is orders of magnitude faster than coldstart while consuming orders of magnitude fewer resources than warmstart (with comparable performance). (2) State transfer efficiency: functions can directly access pre-materialized states from the forked function. Extensive evaluation using real-world serverless applications confirmed the efficacy and efficiency of MITOSIS on commodity RDMA-capable clusters. While we focus on serverless computing in this paper, we believe MITOSIS also shines with other tasks, e.g., container migrations.
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Abstract

We demonstrate that hardware management of a tiered memory system offers better performance for many applications than current methods of software management. Hardware management treats the fast tier as a cache on the slower tier. The advantages are that caching can be done at cache line granularity and that data appears in fast memory as soon as it is accessed. The potential for cache conflicts has, however, led previous works to conclude these hardware methods generally perform poorly.

In this paper we show that low-overhead conflict avoidance techniques eliminate conflicts almost entirely and thereby address the above limitation. We explore two techniques. The static technique tries to avoid conflicts between pages at page allocation time. The dynamic technique relies on monitoring memory accesses to distinguish between hot and cold pages. It uses this information to avoid conflicts between hot pages, both at page allocation time and by dynamic remapping at runtime.

We have implemented these techniques in the Linux kernel on an Intel Optane machine in a system called Johnny Cache (JC). We use HPC applications, key-value stores and databases to compare JC to the default Linux tiered memory management implementation and to HeMem, a state-of-the-art software management approach.

Our measurements show that JC outperforms Linux and HeMem for most applications, in some cases by up to $5 \times$. A surprising conclusion of this paper is that a cache can provide close-to-optimal performance by minimizing conflicts purely at page allocation time, without any access monitoring or dynamic page remapping.

1 Introduction

Tiered memory systems combine DRAM with a slower, but more abundant, storage tier (SSD, PMEM, CXL memory extension modules [8], ...). Most systems rely on a software daemon that monitors accesses to the data. Frequently accessed data is migrated to DRAM, while less frequently accessed data is migrated to the slower tier [1, 9, 11, 14, 20, 23, 25]. Tiered memory systems have also been implemented purely in hardware, using DRAM as an "L4" cache that sits between the CPU and the slower tier [13].

Previous work has argued that hardware implementations of tiered systems are inefficient because the hardware lacks a high-level view of the application requirements and because caching strategies have to be kept simple to be executed in hardware. For instance, in tiered DRAM+PMEM systems, software daemons have been shown to outperform the "memory mode" of Intel CPUs (in "memory mode", the CPU uses DRAM as a directly-mapped cache for PMEM) [20].

This paper is based on the observation that the previously mentioned limitations of hardware caching are not fundamental and can be addressed at the operating system level. In particular, we demonstrate that the poor performance observed in earlier hardware-based systems is due to cache conflicts resulting from Linux’s page allocation policy, and that simple improvements to the page allocation policy can reduce cache conflicts with little or no overhead.

Linux’s page allocation does not take into consideration the location of pages in hardware caches. As a consequence, Linux suffers from the birthday paradox: the DRAM cache is large, but many pages tend to map to a subset of the available cache locations. We propose the following simple static page allocation policy to reduce conflicts: we allocate a new page to the cache slot with the lowest access frequency and reacts to workload changes by dynamically remapping pages when it detects conflicts. Surprisingly, we find that in many workloads the static policy already results in few conflicts, and the
overheads of the dynamic policy offset the benefits of any further gains in conflict reduction.

We compare our conflict avoidance policies to software migration, as proposed by, among others, HeMem [20]. With software migration, access frequency is monitored as well, producing the same set of hot and cold pages and incurring the same monitoring overhead as our dynamic approach. Software migration, however, uses this information for an entirely different purpose, namely to migrate hot pages from slow to fast memory, and vice versa for cold pages, unlike our dynamic policy which uses it to reduce conflicts.

We have implemented the static and dynamic policies at the kernel level in a subsystem named Johnny Cache (JC), and we refer to these systems as JC-static and JC-dyn, respectively. We have evaluated these systems on a tiered DRAM+PMEM system against the Linux page allocation mechanism and against HeMem, a state-of-the-art software-based page migration system [20]. JC outperforms Linux and HeMem for the vast majority of applications, in some cases by up to 5×. We document these results in more detail in the paper and also discuss the limitations of a cache-based approach. In addition, we find that JC-static often suffices to obtain good performance. Methods involving profiling such as HeMem and JC-dyn suffer from profiling and migration overheads and the inability to detect hot pages in some workloads. In contrast, avoiding conflicts in the DRAM cache at allocation time, as done by JC-static, is robust and sufficient to achieve near-optimal performance for most workloads.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions:

• The observation that hardware-managed DRAM caches can be made efficient by minor modifications to the operating system page allocation algorithms.

• The idea of placing conflict avoidance as a first principle of page management in tiered memory systems, instead of relying on migration of data.

• The design, implementation and evaluation of page placement policies that outperform state-of-the-art page migration systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains how tiered-main memory systems are managed in software and in hardware. Section 3 presents the design of our policies, Section 4 presents their implementation, and Section 5 their evaluation. Section 6 provides further discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches. Section 7 presents related work and Section 8 concludes.

2 Tiered main memory systems

In this section, we give an overview of existing software- and hardware-managed tiered memory systems, and we compare their overheads.

2.1 Software-based migration

In software-managed tiered memory systems, the operating system chooses which pages are allocated in DRAM and which pages are allocated in the slower tier. The kernel usually allocates as many pages in DRAM as possible and, when DRAM is full, subsequent pages are allocated in the slow tier. A daemon is in charge of migrating frequently accessed pages (hot pages) from the slow tier to DRAM, and infrequently accessed pages (cold pages) from DRAM to the slow tier. The techniques vary but aim at inferring the set of hot pages with high accuracy and low overhead. For instance, HeMem [20] uses the hardware performance unit of Intel CPUs to track memory accesses and migrates pages between DRAM and PMEM using DMA to minimize CPU overheads.

Software-based migration gives the operating system full control over page placement, but it comes with some downsides. First, data migrations are costly because they can only happen at page granularity (4KB or 2MB), and each migration requires modifying the page table, modifying the kernel VMA metadata and flushing the TLBs. Migrations may also cause latency spikes in write-heavy applications because pages have to be write-protected while being migrated. Second, since access frequency is collected on a per-page basis, for applications that mix hot and cold data in the same page, DRAM may need to be used for cold data to allow fast access to hot data in the same page. Finally, page migrations happen asynchronously: data may be accessed for a while in the slow tier before being migrated to DRAM. As a consequence, the performance of software-based migration is heavily dependent on the fast and accurate detection and migration of the working set. To do so, memory access must be sampled with high frequency, a costly proposition.

2.2 Hardware caching

In hardware, the CPU uses DRAM as a cache for the slow tier. In existing implementations [13], the DRAM is configured as a 1-way cache, indexed by physical address. Unlike software-based approaches, hardware caches are synchronous: all accessed data is cached in DRAM. In this section, we describe the implementation of the "memory mode" of Intel processors for tiered DRAM+PMEM systems.

When looking for a physical address \(W\), the memory controller first checks if \(W\) is in the DRAM cache (at location \(W \mod \text{cachsize}\)). If \(W\) is not present in DRAM, \(W\) is fetched from PMEM, copied to the DRAM cache and to the CPU cache (see Figure 1(a)).

A conflict occurs when \(W\) maps to a cache slot that is already occupied by \(X\), in which case \(X\) must first be removed from the cache. In the best case, \(X\) is clean, and the cost is equal to that of a PMEM read. If \(X\) is dirty, then \(X\) must be written back to PMEM before \(W\) can be loaded in the cache, making the cost the sum of a PMEM write and a PMEM read.
read. A worst-case scenario can arise as described in Figure 1(b). In addition to the writeback of $X$, a dirty line $Y$ may be evicted from the CPU cache, resulting in a writeback of $Y$ to the DRAM cache, which itself may result in a writeback of another dirty line $Z$ to PMEM (the DRAM cache is not inclusive).

Regardless of the precise sequence of events, conflicts are expensive. Table 1 compares the latency of performing 8B random reads or random writes in DRAM, in PMEM, and in the worst-case scenario presented in Figure 1(b). Reading from PMEM (in AppDirect mode) is $3.2 \times$ slower than reading from DRAM, and writing is $4.4 \times$ slower. A read causing two writebacks to PMEM is $9.7 \times$ slower than a read from DRAM, and a write causing two writebacks is $7.2 \times$ slower than a write to DRAM. (Causing two writebacks to PMEM is not exactly equivalent to performing two writes to PMEM, which would be $8.8 \times$ slower, because the CPU overlaps the evictions with other processing done by the application, resulting in slightly more in-CPU parallelism).

Memory mode thus performs suboptimally when frequently accessed data conflicts in the cache. If, however, conflicts can be avoided, then memory mode offers several advantages over software migration. First, caching avoids costly whole-page migration as well as virtual memory operations. Second, caches operate at the cache line level, while software migration can only migrate data at the page granularity. Therefore, they avoid wasting DRAM space if hot and cold data are located in the same page. Finally, caching is synchronous: hot data appears in DRAM on the first access.

![Figure 1: Caching in memory mode. (a) In the best case data found in PMEM is cached in DRAM and in the CPU caches, and in the (b) worst case the caching may result in evictions, causing up to two writebacks to PMEM.](image)

### Table 1: Latency of memory access in various scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Latency (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read in DRAM</td>
<td>96ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain read from PMEM</td>
<td>305ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write in DRAM</td>
<td>130ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain write from PMEM</td>
<td>578ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/Write causing 2 writebacks</td>
<td>938ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Comparison

Table 2 summarizes the costs of migrating data vs. caching data. These costs show that caching data in DRAM is a priori a more parsimonious solution: data is cached at cache line granularity (vs. page granularity), caching data requires no kernel metadata updates, and no memory profiling is necessary to infer which pages to cache.

3 Design

Our design is based on the idea that a DRAM cache is efficient, as long as conflicts in the cache are rare. Conflicts happen when two data items are mapped to the same cache location. Conflicts become problematic if the data items are accessed in turn. We have designed two policies that aim at minimizing conflicts in the cache. The hardware caches data at cache line granularity, but the kernel can only allocate data at page granularity, so our policies try to minimize conflicts between pages.

**Static policy:** The static policy minimizes the number of allocated pages that map to the same DRAM cache location. Assuming a DRAM cache that can store $D$ pages, the static policy allocates the first $D$ pages so that they map to different cache locations. The next $D$ pages are allocated so that they possibly conflict with a single other page, and so on.

**Dynamic policy:** The dynamic policy samples memory accesses to compute the heat of every page and every cache location. When a new page is allocated, the kernel maps it to the coldest available location.

A conflict avoidance daemon monitors for conflicts between hot pages at the same cache location. When two pages, mapped to the same DRAM cache location, are both frequently accessed, one of the pages is remapped to a different cache location.

**Rationale:** The main advantage of the static policy is that it requires no monitoring of memory accesses, and so it runs with no overhead. The intuition behind the static policy is that minimizing the number of pages that overlap in the cache reduces significantly the likelihood of conflicts between hot data items. Indeed, in most workloads, at most of a few GBs of data is hot, even in workloads whose memory footprint vastly exceeds the available DRAM. Minimizing overlaps makes conflicts between hot pages unlikely. For instance, let’s consider an application that allocates data twice the available DRAM size, 5% of which is hot. The static policy allocates
4 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of the page allocation policies and the migration daemon. The code is available at https://github.com/BLepers/JohnnyCache.

4.1 Page initialization and associated metadata

Our policies are implemented in the kernel, as hooks in the kernel initialization function, the page initialization function, the page fault handler and the page unmap handler. To ease the development of policies, we implemented a framework that contains the logic common to the policies. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to the framework as Johnny Cache (JC).

In this paper, we assume a directly-mapped 1-way cache, in which data is cached at its physical address modulo the size of the cache – as implemented by Intel in the "memory mode" of tiered DRAM+PMEM systems. It would be easy to account for associativity in JC by changing the definition of a conflict: currently, a conflict involves 2 or more pages; in an N-way cache, a conflict would involve N+1 or more pages.

While DRAM caches data at cache line granularity, the kernel can only allocate and migrate data at page granularity. All the metadata maintained by JC are thus at the page level. When the kernel boots, we query the processor’s memory controller to find out the size of the DRAM cache. In the remainder of this section, we refer to the maximum number of pages that the cache can hold as the cache capacity. Because the cache is directly-mapped, every page in the system maps to a unique index in the cache, which we call a bin. The bin of a page is its page frame number (physical address of the first byte of the page / size of a page) modulo the capacity of the cache. Furthermore, each bin of the cache has a heat. The definition of heat depends on the policy. For instance, for the static policy it corresponds to the number of allocated pages that map to that bin.

As is the case with the default page allocation policy of Linux, we use a lazy page allocation mechanism: pages are physically allocated only when they are first accessed. We thus hook the page fault handler to implement our page placement policies. The framework maintains a list of bins with available pages, sorted per heat. When a page fault occurs, a page from a bin with the lowest heat is returned, and the current allocation policy is informed of the page fault. Similarly, whenever a page is freed, the kernel unmap handler is called, and the current allocation policy is made aware of the unmapping.

Listing 1 summarizes the metadata and code of the page fault hook used by our framework. The overhead of keeping the metadata in memory is small (less than 50MB for a system with 128GB of DRAM and 1TB of PMEM).

Our policies are implemented at the kernel level and oblivious to the notion of a thread or an application. The policies try to minimize conflicts across the entire machine, and no partitioning of the cache is done (unlike page-coloring approaches). A major benefit of this approach is that conflicts are minimized globally. For instance, the conflict avoidance daemon remaps hot conflicting pages even if they belong to different applications.

4.2 Static policy

The static policy allocates a new page in a bin with the fewest allocated pages. The static policy consists of counting the number of allocated pages that map to a given cache bin. The policy is called on every page fault and page unmap by the framework. Listing 2 summarizes the code of the static policy. During a page fault, the policy increments by one the heat of the bin of the newly allocated page. Because the page fault handler of the common framework allocates a page from the bins which have the lowest heat, subsequent page faults will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Software migration</th>
<th>Hardware caching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of migrating/caching</td>
<td>Page copy from PMEM to DRAM</td>
<td>1 cache line copied from PMEM to DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Page copy from DRAM to PMEM</td>
<td>1 cache line copied from PMEM to DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 page table updates</td>
<td>2 cache lines copied from DRAM to PMEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 VMA updates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLB flush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Software defined</td>
<td>All memory accesses are cached in DRAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of the cost of migration vs. caching.
likely avoid that bin. When a page is unmapped, the heat of the bin is decremented by one, increasing the likelihood of that bin being chosen for subsequent allocations.

Listing 2 In the static policy, the heat of a bin corresponds to the number of pages allocated to that bin.

4.3 Dynamic policy and migration daemon

The dynamic policy allocates a page in a bin with available pages and with the lowest heat. The dynamic policy monitors memory accesses to infer the heat of each page and bin. We monitor read accesses to the DRAM cache, read accesses to PMEM and all stores using the Processor Event-Based Sampling (PEBS) feature of Intel's CPUs. When a memory access is sampled, we increase the heat of the accessed page and accessed bin. We also artificially increase the heat of the bin of newly allocated pages to avoid multiple pages being mapped to the same bin during bursts of allocations. To avoid heat continually increasing over time, we trigger page cooling as soon as a page becomes "super hot", i.e., when its heat becomes double that of the threshold to detect a hot page.

In theory, our dynamic policy could monitor conflicts in the cache instead of monitoring memory accesses, but no such event exists in Intel CPUs. Our heat detection and cooling approaches are identical to those used by HeMem [20], which allows for a fair comparison between software-based migration and conflict-avoidance (both solutions use the same PEBS events, the same definition of heat and the same cooling function).

The migration daemon monitors conflicts between allocated pages. When two hot pages are present in the same bin, one of them is remapped to a physical location in a different bin. The daemon periodically looks for pages in the upper heat buckets and remaps them. The remapping operation calls the page fault handler which allocates a new page in a cold bin and calls the unmap function, which decreases the heat of the original bin. Algorithm 3 summarizes the approach of the dynamic policy and migration daemon.

HeMem triggers migrations as soon as a hot page is detected. To allow for a fair comparison, we trigger the daemon as soon as we detect a bin containing two hot pages (i.e., as soon as we detect a conflict that involves two hot pages).

Listing 3 The dynamic policy and migration daemon that remaps pages from highly accessed bins.
5 Evaluation

The evaluation aims at answering the following questions:

- What is the performance of JC compared to state-of-the-art tiered memory management systems?
- What is the overhead of JC, in terms of performance and latency spikes, compared to other systems?
- What are the limitations of JC? Which applications benefit from hardware caches, and which benefit from page migration?

We show that the static page allocation policy of JC achieves close-to-optimal performance in many applications, and sometimes outperforms the dynamic policy (and related work) when minimizing CPU overhead is essential for performance. The surprising conclusion of this evaluation is thus that hardware caches often outperform existing software-based migration strategies, provided minimal changes in the kernel page allocation policy are put in place.

5.1 Setup

Hardware configuration. All the experiments presented in this paper are run on a two-node NUMA machine, with 40 Intel Xeon Gold 6230 cores running at 2.10GHz (20 cores per NUMA node), 128GB of DRAM, and 8x128GB Intel Optane NV-DIMMs (64GB DRAM and 512GB PMEM per NUMA node). In memory mode, each NUMA node has a DRAM cache of 48GB (16GB is used by the CPU for the cache metadata).

Workloads. We borrow the workloads used to evaluate HeMem [20], a state-of-the-art software page migration system. The GUPS microbenchmark allocates a large array, zeroes it, and then threads perform updates to a random subset of 8-byte array elements. BC, from the GAP benchmark suite, computes the betweenness centrality algorithm on a powerlaw graph [4]. Silo [22] is an in-memory database running the standard TPC-C benchmark suite. Finally, Massstree [16] is an in-memory key-value store, running a YCSB workload1. We also present results from the NAS benchmark suite [3]. JC equals or more commonly outperforms the related work in all these benchmarks, with the exception of the MG.E application from the NAS benchmark suite, which allows us to demonstrate the limitations of our approach. As in the original HeMem evaluation, NUMA effects of tiered memory are beyond the scope of this paper, and we run the applications on a single NUMA node.

Software configuration. We compare JC against unmodified Linux and HeMem. Linux uses the machine in memory mode with the default Linux page allocation policy. With the default page allocation policy, pages are allocated on the local NUMA node, but contiguous virtual memory ranges may end up fragmented in physical memory. Any array larger than 2 pages may thus conflict with itself in the DRAM cache (the larger the array, the more likely 2 pages of the array conflict). We refer to JC-static as the machine in memory mode with our static page allocation policy and to JC-dyn as the machine in memory mode with the dynamic page allocation policy plus the page remapping daemon. We benchmark HeMem using the provided artifact [19].

5.2 GUPS

The GUPS microbenchmark, from HeMem [20], allocates a large array, a subset of which is hot. 90% of the updates are done on the hot section of the array, and 10% on the cold section. We configure the array to be 96GB, twice the DRAM cache size and measure performance when 10% of the array is hot (9.6GB).

The performance of HeMem and JC-dyn is dependent on their ability to detect hot and cold pages. Intuitively, the more threads perform memory accesses, the easier it is to detect hot pages. To assess the impact of the workload on the detection of hot and cold pages, we thus vary the number of threads. Furthermore, HeMem and JC-dyn use two separate threads to sample memory accesses and to migrate pages. To assess the overhead of these threads, we either run them on separate cores or on the cores used by GUPS. We refer to these configurations as (M+N) where M is the number of cores used by GUPS, and N is either 0 or 2 and reflects the number of cores dedicated to monitoring and migration in HeMem and JC-dyn. We use three such configurations: (16+2), (8+2) and (8+0). These results are presented in Section 5.2.1.

In the original GUPS implementation the hot and cold data items are located in separate regions of the array. While this microbenchmark reflects the partitioning done by some applications, it implies that all hot items are located in a small number of pages, and all cold items are located in the other pages. To reflect the behavior of applications that do not partition their hot and cold items in this manner, we also run GUPS with hot items scattered randomly in the array. These results are presented in Section 5.2.2. Finally, in Section 5.2.3 we explore the performance of the different systems with a larger data set of 480GB.

We measure the throughput achieved for a given combination of system and workload. When the hot data fits in DRAM, we present the results as the percentage of the throughput achieved when all hot data is manually allocated in DRAM. Otherwise, we present the result in terms of millions of updates per second.
5.2.1 Random updates to clustered hot values

We first benchmark GUPS with hot values clustered on a few pages, the scenario favoring page migration.

The allocated array is twice the size of the DRAM cache so, initially, half of the array is in DRAM, and all systems start with low throughput. Figure 2 presents the performance of JC-static, JC-dyn, HeMem, and Linux over time, as a percentage of the performance achieved when all hot pages are manually allocated in DRAM.

Steady-state performance in configuration (16+2): Both HeMem and JC-dyn achieve 100% of DRAM performance, JC-static 85% and Linux 60%. There is (conflict-free) space in the cache for all hot pages, so JC-dyn eventually eliminates all conflicts, and HeMem eventually moves all hot pages to DRAM, explaining their performance being equal to DRAM.

The good performance of JC-static is explained by the low number of conflicts on hot data. The array is twice the size of the cache, and JC allocates exactly 2 pages per cache bin. Let P be a hot page. P conflicts with a single other page Q, and Q only has a 10% probability of being hot. JC thus only suffers from conflicts between 10% of the hot data (0.96GB).

The low performance of Linux is explained by the large number of conflicts when no care is taken to properly spread the pages in the cache. Just as with the "birthday paradox", even though a year has many days (even though the cache has many bins), in a small group of people, many are likely born on the same day (many pages are mapped to the same cache bin, even when allocating only 100GB). On average, Linux uses only 32GB of the DRAM cache because the allocated pages map to a subset of the available cache bins, while JC takes advantage of the full cache. Figure 2(d) presents the performance of an average run of Linux, but, depending on page placement, performance varies between runs from 20% to 80% of DRAM performance. These extreme values are rare, with most runs achieving around 60%.

Steady-state performance in configuration (8+2) - The difficult configuration of heat detection systems: The performance of JC-static and Linux relative to DRAM performance remains the same as in configuration (16+2). HeMem does not reach steady state even after 2 minutes, only reaching 40% of DRAM speed. JC-static is between 4× faster than HeMem (at the beginning of the execution) and 2.2× faster (after 2 minutes of execution). JC-dyn also does not reach steady state, but its performance is closer to DRAM performance (85% at the beginning of the execution, 90% at the end).

With 8 threads, fewer samples are generated, and the cooling mechanisms of HeMem and JC-dyn reduce the heat of pages faster than it increases as a result of accesses. HeMem and JC-dyn trigger page cooling as soon as any given page becomes "super hot", i.e., when its heat becomes double the threshold to detect a hot page (see Section 4). We implemented other cooling algorithms, but none ended up working in all configurations of GUPS. For instance, forcing cooling to happen periodically but less frequently results in most of the array being detected as hot in some other configurations (e.g., on smaller arrays). Replacing periodic cooling with other algorithms such as LRU also performs poorly in some configurations (e.g., when the hot set size exceeds the DRAM size). Most of the related work on page migration explores new ways of measuring heat accurately and with low overhead [1, 9, 11, 12, 14, 20, 23–25] but, in our experience, these heuristics require fine-tuning for each application and configuration.

It is possible to tune the sampling rate of memory accesses to gather more samples in a given amount of time, but doing so is also fraught with problems. For instance, doubling the sampling rate actually decreases the performance of GUPS running with 16 threads by 20%, due to profiling overheads. Some literature describes attempts to use dynamic sampling rates, but these algorithms also need to be precisely tuned for each machine or workload (e.g., to detect pages that need to be migrated between NUMA nodes, Carrefour [11] adjusts...
its sampling rate based on the workload, but all its parameters are fine-tuned for each machine).

The inability to detect most hot pages negatively impacts the performance of HeMem. In comparison, caches "work well", even without any heat detection or page migration. Once an item is updated, it is cached in DRAM. After a few seconds, most items have been updated, and the cache has reached its warmed-up state. JC-static and JC-dyn perform close-to-optimally without any fine-tuning, regardless of the number of GUPS threads. Just as HeMem, JC-dyn only manages to detect a subset of the (conflicting) hot pages. The partial detection of hot pages explains why JC-dyn is unable to reach optimal performance, but also explains why it performs slightly better than JC-static.

**Performance over time in configuration (16+2) - Caches reach steady-state performance faster:** As expected, the performance of JC-static and Linux remains constant after allocation is completed, since the number of conflicts remains the same throughout the execution. HeMem and JC-dyn require some time to reach maximum performance, in the case of JC-dyn to migrate pages to avoid conflicts, in the case of HeMem to migrate hot pages initially allocated in PMEM to DRAM and vice versa for cold pages. The time to reach this steady state performance is, however, much longer for HeMem than for JC-dyn, 38 seconds versus 2 seconds.

HeMem needs to sample memory accesses in order to perform informed migration decisions, and each migration consists in evicting a cold page to PMEM and promoting a hot page to DRAM. Migrations are thus inherently asynchronous and costly. In JC, once an item is updated, it is cached in DRAM. After a few seconds, most items have been updated, and the cache has reached its warmed-up state.

A surprising observation is that fixing conflicts requires fewer page migrations than migrating hot and cold pages. Indeed, before doing any page migration, only 0.96GB of the data conflicts, and these conflicts can be avoided by migrating 0.48GB of data. In HeMem, 4.8GB of the hot data is misallocated and needs to be brought to DRAM, which also causes 4.8GB of cold data to be migrated to PMEM. HeMem thus migrates 9.6GB (20× more data) to reach steady state performance.

**Performance over time in configuration (8+0) - A background daemon can be counterproductive:** JC-static and Linux do not use any profiling threads, and their performance is obviously the same as in configuration (8+2). The performance of both HeMem and JC-dyn becomes quite variable, and JC-dyn on average drops below JC-static in terms of performance. When the monitoring and migration threads execute on dedicated cores, JC-static and JC-dyn have similar performance, but, when they are scheduled on the same cores as the GUPS application, they have a non-negligible impact on performance. In that situation, JC-static outperforms JC-dyn by 10% on average and maintains a much more stable throughput over time.

### 5.2.2 Random updates to distributed hot values

In the previous experiment, all the hot items were clustered on the same pages, which is the best case scenario for page migration systems. However, hot items may not be clustered together in memory. To account for this behavior, we execute GUPS with hot items randomly scattered in the allocated array. As before, we allocate a 96GB array, 10% of which is hot. We execute GUPS with 16 threads, and dedicated cores for the profiling (16+2 configuration). Figure 3 presents the performance of HeMem, Linux and JC over time. JC is 4.5× faster than HeMem.

![Figure 3: 16+2 threads, hot values distributed in the array and profiling running on dedicated cores. GUPS throughput over time when the hot set size is equal to 20% of the DRAM cache (higher is better).](image)

In this experiment, because hot items are scattered in the array, most pages contain one or a few hot items. HeMem cannot bring all the hot pages in DRAM because the number of pages that contain hot items exceeds the number of pages that fit in DRAM. Interestingly, the hot data set does not need to be large for HeMem to be unable to migrate data to DRAM. Indeed, 1% of the data being hot (1GB) translates to 134 million 8-byte values, so all pages of the array likely contain many hot values (100GB is "only" 51K 2MB pages).

Just as HeMem, JC-dyn cannot perform any useful remappings, and as a result JC-static and JC-dyn perform equally well in this benchmark. Although hot items are scattered on all pages, since data is cached at the cache line granularity, the hot items rarely overlap in the cache. In this configuration of GUPS, JC reads on average 7× less data from PMEM than HeMem.

### 5.2.3 Performance on large datasets

In the previous experiments, GUPS was configured with a 96GB dataset (2× the cache size), 10% of which was hot. In this experiment, we configure GUPS to use 480GB (10× the cache size), the maximum workload size that fits on a single NUMA node, and we vary the percentage of hot data so that the hot data either fits in the cache or not. We run HeMem with dedicated cores for profiling and migration.
Because GUPS allocates all the available memory, JC’s static page allocation policy and Linux have the same performance. Indeed, JC allocates pages in an order that minimizes conflicts but, in the end, both JC and Linux end up allocating all the pages of the system.

**When the hot dataset is clustered and fits in the cache.** We measure performance when 2% of the data is hot (9.6GB, same as in the smaller experiments). Figure 4 presents the performance of JC and HeMem compared to the performance obtained when the hot data is placed in DRAM.

As in the smaller dataset experiment, HeMem and JC’s dynamic performance depends on their ability to detect hot pages. When GUPS is configured to run with 8 threads, HeMem does not reach steady state after 2 minutes of execution. In comparison, caches “work well”, even without heat detection or page migration.

When GUPS is configured with 16 threads, both HeMem and JC-dyn eventually reach optimal performance. As seen earlier, caches reach optimal performance faster because avoiding conflicts requires fewer page migrations (1.7GB of the data initially conflicts in JC, 4.3GB of the data is initially misplaced in HeMem). The number of conflicting pages is higher in the 480GB experiment than in the 96GB experiments, even though the same number of pages are hot, because more pages map to the same slot. In the 96GB experiment, 2 pages map on a given slot, so a hot page has a 10% probability of conflicting with another hot page. In the 480GB experiment, a hot page conflicts with 9 other pages, each of which has a 2% probability of being hot, so it has a 16% probability of conflicting with another hot page. The higher number of conflicts explains why JC-static performs worse on bigger datasets than on smaller datasets: large datasets hinder the ability of JC-static to minimize conflicts at allocation time.

**When the hot dataset is clustered but does not fit in the cache.** We measure performance when 50% of the data is hot (240GB, 5× the cache size). Figure 5 presents the performance of JC and HeMem compared to the performance that GUPS would get if all the data were to fit in DRAM.

Interestingly, HeMem’s performance slightly increases at the beginning of the benchmark as it brings hot pages in the DRAM cache. JC’s performance slightly decreases as the cache fills with dirty data. Regardless of the policy, GUPS end up doing most of its memory accesses in PMEM because most of the data does not fit in the cache. In their steady state, all solutions have the same performance.

![Figure 5: Hot values clustered in the array. 480GB dataset.](image)

Figure 5: Hot values clustered in the array. 480GB dataset. 50% of which is hot (250GB). JC and HeMem do most of their accesses in PMEM because the hot dataset vastly exceeds DRAM capacity, which explains the low overall performance.

**When the hot dataset is not clustered.** Figure 6 presents the performance of GUPS when the hot data is not clustered.

As in the smaller experiment, HeMem cannot bring the hot data to DRAM and performs most of its accesses in PMEM. The performance of JC depends on the likelihood of conflicts. When a small percentage of the data is hot (2%, 9.6GB), then conflicts in the cache are unlikely. When most of the data is hot, JC also performs most of its accesses in PMEM and has the same performance as HeMem.

![Figure 6: Hot values distributed in the array. 480GB dataset.](image)

Figure 6: Hot values distributed in the array. 480GB dataset. The performance of JC depends on the percentage of hot values. Because hot values are spread on most pages, HeMem cannot improve performance and performs suboptimally.
5.2.4 Summary

In summary:

+ Hardware caches perform well, even without any active monitoring and page remapping. Software migration is highly dependent on its ability to detect hot pages.
+ Hardware caches reach steady-state performance faster than software migration.
+ Hardware caches often vastly outperform software migration when working with scattered small hot items.

5.3 BC

In this section, we evaluate the performance of BC, running with as many threads as cores, using the default Linux page allocator, HeMem and JC. Figure 7 presents the average duration of an iteration of the betweenness centrality algorithm.

![Figure 7: BC, average duration of an iteration, in seconds](image)

When the hot data fits in DRAM With a scale of 26, BC allocates 35GB of memory and fits in DRAM. With a scale of 27, BC allocates 70GB, but then only actively accesses 45GB, so its "hot" dataset also fits in DRAM.

We confirm the results of the original HeMem paper: HeMem is faster than Linux in these two configurations. However, JC-static outperforms Linux and HeMem by up to 3.2× and 2× respectively. On BC 26, JC-static matches the performance of manually allocating all the data in DRAM (Linux-DRAM in Figure 7).

The performance differences are explained by the nature of the processing performed by BC. BC is an OpenMP application, and each of its threads performs a fixed fraction of the computation. The monitoring used by HeMem and JC-dyn uses two CPU-intensive threads, and these two threads compete for CPU with BC’s threads. Because BC’s threads frequently wait for each other in barriers, interrupting a single thread causes the whole application to be delayed at barriers. When run with HeMem or JC-dyn, BC 26 spends 50% of its time waiting at barriers. In comparison, JC-static has no overhead during the execution of BC, BC’s threads progress at the same pace and spend only 2.5% of their time at barriers.

The BC example again illustrates the difficulty of fine-tuning software-migration systems. In BC, we found that the optimal performance was reached when dividing the default sampling rate by 10× and performing page cooling once every second. In that configuration, the Hemem and JC-dyn versions of BC 26 match that of JC-static in performance, and for BC 27 they improve from 60% slower to 10% slower. However, with such a low sampling rate, no hot page is detected in the previously tested configurations of GUPS, resulting in JC-static being 4× faster than HeMem in that benchmark.

The poor performance of Linux is explained by conflicts in the DRAM cache. Conflicts between hot pages are rare (on average 500MB of hot pages conflict in BC 26), but these conflicts are not evenly distributed between threads: some threads end up manipulating pages that mostly conflict, while others manipulate pages that mostly do not conflict. Threads impacted by conflicts slow down the whole application because the fast threads spend most of their time waiting at barriers. We measured that threads spend on average 63% of their time waiting at barriers in BC 26.

When the hot data does not fit in DRAM With a scale of 28, BC allocates 140GB of memory and accesses 90GB of it. In this configuration, JC-static is 5× faster than HeMem, and JC-dyn is slower than the default Linux page allocation mechanism.

The low performance of HeMem and JC-dyn is again explained by the interference between their monitoring threads and BC, and pressure put by page migrations on PMEM. HeMem copies data from DRAM to PMEM using DMA, which has low CPU overhead, but still increases contention on PMEM. HeMem ends up migrating 40GB of data during the execution of BC 28, continuously putting pressure on PMEM, and exacerbating the imbalance issues observed at scale 26 and 27. At scale 28, on average threads spend 65% of their time waiting at barriers. JC-dyn performs better than HeMem on BC 28 because it creates less contention on PMEM: JC-dyn only infrequently migrates data (on average 4GB per run). Its overhead comes mostly from monitoring memory accesses and cooling pages.

JC-static performs well because it is able to avoid most conflicts at allocation time. Indeed, BC mostly operates on two arrays: a 10GB array is frequently accessed, the other one less so. JC-static allocates the pages of the frequently accessed array so that they do not conflict with each other, effectively minimizing conflicts without the need for any migration. It may seem "lucky" that the hot data was allocated at once, which causes JC-static to place all hot pages in different cache bins, but we found this pattern to be extremely common in HPC applications (e.g., all the NAS applications start by allocating large arrays, only a subset of which are hot).
Summary  Software-based migration requires monitoring memory accesses to perform informed migrations. The overhead of this monitoring can have cascading effects on HPC applications that rely on barriers to synchronize their threads. In contrast, it is possible to minimize conflicts in hardware caches at allocation time, without any profiling. Hardware caches thus vastly outperform software migrations when CPU overheads need to be avoided.

5.4 Masstree

We configured Masstree to execute with a 120 GB database, and we use 16 threads to avoid competition for CPU between Masstree’s threads and the profiling and migration threads, which run on dedicated cores. The YCSB workload used by Masstree uses 128B items (1 billion items in total) and follows a Zipfian distribution: 20% of the dataset is accessed 80% of the time. Most of the accesses thus target the index (5GB) and a subset of the values (25GB).

5.4.1 Performance

Throughput  Figure 8 summarizes the performance of Masstree on the YCSB workload. In both applications, JC outperforms Linux and HeMem by up to 2×.

The memory access behavior of Masstree is similar to that of GUPS when the hot items are randomly scattered in the allocated array. During initialization, items are inserted in the key-value store in random order. It is thus possible for a hot value to be allocated next to a cold value. Similarly, the nodes of the index are populated in random order, and it is possible for a hot node to sit next to a cold one. Because the hot data is scattered on all pages, it is not possible to bring the hot dataset to DRAM.

In the case of GUPS with distributed hot values, HeMem could not improve the performance of the application at all because hot items were uniformly hot. In Masstree, the index is slightly hotter than the values, and values are accessed in a Zipfian way. HeMem thus manages to migrate some of the "hottest" pages to DRAM, but 45% of the memory accesses performed by Masstree still hit PMEM. In comparison, hardware caches operate at the cache line granularity, and the hottest nodes and values are unlikely to conflict. On average, only 15% of the memory accesses hit PMEM with JC-static.

JC-dyn performs marginally better than JC-static because it detects that the pages used by the index are hotter than the pages used by the values. The difference with JC-static is negligible (14% of the data found in PMEM vs 15%).

It may seem surprising that migrations do not improve performance and that statically minimizing conflicts is enough to achieve close to optimal performance in Zipfian workloads, but conflicts between the hottest items are extremely unlikely (items are only 128B each in a 48GB cache). The benefit of adding active monitoring and conflict avoidance is thus negligible on average.

Latency  The migrations performed by HeMem and JC-dyn have an impact on the observed latencies. Table 3 summarizes the latency spikes observed while running YCSB. While all systems have excellent 99p tail latency, the migration daemon pre-empts the Masstree threads, sometimes delaying the processing of a request by up to 4ms. Even though we use fewer threads than cores, the threads are not pinned to cores. The scheduler sometimes schedules two threads on the same core, explaining the pre-emption delays. The phenomenon happens when the scheduler tries to schedule threads that frequently block and unblock, such as the migration daemon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>99p</th>
<th>Maximum latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>10us</td>
<td>10us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeMem</td>
<td>10us</td>
<td>4ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC-static</td>
<td>10us</td>
<td>10us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC-dyn</td>
<td>10us</td>
<td>4ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Maximum latency observed on the YCSB workload.

5.4.2 Performance over time, impact of the sampling rate

Both JC and HeMem perform better after a warm-up period: the DRAM cache needs time to cache accessed data, and HeMem needs time to detect and migrate hot pages to DRAM. Figure 9 presents the evolution of the performance of YCSB C. We initialize Masstree by inserting keys in random order, and then launch multiple iterations of YCSB C. Each iteration of YCSB C performs 10 million lookups, and keys
are accessed following a Zipfian distribution. For HeMem, we compare 4 configurations with varying sampling rates. HeMem-1K corresponds to the highest sampling rate, with 1 sample analyzed every 1,000 memory accesses, and HeMem-50K to the lowest sampling rate. The default rate of HeMem is HeMem-10K. We also evaluate the impact of the sampling rate on JC-dyn (JC-10K and JC-50K).

Figure 9 illustrates the impact of the sampling rate on performance. When the sampling rate is too high, the overhead of sampling negatively impacts performance (HeMem-1K). Even when the profiling and migration threads run on dedicated cores, the other cores still handle the interrupts generated by the performance monitoring units of the CPU when a memory access is sampled. These interrupts explain the lower performance of HeMem-1K. When the sampling rate is too low, many accessed pages are never marked as hot and are never migrated to DRAM (HeMem-50K). In this benchmark, the optimal performance of HeMem is reached when the sampling rate is close to the default sampling rate (HeMem-5K, HeMem-10K).

JC is less impacted by such considerations because its performance is good even without any conflict avoidance daemon. JC-dyn (JC-50K) also fails to detect any conflicts, but its performance reaches 3% of our optimal configuration after 100s of execution. Even without any conflict avoidance daemon (JC-static), JC is only 5% slower than the optimal configuration.

Figure 10 illustrates the impact of the sampling rate on performance. When the sampling rate is too high, the overhead of sampling negatively impacts performance (HeMem-1K). Even when the profiling and migration threads run on dedicated cores, the other cores still handle the interrupts generated by the performance monitoring units of the CPU when a memory access is sampled. These interrupts explain the lower performance of HeMem-1K. When the sampling rate is too low, many accessed pages are never marked as hot and are never migrated to DRAM (HeMem-50K). In this benchmark, the optimal performance of HeMem is reached when the sampling rate is close to the default sampling rate (HeMem-5K, HeMem-10K).

JC is less impacted by such considerations because its performance is good even without any conflict avoidance daemon. JC-dyn (JC-50K) also fails to detect any conflicts, but its performance reaches 3% of our optimal configuration after 100s of execution. Even without any conflict avoidance daemon (JC-static), JC is only 5% slower than the optimal configuration.

Figure 9: Performance of YCSB C. Every iteration of YCSB C runs 10 million queries.

5.4.3 Summary
Hardware caches outperform page-based migrations when working with scattered small items. Again, caches tend to "work well" when conflicts are minimized at allocation time, and their performance is not strongly dependent on monitoring memory accesses to find and fix possible conflicts.

5.5 Silo
Silo is configured to execute a TPC-C workload on a 100GB database. The TPC-C workload is heavily skewed: most of the TPC-C data consists of the description of (sold) items, but most of the memory accesses are done on the customer and warehouse metadata. Figure 10 summarizes the performance of Silo, varying the number of threads.

Due to the order of initialization of the database, most of the hot working set used by Silo is allocated at the beginning of the execution. JC is able to allocate hot pages in a non-conflicting way, and HeMem allocates most of the hot pages in DRAM. Both JC and HeMem perform equally well on this workload, but better than Linux.

![Figure 10: SILO (TPC-C) throughput (higher is better)](image)

5.6 NAS benchmarks
Figure 11 presents the performance of the NAS benchmark suite running with Linux, HeMem and JC. We only include applications that executed in less than 24 hours on our machine.

Most HPC applications follow the same pattern as BC: large arrays are allocated and initialized at the beginning of the application, and then only a subset of the arrays is used during the execution of the algorithm. When the hot arrays fit in the DRAM cache, JC and Linux outperform HeMem by up to 2.8× (class D size of the NAS benchmark, on the left of Figure 11). As BC, the NAS applications use OpenMP to parallelize their computation, and the profiling and migration threads of JC-dyn and HeMem have cascading effects on the performance of threads waiting at barriers.

![Figure 11: NAS application runtime (lower is better). JC outperforms Linux and HeMem except when the hot set size vastly exceeds the cache size (CG.E, MG.E).](image)

The NAS benchmarks also allow us to demonstrate the limitations of our approach. On MG.E, HeMem runs 1.8× faster than JC, despite its profiling overhead. MG uniformly accesses a large array and does not benefit from DRAM caching:
most of the cached data is evicted before being reused. It is well known that applications with uniform access to large data sets or streaming access patterns do not benefit from caching. For instance, in large streaming workloads, the streamed content keeps replacing itself in the cache, and data is always evicted before being re-read. In the worst case scenario, with DRAM caching, 100% of the memory accesses end up in PMEM. With software-based migration, some of the data is allocated in DRAM, and some of the memory accesses are resolved in DRAM.

Such applications are hard to support efficiently at the kernel level because no data is hot, and no conflict is particularly worthy of fixing. However, caching could be improved at the hardware level. CPUs already implement special cases for streaming workloads in their CPU caches: most recent CPUs implement QLRU, in which data that was cached by a streaming thread is evicted before data cached by threads performing random accesses [7]. Such a strategy could be implemented in a DRAM cache as well, for instance by avoiding caching large streams. The performance of the DRAM cache could also be improved by optimistically flushing dirty data to PMEM, when PMEM is idle, to reduce the latency of future evictions of dirty data.

Summary JC-static equals or outperforms Linux and HeMem on most NAS benchmarks. When, however, an application does not have a clear hot dataset, but rather streams or accesses large datasets that do not fit in the DRAM cache, DRAM caches are inferior to software migration.

6 Discussion

Recommendations From our experience, working with hardware caches and page migration systems, no solution fits all workloads, but the general rule of thumb is:

- Systems that rely on monitoring memory accesses are finicky to configure and can introduce huge performance overheads if not properly fine-tuned. In our experience, it is more likely for a migration daemon to be misconfigured than to perform well. This observation is not unique to this paper nor to the monitoring done by HeMem and JC-dyn. For instance, by default, most Linux distributions deactivate AutoNUMA, the page migration daemon of Linux because it negatively impacts most workloads. So, unless working with a known and predictable workload, we recommend using hardware caches with a static page allocation policy.

- When working with very large datasets that do not have a clear hot subset, caches should be avoided.

A surprising observation of this paper is that, for many workloads, large hardware caches perform close to optimally with a static page allocation policy, and that having a conflict avoidance daemon is unnecessary. This seemingly counter-intuitive observation is explained as follows: conflicts that would be fixed by a daemon happen between frequently accessed cache lines. The number of such cache lines has to be small compared to the size of the DRAM: at current DRAM speed, it takes a few seconds to read the full DRAM cache, so any dataset that is large compared to the DRAM cache size cannot be “frequently” accessed. Because the number of frequently accessed cache lines is small compared to the DRAM size, the likelihood of problematic conflicts is small and a conflict avoidance daemon is more often a source of overheads than useful.

It is possible to craft adversarial workloads for which the static page allocation policy underperforms, and in which the dynamic policy performs well. In hand-crafted corner-case workloads, we found that running the conflict avoidance daemon infrequently and with a low sampling rate was enough to detect the most problematic conflicts and get close-to-optimal performance.

Applicability to systems other than DRAM+PMEM To the best of our knowledge, Intel’s Memory Mode is the only currently commercially available hardware DRAM cache, so we focused the performance evaluation on DRAM+PMEM systems. We believe that the findings of this paper apply more broadly. Indeed, we have shown that tracking memory accesses at the software level is costly (profiling overhead) and requires migrating a large amount of data (migration overhead). These observations are fundamental limitations of software migration and independent of the underlying technology. If anything, software migration cost is likely to increase in future hardware with larger and faster memory – higher sampling rates will be required to detect and migrate more pages faster, incurring even more CPU overhead.

In comparison, provided that conflicts are minimized, hardware caches tend to “work well by default”. Because hardware caches perform close to optimally even without any active conflict avoidance daemon, they can be operated with limited or no CPU overhead, and are more likely to perform well on future hardware.

7 Related Work

Software-managed migration Previous work focused on managing tiered memory systems at the software level. HeMem [20] is the state-of-the-art page migration system for DRAM+PMEM systems. HeMem focused on reducing the overhead of page migration, but still suffers from profiling and metadata overheads. Over the years, multiple metrics have been explored to accurately infer the heat of pages. Thermostat [1] and AutoNUMA [9] compute heat by sampling the accessed bit of the page table. Nimble [25] uses the OS active/inactive page list. TMO [23] counts the number of cycles wasted waiting for unavailable resources. HeteroOS [14]
uses hints from guest OSes to help the host OS perform informed page placement decisions. X-Mem [12] uses hints from the application developers to compute the hottest pages. UniMEM [24] uses performance counters and hints from the MPI runtime. Carrefour [11] gathers high-level performance metrics from the CPU (e.g., average latency of memory accesses) to tune the frequency of memory access sampling. All these works show that measuring heat accurately is a hard problem, but crucial to the performance of software migration. In this paper, we have shown that hardware caches are less sensitive to heat measurement and can even operate efficiently without if conflicts are statically minimized at page allocation time.

**CPU cache management systems** In this work, we assume the DRAM cache to be a 1-way directly mapped cache. This assumption holds true on current systems, and is likely to hold true in the future – for large caches DRAM, 1-way caches have been shown to outperform multi-way caches [18].

Multiple strategies have been proposed for maximizing the efficiency of CPU caches. In the early 90s, Kessler et al. [15] simulated the relationship between page placement and conflicts in caches and showed that it is possible to reduce the number of conflicts at allocation time. Bershad et al. [5] simulated the impact of page migration on the efficiency of caches. The generalization of caches with large associativity (many-ways CPU caches) allowed CPUs to keep a few conflicting cache lines in their caches and reduced the impact of system-level page placement on the performance of caches. These techniques have gradually been replaced by much coarser-grain page coloring techniques that partition the cache to avoid cache trashing between users or applications [6, 26] or by scheduling techniques to better share the cache between cache-intensive and cache-friendly applications [2, 21, 27]. It is interesting to note that current DRAM caches resemble the state of large CPU caches simulated in the 90s, and that page allocation policies matter in current tiered memory systems. In this work, we chose to avoid partitioning the cache. Adding page coloring on top of conflict minimization could be implemented to give a larger portion of the DRAM cache to an application.

The impact of page placement on cache performance has also been studied on Intel Xeon Phi. Xeon Phi can be configured to use a large MCDRAM pool as a hardware cache that sits in front of DRAM. Intel’s Zonesort [28] aims at limiting conflicts in the MCDRAM pool at page allocation time. In its first release, ZoneSort [10] periodically sorted the list of available free pages in an order that limits conflicts with already allocated pages. The module incurred significant CPU overhead and only partially limited conflicts. A later version of ZoneSort [28] allocated pages from bins in a round-robin order, an approach which does not always minimize conflicts when pages are not freed in the same order as they are allocated. JC always allocates pages from the bin with the lowest heat. Zonesort was thought of as a temporary solution for applications that have not been adapted to the Xeon Phi architecture. In our paper, we show that the hardware management of a tiered memory system, combined with low-overhead conflict avoidance techniques, outperforms traditional page migration on a wide range of workloads. We believe that this novel counter-intuitive conclusion is important in the widening context of cacheable disaggregated memory.

### 8 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that hardware caches offer better performance than software management of tiered main memory systems, provided minor modifications of the operating system. We have shown that, surprisingly, statically minimizing conflicts at allocation time is sufficient to avoid most conflicts between hot pages in the cache.
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Abstract
A heap overflow vulnerability occurs when a program written in an unmanaged language such as C or C++ accesses a memory location beyond an object allocation boundary. Malicious users may exploit this vulnerability to corrupt an adjacent object in memory, creating an entry point for a security attack. Despite decades of research, unfortunately, it still remains challenging to detect heap overflow vulnerabilities in real-world programs at a low cost.

We present TAILCHECK, a new lightweight heap overflow detection scheme that leverages page protection and pointer tagging. When an object is created, TAILCHECK allocates an additional page-protected shadow object, called a TailObject, placing the distance from the object to its TailObject as a tag stored in the unused high-order bits of the object pointer. For every access to the original object, TAILCHECK performs an additional memory access to the TailObject, whose address is computed using the tag. Heap overflows are detected as page faults when an access occurs beyond the TailObject. We evaluated TAILCHECK with four server applications (apache, nginx, memcached, redis) and the SPEC CPU2017 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, successfully finding heap overflows in SPEC CPU2017 gcc. TAILCHECK experiences 4% and 3% run-time overhead for the average and tail (99%) latencies for server applications; and only 33% and 29% run-time overhead for SPEC CPU2017 and SPEC CPU2006, respectively, less than the state-of-the-art solution.

1 Introduction
A heap overflow [47,48] is an anomaly that occurs when a program attempts to access a memory location beyond the bounds of its allocated memory. This type of vulnerability is commonly found in programs written in unmanaged languages such as C and C++, as these languages allow programmers to directly manipulate pointers without providing compile-time (e.g., as in Rust) or run-time protection (e.g., as in Java or Go). A malicious user may exploit a heap overflow vulnerability in a C or C++ program to perform a variety of security attacks [57,58], including corrupting code pointers to divert control flow or leaking sensitive information.

Today, many critical software systems—such as server applications and operating systems—are developed in unsafe languages. Programming errors in these systems can therefore lead to heap overflow exploitation. For example, a vulnerability in the nginx web server (CVE-2014-0133) allowed attackers to send a specially-crafted request that caused a heap overflow, allowing them to execute arbitrary code on the server. The mysql database code had a vulnerability (CVE-2021-2429) which allowed attackers to send a specially-crafted request that caused a heap overflow, potentially gaining access to the data or taking control of the database. A heap overflow in the PHP programming language related to encryption (CVE-2022-37454) could be used to remotely execute arbitrary code on a web server. The prevalence of heap overflow vulnerabilities in deployed software systems highlights the need for effective run-time techniques to protect production systems against exploitation, even when running vulnerable software.

Several systems have made significant strides toward run-time mitigation of heap overflows. AddressSanitizer [54], the state-of-the-practice solution, incurs high run-time overhead: 80% (geometric mean) slowdown for SPEC CPU2006 applications [45]. Modern operating systems offer heap overflow protection by allocating an object at the boundary of a virtual memory page and adding a protected page (with no access permission) after it; this feature is available in Linux as Electric Fence [49] and in Windows as PageHeap [61]. However, allocating just one object per protected page suffers from extremely large memory overhead, along with high run-time cost due to frequent TLB misses. Delta Pointers [28], the state-of-the-art technique, achieves the lowest run-time overhead (35% for SPEC CPU2006), but requires restricting the address space of the protected application. Delta Pointers reserves the $N$ most significant bits (32, by default) for pointer tagging and supports only a $48 - N$ bit address space for 64-bit architectures. This limits Delta Pointers’ applicability for modern software: it cannot be used for server software...
with many-gigabyte footprints and even fails for the reference inputs of \texttt{xz} and \texttt{mcf} in the SPEC CPU2017 suite.

In this work, we present \textsc{TailCheck}, a new lightweight heap overflow detection scheme that leverages a custom memory allocator, OS-based page protection, and compiler-directed pointer tagging. When an object is created, \textsc{TailCheck} allocates an additional shadow object, called a TailObject, at the boundary of a page whose subsequent page is protected by the OS. The \textsc{TailCheck} memory allocator returns a tagged pointer in which the otherwise unused most significant bits (e.g., 16 bits for a 64-bit architecture with 48-bit address space) encode the distance from the original object to its TailObject, keeping the address of the original object unmodified in the low-order bits as usual. A \textsc{TailCheck} compiler passes instruments each dereference of a tagged pointer, using the embedded tag to compute the shadow address within the corresponding TailObject and inserting an additional memory access to the shadow address alongside each access to the original object. In the event of a heap overflow, the shadow memory accesses reach beyond the bounds of the TailObject, causing a page fault and triggering the OS to terminate the program. This prevents the exploitation of heap overflow vulnerabilities (both over-writes and over-reads) and ensures the integrity and confidentiality of the system.

The \textsc{TailCheck} tags allow many objects to share space used by the TailObjects and the OS-protected pages, limiting the memory overhead of the technique and eliminating the performance overheads of frequent system calls to protect pages during memory allocation. To further reduce run-time overhead, \textsc{TailCheck} performs three compile-time optimizations to prune the shadow accesses for heap accesses that are statically proven to be safe.

\textsc{TailCheck} makes use of well-known page protection and pointer tagging techniques, yet it does not share the limitations of prior solutions. \textsc{TailCheck} achieves low run-time overhead by using page protection for heap overflow detection, but unlike Electric Fence and PageHeap, it allows multiple small objects to be co-located on a virtual memory page. \textsc{TailCheck} uses pointer tagging, but unlike Delta Pointers, it allows a program to utilize the full address space by only re-purposing the otherwise unused most significant bits.

We implemented \textsc{TailCheck} by extending the \texttt{mimalloc} allocator [33] and developing LLVM [31] compiler passes for code instrumentation. We evaluated \textsc{TailCheck} with four server applications (apache, nginx, memcached, redis) and the SPEC CPU2017 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suites. Interestingly, \textsc{TailCheck} identified an out-of-bounds read in SPEC CPU2017 \texttt{gcc} (v4.5.0), a known bug with an available patch [1], yet the patch is not present in SPEC CPU2017 v1.0.5. For performance, \textsc{TailCheck} experiences 4% and 3% run-time overhead for the average and 99% tail latencies for server applications. \textsc{TailCheck} exhibits 33% (geometric mean) run-time overhead and 3% memory overhead for SPEC CPU2017. \textsc{TailCheck} exhibits 29% (geometric mean) run-time overhead for SPEC CPU2006, lower than Delta Pointers, the state-of-the-art compiler-based solution with the lowest previously-reported run-time overhead (35%).

This paper makes the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, \textsc{TailCheck} is the first lightweight heap overflow detection scheme based on page protection that does not place one object per page.
- \textsc{TailCheck} introduces a new pointer tagging scheme for heap overflow detection, which encodes distance metadata only in the otherwise unused pointer bits and thus does not restrict the application address space.
- An evaluation of \textsc{TailCheck} demonstrates that it incurs low run-time and memory overheads and supports applications with large many-gigabyte memory requirements.

## 2 Background & Motivation

This section briefly describes the background on heap overflows, discusses the threat model we assume in this work, and highlights the need for a new solution.

### 2.1 A Heap Overflow Vulnerability

The lack of run-time and compile-time heap overflow protection in C and C++ exposes many critical software systems to security threats. Stack-based buffer overflows have received significant early attention from both academia and industry. Mature mitigations using stack canaries [11] and shadow stacks [60] are readily available: for example, GCC and Clang have built-in support with the \texttt{-fstack-protector} and \texttt{-fsanitize=safe-stack} compiler flags. On the contrary, standard solutions for heap overflows have not yet been settled, with solutions offering trade-offs in run-time and memory overheads, soundness, and completeness (§2.3).

Heap overflows are responsible for many critical real-world security problems. A heap overflow \textit{over-write} is particularly critical as it may allow malicious users to divert the control flow of a victim program or gain privilege escalation. For instance, a heap overflow \textit{over-write} vulnerability is found in \texttt{sudo} (CVE-2021-3156), a widely-used utility on Unix-like operating systems, which enables a user to run programs with the security privileges of another user. This heap overflow was particularly critical in that an attacker could control not only the size of the buffer that can be overflowed but also the size and contents of the overflow. As a result, when exploited, the vulnerability could allow an unprivileged malicious user to gain root privileges on a vulnerable host.

A heap overflow \textit{over-read} can lead to information leakage. The Heartbleed [19] vulnerability in the popular OpenSSL cryptographic software library (CVE-2014-0160) is a representative example. A missing bounds check in the SSL/TLS heartbeat extension could be exploited to reveal up to 64KB of memory, which may include private keys and other secrets.
2.2 Threat Model

In this work, we address the threat of overflows on heap-allocated objects. We assume an attacker can feed a crafted malicious input to a victim program to exploit a heap overflow vulnerability. We mitigate heap overflows (both over-write and over-read) that occur in application and library code that can be instrumented with our tool, providing integrity and confidentiality when the underlying software contains vulnerable code. We provide no protection for uninstrumented code such as third-party libraries. We do not consider other memory safety violations such as use-after-free or uninitialized read vulnerabilities.

2.3 Motivation: Haven't we solved it yet?

Given the critical implication for security, many solutions have been proposed for mitigating heap overflows. We present several representative works, discussing their limitations and the lessons that we draw upon when designing TAILCHECK. A more comprehensive related work discussion follows in §8.

The idea of leveraging a virtual memory protected page to detect a heap overflow dates back to 1987. Electric Fence [49], proposed by Perens and now included in Linux, was the first to place allocated objects immediately before protected pages, which are configured by the OS to trigger a hardware page fault when accessed. Reads or writes beyond the allocated object would land on the protected page, triggering a fault and allowing the OS to mitigate the heap overflow. Successors to Electric Fence, including DUMA [5], DYBOC [56], OSX’s libgmalloc [35], and Windows’ PageHeap [61] follow a similar design. However, despite its simplicity, the approach of allocating one heap object per virtual memory page has unacceptable memory overhead. Moreover, this approach incurs large run-time overheads from multiple sources: performing system calls to protect a page on every heap allocation is expensive, spreading heap allocations across many pages results in excessive TLB misses, and placing objects at common offsets from the end of memory pages increases data cache contention. For example, Liu et al. [36] reports Electric Fence incurs a 7x slowdown for the PARSEC benchmarks [7]. As a result, the idea of using protected pages for run-time heap overflow mitigation has lost its attraction and is rarely found outside of debugging environments. Using protected pages can offer heap overflow protection without explicit metadata lookups and bounds checks, yet require a new solution that supports placing multiple objects per virtual memory page and avoids frequent page protection system calls.

AddressSanitizer (ASan) [54] is an alternative approach with lower run-time overhead. ASan manages a fine-grained inaccessible region called a redzone after each allocated object by maintaining a disjoint shadow (metadata) memory space. On each memory access, ASan looks up the metadata space and checks if the target location falls in a redzone. Other prior solutions, notably SoftBound [40], keep base and bound metadata in a shadow memory space. On each memory access, SoftBound performs a metadata lookup and explicitly checks that the instrumented access falls within the object bounds. Although the implementation details differ across these systems, they all share two downsides. First, the metadata lookup (comprising additional shift, add, and load instructions) and bounds check (including comparison and branching instructions) have significant run-time overhead. Second, the redzones and metadata store incur significant space overheads. For example, for the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, Oleksenko et al. [45] report 1.8x run-time and 4x memory overheads for ASan, and 2x run-time and 3x memory overheads for SoftBound. Such performance overheads and memory capacity requirements are unacceptably high for modern large-memory performance critical applications which would most benefit from run-time heap overflow protection.

To reduce the metadata overheads and/or to facilitate metadata lookup, researchers proposed pointer tagging techniques that keep metadata in the high-order bits of a pointer itself (e.g., unused 16 bits in 64-bit architecture). For instance, Baggy Bounds [2] tags a pointer with the encoded size of an object. However, Baggy Bounds still requires expensive array table look-ups and bounds checking on pointer arithmetic. Taking one step further, Delta Pointers [28] remove the bounds check (comparison and branching instructions) by transforming the heap overflow detection problem into an integer overflow detection problem, managing pointer tags in a way that would cause out-of-bound pointer arithmetic to set an overflow bit in the tags, thereby making such pointers “uncanonical” and causing the MMU to generate a fault on dereference. Delta Pointers are considered the state-of-the-art software-only solution based on its low run-time overhead, exhibiting only 35% slowdown for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. However, Delta Pointer tags must include the distance from the current pointer to the end of an object, requiring significantly more than 16 bits for large objects. To work around this limitation, Delta Pointers shrink the process address space. By default, Delta Pointers use a 32-32 bit split, supporting applications with up to 4GB of address space. Delta Pointers offer a glimpse of a low-overhead solution without metadata lookups or bounds checks, but are still limited in terms of practicality due to its address space restrictions.

3 TAILCHECK Design

TAILCHECK extends the memory allocator and compiler to produce executables that are protected against heap overflow exploitation at run-time. Whenever a programming error leads to an access that overruns the end of a heap-allocated object, TAILCHECK ensures that a hardware page fault is triggered, causing the operating system to mitigate a potential attack by trapping the fault. Although this effect can be achieved by placing each heap object at the end of its own virtual memory
To compute the address for the shadow memory access, the compiler instruments the application code to perform a shadow memory access to the TailObject along with each load and store operation to the original heap object. Figure 1 shows that the base address of object A is a known distance \( p \) away from the base address of its TailObject. The base address of object B is similarly a known distance \( q \) from its TailObject. To compute the address for the shadow memory access, the compiler simply adds the offset (\( p \) or \( q \) in this example) to the address of the original access, as shown in Figure 2. Although an access beyond object A (e.g., to the address \( p210 \)) would erroneously read or write data belonging to object B, the corresponding shadow access (e.g., to the address \( 0210+p \)) that TAILCHECK performs before the original object access will exceed the bounds of the TailObject, allowing access to the protected page and triggering a page fault.

To store the distances (such as \( p \) and \( q \)) from the moment when heap objects are allocated to the time when they are accessed, TAILCHECK uses tagged pointers. We leverage the otherwise unused high-order bits of pointers to store the distances, using the compiler to emit code that masks these high-order bits before performing an access to the original object and adds the distance encoded in these bits to compute the address of the shadow access. Modern x86 and ARM systems use a 48-bit address space, leaving 16 unused bits in 64-bit pointers, thereby allowing TAILCHECK to store distances for allocator regions of up to 64KB. A key advantage of this approach is that the distances encoded in the tagged pointers are propagated implicitly, requiring code instrumentation only at the time of pointer dereference or comparison. Notably, TAILCHECK still protects large heap objects allocated within their own allocator regions by using protected pages and setting the distance for shadow accesses to 0, therefore treating all accesses uniformly, but incurring a small overhead due to the duplication of memory accesses to the large objects.

We note that reserving space for the TailObjects is necessary because shadow memory accesses for stores write data into the TailObject space. Although these data are never used, if the space were not reserved, the application could allocate an unrelated object in the same space (at the end of the managed region), causing the shadow stores to clobber that object. An alternative implementation, which uses shadow loads for the corresponding original object stores, is possible. At first glance, this arrangement would eliminate the memory overheads of TAILCHECK. However, this approach can have significant performance drawbacks because loads are on the critical path of the processor pipeline and have a higher execution cost compared to stores.

#### 3.1 TAILCHECK Code Instrumentation

We use the compiler to add TAILCHECK to executables. The compiler performs three tasks: it replaces memory allocation calls with the TAILCHECK allocator, adds shadow memory accesses at pointer dereference sites, and masks pointer tags when interacting with uninstrumented code (e.g., shared libraries). We detail these tasks below.
**Allocator Injection.** TAILCHECK uses a custom memory allocator. Unlike regular allocator functions that return a pointer carrying the address of the allocation in virtual memory, the TAILCHECK allocator functions return a tagged pointer. The tag is inserted into the otherwise unused high-order bits of the returned value, and corresponds to the distance between the address of the allocated heap object and the address of its corresponding TailObject.

Replacing the memory allocator provided by the standard library is traditionally done with the dynamic linker. However, TAILCHECK needs its custom allocator only for the heap objects that it protects. To inject its custom allocator during code instrumentation, the TAILCHECK compiler identifies allocator calls (e.g., malloc, new, strdup, etc.) and replaces them with their TAILCHECK allocator equivalents. Any code linked into the executable, but not instrumented with TAILCHECK, continues to use the unmodified system allocator.

For each allocator-managed memory region requested from the OS by the TAILCHECK allocator, we reserve space for the TailObjects at the end of the region and mprotect the virtual memory pages immediately following the region. TAILCHECK requires for the TailObject reservation at the end of the managed memory region to be as large as the largest object allocated within that region. In practice, it is common for modern allocators to separate memory regions by size class, dividing each region into slots of this size and allocating one object per slot. With this strategy, the TAILCHECK allocator can simply reserve the last slot within each managed memory region. Notably, the distance encoded in the pointer tags is computed for the TailObject address equal to \( \text{address of protected page} - \text{size of allocated object} \), which lands in the middle of the reserved slot whenever the allocated object size is smaller than the size class, or lands at the start of the reserved slot when the allocated object size equals the size class.

When the requested allocation size is larger than the largest allocator size class (e.g., one that requires multiple virtual memory pages), modern allocators switch to a large-object allocation mode where a separate memory region is requested from the OS. When handling large-object requests, the TAILCHECK allocator will mprotect a page immediately following each allocated large object and compute the returned pointer as \( \text{address of protected page} - \text{size of allocated object} \), effectively falling back to the behavior of Electric Fence. For such large-object allocations, the tag of the returned pointer is set to 0.

We note that, when computing TailObject addresses, we round up the \( \text{size of allocated object} \) to honor the original object’s memory alignment requirements. This is useful for both correctness and performance, as we want the shadow access instructions to have the same alignment properties as their corresponding original object access instructions. As a result of this rounding, objects whose requested size is not a multiple of their alignment size will have a small (several bytes) region where heap overflows may go undetected with our TAILCHECK implementation. We discuss the generally benign nature of such overflows and the ramifications of adding support for precise overflow detection independent of alignment constraints in §7.2.

**Memory Access Instrumentation.** The TAILCHECK compiler operates at module granularity, treating all pointers local to a module as tagged pointers. On every pointer dereference in the instrumented code, a tagged pointer must be deconstructed into two parts, the object address (by masking the tag) and the shadow access address (by adding the tag to the object address). A compiler pass iterates over the pointer dereferences, inserting compiler IR for tag handling and injecting the TailObject shadow accesses. Each shadow access (load or store) is performed first, immediately followed by the original object access. For both loads and stores, the same store value and load target registers can be used by the two accesses, avoiding tying up additional register resources for the shadow accesses. Compiler optimization passes are performed both before and after the TAILCHECK instrumentation pass, ensuring that all dereferences eliminated by the optimizer are not instrumented and that the address calculation code for handling the tagged pointers is optimized. The shadow accesses are marked as volatile to ensure that they are not moved or eliminated as dead code.

Pointer arithmetic with integers does not require special handling for tagged pointers. However, whenever a tagged pointer is compared (either to another tagged pointer or to NULL), the TAILCHECK compiler must mask the tag bits prior to the comparison. Similar to the case of pointer dereference instrumentation, comparison tag manipulation logic is inserted as compiler IR, allowing an optimization pass to minimize the overhead of these operations.

We note that memory access instrumentation does not differentiate between objects allocated with the regular and large-object modes. All pointers within the instrumented code are treated as tagged pointers. For large-object allocations, the tags are set to 0 by the memory allocator, resulting in minor overhead for tag manipulation and harmless shadow accesses that load or store exactly the same address as the original access. Uniform handling of tagged pointers simplifies the implementation, while the overhead of back-to-back instructions that access the same cache line is minimal in modern superscalar out-of-order processors.

**Linking with Uninstrumented Code.** Although it is theoretically possible to compile all modules of a program with TAILCHECK instrumentation, in practice, we must provide the ability to link against uninstrumented modules, such as shared libraries. In these situations, pointers passed by instrumented code into uninstrumented code (e.g., library function calls that have pointers in their arguments) must have the pointer tags removed. Even if all libraries, including the standard library, are instrumented with TAILCHECK, there are still
The TAILCHECK compiler performs a pass over the instrumented module to identify all function call sites. Calls to functions within the same module receive unmodified tagged pointers as arguments. However, for calls to external functions, compiler IR is inserted to mask the tags of all pointer arguments. Notably, it is safe to pass function pointers of instrumented functions to uninstrumented code (e.g., as callbacks), as any pointer arguments passed by uninstrumented code into these functions will have tags set to 0 and will execute correctly, albeit with harmless duplicated memory accesses as in the case of the large-object allocations.

TAILCHECK keeps pointers without tags in globals because they may be accessed by uninstrumented libraries. To this end, TAILCHECK identifies all pointer stores to global variables in the instrumented code and ensures that the values written into these variables are masked prior to being stored. The TAILCHECK compiler uses the LLVM instruction operand type GlobalVariable to identify globals (after calling stripPointerCasts on the operand). There is a possibility that TAILCHECK may store a tagged pointer into a global if a program uses a local alias to write to that global, potentially leading uninstrumented code to later dereference a tagged pointer stored in the global. However, we observe that accessing a global variable via a local pointer alias is uncommon in practice: during our evaluation (§6), none of the tested server, SPEC CPU 2017, or SPEC CPU 2006 applications shows any unexpected behavior (e.g., segmentation fault), which would happen if uninstrumented libraries accessed tagged pointers in globals. Thus TAILCHECK does not perform additional pointer alias (provenance) analysis. Furthermore, we treat the environ variable as a special case where not only the variable itself, but also the nested pointers within its structure, are written with their tags masked.

Finally, if the standard library is not instrumented with TAILCHECK, there are two classes of commonly used functions (mem* and str*) that can benefit from special handling, following the practices of previous works [28, 29, 45]. These functions are often responsible for heap overflows, making it practical to insert bounds checks at their call sites when their function bodies (part of the standard library) are not instrumented. For the MemIntrinsics functions (memcpy, memmove, and memset), we inject a TAILCHECK-like bounds check by performing a shadow access to the last byte of the arrays passed as arguments. Notably, we must first check that the size argument is non-zero, as the function semantics dictate that no pointer dereferences occur if the size is zero. The common string manipulation functions (e.g., strstr, strchr, etc.) return pointers. Although instrumented code handles these functions correctly (treating them like other 0-tag pointers), calling these functions effectively removes TAILCHECK protection from the pointers passed to them. To avoid losing heap overflow protection after these function calls, TAILCHECK instruments the call sites of these functions to save the tags of the pointer arguments before the call and re-applies the tags on the returned pointers. Similarly, TAILCHECK masks tags in the return values of those functions that convert a string to a number (e.g., strtol) when used in arithmetic operations.

**Mixing Memory Allocators**  Having the same allocator in the application and shared libraries is not a requirement for TAILCHECK. In our setup, we use LD_LIBRARY_PATH to ensure that all linked libraries use the TAILCHECK memory allocator, primarily to maintain performance consistency across all experiments. However, it is worth noting that libraries cannot and should not call free() on objects they did not allocate themselves [53]. If application code includes such a construct, it would cause failures in many scenarios (e.g., where custom allocators are used), including with the TAILCHECK allocator.

**Custom Memory Allocators**  By default, TAILCHECK protects heap objects that are allocated and deallocated via standard interfaces (e.g., malloc, realloc, and free), replaced by LD_LIBRARY_PATH. Thus, there could be a heap protection granularity mismatch if an application uses a custom allocator. For example, for an application-level pool (slab) allocator, TAILCHECK may protect a malloc-allocated pool at a coarse granularity, not at the fine-grained custom allocation granularity. Our nginx server evaluation (§6) compares two cases with and without application-level pool allocations (by disabling a pool allocator using a debugging flag).

### 3.2 TAILCHECK Optimizations

To reduce the performance overheads of TAILCHECK, we apply several compiler IR optimizations that reduce the cost of instrumentation. We detail these optimizations below.

**Merging Tag Handling.**  The tags of TAILCHECK tagged pointers remain constant throughout the lifetime of the pointer. When the same pointer is dereferenced multiple times within a function, potentially with different offsets (for accessing different members of the heap object), the operations to compute the TailObject pointers are redundant. To reduce the overhead of this common case, the TAILCHECK compiler instrumentation pass keeps track of the computed TailObject pointers and reuses their already computed values.

**Hoisting Tag Handling.**  Heap pointers are frequently dereferenced inside loops, accessing different locations within the same heap object (i.e., if the object is an array). To reduce the overhead of tag handling, we hoist the computation of the TailObject pointer outside of the loop, leaving only the dereference operations inside the loop body. As a result of this optimization, the TailObject accesses within the loop
body exactly mimic the original object accesses, including using the same x86 scale-index-base-displacement for the shadow memory access and pushing all other TailCHECK instrumentation overheads outside of the loop body.

**Statically Safe Dereferences.** TailCHECK is effective at preventing heap overflow exploitation with relatively low overheads at run-time. However, while many pointer dereferences must be verified (e.g., using shadow accesses to the TailObjects), some of the checks are unnecessary because static analysis of the code can guarantee that all accesses remain within the bounds of a heap object. As such, to further reduce the overhead of TailCHECK, we adopt the SafeAllocs [28] static analysis implementation from the Delta Pointers work.

SafeAllocs identifies all heap allocations with statically known sizes and uses the compiler metadata to track object bounds along with the pointer corresponding pointer. Whenever such pointers are dereferenced in the code, the compiler checks if the offset of the dereference can be statistically determined and, if it can be determined and falls within the object bounds, a run-time check is unnecessary.

When SafeAlloc indicates that all accesses to a heap object are known to be safe at compile time, TailCHECK uses the standard memory allocator for these objects and does not introduce shadow accesses for them. Some heap objects have both dereference sites that are known to be safe and also dereference sites that must be checked at run-time. We statically identify the safe regions at function granularity, avoiding shadow accesses for objects whose accesses are known to be safe. This also requires masking the tag bits of these pointers in the function preambles, as these objects are still allocated using the TailCHECK custom allocator and the function call sites continue to pass arguments as tagged pointers.

### 4 TailCHECK Implementation Details

We develop the TailCHECK prototype by extending the mimalloc allocator [33] and developing LLVM [31] compiler passes for code instrumentation. Tagged pointers are returned by the TailCHECK allocator for allocations up to 16KB, with all larger requests treated as large-object allocations.

The TailCHECK instrumentation is performed using three compiler passes. First, a SafeAllocs pass is done to identify optimization opportunities. Then a Call-Site Instrumentation pass replaces memory allocation function calls (malloc, calloc, realloc, strdup, strndup, and free) with the TailCHECK custom allocator versions of these functions and masks pointer arguments at call sites of external functions. The Dereference Instrumentation pass inserts shadow loads and stores to the TailObjects for all heap objects requiring run-time checks. These passes are performed as part of the link-time optimization, ensuring that all statically linked sub-modules are combined together into one module for TailCHECK instrumentation before the passes are performed. Standard LLVM compiler optimization passes are performed both before and after the TailCHECK passes.

We take special care to handle function arguments with the byval attribute. In LLVM, the byval attribute at a call site means that the pointer must be dereferenced and the resulting value copied before being passed as an argument. Because the LLVM byval mechanisms cannot handle tagged pointers, we mask the tags of all pointers with the byval attribute.

All tagged pointer-based solutions present challenges when linking to uninstrumented libraries, as tagged pointers must be masked before being passed to functions in uninstrumented code. Although pointers to data structures have their tags masked at the function call sites by the Call-Site Instrumentation pass, the nested pointers within these data structures are written as tagged pointers by the TailCHECK instrumented code and cannot be directly dereferenced by the uninstrumented functions. As in prior work [2, 8, 28], we assume that we can soundly enumerate all call sites of external uninstrumented functions that will operate on nested pointers, and inject the necessary instrumentation code to mask nested tagged pointers. Notably, most C- Standard Template Library (STL) containers do not require masking of nested pointers because they are implemented in header files and thus come within our instrumentation scope. For the select cases we encountered in our benchmark applications that require masking, we manually add the appropriate instrumentation as discussed in §5. In §7.3 we discuss how TailCHECK may take advantage of the ARM top-byte-ignore Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [3] and similar features in other ISAs to avoid the need for explicitly masking pointer tags.

### 5 Evaluation Methodology

We conduct all experiments on a system with an Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU. To benchmark TailCHECK, we use four popular server applications (apache v2.4.54, nginx v1.22.1, memcached v1.6.17, redis v7.0.6), as well as the C and C++ applications from the SPEC CPU2017 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suites. For SPEC CPU2017, we use the speed set and limit applications to one thread.

Server applications often have a custom pool-based allocator. To evaluate potential performance differences between coarse-grained and fine-grained memory allocations, in addition to the nginx server results, we also present “nginx (w/o poolalloc),” which is compiled with the -DNGX_DEBUG_PALLOC=1 flag to disable its custom pool allocator and to use malloc and free directly. Apache (v2.4.54) and memcached (v1.6.17) do not provide similar pool allocation on/off options, while redis does not use pool allocation.

To quantify the performance of the web servers apache, nginx, and nginx (w/o poolalloc), we measure request latency using the hey HTTP load generator [16]. We create two workers to repeatedly request a file 256 times per second. We test
four different file sizes: 32KB, 128KB, 512KB, and 2MB. We configure apache with two worker threads and nginx with one worker process. For the key value stores, memcached and redis, we measure the request latency with four workers, each requesting 128,000 keys with a 50% get/set ratio. We use a key size of 16 bytes and four different object sizes: 32B, 128B, 512B, and 2KB. For the SPEC CPU2017 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, we measure performance with reference input as wall-clock time of program execution.

For a fair comparison across all systems, we use unmodified mimalloc [33] for all evaluated configurations except TAILCHECK. For TAILCHECK, we use unmodified mimalloc for the uninstrumented code and only extend the mimalloc functionality with wrappers for the allocation functions, retaining all of the core functionality of the mimalloc allocator even when called from the instrumented code. The memory overheads we report are measured as peak resident set size.

As part of our evaluation, we include a comparison to Delta Pointers [28] and AddressSanitizer [54]. To ensure fairness, we reproduce the Delta Pointers results in our test environment after enabling only the comparable heap overflow protection features and ensuring that all available optimizations are applied. To make the results directly comparable, we perform this study with the same SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite that was used in the original Delta Pointers publication. AddressSanitizer is compared for the server applications.

TAILCHECK works for all SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks using LLVM -O3 with Link Time Optimization (LTO). However, we use -O2 and LTO in our evaluation to make the results directly comparable to the prior work [28]. We introduced specialized handling for the following benchmark applications to address compatibility issues with uninstrumented libraries:

- In the case of 403.gcc, pointers stored in “long long” variables are passed to functions invoked through function pointers. Consequently, an uninstrumented libc function is called with a long long argument containing a tagged pointer. This causes a segmentation fault in the uninstrumented code, with the faulting address being a tagged pointer. Debugging this situation is straightforward, as the stack trace directly points to the problem. To address this, we utilized source instrumentation and manual pointer tag masking in the benchmark sources, similar to techniques applied in previous works [28,29,45].

- 520.omnetpp employs a C++ data structure, evbuf, inherited from basic_stringbuf. This object contains a nested tagged pointer, whose information is lost due to C++ inheritance, leading to a tagged pointer being passed to a libstdc++ function. This triggers a segmentation fault, easily identified by the faulting tagged pointer. To overcome this, we explicitly marked the evbuf type to ensure its members are always written as untagged pointers, thereby maintaining the integrity of the passed pointer irrespective of inheritance nuances.

Except for the above two cases, TAILCHECK is compatible with many complex real-world applications, including four servers and all other SPEC CPU 2017 and SPEC CPU 2006 applications. We note that although the two exception cases were easily identifiable and debuggable because they triggered a segmentation fault, it is theoretically possible that a tagged pointer may lead to silent data corruption and exhibit an observable event far later in time. TAILCHECK provides limited support for such cases, and fixing them may require manual code reviews. Indeed, addressing compatibility issues with uninstrumented libraries is a common limitation of pointer tagging-based solutions [2,8,28] with a notable exception LowFat [30] (see related work discussion in §8.2).

6 Evaluation Results

Below, we first describe the heap overflow vulnerabilities that were successfully caught by TAILCHECK. We then present the performance and memory overheads of our technique, and explain the impact of the optimizations described in §3.2 which mitigate some of the performance impacts. Finally, we present a comparison with the prior art, demonstrating comparable and lower overheads compared to Delta Pointers, without being subject to its address space limitations.

6.1 Heap Overflow Detection

We developed a set of test cases that exhibit various types of heap overflows to ensure that a segmentation fault is experienced when running such cases when the code is instrumented with TAILCHECK. The cases were drawn from prior empirical studies [36,65] that analyzed the types and frequencies of heap overflows in 85 CVEs. For example, our test suite includes the following cases:

- Loop accessing heap-allocated arrays, representing 35/85 studied CVE cases (41%).
- memcpy(), memset(), or memmove() into an insufficiently large buffer; 18/85 cases (21%).
- strncpy(), strcmp(), or sprintf() into an insufficiently large buffer; 6/85 cases (7%).
- Incorrect pointer arithmetic; 8/85 cases (9%).
- Accessing a derived class member on a base class object
- Attempting to iterate through char* cast to long*

Beyond the artificial test cases that we created, TAILCHECK also uncovered a heap overflow read in the SPEC CPU2017 gcc application (v4.5.0. function vn_nary_may_trap in tree-ssa-sccvnn.c:3365). When instrumented with TAILCHECK, the application triggered a segmentation fault and produced a core file pointing to the error. This heap overflow was present in the code for 16 months before being detected with Valgrind (PR
We present the performance overhead of TAILCHECK on server applications in Table 1, which shows the average and 99th-percentile latencies. Both latencies vary only slightly for different test input sizes: 32KB, 128KB, 512KB, and 2MB files for web servers and 32B, 128B, 512B, and 2KB objects for key-value stores. There were no noticeable differences for nginx with and without application-level pool allocations. Redis with 2KB objects shows the highest 99th% latency overhead of 18%, yet with high variance. All the rest, including redis with smaller objects, show minor performance degradation (≤7%). An individual 99th-percentile latency result for different file/object sizes can be also found in Figure 5 (for the comparison with AddressSanitizer [54]). The geometric mean across the four servers was 4% and 3% for the average and 99th-percentile latencies, respectively.

The TAILCHECK performance results for SPEC CPU2017 are shown in Figure 3. The geometric mean of the TAILCHECK performance overhead for SPEC CPU2017 is 33%, among which perlbench shows the highest 1.8x slowdown. We present a performance comparison study with prior art in §6.5. Overall, we find that the combination of these servers and SPEC CPU performance results indicate overheads that are likely low enough to warrant production use of TAILCHECK for run-time heap overflow detection in security-conscious environments.

### 6.3 TAILCHECK Memory Usage

In addition to the performance overheads, TAILCHECK increases application memory requirements because it reserves space for the TailObjects at the end of each allocator managed region. Table 1 (last column) shows the memory overhead for the server applications. The relative increase in memory usage was small for the key-value store applications, while nginx shows the highest overheads. In TAILCHECK, a protected page for small objects is a virtual page with no access permission and thus does not require a physical page. However, for large objects, TAILCHECK still requires one TailObject and one protected page. Upon further investigation, we found that at start-up, nginx allocates a large number of large objects, incurring a relatively high memory overhead. However, we also observed that once initialized, its peak RSS does not change while serving client requests. Nginx (w/o poolalloc) allocates more (non-pool) large objects, showing a slightly higher memory overhead than nginx with pool allocations.

Next, we present the memory overheads in Table 2 for SPEC CPU2007 applications. Because TAILCHECK shares the space of the TailObjects for small objects within a region, the capacity overheads is minimal. The most affected benchmarks (perlbench, gcc, and nab) experience only a 9% increase in the peak RSS. The geometric means were 17% for the servers and 3% for the SPEC CPU2017 applications.

### 6.4 Analysis of Optimizations

To better understand the TAILCHECK performance overheads, we analyze the benefits of the optimizations described in §3.2. For this experiment, we used the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark instead of CPU2017 because when we compare ours with Delta Pointers in §6.5, we want to compare the impact of the same static optimization (SafeAlloc) on ours and Delta Pointers. However, few benchmark applications in SPEC CPU2017 have memory requirements and cannot be supported by Delta
Figure 4: Comparison of run-time overheads on SPEC CPU2006, normalized to an uninstrumented base system: (a) TAILCHECK; (b) TAILCHECK with Opt.; (c) TAILCHECK with Opt. and SafeAlloc; (d) Delta Pointers; and (e) Delta Pointers with SafeAlloc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>overhead</th>
<th>application</th>
<th>overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deepsjeng</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>nab</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>omentpp</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagick</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>perlbench</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>x264</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leela</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>xalancbmk</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>xz</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>geo-mean</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: TAILCHECK memory overhead (peak RSS) on SPEC CPU2017, normalized to an uninstrumented base system.

Pointers: e.g., xz and mcf with the reference input. Thus, we based our analysis on SPEC CPU2006.

The first three bars in Figure 4 present the impact of optimizations. We first disable the merging of tag handling code when multiple offsets of an object are dereferenced within the same function. Although not drastic, the geometric mean of performance across the SPEC CPU2006 suite improves by 11%, with the biggest gains coming from several applications such as bzip2, h264ref, and sphinx3.

We also examine the benefits of applying SafeAlloc to avoid TAILCHECK instrumentation for heap objects whose accesses are known to be within bounds through static code analysis. Although the gains across all benchmarks are modest, 7% on average, applications such as hammer and perlbench exhibit drastic benefits, reducing the run-time overheads by 73% and 24%, respectively. These applications have hot loops iterating over multiple large arrays, allowing SafeAlloc to find a significant number of optimization opportunities.

We note that “Hoisting Tag Handling,” as described in 3.2, reduces address calculation overheads, but may also increase register pressure. For loops with a small number of pointer dereferences in the loop body, hoisting the computation of the tail pointer may add register pressure to the program, leading to performance degradation. The TAILCHECK compiler performs a simple count of the number of pointer dereferences, applying hoisting if a loop has two or more dereferences. In some cases (e.g., xalancbmk), SafeAlloc eliminates some pointer dereferences, leaving just one dereference in the loop body, bypassing optimization in those loops.

6.5 Comparison with Delta Pointers

This experiment compares TAILCHECK with Delta Pointers, the state-of-the-art compiler-based solution that shares many similarities with TAILCHECK in that both use pointer tagging and do not perform explicit bound checking. We use mimalloc’s unmodified allocator for baseline and Delta Pointers performance measurements.

Figure 4 shows the performance comparison. First, when comparing the last two bars, we can find that the SafeAllocs optimization gives roughly the same relative benefit for Delta Pointers (6%) as for TAILCHECK (7%). One thing to note is that the other two tag merging and hoisting optimizations (excluding SafeAllocs) in §3.2 are only applicable to TAILCHECK, but not to Delta Pointers. The reason is that the two optimizations require the tag of a pointer remain unchanged once defined (until an object becomes freed), which is the case for TAILCHECK, but not for Delta Pointers.

Second, when comparing the two fully optimized versions, the 3rd and 5th bars in Figure 4, TAILCHECK exhibits lower runtime overhead than Delta Pointers: 29% vs. 35%. TAILCHECK has lower than or similar runtime overheads than Delta Pointers for most applications. Two exceptions were
perlbench and xalancbmk. There are two significant differences in Delta Pointers’ and TAILCHECK code instrumentation. Delta Pointers instruments pointer arithmetic to update a pointer tag, while TAILCHECK does not. TAILCHECK adds additional memory operation on a pointer dereference, while Delta Pointers does not. When considering the number of instrumentation as a factor of runtime overhead, TAILCHECK is likely to perform better than Delta Pointers for those applications with more pointer arithmetic and less dereferences.

For reference, we note that Oleksenko et al. [45] reported 1.8x, 1.8x, 2x, and >3x runtime overheads for AddressSanitizer [54], Intel’s MPX (ICC), SoftBound [40] and SAFECode [15], respectively, for the SPEC CPU2006 applications (in their experimental settings).

Delta Pointers does not incur additional memory overhead, as it does not use a custom allocator with guard pages like TAILCHECK (Table 2). Rather, the major drawback of Delta Pointers is the need to shrink the process address space (e.g., 32-bit tag and 32-bit address space).

6.6 Comparison with AddressSanitizer

Our last experiment compares TAILCHECK with AddressSanitizer [54] for server applications. AddressSanitizer is the state-of-the-practice solution that maintains a disjoint metadata space to distinguish safe regions and (unsafe) redzones. Figure 5 shows the 99th-percentile latency across different file sizes (32KB-2MB) for web servers and object sizes (32B-2KB) for key-value stores. As discussed in §6.2, TAILCHECK shows minor (on average 3%) tail latency degradation. The worst 18% overhead appears only for redis with 2KB objects. On the other hand, AddressSanitizer incurs higher overheads for all cases (on average 16%, up to 51%), reflecting its expensive metadata lookup and checking costs. Likewise, AddressSanitizer shows higher average latencies (not shown) than TAILCHECK: 4% vs. 12% on average; and 7% vs. 56% in the worst case.

7  Discussion

7.1 False Positives and False Negatives

TAILCHECK does not have false positives, assuming there are no use-after-free violations. A shadow memory access computed from a dangling pointer could be wrong if freed and reallocated objects have a different size. Otherwise, the tag in a pointer and the actual distance between a (current) object and its corresponding TailObject always match, and the size of a TailObject is always larger than or equal to that of an original object. Thus, any page fault from a protected page is evidence of a true heap overflow.

We exclude a discussion of potential segmentation faults from passing tagged pointers to uninstrumented code without proper masking. The mechanisms for using tagged pointers in the presence of uninstrumented code are described in §4.

TAILCHECK may have false negatives (miss some heap overflows). First, TAILCHECK is a dynamic tool. It can detect a heap overflow only along the program paths that are explored at run-time, given a test input and environment. Second, TAILCHECK is an instrumentation-based tool and may miss a heap overflow in an object that crosses the instrumented vs. uninstrumented code boundary, such as calls into third-party libraries and assembly code.

Consider two cases, one in which a heap object is created in the instrumented code, but escapes unmasked into uninstrumented code where it is accessed, and vice versa. TAILCHECK cannot detect an overflow in uninstrumented code as there is no shadow TailObject access. Similarly, if an object allocated in the uninstrumented code is passed to instrumented code, TAILCHECK cannot detect an overflow as there is no tag and no corresponding protected page available for the object.

Finally, TAILCHECK relies on a guard page; thus it may fail to detect an overflow beyond the 4KB protected page (similar to AddressSanitizer’s 128B redzone [54]). However, it is difficult for a malicious user to exploit this, particularly for small objects, because both the original (manipulated) access and the TailCheck (shadow) access must land on legal memory regions to succeed. The TAILCHECK memory allocator scatters 64KB allocation regions for small objects in the process address space, making the distance between a protected page of a memory region and other valid memory regions non-deterministic. Large objects may be easier to exploit as their original and TailCheck accesses are to the same location. We note that this is different from AddressSanitizer’s traditional redzone approach in which a constant length (e.g., 128B) redzone is inserted between adjacent valid memory objects/regions. Prior solutions that use explicit bounds checking (e.g., MPX [45]) or precisely keep track of pointer arithmetic (e.g., Delta Pointers [28]) do not have this limitation.

7.2 Benign False Negatives due to Alignment

x86-64 Linux assumes that heap allocators return 16-byte aligned pointers, allowing the compiler to emit memory instructions based on this assumption. As discussed in §3.1, TAILCHECK enforces the same alignment for TailObjects as for the original objects, allowing the compiler to use the same memory instruction for both original and shadow memory accesses. For objects that are not 16-byte aligned (e.g., 11 byte), the bound of the corresponding 16-byte aligned TailObject (of the same 11 byte size) will not be adjacent to the boundary of a protected page and there will be a gap due to the alignment requirement (5 bytes in this example). This gap may lead to a false negative as the shadow access would not lead to a page fault. Nonetheless, we see this as a “benign” overflow, as the original object would also have the same gap before its adjacent object, due to the same alignment requirement.
If required, TAILCHECK can be extended to put the bound of a TailObject immediately before the protected page without a gap. TAILCHECK would create an unaligned TailObject, and there will not be a false negative due to alignment. However, in this case, the shadow memory access instrumentation pass may need to use different instruction opcodes for the shadow accesses, because the instructions used to access the original object may not support unaligned addresses. Although such a change is possible to eliminate these benign false positives, it is likely to come at a performance cost.

7.3 Potential Hardware Support

TAILCHECK performance could benefit from the following hardware support. First, TAILCHECK (on x86-64) must currently mask the tags of pointers before accessing an original object and before passing pointers to uninstrumented code. TAILCHECK could take advantage of the top-byte-ignore feature of ARM’s MTE [3] to avoid masking overhead, similar to HWAsan [55], a hardware-assisted ASan.

Second, TAILCHECK (on x86-64) relies on load and store instructions to perform shadow memory accesses for overflow detection. It would be sufficient for TAILCHECK shadow operations to only check for access permission. TAILCHECK could make use of new pseudo load/store-like instructions which perform virtual to physical address translation and check permissions, without performing an actual memory access or perturbing the data cache, eliminating cache pollution, cache coherence traffic, etc. Such shadow accesses would not modify memory, reducing the TAILCHECK run-time overhead and reducing the memory overhead because TailObject space would no longer need to be reserved.

Lastly, one can design a hardware TAILCHECK without compile-time dereference instrumentation. Given a tagged pointer, the memory management unit of a processor can transparently perform a page permission check or a shadow memory access to the TailObject.

7.4 Extensions to Other Memory Safety

 Heap Intra-Object Overflow. TAILCHECK defines a heap object protection granularity at the time of heap allocation. Thus, TAILCHECK does not protect a more fine-grained sub-object from an overflow (e.g., an overflow of an array field of a struct to another field of the same struct) as in per-object bound checking solutions [2, 13, 17, 18, 25, 30, 51, 67]. If desired, TAILCHECK’s compiler instrumentation pass could be extended to “heapify” a sub-object, similar to CCured [43]. This is analogous to the additional “bound narrowing” feature in some per-pointer bound checking solutions [40, 45].

 Heap Underflow. Though buffer underflow is less critical than overflow in terms of security, if desired, the design of TAILCHECK could be flipped to “HeadCheck.”

 Heap Use-After-Free. TAILCHECK does not support any temporal memory safety, yet it could be combined with existing use-after-free detection schemes that do not use pointer tagging: e.g., Oscar [12] or DangZero [20] that rely on page protection could be a good candidate for integration.

 Stack Overflow. TAILCHECK assumes that stack is protected by other schemes such as stack canaries [11] and shadow stacks [60]. In the current form, TAILCHECK’s instrumentation pass does not need to distinguish stack and heap objects as any address-taken stack object would hold a tag of 0, leading to harmless redundant memory accesses. If desired, TAILCHECK can be extended to support stack overflow protection. The simplest solution is to replace stack allocation with heap allocation, similar to CCured’s “heapified” stack [43], at some performance cost. Alternatively, TAILCHECK could be extended to add a protected page to stack and protect the stack objects similar to heap objects (using a distance tag, a TailObject, and a shadow memory access).
with the following instrumentation pass changes. The size of a TailObject (a max of projected objects) can be determined as the sizes of the stack objects are known. The location of TailObject (before a protected page) should be kept in a reserved register or a global variable by instrumenting the entry function: e.g., main. For each function, any address-taken stack object (e.g., defined by LLVM’s alloca) should be instrumented to tag the distance from the stack object (whose address is computed from a stack pointer) to the TailObject (whose address is kept separately). Then, TAILCHECK can use the same mechanism for stack objects as heap objects. The default size of TAILCHECK’s tag is 16 bits, implying that it can support a stack up to 64KB. If a larger stack is needed, the address space should be reduced for a wider tag. Selectively using heapification for a large stack object could be helpful.

8 Related Work

There are hundreds of prior memory safety solutions, with a little bit of exaggeration. This section does not attempt to cover them exhaustively. Instead, we focus on discussing where TAILCHECK sits among these related works.

8.1 Buffer Overflow Detection

The first group maintains “redzone” metadata and checks if a program accesses the red zone on each memory access. Purify [22] is the first to use redzone. LBC [21] introduces a fast path optimization skipping metadata lookup with a random canary. ASan [54] and Valgrind [44] are popular redzone-based tools using static instrumentation and dynamic binary translation, respectively.

The second group performs explicit “bounds checking.” Some maintain per-object bound metadata and perform bounds checking on pointer arithmetic: e.g., J&K [25], CRED [51], D&A [13], Baggy Bounds [2], PAriCheck [67], LowFat [17, 30], and EffectiveSan [18]. Others keep track of per-pointer bound metadata and check bounds on pointer dereferences: e.g., SoftBound [40], SGXBounds [29], MidFat [27], MPX [45], CUP [8], and FRAMER [42]. Static analysis can be used to avoid some bound checks on memory accesses proven to be safe: e.g., PICO [26]. The pointer-based approach has another advantage that makes it easy to support intra-object overflow protection: e.g., an array in a struct.

The third group leverages “page protection”: e.g., Electric Fence [49], DUMA [5], DYBOC [56], libgmalloc [35], and PageHeap [61]. They do not maintain redzone/bound metadata nor perform explicit checking as in the above two groups. However, as discussed in §2.3, allocating one object per page incurs huge memory and run-time overheads. Prober [37] shows low overhead but it only protects heap arrays. TAILCHECK proposes a new low-overhead page protection-based solution for all heap objects.

On the other hand, Delta Pointers [28] check the integer overflow of a tagged pointer. It does not make use of a redzone, a bound, or a protected page; and thus does not fall into any of the above groups.

8.2 Pointer Tagging

Many of the above solutions need to maintain some metadata. Some use “fat pointers” that stores the metadata (e.g., base and bound) in separate words alongside the actual pointer value. Examples include Safe-C [4], Cyclone [24], and CCored [43]. CHERI [62, 63] provides hardware support for fat pointers.

Many recent works leverage “pointer tagging” that embeds metadata into some bits of a pointer itself, to avoid a code layout change. For example, Baggy Bounds [2] uses the spare top bits to store the distance between an out of bound pointer and its intended referent. Delta Pointers [28] uses a 32-bit tag to encode the distance from the current pointer to the end of an object. As discussed in §2.3, one common downside of pointer tagging is that it may restrict the address space: e.g., Delta Pointers only support a 4GB of 32-bit address space. This may not be a problem for SGXBounds [29], which is designed for an Intel SGX enclave with already-limited 32-bit address space, and thus it can use a 32-bit tag to store the upper bound of the pointer’s referent without any sacrifice. However, other pointer tagging solutions (including Delta Pointers) that require more than 16 unused bits in the current 64 bit architecture cannot be used for general (non-SGX) programs with big memory requirements. TAILCHECK does not share this limitation. Alternatively, CUP [8] takes an extreme design that uses the entire pointer width to store tags. Low-fat pointers [17, 30] store the tag implicitly in the pointer value, and thus can be safely dereferenced without masking.

Several works proposed hardware support for pointer tagging. In-Fat [64] is a hardware extension of EffectiveSan [18], which tags the upper bits of a pointer with an index into a bounds table, performing bounds checking on pointer arithmetic. HeapCheck [52] stores an index into a per-pointer bounds table, and checks bounds on pointer dereferences. PACMem [34] leverages ARMv8 AArch64 Pointer Authentication (PA) [50], computing cryptographic hashes based on the value of pointers (and other contexts) for pointer integrity. PACMem seals object metadata into the high-order bits of pointers via PA and uses the seal as the index to retrieve it. The tagged PA codes are propagated by hardware along with the pointers. No-Fat [23] supports low-fat pointers [17, 30].

8.3 Use-After-Free Detection

Existing use-after-free solutions can be categorized into three groups based on their detection techniques. Some solutions such as CETs [41], ViK [10] and xTag [6] tag the allocated memory and the pointer with a unique identifier (referred to as lock and key), and check if the tags of pointer and memory
match on dereference. Any mismatch indicates that a pointer used for dereference is a dangling pointer. ARM’s Memory Tagging Extension (MTE) [3] and SPARCS’s Silicon Secured Memory (SSM) [46] provide hardware support to assign random 4-bit tags to object-pointer pairs to probabilistically find use-after-free bugs on tag mismatch. HWAsan [55] an extension of ASan with ARM’s MTE makes use of its top-bit-ignore feature and avoids masking on memory dereference.

Other solutions such as Undangle [9], FreeSentry [66], DangNull [32], DangSan [59], BOGO [68] maintain metadata to find and invalidate dangling pointers on free. Then a use-after-free is detected as an invalid pointer use: e.g., null pointer dereference.

Yet others such as D&A [14], Oscar [12], and DangZero [20] leverage page protection: a page becomes inaccessible after a free. Oscar [12] reduces physical memory and run-time overhead by mapping multiple virtual pages into a single physical page. DangZero [20] further lowers run-time overhead by directly accessing the page tables with support from virtualization extensions and a privileged backend (e.g., Kernel Mode Linux). TAILCHECK does not provide use-after-free detection, but its page-based approach makes it possible to integrate the above page-based use-after-free solutions to achieve both spatial and temporal memory safety. We leave this to future work.

8.4 Uninitialized Memory Read

Uninitialized memory reads can lead to information leakage, similar to buffer overflow reads. Purify [22] and Valgrind [44] detect an uninitialized memory read by maintaining and checking (initialized vs. uninitialized) state metadata at a byte or bit granularity, respectively. UniSan [38] uses data-flow analysis to zero-out variables that might be disclosed to an attacker. SafeInit [39] modifies the compiler and heap allocator to ensure that all stack/heap regions be initialized.

9 Conclusions

Heap overflow vulnerabilities leave many software systems exposed to security attacks and exploitation. This work presented TAILCHECK, a novel heap overflow mitigation scheme that leverages a custom memory allocator, OS-based page protection, and compiler-directed pointer tagging. TAILCHECK achieves low run-time overhead by detecting heap overflows using page protection, without maintaining bound metadata and without performing explicit bounds checks. TAILCHECK uses pointer tagging and shadow memory accesses to detect overflows, allowing multiple original objects to share a single TailObject, which reduces both performance and memory overheads compared to the previously explored techniques. The results of our experimental evaluation demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of TAILCHECK in detecting heap overflows in C and C++ programs.
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Abstract

Disaggregated memory (DM) is an increasingly prevalent architecture in academia and industry with high resource utilization. It separates computing and memory resources into two pools and interconnects them with fast networks. Existing range indexes on DM are based on B+ trees, which suffer from large inherent read and write amplifications. The read and write amplifications rapidly saturate the network bandwidth, resulting in low request throughput and high access latency of B+ trees on DM.

In this paper, we propose to use the radix tree, which is more suitable for DM than the B+ tree due to smaller read and write amplifications. However, constructing a radix tree on DM is challenging due to the costly lock-based concurrency control, the bounded memory-side IOPS, and the complicated computing-side cache validation. To address these challenges, we design SMART, the first radix tree for disaggregated memory with high performance. Specifically, we leverage 1) a hybrid concurrency control scheme including lock-free internal nodes and fine-grained lock-based leaf nodes to reduce lock overhead, 2) a computing-side read-delegation and write-combining technique to break through the IOPS upper bound by reducing redundant I/Os, and 3) a simple yet effective reverse check mechanism for computing-side cache validation. Experimental results show that SMART achieves 6.1× higher throughput under typical write-intensive workloads and 2.8× higher throughput under read-only workloads, compared with state-of-the-art B+ trees on DM.

1 Introduction

Distributed range indexes are fundamental building blocks of many applications, e.g., databases and key-value stores, to conduct range queries [2, 21, 53, 57, 59]. To improve resource utilization, many new proposals adopt the disaggregated memory (DM) architecture [53, 59]. DM can decouple computing and memory resources into two elastic resource pools (i.e., computing pool and memory pool) interconnected with high-speed networks, e.g., remote direct memory access (RDMA) connections [3, 9, 16, 19, 20, 27, 47]. In this way, a DM range indexing system can utilize resources more efficiently.

Current DM index systems [53, 59] use B+ tree to build range indexes, following the idea generally adopted in the monolithic server solutions. However, B+ trees can bring severe read and write amplification issues on DM. Specifically, when reading or writing a key-value item in a B+ tree, one should search the tree by traversing many nodes which contain many useless keys and pointers since only one key is the target. This inevitably amplifies the network bandwidth consumption. As such network bandwidth is generally the bottleneck of the DM architecture [23], the amplified bandwidth consumption incurred by B+ trees exacerbates the bottleneck. This issue will lead to low overall throughput and high access latency. Our experimental study shows that it can dramatically degrade the throughput of Sherman [53], the state-of-the-art B+ tree index on DM. The throughput is 10.8× lower than the theoretical bound of RNICs under the YCSB workloads [10].

In this paper, we propose that radix tree is a more suitable tree index structure for DM. Compared with B+ trees, radix trees have smaller read and write amplifications since they do not store the entire keys in internal nodes. Moreover, the state-of-the-art radix tree design, i.e., ART [32], further reduces read and write amplifications with an adaptive internal node design. However, several challenges should be addressed before radix trees become a high-performance, practical indexing solution for DM.

1) Lock-based concurrency control is expensive. Remote lock operations are expensive on DM. However, the existing ART design adopts a lock-based algorithm for concurrency control [33], which contains many remote lock operations, worsening the write performance. In addition, computing-side caches are required on DM to reduce operation latency. The traditional read-copy-update (RCU) scheme for radix trees causes frequent changes in the addresses of cached nodes, leading to cache thrashing.

2) Redundant I/Os deteriorate the throughput. RNICs
in the memory pool of DM have bounded IOPS (I/O per second) [51]. However, radix trees have multiple small-sized read and write operations when traversing and modifying the tree index. Many of these read and write operations are redundant when multiple clients on the same compute node concurrently traverse the tree. These redundant I/Os on DM waste the limited IOPS of RNICs and thus decrease the peak throughput of radix trees.

3 The complicated computing-side cache validation. Tree indexes on DM typically adopt computing-side caches to reduce access latency [56]. However, the structural features of radix trees (e.g., path compression) incur many address changes and metadata changes in radix tree nodes. These changes add more cache invalidation situations and thus complicate the cache design.

To address the above challenges, we propose SMART, a disAggregated-meMory-friendly Adapティブ Radix Tree. First, for better concurrency control, we present a hybrid ART concurrency control scheme with a lock-free internal node design and a lock-based leaf node design to achieve high performance without cache thrashing. Second, for an IOPS breakthrough, we propose a read-delegation and write-combining (RDWC) technique to reduce computing-side redundant I/Os. Third, for cache validation, we co-design SMART with an ART cache, including a reverse check mechanism to handle new cache invalidation situations of ART.

We implement SMART from scratch and evaluate it using the YCSB benchmark [10]. Compared with Sherman [53], the state-of-the-art B+-tree-based range index on DM, SMART achieves up to 6.1× higher throughput and 1.4× lower latency for typical write-intensive workloads and 2.8× higher throughput with similar latency for read-only workloads. The state of SMART is available at https://github.com/dmmsys/SMART.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
- We propose that ART is a better tree index on DM, based on theoretical analysis and experimental results.
- We present the first memory-disaggregated radix tree, SMART, with three key designs for high performance, including a hybrid ART concurrency control scheme, a read-delegation and write-combining technique, and a reverse check mechanism for cache validation.
- We implement SMART and evaluate it using YCSB workloads [10]. The evaluation results demonstrate the efficacy and efficiency of SMART.

2 Background
2.1 Disaggregated Memory Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the DM architecture physically separates computing (e.g., CPUs) and memory (e.g., DRAM) resources into two independent resource pools to address the resource utilization issue in traditional data centers with monolithic servers [18, 31, 42, 43, 46, 54]. In the DM architecture, compute nodes (CNs) own powerful computing resources but only have a small piece of memory serving as local caches. In contrast, memory nodes (MNs) are equipped with masses of memory but only own a few wimpy computing cores for simple tasks such as establishing network connections and allocating memory spaces.

A high-speed network with high bandwidth and low latency, e.g., RDMA network, is a crucial component in the DM architecture that interconnects CNs and MNs [12, 17]. RDMA network interface cards (RNICs) allow CNs and MNs to communicate with each other using one-side verbs (e.g., RDMA_READ, RDMA_WRITE, RDMA_CAS) or two-side verbs (e.g., RDMA_SEND, RDMA_RECV). One-side verbs are preferred on the DM architecture to enable computing-side clients to operate directly on the disaggregated memory without involving the weak CPUs on MNs.

2.2 B+ Trees on Disaggregated Memory
Tree indexes are critical for many applications requiring range queries. All previously proposed tree indexes on DM are variants of the B+ tree, including FG [59] and Sherman [53]. FG is the first RDMA-based index supporting DM. It uses a B-link tree structure and completely leverages one-sided verbs to perform index operations, with RDMA-based spin locks for concurrency control. Since FG directly ports the spin-lock-based concurrency control and B-link tree node designs on monolithic servers to DM, its performance suffers from severe network contention on lock retries and write amplification on B-link tree nodes. Sherman [53] is the state-of-the-art B+ tree on DM that addresses the network contention and write amplification issues of FG. First, it addresses the network contention on lock-fail retries with a hierarchical on-chip lock (HOCL) scheme. The network requests on lock-fail retries are reduced with a local lock table shared among clients on the same CN. The on-chip memory of RNICs is leveraged to reduce PCIe transmissions further. Second, it mitigates the write amplification by allowing fine-grained modification to B+ tree nodes with a two-level version mechanism. Therefore, Sherman achieves much better performance than FG. However, Sherman still suffers from the natural performance bottleneck of B+ trees, i.e., coarse-grained lock-based concurrency control and inherent read amplification, which are analyzed in Section 3.
3 Analysis of Tree Indexes Built on DM

In this section, we first theoretically and experimentally compare B+ trees with a vanilla ART (§ 3.1). We then present the challenges of designing ART on DM (§ 3.2).

All the experiments in this section are conducted with 8 CNs and 1 MN, each equipped with a 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-6 RNIC. Each CN launches 32 clients with one shared 600MB cache. We use YCSB workloads [10] (including 60 million entries) with 32-byte string keys and 64-byte values, which is typical in real-world workloads [4, 58].

3.1 Motivations: B+ Tree vs. ART on DM

The main problem of B+ trees on DM is their severe read and write amplifications. In internal nodes, the B+ tree stores the whole keys. In leaf nodes, the B+ tree stores multiple keys together. Without optimizations, the B+ tree needs to read and write the entire nodes during each index operation, causing serious read and write amplifications. In the following, we first theoretically compare the read and write amplifications of ART with the B+ tree and the write-optimized B+ tree (i.e., Sherman [53]). We then experimentally show the performance impacts due to the read amplification.

3.1.1 Theoretical Analysis

The read and write amplification factors of different tree structures are shown in Table 1, respectively. We assume the internal nodes are cached and no node split occurs for brevity. \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) denote the metadata size of the leaf node of the radix tree and B+ tree, respectively. \( M_3 \) denotes the size of the additional metadata (i.e., entry-level versions) that Sherman applied to each key-value item. \( S \) denotes the span size of the B+ tree node. \( E \) denotes the key-value item size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ART</th>
<th>B+ Tree</th>
<th>Sherman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read ( \frac{M_1 + E}{M_2} )</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write ( \frac{M_3 + S + E}{M_2} )</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amplification factor is defined as the ratio of bandwidth consumption from the server and bandwidth returned to the application. Without optimizations, when a client reads or writes a single key-value item in a tree index, the whole leaf node should be read or written. We use the same size of the key-value item, i.e., 96 bytes, for all trees as an example.

The leaf node of the ART contains one item with its metadata. In our implementation, 10 bytes of metadata is enough for each item in ART. The read and write amplification factors are \( \frac{M_1 + E}{M_2} = \frac{106 + 96B}{96B} = 1.10 \).

The leaf node of the B+ tree contains 5 items together with the metadata. The metadata at least includes two fence keys (2 · 32B), a valid bit, a lock bit, a 1-byte level field, and two 7-bit versions [53], i.e., 67 bytes in total. We use the
When writing an item without node splitting, the client only compares the performances of Sherman and ART under read-only workloads. The impact of read amplification on the performance of B+ trees cause poor write performance.

For Sherman, each key-value item in the leaf node is surrounded by a pair of 4-bit entry-level versions. Thus the read amplification factor is \( \frac{M_{32} + S_E}{E} = \frac{67B + 32}{96B} \approx 32.7 \). When writing an item without node splitting, the client only requires to write back the modified item with its associated entry-level versions. Thus the write amplification factor is \( \frac{M_{32} + E}{E} = \frac{18B + 96B}{96B} \approx 1.01 \).

### 3.1.2 Experimental Results

To show the impact of read amplification on the performance, we compare the performances of Sherman and ART under read-only workloads. The impact of write amplification is similar. We observe that the amplification leads to low throughput and high latency of B+ trees on DM.

**Observation 1:** The throughput of the B+ tree is bounded by network bandwidth. The memory-side network bandwidth is generally the performance bottleneck in the DM architecture [23]. The read and write amplifications of B+ trees cause more bandwidth consumption for each request, exacerbating the network bottleneck and resulting in low throughput.

As shown in Figure 3a, with an increasing number of clients, the limited bandwidth prevents the throughput of Sherman and ART from continually rising. With the same RNIC bandwidth, Sherman has a lower peak throughput than ART due to the severe read amplification. As shown in Figure 3b, the larger the key size or the span size (i.e., the number of keys stored in a leaf node) is, the larger the read amplification is, which decreases the peak throughput of Sherman.

A computing-side cache is usually used for caching the internal nodes of the B+ tree on DM. As shown in Figure 3c, with the increasing size of the cache, the throughput of Sherman keeps bounded by the bandwidth bottleneck and finally saturates at 4.17 Mops/s. The bandwidth consumption from the server equals the maximum network bandwidth of 100 Gbps (12.5 GBps), and the bandwidth returned to the application is 4.17 Mops/s \( \cdot 96B = 0.39 \) GBps. Thus the measured read amplification factor of Sherman is 12.5 GBps / 0.39 GBps \( \approx 32.1 \), which is close to our theoretical analysis in § 3.1.1.

In contrast, without the read amplification from leaf nodes, the throughput of ART reaches about 45 Mops/s, which is the IOPS upper bound of the RNIC we use. This indicates that ART can make full use of the RNIC capacity and achieve the best resource efficiency as DM desires.

**Observation 2:** The latency of the B+ tree is worsened by early network congestion. Network congestion occurs when computing-side requests saturate the bandwidth or IOPS upper bound of RNIs. As the number of clients keeps growing, excess client requests need to queue up across the network, which results in latency deterioration. The read and write amplifications make B+ trees consume the bandwidth rapidly, expediting the process of network congestion.

As shown in Figure 3d, with the increase of throughput, the latency of Sherman and ART is stable in the beginning and then experiences a sudden surge due to the network congestion. Moreover, with the same memory-side RNIC bandwidth, Sherman has a much smaller inflection point (i.e., the throughput threshold that triggers network congestion) than ART. As a result, Sherman shows an extremely high latency with relatively few clients. By contrast, ART has a high tolerance to this latency deterioration thanks to its small amplifications.

### 3.2 Challenges: ART on DM

Even though ART has superiority under read-only workloads, it suffers from significant challenges on DM under hybrid read-write workloads.

**Challenge 1:** Lock-based concurrency control of ART causes poor write performance. Existing ART adopts lock-based algorithms to perform synchronization [33]. However, lock operations are expensive on DM and lead to poor write performance, as shown in Figure 4a. Specifically, unlike local memory, each lock operation on DM requires additional network transmission (e.g., RDMA_CAS). Furthermore, the lock conflict mechanism (i.e., busy waiting) causes frequent RDMA retries when failing to acquire a lock, which wastes the limited IOPS of RNIs and reduces the throughput.

One feasible solution is to design lock-free algorithms. However, lock-free design is not the best choice for ART as...
well. Specifically, an out-of-place update scheme is required for lock-free algorithms to update items larger than 8 bytes. It atomically compares and swaps the corresponding 8-byte addresses instead of modifying the items in place, as the latter cannot be realized atomically. However, in high-concurrency scenarios, a mass of out-of-place updates lead to frequent changes in the addresses of items. This brings about the severe cache coherence issue since the old addresses of the items have been cached in other CNs. Even worse, in skewed workloads, the addresses of hot items are changed continuously and repeatedly, resulting in cache thrashing.

To verify this, we evaluate the two update schemes in ART with the YCSB A workload, as shown in Figure 4b. The out-of-place scheme brings about an average of 19.1% invalid cached addresses of leaf nodes and thus results in a 44.5% throughput decline compared with the in-place scheme.

**Challenge 2: Inter-client redundant I/Os on DM waste the limited IOPS of RNICs.** As mentioned in Observation 1, B+ trees suffer from bandwidth bottleneck, while ART can break through the bottleneck and achieve the IOPS upper bound of RNICs, with small read and write amplifications.

However, we find that there are redundant I/Os that waste the limited IOPS of RNICs in the DM architecture, hindering ART from continually breaking through the IOPS upper bound. Specifically, taking read operations as an example, when several clients on the same CN read the same key-value item concurrently, they send identical RDMA_READs across the network. This is superfluous duplication of effort since all these requests do the same transmission work.

To measure the extent of underlying inter-client redundant reads, we launch various numbers of clients on the same CN. As shown in Figure 4c, during each read time window, the average number of redundant RDMA_READs increases with the number of clients and achieves up to 0.48 with 64 clients, implying 48% read performance improvement potential.

As for inter-client redundant writes, we issue constant RDMA_WRITEs with lock-based concurrency control via RDMA_CASes from each client. As shown in Figure 4d, during each write time window (including lock acquisition and release), the average number of redundant RDMA_WRITEs grows and reaches up to 3.3, indicating around 330% write performance improvement space with 64 clients. Interestingly, the number of redundant writes is more than the read one since redundant writes inevitably exacerbate the concurrency conflicts, leading to a longer write time window and thus more redundant writes in return. The nearly exponential growth of the redundant number of RDMA_CASes saturates the IOPS upper bound rapidly and causes poor write performance.

**Challenge 3: Structural features of ART deteriorate the problem of computing-side cache invalidation.** As presented in § 2.3, path compression and adaptive nodes are two important structural features that reduce memory consumption by reducing the tree height and the node size, respectively. However, these two features introduce new cache validation problems. For instance, adjustments on the parent-child relationship of nodes may happen during insertion into compressed nodes. The caches on other CNs still store the old content of the parent node. If a client on those CNs does not conduct a cache verification, it incorrectly reads the old child node according to the outdated cache and thus fails to access the newly inserted node. Similarly, node type changes are invisible by the computing-side cache either, which may lead to incomplete node fetching.

### 4 SMART Design

We propose SMART, a high-performance ART for DM. Figure 5 shows the overview of SMART. To improve the efficiency of concurrency control (Challenge 1), we present a hybrid ART concurrency control scheme. The scheme contains a lock-free internal node design and a lock-based leaf node design to achieve high write performance without cache thrashing (§ 4.1). To save the limited IOPS of RNICs (Challenge 2), we propose a read-delegation and write-combining (RDWC) technique to eliminate inter-client redundant I/Os (§ 4.2). To handle the cache validation (Challenge 3), we co-design SMART with an ART cache (§ 4.3), including a reverse check.
mechanism. Lastly, we summarize the operations (i.e., insert, search, update, delete, scan) that SMART supports (§ 4.4).

4.1 Hybrid ART Concurrency Control

In this section, we first describe the data structures and concurrent operations of the hybrid concurrency control scheme in SMART. We then introduce RDMA-related optimizations.

4.1.1 Data Structures

**Lock-free internal node.** As the addresses of internal nodes change more infrequently, internal nodes do not cause cache thrashing like leaf nodes. Hence, it is feasible for lock-free internal nodes to achieve high performance. We modify the internal nodes of ART as follows.

(1) **Homogeneous adaptive internal node.** As illustrated in Figure 2, a naive ART stores partial keys and child pointers separately. Such a heterogeneous design makes it hard to design a lock-free algorithm since the separated partial key and child pointer should be modified atomically. Besides, it incurs additional read amplification due to the inflexible fixed-sized internal nodes.

We come up with a homogeneous internal node design that embeds the partial keys into slots. First, this enables a child pointer to be modified together with its corresponding partial key atomically, laying the foundation for lock-free algorithms. Second, the read amplification can be reduced since internal nodes can have an arbitrary number of slots.

As shown in Figure 6a, an internal node of SMART consists of an 8-byte reverse pointer, several 8-byte slots, and an 8-byte header. The reverse pointer is used for cache validation, which will be presented in § 4.3. As for each slot, apart from the embedded 8-bit partial key and the 48-bit child pointer, we add a 1-bit Leaf field to indicate whether the pointer is pointing to a leaf node. When Leaf is set, a Lenleaf field is provided, which is used to support variable-sized keys (§ 4.5). When Leaf is unset, there is a 5-bit Typeleaf field to indicate the type of the following internal node. Note that SMART mainly uses the Typeleaf field to reduce the network bandwidth consumption rather than memory consumption. When fetching an internal node, SMART can RDMA_READ only the required number of slots according to the Typeleaf field, reducing the read amplification and thus saving the network bandwidth.

(2) **Pessimistic 8-byte header of the internal node.** We choose the pessimistic method for path compression since both the optimistic and hybrid methods need two tree traversals to insert a nonexistent key. One entire tree traversal is required to search for the nonexistent key since not all compressed partial keys are stored in the header. The other traversal executes the actual insertion. In contrast, the pessimistic method can insert the nonexistent key through one traversal.

Besides, following previous designs [29, 33, 37], we fix the header size to 8 bytes, which can be changed atomically. If some partial keys overflow from the header, we store them in an empty following node. Although this may increase the tree height, we mitigate this with the help of cache (§ 4.3).

As shown in Figure 6a, a header consists of an 8-bit Depth field, a 5-bit Typeleaf field, a 3-bit Sizearray field, and a 6-byte array of partial keys. The Depth field indicates the start position for matching the target key. The Typeleaf field is used for cache validation, which will be illustrated in § 4.3. The Sizearray field records the length of the partial key array, where at most six partial keys can be stored.

**Lock-based leaf node.** In-place update schemes are preferred as it does not cause cache thrashing. To adopt the in-place update, lock-based concurrency control for the leaf node is required. This is acceptable since locks are fine-grained, as each leaf node in the radix tree only contains one key-value item. We design the leaf node structure as follows for concurrency control.

(1) **Checksum-based update-in-place leaf node.** The in-
place update scheme overwrites the leaf node at the same address, causing conflicts among readers and writers. To avoid conflicts, we adopt an optimistic lock in each leaf node with a checksum-based consistency check mechanism [40, 53], where the fixed-sized key-value item in the leaf node is protected by a checksum. For write-write conflicts, an exclusive lock is used to synchronize the writers. As for read-write conflicts, when a writer modifies the leaf node, the checksum is re-calculated based on the new content of the leaf node and written with the new content. The readers verify the checksum after reading the leaf node. If the checksum verification fails, the reader conducts a re-read.

(2) Rear embedded lock. To further reduce the overhead of locks, we combine the lock release with the writing back of the updated leaf node by embedding the lock into each leaf node. Therefore, the two operations can be done via one single RDMA_WRITE. Particularly, to avoid premature lock release, we ensure that the lock release is always triggered after the completion of writing back. We achieve this by placing the lock at the rear of a leaf node, which leverages the in-order delivery property of RNICs [12].

As shown in Figure 6b, a leaf node of SMART consists of an 8-byte reverse pointer, a Valid bit, an 8-byte checksum, a 1-byte rear lock and a fixed-sized key-value item. The reverse pointer is used for cache validation, which will be illustrated in § 4.3. The Valid bit is used to indicate the deleted state.

4.1.2 Concurrent Operations

Based on the above structural modifications, we demonstrate essential write-related sub-operations with a step-by-step example, as shown in Figure 7. Except for the in-place leaf update, all the sub-operations are lock-free. The complete operation process will be described in § 4.4.

Normal insert. During an insert, the target partial key may not be in the internal node yet. As shown in Figure 7b, after the WRITE of the new leaf node \( k_4 \), the client CASes the first empty slot in the node, together with the new partial key. If the CAS fails, the client checks whether the return value \( (i.e., \) a new value of the slot written by a concurrent client) contains the target partial key. If yes, the client continues to traverse the tree following the return pointer. Otherwise, the client tries the insert again with the next empty slot.

Leaf split. If an existing leaf node is found during an insert, a leaf split is needed as shown in Figure 7c. Specifically, the client first calculates the rest of the longest common key prefix of the two leaf nodes \( k_5 \) and \( k_1 \). Then it allocates sufficient sequentially-connected internal nodes to store the common key prefix in their headers. The last internal node will contain two child pointers pointing to the old and new leaf nodes. All

Figure 7: A step-by-step example of inserting several new keys into SMART with 8-bit partial keys. For clarity, hexadecimal partial keys are shown and reverse pointers are omitted. Each thick dotted box indicates an atomic CAS.
internal nodes and the new leaf node can be written in parallel, after which the client CASes the parent slot to point to the first new internal node. If the CAS fails, the client continues to traverse following the return pointer.

**Header split.** If a mismatching for in-header partial keys is found, a header split is required as shown in Figure 7d. Specifically, the client allocates a new NODE_4 pointing to the split internal node and new leaf node ($k_6$), with its header storing the matched part of partial keys. The new internal and leaf node can be written in parallel. Then the client CASes the parent slot to make it point to the new internal node (①). If CAS succeeds, the redundant in-header old partial keys are removed via an additional CAS (②). Otherwise, the client continues to traverse following the return pointer.

Note that the correctness of concurrent searches can be guaranteed by the in-header Depth value, which indicates the start position for matching the current key. A concurrent search READs the parent node and then the child node. Therefore, there are two situations of read-write conflicts. First, the READ of the parent node occurs after the CAS of the parent slot (①), while the READ of the child node occurs before the CAS of the split header (②). In this situation, redundant in-header partial keys are read, which does not affect the correctness. Second, the former READ occurs before the former CAS (①), while the latter READ occurs after the latter CAS (②). In this case, the reader re-reads the parent slot if finding partial keys missing according to the Depth value.

**Node type switch.** To avoid copy-on-write (COW) overhead and additional cache coherence introduced by out-of-place updates (Challenge 1), we conduct an in-place node type switch. This is feasible thanks to the homogeneous adaptive internal node design (§ 4.1.1). To be specific, we pre-allocate the contiguous space of NODE_256 on MNs for each internal node. This consumes a little additional memory but enables lock-free operations during the node type switch. When neither a matching partial key nor an empty slot is found in the current internal node, the client can try to CAS the following empty slots one by one, whose addresses are behind the node (①) as shown in Figure 7e. After a successful CAS, the current best-fit node type can be determined by the index of the newly inserted slot. The client then tries to update the two old $Type_{node}$ values (on the header and the parent slot) with the new one via two concurrent CASes (②), making the newly inserted leaf visible by subsequent search. If both CASes succeed or fail with return values containing $Type_{node}$ values larger than/equal to the expected one, the node type switch is finished. Otherwise, the client retries the CASes.

**In-place leaf update.** To update a leaf node, the client first acquires the rear embedded lock in the leaf node. It then WRITES back the updated leaf node with the re-calculated checksum and the unset lock, after which the in-place leaf update is finished with the lock properly released.

### 4.1.3 RDMA-related Optimizations

To further optimize performance on DM, SMART adopts the following RDMA-related optimizations [23].

**Inline write.** For small-sized WRITE (e.g., writing internal nodes smaller than NODE_16 or leaf nodes), the INLINE flag is set, enabling the RNIC to encapsulate payload into the work queue entry (WQE) and thus reducing PCIe overhead.

**Unsignaled verbs.** As for writing commands allowing asynchronous execution (e.g., CAS of the header during header split), SMART unsets the SIGNALED flag to reduce the overhead of polling RDMA completion queues.

**Doorbell batching.** If a client issues multiple WQEs to the same queue pair (e.g., to the same MN), a doorbell batching is conducted to reduce PCIe overhead.

### 4.2 Read Delegation and Write Combining

SMART proposes the read-delegation and write-combining (RDWC) technique on DM to eliminate inter-client redundant I/Os in terms of reads and writes, respectively, to break through the IOPS upper bound.

**Hash-based local locks.** The inter-client redundant I/Os on each CN occur among the concurrent read and write operations on the same key or address. Therefore, computing-side local locks are needed to collect the concurrent operations.

We maintain the local locks in each CN as a table, similar to the local lock table of HOCL in Sherman [53]. However, unlike Sherman, which maintains each local lock for a coarse-grained global lock, SMART maintains each local lock for a key (i.e., fine-grained leaf node). It is challenging to store all such locks in each limited computing-side memory. To address this, we use hash-based local locks, where a lock corresponds to a set of keys with the same hash value.

We dynamically maintain a unique key in each local lock to solve the hash-conflict problem of our hash-based scheme. Specifically, the first client who acquires a local lock successfully will record its target key as the unique key of this local lock. The subsequent clients who fail to acquire this local lock will conduct a hash-conflict check by comparing their target key with the unique key. If the target key is exactly the same as the unique key, the client can be involved in the read delegation or write combining. Otherwise, a hash conflict is found, and the client should execute a normal remote read or write on its own for correctness. The unique key is freed when the first client releases the local lock.

**Read delegation.** To reduce inter-client redundant I/Os for reads, a delegation client can be elected on each CN to execute the same read, and then share its RDMA_READ result with other waiting clients. The first client who acquires the local lock successfully is the delegation client and the subsequent clients who fail to acquire the lock are the waiting clients. The relationship between the delegation client and the waiting clients is similar to that between the first cache miss and the subsequent delayed cache hits in the cache system [5].
We implement this as shown in Figure 8a. After acquiring the corresponding local lock successfully, the delegation client records its target key as the unique key and then conducts the remote tree search (i.e., including cache search, tree traversal, and leaf node read), which is the time window of read delegation (①). During the time window, the subsequent clients failing to acquire the local lock first execute the hash-conflict check by comparing their target key with the unique key. If a hash conflict is found, the client executes a normal tree search by itself (②). Otherwise, it pushes itself into a read-waiting queue and waits for the search result from the first client (③). Finally, the delegation client shares its search result with the waiting clients and releases the local lock.

**Write combining.** Write combining (WC) is a normal technology in modern processors [11]. When a processor intends to issue multiple writes to the same memory region in a small time window, it combines the writes into a single burst write so as to save the system bus bandwidth. This idea, also known as write coalescing, is applied to many storage systems [22, 28, 50]. Inspired by this, we find it feasible to conduct a WC on each CN. When clients intend to make several concurrent key-value writes to the same memory-side key or address, they can combine the writes into a single consensus write so as to save the network bandwidth and the limited IOPS of RNICs.

We implement WC on DM as shown in Figure 8b. A client that succeeds in acquiring the corresponding local lock first records its target key as the unique key and writes its new value into the write combining buffer (WCB), and then conducts the remote tree insert or update (①). Differently, the time window of write combining is the former partial period of tree insert or update (i.e., cache search, tree traversal, and lock acquirement on leaf node). After that, the client reads the combined consensus result from WCB and then makes a RDMA_WRITE to write back the result and release the remote lock. Finally, the client releases the local lock. During the write-combining time window, the subsequent clients first perform the same hash-conflict check. If a hash conflict is found, the client performs a normal tree insert or update on its own (②). Otherwise, it first writes its expected value into the WCB (with local lock-based concurrency control), making the value visible to the first client. Then the client pushes itself into a write-waiting queue to wait for the completion of the remote write (③).

**Put both together.** Naively putting read-delegation and write-combining together may introduce incorrect read results when a client reads a key-value item after writing it. Specifically, the latter read may be delegated by a client whose read happens before the write operation. In this case, the old value (i.e., the value of the item before the client’s write) is returned to the read operation that happens after the write, breaking the causality of the read and write. We use the same time window for read-delegation and write-combining to address this issue. In this way, the write and read operations with causal relations are included in two non-overlapped time windows, and thus, the above issue can be avoided. To achieve this, we let readers and writers operating on the same key fairly acquire the same local lock, where the winner decides the time window. Each local lock is associated with two waiting queues, i.e., a read queue and a write queue, so as to conduct read delegation and write combining exclusively and concurrently. In our implementation, 4M 32-bit local locks are sufficient on each CN, consuming only nearly 3% of cache size.²

### 4.3 ART Cache

**ART-indexed cache.** To reduce remote access during tree traversal, a memory-efficient ART-indexed cache is designed on each CN to store partial internal nodes of SMART. To be specific, utilizing the feature that each radix tree node (excluding header) can be uniquely identified by a key prefix, we adopt a local ART on each CN to index the cached internal nodes. As shown in Figure 9, each leaf node (i.e., cache entry) of the local ART contains the snapshot of a traversal context (i.e., the content of an internal node being read from MNs, the Depth value, and the address of the node).

**Cache invalidation situations.** Since we cache the slots of the internal nodes in clients, changing the slots in the disaggregated memory leads to cache invalidation. We analyze all

²Note that with N clients in each CN, there are at most N dynamically-allocated WCBs and unique keys at the same time, whose memory consumption (i.e., size of N key-value items) is negligible.
operations that change the slots (i.e., slot insert, update, and delete) and find there are only three types of cache invalidation in the current SMART design, i.e., Type 1: adjustments on the parent-child relationship, Type 2: node type changes, and Type 3: deleted nodes. Specifically:

For slot insert, inserting a new slot does not affect the client cache since the new slot is not in the client cache.

For slot update, it contains four situations according to the structure of slots in Figure 6a (note that the Partial Key field keeps unchanged until deleted):

- Updating the Child Pointer field. This type of cache invalidation corresponds to Type 1.
- Updating the Type field. This type of cache invalidation corresponds to Type 2.
- Updating the Leaf field. Since leaf nodes have different addresses from internal nodes, the Leaf field update should be combined with a Child Pointer update. Thus this type of cache invalidation corresponds to Type 1.
- Updating the Lenleaf field. This field keeps unchanged since SMART is currently designed for fixed-sized leaf nodes. The support for variable-sized leaf nodes will be discussed in § 4.5.

For slot delete, this type of cache invalidation corresponds to Type 3.

Reverse check mechanism. To handle the above three types of cache invalidation situations, we design a reverse check mechanism specifically for SMART, as existing solutions on B+ trees are infeasible for ART. We store the check information in remote internal and leaf nodes. A mismatch between check information and cache content indicates an outdated cache entry, which will be invalidated.

(1) Adjustments on the parent-child relationship. We store a reverse pointer in the front of each node to point to its parent, as shown in Figure 6. If the client reads a remote node according to a cached pointer, it checks whether the reverse address is equal to the node address in the cache entry. If not, a mismatch is found, which indicates that a newly inserted node (e.g., caused by leaf split or header split) is invisible to the client due to the outdated cache entry.

(2) Node type changes. We design a Type field in the header of each node to indicate the current type of the node, as shown in Figure 6a. If the client reads a remote node according to a cached pointer, it checks whether the in-header Type value being read is the same as that in the cached slot. If not, and the in-header Type value is larger than the cached one, read the rest of the remote node.

(3) Deleted nodes. We set the in-header Type value to zero to indicate the deleted state of an internal node. As for a deleted leaf node, the Valid bit is unset.

4.4 Operations

All operations first search in the cache for the deepest slot that is matched by the prefix of the target key. If none of the cached slots hits, start the traversal from the tree root slot.

Search. The client first reads the node according to the slot, after which a reverse check is conducted to check if the cache entry expires. If yes, invalidate the cache entry and retry this search. As for a leaf node being read, the target item is found if its key is the same as the target key. Otherwise, it does not exist. As for an internal node, if all the in-header partial keys are matched, and the next target partial key can be found in a slot, read the next node along the child pointer in the slot and repeat the process. Otherwise, the target item does not exist.

Insert/Update. The client first reads the node and conducts a reverse check like the search. After that, as for a leaf node, if its key is the same as the target key, execute an in-place leaf update. Otherwise, a leaf split is needed. As for an internal node, if a mismatching for the in-header partial keys is found, conduct a header split. Otherwise, turn to search among the slots. If the current target partial key can be found in a slot, read the next node along the corresponding child pointer in the slot and start the process again. Otherwise, conduct a normal insert with the next empty pointer slot. If no empty slot can be found, a node type switch is needed.

Delete. Delete operations have a similar process as insert operations. A normal delete clears the slot pointing to the target leaf node via RDMA_CAS and unsets the Valid bit of the deleted leaf node. Opposite operations of leaf split and header split are conducted for path compression.

Scan. At each level of traversal, the client conducts parallel RDMA_READs to fetch all nodes inside the target key range. For each RDMA_READ, the client processes the node being read in the same way as the search operation, with an additional comparison between partial keys and target key range to exclude unwanted concurrent search paths. Like many other existing tree indexes [53, 59] on DM, SMART does not guarantee the scan is atomic with concurrent insert or update operations.

4.5 Discussion

Support for variable-sized keys and values. SMART currently supports fixed-sized keys and values. For variable-sized keys and values, the optimizations of update-in-place leaf node and rear embedded lock in SMART are no longer applicable. Instead, SMART can use the RCU scheme to out-of-place update the leaf node to support variable-sized keys and values. The search, insert and delete operations on
variable-sized key-value items are the same as that on fixed-sized ones.

As for the leaf node structure, SMART can follow the design in RACE [60]. As shown in Figure 10, the leaf node structure includes a $Len_{key}$ field and a $Len_{val}$ field, which indicate the sizes of the following Key and Value fields, respectively. SMART can use the 7-bit $Len_{leaf}$ field in the parent slot and a pre-configured $length\_unit$ value to indicate the length of the leaf node. The maximum length of a leaf node is $2^7 \cdot length\_unit$. When a key-value item exceeds the maximum length, SMART can store the remaining content in a second key-value block linked to the leaf node.

Moreover, the cache validation mechanism (§ 4.3) can be extended to support variable-sized leaf nodes with a new cache invalidation situation, i.e., Type 4: leaf node length changes. When a client reads a remote leaf node according to a cached slot, it checks whether the sum of the $Len_{key}$ and $Len_{val}$ values equals the $Len_{leaf}\cdot length\_unit$ value. If not, the cached slot is invalid.

**Generality of techniques in SMART.** Some techniques in SMART can also be applied to other kinds of indexes. Particularly: 1) The RDWC technique can benefit any tree indexes since it is transparent to the lower-level index structures. When applied to other index structures, it brings about the same performance improvement as applied to ART. 2) The reverse check mechanism can benefit any radix-tree-based indexes. It is designed to handle the cache validation problems caused by ART’s features. 3) The rear embedded lock can be adopted in any lock-based structures on DM to save one RTT.

**The first lock-free ART design.** A pure lock-free ART can be formed with the lock-free node design in Figure 6a and a lock-free leaf node design with a traditional RCU scheme. To our knowledge, this is the first lock-free ART design. In our implementation, SMART can degenerate into the pure lock-free ART by disabling the optimizations of update-in-place leaf node and rear embedded lock.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

**Testbed.** We run all experiments on 16 physical machines (16 CNs and 2 MNs) on the Clemson cluster of CloudLab [13]. Each machine has 32-core Intel Xeon CPUs, 256GB of DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-6 IB RNIC. Each RNIC is connected to a 100Gbps Ethernet switch. Each MN owns 64GB DRAM and 1 CPU core for network connection and memory allocation. Each CN owns 4GB DRAM and 64 CPU cores, where each core can serve as a client. The MNs register memory with huge pages to reduce page translation cache misses of RNICs [12].

**Workloads.** Without explicit mention, we use the index microbench [55] to generate YCSB [10] workloads like previous work [6,26,39]. We evaluate SMART with 6 YCSB core workloads: A (50% read, 50% update), B (95% read, 5% update), C (100% read), D (latest-read, 95% read, 5% insert), E (95% scan accessing up to 100 items, 5% insert) and an additional LOAD (100% insert) workloads, using the default Zipfian distribution for all workloads except for YCSB LOAD and D. For most workloads, we test 2 key types, i.e., integer (8-byte) and string (32-byte). For string workloads, we use 125 million publicly available email addresses [15] and conduct a common pre-processing (i.e., swap username and domain fields of email addresses) like previous work [32,38,39,55]. We use 8-byte values consistent with prior work [6,24,38,41,53,56]. For each workload, we populate 60 million keys before conducting 60 million operations, except for the LOAD test.

**Comparisons.** We compare SMART with two state-of-the-art tree indexes, i.e., Sherman [53] and ART [32]. We use the default configuration of Sherman (e.g., a span size of 32 for long key) with all optimizations enabled (e.g., on-chip memory). Since ART is not designed for DM, we port it to DM by re-implementing it from scratch (as mentioned in § 3), including its synchronization design (i.e., ROWEX [33]). For better baseline performance, we apply the HOCL of Sherman to ART and any other baselines of SMART. Coroutines are used in each client to hide RDMA polling overhead.

5.2 Performance Comparison

Figures 11 and 12 present the throughput-latency curves of the three indexes with integer and string keys respectively, using various numbers of clients (16 at least and 896 at most, evenly distributed across 16 CNs). Without loss of generality, we discuss the performance of integer keys in the following.

**Search-only workload (YCSB C).** For the YCSB C workload, SMART outperforms Sherman by $2.8 \times$ due to no leaf read amplification, as mentioned in § 3. Moreover, it outperforms ART by $1.2 \times$ due to the read delegation mechanism for reducing redundant I/Os. It is worth noting that SMART achieves up to 96M requests per second, which breaks through the total IOPS upper bound of memory-side RNICs (about 90 Mops in total with the two MNs). This is because the read delegation can perform concurrent duplicated reads with only one delegated read. Besides, the similar P99 latency of SMART and ART shows that the read delegation causes near-zero overhead.

**Insert workload (YCSB LOAD, D).** For the YCSB LOAD workload, SMART outperforms Sherman and ART by $1.6 \times$, $1.5 \times$ in throughput and achieves $1.4 \times$, $1.5 \times$ lower P99 latency respectively. This can be attributed to the design of the lock-free internal nodes. Specifically, both Sherman and ART have low throughput and high latency due to the node-
Figure 11: The performance comparison of tree indexes on DM under YCSB workloads of integer keys.

Figure 12: The performance comparison of tree indexes on DM under YCSB workloads of string keys.

Figure 13: The scalability of tree indexes under the YCSB A workload of integer keys.

Figure 14: The performance of scan under the YCSB E workload of integer keys with different value sizes.

grained locks, which introduce additional RTTs with frequent lock-fail retries, thus wasting the limited IOPS of RNICs in write-intensive scenarios (i.e., 50% insert). Interestingly, with string workloads, the latency of ART becomes much worse since the smaller set of string partial keys (e.g., alphanumeric characters) aggravates concurrency conflicts.

For the YCSB D workload, SMART achieves 2.4× and 1.4× higher throughput and 1.1× and 1.8× lower P99 latency, compared with Sherman and ART respectively. With fewer write conflicts (i.e., only 5% insert), read and write amplifications become the main reason for the poor performance of Sherman. ART still has a high tail latency since concurrent writes cause cache misses, leading to remote tree traversals and thus continuous lock operations on the remote tree.

Update workload (YCSB A, B). Compared with Sherman and ART, SMART gains 6.1× and 3.4× improvement in throughput and 1.4× and 1.3× reduction in latency for YCSB A, and achieves 2.4× and 1.8× higher throughput and 1.1× and 1.7× lower P99 latency for YCSB B, respectively.

Unlike the insert workload, YCSB A and B follow a Zipfian distribution of skewness 0.99, indicating a high amount of update concurrency conflicts. Consequently, Sherman performs poorly with YCSB A due to its coarse-grained, lock-based concurrency control. ART performs better than Sherman since update operations do not modify the partial key fields and thus do not need to acquire locks. However, the out-of-place update scheme used by ART causes cache thrashing, resulting in huge cache-miss overhead and thus much higher latency than SMART. Note that the cache thrashing also impacts search performance, leaving a poor performance of ART on YCSB B (with only 5% update). As shown in Figure 13, ART experiences performance collapse with increasing clients due to severe cache thrashing. In contrast, SMART shows excellent scalability due to the cache-friendly in-place leaf node design and fine-grained concurrency control.

Scan workload (YCSB E). We evaluate the performance of scan operations with 128 clients using varying value sizes as shown in Figure 14. For a small value size (e.g., 8 bytes), SMART shows poorer performance than Sherman since the small-sized leaf nodes saturate the memory-side IOPS upper bound, which is an inherent shortcoming of radix trees. However, for a value size larger than 64 bytes, which is common in real-world workload [4,58], the scan performance of Sherman becomes worse than SMART since the large-sized leaf nodes rapidly saturate the bandwidth bottleneck.
SMART achieves much better performance with an average of 0.76 lock-fail retry count, compared to 5 lock-fail retry when using RDWC, which can introduce a 26.2% higher throughput. This is because RDWC saves not only the lock overhead but also the superfluous bandwidth consumption of reads and writes.

As the design of RDWC is transparent to the lower-level index structures, it will lead to the same amount of performance improvements on Sherman, i.e., 1.3× and 1.1× under write-intensive and read-only workloads (Figure 15). Therefore, after applying RDWC to Sherman, SMART can still achieve 4.7× (= 6.1/1.3) higher throughput under write-intensive workloads and 2.5× (= 2.8/1.1) higher throughput under read-only workloads.

**Cache-related techniques.** Some cache-related techniques contribute to cache efficiency: 1) Homogeneous adaptive internal node. Due to the homogeneous adaptive internal node design, more fine-grained and flexible adaptive nodes are available, saving cache space with smaller sizes of cached nodes. 2) ART-indexed cache. Compared with a normal hash-based cache index, ART-indexed cache can efficiently save memory consumption of index keys without redundant key prefixes stored. As shown in Figure 17, after applying the above two techniques one by one, SMART achieves an increasing cache hit ratio and overall throughput under each specific limited cache size.

**5.4 Sensitivity**

In this section, we investigate how the workload skewness, key size, and value size affect the performance of SMART. We use 16 CNs with 16 clients each and integer keys for the sensitivity evaluation.

**Skew test.** Figure 18a shows the performances of different tree indexes on a generated Zipfian workload [35] (50% search + 50% update) with various skewness. SMART performs best under both slightly and highly skewed workloads. Sherman shows a good performance in slightly skewed workloads, while having the poorest performance in highly skewed workloads because of its coarse-grained lock-based concurrency control design. ART performs better than Sherman in

---

**Figure 15:** The factor analysis of overall performance on SMART.

**Figure 16:** The efficiency comparison of HOCL, E-HOCL, and RDWC under the YCSB C workload of string keys with different cache sizes.

**Figure 17:** The factor analysis of cache hit ratio and overall throughput under each specific limited cache size.
highly skewed workloads due to the lock-free RCU scheme but performs worst in slightly skewed workloads due to cache thrashing. Note that the RDWC in SMART does not benefit the overall throughput since the network bandwidth is unsaturated. As the Zipfian skewness grows from 0.5 to 0.99, the performance of ART and SMART decrease by the same multiple (2.6×), and thus their performance gap is reduced. The performance of Sherman decreases by 7.4×, indicating the poor efficiency of coarse-grained lock-based design.

Impact of key/value size. Figures 18b and 18c show the impact of key size and value size on the performances of the three tree indexes under YCSB C with sufficient caches. As the key size grows from 8 to 256 bytes, SMART and ART show a slight performance decline (1.3×), while Sherman experiences a rapid drop in performance (14×). As the value size grows from 8 to 1024 bytes, the performance decreases of SMART, ART and Sherman are 3.1×, 3.4× and 64×, respectively. This is because, during each search, Sherman needs to fetch the whole leaf node, whose size grows with key and value size, causing the rapidly increasing consumption of network bandwidth. On the contrary, SMART and ART only need to fetch the fine-grained small-sized leaf node. Thus, they are not bounded by the network bandwidth bottleneck, showing a stable performance with varying key sizes and value sizes. The performances of ART and SMART are close since the read delegation in SMART does not benefit the throughput under the unsaturated network. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 11d.

6 Related Work

Disaggregated Memory. The DM architecture is widely discussed in the literature [3, 9, 16, 19, 20, 27, 47], which is proposed to address the problem of a growing imbalance between computing and memory resources. Many recent academic works have been conducted on DM. LegoOS [46] designs a distributed operating system for disaggregated resource management. PolarDB Serverless [8] co-designs the database and DM to achieve better dynamic resource provisioning and faster failure recovery speed. Clover [52] explores an efficient manner to build a key-value store on disaggregated persistent memory (PM), with careful designs between the data plane and the metadata/control plane. FUSEE [48] designs a fully memory-disaggregated key-value store that brings disaggregation to metadata management. ROLEX [34] proposes a scalable RDMA-oriented learned key-value store that dissociates the model retraining from data modification operations. RACE [60] is an extendible RDMA-based hashing index with lock-free remote concurrency control and efficient remote resizing. Sherman [53] is a B+ tree index on DM with RDMA-friendly software techniques to boost index write performance. SMART focuses on building a fast, scalable radix tree index on DM with small read and write amplifications.

RDMA-based Tree Indexes. Attracted by the high performance of RDMA, there are increasing studies focusing on RDMA-based tree indexes [1, 41, 45, 53, 59]. Many studies conduct operations via remote procedure calls (RPCs), which are unsuitable for DM due to weak memory-side computation power. FG [59], designed as a B-link tree, is the first index that completely leverages one-side verbs for write operations and thus supports DM. Sherman [53] is the state-of-the-art B+ tree index with several RDMA-friendly software techniques. However, constrained by the structure of the B+ tree, it suffers from low peak throughput and early latency deterioration due to read and write amplifications. Besides, extending RDMA interfaces is another approach to design tree indexes on DM, which offloads index write operations into memory-side NICs via SmartNICs or other customized hardware [1, 7, 14, 25, 36, 44, 49]. To our knowledge, SMART is the first radix tree index on DM that achieves high performance with commodity RNICs.

7 Conclusion

Based on a thorough theoretical and experimental analysis of tree indexes built on DM, this paper points out the performance bottleneck of B+ trees on DM due to severe read and write amplifications and then presents SMART, the first radix-tree-based index on DM. SMART addresses the challenges of applying ART on DM, including a hybrid concurrency control scheme to reduce lock overhead and avoid cache thrashing, a read-delegation and write-combining technique to reduce redundant I/Os, and a tailed cache validation mechanism. Our evaluation results show that SMART outperforms the state-of-the-art B+ tree on DM by up to 6.1× under read-intensive workloads and 2.8× under read-only workloads.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
The artifact provides the source code of SMART and automated scripts to reproduce all the experiment results in the paper. The experiment results can show the superiority of ART on DM compared with the B+ tree and demonstrate the efficacy and efficiency of SMART we design.

Scope
Superiority of ART on DM. By reproducing the experiments of Figure 3, the artifact can validate that the radix tree is more suitable for DM than the B+ tree due to smaller read amplification under read-only workloads.

Challenges of ART on DM. By reproducing the experiments of Figure 4, the artifact can validate that ART suffers from significant challenges on DM under hybrid read-write workloads.

Efficacy and Efficiency of SMART. By reproducing the experiments of Figure 11-18, the artifact can validate that SMART can show better performance under YCSB workloads, compared with the state-of-the-art B+ tree on DM and a naive ART design.

Contents
Source codes. The artifact contains source codes of SMART and the compared baselines (e.g., ART). Specifically, the source code of SMART contains the implementation of our three key designs, i.e., the hybrid ART concurrency control scheme, the read-delegation and write-combining technique, and the reverse check mechanism for cache validation.

Automated scripts. The artifact also contains automated scripts to reproduce all the experiment results in the paper, i.e., Figure 3-4, 11-18. Each figure has a Python script to automatically reproduce and visualize the experimental results.

Hosting
The artifact is available at https://github.com/dmemsys/SMART. Please use the latest commit version on the main branch.

Requirements
The artifact is developed and tested using the r650 machines on CloudLab. 16 r650 machines are needed to reproduce all the results. Each r650 machine has two 36-core Intel Xeon CPUs, 256GB of DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-6 IB RNIC. Each RNIC is connected to a 100Gbps Ethernet switch.

Tutorial
Environment setup. To set up the environment, please clone the source codes to the r650 machines. The necessary dependencies can be installed using our provided shell scripts in the artifact. Listing 1 shows the commands to set up the experiment environment.

Listing 1: Commands to set up the environment.

```
# Set bash as the default shell
sudo su && chsh -s /bin/bash
# Install Mellanox OFED
cd SMART
sh ./script/installMLNX.sh
# Resize disk partition
sh ./script/resizePartition.sh
reboot
sudo su && resize2fs /dev/sda1
# Install libraries and tools
cd SMART
sh ./script/installLibs.sh
# Setup hugepages
echo 36864 > /proc/sys/vm.nr_hugepages
```

Workloads generation. The index microbench is used to generate YCSB workloads, including two key types, i.e., integer and string. Listing 2 shows the commands to generate all the workloads to reproduce the results.

Listing 2: Commands to generate all workloads.

```
# Download YCSB source code
cd SMART/ycsb
sudo su && curl -O --location https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/releases/download/0.11.0/ycsb-0.11.0.tar.gz
tar xfvz ycsvb-0.11.0.tar.gz
mv ycsvb-0.11.0 YCSB
# Download the email dataset
gdown --id 1ZJcQOuFi7IpAG6ZBgXwhjEeKO1T7Alzp
# Start to generate all the workloads
sh generate_full_workloads.sh
```

Results Reproduced. The artifact provides a single batch script to reproduce all the experiments. This script should be run on a master node, which can directly establish SSH connections to other nodes of the r650 cluster.

To reproduce the experiments, please set up the home_dir and master_ip values in ./exp/params/common.json. Then the script can be run. Listing 3 shows the commands. The reproduced results will be saved automatically.

Listing 3: Commands to start all experiments.

```
sudo su && cd SMART/exp
# Run all the experiments
sh run_all.sh
```
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Abstract
Cloud environments host many tenants, and typically there is substantial overlap between the application binaries and libraries executed by tenants. Thus, memory de-duplication can increase memory density by allocating memory for shared binaries only once. Existing de-duplication approaches, however, either rely on a shared OS to de-deduplicate binary objects, which provides unacceptably weak isolation; or exploit hypervisor-based de-duplication at the level of memory pages, which is blind to the semantics of the objects to be shared.

We describe Object Reuse with Capabilities (ORC), which supports the fine-grained sharing of binary objects between tenants, while isolating tenants strongly through a small trusted computing base (TCB). ORC uses hardware support for memory capabilities to isolate tenants, which permits shared objects to be accessible to multiple tenants safely. Since ORC shares binary objects within a single address space through capabilities, it uses a new relocation type to create per-tenant state when loading shared objects. ORC supports the loading of objects by an untrusted guest, outside of its TCB, only verifying the safety of the loaded data. Our experiments show that ORC achieves a higher memory density with a lower overhead than hypervisor-based de-deduplication.

1 Introduction
In data centers, memory density determines how many applications can be deployed on machines with given memory amounts. Therefore, density is a critical cost factor, as memory contributes significantly to capital and operational expenses [3]. The challenge of achieving high memory density is expected to worsen as applications move to larger working set sizes [20, 36], and machines have more memory [10].

High memory density can be achieved by de-duplicating memory pages that have the same contents across a constellation of virtual machines (VMs), containers, and processes running on machines. This exploits that, in practice, the same OS is used across VMs, the same applications across containers, and the same libraries across processes [7, 31, 41, 61].

We observe that there is a trade-off between the efficiency of de-duplication and the level of isolation between tenants. Containers and processes achieve near-perfect memory density when they use a shared OS with binary loaders that explicitly identify de-duplication opportunities, e.g., through dynamic shared libraries [24, 25]. The high efficiency of de-duplication is due to the shared OS, which has visibility of memory at a binary object level. For security reasons, cloud environments, however, require stronger isolation between tenants, i.e., by using VMs without a shared OS.

In contrast, hypervisors implement strong isolation at the instruction set architecture (ISA) level, moving OS-level semantics to the guest OS. While this removes complexity from hypervisors, allowing them to provide strong isolation, it loses semantic information about how memory pages are used by VMs for object allocation. Memory de-duplication must thus occur at a page level: the hypervisor compares page contents blindly across VMs and performs expensive page table manipulations when de-duplicating, both of which result in performance and tail latency overheads [8, 39]. While hypervisors can accept de-duplication hints from VMs to reduce page scanning [1, 31, 40, 51], this does not eliminate overheads.

Our goal is to design a new cloud software stack that combines high memory density with low overhead, while providing strong isolation guarantees between tenants, relying only on a small trusted computing base (TCB).

We describe Object Reuse with Capabilities (ORC), a new cloud software stack that allows de-duplication across tenants with strong isolation, a small TCB, and low overheads. ORC extends a binary program format (ELF [9]) to enable isolation domains to share binary objects, i.e., programs and libraries, by design. Object sharing is always explicit, thus avoiding the performance overheads of hypervisors with page de-duplication. For strong isolation, ORC only shares immutable and integrity-protected objects. To keep the TCB small, object loading is performed by the untrusted guest OS.

In more detail, the design and implementation of ORC combines the following novel features:
(1) Object sharing with capabilities. Current cloud stacks use page tables to control isolation and sharing, but page table manipulation is expensive: inter-VM sharing requires exits into the hypervisor to modify nested page tables [60]; de-duplication must temporarily downgrade page table entries, which can severely affect tail latencies [54].

Instead, ORC shares binary objects by design between isolation domains: it uses hardware support for memory capabilities [14, 16, 34, 64, 66] to place objects into compartments. Memory capabilities grant access to memory regions, can be copied between memory and registers, and are protected by hardware. They can be a building block for isolating cloud tenants with a small TCB by supporting an OS instance per compartment, as in today’s VMs [49].

With the help of capabilities, ORC isolates multiple compartments within a single address space, while sharing binary objects between compartments with virtually no overhead. ORC uses memory capabilities to isolate compartments within a single page table, safely and efficiently sharing objects in a controlled way.

(2) Safe sharing of immutable objects. Current binary formats, memory layouts, and loaders are designed for sharing across address spaces. After an object is loaded into memory, formats such as ELF [9] assume that global variables are mapped at fixed addresses relative to the code. While this is not an issue with per-process page tables, because an object’s global variables are mapped to different physical addresses in each process, ORC’s shared page table means that global per-process-and-object variables must be handled differently when sharing pages across compartments.

As a solution, ORC introduces a new type of variable relocation for compartment-local storage (CLS). ORC maintains absolute and code-relative references for code and read-only data, and the area for per-thread variables, i.e., thread-local storage (TLS). It also adds a new mechanism for per-process variables that replaces the traditional global variable references. This allows compartments to share immutable contents directly, i.e., code and read-only data, while still having per-process-and-thread state that is isolated across compartments.

Under the hood, ORC allocates writable global variables in each compartment’s CLS, and loads objects to refer always to the executing compartment’s CLS (similar to TLS).

(3) Untrusted loading of shared objects. When objects are shared across isolation domains, loading is typically controlled by the TCB. The complexity of object loading bloats the TCB: it requires access to I/O devices, must load binary data into memory, and adjust memory contents to reflect load-time addresses, e.g., through relocations. Such functionality spans user-level, kernel-level and device driver code, and moving it into the TCB exposes a wide attack surface.

ORC avoids this issue by allowing untrusted compartments to handle most of the object loading (i.e., storage and file system I/O, data processing and copying, and adjustments of memory contents). When an object is requested for the first time, the untrusted compartment manages its loading, and requests ORC to register an immutable and integrity-protected version of the newly-loaded object.

ORC verifies that the loaded object cannot be used to attack future compartments that reuse the same object, and makes it available to future load requests. The verification process is simple: it requires (i) scanning the memory contents of the registered object to calculate a hash, which ensures the object’s integrity in future load requests; and (ii) checking that any contained capabilities used by the object stay within the object’s memory and maintain immutability.

We evaluate ORC using a prototype implementation on the CHERI/Morello platform [42, 66] that includes a new compiler pass and loader support for CLS, a small privileged component that manages compartments and enforces the properties for secure sharing of binary objects, and a port of a library OS and C standard library that execute in each compartment.

We consider three workloads: (1) a cloud-based video transcoding micro-service, showing that ORC’s memory de-duplication is more resource-efficient compared to page-level de-duplication; (2) a latency-sensitive key/value store, demonstrating the lower impact of object-level de-duplication on tail latencies; and (3) an embedded database system, evaluating ORC’s decomposition cost into sharable compartments.

ORC has several limitations: unlike hypervisor-based de-duplication, ORC only de-duplicates read-only contents; it needs applications recompiled to use capability instructions and the new CLS; and it executes all compartments in one virtual address space, because capabilities use virtual addresses.

2 Increasing Memory Density in the Cloud

Memory density in cloud computing defines how efficiently the cloud provider is utilizing memory. Improving memory density is crucial for providers, because memory is often the main resource that determines how many tenants can be accommodated [33]. While providers want to exploit as many memory-sharing opportunities as possible, they must ensure that tenants and their workloads remain isolated.

We first discuss different approaches and their associated challenges for page-based isolation and memory sharing (§2.1). After that, we provide background on memory capabilities, which can act as an isolation mechanism without some of the drawbacks of page table-based isolation (§2.2).

2.1 Page-based memory sharing and isolation

Cloud tenants expect strong isolation for their applications from those of other tenants, while providers seek ways to minimize the total physical memory footprint by finding sharable memory. The two goals are at odds with each other: the
mechanisms that we have for efficient memory sharing are, in essence, reducing the level of isolation between tenants.

With today’s isolation approaches, we must choose between containers [35, 38] and VMs [2, 30, 61], which in turn dictate how memory sharing can be done:

(1) **OS-managed memory sharing.** Container-based deployments rely on a shared OS for isolation. The OS provides user-space abstractions for sharing memory, and a loader can map the same binary object (e.g., dynamic library) across multiple processes. The OS has thus enough user-level information to de-duplicate object contents at load time, sharing memory across containers without extra runtime overhead.

Higher memory density in containers comes at the expense of isolation. Containers are not as strongly isolated as VMs, because they are managed by a shared OS kernel. Such a large, shared TCB is too complex to eliminate all vulnerabilities [11], which can be exploited by malicious containers to access information from other containers and tenants [12, 13].

(2) **Hypervisor-managed memory sharing.** VMs offer stronger isolation compared to containers: they expose a narrow virtualization interface at the level of the ISA, with a potentially small TCB (the hypervisor) that makes security vulnerabilities less likely [29, 57]. To share memory between VMs, typical hypervisors, such as ESX [61] and KVM [30], identify and eliminate redundant memory pages at runtime. Since the hypervisor lacks visibility into the semantics of user-space applications within each VM, it must periodically scan the memory of each VM to find pages with identical content, and remap these guest physical pages across VMs into the same host physical page to de-duplicate their contents.

A popular implementation of this approach is Linux kernel same-page merging (KSM) [1], which the KVM hypervisor leverages to eliminate duplicate memory pages across VMs. KSM periodically scans physical memory to find identical pages, and deduplicates them by mapping a single physical copy to multiple virtual locations. It also marks those pages as copy-on-write (COW), which triggers the re-duplication before a modification on shared page contents. Therefore, each VM instance can safely operate on its own copy, without affecting the memory contents of other VMs.

KSM uses red-black trees to search for memory pages with identical content. For efficiency, it utilizes two trees: (1) a **stable** tree that contains already-shared pages; and (2) an **unstable** tree that represents pages not shared but scanned previously. During the scanning process of a memory page, KSM first searches for a match in the stable tree. If the page is found, the redundant copy is eliminated through merging. If there is no match in the stable tree, KSM checks whether the page has been modified since the last scanning round by comparing hashes. If the page has not been modified, it is considered a suitable candidate for searching in the unstable tree. If the page is found in the unstable tree, merging occurs, and the shared page is inserted into the stable tree. Otherwise, it is inserted into the unstable tree as a scanned page. The unstable tree is also reinitialized after each scanning round.

Despite the advantages of hypervisor-based isolation, its memory de-duplication mechanism has several drawbacks: (1) blindly scanning page contents and manipulating their permissions comes with an overhead on average performance and tail latencies [8, 39, 54]; (2) hypervisors lack the visibility of an OS to application-level load-time semantics, and therefore must rely on page scans; (3) while the use of larger pages in the cloud improves memory performance [27, 47], it can reduce memory density by making memory de-duplication less frequent; and (4) the use of COW semantics on de-duplicated pages has been shown to be vulnerable to timing side-channel attacks across VMs [26, 45, 58, 59, 67, 69].

### 2.2 Isolation with memory capabilities

As described above, using paging for both translation and protection introduces performance challenges in traditional virtualized environments due to its management granularity. In contrast, **memory capabilities** offer an alternative memory protection mechanism that is more flexible, robust, and efficient to manage. At the same time, memory capabilities can co-exist with the use of paging for translation [4, 6, 18, 19, 64].

Memory capabilities replace integer-type pointers with protected capabilities. Unlike regular pointers, capabilities provide information to enforce accesses within a given address range and access type. They can thus be used to partition a single address space into multiple, isolated regions, allowing the use of a single page table across isolation domains.

**Memory capabilities.** The Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) architecture [62] provides a modern implementation of memory capabilities. It introduces new instructions, registers, and other hardware primitives to support capabilities. CHERI enforces three properties: (1) **provenance** ensures that a capability cannot be created from an arbitrary sequence of bytes, but can only be derived from another capability; (2) **capability integrity** guarantees that capabilities in memory cannot be modified. One-bit **validity tags** are used to distinguish them from other data for protection; and (3) **monotonicity** ensures that a capability’s permissions, including its bounds, cannot be expanded but only reduced.

CHERI can thus replace all pointers in an application with capabilities to enforce precise bounds and permissions on each memory access. This is known as the **pure-capability (pure-cap)** mode. Pure-cap enables spatial memory safety and fine-grained memory sharing, but requires ABI changes and other source code changes, e.g., to pointer-integer casts. CHERI also supports a **hybrid** mode, in which code is permitted to use legacy, capability-unaware instructions. In this mode, all control flow and memory operations are checked against a pair of special registers that contain **program-counter and default data capabilities**, thus restricting the code and data accesses performed by capability-unaware instructions.
Code can use the capability-aware CInvoke instruction to perform function calls between isolated memory domains, carrying the necessary capability arguments across domains.

**Capability-based compartmentalization.** Capabilities offer a good mechanism to isolate software components, and their flexibility and efficiency can eliminate the overheads of page-based sharing. CAP-VM [49] describes a new capability-based compartmentalization mechanism: each capability compartment (cVM) has its own separate address sub-range within a shared address space, and executes programs in CHERI’s hybrid mode. cVMs are managed by a shared TCB component called the Intravisor, similar to a VM hypervisor. The Intravisor is a host process that starts cVMs as one or more host threads within its address space, using the default capabilities in hybrid mode to isolate cVMs. Each cVM has its own library OS instance to support private namespaces and program execution environments.

Fig. 1 shows how multiple components can be placed in capability compartments, potentially sharing access to objects across compartments. An Intravisor, or some other cross-compartment TCB, can give each compartment the capabilities needed to jump into/call code in other compartments, allowing the compartments to share capabilities to the same object. The figure also shows how capabilities can be used to request Intravisor operations (hostcalls at the bottom).

After compiling software components using CHERI’s pure-cap mode, however, it is not possible to use capability-based compartments to share objects efficiently, because: (1) the Intravisor has no explicit information about the content and sharing properties of objects; and (2) existing storage formats and memory layouts of pure-cap binary objects assume that each compartment has its own page table.

In particular, ELF [9] assumes that global variables are reachable through constant addresses relative to code locations. If we use a per-process (or compartment) page table, we can physically share non-writable pages across processes, while having separate contents for writable pages. This is no longer the case if we use a single page table, which is the only way to avoid page table management overheads.

### 2.3 Efficiency and security considerations

The goal of this paper is to provide high memory density in cloud environments. To achieve this goal, our solution must fulfill the following requirements:

1. **Strong isolation with a minimal TCB:** Memory sharing is needed for density, but it should not undermine isolation between tenants. We must thus reduce the attack surface by providing a small TCB with a narrow interface to manage isolation and sharing for density.

2. **Low performance overhead:** The sharing mechanism should not incur high overheads in terms of CPU cycles, and it should not prevent the system from performing other optimizations, such as using large pages to reduce TLB misses.

3. **High sharing precision:** The sharing mechanism should support arbitrary object sizes and have visibility into the intended object sharing semantics. An ideal solution should not miss opportunities to share, nor unintentionally share memory that soon diverges into different contents. This can be a problem with KSM, because it blindly de-duplicates pages solely based on content and access frequencies.

Note that sharing memory can be used as an unintended side channel across compartments. This is an intrinsic trade-off between memory density and isolation that all cloud providers face, regardless of the employed mechanism. Given the importance of side channels, there are proposals to avoid or mitigate them at both hardware and software levels [23, 44].

The sharing of binary objects in this work is limited to side channels on accesses to (i) code and (ii) read-only data only. Since the user controls which binary objects to share and when, they can decide on a suitable policy for trading off between memory efficiency and side-channel resistance. We leave the exploration of such policies to future work.

### 3 Design of ORC

We exploit the capabilities provided by the CHERI architecture [62] to implement both software compartmentalization and binary object sharing. ORC shares binary objects explicitly, making the use of physical memory denser without the performance overheads of de-duplication.

Fig. 2 shows an example with two applications (app1 and app2), which use multiple object binaries that are identical across VMs, including the OS kernel (database, libc and kernel). Fig. 2a shows a baseline system in which each application is deployed in a VM for maximum isolation. In this case, the hypervisor incurs overheads of memory de-duplication.
In contrast, Fig. 2b shows the approach taken by ORC. Programs are isolated into compartments (shown as light yellow boxes), which contain all needed objects (app1, app2, database and LibC) as well as their own OS kernel instance (kernel). ORC compartments are deployed using a shared page table, and obtain access to non-overlapping addresses using memory capabilities. Both the page table and capabilities are controlled by the TCB, shown as Intravisor.

Compartments are strongly isolated: each has its own OS instance, and they are restricted to access non-overlapping memory address ranges. Sharing objects across compartments is supported through capabilities, which provide access to the object’s contents (light red boxes with objects database, LibC and kernel). If possible, the ORC program loader requests capabilities from the Intravisor for an object that has already been loaded by another compartment. Otherwise, the compartment loads the object itself and registers it with the Intravisor, allowing future compartments to reuse it.

To make object sharing across compartments safe, the Intravisor must ensure that a shared object cannot be modified after registration. This, of course, implies that the registering compartment cannot change the object after registering it, but also that shared objects cannot contain writable state. We indicate this with the dotted lines in Fig. 2b: each shared object is recompiled to have per-compartment instances of any writable state. We refer to this as compartment-local storage (CLS).

As a result, objects can be efficiently shared across domains, while retaining strong isolation down to the level of separate OS instances. In addition, sharing is part of the cloud software stack, ensuring that the memory density benefits do not come at the cost of reduced performance.

### 3.1 Architecture overview

Fig. 3 shows the high-level architecture of ORC. Programs execute within a compartment (shown as yellow boxes) and have statically and dynamically-linked objects, as usual.

- All potentially shareable objects, including the main program binary, must be compiled with our ORC-specific extensions. These extensions move all the writable state of an object into the CLS, i.e., all global writable variables, by extending the binary storage format and the loader (see below).
- The figure shows an example with three global variables, a constant, a thread-local, and a writable variable (var0, var1, and var2, respectively). Of the three variables, only var2 is moved to the CLS, because thread-local variables are already stored in a per-thread data structure, the TLS.

Note that none of these elements are part of the TCB – compartments can still use private copies of objects without the ORC extensions, and only references to global writable variables are changed to the CLS. Heap allocations are supported as usual, resulting in private compartment allocations.

Each compartment has its own, untrusted loader (ld.so in Linux). The compartment itself therefore loads the required objects by reading them from storage and parses their contents according to the binary format (e.g., ELF).

- When the loader finds an ORC shareable object, it allocates the necessary memory to load the object and prepares it for execution.

After loading, the compartment calls the Intravisor’s orc_register() operation to register the loaded object for future use. The compartment passes the capabilities to where the object’s contents are loaded, and a list of variable references in the object’s code. The Intravisor then copies the object to a new location controlled by itself, computes a hash of its contents, resolves the variable references to the new load address, and registers the object’s hash and allocation capabilities for future use. At this point, all compartments, including the registering one, proceed in the knowledge that the shareable object is available in the Intravisor.

- When a shareable object is registered in the Intravisor, the compartment requests it via orc_request(), passing it the expected object content hash. If the hash matches that of
a registered object by orc_register() above, the Intravisor releases the capabilities for that object. The loader then proceeds by allocating the memory for the CLS variables, and subsequently loaded objects can reference this one.

Note that the main program itself can be an ORC shareable object. In that case, after loading it with orc_request(), the whole application is ready for execution.

### 3.2 Compiler support and binary format

To support shared ORC objects, the compiler extends the binary format with CLS variables. With ORC enabled, the compiler adds a flag to identify the object as ORC-enabled, and moves writable global variables to the CLS.

For CLS, the compiler replaces each reference to a writable global variable with a new relocation type. Such relocations are resolved at load time to point to the per-container instance of that variable (see below), similar to how thread-local variables are moved to the TLS at load time.

Fig. 3 shows this process on the left-hand side. Code, constant variables, such as var0, and thread-local variables, such as var1, are handled as usual by the compiler: they are placed in the .code, .rodata and .tdata sections of the ELF object, respectively, generated with standard relocations. Writable global variables (var2) are placed in a new .cdata section, and references identified with the new @cls relocation.

### 3.3 Secure object loading and reuse

The compartment loader brings the object’s file contents into memory, and handles all relocations that are independent of the load address. It then calls the Intravisor’s orc_register() operation by passing the capabilities that delimit the memory regions in which the object was loaded and a description of the yet-unprocessed relocations.

To ensure that the object contents cannot be changed once shared, the Intravisor allocates new memory in capabilities C, copies the object contents into them, and checks that the object contains no capabilities pointing outside the C allocations to avoid malicious use of orc_register(). At this point, the Intravisor computes a hash $H$ of the object contents, resolves the remaining relocations that depend on the information of the secure load location, and registers the object’s hash and a non-writable version of the allocation capabilities, $H$ and $C$, respectively. The CLS relocations are replaced with a value that points to a per-compartment memory address that holds all CLS variables of that object (see §4.2).

When a compartment calls orc_request(), it passes the hash $H$. If an object with hash $H$ exists in the Intravisor, i.e., it was previously registered with orc_register(), the Intravisor returns the capabilities for it, which are ready to use by the calling compartment.

The object hash $H$ is computed by the Intravisor before any location-dependent relocations, and so it is also known by the requesting compartment. If an object with hash $H$ exists in the Intravisor, we know that its integrity and isolation are ensured. The Intravisor does not ensure object correctness beyond relocation resolution, which should be handled through other means, e.g., attestation checks as part of the software supply chain, for which hash $H$ can be helpful.

### 3.4 Discussion

With ORC, components are shared by design via capabilities. Component sharing by design could also be implemented by other systems, e.g., traditional hypervisors with MMU mappings, but end-to-end performance would vary due to the different hardware mechanisms for enforcing isolation. Capabilities have further benefits e.g., their ability to provide spatial memory protection within components.

We also note that ORC only de-duplicates read-only mem-
ory contents, while traditional hypervisors also de-duplicate writable pages. This is not necessarily an issue: ORC de-duplicates application instances in less time than hypervisor-based approaches, which makes it better suited for short-lived instances, as often found in cloud environments. Our evaluation results also show that de-duplicating small amounts of writable memory leads to little practical benefit.

Finally, ORC requires the recompilation of applications, because applications must use capability instructions for code and data access and ORC’s compiler pass for the required CLS functionality. ORC also executes all compartments in a single virtual address space, but we expect this to not be a problem: virtual addresses are an abundant resource, and it is possible to use large blocks to make allocations scalable and resistant to side channels e.g., via core-local caches.

4 Implementation

We implement ORC on the Morello platform [42], a development board from Arm that supports the CHERI capability extensions. In this section, we describe how we: build ORC compartments by extending CAP-VMs [49] with our own library OS to maximize object sharing; add CLS support through a new LLVM compiler pass; and implement the necessary logic to load shared objects securely.

Both the Intravisor and the host OS are implemented as hybrid capability code using the existing CAP-VM and CheriBSD [22] projects. We extend the Intravisor to support pure-cap compartments, i.e., using the pure-cap CHERI ABI, and the program loading operations, which adds 530 and 240 lines of C and assembly code, respectively.

For our evaluation, we also port the SQLite database [56], FFmpeg [21] with the libav libraries, and Redis [48] to support the pure-cap CHERI ABI and ORC. In total, the porting requires approximately 350 lines of code. Note that, besides adding the system functionality specific to ORC, the main effort went into porting code to the pure-cap model.

4.1 Library OS and standard C library

To increase object sharing across compartments, we make the library OS and low-level C library support a pure-cap build, as no such software components exist with the necessary functionality. We implement our own pure-cap library OS kernel, which is based on Unikraft [32] and CubicleOS [50], from which we use 40 system calls and 9,061 lines of code. We extend it with support for the CHERI ABI and add a capability-aware memory allocator.

We also use a pure-cap version of the C library for our evaluation applications. It is based on musl libc [43], whose pure-cap support is maintained by Arm. Our fork has 494 functions and 19,717 lines of code. We modify it to introduce a capability-aware memory allocator based on dmalloc, and a few extra changes for compatibility with our library OS.

4.2 Compiler support and CLS

We implement our ORC compiler support as an LLVM pass. It replaces all references to global, writable, non-TLS variables with a call to function __cls_get_addr(), which returns a compartment-local version of that variable. Internally, __cls_get_addr() is implemented using regular capability-aware instructions (cgetaddr, cincoffset, csetlen, etc.). The function retrieves the address of the variable from the input capability and makes it relative to the beginning of the data section. After that, it applies the relative offset to the capability that points to the shadow data section. Finally, it creates the replaced capability by limiting its size to match that of the original capability.

The __cls_get_addr() function works similarly to how TLS is supported, i.e., through __tls_get_addr() in ELF [17]. It takes the shared object identifier (assigned at load time) and the variable offset within the CLS (assigned at compile time), and returns a capability that grants access to the calling compartment’s copy of that variable.

For ease of implementation, the compiler pass inlines __cls_get_addr() into the generated code – a production implementation should use a separate CLS relocation type – and it uses a TLS variable to point to the compartment’s CLS buffer for that object. This means that the loader (see below) only needs to implement TLS variables, accessed through the __tp register in Arm, to support both TLS and CLS.

4.3 Secure object loader

To simplify application deployment, we implement a loader that takes deployment configurations, i.e., a list of binary paths to load into memory. The program deployment logic loads binaries into the target memory regions, resolves relocations, and generates all capabilities needed in the PLT and GOT of a pure-cap program [63].

The deployment configuration also identifies shareable objects and provides their hash, so that they can be reused if previously loaded by orc_register() and orc_request().

4.4 Discussion

Our prototype implementation showcases ORC’s core ideas, but it has shortcomings:

Performance. The CLS implementation uses TLS variables for simplicity. This results in new capabilities fetched from TLS and adjusted to the corresponding variable on each call to __cls_get_addr() (except for reuse optimizations in the compiler). In a future version, we would pre-calculate the per-variable capability at dynamic link time, so that no new capabilities are created at runtime by __cls_get_addr().

Compatibility. Since we use a compiler pass, we cannot support pre-initialized variable references on other data structures,
e.g., a statically-initialized array entry pointing to a CLS variable address. In our library OS (Unikraft), we found only a single place where this was necessary. Adding compiler support for new CLS relocations would solve this problem by adjusting data structure addresses at dynamic link time.

Our \_cls\_get\_addr() implementation assumes a per-compartment CLS. We plan to support per-process CLS, allowing for multiple processes within the same compartment.

5 Evaluation

We ask the following questions when evaluating ORC: (1) how efficient is ORC compared to KSM? (2) what is the impact of ORC on tail latency compared to KSM; and (3) what is the execution and compilation overhead of ORC, as a function of the degree of binary object sharing?

5.1 Experimental setup

Workloads. We evaluate a real-time video transcoding micro-service that scales out to a large number of clients. The micro-service uses FFmpeg [21] to perform transcoding. A single FFmpeg instance consumes a fraction of the CPU and memory resources on the machine, allowing multiple instances to be run. By de-duplicating memory, we can support more FFmpeg instances and thus more concurrent clients. We compare the deployment of the micro-service using ORC to one that uses Linux KSM as a baseline for memory de-duplication.

We also consider other workloads to evaluate specific characteristics of ORC: (1) we use Redis [48] with the memtier benchmark [37] to understand the impact of ORC and KSM on request tail latencies; and (2) we use the SQLite database system [56] and its speedtest1 benchmark [55] to compare the performance of different object sharing scenarios.

Testbed. We deploy ORC on a Morello board [42], which has an Armv8-A CPU with hardware support for CHERI [66]. The board has 4 CPU cores running at 2.5 GHz, with 16 GB of DDR4 memory (64 KB L1, 1 MB L2, and 1 MB L3 caches).

The experiments compare two OSs: (1) Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS with Linux v5.15.0, which only runs native arm64 binaries with no CHERI support; and (2) Hybrid CheriBSD version 14 (release/22.05p1) [22]. The Linux OS is used to measure KSM, and can also run the entire ORC stack without isolation guarantees (i.e., disabling our compiler pass and eliminating capability management instructions in the Intravisor and loader). The CheriBSD OS is used to run ORC with all its isolation guarantees, as described in this paper. All ORC results use CheriBSD unless stated otherwise.

Note that the same source code executes on all compartments, so that we can compare ORC and KSM despite the different compiler options and underlying OS support.

5.2 Efficiency and performance overhead

We now evaluate the trade-off between memory de-duplication efficiency and application performance overhead when comparing ORC and KSM. We deploy the video transcoding micro-service, which increases application throughput with higher memory density – i.e., it increases the number of processed frames by increasing the number of deployed transcoding instances.

The experiment deploys new transcoder instances until it reaches one of two limits: (i) memory limit – when the instances consume all available physical memory, but there are still spare CPU resources to support more instances; and (ii) CPU limit – when at least one of the instances can no longer transcode at real-time due to a lack of CPU resources.

Each micro-service instance contains FFmpeg’s main program and libraries, our library OS, and the standard C library (see §4.1). It occupies around 111 MB of memory (11 MB in binaries and read-only data, shareable by ORC, and 100 MB of heap). The transcoded video has a resolution and frames-per-second configuration such that, without de-duplication, the experiment reaches the memory limit after 127 instances; optimal de-duplication can run more instances: it eventually reaches the CPU limit after 180 instances.

We deploy multiple KSM configurations with different de-duplication and overhead trade-offs:

KSM-Tuned is the default policy of the ksm_tuned daemon [70]. Every 60 secs, it checks the share of free memory, and starts KSM if it is below 20%. It also adjusts KSM parameters: the number of scanned pages in each iteration (pages\_to\_scan) is increased gradually when the de-duplication rate is too low.

KSM-On is a hand-tuned policy that achieves good memory efficiency in the shortest time for our workload, but it consumes significant CPU resources. With this setting, KSM operates constantly and uses 20,000 pages\_to\_scan.
Micro-service instances. Fig. 4 shows the number of active micro-service instances over time, with ORC and the various KSM configurations. Given the performance of one instance, there are sufficient CPU resources for 180 instances, but only enough memory for 127 instances without de-duplication.

The plot shows that KSM-Tuned first reaches the memory limit (127 instances) after 119 secs, and it does not de-duplicate memory until 58 secs later. It then reaches the memory limit again at around 227 secs, and, after 23 secs, it is able to de-duplicate enough memory to deploy 180 instances.

In contrast, ORC is designed to optimize for density almost instantaneously: it creates 142 instances in just 11 secs, which is a 20× speedup over KSM-Tuned for the same number of instances. Note that the 142 instances deployed by ORC correspond to 11% more than the 127 instances without de-duplication. This is expected, because code and read-only data occupy only 11% of the memory of each instance (see above). In contrast, KSM can de-duplicate additional pages by also considering writable memory.

ORC thus deploys and de-duplicates instances much faster than KSM-Tuned, which gives it an advantage over KSM on the aggregate performance over time, expressed as the total number of processed frames (highlighted by the shaded areas in Fig. 4). Although KSM-Tuned deploys more instances than ORC within 300 secs, at this point, ORC has processed 15%–35% more frames than the various KSM configurations. To outperform ORC, KSM-Tuned would require a total execution time of 441 secs – an extra 141 secs after reaching 180 instances. None of the other policies outperform ORC.

KSM-Tuned limits its de-duplication speed, as it tries to minimize CPU overheads – it operates only under memory pressure (80%), and at a limited memory scanning rate (pages_to_scan). This negatively impacts environments in which processes are frequently created and destroyed, so we also evaluate the case in which KSM maximizes de-duplication rate with KSM-On. Since KSM is probabilistic in nature, we show the best and worst results of twenty different runs of the same KSM-On experiment.

KSM-On (best) deploys more instances than KSM-Tuned within the first 170 secs, but instances are created more slowly and peak at just 140 (98.6% of ORC), because KSM is constantly consuming more CPU resources. KSM-On (worst) creates instances at the same rate as KSM-On (best), until its heuristics stop at only 100 instances (70% of ORC).

Conclusions: The results show that instance creation and de-duplication in ORC are substantially more efficient than in the baseline system with KSM. Although KSM-Tuned de-duplicates more (writable) memory, given enough time, ORC retains an advantage with shorter-lived application instances, which are prominent in the cloud. In addition, more aggressive de-duplication with KSM-On is not viable, because higher de-duplication rates are hidden by higher CPU overheads, resulting in a 30% throughput overhead compared to ORC.

Large binary instances. We now evaluate how a larger amount of shareable memory affects ORC and KSM, given that language runtimes and programming frameworks can easily consume hundreds of megabytes. To this end, we run the same experiment after manually injecting an additional 100 MB of code into the FFmpeg binary, resulting in 53% of shareable code and read-only data contents on each instance.

Fig. 5 shows the results for this experiment, which supports 68 and 136 instances without and with perfect de-duplication, respectively. In this case, the ability to de-duplicate writable data in KSM has no long-term advantage over ORC, because KSM has further CPU overheads that prevent spawning additional instances; ORC reaches 136 instances in 18 secs, while it takes KSM-Tuned 377 secs to reach the same maximum. In this case, we also report the best results for KSM-On with two fixed values for pages_to_scan (1,200 and 20,000), which reach 132 instances 52 secs earlier than the default policy.

Conclusions: With a larger proportion of directly shareable contents, ORC reaches optimal de-duplication effectiveness at a 20× faster rate than any of the KSM configurations.
5.3 Impact on service tail latency

Next, we investigate the impact of ORC and KSM on the tail latencies in a typical cloud service. We observe that KSM consumes up to an entire CPU core when active, and it issues TLB shootdowns when scanning and de-duplicating pages.

We spawn 4 instances of the Redis key-value store service [48] and use the memtier benchmark [37] as a workload: it pre-fills each instance with 2.5G GB of data and then executes a 1:10 set/get request workload, using 4 threads with 4 concurrent connections for each instance.

Tab. 1 shows the results of five deployments: (1) Linux acts as our baseline (arm64 binaries without using CHERI or KSM); (2) Linux+KSM adds memory de-duplication with an always-on KSM; (3) CheriBSD is our baseline with a CHERI-capable host OS but without ORC or enabling capabilities when compiling Redis; (4) CheriBSD+CC uses ORC to compartmentalize Redis but disabling de-duplication; and (5) CheriBSD+CC+ORC uses ORC for de-duplication.

We run both Linux and CheriBSD to decouple the impact of KSM and ORC from the intrinsic differences between the two OSs. CheriBSD shows worse throughput and tail latencies than Linux on all operations, which can be attributed to the different device driver and network stack implementations.

Linux+KSM matches the 50th percentile (p50) latencies of Linux, but the CPU overheads and TLB shootdowns due to KSM more than double the 99th percentile (p99) latencies. In contrast, ORC has a small impact on tail latencies: support for compartmentalization alone (CheriBSD+CC, i.e., compiling the program in pure-cap mode and crossing isolation boundaries results in a 13% and 19% increase in p99 latencies for set and get operations, respectively. Fully enabling ORC (CheriBSD+CC+ORC) leads to an 17% and 12% increase in p99 set/get latencies, respectively, which can be attributed to the overheads of our current CLS implementation.

Conclusions: The page table management and memory hashing overheads of KSM’s page de-duplication lead to a more than 2× increase in p99 latencies; the explicit sharing of binary objects in ORC reduces these overheads to 12%–17%.

5.4 Cost of isolation

We also investigate how increasing the number of shareable binary objects in an application affects performance. We control both the overheads introduced by the compiler pass, and those of capability-based crossings between binary objects.

To measure the cost of isolation, we execute a single compartment with the speedtest1 benchmark and its embedded SQLite instance, and incrementally make some of its components separate binary objects (see Fig. 7). We start with one compartment that contains all components in a single binary object. Since CLS support is unnecessary here, we disable the compiler pass. We then incrementally build further compo-
nents into separate shareable objects (2 to 5 compartments), compiled with CLS support. The VFS and RamFS components correspond to internal components of the library OS; ST7 is the benchmark binary.

Fig. 6 shows the execution times of the benchmark for different SQLite query types, varying compartment numbers. We observe that all configurations, except for 5 compartments, have only a minor performance overhead. The average difference between one compartment (everything monolithic; no CLS support) and 4 compartments (all system components but LibC are shareable objects) is 10% (median of 3%). Even when isolating all components into separate shareable objects (5 compartments), which adds many cross-compartment calls, the average slowdown is 53% (median of 39%).

Conclusions: We draw two conclusions: (1) the overhead of supporting CLS is small, especially when compared to the performance cost of cross-object calls; and (2) while the cost of cross-object calls exists, it is sufficiently small that it becomes possible to share across multiple fine-grained objects.

6 Related Work

Page-level memory sharing. Modern hypervisors support dynamic page sharing among VMs. VMware ESX [61] pioneered inter-VM page sharing without guest OS support by periodically scanning physical pages and transparently discovering pages with identical contents using their hash values. KSM [1] also periodically scans physical pages but uses a balanced tree to find duplicated pages (see §2.1). Dynamic page sharing by hypervisors, however, results in an inflexible sharing granularity due to the lack of OS semantics, unpredictable latency spikes due to runtime scans, and vulnerabilities to side-channel attacks due to copy-on-write semantics.

Hypervisors can also perform page sharing on disk reads. Disco [5] intervenes in DMA to support copy-on-write shared disks and copy-less NFS shares among VMs, allowing page sharing without runtime scanning. Satori [41] uses similar sharing-aware block devices that enable copy-on-write sharing as well as content-based sharing through enlightenment (para-virtualization). Sharing in these systems is still page-based, and copy-on-write issues remain.

VM introspection (VMI) or graybox approaches can be used to improve the efficiency of de-duplication by extracting semantic information from in-VM memory data. Sindelar et al. [53] used VMI techniques to identify memory pages belonging to free memory pools in Windows and Linux without making kernel version-specific assumptions. They are treated as zero pages to improve de-duplication and VM migration efficiency. Singleton [52] uses KSM page information to de-duplicate pages in the guest page cache by dropping them from the host page cache. VMI, however, cannot always obtain semantic information reliably without cooperation from the guest, and these techniques are still page-based.

Overall, ORC has the advantage over page-level sharing in that it allows for reliable, flexible, and efficient sharing that leverages semantic information about objects.

Efficient inter-VM page sharing techniques can be applied to optimize inter-server VM placement for cloud-wide memory density. Memory buddies [65] aggregate memory fingerprint information into a centralized control plane to determine VM placements for increased sharing and to optimize VM placement dynamically with live migration. Sindelar et al. [53] show that inter-VM sharing largely occurs hierarchically, and they propose a tree structure to manage sharing. ORC leverages semantic knowledge about shared memory objects and could be applied to improve memory density in the cloud through optimal VM placement.

Mixed-granularity sharing. Sharing at a granularity finer than pages can help increase memory density, as many pages are found to be nearly identical with only some differences. Gupta et al. [28] propose a difference engine as an extension to Xen [2], which supports sharing at the sub-page level in addition to page level. The difference engine stores patches against reference pages for similar but not identical pages, and compresses pages that are unique but accessed infrequently. Several studies on VM live migration also leverage sub-page granularity for differentiation, compression and write detection [15, 46, 71]. Although such proposals could increase memory density, unlike ORC, they do not reason about what should be shared across tenants.

Prior work on improving scanning efficiency groups pages based on access characteristics and uses a granularity finer than pages. CMD [8] identifies page access characteristics by measuring the distribution of writes per subpage using dedicated hardware, in addition to the address and number of writes to the page. UKSM [68] proposes adaptive partial hashing, which hashes only a portion of the page and gradually changes its size. These approaches allow for fine-grained sharing and reduce the cost of hashing, but still lack semantic information, making sharing opportunities non-deterministic.

In modern cloud environments, it has become important to leverage large page sizes that minimize the overhead of TLB misses. The opportunity for page-level memory sharing decreases with the page size. SmartMD [27] splits large cold pages with high repetition rates for de-duplication, while re-consolidating small hot pages for improved access performance. GLUE [47] attempts to maintain large-page performance in regions that are broken into small pages for de-duplication. It extends the hardware to perform speculative large-page translation using normal-sized TLBs. While these approaches leverage finer granularities than a page, ORC has an advantage in its ability to share objects at byte granularity.
7 Conclusions

We have described ORC, a new memory de-duplication approach that improves the memory density of cloud environments using capability-protected compartments. Our motivation was to create a practical, capability-based cloud stack, in which tenants can enjoy strong isolation and cloud providers benefit from more efficient use of memory resources.

Unlike conventional hypervisors, which blindly scan memory for identical pages, ORC takes advantage of a semantic separation into sharable and non-sharable objects. Therefore, it is not subject to the performance overheads of existing run-time methods. Due to its use of capabilities, ORC can share objects more precise at a word granularity (i.e., spatial precision), while avoiding unintentional sharing of runtime objects (i.e., temporal precision). The loading of objects is done via a narrow interface with a small TCB, providing strong isolation.

Source code availability. The source code of ORC and our evaluated sample applications can be downloaded from https://github.com/lsds/intravisor.
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Abstract

Customers of both private and public clouds must wrestle with the problem of regionalization: how should service capacity be apportioned across a large number of geo-distributed datacenter regions? This problem is further complicated by the complex service dependency graphs that arise from microservice architectures, as well as capacity availability and hardware mix that can vary greatly by region.

Historically, regionalization has been solved through a slow-moving and manual process, whereby owners of large services directly negotiate capacity allocation and distribution with the cloud provider. However, as both service and cloud footprints continue to grow, these manual processes are becoming untenable, and often result in excessive labor for all parties involved, as well as suboptimal outcomes.

At Meta, we have built a system called Flux to automate capacity regionalization, transitioning it from a bottoms-up, manual process, to a top-down, automated one. Flux employs RPC tracing to identify service capacity models, and uses these to compute an optimal joint capacity and traffic distribution plan that spans thousands of services across tens of products, and involves millions of servers. These plans are orchestrated by a system that safely and efficiently rebalances service capacity and product traffic across tens of regions on a continuous basis.

1 Introduction

Meta’s private cloud consists of millions of machines and hosts products serving billions of users. It must provide the products with a growing, geographically distributed capacity footprint, so that they can scale and remain fault tolerant while their usage grows and new features are introduced.

Our products employ large microservice architectures [29] comprising thousands of services, globally deployed in tens of datacenter regions. Most of these services are shared by multiple products, and hence the sizing of one service needs to consider the demands of all products. Moreover, the services are interdependent. It is not uncommon that a service calls tens of other services and the depth of the call graph can go beyond 10 levels. As a result, capacity distributions for services must be managed in concert: the growth of one service may cause the growth of tens more, which in turn places further capacity demands on their downstream services, and so on. Thus, it is a daunting task to manage capacity at scale, as service operators must answer questions such as: How to size my service? How and where do I provision capacity for organic growth, or to enable a new feature? Are downstream services correctly provisioned for the demand generated by my service?

To avoid the above complexities getting out of control when planning capacity jointly across tens of regions, service owners often prefer the simplicity of reasoning about their capacity on a per-region basis: a service responds to demand increases by requesting that new capacity be delivered to the regions where the service is already running. However, this local optimization leads to many issues:

• Services in mature regions cannot grow as those regions have no available space or power to add capacity.
• Hardware utilization becomes imbalanced as some regions may provide more capacity than others.
• Hardware ordering is overly constrained by specific services requiring specific hardware to be placed in specific regions.
• Capacity imbalances lead to excess disaster-readiness buffers as we must have enough buffers for the potential loss of the single largest region.

Before Flux, these issues were solved by lengthy negotiations between service owners and cloud providers. For example, in order for service A to grow in region X, the service owners might negotiate to trade the service’s excess capacity in region Y for service B’s capacity in region X. This laborious process does not scale well with the number of regions and services, and leads to suboptimal capacity allocation. Moreover, even after capacity negotiations, rebalancing services and traffic across regions in order to match capacity supply is still a daunting task, requiring coordination across many services and traffic distribution systems.
Finally, this region-centric capacity management process leads to tight coupling between specific products and specific regions. The capacity mix (i.e., the ratio of different hardware types) of any given region often reflects the products that have historically been deployed to that region. As a result, the capacity mixes of our regions have already diverged significantly, further exacerbating the problem as this regional heterogeneity limits the flexibility of moving services across regions to rebalance demands and supplies.

Global capacity management. Our key insight to solving these issues is to elevate capacity management to a global problem, decoupling global service placement from global hardware placement. This paper describes our global capacity placement system, called Flux, which runs continuously on weekslong timescales, redistributing service capacity and product traffic to best utilize our global capacity footprint.

Flux utilizes RPC tracing to identify a model that predicts service capacity demands given a traffic mix for our products. This model is then used to formulate a mixed-integer-programming (MIP) problem that jointly distributes service capacity and product traffic across all of Meta’s regions. Flux’s service placement distributes service growth capacity, rebalances existing service capacity to meet infrastructure goals, and manages projected regional capacity deficits such as those caused by regional hardware refresh.

A capacity orchestrator works with our existing autoscaling and traffic management systems to safely and efficiently execute global capacity redistribution plans. The orchestrator also allows human-in-the-loop operations as needed by escalating low-quality estimates to be vetted by human operators, or delegate orchestration for services that have not yet onboarded to our autoscaling systems.

Flux has been running in production at Meta for 2.5 years, continually allocating service capacity quotas and performing cross-region shifts of service placements and traffic for our largest products. Currently, Flux covers about 50% of the servers in our private cloud that consists of millions of servers supporting online, batch, and AI training & inference workloads. We expect Flux to cover more than 90% of our capacity as we increase adoption. Flux has also enabled dramatic simplification of our hardware planning process, as it allows us to plan for capacity globally, while gradually homogenizing our current heterogeneous regional hardware mixes.

Besides Flux’s usage in our private cloud, the ideas presented in this paper can potentially be adapted to public cloud settings as well. Public cloud providers also similarly negotiate with their large customers directly to match capacity demands with supplies. This sometimes entails providing capacity outside of the customer’s preferred regions, which in turn may require customers to relocate their workloads.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to conduct a comprehensive study of global capacity management and global service placement, which are important issues for public and private cloud providers. We hope that by sharing our firsthand experiences, we can help the research community better understand this important problem and the constraints involved in solving it.

- We propose global capacity contracts, whereby service owners only need to reason about their global capacity demands, leaving it for Flux to optimally regionalize service capacity and product traffic distributions. By contrast, cloud providers still mostly operate in a mode where large services require specific hardware to be placed in specific regions, and traffic distribution is not integrated with capacity management.

- We use RPC tracing to build a service-capacity regionalization model, which calculates a service’s regional capacity distribution as a function of the traffic mix for different products. We are not aware of any prior work that attempts to use models to regionalize service capacity. Moreover, although RPC tracing has been used for debugging and performance modeling, we are not aware of any prior work that uses it for capacity modeling, not to mention doing it at our scale and in production.

- We formulate a MIP problem to optimally distribute service capacity under constraints of capacity supply as well as service and infrastructure objectives. Despite the widespread use of MIP, our approach is novel in its application to joint capacity and traffic regionalization, a problem that has not been considered before. We also use load-test-induced nonlinear models to complement MIP-based linear models, improving modeling accuracy.

- We describe our capacity orchestrator which integrates across autoscaling and traffic management systems to safely implement capacity and traffic redistribution plans. Automating joint service placement and traffic redistribution at our scale is highly risky and may negatively impact site reliability. To our knowledge, this has not been attempted before.

- Finally, the effectiveness and robustness of Flux is demonstrated by the fact that we use it every quarter to assign hundreds of thousands of new machines to services.

2 Background

In this section, we provide background on our datacenters, workloads, capacity management practices, and the capacity management challenges that are addressed by Flux.

2.1 Datacenter Regions

Meta operates 10s of datacenter regions, each comprising multiple datacenter buildings in the same local geography, typically located on a single campus.

Our existing infrastructure abstractions generally operate at the level of regions. For example, our cluster management
systems [37, 45] manage all machines in a region as a single pool. Services are expected to be oblivious to the placement of their tasks within a region, and they may be spread across multiple datacenter, network segments, or power domains. Our regional infrastructure abstractions are supported by a network fabric that provides sufficient regional cross-sectional bandwidth for all but a few workloads.

2.2 Traffic Management

We maintain a global network of small edge datacenters that are connected to our backbone network. User traffic (e.g., those from apps or web browsers) are terminated in these edge datacenters. Requests from clients connected to our edge datacenters are forwarded to front-end servers in one of our geo-distributed regions. A traffic distribution system [18] manages the distribution of requests from edge datacenters to our large datacenter regions, typically by considering a combination of factors including front-end utilization and geographic proximity to the end-user.

2.3 Service Workloads

Traffic enters a region through a front-end web service, typically an HTTP reverse proxy that routes the request to an appropriate application server based on the request URI. The application server implements some business logic, and typically makes RPC calls to tens to hundreds of services, which in turn fan out to yet more services. While some of these services implement functionality used by just a single product, most are shared across many products. Thus, our services are highly interdependent, and we cannot partition our services into product-specific silos.

Figure 1 illustrates the complexity in our request serving paths, with a large fanout and deep call depth. The complexity of service interdependencies [29] motivated us to use precise RPC tracing to attribute resource consumption when designing Flux, rather than using indirect methods such as statistical analysis [2] or heuristics [3, 38, 43].

Figure 1: Service RPC fanout. An example of how to read the curves: when a request for the web product reaches the call depth of 10, it fans out to call 158 services on average.

2.4 Service Capacity Management

Meta’s capacity management systems provide quotas in the form of regional reservations [37], which provide strong guarantees of regional capacity availability and sub-regional failure tolerance. Thus, the various hardware buffers required to reliably operate services within a region are encapsulated by the regional capacity management systems, and hidden from higher-level capacity management systems like Flux. The number of service replicas in a region is usually determined by our autoscaling systems which combine service capacity models with demand forecasts and disaster scenario simulations to ensure the job is sized correctly.

Most RPCs occur within the same region due to strict latency requirements imposed by applications. Additionally, our complex service dependency graphs often contain critical paths with tens of hops, which can quickly amplify cross-region RPC latencies. Finally, by hosting both the caller and callee in the same region, we can limit cross-region dependencies and improve disaster readiness [31, 52].

Figure 2 illustrates regional caller-callee affinity by showing the latency distribution of RPC calls across thousands of compute services, denominated by total capacity. The inflection point at around 25ms represents calls going cross-region; observe that $\approx 80\%$ of capacity is reached by in-region requests.

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of capacity by RPC latency. Note the y-axis begins at 80%.

All of our products are located in multiple regions to improve disaster readiness, access a large capacity pool, and achieve wide geographic distribution. However, the distribution of service capacity across regions is uneven. This is due to the organic growth of both service capacity demand and regional capacity supply. Service capacity demand responds to new features and world events, while regional capacity supply depends on factors such as power availability and datacenter construction timelines. Additionally, geographic skew in product usage exacerbates the issue as we try to place service capacity close to end users.

Over time, this has led to a negative feedback loop, wherein services prefer to grow proportionally to their existing regional footprints, causing regional hardware mixes to reflect these historical workloads. This in turn makes it difficult to move these workloads to other regions, causing services to continue preferring the regions in which they are already deployed to receive capacity growth. We can see this specialization reflected in the regional hardware mix, as shown...
Regional hardware type distribution. A histogram of the compute, flash, HDD, and other hardware deployed across a subset of our regions. Note that the y axis starts at 50%. The right-most region is dominated by flash, because it is a small region that recently underwent a large retrofit, leaving a lot of database workloads in place.

Regions also vary in their power headroom, i.e., the difference between used and available power. Observe in Figure 4 that six regions have little available power, implying that if service deployments in those regions need to grow, they must expand their capacity footprint in other regions as there is little additional power to support additional racks. This is similar to the situation in public clouds where users cannot acquire new capacity in a given region [10–12, 21, 22, 47].

Power headroom per region for capacity growth. The y-axis is power, normalized to our largest region.

2.5 Capacity Management Challenges

Service capacity management presents significant challenges for both service owners and infrastructure operators. While service owners wish to grow freely where they already are deployed, infrastructure operators must reconcile these wishes with constraints associated with operating physical infrastructure, as well as goals around efficient fleet operations.

These problems are amplified as regions reach maturity—when there is no longer additional power available to allocate to new racks—and infrastructure owners cannot accommodate service capacity growth without shrinking the footprint of other services. The complex dependency graphs between services in a typical online product make this a more challenging problem still.

We refer to this challenge as the service regionalization problem: How can we optimally allocate capacity to a set of services across multiple regions? Additionally, how should product traffic be appropriately distributed based on this allocation? Finally, considering that cluster and capacity management systems usually operate at the regional level, how can we effectively rebalance services according to the regionalization plan?

3 Design and Implementation

Our global capacity management system, Flux, continually rebalances a large number of interdependent services across regions in response to demand changes (e.g., product growth) and supply changes (e.g., hardware refreshes). By decoupling the management of capacity demand and supply, Flux enables service owners to focus on their global capacity demand without considering regional needs, and allows cloud providers to evolve each region’s capacity supply independently.

3.1 Overview of Flux’s Workflow

As illustrated in Figure 5, Flux solves the regionalization problem through the following workflow.

Product-to-service capacity attribution via RPC tracing. Flux uses RPC request tracing [30, 40] to construct a regional baseline that attributes each service’s peak capacity footprint to the products that are served directly or indirectly by the service. This baseline is used to construct a service placement model that determines how service capacity should be distributed given a product traffic distribution.

Joint regionalization of service capacity and product traffic. Using inputs from our budgeting systems, Flux then creates a capacity target for each service, which specifies the amount of global capacity that is needed for each service. These service targets are jointly regionalized with product traffic by formulating an assignment problem that is solved using mixed-integer programming (MIP). The result of this stage is a placement plan that redistributes service capacity and product traffic across regions. The optimization problem also encodes a number of infrastructure objectives, such as minimizing the total amount of disaster-readiness buffer required to operate services safely.

Global capacity orchestration. Flux introduces a global capacity orchestrator, responsible for executing placement plans safely and efficiently. The orchestrator drives automation through several capacity and traffic management systems, and also supports human-in-the-loop operations to handle exceptions or uncertainties in execution.

The overall Flux workflow runs continuously in weekslong cycles to rebalance service capacity across regions according to changing hardware supplies and service demands. It measures the current state of service and hardware placement, computes a desired state, and then executes a plan to move
towards the desired state. It tolerates imperfect execution of the plan by repeating this self-correcting reconciliation loop.

Next, we describe the details of the steps above.

### 3.2 Service Modeling

The goal of service capacity modeling is to determine the optimal distribution of a service’s capacity across regions in concert with product traffic. This is challenging because many of our services are shared by multiple products, and each product may invoke different call paths within the service. This can result in significant differences in the cost per request depending on the product being served (see §2.4).

#### 3.2.1 Baseline

Flux defines a baseline for each region, attributing portions of each service’s peak capacity footprint to different products. This baseline is created by combining two other baselines:

**Capacity usage baseline.** We run profilers on every server in our fleet to produce a dataset that attributes resource usage to specific services. Profiles are sampled every minute, and we process this dataset to identify the daily peak time window and peak resource usage per service and per region, covering different resource types such as CPU and SSD.

**Demand baseline.** Flux uses sampled RPC traces to reconstruct the call graphs for requests that are handled by each service. We identify a set of product gateways that act as traffic entry points for each product. Importantly, the traffic destined for these gateways is globally and independently routable, and is usually managed by Meta’s shared traffic management systems [18]. Each sampled RPC call is attributed to the product handled by the nearest upstream gateway in the call path. The demand attribution process is illustrated in Figure 6. Sampled traces are aggregated to compose the demand attribution dataset for each service, dividing a service’s total demand among the set of products served by it. Traces collect multiple demand metrics, including call counts as well as CPU instructions. The next section discusses how we select the demand metric that minimizes the overall model error.

1Demand spikes due to new product launches or special events such as New Year’s Eve are handled separately. During daily off-peak periods, many of our services are automatically scaled down to donate unused capacity to our elastic capacity pools, which are used to run preemptible services.
3.2.2 Modeling

Flux’s service models predict the amount of service capacity required in a region to serve that region’s product traffic mix. We assume that each product’s traffic is fungible across regions, and thus that capacity requirements for serving a fixed portion of the product’s traffic is also the same across regions.

This suggests a model where capacity for service $s$ in region $r$, $c_{s,r}$, is given by a linear combination of the capacity contributions from each product:

$$c_{s,r} = \sum_{p \in P} (\alpha_{s,p} \cdot p_{p,r}) + \delta_{s,r},$$

where $\alpha_{s,p}$ is the amount of capacity for service $s$ attributed to product $p$; $p_{p,r}$ is the presence, or the proportion of global traffic for product $p$ assigned to region $r$; and $\delta_{s,r}$ is the model residual for service $s$ in region $r$.

Modeling residuals may be due to an existing capacity imbalance, or due to nonlinear effects not captured by the model. We allow service owners to be involved in managing the treatment of residuals during planning.

The baseline includes multiple demand metrics. In the modeling step, we select the metric that minimizes modeling error. For example, many large services have per-request costs that vary significantly across different products (because they invoke different internal code paths), and are well-modeled using CPU instructions as a demand metric. On the other hand, some services perform very little computation for each request. Therefore, call counts are a more appropriate demand metric for these services due to the CPU overhead of tracing.

3.3 Joint Capacity & Traffic Regionalization

Flux computes joint service capacity and traffic regionalization plans by formulating an assignment problem that is solved by a MIP solver. This section provides the intuition behind the problem formulation.

The formulation, detailed in appendix A, is an optimization problem that jointly assigns capacity for each service in each region and product traffic in each region, corresponding to $c_{s,r}$ and $\rho_{p,r}$ from equation 1. The assignments are subject to a set of constraints imputed from the service placement model described in §3.2, which determines the service capacity mix required to serve each product.

Initial capacity and traffic assignment are given by the baseline. The capacity residual ($\delta_{s,r}$ in equation 1) is interpreted as capacity that is unexplained by the model, and is thus excluded from reallocation, unless directed otherwise by the service owner. We provide an analysis of capacity residuals in §6.3.

Baseline adjustments. Flux adjusts the existing baselines to match planned capacity and product distribution changes. These planned changes are encoded as events and maintained in a capacity ledger. Flux commits its plans to the ledger along with other capacity planning systems. Thus, Flux can overlap planning and execution, as we can adjust the baseline to account for planned changes between the plan generation time and the start of its execution cycle.

Regional capacity pools. Flux divides each region’s capacity into a shared pool per hardware type. Our capacity reservation system, RAS [37], provides these pools as a regional abstraction that we build upon, and lets us treat the capacity in each pool fungibly.

Each hardware type is assigned a capacity measure that represents the common bottleneck for that hardware type. For example, the generic compute pool is denominated by a normalized CPU throughput measure, while our SSD hardware is generally I/O bound. The capacity measure is normalized across all generations of the same hardware type. Some services can run on multiple hardware types: we encode this knowledge through a set of fungibility rules that establish a service’s conversation ratios between different hardware types.

Service capacity demand. The global capacity demand for each service is computed by querying our budgeting systems which mandate service capacity budgets in terms of a normalized cost measure. Flux converts this normalized budget to a hardware-type specific capacity demand using a conversion ratio specific to the service and hardware type.

Service placement model. Flux imputes placement constraints from the service capacity model. Specifically, for each service, the model determines a lower bound of service capacity assigned to a region as a function of the product traffic mix to that region (see §3.2.2). The product traffic assignments are also optimization variables, and hence the service and traffic placement is jointly optimized. The baseline model residual (see Equation 1) is codified as an explicit term in the formulation to offset capacity imbalances that exist at baseline. Flux gives service owners the choice to reduce the model residual, which is often used to correct baseline capacity imbalances; see §6.5 for an example.

Optimization constraints. The MIP assignment problem constrains (1) the capacity assignment in each region to be no more than its available supply; and (2) the global capacity demand for each service to be met. The latter constraint is a soft constraint, which allows us to prioritize capacity fulfillment among services if necessary. Flux prioritizes baseline capacity footprint (i.e., the capacity present when the baseline was measured) over growth capacity (i.e., additional capacity granted by the budget systems), to ensure that already granted service capacity is not taken away.

Optimization objectives. The MIP assignment problem includes several infrastructure objectives that help us manage our global capacity footprint more effectively. First, a balancing objective spreads service capacity evenly across regions, which reduces the amount of buffer capacity needed.
for disaster readiness. Second, unused capacity is also distributed evenly based on region size, making extra capacity available to account for discrepancies or defects in Flux’s placement. Third, a stability objective minimizes the amount of capacity reassignment in each placement cycle, simplifying the placement plans and reducing infrastructure churn.

**Timesteps.** Regionalization is simultaneously computed for multiple future timesteps in increments of future execution cycles. This serves three purposes. First, multi-timestep plans can incorporate large changes in supply or demand ahead of time, allowing for a plan that anticipates these changes with small, individually feasible adjustments over multiple timesteps. Second, we can set stability objectives that span multiple timesteps to prevent undue oscillation in placement plans. Finally, this multi-timestep approach prevents the solver from optimizing a short-term solution at the expense of long-term negative impacts.

While Flux computes plans for multiple timesteps, we only execute the plan for the next timestep. Flux runs in a self-correcting reconciliation loop as the baseline can change between executions for a number of reasons, including: (1) execution may have deviated from the placement plan; (2) supply and demand forecasts may change in the interim; (3) manual capacity operations may affect the baseline; (4) service code changes or new services may affect the service models.

The formulation is detailed in appendix A.

### 3.4 Execution Planning

Flux derives an execution plan from the joint service and traffic placement plan. The plan is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of service capacity assignments and product traffic assignments. The plan ensures that services are always sufficiently provisioned for the traffic during the transition stage.

Flux provides this guarantee through a three-phase plan. First, all upsizes are executed, i.e., each service is sized to the maximum of its baseline size and its target placement size. Second, all product traffic is reassigned. Third, downsizes are executed by sizing each service to its target size.

The advantage of this approach is its simplicity and the ability to execute it quickly by parallelizing actions in each phase. A disadvantage is that it requires temporarily overprovisioning services, which takes up capacity that could be used by other services. To address this limitation, we explored using more sophisticated multi-step plans. However, we found that these plans were both complex to execute and difficult to explain to service owners. As a result, we decided to continue using the simple approach.

### 3.5 Orchestration

The execution plan is fulfilled by Flux’s capacity orchestrator which: (1) executes capacity and traffic assignments in the correct dependency order; (2) continuously monitors product-level and service-level metrics to ensure that they remain healthy; (3) delegates exceptions and actions to human operators as needed; and finally (4) performs load tests to validate the placement.

Figure 7 illustrates the orchestration workflow. A capacity ledger stores a timeline of capacity events. These events are timestamped, and each reflect a proposed capacity related change. Capacity and traffic management systems query the ledger for future events, but only execute them once they are marked by the orchestrator as active. After execution, the same systems store their status (success or failure) back into the ledger.

The ledger acts as a central repository of all anticipated capacity changes, and allows multiple systems to simultaneously propose and coordinate changes, while decoupling capacity planning systems from capacity management systems. While Flux is the primary writer to the ledger, we sometimes write manual events to make temporary capacity changes in support of product launches or experimentation.

The ledger provides three important properties. First, we can compose events from different writers, so that the underlying management systems can consider the combined effect of a set of events. Second, by providing events ahead of time, we accommodate services that require a long lead time to provision capacity and scale. For example, our caching systems need a significant warm-up period before newly provisioned capacity can handle production traffic. By providing future events, the control plane gives the management systems enough time to ensure that services are ready for future traffic shifts. Third, the ledger serves as an authoritative forecast of future capacity changes, and is used by Flux to incorporate future and ongoing events during planning. This allows Flux to overlap planning with execution, and to compose well with other capacity planning systems.

The orchestrator ensures that events are executed in dependency order by verifying that all antecedent events have
completed before marking an event as active. RF delegates any exceptions to human operators through its UI. The UI is also used when (1) the service owner has configured the service to require validation before execution, or (2) the capacity estimates for a service are considered low confidence in the modeling stage and require operator validation. By providing this progressive path towards full automation, Flux offers transparency and explainability, and allows service owners to gain comfort with the system.

Finally, before downsizing service capacity, the orchestrator initiates product load tests [52] to validate that the sizing is correct and that the site as a whole remains disaster ready.

3.6 Stateful Services

Flux integrates with Shard Manager [32] to handle stateful services within our platform. Shard Manager is responsible for managing most of our stateful workloads. Shard Manager continuously queries the capacity ledger for relevant capacity events, and builds new replicas after upsize capacity has been provided by Flux. This is done by migrating or replicating data from other regions. Shard Manager then acknowledges the capacity event, allowing Flux to safely proceed with execution. After the demand shift, Shard Manager safely removes the old replicas from downsized regions before Flux reclaims capacity.

The primary challenge with integrating stateful services today is that the default demand attribution algorithms do not always accurately capture requests costs. Such systems often exhibit interaction between requests, where processing of one request can affect the cost of subsequent requests. Our default attribution algorithms also do not capture persistent storage costs, the effects of caching, etc. We work with service teams to update our algorithms to better capture their capacity cost models. For example, TAO [16], Meta’s social graph store, maintains a custom cost model, which captures many of the above effects across their complex, distributed system. We integrate this cost model into Flux’s attribution models to correctly capture TAO’s capacity needs.

4 Design Alternatives

In this section, we discuss the major design alternatives.

4.1 RPC tracing

Flux relies on RPC tracing for gray box measurements of product-service capacity attribution. Meta has invested in a unified RPC stack [39], leading to high out-of-the-box tracing coverage without any additional instrumentation needed from service owners. Moreover, all our main traffic ingestion systems [30, 52] already implement sampled trace origination.

As of 2022, we have 52% of capacity usage covered by RPC tracing. For services that are not yet covered by RPC tracing, we have been working closely with the the service owners to drive the adoption, because distributed tracing [40] as a fundamental capability in a large infrastructure has broad usage beyond capacity management, such as problem determination [17] and performance debugging [2].

Black box methods like statistical analysis [2] or heuristics [3, 38, 43] can be used to infer service call graphs without needing service-specific instrumentation. However, our highly interdependent microservice architecture makes employing such techniques less accurate. Since many of our backend systems are shared among multiple frontends, which invoke distinctly different callpaths, often with substantially different cost per request.

Black box methods were previously only evaluated on simple three-tier applications, while in our complex environment, the depth of call graphs reaches 14 and the RPC fanout is as high as 742, and hundreds of different upstream services may call a given service at varying call-graph depths. The full complexities of Meta’s service topology and call graphs are reported in detail in a recent work [29]. These complexities make statistical or heuristic methods less applicable to our environment.

Furthermore, because we can mandate high tracing coverage in our services, we can expect higher quality models, which in turn helps us provide greater levels of automation in global capacity management.

4.2 Nonlinear Service Models

The core service model used by Flux is linear: it assumes that capacity usage is linearly related to a chosen demand metric (see Equation 1) and a product traffic mix. While such models are simple to identify and to apply broadly, many services exhibit nonlinear capacity behaviors. When available, Flux can update its estimates by using more accurate nonlinear models such as those produced by load testing [55], queuing analysis [41], or by simulation.

Many of our services use continuous load testing to maintain an accurate model of the relationship between a service’s capacity usage and its RPC throughput. These models are used by our Capacity Estimator (CE) [14] to ensure that services are sized correctly for demand and remain disaster ready as determined by simulating various failure scenarios. However, simulations introduce nonlinearities that cannot be represented in a MIP assignment problem. To solve this problem, Flux invokes CE with the traffic distribution produced by the MIP solver. CE then runs its simulations against the proposed traffic distribution, and provides updated capacity estimates that incorporate planned failure scenarios.

We have found that using a combination of a default linear model for regionalization, along with a load-test-induced nonlinear model for improving estimates, works well in practice. Linear models provide upper bounds and are amenable to MIP optimization, while the nonlinear models provide higher accuracy, and usually operate within the bounds of the linear
models. Additionally, the simpler linear models are easier to explain and diagnose. Currently, 9.2% of services using Flux have load-test-induced models, and these services account for 46.4% of the total capacity allocated by Flux. This suggests that larger services are more concerned about capacity and are more likely to build their load-test-induced nonlinear models.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the challenges of doing capacity planning in a complex real world and several ways of applying ideas in Flux to public clouds.

5.1 Practical Challenges

Flawed baselines impact modeling accuracy. Because Flux started with a baseline that was the result of many years worth of ad-hoc capacity management, the baseline itself does not reflect an ideal placement. Thus, when modeling capacity, we have to take extra care when interpreting model residuals: they could be due to imperfect modeling, or baseline itself not well-balanced. Flux provides rebalancing to service owners wishing to correct these imbalances in a controlled manner.

Complete capacity models are hard to come by. We have found that many capacity management practices rely on tribal knowledge, ad-hoc modeling, and implicit agreements between services. These are not captured in the service capacity models that Flux operates with, and thus cannot incorporate various de facto objectives or constraints. We work with service owners to codify these, but often find that we need to work around these with manual planning adjustments. We have also introduced tools like the capacity ledger (see §3.5) that help capture and mechanize previously ad-hoc capacity management practices.

These realities mean that there isn’t a clear ground truth for capacity distribution, and require a nuanced interpretation of both modeling residuals and execution errors.

5.2 Applying Flux in Public Clouds

Many large public cloud customers maintain “virtual private clouds”, whereby they acquire large capacity pools of reserved instances. For example, Netflix has reported [36] that it runs thousands of services on hundreds of thousands of geographically distributed reserved instances [9] in AWS. These customers can apply Flux to manage these pools of reserved instances, and intelligently place services so that they are maximally utilized. These customers can also use Flux to extract recommendations about the type, location, and amount of capacity to acquire in order to accommodate growth, and to optimize the customer’s capacity footprint.

Cloud providers could provide a new kind of capacity contract, whereby customers are guaranteed low-cost capacity, but are not guaranteed specific regional placement. The cloud provider offers an online capacity-planning tool through which their customers continually update their aggregated placement constraints. The cloud provider then regularly re-regionalizes the capacity for customers that use this form of capacity, calling into customer’s control planes to execute service and traffic rebalancing. This is similar to existing preemption APIs for spot instances [8].

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:

1. How long does it take for Flux to execute its plan (6.1)?
2. Do Flux’s service models help accurately assign global workloads to hardware in individual regions (6.2, 6.3)?
3. To what extent does Flux help meet the growing needs of out-of-region hardware refresh (6.4)?
4. How does Flux plan capacity and service placement for a specific service in practice (6.5)?

6.1 Execution Automation

Our goal for Flux is to maximize automation across both planning and execution, while incorporating humans-in-the-loop to review proposed actions and catch defects. We have granted Flux increasing autonomy as we gain confidence in the completeness and accuracy of Flux’s models, its solvers, and automated execution systems. Currently, not all services support automation when adjusting their deployments across regions; Flux compensates by incorporating human-in-the-loop manual actions.

Figure 8 plots the degree of automation in Flux’s execution plans, showing a handful of service groups as well as the overall automation. The drastic improvement in “total” around July 2021 was due to the introduction of a fully automated capacity distribution mechanism that integrates with our autoscaling system [14]. Over the past 2.5 years, we have increased automation in Flux from 27% to nearly 100%.

Figure 9 shows Flux’s plan completion times. When Flux was first introduced, execution was dominated by operations requiring human feedback or execution. As we have simultaneously improved automation coverage and model quality,
fewer operations require human-in-the-loop intervention and scrutiny, and most operations are now fully automated. Recently, executions take roughly 1 week. Even with model and automation improvements, some limits still remain. For example, cross-region data replication or cache warmup may still require long execution times for stateful services even if they support full automation.

### 6.2 Capacity Sizing Error

We define Flux’s capacity sizing error as the service capacity eventually used in production, minus Flux’s recommended capacity assignments, which include improvements from using load-test-induced models when available (§4.2). The errors exist for several reasons. First, since capacity-planning mistakes can be costly, service owners often review and sometimes revise Flux’s recommendation based on their domain knowledge of their services. Second, after Flux executes its capacity plan, our autoscaling system [14] may resize services in production, if it finds that additional capacity is needed to support Flux’s traffic shift, or that a service is left with a capacity surplus.

Figure 10 shows the proportion of upsize and downsize capacity executed in each plan. A value of 100% means that execution was (in aggregate) exactly to plan. Over the course of the last year, we have improved planning accuracy significantly, primarily by working with service owners to improve their attribution and capacity models. We use execution history to incorporate expected error rates into Flux’s planning assumptions, and thus are able to tolerate this error by ensuring that we both (1) have sufficient capacity to support anticipated (aggregate) upsizes; and (2) are able to reclaim sufficient capacity where this is needed for refresh.

**Figure 9:** Plan completion times. The “total” curve represents the end-to-end plan execution time. The boxplots represent the distribution of individual service resize operation’s completion time. From bottom to top, the markers on a box represent, excluding outliers, the minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and maximum. Outliers are shown separately as small circles. The spike in the “total” curve represents a large shift in the complexity of Flux’s placement plans, which caused service automation coverage to lag Flux’s capacity coverage. We spent the ensuing months improving the coverage of our capacity automation tooling.

**Figure 10:** Capacity-sizing error, the percentage of Flux’s recommended assignments executed in production. Each data point represents the proportion of the total capacity in a Flux placement plan that was actually executed. The error is split by upsizes and downsizes.

- **Insignificant capacity (15).** The service owner rejected the plan as the service does not have fully automated capacity management and the plan moved an insignificant amount of capacity. Therefore, the overhead to the service owner is too high to justify the benefits of execution.
- **Service should not be rebalanced (13).** The service owner rejected the plan because the service should not be rebalanced by Flux. The remedy is to add the service to Flux’s execution blocklist.
- **Insufficient headroom (10).** The plan would leave a service without enough headroom capacity, usually to accommodate anticipated growth. The remedy for this is to capture this requirement as a capacity event, so that it can be incorporated into Flux’s capacity plans.
- **Deprecated service (8).** The service is deprecated, and should no longer be managed by Flux.
- **Bad estimates (4).** The service owner judges the estimates to be incorrect, usually due to one of two reasons. First,
Flux has incorrectly attributed product demand to the service. In these cases, we repair the demand baselines, for example, by choosing another demand metric. Second, the linear model is inaccurate for the service. In these cases, we work with the service owner to adopt the load-test-induced model (see §4.2).

These overrides highlight the complexity of operating in a large-scale production environment. These results show that, with supervision, it is feasible for Flux to operate in a complex environment. Over time, as bugs are fixed and new features (e.g., headroom modeling) are added to Flux to cover a broader set of scenarios, we expect Flux to perform with higher accuracy and gain greater autonomy.

6.3 Model Residuals

The model residual $\delta$ (expression 1 in §3.2.2) measures the portion of baseline service capacity distribution not explained by Flux’s service model. While the previously presented error metric reflects plan defects that could cause inefficient placement or operational risks, $\delta$ merely reflects the imbalance between traffic and capacity distribution. Large residuals often reflect pre-existing capacity imbalance or inherent limitations in services which prevent the system from achieving an ideal balance.

Figure 11 shows the residual for several representative services. Web product’s residual varies between 3% and 5%. Such stateless services are usually well-modeled by Flux.

The residual for feed infra was initially higher at $\approx 8\%$, because its capacity distribution was uneven before Flux was applied. Over multiple placement cycles, we have used Flux to reduce this capacity imbalance, which is reflected in recent residuals that match those of web product. Due to limited capacity supply during COVID, Flux’s optimization objective has been dominated by supply constraints, and once Flux is able to meet decommission and growth objectives, we limit the infrastructure changes that Flux is allowed to introduce. As capacity supply improves in the future, we plan to use Flux to more aggressively rebalance service capacity and reduce the residual. The short-term variance of the residual curves in Figure 11 correspond to load tests [6] and drain tests [52], as well as Flux traffic shifts. These events temporarily distort the relationship between traffic and capacity distribution, and are filtered out of Flux’s baseline.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of feed infra’s model residual across regions. This kind of plot guides us to work with service owners to improve their service balance by applying more aggressive balance objectives in Flux. The figure also demonstrates that, while the aggregate residual is higher at $\approx 5\%$, the per-region residual is generally less than 1%.

In Figure 11, database infra’s model residual is the highest due to some unique challenges associated with stateful services. For example, if a subset of hot data shards are the bottleneck, naively adding more capacity may not improve the service’s throughput proportionally. Many stateful services also have substantial capacity requirements for internal data replication [5], which fall outside of the usual request-response RPC regime, making it difficult to apply RPC tracing. We have been continuously improving Flux’s support for stateful services. In Figure 11, the initial reduction of residual from 22% to 15% was primarily due to improved attribution accuracy and coverage for database. The later regression coincides with deployment of new database systems into just a subset of regions, and for which we need to define new product attribution rules to capture correctly.

Overall, we deploy many stateful services, including databases, storage, and caches. Of the capacity currently managed by Flux, 14% is for stateful services. Our long-term strategy is to migrate stateful services to a common stateful framework called Shard Manager [32], which solves many common problems (e.g., hot shards) that impact stateful-service modeling. Moreover, Shard Manager is integrated with Flux so that the services it manages are automatically covered by Flux. Finally, Shard Manager intelligently places data shards onto the capacity allocated by Flux to minimize data-access latency [1, 4].

6.4 Accelerating Out-of-Region Refresh

Figure 4 shows that as regions mature, they may have minimal power headroom to accommodate new hardware. Accordingly, the “quarterly OORR demand” data points in Figure 13 shows the rapidly increasing need for performing out-
of-region hardware refresh (OORR). Prior to 2020, a negligible amount of OORR was performed, and even then OORR was already a significant planning challenge. This was due to the lack of planning tools to compute global workload shuffling and traffic shifting for interdependent services, as well as lack of automation to execute such plans even when it was manually built. The benefits of Flux go far beyond OORR, but the imminent increase in OORR demand and the unsustainable toil in performing OORR motivated us to develop Flux. Flux has helped scale OORR planning and execution by ≈950% year-over-year. Currently, we perform global workload shifts once every 6 weeks; each shift typically reshuffles capacity for 100k-300k servers globally. The shifted capacity exceeds OORR demand because (1) the decommissioned capacity may not reflect the overall workload hardware composition, meaning that Flux must perform larger reshuffles to utilize the underlying hardware; and (2) Flux also allocates growth capacity and optimizes other infrastructure goals such as reducing disaster-readiness buffers.

6.5 Case Study: FeatureStore

As a detailed case study, we present the impact of Flux on FeatureStore, a flash-based key-value store serving features of machine learning models, deployed across thousands of servers, with a 99th percentile read latency of under 15ms, and a read request rate of 10s of millions per second. In September 2020, Flux was used for the first time to generate a service-placement plan for FeatureStore. Prior to that, its service placement was performed by humans.

A key event that took place during the September 2020 planning cycle was large-scale decommissioning of servers in three regions A, B, and C, resulting in a reduction of supply in those regions. Accordingly, we expect Flux to perform out-of-region hardware refresh and shift traffic away from those regions to others in order to accommodate this regional supply reduction, which is confirmed by Figure 14.

To understand Flux’s capacity assignment, we focus on two sets of services: (1) the frontend Web service that serves as the traffic gateway for FeatureStore, and (2) all backend services that support or consume FeatureStore. Figure 15 shows the ratio of capacity for these two sets, which varies due to different workload mixes across regions. Specifically, regions A and B show a lower capacity ratio, because they are data-warehouse heavy and have a larger FeatureStore footprint to support additional training workloads that are co-located with data warehouse but do not go through Web to access FeatureStore. Before Flux was applied to FeatureStore, capacity planners needed to explicitly take this into consideration, whereas Flux’s MIP formulation is able to automatically account for this and other factors affecting placement.

Recall from §3.3 that one optimization objective is to minimize deviation from the ratios in the globalized service model. This deviation is partially reflected in Figure 15 as the Web-to-FeatureStore capacity ratio’s variances across regions. Before Flux was applied to FeatureStore, the variances across regions C, D, and E were partially due to suboptimal planning done by humans. Flux is able to reduce the variances by lowering the ratio for region D and increasing the ratio for region E, thus leading to better balance across regions C, D, and E. The improvement was small as this was the first time that Flux was applied to FeatureStore and was configured to be more conservative in introducing changes.

Deviation from ideal service capacity ratios is also reflected in the service’s unbalanced CPU utilization across regions. Note that, if FeatureStore’s capacity increase in a region is bigger than FeatureStore’s traffic increase in the region, we expect FeatureStore to have a lower CPU utilization before flux.
in the region after the change. This type of change can be applied to lower the CPU utilization of more heavily loaded regions, which is precisely what Flux did. For each region $r$, we calculate the average CPU utilization $u_r$ of FeatureStore during its daily peak time window. Then we calculate the median of $u_r$ across 10s of regions, and call it $\hat{u}$. Before and after Flux was applied to FeatureStore, $\hat{u}$ was 55% and 50%, respectively. This indicates that Flux is effective in matching traffic distribution with capacity distribution to balance load across regions.

Figure 16 shows $u_r$ for some sample regions. Overall, Flux reduces the CPU utilization of more heavily loaded regions such as regions A and D. In this instance, Flux was unable to increase CPU utilization in C due to the other constraints and objectives. This example shows that there are many factors to be considered during optimization, which is better suited to a MIP solver than humans.

7 Related Work

Capacity management. Capacity management impacts service performance and reliability as well as an organization’s capital and operating expenses. Two USENIX ;login: articles [27, 48] provide an overview of this topic. Misbah et al. provide a survey of resource management in federated cloud [33]. Several publications report capacity-management practices for internet services such as LinkedIn [53, 56], Uber [15], Google [34], and Netflix [36]. They focus on forecasting demand and capacity headroom, and are complementary to our work focusing on global service placement.

Service tracing and modeling. Several systems [13, 17, 30, 40, 46] insert unique request IDs into RPC calls to discover end-to-end service dependency. Our work adopts this approach. Some systems use statistical analysis [2] or heuristics [3, 38, 43] to infer service dependencies. Although these techniques are easier to deploy, they have not been proven to be robust enough to be used for internet-scale complex services. Both analytical models [51] and profiling techniques [41] have been applied to build performance models for three-tiered applications, but our environment is much more complex (see Figure 1). Endo et al. [20] call out the challenges of operating a distributed cloud, including resource modeling, but do not propose solutions.

Service placement. Yang et al. [54] propose joint service placement and traffic routing in mobile cloud, without considering service interdependencies. Malet and Pietzuch [35] propose placing services across datacenters to minimize network latency without considering the constraints of capacity supply and demand.

Constrained optimization. Constrained optimization has been used for resource allocation in different scenarios, including hardware-to-reservation assignment within a region [37], data-shard-to-container placement [32], and job scheduling within a cluster [19, 23–26, 42, 44, 49, 50]. None of them tackle the problem of global service placement.

Infrastructure orchestration. Cloud infrastructure orchestrators like Terraform [28] and CloudFormation [7] coordinate changes across multiple infrastructure systems in public clouds. These could be used to implement the orchestration component of Flux in a public cloud setting.

8 Conclusion

We identified the regionalization problem associated with managing customer services on large, global cloud footprints. We presented Flux, which solves regionalization by (1) using RPC tracing to build service regionalization models; (2) jointly solving service and traffic placement, growth capacity distribution, and infrastructure objectives; and (3) introducing a capacity orchestration system that safely and automatically rebalances services and traffic according to the computed plan. We shared our experience of using Flux at Meta’s large private cloud and discussed ways in which the ideas in Flux can be applied to public clouds.
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Inputs

\( m_{r,h,t} \) Capacity pool: amount of type \( h \) hardware available in region \( r \) at time \( t \). It is generated by capacity forecast and includes the current capacity and net incoming and outgoing supply.

\( \phi_{r,h,p} \) Globalized service baseline: output of the service-modeling process described in §3.2, indicating the fraction of service \( s \)'s consumption of type \( h \) hardware being attributed to product \( p \). We also scale the globalized service baseline by service growth, derived from our capacity budget management system, leading to varying values at different timesteps \( t \).

\( g_{r,h} \) The total growth capacity, indicating the total amount of type \( h \) hardware allocated to service \( s \) at time \( t \) to support service growth. It is derived from Meta’s budget management system, and is used to support product growth and launches.

\( s_{p,t} \) The total traffic growth indicating the global increase in traffic to product \( p \) at time \( t \), represented as the percentage above 100% global baseline traffic.

\( e_n \) The penalty coefficient for objective \( n \). Penalty coefficients dictate how tradeoffs are compared.

### Assignment variables

| Variable | Description | \( q_{r,h} \) Traffic assignment, indicating the fraction of traffic from Regionalization Entity \( e \) assigned to region \( r \) at time \( t \).
|----------|-------------| \( \phi_{r,h,p} \) Capacity assignment, indicating the amount of type \( h \) hardware allocated to service \( s \) in region \( r \) at time \( t \).
| \( g_{r,h} \) Growth assignment, indicating the amount of additional type \( h \) hardware allocated to service \( s \) in region \( r \) at time \( t \) for the purpose of growth.
| \( d_{r,h} \) Deficit assignment, indicating the amount of additional type \( h \) hardware needed in region \( r \) at time \( t \).
| \( s_{r,h} \) Spares, indicating the amount of unallocated hardware of type \( h \) in region \( r \) at timestep \( t \).
| \( o_{r,h} \) Double occupancy capacity. See explanation for Expression 14.
| \( p_{r,h,s} \) Model residual, the difference between the observed baseline capacity distribution and the capacity distribution implied by the globalized service baseline, \( \phi_{r,h,p,s} \) distributed according to the baseline traffic distribution \( \xi \).

| Variable | Distribution | Description | \( q_{r,h} \) Traffic assignment, indicating the fraction of traffic from Regionalization Entity \( e \) assigned to region \( r \) at time \( t \).
|----------|-------------| \( \phi_{r,h,p} \) Capacity assignment, indicating the amount of type \( h \) hardware allocated to service \( s \) in region \( r \) at time \( t \).
| \( g_{r,h} \) Growth assignment, indicating the amount of additional type \( h \) hardware allocated to service \( s \) in region \( r \) at time \( t \) for the purpose of growth.
| \( d_{r,h} \) Deficit assignment, indicating the amount of additional type \( h \) hardware needed in region \( r \) at time \( t \).
| \( s_{r,h} \) Spares, indicating the amount of unallocated hardware of type \( h \) in region \( r \) at timestep \( t \).
| \( o_{r,h} \) Double occupancy capacity. See explanation for Expression 14.
| \( p_{r,h,s} \) Model residual, the difference between the observed baseline capacity distribution and the capacity distribution implied by the globalized service baseline, \( \phi_{r,h,p,s} \) distributed according to the baseline traffic distribution \( \xi \).

Table 1: Notation used in the MIP formulation. Baseline means the current state of the infrastructure.

### A MIP Formulation in Flux

This appendix presents the MIP formulation used by Flux.

The core of the formulation is an assignment problem, represented by the assignment variables enumerated in Table 1. Each variable shares a region \( r \) and timestep \( t \) dimension; while capacity related assignments also include dimensions for the service being assigned \( s \) and hardware type of the assignment \( t \).

Next, we present the MIP problem formulation and explain each expression. The MIP problem is to minimize:

\[
e_1 \times \sum_{p \in P, r \in R, t \in T} |x_{p,t} - \phi_{p,r,h}|	ag{2}
\]

\[
+ e_2 \times \sum_{r \in R, p \in P} \max_{s_p,t} x_{p,t} \tag{3}
\]

\[
+ e_3 \times \sum_{r \in R, h \in H, t \in T} d_{r,h,t} \tag{4}
\]

\[
+ e_4 \times \sum_{r \in R, h \in H, t \in T} o_{r,h,t} \tag{5}
\]

\[
+ e_5 \times \sum_{r \in R, h \in H, t \in T} |r_{p,r,h,t}| \tag{6}
\]

\[
+ e_6 \times \sum_{r \in R, h \in H, t \in T} s_{r,h,t} - \sum_{r \in R, h \in H, t \in T} \xi_{r,h,t} \forall h \in H, t \in T \tag{7}
\]

Subject to:

\[
c_{s,r,h} = \phi_{s,r,h} \quad r_{s,r,h} = \phi_{s,r,h} \quad x_{p,t} = \xi_{t,h} \quad o_{h,t} = 0 \tag{8}
\]

\[
c_{s,r,h,t} \geq \sum_{s_p,t \in \phi_{s,r,h,t}} |x_{p,t} - \phi_{p,r,h,t}| + r_{p,r,h,t} \tag{9}
\]

\[
m_{r,h,t} + d_{r,h,t} = q_{r,h,t} + \sum_{s \in S} c_{s,r,h,t} + \sum_{r \in R} s_{r,h,t} \forall p \in P, t \in T \sum_{r \in R} x_{p,t} = 1 + \tau_p \tag{10}
\]

\[
s_{r,h,t} = q_{r,h,t} + \sum_{s \in S} c_{s,r,h,t} \tag{11}
\]

\[
o_{r,h,t} = \sum_{r \in R} c_{s,r,h,t-1} - c_{s,r,h,t} \tag{12}
\]

\[
s_{r,h,t} + \sum_{r \in R} s_{r,h,t} \geq o_{h,t} \tag{13}
\]

Below, we explain the intuition behind the MIP expressions.

**Stability objective.** Expression 2 penalizes traffic shifts to reduce churn in the infrastructure.

**Disaster-readiness objective.** Services have a disaster-readiness buffer to cope with only single-region failure. Expression 3 minimizes this buffer, by minimizing the size of the largest region.

**Objective to minimize deficits.** Expression 4 minimizes the additional hardware needed. Technically, a feasible solution requires that \( \forall r \in R, h \in H, t \in T \quad d_{r,h,t} = 0 \), and we use a high penalty \( p_h \) to ensure that deficits are non-zero only if a solution requires it.

**Objective to minimize deviation from service model.** Pre-existing placement imbalance, attribution inaccuracies, or traffic routing imbalances can cause baseline capacity assignments to deviate from the service model. Expression 6 minimizes deviation from the global service model defined by the globalized service baseline. \( r_{p,r,h,t} \) is the residual of the service model, which is further discussed in §6.3.
Objective to balance spare pool distribution. Expression 7 encourages balancing unused capacity across regions to reduce hardware stranding. Sufficient unused capacity placement can also act as a buffer for capacity estimation discrepancies.

Baseline. Expression 8 establishes timestep $t_0$ as the baseline, i.e., the current state of the infrastructure.

Product attribution ratio constraint. Expression 9 ensures that each service is allocated according to the ratio imputed from the service model (see §3.2). The model residual $r_{s,r,h,t}$ is used to offset the placement.

Residual-regression constraint. Expression 10 prevents model residuals from regressing. Specifically, negative residuals (i.e., underprovisioned services per the model) are prevented from becoming more negative, while positive residuals may not become negative. Together, objective 6 and this constraint cause Flux to better balance service utilization across regions. Flux provides fine-grained controls (per service, region, hardware type) that let the service owner tune how aggressively Flux is allowed to rebalance a service. §6.5 provides a case study of this benefit.

Capacity-sufficiency constraint. Expression 11 ensures that each region has sufficient capacity to support the capacity assignment, as determined by expression 9. This also assigns additional hardware as deficits, if required for feasibility. Unallocated capacity is assigned to the spare pool $S_t$.

Full-placement constraint. Expression 12 ensures that each RE is fully placed.

Organic growth constraint. When $\tau_{p,t} \geq 0$ Expression 12 places additional traffic demand which Expression 9 then allocates the organic growth capacity to each service according to its globalized service model. Organic growth is used to model increased traffic where all dependent services much be sized up proportionally.

Inorganic growth constraint. Expression 13 distributes the growth capacity proportionally to a service’s placed capacity. Inorganic growth is used to distribute growth capacity to an individual service such that dependent services don’t necessarily need to be resized, such as product launches.

Double-occupancy constraint. We execute the capacity up sizes before capacity downsizes (see §3.4) and cannot count on future released capacity to fund an ongoing upsize operation. Expression 14 defines the amount of capacity needed during an upsize operation, whereas Expression 15 ensures a valid intermediate state by enforcing sufficient capacity is available to prevent an upsize from using still occupied capacity. Growth is given out as a final step of execution, and can be used during the upsize stage. Expression 5 minimizes double occupancy.

MIP Solver Scalability. Flux uses the MIP solver well within its scalability limit. Our latest service placement run generated a problem with 24K assignment variables and 36K constraints. Solving the problem took only 5 seconds.
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Abstract

Every day, billions of people depend on Internet services for communication, commerce, and entertainment. Yet planetary-scale data center infrastructures consisting of millions of servers experience unplanned capacity outages and unexpected demand for resources; how can such infrastructures remain reliable in the face of capacity and workload flux?

In this paper, we introduce Defcon, a system for improving the availability of large-scale, globally-distributed Internet services using graceful feature degradation. In response to overload conditions, Defcon enables site operators to gradually disable less-critical features in order to reduce resource demand. Defcon presents a common interface to product developers to define feature knobs that represent degradation capabilities. Defcon automatically tests knobs to understand each knob’s product- and infrastructure-level trade-offs. At Meta, we have used Defcon to improve global product availability in the face of worldwide demand-surges in addition to large-scale infrastructure failures.

1 Introduction

Large-scale, globally-distributed Internet services, such as those operated by Alibaba, Amazon, Google, Meta, Microsoft, and Netflix, power modern human life by providing access to communication, commerce, entertainment, and many other experiences. At the same time, rapid advances in finance, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and virtual/augmented reality have solidified the utility of Internet services for much of humanity for the foreseeable future.

Internet services consist of features – functional building blocks that make up a larger product. For example, a video product consists of a search feature, a playback feature, a recommendation feature, and so on. Features are hierarchical: A top-level playback feature may itself consist of a video quality feature and a closed-caption feature, for example. Features, and the products they make up, power Internet services.

Products (and, by extension, features) run in data centers distributed around the planet. Analogous to the familiar von Neumann architecture, computing at a planetary scale requires input/output (in the form of HTTP and RPC requests), computation (in the form of front-end servers), interconnect (the network backbone), caching, storage, and so on. Site operators deploy these resources within geographically-distributed data centers with the goal of ensuring that the workload demanded by users does not exceed the resources supplied by the network, servers, and so on.

Planning data center resources well requires predicting the future – or at least trying to. Capacity engineers rely on detailed user demand forecasts and server supply models to decide how and where to purchase and deploy resources, but alas, prophecy yet remains elusive: Errors and inaccuracy creep into models and forecasts, making data center capacity planning at times more of an art than a science. In addition, unpredictable world events – like global pandemics – can render even the most sophisticated predictions obsolete overnight.

At the end of the day, the people that use Internet services care about availability: Can they use the product that they want to use when they want to use it? Toward that end, companies work hard to ensure their products remain highly available. But what happens when things do not go according plan, such as during a persistent product demand increase due to a global pandemic, or when recovering from a global outage?

For example, Figure 1 shows a real-world surge in demand for one of Meta’s products, Facebook (measured on the y-axis in mega-instructions per second, or MIPS, executed by front-end servers for the product), that occurred over several hours on October 27, 2022. Localized peaks toward the left and right of the chart illustrate software deployment on the front-end systems, which consumes additional resources due to idle hosts updating their binaries and cold cache effects – these are expected behaviors. At around 5AM PDT, however, an unexpected increase in demand for the product happened to coincide with the daily peak usage of the product (shown...
from a previous day as “reference signal”) leading to constructive interference and causing the product to run out of capacity and dangerously approach an overload condition (approximately $1.15 \times 10^{10}$ MIPS) at which point fail-slow behavior and overload would occur. At around 6:35AM PDT (vertical dotted line), site operators engaged a system, which we present in this paper, in order to safely and efficiently reduce resource consumption (MIPS), while still preserving access to core product functionality for all users, avoiding an outage. Around 7:15AM PDT, as demand for the product continued to increase, site operators further engaged a next level of the system – leading to a correspondingly larger decrease in resource consumption, bending the traffic (MIPS) surge curve to restore it to nominal amounts of resource demand. After the surge had passed, at around 8:00AM PDT, site operators disengaged the system, restoring the product’s features to their original state.

In this paper, we present Defcon, a system to provide graceful feature degradation for Internet services. Defcon achieves high availability without sacrificing additional server resources by allowing site operators to dynamically turn off product features in response to rare (e.g., monthly or yearly) demand spikes or even unpredictable product demand increases. The key insight of Defcon is that not all product features provide equal value – many features can safely be turned off for short periods of time without altering a product’s fundamental behavior. Human guidance is used to define and actuate “knobs” – control flow annotations that represent the best capacity savings and user experience trade-offs.

We characterize the overload problem and solution space, apply a rigorous data-scientific methodology to analyze knob behavior, and describe a real-world at-scale testing methodology to validate the efficacy of Defcon. We also shed light on the design and organization of large-scale, real-world systems from the field as our approach accurately reflects the trade-offs involved in designing and implementing an initial solution to an emerging problem under realistic constraints. A key contribution of this paper is to prove the efficacy of feature degradation to help solve the overload problem in distributed systems.

We describe the design and implementation of Defcon and our experience operating Defcon in production over the course of three years. We evaluate our approach using a combination of continual at-scale controlled tests as well as case studies from production incidents, including during a sustained demand surge. Overall, we find graceful feature degradation to be a powerful design pattern for system architects to efficiently improve the availability of large-scale distributed systems.

## 2 Background

Graceful degradation pervades the natural world: Removing ballast to prevent a ship from capsizing, escalators losing power and becoming ordinary stairs, starfish reproducing a lost limb, and so on. We observe analogous patterns of graceful degradation in the realm of computing and provide a brief overview of these techniques as well as a backdrop for why graceful degradation matters in large-scale Internet services, next.

### 2.1 Data Center Capacity Management

Modern hyper-scale data center infrastructures rely on server capacity distributed across the planet in order to support the diverse resource needs of the services that run in the data centers. Capacity Engineers rely on two inputs in order to make data center capacity planning decisions: workload resource demand and server resource supply.

Workload resource demand models the resource needs of a product in order to support its set of features. Capacity engineers normalize resources to a common unit baseline in order to plan resources across different server architectures or generations (e.g., Relative Resource Units, or RRUs) where resource types include computational throughput, storage capacity, memory bandwidth, and network bandwidth. Modeling workload resource demand involves understanding how many RRUs of different resource types are required to support product features. To accurately model future resource demand, engineers scale current resource demand based on feature growth projections.

Of course, in reality, resource supply and demand can behave in unpredictable ways. For example, a workload pattern change can change resource demand, while a data center outage can decrease resource supply. A key challenge, therefore, is how to allocate resources in the face of constant infrastructure and workload flux\(^1\). In many traditional systems, scenarios where resource demand $>$ resource supply leads to fail-slow – and, eventually, overload-induced – system unavailability.

\(^1\)Note that systems in Meta’s infrastructure are already equipped to automatically scale up and down capacity in response to predictable (e.g., diurnal) demand changes. Even so, there still comes a point when there is no remaining capacity to elastically expand a service into (such as during unpredictable load spikes or large outages).

---

\[\text{Figure 1: Defcon in action during a real-world site event. (See Section 1 for explanation.)}\]
2.2 The Overload Problem

System overload occurs when the requested throughput of a service (e.g., measured in queries per second, QPS) exceeds the capabilities of the system, leading to a phenomena known as congestion collapse whereby goodput (a measure of the rate of successful responses from the service), decreases [2, 38]. Systems of any size can become overloaded, but the overload problem is especially acute in large, geographically-distributed Internet services, which can cause cascading failure scenarios, and can lead to widespread outages [12]. Overload remains a fundamental problem in the operation of distributed systems.

Meta’s infrastructure is organized around a collection of geographically-distributed data center failure domains, each representing around 5–12% of the overall capacity. Common failures such as bugs, network/power outages, and incorrect configuration happen within these failure domains and we have found 5–20% of savings to be a sweet spot for capacity savings for mitigating the risk of cascading failures due to overload. In this work, we assume a baseline of an overload-induced metastable failure state that leads to product outages for large portions of users for minutes to hours at a time.

Table 1 summarizes some potential solutions to the overload problem and how they trade off the amount of hardware resources (Server Resources), the amount of effort required of engineers to implement and maintain (Engineering Effort), and the potential impact to users (User Impact). For example, one way to attempt to solve the overload problem is to simply allocate more server resources for a distributed system (option 1). While potentially effective, simply allocating more resources can be inefficient, leading to low resource utilization when traffic is not at its infrequent (e.g., on the order of months or years) projected peak.

Furthermore, we can never perfectly predict traffic patterns and real-world events can often thwart even the best preparations. Take the COVID-19 pandemic as an example: In 2020, as more persons began to shelter in place, communication that was once in-person began shifting to occur online. Figure 2 shows an example of how traffic for one product at Meta greatly exceeded its pre-pandemic resource plans. During global crises, Internet services often become more important than ever for humans to communicate and remain connected with each other. And while at Meta we were able to survive the COVID-19 demand surge, we wondered: “Can we build systems that are inherently resilient in the face of unforeseen overload?”

To answer this question, we found options 2–4 compelling. Note that options 2 and 3 both reduce work, but whereas option 2 reduces work at its source, option 3 reduces work at its destination. Specifically, for option 3, we considered a fine-grained backpressure-based approach, which led to noticeable user impact when capacity demand exceeded capacity supply and requests could not be processed. After evaluating the potential trade-offs at Meta, we opted for a technique to minimize user impact and found option 4, Degrade Features, to achieve the best trade-off: No additional server resources and low impact to users, albeit with an investment in engineering effort (which we qualify in Section 5).

![Figure 2: Real-world events can often thwart event the most sophisticated preparation techniques, as shown by this graph of actual versus forecasted demand for Facebook in 2020 during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.](image-url)
2.3 Related Work

Degradation is a self-adaptation technique that reduces the amount of work that servers need to perform to stay resilient during resource shortages, spiky load, and reduced hardware performance [12] that would otherwise cause a distributed system to enter a failure state [6, 16]. Degradation has been considered in many different contexts of system design, such as storage systems [8, 22, 31, 39], processor design [4, 17], cloud computing infrastructure [9, 11, 20, 25, 29], edge computing systems [21], web server applications [1, 2, 14], search engines [10], and mail services [27]. In network systems, graceful degradation is used to handle overload of network resources through intelligent connection management [36], traffic prioritization [3], traffic handover control [5], security hardening [15, 34], as examples.

Degradation of the static content of a website was proposed in [2] and relevant techniques have been extended to dynamic content [26]. Degradation has also been proposed by cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) providers as a feature to increase cloud utilization [29] and used for adapting to the high network variability and possible network disruptions in edge computing infrastructure [21]. Defcon contributes to this area of research by developing a product-level, feature-centric framework to perform configurable graceful degradation of large-scale geo-distributed micro-services during spiky load and disaster events and providing real-world insights on how to build and operate such a system from its global deployment in products at a large scale.

One alternative approach for surviving resource shortages during load spike or outage events is load shedding [11, 37, 38], which drops a proportion of load by dropping request traffic when a server approaches overload. However, load shedding sacrifices availability guarantees and broadly impacts user experience. In contrast, degradation techniques aim to provide high availability of products and services to users around the globe, which is critical to minimize impact.

Another area of related research is on specifying and realizing degradation for distributed systems. A relaxation lattice method was proposed for specifying the behavior of degradation [13]. Furthermore, specifications and implementations of degradation were presented in [39] as a complementary mechanism to fault tolerance in the design of highly-available distributed systems. Availability Knob [30] was proposed to provide a variety of availability guarantees, improving the utilization of reliability-heterogeneous infrastructures. In this work, we adopt the “knob” nomenclature, although for different means. Whereas Availability Knobs specify availability SLA flexibility, knobs as used in this work describe source code control flow annotations which can be enabled or disabled at-will.

Client-managed degradation was explored in the context of features like low power modes [18]. Our approach differs from client-managed degradation in three key ways. First, in contrast to an ad-hoc approach to define individual points of degradation in client code (which, like a low power mode, then effectively become new “features” to maintain in the client), our approach provides a framework (knobs) that developers can use to efficiently encapsulate existing features, significantly reducing the development cost of degradation. Second, our approach provides developers with a framework to automatically test, analyze knob savings, and manage the lifecycle of knobs. Third, our approach extends to both client-side and server-side knobs, as it abstracts the knob control plane into configuration management as opposed to custom client (or server) code.

2.4 Graceful Feature Degradation

In this work, we ask the question, “Can we design distributed systems that remain available even when resource demand > resource supply?” While such systems would violate traditional system design assumptions, our key insight is that not all features of a product are equally important – if we can identify essential features (such as the ability to send a message in a messaging product) versus fungible features (such as an online status indicator for whether the message recipient is currently online), then we can gracefully trade off fungible features for on-demand server resources, while still preserving essential features. For example, the number of results can be considered as an adjustable feature for a search product.

In this paper, we introduce the qualifier graceful feature degradation to refer to the property of a large, globally-distributed system to dynamically modify its behavior (features) in order to dynamically (i.e., at runtime, without re-compilation or changing binary flags) alter its control flow for the purpose of reducing the system’s resource requirements. From here on, we use the terms “graceful degradation” and “graceful feature degradation” interchangeably.

3 Defcon

Defcon is a system to implement graceful degradation in large-scale distributed systems. Defcon is designed to be used during infrequent site emergency situations where demand is greater than supply. There are many reasons why a system may encounter situations where demand for the system’s resource exceeds the supply of resources for the system. Some examples are data center outages, load spikes during special events like New Year’s Eve, service overload due to a bug in a software deployment, and so on. We provide an overview of Defcon and discuss the design and implementation of its key system components, next.
3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows an overview of Defcon. Knobs annotate program control flow eligible for degradation and follow a well-defined API. Product engineers use a Knob Definition Framework to annotate source code that can be degraded. These knobs are controlled using a Knob Actuator Service by site operators according to a policy. Not shown in the figure, a Knob Testing Framework registers knobs defined in the code base and automatically tests them to understand the sensitivity of product experience and resource consumption when the knob is turned on. We discuss each of these components next.

![Knob Architecture Diagram](image)

**Figure 3:** Overview of Defcon system architecture. Product software engineers use a Knob Definition Framework to label sections of control flow corresponding to specific features to conditionally execute. A Knob Actuator Service controls which knobs (and their corresponding features) are enabled or disabled in response to real-time events. Mobile clients, web clients, and micro-services all communicate via configuration with the Knob Actuator Service to dynamically determine control flow. A Degradation Portal provides insights for site operators to understand which knobs to enable in response to server resource shortages and a Degradation CLI allows humans to rapidly control knobs en masse.

3.2 Knob Definition Framework

A knob is a switch to enable or disable a feature in the code. Unlike feature flags, which require a binary restart in order to take effect, knobs are controlled dynamically while a binary is running. Knobs are implemented by a client library (or sidecar service) that determines the current state of each knob and are controlled using a configuration management system [32]. Software developers provide each knob a unique name, which they then can reference in their code. Thus, knobs can span multiple source code files, or even multiple binaries. Knobs come in two flavors:

1. **Server-side knobs** are implemented in binaries running on the servers in data centers. The advantage of server-side knobs is that we can adjust the knobs’ state in seconds without any propagation delays.

2. **Client-side knobs** are implemented in client code running on phones, tablets, wearables, and so on. The advantage of client-side knobs is that they have the capability to reduce network load by stopping requests sent to the server along side reducing server load due to the request. Client-side knobs can also be controlled conditionally based on device metadata, such as cache state and network bandwidth availability. For example, Meta’s mobile apps maintain a client-side cache response freshness threshold value. We update this freshness threshold value during Defcon to control incoming traffic. At Meta, we use server-side configuration to control these values. We use two approaches to propagate knobs state changes to clients, each with its own pros and cons:

   2.a. **Silent Push Notification (SPN):** This approach uses a push notification system to propagate knobs state changes. At Meta, we have large numbers of client devices and the system takes around 30 minutes to finish all push notification jobs to propagate knobs state changes. SNP works like a typical app notification mechanism but instead of showing a notification to a user, the client app updates corresponding configuration fields.

   2.b. **Mobile Configuration Pull (MCP):** In this approach, clients pull updated mobile configurations from servers through an API. At Meta, every client application implements two kinds of configuration-pull mechanisms: (1) A full configuration pull happens every 6 hours and pulls updated configuration data for every configuration definition. Full configuration pull is more thorough, but requires more network bandwidth and server resources. (2) During Emergency Mobile Configuration (EMC) pull, each client request triggers a server to inspect an emergency configuration file located on the server to fetch updated configuration data for the fields mentioned in the emergency configuration file. EMC consumes less network bandwidth and server resources, but requires manual intervention.

Listing 1 shows an example of defining a knob in Python (although APIs also exist for Rust, C++, Hack [35], and Java). Every knob has a unique name (with a namespace unique for each product name, Feed in this example), a level corresponding to the magnitude of resource reduction and used for grouping all knobs of a similar magnitude together, and a Boolean enabled state. The export statement instructs the build system to generate/update knob source code definitions in the code base.

```
Listing 1: Knob definition.

```from configs.knobs import KnobConfig
defableCommentsRanking = KnobConfig(
    name = "Feed/DisableCommentsRanking",
    oncall = "owner_team_oncall",
    level = 2, # Impact magnitude.
    enabled = True)
export (disableCommentsRanking)
```

Listing 2 shows an example of using a knob in Python. To
use a knob, a developer must inspect the enabled field for the knob. If the knob is disabled (the common case), the binary follows its normal control flow; if the knob is enabled (e.g., during an emergency), the binary follows a work-reducing control flow to reduce server resource consumption for every request served.

Listing 2: Knob usage.

```python
from configs import ConfigReader
disableCommentsRanking = ConfigReader("Feed/DisableCommentsRanking")
comments = fetchComments()
if (disableCommentsRanking.enabled == False)
    comments.RankChronologically()
else # Knob enabled: do less work.
    comments.RankChronologically()
```

At Meta, knobs are not implemented haphazardly, but are instead carefully planned for by product teams with target resource savings set for different knob levels. Even so, the flexibility and ease of knob definition has enabled some products to implement and manage hundreds of knobs. Usually product teams choose the design of their knobs (i.e., server side knobs or client side knobs) based on the product behavior and the trade offs from controlling the demand at different places. Generally, knobs are defined at product feature level to stop the entire control flow across different surfaces.

Defcon knobs are added to both existing and new features. At Meta, features are deployed gradually with server-side controls and experiments. Meta’s deployment process requires product engineers to have a single-server side configuration to enable/disable their features. In Meta’s infrastructure, features are typically implemented as separate RPCs and therefore there is strong isolation between the control flow of each feature. For shared library code, product engineers have the choice to degrade at the library level or at a finer-grained RPC request level.

This process provides an advantage for developing knobs as a product team can simply extend these feature controls to check for Defcon configuration. Integrating knobs with feature development and deployment processes has other advantages: Ease of running experiments to test a knob for side-effects, measuring the capacity savings from disabling a knob, and measuring the impact of a knob on users (Section 3.4). User impact is then used to classify a knob into the correct Defcon level (Section 3.5). Once a product engineer is satisfied with a knob’s behavior, they will explicitly choose to include it in the Defcon system.

To aid product teams in understanding the breadth and behavior of the knobs they have defined, a browser-based graphical user interface is provided to help developers understand target level resource saving expectations, manage knob metadata, visualize knob savings against the target expectations, and understand any user experience trade-offs (using a measurement methodology we discuss later). In turn, emergency responders use this user interface to understand Defcon level savings and the associated impact of enabling knobs.

### 3.3 Knob Actuator Service

We believe it is important to have a highly reliable tool with minimal dependencies to control Defcon, so that we can use Defcon even when most other systems are unavailable. The Knob Actuator Service is responsible for enabling or disabling (actuating) sets of knobs. Knobs are grouped into three categories: (1) By service name, (2) by product name, and (3) by feature name (such as “search,” “video,” “feed,” and so on).

The Knob Actuator Service also manages metadata for knobs, stored in a geographically-replicated relational (MySQL) database. Knob metadata includes: (1) The engineering oncall responsible for the knob’s definition, (2) the engineering team responsible for the knob’s usage, and (3) a cache of recent resource and user experience test results (discussed later in this section).

Finally, the Knob Actuator Service is responsible for changing the state of knobs. Knob state changes can be performed for individual knobs or for sets of knobs grouped using one of the three categories (service, product, or feature name). State changes occur in seconds for server-side knobs and in a couple of minutes for client-side knobs (due to the EMC pull cycle duration mentioned before).

While state changes across sets of knobs are used during site events that require additional capacity supply, state changes for individual knobs are used for testing knob impact. Knobs can be further selected for only a fraction of users participating in controlled A/B test experiments (discussed in the next sub-section).

At Meta, emergency responders receive notifications for various overload scenarios (including increased demand, decreased capacity, etc.) for services. The emergency responders use a Degradation Policy (defined in Section 3.5) to evaluate if Defcon can and should be used to reduce the load. Once the emergency responders decide on a course of action, they use capacity savings data from recent tests (which are available in a dashboard) to estimate what Defcon level should be enabled, and use the Knob Actuator Service to enable Defcon knobs to reduce the demand to the desired amount.

### 3.4 Knob Testing Framework

As an emergency response tool, we must test Defcon periodically to ensure its reliability and performance. Since Defcon will incrementally degrade product features when enabled, we go to great lengths to minimize its impact during testing.

Our strategy is to execute frequent, but small scale A/B tests to get continuous signals for Defcon knob resource savings as...
well as potential issues, and infrequent large-scale exercises to validate these signals at scale and observe how the knobs for a product, service, or feature (and downstream services) behave when Defcon is enabled for all of the product’s, service’s, or feature’s requests.

We classify production tests into two categories:

1. **Small scale tests.** A/B testing measuring user behavior metrics helps us quantify the impact on users and products. These tests are conducted across a product, but with a very small user base, (e.g., 0.01–2%) of a population over a certain duration (e.g., 15 minutes to 36 hours). The main goals from these tests are validating the knob setup for the product, measuring the impact from the knobs, and measure the savings on downstream services using TRU. During A/B testing, we define four groups. One control group without any impact from Defcon and three treatment groups with different Defcon levels. We compare the resource consumption between the different groups with the control group as a baseline to measure the impact from Defcon on the service and the downstream services. To understand the impact of the Defcon knobs at a more granular level, we also run A/B tests at a service level (for any services that have knobs defined) and at a feature level.

   We run server-based tests for multi-tenant backend services when per-user annotation is not propagated (e.g., for batch-processing services or multi-tenant services, where requests may belong to the system or several users simultaneously). In this case, we randomly select a small number of hosts for a particular service, and split these hosts in 4 groups, testing as described above.

   We compare host metrics with the control group and store the results. The downside of this approach is that user experience may be momentarily inconsistent because consecutive requests from the same user may be served by different hosts. To minimise the user impact, we pick a negligible number of hosts for this test and run it for 5–15 minutes only. We run host-based tests weekly to always have fresh data and make sure that results are consistent. If results are not consistent, we adjust the number of randomly selected hosts. To make sure that our results are statistically significant and reliable we check that they match with empirical large scale test results (discussed next).

2. **Large scale tests.** Since Defcon is an emergency tool, we must test Defcon at scale to ensure its reliability and performance. We execute a Defcon service test on 100% of users quarterly to measure the resource savings at the product and service level and the demand reduction on the downstream services. Since during an emergency situation we may need support from Defcon for multiple products at the same time, we also execute combined degradation tests for multiple products together to measure the impact on Meta’s infrastructure. During such tests, we enable Defcon knobs across products at levels 3, 2 and 1 for a short time and we monitor behavior similar to individual product tests.

### 3.5 Degradation Policy

Graceful feature degradation provides a trade-off between resource savings and product behavior. When designing the policy for when – and to what extent – to enable degradation, we must understand the trade-off between capacity savings from enabling a knob or collection of knobs and the user or product impact that comes from doing so. Product teams are responsible for defining key performance indicators that are closely measured and monitored during tests. Infrastructure teams provide a distributed tracing framework [19] to measure resource savings not only on the product, service, or feature where the knob is implemented, but also along the transitive closure of services affected by the knob.

Meta implements a four-level Defcon policy scheme whereby smaller-numbered levels correspond to higher amounts of degradation. Levels can be applied across the same features supported by the Knob Actuator Service (product, service, and feature). To ground the policy in reality, care has been taken to design each level around handling a specific set of failure scenarios:

#### Level 4 (L4)

is the default state: All knobs are disabled.

#### Level 3 (L3)

is used for handling overload situations resulting from relatively small-scale load spikes such as those seen during New Year’s Eve or sporting events like World Cup. The Level 3 target savings is 5% of a product’s overall demand.\(^3\)

#### Level 2 (L2)

is used for handling overload situation that arise from full data center region failures. Target savings is 10% of a product’s overall demand (but can vary up or down based on a product’s data center deployment model).

#### Level 1 (L1)

is used during rare emergency events such as unforeseen global system outages. Target savings is 20% of a product’s overall demand.

For setting target level savings, recall from Section 2.2 that Meta’s infrastructure is organized around a collection of geographically-distributed data center failure domains, each representing around 5–12% of the overall capacity, making 5–20% of savings to be a sweet spot for mitigating the risk of cascading failures due to overload.

The Knob Definition Framework allows product developers the freedom and flexibility to explore potential knob resource savings and trade-offs in order to arrive at a portfolio of knobs that attempt to maximize the resource savings while minimizing the potential impact to users. When setting these level targets, service owners will translate demand reduction numbers to whichever resource they bottleneck on, like CPU.

---

\(^3\)Most front-end services at Meta have CPU utilization as the bounding resource, and so target CPU savings is the most salient metric to focus on.
memory, network. We rely on historical data for the amount of demand increase typically seen during similar past scenarios.

Figure 4 illustrates the four-step policy that emergency responders follow when operating Defcon in production. Emergency responders:

1. **Analyze** the state of the product resource demands and potential Defcon knob resource supplies using a system monitoring dashboard. The dashboard lists critical system resource utilization metrics described in Degradation Policy.

2. **Decide** if the situation can be mitigated by applying a Degradation Policy. A degradation policy specifies the resource and impact trade-offs associated with enabling knobs at a particular level for a product.

3. **Check** the current state of Defcon and adjust it in accordance with the desired Degradation Policy (e.g., enable L2 knobs for a product).

4. **Degrade** fungible product features using a command line interface (CLI). Continue at step 1, adjusting Defcon level as necessary.

![Figure 4: Emergency responders rely on a well-defined Degradation Policy in order to engage Defcon effectively.](image)

We next evaluate the efficacy and trade-offs associated with operating *Gratuit* in a real-world large-scale environment.

## 4 Evaluation

At Meta, we have operated Defcon across three products – Facebook, Instagram, and Messenger – for over three years. Defcon has been used to avert or avoid many dozens of situations that would have otherwise led to resource exhaustion and overload. We next evaluate Defcon to demonstrate its efficacy, both during tests as well as during real-world events.

### 4.1 Measurement Methodology

We relied on four main sources of data for our analysis:

1. A **Real-time Monitoring System (RMS)** for measuring hardware counter statistics across the entire fleet of servers at Meta to measure real-time demand for server resources.

2. A **Resource Utilization Metric (RUM)** source of truth data set for available server resource supply, measured using load-test data. Supply metrics include available request throughput, CPU MIPS, memory bandwidth, and so on.

3. A **Transitive Resource Utilization (TRU)** system that uses a distributed tracing framework to measure resource changes across the transitive closure of services involved in serving requests from a particular service.

4. A **User Behavior Measurement (UBM)** framework for quantifying any user workload changes that occur during a test.

Using these systems, we measure two *system-level* metrics during testing: (1) The global savings in resource utilization on the product, service, or feature under test using RMS; and (2) the savings in resource utilization on back-end services that receive traffic from the product, feature, or service under test using a combination of RMS, RUM, and TRU.

We rely on controlled UBM experiments in order to measure the non–system-level effects of Defcon in a statistically significant manner. Requests to a product, service, or feature under test are divided into two groups: A control group (group A) and a test group (group B). Resource usage and user behavior is measured and then compared between group A and group B. Tests are run on a small fraction of users (typically a fraction of a percent) and over a long enough period to obtain statistically-significant results (typically minutes to hours).

In addition, for large-scale tests that involve large collections of knobs, we utilize various data science approaches to model each of our metrics both before a test (a forecast) and after a test (a backcast). Through linear modeling and time-series forecasting/backcasting, we construct a source-of-truth signal during the test period. Resource savings are subsequently computed by taking the percentage difference between the real signal captured during the large-scale test and the constructed source-of-truth.

As an example of this methodology, Figure 5 shows the measured global request throughput for the Facebook product before a product-level Defcon test. This experiment was performed as the product was nearing its peak moment of

---

\(^4\)Due to space constraints, we do not detail the design of these systems in this paper.

\(^5\)Whether to use RMS or RUM depends on the resource consumption to measure.
request throughput (i.e., the highest organic load that we can test upon). Raw signal obtained prior to switching on Defcon ("raw signal") is first smoothed ("smoothed signal") and several time-series forecasting models are applied to obtain an estimate of what the raw signal would have looked like if Defcon was not turned on. Examples include linear, exponential, and Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) [28] models that are fitted using sections of the test signal before and after the Defcon degradation period.

Aside from the forecasting models, we also reference past days’ signals in the steady state. The model which gives the smallest Median Percentage Error (MAPE) [23] is then chosen. Similarly, Figure 6 shows a time-series backcasting method applied to the smoothed signal gathered when Defcon is turned off. Note that the forecast and backcast use a somewhat conservative approach to ensure that measured savings are not over-estimated and to factor in headroom for the spikes observed in the raw signal. Finally, combining both the forecasted and backcasted signals (Figure 7), we derive a baseline which tells us what the metric would have been under normal circumstances when Defcon is not enabled. Savings are subsequently computed by taking the difference between the actual signal gathered during a Defcon test and the baseline.

4.2 Individual Product Tests

To continuously validate Defcon savings and reliability, we regularly perform A/B tests with a small percentage of users (0.01%, 0.05% and 0.5% for Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 experiment groups respectively). The user percentages are set based on required population size of A/B test statistical analysis. Figure 8 shows the results of A/B test applied across different product areas. The y-axis shows the CPU resource consumption (measured in relative MIPS) and each bar corresponds to a group under test. As we expect, enabling lower levels of knobs generally results in more resource savings.

Table 2 provides a detailed example of user impact metric data measured using the UBM framework described in Section 4.1 while testing at Level 1 for: (1) an individual knob, (2) a collection of knobs for a feature, and (3) all the knobs within all the features that make up a product. We observe
that degradation generally leads to relatively small user interaction changes, especially when compared to the alternative of an overload event leading to a site-wide outage. We also observe that enabling knobs can lead to user interaction shifts since user behavior changes in response to feature availability. For example, Video Watch Time at the Feature granularity increases when Level 1 knobs are turned on, as users engage in different ways to interact with a product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric Name</th>
<th>Knob</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Interaction</td>
<td>–1.82%</td>
<td>–4.3%</td>
<td>–5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Feed Usage</td>
<td>–0.6%</td>
<td>–1.1%</td>
<td>–1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Watch Time</td>
<td>–0.6%</td>
<td>+2.37%</td>
<td>–0.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App Usage Time</td>
<td>–0.36%</td>
<td>–1.9%</td>
<td>–11.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Example UBM metrics when enabling Defcon Level 1 for a selected Knob, Feature, and Product. User Interaction measures high level user engagement metrics for an app, like the number of comments, reactions, posts, and so on over the test interval. News Feed Usage is a composite metric measuring feed views and feed interaction time. Video Watch Time is a composite metric aggregating time spent watching videos, count of live viewers, engagement with live videos, and so on. The Knob granularity is for an individual knob defined for the product. The Feature granularity is the feature that contains that individual knob and all other knobs that make up the feature. The Product granularity is for the product that contains that feature and all other features that make up the product.

4.3 Combined Product Tests

At Meta, we regularly run combined degradation tests for multiple products. Figure 9 shows a combined Defcon test for three products: Facebook, a multi-tenant asynchronous compute platform (Async), and Instagram on 100% of traffic. The main goal of these tests is to accurately measure the combined transitive resource savings for shared backend services (here we illustrate the savings for Memcache, an in-memory key-value store [24]). As we can see, enabling Defcon across these three products leads to a compounding resource reduction for Memcache.

Of course, even when core product behavior remains unchanged, users may not expect to see changes in product features. At Meta, a user can submit a report when the user encounters something unexpected. Figure 10 shows user reports for four products during a combined test. As the figure shows, changing the features within products does not go unnoticed by users, with users submitting higher than nominal reports when Defcon is enabled. Note that this volume of reports – while keeping core product functionality available – is much preferred compared to fail-slow or overload conditions which could be several orders of magnitude larger without Defcon enabled.

4.4 Transitive Resource Savings

We next explore in more detail how transitive savings affect dependent services. Figure 11 shows an example of the resource savings achieved on the Memcache service (the same service from Figure 9) as measured only for the requests originating from the Feed product. Knobs of decreasing level were enabled incrementally during the test and then removed later in the test.

Note that knobs for the Feed product were only enabled during the first half of the annotated test range, and while other products participated in this test, using TRU, we were
able to observe the resource changes for only a single source of requests. Crucially, this savings is a beneficial side-effect of the reduction in workload from the front-end service and not a result of knobs defined in the Memcache service.

Figure 11: Resource savings, measured in QPS on the y-axis, on the Memcache service by enabling Defcon on upstream products, despite the Memcache service having no knobs defined. Reducing the request throughput to the Memcache service leads to corresponding reductions in resource consumption for the service and its dependent services.

Figure 12 shows an example of resource savings for TAO (a social graph caching service [7]) when Defcon is enabled across the three products under test. In addition to showing another service that achieves savings despite not having any knobs defined, it also shows an example of how resource savings can remain relatively stable over long periods of time (hours).

Figure 13 adds annotations to the results for TAO, showing the distinct phases involved in a large-scale test. As we can see, products enable knobs of decreasing level until reaching Level 1, remain at Level 1 for a small period of time, and then return to a disabled state. In this case, we can clearly see in Phase III, IV, and V that most of the demand for the TAO service comes from the Async product. We record insights such as these as metadata for knobs and use the insights to inform decisions during real-world site events.

Figure 13: A detailed timeline of events during a typical multi-product Defcon test. This figure illustrates the complexity of testing Defcon at-scale in a production environment.

Interestingly, we also find that enabling Defcon across multiple products can achieve more resource savings for a product than enabling Defcon for that product alone. This occurs because some front-ends (such as the Facebook product) also serve RPC requests from other products (such as the Instagram product) so enabling Defcon on the other products reduces the resource consumption of the Facebook product. Figure 14 shows such an interaction for the Facebook product during a test when Defcon is applied to the asynchronous compute product, Async. We can see that even after Facebook knobs are disabled (around 17:50 UTC), Facebook still sees reduced resource consumption compared to its baseline due to reduced requests from the Async product.

Figure 14: An illustration of the inter-dependent resource savings of knobs: Enabling knobs for the asynchronous compute product, which sends requests to the Facebook product, leads to additive savings compared to enabling knobs for the Facebook product alone.

4.5 Outage Simulation Testing

At Meta we also simulate the conditions posed by large-scale outages such as natural disasters by redirecting traffic away from data center regions in order to concentrate more traffic
on the remaining regions, akin to what could happen during a fiber cut, hurricane, or power grid failure [33]. This reduces the available resource supply, effectively simulating load spike events such as New Year’s Eve or World Cup.

In Figure 15 we show the results of running a large-scale test on the Facebook product through the Facebook product’s peak moment of traffic. At the beginning of the test, we sequentially redirect traffic from multiple data center regions (labeled C and A) in order to concentrate enough load on the remaining regions. This operation continued until site operators began to detect a small volume (measured in very low parts per million of requests) of failed requests due to overload, whereupon Defcon was enabled at Level 2.

Moreover, after enabling Defcon at Level 2, we continued to redirect traffic until the second data center region was completely drained of traffic. This example illustrates how Defcon can effectively avert overload conditions that could ultimately lead to fail-slow behavior and wide-spread cascading failures. Tests such as this also provide valuable validation of the measured resource savings in a realistic environment: At-scale, at peak, and using the real production workload.

To illustrate the importance of at-scale testing, in Figure 16, we show an example of measured resource savings on a separate day, during a similar time, using the same knobs as the previous example. We can see that while the mean resource savings during this test is similar to the real-world increased load simulation, it is not exactly the same. A major reason for this is cold cache effects from traffic being redirected among data centers, a realistic concern during real-world outages.

To illustrate the generality of our approach, Figures 17–20 show similar results across four different products – Feed, TAO, Memcache, and Graph Search – during a different two-data-center region drain test at peak levels of traffic with L2 knobs enabled. The y-axes of these figures have been normalized to compare the relative sensitivity to knobs across different products, with the measured savings corresponding to 3.2% for Feed, 2% for TAO, 8% for Memcache, and 6% for Graph Search.

Notice that while different products achieve different levels of savings (these are reflections of their own target savings for L2 knobs), their response to enabling Defcon can vary due to caching effects and workload pattern changes in response to enabling knobs. The figures also illustrate how different products can customize their demand metrics used to measure and track their target Defcon savings (e.g., by using CPU Cycles or Power consumption).

Figure 15: We regularly run tests to test the efficacy of Defcon under large-scale outages. In this test, we start by redirecting product traffic away from two data center regions in order to reduce the amount of server resource supply for the same amount of user demand, thereby increasing the resource utilization of the remainder of the fleet. We then enable Defcon in order to validate resource savings when products are in a highly-loaded state.

Figure 16: We find that resource savings (measured in MIPS on the y-axis) are load-dependent. In this example, having warm caches increases the amount of resource savings (corresponding to lower values of MIPS) compared to when outages are simulated (cf. Figure 15).

Figure 17: Results for L2 knobs enabled during a two-data-center region drain test for the Feed product.

4.6 Real-World Large-Scale Outage

Since Defcon is an emergency tool used during large-scale outages, we must ensure that unknown unknowns are minimized. Based on the different degradation tests that we execute for products, and by measuring the impact on users and downstream services, we work closely with Site Reliability Engineers (SREs) to come up with degradation policies and guidelines for the scenarios where Defcon can help. During a real-world outage, SREs work with a lead emergency responder, the Incident Manager (IM), who decides on which options from the Degradation Policy to pursue to mitigate an outage.
Figure 18: Results for L2 knobs enabled during a two-data-center region drain test for the TAO product.

Figure 19: Results for L2 knobs enabled during a two-data-center region drain test for the Memcache product.

Figure 20: Results for L2 knobs enabled during a two-data-center region drain test for the Graph Search product.

5 Lessons Learned

Over the past several years of using Defcon, we have learned several key lessons to consider for graceful feature degradation:

1. Understand business goals and customer perception to determine what to degrade.

Prior to implementing knobs, product engineers first decide on which features to degrade. Core product functionality must remain intact, but among the non-core features, we find that there exists a spectrum of resource savings compared to user impact. For this reason, product designers perform A/B tests (cf. Table 2) and make a decision about which knobs to keep and which to pass on. While this process requires human interaction, the Knob Definition Framework and Knob Testing Framework allow developers to quickly explore the knob definition space in order to determine the set of knobs that provide the most resource savings for the least user impact.

2. Leveraging graceful degradation during emergencies requires regular testing and an easy-to-consume understanding of the business and customer impact.

To provide an easy-to-consume understanding for emergency responders to use in the heat of the moment, product engineers provide a high-level functional summary of what is affected at each Defcon level. Using this summary, site incident managers can quickly determine whether enabling knobs for a product at a given level is an adequate response. Additionally, this summary benefits the public relations and communications team, who may need to respond to inquiries from customers or the media about product feature changes.

3. Degradation systems require high and regular commitment from product teams.

To motivate product engineers to work on Defcon knobs, we built mechanisms to provide recognition for investing in this technique for product reliability. We organize monthly Defcon meetings per product to showcase each team’s work to their organizational leader (e.g., a vice president). We also
leverage the concept of Defcon champions. A Defcon champion is someone who is passionate about reliability that can drive Defcon throughout the organization. Defcon champions identify and recruit people in their organization to work on Defcon.

4. Knobs, once built, need to be regularly maintained.

Implementing and maintaining knobs requires engineering effort. Identifying candidate features involves coordination with product developers to run experiments to understand the capacity savings and user impact of knobs. Developers, however, have provided feedback that controlling and testing knobs using a standardized framework has helped them to rapidly develop and deploy knobs. While automated systems measure and report knob behavior, regressions in capacity savings and user impact require manual investigation. We intend to explore automating this area of knob maintenance in future work.

5. Low dependence and high availability actuation.

To ensure that Defcon is ready to be deployed during disasters, we iterated on improving our operations and operational availability. As an example, we developed a CLI with minimal dependencies on other systems in our infrastructure to make sure that Defcon is ready to be enabled during partial failures and disasters. Having a low dependence and highly available mechanism for knob actuation is critical for facing real-world disasters.

6. Developer experience and efficiency are key.

Before Defcon existed, there were scattered independent efforts to try to achieve similar goals. By unifying these disparate efforts and providing tools to support teams in a structured manner, we were able to increase the coverage of Defcon and simplify knob maintenance. Since Defcon is built on top of existing tools at Meta, such as Configerator [32], developers do not need to learn new technologies to implement new Defcon knobs.

Safety is handled by ensuring that features are isolated at the RPC layer (a design practice at Meta) and thus knobs typically encapsulate control flow between RPC callers and callees. While fine-grained degradation within a binary serving an RPC request is possible, safety and consistency must be validated by product developers during initial knob testing. We note that such validation is similar to what developers must do when routinely modifying binary control flow (i.e., not for the purpose of Defcon knobs) – a common practice at Meta. To aid developers in knob definition, we provide guidance on how to properly implement and maintain knobs, as well as provide developers with a Knob Testing Framework to measure Defcon savings and track regressions.

The main challenge for developers in maintaining Defcon knobs is capacity savings regression tracking. Systems at Meta are constantly evolving, so the impact of existing knobs can drift over time. Because of this, we make sure that each team tests Defcon savings at a limited scale in production at least once every three months (an interval chosen to balance knob impact with the need to understand behavior changes) using the Knob Testing Framework. We are actively exploring ways to test knobs more frequently at lower impact.

6 Conclusion

We presented Defcon, a system for graceful feature degradation to prevent overload in large-scale Internet services. We hope that by characterizing the overload problem, the corresponding solution space, and our approach to graceful feature degradation, we will spark discussion within the research community about how best to tolerate overload-induced system behavior and advance reliable and available distributed system design.
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Abstract

Traditional systems for allocating finite cluster resources among competing jobs have either aimed at providing fairness, relied on users to specify their resource requirements, or have estimated these requirements via surrogate metrics (e.g. CPU utilization). These approaches do not account for a job’s real world performance (e.g. P95 latency). Existing performance-aware systems use offline profiled data and/or are designed for specific allocation objectives. In this work, we argue that resource allocation systems should directly account for real-world performance and the varied allocation objectives of users. In this pursuit, we build Cilantro.

At the core of Cilantro is an online learning mechanism which forms feedback loops with the jobs to estimate the resource to performance mappings and load shifts. This relieves users from the onerous task of job profiling and collects reliable real-time feedback. This is then used to achieve a variety of user-specified scheduling objectives. Cilantro handles the uncertainty in the learned models by adapting the underlying policy to work with confidence bounds. We demonstrate this in two settings. First, in a multi-tenant 1000 CPU cluster with 20 independent jobs, three of Cilantro’s policies outperform 9 other baselines on three different performance-aware scheduling objectives, improving user utilities by up to 1.2−3.7× and performs comparably to oracular policies. Second, in a microservices setting, where 160 CPUs must be distributed between 19 inter-dependent microservices, Cilantro outperforms 3 other baselines, reducing the end-to-end P99 latency to ×0.57 the next best baseline.

1 Introduction

The goal of cluster resource managers is to allocate a finite amount of scarce resources to competing jobs. When doing so, we should ensure that the allocations fulfill the users’ and the organization’s overall goals. Traditionally, resource allocation policies have aimed to provide fairness [16, 24], maximize resource utilization [61], maximize the amount of work done [24], or minimize queue lengths [47,66]. However, these policies miss, or at best are imperfect proxies for what matters most to the users: the performance of their jobs in terms of real-world metrics that impact business (e.g. P99 latency or throughput for a serving job). Barring some recent exceptions [10, 18, 35, 64], resource allocation systems have traditionally focused on the resources requested by a job rather than the job’s real-world performance from using those resources (henceforth, simply performance).

To illustrate the pitfalls of performance-oblivious scheduling, consider an example where two users, U1 and U2, are sharing a cluster of 100 CPUs. They are each serving different sets of TPC-DS [43] queries and care about their throughput: U1’s service level objective (SLO) is 120 queries per second (QPS), while the U2’s SLO is 62 QPS. If the goal is to satisfy all user’s SLOs, how should CPUs be allocated? If it were known that the resource-to-throughput curves of the two users’ jobs were as shown in Figure 1, a scheduler can allocate 40 CPUs to the first job and 60 to the second. However, in practice, this mapping is usually not available and performance-oblivious scheduler will likely be suboptimal. For instance, a CPU-based fair allocation algorithm would allocate 50 CPUs to each user, which would result in U2 getting just 59 QPS, thus missing its SLO.

Figure 1: Two users, U1 and U2, serving TPC-DS benchmark queries with different resource-throughput mappings and performance goals (SLO). A user’s demand is the amount of CPUs needed for her SLO.
Despite extensive theoretical work [16, 24, 28, 37, 38], performance-aware scheduling has remained challenging since the resource-to-performance mappings are usually unavailable in practice. To obtain these mappings, past work [15, 58, 64] profile their workloads before execution. Such profiling has three limitations. First, offline profiled resource-to-performance mappings may not reliably reflect a job’s performance in a production environment, as it may not capture the interference from other jobs [14] and the server’s performance variability [19]. Second, jobs’ resource requirements change with time due to varying load (e.g., arrival rate of external queries) and profiling typically cannot account for these changes. Third, such profiling is burdensome for users and expensive for organizations as it requires a large pool of resources to exhaustively profile a wide range of resource allocations. This informs the first requirement for this work: obtain the resource-to-performance mappings in the production environment where the job will be run.

Even if the resource-to-performance mappings are known, the choice of scheduling policy depends on the objective of the end-users (e.g., organization, developers). For instance, suppose in Figure 1, we wished to maximize the total throughput of the cluster, instead of trying to satisfy each user’s SLOs. In this case, we would allocate ~64 CPUs to U1 and ~36 to U2 for a total throughput of ~212 QPS. As more realistic examples, in multi-tenant clusters, we may wish to use policies which balance between performance and fairness [16, 24, 38]. In contrast, when we provision resources to different microservices of the same application, we are more interested in some end-to-end performance objective, such as application latency, and may wish to allocate more resources to critical microservices which bottleneck performance. These objectives can vary from organization to organization and optimizing for such different objectives requires different allocation policies. However, while end users may find it relatively easy to state their objective (e.g., satisfy all SLOs, maximize throughput), it is harder to design a policy to achieve it. This informs our second requirement: support a diverse set of user-defined scheduling objectives.

To address these requirements, we introduce Cilantro, a framework for performance-aware allocation of a single fungible resource type (e.g. CPUs, containers) among competing jobs (Figure 2). In Cilantro, end users first declare their desired scheduling objective. To satisfy the first requirement, a pool of performance learners and load forecasters analyzes live feedback from jobs and learns models to estimate resource-performance curves and load shifts for each job. To satisfy the second requirement, Cilantro’s scheduling policies, which are automatically derived based on the users’ objectives, leverage these estimated models to compute allocations for each job. As the learned models become accurate over time, Cilantro is able to eventually achieve the users’ objectives. This obviates the need for an offline model to estimate the required resource allocation for a given performance target, and allows Cilantro to optimize for custom objectives, such as various fairness or performance criteria. This is a marked departure from performance-oblivious policies, those based on unreliable proxy metrics such as CPU utilization and queue lengths, and other heuristic-based policies (using either surrogates [51] or performance metrics [10, 18]) which are designed for very specific scheduling objectives. Cilantro seamlessly enables the implementation of performance-aware policies in two settings: (i) multi-tenant resource allocation for independent jobs, and (ii) resource allocation for inter-dependent jobs (microservices) within an application.

Our proposed solution solves two key challenges. First, estimating resource-to-performance mappings online can be notoriously difficult due to highly stochastic nature of real-time production environments, unexpected load shifts, especially in the early stages when there is insufficient data. To operate without accurate estimates, Cilantro informs scheduling policies with confidence intervals of its estimates. Policies are designed to account for this uncertainty when making allocation decisions until the estimates become more accurate. Accounting for this uncertainty helps Cilantro conservatively explore the space of allocations making it robust to environment stochasticity and also to the idiosyncrasies specific to the performance models used.

Second, supporting a diversity of objectives in the same framework is challenging. The monolithic design of end-to-end feedback-driven approaches [34, 49, 64] restricts them only the objective they were originally designed for. Instead, Cilantro achieves generality in supporting custom objectives by decoupling the learning mechanisms from the allocation policy. This decoupling is necessary as it allows us to account for the effect of each job’s performance and load shifts on the objective individually. Moreover, this decoupling has other intangible benefits: it leads to a more transparent design which is easy to debug than monolithic systems which directly optimize for end-to-end performance, and if online job feedback cannot be obtained for a particular job, it is easy to swap the learners with profiled information or other sensible defaults.
We have implemented Cilantro as an open-source extension to the Kubernetes core scheduler, available at https://github.com/romilbhardwaj/cilantro. To evaluate Cilantro, first we deploy it on a 1000-CPU multi-tenant cluster which includes a diversity of real-world, latency and throughput-sensitive jobs. On three different allocation objectives, Cilantro’s policies are able to outperform 9 other baselines, and is able to compete with oracular policies which know the resource-to-performance mappings a priori on resource efficiency and fairness. When compared to resource-fair allocation, it is able to increase the performance of 1/3 of users in the clusters by $1.2 - 3.7 \times$. Second, we evaluate Cilantro on a 160 CPU cluster where we wish to allocate CPUs to constituent microservices of an application. Here, Cilantro is able to minimize the end-to-end P99 latency of the application to $\times 0.18$ the latency of a resource-fair scheduler and to $\times 0.57$ of the next-best performance-aware baseline.

2 Background & Related Work

In this section, we compare Cilantro with prior work. Table 1 summarizes the key differences of Cilantro against other resource allocation systems and methods.

Performance oblivious methods: The simplest, yet popular approach to allocating finite resources among competing jobs, is to adopt a resource fair policy, which simply divides the resource equally (or proportional to weights) $[2, 30, 32, 42]$. As this does not account for jobs’ resource requirements, it is inadequate in all but the most trivial settings.

Several scheduling frameworks, such as Kubernetes $[9]$, Mesos $[29]$ and YARN $[57]$, relies on users to submit their own resource demand. To execute resource allocations from policies, Kubernetes and YARN use resource reservations while Mesos negotiates through resource offers. This requires users to estimate their jobs’ resource needs, which can be difficult. They focus on one-way resource allocations and do not provide any mechanisms for the policy to get feedback on application performance. However, recognizing that end users may have varied scheduling objectives, these frameworks support and implement multiple policies.

Methods based on proxy metrics: The most common approach to account for resource requirements relies on proxy metrics (e.g. CPU utilization, work-queue lengths). Quasar $[15]$ offline profiles jobs’ proxy metrics, and has a fixed operator-centric policy to maximize cluster utilization. Paragon $[14]$ accounts for resource heterogeneity and inter-job interference to achieve performance guarantees. AGILE $[46]$ models the resource pressure, and uses demand prediction to minimize SLO violations. The above works do not directly account for users’ performance goals and optimize for singular objectives.

Methods which use offline profiling: Some work has explored directly incorporating job performance via profiled historical data. Morpheus $[33]$ aims to mitigate performance unpredictability by defining SLOs and satisfying their resource demands by using models based on historical data. Ernest $[58]$ provides methods for estimating performance curves using limited amount of data, but does not study using these estimates for resource allocation under scarcity. Sinan $[64]$ partly uses profiled information for auto-scaling in a cloud environment. Quincy’s $[30]$ min-cost flow formulation aims at providing fairness, but relies on offline estimates of data movement costs. For reasons explained in §1, offline profiling can be problematic and it is desirable to rely on real-time feedback to determine resource allocations.

Methods which use online feedback: Among related work, some feedback-driven systems account for performance metrics and SLOs in resource allocation. Jockey $[18]$ focuses on meeting latency SLOs for a single job by modeling internal job dependencies to dynamically re-provision resources. Henge $[35]$ defines new utility functions for stream processing workloads and aims to maximize a singular objective – the sum of utility of all jobs. $[48]$ uses application hints in for prefetching disk blocks in the OS kernel. Gavel $[44]$ is a scheduler for ML training workloads in heterogeneous environments with varying objectives. Since Gavel is focused on ML training, it’s policies are designed for throughput and a greedy optimizer computes the optimal allocation for each round. On the other hand, Cilantro supports any metric specified by the user and employs online learning to eventually converge on the optimal allocation. Finally, in a video streaming application, Minerva $[45]$ studies methods for resource allocation so that all end users have the same quality of service. The highly customized policies used in the above works, while adequate to the allocation objectives set out by the authors, are not applicable for diverse cluster objectives which is our goal here.

Variable resource amounts: In other related work, PARTIES $[10]$ allocates resources to jobs within the same server while always satisfying SLOs. If the SLOs of all jobs cannot be met, it evicts one of them to a different server; thus, it does not apply to our setting where there is a fixed amount of resources and eviction is not possible. Indeed, in §7 we show that a straightforward adaptation of PARTIES does not work as well. Sinan $[64]$, DS2 $[34]$, Autopilot $[51]$ and FIRM $[49]$ consider performance-aware resource allocation using online feedback when there is elasticity in resource availability, e.g. the cloud. Because these works can scale up to more resources than originally provisioned, they are not directly comparable to Cilantro which operates in a fixed cluster setting. While the cloud is an emerging use case, traditional fixed resource cluster management remains pertinent for privacy and cost reasons. Moreover, the above work focus on specific goals and are not designed to handle general allocation objectives. As an example, FIRM $[49]$ focuses on autoscaling resources for single applications deployed as microservices to
minimize end-to-end SLO violations, Cilantro operates differently, reallocating a fixed number of resources according to user-specified objectives, which can include fairness considerations. Additionally, FIRM uses Reinforcement Learning with anomaly injection, in contrast to Cilantro, which focuses on resource-allocation under uncertainty and is agnostic to the learning method used.

### 3 Cilantro Architecture

Cilantro is a performance-aware scheduling framework that can optimize for various scheduling objectives without requiring any a priori knowledge of the resource-performance mapping of the workloads. The design of Cilantro is informed by the following two key insights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance awareness</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>PO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Works without apriori performance model?</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports multiple allocation objectives?</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster size</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Fix</td>
<td>Fix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cilantro and related work. Cilantro uses real-world metrics (e.g., latency) to build performance models online, which can be used to derive custom policies for different objectives.

Figure 3: The Cilantro scheduler and client architecture. The scheduler generates resource allocations for jobs and the clients collect performance feedback to report to the scheduler.

We leverage these learnings to build Cilantro (Figure 3). Cilantro is composed of two key components: the central-
services (e.g., prediction serving [13], memcached [21], Cassandra [40]), distributed computation (ML training, MPI jobs) and distributed frameworks (e.g. Hadoop [52], Spark [62]). Some of these can be viewed as a collection of several tasks whose job size may vary with time, such as in serving jobs. Each task may refer to a query whose arrival rate may change with time. For jobs with such varying query rates, we will refer to the instantaneous rate of external query arrival as the load (measured in queries per second (QPS)). Finally, we assume there is a fixed amount of a single, fungible resource type that must be allocated.

Cilantro scheduler: The Cilantro scheduler is designed as a centralized asynchronous event driven system. Event sources include timers, performance updates received from the Cilantro clients, and cluster state updates from the underlying resource manager. Below, we describe the scheduler’s modules. Specific implementation details are available in §6.

1. Data loggers. Application metrics pushed from Cilantro clients are stored in memory-backed tables. They relay these metrics to the performance learners and load forecasters.

2. Performance learner. The performance learner learns a job’s performance as a function of the resource allocation and the load using an associated model. It periodically polls the data logger for new data and updates the model. The learner’s update frequency is constrained only by the velocity at which the model can be updated. One instance of a performance learner is maintained per application. A performance learner provides get-perf-ucb and get-perf-lcb interfaces for a policy, which return upper and lower confidence bounds for the performance as a function of the resources and load.

3. Load forecasters. In many real-world deployments, the job size could vary with time depending on the real-time traffic, which should be accounted for when allocating resources. The goal of the load forecaster is to estimate this load for the duration of a future allocation based on past observed loads via an associated time series model. It offers get-load-ucb interface for a policy which returns an upper confidence bound for the future load. Load forecasters are periodically updated by polling from the data loggers.

4. Uncertainty-aware Policy. Policies compute allocations in order to optimize for a user-specified scheduling objective. In an online setting, using direct estimates of the performance may fail as it does not reflect the uncertainty in the model. Therefore, Cilantro’s policies leverage confidence intervals of these estimates to account for this uncertainty in a principled manner when making allocation decisions (§4).

5. Resource allocator. The resource allocator is responsible for executing the resource allocations by interfacing with the underlying cluster manager. This module is driven via an allocation expiry event, upon which it invokes the policy’s compute-alloc method and allocates the resources. Allocation expiry events are raised based on a timeout, resulting in a new round of allocations. In practice, the duration of an allocation round is limited by the agility of the environment. Since scaling jobs requires time, changing resource allocations too frequently can result in job thrashing (having to scale down before it has a chance to utilize new resources).

Cilantro client: The Cilantro client is a lightweight side-car container whose purpose is to poll the job to get its current performance, process it, and publish it to the scheduler’s data loggers. The primary task for the client is to extract metrics from their assigned job. Many systems expose REST endpoints to query system performance [3, 4], but often the applications also use monitoring tools such as Prometheus or Grafana. Depending on the job, the performance metric extraction logic is specified by the users. In §5, we describe built-in fallback options if job metrics are not available.

4 Policies

We now describe our policies for performance-aware resource allocation in two settings: multi-tenant resource allocation in a fixed cluster (§4.1), and allocating finite resources to constituent microservices of an application (§4.2).

Set up & notation: We will denote the number of jobs (or microservices) by n, the amount of resources by R, and an allocation by \( a = (a_1, \ldots, a_n) \), where \( a_j \) is the amount of resources allocated to job (or microservice) \( j \). A scheduler should allocate these resources so that \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_j \leq R \).

4.1 Resource allocation in shared clusters

Cilantro supports two classes of performance-aware allocation objectives in the multi-tenant setting: welfare-based, and demand-based. Our primary contributions are in §4.1.2 where we derive uncertainty-aware online variants of these policy classes. But first, we will review some common examples of such objectives in §4.1.1. For what follows, we will need to define the performance, demand, and utility of a job.

Performance: The resource/load-to-performance mapping (henceforth simply performance or performance mapping) \( p_j \) of a user’s job \( j \) refers to some raw metric of interest, which, say, can be obtained from a monitoring tool. We write the performance \( p_j(a_j, \ell_j) \) as a function of the resources received \( a_j \) and the load \( \ell_j \). As we are allocating a single resource type, \( a_j \) is a single number, as is \( \ell_j \). For example, in a serving job with a 95, 100 ms latency SLO, the performance may be the fraction of queries completed in under 100 ms, and the load may refer to the external arrival rate of queries.

Demand: If a job has a well-defined SLO, we define the demand \( d_j \) to be the minimum amount of resources needed to achieve this SLO. The demand depends on the job’s performance curve \( p_j \), SLO, and load \( \ell_j \).

Utility: The utility \( u_j \) of a job is the practical value derived
due to its performance. Generally, $u_j$ is a non-decreasing function of the performance and we can write $u_j(a_j, \ell_j) = u'_j(p_j(a_j, \ell_j))$ for some non-decreasing function $u'_j$.

**Examples of utilities.** The simplest option is to set the utility to be equal to the performance $u_j = p_j$, i.e., $u'_j$ is the identity. However, we may also choose a utility which is more applicable when there are well-defined SLOs. Fig. 4 illustrates three candidates for $u'_j$: the maximum utility for any job is set to 1, which is achieved for any performance greater than the SLO; for performances below the SLO, we may set the utility to (a) decrease proportionally with SLO violation, (b) decrease sharply in settings where small SLO violations are critical (e.g., with external customers where SLO violations can lead to penalties [1] and a loss of credibility), (c) decrease gradually when small SLO violations are not critical (e.g., soft SLOs internal to an organization). Such utility forms which are ‘clipped’ at the SLO provide a simple way to compare jobs with heterogeneous performance metrics and SLOs, such as latency and throughput. Prior work have also used similar forms of utility [23,35,60]. For these reasons, our experiments also use these forms, although we emphasize that Cilantro can handle any utility form which increases with performance.

### 4.1.1 Review of multi-tenant allocation when performance mappings are known

We will first review two classes of multi-tenant allocation objectives supported in Cilantro—welfare-based and demand-based—and three examples of such objectives. In §4.1.2, we will develop online learning policies that achieve the same objectives when performance mappings are unknown.

**Welfare-based objectives:** These policies aim to maximize a given cluster-wide welfare function $W$, which is a function of the utility of each job, i.e., $W = W(u_1, \ldots, u_n)$. Below, we describe two common welfare-based objectives.

(i) **Social welfare (a.k.a. Kelly mechanism [38]):** We choose the allocation $a$ which maximizes the social welfare (the average utility), i.e. $a = \text{argmax} W_S$, where,

$$W_S = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} u_j(a_j, \ell_j) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} u'_j(p_j(a_j, \ell_j)). \quad (1)$$

As we show in Figure 5, this notion of fairness allocates more resources to “high-performing” users, i.e those who can generate large utility with a small amount of resources.

(ii) **Egalitarian welfare:** Here, we choose the allocation $a$ which maximizes the egalitarian welfare (minimum of all utilities), i.e., $a = \text{argmax} W_E$, where

$$W_E = \min_{j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} u_j(a_j, \ell_j) = \min_{j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} u'_j(p_j(a_j, \ell_j)). \quad (2)$$

This allocates more resources to “struggling” jobs which need more resources to achieve large utility (Figure 5).

**Demand-based policies:** These policies apply when jobs have a well-defined SLO and it is possible to define its demand $d_j$. Such policies will compute allocations based on the demands of all jobs. This requires knowledge of the demand, which in turn depends on the performance mapping.

(iii) **No justified complaints (NJC) fairness [16, 17, 28]:** One class of demand-based policies which adopt the NJC fairness paradigm guarantee an equal share of $R/n$ for each job. If the job’s demand is larger than $R/n$, it is allocated at least (but possibly more than) this share. But, if the job’s demand is smaller, the excess resources may be allocated to other jobs to improve overall resource usage. A user can have no justified complaints since they are either guaranteed to satisfy their SLOs or their utility will be larger than if they were to have $R/n$ resources. To quantify this, we define the following metric. The term inside the minimum measures the utility achieved by job $j$ with allocation $a_j$, relative to the utility when using its fair share of $R/n$ resources.

$$F_{\text{NJC}} = \min_{j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \frac{u_j(a_j, \ell_j)}{u_j(R/n, \ell_j)} = \min_{j} \frac{u'_j(p_j(a_j, \ell_j))}{u'_j(p_j(R/n, \ell_j))} \quad (3)$$

In contrast to metrics such as the Jain’s index [31], $F_{\text{NJC}}$ accounts for users’ performance when evaluating fairness. This metric has a maximum value of 1. Below, we describe a demand-based policy [16] which achieves $F_{\text{NJC}} = 1$ while also using the resources efficiently as also shown in Figure 5.

**An NJC policy:** This policy proceeds iteratively. In the first round, it sets each user’s “share” to be $R/n$. It allocates $d_j$ to each user $j$ for whom $d_j$ is smaller than the share. If $n'$
users were allocated $R'$ resources in the first round, in the second round it sets each user's share to be $(R-R')/(n-n')$. It repeats this until all the remaining users' demands are larger than their share. It then divides up the remaining resources equally among the remaining users. While this policy may not maximize any welfare, it achieves Pareto-efficient user utilities. Another advantage of this policy is that it is strategy-proof, i.e. a user does not gain additional utility by falsely stating their demand [24, 28, 36].

This concludes our review of multi-tenant resource allocation objectives when performance mappings are known. We mention that prior work have used these objectives in various contexts with custom utilities. For instance, social welfare has been used in stream processing [35] and wireless networks [55], egalitarian welfare in video streaming [45], and several NJC policies are implemented in Mesos [29].

### 4.1.2 Online learning policies in Cilantro

We will now develop our online policies. Our policies will operate on lower and upper confidence bounds obtained from the load forecasters and performance learners instead of the direct estimates; doing so accounts for the uncertainty in the learned models and encourages a policy to conservatively explore the space of allocations until the estimates become accurate. Cilantro's policies will proceed sequentially in allocation rounds. On round $r$, Cilantro chooses an allocation $a^{(r)} = (a_1^{(r)}, \ldots, a_n^{(r)})$ based on the feedback from all jobs up to now and the specific scheduling objective.

**Welfare-based online policies:** For welfare-based policies, Cilantro adopts the optimism in the face of uncertainty (OFU) principle [7]. OFU stipulates that, to maximize an uncertain function, we should choose actions which maximize an upper confidence bound (UCB) on the function. Both theoretically and empirically, OFU is known to outperform other strategies which use direct estimates or those which are pessimistic (i.e. maximize lower confidence bound). An in-depth exploration of OFU is beyond the scope of this work, but we refer the reader to relevant literature (e.g. [6, 8, 25, 53]).

While OFU is a well established design paradigm, most OFU policies are designed for end-to-end systems which output a single reward signal. Adapting OFU for general welfare-based policies requires studying how the uncertainty in the performance and load translate to a UCB $W$ on the welfare $W$ which we wish to maximize. Since $W$ is non-decreasing in the utilities $u_j$, we can obtain a UCB for $W$ by plugging in UCBs $\hat{u}_j$ for the utility $u_j$, i.e $\hat{W} = W(\hat{u}_1, \ldots, \hat{u}_n)$. Similarly, since $u_j$ is non-decreasing in the performance we can obtain a UCB by plugging in a UCB $\hat{p}_j$ for $p_j$, i.e $\hat{u}_j = u_j(\hat{p}_j)$. This leads to the following choice of allocation on round $r$

$$a^{(r)} = \arg\max_{a \in \mathcal{A}^{(r)}} W(u_1(p_1(a_1, \hat{\epsilon}_1)), \ldots, u_n(p_n(a_n, \hat{\epsilon}_n)))$$  (4)

Above, since the exact load cannot be known, we conservatively over-estimate it via a UCB $\hat{\epsilon}$ on the load. Here, $\mathcal{A}^{(r)}$ is the allocation space on round $r$ which is defined by two constraints: first, the total allocation cannot be larger than $R$, i.e. $\sum_j a_j \leq R$; second, the current allocation cannot deviate too much from the previous allocation, i.e. $a_j^{(r-1)} - B \leq a_j \leq a_j^{(r-1)} + B$ for all $j$, where $B$ is a parameter to be specified. We impose the second constraint since large changes to allocations can have unpredictable effects on a job’s performance; moreover, they take a long time to actuate, resulting in unreliable feedback while resources are being scaled up/down.

To optimize (4), one can use any off-the-shelf optimizer such as evolutionary algorithms, hill climbing, or integer programming which can handle the linear constraints for $\mathcal{A}^{(r)}$. In our implementation, we used an evolutionary algorithm (details in the appendix). Finally, we describe instantiations of this principle for the two welfare-based policies we saw in §4.1.1. 

(i) Cilantro-SW: To emulate the social welfare policy in §4.1.1, on round $r$, we use the UCB for $\hat{\epsilon}$ for load and $\hat{p}$ for performance. Thus, we choose an allocation

$$a^{(r)} = \arg\max_{(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \in \mathcal{A}^{(r)}} \sum_{j=1}^n u'_j(\hat{\epsilon}(a_j, \hat{\epsilon}_j)).$$

(ii) Cilantro-EW: To emulate the egalitarian welfare policy in §4.1.1, on round $r$, we choose an allocation

$$a^{(r)} = \arg\min_{(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \in \mathcal{A}^{(r)}} \sum_{j=1}^n u'_j(\hat{p}(a_j, \hat{\epsilon}_j)).$$

---

Figure 5: Comparison of the three (oracular) fair allocation criteria described in §4.1.1 in a synthetic example with 60 CPUs. **Left:** Utility curves for three jobs. The y-axis is the utility and the x-axis is the number of resources. For simplicity, we have ignored the loads and assumed that utilities increase linearly up to the demand. The total demand is 150, whereas only 60 resources are available. **Right:** The allocations and utilities for each job under the three criteria. We have also shown the $W_S$ (1), $W_E$ (2), and $F_{NJC}$ (3) metrics for each policy.
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5 Discussion

We now present a discussion on Cilantro’s operation under various adversarial conditions that may occur in deployment.

When online job feedback is unavailable. Cilantro provides three fallback options when online feedback is not available. First, Cilantro allows a user to use a profiled model (using historical data) instead of online feedback. Second, it allows using proxy metrics from the Kubernetes API instead of real-world performance. In such cases, a user should specify how these proxies are tied to their utility and/or demand. Third, if neither of these is possible, we allow the user to directly submit an estimate for their resource demand which will then be fed to the policy when determining allocations. In such cases, we assume that utility increases linearly up to the demand when computing allocations. We evaluate this fallback option in §7.3. Due to Cilantro’s decoupled design, these fallback options can be effected with simple modifications to a job’s performance learner.

Learning in unpredictable environments. Some situations, such as unexpected load spikes for web services or interference between jobs, are fundamentally hard to predict. Cilantro’s uncertainty-aware design provides a degree of resilience against these unpredictable changes, as we show in it’s robustness to noise in load and resource demand estimates in Section 7.3. However, continued extreme fluctuations in the loads can negatively impact Cilantro’s performance. To avoid hysteresis when reallocating resources, future work can explore averaging loads over dynamically sized windows or including rules to temporarily override Cilantro’s policy.

Limitations and Future Work. Cilantro currently supports allocating only a single resource type. In our current implementation, multiple resource types can be bundled into grouping units, such as VM SKUs with a fixed ratio of CPU, Memory and GPUs, which can then be scheduled by Cilantro. However, such bundling is not always possible, especially when different jobs have different resource requirements. Extending Cilantro to handle multiple resource types is possible for welfare-based policies. However, learning and optimization can be challenging since the search space is now very large. Another related limitation is that Cilantro cannot handle non-fungible resource types. Cilantro also does not support online learning versions of market-based resource allocation policies in the multi-tenant setting [39, 56, 63]. These are avenues for future work to improve Cilantro. Cilantro also assumes utilities increase with increasing resources, however some workloads may demonstrate inverse scaling, especially when allocated resources become fragmented across physical nodes. Future work can relax this assumption by applying learning techniques robust to non-convex utility shapes. We also note that Cilantro can support multiple SLO parameters (e.g., for an inference job, ensuring a minimum latency and accuracy) by wrapping them in a single utility function, and the design of such utility functions can be explored by future work.

6 Implementation

The Cilantro scheduler is implemented in 7600 lines of Python code, as a standalone scheduler for Kubernetes. Resource reallocation events are triggered by a timer-based event, which is raised every 2 minutes in our experiments. This window was chosen based on the fact that Kubernetes pods could be created and destroyed in 5-15 seconds. A 2 minute allocation round is long enough for the pod to reach its steady state that performance metrics from the job would be reliable, while at the same time frequent enough to adapt to changes in the load and learned performances.

To execute updated resource allocations received from policies, we horizontally scale the workloads by adding more replicas to their Kubernetes deployment. Newly created pods rely on the Kubernetes service discovery mechanism to connect to the workload’s other servers. The workload is responsible for load balancing queries onto the new servers. Workloads write logs to a volume shared with the sidecar cilantro client. The client parses performance metrics and then publishes them to the scheduler over gRPC. These messages also act as heartbeats to inform liveness to the scheduler.

The frequency of performance feedback depends on the application and the environment. For instance, database serving jobs may report feedback multiple times in a minute, while ML training jobs may do so once every few minutes. To avoid bottlenecks, we use an asynchronous design for Cilantro where each component operates in a push or pull based framework. This allows high frequency components to operate at their maximum rate while allowing slower components, such as learners for low-frequency jobs or cluster managers, to be polled when required.

Specifying utilities and objectives. Utilities of jobs are calculated based on the performance metrics collected by the Cilantro clients in the last resource allocation round. To compute the utilities, application developers specify utility as a python method which operates on a list of floating point numbers representing the performance metrics observed in the previous resource allocation round. Similarly, the scheduling objective (e.g., social welfare from §4.1.1) is also defined by the cluster operator as a python method operating on the list of utilities from all jobs.

Learning models and load forecasters. For the multi-tenant setting, we used a tree-based binning estimator [8, 27, 36] with Lipschitz constant 10 for each job’s resource-to-performance estimation. This is a simple and computationally efficient estimator, but does not work well in high dimensions. Therefore, for the microservices setting where we have a high dimensional estimation challenge, we use kernel ridge regression [59, 65] with a Matern kernel with smoothness parameter
set to 2.5. In both settings, for the load forecasters, we use an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [41] with autoregressive order 1 and moving average order 1. Finally, all confidence bounds were computed at the 90% level, meaning that the probability that the true parameter lies between the upper and lower confidence bounds is 90%. We used the above learning models since they are simple and have few tunable hyperparameters. With Cilantro’s modular design, these can be easily swapped with any other model as long as they provide reliable uncertainty estimates.

Other policy parameters: For all our policies, we set the parameter $B$ which controls the deviation from the previous allocation to 10. For demand-based policies, we set the parameter $\beta$ which trades off between conservative and aggressive exploration to 3/4. For the welfare-based policies in §4.1 and the microservices use case in §4.2, we use evolutionary algorithms to optimize the UCBs. The exact implementation is described in the appendix.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate Cilantro in two settings described in §4.

1. In the multi-tenant setting, Cilantro’s online learning policies, which do not start with any prior data, are competitive with oracular policies which have access to jobs’ resource to performance mappings obtained after several hours of profiling. Moreover, they outperform 9 other baselines on the metrics outlined in §4.1.

2. In the microservices setting, Cilantro is able to support the completely different objective of minimizing end-to-end latency. It outperforms three other baselines and reduces the P99 latency to $\times 0.57$ that achieved by the next best performance-aware baseline.

3. In our microbenchmarks, we show that Cilantro’s allocation policies are inexpensive, evaluate its fallback options when performance metrics are unavailable, and demonstrate its robustness to errors in feedback and choices for performance learner and forecaster models.

7.1 Multi-tenant cluster sharing
We first evaluate Cilantro’s multi-tenant policies (§ 4.1.2) on a 1000 CPU cluster shared by 20 users.

Workloads. We use three classes of workloads—database querying, prediction serving and machine learning training—which are used to create multiple jobs. The database querying workload runs TPC-DS [43] queries on replicated instances of sqlite3 database and uses the query latency as the performance metric. The prediction serving workload runs queries on a ML model (random forest regressor) trained on the news popularity dataset [20]. The ML training workload trains a neural network on the naval propulsion [12] dataset using stochastic gradient descent. The database querying and prediction serving workloads use the query latency as the performance metric while ML training uses batch throughput to measure performance. Resource-performance mappings for informing the oracle baselines in §7.1 were obtained through offline profiling of all workloads. These profiles are visualized in Figure 7. More details of the workloads, including workload-specific parameters are available in the appendix.

Traces. Queries to the database and prediction serving workloads are dispatched by a trace-driven workload generator. We use the Twitter API [5] to collect a trace of tweet arrival rates at Twitter’s Asia datacenters; to bring to parity with our cluster, we subsample the arrival rate by a factor of 10. For the ML training workload, we draw queries from an essentially infinite pool to create a constant stream of work.

Experimental setup. We use a cluster of 250 AWS m5.xlarge instances (4 vCPUs each). The Cilantro scheduler runs on its own dedicated m5.xlarge instance. We use the above workload to create 20 jobs as follows: 10 database jobs with P90, P90, P90, P90, P95, P95, P95, P95, P99, P99, P99, P99 latency SLOs of 2s; 3 prediction serving jobs with P90, P90, and P95 latency SLOs of 2s; 7 ML training jobs with throughput SLOs of 400, 400, 450, 450, 500, 500, and 500 QPS. To reflect settings where small SLO violations may be either critical or inconsequential, we discount the utility via one of the three options in Fig. 4 for each job. Detailed information on the users’ jobs is given in the appendix. The estimated total amount of resources based on the median demand was 1637 CPUs; hence, even at full capacity, not all users can satisfy their SLOs. We evaluate all baselines for 6 hours.

7.1.1 Baselines
Oracular policies. We implement the three policies in §4.1.1 with oracular access to the true performance mappings (obtained by exhaustively profiling workloads for at least 4 hours). They are Oracle-SW, Oracle-EW, for maximizing social/egalitarian welfare and the Oracle-NJC fairness policy.

Cilantro policies. We evaluate Cilantro-SW, Cilantro-EW, and Cilantro-NJC, as described in Sec. 4.1.2.

Other heuristics. We implement four methods for fairness and maximizing welfare. While not based directly off specific prior work, such methods are common in the scheduling literature [13, 26]. Resource-Fair simply allocates an equal amount of resources to each job. EvoAlg-SW and EvoAlg-EW are evolutionary algorithms for social and egalitarian welfare; the same procedure used for Cilantro’s welfare policies, but now operating directly on the performance metrics. Greedy-EW starts by allocating resources equally; on each round, it evaluates job utilities in the previous round and takes away one CPU each from the top half of the users who had high utility and allocates it to the bottom half.

Baselines from prior work. We adapt five feedback-driven methods from prior work - Ernest [58], Quasar [15], Minerva [45], Parties [10] and MIAD (Multiplicative-
Increase/Additive-Decrease) [11]. In particular, we note that applying the Parties notion of migration in our setting would imply moving the job to a different cluster or increasing the size of the cluster, both of which are beyond scope for this fixed cluster setting. Details on the specific adaptations are available in the appendix.

7.1.2 Results & Discussion

Evaluation on performance-aware fairness metrics. We first compare all 15 baselines on the social welfare (1), egalitarian welfare (2), and the NJC fairness criteria (3). Fig. 8 illustrates the results by plotting the time-averaged NJC fairness vs the two welfare criteria. Table 2 (in the appendix) tabulates these values explicitly with error bars. While the oracular methods perform best on their respective metrics, we find that the online learning policies in Cilantro come close to matching them. Resource-Fair achieves a perfect NJC score by definition, but performs poorly on social and egalitarian welfare as it is performance oblivious.

We found that Greedy-EW, Parties, and MIAD were sensitive to the amount by which we changed the allocations based on feedback; when tuning them, we found that they were either too slow or too aggressive when responding to load shifts. Next, the learning models used by Quasar and Ernest were not able to accurately estimate the demands in our experiment. Finally, the evolutionary baselines were inefficient, taking a long time to discover the optimal solution. They, however, were effective within Cilantro’s welfare policies when you need to optimize a cheap analytically computable function as they can be run for several iterations.

Despite our general approach, Cilantro’s policies are able to outperform Minerva and Greedy-EW which are designed specifically to maximize egalitarian welfare. It also outperforms generically designed evolutionary algorithms for the social and egalitarian welfare. While it may indeed be possible to design more efficient fine-tuned policies for a given objective, the flexibility provided by Cilantro’s approach is beneficial to end users. It should not be surprising that Cilantro outperforms other systems such as Ernest, Quasar, Parties, and MIAD as our policies are designed to explicitly optimize for these objectives. But this is precisely the goal of Cilantro. End-users can declare their desired objective, and Cilantro will automatically derive policies to achieve them.

To illustrate how Cilantro improves with feedback, in Fig. 9, we have shown how the three objectives evolve over time for Cilantro’s policies. Resource-Fair trivially achieves $F_{\text{NIC}} = 1$ at start since our initial allocation is always 50 CPUs to each job (i.e Resource-Fair). However, it does poorly on welfare due to poor cluster usage. The goal behind Cilantro-NJC is to achieve $F_{\text{NIC}} = 1$ while also achieving good cluster usage. This causes the initial drop in performance for Cilantro-NJC as it explores better allocations that still maximize $F_{\text{NIC}}$.

Table 2 presents the detailed results of our multi-tenant cluster resource sharing evaluation. This table adds a metric which measures the useful resource usage.

$$\text{Useful resource usage} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \min(a_j, d_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Here, the $d_j$ is user $j$’s resource demand. This demand-based metric, measures how much useful work is being done by the cluster as allocations beyond the demand do not increase a user’s utility (see Fig. 4). We find that Cilantro’s policies achieve the maximum useful resource usage in their respective classes. This is because learning resource demands allows Cilantro to reallocate resources from jobs which have already achieved maximum utility to jobs which can benefit from increased resources.

Individual user utilities. To delve deeper into the trade-offs of the three paradigms discussed in §4.1, we have shown the individual user utilities achieved by these three policies in Fig. 10. We see that both the social and egalitarian welfare policies result in some users being worse off than receiving their fair allocation of $1000/20 = 50$ CPUs. This results in an NJC fairness violation. In contrast, in Cilantro-NJC, users are at most marginally worse off than their fair share. However, a third of the users achieve a noticeably higher utility than their fair share utility, with more than 3× for a few of them. We also see that Cilantro-EW has maximized egalitarian welfare by taking resources away from those who achieve high utility and giving it to those who do not, while Cilantro-SW has
Figure 8: NJC fairness vs the social and egalitarian welfare (see §4.1.1) for all policies. We report the average value over the 6 hour period. Higher is better for all metrics, so closer to the top right corner is desirable. The Oracle-SW, Oracle-EW policies optimize for the social and egalitarian welfare when the performance mappings are known and Oracle-NJC achieves maximum fairness while improving cluster usage. The corresponding Cilantro policies are designed to do the same without a priori knowledge of the performance mappings.

In contrast, for Cilantro-EW, a user stands to gain by under-reporting while for Cilantro-SW, they gain by over-reporting. While a theoretical study of such strategy-proofness properties is beyond the scope of this work, it is interesting to empirically observe that the strategy-proofness properties of NJC fairness policies are retained in Cilantro.

7.2 Resource allocation for Microservices
We now demonstrate the use of Cilantro to allocate resources for inter-dependent microservices serving an application. A query to the application triggers multiple queries to different microservices and the final result is returned to the user. Cilantro must observe a single end-to-end metric, the end-to-end query latency, and then allocate fixed cluster resources to different microservices to minimize the P99 latency of the application. We note that Cilantro does not require metadata information about the microservices, such as their dependency and control flow graphs; Cilantro directly optimizes the end-to-end metric as described in §7.2.

Workload. We use the Hotel Reservation application from DeathStarBench [22]. It has 19 microservices, including 6 MongoDB databases, 3 memcached kv-stores and a nginx webserver running on a consul service mesh. The architecture is shown in Fig. 12-Left. Collectively, these microservices serve search, recommendation, rating, account management and geolocation queries from users. We use wrk2 [54] to process and submit the query workload provided in [22]. We measure the end-to-end latency of queries submitted to the frontend microservice. All microservices experiments are run on a 160 CPU cluster with 20 AWS m5.2xlarge instances.

Baselines. We compare Cilantro’s end-to-end policy (§4.2) against three baselines. Resource-Fair always equally allocates the resources among microservices. EvoAlg is an evolutionary algorithm which optimizes for the P99 latency, ε-greedy randomly picks a new allocation with probability 1/3,
Results and Discussion. Fig. 12 shows how the instantaneous and time-averaged P99 latency (computed in 30s intervals) evolves with time during the course of the experiment. Both Cilantro and EvoAlg explore early on (Fig. 12-Center), but as they find better values, exploration shrinks as they focus on testing more promising allocations. However, Cilantro’s OFU-based online learning policy is able to do this more effectively than EvoAlg, ε-greedy explores aggressively even in later stages and is unable to adequately exploit good candidates it may have discovered in the early stages. Overall, Cilantro achieves a mean P99 of 525ms, compared to 930ms for EvoAlg, the next best baseline.

7.3 Microbenchmarks

Cilantro Overhead. Fig. 13-Left evaluates the time taken for Cilantro to process the feedback and compute the allocations for the three policies described in Sec. 4.1. This shows that Cilantro is fairly light-weight. For comparison, the average time it took to de-allocate a Kubernetes pod and assign it to a different job was on the order of 5-15s.

Unavailable performance metrics. In real-world situations, performance metrics of all users may not be available. We evaluate Cilantro’s fallback defaults for such instances. We re-run the same experiment in §7.1, but for users db01, m1t1, and

Table 2: The social welfare (1), egalitarian welfare (2), NJC fairness metric (3), and the effective resource usage (8) for all 13 methods. Higher is better for all four metrics, and the maximum and minimum possible values for all metrics are 1 and 0. The values shown in bold have achieve the highest value for the specific metric, besides the oracular policies. Resource-Fair has NJC fairness $F_{\text{NJC}} = 1$ by definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Social Welfare ($W_S$)</th>
<th>Egalitarian Welfare ($W_E$)</th>
<th>NJC Fairness ($F_{\text{NJC}}$)</th>
<th>Useful resource usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oracle-SW</td>
<td>0.892 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.324 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.336 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.964 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle-EW</td>
<td>0.752 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.412 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.272 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.997 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle-NJC</td>
<td>0.828 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.373 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.999 ± 0.000</td>
<td>0.991 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilantro-SW</td>
<td><strong>0.864 ± 0.006</strong></td>
<td>0.337 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.513 ± 0.020</td>
<td>0.818 ± 0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilantro-EW</td>
<td>0.760 ± 0.007</td>
<td><strong>0.390 ± 0.020</strong></td>
<td>0.426 ± 0.037</td>
<td><strong>0.954 ± 0.012</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilantro-NJC</td>
<td>0.823 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.355 ± 0.005</td>
<td><strong>0.964 ± 0.006</strong></td>
<td>0.931 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EvoAlg-SW</td>
<td>0.649 ± 0.017</td>
<td>0.131 ± 0.016</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.048</td>
<td>0.671 ± 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EvoAlg-EW</td>
<td>0.687 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.158 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.387 ± 0.040</td>
<td>0.700 ± 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource-Fair</td>
<td>0.611 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.151 ± 0.006</td>
<td><strong>1.000 ± 0.000</strong></td>
<td>0.766 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-EW</td>
<td>0.724 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.306 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.518 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.882 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>0.675 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.214 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.891 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.774 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasar</td>
<td>0.756 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.095 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.060 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.706 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minerva</td>
<td>0.555 ± 0.017</td>
<td>0.082 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.034 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.407 ± 0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties</td>
<td>0.661 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.285 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.645 ± 0.000</td>
<td>0.766 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAD</td>
<td>0.761 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.285 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.745 ± 0.000</td>
<td>0.766 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: The utility of db16 under the three online learning policies, when they report truthfully, when they under-report, and when they over-report. The plot normalizes with respect to truthful reporting, but the bars are annotated with the absolute value.

or uses the allocation with the smallest observed P99 latency with probability 2/3.

Figure 10: The average utility achieved by the 20 jobs for the three online learning methods in Cilantro and Resource-Fair. Here, db0x, mltx, db1x, and prsx refers to jobs using the DB-0, ML training, DB-1, and prediction serving workloads from § 7.1.
While Cilantro’s decoupled design aids with generality, it may be susceptible to the idiosyncrasies of the specific models used for the performance learners and load forecasters. Moreover, in many real environments, the feedback can be very noisy. To show that Cilantro is robust to both these effects, we perform the following microbenchmark in a synthetic 5 user environment (described in the Appendix) with the Cilantro-NJC policy. As both feedback noise and model idiosyncrasies can be modeled with inaccurate confidence intervals, we introduce increasing levels of noise (5%, 10%, 20%, 50%) to the upper and lower confidence bounds returned by the learners and forecasters. The results, given in Fig. 13-Right, show that the social and egalitarian welfare decrease gracefully with noise. Moreover, due to Cilantro-NJC’s conservative approach for demand recommendations, the NJC fairness metric remains relatively high despite the noise.

8 Conclusion

We described Cilantro, a performance-aware framework for the allocation of a finite amount of resources among competing jobs. Our motivations were: (i) resource allocation policies should be performance-aware and based on real-time feedback in production environments, (ii) schedulers should accommodate diverse allocation objectives. We designed Cilantro to address these challenges by decoupling the performance learning from the policies and informing the policies of uncertainties in performance estimates, thus enabling the realization of several performance-aware policies in multi-tenant and microservices settings.
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A Experiment Addendum

A.1 Workload description

Database querying: We use the TPC-DS \cite{tpc_ds} benchmark suite as the workload backed by replicated instances of sqlite3 database. From the TPC-DS query set, we created two workloads (setting scale factor to 100): DB-0, which had queries that completed in under 100 ms and DB-1 which had queries that had a completion time between 100 and 300 ms. When a query is requested, we randomly pick a relevant query and dispatch it according to the trace. The performance metric of interest is query latency.

Prediction serving: In prediction serving \cite{prediction_serving}, a job processes arriving queries to output a prediction, usually obtained via a machine learning model. In our set up, we use a random forest regressor as the model and the the news popularity dataset \cite{news_popularity} for training and test queries in a 50:50 split. Queries are picked randomly from the test set and issued in batches of 4. The metric of interest is the serving latency.

ML training: We use CPUs to train a neural network with four hidden layers of size 64 each. We train our model on the naval propulsion \cite{naval_propulsion} dataset using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Each task in this workload consists of training a batch of 16 points for 100 iterations. The performance metric of interest here is the batch throughput.

A.2 Environment details

Workload traces. As described in §7.1, we use traces collected from twitter to generate traffic patterns for our workloads. The query arrival rate of this trace is visualized in Figure 14.

Multi-tenant cluster jobs setup. For the multi-tenant cluster resource sharing evaluation, we setup 20 jobs with different workloads and SLOs as described in §7.1. Table 3 details the exact SLO and utility function for each job. The utility function for each job is either of linear, which directly maps performance to utility (Figure 4(a)), sqrt, which performs a sublinear mapping of performance to utility (Figure 4(b)), or quadratic, which performs a superlinear mapping of performance to utility (Figure 4(c)).

TPC-DS Query Binning. The queries used for the db serving workload in §7.1 were selected from the TPC-DS benchmark suite. The TPC-DS suite consists of 99 query templates out of which 27 were not compatible with the sqlite dialect and were discarded. The remainder were binned according to their mean latency when measured on a AWS m5.2xlarge instance. The chosen query types and their ids are listed in Table 4.

A.3 Baselines from prior work

Here we describe the specific implementation of prior work baselines used in Section 7.

1) Ernest \cite{ernest}: Ernest uses a featurized linear model to estimate the time taken to run a job. We use this estimate to approximate the resource demand to meet the job’s SLO. On each round, we use the estimated demand as inputs to NJC to compute the allocations.

2) Quasar \cite{quasar}: Quasar uses collaborative filtering to estimate a job’s resource demand, which we use as inputs to NJC to compute the allocations. We do not incorporate mechanisms for vertical scaling and workload co-location described in \cite{quasar} to be consistent across all methods.
### Table 3: SLO and utility functions used for jobs in experiments in §7.1. For Latency based SLOs, the SLO implies the fraction of queries that completed under 2 seconds. For Throughput based SLOs, the SLO is the desired query rate, measured in queries per second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job and SLO Type</th>
<th>Job Name</th>
<th>SLO</th>
<th>Utility Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Database Serving (Latency)</td>
<td>db01</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db02</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db03</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db13</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db14</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db15</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db16</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>db17</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction Serving (Latency)</td>
<td>prs1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prs2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prs3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Training (Throughput)</td>
<td>mlt1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>sqrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt4</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mlt7</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>quadratic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Details of the bins created from TPC-DS queries. Each user’s workload is generated using these bins. Execution time is profiled on a SQLite3 database running on AWS m5.2xlarge instance with one allocated CPU core.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Bin</th>
<th>TPC-DS Query Ids</th>
<th>Mean Execution Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>db0</td>
<td>93, 91, 92, 45, 85, 15, 32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db1</td>
<td>90, 84, 8, 55, 96, 81, 79</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Minerva [45]: Minerva sets the allocation for job \( j \) at each step to be proportional to \( a_j/u_j \) where \( a_j \) and \( u_j \) are the allocation and utility at the previous round.

4) Parties [10]: Parties upsizes the allocation for a job if it violates or is close to violating the SLO, downsizes the allocation if the job comfortably satisfies the SLO, and otherwise does nothing. If the SLOs of all jobs cannot be met, it evicts the job from the server. As eviction is not an option in our setting we use the Parties logic to compute the demands which are then fed to NJC to obtain the allocations. For upsizing, we increase the demand by 20 CPUs and for downsizing, we decrease it by 5. These parameters were tuned so that the policy did reasonably well on all three metrics.

5) MIAD (Multiplicative-Increase/Additive-Decrease) [11]: This is inspired by TCP congestion control. If a user’s job violates the SLO, we increase its demand by \( 1.5 \times \) the current allocation, and if it satisfies the SLO, we set the demand to be one minus the current allocation. We then invoke NJC to compute the allocation for the next round. These parameters were tuned so that the policy did reasonably well on all three metrics.

### A.4 Evolutionary Algorithm

We describe the evolutionary algorithm used in all of our experiments, i.e. to optimize the profiled information for the oracular welfare polices, to optimize the upper confidence bounds for the learning policies in §4.1.2 and§4.2, and the evolutionary algorithm baselines in §7.1 and§7.2. The input to the algorithm is a data source which the algorithm can query using an allocation and obtain a feedback signal. This data source can either be a cheap analytically computable function available in memory, as is the case for the oracles and learning polices, or an expensive experiment, as is the case when used as a baseline to directly
optimize for performance. The algorithm maintains a hash table mapping allocations to mean observed signal values. When it receives feedback for an allocation, it updates the mean value if the allocation has already been tried, or it creates a new entry and stores the feedback.

Our evolutionary algorithm proceeds as follows. In has an initialization phase of 10 rounds. In the first 2 rounds, it always queries a resource-fair allocation. In the remaining 8 rounds, it queries a random allocation \( a \) such that \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_j = R \). On each subsequent round, it chooses a random allocation in the above manner with probability 0.1. With probability 0.9, it samples one of the existing allocations in the hash table based on the mean feedback value, performs a mutation operation, and queries the new allocation obtained via the mutation. We now to describe these two steps.

- **Sampling:** Let \( \{(a_i, y_i)\}_i \) be the (allocation, mean feedback) pairs in the hash table. Let \( m, s \) denote the mean and standard deviation of the \( \{y_i\} \) values. We sample \( a_i \) with probability proportional to \( \exp \left( \frac{(y_i - m)}{s} \right) \).

- **Mutation:** The mutation operation is composed of a sequence of steps to modify a given allocation \( a \). At each step, we randomly sample one job \( j \) which has an allocation of at least 2 CPUs; we then sample any other job \( k \neq j \); we then decrease \( j \)'s allocation by 1 and increase \( k \)'s allocation by 1. The number of steps is chosen uniformly at random between 1 and 20.

### A.5 Other experimental details

**Synthetic environment for robustness microbenchmark:** For the microbenchmark in Fig. 13(left), we use 5 users whose load is obtained by the same twitter trace from the experiments, and whose synthetic performance function is given by \( p_j(a, \ell) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(a/\ell - b_j)}} \), where \( a \) is the allocation and \( \ell \) is the load. For the 5 users, we set \( b_j \in \{0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9\} \). We set the SLO to be 0.95 for all users (note that \( 0 \leq p_j \leq 1 \)). As the stochastic observation, we sample a Gaussian with standard deviation 0.2.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of fair resource allocation in a system where user demands are dynamic, that is, where user demands vary over time. Our key observation is that the classical max-min fairness algorithm for resource allocation provides many desirable properties (e.g., Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness), but only under the strong assumption of user demands being static over time. For the realistic case of dynamic user demands, the max-min fairness algorithm loses one or more of these properties.

We present Karma, a new resource allocation mechanism for dynamic user demands. The key technical contribution in Karma is a credit-based resource allocation algorithm: in each quantum, users donate their unused resources and are assigned credits when other users borrow these resources; Karma carefully orchestrates the exchange of credits across users (based on their instantaneous demands, donated resources and borrowed resources), and performs prioritized resource allocation based on users’ credits. We theoretically establish Karma guarantees related to Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness for dynamic user demands. Empirical evaluations over production workloads show that these properties translate well into practice: Karma is able to reduce disparity in performance across users to a bare minimum while maintaining Pareto-optimal system-wide performance.

1 Introduction

Resource allocation is a fundamental problem in computer systems, spanning private and public clouds, computer networks, hypervisors, etc. There is a large and active body of research on designing resource allocation mechanisms that achieve Pareto efficiency (high resource utilization) and strategy-proofness (selfish users should not be able to benefit by lying about their demands) while ensuring that resources are allocated fairly among users, e.g., [30, 32, 39, 57, 59, 66, 67]. The former allocates the resource equally across all users (“fair share”), independent of their demands; this guarantees strategy-proofness and fairness, but not Pareto efficiency since resources can be underutilized when one or more users have demands lower than the fair share. Max-min fairness alleviates limitations of strict partitioning by taking user demands into account: it maximizes the minimum allocation across users while ensuring that each user’s allocation is no more than their demand. A classical result shows that resource allocation based on max-min fairness guarantees each of the three desirable properties—Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness. These powerful properties have, over decades, motivated efforts in both systems and theory communities on generalizations of max-min fairness for allocating multiple resources [30–32], for incorporating application performance goals and deadlines [31, 39, 46, 47], and for new models of resource allocation [17, 22, 25, 33, 59, 66], to name a few.

This paper explores a complementary problem—resource allocation of a single elastic resource in a system where user demands are dynamic, that is, vary over time. Dynamic user demands are the norm in most real-world deployments [12, 16, 41, 45, 60, 63, 70, 72, 79]; for instance, analysis of production workloads in §2 reveals that user demands vary by as much as $17 \times$ within minutes, with majority of users having demands with standard deviation $0.5 - 43 \times$ of the average over time. We show in §2 that, for systems with such dynamic user demands, resource allocation based on the max-min fairness algorithm fails to guarantee one or more of its properties: (1) if the allocation is done based on demands at $t = 0$, Pareto efficiency and strategy-proofness are no longer guaranteed; and, (2) if the allocation is done periodically, long-term fairness is no longer guaranteed—for $n$ users with the same average demand, the max-min fairness algorithm may allocate some user as much as $\Omega(n)$ more resources than other users over time.

We present Karma, a new resource allocation mechanism for dynamic user demands. The key technical contribution of Karma is a credit-based resource allocation algorithm: in each quantum, users receive credits when they donate a part of their fair share of resources (e.g., if their demand
is less than their fair share); users can use these credits to borrow resources in any future quantum when their demand is higher than their fair share. When the supply of resources from donors is equal to the demand from borrowers, it is easy to exchange resources and credits among users. The key algorithmic challenge that Karma resolves is when supply is not equal to demand—in such scenarios, Karma carefully orchestrates resources and credits between donors and borrowers: donors are prioritized so as to keep credits across users as balanced as possible, and borrowers are prioritized so as to keep the resource allocation as fair as possible.

We theoretically establish Karma guarantees for dynamic user demands. Karma guarantees Pareto efficiency at all times: in each quantum, it allocates resources such that it is not possible to increase the allocation of a user without decreasing the allocation of at least another user. For strategy-proofness, Karma guarantees that a selfish user cannot increase their aggregate resource allocation by over-reporting their demands in any quantum. In addition, we show a new surprising phenomenon (that may primarily be of theoretical interest): if a user had perfect knowledge about the future demands of all other users, the user can increase its own aggregate allocation by a small constant factor by under-reporting its demand in some quanta; however, for $n$ users, imprecision in this future knowledge could lead to the user losing $\Omega(n)$ factor of their aggregate resource allocation by under-reporting their demand in any quantum. Put together, these results enable Karma to provide powerful guarantees related to strategy-proofness. Finally, for fairness, we prove that given a set of (past) allocations, Karma guarantees an optimally-fair resource allocation. We also establish that Karma guarantees similar properties even when multiple selfish users can collude, and even when different users have different fair shares.

We have realized Karma on top of Jiffy [41], an open-sourced multi-tenant elastic memory system; an end-to-end implementation of Karma is available at https://github.com/resource-disaggregation/karma. Evaluation of Karma over production workloads demonstrates that Karma’s theoretical guarantees translate well into practice: it matches the max-min fairness algorithm in terms of resource utilization, while significantly improving the long-term fairness of resources allocated across users. Karma’s fairer resource allocation directly translates to application-level performance; for instance, over evaluated workloads, Karma keeps the average performance (across users) the same as the max-min fairness algorithm, while reducing performance disparity across users by as much as $\sim 2.4 \times$. Karma also incentivizes users to share resources: our evaluation shows that (1) Karma-conformant users achieve much more desirable allocation and performance compared to users who prefer a dedicated fair share of resources; and, (2) if users were to turn Karma-conformant, they can improve their performance by better matching their allocations with their demands over time.

## 2 Motivation

We begin by outlining our motivating use cases, followed by an in-depth discussion on the limitations of the classic max-min fairness algorithm for dynamic user demands.

**Motivating use cases.** Fair resource allocation is an important problem in private clouds where resources are shared by multiple users or teams within the same organization [12, 16, 17, 30–33, 36, 39, 40, 45, 46, 59, 60, 66, 70, 72, 79, 80]; our primary use cases are from such private clouds. Karma may also be useful for emerging use cases from multi-tenant public clouds where spare resources may be allocated to tenants while providing performance isolation [8, 14, 38, 41, 57, 63, 64, 66]. We discuss motivating scenarios in both contexts below.

One scenario is shared analytics clusters. For instance, companies like Microsoft, Google, and Alibaba employ schedulers [32, 35, 39, 69, 70, 80] that allocate resources across multiple internal teams that run long-running jobs (e.g., for data analytics [23, 81]) on a shared set of resources. Consider memory as a shared resource; in many of these frameworks, main memory is used to cache frequently accessed data from slower persistent storage and to store intermediate data generated during job execution. Indeed, increasing the allocated memory improves job performance; however, since memory is limited and is shared across multiple teams, ensuring resource allocation fairness is also a key requirement. Moreover, since these jobs are usually long-running, their performance depends on long-term memory allocations, rather than instantaneous allocations [16, 32, 45].

Another use case is shared caches: many companies (e.g., Facebook [9, 12, 52] and Twitter [79]) operate clusters of in-memory key-value caches, such as memcached or Redis, serving a wide array of internal applications. In this use case, the memory demand of each application may be computed as the amount of memory that would be required to fit hot objects within the cache [18, 19, 52, 79]. In such settings, efficient and fair sharing of caches is of utmost importance [9, 19, 52, 72]: to maintain service level agreements, it is important to have consistently good performance over long periods of time, rather than excellent performance at some times and very poor performance at other times (see [9, 19, 52, 72] for more discussion on the importance of long-term performance).

Third, fair resource allocation while ensuring high utilization is also a goal in inter-datacenter bandwidth allocation [36, 40, 49]. Existing traffic engineering solutions used in production environments perform periodic max-min fair resource allocation to account for dynamic user demands [36, 40, 49]. Our work demonstrates that periodically performing max-min fair resource allocation over such dynamic demands leads to unfair resource allocation across users.

Finally, an interesting use case in the public cloud context is that of burstable VMs [2, 4] that use virtual currency to enable resource allocation over dynamic user demands. These VMs share resources with VMs from other users and are charged
on an instance-specific baseline. When resource utilization is below the baseline, users accumulate virtual currency that they can later use to gain resources beyond the baseline during periods of high demand. Given that Burstable VMs are primarily useful for dynamic user demands, they will likely need resource allocation mechanisms that guarantee high utilization, strategy-proofness, and fair resource allocation.

**Dynamic user demands.** Increasingly many applications running data analytics or key-value caches operate on data collected from social media, application and network logs, mobile systems, etc. A unique characteristic of these data is that they are less controllable by the organization because they are generated by entities outside of the organization. As a result, applications can observe highly time-varying dynamic resource demands [12, 16, 41, 45, 60, 63, 70, 72, 79].

To build a deeper understanding of variation in user demands over time, we analyze two publicly-available production workloads: (1) Google [60] resource usage information across 8 clusters (1000–2000 users per cluster) over a 30 day period; and, (2) Snowflake [72], a cloud-based database query engine that provides resource usage statistics for over 2000 users over a 14 day period. To characterize user demand variability over time, we compute—for each user—the ratio of the standard deviation and mean of their demands over the entire period. Figure 1 (left) shows that 40–70% of all users in both Google and Snowflake workloads have a standard deviation in CPU and memory demands at least 0.5 times their mean, indicating high variability in demands for most users. Furthermore, the standard deviation in demands of as many as 20% of the users can be as high as their mean demand, with some users having extremely high variance in demands (standard deviations up to 12–43 times the mean). Similar observations have been made for time-varying user demands in inter-datacenter networks; for instance, production studies [5] show that, on average, user demands vary by 35% within 5-minute intervals, with some demands varying by as much as 45% within a short period of time.

Figure 1 (center) shows the CPU and memory demands for a randomly-sampled user from the Snowflake trace over a 15 minute window (we show only one user and only 15 minute window for clarity; analyzing a sample of 100 users, we find 87% of the users to have similar demand patterns). The figure shows that user demands can change dramatically over tens of seconds, by as much as 6 times and 2 times for compute and memory, respectively. Similarly, we see significant variation in demands even for a random user from the Google trace (shown in Figure 1 (right)).

**Max-min fairness guarantees fail for dynamic user demands.** The classical max-min fairness algorithm for resource allocation provides many desirable properties, e.g., Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness. However, buried under the proofs is the assumption that user demands are static over time, an assumption that does not hold in practice (as demonstrated in Figure 1). For the realistic case of dynamic user demands, max-min fairness can be applied in two ways, each of which leads to violating one or more of its properties. We will demonstrate this using the example in Figure 2: here, time is divided into five quanta and three users have demands varying across quanta.

First, one can naively perform max-min fair allocation just once based on user demands at quantum $t = 0$. This results in max-min fairness losing both Pareto efficiency and strategy-proofness. In the example of Figure 2, since allocations will only be done based on the demands specified by the users at $t = 0$, if users were to specify their true demands, user C will obtain an allocation of 1 unit leading to a total useful allocation of 3 units over the entire duration (as shown in Figure 2 (middle, top)); if user C were to lie
and over-report their demand at $t = 0$ as 2 units, then they can achieve a more desirable total useful allocation of 5 units (Figure 2 (middle, bottom)). This breaks strategy-proofness. In addition, max-min fairness is also not Pareto efficient: for many quanta, resources allocated to users will be underutilized as is evident in Figure 2 (middle).

A better way to apply max-min fairness for dynamic user demands is to periodically reallocate resources based on users’ instantaneous demands (e.g., every quantum of time periods, as in several operating systems and hypervisors [3, 73]). This trivially guarantees Pareto efficiency and strategy-proofness but results in extremely unfair allocation across users. Figure 2 (right, top) shows an example where max-min fairness can result in $2 \times$ disparity between resources allocated to users over the 5 quanta—user A receives a total allocation of 10 slices, while user C receives a total allocation of only 5 slices, despite them having the same average demand; this example can be easily extended to demonstrate that max-min fairness can, for $n$ users, result in resource allocations where some user gets a factor of $\Omega(n)$ larger amount of resources than other users (proof in [71]). Such disparity in resource allocations also leads to disparity in application-level performance across users since, as discussed above in use cases, many applications require consistently good performance over long periods of time, rather than excellent performance at some times and very poor performance at other times [22, 28, 32, 68]. We will demonstrate, in the evaluation section, that users experience significant disparity in application-level performance due to such disparate resource allocations.

For the rest of the paper, we focus on long-term fairness; informally, an allocation is considered fair if all users have the same aggregate resource allocation over time. Our goal is to design a resource allocation mechanism that, for dynamic user demands, guarantees Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness.

3 Karma

Karma is a resource allocation mechanism for dynamic user demands. Karma uses credits (§3.1, §3.2)—users receive credits when they donate a part of their fair share of resources (e.g., when their demand is less than their fair share), and can use these credits to borrow resources beyond their fair share during periods of high demand. Karma carefully orchestrates the exchange of resources and credits between donors and borrowers: donors are prioritized in a manner that ensures credit distribution across users remains as balanced as possible, and borrowers are prioritized in a manner that keeps the resource allocation as fair as possible. We will prove theoretically in §3.3 that, while simple in hindsight, this allocation mechanism simultaneously achieves Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness for dynamic user demands.

3.1 Preliminaries

We consider the following setup for the problem: we have $n$ users sharing a single resource (CPU, memory, GPUs, etc.); each user has a fair share of $f$ resource units (each unit is referred to as a slice), and thus the pool has $n \times f$ slices of the resource (as we discuss in §3.4, all our results hold for users having different fair shares). Time is divided into quanta, users demand a certain number of resource slices every quantum, and Karma performs resource (re)allocation at the beginning of each quantum. While user demands during each quantum can be arbitrary, unsatisfied demands in one quantum do not carry over to the next. Similar to prior work [30, 57, 59, 66], we assume that users are not adversarial (that is, do not lie about their demands simply to hurt others’ allocations), but are otherwise selfish and strategic (willing to misreport their demands to maximize their allocations).

3.2 Karma design

Let $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$ be a parameter. Karma guarantees that each user is allocated an $\alpha$ fraction of its fair share $(=\alpha \cdot f)$ in each quantum; we refer to this as the guaranteed share. Karma maintains a pool of resource slices—karmaPool—that, at any point in time, contains two types of slices:

- **Shared slices** are the slices in the resource pool that are not guaranteed to any user. It is easy to see that the number of shared slices in the system is $n \cdot f - n \cdot \alpha \cdot f = n \cdot (1 - \alpha) \cdot f$.
- **Donated slices**, that are donated by users whose demands are smaller than their guaranteed share.

We use these two sets of slices in the following manner. In any given quantum, if a user has demand less than its guaranteed share, then the user is said to be “donating” as many slices as the difference between the user’s guaranteed share and demand in that quantum. A user that has demand larger than its guaranteed share is said to be “borrowing” slices beyond its guaranteed share, which the system can potentially supply using either shared slices or donated slices.
3.2.1 Karma credits

Karma allocates resources not just based on users’ instantaneous demands, but also based on their past allocations. To maintain past user allocation information, Karma uses credits.

Users earn credits in three ways. First, each user is bootstrapped with a fixed number of initial credits upon joining the system (we discuss the precise number once we have enough context, in §3.4); second, each user is allocated \((1 - \alpha) \cdot f\) free credits every quantum as compensation for contributing \((1 - \alpha)\) fraction of its fair share to shared slices. Finally, users earn one credit when some other user borrows one of their donated slices (one credit per quantum per slice).

Unlike earning credits, there is only one way for any user to lose credits: for every slice borrowed from the karmaPool (donated or shared), the user loses one credit.

3.2.2 Prioritized resource allocation

We now describe Karma’s resource allocation algorithm, that orchestrates resources and credits across users (Algorithm 1).

To make the discussion succinct, we refer to the sum of user demands beyond their guaranteed share as “borrower demand”; that is, to compute borrower demand for any given quantum, we take all users with demand greater than their guaranteed share and sum up the difference between their demand (in that quantum) and \(\alpha \cdot f\). In quanta when borrower demand is equal to the supply (number of slices in karmaPool), Karma’s decision-making is trivial: simply allocate all slices in karmaPool to the borrowers, and update credits for all users as described in the previous subsection.

The key algorithmic challenge that Karma resolves is when the supply is either more or less than the borrower demand. We describe Karma allocation mechanism for such scenarios next and then provide an illustrative example.

Orchestrating resources and credits when supply \(>\) borrower demand. When supply is greater than borrower demand, there are enough slices in karmaPool to satisfy the demands of all borrowers. In such a case, Karma prioritizes the allocation of donated slices over shared slices (so that donors get credits), and across multiple donated slices, prioritizes the allocation of a slice from the donor that has the smallest number of credits—this allows “poorer” donors to earn more credits, and moves the system towards a more balanced distribution of credits across users. Intuitively, credits capture the allocation obtained by a user until the last quantum—users who obtained lower allocations in the past will have a higher than average (across users) number of credits, while those who received a surplus of allocations will have a below-average number of credits. Hence, balancing the number of credits across users over time allows Karma to move towards a more equitable set of total allocations across users. Once all donated slices are allocated, Karma allocates shared slices to satisfy the remaining borrower demands.

---

**Algorithm 1 : Karma resource allocation algorithm.**

\[\text{demand}[u]: \text{demand of user } u \text{ in the current quantum} \]
\[\text{credits}[u]: \text{credits of user } u \text{ in the current quantum} \]
\[\text{alloc}[u]: \text{allocation of user } u \text{ in the current quantum} \]
\[f: \text{fair share} \]
\[\alpha: \text{guaranteed fraction of fair share} \]

Every quantum do:

1: \(\text{shared_slices} \leftarrow n \cdot (1 - \alpha) \cdot f\)
2: For each user \(u\)
3: \(\text{increment credits}[u] \text{ by } (1 - \alpha) \cdot f\)
4: \(\text{donated_slices}[u] = \max(0, \alpha \cdot f - \text{demand}[u])\)
5: \(\text{alloc}[u] = \min(\text{demand}[u], \alpha \cdot f)\)
6: \(\text{donors} \leftarrow \text{all users } u \text{ with } \text{donated_slices}[u] > 0\)
7: \(\text{borrowers} \leftarrow \text{all users } u \text{ with } \text{alloc}[u] < \text{demand}[u] \text{ and } \text{credits}[u] > 0\)
8: While \(\text{borrowers} \neq \emptyset\) and \((\sum \text{donated_slices}[u] > 0 \text{ or shared_slices} > 0)\)
9: \(\text{do}\)
10: \(b^* \leftarrow \text{borrower with maximum credits}\)
11: \(\text{if donors} \neq \emptyset\) then
12: \(d^* \leftarrow \text{donor with minimum credits}\)
13: \(\text{increment credits}[d^*] \text{ by } 1\)
14: \(\text{Decrement donated_slices}[u] \text{ by } 1\)
15: \(\text{Update the set of donors (line 6)}\)
16: \(\text{else}\)
17: \(\text{Decrement shared_slices} \text{ by } 1\)
18: \(\text{increment alloc}[b^*] \text{ by } 1\)
19: \(\text{Decrement credits}[b^*] \text{ by } 1\)
20: \(\text{Update the set of borrowers (line 7)}\)

---

Orchestrating resources and credits when supply \(<\) borrower demand. When supply is less than demand, karmaPool does not have enough slices to satisfy all borrower demands. In such a scenario, Karma prioritizes allocating slices to users with the maximum number of credits. This strategy essentially favors users that had fewer allocations in the past (and thus, a larger number of credits), hence moving the system towards a more balanced allocation of resources across users, promoting fairness. At the same time, reducing the credits for the users with the most credits also moves the system to a more balanced distribution of credits across users.

**Illustrative example.** We now illustrate through a concrete example. The running example in Figure 3 shows the execution of Karma’s algorithm for the example from Figure 2 for \(\alpha = 0.5\): that is three users A, B, and C, each with a fair share 2 slices \((f = 2)\), and a guaranteed share of 1 slice. Recall that, since \((1 - \alpha) \cdot f = 1\), each user receives 1 credit every quantum, and suppose all users are bootstrapped with 6 initial credits.

In the first quantum, C’s demand is equal to the guaranteed share, while A and B request 2 and 1 slices beyond the guaranteed share, respectively. Since supply \((= 3 \text{ shared slices in karmaPool})\) is equal to borrower demand, Karma uses the shared slices to allocate slices beyond the guaranteed share for
A and B and satisfies their demands. This results in a final allocation of 3 slices for A, 2 slices for B, and 1 slice for C. A loses 2 credits, and B loses 1 credit, and no one gains any credits.

In the second quantum, A demands 3 slices, while B and C donate 1 slice each. The total supply (6, with 2 donated slices and 3 shared slices) exceeds the borrower demand. A is allocated 3 slices and it loses 3 credits (since its allocation is 2 slices above its guaranteed share). B and C receive 1 credit each since their donated slices are used. Similarly, in the third quantum, B demands 3 slices, while A and C donate 1 slice each. Since total supply exceeds borrower demand, B receives the 3 slices it asked for, and loses 2 credits; A and C gain 1 credit each.

The fourth quantum is important: here, demand exceeds supply, and there are no donated slices. Now, unlike classic max-min fairness, Karma will prioritize the allocation of resources based on the credits of each tenant. Since at the start of this quantum, C has 11 credits, while A and B have only 6 and 7 credits respectively, C will be able to get 3 extra slices from the pool of shared slices by using 3 credits and achieve an allocation of 4. A and B will get their guaranteed allocation of 1 and do not gain or lose any credits.

In the fifth quantum, once again, demand exceeds supply. C has 9 credits, B has 8 credits, and A has 7 credits. Karma first prioritizes allocating to C giving it 1 extra slice, at which point both C and B have equal credits (8). Next, they both get 1 extra slice each, at which point the supply is exhausted. The final resulting allocation is 1 slice for A, 2 slices for B, and 3 slices for C.

In the end, A, B, and C end up with the exact same total allocation (8 slices) and number of credits (unlike max-min fairness where user allocations had a disparity of 2×).

### 3.3 Karma Properties & Guarantees

In this section, we present a theoretical analysis of Karma. Recall from §3.1 that, similar to all prior works, users are considered selfish and strategic (that is, are willing to misreport their demands to maximize their allocations), but not adversarial (that is, do not lie about their demands simply to hurt others’ allocations). For the purpose of our theoretical analysis, we assume that Karma is initialized with a large enough number of initial credits so that users do not run out of credits during the execution of the algorithm (we discuss how to achieve this in practice in §3.4). All our results hold for $\alpha = 0$; extending our results to $\alpha > 0$ is an interesting open question. Finally, while we provide inline intuition for each of our results, full proofs are presented in [71].

We define Pareto efficiency on a per-quantum basis. An allocation is said to be Pareto efficient if it is not possible to increase the allocation of a user without decreasing the allocation of at least one other user by a similar total amount during that quantum. Note that, Pareto efficiency on a per-quantum basis implies Pareto efficiency over time.

**Theorem 1.** *Karma is Pareto efficient.*

Karma’s Pareto efficiency follows trivially from the observation that similar to max-min fairness, Karma allocation satisfies the two properties: (1) no user is allocated more resources than its demand, and (2) either all resources are allocated or all demands are satisfied.

For strategy-proofness, we make two important notes. First, if one assumes that the system has a priori knowledge of all future user demands, the resource allocation problem can be solved trivially using dynamic programming; however, for many use cases, it is hard to have a priori knowledge of all future user demands. This leads to our second note: Karma is solving an “online” problem (that is, it does not assume a priori knowledge of future user demands), and thus, we prove online strategy-proofness [7] defined as follows: assume that all users are honest during quanta 0 to $q - 1$; then, a mechanism is said to be online strategy-proof if, for any quantum $q$, a user cannot increase its allocation during quantum $q$ by lying about its demand during quantum $q$.

**Theorem 2.** *Karma is online strategy-proof.*

To prove Theorem 2, we actually prove a stronger result stated below. Karma’s online strategy-proofness trivially follows from this.
Lemma 1. A user cannot increase its useful resource allocation by specifying a demand higher than its actual demand in any quantum.

The proof for the lemma is a bit involved, but intuitively, it shows the following. The immediate effect of a user specifying a demand higher than its actual demand is that if the user is allocated more resources than its actual demand, these extra resources do not contribute to its utility, but do put the user into a disadvantageous position: not only can this user lose credits (either because it’s asking for resources beyond its guaranteed share, or because it could have gained credits if this extra resource could have been allocated to some borrower), but also because other users get fewer resources; this makes other users be favored by the allocation algorithm in the future while making the lying user less favored. Thus, the user cannot increase its long-term “useful” allocation by specifying a demand higher than its real demand in any quantum. Specifically, it is possible that when a user over-reports its demand during quantum \( q \), the user receives an increased instantaneous allocation during some future quantum \( q' > q \); however, we are able to show that, in this case, the user will also receive reduced instantaneous allocation(s) during other quantum(s) in between \( q' \) and \( q \), leading to either a lower or equal total allocation over the period between \( q' \) and \( q \). The hardness in the proof stems from carefully analyzing such cascade effects: a small change in users’ resource allocation in any quantum can result in complex changes in future allocations that may lead to higher instantaneous but equal or lower total allocations in future quantas. Once we prove this lemma, the proof for Karma’s online strategy-proofness follows immediately.

While analyzing Karma properties, we encountered a new, surprising, phenomenon that may be of further theoretical interest: we show that a user that knows all future demands of all other users can report a demand that is lower than its actual demand in the current quantum to increase its allocation in future quanta by a small constant factor. However, any imprecision in the knowledge of all future demands of all other users could result in the user losing a factor of \( \Omega(n) \) of its total allocation.

Lemma 2. A user cannot increase its total useful allocation by a factor more than \( 1.5 \times \) by specifying a demand less than its real demand in any quantum. Gaining this useful allocation requires the user to know the future demands of all users. If the user does not have a precise knowledge of all future demands of all users, it can lose its useful allocation by a factor of \( \frac{2^{n+2}}{n} \) (for \( n \geq 3 \)) by specifying a demand less than its real demand.

We provide intuition for this phenomenon using an example (Figure 4). In the left figure, user A is able to gain 1 extra slice in its overall allocation by under-reporting its demand (reporting 0 instead of 8) in the first quantum. By under-reporting, its allocation in the first quantum reduces, enabling it to get more resources during the second quantum when it competes with user C. In the third quantum, it is able to recover the resources it lost in the first quantum from user B, resulting in an overall gain. To see the flip-side, if the demands of other users had been as shown in Figure 4 (right), then user A sees a 3 \( \times \) degradation in overall allocation.

To prove the first part of the Lemma 2, we consider an arbitrary user Alice and an arbitrary time period, and compare two scenarios—one where Alice is truthful (hereby called the truthful scenario) and one where Alice is deviating by under-reporting her demand during some quantum (hereby called the deviating scenario).

Our key insight for the proof is that bounding the increase in total allocation of all users is easier than reasoning about the increase in total allocation of an individual user (Alice) since even a small change in Alice’s demand during one quantum can result in cascading effects on the total allocation of other users as well. To that end, we prove the following claim: the total amount of resources all the users have earned in excess in the deviating scenario compared to the truthful one can be at most as large as Alice’s total allocation in the truthful scenario. We prove this claim based on the following observation: whenever Alice under-reports her demand she is effectively “donating” the allocation she would have gotten in the truthful scenario to the other users whose allocations in the deviating scenario increase. Since Karma is Pareto efficient, the total...
gain in allocation across users during this quantum is limited by the amount donated by Alice which is in turn bound by Alice’s own allocation during this quantum in the truthful scenario. By applying this reasoning iteratively across all quanta\(^1\), we can show that the total increase in allocation across all users cannot exceed the total allocation of Alice in the truthful scenario. This already implies a \(2 \times\) upper bound on the maximum increase in total allocation that Alice can achieve.

To tighten the upper bound, we prove a second claim: if Alice receives higher total allocation in the deviating scenario compared to the truthful scenario, then there must exist some other user Bob who gained an even larger increase in total allocation than Alice. Putting together the above two claims allows us to establish the desired upper bound. Based on the first claim, the total gain in allocation across all users cannot exceed Alice’s total allocation in the truthful scenario. This implies that the sum of total gains across Alice and Bob cannot exceed Alice’s total allocation in the truthful scenario. Since Bob’s gain is at least as large as Alice’s gain (based on the second claim), this implies that Alice’s gain is at most half the total allocation of Alice in the truthful scenario—a gain of at most \(1.5 \times\), thus proving the first part of Lemma 2.

The second part of the lemma is proven by first creating a set of demands where a user can under-report its demand during quantum \(q\) to earn increased total allocation by some quantum \(q' > q\). Then we create a set of demands that are identical up to quantum \(q\) but vastly different from quanta \(q + 1\) to \(q'\). If the user (in the hope of facing the first set of demands) under-reports its demand on quantum \(q\) but ends up facing the second set of demands then this results in vastly different allocations by quantum \(q'\). By correctly picking the two sets of demands we get the desired bounds.

In [71], we prove an even stronger result that extends Karma properties from Theorem 1, Theorem 2, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 to the case of multiple colluding users:

**Theorem 3.** No group of colluding users can increase their allocation by specifying a demand higher than their real demand. Additionally, for any group of colluding users, under-reporting demands cannot lead to more than a \(2 \times\) improvement in their useful resource allocation. Finally, even if users form coalitions, Karma is Pareto efficient and online strategy-proof.

Recall that Karma focuses on long-term fairness without a priori knowledge of future user demands. To that end, the following theorem summarizes Karma’s fairness guarantees:

**Theorem 4.** For any quantum \(q\), given fixed user allocations from quantum \(0\) to quantum \(q - 1\), and user demands at quantum \(q\), Karma maximizes the minimum total allocation from quantum \(0\) to quantum \(q\) across users.

---

\(^1\)It turns out that Alice under-reporting in a given quantum cannot cause cascading increases in total allocation across users in future quanta if Alice does not under-report in future quanta. This is because Karma prioritizes allocation to users with high credits (or equivalently low total allocations).

---

The proof for the above theorem follows from the prioritized resource allocation mechanism of Karma. Intuitively, given allocations from quantum 0 to \(q - 1\), the user with the least total allocation up to quantum \(q - 1\) will have the largest number of credits. In quantum \(q\), Karma will prioritize the allocation of resources to this user (until it is no longer the one with the minimum total allocation, after which it will prioritize the next user with the minimum total allocation, and so on), thus maximizing the minimum total allocation from quantum 0 to \(q\) across users—this is the best one can do in quantum \(q\) given past allocations.

### 3.4 Discussion

Finally, we briefly discuss some additional aspects of Karma design not included in the previous subsections.

**Bootstrapping Karma with initial credits.** Recall that, to bootstrap users, Karma allocates each user an initial number of credits. The precise number of initial credits has little impact on Karma’s behavior; after all, credits in Karma essentially capture a relative ordering between users, rather than having any absolute meaning. The only importance of the number of credits is to ensure that no user runs out of credits at any quantum (which, in turn, could lead to violation of Karma’s Pareto efficiency guarantees); even if spare resources are available, a user with high demand may not be able to borrow resources beyond the guaranteed share (line 7 of Algorithm 1) due to running out of credits. Thus, Karma sets the number of initial credits to a large numerical value to ensure that no user ever runs out of credits\(^2\).

**User churn.** Fairness is relatively ill-defined when users can join and leave the system on a short-term basis (e.g., when a user runs a short query with large parallelism, and then leaves the cluster). Also, recall from our motivating scenarios, fair resource allocation in private clouds is usually performed for long-running services. However, Karma still handles user churn since, in many realistic scenarios, the set of all users of the system may not be known upfront during system initialization. For users that join and leave over longer timescales, Karma handles user churn with a simple mechanism: its credits. When a new user joins, either the resource pool size remains fixed and the fair share of all users is reduced proportionally or the resource pool size increases and the fair share of users remains the same. The credits of the existing \(n - 1\) users do not change, and the new user is bootstrapped with initial credits equal to the current average number of credits across the existing \(n - 1\) users. Intuitively, users who have donated more resources than they have borrowed will have above-average credits, and those who have borrowed

\(^2\)For example, in a system with 100 users with fair share of 100 slices, setting initial credits to say \(10^{13}\) will ensure that even a worst-case user with highest possible demand (10000 slices) during all quanta cannot run out of credits for \(\sim 31\) years, which is good enough for all practical purposes.
more than they have donated will have below-average credits. As such, initializing the new user with the average number of credits (heuristically) puts the new user on equal footing with an existing user that has borrowed and donated equal amounts of resources over time. When a user leaves the system, the fair share of the remaining users is increased proportionally (or resource pool size reduces while maintaining the same fair share), and there is no change in their credits.

**Users with different fair shares.** We have presented Karma’s algorithm for the case of users having the same fair share merely for simplicity; all our results extend to the case of users having different fair shares. To generalize the algorithm to users with different fair shares, users with larger weights are charged fewer credits to borrow resources beyond their guaranteed share when compared to users with smaller weights. Intuitively, this enables users with larger weights to obtain more resources than users with smaller weights for the same number of credits. We achieve this by updating Line 20 of Algorithm 1 to decrement credits by \( \frac{1}{n w_i} \) instead of 1, where \( w_i \) is the normalized weight of the corresponding user, and \( n \) is the number of users. For users with different fair shares, this generalization leads to the same properties and guarantees as discussed in §3.3 (the only difference, is that the upper bound factor in Lemma 2 changes from 1.5 × to 2 ×). A full description of the weighted version of the algorithm along with proofs of guarantees can be found in [71].

**System parameters, and interpretation for \( \alpha \).** Karma has only one parameter: \( \alpha \); one can think of resource slice size and quantum duration as parameters, but these are irrelevant to Karma’s guarantees: they hold for any slice size and quantum duration, as long as demands change at coarse timescales than the quantum duration. The \( \alpha \) parameter in Karma provides a tradeoff between instantaneous and long-term fairness. Providers can choose any \( \alpha \) depending on the desired properties. Intuitively, an \( \alpha \) smaller than 1 leads to a larger portion of shared slices, giving Karma’s algorithm more flexibility in adjusting allocations to achieve better long-term fairness.

### 4 Karma Implementation Details

We have implemented Karma on top of Jiffy [41], an open-sourced elastic far memory system. Jiffy has a standard distributed data store architecture (Figure 5(a)): resources are partitioned into fixed-sized slices (blocks of memory) across a number of resource servers (memory servers), identified by their unique sliceIDs (referred to as blockIDs in Jiffy). A logically centralized controller tracks the available and allocated slices across the various resource servers and stores a mapping that translates sliceIDs to the corresponding resource server. We have implemented Karma as a new resource allocation algorithm at the Jiffy controller.

Users interact with the system through a client library that provides APIs for requesting resource allocation and accessing allocated resource slices. Users express their demands to the controller through resource requests which specify the number of slices required. The controller periodically performs resource allocation using the Karma algorithm and provides users with the sliceIDs of the resource slices that are allocated to them. Users can then directly access these slices from the resource servers through read or write API calls without requiring controller interposition. In the rest of this section, we discuss the key data structures and mechanisms required to integrate Karma with Jiffy.

Karma employs three key data structures to efficiently implement the policies and mechanisms outlined in §3: karmaPool, a credit map, and a rate map.

**KarmaPool.** Recall from §3.2 that the karmaPool tracks the pool of donated slices and shared slices, and needs to be updated when resource allocations change. Also, the resource allocation algorithm should be able to efficiently select donated slices from a particular user while satisfying borrower demands (§3.2.2). To this end, the karmaPool is implemented as a hash map, mapping userIDs to the list of sliceIDs corresponding to slices donated by them. The list of sliceIDs corresponding to shared slices is stored in a separate entry of the same hash map. When resource allocations change, the corresponding sliceIDs are added to or removed from the corresponding lists. As such, karmaPool supports all updates in \( O(1) \) time.

**Credit Tracking.** Karma employs two data structures for tracking and allocating credits across various users: a rate map and a credit map. The rate map maps each user to the rate at which it earns or spends its credits every quantum, that is, the difference between the user’s guaranteed share and the number of its allocated slices in that quantum. The rate is positive when the user is earning (that is, has donated slices) and negative when it is spending credits (that is, has borrowed slices), respectively. The credit map, on the other hand, maps each user to a counter corresponding to its current credits. Separating the rate map and credit map facilitates efficient credit tracking at each quantum: Karma simply iterates through the rate map entries, and updates the credit counters in the credit map based on the corresponding user credit rates. Since the rate map only contains entries for users with non-zero rates, Karma can efficiently update credits for only the relevant users. At the same time, Employing a hash-map for each of them permits \( O(1) \) updates to the user credit rate or number of credits while performing resource allocation.

**Borrowing and donating slices.** Karma realizes its credit-based prioritized allocation algorithm (§3.2) using two modules at the controller. First is a slice allocator that maintains the karmaPool to track and update slice allocations across users, and, second a credit tracker that maintains the current number of credits for any user (via Credit Map) and
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3Karma can thus directly piggyback on Jiffy’s existing mechanisms for controller fault tolerance [41, Section 4] to persist its state across failures.
consistently hand-off of resources. Since users are allowed to directly access slices from resource servers, we need to ensure consistent hand-off of slices from one user to another when slices are reallocated. For example, say user $U_1$ has a slice during a given quantum, and in the next quantum, this slice is allocated to user $U_2$. We need to ensure that (1) $U_1$’s data is flushed to persistent storage before $U_2$ overwrites it (2) $U_1$ should not be able to read/write to the slice after $U_2$ has accessed it (for example, there could be in-flight read/write requests to the slice which were initiated before $U_1$ gets to know it’s allocation changed).

Karma ensures the above by maintaining a monotonically increasing sequence number and current userID for each slice, at both the controller (within the karmaPool) and the resource servers (as slice metadata). On slice allocation, its userID is updated and its sequence number is incremented at the controller, and the sequence number is returned to the user. Subsequent user reads and writes to the slice specify this userID and sequence number. A slice read succeeds only if the accompanying sequence number is the same as the current slice sequence number, while a slice write succeeds only if the accompanying sequence number is the same or greater than the current sequence number. If a write necessitates an overwrite of the current slice content and metadata, the old slice content is transparently flushed persistent storage (e.g., S3) before the overwrite. In our example above, $U_2$’s first access to the slice after re-allocation will trigger a flush of $U_1$’s data to S3 and update the slice sequence number. Following this $U_1$’s accesses to this slice will fail since the current sequence number of the slices is higher. $U_1$ can then read/write this data from persistent storage. Implementing consistent resource hand-off in Jiffy required minor changes to the controller (to track sequence numbers per slice), memory servers (to perform sequence number checking), and the client library (to tag requests with sequence numbers).

5 Evaluation

We have already established Karma properties theoretically in §3. In this section, we evaluate how Karma’s properties translate to application-layer benefits over an Amazon EC2 testbed with real-world workloads. Our evaluation demonstrates that:

- Karma reduces the performance disparity between different users by $\sim 2.4 \times$ relative to classic max-min fairness, without compromising on system-wide utilization or average performance (§5.1);
- Karma incentivizes users to share resources, quantifying Karma’s online strategy-proofness property (§5.2);

We primarily focus on the shared cache use case from §2 for the following reason. While datasets for the shared data analytics clusters use case are publicly available (e.g., Google and Snowflake datasets), they do not provide user queries that may impact our final conclusions. For the shared cache use case, we do have all the information we need: these datasets provide information on the working set size of each user over time, which can be fed into an end-to-end multi-tenant in-memory cache system running on Amazon EC2. We, thus, focus on this use case.

Experimental setup. Our experimental setup consists of a distributed elastic in-memory cache shared across multiple users backed by a remote persistent storage system. For the cache, we use Jiffy [41], augmented with our implementation of Karma (§4) and other evaluated schemes. If the evaluated scheme does not allocate sufficient slices to a user on Jiffy to fit its entire working set, the remaining data is accessed from remote persistent storage. When slices are reallocated between users across quanta, the corresponding data is moved between Jiffy and persistent storage through the consistent hand-off mechanism described in §4. We deployed our setup on Amazon EC2 using c5n.9xlarge instances (36 vCPUs, 96GB DRAM, 50Gbps network bandwidth). We host the Jiffy controller and resource servers across 7 instances and Snowflake datasets, they do not provide user queries that may impact our final conclusions. For the shared cache use case, we do have all the information we need: these datasets provide information on the working set size of each user over time, which can be fed into an end-to-end multi-tenant in-memory cache system running on Amazon EC2. We, thus, focus on this use case.

Figure 5: Karma Design. See §4 for details.

(a) System Architecture
(b) Karma state in the Controller

The loop in Line 10 of Algorithm 1 takes $O(n \cdot f \cdot \log n)$ time to find the donor/borrower with the minimum/maximum credits (if we were to maintain min/max heaps for the donor and borrower sets).
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8The loop in Line 10 of Algorithm 1 takes $O(n \cdot f)$ iterations and each iteration would take $O(\log n)$ time to find the donor/borrower with the minimum/maximum credits (if we were to maintain min/max heaps for the donor and borrower sets).

Workload. We use the publicly available Snowflake dataset [72] that provides dynamic user demands in terms of memory usage for each customer from Snowflake’s
production cluster. We use these demands as the dynamic working set size for individual users. For each user, we issue data access queries using the standard YCSB-A workload [20] (50% read, 50% write) with uniform random access distribution, with queries during each quantum being sampled (according to the YCSB parameters) within the instantaneous working set size of that user. If a query references data that is currently cached in Jiffy, then it is serviced directly from the corresponding resource server; otherwise, it is serviced from the persistent storage.

**Default parameters.** Unless specified otherwise, we randomly choose 100 users (out of ~2000 users) over a randomly-chosen 15 minute time window (out of a 14-day period) in the Snowflake workload. To test for extreme scenarios, we set the length of each quantum to be one second (that is, a total of 900 quanta). The fair share of each user is 10 slices, and the total memory capacity of the system is set to the number of users times the fair share (1000 slices). Each slice is 128MB in size, while each query corresponds to a read or write to a 1KB chunk of data (the default size in the YCSB workload).

**Compared schemes.** We compare Karma to strict partitioning and max-min fairness, since they correspond to the two most popular fair allocation schemes, and represent extremes in resource allocation and performance. When evaluating Karma, we set the number of initial credits to a large value\(^5\). The fraction of fair share that is guaranteed (\(\alpha\)) is 0.5 by default.

**Metrics.** We evaluate system-wide resource utilization, along with both per-user and system-wide performance—key metrics for any resource allocation mechanism. For performance, we measure both throughput and latency (average and 99.9th percentile tail). We define performance disparity for an allocation scheme as the ratio of median to minimum performance (that is, throughput or latency) observed across various users. For any given user, we define welfare over time as \(\sum \frac{\text{allocations}}{\text{demands}}\), that is, the fraction of its total demands satisfied by the allocation scheme. We define **fairness** as \(\frac{\text{min} \text{users' welfare}}{\text{max} \text{users' welfare}}\) (higher is better, 1 is optimal), as a measure of welfare disparity between users.

### 5.1 Understanding Karma Benefits

We now evaluate Karma’s benefits in terms of reducing disparity across users’ application-level performance as well as resource allocation.

**Karma reduces performance disparity between users.** Figure 6(a) shows the throughput distribution across users for our compared schemes; the y-axis is presented in log-scale to
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\(^5\)As discussed in §3.4, the precise value is unimportant. Here, we set it to 900,000, so that even if a user was allocated the full system capacity for the entire duration (1000 \(\times\) 900) it would not run out of credits.
focus on the users at the tail of the distribution, which observe the most performance disparity. Since Karma strives to balance fairness over time, it significantly narrows the throughput distribution across users compared to the two baselines: the ratio between the maximum and minimum throughput across all users is $7.8 \times$ with strict partitioning and $4.3 \times$ with max-min fairness, but only $1.8 \times$ for Karma. As Figure 6(d) shows, Karma lowers the throughput disparity across users by $2.4 \times$ compared to max-min fairness. Karma also reduces average latency disparity (Figure 6(b)) by $2.4 \times$ and 99.9th percentile latency disparity (Figure 6(c)) by $1.2 \times$ compared to max-min fairness by enabling a tighter distribution for both latencies.

Equitability in performance across users for a scheme is closely tied to how fairly resources are allocated across users. Specifically, because of the large gap between elastic memory (Jiffy) and S3 latencies (50–100 ms), accesses to slices in S3 result in significantly lower throughput than accesses to slices in elastic memory. As a result, users’ average throughput ends up being roughly proportional to their total allocation of slices in elastic memory over time. Similarly, since a larger total allocation results in a smaller fraction of requests going to S3, average and tail latencies also reduce.

**Karma reduces disparity in allocations.** We now quantify disparities in overall allocations obtained by users across our compared schemes via our fairness metric in Figure 6(e). Due to dynamic demands, strict partitioning exhibits very poor fairness, since users with very bursty demands end up getting much lower total allocations than users who have steady demands. While, max-min fairness observes better fairness compared to strict partitioning, the best-off user still receives $4 \times$ higher allocation than the worst-off user, resulting in poor absolute fairness. Karma achieves significantly better fairness with the best-off user receiving only $1.5 \times$ higher allocation than the worst-off user. It is able to achieve this by prioritizing the allocation of resources beyond the fair share to users with more credits (§3.2.2).

**Karma achieves Pareto efficiency and high system-wide performance.** Karma achieves the same overall resource utilization as max-min fairness (~95%). This is because Karma is Pareto efficient (§3.3) similar to max-min fairness and thus achieves near-optimal utilization. We find that the optimal utilization is <100% since some quanta observe total user demands less than system capacity.

Max-min fairness observes $1.4 \times$ higher system-wide throughput (that is, throughput aggregated across all users) than strict partitioning (Figure 6(f)) since it permits allocations beyond the fair share, allowing more requests to be served on faster elastic memory. Karma observes system-wide performance similar to max-min fairness for similar reasons; the slight variations are attributed to variance in S3 latencies.

### 5.2 Karma Incentives

We now empirically demonstrate that Karma incentivizes users to donate resources instead of hoarding them, to improve their own as well as overall system welfare. To this end, we vary the fraction of users using Karma that are conformant or non-conformant. A conformant user is truthful about its demands and donates its resources when its demand is less than its fair share. A non-conformant user, on the other hand, always asks for the maximum of its demand or its fair share (that is, it over-reports its demand during some quanta).

**Resource utilization and system-wide performance improve with more conformant users.** Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) show that Karma’s system-wide utilization and performance improve as the fraction of conformant users increases. This is because as more users donate resources when they do not need them, other users can use these resources, improving overall utilization and performance. When none of the users are conformant, since no one ever donates any resources, Karma essentially reduces to strict partitioning, hence achieving both lower overall utilization and performance. When all users are conformant, Karma achieves optimal utilization and performance, similar to classic max-min fairness.

**Becoming conformant improves user welfare.** Figure 7(c) shows the average welfare gain non-conformant users would achieve if they were to become conformant. When non-conformant users become conformant, it leads to significant (1.17–1.6×) welfare gains for them, empirically
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6Note that only useful allocations are considered—strict partitioning guarantees a fixed allocation at all times, but resources may remain unused when demand is low.
vali- diating Karma’s property that users have nothing to gain by over-reporting their demand (§3.3). Note that the gain varies with the number of conformant users in the system—the gains from non-conformant users becoming conformant are higher when the percentage of conformant users is low. As expected, the gains show diminishing returns as more users in the system become conformant as overall utilization is already high.

5.3 Karma Sensitivity Analysis

We now show sensitivity analysis with the only parameter in the Karma algorithm—the instantaneous guarantee ($\alpha$). Figure 8 shows the resource utilization, system-wide performance, and fairness with $\alpha$ varying between 0 and 1. Karma continues to match the resource utilization and system-wide performance of max-min fairness independent of $\alpha$ (Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)). Varying $\alpha$ has an impact on the long-term fairness achieved by Karma (Figure 8(c)), with smaller values of $\alpha$ resulting in improved fairness, thus validating our discussion in §3.4. Even for $\alpha = 1$, Karma is able to achieve significantly better fairness compared to max-min fairness. This is because, while it allocates resources up to the fair share identically to max-min fairness, it prioritizes allocation beyond the fair share based on credits.

6 Related Work

There is a large and active body of work on resource allocation and scheduling, exploring various models and settings; it would be a futile attempt to compare Karma with each individual work. We do not know of any other resource allocation mechanism that guarantees Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness similar to Karma for the case of dynamic user demands; nevertheless, we discuss below the most closely related works.

Max-min fairness variants in cloud resource allocation and cluster scheduling. Many works study variants of max-min fairness for cloud resource allocation and cluster scheduling [8, 10, 17, 30–33, 44, 46, 57–59, 64, 66, 72, 77], including recent work on ML job scheduling [15, 34, 47, 50, 55]. We make three important notes here. First, while dominant resource fairness (DRF) [30] has generalized max-min fairness to multiple resources, it makes the same assumptions as max-min fairness: user demands being static over time; our goals are different: we have identified and resolved the problems with max-min fairness for the case of a single resource but over dynamic user demands. It is an interesting open problem to generalize Karma for the case of multiple resources.

Second, cluster scheduling has been studied under several metrics beyond fair resource allocation (e.g., job completion time, data locality, priorities, etc.). Themis [47] considers long-term fairness but defines a new ML workload-specific notion of fairness, and is therefore not directly comparable to Karma. Our goals are most aligned with those works that study fair allocation under strategic users while guaranteeing Pareto efficiency. To that end, the closest to Karma is CARBYNE [32]. However, CARBYNE not only assumes non-strategic users but also, for the single-resource case (the focus of this paper), CARBYNE converges to max-min fairness. As discussed earlier, generalizing Karma to multiple resources remains an open problem; a solution for that problem must be compared against CARBYNE.

Finally, fairness in application-perceived performance is only indirectly related to fairness in resource allocation; other factors like software systems (e.g., hypervisors and storage systems) and resource preemption granularity can impact performance. Similar to other mechanisms [9, 10, 16, 30–33, 39, 45, 46, 59, 60, 66, 67, 72, 77, 80], Karma’s properties are independent of these system-level factors; while our evaluation shows that Karma properties translate to application-level benefits, absolute numbers depend on the underlying system implementation.

Allocation of time-shared resources. Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [54] is an idealized algorithm for sharing a network link which assumes that traffic is infinitesimally divisible (fluid model). For equal-sized packets and equal flow weights, GPS reduces to Uniform Processor Sharing [54, Section 2], which is equivalent to max-min fairness. GPS guarantees fairness over arbitrary time intervals only under the assumption that flows are continuously backlogged [54, Section 2]. This assumption implies that
flows always have demand greater than their fair share, making it trivial to guarantee a max-min fair share of the network bandwidth over arbitrary time intervals. Classical fair-queueing algorithms [11, 24, 48, 65, 83] in computer networks approximate GPS with the constraint of packet-by-packet scheduling. Under this constraint, varying-sized packets and different flow weights make it hard to realize fairness efficiently; thus, the technical question that these algorithms solve is to achieve fairness approximately equal to GPS with minimal complexity. Karma focuses on a different problem—we show that GPS guarantees (equivalent to max-min fairness) are not sufficient when demands are dynamic and present new mechanisms to achieve fairness while maintaining other properties for such dynamic demands.

Stride [74] scheduling essentially approximates GPS in the context of CPU scheduling [74, Section 7], and thus the above discussion applies to it as well. DRF-Q [29] generalizes DRF to support both space and time-shared resources, but is explicitly designed to be memoryless similar to max-min fairness, and therefore suffers from similar issues for long-term fairness. Least Attained Service (LAS) [13, 43, 53] is a classical job scheduling algorithm that has been applied to packet scheduling [13], GPU cluster scheduling [34], and memory controller scheduling [42]. For $\alpha = 0$, Karma behaves similarly to LAS, and for $\alpha > 0$, Karma generalizes LAS with instantaneous guarantees. Moreover, our results from §3.3 establish strategy-proofness properties of LAS for dynamic user demands, which may be of independent interest.

**Theory works.** Several recent papers in the theory community study the problem of resource allocation for dynamic user demands. Freeman et al. [26] and Hossain et al. [37] consider dynamic demands under a different setting, where users can benefit when they are allocated resources above their demand; under this setting, they focus on instantaneous fairness (which is non-trivial since users can be allocated resources beyond their demand). Karma instead focuses on long-term fairness under the traditional model, where users do not benefit from resources beyond their demands. Sadok et al. [62] present minor improvements over max-min fairness for dynamic demands. Their mechanism allocates resources in a strategy-proof manner according to max-min fairness while marginally penalizing users with larger past allocations using a parameter $\delta \in [0, 1)$. For both $\delta = 0$ and $\delta \rightarrow 1$, the penalty goes to 0 for every past allocation, and the mechanism becomes identical to max-min fairness; for other values of $\delta$, the penalty is at most $\delta(1 - \delta) \leq 1/4$ of past allocation surplus, and it reduces exponentially with time (users who were allocated large amounts of resources further in the past receive an even smaller penalty). Thus, for all values of $\delta$, and in particular, for $\delta = 0$ and $\delta \rightarrow 1$, their mechanism suffers from the same problems as max-min fairness. Aleksandrov et al. [7] and Zeng et al. [82] consider dynamic demands, but in a significantly different setting than ours where resources arrive over time.

**Pricing- and credit-based resource allocation.** Another stream of work related to Karma is pricing-based and bidding-based mechanisms for resource allocation, e.g., spot instance marketplace and virtual machine auctions [1, 6, 27, 76, 84, 85]. While interesting, this line of work does not focus on fair resource allocation and is not applicable to use cases that Karma targets. XChange [75] proposes a market-based approach to fair resource allocation in multi-core architectures but focuses on instantaneous fairness rather than long-term fairness, unlike Karma. It assigns a “budget” of virtual currency to each user which can be used to bid for resources. This budget is however reset during every time quantum, and therefore information about past allocations is not carried over.

Credits are used in many other game theoretic contexts [25, 51, 61], e.g., in peer-to-peer and cooperative caching settings to incentivize good behavior among participants with static demands [21, 56, 78]. However, we are not aware of any credit-based mechanisms that deal with resource allocation in the context of dynamic user demands.

**7 Conclusion**

This paper builds upon the observation that the classical max-min fairness algorithm for resource allocation loses one or more of its desirable properties—Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and/or fairness—for the realistic case of dynamic user demands. We present Karma, a new resource allocation mechanism for dynamic user demands, and theoretically establish Karma guarantees related to Pareto efficiency, strategy-proofness, and fairness for dynamic user demands. Experimental evaluation of a realization of Karma in a multi-tenant elastic memory system demonstrates that Karma’s theoretical properties translate well into practice: it reduces application-level performance disparity by as much as 2.4× when compared to max-min fairness while maintaining high resource utilization and system-wide performance.

Karma opens several exciting avenues for future research. These include (but are not limited to) extending Karma theoretical analysis for $\alpha > 0$, generalizing Karma to allocate multiple resource types (similar to DRF), extending Karma to handle all-or-nothing or gang-scheduling constraints which are prevalent in the context of GPU resource allocation [15, 47], and applying Karma to other use cases such as inter-datacenter network bandwidth allocation and resource allocation for burstable VMs in the cloud.
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Abstract
Model parallelism is conventionally viewed as a method to scale a single large deep learning model beyond the memory limits of a single device. In this paper, we demonstrate that model parallelism can be additionally used for the statistical multiplexing of multiple devices when serving multiple models, even when a single model can fit into a single device. Our work reveals a fundamental trade-off between the overhead introduced by model parallelism and the opportunity to exploit statistical multiplexing to reduce serving latency in the presence of bursty workloads. We explore the new trade-off space and present a novel serving system, AlpaServe, that determines an efficient strategy for placing and parallelizing collections of large deep learning models across a distributed cluster. Evaluation results on production workloads show that AlpaServe can process requests at up to 10× higher rates or 6× more burstiness while staying within latency constraints for more than 99% of requests.

1 Introduction
Advances in self-supervised learning have enabled exponential scaling in model sizes. For example, large pretrained models like BERT [14] and GPT-3 [5] have unlocked a plethora of new machine learning (ML) applications from Copilot [18] to copy.ai [7] and ChatGPT [35].

Serving these very large models is challenging because of their high computational and memory requirements. For example, GPT-3 requires 325 GB of memory to store its parameters as well as a requisite amount of computation to run inference. To serve this model, one would need at least 5 of Nvidia’s newest Hopper 80 GB GPUs just to hold the weights and potentially many more to run in real-time. Worse yet, the explosive growth of model sizes continues unabated [6, 17]. Techniques like model compression and pruning are not sufficient in face of the exponential growth in model sizes and often come at the expense of reduced model quality [15].

∗Equal contribution.

Figure 1: Two placement strategies for serving two models on two GPUs. In each subfigure, the left part shows the model placements and the right part shows the timeline for handling bursty requests. At the time of “Burst 1”, 4 requests of model A come at the same time. Colocation with model parallelism can reduce the average completion time of bursty requests.

Provisioning sufficient resources to serve these models can be arduous as request rates are bursty. For example, using common workload traces, we observe frequent spikes in demand of up to 50× the average [54]. Meeting the service level objective (SLO) of latency usually means provisioning for these peak loads, which can be very expensive; additional devices allocated for this purpose would remain underutilized most of the time. Making matters worse, it is increasingly common to serve multiple models and multiple variations of the same large model in situations like A/B testing or serving fine-tuned models for specific domains (§2).

This paper studies how to efficiently serve multiple large models concurrently. Specifically, we explore the underappreciated benefits of model parallelism in online model serving, even for smaller models that can fit on a single device. Model parallelism refers to partitioning and executing a model on distributed devices (§2.1). The benefits of model parallelism have been well studied [23, 27, 31, 56] in the throughput-oriented training setting. However, its effects for model serving under latency-sensitive settings remains largely untapped.

We observe that there are fundamental transition points in
the model serving design space that challenge prior assumptions about serving, even for models that fit on a single device. For example, consider the scenario with two models and two GPUs, each of which has sufficient memory to hold one complete model. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the natural approach assumed by almost all existing serving systems [9, 33, 34] is to allocate one dedicated GPU for one model. This approach appears rational because partitioning the model across GPUs would incur communication overheads that would likely increase the prediction latency. However, we find that inducing additional model parallelism (to the point where per-example execution time actually increases) enables a wider range of placement strategies, e.g., model co-location, which can improve the statistical multiplexing of the system under bursty workloads. In Fig. 1(a), assuming the execution time of a model is \( y \), the average end-to-end latency of request 1 through 4 is \( (1+2+3+4)/4 = 2.5y \). In Fig. 1(b), assuming a 10% model-parallel overhead, the average latency of request 1 through 4 is reduced to \( (1.1y+1.6y+2.1y+2.6y)/4 = 1.85y \). Co-location with model parallelism can utilize more devices to handle bursty requests and reduces the average completion time, despite its overheads (§3.1). Even if we batch the requests, the case still holds (§6.5).

Unfortunately, the decision of how to optimally split and place a collection of models is complex. Although leveraging model parallelism as above has its benefits, it still adds overheads that may negate those benefits for less bursty workloads. For example, we find that a particularly influential axis on the efficacy of model parallelism is per-GPU memory capacity (§3.2), although other factors (e.g., the arrival pattern, SLO) can also have a significant effect. Further, besides the inter-op model parallelism presented in Fig. 1, another kind of model parallelism, intra-op parallelism, presents its own distinct tradeoffs (§3.3). Ultimately, different styles of parallelism and their tradeoffs create a complex, multi-dimensional, and multi-objective design space that existing systems largely ignore and/or fail to navigate. However, not leveraging model parallelism in the serving setting is typically not an option for large models, and not addressing this trade-off space directly results in significant increases in cost and serving latency.

To that end, we present AlpaServe\(^2\), a system that automatically and efficiently explores the tradeoffs among different parallelization and placement strategies for model serving. AlpaServe takes a cluster resource specification, a set of models, and a periodic workload profile; it then partitions and places the models and schedules the requests to optimize SLO attainment (i.e., the percentage of requests served within SLO). To assist the design of AlpaServe, we first introduce a taxonomy and quantify the tradeoffs between different parallelization strategies in model serving (§3). We then present key algorithms to navigate the tradeoff space (§4). We design an iterative simulator-guided model placement algorithm to optimize the colocation of models and a group partition algorithm to search for the best way to partition the cluster into disjoint model-parallel groups. In addition, we extend the existing auto-parallelization algorithms for training to make them more suitable for inference.

We evaluate AlpaServe with production workloads on a 64-GPU cluster (§6). Evaluation results show that, when optimizing one metric at a time, AlpaServe can choose to increase the request processing rate by \( 10 \times \), achieve \( 2.5 \times \) lower latency deadlines, or tolerate \( 6 \times \) burstier traffic compared to previous state-of-the-art serving systems.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- A detailed analysis of the tradeoff space of different model parallel strategies for efficient model serving.
- Novel model placement algorithms to incorporate model parallelism in a serving system.
- A comprehensive evaluation of AlpaServe with both synthetic and production workloads.

2 Background

Over the past few years, increasingly capable models have been developed for everything from recommendations to text generation. As a result, serving predictions from these models has become an essential workload in modern cloud systems. The structure of these workloads often follows a simple request-response paradigm. Developers upload a pre-trained model and its weights ahead of time; at runtime, clients (either users or other applications) submit requests for that model to a serving system, which will queue the requests, dispatch them to available GPUs/TPUs, and return the results.

The requirements of these model-serving systems can be stringent. To satisfy user demand, systems often must adhere to aggressive SLO on latency. At the same time, serving systems that must run continuously need to minimize their operational costs associated with expensive accelerators. Minimizing serving costs can be challenging because dynamically scaling compute resources would be too slow on the critical path of each prediction request: it can take multiple seconds just to swap a large model into accelerator memory [37]. Furthermore, there is significant and unpredictable burstiness in the arrival process of user requests. To meet tight SLO, contemporary serving systems are forced to over-provision compute resources, resulting in low cluster utilization [48].

Another pattern that emerges in serving large models is the use of multiple instances of the same or similar model architectures. This is commonly seen in the practice of pretraining on large unlabeled data and fine-tuning for various downstream tasks [14], which can significantly boost accuracy but results in multiple instances of the same model architecture. For example, Hugging Face serves more than 9,000 versions of fine-tuned BERT [24]. They either share a portion of the parameters or do not share any parameters at all for better accuracy. Prior works have [44, 57] exploited the property of shared parameters, but we do not consider the shared parame-

\(^2\)https://github.com/alpa-projects/mms
ters in this paper because AlpaServe targets general settings and full-weight tuning is still a major use case.

2.1 Model Parallelism in Model Serving

Distributed parallel model execution is necessary when attempting to satisfy the serving performance requirements or support large models that do not fit in the memory of a single device. At a high level, distributed execution of deep learning models can be classified into two categories: intra-operator parallelism and inter-operator parallelism [56].

Intra-operator parallelism. DL models are composed of a series of operators over multidimensional tensors, e.g., matrix multiplication over input and weight tensors. Intra-operator parallelism is when a single operator is partitioned across multiple devices, with each device executing a portion of the computation in parallel [43, 45, 50]. Depending on the specific partitioning strategy and its relationship to prior and subsequent operators in the model, partitioning can require communication among participating GPUs to split the input and then merge the output.

The benefit of intra-operator parallelism for single-request execution is twofold. First, it can expand the total amount of computation available to the target model, reducing its end-to-end latency. In a similar fashion, it can expand the total memory available to the model for storing its inputs, weights, and intermediate values. The cost is the aforementioned communication overhead.

Inter-operator parallelism. The other type of parallelism available to DL models is inter-operator parallelism, which assigns different operators of the model’s execution graph to execute on distributed devices in a pipeline fashion (a.k.a. pipeline parallelism) [23, 28, 30]. Here, devices communicate only between pipeline stages, typically using point-to-point communication between device pairs.

Unlike intra-operator parallelism, pipeline parallelism does not reduce the execution time of a single request. In fact, it typically increases the execution time due to modest amounts of communication latency between pipeline stages, although the total amount of transferred data is often lower than it is in intra-operator parallelism. Instead, the primary use of inter-operator parallelism in traditional serving systems is to allow the model to exceed the memory limitation of a single GPU.

3 Motivation and Tradeoff Analysis

As mentioned, both types of model parallelism reduce per-device memory usage by partitioning a model on multiple devices. A key motivation for this work is that we can use this property to fit more models on one device, enabling better statistical multiplexing of the devices when handling bursty requests. We explore this idea through a series of empirical examinations and theoretical analysis, starting with an illustrative example (§3.1), followed by an empirical analysis of when model parallelism is beneficial (§3.2), the overhead of model parallelism (§3.3), and a queueing theory-based analysis (§3.4). All the experiments in this section are performed on an AWS EC2 p3.16xlarge instance with 8 NVIDIA 16GB V100 GPUs.

3.1 Case Study: A Two-model Example

We start with an illustrative experiment to show how model parallelism can benefit the serving of multiple models. We use two GPUs to serve two Transformer models with 6.7 billion parameters each (13.4 GB to store its FP16 weights). Because each GPU has 16 GB of memory, it can fit one and only one model. A single request takes around 0.4 s to process on one GPU.

We compare the following model placements, corresponding to the strategies in Fig. 1. The first is simple placement, where we place one model on each GPU due to the memory constraint. The second is model-parallel placement, where we use inter-op parallelism to partition each model to a 2-stage pipeline and let each GPU execute half of each model.

We evaluate the two placements when the requests to each model follow an independent Poisson process with an arrival rate of 1.5 request/s. Fig. 2a shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and average of request latency (which includes the GPU execution time and queuing delay). Model-parallel placement reduces the average latency of the simple placement from 0.70s to 0.55s, a 1.3× speedup. The speedup comes from the better burst tolerance: when a burst arrives that exceeds the capability of a single GPU, simple placement must begin queuing requests. However, as long as the other model does not receive many requests, the model parallel placement can use both GPUs to serve the requests for the popular model via statistical multiplexing of the GPUs.

This effect becomes more pronounced with higher burstiness, which we can demonstrate using a Gamma request arrival process with the same average request rate as above but a higher coefficient of variance (CV) of 3. As shown in Fig. 2b, the speedup on mean latency is now increased to 1.9×. Fig. 2d shows a representative trace of the corresponding total cluster utilization over time. Note that for each request burst, model-parallel placement can use the whole cluster and only take half of the time to process, while simple placement can only use half of the cluster.

In addition, we also evaluate the case where one model receives more requests than another. In Fig. 2c, we use Poisson arrival but let 20% of the requests ask for model 1 and 80% ask for model 2. Although replication performs slightly better for model 1 requests, it is drastically worse on model 2 requests compared to the model-parallel placement. For model-parallel placement, because both GPUs are shared across two models, the requests to both models follow the same latency distribution. Overall, model-parallel placement reduces the mean latency by 6.6×.
3.2 When is Model Parallelism Beneficial

To further explore the nuances of model parallelism in serving, we increase the size of the deployment to 8 GPUs and 8 Transformer models with 2.6B parameters each. As a base setting, we set the requests to each model as a Gamma process and compare the replication placement with the model-parallel placement with 8-stage pipeline parallelism. The model in this case is smaller (5.2GB), so one GPU can fit into a single GPU, so the benefit of statistical multiplexing diminishes because replication can also effectively use multiple devices to serve the bursty requests to a single model. When the GPU memory capacity is large enough to hold all models, there is no gain from model parallelism.

Request arrival. We vary the parameters of the arrival process and compare the replication placement with the model-parallel placement with 8-stage pipeline parallelism. The mean and P99 latency results of changing arrival rate are shown in Fig. 5. When the arrival rate is low, model parallelism can greatly reduce the serving latency. However, when the arrival rate approaches the peak serving rate of the cluster, the benefit of model-parallel placement starts to diminish. Eventually, it starts to perform worse than replication. This is because when all models are equally saturated, the replication

Device memory. We evaluate the mean and the tail latency of the two placement methods under different device memory capacities. For replication, more GPU memory can fit more models onto a single GPU. For model parallelism, more GPU memory can also reduce the number of pipeline stages and reduce the overhead as in Fig. 3b. The resulting mean and P99 latency is shown in Fig. 4. With more memory, more models can fit into a single GPU, so the benefit of statistical multiplexing diminishes because replication can also effectively use multiple devices to serve the bursty requests to a single model. When the GPU memory capacity is large enough to hold all models, there is no gain from model parallelism.

Figure 3: Replication and model parallel placement illustration with different memory budgets, where the memory budgets are set to be multiples of a single model’s size.

Figure 4: Serving performance with changing per-GPU memory budgets. Model parallelism is beneficial for limited memory budget. The dashed vertical line is the real per-GPU memory bound of a 16GB V100. The value is around 13GB due to the need to store activations and other runtime context.

Figure 5: Serving performance with changing arrival rates. Model parallelism is beneficial for smaller rates.

Figure 6: Serving performance with changing CVs. Model parallelism is beneficial for larger CVs.

3.2 When is Model Parallelism Beneficial

To further explore the nuances of model parallelism in serving, we increase the size of the deployment to 8 GPUs and 8 Transformer models with 2.6B parameters each. As a base setting, we set the requests to each model as a Gamma process with an average rate of 20 request/s and CV of 3; we then vary a range of factors to see their effects. Note that some of the settings we evaluate are impossible on real hardware (e.g., exceeding the memory capacity of a single device) so we leverage the simulator introduced in §5. The fidelity of the simulator is very high as verified in §6.1.

The model in this case is smaller (5.2GB), so one GPU can also store multiple models without model parallelism. We compare two placement methods: (1) Replication. In this setting, we replicate the models to different devices until each device cannot hold any extra models. Because all the models receive equal amounts of loads on average, we replicate each model the same number of times (Fig. 3a). (2) Model Parallel...
Figure 7: SLO latency with changing SLOs. Model parallelism is beneficial for smaller SLOs.

place is able to achieve efficient cluster utilization and there is no benefit to the statistical multiplexing afforded by model parallelism. Instead, the overhead of model parallelism (§3.3) starts to become a significant factor.

The mean and P99 latency results of changing CV are in Fig. 6. With a higher CV, the requests become more bursty, and the benefit of model parallelism becomes more significant. As shown in the results, with a higher CV, model parallelism can greatly outperform the performance of replication.

**Service level objectives.** In prediction serving settings, it is common to have tight latency SLO and predictions made after these deadlines are often discarded [19]. For example, advertising systems may choose not to show an ad rather than delay rendering user content. In this case, the goal of the serving system is to optimize the percentage of requests that can be finished within the deadline, i.e., SLO attainment.

In this experiment, we measure how SLOs affect the performance of the placement methods. We compare the replication and the model-parallel placement with 8-stage pipeline parallelism. During execution, we drop the requests that will exceed the deadline even if we schedule it immediately. We scale the SLO to different multiplies of the single device execution latency (SLO Scale in Fig. 7a) and compare the SLO attainment of the two methods.

As in Fig. 7a, when SLO is tight (< 10 x model latency), model parallelism can greatly improve SLO attainment. However, when the SLO becomes looser, its SLO attainment plateaux but that of the replication placement keeps growing. This result shares the same core logic as previous experiments: When SLO becomes looser, more requests can stay in the waiting queue, and thus the effective burstiness of the requests decreases. When many requests are queued, the system is bounded by its total processing capability, which might be affected by the model parallelism overhead. In the real world, the SLO requirement is often less than 5 x of the model execution latency [19], where model parallelism can improve SLO attainment.

**Summary:** Model parallelism benefits model serving through statistical multiplexing when the device memory is limited, the request rate is low, the request CV is high, or the SLO is tight.

Figure 8: The overhead decomposition. The overhead of inter-op parallelism mainly comes from uneven partition while the overhead of intra-op parallelism comes from communication.

### 3.3 Overhead of Model Parallelism

In this section, we further investigate the overheads of different model-parallel strategies and how they affect serving performance. Similar to the setup in Fig. 7a, we manually modify the overhead of model parallelism. Specifically, let the latency of a single model executing on the GPU be $L$ and the number of pipeline stages be $n$. We set the total latency of pipeline execution to be $\alpha L$, and the latency of each pipeline stage to be $\alpha L/n$, where $\alpha$ is a parameter that controls the overhead. When $\alpha = 1$, model parallelism does not have any overhead and larger $\alpha$ means higher overhead.

We show the results in Fig. 7b. If model parallelism does not have any overhead ($\alpha = 1$), it can always outperform replication due to its ability to multiplex the devices. When the overhead becomes larger and the SLO is low, model parallelism still outperforms replication. However, with a larger SLO, the effective burstiness is reduced and the performance is dominated by the overhead.

Given that the overhead can greatly affect serving performance, we perform a detailed study of the multiple sources of model-parallel overhead in Fig. 8. For inter-op parallelism, when partitioning a single model into multiple stages, different stages need to communicate the intermediate tensors, and we denote this overhead as the *communication overhead*. In addition, the pipeline execution will be bottlenecked by the execution time of the slowest stage, making the effective latency to be the number of pipeline stages times the latency of the slowest stage [23]. We denote this as the *uneven partition overhead*. As in Fig. 8a, for inter-op parallelism, most overhead comes from the latency imbalance among different pipeline stages, instead of the communication between stages. While our previous discussion mainly focuses on inter-op parallelism, the other type of model parallelism, intra-op parallelism, has very different performance characteristics. Its overhead is merely brought by the collective communication across multiple devices [31], which cannot be overlapped with the neural network computation due to data dependency. From Fig. 8b, we can see that the communication overhead of intra-op parallelism is much higher than inter-op parallelism.

Finally, we compare the latency, throughput, and memory consumption of different model-parallel placements and the
replication placement in Fig. 9. Because of the sequential
dependence between the different stages, inter-op parallelism
cannot reduce the execution latency of a single input data. In-
stead, the latency is slightly higher due to the communication
between the stages. On the other hand, intra-op parallelism
can largely reduce the latency via the parallel execution of dif-
ferent GPUs (Fig. 9b). However, because inter-op parallelism
can pipeline the execution of different stages and only com-
municate a relatively small amount of data, it attains higher
throughput compared to intra-op parallelism (Fig. 9b). Be-
cause both parallel methods split the model weight tensors
across different GPUs, the total memory usage stays con-
stant with increasing numbers of GPUs (Fig. 9c). This makes
the statistical multiplexing of different GPUs across multiple
models possible.

In the end, the tradeoff between parallelization strategies
and their interplay with cluster resources, arrival patterns, and
serving objectives forms an intricate design space.

3.4 Queueing Theory Analysis

In this section, we use queuing theory to mathematically ver-
ify the conclusions in §3.2 and §3.3. Specifically, we analyze
the case where the inputs follow the Poisson arrival process.
Since the execution time of a deep learning inference task is
highly predictable [19], we assume the request serving time is
deterministic. For the single device case, suppose the request
rate to a model is $\lambda_0$ and the single device latency is $D$ with
the utilization $\lambda_0 D < 1$, then the average number of requests
$L_Q$ and the average latency $W$ in this M/D/1 queue [46] are:

$$L_Q = \frac{\lambda_0 D}{2(1 - \lambda_0 D)}, \quad W = D + L_Q D = D + \frac{\lambda_0 D^2}{2(1 - \lambda_0 D)}.$$ 

Now consider the example in §3.1. Let $p\lambda$, $(1 - p)\lambda$ be
the average request rates for the two models respectively, where
$p \in [0, 1]$ controls the percentage of requests for both models.
Then for the simple placement, the average latency can be
derived as the average latency of two independent queues:

$$W_{simple} = D + \frac{p^2 \lambda D^2}{2(1 - p\lambda D)} + \frac{(1 - p)^2 \lambda D^2}{2(1 - (1 - p)\lambda D)}.$$ 

Figure 9: The latency, throughput and memory usage vs. #GPUs for inter-op parallelism, intra-op parallelism, and replication. In
subfigure (c), the lines for inter-op and intra-op parallelism overlap.

Figure 10: Maximal communication overhead $\alpha$ and uneven
partition overhead $\beta$ satisfy $W_{\text{pipeline}} \leq W_{\text{simple}}$ as a function
of total utilization $\lambda D$.

Note that $W_{\text{simple}}$ reaches minimum when $p = 1/2$. Intuitively,
when $p$ is not exactly half, one model receives more requests
than the other. This larger portion of requests have a longer
queueing delay, which leads to the higher overall mean lat-
ency.

For the model-parallel case, the requests to both models
merged to a single Poisson Process with rate $\lambda$. For pipeline
parallelism, suppose the latency for a single input to be $D_s$
and the maximum stage latency to be $D_m$, then the average
latency would be

$$W_{\text{pipeline}} = D_s + \frac{\lambda D_m^2}{2(1 - \lambda D_m)}.$$

Suppose there is no model-parallel overhead, then $D_s =
2D_m = D$. Let’s first consider the case where $p = 1/2$ (Fig. 2a).
We have

$$W_{\text{simple}} = D + \frac{\lambda D^2}{4-2\lambda D}, \quad W_{\text{pipeline}} = D + \frac{\lambda D^2}{8-4\lambda D}.$$ 

In this case, the waiting time for model-parallel execution
is half of the simple placement waiting time, as shown in
the vertical lines in Fig. 2a. When the $p$ is not 1/2, $W_{\text{simple}}$ will
increase while $W_{\text{pipeline}}$ will stay the same, so the gap between
$W_{\text{simple}}$ and $W_{\text{pipeline}}$ will be even larger, as in Fig. 2c.

Next, we consider the case where model parallelism incurs
overhead. We measure the two types of overheads in
§3.3 separately: With the overhead from communication,
$D_s = 2D_m = \alpha D$, where $\alpha \geq 1$ is the overhead factor. With
the overhead from uneven stages, we suppose $D_s = D$ still
holds, but $D_m = \beta D/2$ where $\beta \geq 1$ is the overhead factor.
To keep $W_{\text{pipeline}} \leq W_{\text{simple}}$, we can get the maximal $\alpha$ and
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as a function of the total utilization $\lambda D$ separately and we visualize the function in Fig. 10. When the utilization is high, the benefit of statistical multiplexing diminishes, and thus the overhead needs to be low, as in §3.2. On the other hand, when the utilization is very low, most requests will not be queued, and thus the communication overhead $\alpha$ needs to be low to keep the processing latency to be low. Note that the maximal overhead here is based on a uniform Poisson arrival distribution. A more bursty or more non-uniform arrival distribution will make the simple placement performs worse and make the model-parallelism placement outperforms the simple replication placement with even higher overhead.

4 Method

From §3, we can see that there are several key challenges to effectively utilize model parallelism for deep learning serving:

- Derive efficient model parallel strategies for inference to reduce the overhead of model parallelism. Specifically, find a partitioning strategy that minimizes the stage imbalance for inter-operator parallelism.

- Determine model-parallel placements according to the arrival pattern to maximize SLO attainment.

We built AlpaServe to specifically tackle these challenges. The runtime architecture of AlpaServe is shown in Fig. 11. AlpaServe utilizes a centralized controller to dispatch requests to different groups. Each group hosts several model replicas on a shared model-parallel runtime. This section describes the architecture of AlpaServe and the key algorithms for efficiently leveraging model parallelism in a model serving system.

4.1 Automatic Parallelization for Inference

Since different parallelization configurations have different latency and throughput trade-offs, we need to enumerate multiple possible configurations for every single model and let the placement algorithm choose the best combination for all models in the whole cluster. Therefore, given a model, AlpaServe first runs an auto-parallelization compiler with various constraints to generate a list of possible configurations. We build several extensions on top of an existing auto parallelization training system, Alpa [56], to make it suitable for generating serving parallelization strategies. Alpa includes two passes for generating efficient model parallel partitions: inter-op pass and intra-op pass. The inter-op pass uses a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to figure out the optimal inter-op parallel plan, and it calls the intra-op pass for each potential pipeline stage, which is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem, to profile its latency with the optimal intra-op parallel plan. In AlpaServe, we keep the two compilation passes, but extends both passes for serving.

The inter-op pass in Alpa optimizes the overall pipeline execution latency, which includes the time of forward and backward propagation and weight synchronization. However, in serving workloads, only forward propagation is being executed and there is no need for weight synchronization. Therefore, we reformulate the dynamic programming in AlpaServe to merely focus on minimizing the maximal stage latency. Specifically, denote $F(s, k)$ to be the maximum latency when slicing layers 1 to $k$ into $s$ stages. We can derive $F$ as

$$F(s, k) = \min_{1 \leq r \leq k} \{ \max\{F(s - 1, i - 1), latency(i, k)\} \} ,$$

where $\text{latency}(i, k)$ denotes the latency of a stage composed of layer $i$ to $k$. In Alpa, the latency function of all possible $O(K^2)$ combinations is being profiled by the intra-op pass because of the complicated dependency between forward and backward passes. In AlpaServe, because the pipeline stages only perform forward propagation and only communicate intermediate results once between layer boundaries, we can accelerate the profiling by only profiling $K$ layers and letting $\text{latency}(i, k)$ to be the sum of the latencies for layer $i$ to $k$. This acceleration enables us to efficiently enumerate different inter- and intra-op device partition setups and generate a list of parallel strategies for the placement algorithm in §4.2.

For the intra-op pass, we extend the ILP in Alpa to drop all configurations that use data parallelism. For serving workloads, because there is no need for weight synchronization, data parallelism can be achieved by the replication placement. We leave the decision of whether to replicate a model to the placement algorithm in §4.2.

4.2 Placement Algorithm

Given a set of models and a fixed cluster, AlpaServe partitions the cluster into several groups of devices. Each group of devices selects a subset of models to serve using a shared model-parallel configuration. Different groups can hold the same model as replicas. The requests for a model are dispatched to the groups with the requested model replica. We call a specific cluster group partition, model selection, and parallel configuration as a placement. Our goal is to find a placement that maximizes the SLO attainment.

However, finding the optimal placement is a difficult combinatorial optimization problem. The overall placement configuration space grows exponentially with the number of devices and the number of models. To make things worse, the objective “SLO attainment” has no simple analytical formula for
Algorithm 1 Simulator-Guided Greedy Model Selection.

**Input:** Model list $M$, device group list $G$, group parallel configurations $P$, workload $W$, beam size $k$ (default = 1).

**Output:** The model selection $best\_sel$.

```
best_sel ← ∅
beam_sels ← {∅}
while true do
    new_sels ← ∅
    for $sel$ in beam_sels do
        for $(m, (g, p)) \in M \times (G, P)$ do
            // Parallelize the model as in §4.1.
            $plm ← parallelize(m, g, p)$
            if $plm$ is in memory constraint then
                $sel'.slo\_attainment ← simulate(sel', W)$
                new_sels.append($sel'$)
        if new_sels = ∅ then
            break
        beam_sels ← top-k_SLO_attainment(new_sels)
        $sel'' ← pick\_highest\_SLO\_attainment(beam\_sels)$
        if $sel''\_slo\_att > best\_sel\_slo\_att$ then
            best_sel ← $sel''$
    return best_sel
```

Algorithm 2 Enumeration-Based Group Partition and Model-Parallel Configuration Selection.

**Input:** Model list $M$, cluster $C$, workload $W$.

**Output:** The placement $best\_plm$.

```
best_plm ← ∅
$B ← get\_potential\_model\_buckets(M)$
for $(B_1, B_2, ..., B_k) \in B$ do
    $H ← get\_potential\_device\_buckets(C, B, k)$
    for $(H_1, H_2, ..., H_k) \in H$ do
        // Get the placement for each bucket individually.
        for $i$ from 1 to $k$ do
            $plm_i ← ∅$
            $G ← get\_potential\_group\_partitions(H_i)$
            for $G \in G$ do
                $P ← get\_potential\_parallel\_configs(G)$
                for $P \in P$ do
                    $plm ← greedy\_selection(B_i, G, P, W)$
                    if $plm\_slo\_att > plm_i\_slo\_att$ then
                        $plm_i ← plm$
                    $plm^* ← concat(plm_1^*, ..., plm_k^*)$
                    if $plm^*\_slo\_att > best\_plm\_slo\_att$ then
                        best_plm ← $plm^*$
    return best_plm
```

an arbitrary arrival distribution. Existing tools and approximations from queueing theory can only analyze simple cases in §3.4 and cannot model more complex situations [46]. Therefore, we resort to a simulator-guided greedy algorithm that calls a simulator to compute SLO attainment.

To compute the SLO attainment with a given set of requests and placement, in AlpaServe, we assume we know the arrival process in advance. Although short-term burstiness is impossible to predict, the arrival pattern over longer timescales (e.g., hours or days) is often predictable [48]. Given this predictability, AlpaServe either directly uses the history request traces or fits a distribution from the trace and resamples new traces from the distribution as the input workload to the simulator to compute the SLO attainment.

We design a two-level placement algorithm: Given a cluster group partition and a shared model-parallel configuration for each group, Algorithm 1 uses a simulator-guided greedy algorithm to decide which models to select for each group. Then, Algorithm 2 enumerates various potential cluster partitions and parallel configurations and compares the SLO attainment from Algorithm 1 to determine the optimal placement.

Given a cluster group partition with a fixed model-parallel configuration for each group, Algorithm 1 selects model replicas iteratively as a beam search algorithm: At each iteration, it enumerates all possible (model, group) pairs, parallelizes the model on the device group with the algorithms in §4.1, and checks whether the model can be put on the group under the memory constraint. For all valid selections, it runs the simulator and computes SLO attainment. It then picks the top-$k$ solutions and enters the next iteration. The algorithm terminates when no more replicas can be put into any groups.

The complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(MGRSB)$, where $M$ is the number of models, $G$ is the number of groups, $R$ is the number of replicas we can put according to the memory constraint, $S$ is the number of requests in the workload (the simulation time is proportional to the number of the requests) and $B$ is the beam size. It runs reasonably fast for our medium-scale cluster when the number of requests is small. When the number of requests is very large, we propose another heuristic to accelerate: Instead of using the simulator to evaluate all (model, group) pairs at each iteration, we can run the simulator only once and place a model with the most unserved requests in an available group with the lowest utilization. This reduces the time complexity to $O((M + G)RS)$. We find this heuristic gives solutions with SLO attainment better than 98% of the SLO attainment get by the original algorithm in our benchmarks.

Algorithm 2 enumerates different group partitions and model-parallel configurations and picks the best one via multiple calls to Algorithm 1. When designing Algorithm 2, the first phenomenon we notice is that putting small and large models in the same group causes convoy effects, where the requests of small models have to wait for the requests of large models and miss the SLO. Therefore, in Algorithm 2, we first cluster models into model buckets. Each bucket contains a set of models with relatively similar sizes.
and every model is assigned to one and only one bucket. Specifically, the function `get_potential_model_buckets` returns all the possible model bucket partitions that separate models whose latency difference is larger than a threshold into different disjoint buckets. We then enumerate all the potential ways to assign the devices to each bucket in `get_potential_device_buckets`.

Because different buckets include a disjoint set of models, we can then figure out the optimal placement for each bucket individually. For each bucket, we enumerate possible ways to partition the devices in the bucket into several groups in `get_potential_group_partitions` and enumerate the potential parallel configurations for each group with the method in `get_potential_parallel_configs`. We then call Algorithm 1 with `greedy_placement` to place models in the model bucket to the groups in the device bucket. We send the whole workload $W$ to Algorithm 1, which ignores the requests that hit the models outside of the current bucket. Finally, a complete solution is got by concatenating the solutions for all buckets. The algorithm returns the best solution it finds during the enumerative search process.

Enumerating all possible choices can be slow, so we use the following heuristics to prune the search space. Intuitively, we want the different buckets to serve a similar number of requests per second. Therefore, we eliminate the bucket configurations with high discrepancies in the estimated number of requests it can serve per second for each bucket. Additionally, in `get_potential_group_partitions` and `get_potential_parallel_configs`, we assume all groups have the same size and the same parallel configurations except for the last group which is used when the number of devices is not divisible by the group size.

### 4.3 Runtime Scheduling

We use a simple policy to dispatch and schedule the requests at runtime. All requests are sent to a centralized controller. The controller dispatches each request to the group with the shortest queue length. Each group manages a first-come-first-serve queue. When a group receives a request, it checks whether it can serve the request under SLO and rejects the request if it cannot. This is possible because the execution time of a DNN model is very predictable and can be got in advance by profiling [19]. In most of our experiments, we do not include advanced runtime policies such as batching [19], swapping, and preemption [21]. These techniques are complementary to model parallelism. Nevertheless, we discuss how they fit into our system.

**Batching.** Batching multiple requests of the same model together can increase the GPU utilization and thus increase the throughput of a serving system. In our system, we do find batching is helpful, but the gain is limited. This is because we mainly target large models and a small batch size can already fully saturate the GPU, which is verified in §6.5. To isolate the benefits of model parallelism and make the results more explainable, we decide to disable any batching in this paper except for the experiments in §6.5.

**Preemption.** The optimal scheduling decision often depends on future arrivals, and leveraging preemption can help correct previous suboptimal decisions. The first-come-first-serve policy may result in convoy effects when models with significantly different execution times are placed in the same group. We anticipate a least-skip-time-first policy with preemption can alleviate the problems [12].

**Swapping.** The loading overheads from the CPU or Disk to GPU memory are significant for large models, which is the target of this paper, so we do not implement swapping in AlpaServe. We assume all models are placed on the GPUs. This is often required due to tight SLOs and high rates, especially for large models. The placement of models in AlpaServe can be updated in the periodic re-placement (e.g., every 24 hours).

**Fault tolerance.** While the current design of AlpaServe does not have fault tolerance as a focus, we acknowledge several potential new challenges for fault tolerance: With model parallelism, the failure of a single GPU could cause the entire group to malfunction. Additionally, the use of a centralized controller presents a single point of failure.

## 5 Implementation

We implement a real system and a simulator for AlpaServe with about 4k lines of code in Python. The real system is implemented on top of an existing model-parallel training system, Alpa [56]. We extend its auto-parallelization algorithms for inference settings to get the model-parallel strategies. We then launch an Alpa runtime for each group and dispatch requests to these groups via a centralized controller.

The simulator is a continuous-time, discrete-event simulator [39]. The simulator maintains a global clock and simulates all requests and model executions on the cluster. Because the simulator only models discrete events, it is orders of magnitude faster than the real experiments. In our experiment, it takes less than 1 hour for a 24-hour trace. The fidelity of the simulator is very high because of the predictability of DNN model execution, which is verified in §6.1.

## 6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate AlpaServe’s serving ability under a variety of model and workload conditions. The evaluation is conducted on a range of model sizes, including those that do and do not fit into a single GPU, and we show that AlpaServe consistently outperforms strong baselines across all model sizes. In addition, we evaluate the robustness of AlpaServe against changing arrival patterns and do ablation studies of our proposed techniques. Evaluation results show that AlpaServe can greatly improve various performance metrics. Specifically, AlpaServe can choose to save up to $2.3 \times$ devices, handle $10 \times$ higher rates, $6 \times$ more burstiness, or $2.5 \times$ more stringent SLO, while meeting the latency SLOs for over 99% requests.
6.1 Experiment Setup

Cluster testbed. We deploy AlpaServe on a cluster with 8 nodes and 64 GPUs. Each node is an AWS EC2 p3.16xlarge instance with 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16GB) GPUs.

Model setup. Since Transformer [47] is the default backbone for large models, we choose two representative large Transformer model families: BERT [14] and GShard MoE [27] for evaluation. In ML practice, the large model weights are usually pretrained and then finetuned into different versions for different tasks. Hence, for each model family, we select several most commonly used model sizes [5], and then create multiple model instances at each size for experimentation. Also, we design some model sets to test the serving systems under different model conditions; details about model sizes, their inference latency on testbed GPUs, and the number of model instances in each model set are provided in Tab. 1.

Metrics. We use SLO attainment as the major evaluation metric. Under a specific SLO attainment goal (say, 99%), we concern with another four measures: (1) the minimal number of devices the system needs, (2) the maximum average request rate, (3) the maximum traffic burstiness the system can support, and (4) the minimal SLO the system can handle. We are particularly interested in a SLO attainment of 99% (indicated by vertical lines in all curve plots), but will also vary each variable in (1) - (4) and observe how the SLO attainment changes.

Simulator fidelity. We want to study the system behavior under extensive models, workload, and resource settings, but some settings are just beyond the capacity of our testbed. Also, it is cost- and time-prohibitive to perform all experiments on the testbed for the days-long real traces. To mitigate the problem, we use the simulator introduced in §5 for the majority of our experiments, noticing that DNN model execution [19] has high predictability, even under parallel settings [27, 56].

We study the fidelity of the simulator in Tab. 2. Given two model placement algorithms, we compare the SLO attainment reported by the simulator and by real runs on our testbed under different SLO scales. The error is less than 2% in all cases, verifying the accuracy of our simulator. Additionally, we conduct experiments on cluster testbed for results in §6.3.

6.2 End-to-end Results with Real Workloads

In this section, we compare AlpaServe against baseline methods on publicly available real traces.

Workloads. There does not exist an open-source production ML inference trace to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, we use the following two production traces as a proxy: Microsoft Azure function trace 2019 (MAF1) [42] and 2021 (MAF2) [54]. They were originally collected from Azure serverless function invocations in two weeks, and have been repurposed for ML serving research [4, 25]. The two traces exhibit distinct traffic patterns. In MAF1, each function receives steady and dense incoming requests with gradually changing rates; in MAF2, the traffic is very bursty and is distributed across functions in a highly skewed way – some function receives orders of magnitude more requests than others. Note that most previous works [19] are evaluated on MAF1 only. Since there are more functions than models, following previous work [4, 25], given a model set from Tab. 1, we round-robin functions to models to generate traffic for each model.

Setup. SLO attainment depends on many factors. For each metric (1) - (4) mentioned in §6.1, we set a default value, e.g., the default SLO is set as tight as 5× inference latency (SLO Scale=5). This forms a default setting, given which, we then vary one variable (while fixing others) at a time and observe how it affects the resulting SLO attainment. To change the two variables (3) and (4), which characterize traffic patterns, we follow Clockwork [19] and Inferline [8] and slice the original traces into time windows, and fit the arrivals in each time window with a Gamma Process parameterized by rate and coefficient of variance (CV). By scaling the rate and CV and resampling from the processes, we can control the rate and burstiness, respectively.

Baselines. We compare AlpaServe to two baseline methods:
Figure 12: SLO attainment under various settings. In column S1 @ MAF1, we replay the MAF1 trace on the model set S1, and so on. In each row, we focus on one specific metric mentioned in §6.2 to see how its variation affects the performance of each serving system. If any, the dotted vertical line shows when the system can achieve 99% SLO attainment.

(1) Selective Replication (SR): use AlpaServe’s placement algorithm without model parallelism, which mimics the policy of a wide range of existing serving systems [9, 44]; (2) Clockwork++: an improved version of the state-of-the-art model serving system Clockwork [19]. The original Clockwork continuously swaps models into and out of GPUs. This helps for very small models (e.g., w/ several million parameters) but incurs significant swapping overheads on larger models. For fair comparisons, we implement Clockwork++ in our simulator, which swaps models following Clockwork’s replacement strategy at the boundary of every two windows\(^3\) of the trace using SR’s algorithm, but assuming zero swapping overheads. We believe it represents a hypothetical upper bound of Clockwork’s performance. Since all the baselines can only support models that can fit into one GPU memory,\(^6\) we use model set S1, S2 and S3 from Tab. 1 in this experiment.

**SLO attainment vs. cluster size.** Fig. 12’s first row shows the SLO attainment with varying cluster sizes when serving a specific (model set, trace) pair. AlpaServe outperforms the two baselines at all times and uses far fewer devices to achieve 99% SLO attainment thanks to model parallelism. By splitting one model replica onto \(N\) devices, AlpaServe can achieve similar throughput as if \(N\) replica were created for replication-only methods; but note AlpaServe uses only one replica of memory. Surprisingly, although we let Clockwork++ adjust to the traffic dynamically with zero overhead, AlpaServe still wins with a static placement; this is because model-parallel placement is by nature more robust to bursty traffic.

It is worth noting that replication-only methods can at most place 2 replicas of BERT-2.6B on a V100 (13GB memory budget), resulting in a substantial memory fraction, while model parallelism can avoid such memory fractions and enable more flexible placement of models.

**SLO attainment vs. rate.** Fig. 12’s 2nd row varies the rate of the workloads. For a stable trace like MAF1, AlpaServe can handle a much higher rate than baselines. While for a skewed and highly dynamic trace MAF2, whose traffic is dominated by a few models and changes rapidly, the replication-based methods have to allocate the majority of the GPUs to create many replicas for “hot” models to combat their bursty traffic; those GPUs, however, may go idle between bursts, even with frequent re-placement as in Clockwork++. In AlpaServe, each model needs fewer replicas to handle its peak traffic.

**SLO attainment vs. CV.** Fig. 12’s 3rd row varies the CV of the workloads. The traffic becomes more bursty with a higher CV, which aggravates the queuing effect of the system and increases the possibility of SLO violation. The traditional

---

\(^3\)For MAF1, we follow Clockwork to set the window size as 60 seconds. For MAF2, we set it as 5.4K seconds.

\(^6\)In our cluster testbed, the per-GPU memory is 16GB, but the actual available space for model weights is around 13GB due to the need to store activations and other runtime context.
solution to handle burstiness is by over-provision, wasting a lot of resources. AlpaServe reveals a hidden opportunity to handle this by model parallelism.

**SLO attainment vs. SLO.** Fig. 12’s 4th row shows the effect of different SLO. Previous work [19] which targets serving small models usually sets SLO to hundreds of milliseconds, even though the actual inference latency is less than 10 ms. Thanks to the intra-op parallelism, AlpaServe can maintain good performance under similar SLO when serving large models, whose inference latency can be over 100 ms. When SLO is tight, even less than the model inference time, AlpaServe favors intra-op parallelism to reduce the inference latency, which also reduces AlpaServe’s peak throughput due to the communication overhead but can make more requests to meet their SLO. When SLO becomes looser, AlpaServe will automatically switch to use more inter-op parallelism to get higher throughput.

### 6.3 Serving Very Large Models

Today’s large models may possess hundreds of billions of parameters [5, 31, 53]. To serve large models at this scale, the common practice in production is to choose the model parallelism strategy manually and use dedicated GPUs for each model [51]. To show AlpaServe has improved capability in serving very large models, we deploy model set S4 on our testbed, each requiring at least 16 GPUs to serve in terms of memory usage. As baselines, for each model, we enumerate all combinations of inter- and intra-op parallelisms on 16 GPUs. In contrast, AlpaServe searches for the optimal GPU group allocation and model placement according to the arrival traffic and tries to achieve statistical multiplexing.

**Offered load.** In the default setting, the traffic is generated via a Gamma Process with an average rate of 8 requests/s and CV of 4. We then split the requests to each model following a power law distribution with an exponent of 0.5 to simulate the real-world skewness.\(^7\) Similar to §6.2, we vary one of the rate, CV, or SLO in the default setting to see how each factor contributes to the resulting performance. It is worth noting that all results presented in this section are obtained via real execution on the testbed cluster.

**SLO attainment.** Fig. 13 shows the SLO attainment of each system under various settings. Although enumerating parallelism strategies and selecting the best can improve performance, it still remains a substantial gap compared to AlpaServe. This means that the traditional way of using dedicated GPUs to serve large models is not ideal. We check the solution of AlpaServe and find it slices the cluster evenly into two groups, each with the (4, 8) inter-/intra-op parallel configuration, and groups the models in a way that balances the requests between two groups. This further proves that our motivation in §3.1 still holds for extremely large models. By

---

\(^7\)Uniform split yielded similar results.
When a device group becomes idle, it will choose a model which has a replica on it and batch as many requests as possible from the requests queue of the model while satisfying the SLO requirements.

**Setup.** As the model size increases, the potential benefit of batching decreases. Therefore, we choose to evaluate model set S1. We generate a synthetic Gamma Process traffic with an average rate of 4 requests/s and a CV of 4 for each model.

**SLO attainment.** Fig. 15 (left) shows the SLO attainment achieved by AlpaServe with different maximum batch size settings under various SLO scales. When the SLO requirement is tight, any batching will violate the SLO so there is no gain with batching enabled. Also, although we choose to serve the smallest model in Tab. 1, a small batch size like 2 combined with a long sequence length of 2048 already saturates the GPU, so a larger maximum batch size brings no performance improvement. Fig. 15 (right) compares the improvement for AlpaServe and Clockwork++ with our batching algorithm enabled. When the SLO requirement becomes loose, both AlpaServe and Clockwork++ have better SLO attainment to some extent. Since AlpaServe’s performance is good even without batching and batched requests with different batch sizes will incur stage imbalance and pipeline bubble in interop parallel, the absolute improvement of Clockwork++ is slightly better.

### 6.6 Ablation Study

In this section, we study the effectiveness of our proposed auto-parallelization (§4.1) and placement algorithms (§4.2).

**Benefits of auto-parallelization.** We show that the auto-parallelization ability allows AlpaServe to not only generalize to arbitrary model architectures but even also reduce parallelism overheads – hence improved serving performance (see §3.3 for more discussion). To see that, typical manual model-parallel parallelization strategies offered in de facto systems [1, 31, 32] is to assign an equal number of (transformer) layers to each pipeline stage. These strategies often fail to create balanced workloads across distributed GPUs because contemporary large models have heterogeneous layers, such as embedding operations. The extensions introduced in §4.1 automatically partition the models at the computational graph level and generate nearly-balanced stages. Empirically, as shown in Fig. 16, for 8 pipeline stages, auto-parallelization reduces the total overhead by 32.9% and 46.7% for Transformer 1.3B and 2.6B respectively, which is necessary for achieving good serving performance when model parallelism is used for serving.

**Effectiveness of the placement algorithm.** We now test the
effectiveness of our placement algorithm on a synthetic workload. We serve the most challenging model set S3 (Tab. 1) on our testbed. The rate distribution of the models follows a power law distribution. The arrival pattern of each model is a Gamma process. Three variants of the placement algorithms are evaluated. Round robin means placing models in a round-robin fashion and using 4-stage pipelines for all groups. Greedy placement uses our greedy placement and 4-stage pipeline for all groups. Greedy placement + Group partitioning performs greedy placement plus group partitioning search. As shown in Fig. 17, both placement and group partitioning are necessary to achieve good SLO attainment. In the left subfigure, the group partitioning increases the rate by 1.5× compared to greedy placement without group partitioning over 99% SLO attainment, while round robin can never reach 99% SLO attainment. In the right subfigure, the group partitioning increases the traffic burstiness that can be handled to meet 99% SLO attainment by 1.3×.

7 Related Work

Model serving systems. There has been a proliferation of model serving systems recently. These range from general-purpose production-grade systems like TensorFlow Serving [34] and NVIDIA Triton [33], which are widely used but do not provide any support for automatic placement or latency constraints. They also include systems that are optimized for single-model serving [51] or serving of specific classes of models (e.g., transformers) [16, 51, 57]. AlpaServe targets a broader set of models and features than these systems.

For SLO-aware, distributed serving, most serving systems ignore placement-level interactions between models. Clockwork [19], for instance, primarily focuses on predictability; when scheduling, it greedily loads and executes models on available GPUs. Shepherd [52] utilizes preemption to correct sub-optimal scheduling decisions. For large models, loading model weights and preemption can easily overwhelm practical SLOs. Other systems like Clipper [9], Infaas [40], and DVABatch [10] also do not reason about the latencies of co-located models.

Nexus [44] is very related to our work in that it examines the placement of models; however, Nexus is an example of a system that takes the traditional replication approach described in §3 and, thus, misses a broad class of potential parallelization strategies that we explore in this paper.

Inference optimizations for large models. AlpaServe is complementary to another large body of work on optimizations for inference over large models. These include techniques like quantization [13], distillation [41], offloading [1], better operator parallelism [36], and CUDA kernel optimization [11, 26]. Some of these optimizations are intended to stem the tide of increasing model sizes; however, all of these gains are partial—the challenge of serving large models has continued to escalate rapidly despite these efforts.

Model parallelism for training. AlpaServe is largely orthogonal to the large body of work on model parallelism in training [23, 28, 31, 37, 56]. As described in §3, serving presents a unique set of constraints and opportunities not found in training workloads. Where these systems do intersect with AlpaServe, however, is in their methods for implementing model parallelism along various dimensions. In particular, AlpaServe builds on some of the parallelization techniques introduced in [56].

Resource allocation and multiplexing. The problem of how to multiplex limited resources to the incoming requests is one of the oldest topics in computer science and has been studied in different application domains [3, 29, 38]. Recent work on DL scheduling uses swapping [2], preemption [20], interleaving [55], and space-sharing [49] to realize fine-grained resource sharing. Rather, the contribution of this paper is a deep empirical analysis of the applications of these ideas to an emerging space: the serving of multiple large models.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented AlpaServe, a system for prediction servings of multiple large deep-learning models. The key innovation of AlpaServe is integrating model parallelism into multi-model serving. Because of the inherent overheads of model parallelism, such parallelism is traditionally applied conservatively—reserved for cases where models simply do not fit within a single GPU or execute within the required SLO. AlpaServe demonstrates that model parallelism is useful for many other scenarios, quantifies the tradeoffs, and presents techniques to automatically navigate that tradeoff space.

In the future, we will extend AlpaServe to more complicated scenarios, including serving multiple parameter-efficient adapted models (e.g., LoRA [22]), models with dependencies, and autoregressive models [5].
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Abstract

With the growing complexity of deep neural networks (DNNs), developing DNN programs with intricate control flow logic (e.g., loops, branches, and recursion) has become increasingly essential. However, executing such DNN programs efficiently on accelerators is challenging. Current DNN frameworks typically process control flow on the CPU, while offloading the remaining computations to accelerators like GPUs. This often introduces significant synchronization overhead between CPU and the accelerator, and prevents global optimization across control flow scopes.

To address this challenge, we propose COCKTAILER, a new DNN compiler that co-optimizes the execution of control flow and data flow on hardware accelerators. COCKTAILER provides the uTask abstraction to unify the representation of DNN models, including both control flow and data flow. This allows COCKTAILER to expose a holistic scheduling space for rescheduling control flow to the lower-level hardware parallelism of accelerators. COCKTAILER uses a heuristic policy to find efficient schedules and is able to automatically move control flow into kernels of accelerators, enabling optimization across control flow boundaries. Evaluations demonstrate that COCKTAILER can accelerate DNN models with control flow by up to 8.2× over the fastest one of the state-of-the-art DNN frameworks and compilers.

1 Introduction

In deep neural networks (DNNs), control flow plays a crucial role in accomplishing sophisticated tasks, akin to its usage in general programming languages. Examples of this include iterating over sequential data like text and time steps, activating different components of the model based on input-data-driven conditions, dynamically skipping some computation based on runtime decisions for efficient computation, and recursively traversing tree-based data structures. A DNN program is typically divided into two parts: control flow and data flow. The data flow is typically represented as a graph of DNN operators, which can be efficiently executed on specialized accelerators such as GPUs. The control flow, on the other hand, is either implemented as a special operator [4] or by directly reusing the built-in statements of programming languages [36], and is typically executed on a CPU. Therefore, the control flow and data flow are executed alternatively in an entire DNN computation: the control flow determines which part of the data flow should be executed, and then the corresponding data flow is sent to accelerators for processing and the result is obtained, which is used to decide the next step of control flow.

However, the interleaved execution paradigm on both sides in existing DNN frameworks often introduces significant efficiency issues. First, the control flow and data flow require frequent synchronization between the CPU and accelerator (e.g., for checking conditions based on results), resulting in significant communication overhead (e.g., across PCIe) in the critical path. Second, the control flow in a DNN program often establishes explicit boundaries between data flow operators, which prevents their holistic optimization for maximum efficiency, such as fusing two operators across a loop scope. Lastly, the control flow implicitly serializes the execution of data flow operators that could potentially be executed in parallel. We have observed that these overheads are prevalent in existing DNN models and can often occupy as much as 72% of the total time in PyTorch. These efficiency issues not only introduce obstacles to dynamic model developments but also make many optimizations, e.g., dynamically skipping some computation, hard to achieve theoretical speedup.

Based on our observation of DNN workload patterns, the fundamental reason for the inefficiency is the parallelism mismatch between the control flow and data flow. In particular, control flow operations, such as loops, branches, and recursion, are single-thread semantic and execute in a strictly sequential order. However, the data flow operators are parallelizable, running on multiple parallel threads (e.g., GPU cores) and synchronizing periodically across different scopes.
of threads (between operators or thread blocks). To control the execution flow of a parallel program, the mismatch between control flow and data flow forces existing practices to place the control flow either outside the DNN operators (e.g., in existing DNN frameworks) or inside an individual DNN operator, through implementing custom kernels in an ad-hoc way (e.g., Relu operator). This can be either inefficient or unscalable to support the increasing demands for control flow in DNN workloads.

In this paper, we present a new DNN compiler, COCKTAILER, that addresses the challenges of co-optimizing control flow and data flow in a single space. COCKTAILER is based on three key insights observed from studying DNN models and modern accelerators. First, the data flow in DNNs is inherently a multi-level parallel program, where individual operators are executed in different hardware parallelism, such as threads, thread blocks, or kernels in GPUs. Second, the control flow operations in DNNs are mostly applied at the operator level, while all lower-level parallelisms share the same control result. This implies that the control flow can be rescheduled to the low-level parallelism by replicating the control logic to all parallel tasks at different levels. Most importantly, modern hardware accelerators, such as GPUs, are designed to support the control logic in their low-level programming languages in each thread, which makes this rescheduling approach feasible in practice.

Based on these insights, COCKTAILER introduces the uTask abstraction as the primitive execution unit of a DNN program for both control flow and data flow. An operator in data flow can be naturally decomposed into different levels of granularity of uTasks aligned with its computation parallelism. For control flow, COCKTAILER introduces three types of special uTasks: loop uTask, branch uTask, and uTask reference, to represent the program with control flow as a special uTask. By unifying the DNN program into the uTask granularity, COCKTAILER creates a holistic space for co-scheduling control flow uTasks with compute uTasks, i.e., by assigning the control flow uTask to the most efficient parallel level with data dependencies resolved correctly. To facilitate this scheduling, COCKTAILER proposes a scheduling mechanism and a traverse-based bottom-up scheduling policy that incorporates all control flow optimizations such as function inline, loop unroll, and recursion unroll.

As a result, COCKTAILER is able to automatically move control flow operations, such as loops or branches, into accelerator side when applicable, enabling more optimization opportunities across the control flow boundary. COCKTAILER is built on top of general DNN tensor compilers by leveraging their kernel generation capabilities for uTask, allowing it to adapt to different accelerators such as CUDA GPUs and ROCm GPUs easily. COCKTAILER’s approach can be applied to both DNN frameworks that implement control flow as special operators or language-built-in statements, by only compiling the sub-programs that can be optimized by COCKTAILER.

Figure 1: Models with control flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Seq2seq with a loop</th>
<th>(b) BlockDrop with branches</th>
<th>(c) RAE with recursion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2 Background and Motivation

DNNs have been successfully applied in many areas, such as computer vision, speech, and natural language. Meanwhile, the concept of control flow in programming languages is introduced to deep learning. The architecture of DNN models rapidly evolves from sequential feed-forward layers [15, 23, 38] to structures with complex control logic [16, 39–41, 46, 47], enabling dynamic computation and adaptability within the network architecture:

- **Dynamic computation.** Control flow enables constructing dynamic computation architectures, which can adapt their structure during runtime. For example, the loops are widely used to handle variable-length sequences (e.g., text, speech, time-series data) in RNNs [16, 40, 58] and Transformers [43].

- **Conditional computation.** Control flow enables the execution of specific parts of the model based on certain conditions [7, 24] like executing different parts of the model for images with different resolution.

- **Efficient computation.** Control flow can help reduce the computational resources required by DNN models by selectively executing parts of the model based on input data or intermediate results, e.g., the early-exiting mechanism [46, 47] that can skip some layers on easy input samples. Besides, control flow can be leveraged to adapt DNN models to different environments (e.g., different hardware accelerators) by trading off computation cost and model performance via control flow [26].

Dynamic computation for structural data is a common requirement in modern deep learning models. For instance, nearly 27% of the 52 models in PyTorch Hub (as of commit ID 1c747e2) contain structural data (e.g., sequence, tree). Furthermore, a survey on dynamic DNN models [13] indicates
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https://github.com/microsoft/nnfusion/tree/cocktailer_artifact/artifacts
that conditional computation and efficient computation are promising research directions.

In programming languages, control flow constructs are typically categorized into the following types: sequence, branch, loop, and subroutine (function). Similarly, a majority of DNN models with complex control flow can be categorized into models with loops for temporal-wise dynamism (e.g., LSTM [16], NASRNN [58], Seq2seq [40]), models with branches to skip computation (e.g., BlockDrop [47], Skip-Net [46]), and models with tree-based architecture via recursion (e.g., RAE [39], Tree-LSTM [41]). We discuss the three representative categories with their representative models, as shown in Figure 1.

- **Loop.** Seq2seq [40] can generate arbitrary-length sequences. It contains a while loop that continues to emit new tokens until an end-of-sequence (EOS) token.
- **Branch.** BlockDrop [47] is a convolution neural network that can drop some convolution layers. Each layer is implemented by an if statement with two branches for whether executing the branch or not.
- **Recursion.** RAE [39] computes the embedding of a parse tree by traversing the tree. It can be implemented by a depth-first search using recursion.

To support these emerging DNN models, there are two mainstream approaches. The first one, represented by TensorFlow version 1.x [4], supports these complex model architectures by introducing a set of control flow operators [52] like `Enter` and `NextIteration`. Then, these control flow operators are executed in the framework runtime with the CPU threads. The second one, represented by PyTorch [36] and JAX [11], leverages the programming language to represent and execute the control flow. For example, in PyTorch, algorithm designers program control logic in Python, and these control flow statements are running in the Python runtime.

Both approaches schedule data flow operators onto the accelerators while maintaining control flow in the CPU side for execution. The reason is the **parallelism mismatch** between the control flow and the data flow. Specifically, different from data flow operators (e.g., matrix multiplication) that have internal data parallelism, control flow operations are represented as single-thread computation. Modern hardware accelerators have massive hierarchical parallel processing units. For example, GPUs contain many parallel streaming multiprocessors (SMs) and each SM has many parallel cores. This architecture aligns with data flow operators’ parallelism, but it is hard to schedule the single-thread control flow to the massive hierarchical parallel processing units for execution. Therefore, current practices [4, 11, 36, 52] schedule control flow operations to the CPU side for execution. Such approaches introduce boundaries between DNN operators of different basic blocks, resulting in performance issues.

Figure 2 compares JAX’s performance of executing the three models via dynamic control flow to executing the corresponding traced static graph that has removed all the control flow overhead and only remains data flow computation. Compared with the traced graph baseline, the control flow overhead of JAX includes $1.16 \times$, $1.54 \times$, and $56.22 \times$ slowdown in Seq2seq, BlockDrop, and RAE, respectively. More results can be found in §5. The loop in Seq2seq and branches in BlockDrop use control flow operators. The recursion in RAE is executed in Python. Both approaches cannot match the performance of static traced graphs.

The performance issue comes from the following parts.

1. **Boundary overheads.** Executing data flow operators on the accelerator and control flow operations on the CPU can incur synchronizations between the CPU and the accelerator. Take the BlockDrop model on a CPU-GPU system as an example, the DNN operators in the branch body are executed in the GPU side, while the branch operation is executed in the CPU side. The CPU stalls when waiting for the GPU to provide the data required for deciding the branch target, and then the GPU stalls to wait for the CPU to check the branch condition and send the following operations to the GPU. The boundary overheads mainly contain the communication between the CPU and the accelerator and the kernel launching. This boundary may also break the asynchronous execution in the accelerator side.

   Figure 3 shows part of the timeline of JAX executing the BlockDrop model that the CPU-GPU synchronization not only has high synchronization overheads but also breaks the asynchronous execution and causes a long idle time without computation in the GPU side.

2. **Boundary limits the optimization scope.** Executing control flow and data flow on separate sides divides the DNN program into sub-programs, each representing a static data flow that can be executed on the accelerator side. Many DNN optimizations (e.g., Rammer [28], kernel fusion [35, 56], etc.) are limited to only optimizing these sub-programs, resulting in sub-optimal performance. Consider a multi-layer LSTM model as an example: the DNN operators in LSTM cells across different layers can be scheduled for parallel execution. However, the loop control flow constrains the DNN optimizations within a cell, resulting in overlooking this parallelism.

3. **Boundary prevents parallelism in DNN programs.** This boundary makes the DNN programs in different con-
control flow statements executed sequentially due to the synchronizations between the CPU and the accelerator, which may prevent possible inter-operator parallelism. Take the RAE model as an example, the recursion builds up a tree-based architecture where operators without dependencies can be executed concurrently. However, because the control flow can only be executed sequentially, operators of nodes without dependencies are executed sequentially.

**Observations and opportunities.** Given the fundamental limitations of current approaches described above, it is desirable to schedule the DNN programs including control flow and data flow in a single space (i.e., the accelerator side). However, it is challenging to achieve this because of the parallelism mismatch between control flow and data flow. Fortunately, control flow in DNN programs is applied across DNN operators, that is to say, the DNN operators’ computation under control flow shares the same control logic. On the other hand, most hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs) have the ability to execute control flow instructions. If we represent control flow in a finer granularity that can be properly mapped to the parallel processing units for execution, we can schedule both data flow and control flow to the accelerator side.

### 3 COCKTAILER Design

The observation in §2 motivates COCKTAILER, a DNN compiler for co-optimizing control flow and data flow in a single space. Figure 4 shows the overview of COCKTAILER. First, COCKTAILER takes a DNN program with control flow and data flow as input, where each operator in the data flow is a *uOperator* that consists of independent and homogeneous *uTasks*. Each *uTask* can be scheduled to one compute unit of the accelerator. Second, instead of scheduling control flow on the CPU side and data flow on the accelerator side separately, COCKTAILER schedules control flow and data flow inside the program in a single space. COCKTAILER will generate the *uProgram* representation for the program, which contains multiple independent *uTasks* (e.g., the Loop-*uTasks* in Figure 4(b)) that can be scheduled to the parallel compute units in hardware accelerators for execution. Each *uTask* represents both the control flow and data flow logic of one compute unit.

COCKTAILER abstracts an accelerator of massive parallelism as multiple levels of parallel processing units. In each level, there are parallel and homogeneous processing units, which construct a higher level of processing unit. This hardware abstraction naturally aligns with common hardware accelerators. Take the NVIDIA GPU as an example, there are multiple homogeneous streaming multiprocessors (SMs) in a GPU, where each SM consists of multiple homogeneous cores. Therefore, NVIDIA GPUs can be mapped as an architecture with 3 levels of parallel processing units in COCKTAILER’s hardware abstraction shown as Figure 4: L0 is the core (thread); L1 is the SM (thread block); L2 is the GPU device (kernel).

The example loop structure in Figure 4 is scheduled as a *uProgram* mapped on the 3-level accelerator. The *uProgram* consists of 4 loop-*uTasks* for 4 L1-Units respectively and each loop-*uTask* is mapped to a L1-Unit for execution. Both the data flow operators and the loop are scheduled into the loop-*uTasks*. Take the first loop-*uTask* as an example, it has a loop control flow and a list of *uTasks* for data flow operations containing 1 MatMul *uTask*, 1 Add *uTask*, and 1 Relu *uTask*.

The concepts of *uTask*, *uOperator*, and *uProgram* are described in detail in §3.1. And the *uProgram* scheduling is illustrated in §3.2.

#### 3.1 *uTask*-based DNN Program

To co-schedule the control flow and the data flow of a DNN program to accelerators with massive parallel units, COCKTAILER defines the DNN program in fine grained with the concept of *unit-task* (*uTask*). Specifically, *uTask* is defined as the computation logic that can be scheduled to one of the multi-level processing units in hardware accelerators for execution. Note that the computation in a *uTask* can be a list of other *uTasks*, i.e., a nested *uTask*. *uProgram* represents the execution plan of the *uTask*-represented DNN program mapped to a level of parallel processing units on the hardware.

**uTask and uOperator for data flow operators.** As Figure 5(a)(c) show, a data flow operator is represented as a group of independent and homogeneous *uTasks* where each *uTask* is the computation to be scheduled to one processing unit. Specifically, each *uTask* takes a slice of the input tensor via `get_input_data()` and executes the corresponding computation defined in `compute()`. Then, a *uOperator* is defined as the collection of all *uTasks* of the corresponding data flow operator. The *uTasks* of a *uOperator* are indexed by the logical `uTask_id` and called by `compute(uTask_id)`. The total *uTask* count in an *uOperator* is reported by `get_uTask_num()`. When all *uTasks* in an operator are executed, the execution of this operator is finished.

Data flow operators (e.g., matrix multiplication) are usually implemented as multiple independent and homogeneous tasks that are scheduled to the massive parallel units of accelerators.
for execution. Each task consumes a slice of the input tensor, processes the corresponding computation over the input slice, and produces a slice of the output tensor. Take the NVIDIA GPU as an example, the kernel of an operator (e.g., matrix multiplication) is scheduled as multiple thread blocks and each of them is mapped to an SM for processing a tensor slice. Furthermore, a thread block is scheduled as multiple threads and mapped to cores for processing a tensor slice. Therefore, the concept of uTask is not only natural to represent the fine-grained computation of data flow operators, but also aligns with the hardware architecture of multi-level parallel processing units in accelerators.

**uTask for control flow.** It is natural to represent data flow operators with uTasks due to the internal data parallelism that can be divided into parallel tasks. However, different from DNN operators, the control flow cannot be divided into such parallel tasks. To enable the scheduling of control flow on the parallel processing units, we need to bridge this gap of the mismatching between the control flow computation and the massive parallelism in the accelerator.

Control flow operation applies to a scope of DNN operators in DNN programs. When the DNN operators can be divided into independent and homogeneous uTasks, controlling the DNN operators is equal to applying control flow computation on each uTask. For example, assuming there is a loop structure that has a matrix multiplication operator in the loop body, compared with executing the loop over the operator, it is equally that let each unit of the hardware accelerator process the loop control flow over the uTask of the operator. If we apply such control flow on the scope of the fine-grained representation of these DNN operators, we can schedule such computation including the control flow to the parallel processing units of the hardware accelerators. That is to say, we can represent control flow in the uTask granularity by replicating the control flow computation to the multi-level parallel units that each unit executes the control flow independently and controls the uTasks scheduled on the unit.

According to the observation, COCKTAILER represents control flow operations as NestedUTask defined in Figure 5(b), where the computation in the body is represented in the body_uTasks. These uTasks have data dependencies and should be executed sequentially on one processing unit. Different from data flow operators that the get_input_data() extracts a slice of the input tensor, the input data of the uTasks in the body_uTasks of control flow is related to the results of the control flow. For example, in the LSTM model, the
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**Figure 5: The definition of uTask, uOperator and uProgram**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| uTask     | void compute();
            | void get_input_data(); |
| NestedUTask: uTask | void compute();
                      | void get_input_data(); |
                      | vector<uTask> body_uTasks; |
| uOperator | void compute(uTask_id);
           | size_t get_uTask_num(); |
           | set<uTask> uTasks; |
| uProgram  | void compute(uTask_id);
           | size_t get_uTask_num(); |
           | size_t unit_level; |

---

**Figure 6: Control flow uTasks**

uTasks in the body of the loop control flow require different values of the loop counter in different loop steps. Therefore, the get_input_data() for control flow should prepare the input data with consideration of the results of control flow. Note that different control flow operations have different data access patterns in the body_uTasks. We will discuss it in detail in the following.

According to Section 2, there are three types of control flow in DNN programs: loop, branch, and recursion. Therefore, COCKTAILER defines the concepts of loop-uTask, branch-uTask, and uTask reference correspondingly to represent the fine-grained uTask for control flow in DNN programs.

1. **Loop-uTask.** Figure 6(a) shows the uTask definition for the loop control flow. COCKTAILER currently supports two types of loop control flow, i.e., for loop and while loop. The control_flow() interface implements the for loop or the while loop condition. The body computation of a loop represented in uTasks is implemented in body_uTasks. Note that the body_uTasks is executed multiple times in a loop with different input data in each loop step. For example, in the LSTM model, the computation of a LSTM cell in each loop step requires the same model parameter tensors but different loop counter tensors and state tensors. The get_input_data() interface needs to prepare the corresponding tensors in each loop step.

2. **Branch-uTask.** Figure 6(b) shows the uTask definition for the branch control flow. The control_flow() interface implements the condition computation in the branch. The branch-uTask has then_uTasks and else_uTasks to indicate the computation of two branches represented in uTasks, respectively. The get_input_data() interface returns the required data for a branch indexed by the condition result.

3. **Function.** A function can be natively represented
with \texttt{NestedUTasks} that each \texttt{uTask} represents the computation in the function body in the fine-grained \texttt{uTasks} in the \texttt{body\_uTasks}. The \texttt{get\_input\_data()} interface prepares input data tensors and \texttt{The compute()} interface executes the \texttt{uTasks} in \texttt{body\_uTasks} sequentially.

(4) \textit{Recursion and \texttt{uTask} reference.} Functions can be represented with \texttt{uTasks}. However, recursion is a special case in functions that a function may call itself in the function body. That is to say, a \texttt{uTask} may have itself in its \texttt{body\_uTasks}. To support recursion, \textsc{COCKTAILER} introduces \texttt{uTask} reference to reference a \texttt{uTask} definition. The \texttt{uTask} reference can be considered as a function call to a \texttt{uTask}. The difference between a reference and a \texttt{uTask} is that the reference is a declaration for a \texttt{uTask} while a \texttt{uTask} defines the computation in a function. When executing a reference, \textsc{COCKTAILER} will find its \texttt{uTask} definition and execute this \texttt{uTask}.

The \texttt{uTask} abstraction in \textsc{COCKTAILER} is a general abstraction to represent control flow. We show how to represent loop, branch, function and recursion with \texttt{uTask} as most of current DNN models only contain these structures. More types of control flow can be represented by inheriting the \texttt{NestedUTask}.

\textbf{\texttt{uProgram}} The generated execution plan of the whole input DNN program is represented by a \texttt{uProgram}. The \texttt{uProgram} contains independent \texttt{uTasks}, each of which is the compute logic scheduled to one processing unit of the \texttt{unit\_level} of the accelerator. The \texttt{uTasks} can be executed by \texttt{compute}, and the total \texttt{uTask} count of the \texttt{uProgram} is reported by \texttt{get\_u task\_num}.

The \texttt{uTask} abstraction enables \textsc{COCKTAILER} to represent DNN programs with data flow operators and control flow in a fine granularity for accelerators with massive parallelism. This representation opens a new space for co-scheduling control flow and data flow.

### 3.2 \texttt{uProgram} Scheduling

The \texttt{uTask} representation for DNN programs opens a large scheduling space for co-optimizing control flow and data flow in a single space. Instead of the pre-defined schedule in existing frameworks that executes data flow on the accelerator side while executes control flow on the CPU side, \textsc{COCKTAILER} chooses to explore this scheduling space at compile-time. To achieve this, \textsc{COCKTAILER} separates the scheduling policy from its mechanism. On the mechanism side, \textsc{COCKTAILER} provides \textit{scheduling interfaces with scheduling constraints}. On the policy side, \textsc{COCKTAILER} provides a traverse-based \textit{scheduling policy}. Note that the scheduling is generally designed for operators of \texttt{uTask} representation and can be executed automatically.

\begin{algorithm}[h]
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require \texttt{op}, \texttt{D}, \texttt{unit\_level}, \texttt{config};
\EndRequire
\State \Call{ScheduleOperator}{\texttt{op}, \texttt{D}, \texttt{unit\_level}, \texttt{config}};
\State \Call{ScheduleControlFlow}{\texttt{g}, \texttt{D}, \texttt{unit\_level}, \texttt{config}};
\State \Call{Config\ SetResource}{\texttt{D}, \texttt{unit\_level}, \texttt{resource}};
\end{algorithmic}
\caption{Scheduling interfaces}
\end{algorithm}

\textbf{Scheduling interfaces.} \textsc{COCKTAILER} provides three interfaces \texttt{ScheduleOperator}, \texttt{ScheduleControlFlow} and \texttt{SetResource}, to facilitate the scheduling process, as shown in Figure 7. Specifically, \texttt{ScheduleOperator} schedules an operator \texttt{op}, which can be either a data flow \texttt{Operator} or a solely-scheduled control flow operation, into the target \texttt{uProgram} with \texttt{unit\_level} of the accelerator \texttt{D}. The \texttt{config} describes the current scheduling status including the target \texttt{uProgram} and is initialized by the \texttt{SetResource}. \texttt{ScheduleOperator} will set the target \texttt{uProgram} to \texttt{NULL} if it fails to schedule the \texttt{uOperator}. Similarly, \texttt{ScheduleControlFlow} schedules a control flow operation whose body has been scheduled to the required \texttt{unit\_level} under the scheduling \texttt{config}, and returns \texttt{NULL} when failing to schedule this control flow. To ensure correctness, both schedule functions will add necessary barriers to enforce the desired \texttt{uTask} dependency. Moreover, as control flow should control the \texttt{uTasks} in the body, a scheduling constraint is shown below.

\textbf{Constraint 1} The \texttt{unit\_level} of control flow should not be lower than the \texttt{unit\_level} of data flow in the body.

\textsc{COCKTAILER} also has a profiler that measures the execution time for a \texttt{uProgram}. The profiled information could guide a policy on deciding whether to schedule a \texttt{uProgram} to the \texttt{unit\_level} of the accelerator.

\textbf{Traverse-based bottom-up scheduling policy.} Algorithm 1 describes a traverse-based scheduling policy to show how to use the interfaces and the profiler to schedule control flow and data flow in a single space to the accelerator side. This policy takes a DNN program \texttt{g} represented as control flow operations and \texttt{Operator}s in data flow and the accelerator \texttt{D} as input and returns a list of scheduled \texttt{uProgram}s on this accelerator. The policy also accepts a \texttt{unit\_level} parameter indicating the highest scheduled \texttt{unit\_level} of the operators inside the graph \texttt{g} or \texttt{NULL} if the operators inside the graph are not scheduled yet, which is the initial case. If the input program has multiple operators, \textsc{COCKTAILER} will put these operators into a function operator before scheduling.

Initially, this policy schedules all the data flow \texttt{Operators} to \texttt{uProgram} (line 4 and line 21-27). The policy continues by progressively trying to schedule more parts of the program to the same \texttt{uProgram} if the profiler suggests this schedule could reduce the overall execution time (line 5-27). Specifically, the policy will recursively traverse the program (line 7) until it only contains a \texttt{uOperator} (line 3-4) and schedule it to the \texttt{uProgram} via \texttt{ScheduleProgram} which achieves this via \texttt{ScheduleOperator}. During the traverse, if all the operations in the input program are scheduled to accelerator’s units (line 21), the policy will try to schedule this program (i.e., the control flow) to the \texttt{uProgram} (line 21-27) via \texttt{ScheduleProgram}. \texttt{ScheduleProgram} implements scheduling an input program \texttt{g} to a \texttt{unit\_level} of the accelerator \texttt{D}. Note that the input \texttt{g} is either a graph of operators.
In a Task representation (including uOperators and scheduled control flow) or a control flow whose body has been scheduled as uProgram. Therefore, ScheduleProgram calls SetResource to configure the scheduling and leverages the config to schedule the program with ScheduleOperator and ScheduleControlFlow. The UnitLevel is maintained as Constraint 1 during scheduling.

Several optimizations can be employed to reduce the scheduling time. For conciseness, these optimizations are not explicitly shown in the pseudo code. For example, trials on different UnitLevels (line 22) can be performed in parallel.

**Scheduling optimizations** There are three optimization opportunities during the scheduling, depending on the inputs and the DNN programs.

**Function inline.** To remove function call overhead, COCKTAILER converts a function control flow without recursion to a sequence of computation. It removes the function control flow boundary and applies DNN optimizations to a larger program scope.

**Loop unroll.** COCKTAILER unrolls the loop control flow with some steps to explore more optimization opportunities. For example, unrolling the loops in a multi-layer RNN model can expose parallelism between RNN cells. Loop unrolling is applied during scheduling and is evaluated to decide whether to enable this unroll.

**Recursion unroll.** It is similar to loop unroll in that the recursion is also able to be unrolled to explicitly expose the recursion tree structure. COCKTAILER applies this optimization to DNN programs to unroll the recursion structure several times to expose more optimization opportunities. For example, the unrolled recursion tree can naturally expose parallelism between recursive calls, which can be leveraged for concurrent execution. Figure 8 shows an example of recursion unroll. By unrolling the recursive calls, computation without dependencies (e.g., nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 8) can be executed concurrently. Recursion unroll is applied during scheduling. The scheduler will evaluate the unrolled results to decide whether to enable this unroll and schedule the unrolled body to different computation units.

These optimizations are in ScheduleControlFlow. The scheduler will try to enable these optimizations and evaluate the performance with some sample data to decide whether to enable optimizations or not.

### 4 Implementation

COCKTAILER is implemented by about 10000 lines of code including Python and C++ on top of PyTorch [36] and Ramer [28]. COCKTAILER does not require any effort from model developers, who can still work on a native PyTorch program. COCKTAILER first exports the PyTorch program to an ONNX graph with built-in loop and branch operators and an extended invoke operator for representing recursion. With the converted ONNX graph, COCKTAILER automatically performs the scheduling of data flow and control flow, and applies control-flow-related optimizations described in §3. Then, COCKTAILER wraps the generated code as a customized PyTorch operator and replaces the PyTorch program with a call to this operator.

We implemented COCKTAILER for NVIDIA GPUs and AMD GPUs because they are the most popular accelerators
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**Algorithm 1:** Traverse-based Scheduling Policy

**Data:** g: DNN program represented with uOperator; D: accelerator

**Result:** uProgram

```python
1 Function Schedule(g, D, unit_level = NULL):
2     ulevel = unit_level, ulevel_max = D.unit_levels.size()-1, uProgs = [];
3     if g ∈ D.Operators and ulevel is NULL then
4         ulevel = 0;
5     if ulevel is NULL then
6         for op ∈ g.TopoSort() do
7             g.op, ulevel_op = Schedule(op, D, NULL);
8         uProgram_op = uProgs[-1];
9         ulevel_max = max(ulevel, uProgram_op, ulevel);
10        if ulevel < ulevel_max then
11            g.merge = uProgram_op.g + g.op;
12            Schedule(g.merge, D, ulevel);
13        if ulevel < ulevel_max then
14            uProgs[-1] = g.merge, uProgs[0];
15        ulevel = max(ulevel, ulevel_max);
16        continue;
17        uProgs.append(g.op, uProgs);
18     else
19         uProgs = g.uProgs;
20     if ulevel < ulevel_max then
21         for ulevel_op ∈ range(ulevel, ulevel_max) do
22             gProgram_op = ScheduleProgram(g, D, ulevel_op);
23         if gProgram_op is not NULL then
24             if Latency(gProgram_op) < Latency(gProgs) then
25                 uProgs = [gProgram_op];
26             ulevel = max(ulevel, ulevel_op);
27         g.uProgs = uProgs;
28     return g, ulevel;
29 Function ScheduleProgram(g, D, unit_level):
30     // g is a graph of operators in uTask representation or a control
31     // flow operation that the body has been scheduled
32     resource = GetResource(D, unit_level); // calculate resource
33     cfg = SetResource(D, unit_level, resource);
34     if g ∈ D.ControlFlow then
35         return ScheduleControlFlow(g, D, unit_level, cfg);
36     else
37         for op ∈ g.TopoSort() do
38             ScheduleOperator(op, D, unit_level, cfg);
39         return cfg, uProgs;
```

---

**Figure 8:** Parallel execution of recursive calls

(a) A tree structure recursion
(b) Schedule

8 parallel units

---

**Note:**
- The diagram shows a tree structure recursion with 8 parallel units. The scheduling timeline is indicated at the bottom. The nodes represent different computation units, and the edges represent dependencies between operations.
- The diagram illustrates how COCKTAILER can expose parallelism and optimize recursive calls by unrolling the recursion structure and scheduling the unrolled operations concurrently.
- The pseudocode for Schedule and ScheduleProgram functions is provided to demonstrate the implementation details, including the logic for scheduling tasks, handling recursion, and optimizing control flows.
for DNNs. In the rest of this section, we describe the details about implementing COCKTAILER for NVIDIA CUDA GPUs, and briefly describe our implementation on AMD GPUs. COCKTAILER can be ported to other accelerators if they align with the hardware abstraction described in §3 and expose APIs to control the units (e.g., Graphcore IPUs).

4.1 COCKTAILER on NVIDIA CUDA GPUs

As described in §3, an NVIDIA GPU can be abstracted as a 3-level hardware. COCKTAILER implements the ScheduleOperator interface on top of Rammer [28], AutoTVM [6], Ansor [53], Roller [57], and manually-implemented kernels. Specifically, COCKTAILER first obtains the source code of each dataflow operator on the given unit_level by choosing from existing manual implementations of simple operators like element-wise ones or by tuning the operator with AutoTVM, Ansor, or Roller. COCKTAILER then leverages Rammer to covert the data flow operators’ kernel source code to a uOperator with multiple uTasks. After that, COCKTAILER schedules the program and generates the kernel code for the control flow body.

4.1.1 Code Generation for Nested-uTask

Overall structure A list of uOperators inside a function will be scheduled to a uProgram with multiple Nested-uTasks. It will be converted to a function with pointers to the related tensors. Specifically, we use \((A \Rightarrow B \mid C)\) to represent a function with tensor \(A\) as input, tensor \(B\) as output, and tensor \(C\) as a buffer saving intermediate results. The function also accepts a uTask_id parameter for indexing the uTasks in the uProgram. Figure 9 provides an example Function-uProgram with a matmul uOperator implemented by 4 uTasks and a tanh uOperator implemented by 2 uTasks. This Function-uProgram contains 2 uTasks, each of which contains 2 matmul uTasks and 1 tanh uTasks in the body_uTasks with proper barrier inserted (line 5-8, 11-14). The barrier can be implemented by using CUDA Cooperative Groups [1] or extending a lock-free GPU synchronization technique [48].

Figure 9: Example of uTask

1 // y = matmul(x, w); out = tanh(y);
2 __device__ void UProg<NumUTask=2>(float* x,
3 \quad float* w => float* out | char* tmp, int id) {
4 \quad float* y = (float*)tmp;
5 \quad MatmulUOp.compute(x, w => y, id=0);
6 \quad MatmulUOp.compute(x, w => y, id=2);
7 \quad Barrier(blocks={0,1});
8 \quad TanhUOp.compute(y => out, id=0);
9 \quad } else if (id == 1) {
10 \quad float* y = (float*)tmp;
11 \quad MatmulUOp.compute(x, w => y, id=1);
12 \quad MatmulUOp.compute(x, w => y, id=3);
13 \quad Barrier(blocks={0,1});
14 \quad TanhUOp.compute(y => out, id=1);
15 \quad }
16 }

4.1.2 Code Generation for Loop-uTask

Overall structure Figure 10(a) shows a simplified RNN model. The Function-uProgram allocates the storage for Tensor y (line 4,10) and wraps the code with function name and signature (line 2). The __device__ function qualifier is used so that this function can be called by other uTasks. We will omit the uTask_id in the following sections and only show the generated code of one uTask inside the uOperator for brevity.

Block alignment One challenge of scheduling multiple DNN operators into a single GPU kernel comes from the variance of thread count inside each GPU block (blockDim). The blockDim of the kernel for a uProgram have to be set to the maximum blockDim of its uOperators, so that kernels with a large number of GPU blocks (gridDim) and small blockDim will execute inefficiently when they are scheduled into the same kernel of an operator with large blockDim. To address this problem, we re-implement the uOperators with configurable blockDim if possible (e.g., element-wise ones, reduction, and transpose). During schedule, COCKTAILER collects the fastest kernel of uOperators with predefined blockDim (e.g., matmul and convolution), and configures the blockDim of configurable uOperators to the maximum blockDim of the collected uOperators. If the blockDim of the collected uOperators varies greatly, COCKTAILER will leverage an extended Roller [57] to re-generate kernels with a fixed blockDim.

Register pressure The generated long-running GPU kernel may face register pressure. To alleviate this problem, COCKTAILER uses the profiling in §3.2 to detect performance drop due to register overflow and stop enlarhing the current kernel. For control flow graph with no back edges, COCKTAILER can also utilize the branch reclustering technique in §4.1.3 to both schedule the control flow to the accelerator side and reduce the kernel size.

(b) Loop-uTask for the RNN model

Figure 10: Example of Loop-uTask

1 for i in range(10):
2 \quad inpi = inpi[i]
3 \quad xi = matmul(inpi, wx)
4 \quad h = tanh(xi + h)
matmul, and fused add-tanh operations. This Loop-uProgram takes three input tensors named inp, wx, and b (h.in in Figure 10(b)), and produces an updated tensor h (h.out in Figure 10(b)). The generated code of each Loop-uTask contains a loop (line 4) and the uTasks (line 5-7) separated by barriers for synchronization across GPU blocks.

Memory management Different from existing DNN frameworks that allocate tensors at runtime, COCKTAILER needs to statically allocate tensor memory to execute the control flow operations on GPUs. The variables in the loop body can be divided into four categories: (1) constants (wx, inp); (2) intermediate results (inp1, x1); (3) iteration count (i); (4) loop-carried dependencies (h). All these variables are represented by pointers to the corresponding pre-allocated tensors and can be obtained from get_input_data. Specifically, the pointer to the constants are the corresponding function inputs, the intermediate results are allocated from a tmp buffer (line 2 in Figure 10(b)), and the pointer to the iteration count is &i. The pointers to the loop-carried dependencies are a little complex because the variable exists in both input tensors and output tensors of the Loop-uOperator. First, some CopyUOperators are inserted to copy the input tensors (h_in) to the corresponding output tensors (h_out). Then, the body_uTasks is generated via only visiting the output tensors. Additional CopyUOperators and dependencies between uOperators in the loop body are added to ensure the correctness of the overlapped input and output tensors.

4.1.3 Code Generation for Branch-uTask

Overall structure Figure 11(a) contains a DNN model with two branches, The then branch takes tensors x, w1, and w2 as inputs and produces tensors y and z; The else branch takes tensors x and b as inputs and produces tensor z. The input of the generated Branch-uProgram is the union of inputs of

```
1 if (cond):
2    tmpl = matmul(x, w1)
3    y = sigmoid(tmpl)
4    z = conv(y, w2)
5 else:
6    z = x + b
```

(a) A DNN model with branch

```
1 #device void BranchUProg(bool * cond, float * x, float * w1, float * w2, float * b, float * y_in => y_out; float * z_out | float * tmp) {
2    if (*cond) {
3        float *tmpl = tmp;
4        MatmulUOp(x, w1 => tmp); Barrier();
5        SigmoidUOp(tmp1 => y_out); Barrier();
6        ConvUOp(y_out, w2 => z_out);
7    } else {
8        AddUOp(x, b => z_out; // no Barrier
9        CopyUOp(y_in => y_out);
10    }
11 }
```

(b) Branch-uTask for the DNN model

Figure 11: Example of Branch-uTask

Figure 12: Optimize Branch-uProgram by branch reclustering the two branches as well as the cond tensor. The output is the union of the outputs of the two branches. If an output only exists in one branch, CopyUOperators will be added to the other branch to move the corresponding old value to the output tensor (line 9 of Figure 11(b)). The intermediate results are saved in tensors allocated from the tmp buffer. As only one branch may be executed in each run, the intermediate results of the two branches can use the same memory space.

Branch reclustering Scheduling a whole ControlFlow-uProgram to a single GPU kernel is not always the best choice because different operations prefer different GPU occupancy (number of threads concurrently executed on an SM). For example, matmul uses a large amount of shared memory and registers for saving the tiles, resulting in limited occupancy, while element-wise operations prefer large occupancy to improve memory bandwidth. COCKTAILER also tries to schedule a Branch-uProgram to multiple Branch-uPrograms with each Branch-uProgram containing uOperators with similar preferred occupancy and keeps the execution of branch condition on the GPU. The example model in Figure 12 contains limited-occupancy-uOperators matmul and conv (in green) and large-occupancy-uOperators sigmoid, add, and copy (in blue). These uOperators are scheduled into three Branch-uPrograms for limited occupancy, large occupancy, and limited occupancy, respectively. The two branches are co-scheduled so each GPU kernel can contain uOperators from both branches. This branch reclustering technique reduces the kernel size, thus can also alleviate register pressure of large GPU kernels.

4.1.4 Code Generation for uTask Reference

Overall structure uTask reference is a special case that calls a uTask defined in another uProgram. It is designed for recursions where a function may call its callers like Figure 13(a). To support recursion, the function declarations of all uPrograms whose uTasks are referenced by uTask references are generated at the start of the code (line 1 of Figure 13(b)). Then, all uPrograms generate their function definitions. The maximum stack depth of our recursion implementation cannot be increased at runtime, so users need to manually set a limit to the stack depth, or COCKTAILER will use all free memory to save the intermediate results in the call stack. The base
Each stack frame only consumes tens of bytes of memory, so function call inside the function. Instead of maintaining pro-
tion to simulate the update of the program counter. The labels
are placed at the start of the function and at the end of each
function call. Moreover, the same set of tensor
and the program counter of the current stack frame before
executing the control flow operations (C
operators are re-implemented due to the difference between CUDA and ROCm architectures.

5 Evaluation

Platform Our evaluation is on two accelerators: (1) NVIDIA Tesla V100-PCIE-32GB GPU with 2 Intel Xeon 5218 CPUs. The compiler is CUDA 11.5. (2) AMD Instinct MI100 GPU with 2 Intel Xeon 6338 CPUs. The compiler is ROCM 4.3.

Baselines We compare COCKTAILER with representative state-of-the-art deep learning frameworks including the most popular imperative framework PyTorch [36] v1.11 for CUDA and v1.10 for ROCM with TorchScript [3] enabled, the representative DAG-based framework TensorFlow v1.15 [4]. and JAX v0.3.20 [11] with just-in-time compilation (JIT) enabled. ROCM 5.3 is used in JAX due to compatibility problems. Note that the latest TensorFlow 2 is redesigned as an imperative framework like PyTorch and JAX, therefore we choose TensorFlow v1.15 to evaluate the DAG-based framework. We also create a baseline that accelerates each basic block of the DNN program with Rammer [28] and relies on PyTorch for executing the control flow operations (COCKTAILER\_BASE). COCKTAILER\_BASE uses the same kernel implementation of each operator and the same compilation passes excluding the control-flow-related ones as COCKTAILER.

Benchmarks Our evaluation includes a set of representative DNN models that covers typical architectures like CNN, RNN, and transformers, different application domains including CV, NLP, and speech, and different types of control flow operations including loops, branches, and recursions. LSTM [16] is a representative RNN model for NLP and speech, and has been manually optimized by both deep learning frameworks and libraries. We use the built-in LSTM operators when possible, which are linked to the manually optimized LSTM im-

---

### Table 1: Model configurations. BS refers to “batch size”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input shape</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>BS, 12, 64, 64</td>
<td>hidden 256, length 64, layer 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASGN</td>
<td>1000, BS, 256</td>
<td>hidden 256, length 1000, layer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>BS, 12, 64, 64</td>
<td>head 12, hidden 768, length 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>BS, 256</td>
<td>hidden 256, embed 3797 × 256, max length: 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockDrop</td>
<td>BS, 3, 24, 24</td>
<td>drop layers from ResNet-32, dataset: CIFAR-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkipNet</td>
<td>BS, 3, 24, 24</td>
<td>drop layers from ResNet-101, dataset: ImageNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAE</td>
<td>127, 512</td>
<td>hidden 512, dataset: Stanford Sentiment Treebank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

```python
1  def Recursion(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, root):
2      cond = is_leaf[root]
3      if cond:
4          output = inp[root]
5      else:
6          a = Recursion(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, l[root])
7          b = Recursion(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, r[root])
8          c = a + b
9          output = matmul(c, w)
10         return output
```

(a) A recursive model

```python
1  __device__ void RecursionUProg(float* l, float* r, bool* is_leaf, float* inp, float* w, int* root => float* output | char* tmp) {
2      if (*cond) {
3          GatherUOp(inp, root => output);
4      } else {
5          float* a = tmp, *b = tmp+256, *c = tmp+512;
6          RecursionUProg(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, l + (*root) => a | tmp + 768); Barrier();
7          RecursionUProg(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, r + (*root) => b | tmp + 768); Barrier();
8          AddUOp(a, b => c); Barrier();
9          MatmulUOp(c, w => output);
10     }
11  }
12  __device__ void BranchUProg(float* cond, float* l, float* r, bool* is_leaf, float* inp, float* w, int* root => float* output | char* tmp) {
13     if (*cond) {
14         GatherUOp(inp, root => output);
15     } else {
16         float* a = tmp, *b = tmp+256, *c = tmp+512;
17         RecursionUProg(l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, l + (*root) => a | tmp + 768); Barrier();
18         BranchUProg(cond, l, r, is_leaf, inp, w, root => output | tmp + 256);
19     }
```

(b) The generated code

Figure 13: Example of recursion with uTask reference case check is kept in the function body as a branch operation.

**Simulation of GPU stack** Though NVIDIA GPUs have the built-in support of recursion, the stack is slow and with very limited supported depth. The reason is that GPU needs to save the registers of all threads during function calls. However, in a DNN program, we only need to save the pointers to tensors and the program counter of the current stack frame before performing a function call. Moreover, the same set of tensor pointers are shared by multiple uTasks, and only a single copy needs to be saved. Therefore, we have the opportunity to reduce the size of saved information to both increase the stack depth and reduce the time for saving the stack frame.

To achieve this, COCKTAILER implements a stack in global memory to simulate the function call behavior. As it is dangerous to directly update the program counter, COCKTAILER choose to inline all uPrograms to a single function and use “goto” together with “labels” inserted into the inline function to simulate the update of the program counter. The labels are placed at the start of the function and at the end of each function call inside the function. Instead of maintaining program counters, the stack saves the label of each stack frame. Each stack frame only consumes tens of bytes of memory, so COCKTAILER can also save the stack in GPU shared memory to avoid the memory fence and inter-block barrier for maintaining a synchronized stack across different uTasks when possible.

**4.2 COCKTAILER on AMD ROCm GPUs**

AMD ROCm GPUs provide a HIP programming model [2], which is similar to CUDA and is compatible with most CUDA statements. Besides, AMD provides a hipify tool to convert a CUDA kernel to a HIP kernel. COCKTAILER first generates a CUDA kernel and then leverages the hipify tool to convert it to the HIP version. Some operators are re-implemented due to the difference between CUDA and ROCm architectures.
implementation in vendor libraries like cuDNN. NASRNN [58] is another RNN-based model created by network architecture search (NAS) that has not been manually optimized yet. Attention [43] is a widely used architecture in NLP and CV. We use an auto-regressive attention mechanism to continue sentences. The above three models contain loops with fixed iteration counts. Seq2seq [40] is a sequence-generation model that contains a while loop for continuously generating new tokens until an end-of-sequence (EOS) token is emitted or the maximum sequence length limit is reached. BlockDrop [47] and SkipNet [46] are two CNN-based CV models with branches for skipping some layers. Recursive Autoencoder (RAE) [39] is another RNN-based model created by network architecture search (NAS). BlockDrop and SkipNet drop some layers from ResNet with decisions generated at runtime. The NASRNN model and Seq2seq BS=64 when BS=1 and BS=64, respectively.

5.1 End-to-end Evaluation on NVIDIA GPU

Figure 14 shows the inference performance of COCKTAILER by comparing with TorchScript, TensorFlow, and JAX with JIT enabled. All three frameworks support control flow operations by executing them on CPU. Overall, COCKTAILER outperforms the best baseline in each model by 1.85× in geometric mean (up to 8.22×). Specifically, COCKTAILER outperforms TorchScript by 3.98× on average (up to 9.35×), TensorFlow by 18.45× on average (up to 196.85×), and JAX by 3.05× on average (up to 327.62×). The time for compiling each model (except kernel tuning by AutoTVM and Ansor) is several seconds to minutes.

Models with loops LSTM has been manually optimized by many frameworks and vendor libraries, and we use the fastest built-in implementation in the baselines. The core control flow operations of LSTM are two loops iterating over the input sequence and the layers respectively. TensorFlow and TorchScript use the manually-optimized LSTM in cuDNN library, while JAX loops over manually-optimized LSTM cell implementation. According to profiling, TensorFlow uses the persistent-RNN [8] to optimize the loop over the input sequence, but it does not accelerate the loop iterating over the layers. TensorFlow with BS=64, TorchScript, and JAX only optimizes the operators in one LSTM cell, and does not perform joint optimizations on LSTM cells in different iterations. Different from these systems, COCKTAILER fully unrolls the static loop over layers and unrolls some steps of the loop over inputs, so that it can expose a large set of operators to the data flow optimization passes and benefit from the inter-operator schedule of Rammer.

The computation of NASRNN and Attention has not been manually optimized. These frameworks optimize the basic block using only passes for compiling static data flow, and execute the loop on CPU. COCKTAILER performs some loop optimizations and schedules the loop to thread block level. With such optimizations, COCKTAILER achieves 2.10× on NASRNN model and 2.82× speedup on Attention model over the fastest baseline when BS=1. However, COCKTAILER only achieves 1.01× speedup over COCKTAILER BASE on Attention BS=64 because control flow only take a small portion of execution time when the body computation is large enough.

Seq2seq is implemented with a while loop, and existing frameworks need to copy the decision from the accelerator to the CPU to decide whether to continue the loop. By executing the loop on GPU, COCKTAILER can both use fewer kernels and avoid such synchronization. The speedup over the fastest baseline is 1.61× and 1.29× when BS=1 and BS=64, respectively.

Models with branches BlockDrop and SkipNet drop some layers from ResNet with decisions generated at runtime. The baselines need to copy the decision from GPU to CPU to decide whether to launch the next layer. COCKTAILER avoids such synchronized copy by scheduling the branch to block level for BlockDrop BS=1, and using branch re-clustering for BlockDrop BS=64 and SkipNet BS=1. COCKTAILER accelerates BlockDrop by 1.84× and 1.13× over the best baseline when BS=1 and BS=64, respectively, and accelerates SkipNet by 1.41×.
Figure 15: Control flow overhead of models with loops.

Model with recursion  RAE is a recursive model. TensorFlow does not support recursion. PyTorch and JAX can run this model in Python, resulting in poor performance. COCKTAILER schedules the recursion to block level with parallel execution and executes the recursive calls efficiently with the simulated stack, resulting in $9.35 \times$, $327.62 \times$, and $8.22 \times$ speedup over PyTorch, JAX, and COCKTAILER BASE respectively.

Discussion  Whether a model is control flow bound or data flow bound depends on the ratio of control flow computation and data flow computation. According to the evaluation among different models in Figure 14, it is clear that COCKTAILER can achieve higher speedup when model execution has more control flow computation, e.g., NASRNN, RAE. When the data flow occupies the most computation (e.g., Attention in BS=64), COCKTAILER can achieve similar performance with the fastest baseline.

5.2 Control Flow Overhead Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance degradation caused by control flow boundary in different systems when BS=1. The results are shown in Figure 15, 16, and 18. For each model, we choose an input with a typical execution trace of the dataset. We compare the real scenario that executes control flow at runtime to executing the traced computation graph with no control flow to evaluate the overhead. The traced graph baseline of COCKTAILER is compiled by Rammer with the same kernel implementations and compilation passes for data flow as COCKTAILER.

Models with loops  Figure 15 shows the control flow overhead of models with loops. The input data of LSTM, NASRNN, and Attention is a sequence with length provided in Table 1, and the input to Seq2seq generates a 10-token-sequence which is near to the average sequence length of the dataset.

For LSTM model, Rammer can explore the parallelism of data flow. For NASRNN, Attention, and Seq2seq models, COCKTAILER achieves 1.79x speedup. In SkipNet, the network for making the skip decision is heavier and the ratio of executed layers is larger, so the traced graph may take longer execution time than the original ResNet model. The slow execution of control flow makes the performance of cells in different steps if all steps are unrolled. The dynamic unrolling of COCKTAILER provides similar performance with Rammer, but can support dynamic step count. Other systems do not explore such parallelism and are slower than COCKTAILER. To expose the loop of TorchScript and TensorFlow, we do not use their cuDNN LSTM here.

For NASRNN, Attention, and Seq2seq models, COCKTAILER schedules the loop to thread block level with only one GPU kernel, and is faster than Rammer which uses a larger number of kernels. A similar phenomenon also appeared in the NASRNN model with JAX. JAX generates thousands of different kernels for execution the unrolled loop and is slower than looping over the NASRNN cell with 3 kernels for 1000 times. This indicates that an efficient implementation of control flow can sometimes be faster than running the unrolled data flow.

For Seq2seq model, TorchScript, TensorFlow, and JAX need to copy the decision back to CPU to decide whether to execute the next iteration of the while loop, causing a synchronization between CPU and GPU. Therefore, when control flow is used, the increase of execution time is larger than that of kernel time. COCKTAILER does not have such a problem because all control flow operations are executed on GPU.

Models with branches  Figure 16 shows the control flow overhead of models with branches. The two models skip some layers from a ResNet model, and we add a “no skip” which is a normal ResNet without skipping layers. The ratios of executed layers are 7/15 for BlockDrop and 23/33 for SkipNet, which are similar to the average ratio of the models respectively.

Due to the synchronization between CPU and GPU, the control flow operations of the baselines increase the execution time by at least 34% over the traced version for BlockDrop, while COCKTAILER only increases the execution time by 11%. Therefore, though more than half of the layers are skipped, the performance improvement of layer skipping compared with the original ResNet model is only at most $1.44 \times$ in the bases, while COCKTAILER achieves $1.79 \times$ speedup. In SkipNet, the network for making the skip decision is heavier and the ratio of executed layers is larger, so the traced graph may take longer execution time than the original ResNet model. The slow execution of control flow makes the performance of
this model even worse in baselines, while COCKTAILER can still provide reasonable performance.

Figure 17 shows the performance of BlockDrop and SkipNet at different ratios of executed layers. The results of JAX, the fastest baseline of the two models are also included. When the executed ratio is 0, the model executes all control flow operations but runs no layers, and COCKTAILER achieves 3.00× and 2.68× speedup over JAX on BlockDrop and SkipNet, respectively. This proves the low control flow overhead of COCKTAILER. In SkipNet, if the model is executed with JAX, the layer-skipping can improve the performance only when the ratio of executed layers is lower than 20%, while if executed with COCKTAILER, this ratio becomes about 65%.

Model with recursion Figure 18 shows the control flow overhead of the recursive RAE model. The input is a 65-node tree from the Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset. PyTorch and JAX can only execute the recursion in Python and the time is much longer than executing the traced graph. Rammer processes nodes without dependencies in parallel with a static schedule that only works for this tree, while COCKTAILER executes the model by control flow operations on the GPU side and only increases the time by 11%.

Discussion Compared with the traced graph baseline which removes all the control flow operations in the models and can be considered as the optimal status, COCKTAILER achieves similar performance. Besides, the overall latency of COCKTAILER is similar to the kernel time, which indicates that COCKTAILER can minimize the overheads introduced by control flow. Furthermore, the evaluations on BlockDrop and SkipNet show that COCKTAILER also enables scenarios like efficient computation by achieving real speedup. We hope COCKTAILER can provide more flexibility for algorithm researchers to design DNN architectures with control flow.

5.3 Breakdown of Optimizations

Figure 19(a) provides the breakdown of optimizations applied on models with loops. On average, scheduling the loop to block level provides 4.95× speedup over COCKTAILERBASE that executes the loop in PyTorch runtime. And applying the optimizations in §3.2, especially the dynamic loop unrolling further improves the performance of LSTM by 2.22× and Attention by 1.17×. In LSTM, the loop is re-scheduled to kernel level after loop unrolling.

Figure 19(b) provides the breakdown for models with branches. The branches of the two models are executed on GPU, with branch re-clustering used in SkipNet. The scheduling provides 3.01× and 1.38× speedup over COCKTAILERBASE on BlockDrop and SkipNet, and the optimizations further accelerate the two models by 1.21× and 1.02×.

Figure 19(c) shows the performance of the RAE model. Executing the recursion on GPU provides 3.54× speedup over COCKTAILERBASE. The simulation of stack using global memory and shared memory are 1.45× and 1.99× faster than using the built-in GPU stack. And the parallel scheduling of nPrograms further improves the performance by 1.17×.

5.4 End-to-end Evaluation on AMD GPU

Figure 20 compares TorchScript, TensorFlow, JAX with JIT enabled and COCKTAILER on AMD MI100 GPU with BS=1. COCKTAILER outperforms the three frameworks on all benchmarks by 2.97× over TorchScript on average (up to 5.86×), 21.28× over TensorFlow on average (up to 112.34×), and 3.22× over JAX on average (up to 272.63×).
6 Related Work

Supporting control flow in deep learning can be divided into two categories. The first one, represented by TensorFlow l.x [4] and TorchScript [36], executes control flow operations in the framework runtime on CPU. Control flow is implemented as special operators (NextIteration for loops [52], Switch for branches [52], and InvokeOp for recursions [19]) or instructions in the runtime. The second one, represented by Chainer [42], PyTorch [36], and JAX [11], leverages the runtime of general-purpose language like Python to support the control flow operations. The control flow operations are expressed with Python statements and executed by the Python interpreter. AutoGraph [31], Janus [18], and Terra [22] show that the control flow operations expressed by general-purpose languages can sometimes be converted to the control flow operators in the framework runtime. Despite different ways of supporting control flow, the control flow operations in these works can only be executed by CPU.

Some special forms of control flow have been deeply optimized. VersaPipe [55] optimized pipelines for general GPU programs. Cortex [10] provides interfaces to describe recursion with data patterns (i.e., the recursion tree structure). It assumes that the jump direction of all control flow only depends on the input recursion tree structure, so it does not apply to control flow depending on dynamically computed data, e.g., the while loop with unknown iteration count in Seq2seq [40], and the branches whose direction is decided at runtime in BlockDrop [47] and SkipNet [46]. COCKTAILER does not assume the availability of such tree structures and works on these models.

Past works on batching (e.g., DyNet [33], Cavs [49], Tensorflow Fold [27], BatchMaker [12], Program-counter-autobatching [37], and ORCA [51]) enable the parallelization in different control flow operations by introducing a scheduler to batch the ready-to-execute operators, which is another applicable approach and is complementary to COCKTAILER. Specifically, COCKTAILER can compile subgraphs of a model, and then batching can be applied to these subgraphs. Applying batching on the more coarse-grained subgraph granularity can also reduce the scheduling cost in the batching scheduling.

There are many deep learning compilers for optimizing a computation graph without control flow, including TVM [6], TASSO [20], Rammer [28], DNNFusion [35], PET [44], and AStitch [56]. These optimizations are compatible with COCKTAILER. COCKTAILER even enlarges their optimization scope because the boundary of control flow has been reduced. Compilation optimizations like function inline [5], loop unroll [9] have been introduced in general-purpose language compilers on CPU programs and have been implemented in COCKTAILER. COCKTAILER further introduces the new uTask abstraction to represent both data flow and control flow operations, which aligns with the parallelism of hardware accelerators, enabling analyzing and optimizing both data flow and control flow computation over heterogeneous accelerators (i.e., GPU). To scale DNN models on distributed architectures, frameworks and compilers like Tofu [45], FlexFlow [21], GSPMD [50], PipeDream [32], Tutel [17], FasterMOE [14], FlexMoE [34], BaGuLu [29], Alpa [54] and SuperScaler [25] parallelize the execution of deep learning models across multiple hardware devices, but only focus on models with static architectures or specific types of dynamic models (e.g., Mixture-of-Experts [30]). COCKTAILER exposes the parallelism of control flow operations, which can be leveraged to support dynamic models over distributed devices.

7 Conclusion

DNN frameworks and compilers suffer from performance issues when supporting sophisticated dynamic DNN models. The parallelism mismatch between control flow and data flow results in separate execution of DNNs on the CPU and accelerator, causing not only overheads but also missed optimization opportunities. COCKTAILER supports sophisticated DNN models by co-scheduling the execution of control flow and data flow that (1) provides the fine-grained uTask abstraction for control flow and data flow in DNN programs to open a holistic scheduling space on hardware accelerators; (2) designs the scheduling mechanism and a heuristic policy to exploit this scheduling space; (3) provides control flow optimizations in both scheduling and code generation. Evaluations demonstrate that COCKTAILER significantly outperforms state-of-the-arts on sophisticated DNN models. By enabling the co-optimizing of control flow and data flow in a single space, COCKTAILER positions itself as a new enhancement to the deep learning infrastructure.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
This artifact helps to reproduce the results of OSDI’23 paper: COCKTAILER: Analyzing and Optimizing Dynamic Control Flow in Deep Learning.

Usage
The input of COCKTAILER is a PyTorch program. COCKTAILER exports the PyTorch program to ONNX format with ONNX loop and branch operators as well as an extended invoke operator for recursion. Then COCKTAILER generates the code with optimizations described in the paper and wraps the code to a PyTorch custom operator for execution.

Scope
The artifact can be used to reproduce the experiments of the paper, including the end-to-end comparison (Figure 14 and 20), control flow overhead analysis (Figure 2, 15, 16, and 18), performance of different ratio of executed layers (Figure 17), and breakdown of optimizations (Figure 19).

Contents
This artifact includes the code of COCKTAILER, input data of experiments, a guide for setting up the environment of the experiments, and scripts for running the experiments. It helps to reproduce the following Figures:
- Figure 2: Control flow overhead in JAX
- Figure 14: End-to-end DNN inference on NVIDIA V100 GPU
- Figure 15: Control flow overhead of models with loops
- Figure 16: Control flow overhead of models with branches
- Figure 17: Different ratio of executed layers
- Figure 18: Control flow overhead of RAE with recursion
- Figure 19: Breakdown of models with BS=1
- Figure 20: End-to-end DNN inference on AMD MI100 GPU with BS=1

Hosting
The main contents of COCKTAILER are hosted at https://github.com/microsoft/nnfusion/tree/cocktailer_artifact/artifacts, branch cocktailer_artifact.

Requirements
This artifact needs two machines:
- a machine with 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs, with NVIDIA driver properly installed. Users can either follow the installation guide to setup the software environment or install the NVIDIA Container Toolkit to reproduce the results within the docker provided by the artifact.
- a machine with 1 AMD MI100 GPU, with ROCm driver and docker properly installed. Users can then reproduce the results within the dockers provided by the artifact.
**Abstract**

With the growing demand for processing higher fidelity data and the use of faster computing cores in newer hardware accelerators, modern deep neural networks (DNNs) are becoming increasingly memory intensive. A disparity between underutilized computing cores and saturated memory bandwidth has been observed in various popular DNN models. This inefficiency is caused by both the conventional treatment of DNNs as compute-intensive workloads and the lack of holistic memory access optimization in DNN models.

In this paper, we introduce WELDER, a deep learning compiler that optimizes the execution efficiency from a holistic memory access perspective. The core of WELDER is tile-graph, an abstraction that facilitates fine-grained data management at tile level. By leveraging the observation of optimization independence across memory layers, WELDER is able to decompose the whole combinatorial DNN optimization space into several independent ones and effectively trade off between intra- and inter-operator data reuse using a tile traffic-based cost model. This allows WELDER to unify previous ad-hoc memory optimizations into a single space, generate efficient execution plans with 89 more optimization patterns, and outperform state-of-the-art solutions significantly. WELDER is also able to handle DNN models with arbitrarily large input by combining the existing accelerator memory and host memory as a whole system.

**1 Introduction**

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been used in a wide range of tasks like vision and language analysis and synthesis. Conventional wisdom treats DNNs as compute-intensive workloads. A DNN model is often defined as a dataflow graph (DFG), where each node represents a compute-intensive operator (e.g., matrix multiplication). These operators are offloaded to modern accelerators with massive parallel computing cores, such as GPUs and TPUs [23], to speed up computation. To utilize accelerators efficiently, DNN frameworks and compilers explore various optimization techniques, such as code specialization [15,50,52] and operator fusion [15,31]. Although these computation centric optimizations are shown effective for classic DNN models, we observe that modern DNNs are becoming increasingly memory intensive. Our profiling on a range of state-of-the-art DNN models reveals that the bottleneck of the end-to-end DNN computation is mostly on GPU memory. The memory bandwidth utilization can be as high as 96.7% while the average utilization of computing cores is only 51.6% ($\S$2). Moreover, we observe the disparity between the underutilized cores and the saturated memory bandwidth could become even larger with the evolution of both hardware and DNN models. Modern models are processing higher fidelity data, e.g., larger images, longer sentences, high-definition graphics, which consume more memory bandwidth in the computation. Furthermore, the faster computing cores (e.g., TensorCore [6]) impose an even greater pressure on memory.

Optimizing memory intensive DNN workloads is challenging as it requires improving the sophisticated data access and reuse patterns across multiple memory layers (e.g., GPU DRAM and shared memory). From the memory perspective, DNN computation comprises of a repetitive process for each operator to 1) load input tensors across memory hierarchy, 2) compute at the cores, and 3) store the resulting tensors across memory hierarchy. To derive a good data access pattern, it requires a careful calculation of the size of tile, a partition of a tensor, along each tile dimension. Such a tiling strategy is already difficult to obtain in existing practice [5,50,52]. As a further complication, due to the different algorithmic semantics, each operator may require a different data access patterns. Such diversity across operators makes inter-operator data reuse especially challenging, and often infeasible. If the derived tile shape of an operator at a certain memory layer does not match that of a downstream operator, it is difficult to reuse the tile at that layer. Consequently, existing approaches either focus on intra-operator optimization and leave all inter-operator intermediate tensors in the lowest memory layer.
(e.g., GPU memory), or rely on rule-based operator fusions to alleviate the inter-operator memory overhead. These rules are only applicable for specific operator combinations (e.g., register fusion for element-wise operators \cite{10, 13, 15}, shared memory fusion for a limited set of operator types \cite{51}) and can be suboptimal when having different input sizes or running on different hardware configurations.

In this paper, we introduce WELDER, a deep learning compiler that holistically optimizes memory access for end-to-end DNN models consisting of general operators. The design of WELDER is based on three key observations. First, to resolve potential tile shape conflicts between two adjacent operators, we observe that their aligned tile shape can be automatically inferred by propagating an output tile shape from back to front, given that the computing logic in each operator can be accurately preserved (e.g., through the tensor expression). Second, to decide which tile shape will lead to better performance, by enforcing the computation pattern to be aligned with hardware feature (e.g., TensorCore), we can just minimize the data traffic across all memory layers. Given the operators with aligned tile configuration, we notice that their data traffic can be easily modeled based on their input/output tile sizes and the input/output tensor shapes. Finally, when considering the whole memory hierarchy, we observe that the optimization of memory traffic is inherently independent across memory layers, i.e., inter-layer independence. Particularly, the above traffic model is determined only by the tile configuration at the memory layer of interest. These observations allow us to optimize the whole space with an effective process: starting from aligning two adjacent operators at independent memory layers, deciding their optimal tiling size at the right memory layer guided by traffic costs, and expanding the optimization to include further operators.

WELDER incorporates these insights into a new DNN compiler design. First, to facilitate fine-grained data management, WELDER proposes tile-graph, a tile-level data-flow graph to model DNN computation. Each node in the graph processes one data tile of a tensor at a time. To map DNN computation to a multi-layered memory hierarchy, WELDER allows the control of each node’s data tile size and the desired memory layer to reuse the data tile between two nodes. Specifically, WELDER provides a SetConnect interface to set the data reuse layer for each edge and a Propagate interface to infer the tile configurations within a group of connected nodes. Second, to efficiently optimize the tile level data-flow scheduling holistically, WELDER exploits the inter-layer independence properties in the data-flow computation to decouple the optimization space into multiple sub-spaces. Based on this, WELDER proposes a two-layered scheduling policy that enumerates different memory connection options for each edge and decides on an efficient tile configuration for each sub-space guided by the traffic cost model. Finally, the optimized execution plan is mapped to executable code for a specific hardware accelerator through four abstracted computing interfaces defined in the hardware layer: Allocate, LoadTiles, ComputeTile, and StoreTiles.

With the tile level holistic data-flow scheduling, WELDER is the first to unify all common operator fusions (e.g., register-based element-wise fusion, shared-memory fusion, etc.) into a single framework. This generality allows WELDER to find 89 uncommon operator fusion patterns automatically that are mostly unexplored by existing rule-based approaches (§5.2).

Interestingly, our approach can easily support new requirements for handling DNN models with arbitrarily large input (e.g., high-resolution images), where even a single operator may be too large to fit in the GPU memory. Specifically, by extending the current memory hierarchy with additional layers (e.g., host memory), WELDER can generate an optimized execution plan across the combined hierarchy of host and device memory.

We have implemented WELDER on top of TVM \cite{15}, Rammer \cite{31} and Roller \cite{52}. Our evaluation is conducted on 10 state-of-the-art DNN models covering both classic and recent model structures for various tasks including vision, NLP, 3D-graphics, etc. The evaluation results show that WELDER significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art DNN framework and compilers like PyTorch, ONNXRuntime, and Anser on both NVIDIA and AMD GPUs, with up to 21.4×, 8.7×, 2.8× speedups, respectively. WELDER’s automatic optimization even outperforms TensorRT \cite{7} and Faster Transformer \cite{2}, which are a highly optimized handcrafted DNN inference library and a model-specific implementation from NVIDIA, with up to 3.0× and 1.7× speedups. Furthermore, when running these models on hardware with faster computing cores such as TensorCore, we observe a larger improvement in performance, highlighting the importance of memory optimization for future AI accelerators.

2 Motivation

Modern DNNs are memory-bounded. Figure 1 presents the average GPU utilization, including both computational FLOPS and global memory throughput, for a representative DNN benchmark running with ONNXRuntime \cite{8}. As shown, the average computation utilization is only 51.6% while memory utilization is 96.7%. When examining the model types, we find that ResNet and BERT, which are dominated by convolution and matrix multiplication operators and can achieve relatively high computation utilization (e.g., >80%), are two representative classical models. However, the remaining models, which are popular models proposed in recent years, exhibit low computation efficiency due to introducing more memory-intensive patterns beyond compute-intensive operators. Additionally, we observe that the new DNN models often have a higher ratio of memory store traffic to load traffic compared to classical models. The primary reason is these models tend to process high-fidelity data and generate large activations across layers. However, current systems such
as ONNXRuntime have limited optimizations for reducing inter-operator traffic. This indicates that these models will frequently exchange large intermediate data across operators through global memory. The results highlight the need for optimizing memory access efficiency across operators.

**Conflicted intra- and inter-operator data reuse patterns.** Optimizing intra-operator and inter-operator data reuse simultaneously is challenging. An operator is often implemented as nested multi-level loops over all tensor dimensions. Within the operator, the data reuse across multiple memory layers are often implicitly optimized using sophisticated loop tiling techniques [5, 50, 52]. We consider a typical pattern of two consecutive operators, i.e., Matmul and Softmax. When the two operators are optimized independently, their optimal tile sizes in shared memory are different, e.g., [32 × 64] for Matmul and [4 × 128] for Softmax. As a result, Softmax is unable to reuse the intermediate data from Matmul in shared memory, leading to a total latency of 0.36ms, as shown in Figure 2. However, if we force them to take into account both intra- and inter-operator data reuse, the fused operator latency can be reduced to 0.29ms, achieving a 1.26x speedup. Upon examining their aligned tile size (i.e., [16 × 128]), we observe that both operators sacrifice their own efficiency (e.g., with 15% and 4% performance degradation when running separately, due to suboptimal data tile for intra-operator data reuse) in favor of overall efficiency. This demonstrates the need for an efficient data reuse solution across intra-operator and inter-operator to optimize memory access holistically.

**Key observations.** Through a further analysis on the example in Figure 2, we have identified three key observations. First, an aligned tile configuration across operators can be deduced based on a chain of shape inference starting from an output tile shape. For example, if we want to compute a [4 × 128] output tile of Softmax, based on its computing logic (e.g., tensor expression), we can deduce that its dependent input tile shape is also [4 × 128]. Then, by using [4 × 128] as the output tile of Matmul, we can further deduce that input tile shapes of Matmul will be [4 × k] and [k × 128], where k is an reduction size that can be set as any number not exceeding the reduction dimension size of the Matmul. In this way, the two operators can be fused by reusing the intermediate data tile ([4 × 128]) in shared memory.

Second, given the aligned tile configuration and the original tensor shapes, the total memory traffic can be easily derived analytically. In this example, the Matmul takes input tensors A in shape [98304 × 64] and B in [64 × 128] respectively, and an output tensor C in [98304 × 128]. The Softmax then takes C as input and produces an output tensor D in the same shape. Input tensors A, B, and the output tensor D are in global memory. Given these shapes, we can first calculate the memory traffic when computing a single output tile (i.e., [4 × 128]) of tensor D. To do so, it will first load a tile of shape [4 × k] from tensor A and a [k × 128] tile from tensor B for Matmul, and then the intermediate tile [4 × 128] will be consumed by Softmax in shared memory, and write a tile of shape [4 × 128] to tensor D, where the k can be replaced as 64 given the input tensor shape of [98304 × 64]. Thus, the total traffic incurred in global memory for an individual output tile is 35KB ((4*64+64*128+4*128)*4Bytes(FP32)), where the traffic of the intermediate tile [4 × 128] is saved due to data reuse in shared memory. To compute the full output tensor D, a total of 24,576 such computations are required (i.e., (98304*128)/(4*128)), resulting in a total global memory traffic of 840MB (i.e., 24,576*35KB). Interestingly, changing the output tile to [16 × 128] will reduce the total traffic to only 264MB, following the same calculation.

Finally, our traffic-cost calculation is only determined by the tile configuration at the memory layer of interest, e.g., the output tile shapes of [4 × 128] or [16 × 128] in shared memory, once the tensor shapes are specified. This allows us to choose the tile size for each layer independently in order to optimize the traffic cost from the lower memory layers.

These observations together provide us an effective way to optimize memory access holistically, i.e., aligning a group of adjacent operators through an output tile shape, deciding on the best tile shape based on memory traffic, and optimizing for each memory layer independently. In this way, WELDER is able to change the original coarse-grained inter-operator dependency into a more fine-grained tile-level dependency, which essentially removes some false barriers between operators and enables more concurrency.

### 3 WELDER Design

The observations in §2 motivate WELDER, a deep learning compiler that aims to improve the performance of modern DNNs in a holistic memory access scheduling space. Figure 3 shows the system overview. WELDER takes a full DNN model as input and converts it into a data-flow graph of tile-based...
computing tasks (i.e., \textit{operator-tiles}), which is called tile-graph (§3.1). A tile-graph provides fine-grained control over data tile configurations and memory placement. Given a tile-graph, WELDER resolves the intra-operator and inter-operator data-reuse conflicts through a "first-connect-then-schedule" approach: it first assumes two adjacent operators can reuse data tile at a certain memory layer (i.e., connect), and then derives the best common tile shape to see if the total memory traffic can be reduced. To facilitate this goal, WELDER provides two tile-graph scheduling interfaces: SetConnect and Propagate (for the chain of shape inference). Based on this, we propose a two-step scheduling algorithm, i.e., \textit{graph connecting} and \textit{sub-graph scheduling}, to recursively decide an efficient tile-graph execution plan for multiple memory layers, known as a \textit{hierarchical tile-graph} (§3.2). Finally, this plan is then mapped to an executable code for a specific hardware accelerator using four abstracted computing interfaces defined in the hardware layer, i.e., Allocate, LoadTiles, ComputeTile, and StoreTiles (§3.3). The memory specification of the abstracted accelerator is used by the tile-graph scheduling layer to guide the optimization process.

### 3.1 Operator-tile and Tile-graph

WELDER defines DNN computation in a fixed-grained task granularity named \textit{operator-tile}. A DNN operator, such as convolution, can be implemented as multiple homogeneous operator-tiles, which are executed either in a streaming or parallel manner to compute all the data tiles in the output tensors [31]. Each operator-tile takes as input a data tile sliced from the input tensors and computes a data tile in the output tensors, with the computing logic described by an index-based tensor expression [15]. Figure 4(a) and (b) shows examples of operator-tiles for \texttt{Conv} and \texttt{MaxPool}, where the \texttt{Conv} operator computes a $[1 \times 1 \times C]$ data tile by taking a $[3 \times 3 \times C]$ data tile as input, and the \texttt{MaxPool} operator takes an input tile of $[2 \times 2 \times F]$ and computes an output tile of $[1 \times 1 \times F]$.

To improve the utilization of hierarchical memory re-

sources, such as the shared memory, WELDER allows two adjacent operator-tiles to be "connected" through a common intermediate data tile, also known as a \textit{reuse-tile}. This allows the second operator-tile to consume the data produced by the first operator-tile directly, without the need to materialize it into a full intermediate tensor. Figure 4(c) illustrates an example of this connection between two operator-tiles for \texttt{Conv} and \texttt{MaxPool}, using a $[2 \times 2 \times F]$ reuse-tile. Multiple operator-tiles can be connected along each adjacent edge to form a data flow graph of operator-tiles, known as a \textit{tile-graph}.

#### Tile propagation.

Once connected, most tiles in a tile-graph are correlated, which can be automatically inferred by propagating an output tile shape to the entire graph. This is achieved by using a chain of shape inferences from the output nodes to the inputs. For each operator-tile, the dependent region of the input tensor can be accurately determined by analyzing its tensor expression and output tile size. In cases where the input region may contain irregular patterns such as sparse or noncontinuous access (e.g., Gather or Convolution with strides), our expression analysis provides a conservative upper bound as the input tile shape. If the tile-graph has multiple output nodes, their output shapes may also be correlated, as they may share a common ancestor node in the graph. In this case, after propagating the first output tile, we propagate separate shapes for the remaining output nodes, aligning them with the first one. If there is an inconsistent tile shape between the two propagations, we do not connect the latter output node to the current graph.

#### Memory traffic and footprint.

After the tile propagation, the memory traffic and footprint of a tile-graph can be determined. First, the memory traffic for an individual tile-graph can be calculated by summing its input and output tile sizes. The total traffic is obtained through further multiplying this value by the number of tile-graphs needed to compute the full output tensor (e.g., through dividing the tensor size by the output tile size). Second, the minimum memory footprint for the tile-graph can be calculated using a memory allocation algorithm (e.g., bestfit [19]) by allocating all data tiles in a topological order. As a footprint optimization, input tiles that contain reduction axes can be further partitioned into smaller.
ones, which can be loaded and consumed sequentially by accumulating their results to the output tile. Specifically, a particular policy can automatically try different tiling sizes along the reduction axes during the tile propagation.

### 3.2 Tile-graph Scheduling

To map a DNN model represented by an initial data flow graph to an accelerator, we can recursively partition each operator into multiple operator-tiles to fit within each memory layer, and connect operator-tiles at higher memory layers to exploit inter-operator data reuse. As a result, an entire DNN computation can be modeled as a data streaming pipeline over a two-dimensional space, with data tiles moving up and down the memory hierarchy vertically and being passed to successor operators at different layers horizontally.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of mapping three consecutive operators (Conv, ReLU, and MaxPool) to a three-layered memory hierarchy (e.g., from L2 to L0). The input tile of the Conv operator is repeatedly loaded from L2 to L1 and then L0 for computation. By connecting the Conv and ReLU operators at L0, the output of the Conv operator can be reused as the input for the ReLU operator, and the two operators form a tile-graph at L0. At the same time, they are consolidated into a virtual node (i.e., Conv+ReLU) in L1. The output of the ReLU is then continuously spilled into the data tile at L1 and reused as the input for the MaxPool, through further connection at L1. This allows all three operators to form a single tile-graph at the L1 layer, resulting in the virtual node Conv+ReLU+MaxPool in L2. After this recursive process, all operators are connected at the lowest layer as a single tile-graph.

**Decoupling optimization space.** Given the observation that DNN computation is mostly memory-bounded, our major optimization goal of the data streaming pipeline can be transformed to minimizing the memory traffic. This allows us to decompose the whole optimization space into several sub-spaces by leveraging the inherent independence of optimizing

![Figure 5: Map three consecutive operators to a three-layer memory hierarchy (the weight of Conv is omitted).](image)

![Figure 6: The scheduling interface in WELDER](image)
Functionalities in a memory layer

```plaintext
Func GraphConnecting(g: Graph, d: Device):
    for node : TopologySort(g.nodes()):
        for edge : node.out_edges() do
            for level : d.MemLevels() do
                SetConnect(edge, level);
                s = ExtractSubgraph(node, 0);
                configs = SubGraphTiling(s, 0, tensor_shapes);
                if t = Min(d.Profile(configs)) < best_latency
                    best_latency = t;
                    best_level = level;
                end
                SetConnect(edge, best_level);
            end
        end
    end

Func SubGraphTiling(g: Graph, level: Memory, c: Config):
    configs = PriorityQueue();
    for subtile : EnumerateSubtiles(g, c) do
        if MemFootprint(g) > level.capacity
            continue;
        end
        configs.push(config, priority=MemTraffic(g));
    end
    results = Dict();
    for config : TopK(configs, k) do
        // return empty sub-graph if top level is exit recursion
        subgraphs = unique([ExtractSubgraph(node, level+1) for node in g.nodes()]);
        for subgraph : subgraphs do
            subgraph_configs = SubGraphTiling(subgraph, level+1, config);
            results[config].append(subgraph_configs);
        end
    end
    return subgraphs;

Func ExtractSubgraph(node: Node, level: Memory):
    nodes = Set();
    for edge : node.InOutEdges() do
        if edge.connect_level > level
            nodes.insert(ExtractSubgraph(edge.node, level));
        end
    end
    return SubGraph(nodes);
```

Figure 7: Two-step tile-graph scheduling algorithm.

footprint and the total traffic of a tile-graph, which serve as our cost models to guide the scheduling.

**Scheduling policy.** WELDER adopts a two-step scheduling algorithm to optimize data flow computation effectively. Specifically, a *graph-connecting scheduler* first enumerates different graph connecting plans by setting different memory reuse levels for each edge, and then a *sub-graph scheduler* quickly searches for efficient tile configurations for each sub-graph decoupled by the graph-connecting scheduler. Figure 7 shows the two-step scheduling algorithm in WELDER. First, given a DNN data flow graph $g$ and an accelerator device $d$, the graph-connecting scheduler enumerates all graph nodes and their output edges in a topological order (line 1-3). For each edge, WELDER tries different connection levels (e.g., using the `SetConnect` interface) (line 5). It then extracts the connected sub-graphs where all edges have connection levels higher than 0. Here, we use the number 0 to represent the lowest memory level, and larger numbers for higher levels. The `ExtractSubgraph` function is implemented in line 26-31. For the extracted sub-graph, WELDER calls the `SubGraphTiling` function to get several efficient tile configurations and chooses the optimal one by profiling on the hardware (line 7-10). After comparing with all other connection levels, WELDER sets the best connection level for the current edge.

Then, the sub-graph scheduler (i.e., the `SubGraphTiling` function) takes as input a sub-graph and the last level tile configuration and searches for efficient tile configurations for the current level. First, WELDER enumerates the tile sizes (i.e., `EnumerateSubtiles` in line 14) for output dimensions using a tile shape expanding approach similar to Roller [52], which enlarges initial tile shape (e.g., size of 1) towards the shapes that can reduce total traffic and align with hardware features. After getting the output tile shapes, we can infer the complete tile configuration using the `Propagate` interface and check if it exceeds the memory capacity using the `MemFootprint` interface, or appends it to a sorted result list with the memory traffic as the key (e.g., using the `MemTraffic` interface) (line 15-18). Finally, we choose the top $K$ configurations with the least memory traffic for the current level, and then extract the upper-level sub-graphs and decide their best tile configurations recursively by calling `ExtractSubgraph` and `SubGraphTiling` (line 20-24).

Table 1: Device interfaces in abstracted hardware accelerator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocate</td>
<td>Allocate workspace in a memory layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoadTiles</td>
<td>Load input tiles from lower memory layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComputeTile</td>
<td>Compute an operator-tile at the top layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StoreTiles</td>
<td>Store result tiles back to lower memory layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemLevels</td>
<td>Query memory hierarchy configurations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that WELDER has no assumption on the memory size on different memory hierarchies, as our scheduling policy can always try its best to determine the optimal layer and tile size to place intermediate data, so as to minimize the overall latency. While WELDER always favors hardware with large higher-level fast memory (e.g., shared memory) that can hold a sufficiently large intermediate data tile, because too small tile sizes could lead to worse intra-operator data reuse. The scheduling result of a data flow graph in WELDER is a *hierarchical tile-graph*, which starts as a full graph at the lowest memory level and is recursively split into several sub-graphs in the upper layers, all the way to the top level.

### 3.3 Mapping to Hardware Accelerator

The hierarchical tile-graph generated by WELDER is an abstracted execution plan that can be mapped to an executable code for a specific hardware accelerator. To facilitate this mapping, WELDER provides an abstracted accelerator device with hierarchical memory layers. The memory configura-
orts, such as the number of layers, memory capacity, and transaction width of each layer, can be obtained through a MemLevels interface (e.g., used in Figure 7). With this abstracted memory layer, it is easy to extend an existing accelerator with additional memory layers (e.g., host memory or SSD) as a new device, allowing it to handle very large tensors that may not fit in the single device memory ($5.4$ for more details). WELDER’s performance gain mainly comes from the bandwidth gap between memory layers. Thus, as long as a lower-level memory becomes the bottleneck and a high-level memory can hold the intermediate data tile, WELDER can automatically pipeline the inter-operator data transfer on the faster, high-level memory.

In order to execute a hierarchical tile-graph on a hardware accelerator, WELDER provides four computing interfaces: Allocate, LoadTiles, ComputeTile, and StoreTiles (listed in Table 1). The routine for executing a hierarchical tile-graph using these interfaces is shown in Figure 8. The process starts by executing the bottom-layer tile-graph (i.e., the full DNN graph). For each tile-graph, it first allocates the necessary workspace in the corresponding memory layer (using the Allocate interface) and loads the input tiles into this space (LoadTiles). Then, it executes all the nodes in the sub-graph in a topological order. If the current memory layer is the top level, the node is executed directly in the computing cores (ComputeTile). Otherwise, the execution of the upper-level tile-graph is called recursively. Finally, the result tiles in the current space are stored in the lower memory layer (StoreTiles). This execution routine can be used as both a code generation process or a runtime process, depending on whether a specific accelerator implements these computing interfaces as code emitters or executable function calls. In WELDER, they are currently implemented as code emitters to generate the accelerator-specific computing logic. By executing this recursive routine, the entire hierarchical tile-graph is unrolled and a full-model computation program with all the necessary optimizations is generated automatically.

4 Implementation

WELDER is implemented based on open-source DNN compilers, TVM [15], Roller [52] and Rammer [31]. It leverages TVM for writing kernel schedule, Roller for enumerating efficient tile configurations, and Rammer for the end-to-end graph optimization. WELDER’s core mechanisms, including the tile-graph, tile propagation, scheduling algorithm, code generation, etc., are implemented in 5.2k lines of code. WELDER takes an ONNX graph as input and performs common graph optimizations such as constant folding and simple element-wise fusion. It then converts the optimized graph into a tile-graph for holistic memory scheduling optimization. WELDER is implemented on both CUDA and ROCm GPUs, and GraphCore IPU through the unified device interface (Table 1). For CUDA and ROCm GPUs, WELDER schedules data tiles on three memory layers: global memory (DRAM), shared memory, and register. To handle large images on CUDA GPUs and GraphCore IPU, we also extend their device memory by adding a host memory layer.

4.1 Hardware-aligned Tile Search

Enumerate efficient data tile size. WELDER takes into account several hardware-related factors that could impact the data access efficiency by introducing a penalty factor to the traffic cost model. First, if there is uncoalesced memory access, the total memory traffic will include the additional transactions required for these accesses. For instance, in CUDA GPUs, it is always preferable to use coalesced memory access for a contiguous 128 bytes of data (one transaction). Second, when there is insufficient parallelism due to a large tile size, the memory traffic is increased proportionally based on the utilization percentage of the computing cores. Finally, we add an infinite penalty if the total memory footprint of a given tile configuration exceeds the memory capacity. To avoid enumerating inefficient candidates, WELDER searches for output tiles by only enumerating the dimensions that can reduce traffic the most according to the cost model, and retrieves only top $k$ candidates with the minimum traffic.

Decide aligned computation parallelism. In GPUs, the top-level operator-tiles that are executed in the same thread-blocks must agree on a unified block size (e.g., number of threads). To ensure this alignment, WELDER first enforces sufficient parallel tiles at the register level to align with the hardware parallelism (i.e., by enumerating hardware-aligned tiles). For example, in NVIDIA V100 GPUs, the tile number should be greater than 128, as each SM has 4 warp schedulers and each warp has 32 threads. We then determine the greatest common divisor among the tile numbers of all operators as the common thread-block size, if it is larger than the hardware parallelism (e.g., 128) and less than the maximum limitation (e.g., 1024). Otherwise, we set the block size to a number

```c
void ExecuteGraph(TileGraph g, MemLevel level, void *in, void *out) {
  void *mem = Allocate(g.MemFootprint(), level);
  LoadTiles(in, mem);
  for (auto n : g.nodes())
    if (level == MemLevel.top) 
      ComputeTile(n, mem.in[n], mem.out[n]);
    else 
      ExecuteGraph(n.TileGraph(), level+1, mem.in[n], mem.out[n]);
  StoreTiles(mem, out);
} // execute a full DNN graph at memory level 0
ExecuteGraph(graph, 0, inputs, outputs);
```

Figure 8: Compilation routine of hierarchical tile-graph.
that equals the hardware parallelism. Once the block size is decided, we bind all operator-tiles at the register level to these threads. If a single thread needs to run multiple tiles, we use TVM’s virtual thread to bind them, thus allowing concurrent data access over all memory banks and avoiding bank conflicts.

**Support TensorCore.** WELDER leverages TensorCore to accelerate certain operators such as GEMM, BatchMatmul, and Convolution (using implicit GEMM [28]) on CUDA GPUs. We add annotations to these operators indicating which axes will be bound to CUDA’s Warp-Level Matrix Operations. For top-level operator tiles, we bind them to warps (instead of threads) to perform MMA operations. Additionally, we introduce some extra constraints when enumerating tile sizes, such as ensuring that the number of threads is an integral multiple of the warp size and that the axes (M, N, and K) in each tile are an integral multiple of the fragment size of the MMA operations.

### 4.2 Code Generation and Compilation

WELDER’s kernel generation is based on TVM. In particular, the register level tile connection is implemented using TVM’s `compute_inline` schedule primitive. For shared memory level connection, we only use TVM to generate standalone kernels for each connected part above the shared memory, and then apply several additional passes to compose these standalone kernels into a single fused kernel.

**Load/store rewriting.** The standalone kernels generated by TVM load and store data from global memory. We rewrite these global memory accesses to shared memory accesses by adding an additional TIR [11] pass to TVM’s lowering procedure. Additionally, we add memory fences to prevent race conditions and apply padding to handle bank conflicts in the buffers. As a result, the original global kernel can be transformed into a device function, which is included in the final fused kernel.

**Block/thread index remapping.** Some operators cannot be directly connected to others and require remapping of their `threadIdx` values. The `threadIdx` remapping is used for operators such as Transpose. The remapping relationship is deduced from their tensor expressions. The `threadIdx` remapping is used to connect 2D thread blocks to 1D thread blocks. This is necessary when inter-thread reduction or TensorCore primitives require the use of a 2D thread block (both `threadIdx.x` and `threadIdx.y`), while others may use a 1D thread block (only `threadIdx.x`). A 2D thread block can be mapped to a 1D thread block as long as their total number of threads is equal.

**Memory management.** We manage all shared memory, including that allocated in each standalone kernel and the inter-operator reuse buffer, in a uniform manner. First, we analyze the liveness of each buffer based on the topology execution order and convert them into a sequence of allocation and free operations. We then use the bestfit algorithm to compute the offset for each shared memory allocation, taking into account any alignment requirements for data types and TensorCore operations (e.g., aligning to 32 bytes to avoid misaligned address access).

**Compilation speedup.** WELDER optimizes the compilation speed through parallel compilations and sub-graph caching. First, by taking advantage of the independence between configurations, WELDER can use multi-processes to build and evaluate each configuration in parallel. Second, in most DNN models, some sub-graph patterns often repeat for multiple times. To avoid the redundant optimization, WELDER leverages a sub-graph signature to cache each unique graph pattern. For example, in a 12-layer BERT model, we can cache the optimization result (kernel code and profiled latency) for the first layer and reuse it for all the remaining 11 layers.

### 5 Evaluation

#### 5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate WELDER using three servers equipped with different accelerators: NVIDIA GPU, AMD GPU, and Graphcore IPU. Two servers are equipped with the NVIDIA GPUs. The first one is an Azure NC24s_v3 VM with Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 CPUs and NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16GB) GPUs, running on Ubuntu 16.04 with CUDA 11.0. The second one is a local workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2678 v3 CPUs and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs, running on Ubuntu 18.04 with CUDA 11.3. The AMD GPU server is equipped with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2660 v4 CPU and AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 (16GB) GPUs, running on Ubuntu 18.04 with ROCm 5.2.3. The IPU server is an Azure ND40s_v3 VM with Intel Xeon Platinum 8168 CPUs and 16 IPUs with Poplar-sdk 3.0.

**DNN workloads.** WELDER is evaluated on 10 DNN models with different model types, including CNNs, Transformer, CNN-Transformer and multilayer perceptrons (MLP), and most of which are the state-of-art in the corresponding tasks. Table 2 characterizes them with a comparison of their model types, tasks, and the years of publication. For all models in the table, we use their official PyTorch implementations without modification.

**Baselines.** We compare WELDER with several DNN frameworks, including PyTorch (v1.12) [10] and ONNXRuntime (v1.12) [8], as well as state-of-the-art DNN compilers such as Anstor (v0.9) [50] and Rammer [31]. We also compare WELDER with TensorRT (v8.4) [7], a vendor-specific inference library for NVIDIA GPUs. For transformer models,
warm-up iterations and then run each workload repeatedly. We further compare WELDER with NVIDIA’s FasterTransformer (v5.2) [2], a hand-crafted C++ library optimized for transformer models. We also include BladeDISC (v0.3.0) [1] that implements the latest AStitch [51] for the kernel fusion optimization. We also include Nimble [25] which implements multi-stream scheduling as a baseline on NVIDIA GPUs. To evaluate a model on these baselines, we first trace the model in PyTorch and export it to the ONNX format. We then use this ONNX model as input to other frameworks, including WELDER, Ansor, ONNXRuntime, and TensorRT. For the ONNXRuntime, we use its CUDA execution provider and set its graph optimization level to “ALL” to achieve the best performance. For TensorRT, we use its Python API to build an engine for the input ONNX model. For Ansor, we set the total number of tuning trials to 800× the number of tasks in each model. For all frameworks, we place the input and output tensors in GPU device memory to avoid additional data movement costs. During evaluation, we first perform some warm-up iterations and then run each workload repeatedly for at least 5 seconds. We only report the average speed for each model, as we observe very little variation in all cases. The average performance (e.g., speedup) across models is calculated by geometric mean in all experiments.

5.2 Evaluation on NVIDIA GPUs
This section answers the following questions: 1) How does WELDER perform in comparison with state-of-the-art DNN frameworks or compilers? 2) To what extent can WELDER further boost performance with TensorCores? 3) Can WELDER automatically discover new optimization patterns beyond previous expert-designed fusion rules? 4) How well does WELDER improve both the memory and computational efficiency? 5) What is the search efficiency of WELDER’s holistic optimization?

End-to-end performance. Figure 9 shows the performance of WELDER and other baselines for batch size of 1, expressed as the normalized speedup relative to the best result. The geometric mean speedup that WELDER achieves over DNN frameworks is 4.29× for PyTorch and 2.07× for ONNXRuntime. PyTorch does not perform well for models with batch size 1 due to high Python overhead in its computation graph. In contrast, ONNXRuntime is a more optimized framework that removes Python overheads and implements pattern-based graph optimizations. WELDER also outperforms Rammer by 1.96×, as Rammer can only fuse independent parallel kernels instead of dependent ones through shared memory. When evaluating BladeDISC (implementing AStitch), we notice that it encounters "unsupported operator" failures and falls back to PyTorch runtime for the majority of models. For models without encountering any failure (including BERT, MobileNet, BSRN and NeRF), WELDER is 2.70× faster than BladeDISC. Regarding the Nimble baseline, WELDER achieves an average speedup of 1.79×, excluding the models where Nimble fails to execute.

Ansor improves DNN performance by generating high-performance tensor programs and using rule-based fusion across operators at the register level (e.g., Matmul+BiasAdd, Conv2D+ReLU). However, it cannot exploit further memory reuse opportunities, leading to an average performance gap of 1.44× compared to WELDER. This is evident in CNN models such as NAFNet (1.70×) and BSRN (1.43×), which mainly consist of convolutions with relatively small channels that can be well optimized by WELDER. WELDER also outperforms Ansor by a significant margin on Transformer-based models such as BERT (1.71×), Swin-Transformer (1.45×), and ViT (1.56×), due to Ansor’s inability to fuse patterns like LayerNorm or Softmax in the attention block. Furthermore, WELDER performs well for CNN+Transformer models, achieving speedups of 1.64×, 1.39×, and 1.29× on MobileViT, Conformer, and Restormer, respectively, as WELDER can cover fusion opportunities in both the CNN and Transformer parts of these models. We also observe that
WEELDER only slightly outperforms Ansor on NeRF (1.09×), mainly due to that the compute-intensive MLP dominates the computation without further optimization opportunities.

Finally, TensorRT is a specialized DNN inference library provided by NVIDIA with highly optimized operators. WEELDER is comparable to TensorRT on popular transformer models such as BERT (1.02×) and Swin-T (0.97×). This is because TensorRT has incorporated expert-designed fusion rules and in-house kernels for some popular models, including transformer-based models, thereby leaving limited room for further optimization. In contrast, WEELDER identifies optimization patterns automatically and achieves performance that is on par with TensorRT, despite relying on less performant kernels for compute-intensive operators. It is worth noting that kernel optimization is complementary to WEELDER, and further optimized kernels may offer even greater benefits for WEELDER. Additionally, for newer and more diverse models such as NAFNet, WEELDER has demonstrated superior performance to TensorRT, with speedups of up to 3.09× due to its generality. Overall, our system outperforms TensorRT with an average speedup of 1.47×.

Figure 9 also shows the normalized performance for a larger batch size of 64. The last three models in Table 2 are unable to be traced on PyTorch with large batch sizes due to their use of large input size. Under this setting, WEELDER continues to outperform all other baselines, providing an average speedup of 1.83× over PyTorch, 1.90× over ONNXRuntime, 2.1× over Rammer, 1.57× over BladeDISC, 1.49× over Nimble, 1.47× over Ansor, and 1.21× over TensorRT, respectively. We observe that for large batch sizes, frameworks using CUDA libraries perform much better, compared to the results for a batch size of 1. This leads to smaller speedups over PyTorch, ONNXRuntime, and TensorRT for WEELDER, while the speedup over Ansor remains similar to the results for a batch size of 1.

Performance with TensorCore. The faster computing throughput of TensorCore can put greater pressures on memory access. To understand the optimization behaviors when running on TensorCore, we convert our benchmark models (both weights and activations) to half-precision float type (FP16) with PyTorch, as TensorCore only supports FP16. This is done using the tools in the onnxconverter_common package [9], with the exception for TensorRT, which converts through its own converter as it often produces better results.

Figure 10 shows the performance comparisons of WEELDER with other frameworks using TensorCore for batch sizes of 1 and 64. For the 10 cases that use a batch size of 1, WEELDER outperforms PyTorch, ONNXRuntime, BladeDISC, Nimble, Rammer, and TensorRT. The averaged speedup is 7.18× (up to 21.4× on MobileNet) to PyTorch, 3.08× (up to 8.72× to on Conformer) to ONNXRuntime, 5.29× (up to 16.9× on MobileNet) to BladeDISC, 2.72× (up to 5.58× on NeRF) to Nimble, 2.76× (up to 5.42× on NAFNet) to Rammer, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>WEELDER(ms)</th>
<th>FT-CPP(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24.82</td>
<td>22.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>15.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T</td>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>66.13</td>
<td>72.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T</td>
<td>FP16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23.12</td>
<td>28.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

geometric mean: 6.71 | 7.46 |

Table 3: Performance for WEELDER and FasterTransformer

1.53× (up to 2.98× on NAFNet) to TensorRT, respectively.

For the remaining 7 cases in Figure 10 that uses a batch size of 64, WEELDER outperforms PyTorch by 1.98×, ONNXRuntime by 2.13×, BladeDISC by 1.97×, Nimble by 3.84×, Rammer by 3.45× and TensorRT by 1.16× respectively.

Some of the speedups are much larger than the ones achieved on SIMT cores. Especially for the NeRF model, WEELDER outperforms TensorRT by 2.34× on TensorCore, while the speedup on SIMT cores is only 1.16×. This is mainly because TensorCore can greatly accelerate the compute-intensive part of the model, making the optimization of the remaining memory-intensive part more critical.

Note that Ansor is not included in this experiment as it does not support TensorCore. For a fair comparison, we disable WEELDER’s TensorCore feature and evaluate these FP16 models on SIMT cores by comparing with Ansor in Figure 11. It shows a slightly higher speedups (1.74× on average and up to 2.82×) compared with the ones in FP32.

Performance on another NVIDIA GPU. We also conduct evaluations on RTX-3090, another widely-used GPU, which utilizes a distinct Ampere architecture. The RTX-3090 exhibits various new features compared to the V100, including advancements in memory load and TensorCore instructions, as well as a different number of streaming multiprocessors (SM). For the sake of conciseness, we solely compared WEELDER with TensorRT on the RTX-3090, as TensorRT consistently delivers superior performance compared to other baselines on NVIDIA GPUs. The results, depicted in Figure 12, illustrate that WEELDER outperforms TensorRT with an average speedup of 1.40×, calculated using the geometric mean of all 34 test cases. Notably, this speedup is similar to the one observed on the V100 GPU, which amounted to 1.36×, thereby highlighting WEELDER’s adaptability across diverse GPU architectures.

Patterns automatically discovered. WEELDER automatically discovers around 300 different fused subgraphs, which is counted by unique operator types under all 34 compiled test cases of the 10 models. Among them, 89 patterns contain at least two reduction-based operators which cannot be covered
Figure 10: End-to-end model inference performance on NVIDIA V100 GPU (TensorCore enabled). (left : batch size of 1, right : batch size of 64).

Figure 11: Comparing with Ansor under FP16 w/o TensorCore

Figure 12: Comparing with TensorRT on NVIDIA RTX-3090 by simple element-wise fusion rule in Ansor. To the best of our knowledge, many of these patterns are uncommon fusion patterns that have not been explored by manually-designed rules or automatic fusion optimizations. Figure 4 illustrates two examples of such patterns, which fuse multiple Convolution or MatMul (i.e., Dot) operators with other memory-intensive operators into a single kernel. The number of operators fused in each pattern ranges from 2 to 48 and can achieve an average speedup of $1.87 \times$ (up to $5.4 \times$) compared to basic fusion methods such as those used in Ansor. The most common pattern has been used 191 times in all models.

Such a general fusion capability often allows WELDER to outperform the model-specific implementations optimized by experts. For example, FasterTransformer [2] is a manually-optimized benchmark for transformer models from NVIDIA. It supports both element-wise fusion, such as BiasAdd+Transpose, and non-element-wise fusion, such as Layernorm+Softmax. In WELDER, all these patterns can be automatically fused. Even more, WELDER can further fuse $Q*K$ with the following Softmax in the attention block when the sequence length is not long (e.g., they are fused in BERT where the sequence length is 128, but are not fused in Conformer where the sequence length is 512, this is automatically decided by WELDER).

For the three models supported by FasterTransformer, we compare its performance with WELDER in Table 3. In general, WELDER achieves an average speedup of $1.11 \times$ (up to $1.73 \times$ on ViT) over FasterTransformer. Based on our profiled data, the notable speedup for ViT under batch size of 1 can be attributed to a convolution operator with a non-conventional shape, where both stride and kernel size are 32 (ViT’s patch size). For this single operator, WELDER’s generated kernel is $4.4 \times$ faster. This highlights WELDER’s adaptability in managing new operator shapes or model patterns.

Another example is NeRF, a popular 3D scene generation model that is typically implemented as a 7-layer MLP. To take full advantage of GPUs, domain experts often need to implement such models from scratch to achieve better fusion result (e.g., fully-fused MLP in [35]). With WELDER, we can automatically fuse this 7-layer MLP into a single GPU kernel. The generated kernel uses TensorCore for the first 6 layers and uses SIMT Core for the output layer, with all intermediate results stored in shared memory. We observe that our automatic fusion result can achieve a similar speedup (over $5 \times$) to the values reported in [35] (we are unable to evaluate their code [34] as it does not support V100 GPUs).

Finally, for CNN models such as NAFNet, BSRN, and MobileNet, WELDER is able to fuse different types of convolutions with other operators (e.g., Pooling, PixelShuffle, etc.). For example, in NAFNet, our system can fuse back-to-back pointwise convolutions together with the normalization operators.
operations between them. Another interesting pattern is in models with multiple separable convolution layers, where each layer consists of two operations: a depthwise convolution (DWConv) and a pointwise convolution (PWConv). WELDER is able to determine the optimal fusing order for these two types of operators based on their operator configurations. For example, on the top layers where the feature maps are large and the number of channels is small, WELDER constructs a DWConv+PWConv fusion group because it is better to cache a complete feature map in shared memory. In contrast, on the bottom layers, WELDER constructs a PWConv+DWConv fusion group which caches a complete channel for DWConv and the number of channels is small, because memory access on the model weights part cannot be optimized by fusion.

In addition, we conducted a sensitivity study by varying the input sizes of three selected models: BERT (128-512 text length), Conformer (128-512 audio frames), and NAFNet (256x256-1024x1024 image input). The results, as depicted in Figure 14, reveal that the fusion gain significantly increases for NAFNet when employing larger images. Conversely, the gain diminishes for the other two transformer-based models. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that transformer-based models exhibit quadratic computational growth with respect to the input sequence length, thereby reducing their memory-intensive nature.

Compilation time. Table 5 compares WELDER’s compilation time against Ansor, which is a search-based compiler requiring many tuning and profiling trials. We chose not to include other baselines in the comparison since they directly invoke library kernels, thereby eliminating the need for extra time dedicated to tuning and code generation. It shows that the end-to-end compilation speed of WELDER is more than an order of magnitude faster than Ansor. This is because Ansor generates a very large search space for all the operators, and implicitly optimizes data reuse through machine learning-based tuning. This often requires a large number of tuning trials (e.g., 800 per operator in our evaluation) and has additional overheads to train a cost model on the fly. In contrast, WELDER decomposes the optimization space using a layered scheduling policy and searches for efficient tiling configurations using an analytic cost model to estimate traffic costs. As a result, WELDER requires significantly fewer tuning trials (20 per subgraph in our evaluation) than Ansor.

Performance on compute intensive models. Traditional models like ResNet [21], VGG [43], and UNet [40] are typically dominated by some large operators such as convolution. For these compute intensive models, although WELDER mainly focuses on memory access optimization, WELDER can mostly achieve comparable performance to state-of-the-art baselines like TensorRT. This is because WELDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ansor time(s)</th>
<th>Ansor Trials</th>
<th>WELDER Time(s)</th>
<th>WELDER Trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>15285</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilenet</td>
<td>45527</td>
<td>25600</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Compilation time of Ansor and WELDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ansor WELDER TensorRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnet50</td>
<td>2.403 2.327 2.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnet18</td>
<td>1.071 1.094 1.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>8.670 9.251 4.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>4.267 4.123 2.584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Performance on compute intensive models
We evaluate the efficiency of WELDER with PyTorch, ONNXRuntime and Rammer, Ansor, and TensorRT on four such models. For ResNet, both (e.g., winograd [26]), which are difficult to automatically derive from tensor expressions. This can result in WELDER performing worse than TensorRT if there is no additional memory optimization room to compensate for this gap. For example, Table 6 compares the performance of WELDER, Ansor, and TensorRT on four such models. For ResNet, both systems achieve comparable performance, as the majority of convolution operators in this model perform better when implemented with the DirectConv algorithm (which is supported by both Ansor and WELDER) instead of winograd. However, for UNet and VGG16, the dominant convolution operators are mostly implemented using winograd in TensorRT, and there are no further fusion opportunities for WELDER to exploit, resulting in better performance for TensorRT. Given that this is orthogonal to WELDER’s optimization, we leave the support of the winograd algorithm (by rewriting tensor expressions) to our future work.

5.3 Evaluation on AMD ROCm GPUs

We evaluate the efficiency of WELDER on AMD ROCm GPUs by comparing its performance with PyTorch, ONNXRuntime and Ansor. TensorRT and AStitch are not included because they are exclusive to NVIDIA GPUs. Compared with PyTorch, ONNXRuntime and Rammer, WELDER can outperform them by an average of 2.62×, 1.71× and 2.14×, respectively. Compared to Ansor, WELDER achieves an average performance improvement of 1.53×. Figure 15 also shows the performance comparison with a larger batch size of 64, where WELDER outperforms PyTorch, ONNXRuntime, Rammer and Ansor by an average of 1.69×, 1.23×, 1.86× and 1.47×, respectively. Note that we have excluded some CNN models for ONNXRuntime as they fail to execute on it. We notice that WELDER’s speedup on MI50 is slightly smaller than that of V100, this is because MI50’s peak FLOPS is weaker than V100’s, while its peak bandwidth is higher, according to the official data-sheet. Such difference makes the workload more compute-intensive on MI50, leaving less optimization chances for memory access optimization.

5.4 Scale-up with Host Memory

WELDER’s abstracted device layer allows us to extend the memory hierarchy to support large DNN tasks. For example, in cases where classical CNN models like UNet or VGG16 are used to process high-resolution medical images [42], a single tensor from some layers is often too large to fit in the GPU memory. In these scenarios, tensor-based memory swapping optimization techniques, such as SwapAdvisor [22] or Capuchin [37], may not be effective due to the large tensor granularity. WELDER addresses this issue by generating a tile-based execution plan on the extended memory hierarchy through holistic traffic optimization. This approach allows us to load a data tile from the host memory, compute several connected operator tiles by reusing the data in device memory, and store the result back, as if it was being processed on a single device. To evaluate the efficiency of this scheduling approach, we compared WELDER with a variant that only disables data reuse at the device memory layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Image Size</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>WELDER Base(s)</th>
<th>WELDER(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>8k×8k</td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>8k×8k</td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>2k×2k</td>
<td>IPU</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>2k×2k</td>
<td>IPU</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Scale-up large DNN models to host memory

Scale-up GPUs. As a preliminary experiment, Table 7 shows the performance of WELDER when scaling up UNet and VGG16 on large image data by augmenting the GPU memory with a host memory layer. As the results show, by enabling tile-connection at the device memory layer, WELDER is able to achieve average speedups of 2.63× and 1.89× for the two models, respectively. It also reduces host memory transfer by 3.11× and 2.90×. Note that the ratios of reduced memory traffic are higher than the actual speedup, as we have implemented double buffering (along with pinned memory and CUDA streams) to overlap some memory transfer with computation.
Scale-up GraphCore IPU. We also perform a preliminary evaluation of WELDER’s ability to scale up on the Graphcore IPU [3], which is a DNN accelerator with a distinct architecture from NVIDIA and AMD GPUs. The IPU is equipped with massively parallel MIMD processors and a relatively small device memory (i.e., 300MB), which poses a challenge for it to handle even medium-sized tasks. We apply the same tile-based scheduling to the two models for the IPU and set the input image size to 2048*2048 to adapt to the IPU’s memory capacity. The results in Table 7 show that WELDER’s optimization is able to achieve average speedups of 3.63× and 3.09× for the two models, respectively. This improvement ratio is higher than that of the GPU, which is mainly due to that we disable the double-buffer optimization for the IPU due to its limited memory.

6 Discussion
WELDER’s design and implementation mainly focuses on static models. For dynamic model execution, there are two practical ways to address this. First, the dynamic graph can be transformed into static sub-graphs through JIT compilation, such as PyTorch JIT compile, which has become a standard practice in PyTorch 2.0. Then, WELDER can concentrate on optimizing the static sub-graphs, which are typically the computationally dominant part. Second, even though tensor shapes may be dynamic, the internal tile in each operator can be statically determined. This presents an opportunity for WELDER to generate a static tile-level fusion plan but leave the number of parallel tasks determined by the input tensor shape.

7 Related Work
Compiler optimization like operator fusion is a widely-used technique in DNN computation to reduce kernel launch overhead and improve data locality in faster memory. Compilers such as TVM [15], Ansor [50], XLA [12], DNNfusion [36] all support operator fusion at register level. Other compilers try to further fuse operators at shared memory, relying on either fusion rules for a set of known operator types (e.g., AStitch [51], Apollo [49], DeepCuts [24]) or specific template for a few operator combinations (e.g., Bolt [47]). Specialized DNN runtimes such as TensorRT [7] and ONNXRuntime [8] have incorporated expert-designed fusion rules for some common patterns in popular models such as the transformer-based models. In contrast, WELDER works for general operators implemented in tensor expressions without the assumption on operator types and decides on the best fusion memory layer automatically. This is because an operator’s resource usage behavior (memory- or compute-intensive) often depends on its shape, and therefore the fusion decision.

Systems like Rammer [31], HFuse [27], Nimble [25], etc., exploit better hardware parallelism utilization and reduce kernel launches by either horizontal fusion or scheduling parallel tasks through multi-stream and CUDA graph. WELDER builds upon Rammer by further exploring a complementary optimization to these systems, i.e., holistic memory optimization with a vertical fusion, resulting in a further speedup for memory-intensive models.

Ansor [50] and Roller [52] are representative tensor compilers that are focusing on intra-operator optimization through either loop optimization or tiling optimization. Especially, Roller [52] and Triton [44] also utilize the concept of tile to optimize kernel performance (e.g., intra-operator data reuse). In contrast, WELDER complements them by optimizing for intra- and inter-operator memory access holistically. WELDER generalizes the tile concept in Roller into a tile-graph abstraction, exposes a holistic tile-level scheduling space, and proposes an efficient scheduling mechanism over the holistic space and the explicit memory hierarchy.

Some works optimize for a specific pattern regarding to a type of models with more aggressive operator fusions, such as fully-fused MLP for the NeRF model [35], manually fused kernels for CNN models [46], and attention fusion for transformer models [2, 18]. Our evaluation shows that WELDER can achieve most of these fusions automatically and even produce new fusion patterns to help further optimization.

Moreover, kernel fusion techniques have been used in traditional image processing [38, 39] or HPC [45] areas. These efforts usually leverage domain-specific fusion rules for their workload. WELDER focuses on DNN workload, while it is applicable for general operators represented by tensor expressions. It is also potentially helpful for workload that can be implemented in tensor expressions in other domains.

8 Conclusion
By observing that modern DNN models are becoming increasingly memory intensive, we introduced WELDER, a DNN compiler that optimizes the execution efficiency based on a new tile-graph abstraction. WELDER is able to holistically optimize efficient intra- and inter-operator data reuse across multi-level memory hierarchy. WELDER is the first to unify all common operator fusions into a single framework, allowing for the discovery of 89 uncommon fusion patterns, with the largest one fusing 48 operators into a single kernel. This generality enables WELDER to significantly outperform state-of-the-art baselines. More importantly, WELDER provides a systematic approach to take advantage of emerging trends in the memory hierarchy, such as larger and more connected on-chip memory, in the future AI accelerators.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

WELDER provides end-to-end DNN model compilation with its new tile-graph abstraction. This artifact reproduces the main results of the evaluation on NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Scope

This artifact will validate the following claims:

- End-to-end model performances. By reproducing the experiments of Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, Table 3 and Table 6.
- Motivation experiments in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
- Ablation study in Figure 13.
- Compilation time in Table 5.
- GPU stale out experiments in Table 7.

Contents

This artifacts includes all the source code to implement WELDER. We provide a docker file to setup environments. For each figure and table mentioned above, we provide a script to reproduce its result. Since there are more than 50 model test cases to compile to fully reproduce the results, which will cost a long time (especially for the Ansor’s baseline), we also provide pre-compiled logs and models for NVIDIA V100 GPU. Please refer to the README.md file in the repository for more details.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted at github repository\(^1\). Please use git to clone the repository and checkout to the osdi2023welder branch.

Requirements

This artifacts requires a NVIDIA V100 GPU with CUDA driver supporting CUDA runtime larger than 11.0.

\(^1\)https://github.com/microsoft/nnfusion/tree/osdi2023welder
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**Abstract**

Fully exploiting the computing power of an accelerator specialized for deep neural networks (DNNs) calls for the synergy between network and hardware architectures, but existing approaches partition a computational graph of DNN into multiple sub-graphs by abstracting away hardware architecture and assign resources to each sub-graph, not only producing redundant off-core data movements but also under-utilizing the hardware resources of a domain-specific architecture (DSA).

This paper introduces a systematic approach for effectively scheduling DNN computational graphs on DSA platforms. By fully taking into account hardware architecture when partitioning a computational graph into coarse-grained sub-graphs, our work enables the synergy between network and hardware architectures, addressing several challenges of prior work: (1) it produces larger but fewer kernels, converting a large number of off-core data movements into on-core data exchanges; (2) it exploits the imbalanced memory usage distribution across DNN network architecture, better saturating the DSA memory hierarchy; (3) it enables across-layer instruction scheduling not studied before, further exploiting the parallelism across different specialized compute units.

Results of seven DNN inference models on a DSA platform show that our work outperforms TVM and AStitch by 11.15%, respectively, and obtains throughput competitive with and without convolution fusion by 1.06× and 1.23×, respectively.

1 Introduction and Background

Due to the slowing down of Moore’s Law, moving to DSAs is acknowledged as promising to meet the keen desire of DNNs for computing power [24]. After several years of investigation on accelerators specialized for DNNs [7,8,15,22,25,29,32,55,58], a commonly used DSA abstraction depicts on the left of Fig.1 has been formed for this application domain, based on which most existing DNN accelerators are manufactured.

We take the Habana Goya accelerator [32], the customized configuration of which is shown on the right of Fig.1, as an example to explain this abstraction. It is composed of \( d = 1 \) cluster, each including \( c = 9 \) cores that contains \( u = 1 \) compute unit (CU) for different DNN tasks. CUs are either a tensor-processing core (TPC) with a scratchpad local buffer (LB) or a general matrix multiplication (GEMM) engine with no LB. Cores are connected using an in-cluster interconnect mechanism, equipped with a scratchpad global buffer (GB). Clusters, if \( d > 1 \), are stacked, communicating data with DDR via DMA. We also show the customized configurations of a Huawei Ascend 910 platform [29] and a Graphcore IPU device [22] in Fig.1. The Graphcore IPU uses the term “tile” to denote a core and its unique LB. Hardware architecture of others [7,8,15] can also be deduced according to the abstraction in Fig.1.

Hence, effectively scheduling DNNs toward this abstraction is essential to exploit the computing power of DNN accelerators for DSA compilers. Specialized for machining learning (ML) applications, these accelerators exhibit a scratchpad-based memory hierarchy and parallelism across both multiple cores and several CUs, but prior work [5,13,31,54] devised to schedule DNNs on these DSA accelerators did not consider hardware architecture when partitioning a computational graph of DNN, introducing redundant off-core data move-
ments (i.e., between LB and GB/DDR) and under-utilizing both faster local memory and parallelism across CUs.

1.1 Concepts and Notations

To explain the issues of prior work, we first introduce computational graphs, which are used by existing ML frameworks [1, 38] to represent DNN models. Fig. 2 is an example. As it can contain a large number of nodes, each of which performs a computation task on several tensors, a computational graph usually references memory footprints that exceed the local memory capacity of its target platform and thus cannot be scheduled as a whole. Existing schedulers first partition it into sub-graphs and next assign resources to each sub-graph. A sub-graph, which is also known as a fused operator (op), is first initialized by a graph node and next grouped according to its producer-consumer relations with others, implemented as a kernel function or kernel executable on target platform.

![Computational graph of ResNet-50](image)

Figure 2: Computational graph of ResNet-50 [16]. A node (a circle) represents an op, and an edge (a solid arrow) denotes a producer-consumer relation of two ops. An op is a function that takes as inputs one to several tensors and outputs another. At the bottom is a $3 \times 3$ convolution (conv) layer composed of three nodes. A dashed arrow connects a stage/block with its internal structure; a dotted box denotes a block. Other layers can be expressed in a similar way.

We use the term “layer” to denote a set of nodes connected in a straight-line manner, at most one out of which contains parameters that should be learned using the gradients of the loss. A graph node represents an op, which is traditionally referred to as a neural layer in neural networks. Some neural layers, however, do not require parameters to be learned (e.g., ReLU) or learned without using the gradients of the loss (e.g., batch normalization) during the training process, and they can thus be considered as the auxiliary ops of those that indeed require parameters, e.g., the convolution. We define layers as such because this definition summarizes the op fusion rules widely used by existing compilers [5, 53].

We also use the term “block” to represent an individual layer or a component composed of multiple layers that is recursively used in a DNN computational graph. For instance, the conv block composed of five layers is used once in each stage of Fig. 2, while the identity block is used multiple times within each stage.

The term “stage” is a logical, high-level abstraction used in the architecture of the ResNet-50 model, taking the results of its preceding stage as inputs and generating output tensors. It is used to simplify the design of the network architecture but usually not considered by optimizing compilers.

1.2 Challenges of Prior Work

By obscuring hardware architecture, prior work [5, 19, 54] constrains sub-graph grouping within a layer [39] (the bottom level of Fig. 2) and produces fine-grained sub-graphs. As each sub-graph is implemented by one kernel, prior work produces more kernels and requires more off-core data movements between kernels. Going one level upper in Fig. 2 can observe five and four layers in the conv and identity blocks, so the entire network may require hundreds to thousands of kernels and off-core data movements of the same order of magnitude [21], resulting in high pressure on the limited memory bandwidth of a DSA platform. In addition, managing such a large number of off-core data movements for DSA is non-trivial because, unlike a general-purpose architecture reinforced by its mature hardware mechanisms, the hierarchical scratchpad memory of the later is still controlled by hand or software [37].

Even though managing the data movements across a DSA’s memory hierarchy is possible, generating fine-grained sub-graphs still misses the across-layer instruction scheduling opportunities. Once formed, each sub-graph is lowered to a loop nest pipeline, to which memory optimizations and loop transformations like tiling and fusion are applied to better utilize hardware resources. While their different compositions constitute the search space that existing autotuners [2, 6, 26, 57] navigate to select the optimal scheduling, across-layer instruction scheduling opportunities, e.g., overlapping the memory promotion statement of weights and the computation task of a $3 \times 3$ conv layer with those of its preceding $1 \times 1$ conv layer in Fig. 2, are not covered by such spaces.

Finally, since the imbalanced memory usage distribution, which refers to a phenomenon where memory usages vary across network architecture [30], is not exposed/exploited, the above scheduling paradigm also under-utilizes the faster local memory of DSA. On the top of Fig. 2, ResNet-50 is partitioned into four stages, each composed of one conv block and two or more identity blocks. A conv block converts its input with shape $[N, C, H, W]$ into $[N, 2C, H/S, W/S]$, performing a down-sampling operation when $S > 1$, but an...
identity block does not change its tensor shapes. The memory usage of stage1 is $\frac{d^2}{2} \times$ larger than that of stage2, and this property also exists in stage3 and stage4. If the faster memory of the target DSA is saturated when executing stage1, it will be under-utilized when executing the remaining stages.

1.3 Our Solution and the Organization of the Paper

To address the aforementioned issues on DSA platforms, we introduce a novel scheduling approach in this paper. First, as redundant off-core data movements are caused by fine-grained sub-graphs produced by existing tools [5, 13, 19, 44], our approach has to construct coarser-grained sub-graphs that can generate larger kernels, which can change massive output tensors originally exchanged through GB/DDR of Fig.1 into intermediate tensors that can stay in LB of the later, thereby converting many off-core data movements between kernels into on-core data exchanges within kernels. Second, to enable across-layer instruction scheduling outside the search spaces of prior work [31, 57, 59], a sub-graph constructed by our work must be able to group layers or even blocks like those of Fig.2, thus better hiding memory latency and exploiting the parallelism across CUs. Finally, to saturate the faster local memory of a DSA platform in the presence of imbalanced memory usage distribution [30], our method should consider the internal relations between coarser-grained sub-graphs such that a better scheduling order can be obtained.

With these considerations in mind, we design and implement a novel scheduling approach—GraphTurbo. §2 exemplifies the core idea and presents the overview of GraphTurbo. §3 explains how GraphTurbo constructs, splits and orders coarse-grained sub-graphs, to the results of which §4 generates larger kernels. §5 reports the experimental results of seven DNN inference models on a DSA platform, which demonstrate that, while achieving performance close to the vendor-crafted implementation, GraphTurbo outperforms TVM [5] and AStitch [60] by 11.15 × and 6.16 ×, respectively. A case study on GPU also shows that GraphTurbo can surpass CUT-LASS [27] with and without conv fusion by 1.06 × and 1.23 ×, respectively. Finally, §6 discusses the related work, and §7 concludes the work.

1.4 Contributions

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

- We design and implement a novel scheduling approach GraphTurbo, addressing the deployment of DNNs on DSA chips and offering insight to other platforms.
- The experimental results demonstrate that GraphTurbo can outperform two state-of-the-art tools and achieve performance comparable to the vendor-crafted code.

2 Core Idea and Overview

This section first explains the core idea of GraphTurbo and next presents its overview.

2.1 Exemplifying the Core Idea

We use Fig.2 that classifies a batch of input images into different categories as an example to explain our core idea. Data parallelism is exploited across the $d$ clusters of Fig.2, which is always possible due to the multi-dimensional parallelism of tensors. Decomposing the input tensors of a DNN model into $d$ clusters can be achieved by splitting one or multiple parallelizable dimensions. We assume the batch dimension of size $N = 32$ is split across these clusters, so each cluster processes $n = 8$ images that have been offloaded to GB of Fig.1.

Our work studies how a DNN model is scheduled within one cluster. The core idea is to maximally preserve the input tensors in LB in order to convert as many off-core data movements as possible into on-core data exchanges. For the sake of clarity, we reproduce the stages of Fig.2 in Fig.3a and assume that each stage performs a down-sampling operation with $S = 2$.

![Figure 3: Utilization of LB under different scheduling methods. Timestamps in (b) define the scheduling of GraphTurbo.](image)

Existing approaches [5, 13] can construct a sub-graph larger than a layer by grouping smaller ones, but they do not know when the grouping should terminate without hardware architectural information. Even though larger sub-graphs could be constructed for each stage of Fig.3a, these methods only schedule these sub-graphs according to their coarser-grained dependencies as the arrows show in Fig.3a, which produces a scheduling strategy that distributes each sub-graph of a stage onto the $c$ cores of Fig.1. Suppose that the batch dimension is...
split, then each core processes one image. If an image saturates LB when executing stage 1, it will under-utilize this local memory when its core executes the later three stages, since their preceding stages reduce the tensor size by $2\times$, $4\times$ and $8\times$, respectively, by performing down-sampling operations.

GraphTurbo can easily construct large sub-graphs for each stage by synthesizing network and hardware architectures. It splits these large sub-graphs into a set, four, two, and one instance, respectively, converting the coarse-grained dependencies between large sub-graphs into fine-grained ones between sub-graph instances. By eliminating redundant fine-grained dependencies, GraphTurbo executes two instances of stage 1’s sub-graph at timestamp 1 and 2 in Fig. 3b, saturating LB while exploiting the parallelism across cores by distributing other parallelizable dimensions across them.

Next, GraphTurbo executes one instance of stage 2’s sub-graph at timestamp 3, which processes two images, both in LB, as shown in Fig. 3b, because the image size is decreased by $2\times$. LB is thus not under-utilized. The parallelism across $c$ cores is exploited by distributing both the batch and other parallelizable dimensions. Readers can follow the timestamps to infer the scheduling order and find that LB is never under-utilized while fully exploiting the parallelism between cores. In particular, this scheduling approach achieves a $7.97\times$ speedup over TVM on our experimental platform.

2.2 Overview of GraphTurbo

To obtain scheduling strategies similar to Fig. 3b, GraphTurbo takes in a computational graph simplified by some standard graph optimizations [13, 23] and schedules it at graph level (§3). To construct coarser-grained sub-graphs, e.g., for stages of Fig. 3a, GraphTurbo first collects hardware information (§3.1) to guide its grouping process (§3.2) by synthesizing network and hardware architectures. These sub-graphs are then split into instances, which are sorted (§3.3) to achieve the scheduling order like in Fig. 3b. How parallelism is exploited and load balance is guaranteed across multiple cores are then explained (§3.4), with core binding and memory scopes automatically inferred. A concatenation step is then used to collect the tensors of producer sub-graph instances (§3.5), followed by some generalization discussions (§3.6).

The graph scheduler produces ordered sub-graph instances, which are delivered to the kernel generator (§4), producing kernels by combining loop fusion (§4.1) and buffer stitching (§4.2), with memory allocation and reuse automatically managed (§4.3). For the example in §2.1, the graph scheduler concentrates on input images. The convolution weights of this model are getting larger but only used within layers and do not result in communications between stages. GraphTurbo only allocates a small, fixed size of buffers in LB to allow for the promotion of such tensors to local memory when handling each layer, and the overhead of such memory promotion statements is hidden behind the computation (§4.4).

3 Scheduling Sub-graph Instances

This section constructs coarser-grained sub-graphs and schedules their instances. To achieve this goal, we need to address five issues and thus organize this section into five steps, with the difficulties explained at the beginning of each.

3.1 Collecting Splitting Information

GraphTurbo relies on producer-consumer relations between sub-graphs to group them into larger ones. This strategy, however, does not know when to stop without knowing hardware architectural information. Hence, this section first collects hardware knowledge for sub-graphs. As it will also be used to split sub-graphs (§3.3), we refer to it as splitting information $\text{SplitInfo}$, which is a set of 4D tuples $(\text{split}_d, n_d, f_d, d)$. Algo.1 summarizes how to compute it.

Algorithm 1: Compute $\text{SplitInfo}$

```plaintext
1 SplitInfo ← ∅;
2 foreach $d$ in $[1, \ldots, \text{depth} ← \text{dimof}(\text{output of SG})]$ do
3   $n_d ← 0$; $\text{split}_d ← 0$; $f_d ← \infty$;
4   foreach $v$ in $[1, 2, 4, 8, 9, \ldots, \text{size}(d)_{\text{output}}]$ do
5     if $\frac{\text{size}(d)_{\text{output}}}{\text{size}(d)_{\text{input}}} ≤ \text{sizeof}(\text{LB})$ then
6       $n_d ← n_d + 1$; $\text{split}_d ← 1$; $f_d ← v$; break;
7     foreach $t$ in intermediates do
8       if $\text{split}_d = 1$ then
9         $n_d ← n_d + \text{num_of_op}(t)$;
10        if $\text{match_dim}(t, d)$ and $\text{size}(d)_{\text{input}} × f_d = 0$ then
11          SplitInfo ← SplitInfo ∪ $(\text{split}_d, n_d, f_d, d)$;
```

Before grouped, a sub-graph $SG$ is a node that represents an $op$. When lowered, it may produce several loop nests since the $op$ it represents can be complex such that multiple intermediate tensors are used to realize its function [53]. Except the last one that defines the output tensor, all remaining loop nests write to intermediate tensors. Algo.1 computes $\text{SplitInfo}$ by first splitting the output tensor (lines 3-6) and next propagating its splitting information to each of intermediate tensors (lines 8-11) due to the following reasons.

First, a sub-graph has one output but its input tensors can be many. Considering only the output tensor simplifies the algorithmic design. Second, it is the output that determines how input tensor should be split. Algo.1 chooses the input that realizes function $\text{match_dim}(t, d)$ and $\text{size}(d)_{\text{input}} × f_d = 0$ due to the following reasons.

As the loop nests of this sub-graph should be split or tiled [41, 52]. Once the information of the output and intermediate tensors is determined, how input tensors should be split is also known.

Indeed, computing $\text{SplitInfo}$ this way may introduce re-computation of intermediate or input tensors, which would be expensive when fusing multiple $\text{conv}$ or matrix multiplication $\text{ops}$. We thus use a simple cost model to prevent excessive recomputations that offset the benefits brought by fusion.

$d$ represents the loop nest depth of the output tensor. By iterating a loop dimension $d$ from the outermost to inner (line 2), Algo.1 makes use of the parallelism across cores as early as possible. Next, Algo.1 defines three metrics (line 3),
Within layers \([5, 19, 54]\). Algorithm 2 outlines the process.

\[ \text{SplitInfo} \]

where the order of the three metrics defines the priorities. Turbo determines appropriate sizes for its generated kernels. Now we can group sub-graphs. GraphTurbo still performs ordering all of its \(g\) nodes (line 1), each of which is treated as one sub-graph \(SG\) and delivered to Algorithm 1 to compute its

\[ \text{split}_{d}, f_{d}, n_{d}, \text{that represent whether the current dimension} \]
\[ d \text{ can be split, the splitting factor of this dimension, and the} \]
\[ \text{number of ops split by it, respectively.} \]

\[ v \text{ iterates the values of line 4 to instantiate } f_{d}. \text{ We consider} \]
\[ size_{\text{output}}^{(d)} \text{ that denotes the loop extent of the current dimension} \]
\[ d \text{ as the upper bound because } v > size_{\text{output}}^{(d)} \text{ does not split the} \]
\[ \text{current dimension } d. \text{ The first three values decompose the} \]
\[ \text{dimension } d \text{ into eight, four, and two cores, while guaranteeing} \]
\[ \text{load balance across them. The first two stages in Fig.3b are} \]
\[ \text{split this way. Values between } 8 \leq v \leq size_{\text{output}}^{(d)} \text{ do not exploit} \]
\[ \text{the parallelism of the current dimension } d \text{ across cores but} \]
\[ \text{parallelize other dimensions, with load balance across cores} \]
\[ \text{fully considered. The splitting of stage1 in Fig.3b is an example} \]
\[ \text{of this case. A value is used to instantiate } f_{d} \text{ (line 6) if the} \]
\[ \text{size of memory footprints, } \left[ \text{peak} \right] \text{, required by a sub-graph} \]
\[ \text{instance does not exceed the memory capacity of LB (line 5).} \text{peak} \]
\[ \text{is the size of memory footprints required by } SG. n_{d} \text{ and} \]
\[ \text{split}_{d} \text{ are also updated accordingly. As a smaller } v \text{ partitions} \]
\[ \text{peak into larger pieces, the } v \text{ loop here is a greedy strategy.} \]

\[ t \text{ iterates each intermediate tensor (line 7). It takes in the} \]
\[ \text{dimension } d \text{ and first inspects whether the dimension can split} \]
\[ \text{the output tensor (line 8). } n_{d} \text{ is increased by the number of} \]
\[ \text{ops in } t \text{ (line 9) if this condition is satisfied. In addition, the} \]
\[ \text{4D tuple is added to } \text{SplitInfo} \text{ (line 11) if the dimension } d \]
\[ \text{matches one loop dimension of } t \text{ and the loop extent of the} \]
\[ \text{matched dimension } size_{\text{output}}^{(d)} \text{ is dividable by } f_{d} \text{ (line 10).} \]

By exactly computing \text{SplitInfo} for sub-graphs, GraphTurbo determines appropriate sizes for its generated kernels. As \text{SplitInfo} usually has several elements and each one encodes a loop dimension that can be split, GraphTurbo needs to select the best dimension for a sub-graph. We consider the following criteria for this issue. First, a loop dimension is better if it splits more \(\text{ops}.\) Second, a loop dimension with a smaller splitting factor is preferred since it tends to better saturate LB. Finally, a dimension with a smaller loop depth is considered superior since it exhibits outer parallelism and fewer communications. These criteria are modeled as computing the lexicographical maximum of an optimization problem

\[ \text{lexmax}_{d \in \text{SplitInfo}} (n_{d}, -f_{d}, -d) \quad (1) \]

where the order of the three metrics defines the priorities.

### 3.2 Grouping Sub-graphs

Now we can group sub-graphs. GraphTurbo still performs this step according to producer-consumer relations, but it constructs **larger sub-graphs by leveraging** \text{SplitInfo to determine the termination of grouping}, which is not restricted within layers [5, 19, 54]. Algorithm 2 outlines the process.

Algorithm 2: Group sub-graphs

1. \(SG[1, \ldots, g] \leftrightarrow \text{topological order} (G); b \leftarrow g;\)
2. foreach \(i \in [1, \ldots, g]\) do
   3. \(\text{SplitInfo}[i] \leftarrow \text{Algorithm 1}(SG[i]);\)
   4. \(\text{BestSplit}[i] \leftarrow \text{Eq. (1)}(SG[i], \text{SplitInfo}[i]);\)
5. repeat
   6. \(\{G, s\} \leftarrow \text{straight_merge}(SG[1, \ldots, b], \text{SplitInfo}[1, \ldots, b]);\)
   7. foreach \(i \in [1, \ldots, s]\) do
      8. \(\text{BestSplit}[i] \leftarrow \text{Eq. (1)}(SG[i], \text{SplitInfo}[i]);\)
      9. \(\{G, d\} \leftarrow \text{diamond_merge}(SG[1, \ldots, s], \text{SplitInfo}[1, \ldots, s]);\)
   10. foreach \(i \in [1, \ldots, d]\) do
       11. \(\text{BestSplit}[i] \leftarrow \text{Eq. (1)}(SG[i], \text{SplitInfo}[i]);\)
       12. \(\{G, b\} \leftarrow \text{branch_merge}(SG[1, \ldots, d], \text{SplitInfo}[1, \ldots, d]);\)
   13. foreach \(i \in [1, \ldots, b]\) do
       14. \(\text{BestSplit}[i] \leftarrow \text{Eq. (1)}(SG[i], \text{SplitInfo}[i]);\)
   15. until \(s, d\) and \(b\) all do not decrease;

\text{SplitInfo} (lines 2-3). Next, Algorithm 2 considers three different merging patterns (lines 5-15) to group these sub-graphs, which reduces the number of sub-graphs from \(g\) to \(s, d,\) and \(b,\) respectively. The sub-graph index and \text{BestSplit} are updated each time a merging pattern is grouped.

Figure 4: Merging patterns considered by GraphTurbo. A solid arrow is the producer-consumer relation, and a dashed one denotes a possible connection with another sub-graph.

The merging patterns considered by Algorithm 2 are defined as follows. First, two sub-graphs \(SG_1\) and \(SG_2\) form a straight pattern (Fig.4a) if and only if (iff) \(SG_1\) is the unique producer of \(SG_2\) and \(SG_2\) is the unique consumer of \(SG_1\). Second, four sub-graphs make a diamond pattern (Fig.4b) iff there are only one entry, one exit and at least two paths from the entry to the exit. The entry \((SG_1)\) exit \((SG_4)\) can be a consumer/producer of multiple outside sub-graphs. Third, three sub-graphs constitute a branch pattern (Fig.4c) iff there exists only one exit and multiple paths to it, and \(SG_1\) could be but not necessarily a producer of \(SG_2\).

Instead of grouping all components of a merging pattern, Algorithm 2 fuses a subset of them into a larger sub-graph \(SG\) as shown by a red dotted box in Fig.4. Algorithm 2 uses two heuristic rules to determine whether the grouping is allowed.

(i) \(SG_1\) and \(SG_2\) of Fig.4a (or \(SG_2\) and \(SG_3\) of Fig.4c) can be merged if two preconditions are satisfied. First, the splitting factor of \(SG_2\) of Fig.4a (or \(SG_2\) of Fig.4c) is no less than that of \(SG_1\) (or \(SG_2\)). As a larger splitting factor partitions \text{peak} into smaller pieces, this precondition
prohibits the propagation of a sub-graph’s large splitting factor to its followers in the case of down-sampling operations. Second, the splitting factor of SG is not larger than that of SG2, ensuring that the grouping result does not deteriorate the utilization of LB exploited by SG2. SplitInfo of SG can be computed using Algo.1.

(ii) SG2, SG3 and SG4 of Fig.4b can be merged into SG if the splitting factor of SG is not larger than the maximum among the splitting factors of SG2, SG3 and SG4, which is also used to guarantee good LB utilization.

We now explain how the conv and identity blocks of Fig.2 are grouped. First, Algo.2 identifies the straight patterns in each layer and obtains Fig.5a. Specifically, the three layers on the left of the conv block in Fig.2 is identified as a straight pattern, fused into one sub-graph denoted using label 1. Neither of the conv and the ReLU layers of this conv block is identified as a straight pattern; instead, they both form individual sub-graphs, represented using labels 2 and 3, respectively. Similarly, the three conv layers of the identity block constitute a straight pattern, depicted using the sub-graph with label 4; and its ReLU layer is denoted using label 5.

![Figure 5: Merging the conv and identity blocks of Fig.2.](image)

(a) Branch pattern. (b) Straight pattern. (c) Straight pattern.

Next, Algo.2 finds two branch patterns (i.e., sub-graphs 3 and 5 in Fig.5a) and produces Fig.5b, the straight patterns of which are first merged into Fig.5c and finally form a single sub-graph {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The preconditions of the above two rules are all satisfied when merging these patterns. In practice, Algo.2 can also group the multiple identity blocks and a conv block into a single sub-graph, thus producing four large sub-graphs for stages in Fig.3a. These large sub-graph are no longer grouped because the second precondition of Rule (i) is not satisfied.

3.3 Ordering Sub-graph Instances

The synergy between network and hardware architectures enabled by §3.1 and §3.2 partitions a computational graph into larger sub-graphs. In addition, GraphTurbo also uses SplitInfo to split each sub-graph into instances, the order of which is determined in this section.

For instance, each stage in Fig.3a is converted into one to multiple labeled sub-graph instances with the same color, forming the new graph in Fig.6. All instances at the same horizontal level are homogeneous and thus can be executed in any other. The edges between these instances are inherited from sub-graphs, but the gray ones are redundant and easily eliminated. Specifically, we determine whether an edge is redundant or not by checking whether the output of a producer instance is used by one consumer instance. This is achievable because combining SplitInfo and the shape of an output tensor can perform this checking. The considered edge is redundant and eliminated if the checking result is true.

![Figure 6: Sub-graph instances of the four stages in Fig.3a.](image)

GraphTurbo currently uses two approaches to schedule a computational group G of sub-graph instances. First, it visits sub-graph instances in a breadth-first search (BFS), producing a schedule order shown in Fig.7a. Second, GraphTurbo visits them in a depth-first search (DFS), as described in Algo.3. We currently only use the BFS and DFS searches because they simplify the algorithmic design of GraphTurbo. As will be reported in §5, this choice achieves promising results. We are currently working on an integer linear programming approach to find a better solution than both of these search heuristics, which will be released soon.

Algo.3 first instantiates a list visit by visiting G in any orders (line 1) and next moves all of its sub-graph instances with no in-degrees from visit to another list ready in order (lines 3-4). The in- and out-degrees of SGI are only determined by the black edges in Fig.6. The last SGI with no in-degrees of visit (lines 6-8) is extracted and added into the ordered list order (line 9), with its consumers updated (lines 12-13) and moved from visit to ready (line 14).

Algorithm 3: Schedule Sub-graph Instances

```plaintext
1 visit ← get_subgraph_instances(G);
2 while visit ≠ ∅ do
3     foreach indegree(SGI) = 0 in visit do
4         ready ← ready.push(SGI); visit ← visit \ SGI;
5         while ready ≠ ∅ do
6             p ← sizeof(ready);
7             while indegree(SGI_p) ≠ 0 do
8                 p ← p − 1;
9             order ← order.push(SGI_p); ready ← ready \ SGI_p;
10            foreach SGI in visit and ready do
11                if SGI is a producer of SGI then
12                   remove_producer(SGI, SGI_p);
13                   indegree(SGI)← indegree(SGI) − 1;
14                   ready ← ready.push(SGI); visit ← visit \ SGI;
```

As an example, Fig.7 illustrates how the three lists change when Algo.3 is applied. In particular, as G can be visited in any order, we assume that it is visited in a BFS order for illustrative purpose. order is inspected from left to right. GraphTurbo finally selects the better one (Fig.3b) between the two results with respect to memory utilization. The labels
of each circle in Fig.7f would change if G is visited in other orders but the colors not, which does not matter because all instances of the same sub-graph are homogeneous.

(a) The schedule order of BFS.
(b) The first step of DFS.
(c) The second step of DFS.
(d) The third step of DFS.
(e) The fourth step of DFS.
(f) The schedule order of DFS.

Figure 7: Different schedule orders of Fig.6. We only show the first four steps of Algo.3 for the sake of clarity.

3.4 Inferring Core Binding and Buffer Scopes

The next step is to bind each ordered sub-graph instance to multiple cores. A sub-graph instance’s binding strategy can be determined by inspecting the loop dimensions of its output tensor. However, determining binding strategies individually may introduce more communications due to the mismatching between them. We use Algo.4 to infer binding strategies.

As Algo.4 can detect the mismatching between a pair of producer-consumer sub-graph instances, it also uses such information to infer at which buffer scopes the output tensor of a sub-graph instance should be declared. It first visits a schedule order O like Fig.7f in a reverse order and records all corresponding sub-graph instances in a list visit (line 1). Defined by default as an empty tuple [] and LB, bind[i] and scope[i] are used to record the binding strategy of a sub-graph instance and at which buffer level its output tensor is declared, respectively (line 2). As an output tensor is taken in by another sub-graph instance, we do not care about where the input tensors of a sub-graph instance should be declared. A sub-graph instance also produces intermediate tensors not considered by Algo.4, which GraphTurbo manages using its kernel generator (see §4.1).

Algo.4 infers binding strategies and buffer scopes for each sub-graph instance denoted by visit[i] (lines 3-16). If bind[i] is empty (i.e., no information can be used for inference) or scope[i] is not LB (i.e., the known information cannot be used for inference) (line 4), Algo.4 instantiates bind[i] using a plain strategy (line 5) and infers the binding strategy of the input tensors of the current sub-graph instance. A plain binding strategy is obtained by greedily allocating more cores from the outermost to inner loop dimensions of a tensor. The binding factors along multiple dimensions form a multi-dimensional tuple. Algo.4 tries to instantiate a binding factor by iterating integers 8, 4, 2, and 1, which guarantees load balance across cores. The iteration turns into its next value if a loop extent size[i] is not dividable by current one. Note that some tensors can have some specific requirements annotated to their loop dimensions, which cannot be bound to cores.

Next, Algo.4 uses infer_binding to infer the binding strategies of visit[i]’s input tensors, which are the output tensors of visit[i]’s producers (line 8). The inference is achieved by first matching loop dimensions of an input tensor as line 10 of Algo.1 does and next propagating the binding factors of the matched dimension from the output tensor. A binding strategy can be invalid if it does not satisfy the annotated requirements. Hence, Algo.4 falls into one of the following three cases when the inferred binding strategy is neither empty nor invalid: (1) bind[j] is instantiated by the inferred binding strategy if it has not yet been defined (lines 9-10); (2) scope[j] is overwritten by GB if the already defined bind[j] does not match the inferred binding strategy (lines 11-12), since a communication is required here (see §3.5); (3) no mismatching between the already defined bind[j] and the inference succeeds, and Algo.4 steps into next iteration (lines 13-14).

bind[i] is inferred and not empty in the else case (line 15), for which Algo.4 tries to update bind[i] by reconsidering the possibly annotated requirements of visit[i]’s output tensor and computes a plain binding strategy for it. The one using more cores between these two binding strategies is finally used to rewrite bind[i] (line 16).

3.5 Concatenating Instance Outputs

As GraphTurbo splits a sub-graph into multiple instances, the output tensor of a sub-graph is also partitioned into multiple pieces. Hence, this section introduces the step to concatenate the outputs of these sub-graph instances.

To implement this step, GraphTurbo detects fine-grained
dependencies between sub-graph instances and introduces concatenate ops before each consumer of multiple producers, obtaining Fig.8 for the running example. A concatenation op is lightweight since its inputs and output stay in either LB or GB. GraphTurbo needs to insert additional ops for moving data across the memory hierarchy if the binding strategies and memory scopes of the tensors taken in by a concatenation op are different from each other and/or those of its output.

Fig.9 depicts two scenarios where such (gray) ops should be inserted. A sub-graph instance or an auxiliary op is denoted using an ellipse that displays the shape, scope and binding strategy of its output tensor. On the left, a copying op is introduced once mismatching between the memory scopes is captured, promoting data from its input (GB) to its output (LB). On the right, a redistribution op is inserted due to the difference between binding strategies, triggering a communication between cores. This can be achieved by resetting the tuple using the smaller binding factors along each dimension.

3.6 Generalizing the Approach

Now GraphTurbo can effectively schedule a DNN computational graph, but we made some assumptions in its design. This section discusses how they can be generalized. First, §3.1 assumes that a sub-graph has one output tensor, which is often the case in practice. One can repeat Algo.1 for each output tensor of a sub-graph that with multiple output tensors.

Second, the rules defined in §3.2 take into account downsampling operations in a DNN model. However, our scheduler can also be generalized to target up-sampling operations by simply modifying Rule (i). A further split op, which can be considered as the opposite of the concatenation op introduced in §3.5 may be required to distribute the output of a sub-graph instance to its multiple consumers. We did not experiment with up-sampling operations in this work.

Third, §3.3 uses two methods to order sub-graph instances, which are simple but effective, as will be demonstrated in §5. We are now investigating another heuristic by allocating higher priorities to sub-graph instances with heavier memory footprints and plan to release it in the future.

Finally, GraphTurbo greedily uses LB, but, as a suggestion, it could be replaced by GB to schedule a computational graph across the d clusters of Fig.1. It could also be substituted by faster memory of other platforms, e.g., shared memory of GPU. Interestingly, much larger LB sizes would simplify the algorithmic flow of GraphTurbo. Even when splitting a sub-graph instance is unnecessary, GraphTurbo could obtain a similar scheduling to TVM but with across-layer memory optimizations (§4.4) fully considered. Moreover, making use of the higher-level buffer, e.g., those residing in CUs of Fig.1 if any, is profitable, since data exchanges between such buffers and LB may dominate the communications in such cases.

4 Kernel Generation for Sub-graph Instances

Once scheduled sub-graph instances are obtained, the kernel generator can take each of them as input and lower them into loop nest pipelines. The task of our kernel generator is to generate larger kernels by implementing loop transformations and stitching the intermediate tensor in the faster local memory of a DSA platform. To minimize the engineering cost, we prototype our kernel generator in TVM [5], but it may fail to produce a single kernel for one sub-graph instance. Fig.10 exemplifies this issue by gradually expanding one sub-graph instance, b3, of Fig.8.

The rightmost part is what TVM’s kernel generator takes in, but Fig.10 shows that b3 is composed of 38 ops (11 for the conv block and 9 for each identity block), out of which 13 are conv ops (4 for the conv block and 3 for each identity block). Performing loop fusion across multiple conv ops is outside the power of TVM’s kernel generator. Although CUTFASS [27] was recently integrated into TVM to alleviate this problem for GPU [50], the number of acceptable conv ops is still limited. Furthermore, even if a similar vendor-crafted library can be offered on a DSA platform, the kernel generator would still put the output of a sub-graph instance in DDR, which in turn
would regress the benefit created by GraphTurbo.

4.1 Loop Fusion within Layers

The kernel generator can easily fuse ops within a layer. We use layer #2 in Fig.10 as an example and lower it to the loop nest pipeline shown in the middle of Fig.11. Since TVM requires users to write schedule templates for these loop nests, simply adopting its workflow cannot fully automate GraphTurbo.

**Figure 11**: Loop fusion within a layer. Left: fetch the **scope** information of the sub-graph instance b3 in Fig.8. Middle: the loop nest pipeline of layer #2 in Fig.10. Right: the tiled and fused loop nest, with memory promotion statements of weights automatically inserted. Red arrows connect the anchor op with its tiled loop dimensions. Blue arrows represent that the ops fetch the **scope** information from Relay IR.

To resolve this issue, GraphTurbo selects an anchor op out of each layer and automatically performs loop tiling on this op. An anchor op should be set using either conv/matrix multiplication if the later appears in the current layer, or the last op of the layer otherwise. In the later case, the anchor op should be an elementwise op. The outermost two loop dimensions are selected for tiling because they are parallelizable in both cases. The tile sizes along the two dimensions of an anchor op are then selected in a similar way to that used to determine a plain binding strategy in §3.4, which greedily maximizes the memory utilization of LB. In other words, a tile size is always spills the tensor with the largest memory size to lower LB’s capacity. We always release the space consumed by an output tensor of a layer/block/sub-graph instance once it is no longer used. The space can thus be reused by other tensors. LB only needs to hold a limited number of tensors simultaneously. In case the total size of these tensors exceed LB’s capacity, the one with the longest liveness across multiple computation tasks is spilled to first GB and next DDR. Fig.12 depicts the liveness of tensors across computation tasks.

Our heuristic is different from prior work [40,46], which always spills the tensor with the largest memory size to lower memory hierarchy levels. Selecting the one with the longest liveness has a higher probability to spill a smaller tensor, which is likely to reduce the overhead of data movements.

4.2 Buffer Stitching across Layers/Blocks

After the internal of a layer is fused, we do not put its output back to DDR but still let it remain in LB, e.g., res_l1 in Fig.11. Hence, all layers of the conv block can exchange their data via LB, which we refer to as buffer stitching and the kernels used to implement these layers can be wrapped into one. The input tensors of the conv block are also put in LB, as declared by **scope** in §3.4. An identity block can be handled in a similar way. As the output tensors of each block’s last layer also stay in LB, the four blocks can all be stitched together.

By targeting memory-intensive ops, AStitch [60] also implements a similar functionality. However, our work also considers compute-intensive ops. In addition, we also try to maximize faster local memory between sub-graph instances. By combining loop fusion and buffer stitching, our implementation generates a single kernel for the sub-graph instance b3. In contrast, TVM produces one kernel for each layer, increasing the number of generated kernels (65 in total) and thus requiring more off-core data movements.

4.3 Memory Allocation and Reuse

The remaining task is to allocate space at the memory levels defined by **scope** for each tensor, which is trivial to implement. However, by putting many tensors in the faster local memory, GraphTurbo calls for a careful mechanism to reuse the limited LB’s capacity. We always release the space consumed by an output tensor of a layer/block/sub-graph instance once it is no longer used. The space can thus be reused by other tensors. LB only needs to hold a limited number of tensors simultaneously. In case the total size of these tensors exceed LB’s capacity, the one with the longest liveness across multiple computation tasks is spilled to first GB and next DDR. Fig.12 depicts the liveness of tensors across computation tasks.

Combining loop fusion and buffer stitching not only produces a single kernel for a sub-graph instance, but also allows for overlaps of different layer computation tasks. On the right of Fig.11, promoting a weight is implemented by first copying its tensor from DDR to GB using DMA and next hoisting the tensor from GB to LB, which is possibly further dispatched.
Figure 12: Liveness of tensors across computation tasks. A (ellipse) computation task (ct) can be a sub-graph instance, a block or a layer. A (rectangle) tensor is live when colored in green or released if in gray. The space of tensor in1 is released once it is not live, reused by out3. out1 is spilled to GB or DDR in case LB is insufficient to hold four tensors in (d), since it lives across seven cts but others across fewer.

to individual CUs of Fig.1. The latency of these promotion statements can be hidden behind an earlier executed layer, and multiple CUs can execute computation tasks simultaneously.

Fig. 13 shows how this optimization is performed. A rounded rectangular represents a layer’s tiled computation task. Across-layer memory latency hiding takes place between the two vertical lines, and CUs can execute different computation tasks of two tiles. Our approach significantly enhances the opportunities of such memory latency hiding and parallelism by increasing the optimization granularity to a degree beyond layers studied by prior work [5, 13, 31, 54].

Figure 13: Across-layer instruction scheduling.

5 Experimental Results

We conduct experiments on STCP920 [51], an SoC DSA platform customizing the abstraction in Fig.1 using

\[
\begin{align*}
    d & \leftarrow 4; c & \leftarrow 8; u & \leftarrow 3 \\
    LB & \leftarrow 64 \text{ KB L1} \\
    GB & \leftarrow 8\text{MB last local buffer (LLB)} \\
    CU_1 & \leftarrow \text{vector core}; CU_2 & \leftarrow \text{VME}; CU_3 & \leftarrow \text{MME}
\end{align*}
\]

The eight cores connected bidirectionally using LLB. Each core has a 32-bit RISC-V CPU with vector extension, a vector MAC engine (VME) and a matrix MAC engine (MME) to handle different types of ops. As the target shares the common hardware abstraction of many existing DSA accelerators, one can expect similar results on other DSA platforms.

GraphTurbo resorts to LLVM v12.0.0 to compile its generated kernels on STCP920. The repository will be made publicly accessible soon. We experiment using ResNet-50 v1.5 [16], BERT [9], and DLRM [33], extracted from MLPerf v2.0 [43] and use their standard configurations. For BERT, we also consider three additional configurations. Other MLPerf models are not considered because they involve dynamically shaped tensors that GraphTurbo currently does not support. We also take into account MobileNet v2 [17], Vision_Transformer [11], DenseNet [18], and Conformer [14] that are not included in MLPerf. Except DLRM implemented using Pytorch v1.8.1 [38], all remaining models are implemented using TensorFlow v1.13 [1]. There are no fundamental reasons that limit the applicability of GraphTurbo to training models, which we intend to experiment in the future.

GraphTurbo is prototyped in TVM v0.8 [5], implemented using 19k Python, 44.2k C/C++ and 2k miscellaneous, among which the code used to implement the graph scheduling approach is about 7k lines. As our algorithms operate on computational graphs, it does not require much effort to target GraphTurbo to a new platform. What the engineers need to do is to feed these algorithms with necessary architectural information required, and a target platform should share the same properties as the DSA abstraction in Fig.1. The code to be changed should be lightweight in such cases.

### 5.1 Task Decomposition across Clusters

We first discuss how the optimal batch size is selected for a cluster of STCP920 using BERT-128, whose sequence length is 128. Table 1 collects the data for both throughput and latency. We report the results of TVM v0.8 for this model, and also consider the result of highly-crafted C++ implementations provided by the vendor of STCP920, which schedules a computational graph in a similar way to our idea and implements kernel generation by hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>approach</th>
<th>batch size</th>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>throughput (sentences/s)</th>
<th>latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphTurbo</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crafted code</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64 KB L1</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For TVM, a cluster’s LLB is sufficient to retain four data batches. As allocating four batches to each cluster makes two clusters idle, we allocate two batches to each cluster when the batch size is eight, which obtains a 138 sentences/s throughput and a 6.79ms latency. When the batch size increases to 16, TVM can allocate four batches to each cluster; the throughput and latency grow to 512 sentences/s and 9.48ms, respectively. As TVM cannot allocate more batches to a cluster, the throughput cannot further scale with the growth of the batch size. Instead, TVM introduces a loop execution within each cluster, which guarantees the throughput but the latency increases as proportional to the number of loop iterations.

GraphTurbo performs the same as TVM when the batch size is 8 and 16, since a cluster’s LLB is sufficient to handle the allocated batches and we do not need to create larger sub-graphs or split them. This illustrates that the scheduling of TVM can be considered as a special case of our work. The difference is observed when the batch size increases to 32, for which GraphTurbo allocates eight batches to a cluster but TVM only allocates four. GraphTurbo creates larger sub-graphs and splits them into instances, achieving a higher throughput of 4052 sentences/s and a lower latency of 7.67ms.

When the batch size increases to 64, GraphTurbo allocates 16 batches to each cluster but suffers from both throughput degradation and latency increase, since such a batch allocation requires larger tensors than the implementation in §4.3 spills more of them to slower buffers. In this case, we also introduce a loop execution within a cluster by allocating eight batches to it. As a result, the throughput stays at 4052 sentences/s and the growth of latency is also alleviated when compared with the case of allocating 16 batches to each cluster.

Table 1 also indicates that GraphTurbo achieves very close throughput and latency to the vendor-crafted implementation. In the following context, we report the results of TVM and GraphTurbo by selecting their optimal numbers of allocated batches for a cluster. Both optimal batch allocation strategies are obtained after a round of beforehand autotuning executions. For the sake of simplicity, we discuss throughout numbers below but the results also apply to latency.

### 5.2 Performance Comparison

We now report the performance. BERT is configured using four sequence lengths, 256, 384 (the default MLPerf configuration), and 512. Table 2 summarizes the configurations of each model. TVM’s throughput is listed in the rightmost column, which is preceded by the throughput units. We show the speedups of each approach over TVM’s data in Fig.14, where we also report the results of AStitch [60].

TVM still fuses 	extit{ops} within a sub-graph and produces kernels that exchange data via DDR, and it also misses the instruction scheduling opportunities across layers. By (1) producing fewer kernels and reducing off-core data movements, (2) better saturating L1, and (3) further exploiting across-layer instruction scheduling, GraphTurbo outperforms TVM by 11.15× on average.

We reproduce the functionality of AStitch for STCP920 by maximally preserving tensors in L1. However, AStitch does not split a sub-graph into instances and thus fails to benefit from the imbalanced memory usage distribution enabled by better schedule orders of sub-graph instances. Hence, GraphTurbo obtains a mean speedup of 6.16× over it. Its performance falls behind that of TVM for ResNet-50 and MobileNet-v2 because AStitch prefers to produce a single kernel for compute-intensive 	extit{conv ops} in these models, which spills data to DDR and results in heavier data movements.

The vendor-crafted implementation considers all the optimization opportunities studied in this paper. Manually optimizing a computational graph can better exploit the trade-off between parallelism, load balance and locality, making crafted code sometimes obtain better performance than GraphTurbo, e.g., for BERT-512 and MobileNet-v2. However, a manual scheduler is also non-trivial and thus sometimes misses the imbalanced memory usage distribution, e.g., for BERT-384. Due to the complexity of such a scheduling strategy, the vendor implementation for the last three models is still under construction till now, and their data are thus missing. On average, GraphTurbo achieves a 1.04× speedup over the vendor-crafted implementation.

### 5.3 Performance Breakdown

This section studies how different factors contribute to the overall speedup of GraphTurbo over TVM. We consider four variants of GraphTurbo as follows. First, we only keep the outputs of each kernel generated by GraphTurbo in LLB as
much as possible. Second, we let these outputs stay in L1 to
to the greatest extent. Third, we split sub-graphs into instances
and schedule them based on the second variant, but across-
layer instruction scheduling is disabled. Finally, we turn on
all optimizations. Fig. 15 shows the comparison results.

![Figure 15: Individual contributions of each optimization.](image)

The results of the second variant illustrate that converting
off-core data movements into on-core data exchanges indeed
makes sense. By achieving an average speedup of 3.67× over
TVM, the green bars also outperform the red bars, which do
not always obtain positive speedups over TVM. This demonstra-
ates the importance of preserving tensors greedily in LB,
*i.e.*, L1 of STCP920.

The third variant outperforms the green bars by 2.20× on
average. ResNet-50, BERT-256, BERT-512, MobileNet-v2,
and DesneNet, that exhibit imbalanced memory usage dis-
tribution caused by their down-sampling operations, benefit
more from the ordering of sub-graph instances. Other models
that either do not have such a network property (BERT-128
and VisionTransformer) or introduce more concatenation *ops*
than the remaining ones (DLRM) observe insignificant im-
provements. Finally, across-layer instruction scheduling (§4)
obtains a mean speedup of 1.72× over the third variant.

5.4 Hardware Utilization

This section evaluates how effectively GraphTurbo can utilize
DSA hardware resources. First, as the core idea is to convert
off-core data movements to on-core data exchanges, we inves-
tigate how the memory hierarchy of STCP920 is utilized. To
this end, we report in Table 3 the frequencies of each memory
level that different approaches utilize.

![Figure 16: Usage of VME/MME. x axis denotes batch sizes.](image)

TVM always puts the output tensors of its sub-graphs in
DDR, resulting in abundant off-core data movements. In con-
trast, GraphTurbo maximizes the utilization of faster local
memory, converting many off-core data movements into on-
core data exchanges. The vendor-crafted implementation also
makes use of the faster local memory. Due to their familiarity
with the hardware, the architects of STCP920 sometimes can
better manage the memory hierarchy than our heuristics, but
this manual scheduler is also tedious.

Second, we evaluate how VME and MME are utilized using
ResNet-50 and BERT-128. We report in Fig. 16 the data under
different batch sizes, with the quantization version of ResNet-
50 also considered, to validate the scalability of GraphTurbo.
Other models observe similar results. The utilization of both
VME and MME increases with the growth of batch size, which
is exploited by our work. BERT-128 suffers from a degrada-
tion when the batch size changes from 8 to 16, as explained
in §5.1.

Fig. 17 shows the utilization of VME and MME when exec-
uting the four stages in Fig. 3a. GraphTurbo performs similar
to TVM for stage1, but it outperforms TVM for the other three
stages, which demonstrates exploiting the imbalanced mem-
ory usage distribution can better utilize hardware resources.

![Figure 17: Utilization VME (left) and MME (right) when exec-
uting the stages in Fig. 3a. y axis is the utilization percentage.](image)

5.5 Comparison of Compilation Overhead

As compilation time is also a major concern for scheduling
DNN models, this section reports the compilation overhead of
GraphTurbo and compares it with those of the baseline meth-
ods. Table 4 reports the data in seconds, which demonstrates
that GraphTurbo can achieve better performance than the state
of the art without significantly aggravating the compilation
overhead.
### 5.6 Case Study on GPU

We now conduct a case study using the ResNet18-Tailor model to validate that scheduling sub-graph instances can be extended to NVIDIA A100 GPU. We use CUTLASS v2.9 [27] to implement kernel generation, which is compiled using CUDA toolkit v11.4 with -O3 flag. We did not consider the `conv` and maxpooling ops at the start, and avgpooling and softmax ops at the end of this model since they do not contribute to imbalanced memory usage distribution, like those before and after the stages of Figure 2. The other layers, each composed of a `conv` and ReLU ops using a circle, are shown in Fig.18a.

![Schedule orders](image)

(a) Original layer pipeline, scheduled by TVM. (b) Larger sub-graph pipeline, scheduled by CUTLASS. (c) Sub-graph instance pipeline, scheduled by GraphTurbo.

Figure 18: Different schedule orders of ResNet18-Tailor. The numbers define the schedule order of each method.

We let TVM wrap CUTLASS when generating kernels for layers. CUTLASS fuses two `conv` layers, partitioning the model into four larger sub-graphs (Fig.18b), the first two of which is split by GraphTurbo into two instances (Fig.18c). The output tensors of the (red) sub-graph instances are stitched via GPU registers and those of the (orange) ones through GPU shared memory. Table 5 summarizes the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>batch size</th>
<th>TVM Average</th>
<th>CUTLASS Fusion</th>
<th>GraphScheduling</th>
<th>Speedup over CUTLASS Fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.19×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.25×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>1.24×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>1.24×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By scheduling sub-graph instances and exploiting GPU registers and shared memory between them, GraphTurbo outperforms TVM by 1.23× on average, which demonstrates that our idea is also useful on GPU. GraphTurbo also achieves a mean speedup of 1.06× over CUTLASS, because scheduling sub-graph instances also brings about benefits by exposing and exploiting imbalanced memory usage distribution.

The reasons why the performance improvements on GPU is not promising as on STCP920 are two-folded. On the software side, GraphTurbo can construct a larger sub-graph that contains more than two layers, but CUTLASS, which we use for kernel generation, refused to accept three or more `conv` layers. Enhancing the kernel generator of TVM in the future can address this issue. We also did not apply instruction scheduling here. On the hardware side, the higher memory bandwidth of this GPU also makes the improvements caused by reducing off-core data movements not significant as on STCP920. While STCP920 only delivers a memory bandwidth of 136GB/s, this GPU can reach more than 1500GB/s.

Nonetheless, other NVIDIA software-defined platforms with limited memory bandwidth, e.g., NVIDIA DRIVE AGX Orin [36], could benefit from GraphTurbo. We also believe that the software-controlled inter-cooperative-thread-array shared memory of the latest NVIDIA H100 GPU could be better exploited by the idea presented in this paper. Hence, our work also offers insights to the GPU micro-architectures.

### 6 Related Work

Scheduling its computational graph is the first step to deploy a DNN model on platforms. The difference between our scheduler and prior work is that we consider hardware architecture when grouping sub-graphs, which enables the synergy between network architecture and DSA, while existing methods [13, 19, 44, 49] not. By generating coarser-grained sub-graphs and splitting them into instances, GraphTurbo exposes the imbalanced memory usage distribution, a network property first studied by MCUNetV2 [30]. However, MCUNetV2 only discusses tiny DNN models on microcontroller units, while this paper considers large-scale DNN models and targets a cloud DSA chip. Some optimizations that can only be implemented when sub-graphs are lowered to loop nest pipelines are not considered by MCUNetV2 but studied in §4.

When a sub-graph is lowered to a loop nest pipeline, existing methods like TVM [5] fuse loop nests with the help of manually written schedule templates. As TVM does not scale well with the increase of op numbers within a sub-graph, we only use TVM’s loop fusion to group loop nests within a layer. Our implementation also avoids the need to manually write schedule templates and inject memory promotion statements of weight tensors, the later of which is automated by interacting with the graph scheduler.

By expanding a high-level sub-graph into individual low-level ops, XLA [13] does not restrict fusion within layers. Nonetheless, retrieving the high-level information via low-level ops is critical to fuse low-level ops for XLA, and manually forming profitable high-level sub-graphs is considered as...
more robust than through automatic pattern matching in this compiler [45]. GraphTurbo fully automates this process and achieves better performance than AStitch, which has already been demonstrated as superior to XLA [60].

IREE [20] is another work that makes use of its graph scheduling logic when communicating data between low-level parallel pipelined hardware/APIs. Our work differs from IREE by focusing on scheduling instances of larger sub-graphs, which tends to produce fewer kernels. By managing an internal map of op sequence on the fly, Zero-Infinity [42] exploits the fine-grained overlaps by prefetching the parameters required by future ops during the execution of the current op. A layer considered by our work usually includes multiple ops, the execution of which is more likely to fully hide the data transfer overhead.

Some autotuning frameworks [6, 57, 59] are also devised to enhance the power of TVM with fewer or no hand-written schedule templates. These autotuners use their search heuristics to tune memory optimizations to further improve the performance of their generated code. Unfortunately, their search spaces are all restricted within layers [39], while our work enables across-layer instruction scheduling (§4.4). In particular, Ansor [57] represents the state of the art of this kind, which is orthogonal to our work by neither considering the scheduling of GraphTurbo nor exploiting the fusion possibilities of multiple conv/matrix multiplication operators. Loop fusion is also investigated by polyhedral frameworks [3, 47, 54], but they did not consider buffer stitching that has been discussed in §4.2. Similar to GraphTurbo, DNNFusion [34] also studies across-layer fusion for mobile devices. We fail to obtain its repository to conduct an experimental comparison.

Another thread of works [10, 28, 35] investigate horizontal fusion between ops with no producer-consumer relations to better utilize the hardware resources of their targets. GraphTurbo tackles the same issue using a different idea. Our scheduler exploits parallelism within a sub-graph instance, which is always homogeneous to other instances of the same sub-graph. It always decomposes one or multiple dimensions of a tensor to exploit parallelism. On the contrary, ops grouped by horizontal fusion are heterogeneous, which calls for a more complicated parallelization mechanism.


The distinction between our work and these approaches is that GraphTurbo partitions a sub-graph along one output tensor’s dimension while these methods partition tensors by tiles along multiple dimensions. The primary reason why GraphTurbo does this way is because cores in the DSA abstraction of Fig.1 are organized in 1D form. For instance, this level corresponds to 32 hardware cores sharing the shared memory of GPU. The partitioning approach of GraphTurbo is also extensible to deal with a multi-dimensional core grid organization by gradually partitioning and mapping multiple loop dimensions to these hardware dimensions. Moreover, as their targets share the DSA abstraction in Fig.1, the idea presented in this paper could also be used on their targets.

7 Conclusion

GraphTurbo is a scheduler for DNN models that enables the synergy between network and hardware architectures. This significant difference from prior work produces fewer kernels and thus reduces off-core data movements, better saturates faster local memory of DSA platforms by exploiting the imbalanced memory usage distribution, and opens opportunities for across-layer instruction scheduling. Results of seven DNN models demonstrate the effectiveness of our idea, whose applicability to GPU is also discussed.

GraphTurbo obtains sub-graph instances by selecting an appropriate size to split a DNN computation graph. Indeed, selecting the optimal size to perfectly model a DSA’s memory hierarchy is challenging, and only making use of LB in Fig.1 is not the optimal solution. Instead, our method is just a greedy idea that has been demonstrated effective when compared with vendor-crafted implementation, which we believe can be considered as a good result. A more intelligent approach can be explored to catch up or even beat the performance obtained by hand for models like BERT-512 and MobileNet-v2.

GraphTurbo currently has two limitations. First, the optimal batch size for a cluster is still selected by a simple autotuning approach. We intend to develop an intellectual technique to better address this issue. Second, GraphTurbo cannot handle dynamically shaped tensors. Integrating with the recent methods [12, 56] along this direction may alleviate this issue.
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**Abstract**

Boosting the execution performance of deep neural networks (DNNs) is critical due to their wide adoption in real-world applications. However, existing approaches to optimizing the tensor computation of DNNs only consider transformations representable by a fixed set of predefined tensor operators, resulting in a highly restricted optimization space. To address this issue, we propose EINNET, a derivation-based tensor program optimizer. EINNET optimizes tensor programs by leveraging transformations between general tensor algebra expressions and automatically creating new operators desired by transformations, enabling a significantly larger search space that includes those supported by prior works as special cases. Evaluation on seven DNNs shows that EINNET outperforms existing tensor program optimizers by up to 2.72× (1.52× on average) on NVIDIA A100 and up to 2.68× (1.55× on average) on NVIDIA V100. EINNET is publicly available at https://github.com/InfiniTensor/InfiniTensor.

**1 Introduction**

Fast execution of deep neural networks (DNNs) is critical in a variety of tasks, such as autonomous driving [16, 21, 26], object detection [15, 18], speech recognition [5, 17], and machine translation [37, 39]. A DNN is generally represented as a tensor program, which is a directed acyclic graph containing tensor operators (e.g., convolution, matrix multiplication) performed on a set of tensors (i.e., n-dimensional arrays).

To improve the runtime performance of a DNN, existing frameworks (TensorFlow [3], PyTorch [31], and TensorRT [35]) rely on manually-designed rules to map an input tensor program to expert-written kernel libraries. Although widely used, these approaches require extensive engineering efforts and miss optimization opportunities hard to manually discover. To address these problems, recent works have proposed a variety of automated approaches that optimize DNN computation by searching over a set of candidate program transformations or generating high performance kernels on specific hardware. We classify these works into two categories based on their search spaces.

The first category of work, including TVM [7] and Ansor [40], is motivated by Halide’s idea of compute/schedule separation [33] and optimizes tensor programs at the operator level. For a given tensor operator, they automatically generate high-performance kernels by searching over schedules, each of which specifies an architecture-dependent execution plan on particular hardware. To optimize the graph structure of a tensor program, TVM and Ansor greedily apply a fixed set of expert-designed program transformations.

The second category of work optimizes tensor programs using graph-level transformations, which reorganize the DNN computation in more efficient ways. As two representative systems, TASO [20] and PET [38] adopt a superoptimization-based approach to discovering graph transformations. They generate candidate graph transformations by enumerating all possible graphs over a given set of tensor operators up to a fixed size, and search to apply these generated transformations to an input tensor program.

Both operator- and graph-level optimizers only consider program transformations whose nodes are tensor operators predefined by optimizer developers, as shown in the grey box of Figure 1. We call these transformations predefined operator representable (POR) transformations. Despite the fact that
existing tensor program optimizers only use POR transformations to optimize tensor programs, POR transformations only exhibit limited opportunities for performance optimizations.

In this paper, we propose to explore general tensor algebra transformations whose nodes are general tensor operators. Compared to POR transformations, general tensor algebra transformations constitute a significantly larger optimization space, which includes POR transformations as special cases, as shown in the yellow box of Figure 1.

To discover general tensor algebra transformations, we present EINNET, a derivation-based tensor program optimizer. A key difference between EINNET and prior work (e.g., TASO and PET) is that EINNET reveals operator computation semantics in automated graph transformations by applying derivation rules to tensor algebra expressions. By deriving computation at the expression level, EINNET can reorganize computation into arbitrary tensor expressions and map them into both predefined operators with highly optimized implementations and new auto-generated operators desired by derivations. Expression-level derivations allow EINNET to discover a variety of novel program transformations missing in existing frameworks, since these transformations require highly customized tensor operators not predefined in existing optimizers. Example transformations newly discovered by EINNET include: (1) modifying the computation semantics of an operator to improve efficiency, (2) replacing inefficient operators with highly-optimized alternatives and customized tensor operators to bridge the gap, and (3) aggressively reorganizing computation graphs to enable subsequent graph-level optimizations.

EINNET mainly addresses the following three challenges:

The first challenge is automatically discovering transformation opportunities between general expressions. TASO and PET only consider a fixed set of predefined operators, but there are infinitely many possible general expressions. Hence, directly applying superoptimization (i.e., enumerating all possible graphs over general expressions) is infeasible. EINNET addresses this challenge by presenting a derivation-based mechanism that automatically transforms an expression to equivalent alternatives by applying a collection of derivation rules. Since most derived expressions cannot be simply represented as predefined operators, we introduce eOperators (expression as an operator) to represent non-POR computation. eOperators enable EINNET to discover a variety of optimizing transformations between expressions.

The second challenge is converting expressions back to kernels that can be executed on DNN accelerators, a process we term expression instantiation. Although existing kernel generators (e.g., TVM and Ansor) can generate kernels for a given expression, doing so is suboptimal since existing vendor-provided libraries (e.g., cuDNN [10] and cuBLAS [11]) offer highly-optimized kernels for a set of predefined operators. EINNET opportunistically matches a part of an expression with predefined operators to take advantage of the highly-optimized kernels from vendor-provided libraries; the remaining part of the expression is lowered to an off-the-shelf kernel generator (i.e., TVM [7]).

The third challenge is quickly finding optimizing transformations in the search space of general tensor algebra transformations. In particular, optimizing a tensor program normally requires applying a long sequence of derivation rules (e.g., up to 12 in our evaluation), which cannot be efficiently discovered by a traversal-based search algorithm. To address this challenge, EINNET employs a two-stage search approach to applying derivations, where an explorative derivation stage considers applying all possible derivations to the current expression to create a comprehensive collection of expressions, and a converging derivation stage uses expression distance to guide the search towards promising candidates. This distance-guided approach allows EINNET to discover complex optimizations requiring long sequences of derivations under a reasonable search budget.

We evaluate EINNET on seven real-world DNN models covering a variety of machine learning tasks. We compare EINNET with state-of-the-art frameworks on two GPU platforms, NVIDIA A100 and V100. Evaluation shows that EINNET is up to $2.72 \times$ faster than existing tensor program optimizers. The significant performance improvement indicates that EINNET benefits from the new optimization opportunities enabled by derivation-based optimizations.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We extend the POR optimization space to the general tensor algebra optimization space by combining operator computation semantics and computation graphs with tensor algebra expressions.

---

1 An operator is a tensor operator if it can be represented using the tensor algebra expression in Equation (1)
We present the first attempt to explore a significantly larger expression search space using a derivation-based mechanism.

We build EinNet, an implementation of the above techniques with over 23K lines of C++ and Python code, which achieves up to 2.72× speedup over existing tensor program optimizers.

2 Overview and Motivating Example

Figure 2 shows an overview of EinNet, a tensor program optimizer with derivation-based transformations. For an input tensor program, EinNet first splits it into multiple subprograms consisting of predefined operators. Each subprogram is translated to a tensor algebra expression (§3) by a program translator. Then, EinNet’s derivation-based optimizer uses different derivation rules, including inter- and intra-expression derivation rules (§4) and expression instantiation rules (§5), to generate optimized subprograms for each expression, which consists of both predefined operators and eOperators. Finally, EinNet selects the best discovered transformation for each subprogram and post-optimizes the expressions to construct an efficient tensor program (§6).

Motivating example. As a motivating example, Figure 3(a) shows an optimization found by EinNet. It first performs an intra-expression derivation to transform convolutions into matrix multiplications, and then performs inter-expression derivation to fuse multiple operators into one. The red operators, such as OffsetReduce, DLT (data layout transformation), and OffsetReduce+Relu, are eOperators automatically discovered and generated by EinNet. Figure 3(b) shows the details of the new optimization discovered by EinNet for Conv3x3 in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(c) illustrates the classic im2col [36] optimization for convolution, which is widely implemented in existing libraries and also covered by the automatic optimization space of EinNet. Different from copying input tensors for the kernel size times in im2col, the newly discovered transformation copies output tensors the same number of times. It can be more efficient when the output size is smaller than the input size, and achieves a 2× speedup compared with cuDNN on the NVIDIA A100 GPU for certain convolutions in ResNet-18 [19] in our evaluation.

Existing tensor program optimizers cannot automatically discover such transformations because: (1) the transformations require eOperators (e.g., adding intermediate tensors with offsets), which are outside of the POR transformation space explored by superoptimization-based frameworks such as TASO [20] and PET [38], and (2) the transformations modify the computation semantics instead of the schedule, and thus cannot be found by schedule-based optimizers like TVM [7] and Ansor [40].

3 Tensor Algebra Expression

EinNet represents a tensor program as tensor algebra expressions, which defines how to compute each element of output tensors from input tensors. Figure 4 shows the expression of multiplying three matrices (i.e., \( A \times B \times C \)). We now describe the components of an expression. For simplicity, we assume an expression has one output. EinNet’s expression can be easily generalized to multiple outputs.

Traversals and summation notations. A traversal notation, denoted as \( \mathbb{L}_{x \in \mathbb{x}_0} \), consists of an iterator \( x \) and an iterating space \( \{x_0, x_1\} \). The traversal notation corresponds to a dimen-
A summation notation, denoted as $\sum_{x=x_0}^{x_1}$, computes the summation iterating over dimension $x$ with $\{x_0, x_0 + 1, \ldots, x_1 - 1\}$, which is hereinafter represented by a range $\{x_0, x_1\}$ for brevity. Note that an EinNet expression under different orders of summation notations are considered the same but corresponds to different schedules of an expression. Therefore, it is excluded from the expression search space.

Tensors are indexed by an arithmetic combination of multiple iterators, including $add(+)$, $sub(-)$, $mul(*)$, $div(/)$ and $mod(\%)$. For simplicity, we may merge multiple iterators into an iterator vector, whose iterating space can be denoted by an integer set or omitted in the expression. For example, $L_{c=0}^{C} L_{r=0}^{R}$ can be represented as $L_{\vec{x}}$ or $L_{\vec{x}}^{X}$, where $\vec{x} = (c, r)$ is the iterator vector, and $X = C \times R$ is the iterating space.

Scope. For a tensor program with multiple operators (e.g., two consecutive matrix multiplications $A \times B \times C$), a common optimization is to instantiate and reuse intermediate results (e.g., caching the output of $A \times B$), which avoids repetitive computation for these results. EinNet introduces scopes to represent the instantiation of intermediate results to reuse them later. Formally, a tensor algebra expression is a scope, denoted by a surrounding $\{\}$, if the output of the expression is instantiated into a tensor, which allows subsequent computation to refer to this tensor and therefore avoids repeated computation. In Figure 4(b), the expression corresponding to $A \times B$ is a scope, allowing subsequent computation to directly refer to the output of this expression. Many of EinNet’s derivation rules are based on transformations between scopes, including generating new scopes from existing ones, transforming a scope to another form, and merging multiple scopes into one ($\S 4$). Transformations between scopes are essential to EinNet’s optimizations.

Padding. Some computations access an input outside of its region, which we call paddings. E.g., a $3 \times 3$ convolution may have paddings. Paddings are set to 0 if not specified.

General format. We represent a one-scope expression as:

$$L_{c=0}^{C} L_{r=0}^{R} \sum_{k=0}^{K} L_{c'=0}^{C} L_{k'=0}^{K} A[c, k_0] B[k_0, k_1] C[k_1, r]$$

(a)

$$L_{c=0}^{C} L_{r=0}^{R} L_{c'=0}^{C} L_{k'=0}^{K} \sum_{k=0}^{K} A[c', k_0] B[k_0, k_1] C[k_1, r]$$

(b)

Figure 4: A tensor algebra expression example for two matrix multiplications $A \times B \times C$. The red box highlights a scope that instantiates the intermediate result of $A \times B$.

### Table 1: Derivation rules for tensor algebra expressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-expression derivation §4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summation splitting</td>
<td>Split summation from one scope into two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable substitution</td>
<td>Replace traversal iterators with new ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traversal merging</td>
<td>Merge two scopes by merging traversals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary relaxing</td>
<td>Relax the range of iterators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary tightening</td>
<td>Tighten the range of iterators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-expression derivation §4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression splitting</td>
<td>Split an expression into independent ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression merging</td>
<td>Merge multiple independent expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression fusion</td>
<td>Fuse multiple dependent expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression instantiation §5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator matching</td>
<td>Match a scope with predefined operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eOperator generation</td>
<td>Generate an eOperator for a scope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$L_{\vec{x}} \sum_{\vec{y}} f(T[\tau(\vec{x}, \vec{y})])$$

(1)

where $T = \{T_0, T_1, \ldots\}$ is a list of input tensors, $\tau(\vec{x}, \vec{y})$ is the indexing function that computes element indexes for tensors in $T$ using iterators $\vec{x}$ and $\vec{y}$, and $f$ is the computation taking on the indexed elements of $T$.

### 4 Derivation Rules

To discover highly-optimized expressions for an input tensor program, EinNet uses derivation rules to apply transformations on an input expression. Table 1 summarizes the derivation rules used by EinNet. Note that the mathematical equivalence of derivation rules guarantees the equivalence of derived expressions discovered by EinNet. Different from schedule primitives of kernel generators that are designed to discover optimized schedules of a given expression on specific hardware, EinNet’s derivation rules focus on transforming the computation semantics of tensor expressions, such as reorganizing computation into efficient operators.

#### 4.1 Intra-Expression Derivation

Intra-expression derivation rules transform an expression into other functionally equivalent forms, which is essential for constructing a comprehensive search space of expressions for a tensor program. Figure 5 shows the optimization details in Figure 3(b). It splits the expression of $\text{Conv3x3}$ into two parts, derives one part toward a predefined operator $\text{Matmul}$, and then converts the other part to an eOperator. We now describe these intra-expression derivation rules.

#### Summation splitting

Divides a summation notation $\sum_{x}$ into two separate summations $\sum_{r_1}$ and $\sum_{r_2}$ and instantiates the result of the inner summation by converting it to a scope:
Figure 5: The derivation process of the example in Figure 3(b), which transforms Conv with Matmul and eOperators

\[
\sum_{\tau(x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})} f(T[\tau(x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})]) \Rightarrow \sum_{\tau(x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})} \left\{ \sum_{\tau(x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})} f(T[\tau(x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})]) \right\}[\overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2}]
\]

where \(\tau\) is a mapping from \((x, \overline{x_1}, \overline{x_2})\) to an input position. EinNet divides the iterators of a summation into two disjoint groups, \(\overline{x_1}\) and \(\overline{x_2}\), which splits the summation into two nested scopes \(S_1\) and \(S_2\), where \(S_1\) is the highlighted part in the above expression and \(S_2 = L_{x} \sum_{x} S_{1}[x, \overline{x_1}]\). Note that in summation splitting, EinNet converts the result of the inner summation into a scope, whose output is reused by the outer summation.

To transform a 3×3 convolution to a batch of nine matrix multiplications, as shown in Figure 5, EinNet first transforms the initial expression \(E_1\) to \(E_2\) by splitting the summation \(\sum_{r,s,t}\) into two summations \(\sum_{r,s}\) and \(\sum_{t}\), and instantiating the output of the inner summation (i.e., \(\{L_{\tau(x, y)} \sum_{x} A[h + r, w + s, c]K[r, s, f, c]\}\)). The inner scope only sums along the \(c\) dimension; as a result, an intermediate five-dimensional tensor is instantiated since the summation along the \(r\) and \(s\) dimensions is not performed but converted to traversal notations. The outer scope computes the remaining summation over the \(r\) and \(s\) dimensions, which produces a three-dimensional tensor. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the change in computation graph.

**Variable substitution** substitutes a set of traversal iterators \(L_{x}\) with a new set of iterators \(L_{\overline{x}}\) by applying a bijective function \(\Phi\) (i.e., \(\overline{y} = \Phi(x)\)). This transformation allows the expression to be computed using a different set of traversal iterators. In particular, for an expression \(L_{x} \sum_{x} f(T[\tau(x)])\), variable substitution introduces an intermediate scope that computes \(L_{\overline{y}} \sum_{\overline{y}} f(T[\tau(\Phi^{-1}(\overline{y}))])\), where \(\Phi\) is a bijective function that maps the iterating space \(x\) to \(\Phi(x)\), and \(\Phi^{-1}\) is the reverse function of \(\Phi\):

\[
L_{\overline{x}} \sum_{\overline{x}} f(T[\tau(\overline{x})]) \Rightarrow L_{\overline{x}} \sum_{\overline{x}} \left( \sum_{\overline{y}} f(T[\tau(\Phi^{-1}(\overline{y}))]) \right) \Phi(x).
\]

A variable substitution constructs an intermediate scope with new traversal iterators. To preserve functional equivalence, the original iterator \(x\) is used to construct the final result using the output of the intermediate scope.

Although numerous possible variable substitutions exist for an expression, EinNet infers legal ones by analyzing indexing functions in expressions and checking whether they can form bijections. In Figure 5, EinNet applies a variable substitution to transform the expression from \(E_2\) to \(E_3\) using a bijective function \(\Phi\) that maps \((r, s, f, h + r, w + s)\) to \((r, s, f, t_1, t_2)\). Specifically, \(h + r\) and \(w + s\) are substituted with \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) in \(E_3\). To automatically identify promising variable substitutions among all alternatives, §6.1 introduces expression distance, a novel technique for efficiently exploring the search space.

**Traversal merging** combines the traversal notations in two separate scopes into one scope using an indexing function \(\Phi\):

\[
L_{\overline{x}} \sum_{\overline{x}} f(T[\tau(\overline{x})]) \Rightarrow L_{\overline{x}} \sum_{\overline{y}} f(T[\tau(\Phi(x), y)])
\]

where indexing function \(\Phi\) maps the outer scope iterators \(x, y\) to the inner scope iterators \(\overline{x}\) and satisfies \(\Phi(\overline{x} \times \overline{y}) \subseteq \mathbb{Z}\).

In the example of Figure 5, EinNet applies traversal merging to transform \(E_4\) to \(E_5\). For this transformation, the outer traversal and summation notations and the inner traversal notation both include five iterators (i.e., \(x = (h, w, f)\), \(\overline{y} = (r, w)\), and \(\tau = (r, s, f, h + r, w + s)\)). Traversal merging is applied with an identity mapping function \(\Phi\) and an indexing function \(\tau(r, s, f, h + r, w + s)\). Traversal merging removes a scope and preserves the same computation graph.

**Boundary relaxing and tightening.** Boundary tightening inspects whether the computation for some output elements can be avoided if these elements are constants for arbitrary
inputs. EINNET executes constant propagation on expressions to deal with constant numbers in expressions and paddings in tensors. If an output region has constant values, EINNET converts it into an attribute of tensors to avoid unnecessary computation. In contrast, boundary relaxing enlarges tensors by adding extra paddings and redundant computations to explore more optimizations. Figure 6 shows the optimization that pads a Conv5×5 to a Conv6×6 and then converts it to a Conv3×3 with quadrupled output channels. The following formula shows how relaxing and tightening are performed:

\[
\prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \iff \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]),
\]

where \(\bar{x} \subset \bar{x}'\), and \(T\) has a constant value in \(\bar{x}' \setminus \bar{x}\).

To limit the number of possible candidate parameters for this rule, EINNET relaxes and tightens boundaries to a common constant. In the running example in Figure 5, the formula in \(E_4\) performs boundary relaxing on \(t_1\) and \(t_2\), transforming their ranges from \([r, H + r]\) and \([s, W + s]\) to \([-1, H + 1]\) and \([-1, W + 1]\), respectively, as the ranges of \(r\) and \(s\) are \([-1, 1]\) for a 3×3 convolution kernel. After boundary relaxing, the computation graph is transformed from Figure 5 (b) to (c). If multiple plans exist, the most strict one is selected to prevent extra redundant computing. Meanwhile, EINNET is still able to find the transformations introducing more redundancy by applying the rule multiple times.

EINNET performs boundary tightening to transform \(E_5\) into \(E_6\). In \(E_5\), as the computation performed on \(t_1 = -1\), \(t_1 = H, t_2 = -1\) and \(t_2 = W\) falls in the paddings of tensor \(A\), the computation result is zero as well. Hence, the ranges of \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) are tightened from \([-1, H + 1]\) and \([-1, W + 1]\) to \([0, H]\) and \([0, W]\), respectively. After boundary tightening, the computation graph is transformed from Figure 5 (c) to (d).

**Derivation search space.** The derivation rules allow EINNET to explore a large search space of expressions. Figure 7 illustrates the derivation search space of a 3x3 convolution. By applying different derivation rules, the initial expression is derived into various equivalent expressions, shown as the computation graphs in Figure 7. The motivating example shown in Figure 5 is identified by the derivation path \((a) \rightarrow (b) \rightarrow (c) \rightarrow (d) \rightarrow (e)\). The figure also shows many other expressions discovered by EINNET: By deriving the expression in (d) to Conv1x1 instead of Matmul, EINNET discovers a new expression in (f). By merging summation iterators, expression (i) adopts an eOperator to concatenate multiple inputs with offsets for the following Matmul, which represents the conventional Im2col optimization [36]. Expression (k) shows a group convolution is equivalent to the original one by duplicating its input. Expressions (n) and (p) show two additional candidate expressions, both of which decompose the 3×3 convolution into smaller convolutions while preserving output using derived eOperators.

**4.2 Inter-Expression Derivation**

We now introduce the inter-expression derivations rule in EINNET for splitting, merging, and fusing expressions.

**Expression splitting** divides an expression into two independent ones by partitioning the original expression’s traversal space \(X\) into two subspaces \(X_1\) and \(X_2\), where \(X \subseteq X_1 \cup X_2\):

\[
\prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \implies \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \sim \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]),
\]

where \(\sim\) denotes the independence of the two expressions.

**Expression merging** is the reverse of expression splitting. It merges two independent expressions with the same computation by merging their traversal spaces \(X_1 \cup X_2 \subseteq X\):

\[
\prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \sim \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \implies \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}])
\]

**Expression fusion** fuses multiple dependent expressions into one using the following rule:

\[
\prod_{\bar{y}} g(T'[\bar{y}]) \circ \prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}]) \implies \prod_{\bar{y}} g(\prod_{\bar{x}} f(T[\bar{x}])[\bar{y}])
\]

where \(T'\) is equal to the computation result of the highlighted part in the above expression, and \(E_1 \circ E_2\) denotes that the result of expression \(E_2\) is fed as inputs to expression \(E_1\).

Figure 3(a) shows a sequence of derivations involving inter-expression derivation. EINNET first applies intra-expression derivation rules to transform Conv3x3 and Conv1x1 to two Matmuls and an eOperator. Since the two Matmuls share the same input and computation pattern, EINNET is able to apply the expression merging rule upon them. As shown in the dashed box, EINNET transposes and concatenates the two weight tensors as the input for Matmul. The outputs of Matmul are split to get two equivalent outputs. Furthermore, EINNET applies the expression fusion rule to perform vertical operator fusion, an optimization fusing a chain of operators into a single kernel to reduce data movement and kernel launch overhead. In the solid boxes in Figure 3(a), EINNET fuses memory-bound operators (e.g., OffsetReduce and Relu) into one eOperator by applying expression fusion.
5 Expression Instantiation

Although EINNET can treat all expressions as eOperators and use an off-the-shelf kernel generator (e.g., TVM in our implementation) to generate executable programs, doing so would result in suboptimal performance. This is because existing vendor-provided tensor libraries such as cuDNN [10] and cuBLAS [11] include a collection of highly optimized tensor algebra kernels that outperform their counterparts generated by tensor compilers. The performance and expressiveness trade-off between hand-tuned and auto-generated kernels introduces both challenges and opportunities: we should opportunistically lower some expressions to vendor-provided kernels to realize their performance advantages and use kernel generators to generate executable programs for remaining expressions. We refer to this task as expression instantiation.

EINNET considers two derivation rules for expression instantiation: (1) operator matching allows EINNET to opportunistically use existing highly optimized kernels (e.g., cuDNN [10] and cuBLAS [11]) to achieve high performance, and (2) eOperator generation enables flexible kernel generation for an arbitrary eOperator. After applying these rules, the instantiated scopes are replaced with tensors in the original expression and are separated from the following derivation.

To lower expressions to kernels, EINNET uses a strategy that maps compute-intensive expressions to predefined operators and employs a kernel generator for memory-bound expressions. This strategy allows EINNET to benefit from existing vendor libraries and maintain low compilation time, since memory-bound expressions usually involve a small schedule space in existing code generation frameworks [7]. While a more aggressive utilization of kernel generators has the potential to outperform the opportunistic strategy, it introduces significant kernel tuning overhead for millions of possible expressions during the program optimization. This is due to the difficulty in accurately estimating the performance of a kernel without actually tuning and profiling it.

To determine whether an expression is compute-intensive or memory-bound, EINNET analyzes its arithmetic intensity, calculated as the ratio between its FLOPs and tensor sizes. Expressions with arithmetic intensity lower than a threshold (4 in our evaluation) are considered memory-bound eOperators. EINNET decides whether to perform operator matching or eOperator generation for this expression based on this metric. The following introduces these two instantiation rules.

5.1 Operator Matching

Mapping an expression to a predefined operator is challenging since an operator can be represented in various expressions. For example, while expressions in Figure 8(a-b) have distinct forms, they can both be instantiated as batched matrix multiplication kernels in cuBLAS as it supports tensors with flexible data layouts.
Table 2: Iterator mapping table. Iterators are categorized by where they appear in expressions. For each iterator group, Y and N indicate whether the iterators appear in the index of corresponding tensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Tensor algebra expressions</th>
<th>Iterator groups (I₀/I₁/O₀)</th>
<th>Y/Y/Y</th>
<th>Y/N/Y</th>
<th>N/Y/Y</th>
<th>Y/Y/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>( O_0[m,n] = L_{mn} I_0[m,n] + I_1[m,n] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>m,n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BatchMatmul</td>
<td>( O_0[b,m,n] = L_{bmn} \sum I_0[b,m,k] I_1[b,k,n] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>b,m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>( O_0[n,h,w,f] = L_{nhw} \sum_{crs} I_0[n,h+r,w+s,c] I_1[r,s,f,c] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>n,h,w</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>c,r,s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2BMM</td>
<td>( O_0[b,m,w] = L_{bmw} \sum I_0[b,m,k] I_1[b,k,m+D+(w-W)] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>b,m</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EinNet uses an *iterator mapping table* to determine if a given expression can be mapped to a predefined operator, where iterators of each operator are grouped based on whether the iterator appears in the operator’s input/output tensors. Table 2 shows the iterator mapping table for several operators with two input and one output tensors, including element-wise operators, batched matrix multiplication, convolution, and G2BMM. Each row in the table corresponds to an operator, while each column shows an *iterator group*. The iterator mapping table also records the coefficients of iterators in the index of each tensor for operator matching. It can be extended to support operators with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs.

The iterator mapping table allows EinNet to determine if an expression can be mapped to an operator as follows:

1. **Match tensors.** To map a given expression to an operator, EinNet enumerates all possible one-to-one mappings between the expression and operator’s input/output tensors. For example, to map the expression in Figure 8 (b) to BMM (i.e., expression in Figure 8 (a)), there exist two possible mappings, \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) and \( \{A \rightarrow Y, B \rightarrow X\} \).

2. **Match iterators.** For each tensor mapping, EinNet further enumerates all possible ways to match iterators between the expression and operator using the iterator mapping table described above. For example, assuming a tensor mapping \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) in Figure 8, iterators \( \{u, v, x, w\} \) in (b) are mapped to iterators \( \{b, m, k, n\} \) in (a) based on the iterator mapping table (iterators in the same group are marked in the same color). When there are multiple iterators in the same group, EinNet enumerates all possible mappings between these iterators.

3. **Match operator attributes.** Many predefined operators contain attributes to specify computation. E.g., modern BLAS libraries use *lda* and *ldb* to control the data layouts for input tensors in matrix multiplication. To match these attributes, EinNet flattens the input and output tensors (i.e., reshapes them into one-dimensional tensors) to hide the complexity of tensor shapes. EinNet then matches the operator attributes by examining the variable coefficients of the flattened tensors. Figure 8(c-d) show how EinNet determines the attributes \( I_{b0} \) and \( I_{b1} \) for a BMM operator. It flattens the tensor B in both expressions and compares their coefficients: \( I_{b0} = l_{y0} + l_1 \), \( I_{b1} = l_{y2} \), where \( l_{y0} \) is the stride of \( n \)-dimension of tensor Y. The coefficient of \( w \) in Expression (d) is also checked to be equal to that of \( n \).

EinNet uses an iterator mapping table to determine if a given expression can be mapped to a predefined operator, where iterators of each operator are grouped based on whether the iterator appears in the operator’s input/output tensors. Table 2 shows the iterator mapping table for several operators with two input and one output tensors, including element-wise operators, batched matrix multiplication, convolution, and G2BMM. Each row in the table corresponds to an operator, while each column shows an iterator group. The iterator mapping table also records the coefficients of iterators in the index of each tensor for operator matching. It can be extended to support operators with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs.

The iterator mapping table allows EinNet to determine if an expression can be mapped to an operator as follows:

1. **Match tensors.** To map a given expression to an operator, EinNet enumerates all possible one-to-one mappings between the expression and operator’s input/output tensors. For example, to map the expression in Figure 8 (b) to BMM (i.e., expression in Figure 8 (a)), there exist two possible mappings, \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) and \( \{A \rightarrow Y, B \rightarrow X\} \).

2. **Match iterators.** For each tensor mapping, EinNet further enumerates all possible ways to match iterators between the expression and operator using the iterator mapping table described above. For example, assuming a tensor mapping \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) in Figure 8, iterators \( \{u, v, x, w\} \) in (b) are mapped to iterators \( \{b, m, k, n\} \) in (a) based on the iterator mapping table (iterators in the same group are marked in the same color). When there are multiple iterators in the same group, EinNet enumerates all possible mappings between these iterators.

3. **Match operator attributes.** Many predefined operators contain attributes to specify computation. E.g., modern BLAS libraries use *lda* and *ldb* to control the data layouts for input tensors in matrix multiplication. To match these attributes, EinNet flattens the input and output tensors (i.e., reshapes them into one-dimensional tensors) to hide the complexity of tensor shapes. EinNet then matches the operator attributes by examining the variable coefficients of the flattened tensors. Figure 8(c-d) show how EinNet determines the attributes \( I_{b0} \) and \( I_{b1} \) for a BMM operator. It flattens the tensor B in both expressions and compares their coefficients: \( I_{b0} = l_{y0} + l_1 \), \( I_{b1} = l_{y2} \), where \( l_{y0} \) is the stride of \( n \)-dimension of tensor Y. The coefficient of \( w \) in Expression (d) is also checked to be equal to that of \( n \).

EinNet uses an iterator mapping table to determine if a given expression can be mapped to a predefined operator, where iterators of each operator are grouped based on whether the iterator appears in the operator’s input/output tensors. Table 2 shows the iterator mapping table for several operators with two input and one output tensors, including element-wise operators, batched matrix multiplication, convolution, and G2BMM. Each row in the table corresponds to an operator, while each column shows an iterator group. The iterator mapping table also records the coefficients of iterators in the index of each tensor for operator matching. It can be extended to support operators with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs.

The iterator mapping table allows EinNet to determine if an expression can be mapped to an operator as follows:

1. **Match tensors.** To map a given expression to an operator, EinNet enumerates all possible one-to-one mappings between the expression and operator’s input/output tensors. For example, to map the expression in Figure 8 (b) to BMM (i.e., expression in Figure 8 (a)), there exist two possible mappings, \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) and \( \{A \rightarrow Y, B \rightarrow X\} \).

2. **Match iterators.** For each tensor mapping, EinNet further enumerates all possible ways to match iterators between the expression and operator using the iterator mapping table described above. For example, assuming a tensor mapping \( \{A \rightarrow X, B \rightarrow Y\} \) in Figure 8, iterators \( \{u, v, x, w\} \) in (b) are mapped to iterators \( \{b, m, k, n\} \) in (a) based on the iterator mapping table (iterators in the same group are marked in the same color). When there are multiple iterators in the same group, EinNet enumerates all possible mappings between these iterators.

3. **Match operator attributes.** Many predefined operators contain attributes to specify computation. E.g., modern BLAS libraries use *lda* and *ldb* to control the data layouts for input tensors in matrix multiplication. To match these attributes, EinNet flattens the input and output tensors (i.e., reshapes them into one-dimensional tensors) to hide the complexity of tensor shapes. EinNet then matches the operator attributes by examining the variable coefficients of the flattened tensors. Figure 8(c-d) show how EinNet determines the attributes \( I_{b0} \) and \( I_{b1} \) for a BMM operator. It flattens the tensor B in both expressions and compares their coefficients: \( I_{b0} = l_{y0} + l_1 \), \( I_{b1} = l_{y2} \), where \( l_{y0} \) is the stride of \( n \)-dimension of tensor Y. The coefficient of \( w \) in Expression (d) is also checked to be equal to that of \( n \).
Figure 10: Distance-guided search

the maximum number of derivation rules EINNET applies during explorative derivation. As described in §5, EINNET opportunistically uses vendor-provided kernel libraries to maximize performance. Thus, EINNET leverages converging derivation to quickly derive an expression toward a target operator (e.g., operators in cuDNN and cuBLAS). EINNET automatically generates necessary eOperators to bridge the gap between the current expression and target operator.

Converging derivation. During converging derivation, EINNET first selects a target operator and uses a novel metric, expression distance, to guide the applications of derivation rules in this stage. Expression distance measures the difference between a given expression \( E_t \) and the canonical expression of a given operator \( E_2 \). To calculate the distance between \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \), EINNET first matches all iterators in \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) using the iterator mapping table (see §5.1) and counts the total number of mismatched iterators as their distance.

Specifically, each iterator mismatch between the current expression and target operator indicates that the two expressions have a different number of iterators in an iterator group (see Table 2). EINNET applies derivation rules to fix mismatches, such as variable substitution rules to merge/split iterators, resulting in reduced expression distances. For example, to derive the expression in the inner scope of \( E_2 \) in Figure 5 to a Matmul, EINNET compares their iterators (Table 2) and obtains the following matches: \( t_1, t_2 \rightarrow m; r, s, f \rightarrow n; c \rightarrow k \). To fix mismatches, EINNET applies variable substitutions to merge iterators \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) into \( m \) and merge \( r, s, f \) into \( n \). After all iterators are matched, EINNET infers the shape of each input/output tensor according to the target operator and constructs new tensors from existing ones by adding eOperators. For example, the new input tensor \( \mathbf{A}' \) and weight tensor \( \mathbf{K}' \) for Matmul are constructed by the following expressions:

\[
\mathbf{A}'[m, k] = \mathbf{A}'[t_1 \times W + t_2, c] = \mathbf{A}[t_1, t_2, c] \tag{2}
\]

\[
\mathbf{K}'[k, n] = \mathbf{K}'[c, r \times S \times F + s \times F + f] = \mathbf{K}[r, s, f, c] \tag{3}
\]

where the mapping functions are \( (m, k) = \Phi_A(t_1, t_2, c) = (t_1 \times W + t_2, c) \) and \( (k, n) = \Phi_K(r, s, f, c) = (c, r \times S \times F + s \times F + f) \), and \( W, S, F \) are the range of the iterators \( w, s, f \). EINNET automatically generates Expression (2) and (3) to fix the mismatch and reduce the expression distance.

During converging derivation, EINNET only considers derivations that reduce the expression distance of the current expression and target operator, allowing EINNET to prune most derivations and quickly converge to the target operator. By enumerating operators in the iterator mapping table as the target operator, EINNET finds transformations involving different operators.

Delayed code generation. To accelerate the search, EINNET estimates the performance of derived programs to avoid frequent code generation for eOperators. Specifically, the execution time of a predefined operator is measured by profiling its kernel on hardware. Meanwhile, the run time of an eOperator is estimated based on its input/output sizes and hardware memory bandwidth. We observe that this estimation is accurate since eOperators are memory-bound and usually account for a small part of the total execution time.

6.2 Redundancy Pruning

Applying different sequences of derivations may result in the same expression. For example, splitting an iterator into two and then merging them results in the original one. To prune redundancy, EINNET uses a fingerprint technique to detect duplicate expressions. A fingerprint is a hash of an expression and can eliminate the following sources of redundancy:

- **Summation reordering**: summations can be reordered, e.g., \( \sum_i \sum_j f(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \) is equivalent with \( \sum_i \sum_j f(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \). Note that traversal reordering does not imply equivalence since it involves layout transformations.

- **Operand reordering**: operands of commutative binary operations can be reordered, e.g., \( L_x(T_1[x] + T_2[y]) \) is equal to \( L_x(T_2[x] + T_1[y]) \). Operand reordering should be applied for both iterator computation and tensor composition.

- **Iterator renaming**: iterators should be distinguished by their iterator space instead of names, e.g., \( L_{x=0} L_{y=0} f(x, y) \) and \( L_{x=0} L_{y=0} f(y, z) \) are equivalent, and \( (x, y) \) in the former one should be mapped to \( (y, z) \) in the latter one.

- **Tensor renaming**: tensors introduced by different scopes may have the same value.

To eliminate the above sources of redundancy, EINNET adopts the following methods to calculate fingerprints. For a traversal iterator, EINNET uses its iterator space and its order relative to all other traversal notations in the current scope as its fingerprint. Since order is considered, fingerprint can differentiate traversal iterators with the same iterator spaces but in different locations of the traversal notations. For a summation iterator, EINNET only uses its iterator space as its fingerprint. Thus expressions under summation reordering have the same fingerprint. To account for operand reordering, EINNET uses the operation type and an order-independent hash for commutative operations (e.g., addition) and an order-dependent hash for other operations. The fingerprint of a tensor depends on its source. For an input tensor, EINNET calculates its fingerprint by hashing its name. For an intermediate tensor generated by a scope, its fingerprint is identical to that of the expression that produces the tensor.
Algorithm 1 Program-level optimizer.

1: **Input**: An input tensor program \( \mathcal{P} \)
2: **Output**: An optimized tensor program \( \mathcal{P}_{\text{opt}} \)
3: 
4: \( \mathcal{IR} \) = inter-expression rule set
5: \( \mathcal{SP} \) = split \( \mathcal{P} \) and translate subprograms into expressions
6: \( \mathcal{P}_{\text{opt}} = \emptyset \)
7: for \( E_0 \in \mathcal{SP} \) do
8: \( Q = \{E_0\} \)
9: for \( E \in Q \) do
10: for \( r \in \mathcal{IR} \) do
11: \( Q = Q + r(E) \)
12: \( Q = Q + \text{DISTANCEGUIDEDSEARCH}(E) \)
13: Add the best transformation in \( Q \) into \( \mathcal{P}_{\text{opt}} \)
14: \text{POSTOPTIMIZATION}(\mathcal{P}_{\text{opt}})
15: return \( \mathcal{P}_{\text{opt}} \)

Figure 11: Post-optimization for InfoGAN. Red blocks represent eOperators. DLT means data layout transformation.

### 6.3 End-to-End Workflow

Algorithm 1 shows EINNET’s workflow for optimizing an input tensor program in an end-to-end fashion. For an input program, EINNET first splits it into multiple subprograms using non-linear activation operators as the splitting points. This is because activation operators often do not provide further optimization opportunities other than fusion, as discovered by prior work [38]. For each subprogram, EINNET translates it into expressions using the canonical expression of each operator. Since a subprogram may include multiple operators and thus multiple expressions, EINNET applies inter-expression derivation rules (Line 11) and feeds each expression to the distance-guided search (§6.1) for performing intra-expression derivations (Line 12). Instead of integrating intra- and inter-expression optimizations in a unified search space and performing them jointly, the separate search prioritizes the transformations that can map expressions into operators. Thus, EINNET is able to find promising transformations quickly and prune unnecessary search states according to the execution time of transformed results.

Finally, EINNET selects the best-discovered expression of each subprogram, performs post-optimization, and generates an optimized tensor program. Figure 11 shows two types of post-optimization: eOperator fusion and compile-time expression evaluation. EINNET generates eOperators to facilitate optimizing transformations when optimizing a sub-program. During post-optimization, consecutive eOperators are fused into a single eOperator by applying inter-expression derivations. The dashed boxes in Figure 11(b) and (c) show such cases. EINNET also detects compile-time computable expressions to reduce runtime overhead. For example, the data layout transformation \( E_2 \) in Figure 11 can be processed during post-optimization.

### 7 Evaluation

#### 7.1 Experimental Setup

**Implementation of EINNET.** EINNET is built with over 23K lines of C++ and Python code. We realize the tensor expression derivation system from scratch and implement an execution runtime for tensor programs. Users can both define tensor programs in EINNET directly and load existing ones in the ONNX format [29]. To support an operator in derivation, EINNET requires its tensor expression and operator attribute constraints to automatically convert it between expressions and operators. We set the default maximum search depth of explorative derivation to 7, which is an empirical configuration satisfying both optimization quality and search time.

**Platform.** We evaluate EINNET on a server with dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPUs, NVIDIA A100 40GB and V100 32GB PCIe GPUs. All experiments use CUDA 11.0.2, cuBLAS 11.1.0, and cuDNN 8.0.3.


#### 7.2 End-to-End Performance

We first compare the end-to-end inference performance of EINNET against today’s DNN frameworks, including TensorFlow v2.4 [4], TensorFlow XLA [2], Nimble [22], TVM v0.10 with Anisor [7], TensorRT v8.2 [35], and PET v0.1 [38]. All frameworks use the same version of cuBLAS and cuDNN as their backend and the same data type FP32 in computation for a fair comparison. For the new attention operator in Longformer, we provide an auto-tuned kernel for TVM, TensorRT, PET, and EINNET, and implement it by
Figure 12: End-to-end performance comparison with other systems on an A100 and a V100 GPU with batch sizes of 1 and 16. OOM means out of memory. Bars over $4 \times$ are truncated, and their relative execution times to EINNET are marked on the bars. The numbers above EINNET’s bars show EINNET’s speedups over the best baseline.

Figure 13: End-to-end performance comparison with TensorRT on an A100 with TF32 and batch sizes of 1. The numbers above EINNET’s bars show EINNET’s speedups over the best baseline.

EINNET outperforms the best existing baseline by up to $2.72 \times$ on A100 and $2.68 \times$ on V100. For both CNNs (e.g., GCN) and language models (e.g., Longformer), EINNET is able to improve their performance by more than $2 \times$. Among the seven models, ResNet-18 has been heavily optimized by existing tensor program frameworks and optimizers; however, EINNET still outperforms existing optimizers by $1.2 \times$ on V100, by applying the novel transformations shown in Figure 3. For CSRNet, a typical optimization case of PET, EINNET discovers similar transformations by derivations and eliminates extra introduced transposes, indicating that EINNET’s derivation rules can perform PET’s optimizations and uncover additional improvements.

Figure 13 shows the speedup with the computation data type of TF32 and Tensor Cores on A100. To show the benefits provided by EINNET, we create a baseline EINNET-Base which executes models in EINNET with derivation optimizations disabled. As shown in Figure 13, while EINNET usually brings significant speedups over EINNET-Base and TensorRT, TensorRT can have better performance in models like ResNet-18. Though TensorRT is not open source, the profiling results show that it leverages many efficient GPU kernels besides cuBLAS and cuDNN. This can be an important source of its high performance, which is beyond the current search space of EINNET.

### 7.3 Optimization Analysis

This section analyzes the optimizations discovered by EINNET on these DNNs. To highlight transformations beyond the scope of existing tensor program optimizers, we focus on transformations involving eOperators.

**Transforming operator types.** EINNET is able to opportunistically substitute an inefficient operator with well-optimized operators of different types. In ResNet-18 and InfoGAN, the transformations from Conv and ConvTranspose to Matmul are profitable. Table 3 shows a detailed performance analysis. As shown in Figure 3(b), EINNET transforms a Conv3x3 to a Matmul and an eOperator (OffsetReduce), which significantly reduces GPU DRAM accesses from 56.7 MB to 10.5 MB and achieves a $2.7 \times$ speedup. As another

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input shape</th>
<th>Conv Alg</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>DRAM (MB)</th>
<th>L2 (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv3x3</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 3 (b)</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv-Transpose</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16,448,2,2]</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv3x5</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 6</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16,32,224,224]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G28R9</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>19750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 14</td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8,10000,64]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transforming operator attributes. EINNET can also transform operator attributes by leveraging eOperators. Figure 6 shows such an optimization for convolution, which converts its kernel size from $5 \times 5$ to $3 \times 3$, allowing EINNET to use more advanced convolution algorithms best suited for $3 \times 3$ convolutions. To realize this transformation, an eOperator is added to split the output of Conv3x3 across the channel dimension and reduce the intermediate results with corresponding offsets. Although padding the convolution kernel introduces additional computation, Table 3 shows it enables using the Winograd algorithm for convolution, which further reduces compute time and memory access.

Transforming tensor layouts. eOperators allow EINNET to accelerate DNN computation by optimizing tensor layouts. Figure 14 shows such a layout optimization for Longformer, which uses a dilated G2BMM (general to band matrix multiplication) to compute sparse attention. G2BMM has the same computation pattern as Matmul and only computes a subset of output. The blue boxes in Figure 14(a) show the output locations with a dilation of 2. EINNET discovers an optimizing layout transformation that reorders the odd and even rows or columns, converting the dilated G2BMM to a non-dilated one, as shown in Figure 14(b), which greatly reduces non-contiguous memory accesses at the cost of introducing two redundant elements (marked as red in the figure). As shown in Table 3, this transformation can reduce L2 cache access by 95.9% and execution time by 78.0%.

Transforming graph structures. For the Longformer case shown in Figure 14(d), four data layout transformations are introduced to accelerate dilated G2BMM. While they are not predefined operators, EINNET finds that the middle two are reciprocal through expression fusion and eliminates them since they do not affect the Softmax computation in between. A more complex example is in GCN, which has a repeated structure of spatially separable convolutions (i.e., sequential Conv1xKs and ConvKx1s). As shown in Figure 15(b), EINNET first transforms convolutions to Matmuls and eOperators, and then merges the first two Matmuls into a single Matmul. While the two following Matmuls do not share common inputs, they have an identical computation pattern and can be merged into a BatchMatmul by applying the expression merging and operator matching rules. Note that the left part of Figure 15(c) is computed at compile-time by EINNET since it only involves weight tensors. These transformations optimize subgraph execution time by 4.9\% on A100 with batch size of one.

7.4 Integration with Different Backends

Since EINNET searches expression space, it can cooperate with different backends, including math libraries and schedule-based code generation frameworks. To show the improvements of EINNET on these backends, we evaluate EINNET with cuBLAS/cuDNN, AutoTVM [7], and TVM auto-scheduler Anstor [8]. The evaluation is carried out on the same transformations illustrated in §7.3.

Figure 16 shows EINNET can optimize tensor programs on different backends. For the Conv3x3 in ResNet-18 and the ConvTranspose in InfoGAN, transforming them to Matmuls and eOperators has significant speedup over all three platforms. While the transformation from Conv5x5 to Conv3x3 is beneficial for cuDNN, it does not have perfor-
7.5 Analysis of Automated Derivation

The search space of EINNET is determined by heuristic parameters, e.g., the maximum search depth for the distance-guided search algorithm (§6.1), which specifies the largest steps of derivation applied to an expression. A larger search depth enables more potential optimizations but introduces larger searching overhead. Figure 17 analyzes the speedup EINNET can achieve with different maximum search depths on InfoGAN and Longformer. On InfoGAN, EINNET has improvement when the searching step increases from 2 to 4, as new transformations are explored with a deeper search. While for Longformer, the major speedup comes from the transformation found in a 4-step derivation. In conclusion, the key takeaway is that EINNET can achieve most of the performance improvement at moderate depth.

To evaluate the proposed techniques for derivation, we evaluate the searching process on the four cases in Table 3 with and without converging derivation and expression fingerprint.

Distance-guided derivation (§6.1) provides a deterministic derivation direction to reduce search overhead. As shown in Figure 18(a), the search time grows exponentially with the maximum depth of explorative derivation (i.e., MaxDepth in Figure 10). EINNET adopts converging derivation to reduce the search depth of explorative derivation. Figure 18(b) shows the number of applied explorative derivations in these cases.

In the case of ConvTransposate, the explorative derivation requires a search with MaxDepth = 12 to discover the target expression. But with converging derivation, EINNET only requires a search with MaxDepth = 6, which means that matching a vendor-provided operator needs a six-step (12 − 6) search and converging derivation can reduce this unnecessary search. Thus, this optimization leads to a significant reduction of the search time by more than 99.0%.

Expression fingerprint (§6.2) prunes redundant searching states. Figure 19 shows the intermediate states and search time with and without the fingerprint mechanism. During

8 Related Work

Rule-based approaches such as TensorFlow XLA [2], TensorFlow [35], and Grappler [1], are widely used and perform optimizations like constant folding and layout optimization. While they can efficiently optimize computation graphs, it requires extensive expert efforts and only performs manually discovered optimizations. For operator fusion, DNNFusion [28] adopts operator-level mathematical-property-based graph rewrite rules, such as associative and commutative properties. However, such rewriting rules are mainly designed for element-wise operators and cannot be easily extended to arbitrary operators since many complex operators, such as convolution and matrix multiplication, do not follow associative and commutative properties. EINNET derives tensor programs at expression level to exploit general program transformations, including splitting, fusing, and reorganizing computation into operators and eOperators. This avoids manually summarizing rules for each operator.

Superoptimization-based approaches. TASO [20] and
PET [38] use superoptimization techniques to generate graph transformations for a given set of operators. TASO adopts formal verification techniques to assure the equivalence of transformations. PET further introduces partially-equivalent transformations and correction mechanism to find more optimizations. Compared with these frameworks, EINNET extends the search space from POR transformations to general expressions by tensor algebra expression derivation.

**Schedule-based approaches.** Halide [24] decouples a program into computation and schedule and performs schedule space transformations. This idea is widely adopted by code generation frameworks, including TVM [7], FlexTensor [42], and Ansor [40]. Orthogonal to schedule-based optimizers, EINNET focuses on high-level graph transformation space and designs the architecture-independent expression derivation rules to reorganize computation into efficient operators.

**Task-based approaches.** Task, an abstraction of computation and memory operation workload, is introduced into tensor programs recently to optimize their performance. Rammer [27] divides operators into fine-grained tasks and proposes a sub-operator-level task scheduling method to exploit both intra- and inter-operator parallelism. Hidet [12] leverages task mapping in kernel generation to explore more aggressive optimizations. EINNET is compatible with these optimizers by utilizing them as execution and kernel generator backend.

**Tensorization.** TensorIR [14], AMOS [41], and Glesnide [34] aim to generate tensorized code on tensor accelerators. While computation mapping is stressed in their workflows, these works focus on generating performant native code leveraging special circuits, such as fixed-shape matrix multipliers Intel AMX and NVIDIA TensorCore. In contrast, EINNET adopts expression matching to match arbitrary linear tensor algebra expressions, which are more flexible and contain undetermined parameters in the pattern expressions.

### 9 Conclusion

We propose EINNET, a derivation-based tensor program optimizer, which extends the optimization space of tensor programs from predefined operator representable transformations to general expressions and can create new operators desired by transformations. EINNET can outperform state-of-the-art frameworks by up to 2.72× on NVIDIA GPUs.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
This artifact appendix helps the readers reproduce the main evaluation results of the paper: EinNet: Optimizing Tensor Programs with Derivation-Based Transformations.

Scope
This artifact can be used for evaluating and reproducing the main results of the paper, including the model-level evaluation, operator-level evaluation, and the ablation studies and hyper-parameter studies on search strategies.

Contents
The following evaluation results are contained in the artifact:

E1: An end-to-end performance comparison between EinNet and other frameworks. (Figure 12)

E2: Performance studies on the cases in §7.3. (Table 3)

E3: Operator performance before and after optimization on the math libraries and code generation framework Ansor. (Figure 15)

E4: Speedup under different maximum search depths. (Figure 16)

E5: Search time with different MaxDepth and the number of explorative derivation steps with and without converging derivation. (Figure 17)

E6: Ablation study of expression fingerprint pruning. (Figure 18)

Hosting
The source code of this artifact can be found on GitHub: https://github.com/zhengly123/OSDI23-EinNet-AE, the main branch, with the commit ID 26a47d9.

Requirements
Hardware dependencies
Dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz, NVIDIA A100-PCI-40GB GPU, NVIDIA V100-PCIE-32GB GPU.

Software dependencies
The artifact is evaluated on Ubuntu 22.04 LTS (Linux kernel 5.15.0-58). The artifact relies on CUDA 11.0.2 and cuDNN 8.0.3. The following frameworks are required as baselines:
1. TensorFlow 2.4
2. TensorRT 8.0
3. PET 1.0
4. Nimble with the commit ID bac6d10
5. TVM v0.10.0

Experiments workflow
The installation instruction and the following experiments are included in this artifact. All DNN benchmarks use synthetic input data in GPU device memory to remove the side effects of data transfers between CPU and GPU.

End-to-end performance (E1)
This experiment reproduces Figure 12 in the paper. Refer to OSDI23-EinNet-AE/0_model/README.md to prepare the environment and data. The detailed commands for each baseline are provided in separate run.sh and readme files in subdirectories.

Performance studies on the cases in §7.3 (E2)
See README.md and run.sh in OSDI23-EinNet-AE/1_op.

Operator performance (E3)
See README.md and run.sh in OSDI23-EinNet-AE/2_kernel_generator.

Speedup & Depth (E4)
See README.md and evaluate_max_depth.py in OSDI23-EinNet-AE/3_search_depth.

Search Time (E5)
See README.md and run.sh in OSDI23-EinNet-AE/4_search_time.

Ablation Study (E6)
See README.md and run.sh in OSDI23-EinNet-AE/5_fingerprint.
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Abstract

Hyperparameter tuning is an essential step in deep learning model development that provides better model performance at the cost of substantial resources. While existing systems can improve tuning efficiency, they still fail to handle large models with billions of parameters and efficiently leverage cluster resources. Motivated by these deficiencies, we introduce Hydro, a surrogate-based hyperparameter tuning service that optimizes tuning workloads in both the job-level and cluster-level granularities. Specifically, it consists of two key components: (1) Hydro Tuner automatically generates and optimizes surrogates models via scaling, parametrization, and fusion; (2) Hydro Coordinator improves tuning efficiency and cluster-wide resource utilization by adaptively leveraging ephemeral and heterogeneous resources. Our comprehensive experiments on two tuning algorithms across six models show that Hydro Tuner can dramatically reduce tuning makespan by up to $78.5\times$ compared with Ray Tune and no reduction in tuning quality. Hydro’s source code is publicly available at https://github.com/S-Lab-System-Group/Hydro.

1 Introduction

Over the years, we have witnessed the incredible performance and rapid popularity of Deep Learning (DL) across many domains, such as vision and speech. However, it is non-trivial to acquire a qualified DL model because its performance is highly sensitive to the hyperparameters, which control the training process and require to be set before training [71]. Poor hyperparameters result in training instability and inferior model quality. Conversely, well-tuned hyperparameters can significantly improve model performance. For instance, PyTorch [91] recently applies a new hyperparameter recipe on ResNet-50 [41] and achieves 80.9\% ImageNet classification accuracy [18], which is 4.8\% higher than the former version (76.1\%). Besides, RoBERTa [75] also demonstrates the critical impact of hyperparameters on the performance of large language models. Accordingly, hyperparameter tuning becomes a common practice during DL model development.

Due to the high dimensionality of the search space, a hyperparameter tuning job typically contains a large group of trials, each with a unique configuration [125]. To accelerate the tuning process, tech companies and researchers build hyperparameter tuning systems as cloud services \cite{1,8,39,92} or standalone frameworks \cite{32,71,72,82,125,127} (Table 1). However, we argue that state-of-the-art tuning systems are still expensive and inefficient in practice, as they suffer from several fundamental problems:

- **Unacceptable cost of tuning large models.** The extraordinary performance of large foundation models (e.g., BERT \cite{30}, GPT-3 \cite{24}) attracts wide downstream applications \cite{3,4,6}. Meanwhile, the hyperparameter tuning demand for these models increases rapidly. However, all of the existing tuning systems require training multiple trials using several times of resources, which is unaffordable for large models with billions of parameters. For example, training a SOTA language model PaLM \cite{27} of Google takes over 6,000 TPUs for around 2 months. Performing a hyperparameter sweep on such model is intractable \cite{23}. Consequently, hyperparameters of most large models are not well-tuned and can lead to subpar performance \cite{75}.

- **Inefficient hardware utilization.** Recent scheduling works \cite{46,114,115,124} report that GPUs are commonly underutilized in DL clusters due to massive training jobs involving mid- or small-scale models. Moreover, despite the growing trend of foundation models being employed in clusters, large-scale models often fail to fully utilize hardware resources due to the huge communication overhead and the presence of bubbles in the pipeline parallelism \cite{106}. To improve resource utilization, some novel tuning systems incorporate features such as elastic training \cite{32,71,82}, GPU sharing \cite{125}, and inter-trial fusion \cite{110}. However, these systems have certain limitations (§8) and often require substantial resources to explore trivial trials, which results in limited resources being contributed to the final model.

- **Agnostic to cluster-wide resources.** Hyperparameter tuning jobs are pervasive and occupy enormous resources in GPU clusters. As reported by Microsoft \cite{50,78}, “approximately 90\% of models require hyperparameter tuning, with each tuning job containing 75 trials in median.” However, existing tuning systems only manage trials over the requested resources and lack interaction with cluster schedulers. Meanwhile, DL schedulers \cite{36,40,46,87,94,114,123} also overlook the distinct characteristic of gradually diminishing hardware demand inherent in hyperparameter tuning jobs \cite{71}. Consequently, the cluster encounters imbalanced resource problem: the active tuning jobs consistently occupy static resources,
leaving some of them vacant, while the queued jobs are unable to request these idle resources from the scheduler. This leads to severe queuing delay, which is exacerbated when long-term large-scale model training jobs coexist and they occupy the majority of cluster resources.

To bridge these gaps, we design Hydro, a surrogate-based hyperparameter tuning service that optimizes tuning jobs in both the job-level and cluster-level granularities via automated model scaling, fusion and interleaving. The core design of Hydro derives from the following three insights. First, it is feasible to search hyperparameters with a smaller model. Instead of tuning hyperparameters directly on the target model, we find it is possible to tune a model with a much smaller surrogate model by applying a novel hyperparameter transfer theory [117, 121]. Second, cross-model fusion can be used to improve resource utilization. Since the scaled surrogate model is prone to incur GPU underutilization, we can utilize the model architecture consistency of different trials to fuse them into a single one, achieving much higher GPU utilization and training throughput. Third, ephemeral bubble resources in the datacenter can be leveraged for tuning. Large model training jobs exist in the long term and occupy the majority of resources, which incurs the starvation of other jobs. We can leverage pipeline bubbles of large models to greatly extend the tuning job resources in an interleaving execution way, without hurting the training throughout of large models.

Incorporating the above insights, we build Hydro service to minimize the makespan of tuning workloads and improve the cluster-wide resource utilization. It consists of two key system components: (1) Hydro Tuner is the user interface that automatically generates surrogate models by scaling and parametrization. It optimizes tuning efficiency via inter-trial and intra-trial fusion, which involve combining multiple models into a single entity and subsequently performing compiler-based optimization. Besides, it efficiently orchestrates the tuning process with adaptive fusion and eager transfer mechanisms. (2) Hydro Coordinator is the datacenter interface that interacts with the scheduler to dynamically allocate resources and execute trials. It extends tuning resources by interleaving training with pipeline-enabled large model training tasks, effectively utilizing idle time intervals on each node known as bubbles, which are caused by the gaps between the forward and backward processing of microbatches [106]. Besides, it improves resource utilization and cluster-wide performance by heterogeneity-aware allocation.

To extensively assess the performance of Hydro, we conduct evaluations across 6 models, such as GPT-3 XL [24] and ResNet [41]. Experiments on Hydro Tuner show that it substantially outperforms Ray by 8.7×~78.5× on makespan reduction with single-fidelity tuning algorithm, while obtaining better final model quality. Besides, our experiments on Hydro Coordinator demonstrate that interleaving with a large pipelined model can further extend the resource of tuning workload, without sacrificing the throughput of the large model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Cloud Services</th>
<th>HPO Frameworks</th>
<th>Hydro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vizier</td>
<td>SageMaker</td>
<td>NNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Environment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Training</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Model Scaling</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate HP Transfer</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Trial Fusion</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-Trial Fusion</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity Awareness</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interleaving Training</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison between Hydro and existing popular HPO systems: Google Vizier [39, 105], Amazon SageMaker [28, 92], Microsoft NNI [9, 127] and Anyscale Ray [72, 84]. ✗ denotes system cannot support the feature for many cases.

Table 1 compares Hydro with existing tuning systems. To summarize, we make the following contributions:

- We build a holistic system that automatically applies the novel hyperparameter transfer theory together with multiple system techniques to jointly improve the tuning efficiency.
- We identify the opportunities for cluster-wide optimization in the datacenter, including squeezing bubble resources with interleaving and heterogeneity-aware trial allocation.
- We demonstrate the excellent performance of surrogate-based hyperparameter tuning across general models.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Hyperparameter Tuning

Hyperparameter Tuning (i.e., Hyperparameter Optimization, HPO) aims to identify the optimal hyperparameters via massive configuration exploration [71, 82]. In the general workflow of an HPO job: (1) the user designates a search space of hyperparameters to explore; (2) the tuning algorithm creates a set of training trials and each trial contains one unique hyperparameter configuration sampled from the search space; (3) the HPO system coordinates trials execution until the best hyperparameter configuration is found.

Existing research works typically optimize HPO efficiency from the tuning algorithm [33, 47, 63, 64, 67, 68, 70, 79, 104] or system [32, 60, 69, 71, 82, 110, 125, 127] aspects:

- **Algorithm taxonomy.** Depending on whether to enable early stopping, tuning algorithms can be divided into two categories [100]: (1) single-fidelity (e.g., Random [22], Bayes [104]) algorithms require each trial to be fully trained, which is accurate but inefficient; (2) multi-fidelity (e.g., ASHA [63], BOHB [33]) algorithms stop unpromising trials via successive halving [53] or curve fitting [31] strategies. They are efficient but may miss the best hyperparameter configuration due to the use of “low-fidelity” evaluations. Hydro well supports both the single- and multi-fidelity algorithms.

- **System optimization.** To further improve the tuning efficiency and resource utilization, there are two advanced techniques applied in state-of-the-art HPO systems: (1) elastic training dynamically allocates more GPU resources to the top
performing trials [71] and further adjusts the entire requested resources [32, 82, 94]. (2) **GPU sharing** (i.e., trial packing) allows multiple trials to share the GPU using the NVIDIA MPS [13] or MIG [12] technologies to achieve higher utilization [125]. Different from them, Hydro combines scaling, fusion and interleaving for ultimate efficiency.

### 2.2 Hyperparameter Transfer Theory

Recently, the remarkable success of foundation models has ignited a keen interest in exploring the relationship between model size and its optimal hyperparameter. **Scaling Laws** [42, 43, 52] empirically study the power-law functions of batch size and learning rate across varying model sizes. Nevertheless, the authors [52] candidly admit that only limited configurations are tested and the rule-of-thumb formulas break down when dealing with models that exceed one billion parameters.

Beyond heuristic exploration, some novel hyperparameter transfer strategies [49, 117, 121] are proposed by DL theorists. For simplicity, we call them parametrization, the rule of how to adjust hyperparameters accordingly when models grow/shrink in both the width and depth. Different from existing HPO systems, Hydro enables automatic hyperparameter transfer based on parametrization. To make the obscure theory more accessible, we present a concise background overview of the underlying theory. [116] systematically builds a coherent theoretical framework for parameterization: the feature learning effect \( \gamma \) of a MLP model is proportional to

\[
\gamma \equiv \frac{L}{w^{1-p}}, \quad p \in [0, 1]
\]

where \( w, L \) indicates the width and depth of the neural network respectively. For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that the numbers of the hidden-layer neurons are all of similar order, \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{L-1} \sim w \). \( p \) is a metaparameter that interpolates different parametrization strategies into a unified framework, which is determined by inherent strategy. The objective is two-fold: first, to maintain a fixed \( \gamma \) that allows hyperparameters transfer across different model sizes, and second, to strive for a larger \( \gamma \) that facilitates better feature learning. To this end, there are two directions of parametrization:

1. **Neural Tangent (NT) parametrization** \((p = 0)\) [49]. It naturally arose from the study of infinite-wide neural network as Neural Tangent Kernel (NTK) [49, 89], which can keep \( \gamma \) fixed by scaling the depth along with the width as \( L \sim w \). NTK is a kernel method to explain the evolution of neural networks during training, which is derived by applying the first-order Taylor expansion to linearized models. It belongs to the **lazy training** regime where the weights move very little [121], so that linearization approximately holds around the initial parameters and does not learn features, which is a fatal weakness of the NTK theory in practice. Moreover, NT parametrization does not make sense since the wider model does not always perform better in this context [117], which conflicts with common observations [43, 52].

2. **Maximal Update (MU) parametrization** \((p = 1)\) [121].

![Figure 1: Effect of Hydro parametrization. The training loss against the learning rate on MLP (a, b) and Transformer (c, d) with different widths. \( S \) denotes the model scaling ratio.](image)

It generalizes the mean-field limit of the 1-hidden-layer case [25, 80] and should be the unique parametrization that retains the representation-learning capability (non-rigorously referred to **active training**, in contrast to lazy training of NT parametrization) for a large-scale neural network, which means training does not become trivial or stuck at the initialization in the large width limit. Colloquially, it is designed to solve the issue that the input layer is updated much more slowly than the output layer, and make all hidden activations update with the same speed in terms of width [117].

Hydro adopts the MU parametrization, which will be further elaborated in §4.1 and we refer readers to [98, 117–122] for a comprehensive review of the theory.

### 2.3 Opportunities for Efficient Tuning

**Lightweight surrogate-based tuning.** Current HPO systems search hyperparameters directly on the target model, which is intuitive but inefficient. In contrast, Hydro makes it possible to tune a model with a much smaller surrogate model via applying a novel hyperparameter transfer technique (aforementioned in §2.2). For a clearer illustration of the surrogate-based tuning effect, we employ Hydro parametrization on two toy models and plot their converged training loss against a range of learning rates as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, the target MLP model contains two hidden layers (width=4096) and we train it with SGD on CIFAR-10. Similarly, the target Transformer model contains two TransformerEncoder layers (width=4096, i.e., \( d_{model} \)) and we train it with Adam on WikiText-2. Besides, we generate surrogate models with different scaling (shrinking) ratios \( S \), and the smaller model is depicted by the lighter blue line. For instance, \( S=2 \) represents the model with width=2048. Obviously, the conventional training paradigm (Figure 1 (a, c)) cannot share the best hy-
perparameter across different sizes of models and there are orders of magnitude optimal learning rate shifts. However, Hydro parametrization (Figure 1 (b, d)) makes surrogate models stay approximately the same optimal learning rate as the target model, which implies the feasibility of surrogate-based tuning. Furthermore, Hydro parametrization can deliver better performance since both tuned MLP and Transformer achieve lower training loss than their counterparts. An intuitive explanation is that the learning rate of the conventional paradigm must tame logits’ surge, but preceding layers do not learn appreciably. We perform a comprehensive evaluation of several models in §6.3 and demonstrate the superiority of Hydro.

**Fusion of numerous repetitive models.** GPUs are commonly underutilized in DL clusters [45, 46, 115, 124, 125]. Figure 2 (a) plots the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of one-week GPU utilization in one partition of our cluster, as well as an Alibaba trace [115] for reference. We find there are only 16% and 35% of GPUs achieving higher than 50% GPU utilization in Alibaba and Shanghai AI Laboratory respectively. This issue will be exacerbated if the Hydro surrogate-based tuning technique is applied. For instance, Figure 3 presents the model scaling effect of training WideResNet-50 on ImageNet, where GFLOPs follows approximately inverse-square $(c_1/S^2)$ trend drop and memory footprint follows roughly $c_1/S + c_2$ trend decrease ($c_1$ indicates constant). This implies model scaling can significantly reduce the computation overhead, but resources are more prone to be underutilized. To this end, inspired by JAX `vmap` function [35, 112], Hydro implements an `inter-trial fusion` mechanism to automatically combine multiple models into one. Operators of multiple trials can be fused owing to the property of HPO tasks: essential is a set of identical models (or with minor mutation). Compared with the conventional GPU sharing mechanism (e.g., MPS), Hydro can achieve higher training throughput, GPU utilization and lower memory footprint (Figure 8).

**Cluster resource awareness.** Although HPO jobs are pervasive in GPU datacenters, cluster schedulers typically regard them as general training workloads without any specific design. On the other hand, HPO systems [9, 72, 84] are cluster resource agnostic. This causes cluster-level inefficiency, such as long job queuing delay and low GPU utilization. However, the unique features of HPO jobs bring opportunities for more efficient tuning. (1) Trial throughput insensitivity. Unlike general DL jobs, HPO jobs are more tolerant to throughput slowdown of partial trials. Therefore, we can run more trials by leveraging ephemeral bubble resources of large language model training jobs, which are long-term existing in our datacenter (§5.1). (2) Diminishing resource requirements. Multi-fidelity HPO jobs usually explore plenty of trials at the beginning and gradually decrease the search concurrency [32, 71, 82]. At the final stage, only a few trials are exploited. Therefore, we can not only reduce the total resource amount progressively, but also properly leverage the heterogeneous GPU resource (§5.2). With the rapid evolution of GPU computing capability as shown in Figure 2 (b), they become more prone to be underutilized for most small-scale trials [87]. Allocating trials to appropriate GPUs can significantly improve cluster-wide efficiency without hurting a single HPO job makespan.

## 3 Hydro Overview

**Design principles & goals.** For practical adoptions, Hydro follows three design principles: (a) **Automatic and simple.** Manually converting surrogate models is tedious and error-prone. Hence, the whole tuning workflow should be automated and easy to use, which requires minimum user code modification. (b) **Incentive and interference-free.** Although our system focuses on optimizing HPO jobs, it does not sacrifice other workload performance. Instead, it is altruistic and requires fewer resources than conventional systems, which benefits all cluster users. (c) **Modular and extensible.** Each component in Hydro can work independently to support more scenarios (e.g., cloud). Moreover, Hydro can be applied to general HPO tasks, and more tuning algorithms can be easily integrated. In addition, Hydro has two primary objectives: (1) minimizing the makespan of HPO workloads; (2) improving the cluster-wide resource utilization.

**System architecture.** Figure 4 depicts the architecture of the Hydro service. It consists of two key system components: **Hydro Tuner** (blue block) as a user interface to automatically generate surrogate models and optimize tuning trials, and **Hydro Coordinator** (purple block) for improving tuning efficiency and datacenter-level resource utilization. Each component contains several modules for different purposes. Specifically, there are three main modules in Hydro Tuner:

---

**Figure 2:** (a) GPU utilization distribution of one partition in our cluster and a GPU production cluster in Alibaba [115]. (b) Exponential growth of NVIDIA datacenter GPU capability. x-axis: GPU model name & release year.

**Figure 3:** Model scaling effect of WideResNet-50. (a) Model GFLOPs (Giga Floating Point Operations). (b) GPU memory.
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Figure 4: Overview of Hydro architecture and workflow.

- **Model Shrinker**: to obtain surrogate models by automatically tracing, scaling and parametrization.
- **Trial Binder**: to better utilize accelerators by binding multiple trials and fusing internal operators.
- **Trial Planner**: to adaptively determine the tuning strategy based on the profiling information and intermediate results.

Additionally, Hydro Coordinator also includes three modules:

- **Bubble Squeezer**: to extend tuning workload resources by interleaving training with a pipeline-enabled large model.
- **Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator**: to improve resource utilization and cluster-wide performance by allocating proper accelerators on different tuning stages.
- **Elastic Executor**: to dynamically execute trials by splitting fused trials and enabling distributed training.

**API Design**. Hydro enables high-efficient surrogate-based hyperparameter tuning with a few lines in the developer’s code, as shown in Figure 5. It follows the Ray Tune [72] API to define the search space and invoke the `fit()` function. To support Hydro functions, developers only require to wrap their model, dataloader and optimizer with the `prepare_xxx()` API (lines 6~8). Hydro traces the whole function to control the trial execution, convert surrogate model, enable model fusion and elastic training.

**Tuning Workflow**. The system workflow of Hydro is presented by black arrows in Figure 4. Specifically, when a developer wants to tune a model, she only needs to define the search space and invoke the Hydro APIs (1). After job creation, Hydro Tuner automatically generates and optimizes surrogate models by scaling and fusion. Furthermore, it adopts **Trial Planner** to efficiently orchestrate the tuning process. Then Hydro Coordinator is responsible for contacting the cluster scheduler to dynamically allocate resources and execute trials (2). It supports two novel mechanisms, which leverage ephemeral bubbles and heterogeneous resources to further improve datacenter efficiency. Finally, the tuning job is successfully scheduled and starts running, where Ray [84] and PyTorch [91] serve as the execution backend (3). More details are introduced in the following sections (§4 & §5).

### 4 Hydro Tuner

Hydro Tuner is a core component of the Hydro service for job-level optimization. It consists of three modules: Model Shrinker, Trial Binder and Trial Planner.

#### 4.1 Model Shrinker

Model Shrinker aims to obtain surrogate models by automatically tracing, scaling and parametrizing the target model. The upper part of Figure 6 depicts its workflow. It first traces the target model and edits each layer’s configuration to build a scaled model (1). To enable hyperparameter transfer, it then automatically parametrizes the scaled model by reinitializing the weight and adjusting the learning rate of each layer accordingly (2). Below we first summarize the MU parametrization theory that Hydro parametrization relies on, and then introduce how Hydro brings it into practice.

**Maximal Update parametrization.** As introduced in §2.2, Hydro employs the MU parametrization theory [117, 121] to search hyperparameters on a small surrogate model and transfer them to the large target model. The theory is built atop Tensor Programs [117–122], a unified theoretical framework that formulates the computation of common neural networks components as Gaussian Processes (GPs), including multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (e.g., Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [21]), skip connections [41], convolutions [62] or graph convolutions [55], pooling [62], batch normalization [48], layer normalization [20],...
and attention [108]. As a result, many practical models like ResNet [41] and Transformer [108] can be expressed as GPs and apply MPU parametrization, since they inherently consist of these basic components.

**Theory assumption.** In contrast to prior works such as NTK [49] that necessitate unnatural conditions, MPU parametrization only requires standard Gaussian initialization for the model, which is easily achievable in practice. In terms of data, MPU parametrization requires i.i.d. samples, which is typically present in the same dataset. However, this requirement also limits its ability to support fine-tuning (§7).

**Key insight and mechanism.** The main idea of MPU parametrization is: every activation vector has roughly i.i.d. coordinates at any time during training neural networks in the infinite-width limit. It aims to overcome the imbalanced per-layer learning speed issue in practice. To this end, MPU parametrization performs layer-wise fine-grained adjustment, including per-layer initialization variance, learning rate and other optimizer-related hyperparameters (e.g., SGD momentum, Adam beta). Specifically, since the output layer is updated much faster than the input layer, MPU parametrization suppresses the learning rate and initialization variance of output weights by \( w \) (width) times. In addition, for SGD-like optimizers (linear tensor update), the learning rate of input weights and all biases is multiplied by \( w \). For Adam-like optimizers (non-linear tensor update, normalizes the gradient coordinate-wise), the learning rate of hidden weights is divided by \( w \). Hence, MPU parametrization ensures consistent magnitude updates for each layer during training regardless of its width so that hyperparameters can be transferred across models with different widths at any time (i.e., same converge speed across scaled models).

To summarize, in the large width limit, MPU parametrization reveals that hyperparameters yielding lower training losses for narrower models also result in better performance for wider models through a specific transfer mechanism. Hydro leverages this effect to obtain better test accuracy efficiently via surrogate-based tuning, albeit without a rigorous theoretical guarantee for every model.

**Instructive example.** To provide a clearer explanation of why parametrization is necessary and how it operates, we recapitulate the key insights of [121] with an instructive example [117]. Consider a 1-hidden-layer linear model \( f(x) = V^T U x \) with scalar inputs and outputs, as well as \( w \)-width layer weights \( V, U \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times 1} \). In common practice (e.g., Xavier initialization [37]), we initialize them with \( V \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1/w) \) and \( U \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \), which ensures \( f(x) = \Theta(|x|) \) at initialization (\( \Theta(\cdot) \) indicates asymptotically tight bound). After one step of SGD with learning rate 1, the new weights are \( V' \leftarrow V + \theta U \) and \( U' \leftarrow U + \theta V \), where \( \theta \) is some scalar of size \( \Theta(1) \) depending on the inputs, labels, and loss function. Then

\[
f(x) = V'^T U' x
\]

which will blow up with width \( w \) in the infinite limit because \( U' U = \Theta(w) \) by Law of Large Numbers. In other word, it only allows \( O(1/w) \) learning rate so as to avoid float overflow, and yield kernel limits (§2.2). Consequently, it fails to perform feature learning (learning rate \( \to 0 \)) to update weights after random initialization.

However, by applying maximal update parametrization, we have \( V \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1/w^2) \), \( U \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \), learning rates \( \eta_V = 1/w \) and \( \eta_U = w \). After one step of SGD, now we have

\[
f(x) = (V^T U + \theta U^T U + \theta V^T V + \theta^2 U^T V) x
\]

and one can verify this is \( \Theta(1) \) and remains bounded. In contrast to common practice, MPU parametrization has \( \Theta(1) \) learning rate and admits feature learning maximally, which allows every parameter to be updated maximally (in terms of scaling with width) without leading to float overflow.

**Heuristic adaptation.** While Tensor Programs support more versatile model components (e.g., convolution), obtaining a closed-form solution for arbitrary models is infeasible. The efficacy of the MPU parametrization has been rigorously demonstrated on a 2-hidden-layer MLP trained with SGD for multiple steps, and the proof can be readily extended to deeper MLs [121]. For more general models in practice, some heuristic tricks are adopted to enhance their hyperparameter transferability. For example, Transformer [108] models require two additional operations in the self-attention: (1) scaling the attention logit by \( 1/d_k \) rather than \( 1/\sqrt{d_k} \), where \( d_k \) is the attention head size; (2) zero initialization on query layer \( q \). We also empirically find that using a larger sequence length provides a better transfer effect for Transformer models. For models with some special components or architecture (e.g., MoE [101]), hyperparameters may not well transfer with MPU parametrization alone. Hence, additional analysis and tailored adjustments may be required.

**Hydro parametrization.** It is arduous and error-prone to implement MPU parametrization manually to generate a surrogate model. Developers are required to not only thoroughly understand the MU parametrization theory, but also manually
Figure 7: Hydro parametrization implementation. Illustration on a simple 4-layer model with SGD or Adam-like optimizer.

adjust the model width, initialization function and learning rate layer by layer. Any incorrect adjustment may directly incur hyperparameter transfer failures. To this end, we implement Hydro parametrization, an automated and simplified parametrization strategy based on MU parametrization. We demonstrate the excellent effect of Hydro parametrization with visualized results in Figures 1 and 10.

For a clearer illustration, we present the Hydro parametrization process in Figure 7, which applies different strategies to the input, hidden and output layers. Developers only need to specify their desired scaling ratio $S$ ($S = 8$ by default) and then Hydro will parametrize the model accordingly. Concretely, at the model initialization stage, we apply zero-variance initialization to the output layer instead of $1/w^2$, which will not be detrimental to performance and can remove this mismatch issue between the surrogate model and target model in the initial Gaussian process [117]. Moreover, we apply zero initialization to all biases, and weights as well as learning rate scaling strategies are annotated in the figure, which is invoked by the prepare_optimizer API to build a hydro_optimizer. Besides, we insert a Multiply layer in front of the output layer to scale its input by $S$.

Applicable Scope: Hydro parametrization works well for most ubiquitous hyperparameters that control model initialization and training, including learning rate, batchsize, lr_scheduler, momentum, etc. However, it has limited support on regularization-related hyperparameters, such as weight decay and dropout, because they naturally depend on both the model size and data size. Although parametrization cannot be applied to all hyperparameters, it is sufficient to achieve qualified performance in most cases. After most hyperparameters are tuned with the surrogate model, developers can further tune the regularization hyperparameters within a much smaller search space on the target model if needed. Moreover, we provide a comprehensive summary of additional limitations associated with Hydro parametrization in Section 7.

Trace and scale. Before performing the above parametrization, we need to first trace the target model and build a scaled model. Since there are various model definition styles in the PyTorch ecosystem, it is necessary to obtain a uniform and equivalent modality from disparate community model codes. We implement HydroTracer based on torch.fx [97], which allows developers to trace and edit the model. Specifically, we replace call_function nodes (e.g., torch.nn.functional) with the corresponding call_module nodes (e.g., torch.nn) for subsequent layer scaling and fusion (§4.2). We apply different scaling rules to the input, output and hidden layers. For instance, we parse nn.Linear kwargs and modify both the in_features and out_features values by dividing $S$ for hidden layers. In addition, we only scale the out_features of input and in_features value of output layers. To handle the data-dependent control-flow, we use proxy nodes along with developer-provided concrete values to determine the execution flow [61]. According to our evaluation of notable models, including TorchVision [18] (e.g., ResNet [41], MobileNet [44], VGG [103]) and HuggingFace Transformers [113] (e.g., BERT [30], GPT [95], Swin [76]), developers can trace and scale these models with Hydro without modifying the code.

Correctness check. While Hydro has achieved automatic parameterization, there are still potential failures due to certain special model components that require heuristic adaptation as previously mentioned, as well as other corner cases that have not been considered. To this end, we further implement a safeguard mechanism to check the correctness of the parametrization and notify users whether they should use Hydro to prevent misleading hyperparameters and resource wastage. Firstly, Hydro performs a simple per-layer width check when scaling to avoid too narrow layers (e.g., only 1 neuron width for a Linear layer). Additionally, taking inspiration from gradient checking as a simple method for verifying the correctness of an autograd implementation, Hydro has a quick parameterization profiling stage that checks whether the average size (L1 value) of each activation vector is bounded to avoid possible parameterization failure based on [117]. It only lasts for very few steps at the beginning of the HPO job.

4.2 Trial Binder

Although Model Shrinker dramatically reduces the computation of each trial (Figure 3), it inevitably incurs the resource underutilization issue, which deteriorates small- or mid-size target models (e.g., deployed on edge devices). To address this problem, Trial Binder further optimizes surrogate models by binding multiple trials and fuses internal operators to better utilize accelerators. We illustrate its mechanism in the bottom part of Figure 6. It merges a set of fusible trials into a HydroTrial with grouped operators and optimizer (3). To further accelerate training, we automatically just-in-time (JIT) compile the fused (inter-) surrogate model to obtain fast and flexible fusion (intra-) kernels (4). Note that the last model with closer layer distance represents the reduced memory-bound operations through intra-trial fusion.

Inter-trial fusion. There are plenty of trials with the same or similar model structure in a HPO job. Inspired by JAX vmap [35,112], which returns a batched version of the target function by vectorizing each input along the axis specified, we can batch multiple trials into a single one by fusing their opera-
Hydro implements an inter-trial fusion mechanism to automatically bind surrogate models. Specifically, Trial Binder traverses the traced surrogate model and replaces the torch.nn operators with grouped hydro.nn operators according to the predefined fusion rule and fusion count \( F \) determined by Trial Planner. hydro.nn provides mathematically equivalent implementations of batched original PyTorch operators based on HFTA [110]. For instance, hydro.nn.Linear is implemented atop torch.baddbmm (i.e., batch matrix-matrix product and add), which adds an additional dimension batch (i.e., \( F \)) compared with torch.nn.Linear (addmm). Besides, for each hydro.nn operator, we reimplement the initialization function to support independent model-wise Hydro parametrization and realize the defusion mechanism to extract a specific sub-model. Additionally, hydro_optimizer and hydro_lr_scheduler are designed to support both the model fusion and parametrization simultaneously. These are performed automatically, and developers typically do not need to understand the rationale and modify codes.

Figure 8 plots the extraordinary effect of integrating model scaling with inter-trial fusion on ResNet-18 (\( S = 8 \)), tested on CIFAR-10 with batchsize=256. It is evident that Hydro is capable of concurrently training impressive 676 models on a single A100 GPU. Compared with the conventional GPU sharing mechanism MPS [13] (MIG [12] has similar performance), Hydro achieves over 10× training throughput improvement and over 20× GPU memory conservation. If we directly apply inter-trial fusion to the target model (without scaling), the throughput improvement is relatively much limited. Furthermore, we provide an intuitive interpretation of how memory footprint reduction occurs in Figure 8 (c). The model states (blue blocks) encompass all aspects associated with model training such as model weights, gradients, activations, and optimizer states [96]. MPS has repetitive memory overheads incurred by CUDA context of DL framework (purple blocks) and independent data loading (pink blocks). In contrast, Hydro avoid such redundancy and further reduce model-related memory footprint. Note that here we only compare with vanilla training paradigm without considering more advanced memory optimization techniques like Salus [124]. Moreover, beyond the better GPU utilization and higher throughput, inter-trial fusion also alleviates the I/O pressure owing to the accompanied data-loading fusion.

Lazy intra-trial fusion. Hydro supports automatic model fusion to further accelerate training based on the nvFuser [10] compiler backend. Although plenty of previous works [51, 107, 129] demonstrate that operator fusion can improve training throughput via better memory locality, it does not always bring benefits to HPO workloads due to its high compiling overhead. For instance, nvFuser [10] takes approximately 2-epoch time to compile a ResNet-18 model to deliver around 10% speedup per epoch, which means a trial needs to run at least 20 epochs to avoid slowdown. However, most trials will end up in a few epochs for multi-fidelity tuning algorithms. To this end, Hydro apathetically adopts the intra-trial fusion. For simplicity, Hydro currently only applies to trials with deterministic training steps, such as all HydroTrials when applying single-fidelity tuning algorithms and the trial that trains the target model with transferred hyperparameters.

4.3 Trial Planner

Trial Planner is the key module that interacts with the tuning algorithm and trial executor. We introduce two mechanisms that improve the surrogate-based tuning efficiency.

Adaptive fusion. The trial count and resource amount vary significantly across different HPO jobs. Hence, the fusion count \( F \) of each HydroTrial should be adaptively determined to achieve the desired performance. Hydro contains the following steps to fuse trials and assign GPUs: (1) Trial Planner invokes the tuning algorithm to generate a set of hyperparameter configurations (trials). (2) Since inter-trial fusion requires trials with the same operator shapes, we split them into different trial groups according to their batchsizes. (3) Based on the linear growth of GPU memory shown in Figure 8 (b), we can profile the trials with \( F = 1 \) and \( F = 2 \) for each trial group and estimate the upper bound of the fusion count \( F_{\text{max}} \). (4) Hydro assigns all available GPUs to each trial group according to group’s weight, which equals to \( B \times N \) (denoted as the product of batchsize and trial count of the group). (5) Each trial group evenly distributes trials based on the group GPU amount and \( F_{\text{max}} \), and Hydro fuses them as a HydroTrial on each GPU. In this way, Hydro can leverage as many GPUs as possible and achieve the optimal global throughput.

Eager transfer. As the HPO job progresses, more and more
With the rapid popularity of foundation models (e.g., GPT-v), large model training jobs that usually last for days to weeks, loads exist in our datacenter in the long term. As complained in recent years, some large model pretraining works that coexist in the GPU datacenter, such as inference, debugging have unknown and unpredictable resource requirements. However, Hydro profiles and records the resource consumption of Hydro, mitigating the potential out-of-memory (OOM) issues if they are colocated with large models. (3) Elastic trial size. Based on Model Shrinker, the scaled model has a much smaller memory footprint (Figure 3) than the original model, which means we typically do not need to swap out its GPU memory during colocation. Besides, we can dynamically adjust the trial fusion count according to the remaining GPU memory with Trial Binder.

To clearly illustrate how Bubble Squeezer works, we first introduce the 1F1B pipeline parallelism in Figure 9 (a). It transfers intermediate activations of the partial model at the forward and backward pass between different workers using point-to-point communication [130], thus each worker cannot continuously utilize the GPU. For Worker 1, after the forward pass of the last micro-batch (blue block 4), it has to wait for the backward pass of the first micro-batch (green block 1), leaving GPU idle for a long time. Other workers also present similar bubble patterns but occupy less GPU memory since fewer activations of micro-batch needed to store.

5 Hydro Coordinator

Hydro Coordinator focuses on cluster-level optimization. It consists of three modules: Bubble Squeezer, Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator and Elastic Executor. It is important to highlight that the first two modules are tailored for specific cluster scenarios. Specifically, Bubble Squeezer can only be activated when a pipeline-enabled foundation model pretraining job is running within the cluster. The Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator is meticulously designed to better leverage multiple generations of GPUs coexisting in the cluster.

5.1 Bubble Squeezer

In addition to HPO jobs, there are many kinds of workloads that coexist in the GPU datacenter, such as inference, debugging and large-scale distributed training jobs [45, 50, 111]. With the rapid popularity of foundation models (e.g., GPT-3 [24]) in recent years, some large model pretraining workloads exist in our datacenter in the long term. As complained by many users, the majority of machines are occupied by large model training jobs that usually last for days to weeks, which incurs the starvation of other jobs. Additionally, the pipeline parallelism [85, 88] is usually adopted to support a larger model by splitting it into several stages and placing them across multiple workers. However, bubbles inherently exist in the synchronous pipeline parallelism [106], such as the commonly used 1F1B [34, 86] strategy. Besides, the imbalance peak memory issue (Figure 9) between different pipeline stages further exacerbates the resource inefficiency [65].

Hydro designs Bubble Squeezer, which leverages bubbles to greatly extend the tuning job resources in an interleaving execution way, almost without hurting the training throughout of large models. Hydro is perfectly suitable for the bubble interleaving execution due to the following unique features: (1) Throughput insensitivity. Unlike general DL training jobs, tuning jobs are more tolerant of the slowdown of partial trials. This inspires us to squeeze the spare resources of the bubbles and execute trials in a pause-and-resume way. (2) Deterministic resource pattern. General small-scale workloads (e.g., debugging) have known memory footprint (Figure 3) than the original model, which means we typically do not need to swap out its GPU memory during colocation. Besides, we can dynamically adjust the trial fusion count according to the remaining GPU memory with Trial Binder.

To clearly illustrate how Bubble Squeezer works, we first introduce the 1F1B pipeline parallelism on Figure 9 (a). It transfers intermediate activations of the partial model at the forward and backward pass between different workers using point-to-point communication [130], thus each worker cannot continuously utilize the GPU. For Worker 1, after the forward pass of the last micro-batch (blue block 4), it has to wait for the backward pass of the first micro-batch (green block 1), leaving GPU idle for a long time. Other workers also present similar bubble patterns but occupy less GPU memory since fewer activations of micro-batch needed to store.
guarantee that Hydro Trials only could be executed within the bubbles, by intercepting the status of the CUDA streams of the NCCL kernels. Hydro can further adjust the fusion count to adaptively fit in the remaining memory and improve GPU utilization. At the beginning and end of the bubble of large model training, we control the resumption and pause of trial model training by Linux signals. The fine-grained suspend-resume control eliminates the performance interference caused by CUDA kernels running simultaneously.

In general, the effectiveness of Bubble Squeezer varies depending on multiple factors, and we present the scenarios where it works best. Regarding the HPO job aspect, Hydro is more effective when using (1) multi-fidelity tuning algorithms because they allow most trials to be terminated in a few epochs using the ephemeral resources and execute immediate top trials on exclusive resources to avoid possible blocking caused by interleaving slowdown. In addition, (2) models with fewer layers are preferred as they are prone to complete the entire iteration within the bubble time and require relatively less memory to support a higher fusion number. As for pipelined large model aspect, Hydro can achieve better performance when the pretraining job has (3) more pipeline stages across more servers, which implies a higher bubble ratio and more ephemeral resources. A large model pretraining job typically can support multiple different HPO jobs interleaving simultaneously and accelerate dozens, even hundreds of HPO jobs (depending on its resources and duration scale) during its pretraining process. In addition, there may be cases where some scaled models are still too large to be allocated on any GPU of the pretraining model. Due to the high memory swap overhead in our scenario, Hydro does not support offloading techniques like Bamboo [106]. As a result, Bubble Squeezer is unable to support such models.

5.2 Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator

HPO workloads generally have diminishing resource requirements [71]. They usually explore plenty of trials at the beginning and gradually decrease the search concurrency. At the final stage, only a few trials are exploited. Hence, tuning with fixed GPU resources can lead to underutilization. Existing HPO systems [32, 82] support autoscaling to dynamically adjust the tuning resources. However, they do not consider the GPU heterogeneity in the datacenter.

Inspired by Gavel [87], a novel heterogeneity-aware cluster scheduler for general DL jobs, we design a resource allocator to allocate appropriate GPUs to trials, which can improve the cluster-wide efficiency without sacrificing the job makespan. Hydro supports both resource autoscaling and heterogeneity-aware allocation. Specifically, if there is any node or GPU idle for over 1 minute (customizable), Hydro will interact with the cluster scheduler to release the resource. Other affiliated resources like CPU will also be released as a bundle. Additionally, Hydro creates Target Trial with the eager transfer mechanism and makes the target model training process well hidden inside the tuning time. Since the Target Trial typically trains alone without fusion, it may not be able to fully utilize the GPU resources. So Hydro will place it on an GPU of old version (e.g., V100) if its SM Activity rate (measured by NVIDIA DCGM [11]) is lower than 50% (customizable). Similar action will be applied to surrogate models if their allocated resources are underutilized and there exist other HPO jobs pending in our service queue.

5.3 Elastic Executor

Elastic Executor is designed to improve the job efficiency by leveraging all assigned GPU resources. It supports two elastic mechanisms: (1) dynamic split and (2) automated distributed training. Specifically, when an idle GPU emerges, the fused Hydro Trial will not directly increase its GPU count by conventional distributed training. Instead, Hydro will evenly split this Hydro Trial into multiple Hydro Trials and exclusively place them on the idle GPUs to reduce the communication overhead. Furthermore, since the memory footprint of some large models is high even though scaled, Hydro supports two types of elastic strategies for unfused surrogate models: (a) Evenly distribute: allocating idle GPU resources to all unfused surrogate models evenly. (b) Performance-aware (default): allocating idle GPU resources to the top performing trial. For the target model, Hydro automatically increases the number of workers to enable distributed training.

6 Evaluation

Hydro is implemented on top of Ray [72, 84] with about 12K LoC. For Hydro Tuner, Model Shrinker relies on torch.fx [97] and mup [117], while Trial Binder is built with HFTA [110] and nvFuser [10]. As for Hydro Coordinator, we modify Deep-Speed [96] to further support Bubble Squeezer and validate the interleaving execution as a prototype. And the Elastic Executor based on Ray Train as well as PyTorch FSDP [17].

We evaluate Hydro Tuner and Hydro Coordinator independently for a fair comparison. Our experiment search space does not include weight decay because Hydro is unable to transfer regularization hyperparameters, but it is sufficient to achieve qualified performance without tuning it.

6.1 Experiment Setup

Testbed. We conduct our experiments on a GPU datacenter of Shanghai AI Laboratory. Each node has 8 NVIDIA A100 80GB GPUs, 2 AMD EPYC 7742 CPUs (128 cores) [2] and 1TB memory. GPUs are interconnected to each other by NVLink and NVSwitch [14], and inter-node communication is achieved via NVIDIA Mellanox 200Gbps HDR InfiniBand [7]. All the experiments are conducted on A100 GPUs, unless explicitly stated in §6.5.

Workloads and search spaces. We evaluate Hydro tuning performance over six popular CV/NLP models, as listed in Table 2. Specifically, GPT-3 XL is a large language model architecture belonging to GPT-3 family. It contains 1.3B parameters and we use an open source implementation by GPT-
Table 2: Summary of (1) workloads used in the evaluation and (2) single-fidelity tuning improvements over Ray. Model Quality: ppl indicates perplexity (the lower the better) and acc denotes accuracy (the higher the better). * For XL tasks, we estimate the time cost of Ray based on simulation and use the official hyperparameter setting as the model quality baseline.

Figure 10: Hydro Tuner mechanisms validation. (a)~(d) Scaling validation: randomly select 10 hyperparameter sets (\{batchsize, 1r, momentum\}) to visualize the transfer effect of multi-dimensional hyperparameters across different scaling ratios S = 1, 2, 4, 8 on model ResNet-18. (e) Fusion validation: loss curves of the standard model (solid line) and inter-trial fused model (dash line).

Neo [5, 23]. We further enable mixed precision training for WideResNet-50 and two language modeling tasks. For the dataset, we crop Flowers102 into 224 × 224 images, whose input size is the same as ImageNet. And we swap its train and test dataset split to get a larger training dataset to make it similar to more general jobs. Moreover, we denote single-node tasks as M-size, and distributed tuning tasks as L/XL-size.

We adopt three kinds of optimizers for above models, including SGD [99], Adam [54], and AdamW [77]. We use StepLR to decay the learning rate (1r) of each parameter group by gamma at every fixed step for all tasks. Additionally, we design two groups of search spaces for CV and NLP tasks respectively (Table 2), where UQ(lower, upper, q) represents uniformly sampling a quantized (increment of q) float value between lower and upper. Similarly, UQlog uniformly samples in different orders of magnitude. Note that the search space of MobileNetV3 Large excludes momentum due to the incompatibility of Adam.

Tuning algorithms. Hydro supports multiple popular single-fidelity and multi-fidelity tuning algorithms, such as Random [22], HyperBand [64], ASHA [63]. Since our work focuses on system aspect optimization instead of tuning algorithms, we select two representative tuning algorithms in our evaluation: (1) Random (single-fidelity): fully evaluates each randomly generated trial; (2) ASHA (multi-fidelity): eliminates unpromising trials via asynchronous successive halving strategy. They are common hyperparameter tuning paradigms in practice. Besides, their asynchronous and prior-independent nature makes them more suitable for large-scale distributed tuning with numerous trials [71].

Baselines. We consider the following two systems as baseline: (1) Ray [72, 84]: performs HPO with the vanilla Ray Tune library; (2) Ray+ES: applies two advanced techniques in Ray Tune (Elastic training and GPU Sharing). Our implementation of Ray+ES refers to HyperSched [71] and Fluid [125]. Specifically, we place multiple trials on the same GPU using NVIDIA MPS [13] and allocate more GPU resources to the top performing trials if idle GPUs are available. We do not employ A100 MIG [12] sharing due to its similar performance with MPS but less flexibility [110]. Additionally, since existing popular HPO systems (Table 1) mainly differ in the application scenario and API design, and their system performance on the same tuning algorithm is similar, the Ray-based systems are sufficient for representing SOTA.

6.2 Surrogate-based Tuning Validation

Before performing end-to-end evaluations, we first give an intuitive experiment to validate the effect of surrogate-based tuning, which is the foundation of Hydro. As shown in Figure 10 (a)~(d), we randomly choose 10 hyperparameter configurations (denoted as A~J) on the ResNet-18 model and build
surrogate models with Hydro using different scaling ratios $S = 2, 4, 8$, where $S = 1$ represents the target model. We train each model for 100 epochs on the CIFAR-10 dataset with a fixed seed=1. Since the HPO job is essentially a ranking problem of hyperparameter configurations, we mainly care about whether the order is maintained especially for the top configurations, namely hyperparameter transfer effect. From the result, it is obvious that the performance ranking of hyperparameters transfers well across different scaling ratios. Admittedly, configurations G and H are swapped when $S \geq 4$, but it has no influence on the final tuning result since they perform poorly and top configurations keep a consistent ranking. Besides, the wider model always outperforms the narrower one under the same hyperparameters, which is inline with MU parametrization theory and demonstrates that surrogate model can effectively transfer multi-dimensional hyperparameters.

Additionally, we also validate the inter-trial fusion effect, which is another key mechanism of Hydro. Figure 10 (e) shows the training loss curves of trials C, E, H and their fused versions. We select these three trials because their batchsize and momentum are consistent and only differ in lr. As we can see, the convergence curves of the fused model well overlap with the original standalone training curves, which demonstrates that inter-trial fusion is a mathematically equivalent transformation and does not affect the model convergence.

### 6.3 End-to-End Performance of Hydro Tuner

To cover most hyperparameter tuning scenarios in practice, we conduct end-to-end experiments across 6 workloads with different settings and 3 common tuning paradigms (case I–III). Note that Hydro Tuner adopts a fixed resource size (without enabling Hydro Coordinator) for fair comparisons.

**Case I: single-fidelity tuning.** When a user seeks for extremely excellent model performance with ample resources, single-fidelity tuning is applied to avoid missing the best hyperparameter configuration. Table 2 summarizes the Hydro improvement on single-fidelity tuning over different sizes of workloads, where we apply $S = 16$ for XL models and $S = 8$ (default value) for other models. Since HPO jobs require completely training massive trials, we perform each experiment twice and report their average results on time reduction and tuned model quality over Ray. Besides, we obtain Ray tuning time of XL experiments based on simulation due to their unacceptable tuning cost, and adopt the official hyperparameter configurations [16, 24] to train the model as quality baselines. The target model training time is included in Hydro.

From the table, we can see that Hydro substantially outperforms Ray by $8.7\sim78.5\times$ in time reduction, while obtaining better final model quality. The time reduction mainly derives from two aspects: (1) **Less resource demand of trials.** For instance, the scaled GPT-3 XL trials do not require distributed training. For smaller models, Hydro further applies inter-trial fusion to improve trial concurrency and resource utilization. (2) **Smaller model trains faster.** Each trial has fewer FLOPs (Figure 3) to compute, which is more obvious on larger models. Additionally, we also observe that the effect of Hydro is more evident for larger models, with more intensive trials and fewer resources. This reflects Hydro is more suitable for large-scale HPO jobs with limited resources, which is hard to handle by existing systems.

**Case II: multi-fidelity tuning.** When a user desires to obtain a good model with a relatively lower cost, multi-fidelity tuning is applied to search hyperparameters efficiently. Table 3 reports the Hydro performance on multi-fidelity tuning. We keep the same experiment settings as Case I, except using half GPU resources. Besides, we configure ASHA [63] with $bracket = 1, grace = 3, reduction = 3$. We observe that Hydro can achieve $5.8\sim33.4\times$ reduction over Ray. Hydro can further benefits ASHA due to its much higher concurrency, which prevents the inaccurate promotion issue of ASHA [66]. Furthermore, we find that Hydro can also slightly improve the final model quality, which is mainly due to the different model initialization and more balanced layer-wise training rate configuration by Hydro parametrization. The results are also in line with Figure 1 that Hydro delivers a lower loss.

**Case III: tuning with a deadline.** When a user wants to get a model as good as possible by a fixed deadline, budget-bounded ASHA is applied. We simply evaluate two models with a deadline of 15 minutes as shown in Table 4. Hydro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deadline (s)</th>
<th># of GPU</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Avg. Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>VGG-11</td>
<td>65.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>89.66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of tuning performance with a deadline.

Figure 11: Summary of the end-to-end results. Bars indicate tuning makespan and points represent final model accuracy.
outperforms other baselines in final model accuracy within a limited time since it can well hide the target model training time inside the surrogate model tuning with Eager Transfer.

**End-to-end result visualization.** Figure 11 summarizes the makespan and accuracy of VGG-11 and ResNet-18 across different tuning algorithms and baselines. We note that Ray and Ray-ES share the same accuracy point since elastic and GPU sharing have no effect on the final model quality. The surrogate-based tuning (Hydro) can significantly reduce the search makespan without sacrificing the model accuracy. Due to the page limit, we only select these two models for presentation because of their relatively obvious efficacy of Ray-ES. Ray-ES has less improvement over Ray for larger models like WideResNet-50, since it cannot benefit from GPU sharing and the elastic improvement is limited (only for later stage).

### 6.4 More Evaluation on Hydro Tuner

**Ablation study of fusion.** Figure 12 (a) reveals an interesting observation that Hydro can only achieve very limited improvement over Ray if intra-trial fusion is disabled, even though we have scaled the model by $8 \times$. This is because GPUs are underutilized for such small models and there is no evident training speedup although we scale the model. Hence, it is important to combine Model Shrinker and Trial Binder to achieve the desired performance. Additionally, we also evaluate the effect of intra-trial fusion. However, we find its improvement is limited on small models.

**Sensitivity analysis of scaling.** Figure 13 clearly presents the effect of the scaling ratio $S$ on GPU memory and accumulated fused trial throughput, where the normalization base is the throughput of the target model. We find that the peak throughput increases linearly alone with $S$. GPU memory also shows a similar pattern. In Figure 12 (b), we further evaluate the effect of the scaling ratio $S$ on the overall tuning time. Hydro can continuously obtain benefits from higher scaling ratios. Besides, the final model accuracy maintains stable.

**Sensitivity analysis of AMP.** Figure 13 analyzes the effect of mixed precision training (i.e., AMP [15]), where solid and dashed lines represent the settings without and with AMP, respectively. We can find that the peak throughput can be further improved via enabling AMP. Besides, its effect on memory is also obvious, improving nearly $2 \times$ maximum fusion count.

**Impact on GPU utilization.** Figure 14 plots the GPU utilization traces on one GPU for 300 seconds using different HPO systems. We employ NVIDIA DCGM [11] to record SM Activity as GPU utilization. It is obvious that Hydro can achieve much higher GPU utilization than other baselines owing to the superior capability of inter-trial fusion [110].

**Overhead analysis.** We perform the overhead analysis on the ResNet-18 multi-fidelity tuning workload. Its overhead mainly derives from two aspects: (1) profiling accounts for 0.8%; (2) defusion (including trial restart) accounts for 3.3%. The associated overhead is minor when weighed against the substantial enhancements in the tuning efficiency of Hydro.

### 6.5 Hydro Coordinator Evaluation

**Bubble Squeezer.** To evaluate the impact of Bubble Squeezer, we interleave HydroTrials with a large GPT model over 32 A100 GPUs containing 4 pipeline stages on 4 nodes, which is implemented based on DeepSpeed [96] along with MegatronLM [56, 88, 102]. We measured the SM activity with and without Bubble Squeezer in Figure 15. Two traces are collected separately and we align them at the beginning of the figure. For the original GPT training, since the only active
kernel in the bubble is NCCL kernel for communication, the
SM activity is extremely poor (about 2%) during the bubble.
Hydro utilizes the unused SMs and achieves a relatively high
SM utilization at about 50%, with no evident slowdown to
the GPT model training. Here the HydroTrial is ResNet-18
model with fusion count \( F = 16 \), obtaining around 15% of ex-
clusive throughput. We also measure the throughput influence
of direct colocation and find it causes unacceptable interference
(about 12% slowdown for the large model). Additionally,
we further simulate the end-to-end performance of Bubble
Squeezer. Here we set that the Hydro tuning job can only
apply 1 exclusive GPU since most resources are occupied by
the large model. We find the makespan of the tuning job can
be greatly reduced by 2.7\times with the free lunch.

**Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator.** We create a tiny cluster
partition with 2 A100 and 2 V100 nodes (32 GPUs in total)
to evaluate the impact of Heterogeneity-Aware Allocato-
tor. Besides, we uniformly sample 20 middle-size HPO jobs
from Table 3 and randomly generate their job arrival time
within one hour. Compared to resource-agnostic allocation,
we find Heterogeneity-Aware Allocator achieves approxi-
ately a 1.3x reduction in the average job completion time.

7 Discussion

**Limitations.** Despite the extraordinary performance, Hydro’s
surrogate-based tuning paradigm does have three limitations:
(1) Hydro parametrization does not support regularization
hyperparameters, such as weight decay and dropout, as eluci-
dated in \$4.1. (2) Hydro does not allow for any customized
initialization techniques because Hydro implements its own
automatic layer-wise re-initialization mechanism, which plays
a crucial role in parameterization. (3) Hydro does not sup-
port fine-tuning since its theory is built atop i.i.d. samples
(requiring the same dataset). Nevertheless, Hydro can deliver
qualified models for most cases.

**Future work.** In the future, we plan to improve our work in
following directions. (1) Supporting more DL frameworks
like TensorFlow [19] and JAX [35], (2) Considering more re-
source dimensions like CPU and network bandwidth besides
GPU [83, 128], such as implementing the dataloader fusion
of trials to further alleviate I/O contention, (3) Expanding the
application scenarios such as cloud environments. It presents
an opportunity for dynamic selection of heterogeneous spot
instances, which can yield substantial cost savings [82, 106].
(4) Enabling partial model fusion across trials with minor
architectural differences (e.g., add/replace/modify a few lay-
ers/blocks). Furthermore, Hydro can integrate model match-
ing technique from ModelKeeper [60] to identify the models
with similar architectures across jobs from different users
and achieve cross-job level fusion, which can significantly
improve cluster efficiency.

8 Related Work

**AutoML systems.** Automated Machine Learning (AutoML)
refers to the process of automating the tasks associated with
optimizing ML model performance. In general, AutoML com-
prises two essential components: HPO and Neural Architec-
ture Search (NAS). NAS systems (e.g., Retiarii [127], Modu-
larNAS [74]) aim to discover the optimal model architecture
for a specific task. On the other hand, HPO focuses on opti-
mizing the hyperparameters of a fixed architecture, usually
separate from NAS. Our work primarily concentrates on HPO.

Prior HPO systems like HyperSched [71], Rubberband [82]
and Seer [32] support elastic training to allocate more GPU re-
sources to promising trials, which is also supported in Hydro.
Elastic training can make use of idle GPUs but fails to improve
single GPU utilization. On the other hand, Fluid [125] further
leverages NVIDIA MPS [13] technique to allocate multiple
trials on a single GPU. HFTA [110] achieves inter-trail fusion
on a shared accelerator. They can improve hardware utiliza-
tion but only work well on tiny models (e.g., AlexNet [58],
PointNet [93]). Based on the unique surrogate-base tuning na-
ture, Hydro significantly extends the fusion application scope
via model scaling and achieves automatic model fusion with
minimum manual effort.

**Pipeline parallelism and interleaving execution.** Recent
studies exploit bubbles induced by pipeline parallelism from
multiple angles. Bamboo [106] fills redundant computations
into bubbles to provide resilience and fast recovery for pre-
emptible cloud instances. EnvPipe [26] selectively lowers
the SM frequency of bubble periods to save energy. Unlike
them, Hydro leverages bubbles to train HPO trials via inter-
leaving execution, which is inspired by some prior works.
For instance, Wavelet [109] and Zico [73] reduce the GPU
peak memory based on interleaving. Muri [128] supports
multi-resource interleaving to reduce contention.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents Hydro, a surrogate-based hyperparameter
tuning service that provide job and cluster level optimization
via automated model scaling, fusion and interleaving. Our
experiments show that Hydro can dramatically reduce the
tuning makespan and improve the cluster resource utilization.
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Abstract

The increasing size of input graphs for graph neural networks (GNNs) highlights the demand for using multi-GPU platforms. However, existing multi-GPU GNN systems optimize the computation and communication individually based on the conventional practice of scaling dense DNNs. For irregularly sparse and fine-grained GNN workloads, such solutions miss the opportunity to jointly schedule/optimize the computation and communication operations for high-performance delivery.

To this end, we propose MGG, a novel system design to accelerate full-graph GNNs on multi-GPU platforms. The core of MGG is its novel dynamic software pipeline to facilitate fine-grained computation-communication overlapping within a GPU kernel. Specifically, MGG introduces GNN-tailored pipeline construction and GPU-aware pipeline mapping to facilitate workload balancing and operation overlapping. MGG also incorporates an intelligent runtime design with analytical modeling and optimization heuristics to dynamically improve the execution performance. Extensive evaluation reveals that MGG outperforms state-of-the-art full-graph GNN systems across various settings: on average 4.41×, 4.81×, and 10.83× faster than DGL, MGG-UVM, and ROC, respectively.

1 Introduction

Over the recent years, graph-based deep learning has attracted lots of attention from the research and industry communities. Among various graph-learning methods, graph neural network (GNN) [21, 43, 49] gets highlighted most due to its success in many deep learning tasks (e.g., node feature vector (embedding) generation for node classification [11, 13, 19] and link prediction [7, 22, 42]). GNNs consist of several layers, where layer \( k + 1 \) computes the embedding for a node \( v \) based on the embeddings at the previous layer \( k \) \((k \geq 0)\) by applying

\[
\begin{align*}
a_v^{(k+1)} &= \text{Aggregate}^{(k+1)}(h_u^{(k)}) | u \in \text{N}(v) \cup h_v^{(k)} \\
h_v^{(k+1)} &= \text{Update}^{(k+1)}(a_v^{(k+1)})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( h_v^{(k)} \) is the embedding of node \( v \) at layer \( k \). The \text{Aggregate} function accumulates neighbors’ \( N(v) \) embeddings of node \( v \). The \text{Update} function consists of a fully-connected NN layer. The neighbor aggregation (\text{Aggregate}) is the key bottleneck that dominates the overall computation due to its high computation sparsity and irregularity [46, 50]. Compared with conventional graph analytics (e.g., random walk [14, 39]), GNN features higher accuracy [21, 49] and better generality [16, 55] on various applications.

GNN computation on large input graphs (millions/billions of nodes and edges) usually counts on powerful multi-GPU platforms (e.g., NVIDIA DGX [35]) for scaling up the performance. The multi-GPU system (that can potentially store all data required for the computation in the aggregate memory of all GPUs on a single machine) can benefit from aggregated memory capacity and bandwidth (HBM and NVLinks) with more GPUs. There is also a popular trend for state-of-the-art hyper-scale systems employing GPU-centric building blocks. For example, the recent NVIDIA DGX SuperPod [33] consists of 32×DGX-H100 servers (each with 8×H100). Unfortunately, the runtime performance of GNNs does not scale proportionally with the aggregated compute capability and memory capacity of the platform. This is mainly because the irregular and sparse local memory access of neighbor aggregation in the single-GPU settings now “scales” to more expensive inter-GPU communication (i.e., remote memory access). Such intensive inter-GPU communication becomes the new critical path of multi-GPU GNN execution and offsets the performance gains from multi-GPU computation parallelism.

Based on this observation, we highlight a more promising way of formalizing GNN computation on multi-GPU systems. Our key insight is that GNN execution can be more precisely abstracted as a fine-grained dynamic software pipeline to encourage communication and computation overlapping, which will largely hide the communication cost. The opportunities for building such fine-grained pipelines widely exist at different granularities in GNNs. For instance, on a single graph node, the remote neighbor access can be overlapped with the local neighbor computation. Among different graph nodes,
the remote neighbor access for certain nodes would potentially be overlapped with the local neighbor computation of some other nodes. However, prior research could hardly exploit such benefits since they rely on hardware and software infrastructures tailored for coarse-grained [18,28] and regular communication patterns [12,26]. To capitalize on the fine-grained pipelining benefits, there are three major challenges.

The first challenge is how to craft the pipeline structure. A work-efficient pipeline for GNNs demands comprehensively considering multiple factors (e.g., the operations and the number/granularity of each pipeline stage) to best fit the GNN algorithm and multi-GPU computation/communication. The second challenge is how to map the pipeline to the GPU processing units. Given the GPU’s architectural complexity (e.g., multi-granular processing units and multi-layer memory hierarchy), different mapping and primitive choices would bring performance and design flexibility tradeoffs. The third challenge is how to find and adapt toward the “optimal” pipeline configuration swiftly. Given the diversity of GNN inputs (e.g., graph structures) and hardware (e.g., different types/numbers of GPUs), pinpointing the best-off design configuration with high-performance delivery relies on combined insights from the properties of the software pipeline, GNN inputs, and GPU programming and execution paradigms.

To this end, we introduce a set of principles for multi-GPU GNN acceleration via a fine-grained dynamic software pipeline. To construct fine-grained pipelines, the original coarse-grained irregular GNN computation should be breakdown into fine-grained operations. The joint optimization of the GNN workload granularity and data layout should be carried out to facilitate operation overlapping. To map pipelines to GPUs, the proper GPU logical processing units (e.g., thread, warp, and block) should be selected for promoting GPU kernel efficiency and design flexibility. In addition, the right choice of communication primitives (e.g., NVSHMEM [36]) should be determined to provide fine-grained inter-GPU communication support. To adapt pipelines dynamically, customized kernel templates with tunning knobs should be devised. This will help to maintain pipelining effectiveness across a diverse range of GNN inputs and hardware platform settings.

We crystallize the above principles into MGG1, a holistic system design and implementation for multi-GPU GNNs (Figure 1). Given the GNN models and inputs, MGG will automatically generate pipeline-centric GPU kernels for multi-GPU platforms and dynamically improve the kernel performance based on runtime feedback. The core of MGG is its Kernel & Runtime Manager, which constructs GNN-tailored pipelines and maps such pipelines to proper communication primitives and GPU logical processing units. It can also dynamically orchestrate GPU kernels based on new configurations. MGG also incorporates a Runtime Parameter Optimizer, which will monitor the performance (e.g., latency) from the actual execution and generate new configurations for the next iteration based on the analytical performance model and optimization heuristics. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the potential of GPU kernel operation pipelining for accelerating irregular GNN workloads. Moreover, MGG can be generalized to other applications (e.g., deep-learning recommendation model (DLRM) [31]) that are sharing similar irregular communication demands (§7.3).

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:

- We propose a GNN-tailored pipeline construction technique (§4) with pipeline-aware workload management and hybrid data placement, for efficient communication-computation pipelining in a GPU kernel.
- We introduce a GPU-aware pipeline mapping strategy (§5), encompassing warp-based mapping and pipelining, and specialized memory designs and optimizations to comprehensively promote kernel performance.
- We devise an intelligent runtime with lightweight analytical modeling and optimization heuristics to dynamically improve the performance of GNN training (§6).
- Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that MGG can outperform state-of-the-art multi-GPU GNN systems across various GNN benchmarks. Additionally, MGG can be generalized to other DL applications, like DLRM.

2 Related Work

Recent deep-learning applications expand their scope from handling structured dense inputs (e.g., images) to unstructured sparse inputs (e.g., graphs). Along with such algorithmic/application expansion is the exploration of new system designs and optimizations for more efficient deep learning. One of the most important topics is the ability to handle large-scale inputs, which are usually out of the computation and memory capacity of one GPU. For scaling regular deep-learning applications, like dense DNNs, various abstractions (e.g., data and model parallel) and high-performance communication libraries (e.g., NCCL [34]) have been developed. While the scaling approach for irregular GNN applications is still initial and suffers from unsatisfactory performance.

Compared to scaling dense DNNs, scaling sparse GNNs is significantly more challenging. The irregular fine-grained sparse GNNs workload cannot fit the regular coarse-grained

---

1https://github.com/YukeWang96/MGG-05DI23-AE.git
workload abstraction for dense DNNs. The cost of irregular communication in GNNs cannot be easily amortized by simply batching more requests as dense DNNs due to their randomness and sparseness. Scaling strategies largely vary among different GNN inputs while tiling/schedule strategies would be reused across different inputs of dense DNNs. Therefore, an array of dedicated designs have been introduced to scale the sparse GNNs, focusing on three major directions.

Operator Specialization for Sparse Communication: This is the mainstream solution that treats the communication as a standalone operator for irregularly sparse GNN communication (Figure 2(a)). DGL [45] is the state-of-the-art GNN framework and its most recent update incorporates PyTorch-Direct [28] (a GNN-tailored communication design based on zero-copy memory [41]) for large-scale GNN training across GPUs. Work from [6] introduces a communication planning algorithm for distributed GNNs by considering links, communication, contention, and load balancing. However, these efforts optimize the communication standalone and thus miss the opportunities to jointly optimize computation and communication operations/schedules which can potentially reduce the overall latency and improve GPU utilization.

Algorithm Modification for no Communication: The second typical type is to eliminate irregular communication by altering algorithms [25, 45, 51]. They harness various algorithmic adaption solutions, such as neighbor sampling and mini-batch to prefetch the remote neighbors to local devices, and then train the GNN model in a data-parallel fashion as the traditional dense DNN. However, existing research [8, 18] shows that such an algorithmic modification would compromise the accuracy of GNN models compared to the original GNNs. It would also destabilize the algorithmic performance (e.g., the lower convergence speed and final accuracy) under different inputs and sampling configurations.

Schedule Transformation for Dense Communication: The third type is to transform irregular communication to regularized communication (e.g., AlltoAll, P2P), which has been optimized by existing communication kernels (Figure 2(b)). ROC [18] delegates communication to its underlying NVIDIA Legion runtime [5], which manages irregular remote neighbor access via a DMA engine. It batches fine-grained embeddings into large embedding tiles on CPUs to facilitate coarse-grained data movement between the host and GPUs. NeuGraph [26] tiles the large node embedding matrices by rows (as embedding chunks) and then forwards each chunk to GPUs sequentially via coarse-grained P2P communication. P3 [12] spots the potential of transforming irregular embedding communication to regular all-to-all communication for embedding column tiles. However, this type of effort would introduce many unnecessary data movements and non-trivial overhead to transform original algorithms and data inputs.

To sum up, existing designs explore solutions in a limited scope and have yet to extend their solution search to a broader context by exploring the synergy between the multi-GPU GNN workloads, GPU execution paradigms, and communication patterns. Therefore, these designs could hardly enjoy the full potential of multi-GPU platforms.

3 Motivation

Different from prior solutions, we propose a new view for multi-GPU GNN workload. We spot that by removing the explicit barrier between the computation and communication stage in multi-GPU GNNs, we can co-schedule the operations from both stages in a holistic way that can reduce the GPU resource idleness and promote performance (Figure 2(c)). For example, when GPUs initiate remote access requests and are waiting for the arrival of remote data, the idle cycles of GPUs can be fulfilled by other local computing workloads. Such insight enables us to abstract the multi-GPU GNN workload as a fine-grained dynamic software pipeline for communication and communication overlapping. Specifically, “Fine-grained” means that the operations at each pipeline stage are tiny (e.g., the aggregation of one neighbor’s embeddings) versus DNN layers. “Dynamic” means that the division of computation into pipeline stages would vary among different inputs in contrast to DNNs with a relatively fixed pipeline. Such a new design is motivated by our three major observations.

GNN Workload Speciality: The first observation reveals the specialty of GNN workloads, which feature two major types of partial dependency that facilitate pipelining [1]. The first type is the fine-grained neighbor aggregation dependency, where the neighbor embeddings of individual graph nodes are aggregated either sequentially or in parallel with proper synchronization. The second type is the dynamic execution
dependency on limited processing units, where different operations would compete for limited GPU resources (e.g., SMs) during the runtime. Such two types of dependencies expose new opportunities for us to amortize communication costs by overlapping neighbor aggregation from different nodes.

**GPU Execution Characteristics:** The second observation highlights the characteristics of the GPU execution paradigm. One key design principle of GPUs is their massive computation/communication parallelism to amortize the unit cost of individual computation/communication operations [40]. The underlying mechanism of GPU hardware design to facilitate this is to simultaneously schedule multiple logical processing units (e.g., threads/warps/blocks) to share the hardware processing units (i.e., GPU SMs). Such a design provides the essential ingredient for pipelining, which is that computation and communication operations can co-run on the same units at the same time to fulfill the idle GPU cycles and maximize the utilization of the GPU hardware processing units. Moreover, with the precise control of GPU kernel launching parameters (e.g., the size of the block and shared memory), the effectiveness of co-running heterogeneous operations can be adjusted so that we can flexibly accommodate different inputs while maintaining high-performance delivery.

**Multi-GPU Programming Support:** The third observation features the recent advancement of the GPU communication technique and its programming support. The one highlighted most is the NVSHMEM [36], which provides GPU intra-kernel APIs for fine-grained (several to tens of bytes) inter-GPU communication (Listing 1). NVSHMEM is the main communication backend for MGG. Other existing techniques such as Zero-copy memory can also serve as an alternative to NVSHMEM for fine-grained communication. The performance will be similar while NVSHMEM offers better programmability. Some other traditional strategies for inter-GPU communication, would either offer too coarse-grained communication solutions (e.g., unified virtual memory [38] uses KB-level communication granularity) or resort to the default communication strategies of existing multi-GPU-based runtime system (e.g., NVIDIA Legion [5]) without GNN-tailored communication optimization.

These observations and insights motivate MGG, a holistic multi-GPU GNN system with a novel view of GNN workloads as an operation pipeline. MGG automates the pipeline construction, detailed pipeline mapping, and dynamic input-driven pipeline adaption, to improve the GNN scaling.

### 4 GNN-tailored Pipeline Construction

Constructing a GNN-tailored pipeline are facing two major challenges: 1) **How to effectively partition and schedule multi-GPU GNN workloads** so that pipeline efficiency can be maximized; 2) **How to properly layout input** so that the hierarchy of GNN inputs and the memory/storage of multi-GPU systems can be carefully matched to facilitate pipeline execution. MGG addresses these challenges with Pipeline-aware Workload Management and Hybrid GNN Data Placement.

#### 4.1 Pipeline-aware Workload Management

Managing irregularly sparse GNN workloads for pipelining is challenging and could hardly benefit from the prior practice and exploration of the DNN pipeline [29, 30].

**Difference from DNN pipeline** *First,* balancing the GNN workloads among GPUs has to jointly optimize the computation capacity and the computation/communication irregularity. While the DNN pipeline only needs to balance the computation/memory capacity, since its pipeline stages are well-structured and their inputs are regularly dense. Distributed DNNs require dense regular communication (e.g., Allreduce) that is naturally fit for existing GPU interconnects optimized for throughput and has been optimized by many libraries (e.g., NCCL). In contrast, distributed full-graph GNN (with the entire graph cached on GPUs) is much more challenging since it requires sparse irregular communication that is naturally at odds with the existing hardware interconnects, and fewer efforts have optimized its performance. *Second,* the GNN pipeline workload is more irregular and non-structural and can easily cause pipeline stalls/bubbles. For example, remote neighbor aggregation would have different stages (remote access + aggregation) compared with local neighbor aggregation (local access + aggregation), making it challenging to mix those two heterogeneous workloads. While in the DNN pipeline, all inputs should consistently pass through the same pipeline stages. *Third,* GNN pipeline stages are more fine-grained (e.g., fetching individual embeddings) compared with coarse-grained layers (e.g., GEMMS and Convolutions) in the DNN pipeline. Such small workload granularity enables different pipeline stages to overlap with each other on GPU processing units, like Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs). In

---

Listing 1: NVSHMEM APIs in CUDA C.

```c
// Initialize an NVSHMEM context on CPUs.
vshmem_init();
// Get the current GPU device ID on CPUs.
int gpu_id = nvshmem_team_my_pe(NVSHMEMX_TEAM_NODE);
// Set the GPU based on its device ID on CPUs.
cudaSetDevice(gpu_id);
// Define NVSHMEM memory visible for all GPUs on CPUs.
d_shared_mem = (void*) nvshmem_malloc(num_bytes);
// Define global memory visible only for the current GPU.
cudaMalloc((void**)&d_mem, num_bytes);
// Remote access API called by a thread/warp/block.
__device__ nvshmem_float_get_(warp/block)(void *dst, const void *src, size_t nelems, int src_gpu_id);
// Sync all GPUs within an NVSHMEM context on CPUs.
vshmem_barrier_all();
// Release NVSHMEM objects on CPUs.
vshmem_free(d_shared_mem);
// Terminate the current NVSHMEM context on CPUs.
vshmem_finalize();
```
Figure 3: (a) Pipeline-aware workload management. “LNP”/“RNP” indicate local/remote workload partitions. (b)(c)(d) Different strategies of workload decomposition and pipelining. Each box indicates a certain (local/remote) aggregation workload and its length indicates its relative latency. “LR”: loading remote neighbors, “LL”: loading local neighbors, “AC”: aggregation computation. Each grey rectangular shadow indicates a workload partition to be processed by one GPU processing unit. (1) and (2) indicate that the same pipeline is chunked into two parts along its time axis due to space limitations.

contrast, DNN pipelines can only overlap layer-wise computation and communication operations among different GPUs.

With the above insights, we propose a three-stage dynamic software pipeline design. The three stages include loading remote neighbors (LR), loading local neighbors (LL), and aggregation computation (AC). Aggregation of a certain neighbor will only take two stages. The remote neighbor aggregation will take the stage LR and AC while local neighbor aggregation will take the stage LL and AC. The stage-wise pipelining is achieved with two steps: 1) assigning aggregation workload to different GPU logical processing units (LPUs), like warps and blocks, and 2) scheduling different LPUs on the same GPU SM to overlap their execution. Three-phase pipeline can generalize to different GNN models, which essentially consist of the different numbers of basic remote and local operations. For example, GCN has a lower local-vs-remote operation ratio while GAT features a higher local-versus-remote operation ratio. Three-phase pipeline can also capture differences among inputs. For instance, a more sparse graph will have a higher remote-to-local operation ratio.

However, the direct construction and execution of such three-stage pipelines would be inefficient, because of its ignorance of GNN workload heterogeneity and irregularity on multi-GPU platforms. To address these challenges, MGG highlights a GNN-tailored pipeline construction strategy to build and optimize the software pipeline in three steps.

**Step-1: Workload-aware inter-GPU pipeline workload balancing.** This step aims to construct the “raw” pipeline and balance workloads among pipelines on different GPUs. Our insight is that GPUs with massive processing units (e.g., SMs) will serve many pipelines concurrently, and the key to maximizing GPU performance and utilization is to ensure that each pipeline will get a similar amount of workload, thereby avoiding execution critical path on certain “long” pipelines. We, therefore, develop a range-constrained binary search algorithm (Algorithm 1) based on prior graph partitioning exploration [3]. Our solution features a lower runtime cost to split the GNN input graph into chunks (one chunk per GPU) while balancing the number of edges within each chunk. Then the workload from the same chunk is grouped by nodes as workload partitions mixed local and remote neighbors (Figure 3(b)). From its potential execution pipeline, we can see many idle cycles (indicated by blank spaces in different pipeline stages) which would result in low pipeline efficiency and GPU resource occupancy. Note that in the software pipeline, workloads from different partitions can be overlapped as they will be processed by different LPUs. While the workloads from the same partition are sequentially processed by one LPU and their relative order should be maintained even after being mixed with other partitions.

**Step-2: Heterogeneity-aware pipeline bubble reduction.** The pipeline constructed from the previous step is still inefficient due to its scattered workloads among stages, namely pipeline bubbles. The optimization in this step is to minimize such pipeline bubbles for better pipeline efficiency. The key is to reduce the heterogeneity of workload partitions that hinders effective overlapping. To achieve this, we categorize the sparse multi-GPU GNN computation into two types. The first type has local neighbor access only, which has shorter execution latency. The second type has remote neighbor access, which features high latency overhead. We delicately handle different types of workloads via grouping (Figure 3(a)–(c)), where two separate CSRs for local and remote subgraphs will be built. The aggregation will be conducted on local and
Algorithm 1: Range-constrained Binary Search.

```plaintext
Algorithm 1: Range-constrained Binary Search.

input : Graph node pointer array (nPtr), edge list array (eList), and the number of GPUs (numGPUs).
output : List of graph edge split points (numGPUs - 1).

1. outList = {};
2. lastPos = 0;
3. /* Compute approximated #edges per GPU. */
4. ePerGPU = (len(eList) + numGPUs - 1)/numGPUs;
5. for sId in [0, 1, ..., numGPUs - 1] do
6.   mid = binSearch(nPtr, ePerGPU, lastPos, numNodes);
7.   lastPos = mid;
8. end
9. return outList;

/* Search split points on nPtr. */

Function binSearch(nPtr, ePerGPU, lastPos, numNodes):

1. i = lastPos;
2. j = numNodes;
3. target = min(nPtr[i] + ePerGPU, nPtr[j] + numNodes);
4. while i < j do
5.   mid = (nPtr[i] + nPtr[j])/2;
6.   if mid > target then
7.     j = (i + j)/2;
8. else
9.     i = (i + j)/2;
10. end
11. return i;
```

Step-3: Granularity-aware intra-GPU pipeline enhancement. While the second optimization improves pipeline efficiency by reducing the workload heterogeneity, there is still plenty of room for further enhancement. The optimization in this step is to facilitate a more balanced workload distribution among pipeline stages. This key is to find the proper workload granularity for local and remote subgraphs so that those originally sequentially processed workload partitions can be overlapped. Our key observation is that nodes in the local/remote subgraphs would have a diverse number of neighbors. Such a specialty makes it challenging for massively parallel GPUs to harvest the real performance gains due to the imbalance workload and diverged execution flow. Therefore, we approximate such coarse-grained irregular workloads with fine-grained fixed-sized partitions so that the workload imbalance across nodes can be amortized. For example, with 2 neighbors per partition (Figure 3(a)), we can get a more balanced workload among nodes in their local and remote neighbor aggregation. With such granularity awareness, the individual pipeline can be further condensed along its time axis with more overlapping of the LL and AC stage. (Figure 3(d)). Meanwhile, the irregular workload can be more evenly distributed to GPU SMs for higher GPU utilization. On the other side, partition granularity should also be balanced with synchronization overhead, since more fine-grained partitioning can bring more parallelism at the cost of more synchronization overhead. This is because workloads from different partitions for the same target node need to be reduced via synchronization, like inter-thread shuffling and atomics.

MGG design can also be generalized to multiple machines with a minor adaptation. For example, in Figure 3(d), when there are inter-node (over Infinite-Band) remote neighbors (longer latency due to lower inter-node communication speed), the size of remote neighbor partitioning (RNP) should be adjusted to a smaller size (e.g., from 2 to 1 remote neighbor) to facilitate better overlapping with local computation.

4.2 Hybrid GNN Data Placement

In collaboration with our multi-step pipeline construction, we introduce a hybrid GNN data placement strategy to exploit the benefits of different types of memory in SHMEM-enabled multi-GPU systems. The major impact of such hybrid placement on pipelining is two-fold. First, placing GNN data in different memory spaces will lead to different ratios of local and remote workloads, thus, affecting workload balance among pipelines. Second, different memory spaces will offer different access performances (e.g., latency), thereby, affecting the execution efficiency of the individual pipelines, such as the number of pipeline bubbles.

Our strategy focuses on two major aspects. Firstly, for workload balance among pipelines, we leverage NVSHMEM “shared” global memory to store the node embeddings (NEs) of the whole graph (Figure 4 left). Our major consideration here is that such shared global memory space can be accessed by all GPUs with the approximated equal access speed, which is vital to facilitate a more even distribution of remote workloads to GPUs in terms of their size and unit access costs. In addition, NEs are generally large in terms of size (due to high dimensionality), which are beyond the device memory limit of a single GPU. Therefore, NEs are ideal to be placed in shared global memory space with sufficient space (with aggregated memory of different GPUs), which also provides direct remote access support across GPUs. Specifically, we will partition the NEs of input graphs into n equal-sized partitions (where n is the number of GPUs) and place each of them in one GPU’s shared global memory space.

Secondly, for the efficiency of individual pipelines, we allocate the “private” global memory space for storing partitioned graph structure (GP) data, which is only visible to kernels on the current GPU. Our key insight is that GP (e.g., edge lists), is all scalar values and usually small in size, and will only...
be accessed by the local GPU. Therefore, GP is ideal to be placed in individual GPUs’ DRAM. Such a placement is also important to reduce unnecessary and inefficient remote access on those tiny scalars for fewer pipeline bubbles. In our design, GP data (e.g., edges) from private GPU global memory will be processed by a address translation unit for fetching correct NEs on local/remote GPU since the NE indices are rebased to zero on each GPU (Figure 4 right).

5 GPU-aware Pipeline Mapping

Efficient pipelining also demands effective mapping of well-constructed pipeline workload and their schedules to the low-level GPU logical processing units (e.g., GPU threads/warps/blocks) to overlap computation and communication. To achieve this, we propose Warp-based Mapping & Pipelining and Specialized Memory Design & Optimization to jointly optimize the pipeline execution efficiency, GPU utilization, and end-to-end design flexibility.

5.1 Warp-based Mapping & Pipelining

An effective pipeline mapping demands comprehensive consideration of two major aspects. 1) Which type of GPU logical processing units (e.g., warps, blocks) should be used for pipeline workload partitions? We choose GPU warp as the basic working unit to handle the workload of each partition. This is because threads in a warp can collaboratively work on different dimensions of a node embedding simultaneously. Whereas using a single or several threads (less than the size of a warp, 32 threads) would hardly explore the computation parallelism and would cause warp-level divergence. Besides, NVSHMEM remote access initiated by a warp of threads would merge the requests into one remote memory transaction to amortize the overhead. 2) Which pattern of mapping should be used for benefiting pipeline execution efficiency? The most straightforward way is to continuously map the neighbor partitions from the local and remote workload list to GPU warps with continuous IDs (Figure 5). However, this strategy would easily suffer from workload imbalance among GPU SMs. This is because warps with continuous IDs are more likely to be placed into the same thread block, which is assigned to one SM for processing. Therefore, SMs assigned with warps for handling remote neighbor partitions would lead to much longer latency than SMs assigned with warps for processing local neighbor partitions. Such a workload imbalance would lead to poor GPU utilization and runtime execution performance.

To this end, we introduce our novel workload interleaving strategy to balance the workload among SMs on GPUs. Each warp of threads running on GPU would handle one or more pairs of local/remote workload partitions. To more precisely calibrate the warp-to-SM mapping for different pipeline stages to achieve efficient pipelining, we introduce a new metric – interleaving distance. We give examples with the interleaving distance equals 1 and 2 for illustration (Figure 5). By mixing different types (both local and remote) of workload together, better GPU utilization can be achieved since when one warp is blocked for high-cost remote access, other warps that are working on local computation can still be served by the SMs warp scheduler for filling up these idle GPU cycles. Moreover, such a design would improve design flexibility. For instance, given an input graph with a selected neighbor partition size, we can adjust the size of interleaving distance and the workload per warp so that waiting cycles of the remote access can be hidden by the computation cycles of the neighbor aggregation. Thus, each warp can be fully utilized while the design can achieve sufficient parallelism.

MGG currently processes the neighbors of adjacent nodes (based on node-ids) to the same thread block where the same block will be scheduled on the same SM. If there are common remote neighbors for those adjacent nodes, their remote requests will be merged. Improving such locality requires reordering the graph nodes to maximize their common neighbors. Such an exploration is orthogonal to our current contribution. In future GPUs, there is a trend to explore the locality among independent processing units. For instance, in Hopper, several thread blocks can be grouped together as thread-block groups. We can explore the tradeoff between the locality benefits and group synchronization overhead.
5.2 Specialized Memory Design & Optim.

Efficient software pipelining also demands careful management of high-bandwidth shared memory for promoting data access efficiency and asynchronized primitives for exploiting intra-warp operation pipelining.

**GPU SM Shared Memory Layout:** Based on our MGG’s warp-based workload design, we propose a block-level shared memory orchestration to maximize the performance gains. We have several key insights for such a dedicated memory layout design within each thread block. *First*, our neighbor-partition-based workload will generate the intermediate results that can be cached at the high-speed shared memory for reducing the frequent low-speed global memory access. *Second*, NVSHMEM-based remote data access demands a local scratch-pad memory (e.g., registers, shared and global memory) to hold the remote data for local operations.

For the local neighbor aggregation, we reserve a shared memory space with \( D \) (\( D \) is the embedding dimension) floating-point numbers for embeddings of the target node in each neighbor partition so that threads from a warp can cache the intermediate results of partial reduction in shared memory. For the remote neighbor aggregation, the shared memory space is doubled \( 2 \times wpb \times D \) (\( wpb \) is the warps per block). The reason is that we need the first half \( wpb \times D \) for caching the partial aggregation results of each warp and the remaining for the remotely accessed neighbor embeddings. For each MGG kernel design, we will first identify the warp-level information, like warp IDs. Then within each thread block, we define the customized shared memory layout by splitting the contiguous shared memory address into three different parts for neighbor ids, partial aggregation results, and the remotely-fetched node embeddings. We use the dynamic shared memory for design flexibility since those parameters (e.g., \( wpb \) and \( D \)) can only be determined at runtime. During execution, we will first calculate the total shared memory size per block and then pass it as a kernel launching parameter.

**Pipelined Memory Operation:** §5.1 have discussed assigning local (LNP) and remote (RNP) neighbor aggregation workloads to warps so that different warps can overlap their computation and communication to fully saturate the active cycles of the GPU SM scheduler. However, only exploiting the inter-warp communication-computation overlap is not enough to maximize the utilization of GPU resources. We further explore the overlapping of the computation and communication at the intra-warp level by carefully scheduling the memory operations. Figure 6(a) shows the case with two LNPs and two RNPs by using the synchronized remote access, we can just sequentially process the two LNPs and the two RNPs. The long-latency remote access can happen only after the completion of its preceding LNP. This could lead to a longer GPU stall for memory operations and low GPU SM utilization. Our profiling also shows that without overlapping, the remote access usually dominates the overall execution (around 60% of overall latency) compared to the time for local data access plus the time for aggregation computation (around 40% of overall latency). Such observation justifies our design to mainly hide the latency from remote access.

To amortize the cost of remote access for each warp, we introduce asynchronous remote memory operations (Figure 6(b)). This improved design consists of two major steps. First, we can simultaneously launch the local memory access while initializing the remote memory access for fetching the node embedding (1), therefore, the time for remote access can be amortized by the processing of LNP. Second, once the remote access is completed, the current warp will start aggregation on the remotely-fetched node embedding data (2). The next step will start the new iteration of the previous two steps, which will process a new pair of LNP and RNP.

6 Intelligent Runtime Design

In this section, we will discuss our intelligent runtime design with performance/resource analytical modeling and heuristic-based cross-iteration optimization strategy.

**Performance-Resource Analytical Modeling:** The performance/resource model of MGG has two variables: work-load per warp (WPW) and shared memory usage per block (SMEM), which can be measured by

\[
\begin{align*}
WPW &= 2 \cdot ps \cdot D \cdot dist, \\
SMEM &= ps \cdot wpb \cdot IntS + 2 \cdot wpb \cdot D \cdot FloatS
\end{align*}
\] (1)

where \( ps \), \( wpb \), and \( D \) are the sizes of neighbor partition, warp per block, and node embedding dimension, respectively; \( dist \) is the interleaved distance of local/remote workloads (§5.1); \( IntS \) and \( FloatS \) are both 4 bytes on GPUs. To determine the value of the \( ps \), \( wpb \), and \( dist \) of a given input graph, we will first compute the total number of warps by using

\[
\text{numWarps} = \max\{\text{local}, \text{remote}\} / \text{dist} \quad (2)
\]

where *local* and *remote* are the number of local and remote partitions, respectively. Then we compute the total number of
blocks and the estimated block per SMs by using

\[
\text{numBlocks} = \frac{\text{numWarp}s}{\text{wpb}}, \\
\text{blocksPerSM} = \frac{\text{numBlocks}}{\text{numSM}s}
\]

(Later, based on our micro-benchmarking results on diverse datasets, we define our parameter search space and constraints: 1) \(ps \in [1 \ldots 32]\) to balance the computation parallelism and synchronization overhead; 2) \(dist \in [1 \ldots 16]\) to effectively overlap the computation and remote memory access; 3) \(wpb \in [1 \ldots 16]\) to maintain SM warp scheduling flexibility for better occupancy and throughput; 4) \(\text{numSMs} \leq c_1, \text{SMEM} \leq c_2\), where \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are hardware constraints [48], e.g., NVIDIA A100 has 108 SMs and 164KB shared memory per SM.

Heuristic-based Cross Iteration Optimization To optimize the design of MGG, the parameter \(ps\), \(dist\), and \(wpb\) are initialized as the value at the beginning. Then we optimize one parameter in each of the following iterations. First, we increase the \(ps\) to maximize the warp utilization. When further increasing the \(ps\) would also increase the latency, we would stop the search on \(ps\) and switch to \(dist\). Second, we apply a similar strategy to locate the value of \(dist\) that can maximize the overlap of local computation and remote access. Third, we increase \(wpb\) to maximize the utilization of the entire SM. If any increase of \(wpb\) would increase the latency, we know that there may be too large thread blocks or too heavy workloads on individual warps that lower SM warp scheduling efficiency or computation parallelism. We would “retreat” (i.e., decrease) \(ps\) to its second-highest value if necessary and restart the increase of \(wpb\). This optimization algorithm will stop when any decrease of \(ps\) and increase of \(wpb\) would lead to higher latency than the top-3 lowest latency. The latency of each iteration during the optimization will be recorded by a configuration lookup table. Finally, the configuration with the lowest latency will be applied.

This particular optimization order of parameters \((ps, dist, and wpb)\) is based on two major aspects: (i) Spatially speaking, the granularity is from coarse-grained algorithm-level partitioning through \(ps\), to medium-grained pipeline construction through \(dist\) (according to the partition plan), to fine-grained pipeline-to-warp fine-tuning through \(wpb\) (according to the pipeline design). (ii) Temporally speaking, the three optimizations are applied at loading-time (\(ps\) to decide layout), kernel initialization (\(dist\) to decide pipeline), and runtime (\(wpb\) to decide pipeline mapping), respectively.

The above parameter adaption for dynamic pipelining is vital for design/optimization generality. This is because the characteristics of graphs (#nodes/edges and embedding sizes) would lead to different efficiency of kernel pipelines. Our later experimental studies (as shown in Figure 11) demonstrate its benefits with up to 70% of performance improvements.

### 7 Evaluation

#### Benchmarks & Datasets

Despite the diversity of GNN models, the fundamental computation and communication paradigm (vector-based scatter-gather operation) in multi-GPU GNNs remains the same. We evaluate two distinctive and representative GNN models on node classification tasks:

The first type of GNN model uses a non-discriminated neighbor aggregation strategy, where all neighbors contribute equally when doing the aggregation. We choose Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [21], which is the most popular GNN model and is also the key backbone network for many other GNNs, such as GraphSAGE [16] and Differentiable Pooling [52]. We use 2 layers with 16 hidden dimensions for GCN, which is also the setting from the original paper [21]. The computation of a 2-layer GCN can be expressed as

\[
Z = \text{Softmax}(\hat{A} \text{ReLU}(\hat{A}XW^1)W^2).
\]

where \(\hat{A}\) is the adjacent matrix of the input graph with self-loop edges, and \(X\) is the input node embedding matrix, where \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times D}\); \(N\) is the number of nodes in a graph; \(D\) is the size of node embedding dimensions. \(W^1\) and \(W^2\) are trainable weight matrices in layer-1 and layer-2, respectively.

The second type uses a discriminated neighbor aggregation strategy, where neighbors would contribute differently depending on their calculated edge-specific features. We choose Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [49], which aims to distinguish the graph structure that cannot be identified by GCN. Each layer of GIN can be expressed as

\[
h_{v}^{l+1} = \text{MLP}^l((1 + \varepsilon^l)h_{v}^l + \sum_{u \in N(v)} h_{u}^l),
\]

where \(l\) is the layer ID and \(l \in \{0, 1\}\), \(\text{MLP}\) is a fully-connected neural network, \(h_v\) is the node embedding for node \(v\), and \(N(v)\) stands for the neighbors of node \(v\). GIN mainly differs from GCN in its aggregation function, which introduces a weight parameter as the ratio of contribution from its neighbors and the node itself. In addition, GIN is the reference architecture for many other advanced GNNs with more edge properties, such as Graph Attention Network [43]. For GIN evaluation, we use 5 layers with 64 hidden dimensions, which is also the setting used in the original paper [49]. Graphs (Table 1) used in our evaluation are large in their number of nodes and edges that demand multi-GPU capability for effective GNN computation. #Class is the output dimension.
(#labels) for the node classification task. #Dim is the embedding dimension of the input graph.

**Baselines** In this evaluation, we compared MGG with several existing systems that support large full-graph GNN (i.e., caching the entire graph on GPUs) on multi-GPU platforms.

1. **Deep Graph Library (DGL)** [45] is the state-of-the-art framework for large-scale GNNs across GPUs. It leverages PyTorch-Direct [27] as the communication backend for GPU-initiated zero-copy memory access [41] to fetch neighbors embedding from the CPU host. 2. **MGG-UVM** [20] is a GNN design by adapting MGG to leverage unified virtual memory (UVM). UVM has been highlighted in handling irregular graph computations (such as PageRank) on large graphs [20]. However, [20] is not open-sourced, we thus generalize the pipeline kernel designs and optimizations (§4 and §5) of MGG to build such a UVM baseline and incorporate optimizations from [20]. Note that UVM and zero-copy memory are different communication backends [1]. Thus, MGG-UVM does not implement zero-copy data transfer. We remark UVM is the key communication protocol before the new hardware support for fine-grained direct GPU-GPU communication (e.g., NVSHMEM). UVM is more coarse-grained and will require the engagement of CPUs (e.g., host memory management) for communication. The reason to use MGG-UVM is to show that if there is no advanced hardware support (e.g., NVSHMEM) for fine-grained direct GPU-GPU communication, the benefits of our elaborated pipeline can be offset by UVM communication overhead. 3. **ROC** [18] is a popular distributed multi-GPU system for full-graph computation. ROC highlights its learning-based partitioning and leverages NVIDIA Legion [5] runtime for communication and task scheduling.

Other multi-GPU GNN designs, like NeuGraph [26] and P3 [12], are not publicly available. Initially, we plan to evaluate MGG on AMD ROC_SHMEM [2]. However, as indicated in its document, the existing ROC_SHMEM is an experimental prototype and is not officially ready to be applied in practice due to very strict software limitations (e.g., only supports ROCm v4.3) and hardware (e.g., only supports AMD GFX9 GPUs), which are quite challenging to find and deploy and not supported by any existing GNNs frameworks [6, 18, 28] for comparison. We believe that once ROC_SHMEM becomes ready and generally applicable, MGG can be easily migrated to AMD multi-GPU platforms.

There is no existing design that can leverage GPU-to-GPU communication only for distributed full-graph GNN computation. We try our best to measure the best-possible baseline performance. DGL and ROC have longer latency in the earlier iteration due to cache warmup for node embedding on GPU memory. We thus perform warm up iterations until their per-iteration latency becomes stable, and then measure their performance with minimized CPU-GPU data movements.

**Platforms & Tools** The implementation of MGG consists of ~9K LoC. We compile and link MGG with CUDA (v11.2), OpenMPI (v4.1.1), NVSHMEM (v2.0.3), and cuDNN (v8.2) library. Our major platform is an NVIDIA DGX-A100 with dual AMD Rome 7742 processors (each with 64 cores, 2.25 GHz), 1TB host memory, and 8 × A100 GPUs (40 GB) connected via NVSwitch, which offers 600 GB/s GPU-to-GPU bi-directional bandwidth. For the modeling study, we also leverage DGX-1 with 4 × V100 GPUs connected via NVLinks. We use NVIDIA NSight Compute to get the kernel-level profiling metrics. Speedup is averaged over 100 runs.

### 7.1 End-to-End Performance

**Compared with DGL** In this section, we will compare with the state-of-the-art DGL framework, which leverages PyTorch-Direct for cross-GPU communication. We evaluate different datasets and platform settings (with 4 and 8 A100 GPUs). As shown in Figure 7, MGG outperforms DGL with averaged 4.25× and 4.57× speedups on GCN and GIN models, respectively. We also notice a trend that MGG demonstrates a more pronounced speedup with more GPUs. With the increasing number of GPUs, DGL suffers from heavy memory access contention, since multiple GPUs are initiating massive requests to access the neighbor embeddings on the CPU host memory. Another observation is that on GIN (D = 64) with higher hidden dimensionality for smaller datasets (e.g., PROD and PROT), the performance gap between DGL and MGG is smaller compared to GCN (D = 16) since as indicated in [28], zero-copy memory would be beneficial from more coarse-grained data movement (with larger embedding vector) that can saturate the PCIe cache line (128 Bytes). While such an advantage of DGL diminishes for those larger datasets (e.g., IT04 and PAPER) on GIN due to significantly increased sparsity and irregularity. In addition, compared with MGG, DGL assumes the one-size-fits-all communication strategy would work well for all input datasets. Therefore, it ignores the importance of the inputs and hardware properties, which would bring non-trivial (more than 30%) benefits (§7.2).
Table 2: Additional performance comparison of MGG and DGL on GraphSAGE and GAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RDD</th>
<th>ENWIKI</th>
<th>IT04</th>
<th>PAPER</th>
<th>PROD</th>
<th>PROT</th>
<th>ORKT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>4.97x</td>
<td>1.76x</td>
<td>1.99x</td>
<td>3.53x</td>
<td>7.05x</td>
<td>3.39x</td>
<td>3.33x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAT</td>
<td>2.65x</td>
<td>1.62x</td>
<td>2.06x</td>
<td>3.04x</td>
<td>2.06x</td>
<td>3.39x</td>
<td>3.04x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MGG can also be extended to cover other GNN models. The following results show the speedups of MGG over DGL on GraphSAGE with layerwise node neighbor sampling and GAT with dot-product edge attention. Table 2 shows that the performance results of GAT and SAGE also agree with our prior observations on the GCN and GIN, demonstrating the generality and effectiveness of our proposed design and optimizations to handle more complex dataflow (e.g., edge attention and softmax) in multi-GPU GNN computation.

Despite that MGG (NVSHMEM) and DGL (with CPU-GPU zero-copy memory [41]) both rely on GPU-initiated communication and overlap communication with computation, their underlying mechanism is different, and MGG shows more performance advantages. MGG can leverage inter-GPU communication while DGL can only rely on CPU-GPU communication with limited bandwidth. This makes the communication costs pronounced in DGL and offsets the performance gains from massive thread-level parallelism. This experiment also shows that MGG can serve as a drop-in replacement for the existing communication backend of DGL to improve large-scale full-graph GNN computation.

**Compared with MGG-UVM** In this experiment, we compare MGG with its UVM-based counterpart, MGG-UVM, which uses UVM in place of NVSHMEM for remote communication. Figure 8 shows that MGG achieves 4.58× speedup and 5.04× speedup on average compared to MGG-UVM on GCN and GIN, respectively. The MGG-UVM leverages the page-faulting-based remote data access that is more coarse-grained (around 4 KB) in comparison with a single node embedding size (less than 0.4KB), which leads to higher overhead and lower effective bandwidth usage per embedding transfer. Such an overhead would exacerbate with more GPUs and also make MGG-UVM challenging for GPU SM schedulers to effectively dispatch instructions for the next available warps.

We notice that with the increase of the dimension size (i.e., data movement granularity), the speedup over MGG-UVM becomes higher. We later found out that the increase of data-movement granularity actually increases the overall page-fault counts. This is because embedding vectors are generally stored continuously for memory efficiency instead of aligning with the size of memory pages. Therefore, increasing the size of individual embedding also increases the likelihood of triggering multiple page faults per embedding transfer.

Comparing among datasets, for graphs (e.g., PAPER) with more nodes/edges and lower average node degree, MGG would demonstrate more speedups since these graphs exhibit more irregular and sparse access that can not well fit into regular fix-sized pages. This also indicates the importance of amortizing communication overhead. Thanks to pipeline-centric workload management, we can effectively amortize such costs with careful operation scheduling.

We further measure two performance-critical GPU kernel metrics that are the key indicators of our pipeline efficiency (§4.1): Achieved Occupancy (the ratio of the average active warps per active cycle to the maximum number of warps supported in an SM) and SM utilization (the utilization of all available SMs on a single GPU). MGG improves SM utilization (by 21.15% on average) and occupancy (by 39.20% on average) compared to MGG-UVM. This indicates that MGG can effectively 1) distribute irregular workloads to SMs to balance workloads among pipelines and improve the overall GPU utilization, and 2) overlap the remote access and local aggregation computation from different warps to reduce pipeline bubbles and maximize SM occupancy.

**Compared with ROC** In this experiment, we compare MGG with ROC [18] on their officially released GCN model implementation. We originally plan to evaluate both 4 and 8 GPU settings. However, ROC reports many out-of-memory (OOM) errors for those large graphs on GCN/GIN model and medium graphs on the GIN model due to its aggressive caching of those intermediate tensors on GPUs. Therefore, we keep our comparison to 8 GPUs. Performance-critical ROC runtime configurations (e.g., #CPU cores, GPU/host memory size) are optimized to fully utilize the DGX-A100.
7.2 Optimization Analysis

Neighbor Partitioning (NP) We compare MGG with a baseline design without applying the neighbor partitioning technique (i.e., each aggregation workload consists of all local/remote neighbors) on 4×A100. We apply the workload interleaving for both implementations and fix the warp-per-block size to 2 to eliminate the impact from other performance-related factors. Figure 10(a) shows higher latency (averaged 2.26x) for designs without applying neighbor partitioning, since the workload imbalance becomes more severe across different warps without neighbor partitioning, especially for those graphs with many remote access demands, leading to limited computing parallelism and GPU underutilization.

Workload Interleaving (WL) We compare MGG with a baseline design without workload interleaving (i.e., remote neighbor aggregation and local neighbor aggregation are mapped separately to the GPU warps. We fix the neighbor partition size to 16 and the warp-per-block size to 2. Figure 10(b) shows that MGG consistently outperforms the non-interleaved baseline with an average of 1.89x speedup. Without interleaving the local/remote workload, the workload distribution would be highly skewed, where the heavy and intensive remote aggregation would be gathered on certain warps close to each other while the lightweight local aggregation would be gathered on some other warps close to each other. This leads to inefficient warp scheduling and higher latency.

Communication Primitives We adopt MGG with different NVSHMEM primitives at the thread, warp, and block levels. We fix the number of GPUs to 2, the hidden dimension to 16, the neighbor partition size to 2, and the distance of workload interleaving to 2. Figure 10(c) shows that warp-level NVSHMEM primitives (e.g., nvshmemx_float_warp_get) for remote accessing can bring the lowest latency. For thread-level NVSHMEM primitives (e.g., nvshmem_float_get), it would not coalesce the remote memory access to reduce unnecessary transactions. For the block-level NVSHMEM primitives (e.g., nvshmem_float_block_get), the higher overhead comes from collaborating a block of threads for remote access, since thread blocks (usually consisting of multiple warps) is larger than a single warp, thus, leading to higher synchronization and scheduling cost. This study also shows that our choice of warp-level primitives strikes a good balance between memory access efficiency and scheduling flexibility.

Modeling and Optimization We further analyze the effectiveness of our lightweight analytical model for design space
search. Specifically, three key parameters are studied, the size of neighbor partitioning (ps), the interleaving distance (dist), and the warps per block (wpb). We consider three different settings on a 2-layer GCN model: I: RDD on 4×A100 as the basic setting. II: RDD on 8×A100 to demonstrate the adaptability toward the different numbers of GPUs. III: RDD on 4×V100 [37] to demonstrate the adaptability toward the different types of GPUs. We decompose searching results into two parts corresponding to the output of the second and third steps of the optimization discussed in §6.

Figure 11 shows that our performance modeling and parameter selection strategy can pinpoint the low-latency design for the above three settings. The overall searching process only requires about 10 iterations to reach the final “optimal” settings. Note that here we show latency results for all possible settings for comparison. While in practice, we only need to traverse a small part of the whole design space (as indicated by the boxes touched by the dot lines). By comparing the final optimal runtime configuration setting and the initial configuration, we can see that modeling and cross-iteration optimization can decrease the execution time by up to 68%. In the end-to-end GNN training (usually more than 100 iterations), such a latency saving would also be significant.

7.3 Additional Study

Accuracy-latency Tradeoff This study will analyze the accuracy-latency tradeoff between GNNs with sampling and full-graph (w/o sampling) on 8×A100. Table 3 shows an evident node classification accuracy increase (2% to 5%) of GNN w/o sampling over GNN w/ sampling. The accuracy of sampling-based GNN would be affected by many factors (e.g., sampling rate at each GNN layer and graph structure). It is thus highly tricky to choose the “optimal” value for those factors. Here we follow the conventional way for GNN sampling [45]. The accuracy difference agrees with previous GNN algorithmic work [16]. In many real-world applications (e.g., e-commerce), such an accuracy advantage of full-graph GNNs are be more preferred by users. Because even 1% accuracy would make significant profit gains when deploying services at scale while the latency penalty is relatively minor.

Generality to other applications The design of MGG can be generalized to other similar applications. We demonstrate the typical and popular deep-learning recommendation model (DLRM) [31,47,54] that has been widely used in the industry. In multi-GPU DLRM, the large embedding tables are partitioned by rows and stored in different GPUs. The DLRM inputs (embedding access queries) will request embeddings from tables on different GPUs and then apply operations (e.g., elementwise addition or dot product) on those fetched embeddings. Such embedding lookup is highly sparse and irregular and dominates (> 80% latency [15,54]) the overall DLRM computation. We improve the mainstream DLRM system [31] with the design and optimizations of MGG to accelerate embedding lookup and element-wise addition and compare with the original system (which relies on NCCL) [31] under 4-GPU settings on the popular Criteo Kaggle [9] dataset. Table 4 shows that DLRM with MGG effectively reduces the lookup time (2.64×). The fine-grained remote access of MGG can reduce redundant inter-GPU traffic by using NCCL and offset the cost by massively parallel GPU-initiated communication.

8 Discussion

Deep Learning Pipelines: Despite the popularity of the pipeline concept in the conventional dense DL, the generalization of such a technique in sparse GNN computation is yet to be explored in-depth. PiPAD [44] overlaps the communication (CPU-to-GPU) and processing (on GPUs) between adjacent graph partitions. Adopting this strategy, we will get designs as Figure 3(c), which would still suffer from pipeline bubbles due to workload imbalance. vPipe [56] dynamically assigns a DNN layer to certain pipeline stages during the runtime. It improves pipeline efficiency and GPU utilization for DNN models. However, adopting this approach in our fine-grained kernel pipeline would incur high overhead due to frequent workload reassignment and context switching. In addition, the pipeline bubbles in dense DNN are predictable, input-agnostic, and can be reduced offline. However, the pipeline bubble for GNN can only be figured out at runtime due to input dependency. It, therefore, demands careful online workload balance and a pipeline schedule/mapping.

Graph Partitioning Strategies: Besides our current ID-based graph partitioning, our designs/optimizations could also be extended to support other graph partitioning strategies from prior graph processing and GNN work. There are several major categories. 1) Locality-driven partitioning (e.g., Gemini [57] and Rabbit order [4]) minimizes the communication/synchronization cost in distributed graph processing/DNN computing. Such partition strategies are orthogonal to our current design optimization. Despite it will reduce the total size of communication, the communication pattern remains the same with irregular, sparse, and fine-grained data movements. Our MGG design can be modified to accommodate such reduced-communication cases through dynamic kernel re-configuration (e.g., fine-tuning the interleaving distance and warp-to-block mapping) to maximize

Table 3: Accuracy-Latency of GNNs w/ and w/o sampling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy w/ sampling</th>
<th>Accuracy w/o sampling</th>
<th>Latency (w/o vs. w/ sampling)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDD</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>1.07×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROT</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>1.25×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: DLRM [31] with MGG in Embedding Lookup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>DLRM [31]</th>
<th>DLRM (MGG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (ms)</td>
<td>315.27</td>
<td>119.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
communication and computation efficiency. 2) Workload-driven partitioning (e.g., NeuGraph [26] and CUBE [53]) balances the irregular graph/GNN workload among different devices. This type of strategy typically maintains multiple replicas of nodes and node properties on different devices and synchronizes partial results in replicas after local computation on each device. Our current design be adapted to handle such cases by inserting device synchronization primitives (NVSHMEM collective communication primitives, such as `nvshmem_float_sum_reduce`) for maintaining data consistency among different replicas. 3) Learning-based partitioning (e.g., ROC [18]) dynamically learns an “optimal” partitioning strategy that can maximize the computation performance. Our current design/optimization can also support this partitioning strategy by incorporating the overhead of NVSHMEM remote memory access in the runtime prediction model when optimizing partitioning strategies online.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents MGG, a novel multi-GPU system design, and implementation to exploit the potential of leveraging GPU intra-kernel software pipeline for accelerating GNNs. MGG consists of GNN-tailored pipeline construction and GPU-aware pipeline mapping to facilitate workload balancing and operation overlapping, and an intelligent runtime design to dynamically improve the GNN runtime performance. Experiments show the advantages of MGG over state-of-the-art solutions and its generality towards other DL applications.
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A Artifact Appendix

MGG is a holistic runtime for exploiting intra-GPU-kernel communication-computation pipelining to accelerate multi-GPU GNNs. MGG consists of two parts. The first part is the host-side CPU program. It is responsible for dataset loading, runtime configuration generation, and invoking the GPU-side program. The second part is the device-side GPU program, called kernels. It is responsible for the major computation and communication of the GNN model on sparse neighbor-aggregation across GPUs and dense node-update phase within each GPU. MGG introduces GNN-tailored pipeline construction and GPU-aware pipeline mapping to facilitate workload balancing and operation overlapping.

• Code repository: Github2 and Zenodo3.
• Hardware, OS & Compiler:
  – NVIDIA DGX-A100 with dual AMD Rome 7742 processors (each with 64 cores, 2.25 GHz), 1TB host memory, and 8×A100 GPUs (40 GB) connected via NVSwitch (600 GB/s).
  – Operating systems: Ubuntu 20.04+.
  – Compilers: NVCC (v11.2), GCC (v7.5.0), Libraries: CUDA (v11.2), OpenMPI (v4.1.1), NVSHMEM (v2.0.3), cuDNN (v8.2).
  – Datasets: SNAP [23] and OGB [17].

Environment Setup

Step-1: Download libraries and datasets.

– 1.1. Download libraries.

```
wget storage.googleapis.com/mgg_data/local.tar.gz
tar -zxvf local.tar.gz
tar -zxvf local/nvshmem_src_2.0.3-0/build_cu112.tar.gz
```

– 1.2. Download datasets and Setup Baselines.

```
wget storage.googleapis.com/mgg_data/data/dataset.tar.gz
tar -zxvf dataset.tar.gz
cd dgl_pydirect_internal/
wget storage.googleapis.com/mgg_data/data/graphdata.tar.gz
&& rm graphdata.tar.gz
cd ..
gsutil cp -r gs://mgg_data/roc-new/ .
```

– 1.3. Launch Docker for MGG.

```
cd docker
./launch.sh
```

– 1.4. Compile MGG implementations.

```
mkdir build && cd build && cmake .. && cd ..
./0_mgg_build.sh
```

Step-2. Run Initial Tests.

Please try below Section-3.4 and Section-3.5.

Step-3: Experiments.

– 3.1. Compare with UVM (Fig.8a and Fig.8b).

```
./b_run_MGG_UVM.4GPU.GCN.sh
./b_run_MGG_UVM.4GPU.GIN.sh
./b_run_MGG_UVM.8GPU.GCN.sh
./b_run_MGG_UVM.8GPU.GIN.sh
```

Results can be found at Fig_8.UVM_MGG.4GPU.GCN.csv, Fig_8.UVM_MGG.4GPU.GIN.csv, Fig_8.UVM_MGG.8GPU.GCN.csv, Fig_8.UVM_MGG.8GPU.GIN.csv.

– 3.2. Compare with DGL (Fig.7a and Fig.7b).

```

cd dgl_pydirect_internal/
./launch_docker.sh
cd gcn/
./0_run_gcn.sh
cd ../gin/
./0_run_gin.sh
```

Results of DGL can be found at 1_dgl_gin.csv and 1_dgl_gcn.csv. MGG reference is in MGG_GCN.8GPU.csv and MGG.8GPU.GIN.csv.

– 3.3. Compare with ROC on 8xA100 (Fig.9).

```

cd roc-new/docker
./launch.sh
```

Results can be found at Fig_9.ROC_MGG.8GPU.GCN.csv, Fig_9.ROC_MGG.8GPU.GIN.csv.

– 3.4. Compare NP with w/o NP (Fig.10a).

```
python 2_MGG_NP.py
```

Note that the results can be found at MGG_NP_study.csv.

– 3.5. Compare WL with w/o WL (Fig.10b).

```
python 3_MGG_WL.py
```

Note that the results can be found at MGG_WL_study.csv.

– 3.6. Compare API (Fig.10c).

```
python 4_MGG_API.py
```

Note that the results can be found at MGG_API_study.csv.

– 3.7. Design Space Search (Fig.11a).

```
python 5_MGG_DSE.4GPU.py
python 5_MGG_DSE.8GPU.py
```

Results can be found at Reddit.4xA100.dist_ps.csv, Reddit.4xA100.dist.wpb.csv, Reddit.8xA100.dist_ps.csv, Reddit.8xA100.dist.wpb.csv.
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Abstract
Dynamic neural networks (NNs), which can adapt sparsely activated sub-networks to inputs during inference, have shown significant advantages over static ones in terms of accuracy, computational efficiency, and adaptiveness. However, existing deep learning frameworks and compilers mainly focus on optimizing static NNs with deterministic execution, missing optimization opportunities brought by non-uniform distribution of activation in dynamic NNs. The key to optimizing dynamic NNs is the traceability of how data are dynamically dispatched to different paths at inference. Such dynamism often happens at sub-tensor level (e.g., conditional dispatching tokens of a tensor), thus hard for existing tensor-centric frameworks to trace due to misaligned expression granularity.

In this paper, we present Brainstorm, a deep learning framework for optimizing dynamic NNs, which bridges the gap by unifying how dynamism should be expressed. Brainstorm proposes (1) \textit{Cell}, the key data abstraction that lets model developers express the data granularity where dynamism exists, and (2) \textit{Router}, a unified interface to let model developers express how Cells should be dynamically dispatched. Brainstorm handles efficient execution of routing actions. This design allows Brainstorm to collect profiles of fine-grained dataflow at the correct granularity. The traceability further opens up a new space of dynamic optimization for dynamic NNs to specialize their execution to the runtime dynamism distribution. Extensive evaluations show Brainstorm brings up to 11.7\times speedup (3.29\times on average) or leads to 42\% less memory consumption for popular dynamic neural networks with the proposed dynamic optimizations.

1 Introduction
As deep neural network models become large and complex, it is more and more challenging to sustain the growth of model size due to the increased computing requirement. The key limitation is the static activation of a whole network regardless of inputs, which is much less efficient than a human brain that can dynamically and sparsely activate neurons related to perceived information. Therefore, there have been numerous efforts by machine learning researchers to design dynamic neural networks that can feed inputs into different sub-neural structures or parameters of a large model during inference. Dynamic neural networks have shown favorable properties including efficiency [1–8], adaptiveness [1, 9, 10], generality [1, 9, 11, 12], and interpretability [9, 13]. For example, by designing a large number of expert sub-networks but only conditionally activating a small subset of them, Mixture-of-Expert (MoE) has helped to scale Transformer to trillions of parameters and achieve superior performance [14, 15].

Unfortunately, existing deep learning (DL) frameworks are not yet effective for running dynamic neural networks. Their optimization mainly focuses on static neural networks, whose operator execution order is deterministic for all inputs. It has been widely studied in compilers for general programs (e.g., Java, C#) to leverage runtime characteristics of programs to dynamically optimize their execution [16, 17]. By analyzing runtime profiles of dynamism, we find many dynamic NNs have similar opportunities due to their non-uniform distribution of branch activation or token dispatching, which can be further utilized for dynamic optimization.

However, existing tensor-centric programming models cannot support dynamic optimization well. The major challenge is the misaligned expression granularity, i.e., tensor-centric compilers can only trace how data flows at the tensor level in a static dataflow graph (DFG), but dynamism often happens at the sub-tensor level in dynamic NNs. For example, Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) networks use hidden dimensions within input tensors to represent the concept of “tokens”, which are dynamically reordered to activate parallel expert sub-networks with different tokens. It is critical for dynamic optimizations to collect profiles of dynamism, which is hard for existing compilers because they have no knowledge about what “tokens” are and how they are dynamically dispatched.

In this paper, we present Brainstorm, the first framework to...
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(2) Adaptive Image Super-resolution

Figure 1: Examples of dynamic neural networks routing at token-level, patch-level, and pixel-level.

optimize the execution of dynamic NNs. Brainstorm unifies the expression of dynamic NNs to make their dynamism easy to trace. At the core of Brainstorm is a new data abstraction called Cell that lets model developers describe the granularity of dynamism, e.g., a token inside a tensor. To make Cell-level dataflow traceable, Brainstorm unifies the Router interface to let model developers express how Cells should be dynamically dispatched among multiple branches. Brainstorm can collect the runtime profiles of Routers with negligible overhead. Inspired by profile-guided optimization of programming languages [16–20], Brainstorm proposes four dynamic optimizations with statistical analysis of Cell-level dataflow: (1) by analyzing the number of Cells routed to branches, horizontally-fuses multiple branches with GPU kernels optimized for frequent Cell loads; (2) with cross-layer Cell-level analysis, optimizes distributed placement of parallel branches to minimize inter-GPU communication; (3) with branch activation profiles, speculatively launches branch operators to hide routing overhead; and (4) speculatively preloads branch weights to save GPU memory.

We implement Brainstorm based on PyTorch by extending it with Cell and Router. We have implemented 6 state-of-the-art dynamic NNs using Brainstorm’s APIs, which are extensively evaluated on Nvidia GPUs. With the proposed dynamic optimizations, our evaluation shows Brainstorm achieves up to $11.7 \times$ speedup ($3.29 \times$ on average) or reduces memory consumption by 42%, compared with state-of-the-art solutions. We open-source Brainstorm to encourage more optimizations for dynamic NNs\(^1\). The key contributions are as follows.

- We identify a new space of optimization for dynamic NNs by leveraging the statistical profiles of dynamism to specialize model execution to runtime dynamism distribution.
- We identify the major challenge of optimizing dynamic NNs in existing DL frameworks is the misaligned granularity between the tensor-level programming and the fine-grained dataflow required to trace.
- We unify the programming of dynamic NNs with Cell and Router abstraction, making dynamism easy to trace.
- We propose multiple dynamic optimization strategies, leveraging the Cell-level dataflow analysis, which are shown effective for popular dynamic NNs.

We explain background and motivation in §2. We introduce Brainstorm’s key abstraction in §3. Four dynamic optimizations are proposed in §4. We present Brainstorm’s Cell-level dataflow analysis in §5. We explain the implementation in §6. We show the evaluation results in §7. We discuss handling distribution drift and other opportunities in §8. We compare with related works in §9. We conclude this paper in §10.

## 2 Background and Motivation

**Dynamic Neural Networks.** To mimic how the human brain works, the machine learning community actively works on how dynamic NNs should be designed. Various types of dynamism have been proposed to adapt the model structures and parameters to different inputs. Figure 1 illustrates representative patterns of dynamic NNs. The most common way of building a dynamic NN is to adaptively dispatch (parts of) inputs to different sub-networks with a routing mechanism. A common functionality, referred to as a router in this work, predicts which sub-network the input values should go through. Many routing policies have been proposed for different tasks, e.g., top-k router [3]. Sub-networks in different branches could have different weights, architectures, or the number of parameters to better fit the routed inputs. For example, MoE networks train parallel experts and dispatch input tokens into different expert sub-networks, each of which is expected to specialize in certain input categories [14, 15, 21, 22]. ClassSR [10] routes image patches to heterogeneous branches based on super-resolution difficulty. Skip-Conv [23] routes new pixels to computation and skips duplicated pixels of previous frames. Model developers often use a tensor to store multiple tokens/patches/pixels, and program sub-tensor dynamism using data movement operators like einsum [24].

**Dynamic optimization opportunities.** It has been widely studied in programming languages [25, 26] to leverage statistical profiles of program dynamism for just-in-time (JIT) optimization, e.g., HotSpot JVM speculatively trims paths never executed in collected runs [16]. However, optimizations in existing DL frameworks mainly focus on static NNs. They miss a lot of dynamic optimization opportunities brought by neural network dynamism.

Figure 2 illustrates routing distribution of four dynamic NNs. Figure 2a and Figure 2b are two dynamic NNs dispatching tokens and patches to different branches, respectively. We observe their distribution of tokens/patches is imbalanced: some branches receive non-negligibly more data than others. They have opportunities to tune efficient GPU kernels to

\(^1\)Code available at https://github.com/Raphael-Hao/brainstorm
fit their shapes to load distribution, which could potentially bring over $10\times$ speedup. Also, these parallel branches can be horizontally fused for concurrent execution (§4.1).

We also identify optimization opportunities by analyzing statistics of multi-layer correlation. Figure 2c illustrates the multi-layer correlation of TaskMoE [27], which is the portion of tokens from an expert at Layer-0 routed to another expert at Layer-1. We find the branch activation of two consecutive layers is correlated, e.g., it has a high probability that Expert-14/15 of Layer-1 will be activated after Expert-0 of Layer-0. Up to 87% of inter-GPU communication can be saved by co-locating correlated experts on the same GPU (§4.2).

Figure 2d shows branch activation of selected routers from DynamicRouting [28], which has 186 routers trained to forward images to one or two branches among three branches. Our measurement shows it spent over 44% time on routing. However, many routers have a biased distribution that tends to activate the same branch at different runs. E.g., Router-3 has a high probability of choosing Branch-1 and Branch-2. They create an opportunity for speculative execution, e.g., skipping routing computation to reduce routing overhead (§4.3), or opportunistically preload weight to GPU memory (§4.4).

Moreover, we find many dynamic NNs can be optimized by multiple dynamic optimizations simultaneously. The key requirement of these optimizations is the ability to collect statistical profiles at the granularity where dynamism happens, which is not explored by existing DL frameworks.

Misaligned programming model. The misaligned programming model is the major obstacle to tracing dynamism profiles in existing frameworks. As shown in Figure 1, language tasks typically route at the granularity of tokens from input sentences; vision tasks route patches from input images; video models partially reuse previous pixels depending on inter-frame similarity. All the dynamism happens inside the tensor of sentences, images, or frames. Existing frameworks optimize models with a static dataflow graph, which expresses only the relation of tensors and operators. They have no ability to collect necessary profiles at runtime. Without explicit specification by model developers, they cannot understand what tokens are and how they are dynamically dispatched, let alone trace the complex token-level dataflow as Figure 2c requires. Moreover, tensor-level programming can only be applied with operator-level optimization (e.g., operator fusion) without the ability to optimize more fine-grained data movement or computation. These challenges motivate Brainstorm to propose a principled design to let model developers expose the information that needs to be traced and leverage the collected profiles for dynamic optimizations.

3 Cell and Router as the Core Abstraction

For model developers to express dynamic NNs in a traceable manner, Brainstorm unifies the model expression with Cell and Router to build dynamism at the correct granularity.

Cell. To let model developers define the data granularity where dynamism happens, Brainstorm augments a traditional tensor with a data abstraction called Cell. The Cell is the basic unit to be dynamically dispatched among multiple branches. Model developers can annotate any tensor using the brt.annotate_cell API to specify the granularity of Cells in a tensor (brt is the package name of Brainstorm).

brt.annotate_cell(tensor, dims, shape)

Model developers need to specify the values in which dimensions (dims) and which shape (granularity) to route. Figure 3 shows three examples that route values in Cells at the granularity of token, patch, and pixel, respectively. The first example routes a tensor with three tokens located at the 0-th dimension (dims=(0)), each represented by a vector of 768 float values (shape=(1,768)). The second and third examples route 32x32 patches (shape=(32,32)) and 1x1 pixels (shape=(1,1)) in a 2D image tensor (dims=(0,1)).

Router. To dynamically dispatch Cells, Brainstorm introduces a unified Router API that supports customized rules via router_fn to decide the dynamic placement of Cells among multiple branches. The API definition of Router and router_fn are elaborated as follows²:

class Router:
  def __init__(router_fn : Func)
  def forward(x : Tensor, kwargs) : Tuple[Tensor, Routes]
  def :_router_fn(x : Tensor, kwargs) : Routes

When initializing a Router, the router_fn should be specified to define the routing rule, i.e., how Cells should be routed among multiple branches. The router_fn takes the tensor

²We only show routing Cells of a single tensor. Multi-tensor routing has similar APIs, which are omitted due to the limited space.
annotated with Cells as inputs and generates a special tensor Routes, whose value indicates which branch should Cell go. The shape of Routes has the same layout as Cells of the source tensor to route. E.g., the second example in Figure 3 has $6 \times 4$ patches, thus router_fn should also generate $6 \times 4$ Routes. Auxiliary inputs can be set in kwargs when making routing decisions. In the forward process of a model, Router feeds the input tensor to router_fn to get routing decisions for Cells, then dispatch Cells to corresponding branches. It is easy to port existing code of dynamic NNs to Brainstorm, e.g., we modify only 12 lines of code to port the official PyTorch implementation of SwitchTransformer [14] to Brainstorm.

Brainstorm’s Router abstraction decouples control-flow of deciding how Cell should be dynamically dispatched from its execution. Depending on runtime profiles, the optimal execution strategy varies greatly. Brainstorm eases model developers from challenging execution optimizations. They only need to focus on designing routing logic and leave execution optimizations to Brainstorm. The Routes given by router_fn are collected by JIT Profiler to get statistical profiles. Brainstorm’s dynamic optimizations analyze these statistics to find the most efficient execution strategy (§4).

Behind Router are a series of efficient GPU operations to realize the routing actions specified by router_fn. When branches receiving Cells are located on the same GPU, Brainstorm uses an efficient data rearrangement GPU kernel to generate multiple tensors containing Cells routed to each branch. Unlike existing solutions that heavily use computation operators (e.g., einsum) for fine-grained dynamic data rearrangement, Brainstorm uses a GPU kernel to directly move data to avoid unnecessary computation. When Cells are distributed to multiple GPUs, Brainstorm has a sparse communication primitive to efficiently scatter and gather Cells. Compared with the commonly used all-to-all primitive in existing DL frameworks [22, 29], Brainstorm’s sparse communication is more efficient when Cells are routed unevenly to multiple GPUs because it avoids unnecessary communication due to padding (refer to §6 for implementation details).

**Comparison to IR with control-flow.** Different from intermediate representations (IR) of existing DL frameworks that mix control-flow and dataflow together, Brainstorm chooses a decoupled design with Router. Brainstorm’s dataflow graph hides complex control-flow of Router behind router_fn. A Router can be regarded as a data distribution operator dynamically dispatching Cells of tensors to multiple branches. This greatly eases the tracing and analysis of Cell-level dataflow because compilers no longer need to separate dynamism-related operators from dataflow graphs, which is hard for DL frameworks [30–32]. Actually, instead of knowing how routing logic is constructed, it is more useful for compilers to know statistical information about routing decisions, which is sufficient to be captured by Brainstorm’s Router.

Moreover, Brainstorm further enhances control-flow operators in existing IR with Cell-level routing ability. Brainstorm’s Router itself can be regarded as a switch-case operator to route Cells to different branches for conditionally applying different functions. Together with a while-loop operator, a dynamic NN can route some Cells back to loop entry for the next iterations, and drop others to the output, which is commonly used by auto-regressive decoding of language tasks.

### 4 Dynamic Optimizations

Brainstorm analyzes the collected program execution profiles to improve runtime performance. Different from traditional dynamic optimization that analyzes the invocation of program functions or code blocks, the key for optimizing dynamic NNs is to profile and analyze Cell-level dataflow to specialize model execution to runtime dynamism distribution. In this section, we introduce four dynamic optimizations we identified for dynamic NNs. More optimizations are possible with Brainstorm’s Cell and Router abstraction. Table 1 lists the required information to conduct each dynamic optimization.

#### 4.1 Dynamic Horizontal Fusion

Horizontal fusion is a compiler optimization to fuse concurrent branches of a model into a fused operator to improve
GPU Compute Unit (CU) utilization and reduce launching overhead. Existing approaches [33, 34] cannot be applied to dynamic NNs, because they assume a static dataflow graph whose branches are all activated with the same input. Brainstorm introduces a dynamic horizontal fusion optimization that supports dynamically and sparsely activated branches so that they can be executed on GPU simultaneously.

Especially, as we have shown in Figure 2, the Cell distribution can be very imbalanced for dynamic NNs. Even for large batch size, it can still accelerate the model execution by dynamical horizontal fusion of branches receiving a few numbers of Cells. Brainstorm leverages the profiles collected from Router to extract the statistical loads of each branch, i.e., how many Cells are routed to each branch. Brainstorm finds multiple percentiles (e.g., 50%, 90%, 100%) of the Cell load distribution, and tunes GPU kernels for these shapes. All tuned kernels are fused into one operator. At inference, Brainstorm pads the input of each branch to the nearest tuned kernel. This requires the traceability of the dynamic Cell-level dataflow at runtime that we explain how Brainstorm achieves it in §5.2. Note that the dynamically fused GPU kernel only uses the weights of activated branches without needing to load the weights of all branches into the GPU memory.

Figure 4 shows an example of routing 112 Cells among four parallel branches. Only three of the branches (only known at runtime) are activated. Before horizontal fusion, the three activated branches have to be executed sequentially, which may not saturate the GPU CU utilization. After fusing all branches into one GPU kernel, GPU can execute the activated branches simultaneously at a higher CU utilization. Each branch is executed with the tuned kernel of the least padding for the most efficient execution. For example, the fused kernel contains two tuned kernels of Conv 3x3 for 32 Cells and 64 Cells, which is used by the first two Conv 3x3 branches in the network by padding 4 and 2 Cells, respectively.

4.2 Profile-Guided Model Placement

The cerebral cortex of human brain is organized into distinct areas, whose neurons of a function are located closely [35]. By analyzing statistical routing decisions, we observe similar effects in artificially designed dynamic NNs. As shown in Figure 2, experts from two layers are activated together with a high probability. The Cell-level communication between these highly-correlated experts is higher than the others. Figure 5 illustrates an example that, by analyzing the multi-layer correlation, Brainstorm can co-locate correlated sub-networks on the same GPU to reduce inter-GPU communication. Note that, in addition to dynamic Cell-level dataflow collected at runtime, the multi-layer correlation also needs to analyze static Cell-level dataflow to infer correct placement constraints. Our analysis in §5.1 shows each Cell of a sentence tensor depends on all Cells from the previous MoE layer. This implies a placement constraint that all Cells of a sentence should be gathered at the same GPU so that its self-attention operator can generate correct outputs. This presents a challenge requiring both dynamic and static Cell-level dataflow analysis to understand the inter-layer correlation of Cells. We explain Brainstorm’s static Cell-level dataflow analysis in §5.1.

In addition to cross-layer analysis, we find single-layer Cell distribution like Figure 2a can also help model placement. Some branches could take more Cells than others. Heavy branches can be co-located with light branches to balance the overall communication to avoid stalling on some GPUs.

4.3 Speculative Routing

Model developers often build routing logic involving control flows, which may require CPU processing and incur CPU-GPU synchronization overhead. Compared to their theoretical performance (based on FLOPs), routing overhead may dominate the inference latency. Our measurement shows MSDNet [1] and DynamicRouting [28] spend 65% and 44% time in routing. We find these model often has a biased probability when selecting branches at inference. Our analy-
sis of Brainstorm’s Router profiles shows many Routers are highly predictable. Brainstorm can predict the decisions of DynamicRouting [28] with an accuracy over 90% by just choosing the most frequently appeared branches (§7.4.6). As Figure 6 shows, Brainstorm can predict the routing decisions of Routers in advance (based on statistical profiles) and skip router_fn to hide the routing overhead. To guarantee the correctness, Brainstorm uses a parallel thread to check the result of router_fn. When misprediction happens, the model execution will be unrolled to re-execute the correct branch with negligible misprediction overhead (§7.3).

4.4 Speculative Weight Preloading

To run inference of a large model on a limited size of GPU memory, it often requires swapping weights of layers between GPU memory and host memory to reduce the GPU memory requirement [36]. To hide the memory migration latency, existing solutions need to know the execution order of layers to preload necessary weights while executing previous layers in a pipelined manner [37, 38]. However, dynamic NNs do not have a static order of layer execution. The execution of dynamically activated branches is only known when the routing decisions are made. This makes it hard for existing solutions to preload weights of dynamic layers. As shown in Figure 7, similar to speculative routing, Brainstorm leverages the statistical profiles of branch activation distribution to speculatively preload weights of branches that can be activated with a high probability. It falls back to on-demand loading with negligible overhead (§7.3) when the predictive preloading misses.

5 Tracing Cell-level Dataflow

To realize optimizations in §4, it is important to understand how Cells are transmitted along a network so that the compiler can leverage the Cell-level dataflow to optimize model execution. In dynamic NNs, there are two types of Cell-level dataflow: (1) static dataflow existing in most static operators (e.g., Conv2D), which is fixed for all inputs; and (2) dynamic dataflow, which is determined by Routers at runtime. The former is to understand Cell’s relationship across static layers; the latter is to identify the Cell routing among branches.

5.1 Static Cell-level Dataflow

Tensor-centric dataflow graphs only preserve relations between tensors without the information of Cells. To trace all possible Cell-level dataflow of static operators, Brainstorm uses symbolic execution at Cell-level to extract finer-grained relations in ahead-of-time compiling. With the annotated Cells of a tensor, Brainstorm initializes a symbolic version of the tensor, whose Cells are symbols. Tensor values belonging to one Cell share the same symbol. Brainstorm leverages the tensor expression of operators (widely used in DL compilers [39]) to build computation logic of operators. By checking the results of symbolic computation, Brainstorm understands how Cells are transmitted in static operators.

Figure 8a illustrates three examples of matrix multiplication between a tensor of multiple Cells and a constant matrix. The tensor has two Cells annotated as A and B. The first preserves Cell positions; the second reorders Cells; the third mixes all Cells in the output. This example shows the static Cell-level dataflow could vary when the tensor values are different. It is hard for tensor-level dataflow analysis to obtain this finer-grained relation. Figure 8b demonstrates the static Cell-level dataflow of the self-attention operator between two MoE layers. Because there is a matrix multiplication between two tensors in the self-attention operator and both tensors contain Cells of X, this self-attention operator mixes all Cells from input X to generate the output Y. With symbolic execution of Cells, we can derive the relations between the Cells in X and Y, i.e., every Cell in Y is derived from all Cells in X.

The static Cell-level dataflow analysis is necessary to derive cross-layer relations of Cells, which is important in data movement-related optimization. It allows Brainstorm to explore data movement at the Cell-level, breaking the limitation of tensor-level data movement when optimizing multi-GPU execution. For example, if Cells are only reordered without mixing (e.g., the first two types in Figure 8a), the framework has more freedom to dispatch Cells among multiple GPUs based on their data locality for better performance. For MoE-based models, because the tokens are mixed up in the self-attention layer, it introduces a constraint that requires aggregating all tokens of a sentence to the same GPU before self-attention to derive the output. As we have shown in §4.2, this requirement creates constraints of how Cells should be
dynamically placed in optimization, which is only known after the static Cell-level dataflow is analyzed.

5.2 Dynamic Cell-level Dataflow

In Brainstorm, model developers express dynamism using Router. The routing logic is defined in \textit{router\_fn}, which generates routing decisions of Cells at runtime. Brainstorm’s Router abstraction makes it easy to trace the necessary information. Similar to dynamic optimization of traditional programming languages, Brainstorm focuses on collecting statistical profiles of routing decisions without caring about how they are generated.

If Cell-level profiling is enabled, when each time a Router is called, Brainstorm records its routing decision into a buffer. Brainstorm has a separate thread to stream the buffer to a profile file. Brainstorm supports multi-level profiling. Some optimizations only require local statistical profile of Router (e.g., branch load of Cells). Some optimizations require Cell-level dataflow across multiple layers, thus needing to dump raw decisions directly. As control signals, routing decisions are much smaller than other data tensors in dynamic NNs. Our evaluation in §7.3 shows the profiling overhead is negligible.

6 Implementation

We implement Brainstorm on Pytorch with 13,000 LOC: 3,000 lines for Brainstorm core abstraction, 3,000 lines for dynamic optimizations, 3,000 lines of C++ code for kernel scheduling and sparse Cell communication, and 1,500 lines for auto-transformation to support dynamic optimizations.

Figure 9 summarizes Brainstorm’s architecture. In addition to widely-used Tensor and Operator in existing frameworks, Brainstorm introduces Cell and Router to express dynamic NNs in a unified abstraction (§3). The programmed dynamic NNs will be optimized by the compiler with both static and dynamic optimizations (§4). Brainstorm’s dynamic optimization needs both static and dynamic Cell-level dataflow analysis (§5). Brainstorm first infers the static Cell-level dataflow in static operators (§5.1) in an ahead-of-time manner. When executing the compiled model, a JIT profiler collects Router profiles for further dynamic dataflow analysis (§5.2).

**Efficient Cell routing.** Brainstorm is responsible for dynamic Cell dispatching that is aware of dynamic optimization applied, leaving model developers to focus on designing the routing algorithm. For Cell routing on a single GPU, we use a custom GPU kernel to rearrange Cells inside a tensor according to the routing decisions. We borrow the idea from Tutel [22] for MoE models by rearranging Cells for all branches in parallel with a custom GPU kernel. But our implementation is general to all dynamic NNs in addition to MoE models. Moreover, our implementation is aware of the dynamic optimization applied. For instance, a dynamic horizontal fused operator may contain GPU kernels of varied sizes, thus requiring variable padding. For Cell routing across multiple GPUs, we provide a more flexible sparse communication primitive. As shown in the left of Figure 10, model developers often combine dense all-to-all primitive and permutation operations for distributed Cell routing. Its efficiency is restricted to balanced routing. With Brainstorm’s sparse communication, it only transmits Cells without extra padding. The underlying implementation of sparse communication is a collection of point-to-point communication. However, it can adapt to the dynamic optimization’s requirements and provide the most efficient communication mechanism.

**Excessive Candidates for Kernel Fusion.** Brainstorm fuses multiple branches into one kernel function, each comprising several potential candidates. At runtime, Brainstorm triggers suitable candidates based on the dispatched Cells. However, excessive kernel candidates derived from profiling analysis can lead to considerable time overhead when searching for them using auto-tuning tools [39]. To avoid issues in this case, Brainstorm only fuses a limited set of candidates of each branch. Meanwhile, kernel candidates are shared between branches if the fused branches are homogeneous (the same operator only with different weights). For instance, since SwitchTransformer uses the same feed-forward layer for its experts, Brainstorm only needs six candidate kernels to optimize the execution of 256 experts per layer (§7.4.1).

**Optimization Passes.** Most automatic transformations in Brainstorm are implemented with torch.fx. With the dataflow graph traced by torch.fx, Brainstorm uses the statistical profiles collected from Routers to manipulate the dataflow graph for optimization. E.g., in dynamic horizon-
We evaluate the performance of Brainstorm (BRT) on six representative dynamic NNs. We compare Brainstorm with various approaches to execute and optimize dynamic NNs, including PyTorch-native static optimizations and model-specific optimizations (e.g., Tutel for MoE). Overall, Brainstorm achieves up to $11.7 \times$ speedup ($3.29 \times$ on average) or reduces GPU memory usage by 42%.

### 7.2 Effectiveness of Brainstorm Abstraction

**Expressiveness of Brainstorm.** Brainstorm’s abstraction can express various dynamic neural networks in a simple and concise manner. Table 3 shows the lines of code for porting the six dynamic neural network models to Brainstorm. Brainstorm unifies the API of expressing routing logic through `Router` and `Cell`. This only adds a marginal extra coding effort to porting existing models and building new dynamic models. Brainstorm eases the programming by providing common

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>TaskMoE</th>
<th>SwinV2-MoE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>LiveSR</td>
<td>DRouting</td>
<td>MSDNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Lines of code for porting the model to Brainstorm.
Overhead of Tracing Dynamic Cell-level Dataflow. This micro-benchmark presents the overhead of tracing dynamic Cell-level dataflow. Figure 11 shows the latency variation when tracing is on and off. The latencies of all models are almost equal before and after tracing is enabled. The average overhead is less than 1.0% for all models.

When routing actions are calculated at GPU, major overhead comes from GPU kernels for statistics. The synchronization overhead is negligible because Brainstorm dumps profiles to the CPU periodically and asynchronously.

Effectiveness of Cell Routing. Brainstorm’s Router decouples routing logic from execution. Brainstorm has efficient implementations to conduct dynamic data movement for sparse communication. Figure 12 demonstrates two micro-benchmarks for sparse communication, which is a multi-gpu experiment. We randomly generate 1024 Cells routed from one GPU to multiple GPUs. Figure 12a measures the latency of PyTorch’s all-to-all collective (nccl [45] as backend) and Brainstorm’s sparse communication with varied numbers of branches and GPUs. Each Cell has 512 Float32 values (same as TransformerBase [46]). Brainstorm achieves 1.88× to 2.78× speedup from 2 to 8 GPUs. Figure 12b shows Brainstorm’s speedup with a varied Cell size from 32 to 2048 Float32 values, with 4 branches on each GPU. Brainstorm achieves 2.13× to 2.66× speedup on 2 to 8 GPUs. Overall, Brainstorm performs better than PyTorch in all experiments. The root cause is the extra communication for padding using PyTorch’s all-to-all communication, which is avoided by Brainstorm’s sparse communication.

Profile-Guided Placement. In §4.2, we show that profile-guided model placement can save inter-GPU communication for dynamic NNs. In this micro-benchmark, we compare the communication latency of default placement in PyTorch with Brainstorm’s optimized placement. We conduct this experiment on the multi-GPU server. We replace PyTorch’s communication with Brainstorm’s sparse communication to isolate the improvement from efficient sparse communication. In the default placement, each GPU-i routes 1024 tokens to each branch on GPU-(i + 1) and 10 tokens per each other branch. In the optimized placement, Brainstorm can route 1024 tokens to the same GPU without inter-GPU communication. In Figure 14a, the Cell size is fixed to 512 Float32 values for evaluation with variable branches. Brainstorm achieves 2.45× to 6.23× speedup on 2 to 8 GPUs. In Figure 14b, the number

7.3 Micro Benchmarks

Dynamic Horizontal Fusion. In the micro-benchmark of Brainstorm’s dynamic horizontal fusion, we build a simple multi-branch network, each of which contains a Conv2D operator. A Router dispatches 32x32 image patches to different branches based on image content. Brainstorm tunes kernels from 4 patches to 9 patches based on the collected Router profiles. It is conducted on the single-GPU server.

Figure 13 presents the latencies of PyTorch’s serial execution (Torch), Brainstorm’s serial execution but with tuned kernels (BRT+VF), and Brainstorm’s dynamic horizontal fusion (BRT+HF).

Vertical fusion (VF) is the commonly used fusion of consecutive operators to reduce kernel launching overhead [39, 47]. Compared to Torch, BRT+HF achieves up to 41.8× speedup. The improvement comes from two sources: the improved CPU utilization with concurrent execution of multiple branches, and efficient kernels tuned for frequently appeared Cell loads. By comparing BRT+VF and Torch, we identify the statistically tuned GPU kernels that bring 13.1× speedup. The concurrent execution of multiple branches further brings 3.18× speedup (BRT+HF/BRT+VF). Since dynamic horizontal fusion has an overhead of extra GPU kernels to calculate input pointer addresses, we find BRT+HF performs slightly worse than BRT+VF (12.3µs on average) when the number of branches is small.
Figure 14: Performance comparison of sparse communication of Brainstorm with (BRT+T) and without (BRT) the placement optimization.

Figure 15: Performance comparison of default execution and hit/miss cases in speculative optimizations.

of branches on a single GPU is fixed to 4 with variable Cell sizes. Brainstorm achieves 3.89× to 6.65× speedup on 2 to 8 GPUs. Brainstorm achieves the improvement due to reduced communication in the optimized placement. More branches and larger Cell further increase inter-GPU communication volume amplifying the gap between the default placement and Brainstorm’s optimized placement.

**Hit or Miss of Speculative Optimization.** §4.3 and §4.4 introduce two speculative optimizations for dynamic NNs, i.e., speculative routing and weight preloading. The following two micro-benchmarks demonstrate a comparison between default execution and Brainstorm’s speculative optimization, conducted on the single-GPU server. We build a simple network routing an input tensor to 8 branches. Each branch has 20 gemm operators. Brainstorm speculatively executes Branch-0 or loads Branch-0’s weights in the speculative routing and weight preloading, respectively. Figure 15a shows inference time with varied Router latency. When prediction hits, Router latency can be hidden by gemm operators on the correct branch. When prediction misses, these gemm operators will be unrolled. Brainstorm achieves a constant inference time when prediction hits, and a similar inference time with the default execution when prediction misses.

Figure 15b shows weight preloading overhead of the same model but with varied weight sizes. Since only weights of the activated branch are loaded, the GPU memory requirement is reduced by 8×. When Brainstorm’s prediction hits, the weights are speculatively preloaded before Router, whose latency is hidden by previous computation and Router latency. When prediction misses, Brainstorm falls back to the default execution that loads weights of the correct branch. Brainstorm achieves a consistent latency when prediction hits, and similar latency with the default execution when prediction misses.

### 7.4 End-to-end Model Execution

#### 7.4.1 SwitchTransformer

In SwitchTransformer, each expert has a capacity of 64 tokens for each sentence. By analyzing Router profiles, we find an imbalanced distribution of the number of tokens routed to each expert (shown in Figure 2a). This motivates us to apply dynamic horizontal fusion to execute experts in parallel with GPU kernels tuned for different loads. We use the official weights trained by Google with 8 to 256 experts per MoE layer. The batch size is 8, and each sentence has 128 tokens. The experiment is conducted on the single-GPU server.

Figure 16 shows latencies of SwitchTransformer with official implementation in PyTorch (Torch), replacing MoE layers with an optimized implementation from Tutel (Tutel), and Brainstorm with dynamic horizontal fusion. The official implementation executes experts in serial. Tutel runs experts concurrently with BatchMatmul, which requires padding to the same number of tokens for all experts. Brainstorm outperforms by 3.63×, and 3.33× compared to Torch, and Tutel, respectively. The speedup increases with more experts in each MoE layer. In addition to improved utilization of concurrently executed experts, Brainstorm also benefits from imbalanced token distribution. Because many experts only receive a few tokens, Tutel pads many dummy tokens in all paths, leading to vast wasted computation on padding. The excessive padding also uses more GPU memory leading to out-of-memory in Tutel when there are 256 experts. By analyzing loads of different branches, Brainstorm compiles multiple GPU kernels to minimize the padding.

#### 7.4.2 LiveSR

LiveSR is our internal model for super-resolution, which slices a single image into 32x32 patches and routes them to different branches. It uses a ResNet-18 model to extract patterns, which are then routed by K-nearest neighbor (kNN) to multiple branches. By collecting the routing distribution of patches,
we find a distribution in the number of patches routed to each branch (as shown in Figure 2b). This creates the opportunity for Brainstorm to tune GPU kernels for frequently Cell loads. Also, since different patches of an image are routed to different branches, Brainstorm can horizontally fuse these branches to concurrently execute them to improve CU utilization.

Figure 17 shows latencies of LiveSR with different optimizations, while being executed on the single-GPU server. BRT-HF applies dynamic horizontal fusion of both multiple branches and multiple tuned kernels of different loads. To dissect the improvement of both types of fusion, we evaluate BRT-VF that only fuses Conv2D, BatchNorm, and ReLU operators in each branch but with statistically tuned GPU kernels. In Figure 17, we vary both the number of branches with a fixed number (8) of channels and the number of convolution channels with a fixed number (10) of branches.

Overall, BRT+HF achieves up to 8.62× speedup compared to BRT. BRT+VF brings a speedup up to 3.5× compared with BRT. BRT+HF further brings 1.79× to 2.48× gains over BRT+VF with an increasing number of branches because of the improved CU utilization with more branches. When increasing the number of channels, we find the latency of Brainstorm BRT+HF remains the same until it reaches 20 channels as it goes beyond the upper bound of GPU CUs.

### 7.4.3 TaskMoE

TaskMoE routes input tensors at the granularity of the sentence. Each MoE layer has 16 experts. Each sentence is routed to 2 experts. The key difference of TaskMoE is its routing algorithm: it decides expert of a sentence based on task type. Sentences of the same task will be routed to the same expert branches. Therefore, as we have shown in Figure 2c, TaskMoE has a strong inter-layer expert correlation that experts of the same task are activated together with a high probability, which brings the opportunity for profile-guided placement.

Brainstorm optimizes placement by reordering experts of MoE layers for the most efficient communication. Brainstorm’s Routers are aware of reordering and dispatch sentences to correct GPUs in the optimized placement. We conduct this experiment with three input settings: 256 sentences on each GPU with 32/64 tokens in each sequence; 512 sequences on each GPU with 32 tokens in each sequence. The task ID of each sequence is randomly generated. Since routing of TaskMoE only works on task ID, the synthetic dataset does not affect the optimal placement and evaluation conclusion.

Figure 18 shows the per-GPU throughput on 2-8 GPUs. The experiment is conducted on the multi-GPU server. Compared with Torch, BRT first brings up to 1.17× speedup with efficient sparse communication. The speedup of BRT grows with more GPUs because of the increased data volume for inter-GPU transmission. Brainstorm’s sparse communication saves unnecessary communication due to padding. On top of this, BRT+P further achieves up to 1.34× speedup with the optimized placement. The optimized placement derived from runtime profiles helps BRT+P to reduce 42 ~ 87% inter-GPU communication, speeding up routing of MoE layers.

### 7.4.4 SwinV2-MoE

SwinV2-MoE is the MoE-version of SwinTransformer [41] for image tasks, introduced in Tutel [22]. It defines tokens as Cells, each of which contains 384 float32 values tokenized from a 48x48 image patch. SwinV2-MoE uses a capacity factor to control the number of patches each expert receives. When the capacity is exceeded, extra patches are dropped during routing. The capacity factor varies in [1.25, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0] in the experiments. We evaluate SwinV2-MoE with 16 experts on the multi-GPU server by evenly placing the experts on 2 GPUs, 4 GPUs, and 8 GPUs, respectively. The batch size per GPU is 128 images for each inference.

Figure 19 shows throughput of four approaches: a PyTorch
implementation using DeepSpeed-MoE [48] (DeepSpeed), optimized version with Tutel’s MoE kernels [22] (Tutel), optimized version with Brainstorm’s Router (BRT), and Brainstorm’s profile-guided placement optimization (BRT+P). Brainstorm’s efficient Router first brings up to 5.04× and 1.52× speedup over DeepSpeed and Tutel, respectively. Both BRT and Tutel use custom GPU kernels for efficient routing inside a GPU, thus greatly outperforming DeepSpeed, which uses einsum. With an increased capacity factor, BRT brings higher speedup over Tutel because of saved inter-GPU communication due to increased padding.

By optimizing expert placement via runtime profiles, we find BRT+P only brings marginal improvement. After using Brainstorm’s efficient Router, SwinV2-MoE model only spends up to 35% of time on inter-GPU communication, which reduces the potential by further reducing communication overhead. Similar to TaskMoE, we do observe different expert placements have greatly varied efficiency. Figure 20 shows our evaluation of a single SwinV2-MoE layer to compare the performance of the best placement and the worst placement with 8 GPUs and 2 experts per GPU. The gap is up to 1.26× speedup for ten SwinV2-MoE layers. The smaller the layer id is, the more imbalance appears in token distribution, creating more space for improvement by placement. It shows great potential for larger MoE models with more experts, whose communication latency dominates [22].

7.4.5 MSDNet

MSDNet [1] is a dynamic network that can adapt this execution path to the computational resource limits at test time. The network contains 5 exits that allow the inference of an image to end in the middle, if the output quality is higher than the predefined thresholds. Users can configure the threshold of each exit to control the inference cost. For instance, [0.0, 0.0, 0.4, 0.6] represents that 40% of the inferences in the dataset end at the 4th exit and 60% end at the last exit. There are no inferences ending at the other exits.

Figure 21 shows the experiment results with 6 kinds of exit configurations applying different optimizations, running on the single-GPU server. We set the batch size to a single image at inference. We first tune the GPU kernels with vertical fusion (BRT+VF) as the baseline. On top of that, we first apply speculative routing (BRT+SP) and then dynamic horizontal fusion (BRT+HF) to evaluate the benefits of dynamic optimizations. Compared with BRT+VF, Brainstorm achieves up to 8.44×, 11.7× speedup by BRT+SP and BRT+HF, respectively. We observe BRT+SP reduces higher latency when the inferences end at either very early exits or very last exits, due to the speculative routing making more correct predictions. If the inference has a similar opportunity to end at each exit, BRT+SP has a similar performance with BRT+VF (e.g., for [0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3]). For dynamic horizontal fusion (BRT+HF), Brainstorm performs better when the inferences prefer ending at the last exits, further bringing up to 1.57× gain over BRT+SP. The root cause is the uncertain routers break many horizontal fusion opportunities. MSDNet has some operators that can be executed in parallel if the inference does not end at an exit. If a Router may terminate in the middle, Brainstorm cannot determine whether it is safe to horizontally fuse them, thus falling back to BRT+VF.

7.4.6 DynamicRouting

DynamicRouting [28] is a semantic segmentation model for images that introduces a lot of Routers. It contains 186 Routers and 186 computation operators, leading to a very high routing overhead. At each Router, input images are routed to 1 or 2 branches among 3 designed branches with convolution operators for down-sampling, up-sampling, or keeping-resolution, respectively. DynamicRouting proposes four architecture configurations (A, B, C, and Raw for short, in order of growing computation). By analyzing Routers’ runtime profiles collected by Brainstorm, we find many Routers exhibit a high probability of making consistent routing decisions, which brings opportunities for speculative optimizations. The following experiments are conducted on the single-GPU server.
Figure 22 presents the latency of four configurations optimized by Brainstorm’s speculative routing (BRT+SP), where batch size is set to a single image. Brainstorm achieves up to $1.7 \times$ speedup compared to the official implementation in PyTorch (Torch). BRT+SP achieves $1.7 \times$, $1.58 \times$, $1.57 \times$, and $1.29 \times$ speedup compared with Torch in the four architecture, respectively. With statistical distribution derived from the runtime profiles, BRT+SP can predict the routing decisions of the 186 routers with an accuracy of $90\% \sim 95\%$. This greatly reduces the routing overhead in the four model architectures. As we have shown in the micro-benchmark of Figure 15a, the overhead of speculative routing is negligible even when the prediction is wrong.

Figure 23 shows the inference latency and the GPU memory usage of DynamicRouting optimized by Brainstorm’s speculative weight preloading. In the baseline (on-demand loading), Brainstorm only loads the weight of a branch after the routing decision is made. Brainstorm will preload the weights of the branch to be activated with the highest probability, and falls back to on-demand loading if the prediction is wrong. Because the weight loading latency is hidden, Brainstorm’s speculative optimization can accelerate the model inference by up to $1.97 \times$ than on-demand loading. Moreover, the official implementation needs to load all model weights to the GPU memory for single-image inference (i.e., 604.5MB of Original in Figure 23). With on-demand loading and speculative preloading, memory usage is greatly reduced by 50.7% and 43.5%, respectively. This creates the opportunity to infer large models on GPUs with limited GPU memory. Brainstorm’s speculative weight preloading requires slightly lower GPU memory than on-demand loading. This is because speculative weight preloading also releases some GPU memory in advance speculatively.

8 Discussion

Handling distribution drift. The profiling data is analyzed offline by dynamic optimization policies. Profiling data should be statistically representative of reality; otherwise, it could mislead Brainstorm’s optimization and result in reduced or even negative gain. As shown in Figure 24, the impact depends on the models and the degree of drifts.

Figure 24 evaluates the impact of distribution drift on dynamic horizontal fusion. Based on the collected profiles, Brainstorm only tunes Conv2D kernels with 4 and 27 patches. Therefore, when a branch receives more than 4 patches, it needs to be padded to 27 patches running with the non-optimal 27-patch kernel. An initial dispatch of 4 patches per branch is made so that no padding is needed. To simulate increasing distribution drift, we add loads of some branches to 8 patches, which are less frequently appearing in the profile and thus not tuned by Brainstorm. We define the distribution drift ratio as the fraction of branches whose received patches differ from the tuned shapes (4 and 27 in this experiment). In Figure 24, we find the speedup of Brainstorm’s dynamic horizontal fusion BRT+HF diminishes with an increasing drift ratio, from $4.65 \times$ to $2.11 \times$, compared with applying only vertical fusion. This is due to the wasted computation from the padding on branches receiving 8 patches.

The optimization policy needs to monitor profiles continuously collected by Brainstorm and triggers re-optimization when distribution drifts. It takes time for re-optimization (usually a few minutes), e.g., searching for a new placement, and tuning new GPU kernels. Therefore, during cold-start or re-optimization, the model execution does not use dynamic optimization. Currently, Brainstorm focuses on the mechanisms of enabling dynamic neural optimizations. We hope to inspire more advanced solutions to be robust to distribution drifts.

More dynamic optimization opportunities. Brainstorm can also be applied to training. When fine-tuning MoE-based Large Language Models, the statistics of expert activation can be leveraged similarly with inference, e.g., re-arranging the expert placements across GPUs to reduce communication volume. Moreover, many algorithms in Neural Architecture Search also design dynamic architectures (e.g., DARTS [49], SPOS [50]), whose activation is known only at runtime. Their latter stage of training may show more stable branch activation, which can be potentially exploited by Brainstorm.

To support training, there are still some engineering efforts that need to be resolved. Firstly, backward propagation
is needed for automatic differentiation in training, which is missed in the current implementation. Secondly, some operators may invalidate Brainstorm’s tracing for dynamic optimization. For instance, Batchnorm performs cross-Cell computing different from the Cell-level computation at inference, which requires manual specification.

Brainstorm can also be applied to dynamic sparsity, which uses different value/block-level sparsity patterns for different inputs (e.g., Longformer). To optimize their execution, Brainstorm needs to collect pattern statistics at a fine granularity. Then we can compile multiple specialized GPU kernels for different sparsity patterns (e.g., using SparTA [51]), and activate the most efficient one at runtime.

9 Related Works

Deep Learning Frameworks for Dynamic NNs. Popular DL frameworks can express dynamic neural networks via control-flow operators in static DFGs (e.g., TensorFlow 1.x [52]) or Python native control-flows (e.g., PyTorch [32], JAX [53], TensorFlow Eager [54]). They are capable of expressing dynamic neural networks in very flexible ways. However, their tensor-centric DFGs are hard to be analyzed at the sub-tensor level. As shown in §5.1, many dynamic NNs require Cell-level dataflow analysis, which the tensor-centric programming model misses. Brainstorm unifies how dynamic NN should be expressed so that the required information for dynamic optimization can be easily traced.

Optimization of dynamic NNs has also been studied in recent years, which mainly focuses on specific types of dynamism. Cavs [55], DyNet [56], BatchMaker [57], TensorFlow Fold [58], DVABatch [59], ICE [60], and PAME [61] focus on dynamic batching [62] for the cases when the batch size is dynamic. Cortex [63] is a framework for recursive neural networks with compiler optimization. DietCode [64] is an auto-scheduler framework for optimizing dynamic shapes. Nimble [65] and DISC [66] are compilers to express and execute dynamic neural networks. Brainstorm is orthogonal to them by exploring a new optimization space that leverages runtime statistics of Cell-level dynamism.

Optimization of deep neural networks. Most optimizations of existing DL compilers and frameworks are proposed for optimizing static neural networks. TVM [39] expresses operators as loop optimization schedule primitives and search for efficient kernels. Ansor [67] enlarges the search space via a hierarchical representation of the search space. Roller [68] uses a cost model to reduce the overhead of searching efficient kernels. XLA [47], Rammer [33], TASO [69], Tacker [70], TVM [39] also performs graph-level optimization on static DFGs, e.g., operator fusion. Pathways [71] proposes asynchronous distributed dataflow for large-scale distributed training. Brainstorm differs from these works in that it introduces new optimization spaces for dynamic NNs through sub-tensor-level profiling. Brainstorm’s dynamic optimizations focus on exploring the runtime dynamism distribution of dynamic NNs, which are orthogonal to these works.

Moreover, Brainstorm’s Router separates the dynamic control flow from the dataflow graphs, which makes it easier to extract the static sub-networks for applying existing static optimizations. Brainstorm focuses on optimizing dynamic fragments in dynamic NNs and leaving optimizations of static sub-networks to existing compilers. With statistics of sub-tensor-level profiles, Brainstorm employs TVM [39] for kernel autotuning. Brainstorm can also leverage Pathways [71] to build an efficient execution plan to better fit the runtime dynamism, e.g., partition models with better affinity.

Profile-guided optimization in modern programming languages. Compilers for programming languages, e.g., HotSpot JVM [16], Dot-Net Core 2.0 [17], Clang [25], have supported dynamic optimization by collecting runtime statistics of programs and then compiling new optimized versions for future execution. Brainstorm is inspired by them and identifies new dynamic optimizations specific for dynamic NNs.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we identify a new space of dynamic optimizations for dynamic NNs by collecting and analyzing runtime profiles to specialize the model execution to dynamism distribution. We propose Brainstorm, the first deep learning framework that optimizes the execution of dynamic NNs. The core of Brainstorm is Cell and Router, that lets model developers express dynamic NNs at the granularity of dynamism so that the necessary information for dynamic optimizations can be traced. Model developers can focus on designing the dynamic model architecture while leaving the optimization to the Brainstorm framework. In Brainstorm, we propose four dynamic optimizations leveraging the runtime profiles at different granularity. Our evaluation shows Brainstorm can accelerate popular dynamic neural networks by up to 11.7× (3.29× on average) or reduces GPU memory usage by 42%.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Brainstorm unifies the programming of dynamic NNs with Cell and Router abstraction which enables a new space of dynamic optimizations for dynamic NNs. This artifact reproduces the main results of the evaluation in both single-GPU and multiple-GPU environments.

Scope

This artifact will validate the following claims:

1. Effectiveness of Brainstorm Abstraction: By reproducing the experiments of Figure 12, we can validate the effectiveness of Brainstorm’s abstraction.

2. Micro Benchmarks: By reproducing the experiments of Figures 13–15, we can validate the proposed dynamic optimizations with micro benchmarks.

3. End-to-end Model Execution: By reproducing the experiments of Figures 16–23, we can validate the end-to-end latency of Brainstorm claimed in §7.

Contents

In this artifact, we will reproduce the Figures 12–23. Each figure has a shell script to reproduce and visualize the evaluation results automatically. In addition, we also provide a pre-built Docker image hosted on Github Container Registry. Users can quickly initiate a container with this image, which has preconfigured experimental environments.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted at https://github.com/Raphael-Hao/brainstorm/tree/osdi2023ae. To get the code, please git clone the Brainstorm repository and checkout to the osdi2023ae branch.

Requirements

1. Hardware Requirements: Figures 13, 15–17 and 21–23 requires a server with a NVIDIA A100 (80GB) GPU, Figures 12, 14 and 18–20 requires a server with eight NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

2. Software Requirements: Please use docker to build the docker/Dockerfile.update to setup the environment for single and multiple-GPU experiments. A one-click script python scripts/docker_gh_build.py --type latest is also provided to build the image.

3. CUDA Driver: Larger than 11.3

Tutorial

Please follow the instructions in README.md to reproduce the main results.
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Abstract
Deep learning recommendation models (DLRMs) are using increasingly larger embedding tables to represent categorical sparse features such as video genres. Each embedding row of the table represents the trainable weight vector for a specific instance of that feature. While increasing the number of embedding rows typically improves model accuracy by considering more feature instances, it can lead to larger deployment costs and slower model execution.

Unlike existing efforts that primarily focus on optimizing DLRMs for the given embedding, we present a complementary system, AdaEmbed, to reduce the size of embeddings needed for the same DLRM accuracy via in-training embedding pruning. Our key insight is that the access patterns and weights of different embeddings are heterogeneous across embedding rows, and dynamically change over the training process, implying varying embedding importance with respect to model accuracy. However, identifying important embeddings and then enforcing pruning for modern DLRMs with up to billions of embeddings (terabytes) is challenging. Given the total embedding size, AdaEmbed considers embeddings with higher runtime access frequencies and larger training gradients to be more important, and it dynamically prunes less important embeddings at scale to automatically determine per-feature embeddings. Our evaluations in industrial settings show that AdaEmbed saves 35–60% embedding size needed in deployment and improves model execution speed by 11–34%, while achieving noticeable accuracy gains.

1 Introduction
Deep learning recommendation models (DLRMs) are important to many online services, including Google advertisement display [9, 10], Netflix movie recommendations [15, 27], and Amazon e-commerce [40], and comprise up to 65% of AI
with higher runtime access frequencies and larger training weights of different embeddings are heterogeneous across
embedding row (weight vector). In the forward and backward passes of model execution, the model reads and updates the embedding weights of accessed rows.

Because the accuracy of a DLRM typically increases with larger embeddings (e.g., by considering more feature instances), modern DLRM embedding size is ever growing (up to terabytes and billions of embeddings [13, 50]). This introduces multiple challenges. First, DLRMs often have stringent throughput and latency requirements for (online) training and inference [26, 45], but gigantic embeddings make computation [34], communication [4, 39] and memory optimizations [13, 52] challenging. To achieve desired model throughput, practical deployments often have to use hundreds of GPUs to hold embeddings [35]. Meanwhile, designing better embeddings (e.g., number of per-feature embedding rows and which embedding weights to retain) remains challenging because the exploration space increases with larger embeddings and requires intensive manual efforts [32, 49].

Unlike existing DLRM efforts that have primarily focused on optimizing the model’s execution speed for the given embeddings – e.g., by balancing embedding sharding [35, 52], accelerating embedding retrieval [39, 44], compressing embeddings [19, 48], or elastic resource scaling [45, 51] – we explore a complementary opportunity: Can we fundamentally reduce the size of embedding needed for the same accuracy, by dynamically optimizing the per-feature embedding during model training? Or, equivalently, can we improve model accuracy for the given embedding size? This is because unlike classic ML models, the DLRM model output (accuracy) is determined by the input data (e.g., accessed instances) and their embedding weights, and the input data is typically organized chronologically during training to account for the diverse and non-stationary user preferences [53]. Therefore, the access patterns and the weights of embeddings vary across embeddings rows and the training process (§2.2). This implies an opportunity to admit and prune embedding rows based on their heterogeneous importance to improve model accuracy.

In this paper, we introduce an automated in-training pruning system to adaptively optimize per-feature Embeddings (AdaEmbed) for better model accuracy. For the given embedding size, AdaEmbed scalably identifies and retains embeddings that have larger importance to model accuracy at particular times during training. As a result, not only does it reduce human effort in embedding design, but it also cuts down the embedding size, thus the computational, network,
and memory resources, needed to achieve the same accuracy. AdaEmbed is complementary to and supports existing DLRM efforts with a few lines of code changes (§3).

Unfortunately, identifying important embeddings out of billions is non-trivial. To maximize the overall model accuracy, we should retain the embedding rows that affect model inputs more often (e.g., are frequently accessed) and that affect model outputs the most (e.g., have larger weights) (§4.1). However, the non-stationary data distribution during training leads to the spatiotemporal variation in the access frequency of different embeddings. e.g., new videos are posted and become popular, while some old ones lose popularity. Moreover, embedding weights change over training iterations and so does their impact. Once we prune an embedding’s weights from the GPU memory, we cannot accurately capture their importance to model accuracy as training moves on. Based on our analytical insights, embeddings with larger runtime gradients and higher access frequencies tend to accumulate larger embedding weights, and AdaEmbed prioritizes them when deciding which ones to retain. Moreover, we group features with similar feature-level characteristics (e.g., vector dimensions), and then identify important embeddings across feature groups to optimize the per-feature embedding size and which embedding to retain (§4.1).

Enforcing in-training pruning after identifying important embeddings is not straightforward either. Pruning for practical DLRMs can require reallocating millions of embedding rows and tens of gigabytes of embedding weights per training iteration, whereas each iteration takes only a few hundred milliseconds [4, 35]. While frequent pruning allows admitting important embeddings in a timely manner, thereby improving model accuracy, it can slow down model training by many hundred times (§4.2). To achieve a sweet spot between timely pruning and low overhead, AdaEmbed initiates pruning selectively when perceiving big changes in the importance distribution of all embeddings, thus reducing the number of pruning rounds needed while ensuring high accuracy. However, existing DLRM systems face difficulty in dynamically admitting and pruning embeddings at scale because they often rely on static and/or fixed-size embedding storage [1–3, 44]. AdaEmbed introduces a shim layer, Virtually Hashed Physically Indexed (VHPI) embedding, to support various embedding designs. VHPI decouples the management of embeddings from their physical weights, whereby it recycles the weight vector of embeddings to avoid intense memory allocation (§4.3).

We have implemented a system prototype of AdaEmbed (§5) and evaluated it using five industry models and months of data across hundreds of GPUs (§6). Our evaluations show that AdaEmbed can reduce 35-60% embedding size, implying comparable resource savings, and improve model execution speed by 11-34% without compromising model accuracy. Meanwhile, it achieves noticeable accuracy gains under the same embedding size, thus being able to reducing manual efforts by automatically finding better per-feature embeddings.

Figure 1: DLRM models consist of large embedding tables.

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:

1. We propose an in-training pruning system, AdaEmbed, to automatically optimize DLRM embeddings.
2. We introduce embedding importance to capture important embeddings and employ VHPI embedding to enforce scalable pruning, with few changes to existing designs.
3. We evaluate AdaEmbed in various real-world settings to show its resource savings and accuracy gains.

2 Background and Motivation

We start with a quick primer on DLRMs (§2.1), followed by the challenges it faces and inefficiencies of the state-of-the-art based on our analysis of real-world experiments (§2.2). Next, we highlight the opportunities that motivate our work (§2.3).

2.1 Deep Learning Recommendation Models

As shown in Figure 1, a DLRM consists of a combination of fully connected multiple-layer perceptrons (MLPs) to capture continuous dense features (e.g., timestamp), and a set of embedding tables to map various categorical sparse features (e.g., user and video IDs) to a dense representation. DLRMs can contain up to thousands of sparse features: each feature is typically associated with an embedding table, and each table can have millions of rows [15, 35, 52]. Each embedding row is a multi-dimensional weight vector (e.g., 128 floats) corresponding to a specific feature instance (e.g., a specific user ID of feature “User IDs”).

DLRMs differ from traditional computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP) models in that they require training on large volumes of data organized chronologically, to keep up with the latest recommendation trends. Hence, the distribution of training data changes over the training process. In the forward pass of model computation, each input sample includes a set of embedding IDs for each table to extract the corresponding embedding weights (vectors). To reduce the computation complexity, embedding weights of a sample will be pooled per table using the element-wise pooling operator, which typically takes the sum or maximum along each vector dimension (Figure 1). The pooled embedding weights of mini-batch samples are packed together with their intermediate outputs of dense features, forming a batch input to deeper layers. In the backward pass, the weights of the accessed embeddings are updated using the gradient.
Due to the enormous number of sparse feature instances, their embedding weights can occupy more than 99% size of a commonly used model (up to several terabytes) [21]; so DLRMs exhibit much larger memory intensity than conventional ML models (e.g., ResNet). As such, practical DLRM deployments use a combination of model parallelism for sparse feature layers and data parallelism for MLPs. The former allocates different embedding partitions across workers to avoid replicating them, and the latter enables concurrent processing of dense feature inputs [13]. Even so, model deployments often require hundreds of GPUs to achieve the desired model throughput (a few hundred milliseconds per iteration) [4, 35].

2.2 Challenges in DLRM Deployment

Due to its significant impact on revenue and numerous iterations needed to train a DLRM model, DLRM deployments follow the “achieve better accuracy and run as fast as possible” paradigm [35, 45, 52]. The execution speed and accuracy of a DLRM model are respectively measured by Query-Per-Second (QPS) throughput and Normalized Entropy (NE) loss [22]. Larger QPS and smaller NE indicate better performance, and any relative > 0.02% NE gain is considered to be significant [13, 46]. However, optimizing both aspects leads to novel tussles and challenges in real-world deployments.

Larger embedding sizes improve NE Embedding size of modern DLRMs is ever-growing to accommodate more embedding rows for sparse features and their instances [35, 44]. Figure 2 reports the size of the instance set over 15 days’ data in a real-world DLRM system. We observe that even though a small portion of the trained instances will seldom be accessed again in later days (Figure 2(a)), the total number of unique instances increases by 1.5× every week (Figure 2(b)). As DLRMs are often trained on months of data and retrained over time, the size of the instance set will eventually far exceed the embedding size. To cap the embedding size, existing designs often perform hashing on the raw instance IDs, and then use the hashed IDs to access their embedding rows [3].

Intuitively, using more embedding rows implies more instances are considered, thus enabling better data coverage for better NE. Figure 3(a) reports the impact of the embedding size on the NE regression at different times of training. NE regression denotes the accuracy degradation of using a smaller embedding size w.r.t. the full-size model. We notice that (i) using a smaller embedding size can greatly hurt NE. For example, reducing the number of embedding rows by 75% (i.e., 0.25× model) results in ~0.02% NE regression on Day 2; Worse, (ii) this NE regression inflates as the training evolves over time as more instances are spawned.

Large embedding sizes hurt QPS However, using more embeddings can slow down model execution and consume more machine resources in multiple execution phrases: (i) slower embedding access if we can not retain all embeddings in high-bandwidth GPUs; (ii) longer communication as we may need to transfer more embeddings over the network [4, 50]; and (iii) longer computation as more embeddings need to be computed on. Figure 3(b) shows, compared to the full model, 0.5× model achieves 1.4× QPS speedup in the same resource setting. Here, we note that state-of-the-art DLRM optimizations [35, 44], which cache and prefetch the embeddings to be accessed in future batches, cannot eliminate the QPS drop (Figure 3(b)). More importantly, they can be insufficient for online training and model serving as we may not know the input data in advance.

2.3 Opportunities for In-Training Pruning

For a given DLRM, recent advances have made considerable progress for efficient communication [4, 19, 39] and/or computation [13, 26, 35]. Instead, we focus on a complementary opportunity that reduces the embedding size needed without NE regression, by adaptively pruning embeddings during model training. Our approach is based on the following observations.

Handcrafted embeddings are suboptimal Designing optimal embeddings (e.g., deciding the number of per-feature embedding rows and which embedding weights to retain) is as yet an open problem in the ML community [14]. Hence, DLRM systems often decide the embedding size using human-defined rules, e.g., by estimating the feature popularity [14] and/or hyper-parameter tuning by model experts before training takes place [52]. Not only does this require great human effort and resources to explore, but it can also be suboptimal due to limited adaptivity at runtime (e.g., deciding which instance’s embedding to retain if many instances are generated).

Figure 2: The number of sparse feature instances (IDs) increases rapidly over time, while the lifespan of instances is heterogeneous.

Figure 3: Compared to the full (1×) model, smaller embedding sizes hurt model NE (i.e., larger NE regression), but improve QPS. 0.25× and 0.5× denote using 25% and 50% of the full model size.
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Figure 4: Embedding access varies across IDs and over time, leading to distinct table utilization in existing embedding designs.

Worse, existing DLRM systems often treat per-feature embedding tables individually for ease of management. This can underutilize or overload individual tables as data distribution changes over time. Indeed, when we analyze the table utilization in a one-day training window (i.e., number of accessed embeddings over the total number of embeddings on that day), we notice large heterogeneity (Figure 4(a)). Intuitively, tables that are fully utilized can degrade NE because many instances are hashed to the same embedding row, leading to hash collisions. However, underutilized tables cannot trade in their space during training because of the suboptimal predetermined embedding size and inelastic embedding designs.

**Embeddings have heterogeneous characteristics**  Figure 4(b) zooms into individual embedding rows, where the sampled IDs (i.e., x-axis) are ordered based on their access frequency on Day 1. We notice that the access frequency of embeddings varies across embedding IDs and over time, since user preferences change over time. We have similar observations on embedding weights too (§4.1). Since the model output (accuracy) is determined by the input instance (e.g., which embedding is accessed) and embedding weights, this implies a potential to identify and retain more important embeddings during training to maximize final model accuracy.

### 3 AdaEmbed Overview

In this paper, we introduce an **automated in-training pruning system**, AdaEmbed, to adaptively optimize per-feature embeddings at scale for better model accuracy. Unlike existing efforts for model pruning, which focus on conventional models [8,11,20] and/or prune model size when training completes [32], AdaEmbed automatically identifies and retains important embeddings for the given embedding size to improve performance while training is ongoing. Our evaluations in industrial settings show that in addition to saving resource throughout training, AdaEmbed provides superior model accuracy to its post-training pruning counterparts (§6.4).

AdaEmbed is a complementary system that acts as a shim layer atop today’s embedding designs (Figure 5). It has a central coordinator and a set of distributed on-worker agents:

- **AdaEmbed Coordinator**: It gathers the embedding information from agents, determines the global pruning decision, and orchestrates the agent to enforce the pruning.

**Figure 5: AdaEmbed overview and its in-training execution flow. AdaEmbed components are in red.**

- **Memory Manager**: It is located inside each AdaEmbed agent and manages the physical memory for today’s embedding designs. At runtime, it receives the pruning decision from the coordinator and executes pruning on local embedding weights.
- **Embedding Monitor**: It resides along with the memory manager to track embedding importance and reports the profiling results of the importance to the coordinator.

Figure 6 illustrates the interface of AdaEmbed, which supports existing DLRM systems in a few lines of code.

```python
import AdaEmbed

def dlrm_model_training():
    # Wrap existing embedding modules
    emb_agent = AdaEmbed.create_agent(
        emb_tables=model.embs, pruning_config=config)

    for _ in range(num_iterations):
        input_ids = get_next_data_batch()

        # Look up physical embedding address
        emb_physical_ids = emb_agent.look_up(input_ids)

        feedback = model.train_step(emb_physical_ids)

        # Update embedding importance with feedback
        emb_agent.update_importance(input_ids, feedback)

    return pruned_embs

Figure 6: AdaEmb supports existing DLRMs with minor changes.
```

**Training Lifecycle**  Similar to current DLRM deployments, 1 each worker is in charge of a subset of sparse features, which is determined by the embedding partition of model parallelism. The worker processes the input data (i.e., a list of embedding IDs) of those features. 2 However, the inputs are first forwarded to AdaEmbed agent to look up the physical address of each embedding’s weights (Line 12). 3 The physical address is then used to fetch the embedding weights for read and write operations. The rest of model training adheres to existing designs. 4 After each training iteration, the embedding monitor updates the embedding importance with the training feedback (Line 16). Periodically, it samples the importance of different embedding rows and notifies the coordinator of the profiling results. The coordinator determines how to prune embeddings subject to the total embedding size and guides the
memory manager to admit and prune embeddings at scale.

4 AdaEmbed Design

Practical DLRMs often contain hundreds of sparse features and up to billions of embedding rows [13, 50]. They run across hundreds of GPUs on non-stationary model inputs to get the desired model execution speed [4, 35]. These lead to the following challenges toward practical in-training pruning of embedding rows:

- **Heterogeneity**: The characteristics of embeddings (e.g., data distribution and embedding weights) vary across instances of the same feature. This, as well as the physical size of the embedding row, differs across features too. How to measure which embeddings are important to retain for better model accuracy (§4.1)?
- **Dynamics and Scalability**: The importance of individual embeddings varies over iterations at a sub-second speed. As such, improving model accuracy requires pruning in a timely manner to maximize the number of important embeddings. However, identifying important embeddings out of billions distributed across hundreds of workers, and then pruning on terabytes of embedding weights can lead to large overhead. How to orchestrate pruning under training dynamics (§4.2)? Additionally, how to efficiently enforce pruning on each worker’s memory to avoid throughput degradation (§4.3)?
- **Extensibility**: Existing systems are built atop a variety of embedding designs, such as key-value storage [44, 52] or highly optimized but fixed-size tensors [2, 3]. How to provide generic systems to support the minimization of modifications to existing DLRM systems (§4.3)?

4.1 Embedding Monitor: Identify Important Embeddings

Given the embedding size, we aim to trade the less important embedding rows for the more important ones. This requires us to consider the importance of each embedding row in terms of the contribution of its embedding weights to model accuracy, as well as its physical size. However, determining the optimal pruning strategy during training is challenging. First, the model output (accuracy) is affected by the complex interplay between input feature instances (e.g., which item IDs appear) and their embedding weights. Even with full model information after training completes, pruning is still a fundamental open problem in the ML literature [11, 32]. Second, during model training, this interplay becomes more intractable because of the large spatiotemporal variations in the distribution of model inputs and embedding weights (Figure 7(a)). Worse, once we prune an embedding’s weight vector, it is difficult to assess its impact on model accuracy as training moves on. These challenges are amplified by the need to account for feature-level heterogeneity too (e.g., different weight vector sizes across features).

AdaEmbed employs the embedding monitor to capture the embedding importance of individual rows within the feature, and then extends it to identify important rows across features.

**Intra-Feature Embedding Importance** For embeddings of the same feature, we introduce a data- and model-aware importance metric $EI(i)$ to capture the importance of each row $i$ to model accuracy. Instead of relying on the embedding weights that become stale after being pruned, $EI(i)$ is the runtime combination of access frequency and gradient, i.e., $EI(i) = freq(i) \times \| g_t(i) \|$. $\| g_t(i) \|$ is the L2-norm of $i$’s gradient in iteration $t$, and $freq(i)$ is the access frequency. So the embedding with a higher access frequency and a larger gradient norm is deemed more important. Here, collecting $EI(i)$ introduces negligible overhead, because the embedding gradient is already generated during back-propagation of training regardless of AdaEmbed. Since the gradient is generated and shared by mini-batch samples [35], the importance of pruned-but-accessed embeddings will continue to be updated. Our importance design is motivated by multiple factors:

- Intuitively, the output of sparse feature layers (i.e., pooled embedding weights) is often derived by taking the sum or maximum of input embedding weights (§2.1); so we should retain the embeddings that affect many model inputs (i.e., frequently accessed) and that affect model outputs more (i.e., larger weights). While we do not have information about future weights after pruning an embedding, we observe a strong correlation between our frequency-gradient combined metric and the final embedding weights when training converges (Figure 7). This is because frequent weight updates with large gradients typically result in larger weights.
- Theoretically, embedding rows are designed for training different bins of data instances: each bin holds only one type of category instance (i.e., a specific ID), and bins can have different data volumes (i.e., different access frequencies of IDs). Now, we want to select and retain certain bins (embeddings). This, in concept, is similar to the importance sampling problem in the ML literature [17, 25]: To improve model convergence by selecting the right bins to train the model, the optimal solution is to select bin $i$ with a probability proportional to the aggregate gradients...
of training all that bin’s data. In our formulation, the training samples within the same bin are identical, because they correspond to the same specific ID. Therefore, the aggregate gradients herein is equivalent to the product of the number of training samples and the gradient of the individual sample (i.e., $E_i = \nabla g_i \times \| \nabla g_i \| \times E_i$).

Empirically, our fleet-wide evaluations show that our importance design outperforms its alternatives (§6.4).

Since the gradient and access frequency can fluctuate during training (e.g., due to the randomness in sampling mini-batches), we need to account for these uncertainties in $E_i$. Here, the embedding monitor considers $E_i = \hat{f}_{freq,i} \times \| \nabla g_i \| + E_i - 1$, whereby we reduce uncertainties in individual iterations and only need to update the importance of accessed embeddings. This is because the importance of not accessed embeddings remains unchanged as $freq_i = 0$. In reality, only a subset of embeddings are accessed, so we can reduce the overhead significantly (§4.2). Moreover, to account for the temporal variation, we use a moving average that decays $E_i$ by a factor of 0.8 every $T$ iterations.

**Inter-Feature Group Pruning**

Retaining important embeddings subject to the total size naturally leads to a global pruning design, in which we hope to allocate different embedding sizes to individual features. However, the values of embedding importance can vary across features by orders of magnitude. This can be due to features with fewer instances often having larger average access frequencies per embedding, and/or different initialization mechanisms of the embedding weights leading to gradients of different magnitudes (Figure 8). As such, directly using the intra-feature embedding importance for comparison across features can result in a large bias, as embeddings with greater importance values are not necessarily more important than those of other features. Moreover, as the dimension of embedding vectors of different features can vary (Figure 8(c)), deciding which embeddings are more valuable to retain becomes intricate when large embedding importance and vector size are in conflict.

Because we rely on the relative ranking of importance to determine pruning (e.g., prune the tail 40% less important embeddings), we can tackle the comparison bias across features using the popular normalization philosophy [16]; i.e., by normalizing each embedding’s importance by that feature’s distribution of all embeddings’ importance. This way, the embedding importance of different features takes on similar ranges of values, and the more important embeddings of each feature are still prioritized because of having larger relative importance values after normalization. The embedding monitor normalizes the embedding importance of each feature by the 95th percentile of its distribution (i.e., $E_i / E_{95th}(\text{feature})$) to avoid outliers.

Next, to account for different weight vector sizes across features, AdaEmbed groups features with the same embedding dimension and then performs global pruning within the feature group. In reality, DLRMs are configured with only a handful of distinct embedding dimensions (Figure 8(c)) to reduce hyper-parameter tuning and/or to achieve better parallelism (e.g., balancing embedding sharding [35, 52]). This implies a big opportunity to group many features, which already forms a large shared embedding size for inter-feature group pruning. By default, AdaEmbed initializes the per-group embedding size based on the number of in-group features and the total embedding size (i.e., $\text{num\_features} / \text{avg\_feature\_dim} \times \text{total\_size}$) to uniformly allocate the space to each dimension. Note that unused embedding storage will be picked up by other groups (§4.3). When developers have more advanced information about features (e.g., feature importance), AdaEmbed provides APIs for customizing feature groups and sizes (§5).

Our evaluations show that with importance normalization and group pruning, AdaEmbed achieves better resource savings and model accuracy (§6.3).

**4.2 AdaEmbed Coordinator: Prune at Right Time**

In real-world DLRM systems, each training iteration involves updating the importance of millions of embedding rows in terabyte-sized models (Figure 9(a)). At that scale, orchestrating hundreds of workers to prune leads to a trade-off between the pruning overhead and quality. Frequent pruning allows for better decision quality, i.e., maximizing the number of important embeddings all the time for potentially better model accuracy. Yet, pruning can require cleaning up and creating tens of gigabytes of embedding weights, which can take many seconds and significantly slow down the sub-second training iterations (Figure 9(b)). This trade-off becomes more
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of AdaEmbed runtime

1: weight_table ← EmbWeights() ▷ Physical weight tables
2: emb_meta ← Init(weight_table) ▷ VHPI metadata
3: pruning_start ← false ▷ Enforce pruning or not

4: Function UpdateEmbs (input_ids, feedback):
   /* Monitor: Update embedding importance asynchronously to model training. */
   5: UpdateImport(input_ids, feedback)
   6: if pruning_start == true then
      7: EnforcePruning() ▷ Stall training
      8: pruning_start ← false

9: Function MonitorImportance (ProfilingInterval Δ):
   /* Coordinator: asynchronously inspect big changes on the importance distribution via profiling across workers. */
   10: last_dist ← null
   while training == true do
      12: if mod(current time, Δ) == 0 then
         13: cur_dist ← ProfileImportance()
         14: pruning_start← Diff(last_dist, cur_dist) > p
         15: last_dist ← cur_dist

16: Function EnforcePruning ():
   /* Memory manager: Identify embedding rows to admit and prune subject to the given embedding size. */
   17: admit_emb, evict_emb ← IdentifyRecycleEmbs(emb_meta, weight_table.size)
   /* Redistribute the lookup mapping from the embedding ID to the weight vector, whereby admitted embedding rows can recycle the weight vector of pruned ones. */
   18: RedistLookup(emb_meta, admit_emb, evict_emb)
   /* Reset embedding weights for admitted embeddings. */
   19: weight_table.ResetEmbs(admit_emb)

Intractable as a result of training dynamics; e.g., stochastic gradient descent can introduce large noise to embedding gradients, thus the embedding importance. As such, pruning too frequently can also be suboptimal (§6.4).

To find the sweet spot between pruning overhead and quality, AdaEmbed Coordinator decides the right time to prune to reduce the number of pruning rounds needed, and instructs the memory manager to minimize the overhead in each pruning round when pruning embedding weights (§4.3). Algorithm 1 outlines how AdaEmbed Coordinator orchestrates efficient embedding pruning. The embedding monitor updates the importance of accessed embeddings after each training iteration (Line 4), and periodically profiles embedding importance (Line 9). The results of the profiling will be sent to the coordinator. In the event of big changes in the importance distribution, the coordinator initiates a new pruning round and notifies the memory manager of the pruning decision (Line 9).

The memory manager on each worker then executes pruning and admits new embedding weights at scale (Line 16).

Figure 10: Profiling can get accurate results with little overhead.

Intuitively, pruning cares about the importance ranking of individual embeddings instead of their dynamic importance. Therefore, AdaEmbed coordinator relies on the importance distribution of all embeddings again, and initiates pruning if the importance distribution has changed greatly since the last pruning round. To effectively gather the importance distribution across hundreds of machines, each local agent samples a small portion, $P$, of embedding importance values on that agent. The coordinator then can estimate how many embeddings have crossed the pruning boundary, i.e., the number of embedding rows whose importance ranking has fallen below or risen above the $X_{th}$ percentile of the distribution since the last pruning round. $X_{th}$ is the cut-off importance boundary determined by the size limit (i.e., $\sum_{emb \in top X_{th}.size(emb)} < total.size$), and the agent will prune the weight vector of the embeddings whose importance value is smaller than the cut-off importance.

As shown in Figure 10, while more samples, $P$, allow for a more precise estimate of $X_{th}$ importance, this will also increase the coordination overhead, such as in collecting importance distributed across hundreds of machines and then computing distribution changes. In fact, we can use the concentration theorem in the probability sampling [47] to decide the right number of samples. This gives us ~5M embedding rows out of billions to sample on each machine, in order to ensure a deviation from the global ground truth of less than 1%. In addition to having a smaller computation overhead, this results in negligible network traffic, $5M \times 4bytes \sim 20$ megabytes as $EI(i)$ is a 4-byte float, over tens of Gbps network to the coordinator. As suggested by today’s data validation systems [7, 33], we consider a big change to have occurred and initiate pruning when more than $\epsilon = 5\%$ of the total embeddings cross the boundary (i.e., we need to prune and admit more than $\epsilon\%$ embeddings), and issue this lightweight profiling per minute. This avoids the large overhead caused by pruning in each training iteration, while ensuring that the current embedding allocation is at most $\epsilon\%$ worse than what we can achieve through pruning in each iteration. We show that profiling achieves a small deviation and little overhead (i.e., the 5M sample size in Figure 10).

Convergence Analysis As described in §4.1, our design of embedding importance draws inspiration from importance

$\epsilon$The minimum number of samples $P$ needed to ensure $Pr[|X - E[X]| < \epsilon] > \delta$ is $P = \frac{(X_{max} - X_{min})^2 \ln(2/\delta)}{2\epsilon^2}$ for the distribution of variable $X$. $E[X]$, $X_{max}$ and $X_{min}$ are the expectation, maximum and minimum of $X$, respectively.
sampling, which has been shown in ML theory [17, 25, 31] for its ability to reduce gradient variance and accelerate training convergence. Empirically, our extensive evaluations using months of real-world data and models demonstrate that AdaEmbed consistently improves model accuracy by pruning at the right time, as opposed to pruning too frequently or infrequently (§6.4).

4.3 Memory Manager: Prune Weights at Scale

As the reallocation of embedding weights is hundreds of times slower than each training iteration (Figure 9(b)), reducing the number of pruning rounds needed is still far from achieving negligible overhead in practice (§6.2). To avoid intense memory reallocation, the memory manager of AdaEmbed employs a Virtually Hashed Physically Indexed (VHPI) design to decouple the management of embeddings from their physical weight vectors, whereby AdaEmbed can recycle the weight vectors of different embeddings to enable efficient pruning for a variety of existing embedding designs.

VHPI primarily consists of two parts (Figure 11):

- **Lookup table**: It stores the metadata information of each embedding instance, including the embedding importance (a float32), and the physical address (a int64) to that embedding’s weight vector. Compared to the weight vector, often a vector of 128 float, this payload information introduces a negligible memory footprint ($\frac{3}{128} \approx 2\%$).
- **Weight table**: It is a monolithic physical table for embedding weight vectors. It remains the same as the embedding table of today’s DLRM systems, but it is shared across features under the orchestration of the memory manager.

Weights vectors of the pruned embeddings are not retained, while the metadata of all embeddings is always maintained in the lookup table. So the lookup table can include more entries (i.e., embedding IDs) than the weight table. This allows us to adaptively determine the link between embeddings and weight vectors to recycle weight vectors. Moreover, this can improve model accuracy by reducing hash collision (§6.4), as we can make the lookup table very large to accommodate many embedding entries without expanding the weight table.

The memory manager performs two primitive operations for weight pruning at runtime (Figure 11):

- **Address lookup**: It looks up the physical weight address for each embedding ID to access its embedding weights. If that embedding row is pruned, to avoid breaking existing designs (e.g., missing weights due to pruning), lookup returns a shared physical address that points to a weights vector containing constant zeros. Access to this dummy vector will be folded on the execution backend due to the same entry, reducing redundant execution.
- **Weight allocation**: It executes the pruning decision to prune and admit embeddings. To prune an embedding row, VHPI first de-links and reclaim the current physical address of that embedding’s weight. It then sets the address of the pruned embedding’s lookup entry to the address of the shared dummy vector, redirecting the future access. To admit an embedding, VHPI pops an available physical address and links this address with the lookup entry, thereby recycling the physical memory. Meanwhile, the memory manager resets the weight vector values to clean up the previously pruned weight state.

However, it is not straightforward to reset (i.e., reinitialize) the weight values for admitted embeddings, because the model herein is partially trained and the values of embedding weights already differ by orders of magnitude (Figure 7(a)). Improper initialization (e.g., random initialization) can introduce a large amount of noise to the retained embeddings. Eventually, this will hurt model accuracy, especially considering the noise from millions of admitted embeddings in each pruning round.

Here, we investigated four popular strategies to reset weight vectors (Figure 12): (1) w/o reset: inherit the weights of pruned embeddings without resetting them; (2) weight restore: evict previously pruned weights to extra storage (e.g., disk) and reinitialize the weights when that embedding is reclaimed; (3) original initialization: randomly initialize embedding weights as at the start of training; and (4) zero initialization: reset embedding weights to zeros. Intuitively, the restored weights will become too stale since they were pruned (often thousands of iterations ago). Original initialization and w/o reset can introduce large noise, as the weights have already been of differing magnitudes. Here, we advocate resetting the weight vector values to zeros, as this can avoid large noise while allowing the admitted embedding to learn from scratch. Indeed, our real-world evaluations report that zero initialization outperforms its alternatives (Figure 12).
We implemented a system prototype of AdaEmbed to support VHPI metadata after each pruning round, and to resume its json (Figure 6), and it can also take (Figure 13(a)). Weight pruning to the weight table consumes hundreds of GPUs. Our evaluation results on different industry DLRM systems without AdaEmbed support. Based on the access frequency of embedding rows in previous days, rows that are less frequently accessed are removed before training starts. This generates a pruned model derived from the full model; and (ii) different variants of AdaEmbed with changes in the pruning algorithm (§6.4). Here, we focus on the performance improvement of the w/AdaEmbed setup, i.e., the setup using AdaEmbed.

**Baseline**

To the best of our knowledge, AdaEmbed is the first system to support in-training embedding pruning, and is complementary to existing DLRM efforts. Our evaluations cover two primary baselines: (i) w/o AdaEmbed: an industry DLRM system without AdaEmbed support. Based on the access frequency of embedding rows in previous days, rows that are less frequently accessed are removed before training starts. This generates a pruned model derived from the full model; and (ii) different variants of AdaEmbed with changes in the pruning algorithm (§6.4). Here, we focus on the performance improvement of the w/AdaEmbed setup, i.e., the setup using AdaEmbed.

**Metrics**

We care about the (i) memory saving to achieve the same model accuracy as with the full model (i.e., without NE regression), because we want to minimize the embedding size for better model throughput and resource savings in deployment; (ii) NE gain that we can achieve using the same embedding size, since it not only minimizes manual efforts in configuring DLRM embeddings, but also implies higher revenues; and (iii) overhead that AdaEmbed introduces in model execution speed (i.e., QPS).

---

1. adaembed_configs: {
2.  total_emb_size: "1 TB", // Total embedding size
3.  feature_config: {
4.    *default_group*: [...],
5.    *group_1*: { // Features to use group pruning
6.      *features*: ["feature1", ...],
7.      *total_emb_size": "200 GB",
8.    } ... // Other feature groups
9.  }
10.)

Figure 14: Example embedding configuration in AdaEmbed.

- AdaEmbed can reduce manual efforts by automatically finding better per-feature embeddings, achieving noticeable accuracy improvements (§6.2-§6.3);
- AdaEmbed improves performance over a wide range of settings and outperforms its design counterparts (§6.4);

**6.1 Methodology**

**Experimental setup**

We use models and data from industry DLRM systems in the evaluation. Table 1 depicts high-level statistics of the model. They span different scales and recommendation tasks, including click-through rate prediction and ranking. We train each model on 14 days’ data to obtain the model lifetime NE, which indicates the cumulative model accuracy throughout training, and then test the model on the 15th day’s data to get the evaluation NE. Each day has many terabytes of data input.

The training batch size of each model is 65536, requiring tens of GPU nodes for the desired QPS. Each GPU node has 8 A100 GPUs with 40 GB of GPU memory. The GPUs are interconnected using 200 Gbps RoCE NICs.

---

2A smaller Normalized Entropy (NE) loss indicates better model accuracy.
Table 1: Summary of improvements. AdaEmbed reduces the embedding size needed for the same model accuracy (NE), while improving NE using the same embedding size. We report the approximate memory saving, since evaluating all memory settings is unaffordable.

### 6.2 End-to-End Performance

Table 1 summarizes the key memory saving, NE gain, and overhead of five models at different scales. Meanwhile, Figure 16 zooms into three representative models and reports their performance under different target embedding sizes. In our evaluations, NE regression measures the accuracy loss w.r.t. the full model (i.e., $1\times$ model), and any > 0.02% NE gap is considered to be significant [13, 30, 52].

AdaEmbed cuts resource needs and improves QPS  We first evaluate how many embedding sizes we can reduce without sacrificing model NE. Yet, evaluating all embedding sizes to get accurate memory saving is unaffordable because training with each setup takes thousands of GPU hours. So, we enumerate $0.7\times$ (i.e., cut the embedding size by 30%), $0.6\times$, $0.5\times$, $0.4\times$, and $0.3\times$ of the full model size to approximate this embedding saving with no accuracy drop. Table 1 reports that (i) AdaEmbed reduces the model embedding size by 35-60% with no reduction in model accuracy. This implies that we can reduce the machine usage by nearly the same amount (e.g., using 50% fewer GPUs); (ii) the resource savings are more encouraging for large models (e.g., Model-XL vs. Model-XS). One reason behind this is that large models provide gigantic GPU memory for AdaEmbed to reallocate embeddings via inter-feature group pruning (§6.3); and (iii) alternatively, reducing the fundamental embedding size provides 1.1-1.3× faster model execution speed (i.e., QPS) when running the model on the same machines.

AdaEmbed achieves better NE under the same size  Figure 16 illustrates that with AdaEmbed, models can achieve 0.011-0.077% better NE using the same embedding size. We notice that (i) AdaEmbed achieves consistently better NE across models and under different target embedding sizes than the baseline; (ii) we can achieve NE gains with smaller embedding sizes (e.g., $0.7\times$ models) even when compared to the full model. This is because AdaEmbed can automatically learn better per-feature embeddings, like the size and which embeddings to retain. Meanwhile, pruning less important embeddings can reduce model overfitting, thereby improving model generalization (accuracy) [6]; and (iii) the lifetime NE gain is more prominent than that of the evaluation NE, because the former is closer to the online deployment (i.e., retraining on real-time data), where AdaEmbed is able to adapt to the latest data distribution.

Figure 16: AdaEmbed achieves better lifetime NE and evaluation NE. Better lifetime NE implies potentially better model accuracy for online learning deployment, while better evaluation NE indicates better accuracy after offline training (i.e., prior to launching online training). Both NEs are important metrics.
AdaEmbed introduces negligible (< 2%) QPS overhead across scales of the deployment (e.g., from 32 to 128 GPUs and 200 GB to 1.5 TB models), because (i) AdaEmbed largely parallelizes operations (e.g., asynchronous importance update and multi-threading); (ii) coordinator selectively initiates pruning rounds; and (iii) the memory manager introduces VHPI to avoid intense reallocation of the physical weight. Note that the memory overhead is ∼2% as AdaEmbed introduces only two small buffers (i.e., the lookup address and embedding importance) in VHPI lookup table (§4.3).

6.3 Performance Breakdown

We next break down AdaEmbed performance by time, the characteristics of sparse features, and design components.

Breakdown by Time  Figure 15 breaks down model NE by time, with each data point on the line representing the moving average of the NE over hourly data (i.e., window NE regression). The training encompasses 14 days of data. We observe that with AdaEmbed, we can achieve consistently small NE regression than the baseline over time. Moreover, we notice that this NE regression exhibits diurnal variation (e.g., in Model-XS and Model-M). This is because the data distribution (e.g., user preference) of recommendation tasks can change drastically over days. As such, at the beginning of training on a new day’s data, the smaller model (e.g., 0.3× model) will experience a larger NE regression as it has less space to accommodate new embedding IDs. However, as the model gradually adapts to the new distribution, this regression tones down. We note that AdaEmbed experiences less NE fluctuation due to its ability to identify and retain important embeddings on the fly.

Breakdown by Embedding Features  We next investigate whether AdaEmbed can reduce manual efforts by learning to use better embedding configurations. First, in achieving the same NE as the 1× model, AdaEmbed learns to use smaller embeddings for many features (Figure 17). Moreover, using the same embedding size w.r.t. the 0.5× model, AdaEmbed gathers larger average embedding importance on each feature than the handcrafted setup (Figure 18), implying that more important embeddings are retained under the same total size. More importantly, we notice that (i) our group pruning shares similar preferences to the handcrafted configuration. Specifically, AdaEmbed tends to allocate more embeddings to those features that the model expert also values highly. However, (ii) some features are allocated fewer embeddings but AdaEmbed eventually achieves better NE, indicating that AdaEmbed can automatically find better embedding configurations.

Breakdown by Components  We break down our design into two variants (i) (AdaEmbed w/o Norm); disable importance normalization in group pruning; and (ii) (AdaEmbed
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Figure 20: AdaEmbed achieves improvement across settings.

Figure 21: AdaEmbed outperforms importance alternatives.

Figure 22: AE outperforms post-training pruning (PTP).

w/o Group): completely disable group pruning, so the per-feature embedding size is resized to X% of the full model. We notice that both normalization and group pruning contribute to better NE (Figure 19). This is because (i) group pruning allows greater flexibility to resize the per-feature embedding using the shared gigantic weight table; and (ii) importance normalization helps to reduce the inter-feature heterogeneity by prioritizing important embeddings of each feature when comparing embedding importance globally.

6.4 Sensitivity and Ablation Studies

Impact of pruning frequency AdaEmbed Coordinator initiates a pruning round when the importance distribution radically changes. Next, we evaluate the impact of pruning frequency by deterministically enforcing pruning after training every-minute (∼ 50 training iterations) and every-day data (∼ 70K training iterations). Figure 20(a) reports that pruning too frequently and infrequently (i.e., pruning every one-minute and one-day data) both lead to suboptimal NE. The former is due to large training noise affecting instantaneous embedding importance, while the latter is due to AdaEmbed missing to admit important embeddings in a timely manner. Instead, the selective pruning of AdaEmbed achieves better performance by relying on the overall importance distribution at runtime.

Impact of different data Figure 20(b) reports the NE performance of model-S on three distinct datasets. Each training spans 10 days’ training data, and we report the evaluation NE on the data of day 11. While the NE gain varies slightly as the data distribution varies across dates, AdaEmbed consistently achieves 50% memory savings with no NE regression.

Alternatives of embedding importance We next experiment with different embedding importance designs in training 10 days’ data. Here, we consider using the frequency, gradient, and their combination (i.e., AdaEmbed design) as the embedding importance. We notice our frequency-gradient combination outperforms the alternatives. We note that this is consistent with the results of our Pearson analysis too, i.e., their combination has a stronger correlation to final embedding weights (Figure 8(b)). Instead, the access frequency and gradient only consider the data distribution and model characteristics, respectively, while DLRM accuracy depends on both aspects.

In-training vs. post-training pruning We compare AdaEmbed to its post-training pruning (PTP) counterpart like [20]. After model training is complete, PTP reduces the embedding size by pruning less important embeddings, as measured by our importance design. In fact, deploying PTP in real is often impractical (e.g., due to the need for online learning), and cannot achieve memory savings and/or QPS improvement during model training. Moreover, Figure 22 reports that AdaEmbed (i.e., in-training embedding pruning) can achieve better NE than PTP under the same embedding size, as the in-training design can adapt to the model performance at runtime and continuously optimize embeddings.

7 Related Work


Optimizations for Deep Learning Recent ML advances have proposed various innovations for deep learning. TASSO [23] and PET [41] perform tensor optimizations to improve model computation. Superneurons [42] and PipeSwitch [5] optimize instantaneous GPU memory by prefetching model layers based on their computation order. Similarly, ByteScheduler [37] and BytePS [24] accelerate the communication of distributed DNN training. ModelKeeper [28] warms up model training to reduce the amount of training execution needed. Egeria [43] adaptively freezes the training of model layers and bypasses their computation. These existing works focus primarily on conventional models, whereas DLRM models are often bottlenecked by memory-
intensive embeddings. Moreover, AdaEmbed is complementary to these efforts as AdaEmbed can further improve their optimized DLRM models.

**Model Pruning** Model pruning has been extensively studied to reduce model computation during training [11, 32], or to generate smaller models after training completes [8, 38]. Importance sampling [17,29] performs weighted sampling on training data to achieve faster training convergence. Existing pruning systems and theories primarily focus on conventional CV and/or NLP counterparts by pruning only the dense layers [12,20,36]. However, in DLRMs, the gigantic embedding tables have become the bottleneck. This difference introduces novel challenges since the dense layers and embedding tables are distinct components with unique characteristics. For instance, dense layers are shared and accessed by all input samples, whereas each embedding row corresponds to a specific feature instance and is only accessed by it, leading to the heterogeneous importance of embeddings. Therefore, existing solutions are ill-suited for DLRMs.

**8 Conclusion**
This paper introduces AdaEmbed, an in-training embedding pruning system for better DLRM accuracy. AdaEmbed identifies embedding rows with larger importance to model accuracy, and then adaptively prunes less important embeddings to cap the total embedding size at scale. Our evaluations demonstrate that AdaEmbed can reduce manual efforts by automatically learning to use better per-feature embeddings, whereby it saves 35-60% embedding size needed in deployment, and achieves noticeable improvements on model accuracy and model execution speed.
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Abstract

Work stealing is a widely-used scheduling technique for parallel processing on multicore. Each core owns a queue of tasks and avoids idling by stealing tasks from other queues. Prior work mostly focuses on balancing workload among cores, disregarding whether stealing may adversely impact the owner’s performance or hinder synchronization optimizations. Real-world industrial runtimes for parallel processing heavily rely on work-stealing queues for scalability, and such queues can become bottlenecks to their performance.

We present B\textsuperscript{ WoS}, a novel and pragmatic design that splits per-core queues into multiple blocks. Thieves and owners rarely operate on the same blocks, greatly removing interferences and enabling aggressive optimizations on the owner’s synchronization with thieves. Furthermore, B\textsuperscript{WoS} enables a novel probabilistic stealing policy that guarantees thieves steal from longer queues with higher probability. In our evaluation, using B\textsuperscript{WoS} improves performance by up to 1.25x in the Renaissance macrobenchmark when applied to Java G1GC, provides an average 1.26x speedup in JSON processing when applied to Go runtime, and improves maximum throughput of Hyper HTTP server by 1.12x when applied to Rust Tokio runtime. In microbenchmarks, it provides 8-11x better performance than state-of-the-art designs. We have formally verified and optimized B\textsuperscript{WoS} on weak memory models with a model-checking-based framework.

1 Introduction

Many language runtimes and similar systems (e.g., JVM\textsuperscript{[104]}, Go\textsuperscript{[36]}, Rust’s Tokio\textsuperscript{[38]}) divide their work into smaller units called tasks, which are executed asynchronously on multiple cores and whose execution can generate further tasks. To achieve good performance, the task scheduler has to ensure a good workload distribution (preventing idle cores while there are pending tasks) with a low scheduling overhead.

Achieving these goals, however, is non-trivial. Storing the tasks in a single queue shared by all cores achieves optimal workload distribution, but incurs a huge overhead due to contention. Using per-core task queues minimizes the overhead per operation, but can easily lead to a skewed workload distribution, with some cores remaining idle while others have queued work.

Work stealing\textsuperscript{[51]} is a trade-off between these two extremes: each core owns a queue (owner) and acts as both the producer and the consumer of its own queue to put and get tasks. When a core completes its tasks and the queue is empty, it then steals another task from the queue of another processing core to avoid idling (thief). A number of stealing policies\textsuperscript{[69, 76, 77, 83, 88, 100]} have been proposed to choose the proper queue (victim) to steal from, which can bring significant speedups depending on the use-cases. Due to these features, work stealing is widely used in parallel computing\textsuperscript{[22, 35, 36, 64, 65, 85, 93, 97]}, parallel garbage collection\textsuperscript{[60, 68, 69, 96, 101]}, GPU environment\textsuperscript{[52, 54, 99, 102, 103]}, programming language runtimes\textsuperscript{[26, 36, 38, 50, 63, 80, 81]}, networking\textsuperscript{[86]} and real-time systems\textsuperscript{[82]}. However, as parallel processing is applied to more workloads, current implementations of work stealing become a bottleneck, especially for small tasks. For example, web frame-
works running over lightweight threading abstractions, such as Rust’s Tokio and Go’s goroutines, often contain many very small tasks, leading the Tokio runtime authors to observe that “the overhead from containing on the queue becomes significant” and even affects the end-to-end performance [28]. Similarly, high-performant garbage collectors, such as Java G1GC [13], rely on work stealing for parallelizing massive mark/sweep operations, which comprise only a few instructions. The work stealing overhead becomes a performance bottleneck for GC [68, 69, 96, 101].

As a third example, in Fig. 1, we profile the GoJson object decoding benchmark, which uses goroutines both for GC workers and for parsing complex objects. Only 51% of all CPU cycles constitute the useful workload (JSON decoding). The remaining cycles are spent on the runtime code, including 7% on lightweight thread scheduling, 20% on GC, 5% on kernel code idling the CPUs, etc. As both the scheduler and the GC code rely on work stealing, improving its performance can result in massive efficiency gains. Furthermore, the benefit is not limited to the above-mentioned scenarios, but expands to all fine-grained tasks parallel processing scenarios. Thus, we ask the following question: How can we improve performance of work-stealing queues for fine-grained tasks to the benefit of a large range of common applications?

Existing work-stealing queues suffer from four main sources of inefficiency:

**P1: Synchronization overhead.** Due to the possibility of a steal, local queues must use stronger atomic primitives (e.g., atomic compare-and-swap and memory barriers) than a purely sequential queue. Queues with a FIFO policy are generally implemented as single-producer multiple-consumer (SPMC) queues [8, 17, 39, 47], thereby treating steal similarly to get, and thus distributing the costs of stealing equally between owner and thieves. This also applies to the existing block-based queues [106], which lack any optimizations specific to the work-stealing use case to achieve high performance in the presence of thieves (§6.2, §7). Queues with a LIFO policy, such as the well-known and widely-used ABP queue [35, 48, 104], suffer from memory barrier overhead [83, 98] to avoid the conflict between the owner and thieves, even when they operate on different tasks.

**P2: Thief-induced cache misses.** Since steals update the metadata shared between the owner and the thieves, they cause cache misses on subsequent accesses to the queue by its owner. This problem is especially apparent on unbalanced workloads, which feature high steal rates—for example, in the JVM Renaissance benchmarks [95], 10% of all items are stolen on average. Although strategies such as batching (e.g., steal-half [66]) can reduce the frequency of steals, they often cause overstealing which introduces additional overhead (§2.1.3).

**P3: Victim selection.** To improve the workload distribution, advanced policies for selecting the victim queue to steal from require scanning the metadata of several queues, e.g., to find the longest queue. Doing so, however, causes contention for its owner and severely limits the improvement from advanced victim selection policies (§2.1.3).

**P4: Correctness under weak memory models (WMMs).** Correctly implementing concurrent work-stealing queues on weak memory architectures, such as Arm servers for datacenters [46, 70], is very challenging because it requires additional memory barriers to prevent unwanted reordering. Using redundant barriers can greatly reduce the performance of work-stealing [79], while not including enough barriers can lead to errors, such as in the C11 [6] version of the popular unbounded Chase-Lev deque translated from formally verified ARMv7 assembly [90]. Even the popular Rust Tokio runtime required a fix to its implementation of work stealing [2].

**Contribution.** In response, we introduce BWoS, a block-based work stealing (BWoS) bounded queue design, which provides a practical solution to these problems, drastically reducing the scheduling overhead of work stealing. Our solution is based on the following insights.

First, we split each per-core queue into multiple blocks with independent metadata and arrange for the owner and the thieves to synchronize at the block level. Therefore, in the common case where operations remain within a block, we can elide synchronization operations and achieve almost single-threaded performance (§3.2). Similarly, since a queue owner and the thieves share only block-local metadata, they do not interfere when operating on different blocks (§2.1). We can arrange for that to happen frequently by allowing stealing tasks from the middle of the queue.

Second, we improve victim selection with a probabilistic policy, which approximates selecting the longest queue (§3.4), while avoiding the severe interference typical of the prior state-of-the-art (§2.1), to which we can integrate NUMA-awareness and batching.

Finally, we ensure correctness under WMMs by verifying BWoS with the GenMC model checker [74, 75] and optimizing its choice of barriers with the VSync toolchain [92] (§5).

As a result, BWoS offers huge performance improvements over the state-of-the-art (§6). In microbenchmarks, BWoS achieves up to 8-11x throughput over other algorithms. In representative real-world macrobenchmarks, BWoS improves performance of Java industrial applications by up to 25% when applied to Java G1GC, increases throughput by 12.3% with 6.74% lower latency and 60.9% lower CPU utilization for Rust Hyper HTTP server when applied to the Tokio runtime, and speeds up JSON processing by 25.8% on average across 9 different libraries when applied to the Go runtime.

Returning to our motivating example (Fig. 1), applying BWoS to the Go runtime removes 29% of scheduling time, 55% of GC time, and 40% of CPU idle time, while increasing the CPU time ratio for useful work from 51% to 71%.
Figure 2: Motivating benchmarks: (a) Sequential performance of state-of-the-art work stealing algorithms. (b,c) Performance of the ABP queue owner depending on the frequency of (b) steal and (c) getsize operations. (d) Hyper HTTP server performance with different stealing batch sizes with the original Tokio work stealing queue: $S$ is the victim queue size and $S/2$ refers to the default steal half policy [66]. (e,f) Interference between two threads for two sizes of cacheline sets.

2 Background

Task processing. Tasks vary a lot among benchmarks. Their processing time ranges from a few nanoseconds (e.g., Java G1GC [13]), to microseconds (e.g., RPC [55, 73, 108]), and even to seconds (e.g., HPC tasks [35]). In this paper, we mainly focus on the nanosecond- and microsecond-scale tasks. Ignoring steals, tasks may be processed either:

- in FIFO (first-in-first-out) order, when minimizing processing latency is important (e.g., network connections), or
- in LIFO (last-in-first-out) order, when only the overall execution time matters, as is often the case with multithreaded fork-join programs [57].

We use the term queue to refer to the instances of work stealing data structures without implying a specific task ordering.

Victim selection. There are multiple policies for selecting the victim queue to steal from. Random [51] chooses one of the remaining queues uniformly at random: it has the least complexity but achieves poor load balancing. Size-based policies (e.g., best of two [88] and best of many [69]) scan the queues’ size to improve the load balance by stealing from a large queue. The NUMA-aware policy [77] was proposed to optimize the remote communication cost, by tending to steal from the queues in the local cache domain. Batch-based policies (e.g., steal half [66]) is used in Go and Rust’s Tokio runtimes) allow thieves to steal multiple tasks at once to reduce their interference with the owner. Later in this section (§2.2.1), we will quantify these overhead sources to guide our queue design.

2.1 Performance Overhead Breakdown

Next, we analyze the state-of-the-art work stealing algorithms to dissect their performance issues, and motivate the design decisions of BWoS. Fig. 2 contains our experimental results on an x86 server [71].

2.1.1 Cost of Synchronization Operations

As steals may happen at any time, strong atomic primitives are introduced for local queue manipulation. To quantify their cost, we first measure the throughput of the state-of-the-art work stealing algorithms on a sequential setup where an owner puts and gets data from its local queue, without any tasks ever being stolen (§6.2). We compare the results with the theoretical performance upper bound: a single-threaded FIFO (FIFO_seq) or LIFO (LIFO_seq) queue implementation [72] without support for steals. Although there is no owner-thief interference, these synchronization operations pose a huge overhead (Fig. 2a): throughput of these work stealing algorithms is less than 0.25x for FIFO-based (0.19x for LIFO-based) compared to the upper bound.

2.1.2 Interference Cost with Thieves

To estimate how thieves affect the throughput of the owner, we consider an ABP queue benchmark with an owner and one thief, which steals tasks from the queue with various frequencies (one queue and two threads in total). As the “ideal” baseline, we take the single-threaded performance of the ABP queue (i.e., with no steals). To account for any NUMA effects in this measurement, we use two configurations, running the thief in the same or in different NUMA nodes.

As we can see in Fig. 2b, the thief significantly degrades the owner’s throughput: e.g., by stealing only 1% of the tasks, the owner’s throughput drops by 17.8% when the thief is in the same NUMA node, and by 25.2% when it runs in a different NUMA node. This degradation happens because of the cache interference between the owner and the thief on the shared metadata. We will further explain this in §2.2.

2.1.3 Overhead due to Victim Selection

There are two main sources of stealing overhead: first, a suboptimal victim selection can lead to workload imbalance trim-
gering more stealing: second, the cost of steal operations.

**Size-based policies.** Policies like best of two [88] or best of many [69] read global metadata of multiple queues (their length) to determine the victim. Somewhat surprisingly, as shown in Fig. 2c, these reads introduce significant overhead for the owner, especially in the cross-NUMA scenario: even with a `getsize` frequency of only 1%, the owner throughput drops by 34.4%. This is further amplified as `getsize` is called multiple times for a single steal.

Therefore, for size-based policies, although reading more queues’ sizes (e.g., best of many [69]) can achieve better load balance, it inevitably induces more slowdown to the owners of these queues (§6).

**NUMA-aware policies.** NUMA-aware policies [77] try to reduce the overhead of each steal by prioritizing the stealing from queues in the same NUMA node. We observe that although such NUMA-aware policies can reduce the overhead of steals by 56% in the case of our ABP queue benchmark, they fail to achieve their full potential.

In Table 1, we break down the overhead of stealing in the ABP queue into its two main parts: the thief’s communication cost and the owner’s interference penalty. The former is 141ns when the thief and owner run on different NUMA nodes (measured by Intel MCA [21]), and reduces to 15ns (consistent with the L3 cache access latency [7]) when they are at the same NUMA node. The victim’s interference penalty is 170ns and 278ns for cases of thief and victim running on the same (L1) and different (Ld) NUMA domains respectively. NUMA-aware policies with existing queues can typically eliminate the first communication overhead, while leaving the second interference overhead not sufficiently optimized.

With long enough queues, steals could ideally happen at a different part of the queue and cause no interference to the victim. This would reduce L1 and Ld to zero, resulting in a 90% improvement due to NUMA-awareness (rather than 56%).

**Batch-based policies.** Batch-based policies steal more tasks at once with the aim of reducing the frequency of steals. Indeed, in the Hyper HTTP server benchmark (see Fig. 2d), choosing larger batch sizes leads to a reduction in the number of steal operations. These larger steal operations, however, make the workload even less balanced (i.e. percentage of stolen tasks increases), which results in additional overhead (e.g., task ping-pong), canceling out the overhead reduction due to the fewer steals: the end-to-end throughput remains roughly the same.

To better understand the effects of these types of cache contention, we conduct a simple microbenchmark with two threads: thread t0 continuously writes to a cacheline, while thread t1 either reads or writes to a cacheline with a specified frequency (Figs. 2e and 2f). The cachelines for t0 and t1 are independently and randomly chosen on each iteration out of the cacheline sets of two sizes: 1 or 64.

In both cases, the cache contention on a single cacheline significantly harms the throughput of t0, regardless of the NUMA domain proximity. Introducing multiple cachelines (64 in this case) reduces the contention and significantly improves the throughput. Therefore, in the design of BWoS we separate the metadata.

### 3 Design

**BWoS** is based on a conceptually simple idea: the queue’s storage is split into a number of blocks, and the global mutable metadata shared between thieves and owner is replaced with the per-block instances.

The structure of BWoS queue facilitates abstracting the operations into block advancement that works across blocks, and fast path that operates inside of the block chosen by the block advancement (§3.1). Moving most of the synchronization from the fast path to the block advancement allows BWoS to fully reap the performance benefit indicated by our previous observation (§2.1.1) thus approaching the theoretical upper bound. *get* and *steal* always happen on different blocks. We carefully construct the algorithm such that thieves cannot obstruct the progress of *get*, while *get* can safely *takeover* a block from thieves operating on it without waiting for them. For complexity consideration, we don’t prohibit *put* and *steal* in the same block, as they can synchronize with the weak barriers without losing performance (§6.2).

As metadata is also split per block, thieves and the owner are likely to operate on different blocks and thus update different metadata. As explained in §2.2, this reduces the interference between thieves and the owner. For FIFO-based BWoS, block-local metadata allows stealing from the middle of the queue, without enforcing the SPMC queue restriction of always stealing the oldest task, which is not required by the workloads.

BWoS can benefit from NUMA-aware policies more than other queues because the reduction in interference for the victim makes both constituents of cross-NUMA-domain stealing overhead negligible (Table 1). Furthermore, unlike batch-based policies, stealing policies integrated with BWoS can focus on balancing the workload itself without worrying about the interference from frequently called *steal*.

---

1Nevertheless, it is guaranteed automatically in LIFO BWoS.
3.1 Bird’s-Eye View of the Queue

To better understand the block-based approach, let’s consider the put, get, and steal operations of the BWoS queue (Fig. 3). For each of these operations, the first step is to select a block to work on (lines 3, 14, and 27). The owner uses the top block for put and get for the LIFO BWoS, and gets from the front block and puts to the back block for the FIFO BWoS. In this case, top, back, and front block pointers are owner-exclusive metadata which is unavailable to the thieves. For steal, the choice of the block is more complicated and we will explain it in a later section (§3.4).

After selecting the block, operations execute the fast path (lines 4, 15, and 28), which may return one of the three results: (1) The fast path succeeds, returning the value for get and steal. (2) The fast path fails because there is no data to consume (lines 18 and 31) or because a thief detects a conflict with other thieves or with the owner due to the takeover (line 33). In case of a conflict, the fast path is retried (line 34), otherwise null value is returned. (3) The margin (beginning or end) of the current block is reached (lines 7, 20, and 35). In this case, the operation tries to move to the next block by performing the block advancement, and retries if it succeeds, otherwise returns the empty or full queue status.

Splitting the global metadata into block-level instances enables splitting the operations into the fast path and block advancement, which increases the performance by keeping the fast path extremely lightweight. However, the lack of global mutable metadata shared between owner and thieves raises additional challenges, which are mostly delegated to the block advancement—it is now responsible for maintaining complex block-level invariants. We introduce the following invariants:
(1) put never overwrites unconsumed data;
(2) steal and get never read the same data;
(3) steal and get never read data that has been read before;
(4) steal in progress cannot prevent get from reading from a thieves’ block. Before explaining fast path and block advancement implementations, we introduce two key concepts we rely on to ensure that the abovementioned invariants hold: block-level synchronization (§3.2) and round control (§3.3).

3.2 Block-level Synchronization

Block-level synchronization is the key responsibility of the block advancement and ensures that thieves never steal from the block currently used for get operations. Each block is owned either by the owner or by the thieves. For example, in Fig.4, blocks with lighter and darker colors belong to the owner and thieves respectively. The owner grants a block to the thieves, or takes a block back from them with block advancement. More specifically, for LIFO BWoS, get advances to the preceding block (3 to 2) and takes it over from thieves; put grants the current one and advances to the following block (3 to 4). For FIFO BWoS, get (resp. put) advances and takes over (resp. grants) the following block.

The grant and takeover procedures are based on the thief index—an entry in the block metadata that indicates the stealing location inside the block. Takeover sets this index to the block margin with an atomic exchange, and uses the old value as the threshold between the owner and the ongoing thieves in this block. This ensures that owner is not blocked by thieves when it takes over the block. Moreover, concurrent owner and thieves never read the same data because the threshold between them is set atomically. Similarly, the grant procedure transfers the block to thieves by writing the threshold to the thief index. We will introduce the details in §4.2.1.

3.3 Round Control

Each block also records round numbers of the last data access. When advancing block, the current block’s round is copied over to the next block; except in the case of a wrap-around,
where the block number is increased by 1 (Fig. 5).

In fact, there are producer, consumer, and thief round numbers in each block. When the producer tries to write round \( r \)'s data into a block, the consumer and thieves must have finished reading all data with round \( r - 1 \) from that block; so that the producer never overwrites any unread data. Similarly, when the consumer or a thief tries to read round \( r \)'s data from a block, the producer's round at that block must already be \( r \); this prevents reading any data twice, or reading data that was never written. Details can be found in §4.2.2.

3.4 Probabilistic Stealing

As discussed in §2.1.3, size-based policies can achieve better load balance at the cost of degrading the performance of the owner of each queue. Calculating the size is even harder in our setting because the appropriate metadata is distributed across all blocks. However, BWoS brings an opportunity to have a new size-based, probabilistic stealing policy, which can provide strong load balance without adversely affecting the owner's performance.

We ensure strong load balancing by making the probability of choosing a queue as a victim proportional to its size. We implement this approach with a two-phase algorithm: the \( P_{select} \) phase first selects a potential victim randomly, and then the \( P_{accept} \) phase decides whether to steal from it with probability \( S/C \), where \( S \) is the selected queue's size and \( C \) is its capacity; otherwise (with probability \( 1 - S/C \)) it returns to \( P_{select} \) for a new iteration.

Therefore, given a pool of \( N \) queues each with the same capacity and a selector in \( P_{select} \) that selects each queue with equal probability, \( P_{accept} \) can guarantee that the probability of a thief stealing from a queue is proportional to its size.

To minimize the impact on the owner's performance, instead of measuring \( S \), we estimate \( S/C \) directly by sampling. The thief chooses a random block from all blocks of the queue and checks if it has data available for stealing, where the probability of returning true is close to \( S/C \). As the thief reads only one block's metadata, its interference with the owner is minimal (cf. §2.2).

For FIFO BWoS, the above approach can achieve zero overhead for steals: after the estimation returns true, we can steal from the block used for estimation directly, as block-local metadata enables thieves to steal from any block which has been granted to thieves. We call this instance of applying our probabilistic stealing policy to FIFO BWoS a randomized stealing procedure.

For LIFO BWoS, stealing still happens from the bottom block (Fig. 4). Thieves advance to the following block when they finish the current one. For FIFO BWoS, thieves do not advance block when randomized stealing is enabled, and fall back to the stealing policy for selection of the new queue and block instead (§3.4). In this case, the operation to advance to the next block on stealing (Fig. 3 line 36) becomes a no-op.

Moreover, we can further combine the probabilistic stealing policy with a variety of selectors for \( P_{select} \) phase (e.g., from NUMA-aware policy), to benefit from both better workload balance and reduced stealing cost. Results show that the hybrid probabilistic NUMA-aware policy brings the best performance to BWoS (§6).

4 Implementation

4.1 Single-Block Operations (Fast Path)

Let's consider how put, get, and steal operations inside the block are implemented (lines 4, 15, and 28 in Fig. 3). Because get and steal always happen on different blocks, we only need to consider two cases of multiple operations in a block: producer-consumer and producer-thieves (Fig 6).

To support these cases, each block has 4 metadata variables: entries which are ready for the consumer in the block are between the front position (\( f_{pos} \)) and back position (\( b_{pos} \)), while thieves use the stealing position (\( s_{pos} \)) and a counter of finished steals in the block (\( s_{cnt} \)) for coordinating among themselves and with the producer respectively.

To produce a value, put first checks whether it reaches the block margin \( NE \) (number of entries), if not, writes the data into the producer position (\( b_{pos} \)), and lets it point to the next entry.

To consume a value, there are two get operations, \( get^f \) and \( get^b \), which correspond to the FIFO and LIFO BWoS respectively. \( get \) checks whether the block margin has been reached, or if the block has run out of data (\( f_{pos} \) has reached \( b_{pos} \)), if not, it reads the data and updates the consumer position variable in the block metadata. The two variants of get differ in which position variables and boundaries they use. \( get^f \) uses \( f_{pos} \) as consumer position variable, \( NE \) as block margin, and \( b_{pos} \) as boundary of valid data. \( get^b \) uses \( b_{pos} \), zero position of the block, and \( f_{pos} \) for the same purposes, respectively.

Thieves follow a similar pattern: steal first checks if it has reached the block margin, or if the block has run out of data (\( s_{pos} \) has reached \( b_{pos} \)). Then, it updates \( s_{pos} \) using an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) to point to the next entry, reads the data, and finally updates \( s_{cnt} \) with an atomic increment. If the CAS fails, steal returns conflict. (CAS is used because multiple thieves can operate in the same block.)

All of these operations return \( block\_done \) when they reach a block margin. Otherwise, if the block runs out of data, get and steal return empty.
4.2 Block Advancement

In case a block margin is reached, put, get, and steal move to the next block: They first check whether advancing is permitted by the round control, and if so, they call takeover (by get) or grant (by put) procedures, and reset block-level metadata.

4.2.1 Takeover and Grant Procedures

We explain the takeover and grant procedures using a queue with 4-entry blocks as an example (Fig. 7).

**LIFO.** Let us assume that 6 elements (a-f) were put into the queue. Thus, the owner is in the block b1: b_pos in b0 and b1 becomes 4 and 2 respectively, while f_pos and s_pos remain at the initial value (0) (state 1). Then, two actions happen concurrently: two thieves try to steal entries, updating s_pos in b0 to 2, and start to copy out the data (steal on Fig. 7), while the owner gets 3 values, consuming f, e (state 2), and advancing to b0, thus starting the takeover. To perform the takeover, the owner atomically exchanges s_pos with the block margin (4), and then sets f_pos to the previous s_pos value (2) (state 3). After the takeover, the owner gets d and puts g. Meanwhile, one ongoing steal completes (steal' on Fig. 7), increasing s_cnt by 1 (state 4). It does not matter which of the two completes first. When the owner puts new items h and i, it grants b0 to thieves and advances to b1. To perform the grant, it sets s_pos to the f_pos value (2), indicating to thieves that the block is available (state 5). After thieves steal all entries in b0, s_cnt reaches the block margin (state 6). Thus, b0 can be reused in the next round.

**FIFO.** First, the producer puts 7 elements (a-g) into the queue. The producer and the consumer are in b1 and b0 respectively, and thieves can steal from b1 (state 1). Then, the consumer gets all elements in b0, and advances to b1 (state 2). This requires taking over b1 from thieves: for this purpose, it updates s_pos and f_pos in the same way as the LIFO BWoS, but also adds the difference between the new f_pos (2) and the block margin (i.e. length of the block) to s_cnt (state 3). This way, when all thieves finish their operation in b1, its s_cnt will be equal to the block margin. After that, the producer puts a new item h, and advances to b2 granting it to thieves (state 4).

Finally, both thieves and the consumer have read all entries from b1, its f_pos and s_cnt are equal to the block margin (state 5). The producer uses this condition to check if the block can be reused for producing new values into it.

4.2.2 Round Control and Reset Procedure

To implement round control (§3.3), the position variables in block metadata (f_pos, b_pos, s_pos, s_cnt) contain both the index or counter (idx field) as described in §4.2.1 and the round number (rnd field). We fit both components into a 64-bit variable that can be updated atomically.

Consider, for example, the put operation of FIFO BWoS (Fig. 8). In put, when the producer idx reaches the block margin NE of the block blk (step 1), the new round x of the next block nblk is calculated as described in §3.3 (step 2). When advancing to the block nblk with the producer round x, the producer checks that the consumer and the thieves have finished reading all data from the previous round in nblk by checking if their idx fields are equal to NE and their rnd fields are x – 1 (step 3). When the check succeeds, the new value with the index 0 and the round x will be written into the producer position variable (step 4), thus resetting the block for the next round producing. Otherwise, a “queue full” condition is reported.

The get operation of the FIFO BWoS is similar. To decide whether get can use a next block, it checks whether the block’s next consumer’s round is equal to the producer round (step 3), and resets the round and index fields if the check succeeds.

Each operation resets only a subset of position variables (b_pos, f_pos, s_pos, s_cnt). We carefully select which variables each operation resets so that takeover and grant procedures by the owner have no write conflict with the reset done by thieves.

5 Verification and Optimization

The complexity of the BWoS algorithm necessitates the use of formal verification techniques to ensure that there are no lurking design or implementation bugs, and to optimize the
use on WMMs. One can easily imagine several tricky cases with block advancements. For example, for LIFO BWoS, when the owner calls puts and gets and advances to the next block, it may easily trigger ABA [67] bugs during the round control and takeover.

Unlike simpler algorithms like ABP [79], it is virtually impossible to justify the correctness of an optimal memory barrier placement by inspection. Luckily, model checking tools [62, 74, 84, 92] are widely used to check the correctness of concurrent algorithms and optimize the memory barrier under WMMs automatically, improving both performance and developer confidence. For example, the Tokio library uses the model checker Loom [27, 91], which has helped them find more than 10 bugs [28].

### 5.1 Verification Client

A model checker takes as input a small verification client program that invokes queue operations. It verifies that all possible executions of the input program satisfy some generic correctness properties, such as memory safety and termination [45], as well as any algorithm-specific properties that are included in the verification client as assertions. Whenever verification fails, the model checker returns a concrete erroneous execution as a counterexample.

To be able to generalize the verification result beyond the specific client program verified, the client program must trigger all possible contending scenarios and cover all desired properties. Because of the symmetry of BWoS (each owner operates on its own queue and steals from others), it suffices to verify the use of one queue owned by one thread and contended by several thief threads.

**Verified properties.** We have verified the following properties with the GenMC model checker [74, 75]:

- Memory safety: The program does not access uninitialized, unallocated or deallocated memory.
- Data race freedom: There are no data races on variables that are marked as non-atomic.
- Consistency: Each element written by the producer is read only once by either the consumer or thieves. No data corruption or loss occurs.
- Loop termination: Every unbounded spinloop and bounded fail-retry-loop in the program will eventually terminate even under weak memory models.

All possible executions, including those that occur due to weak memory reordering under the IMM [94] and RC11 [78] memory models, have been explored, and the aforementioned properties hold for each of them. With GenMC we were able to verify safety properties and termination of loops, but not the properties of individual operations.

**Contending scenarios.** As in any model checking verification, our models have a limited size within which the above properties hold. The client code for verifying and optimizing put, get, steal operations of BWoS is shown in Fig. 9. We configure the queue to have two blocks, each with the capacity of two entries (line 23). It is thus sufficient to put 5 entries to trigger the queue wraparound. We then launch 3 threads that run in parallel: The owner thread T0 has 3 rounds of put and get (lines 24–26) with different numbers of entries, trying to trigger block advancement for both producers and consumers in each round. Thief threads T1 and T2 steal one and two entries respectively, and thus together with T0, they trigger the queue empty condition, takeover, grant, and reset procedures, as well as conflicts between thieves.

**Assertion and properties.** After threads T0–T2 exit, thread T3 gets all remaining entries, and asserts that the sum of put elements is equal to the sum of elements read via get and steal (lines 30–31). Notice that the elements are generated as powers of two (line 6), therefore this assertion ensures that each element written by the producer has been read only once.

### 5.2 Results

We have optimized and verified the C code of LIFO and FIFO BWoS with the VSync framework and the GenMC model.
checker. We have also verified the ABP queue using our verification client as a baseline. The statistics are shown in Table 2, broken down by memory barrier type: sequentially consistent (SEQ), acquire (ACQ), release (REL), and relaxed (RLX, i.e. plain memory accesses).

For BWoS, barrier optimization and verification finished in about an hour on a 6-core workstation [59], with over 1 million execution explorations. For ABP, the checking finishes in 16 minutes. More executions are explored for ABP since thieves and owner synchronize for every operation, which brings more interleaving cases.

Verification confidence. By adding one thread and discovering that no further barriers were required, we conclude that further increasing the thread count is unlikely to discover some missing barrier. Hence, we can avoid the state space explosion that happens with larger thread counts. On the other hand, discovering that an existing barrier had to be stronger would have forced us to review the algorithm in general.

Experience. Model checking proved itself to be invaluable during BWoS’s development. For example, an early version of LIFO BWoS had a bug where thieves would reset s_pos variable when advancing to their following block (blk). In the case when the owner is advancing to its preceding block which also happens to be blk, it would update s_pos in the takeover procedure, which conflicts with the thieves’ reset procedure, resulting in data loss. This data loss was detected by GenMC with the verification client assertion (lines 30-31). We have fixed it by delegating the thieves’ s_pos reset procedure to the owner, thus removing this conflict.

Optimization. For BWoS, most concurrent accesses are converted to relaxed barriers, with the few remaining cases being release or acquire barriers. For the owner’s fast path that determines the performance, we have only one release barrier in the FIFO BWoS. In contrast, the highly optimized ABP [79] contains many barriers. In particular, owner operations contain 2 sequentially consistent, 1 acquire, and 1 release barriers, which significantly degrade its performance.

We note that these optimization results are optimal: relaxing any of these barriers produces a counterexample. To further increase our confidence in the verification result, we added another thief thread stealing one entry, and checked the optimized BWoS with GenMC. BWoS passes the check in 3 days with around 200 million execution explorations.

Barrier analysis. LIFO BWoS does not contain any barriers in the fast path because the owner and the thieves do not synchronize within the same block. An acquire-release pair is related to s_pos in the owner’s slow path and thieves’ fast path that ensures the correctness of the takeover procedure. Another acquire-release pair is related to s_cnt which ensures the owner doesn’t overwrite ongoing reading when it catches up with a thieves’ block (wraparound case). For FIFO BWoS, besides the above barriers, since producer and thieves need to synchronize within a block, an additional acquire-release pair in their fast path is required.

6 Evaluation

Experimental setup. We perform all experiments on two x86 machines connected via 10Gbps Ethernet link, each with 88 hyperthreads (x86) [71], and one Arm machine with 96 cores (arm) [70]. The operating system is Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS with Linux kernel version 5.7.0.

6.1 Block Size and Memory Overhead

In comparison with other queues, BWoS has extra parameters that the user needs to choose when initializing a data structure, namely the block size and the number of blocks. In our experience with both micro- and macro-benchmarks, the system’s throughput remains mostly constant regardless of the block size or the number of blocks as long as they are above certain minimal values: 8 or more blocks in the queue and 64 or more elements in the block, both for our x86 and arm machines.

The reason for this insensitivity to block size change is twofold: first, since a single thread is responsible for advancing the blocks of its own queue, the block size does not introduce any contention-related overhead. Larger block sizes cause the queue owner to advance the block less often, but after a certain block size, the overhead of advancing the block becomes negligible. Second, since BWoS forbids the owner and thieves consuming items in the same block with block-level synchronization, the contention of them on a queue is largely independent from the number of blocks. These insights guide the block size selection for our benchmarks: we set the number of blocks to 8 and calculated the block size based on the queue capacity.

Therefore, selecting an appropriate block size is straightforward. Further fine-tuning of these parameters may be beneficial for extreme scenarios where memory-size constraints are present or the overly large block size becomes detrimental to stealing (§8).

BWoS contains three pointers for each queue, and four atomic variables, two pointers, and one boolean variable for each block as its metadata. The actual memory usage also includes cache padding added to prevent false sharing. The memory overhead from this metadata is static and thus negligible for most use-cases.

6.2 Microbenchmarks

To verify our claims, we have designed a microbenchmark which supports both LIFO and FIFO work stealing and compared BWoS with the state-of-the-art algorithms: an off-the-shelf ABP [48] implementation from Taskflow v3.4.0 [35] with barrier optimization [79] (abp), the block-based bounded queue [106] (bbq), work stealing queues from Tokio v1.17.0 [38] (tokioq), Go’s runtime v1.18 [36]
6.2.2 Queue with Stealing

**Overall performance.** As the stolen percentage increases, BWoS continues to outperform other work-stealing algorithms. For example, with 10% stolen percentage, LIFO BWoS outperforms abp by 12.59x, while FIFO BWoS outperforms bbq, eigenq, tokioq, coroutineq, eigenq, coroutineq by 11.2x, 30.1x, 9.41x, 2.78x, and 1.64x respectively.

**Effectiveness of the block-based approach.** Unlike other algorithms, BWoS suffers only a minor performance drop as the stolen percentage increases. For example, for 20% stolen percentage, the throughput of LIFO and FIFO BWoS drops only by 0.53% and 9.35%, while for abp_opt, tokioq and coroutineq it degrades by 71.9%, 80.2%, and 59.3% respectively. Note that the BBQ concurrent FIFO queue [106], which is also a block-based design, does not reach performance comparable to BWoS, stressing the importance of our design decisions for the work stealing workloads.

6.2.3 Pool with Different Stealing Policies

**Stealing policies.** We perform this experiment with 6 stealing policies, namely the random choice policy (rand), a policy that chooses the victim based on a static configuration (seq), a policy that chooses the last selected one as the victim [104] (last), best of two (best_of_two), best of many (best_of_many), and NUMA-aware policy (numa). For best_of_many we choose best of half (i.e. best of four).

Overall performance. In this experiment, we compare BWoS only with the second-best algorithm from the previous experiments: abp and tokioq for LIFO and FIFO work stealing respectively. Fig. 12 shows that BWoS performs consistently better than other algorithms. When the balancing factor is 0%, BWoS outperforms abp by 4.69x and tokioq by 2.68x. As the

---

2Notice here `bwos_go` does not have barrier optimization because Go does not expose an interface for relaxed atoms. However, for the macrobenchmarks we apply the barrier optimization by using the Go internal atomic library.
balancing factor increases, the throughput of BWoS variants is 7.90x higher than of abp and 6.45x higher than of tokioq.

**Impact of the NUMA-aware policy.** LIFO and FIFO BWoS with numa policy outperform BWoS with other policies by at most 2.21x and 1.73x respectively. For other work stealing algorithms, best_of_two brings the best performance. Thus, BWoS benefits from numa policy while other algorithms do not. On the other hand, in many cases best_of_many brings the worst performance, proving that interference with the owner can outweigh its improvements to the load balance.

**Effectiveness of the probabilistic stealing.** BWoS can additionally benefit from the probabilistic stealing. When the balancing factor is 100%, numa with probabilistic stealing (bwos+numa+prob) brings 1.34x, 1.53x performance improvement on average to LIFO and FIFO BWoS.

### 6.3 Macrobenchmarks

#### 6.3.1 Java G1GC

We replace the task queue [24] in Java 19 HotSpot [37] with LIFO BWoS, and run the Renaissance benchmark suite v0.14.0 [33], which consists of 25 modern, real-world, and concurrent benchmarks [95] designed for testing and optimizing garbage collectors. Two database benchmarks are omitted since they don’t support JDK 19. JVM enables -XX:+DisableExplicitGC [30,68] and -XX:+UseG1GC flags when running the benchmark. All other parameters (e.g., number of GC threads, VM memory limit) are default. We run 10 iterations for each benchmark with the modified and the original JVM, and measure the end-to-end program run time via the Renaissance testing framework.

Figure 13 shows the speedup of all 23 benchmarks on x86. When BWoS is enabled, 17 of them get performance improvement. The average speedup of all benchmarks is 3.55% and the maximum speedup is 25.3%. The applications that benefit more from concurrent GC also get greater speedup from BWoS. Results on arm are similar where the average speedup is 5.20%, 18 benchmarks are improved and the maximum speedup is 17.2%.

On the other hand, several Renaissance benchmarks did not get any performance improvement from using BWoS. We have investigated this issue by running JVM with flags -Xlog:gc+cpu and -Xlog:gc+heap+exit to collect GC-related statistics. These experiments have shown that applications that trigger GC often demonstrate improvement from BWoS, while applications that don’t trigger GC or triggered it only rarely (e.g., at JVM exit) see no speedup. For the benchmarks which never or seldomly trigger the GC, the slowdown is most likely due to the longer queue initialization.

#### 6.3.2 Rust Tokio Runtime

We replace the run queue [39] in Tokio v1.17.0 [38] with FIFO BWoS, and run Hyper HTTP server v0.14.18 [20] and Tonic gRPC server v0.6.2 [40] with the modified runtime. Tokio runtime (also Go runtime) provides a batch stealing interface. Based on observations from benchmarks similar to Fig. 2d, we configured the thief of BWoS to steal all available entries from its block at once. Benchmarks are performed on two x86 machines, one running the server, the other running the HTTP benchmarking tool wrk v4.2.0 [43] or the gRPC benchmarking and load testing tool ghz v0.017 [14]. All parameters of Hyper and Tonic are default. Each benchmark runs 100 seconds and
has 10 iterations. The latency and throughput are measured by wrk or ghz, while the CPU utilization of the server is collected through the Python psutil library [32]. wrk and ghz run the echo workload and SayHello protocol respectively and are configured to utilize all hyperthreads of their machine.

Figure 14 shows the throughput-latency and throughput-CPU utilization results of Hyper with different connection numbers (100, 200, 500, 1k, 2k, 5k, and 10k). Before the system is overloaded, BWoS provides 1.14×10^6 op/s throughput while dropping 60.4% CPU usage with similar latency, the original algorithm provides only 9.44×10^5 op/s throughput. With 1k connections, BWoS increases throughput by 12.3% with 6.74% lower latency and 60.9% lower CPU utilization.

Figure 15 shows the throughput and latency results of Tonic. Using BWoS increases throughput by 32.9%, with 32.8% lower average latency and 36.6% lower P95 latency.

To prove the generality of BWoS when applied to web frameworks, we also benchmark another 5 popular Rust web frameworks [4,31,34,41,42] that used Tokio runtime with rust-web-benchmarks [5] workload on x86 (Fig. 16). Results show that BWoS increases the throughput by 82.7% while dropping 45.1% of average latency. In addition, the task stolen percentage drops from 69.0% to 49.2%. We have made our implementation for the Tokio runtime available to the open-source community [3].

### 6.3.3 Go Runtime

We replace the runqueue [17] in the Go programming language [36] v1.18.0 runtime with BWoS and benchmark 9 JSON libraries [1, 9–12, 15, 18, 19, 25]. The benchmark suite [16] comes from the go-json library and runs 3 iterations with default parameters. We record the latency of each operation (e.g., encoding/decoding small/medium/large JSON objects) reported by the benchmark suite, and calculate the speedup.

As shown in Fig. 17, when BWoS is enabled, operations get 25.8% average performance improvement on x86. arm produces similar results with 28.2% speedup on average. In general, encoding operations have better speedup compared to decoding operations. We observe no improvement for encoding booleans and integers.

### 7 Related Work

**Block-based queues.** Wang et al. proposed a block-based bounded queue [106] (BBQ) that splits the buffer into multiple blocks, thus reducing the producer-consumer interference. BWoS differs from BBQ in the following ways: (1) although BBQ also applies metadata separation, the producer-consumer interference it reduces is not an issue for work stealing as these always execute on the same core. By introducing block-level synchronization, steal-from-middle property, and randomized stealing, FIFO BWoS outperforms BBQ by a large margin (§6). (2) For the round control in BWoS, the new round of a block is determined only by the round of its adjacent block instead of relying on global metadata, as the version mechanism in BBQ does. This design simplifies the round updating and reduces its overhead.

**Owner-thief interference and synchronization costs.** Attiya et al. proved that work stealing in general requires strong synchronization between the owner and thieves [49]. BWoS overcomes this issue by delegating this synchronization to the block advancement, thus removing it from the fast path. Acar et al. used a sequential deque with message passing to remove the owner’s barrier overhead [44]. However, this design relies on explicit owner-thief communication, thus the steal operation cannot run to completion in parallel with the owner’s operations. Dijk et al. proposed a deque-based LIFO work-stealing algorithm which splits the deque into owner and thief parts, thus reducing the owner’s memory fences when they do not reach the queue split point [61]. However, the entries read by thieves cannot be reused until the whole deque is empty. Horie et al. proposed a similar idea, where each owner has a public queue that is accessible from other threads and a private queue that is only accessible by itself [68]. However, it requires more effort to deal with load balancing, e.g., introducing global statistics metadata which causes more cache misses for the owner. In contrast, BWoS reduces the interference using techniques of block-level synchronization, and probabilistic and randomized stealing. Morrison et al. introduced work stealing algorithms which rely on the bounded TSO microarchitectural model, which x86 and SPARC CPUs were shown to possess [89]. Michael et al. reduced the thief-owner synchronization by allowing them to read the same task [87], which requires reengineering of tasks to be idempotent. BWoS exhibits correct and efficient execution on a wide range of CPU architectures without any additional requirements.

**Stealing policies.** Yang et al. gave a survey of scheduling parallel computations by work stealing [107]. Kumar et al. benchmarked and analyzed variations of stealing policies [76]. Mitzenmacher proposed to give the thief two choices for selecting the victim to have a better load balancing [88]. Most of the analyzed policies are size-based, and thus aim to reach the same goal as our probabilistic stealing policy—namely, better load balance. Hendler et al. allow thieves to steal half
of the items in a given queue once to reduce interference [66]. BWoS supports batched stealing, but the maximum amount of data that can be stolen atomically is a block. However, the stealing policy can be configured to steal more than one block. Kumar et al. proposed a NUMA-aware policy for work stealing [77]. This policy is fully orthogonal to BWoS and can be combined with its probabilistic stealing policy.

**Formally verified work stealing.** Lê et al. [79] manually verified and optimized the memory barriers of Chase-Lev dequeue [53] on WMMs. Unlike the verification of BWoS which relies on model checking, manual verification is a high-effort undertaking. In the context of concurrent queues, Meta’s FollyQ was verified using interactive theorem prover [105]. While this approach provides the highest levels of confidence in the design, it works only with sequentially consistent memory model, and is also a high-effort endeavor. Recently, GenMC authors have verified the ABP queue as part of evaluation of their model checker [74]. The authors of BBQ have relied on VSync to simultaneously verify and optimize the barrier for weak memory models [106]. BWoS also uses VSync for this purpose, but instead of many hand-crafted tests, which exercise the individual corner cases in BBQ, we create one comprehensive client that covers several corner cases and their interactions at once. We further verify the optimization results by adding one more thief into the verification client and checking it with GenMC.

**8 Conclusion**

To conclude, we explore two of our learnings from this work. The benefit of the block-based design is manifold. First, by replacing the global mutable metadata with block-level metadata, it is possible to eliminate the interference between the owner and the thieves that operate on different blocks. Second, by ensuring exclusive access to a block for owner’s get operation through block-level synchronization, it is possible to relax most of the barriers from the operation’s fast path, increasing its performance up to the theoretical upper bound. Although being unnecessary in our current algorithm, a third benefit is the verification modularity given by the block-based design, e.g., allowing the verification of blocks and their composition in separate steps. Finally, the block-based design opens possibilities for holistic optimization of the data structure use, as we do with our probabilistic stealing policy.

BWoS can also be applied to GPU and hybrid CPU-GPU computations, as well as in HPC schedulers, where work stealing is common. We plan to explore this direction in the future. More generally, the BWoS design can be applied to other use cases, where the data structure is mostly accessed by a single thread, and only rarely by multiple. In this case, the decisions demonstrated in BWoS can act as design and implementation guidelines.

**Verified software can be faster than unverified software.** The more hardware details and tweaks are mirrored in the software, the more complex and opaque that piece of code becomes. The interaction of this complexity with concurrency and weak memory consistency is a major challenge. We believe that practical verification tools (i.e., tools applied to increase confidence in correctness) are a key enabler in the development of efficient, and inevitably complex, concurrent software such as BWoS.

**Future Work** There are several directions for further work: We plan to contribute BWoS to more open-source projects, e.g., openJDK [23, 29], and Golang, as well as investigate how to use BWoS in HPC runtimes. We also plan to better explore the performance trade-offs for BWoS: if the number of outstanding work items is smaller than the block size, BWoS can prevent stealing and thus limit the achieved parallelism. Furthermore, if the queue capacity has to be very small (due to space requirements), it may be necessary to reduce the block size and thus incur more block advancement that leads to performance drop. These situations would benefit from more exploration in the system design. In other cases, BWoS is expected to outperform existing state-of-the-art work-stealing algorithms due to its implementation of several performance-enhancing techniques.
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Abstract

System software is often large and complex, resulting in many vulnerabilities that can potentially be exploited to compromise the security of a system. Formal verification offers a potential solution to creating bug-free software, but a key impediment to its adoption remains proof cost. We present Spoq, a highly automated verification framework to construct machine-checkable proofs in Coq for system software with much less proof cost. Spoq introduces a novel program structure reconstruction technique to leverage LLVM to translate C code into Coq, supporting full C semantics, including C macros, inline assembly, and compiler directives, so that source code no longer has to be manually modified to be verified. Spoq leverages a layering proof strategy and introduces novel Coq tactics and transformation rules to automatically generate layer specifications and refinement proofs to simplify verification of concurrent system software. Spoq also supports easy integration of manually written layer specifications and refinement proofs. We use Spoq to verify a multiprocessor KVM hypervisor implementation. Verification using Spoq required 70% less proof effort than the manually written specifications and proofs to verify an older implementation. Furthermore, the proofs using Spoq hold for the unmodified implementation that is directly compiled and executed.

1 Introduction

System software such as operating systems and hypervisors [7] forms the software foundations of our computing infrastructure. However, modern system software is large, complex, and imperfect, with vulnerabilities that can be exploited to compromise the security of a system. Formal verification offers a potential solution to this problem by mathematically proving that system software can provide critical security guarantees. This typically involves verifying that the software implementation satisfies a formal high-level specification of its behavior, then proving that the specification guarantees the desired security properties.

The former, referred to as functional correctness, is generally the most challenging part to do, given the complexity of system software implementations. Implementations are commonly written in C, which has complex semantics and language features, many unsupported by verification tools. Verification tools powerful enough to verify real-world system software are difficult and tedious to use to write specifications and proofs. Furthermore, a high-level specification that is useful for verifying higher-level properties such as security often has a significant semantic gap from the implementation, requiring substantial manual proof effort to bridge this gap. However, without functional correctness to ensure that the proofs hold on the actual implementation, formally verified guarantees can be meaningless in practice.

We introduce Spoq (Scaling Proofs in Coq), a new verification framework to reduce proof costs for machine-checkable verification of system software. Spoq focuses on simplifying formal verification of functional correctness to reduce proof costs while ensuring that all proofs are machine-checkable by a theorem prover and verified down to the actual software implementation. It operates on widely used unmodified C code and leverages the Coq proof assistant [55] to enable machine-checkable verification of complex systems. Its key feature is making Coq easier to use by automating many aspects of writing Coq specifications and proofs. This reduces the amount of Coq code that needs to be manually written, which significantly reduces the time to conduct machine-checkable verification.

Spoq is the first system that can automatically translate unmodified C systems code, such as found in the Linux kernel, into a Coq representation so that it can be verified. Previous approaches such as CompCert's ClightGen [35] only support a subset of the C language. Systems that use ClightGen such as CertiKOS [18, 20] require significant manual effort to retrofit the systems implementation before it can be verified, extra effort to develop and maintain the retrofitted version, and still cannot provide any verified guarantees on the actual running version. Spoq address this problem by leveraging the widely used Clang compiler front end to parse C code into
LLVM’s language-independent intermediate representation (IR). Because LLVM IR represents functions as control flow graphs, Spoq introduces a novel program reconstruction technique that translates control flow graphs back into a Coq representation using program-style functions with if-then-else and loop statements that is more amenable to verification. This approach enables Spoq to support full C language semantics, including GNU C-specific extensions and inline assembly code, yet work with an IR with clean semantics designed for automated translation into another representation.

Spoq then leverages a layering proof strategy based on Concurrent Certified Abstraction Layers (CCAL) [19, 21] to modularize and decompose verification into smaller steps to make each verification step easier. This involves defining the layer structure of the implementation, where each layer consists of a group of functions that define the layer’s interface. Higher layers can call the functions exposed by a lower layer’s interface, but not the other way around. The top layer is a high-level specification of the behavior of the entire implementation, while the bottom layer is a machine model whose interface is designed to support LLVM IR semantics. Verification involves proving that the layers compositionally refine the top layer specification of the entire implementation. While layering makes each verification step easier to accomplish, if done manually, it has the disadvantage of requiring a user to construct additional layer specifications, including both low-level and high-level specifications, and refinement proofs for each layer, which can involve tediously writing thousands of lines of additional Coq code. That code then has to be manually rewritten each time the program implementation is updated, imposing significant, time-consuming proof costs. Spoq instead takes advantage of layering and the easier verification steps it affords to make it possible to automatically generate the Coq layer specifications and mechanized refinement proofs from the layer structure definition. It is the first system that can automate the generation of layered specifications and proofs in Coq for concurrent system software.

Spoq constructs a machine-checkable proof object for each layer showing its implementation built on top of a lower layer interface refines its own layer interface. It decomposes the proof for a layer into two tasks. The first task is to prove that the layer’s implementation, namely its Coq abstract syntax tree (AST) representation, refines a low-level specification that is closer to the source code and independent of the state of the machine model. The second task is to prove that the low-level specification, built on top of a lower layer interface, refines a high-level specification that defines the layer’s interface and is self-contained. By self-contained, we mean that the specification does not contain any calls to functions in any other layer other than the bottom layer machine model. Making the high-level specification self-contained simplifies verification because refinement proofs of any layers built on top of this layer can effectively ignore any layers below it.

Spoq introduces a library of Coq tactics to automatically generate low-level specifications and refinement proofs between the implementation and low-level specification. Functions with loops are synthesized into Coq recursive specifications, then refined to their specifications using an induction proof template. To generate the specification for a function with loops, a ranking function is provided for each loop, which is monotonically decreasing and non-negative during loop iterations. Spoq leverages the ranking functions to generate loop termination proofs.

Spoq introduces transformation rules to automatically generate high-level specifications and refinement proofs between low-level and high-level specifications. Transformation rules include unfolding function definitions, syntactically reorganizing program structures, eliminating pre-determined branches and assertions, and performing mathematical simplification. Refinement proofs are done by introducing automatically generated annotations to track how transformations are applied, then using Coq tactics to prove the sequence of transformations preserves specification semantics. Automatic generation of specifications and proofs is only done for high-level specifications that do not introduce data abstractions to hide low-level data representation details, such as abstracting an array into a Coq Map. High-level specifications that introduce data abstractions or have very complex functions require manual assistance from the user to complete the specifications and proofs. Our experience indicates that the vast majority of functions can be automatically specified and refined without manual effort.

Spoq reduces the trusted computing base (TCB) for performing source code-level mechanized verification. There is no need to trust Spoq for generating specifications or proofs. Incorrect specifications will be rejected during refinement proofs, and incorrect proofs will be rejected by the Coq proof checker. Although Spoq relies on Clang which is not verified, most system software already needs to trust either widely used Clang or unverified alternatives such as the GNU C compiler to generate the executable code that actually runs. Using a verified compiler such as CompCert [35] is not viable in practice since it cannot even compile C code such as Linux kernel code. The only part of Spoq that is unverified yet needs to be trusted is its translator from LLVM IR to Coq, which is minimal by design. This TCB is much smaller than CompCert’s ClightGen, which is larger and more complex since it has to directly parse and translate C code, a more difficult and involved process.

We have implemented Spoq and evaluated its effectiveness on commodity system software. We show that Spoq automatically translates over 99% of functions in unmodified C systems code into Coq representations, including the source code for the Linux kernel, while ClightGen fails to translate the vast majority of functions, including almost complete failure on the Linux kernel. We use Spoq to verify a multiprocessor KVM hypervisor implementation. Although an older version of the hypervisor was previously verified in Coq without Spoq, the proofs no longer work with the
updated version that supports additional hardware platforms. Previously, using ClightGen to translate the C implementation into a Coq representation required modifications to the source code, creating a gap between the verified and running code. Verifying the updated hypervisor using Spoq required much less proof effort, reducing the amount of manually written Coq code by over 70% compared to the verification of the older implementation. The proofs using Spoq are done on the unmodified source code of the hypervisor that is directly compiled and executed. Spoq even automatically generates the top layer specification, which we then use to verify the overall security properties of the hypervisor hold on the actual running software implementation.

2 Spoq Usage Model

To use Spoq, a user compiles the source code into LLVM IR and writes a layer configuration file defining the layer structure for the proof. The layer structure is defined to modularize the proof, with the additional constraint that a layer can only call functions in lower layers. For example, if the source code has three functions A, B and C such that A calls B and B calls C, at least three layers must be used. The configuration file specifies the name of each layer, the name of each function in each layer, the path to the source IR code, and the path to the Coq project. The configuration file should include the bottom layer abstract machine model, including its machine state definition. Spoq then generates the Coq project, including all specifications and proofs for each layer. If the source code or layer structure are changed, the user can rerun Spoq to update the Coq project. Spoq will regenerate the specifications and proofs for the parts affected by the changes, while other parts will remain unchanged.

Spoq guarantees that all generated specifications have exactly the same behavior as their source code implementations, but some generated high-level specifications may be too complex to be useful, and some refinement proofs may fail. Spoq makes it easy to integrate manually written specifications and proofs, which are simply annotated in the layer configuration file so that Spoq uses the provided specifications or proofs instead of generating them directly. If Spoq generates a high-level specification for a layer that is not concise enough, especially in how it updates the machine state, the user can manually write the specification and rerun Spoq with the provided high-level specification. If Spoq fails in generating refinement proofs for a layer, the user will see the resulting compilation errors of the generated Coq project identifying the specific functions with errors. If the error occurs for a generated specification, it is most likely due to a failed loop termination proof. The user can manually write the loop termination proof that failed and rerun Spoq with the provided termination proof. If the error occurs for a manually written specification, the user can check if there is an error in the specification or if the refinement proof also needs to be manually written, then rerun Spoq again.

Spoq is useful for both verifying functional correctness as well as higher-level system properties such as security. In verifying functional correctness, Spoq can generate the top-level specification, which will be guaranteed to have exactly the same behavior as the source code implementation. This notion of functional correctness ensures that the implementation satisfies the specification, but not necessarily that the code has no bugs. If the code is buggy, the generated top-level specification will still have the same behavior, including any buggy behavior. To provide a stronger notion of correctness, a user can use the generated top-level specification to verify higher-level properties such as security, which will identify bugs in the specification. Alternatively, a user can manually write the top-level specification and leverage Spoq to generate intermediate layer specifications and refinement proofs to verify that the implementation is functionally correct with respect to a manually written specification, though such a specification can also have bugs. The key benefit of Spoq is ensuring that whatever verification is done holds not just for a specification, but all the way down to the source code implementation.

3 Spoq Workflow

Figure 1 shows the workflow of Spoq. We use the example in Figure 2 to explain each step in the workflow and show how Spoq scales machine-checkable verification for systems code. This example contains a simplified C function alloc to allocate a free page by scanning the array of page descriptors page. The main computation is implemented as a statement expression in a macro definition ALLOC, in which we use a loop to iterate all elements of page and set the page status of
The layer structure presumes a bottom layer machine model, which Spoq automatically generates in part by identifying each global memory object in the source code and generating a corresponding machine state in Coq. Spoq also generates memory load/store primitives for each element in the state. The primitives take a memory pointer as an argument and calculate based on offset the array indices and structure elements to be accessed. Index boundary and data range checks are also included. The initial generated machine model does not include concurrency-related structures, such as an event log and oracle [40], which need to be manually added to complete the model to support CPU-local concurrency reasoning.

Given the layer configuration file, Spoq will automatically generating the CCALs. It will build a CCAL “M_{\text{page}} \subseteq R, L_1” to abstract the page array into a Coq Map object from natural numbers to integers, such that its elements can only be accessed through getter and setter methods, get_page and set_page, respectively, rather than arbitrary memory operations which may lead to unexpected behavior. The refinement relation R_1 defines how the page array is abstracted into the Map object. It will then build a CCAL “M_{\text{alloc}} \subseteq R, L_1” to verify the alloc function on top of L_1 using the Map object without the need to worry about concrete implementation details of page. Here, id is an identical refinement relation since no data abstraction is needed when verifying alloc.

To make building CCALs easier, Spoq decomposes the required proofs into an identical refinement and a lifting refinement. The identical refinement refines M to a low-level specification S_{low} that is closer to the code and does not introduce any data abstraction, i.e., “M @ L_0 \subseteq R, L_1.” The lifting refinement refines the low-level specification to a high-level specification L’, i.e., “S_{low} \subseteq R, L’.” The high-level specification is self-contained and may introduce abstractions to some data in lower layers.

Synthesizing identical refinements. Spoq generates low-level specifications and identical refinement proofs for each layer. The low-level specification of a function aggregates the small-step transition of each instruction in the function into a big-step transition of the entire function while preserving the semantics. For assembly code and C code without loops, generating the specifications and proofs is straightforward (Step 3 in Figure 1). Spoq provides a Coq tactic library to generate the identical refinement proofs; a tactic is a pre-defined decision procedure to generate proof scripts in Coq. Neither the specification generator nor tactic library needs to be trusted, since incorrect low-level specifications will be rejected by refinement proofs, and incorrect proofs will be rejected by the Coq proof checker.

For C code with loops, Spoq requires the user to provide a ranking function for each loop, which is non-negative and monotonically decreasing during the loop iterations. This is necessary because a termination proof is needed for each loop to prove refinement, and automating such termination proofs without user input is generally undecidable. With the input

Figure 2: A running example to allocate a free page.

void set_page (uint i, uint s) { page[i] = s; }

uint get_page (uint i) { return page[i]; }

uint page[MAX_PAGE];

// Layer interface L1
#define ALLOC() ( |
  uint i; |
  for (i = 0; i < MAX_PAGE; i++) |
    if (get_page(i) == 0) |
      set_page(i, 1);
    break;
  |
}; |

uint alloc() { return ALLOC(); }

// Layer interface L2

void f(void *x) { int *p = (int *)x; |
  while (*p++ < 1000) |
    l = !p[0]; |
  ; |
}

Definition f.alloc := |
{ | fname := "alloc"; rettype := ...; fargs := ...; |
  fbody := ... |
  (ILoop (... :: (IIf ... IBreak) :: ...))... |}.

Spoq also models the semantics of Armv8 instructions [4] and parses assembly code into a list of assembly instructions in their Coq representations.

Defining layer structure. Spoq takes as input a layer configuration file which it uses to scale constructing mechanized proofs using CCALs. Using CCALs, we can construct a machine-checkable proof object “M @ L \subseteq R, L,’” showing that the implementation M, built on top of a lower layer interface L, refines the interface L’ with the refinement relation R. The file defines the layers and at which layer each function should be verified (Step 2 in Figure 1). For example, the layer configuration for the running example in Figure 2 defines that get/set_page should be verified on top of layer L_0, while alloc should be verified on top of layer L_1.

Spool requires the user to provide a ranking function for each loop, which is non-negative and monotonically decreasing during the loop iterations. This is necessary because a termination proof is needed for each loop to prove refinement, and automating such termination proofs without user input is generally undecidable. With the input
This is done automatically when data abstractions are not
applying a sequence of transformation rules, including unfold-
ing definitions, merging near-duplicate sub-expressions, elimi-
ating pre-determined branches and assertions, and performing
mathematical simplification. The latter two rules are ap-
plied by using the Z3 SMT solver [16]. For alloc_loop_low in
Figure 3, Spoq first unfolds the definitions provided by \( L_1 \)
and simplifies the representation as shown below:

```coq
Fixpoint alloc_loop_low' (r i: nat) (st: ST) :=
  match r with
  | 0 => Some (MAX_PAGE, st)
  | S r' =>
    match get_page_high i st with (* spec from L1 *)
    | Some 0 => match set_page_high i 1 st with
      | Some st' => Some (i, st')
      | None => None
            end
    | Some r => alloc_loop_low r' (i+1) st
    | _ => None
    end.
  end.
Definition alloc low (st: ST) :=
  let r := rank 0 in alloc_loop_low r 0 st.
```

Figure 4: High-level specification for the alloc function.

Because of the data abstraction, the lifting refinement proof
for layer \( L_1 \) is not automated and has to be provided manually.

On the other hand, the layer \( L_2 \) does not use data abstrac-
tions. For layer \( L_2 \), Spoq automatically generates the high-
level specification of alloc from its low-level specification by
applying a sequence of transformation rules, including unfold-
ing definitions, merging near-duplicate sub-expressions, elimi-
inating pre-determined branches and assertions, and perform-
ing mathematical simplification. The latter two rules are ap-
plausible and has to be provided manually. For alloc_loop_low
in Figure 3, Spoq first unfolds the definitions provided by \( L_1 \)
and simplifies the representation as shown below:

```coq
Fixpoint alloc_loop_low (r i: nat) (st: ST) :=
  match r with
  | 0 => Some (MAX_PAGE, st)
  | S r' =>
    if 0 <= i < MAX_PAGE then (* <= always true *)
    if st.page#i =? 0 then
      Some (i, st.page#i<1)
    else None
    else alloc_loop_high r' (i+1) st' end.
end.
```

Figure 3: Low-level specification for the alloc function.

Spoq then applies rules to eliminate an inner if statement
which is redundant and eliminate the outer if statement by
inferring that \( i \) is always within the range, resulting in the
high-level specification in \( L_2 \) shown in Figure 4. Unlike the
low-level specification, the high-level specification in \( L_2 \) is
self-contained and does not refer to anything from \( L_1 \). Thus,
any modules depending on \( L_2 \) can be reasoned about using
\( L_2 \) alone without the need to look at lower layers. Otherwise,
after building dozens of layers, the specification at a higher
layer may wrap many levels of definitions from various lower
layers, making the verification non-modular and much harder.

Spoq automatically generates refinement proofs to verify the
transformations that are applied to transform low-level
into high-level specifications (Steps 5-6 in Figure 1). Since all
specifications are guarded by machine-checkable proofs in
Coq, there is no need to trust Spoq’s specification generation
algorithms or any Z3 results.

4 Generating Coq Representations

Spoq uses Clang to compile C code to LLVM IR, enabling it
to support full C semantics and various extensions, including
arbitrary type casting, integer-pointer conversion, inline as-
sembly code, C macros that use GNU C extensions, and GNU
C compiler directives. Spoq then translates LLVM IR code
into an AST defined in Coq. IR code consists of structs, global
variables, and functions. Spoq literally translates IR structs,
similar to C structs, and global variables into their Coq rep-
resentations, but does additional program reconstruction for
IR functions. An IR function can be viewed as a control flow
graph (CFG) over a set of basic blocks with an entry point. All
instructions in a basic block are sequentially executed, and the
last instruction either jumps to another block or returns from
the function. Since systems code may contain goto statements
and IR code is compiled with optimizations enabled, the CFG
can be very complex and hard to reason about directly.

Spoq introduces a novel algorithm to merge each function’s CFG of basic blocks into one code block and reconstruct program structure using if-then-else, loop, continue, break, and return statements. Spoq only uses these statements to construct a program structure that is amenable to proof decomposition, which may not be the same as the program structure of the original source code. For example, any goto statements in the original source code will be eliminated. The algorithm reconstructs program structure by repeatedly applying a set of rewrite rules to reduce the size of the CFG by merging blocks and deleting edges. Spoq performs the reconstruction in IR. No attempt is made to reconstruct the original C code, which would bloat an otherwise minimal implementation.

**Reconstructing programs without loops.** For programs without loops, Spoq uses four rewrite rules to reconstruct programs from CFGs, shown in Figure 5. Each node denotes a code block and each edge denotes a change in control flow. A, P, and S in the nodes denote the instructions inside the respective blocks. c₁, c₂, and c₃ at the beginning of edges denote the conditions to jump through the respective edges. Unlike regular CFGs, e, e₁, and e₂ denote instructions attached to edges which will be executed when jumping through the respective edges. A blue edge ending with a rhombus denotes an edge without a destination, whose attached instructions must end with a continue, break, or return statement.

The CFG of a function without loops has no cycles, so Spoq can repeatedly apply the rewrite rules to reduce the graph to a single node. Rule R₁ deletes a dangling node, a node with only one incoming edge e and no outgoing edge, and moves its instructions A to its incoming edge, which becomes an edge without a destination and has instructions “e; A.” Rule R₂ deletes a bridge node A, a node with exactly one incoming edge e₁ and one outgoing edge e₂, and redirects the incoming edge from its predecessor node P to its successor node S with instructions “e₁; A; e₂.” If all the outgoing edges of a node A either point to the same node S or do not have destinations, rule R₃ merges all the edges into one edge with branch statements. Since only the last instruction in a node changes the control flow, when a node has more than one outgoing edge, each edge must have a condition. If a node has multiple incoming edges but only one outgoing edge, rule R₄ deletes the node and redirects all incoming edges to its successor node S with aggregated instructions. Rule R₄ is logically the same as R₄, but shows the case when the only outgoing edge does not have a destination.

The reconstruction algorithm prioritizes applying the first three rules and only applies R₄ to the farthest valid node from the entry point if no other rules are applicable. We prove that this algorithm can rewrite any CFGs without loops into a single code block. The following example shows a sequence of rewrites to reconstruct the program structure from its CFG:

![Figure 5: Rewrite rules for program CFGs without loops.](image)

![Figure 6: Rewrite rules for program CFGs with loops.](image)

**Reconstructing programs with loops.** Loops introduce cycles into CFGs. For CFGs with cycles, Spoq computes the strongly connected components (SCCs). An SCC is the largest set of nodes in which every node is reachable from every other node. One node with self-pointed edges can also be an SCC. Spoq then uses four additional rewrite rules shown in Figure 6 to convert SCCs (marked by dotted orange circles) into loop-related statements.

Rule R₅ breaks cycles in an SCC which only has one incoming edge (pointing to node A in the SCC), and all its outgoing edges point to the same destination (node E outside SCC). It redirects any edge to A in the SCC to having no destination, and appends Ct(A) (a continue statement for the loop A) to the edge. It also redirects any edge to E in the SCC to having no destination, and appends Bk(A, E) (a break statement from the loop A to E) to the edge. After the rewrite, there is no longer a cycle back to node A and the size of the SCC becomes smaller. When an SCC has incoming edges from more than one node, rule R₆ duplicates the SCC for each node with incoming edges so that each SCC has only
one incoming edge. For nested loops in which the inner loop may directly jump out of the outer one, rule $R_7$ converts such an SCC into one in which the jump target remains within the outer loop. Rule $R_7$ inserts a new node $F$, and all outgoing edges from the inner loop are redirected via break statements to $F$. Flags are also appended to the outgoing edges. Node $F$ contains instructions to jump to different destinations depending on the flag. Flag $A.b$ means breaking the outer loop $A$, $A.c$ means going back to the beginning of the outer loop $A$, and no flag means breaking the inner loop. Once cycles are removed, rule $R_8$ converts a node’s instructions into a single Loop statement, and re-establishes the edge from the loop node to its successor indicated by the break statement.

Assembly code. Spoq also handles assembly code, representing assembly instructions as parameterized inductive types in Coq. Each instruction corresponds to one construct with the operand as the parameter. Since assembly is not a structured language, Spoq simply translates each assembly procedure or inline assembly statement into a list of assembly instructions in their Coq representation. For inline assembly, LLVM IR already encapsulates it as a function. Spoq extracts the assembly code into a separate assembly procedure, and replaces the original function body with a call to the assembly procedure, decoupling the inline assembly from the LLVM IR in the Coq representation. The current implementation only handles Armv8 assembly code.

Semantics of Coq representations. Once LLVM IR and assembly code is translated to its Coq representation, it can then be verified. This requires defining the semantics of LLVM IR and assembly instructions in Coq, to specify the behavior of the Coq representation. Semantics are defined with respect to a layer interface for a bottom layer machine model. The interface contains a machine state $s$ and getter and setter methods that access objects in the machine state through object pointers. An object pointer is a pair $(\text{base}, \text{ofs})$, where base specifies the object and ofs specifies the field or offset within the object. In other words, the semantics of LLVM IR and assembly instructions define how those instructions use the getter and setter methods and how they update the underlying machine state. The machine state contains memory blocks and registers, as discussed below.

LLVM IR semantics only depend on memory objects, each of which is a set of disjoint memory blocks that can be accessed using load_mem and store_mem methods through object pointers with boundary checks. A memory block is contiguous and its size is defined by the type of the respective structure or global variable. For example, the page array in Figure 2 is a memory block with $(\text{MAX\_PAGE} \times 4)$ bytes and can be accessed using an object pointer ("page", 1), where $0 \leq i < \text{MAX\_PAGE} \times 4$. The layer interface contains a variable environment providing a one-to-one mapping of variable names to corresponding addresses in memory.

For assembly code, Spoq models the semantics of the Armv8 instructions based on not only memory block objects, but also register objects. For example, the register objects model that clearing the V bit in HCR_EL2 register will disable the stage-2 translation for EL1 and EL0. Since an assembly procedure is just a list of assembly instructions, the semantics of an assembly procedure is defined as applying the semantics for each assembly instruction in the list one after the other.

Based on CCALs, Spoq uses CPU-local reasoning and distinguishes memory objects as CPU-private memory, lock-synchronized memory, and lock-free memory. Each CPU-private memory object belongs to and can only be accessed by a particular CPU. Each lock-synchronized memory object is associated with a lock. When accessing a lock-synchronized memory object, Spoq checks that the corresponding lock is held by the local CPU. Accessing a lock-free memory object generates an event appended to a global log, and an event oracle is queried to simulate other CPUs’ behavior before generating each event. Correct concurrent behavior is guaranteed in the same way as previous work using CCALs [38, 40]. This event-based machine model assumes sequential consistency (SC). To propagate proof results for a system to Arm’s relaxed memory hardware, users can follow the methods introduced by VRM [54] to verify that the system satisfies six weak-data-race-free conditions. This implies that the system exhibits no more behaviors when running on Arm relaxed memory hardware versus an SC model. Thus, any guarantees proven using the SC model still hold on Arm’s relaxed memory hardware.

5 Synthesizing Identical Refinements

Low-level specifications without loops. Spoq recursively aggregates the small-step semantics of every IR statement in a function and generates a Coq definition to reflect the entire transition as the low-level specification of the function. Leveraging the reconstructed program structure, Spoq simply scans through the Coq AST representation, conducts case analysis starting with the first statement, and generates the corresponding Coq definition as a string based on the defined LLVM IR semantics. A small piece of Python pseudocode for assignment and branch statements is shown below:

```python
def spec_gen (ast, spec):
    for n in range(len(ast)):
        i = ast[n]
        if isinstance(i, IAssign): # Assignment case
            s = f"let {coq_name(i.asg)} := {val(i.v)} in"
            spec.append(s)
        if isinstance(i, IIf): # Branch case
            spec.append("if \{cond\} then")
            spec_gen(i.true_body + ast[n+1:], spec)
            spec.append("else")
            spec_gen(i.false_body + ast[n+1:], spec)
```

For an IAssign statement, which assigns a value to a temporary variable, Spoq generates a let binding in Coq. For an IIf statement, Spoq recursively invokes its specification generator spec_gen for each branch in the code and concatenates the branch body with the rest of the AST. 
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Identical refinements without loops. Spoq automatically generates identical refinement proofs by using a Coq tactic \texttt{lrefine}. The idea is to do case analysis for each conditional by recursively decomposing each conditional into two sub-proofs, one for when the conditional is true and another for when it is false. Once a branch body is reached with no further conditionals, the proof can simply show that if the low-level specification transforms the machine state from \texttt{st} to \texttt{st'\textsinglequote{}}, then the small-step semantics of the Coq AST also transforms the machine state from \texttt{st} to \texttt{st'}. Spoq aggregates the sub-proofs for all the branch cases to form the overall refinement proof. Take the following pseudo-specification generated from an if statement as an example:

\begin{verbatim}
Definition foo_low (st: ST) :=
  if cond then foo_true_low st else foo_false_low st
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{lrefine} tactic will conduct case analysis over \texttt{cond}, which generates two sub-proof goals. The first goal is to prove that the AST transfers \texttt{st} to \texttt{“foo_true_low st”} with an additional hypothesis \texttt{“H0: cond = true.”}. The \texttt{lrefine} tactic then executes the semantics of AST for one step by showing that the branch condition will be evaluated to true when \texttt{H0} holds and finally invokes \texttt{lrefine} recursively to prove that the first branch implementation will transfer \texttt{st} to \texttt{“foo_true_low st,”} a specification generated using the first branch. The second goal can be proved similarly.

Low-level specifications for loops. Spoq generates low-level specifications for loops using a recursive \texttt{Fixpoint} construction in Coq. A \texttt{Fixpoint} definition requires a decreasing argument, which has the type \texttt{nat} and decreases for each recursive call of the function. Spoq requires the user to provide a ranking function for each loop as the decreasing argument. It then generates low-level specifications for loops by filling in the parts marked with \texttt{{{}}} in the template below:

\begin{verbatim}
Fixpoint _loop (n: nat) (bk rt: bool) {{Vi Vo}} st:=
  match n with
  | 0 => Some (bk, rt, {{Vo}}, st)
  | S n' =>
      match _loop n' bk rt {{Vi Vo}} st with
      | Some (bk', rt', {{Vo'}}, st') =>
        if bk' then Some (bk', rt', {{Vo'}}, st')
      else if rt' then Some (bk', rt', {{Vo'}}, st')
      else (low-level spec of the loop body)
      |
      end
  |
end.
Definition _low {{args}} (st: ST):=
  {{low-level spec before the loop}}
  let n := {{rank i_Vi}} in
  _loop n false false {{i_Vi i_Vo}} st with
  | Some (bk, rt, {{Vo}}, st') =>
    if rt then Some ({{Vo}}, st')
  else (low-level spec after the loop)
  |
end.
\end{verbatim}

For the loop, Spoq generates a \texttt{Fixpoint} construction such that one recursive call of the \texttt{Fixpoint} construction corresponds to one iteration of the loop, so its body is the low-level specification of the loop body (line 9). Five \texttt{Fixpoint} arguments track the state of the loop (line 1). \texttt{Vi} are the input variables initialized before the loop and accessed by the loop body; they have initial values \texttt{i_Vi}. \texttt{Vo} are the output variables accessed after the loop that were also accessed in the loop body; they have initial values \texttt{i_Vo}. For example, the loop in alloc in Figure 2 simply has \texttt{i} for both \texttt{Vi} and \texttt{Vo}, with initial values 0 and \texttt{MAX_PAGE}, respectively. Spoq determines input and output variables and their initial values from syntactic analysis of the IR code. \texttt{n} is the decreasing argument, which is a natural number that is determined by the user-provided ranking function, which takes as input all the input variables of the loop. \texttt{n} is initialized using the ranking function over the initial value of input variables \texttt{i_Vi}, which sets the maximum number of \texttt{“loop iterations”} (line 15), and decreases by one for each \texttt{“loop iteration”} (line 4). Flags \texttt{bk} and \texttt{rt} indicate whether the loop has already been terminated by a break or return statement. The loop body (line 9) sets \texttt{bk} to true when executing a break statement or exiting when the loop condition becomes false, and sets \texttt{rt} to true when executing a return statement. \texttt{Fixpoint} will not make further changes once \texttt{bk} or \texttt{rt} is set to true (lines 7 and 8).

For the function containing the loop, Spoq generates low-level specifications for the code before the loop (line 14); invokes the \texttt{Fixpoint} with the initial values of the ranking function, flags, and variables (line 16); skips the rest of the function if \texttt{rt} is true (line 18); and generates low-level specifications for the code after the loop if not returned (line 19). Spoq will syntactically analyze the IR code and produce \texttt{Vi}, \texttt{Vo}, and their initial values \texttt{i_Vi} and \texttt{i_Vo}. Note that Figure 3 shows a simplified low-level specification that omits the \texttt{bk} and \texttt{rt} flags and uses a tail recursion style.

Identical refinement proofs for loops. Spoq proves identical refinements for loops using induction. The base case is trivial because the input machine states are the same. Spoq only needs to prove that the initial ranking function is non-negative. This is automated using a tactic \texttt{xlia}, extended from Coq’s tactic \texttt{lia}, a decision procedure for arithmetic. The induction step is to show that when the input machine states for the low-level specification and Coq AST are the same after the \texttt{i}-th iteration and both \texttt{bk} and \texttt{rt} are false, the output machine states are still the same after the \texttt{(i+1)}-st iteration. The \texttt{(i+1)}-st iteration may have one of three outcomes: 1) continue to the next iteration, 2) break the loop due to a break statement or the loop condition becoming false, and 3) return from the function. For all three outcomes, Spoq first proves that the loop body and \texttt{Fixpoint} body have the same semantics by recursively invoking \texttt{lrefine}. Spoq then proves additional properties for each outcome. For the first outcome, Spoq proves that the ranking function decreases by at least one and is still greater than zero using \texttt{xlia}. This guarantees that the loop must terminate after at most the number of iterations indicated by the initial ranking function. For the second outcome, Spoq proves that \texttt{bk} is true after the iteration, and the ranking function is still non-negative when the loop condition becomes false using \texttt{xlia}. For the third
outcome, Spoq proves that \( rt \) is true after the iteration. Note that the \texttt{Fixpoint} function continues the iteration after \( bk \) or \( rt \) is true but will not make any changes to the state.

Spoq automatically generates the identical refinement proof for a loop if the loop is not contained within a conditional in the function. However, if the loop is contained within a conditional, or a series of conditionals, this results in the loop being used in multiple branches of execution, which Spoq currently does not automatically handle. In this case, the user will see that the loop termination proof failed in one or more branches, and needs to copy and paste the induction proof template into the other branches of execution with possible minor modifications; this is generally straightforward to do.

Assembly code. Spoq generates low-level specifications for assembly code by evaluating the assembly instruction list. The current implementation only supports automatic generation of low-level specifications for assembly code without jumps. Spoq simply evaluates instructions sequentially and outputs the machine state of the last instruction. If the destination of a call instruction is a C function, Spoq uses registers according to the Procedure Call Standard for the Arm 64-bit Architecture (AAPCS64) [5]. Spoq sets the arguments to the values in the argument registers according to AAPCS64. After the function call, Spoq checks the linker register of the machine state and evaluates the assembly instruction from where the linker register points. After returning from the function call to assembly code, Spoq sets the value of the caller-saved registers to \texttt{UNKNOWN} because the caller cannot assume any value in the caller-saved registers according to AAPCS64. Spoq disallows reads from any register with value \texttt{UNKNOWN}; assembly code must write to the caller-saved register first before it can be read. This helps prevent unexpected information leakage from registers.

By using the AAPCS64 calling conventions for assembly code functions so that arguments and return values are treated as the same as C code functions, Spoq provides a unified approach to generating low-level specifications for assembly and C code. This includes using the same type \texttt{value} used in the IR semantics for assembly code. This unified approach makes it possible to link the proofs for assembly and C code.

Spoq generates low-level specifications for inline assembly in the same manner as other assembly code, since it already extracts the inline assembly into a separate assembly code procedure. However, Spoq requires that the operands used in inline assembly are C variables specified in the input or output operand list, system registers, and constants. Directly reading or writing general-purpose registers is disallowed to ensure proof correctness when linking inline assembly and C code, as the compiler may use them for temporary variables [40].

Spoq automatically generates identical refinement proofs for assembly code, which is straightforward without jumps as there are also no loops. The proof simply shows that the low-level specification and assembly instruction list transform the machine state in the same way.

6 Synthesizing Lifting Refinements

High-level specifications. Spoq generates high-level specifications by applying a set of transformation rules to low-level specifications to make them self-contained and simple. Spoq uses 12 transformation rules shown in Figure 7, though additional rules can easily be added. Spoq uses the Z3 SMT solver to apply rules involving symbolic execution or mathematical simplification. The goal of the transformation rules is to simplify the required control flow and eliminate as much as possible unnecessary operations.

\( T_1 \) unfolds a function’s definition in an expression. Functions defined in lower layers that are called in the low-level specification are generally unfolded as part of the high-level specification to make it self-contained. Unfolding may also provide opportunities to apply other transformation rules to eliminate unnecessary operations to further simplify the specification. \( T_2 \) eliminates a \texttt{let} assignment by substituting the variable with its value, which helps find opportunities for simplifying expressions. \( T_3 \) eliminates an \texttt{if} branch if both branches are the same. \( T_4 \) eliminates a \texttt{match} statement by syntactically determining which pattern matches the source value. \( T_5 \) eliminates a \texttt{match} statement if both the source and return values are of \texttt{option} type, and if the source value is \texttt{None}, the return value is \texttt{None}. It eliminates the \texttt{match} by making \texttt{body} the return value for all source values that are not \texttt{None}. \( T_6 \) transforms a \texttt{match} statement in which the source value matches the pattern and is used in the return value by substituting the pattern in the return value. This can provide more opportunities for simplification since patterns are more specific. \( T_7 \) moves the control flow of the source value to the outside of the match statement. Spoq tries to simplify the source value of match statements to make it easier to determine matching patterns. \( T_8 \) moves the control flow within an expression to the outside of the expression to aggregate computations within the expression, which helps find opportunities for simplifying expressions. \( T_9 \) does various simplifications for getter and setter methods. Here \( i \) and \( j \) indicate different fields. Whether \( i \) equals \( j \) can be determined syntactically (if they are structure names), or by \( Z3 \) (if they are integer indices). \( T_{10} \) performs symbolic execution using \( Z3 \) to identify whether the assertion of a \texttt{rel}y is valid or invalid. If the assertion is always true, then \texttt{rel}y is redundant and can be removed. If the assertion is always false, the statement can simply return \texttt{None}. \( T_{10} \) will do nothing if \( Z3 \) cannot decide if the assertion is true or false. \( T_{11} \) performs symbolic execution using \( Z3 \) to simplify \texttt{if} statements. \( T_{12} \) simplifies \texttt{match} expressions using \( Z3 \). For example, Spoq applies \( T_1 \), \( T_2 \), and \( T_{11} \) to generate the high-level specification in Figure 4 from its low-level specification.

While the transformation rules can be applied in different orders to yield the same result, the order in which the rules are applied can have a significant impact on the execution time required. Spoq reduces execution time by applying the rules in stages. In the first stage, it applies rules \( T_{2} - T_{8} \) and the \( T_{9} \)
syntactic transformations. In the second stage, it applies rule $T_1$, then repeats applying the rules from the first stage. Spoq unfolds only one function, and only when no other syntactic rules can apply, because unfolding multiple functions too early can cause extra work. In the extreme case, unfolding all functions first will cause the size of the specification to explode and result in many unnecessary tests on each expression in each unfolded function body. In the third stage, it applies rules that use Z3, specifically rules $T_9$ - $T_{12}$, then repeats applying the rules from the first and second stages. Spoq applies syntactic rules first to simplify the specification as much as possible before applying Z3 rules because Z3 rules take much longer to process. To avoid long Z3 processing times, Spoq enforces a short timeout on Z3 operations, which is set to half a second by default. Essentially, Spoq repeatedly applies all rules until the high-level specification converges, meaning the rules no longer change the specification.

Using transformation rules to make the high-level specification of each layer self-contained generally results in the high-level specification being of larger size than its corresponding low-level specification. However, this size increase is outweighed by the ability to use the self-contained specification to simplify reasoning for higher layers, especially with regard to reasoning about higher-level properties based on the top layer high-level specification.

Lifting refinement proofs. Spoq automatically generates lifting refinement proofs by introducing annotated high-level specifications, which are the same as high-level specifications except that they have additional annotations that encapsulate the results of all of the Z3 transformations applied. For example, if $T_{11}$ is applied, there will be an annotation showing that $A + 2 + 3 + 4 = A + 10$, which serves as a hint for constructing proofs. Spoq generates the annotations as it is generating the high-level specification. Spoq then uses the annotations to tell Coq what step-by-step syntactic substitutions it should perform to prove the low-level specification refines the annotated high-level specification. Because the annotations tell Spoq what transformations to do, it only has to validate them in Coq, which is much easier than automatically discovering the transformations in Coq; that would be difficult without Z3. Spoq finally trivially proves that the annotated high-level specification refines the high-level specification by showing that removing the annotations does not change the machine behavior. The two-part refinement proof shows that the low-level specification refines the high-level specification.

Spoq introduces a Coq tactic $\text{lrefine}$ to automate the core part of the proof, namely proving that the low-level specification is equivalent to the annotated high-level specification. The strategy of $\text{lrefine}$ is similar to the one for $\text{lrefine}$ used for the identical refinement proof discussed in Section 5. The $\text{lrefine}$ tactic analyzes the structure of the annotated high-level specification, decomposes it into all possible branches of state transitions, and conducts the proof for each branch. For each branch, all $\text{match}$, $\text{if}$, and $\text{rely}$ are eliminated because the branch corresponds to a specific set of values for their conditions. Each branch therefore has a list of conditions and annotations. Spoq uses those conditions and annotations to simplify the low-level specification and prove that the low-level specification has the same behavior as the high-level one for that branch. It then repeats this process to prove the refinement for each branch.

Section 7 shows that Spoq was able to automatically generate all lifting refinement proofs involving Z3 transformations in verifying a multiprocessor KVM hypervisor. However, it is theoretically possible for there to be Z3 transformations for which Spoq is not able to generate lifting refinement proofs, in which case the user needs to manually complete those proofs.

Spoq also uses Coq tactics to automatically generate lifting refinement proofs for $\text{Fixpoint}$ constructions, which are used in high-level and low-level specifications for functions with loops. The proofs use induction and are straightforward to generate because they only involve $\text{Fixpoint}$ constructions, which are guaranteed to terminate. The hard part of refining loops to $\text{Fixpoint}$ constructions and completing termination proofs has already been done in the low-level specifications.

Using Spoq provides significant advantages in terms of proof modularity over previous approaches that required users to manually write high-level specifications and proofs [20, 38, 40]. Because creating a self-contained
high-level specification often involves unfolding function definitions from lower layers, any change to an implementation at a lower layer can require rewriting the high-level specifications for all higher layers, which also requires rewriting their refinement proofs. This makes it difficult to port specifications and proofs as a software implementation evolves over time if high-level specifications and refinement proofs are manually written, as many of them may have to be manually rewritten. With Spoq, the impact of an implementation change can be localized to its respective layer, even if that layer requires writing high-level specifications or proofs manually, since high-level specifications and proofs for higher layers can be automatically generated. This makes it much easier to port specifications and proofs across software updates.

**Assembly code.** Spoq generates high-level specifications and lifting refinement proofs for assembly code without jumps in the same manner as for C code. The current implementation leaves it to the user to write specifications and refinement proofs for assembly code with jumps.

### 7 Evaluation

We have implemented a Spoq prototype, which consists of three components: the translator from systems code into Coq, the specification and proof generator, and the Coq libraries for LLVM IR and assembly semantics and tactics. The three components are implemented using 4K lines of code (LoC) in C++ and Python, 6K LoC in Python, and 5K LoC in Coq, respectively. We evaluated Spoq’s effectiveness in translating C systems code into Coq for various widely used open-source software, and verifying a KVM hypervisor implementation.

#### 7.1 Translating system software into Coq

Since the first step in verification is to translate systems code into Coq, we evaluated Spoq’s ability to do so for the applications, libraries, and Linux kernel version listed in Figure 8. We used the Makefile for the source code tree of each application, library, and kernel to build the source code using the default configuration, but output LLVM IR (.ll) files, in some cases by modifying the Makefiles by replacing the `-o` compilation and proof generator, and the Coq libraries for LLVM IR option with the `--emit-llvm` option to output LLVM IR files, which are then read by Spoq to translate them into Coq. The Linux kernel uses a more complex KBuild system [29], but no modifications were needed since it already accepts the `-S` `-emit-llvm` option to output LLVM IR files.

For comparison, we also tried to use ClightGen to translate the systems code into Coq. This required much more effort to the build source code trees because many of the compiler flags are not accepted by ClightGen. Instead, for most cases, we ran the existing Makefiles to get the compilation commands executed and saved them to a file, then used a script to filter options not supported by ClightGen, then reran the filtered compilation commands using ClightGen instead.

Figure 8 shows the results for translating C systems code into Coq using Spoq versus CompCert’s ClightGen. Across all of the applications, libraries, and the Linux kernel, Spoq successfully translates over 99% of the functions in the source code into their Coq representations. The failures were caused by currently unsupported LLVM instructions, mainly advanced branching instructions (e.g. `callbr, invoke, resume`). Support for them is left for future work.

Spoq performs significantly better than ClightGen, which fails almost entirely on the Linux kernel and only translates roughly 50% of the functions in the source code into their Coq representations for most cases. Its best performance is on OpenSSL, for which it is still able to only translate less than 80% of the functions in the source code into Coq representations. ClightGen fails due to numerous unsupported C features, including variable-sized arrays, function parameters or return values with union, additional keywords, C statements, and other unsupported inline assembly features. Furthermore, for the Linux kernel, GNU C directives are ubiquitous in almost all header files included by source code files and prevent ClightGen from translating the kernel source code into Coq.

Not only does Spoq perform far better than ClightGen in translating systems code into Coq representation, but it has a much smaller implementation. The module in Spoq responsible for translating systems code into Coq consists of 2.7K LoC in Python and 1.3K LoC in C++, the latter to make use of the official LLVM library to parse LLVM IR files. Its minimal implementation avoids bloating the TCB. In contrast, ClightGen is enormous, consisting of at least tens of thousands of lines of unverified OCaml code. ClightGen performs worse than Spoq and increases the TCB size much more significantly than Spoq as well.

#### 7.2 Verifying a KVM hypervisor

We evaluated Spoq’s ability to reduce proof costs by verifying SeKVM, a retrofitted version of the KVM/Arm...
We first need to remove those GNU C compiler directives from which used ClightGen to translate its implementation written Coq proofs for the earlier version of SeKVM. This is in contrast to the previous work to verify SeKVM, hardware, specifically the Raspberry Pi 4, which involved modest changes to its previously verified codebase. However, this required updating the proofs, so we used Spoq to verify the updated version, and compare the proof effort to the manually written Coq proofs for the earlier version of SeKVM.

Generating Coq representations. We first used Spoq to automatically translate the source code of the trusted core needed to be verified to guarantee the security properties of the entire multiprocessor hypervisor. We updated SeKVM to run on additional hardware, specifically the Raspberry Pi 4, which involved modest changes to its previously verified codebase. However, this required updating the proofs, so we used Spoq to verify the updated version, and compare the proof effort to the manually written Coq proofs for the earlier version of SeKVM.

Figure 9 shows examples of the retrofitting required to use ClightGen. Figure 9a shows a GNU C compiler directive which tells the linker to link the function into a special text section that SeKVM later isolates and protects from the rest of the kernel. ClightGen does not support such GNU C compiler directives, which are heavily used in systems code to control compilation and linking behavior. To use ClightGen, we first need to remove those GNU C compiler directives from all functions. Figure 9b shows a C macro \texttt{read\_relaxed} with inline assembly. ClightGen does not support such C macros or inline assembly. To use ClightGen, we need to either rewrite all such macros into standard C functions, or model them as abstract functions whose implementations are not verified and must be included in the TCB. Figure 9b shows the latter approach. The macro is replaced with just a function declaration so it can be translated by ClightGen, and a specification is written for the function, but the function implementation cannot be verified. There are over a hundred such functions in the original source code. These required changes result in a gap between the code that is verified versus the code that is compiled and executed. Unfortunately, without supporting features such as GNU C compiler directives, the verified code cannot be directly compiled and executed.

Generating specifications and proofs. We then used Spoq to generate the top-level specification for SeKVM, including all layer specifications and refinement proofs. Table 1 shows the manual proof effort required to verify SeKVM’s functional correctness using Spoq, as measured by the LoC in Coq that still needed to be manually written to complete the verification. We also propagated the proofs to Arm’s relaxed memory hardware, but omit details as it is similar to VRM’s proof [54].

We wrote less than 100 LoC to provide the layer structure in a layer configuration file consisting of the same 34 layers as the original proofs for SeKVM; the changes in the updated version of SeKVM were minor enough that no changes in the layer structure were needed. We wrote 0.5K LoC for the bottom layer machine model for concurrency-related structures.

For C code without loops and Arm assembly code without jumps, Spoq automatically generated all low-level specifications and identical refinement proofs. For C code with loops, Spoq automatically generated all low-level specifications given a ranking function for each loop, each requiring 2 LoC. For C code with loops within conditionals, we wrote 0.8K LoC for identical refinement proofs that could not be automated by the current Spoq prototype, much of which involved copying and pasting of Coq code for termination proofs when multiple conditional branches used the same loop.

For C code and Arm assembly code without jumps, Spoq automatically generated all high-level specifications and lifting refinement proofs that do not use data abstractions. No manual proofs were required to verify Z3 transformations. For assembly code with jumps, we wrote 0.3K LoC for specifications and 0.1K LoC for refinement proofs, without decomposing specifications and proofs into low-level and high-level ones. For layers using data abstractions, one for locks and three for page tables, we manually wrote high-level specifications and lifting refinement proofs. For high-level specifications, we wrote 1.0K LoC for layers using data abstractions. For lifting refinement proofs, we wrote 0.8K LoC for locks, 2.5K LoC to show multi-level page tables refine a single-level page mapping, and 0.9K LoC to show data structures tracking ownership of physical pages refine an abstract map.

Reducing manual proof effort. Table 1 compares the proof effort to verify SeKVM using Spoq versus the manually writ-
Spoq also reduced the manual effort in defining the bottom layer machine model by roughly 70% due to three reasons. First, Spoq automatically derived many aspects of the abstract machine model from the source code. In contrast, the machine model for the original manually written proofs did not have such a correspondence with the source code and had to be manually written. Second, Spoq can use a simpler machine model because it does not need data oracles [38], which were introduced in the original manually written proofs to verify security properties. We discuss below how we verify security properties in a different manner, making data oracles unnecessary. Finally, Spoq does not need to include various getter and setter functions in the bottom layer, which were required in the original manually written proofs. These getters and setters, written using various Linux macros, previously had to be manually specified as part of the bottom layer specification because they could not be translated by ClightGen into Coq and hence could not be verified. In contrast, Spoq automatically translated these getters and setters into Coq and verified them, eliminating them from the bottom layer specification.

We compared the Coq code generated by Spoq versus the original manually written proofs for SeKVM to provide a measure of the quality of the generated specifications and proofs versus what would be produced by humans. Spoq generated 2.5K, 6.6K, 4.2K, 6.9K, and 17.5K LoC in Coq for the machine model, low-level specifications for C code, high-level specifications for C code, identical refinement proofs for C code, and lifting refinement proofs for C code, respectively. In most cases, the generated Coq code was only modestly larger than what was produced by a human writing hand-tuned Coq specifications and proofs. In fact, Spoq generated tighter high-level intermediate layer specifications than the original manually written specifications. The top-level specification generated by Spoq was 1.6K LoC in Coq. This is essentially the same size as the original manually written top-level specification, though it is quite different as it is based on a different machine model derived from the source code for the bottom layer. The quality and complexity of the top-level specification is especially important since it should be simple enough that it can be used to prove higher-level properties of the system.

**Proving security properties.** To demonstrate the usefulness and correctness of the top-level specification generated by Spoq, we used it to verify the security properties of SeKVM, specifically that it protects the confidentiality and integrity of virtual machine (VM) data. The original manually written proofs used noninterference to prove the security properties along with data oracles for declassification. We instead leverage the ideal/real paradigm to prove security properties, introduced in our recent work on verifying the firmware for the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture [40]. We define an ideal machine model that guarantees the security of each VM’s private data regardless of the behavior of the hypervisor. The ideal machine defines for each VM a logically isolated memory space and register set, and directs all memory and register accesses from VMs to the logical state unless data declassification is defined. To account for data declassification in SeKVM in which a VM can make requests to dynamically start and stop sharing a piece of memory with the hypervisor, the ideal machine moves data from the VM’s logical memory to shared memory and vice versa. The VM accesses its private data from its logical memory space, and accesses the shared data from the shared physical memory. By definition, the per-VM isolated state is only accessible by the VM itself, so the confidentiality and integrity of VM data is naturally guaranteed in the ideal machine. We then prove the top-level specification refines the ideal machine, which verifies that SeKVM indeed protects the confidentiality and integrity of VM data.

The security proof provides three key advantages compared to the original security proofs based on noninterference. First, it does not require incorporating data oracles in the machine model and in various layer specifications, decoupling the security proof from verifying functional correctness. Second,
We measured its performance by running the application with 10-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 2.4 Ghz CPU, 48 GB RAM, 64 GB SanDisk SD card, and a built-in 1 Gbps NIC. We compiled the Spoq-verified SeKVM source code into a binary image, and executed it on a Raspberry Pi 4B with 8 GB RAM, 64 GB SanDisk SD card, and a built-in 1 Gbps NIC. We measured its performance by running the application workloads listed in Table 2 in a VM using SeKVM. For comparison, we also ran the workloads in a VM using vanilla KVM and SeKVM. Performance of verified implementation. We directly compiled the Spoq-verified SeKVM source code into a binary image, and executed it on a Raspberry Pi 4B with 8 GB RAM, 64 GB SanDisk SD card, and a built-in 1 Gbps NIC. We measured its performance by running the application workloads listed in Table 2 in a VM using SeKVM. For comparison, we also ran the workloads in a VM using vanilla KVM and natively on the hardware. Each VM was configured with 2 vCPUs and 4 GB RAM. vCPUs were pinned to individual physical cores, VHOST networking was used, and virtual block storage devices were configured with cache=none [12, 24, 33, 52]. When running natively, we restricted the workloads to use 2 CPUs and 4 GB RAM to provide a fair comparison. VMs used a vanilla Linux v5.4 kernel as their guest OS. The VM on SeKVM included modified virtio drivers in its guest OS to support SeKVM. The Raspberry Pi ran a proprietary Linux v5.4.55 kernel [45]. It lacks support for virtio front-end drivers so could not be used as a guest OS. For client-server applications, clients ran on an x86 machine with 10-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 2.4 Ghz CPU, 48 GB RAM and a NetXtreme BCM5719 1 Gbps NIC, connected to the Raspberry Pi via a Netgear GS308 1 Gbps switch.

Figure 10 shows application workload performance when using VMs with vanilla KVM and SeKVM. Performance was normalized to native execution; lower is better. The performance results are consistent with those previously reported for SeKVM [54], with worst case overhead being less than 15% compared to vanilla KVM. I/O intensive application workloads incurred higher overhead because the hypervisor cannot access VM memory unless the virtio front-end driver makes explicit hypercalls to request memory pages used for I/O be temporarily accessible to the hypervisor to pass the I/O data to the back-end driver in the host.

### 8 Limitations
Spoq’s TCB includes the Clang and LLVM toolchains. Spoq’s translator, and Spoq’s semantic definitions for LLVM IR and assembly. The translator is currently unverified and supports a subset of LLVM IR and Arm assembly, so it may fail to translate some source code into Coq. Spoq’s specification and proof generator are not part of its TCB. Enhancing their support for assembly code with jumps is an area of future work.

The Z3 solver is currently the bottleneck in Spoq’s runtime performance. Synthesizing high-level specifications for relatively large functions can take over 30 minutes because it may involve thousands of Z3 queries. Nevertheless, automatically generating specifications and proofs for SeKVM only takes two hours on an AWS machine with an 8-core 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E5-2686 v4 and 32 GB RAM, an insignificant amount of time compared to the time it takes to manually write specifications and proofs.

Spoq currently relies on users to complete all data abstraction proofs. Developing a library of commonly used data abstraction proofs for proof automation is an area of future work.

### 9 Related Work
**Verified systems in C.** seL4 [31] presents the first machine-checked functional correctness proof of an OS kernel. It used an unverified parser to translate C into Isabelle/HOL, and is manually proved with simplified C semantics. For example, pointers to local variables are disallowed by the simplified C semantics. Assembly code is also unverified. AtomFS [61] used a verification framework [56] that does not support assembly code or full C semantics. Many verified systems [3, 8, 11, 20, 30, 32, 38–41, 54] used ClightGen. For code that can be parsed by ClightGen and compiled by CompCert, the CompCert toolchain can guarantee proofs hold at the assembly level. However, CompCert cannot make

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Apache server v2.4.41 handling 100 concurrent requests via TLS/SSL from remote ApacheBench [2] v2.3 client, serving index.html of the GCC 7.5 manual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernbench</td>
<td>Compilation of the Linux kernel v4.18 using allnoconfig for Arm with GCC 9.3.0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>Memcached v1.5.22 handling requests from a remote memtier [49] v1.2.11 client with default parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>MongoDB server v3.6.8 handling requests from a remote YCSB [10] v0.17.0 client running workload A with 16 concurrent threads and operationcount=500000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MySQL v8.0.31 running sysbench v1.0.11 with 32 concurrent threads and TLS encryption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any guarantees regarding concurrent code even if it can compile, and our results show that ClightGen cannot support verification of most real-world unmodified systems code.

Modeling and verifying LLVM IR. VeLLVM [59] includes formal semantics and tools to verify LLVM IR code in Coq. VeLLVM adopts CompCert’s sequential machine memory model, so it cannot verify concurrent systems. It directly models small-step semantics of IR instructions in CFGs, making it problematic to use for systems with complex control flows. CreLLVM [28] extends VeLLVM to verify compiler optimization passes, but shares the same limitations of VeLLVM. VIR [48] also models small-step semantics of IR instructions in CFGs, suffering the same problems as VeLLVM. K-LLVM [36] defines LLVM IR operational semantics in the K framework, but cannot be used for deductive reasoning. SeaHorn [22] statically checks assertions in C programs by translating them to LLVM IR, then using the IR with an SMT solver and abstraction interpretation. Such automated verification tools cannot verify the functional correctness of a complex system. It is difficult to define program specifications using just assertions, and SMT solvers and abstract interpretation cannot prove complex proof goals.

Automating systems verification. AutoCorres [17] synthesizes specifications from C programs based on a fixed and simplistic machine model, which cannot be used to verify concurrent systems. It only supports an even more limited subset of C than ClightGen and does not support assembly code. The specifications generated are low level yet machine dependent, making them difficult to use to verify higher-level properties.

Push-button verification is a fully automated verification technique that has been used to verifying a file system [50], compiler [53], and OS kernel [43,44,51]. Users only need to write specifications in addition to the system implementation, so it cannot verify concurrent systems. It only supports an even more limited subset of C than ClightGen and does not support assembly code. The specifications generated are low level yet machine dependent, making them difficult to use to verify higher-level properties.

Spoq, layers are not supported and systems written in C and assembly code cannot be verified without being rewritten.

Decomposition. Decompilation techniques recover a program’s source code given only its binary [1,6,9,23,27,57,58], though the recovered and original source code generally do not match. Some techniques do not reconstruct program structure [1,58], some do so with goto statements [6], and some only do so with various restrictions on program CFGs [57]. More recent work can reconstruct program structure for arbitrary CFGs [23] without using goto statements, but requires a much more complex algorithm than used by Spoq. In contrast, Spoq employs a simpler algorithm to reconstruct program structure for arbitrary CFGs, and keeps the original LLVM IR instructions, which are much simpler and more rigorously defined than C, instead of trying to recover source code. To support proof decomposition and simplify specification synthesis, Spoq intentionally does not employ a richer variety of source code primitives such as goto or switch statements. Its resulting representation is more amenable to verification. Its design and implementation is far simpler than previous approaches to keep its TCB small, which is important for verification.

10 Conclusions

Spoq is the first system that can automate the generation of Coq representations, specifications, and proofs for C systems code to enable machine-checkable verification of concurrent system software. Spoq translates C systems code compiled into LLVM IR directly into Coq, converting IR control flow graphs into structured program functions to simplify verification while supporting full C semantics, including GNU C extensions and inline assembly. Using a layering proof strategy, Spoq introduces novel Coq tactics and transformation rules to automatically synthesize layer specifications and refinement proofs, even for functions with loops. Users can interact with Spoq to further refine the generated specifications and proofs at any layer. We used Spoq on commodity system software, such as the Linux kernel, to translate over 99% of their source code directly into Coq for verification. We also used Spoq to verify a multiprocessor KVM hypervisor implementation, showing that it reduces manual proof effort by over 70% while ensuring that the proofs hold for the unmodified implementation that is compiled and executed.
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Verifying vMVCC, a high-performance transaction library using multi-version concurrency control
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Abstract

Multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) is a widely used, sophisticated approach for handling concurrent transactions. vMVCC is the first MVCC-based transaction library that comes with a machine-checked proof of correctness, providing clients with a guarantee that it will correctly handle all transactions despite a complicated design and implementation that might otherwise be error-prone. vMVCC is implemented in Go, stores data in memory, and uses several optimizations, such as RDTSC-based timestamps, to achieve high performance (25–96% the throughput of Silo, a state-of-the-art in-memory database, for YCSB and TPC-C workloads). Formally specifying and verifying vMVCC required adopting advanced proof techniques, such as logical atomicity and prophecy variables, owing to the fact that MVCC transactions can linearize at timestamp generation prior to transaction execution.

1 Introduction

Applications routinely rely on databases not just for storing data durably on disk, but also for ensuring that transactions execute atomically despite concurrency and crashes. This simplifies application development, because the application developer no longer has to worry about concurrency bugs or partial state left over after a crash. Indeed, this pattern is so ubiquitous that it is common for cloud providers to offer databases as a black-box service to application developers. In this model, application correctness and performance crucially hinges on the database system correctly handling all possible corner cases and doing so efficiently.

Achieving both correctness and high performance in a database system for many concurrent transactions is challenging. In particular, when transactions read and write an overlapping set of data items, the database system must ensure the transactions appear to execute in a serial order. A widely used technique for improving performance in this setting is multi-version concurrency control, or MVCC [8, 30, 35, 36], in which the database stores not just the latest version of a data item, but also past versions. Storing past versions allows the database system to execute writes that add a new version, while also being able to use the older versions to execute reads from transactions that appear to execute earlier in the serial order.

Multi-version concurrency control requires a sophisticated implementation of its data structures, in order to efficiently track multiple versions of each tuple, implement garbage collection (GC), etc. The implementation must also employ low-level optimizations to get high performance. For instance, using a mutex on a shared counter to get a unique ID for each transaction is too costly, and highly scalable implementations must use contention-free approaches such as relying on the CPU timestamp counter. The end result, therefore, is a complex implementation that can have bugs leading to incorrect or non-serializable executions. These bugs can be costly: they can cause data to be lost or corrupted; they can lead to many applications being affected; and tracking down bugs in the database system can be difficult for application developers.

This paper presents vMVCC, a high-performance MVCC-based transaction library with a formal specification and a machine-checked proof of correctness. vMVCC addresses the core technical challenges faced by the transaction layer in a database, and can be used to build transactional applications. Verifying vMVCC requires addressing several challenges. First, we must formalize a specification that captures the guarantees provided by MVCC transactions in a concise manner. Second, we must develop proof techniques to show that MVCC achieves a serializable execution order in the presence of concurrency. Finally, we must be able to formally reason about high-performance implementations that use low-level programming techniques such as sharded data structures, accessing the CPU timestamp counter with an RDTSC-like instruction, etc.

The key technical challenge addressed in vMVCC lies in dealing with the fact that MVCC’s linearization point happens before the transaction body runs—the linearization point is when the timestamp is obtained in Begin(). This makes it challenging to verify MVCC-based transactions because, at the linearization point, the transaction has not executed yet, and the proof does not know what data the transaction is going to write or whether it is going to commit or abort. However, it is important for the specification and proof to update the abstract state of the system at the linearization point, because subsequent transactions must observe these changes. In contrast, under two-phase locking, a transaction linearizes at the point when it commits, where it is well known what state the transaction modified and that it is about to commit.
vMVCC addresses this challenge by adopting prophecy variables [1, 18]. Our use of prophecy variables allows the proof to speculatively predict what state the transaction is going to modify and whether it will commit. This translates into the proof considering every possible prediction, allowing vMVCC to update the abstract state accordingly at the linearization point. As the transaction is about to commit, the proof can check whether the prediction was correct or not, and either stop considering further an incorrect prediction, or continue with a correct prediction. vMVCC is not the first to develop or use prophecy variables—many earlier frameworks developed support for them and proved that they are a sound proof technique—but it is the first to prove the correctness of MVCC-based transactions.

We implemented vMVCC in Go, and verified it using the Goose and Perennial frameworks. vMVCC implements sophisticated optimizations such as the use of RDTSC to generate strictly increasing timestamps, on-the-fly GC of past versions, and efficient data structures for storing multiple versions. vMVCC provides a transactional key-value store interface, similar to Silo [35]. For the YCSB benchmark with 32 worker threads, vMVCC achieves an aggregated throughput of 18.6M–52M transactions per second, which is 38–96% of that achieved by the unverified Silo database. For TPC-C, vMVCC achieves a throughput of 10.7K–33K transactions per second per warehouse, which is 25–43% of Silo’s throughput.

The key technical contribution of vMVCC lies in demonstrating how to formally reason about transactions whose linearization point precedes the execution of their transaction body, using prophecy variables. This verification technique would be applicable to any system that uses MVCC [8, 10–12, 14, 19, 27, 30, 32, 35–37]. The second contribution is vMVCC itself, the first verified MVCC transaction library. The vMVCC artifact is interesting in its own right, providing a high-assurance and high-performance implementation, and can be used as a Go package independent of verification. vMVCC includes several other technical contributions, including a verified algorithm for computing strictly increasing transaction IDs using RDTSC, and a precise specification of a transaction library interface using logical atomicity [16].

One of the limitations of vMVCC is that it does not implement durability. In-memory databases are widely used in practice, but we do plan to extend vMVCC to store data durably on disk so that it persists across crashes, and to formally verify it using techniques from Perennial [3]. Another limitation of vMVCC is that it provides a simple key-value data model, as opposed to SQL’s relational data, and does not support range scans.

2 Design and interface of vMVCC

vMVCC is a transaction library, and applications interact with it through a standard interface for transactions, as follows (in Go syntax):

```go
func (db *DB) Begin() *Txn
func (txn *Txn) Write(key K, value V)
func (txn *Txn) Delete(key K)
func (txn *Txn) Read(key K) (V, bool)
func (txn *Txn) Commit() bool
func (txn *Txn) Abort()
```

vMVCC uses an MVCC design closest to the original protocol as proposed by Reed [30] (also known as multi-version timestamp ordering [36]). The design is based around assigning a strictly increasing timestamp in Begin() to every transaction, and storing multiple versions for each key, corresponding to a range of timestamps for which that version is valid. When an application modifies a key, using Write(k, v) or Delete(k), the vMVCC transaction keeps track of the modification in a per-transaction write buffer. When an application invokes Read(k), the transaction first checks its local write buffer for pending writes to k; if there are no pending writes, it then searches from the global state the version of key k whose timestamp immediately precedes the transaction’s timestamp. On successfully calling Commit(), the transaction creates a new version for each key in the write buffer with the transaction’s timestamp as well. On calling Abort(), or a failed Commit(), the transaction drops its write buffer.

Read-only transactions always succeed in vMVCC because vMVCC retains all past versions required by active transactions (i.e., those that have begun but not yet committed or aborted). A transaction involving updates, however, might fail to commit if another transaction with a higher timestamp has read or updated the modified key in the meantime. The reason this requires aborting the first transaction is that, to achieve linearizability, the second transaction should have seen the update made by the first one, but it did not.

Data structures. Figure 1 shows the data structures that vMVCC uses to implement its design. The crux of multi-versioning lies in the data structure `tuple`, consisting of a list of versions, a tsLast field to detect conflicts, and a mutex (not shown) used for synchronizing access to this data structure. Each version corresponds to a range of timestamps for which it is valid, represented by the ts field, which marks the start of the validity region. The version is valid until the next version’s ts field, or, if this is the last version in the tuple, then it is the latest version. Each version also contains the value (val) and whether this key is deleted or not (del). The tsLast field of each tuple represents the highest timestamp of any transaction that has read or written this tuple. It is
Garbage collection. To reclaim space occupied by unusable versions, vMVCC employs a garbage collector that runs in the background to remove those versions. The garbage collector must ensure that the versions it removes cannot be accessed by any transactions, including those that have not even begun. Concretely, the garbage collector first determines a lower bound on the transaction IDs of all active and future transactions. This lower bound can be computed by finding the minimal transaction ID among the active ones; if there are no active transactions, the current timestamp is used. Because timestamps are strictly increasing (as described below), the garbage collector can safely remove versions whose lifetime ends before that lower bound.

Generating timestamps with CPU timestamp counter. A key requirement for vMVCC is that every transaction is assigned a strictly increasing timestamp. However, assigning these timestamps by modifying a shared in-memory counter leads to contention on that counter. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].

One complication is that two threads running on different cores may obtain the same timestamp. vMVCC addresses this problem by using transaction sites to make transaction IDs unique. Each site has its own ID, which is a short integer value (e.g., from 0 to 63). When the transaction manager wants to assign a timestamp, it replaces the low bits of the timestamp counter with the site ID value. Instead, vMVCC uses the CPU timestamp counter (e.g., RDTSC on x86 machines) to generate timestamps in a scalable way. Modern hardware ensures that timestamps are monotonically increasing and consistent across cores and sockets [2].
64-bit RDTSC value and the site ID. However, since transaction IDs are used throughout vMVCC, this leads to a noticeable performance overhead.

Instead, vMVCC modifies the timestamp algorithm to ensure that timestamps are strictly increasing. To obtain a timestamp, the transaction manager first obtains \( t \), the current RDTSC value, and then computes the next highest value \( t' \geq t \) such that \( t' \) has the desired site ID in the low bits. The transaction manager then spins in a loop calling RDTSC until it returns a timestamp \( t'' > t' \). The transaction manager then uses \( t'' \) as the transaction’s ID. The reason this loop-based design achieves strictly increasing transaction IDs is that the transaction manager is holding the site’s mutex while the CPU timestamp counter passed through \( t' \). This means no other thread could have generated the same transaction ID. In practice, of course, the loop runs for a few cycles at most, since the RDTSC value will quickly exceed the loop threshold.

**Whole-transaction execution.** For developer convenience, vMVCC provides an interface that wraps up the details of beginning, committing, and aborting a transaction, in `db.Run`, a higher-order function whose implementation is as follows:

```go
func (db *DB) Run(body func(txn *Txn) bool) bool {
    t := db.Begin()
    commit := body(t)
    if commit {
        return t.Commit()
    } else {
        t.Abort()
        return false
    }
}
```

The developer provides the body of the transaction, which can use `Read`, `Write`, and `Delete` to access the system state. The transaction body returns a boolean to indicate whether it wants to commit or abort.

### 3 Using and specifying vMVCC

vMVCC is a transaction library that facilitates building and verifying applications by providing an atomic transaction abstraction. We begin with constructing on top of vMVCC an example application that atomically transfers some amount from one account to another, along the lines of what a bank application might do (§3.1). We then describe the formal specification of vMVCC and how to build arbitrary applications on top of it (§3.2).

#### 3.1 Example: AtomicXfer

Figure 3 shows the implementation of AtomicXfer (ignore the inline proof for now). This code is implementing a simple bank, transferring `amt` from the `src` account to `dst`. If not enough funds are available in `src`, the transaction aborts. vMVCC ensures that the logical effect of the transaction body, `xfer`, appears to apply atomically. This frees the developer from worrying about other concurrent transactions that may affect the balance in `src` or `dst`, or about the versioning going on inside of vMVCC. vMVCC also ensures the transactions execute in a linearizable order, so that once `AtomicXfer` returns, any subsequent transactions will observe the effects of this `AtomicXfer`.

**Sequential reasoning in `xfer`.** vMVCC formalizes the fact that the developer need not consider other concurrent transactions by allowing the developer to use sequential reasoning for the body of the transaction. To achieve this, vMVCC uses Iris [17], a modern concurrent separation logic (CSL) [29], to specify its interface. In Iris/CSL, threads can own logical resources, and resource ownership can be exclusive, meaning that if one thread owns a resource, no other thread can own the same resource. For example, the resource \( k \mapsto v \) says that the value of \( k \) is \( v \), and also says that the current thread owns \( k \)—that is, no other thread can own \( k \rightarrow v \) in the meantime (and thus no other thread can read or write \( k \)).
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now \( \{ \text{src} \mapsto v_i - \text{amt} \mapsto \text{dst} \mapsto v_d + \text{amt} \} \). To prove this, the developer considers each line of code, and how that code affects the resources owned by the thread, as shown in the proof state comments between lines of code.

**Concurrent specification for AtomicXfer.** Specifying a function with exclusive resource ownership (like we did with xfer) simplifies the reasoning for that function, but at the cost of limiting its implementations to sequential ones—only the thread owning the required resources would be allowed to execute the function.

To specify the behavior of AtomicXfer in Iris/CSL without requiring ownership of src and dst for the entire duration of AtomicXfer, vMVCC uses the notion of logical atomicity [16]. Figure 4 shows the flow of resources in a logically atomic specification of AtomicXfer as compared to that of sequential xfer. The xfer specification says that the thread owns the resources throughout the entire execution of xfer, whereas in AtomicXfer, the specification says that there will be some point in time at which AtomicXfer appears to run atomically. One notable difference here is the kinds of resources appearing in the two specifications. Intuitively, the \( k \mapsto v \) used by xfer says that “this transaction believes the value of \( k \) is \( v \)”, whereas the \( k \mapsto v \) used by AtomicXfer reflects “the actual value of \( k \) is \( v \)”. We will explain the meaning of these resources in more depth in §3.2.

The resulting logically-atomic specification for AtomicXfer captures that any number of threads are allowed to concurrently invoke AtomicXfer, possibly with overlapping src and dst values. For each thread’s invocation of AtomicXfer, the specification says that the transfer will execute correctly and atomically. The application can, in turn, prove that this maintains some application-level invariant, such as the sum of the balances of all accounts remains fixed.

**Proving AtomicXfer.** Proving AtomicXfer involves two parts. First, the developer proves that xfer meets its specification, as described above. Second, the developer uses the vMVCC library to obtain a proof that AtomicXfer’s specification is the logically-atomic equivalent of xfer’s sequential specification, as shown in Figure 3. The next subsection describes how vMVCC formally specifies db.Run in the general case to enable this second step.

**Figure 4:** Figurative specifications of xfer and AtomicXfer. We highlight the duration of owning the resources with red.

**Figure 5:** Specification of db.Run. The angle brackets indicate a logically atomic specification [16]. The vertical arrow indicates that, as a precondition for invoking db.Run, the developer must prove the standard Hoare-logic specification shown above the arrow for body. Not shown is the part of the specification that describes the representation predicates. We color the resources established for commit with green, and for abort with red.

### 3.2 Specifying the transaction interface

Transactions give users an illusion that they are “isolated” from each other. To capture this intuition, we define the resource \( k \mapsto v \) (which already showed up in the above example) as the transaction-local view of the system state. We can then specify operations that manipulate the transaction-local view in terms of \( k \mapsto v \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RET } & r \text{ if } r \Rightarrow k \mapsto v \Rightarrow P(m) \Rightarrow \text{body}(txn) \text{ then } \top \\
\text{RET } & r \text{ if } r \Rightarrow k \mapsto v \Rightarrow Q(m,m') \Rightarrow \text{body}(txn) \text{ else } \top \\
\text{m. } & k \mapsto v \Rightarrow P(m) \Rightarrow \text{db.Run(body)} \\
\text{RET } & r \text{ if } r \Rightarrow k \mapsto v \Rightarrow Q(m,m') \Rightarrow \text{db.Run(body)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

These specifications use standard Hoare-logic syntax, where \( \{ P \} \text{ op } \{ Q \} \) means that, if op runs starting with the resources specified in precondition \( P \), it will return with the resources as specified in the postcondition \( Q \).

Next, we define the resource \( k \mapsto v \) as the logical view of the system state, representing the linearizable state. The fact that only a single value of each key is exposed to users might seem counter-intuitive in the case of MVCC, given that the system physically stores multiple values for each key. However, from the application’s point of view, it suffices to view the abstract state of the system as having a single value for each key at any given point in time, and updating that value at the transaction’s linearization point. (We discuss this in more detail in §4.2.)

The specification of db.Run shown in Figure 5 connects these two kinds of resources. This is also the top-level theorem of vMVCC as a transaction library. The specification requires the developer to prove a sequential specification for body with a precondition that takes the transaction-local view of some set of key-value pairs, \( m \), along with some
constraints on those values, represented by the predicate $P(m)$. The postcondition of $body$ says that, if it chooses to commit, then it should return the transaction-local view of $m'$ with some constraints $Q(m, m')$ on how these key-value pairs relate to the starting state.

Given such a specification for $body$, the specification of $\text{db.Run(body)}$ will be the logically atomic equivalent: at some instant during its execution, it will swap the logical view of $m$ satisfying $P(m)$ for that of $m'$ satisfying $Q(m, m')$. Further, if this transaction aborts (either at its own will or because of conflicts with another transaction), then $\text{db.Run(body)}$ keeps the logical view of $m$ intact.

As an example, we can instantiate $P$ and $Q$ for $\text{AtomicXfer}$ from §3.1 as follows:

\[
P(m) \triangleq \text{dom}(m) = \{\text{src}, d\text{st}\}
\]

\[
Q(m, m') \triangleq m'[\text{src}] = m[\text{src}] - \text{amt} \land m'[\text{d}st] = m[\text{d}st] + \text{amt}
\]

The use of $P$ and $Q$ as arbitrary predicates allows the $\text{db.Run(body)}$ specification to capture the behavior of body and transfer it to the logically atomic specification of $\text{db.Run(body)}$. One technicality here is that $P$ and $Q$ are both pure predicates, meaning they cannot encode ownership of other resources, but merely restrict the values of $m$ and $m'$.

The specification of $\text{db.Run}$ can be regarded as a program-logic formalization of strict serializability [15] in the database literature. Serializability comes from the part of the specification that says transactions appear to observe and modify the system state one at a time (at their linearization point), with strictness owing to the fact that they do so during the course of their respective execution (and hence the serial order respects the transaction precedence order).

### 4 Proving vMVCC

This section describes the important aspects of our proof for vMVCC. We start with a key verification challenge and how we solve it with prophecy variables (§4.1). We describe how we abstract a tuple from its physical representation containing multiple versions to its logical view with a single value, which potentially reflects some update that happens only in the future (§4.2). We present a key invariant about the prophecy variable used in vMVCC, and how the invariant helps maintain other system-wide invariants under correct and incorrect predictions (§4.3). We discuss how we define the transaction-local view of the system state, and its connection to the logical view (§4.4). We finally conclude this section with the challenges and the approach regarding proving strict monotonicity of transaction IDs (§4.5).

#### 4.1 Speculation using prophecy variables

We introduce the verification challenge with an example shown in Figure 6. Observe that in the example, the value of $k$ to be read by Txn 10 is determined up front by $k \mapsto v$ at its linearization point, despite the fact that by the second read of Txn 10, Txn 15 has already committed and updated the physical state of $k$. Similarly, the write of Txn 15 updates the logical state to $k \mapsto v + 1$ before it physically executes. This kind of “speculative” behavior of MVCC turns out to be tricky to reason about in a Hoare-logic reasoning style where the proof considers each line of code in turn and reasons about how that code updates the abstract and physical states.

The challenge arises from the fact that MVCC transactions linearize when their timestamp is generated. In the proof, the logical state must be updated at the transaction’s linearization point, which happens before the transaction body runs. The changes to the logical state depend both on the transaction itself (i.e., what data the transaction decides to write), as well as conflicts with other transactions (i.e., whether another transaction reads or writes the same keys as this transaction in a way that will force this transaction to abort, as discussed in §2). This poses the question: how do we know, at the transaction’s linearization point, what values will a transaction write, and whether a transaction will encounter a conflict and thus be forced to abort? To tackle this issue, we use prophecy variables.

Intuitively, prophecy variables allow the proof to speculate about future execution. In the case of vMVCC, the prophecy variable is a list of transaction actions, which describes what actions each transaction will perform, and in what order.
We refer to the list as the future-action list. There are two kinds of actions in vMVCC’s proof: $C^m_t$ (“Txn $t$ commits and applies updates $m$ to the system state”) and $R^t_k$ (“Txn $t$ reads key $k$”). Transaction aborts are represented by a commit with an empty write-set.

At transaction begin time, vMVCC’s proof uses the prophecy variable to speculatively predict the execution of the transaction, which allows the proof to update the logical state as if it knew what the transaction is going to do. The main challenge of using the prophecy variable, however, is that some of the predictions could be incorrect—it predicts something that does not match what happens later. As an example, Figure 7 shows five concrete predictions for Txn 15 that increases the value of $k$ by 1. Only the bottom prediction turns out to be correct when the transaction actually commits. The incorrect predictions eventually diverge from the actual changes made by the transaction, and will make the logical state inconsistent with the physical state.

To deal with the divergence, the proof performs prophecy resolution at the point where the transaction actually commits and updates the physical state. Prophecy resolution allows the proof to stop considering cases corresponding to predictions that did not match reality, and continue only with the cases that did. We will elaborate more on correct/incorrect predictions and prophecy resolution with a concrete example in §4.3.

This description may make it sound like there are a large number of cases to consider in the proof, greatly increasing the proof burden. In practice, the predictions are symbolic, rather than concrete timestamps, keys, and values; for instance, the prophecy variable speculates the updates made by a transaction as a symbolic partial map. Furthermore, the proof can group together many speculative executions (e.g., those in which the transaction of interest is speculated to commit without encountering a conflict), and consider the entire family of executions just once.

### 4.2 Incorporating speculation in abstract state

vMVCC exposes a single linearizable copy of the system state, thereby freeing the users from explicitly reasoning about the timestamps. Thus, the logical view (shown in the “logical” row of Figure 8) of vMVCC is a single value for every key, and the proof must connect this logical view to the physical state (shown in the “physical” row of Figure 8), consisting of the Go struct representing each tuple.

This connection is challenging for several reasons, including the fact that the Go data structure contains multiple versions, and the fact that the value in the logical view may not even be present in the Go data structure, if it is made by a write speculated by the prophecy variable for an active transaction. Moreover, reasoning about the physical layout of the tuple in all intermediate proofs is cumbersome.

To address these challenges, we introduce two intermediate layers modeled with monotonic lists (i.e., lists that only grow). The first is the linear view of the tuple, shown in the “linear” row of Figure 8. The linear view is a contiguous list of values, indexed by timestamps. The linear view gives us an elegant way to specify operations on tuples: reading a tuple with a given timestamp $t$ just returns its value at index $t$. If the transaction needs to extend $ts_{last}$, doing so extends the linear view up to the new $ts_{last}$ timestamp, filling in new entries with the last value in the list. Writing a tuple with a given timestamp $t$ extends the tuple up to index $t$, and appends the new value to the end.

To capture the speculative behavior of MVCC as described in §4.1, we add the “speculative” layer, as shown in Figure 8 as well. The speculative view is yet another contiguous timestamp-indexed list, much like the linear view, but includes the writes from transactions that have linearized but have not yet finished executing and updating the physical state. The proof looks up and extends the speculative view at the linearization point (the ability for such extension is guaranteed by strict monotonicity of vMVCC’s timestamps),
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based on the prophecy variable. The linear view is updated when physically reading and writing a tuple.

We use these intermediate views to relate vMVCC’s physical state to its top-level logical view, as shown in Figure 8, for each key in the system state. The tuple abstraction relation describes how the physical tuple layout is connected to its abstract linear view. The prefix abstraction relation requires that the linear view must be a prefix of the speculative view, capturing the intuition that the speculative view runs ahead of the linear one. Finally, the last-value invariant says the last element of the speculative view is equal to the top-level logical value of that key. vMVCC’s proof heavily relies on the invariants maintained between these layers.

Modeling these intermediate views as monotonic lists allows the proof to seal their “authoritative” ownership in a global invariant for sharing among transactions, but at the same time enables the proof to retain knowledge about existing prefixes of the lists. As we will see in §4.4, this is crucial to bridge the gap between reading the logical state at the linearization point, and reading the physical state later on when the transaction actually executes.

**Abstraction relation under GC.** In the presence of GC, the tuple abstraction relation (shown as AR in Figure 8) cannot hold on all timestamps, as that would require mutating the existing part of the linear view when removing unusable versions from the physical state. As mentioned in §2, the key idea of GC safety is to identify versions that will not be accessed by any transactions, including those that have not even begun. We formalize this line of reasoning with a monotonic timestamp $t_{\text{safe}}$, which serves as a lower bound on the transaction IDs of all active and future transactions.

To start a round of GC, the garbage collector first computes a new $t_{\text{safe}}$, and then relaxes the abstraction relation of the target tuples so that it no longer places any constraints on versions whose lifetime ends before $t_{\text{safe}}$. Doing so allows the garbage collector to delete those versions without violating the abstraction relation. We further weaken the specification for reading and writing a tuple at timestamp $t$ by requiring a proof of $t \geq t_{\text{safe}}$ in their precondition, ensuring that the deleted versions are never observed.

### 4.3 Maintaining invariants under speculation

One challenge in vMVCC’s proof stems from the fact that prophecy variables can speculatively predict that a transaction will commit in the future, while at the same time predicting earlier transactions that conflict with it. This brings up two challenges related to the system-wide invariant maintained by vMVCC’s proof.

The first challenge is that the invariant ensures that transactions cannot commit in the presence of conflicts, which would be at odds with the (ultimately incorrect) speculative prediction described above. This makes it impossible for the proof developer to update the logical state based on the incorrect predictions but still maintain the invariant, which must always hold. To get around this issue, vMVCC’s proof treats such inconsistent predictions as transaction aborts, which makes it easy to maintain the invariant and thereby carry through the prediction to the prophecy resolution point.
The second challenge stems from the fact that an inconsistent prediction, such as the example above, involves multiple transactions, and therefore relies on prophecy resolution in multiple threads. The prediction about each individual transaction and thread could be correct in its own right, but it is the combination of them that leads to a contradiction. How should the proof be structured to establish the contradiction despite only doing one prophecy resolution at a time? vMVCC’s proof addresses this challenge by maintaining a sufficiently strong invariant that carries along facts from each prediction to derive contradictions against later predictions as needed, as we describe below.

To illustrate this point, we first sketch out the proof for a correct prediction, where a transaction commits and there are no conflicts that would have forced it to abort, and then show how vMVCC’s proof handles incorrect predictions.

Predicted commit without conflicts. In Figure 9(a), Txn 5 is speculated to commit without encountering any conflict. The reason is that at its linearization point, the commit action of Txn 5 in the future-action list, \( C_{k, \text{in}}^5 \) (there might be multiple of them in the list, but the proof cares only about the first one), is conflict-free against all the actions prior to it. We define \( C_{m} \) to be conflict-free against an action \( a \) if (1) \( a = R_{m}', \text{ where } t' \leq t \lor k \notin \text{dom}(m), \) or (2) \( a = C_{m'}, \text{ where } t' < t \lor \text{dom}(m') \cap \text{dom}(m) = \emptyset. \) Knowing that Txn 5 will commit without conflicts, the proof safely extends the speculative view up to timestamp 5 using the old value \( v_5 \), and appends the new value \( v_5 \) to it (which updates the logical view to \( v_5 \) as well) without violating the conflict-free invariant, as described below.

Intuitively, the conflict-free invariant requires that a transaction reflects its update to the speculative view only if the first commit action of the transaction is conflict-free against all the actions prior to it in the future-action list. As we will see below, this invariant is crucial to prove invariance of the prefix property between the linear and speculative views.

On reading key \( k \), the proof resolves the head of the future-action list to \( R_{5}^5 \). Then, it uses the conflict-free invariant to deduce that transactions which contain updates to the speculative view, but not to the linear view, must have timestamps greater than or equal to the timestamp of this read. This implies that the speculative view can differ from the linear view only after a timestamp \( t > 5 \), allowing the proof to re-establish the prefix invariant after extending the linear view. A similar reasoning goes for commit, except the proof additionally uses the promise that Txn 5 will commit to know the value at timestamp 5 of the speculative view is \( v_5 \).

Predicted commit despite conflicts. In Figure 9(b), Txn 5 is speculated to commit despite the presence of conflicts because its first commit action, \( C_{k, \text{in}}^5 \), conflicts with an earlier action \( C_{k, \text{in}}^5 \). The proof, as in the previous case, extends the speculative view up to timestamp 5 using the old value \( v_5 \); however, it does not append the new value \( v_5 \) as doing so would violate the conflict-free invariant, and proceeds as if the transaction will abort, which makes the invariant true.

For read, the proof of the prefix property is similar to the previous case. For commit, however, the proof cannot re-establish the prefix property after extending the linear view, because it indeed did not apply the new value \( v_5 \) at the linearization point. Fortunately, at this point the proof knows two facts that contradict each other: (1) reaching the prophecy resolution point for commit, the execution must have passed the conflict detection as illustrated in Figure 2(b), implying the length of the linear view \( l \leq 5 + 1 \) (the +1 part is due to our lists being zero-indexed); (2) some conflicting action (in this case \( C_{k, \text{in}}^5 \)), which extends the linear view to at least timestamp \( t > 5 \), must have happened before Txn 5 commits, implying \( l > 5 + 1 \). The proof closes this case with the derived contradiction.

4.4 Abstract state of a transaction

As mentioned in §4.1 (and illustrated in Figure 6), the value of key \( k \) to be read by a transaction is determined up front by \( k \mapsto v \) at the transaction’s linearization point. Reading from the physical state, however, happens only at some later point in time, and the value is based on \( k \mapsto v' \), as specified in §3.2. This means the proof has to somehow connect \( k \mapsto v \), \( k \mapsto v' \), and \( v'' \), the result of physically reading the tuple of \( k \). This section describes how the system-wide invariants shown in Figure 8 establish that connection.

Let us first consider the case where the transaction has not written key \( k \). Our first step then is to show \( v = v' \). Recall that at the linearization point of Txn \( t \) that reads or writes \( k \), we extend the speculative view of \( k \) up to \( t \) using its last value. Doing so, along with the last-value invariant, allows us to deduce that the value of the speculative view at index \( t \) is \( v \) (and will remain so since the speculative view is monotonic). The proof then follows from the definition of the transaction-local invariant, which says that if Txn \( t \) has not written \( k \), then \( v' \), the transaction-local value, is equal to the value of the speculative view at index \( t \).

Our next step is to show \( v'' = v' \). Again recall that physically reading the tuple of \( k \) at timestamp \( t \) means extending the linear view of \( k \) up to \( t \) (if the value at \( t \) is still absent), and looking up its value at index \( t \). The proof of \( v'' = v' \) then follows immediately from the prefix invariant that requires the linear view to remain a prefix of the speculative one.

Now consider the case where the transaction has last written \( k \) with value \( u \). As specified in §3.2, the logical effect of the write is \( k \mapsto u \). We thus define the remaining case for the transaction-local invariant: if the transaction has written \( k \), then the transaction-local value is equal to the value in its local write buffer.

The contents of the write buffer are also what the speculated updates in a commit action (i.e., \( m \in C_{m} \)) resolve to. This allows us to obtain the equality between the speculated updates with the actual updates at the prophecy resolution.
point, which is crucial when re-establishing the prefix invariant as discussed in §4.3.

### 4.5 Strict monotonicity of transaction ID

Another challenge in vMVCC’s proof is establishing strict monotonicity of transaction IDs, for vMVCC’s RDTSC-based algorithm described in §2. The challenge lies not only in proving that the algorithm generates strictly increasing transaction IDs, but also in being able to logically execute the transaction (i.e., update the logical state) at the linearization point corresponding to that transaction ID. The reason this is challenging is that the linearization point for some transaction ID \( t' \) might not correspond to any line of code that was executed for this transaction—the algorithm simply spins in a loop waiting for RDTSC to advance past \( t' \), and linearization occurs when any transaction observes that \( t' \) has passed.

To formally reason about this algorithm, vMVCC’s proof maintains a logical table of slots, one per timestamp. The slot contains the logical set of changes that a transaction with that timestamp wants to perform, represented as a ghost function. The actual state changes performed by this ghost function are determined by prophecy variables, as described above. The proof uses the slots to invoke the ghost functions for each timestamp in order, as the RDTSC clock advances; the proof maintains a “latest-slot” timestamp corresponding to the last table slot that has been invoked. The invariant associated with this proof states that this latest timestamp is always below (or equal to) the real RDTSC clock. Furthermore each future slot is protected by the site’s mutex that corresponds to this timestamp.

When the transaction manager first computes \( t' \), it registers the \( t' \)’s slot in the table, putting in a ghost function that will perform its transaction’s changes. Since \( t' > t \), the proof has not yet invoked the ghost function for this slot, and the current thread also holds the site’s mutex needed to fill this slot (which proves that no concurrent thread could fill the same slot). As the transaction manager runs the loop waiting for RDTSC to move past \( t' \), it updates the latest-slot with each iteration, executing all of the ghost functions in the slots that have been advanced over. The proof takes advantage of later credits [31] in Iris that enable verification of this “unsolicited helping” pattern.

The invariant for the slot table says that, for every slot with a timestamp below the latest-slot, its ghost function callback has been invoked. As a result, when the transaction manager’s loop exits, it knows that the latest-slot is at least as high as \( t' \), and therefore its ghost callback must have been invoked (either by this same thread or by some other thread running the same loop).

### 5 Implementation and proof details

We implemented vMVCC in Go, and verified its implementation using the Perennial framework [3] (based on Iris [21–23] and Coq [33]), using Goose [4] to lift vMVCC’s Go code into Perennial. To enable vMVCC’s proofs of MVCC transaction linearizability, we incorporated prophecy variable support from Iris [18] into Perennial.

Figure 10 summarizes the implementation and proof effort, not including changes to Perennial that were necessary for the verification. The lines of proof include the specifications for each function in vMVCC’s implementation. The proof effort for vMVCC required about 13× as many lines of proof as lines of code, which is in the same ballpark as other verified systems that handle concurrency [3, 6, 13].

The implementation contains several low-level optimizations that improve performance. We used RDTSC to generate transaction IDs. We also padded data structures to avoid false cache-line sharing that limits multi-core scalability, and sharded the index and the set of active transaction IDs to reduce contention from concurrent accesses.

#### 5.1 Bugs found during verification

When we were first designing and implementing vMVCC, we were careful to structure the code in a way that makes it clear why the code is correct, what the invariants are, how they are maintained, and what guarantees each interface or function provides. Nevertheless, during the actual verification, we ran into several bugs in corner cases that we missed or did not correctly handle in the implementation, highlighting the importance of formal reasoning. In this subsection, we give several examples of such bugs.

One interesting bug we found when verifying vMVCC is related to garbage collection. The buggy code is:

```go
def getSafeTS(self) -> Tuple[int64]
    # Cache can hold at most one per site
    if not self.tidsActive:
        self.tidsActive = True
    tidmin = self.getCurrentTS()
    for tid in self.tidsActive:
        if tid < tidmin:
            tidmin = tid
    return tidmin
```

When the garbage collector starts a new round of GC, it first calls getSafeTS on each site to collect the per-site minimal transaction ID, and then computes a globally minimal one.
among them. If every transaction site is empty (i.e., if every site returned `MAX_U64`), the garbage collector generates a timestamp using an arbitrary site. (Recall that `vMVCC` always places a site ID in the low bits of the timestamp, and the choice of site ID does not matter, as it is purely there to ensure uniqueness.) The bug arises when a transaction enters the system right after `getSafeTS` returns, and then the garbage collector computes a timestamp larger than the ID of that transaction. Our fix to this bug is to generate a timestamp within each site, as shown in the commented-out code. Doing so ensures that future transaction IDs generated by this site will be larger than the one `getSafeTS` returns.

Another subtle bug we discovered is missing the wait loop when generating transaction IDs, violating the strict monotonicity of our timestamp generation scheme. The fix was the looping `RDTSC` algorithm described in §2. Finally, since our protocol is centered around timestamps, we also discovered several off-by-one errors in the implementation when conducting the verification of `vMVCC` (e.g., where greater-than-comparisons should have been greater-than-or-equal-to comparisons).

6 Evaluation

We experimentally answer the following questions:

- Is `vMVCC` competitive with state-of-the-art unverified systems? (§6.2)
- Does the use of MVCC in `vMVCC` help with long-running read-only transactions? (§6.3)
- Are the low-level optimizations in `vMVCC` important for performance? (§6.4)
- Does `vMVCC` scale under high-contention workloads? (§6.5)

6.1 Experimental setup

All experiments were done on an AWS EC2 c5.9xlarge instance with 36 vCPUs (18 physical CPUs, each shared by 2 hardware threads via hyper-threading) and 72 GB of main memory, running Linux 5.15.0 and Go 1.20.3.

6.2 Comparison with Silo

To evaluate whether `vMVCC` achieves competitive performance with state-of-the-art systems, we compare `vMVCC` to Silo [35], a high-performance transactional database system. Because `vMVCC` does not store data durably, we compare with MemSilo, a variant of Silo that does not persist its data. We used the YCSB benchmark [7] to understand the performance characteristics of `vMVCC` under various workloads. Unless otherwise specified, we execute each YCSB put or get in a separate transaction. The data set contains 1M key-value pairs with each key being an 8-byte integer and value an 100-byte string. The access pattern follows the uniform distribution, or the Zipfian distribution, with a parameter `θ` controlling the skewness of the distribution. We vary the read-write ratio and the number of keys accessed in each transaction.

We also used the TPC-C benchmark, which involves more sophisticated transactions. TPC-C models the operation of a wholesale supplier, a common online-transaction processing (OLTP) workload. It contains 9 tables and 5 kinds of transactions, each with various workload characteristics. In particular, most transactions can be processed in a single warehouse, so it is natural and efficient to map each warehouse to one thread. Our current implementation of `vMVCC` requires the key to be an 8-byte integer, and every tuple needs a key. Because of these limitations we made two modifications to TPC-C. First, we do not support "get customers by their last name" appearing in the `OrderStatus` and `NewOrder` transactions; they are replaced with just "get customers by customer ID". Second, the `History` table does not have a primary key, so we randomly generate one for it.

We employ a background GC thread for `vMVCC` in every experiment. We repeat each experiment 10 times, each for 30 seconds. We report the mean, minimum, and maximum (the last two as error bars) among the 10 runs.

Figure 12: Comparison of 2PL and `vMVCC` under YCSB (4 keys accessed per transaction, `θ = 0.85`, 24 threads), with and without 8 long-running reader threads that repeatedly read 1% of the entire key space.

We used the YCSB benchmark [7] to understand the performance characteristics of `vMVCC` under various workloads. Unless otherwise specified, we execute each YCSB put or get in a separate transaction. The data set contains 1M key-value pairs with each key being an 8-byte integer and value an 100-byte string. The access pattern follows the uniform distribution, or the Zipfian distribution, with a parameter `θ` controlling the skewness of the distribution. We vary the read-write ratio and the number of keys accessed in each transaction.

We also used the TPC-C benchmark, which involves more sophisticated transactions. TPC-C models the operation of a wholesale supplier, a common online-transaction processing (OLTP) workload. It contains 9 tables and 5 kinds of transactions, each with various workload characteristics. In particular, most transactions can be processed in a single warehouse, so it is natural and efficient to map each warehouse to one thread. Our current implementation of `vMVCC` requires the key to be an 8-byte integer, and every tuple needs a key. Because of these limitations we made two modifications to TPC-C. First, we do not support "get customers by their last name" appearing in the `OrderStatus` and `NewOrder` transactions; they are replaced with just "get customers by customer ID". Second, the `History` table does not have a primary key, so we randomly generate one for it.

We employ a background GC thread for `vMVCC` in every experiment. We repeat each experiment 10 times, each for 30 seconds. We report the mean, minimum, and maximum (the last two as error bars) among the 10 runs.
we conducted the following two experiments. (hence the resulting system is not even correct, but it is largely due to memory allocation and vMVCC’s lack of support for range scans. For benchmarks that do not stress these two aspects, vMVCC achieves performance competitive with Silo.

6.3 Robustness to long-running readers

One main advantage of MVCC over traditional concurrency control protocols is that its performance should remain stable even in the presence of long-running readers. To confirm that vMVCC’s design indeed achieves these performance benefits, we implemented a variant of vMVCC that uses two-phase locking for concurrency control instead of MVCC, and compared the performance of vMVCC with this 2PL variant.

YCSB. We first compare vMVCC and 2PL under the YCSB workload, using a YCSB profile where each transaction reads or writes 4 keys. We fixed the number of threads to 24, $\theta$ to 0.85, and varied the read-write ratio from 0% to 100%. We then ran one experiment without long-running readers, and another one where the workload includes 8 transactions repeatedly reading 10K keys (1% of the entire key space).

Figure 12 shows the results. In the absence of long-running readers, 2PL performs better than vMVCC for all read-write ratios except for the read-only workload (comparing the solid lines). The difference stems from MVCC’s overhead of (1) generating timestamps and (2) keeping past versions and the associated memory allocation costs.

In the presence of long-running readers (comparing the solid and dashed lines of each system), vMVCC’s throughput drops slightly between the range of 11.5%–22.2%, whereas 2PL’s throughput drops significantly as the write ratio increases (e.g., 72.6% and 84.9% for write ratio 80% and 100%, respectively). As a result, the performance of 2PL with long-running readers is worse than that of vMVCC for workloads with 40% or more writes; for instance, under write ratios 80% and 100%, vMVCC performs 2.2× and 4× better than 2PL, respectively. The reason is that, in 2PL, the long-running readers hold read locks on keys for a long duration, preventing other transactions from writing to those keys.

TPC-C. We also compare vMVCC and 2PL under the TPC-C workload. Similarly to prior work [36], we add a read-only transaction StockScan that counts the number of each item in
all warehouses. We parametrize the workload by the interval of invoking StockScan. Figure 13 shows the results.

When no StockScan is invoked (represented by the $\infty$ interval on the x-axis), 2PL performs better than vMVCC by around 14%. However, when there are StockScan transactions running, NewOrder transactions that update the stock table will conflict with StockScan, and block under 2PL concurrency control. As the interval between StockScan transactions decreases, 2PL’s performance drops significantly, whereas vMVCC throughput remains more-or-less the same, since StockScan accesses old versions of tuples and does not impact other transactions. For StockScan intervals 500 and 100 ms, the throughput of vMVCC is $11 \times$ and $54.4 \times$ that of 2PL. In terms of latency, vMVCC maintains its 99.9% latency around 3.4 ms across all StockScan intervals, whereas the 99.9% latency of 2PL increases from 3.2 ms in the absence of StockScan transactions, to a few tens and occasionally hundreds of ms when StockScan is invoked every 100 ms.

### 6.4 Low-level optimizations

vMVCC implements (and verifies) two low-level optimizations to achieve high performance on many cores: (1) padding and sharding data structures and mutexes, to avoid cache-line contention, and (2) using RDTSC to generate transaction IDs without shared-memory contention. To understand whether they are important for performance, we enable each optimization in turn and measure the resulting performance. To stress the implementation, we chose a lightweight YCSB profile where each transaction issues 4 reads/writes, with the skewness parameter $\theta$ ranging from 0.8 to 0.95.

Figure 14 shows the results. The optimizations have little effect on a single core, but significantly improve vMVCC’s performance on 32 cores. Partitioning and padding index and transaction sites improves vMVCC’s performance by $2.8 \times$ at 32 cores. Using FAI increases throughput by a further $3 \times$ over the lock-based design at 32 cores. Finally, RDTSC-based transaction IDs achieve yet another $3.7 \times$ improvement in throughput compared to FAI at 32 cores. In summary, the results show that all of these optimizations are important for scaling vMVCC’s performance with many cores.

Enabling all the optimizations, vMVCC’s throughput scales by $15.6 \times$ using 16 threads. The result suggests that vMVCC eliminates almost all contention on its internal data structures (when the keys themselves do not contend). The throughput scales further by $1.66 \times$ when doubling the number of threads to 32, implying that vMVCC can benefit from hyper-threading even though not as much as from having more physical cores.

### 6.5 Scalability under contention

The previous section showed that vMVCC scales nearly linearly for a low-contention workload, with its low-level optimizations. In this section, we evaluate vMVCC’s scalability under high-contention workloads, using a YCSB profile where each transaction issues 4 reads/writes, with the skewness parameter $\theta$ ranging from 0.8 to 0.95.

Figure 15 shows the results. For reads (Figure 15(a)), before reaching the hyper-threading threshold (i.e., 18 cores), the throughput scales almost linearly with respect to the number of threads, except for extremely contended workloads (e.g., $\theta = 0.95$): the aggregated throughput of 16 threads is $14.9 \times$ that of a single thread for $\theta = 0.8$, and $12.6 \times$ for $\theta = 0.95$. Scalability drops after reaching the hyper-threading threshold because of interference, especially for higher skewness: using 32 threads achieves $22.8 \times$ better performance for $\theta = 0.8$, and $16.9 \times$ for $\theta = 0.95$.

For writes (Figure 15(b)), besides from hyper-threading interference, having more contention also causes more conflicts between transactions, and hence higher abort rates. For instance, the abort rate at 32 threads for $\theta = 0.8$ is 4.8%, whereas for $\theta = 0.95$ is 27.6%. The result is that vMVCC’s...
throughput with 32 threads is 11.7× that of a single thread for \( \theta = 0.8 \) and 9.9× for \( \theta = 0.95 \).

The results show that vMVCC’s performance scales with the number of cores even for workloads of high contention.

7 Related work

vMVCC is the first formally verified MVCC-based system, but builds on prior work on formal verification and specification of transactions, as we now discuss.

Verified systems. The closest related work to vMVCC is GoTxn [6], a verified transaction library that uses 2PL for concurrency control. GoTxn stores data durably to disk and uses the verified GoJournal [5] journaling system to provide crash atomicity. vMVCC uses a more sophisticated concurrency control plan (MVCC), which allows it to achieve high performance for long-running read-only transactions, while GoTxn uses standard 2PL which does not perform well with long-running readers. vMVCC also implements and verifies sophisticated optimizations, such as strictly increasing RDTSC-based timestamps, which are not present in GoTxn.

Malecha et al. [28] verified a simple relational database, focusing on SQL queries, the relational data model, and the use of B+-trees on disk. These issues are complementary to the focus of vMVCC, which targets handling concurrent transactions using sophisticated concurrency control protocols and low-level optimizations.

Prophecy variables. Abadi and Lamport [1] first proposed prophecy variables as a proof technique to establish refinement mappings between state machines. Jung et al. [18] later integrated it in a Hoare-style program logic. Prior work using prophecy variables is mostly focused on verification of protocols and small examples of data structures and algorithms, such as RDCSS, the Herlihy-Wing queue [18], and the atomic snapshot algorithm [24].

In this paper, we apply prophecy variables in a sophisticated transaction library. We use prophecy variables to make more elaborate predictions about the behavior of transactions, including what data they read and write, and we demonstrate that prophecy variables are useful for reasoning about transactions.

Framework for specifying and verifying transactions.

Lesani et al. [25] develop a framework for verifying software transactional memory systems and apply it to the NOrec transactional memory algorithm [9]. NOrec uses a form of OCC, in which transactions check whether they have been invalidated by conflicts writes during commit time. As with 2PL, NOrec transaction’s linearization point occurs during commit, and hence does not appear to require prophecy variables in its proof.

vMVCC uses logically atomic triples to specify transactions, instead of classical serializability and linearizability definitions [15] that are based on trace equivalence (e.g., as used by GoTxn). This makes it easier to verify clients of a transaction library by proving Hoare triples about code running inside of the transaction library. Prior work has similarly found it useful to introduce alternate specifications for transactions and serializability in the context of formal verification. The Push/Pull model [20] provides a set of primitive operations which can be used to describe a variety of transactions. Any system that can be decomposed into these operations is guaranteed to be serializable. C4 [26] is a framework that supports verifying transactional objects, that is, concurrent data structures that allow chaining multiple operations together in an atomic transaction. The framework supports composing transactional objects as components of a higher-level transactional object.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented vMVCC, the first MVCC-based transaction library with a machine-checked proof of correctness. A key challenge in verifying vMVCC lies in reasoning about the linearization of transactions under MVCC, where the linearization point occurs before the transaction body actually runs. vMVCC addressed this challenge by using prophecy variables to speculate whether upcoming transactions are going to commit, and what values they are going to write, thereby allowing vMVCC to state and prove a simple yet general specification for its top-level transaction interface using logical atomicity. vMVCC incorporates further low-level optimizations, such as using RDTSC to generate strictly increasing transaction IDs, with corresponding proofs of correctness, to achieve high performance. An evaluation demonstrated that, for a range of YCSB and TPC-C workloads, vMVCC’s throughput is 25–96% of the throughput of Silo, a state-of-the-art unverified system; that vMVCC benefits from MVCC to achieve good performance for long-running read-only transactions compared to two-phase locking; and that vMVCC’s low-level optimizations are important for achieving high performance. At the same time, vMVCC’s proof effort—13× as many lines of proof as lines of code—is on par with other verified concurrent systems.
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Abstract

Serverless computing has become a popular cloud computing paradigm. By default, when a serverless function fails, the serverless platform re-executes the function to tolerate the failure. However, such a retry-based approach requires functions to be idempotent, which means that functions should expose the same behavior regardless of retries. This requirement is challenging for developers, especially when functions are stateful. Failures may cause functions to repeatedly read and update shared states, potentially corrupting data consistency.

This paper presents Flux, the first toolkit that automatically verifies the idempotence of serverless applications. It proposes a new correctness definition, idempotence consistency, which stipulates that a serverless function’s retry is transparent to users. To verify idempotence consistency, Flux defines a novel property, idempotence simulation, which decomposes the proof for a concurrent serverless application into the reasoning of individual functions. Furthermore, Flux extends existing verification techniques to realize automated reasoning, enabling Flux to identify idempotence-violating operations and fix them with existing log-based methods.

We demonstrate the efficacy of Flux with 27 representative serverless applications. Flux has successfully identified previously unknown issues in 12 applications. Developers have confirmed 8 issues. Compared to state-of-the-art systems (namely Beldi and Boki) that log every operation, Flux achieves up to 6× lower latency and 10× higher peak throughput, as it logs only the identified idempotence-violating ones.

1 Introduction

A serverless application typically comprises a collection of functions, which may be stateful. For example, they may communicate with each other through a shared database. Major serverless platforms generally support the stateful model, such as AWS [17], Microsoft [59], and Google [36]. Platforms generally employ a retry-based fault tolerance mechanism for stateful applications — they automatically retry a function in case of an unexpected error [18, 35, 57].

However, this mechanism mandates developers to write idempotent applications that produce consistent results irrespective of the number of retries. In a sequential system that invokes functions sequentially, developers can reason about each function independently. However, a concurrent system can invoke functions simultaneously. Therefore, developers must consider all possible interleavings of concurrent functions, making it challenging to write idempotent applications.

This paper presents Flux, the first toolkit that automatically verifies the idempotence of concurrent serverless applications. Building such a toolkit posed several challenges. First, a formal idempotence definition for concurrent systems is desired but currently missing. Second, automated verification requires examining all possible interleavings of concurrent serverless functions with arbitrary failures, which is prohibitively expensive. Third, for non-idempotent applications, the toolkit should accurately identify the code that corrupts idempotence, enabling developers to fix the issues.

To overcome the first challenge, we propose a novel idempotence definition for concurrent systems — idempotence consistency. A serverless application is idempotence-consistent if, for any observable behavior of an execution with retries, there exists another execution without retries that can produce the same behavior. Achieving idempotence consistency makes clients unaware of retries during execution (Section 3). Unlike alternative idempotence conditions, such as exactly-once execution [45, 73], idempotence consistency offers greater flexibility. An idempotence-consistent application does not necessarily ensure exactly-once execution of all database operations.

To tackle the second challenge, we propose idempotence simulation to realize compositional proof, which enables proving the idempotence consistency of an application by verifying each function individually. For each function, Flux verifies that every possible execution with retries has a corresponding retry-free execution that can simulate it (Section 4). Existing work [66] can realize automated verification in a sequential system by comparing the execution results when retries happen with the results without retries. However, in a concurrent system, verification requires modeling the con-
current environment to account for the side effects of running multiple functions concurrently. Unfortunately, existing modeling approaches are not fully automated as they ask developers for hints, such as invariants [40, 60] and rely conditions [47, 53]. In contrast, Flux automates the generation of rely conditions and other hints. Additionally, Flux proposes failure reduction to avoid enumerating all failure cases.

To help fix idempotence issues, Flux can identify idempotence-violating operations whose re-execution corrupts idempotence consistency. Developers can use logs to ensure exactly-once execution semantics for these operations rather than all operations via existing mechanisms [45, 73].

We evaluate Flux on 27 representative serverless applications with 79 functions. These applications are from various sources, such as the AWS serverless application repository [3], a GitHub repository (10.9k stars) [9], popular serverless benchmarks [8, 10], and applications commonly used in papers about serverless computing [5, 6]. Flux successfully identifies previously unknown idempotence issues in 12 applications. Compared to state-of-the-art systems (namely Beldi [73] and Boki [45]) that log all operations, Flux achieves up to 6× lower latency and 10× higher peak throughput, as it logs only identified idempotence-violating operations.

Nevertheless, Flux still has several limitations. First, although we design it for stateful serverless functions, its assumption that states only include data in NoSQL databases restricts its applicability to storage systems of other types. We need to model the semantics of other storage systems carefully. Second, our verification method is sound but incomplete since Flux cannot handle certain serverless functions, such as functions having certain types of unbounded loops. Last, Flux currently supports only Java applications since we build Flux based on a symbolic execution engine for Java applications [61]. Despite these limitations, we believe that Flux takes an important step towards enabling verification for idempotence consistency of serverless functions.

## 2 Motivation and Our Approach

### Why Need Idempotence?

The concept of idempotence is crucial for applications that rely on retry-based methods to tolerate failures. Without idempotence, re-executing failed computations may result in unexpected side effects, causing severe correctness issues [42, 48, 64, 67]. With the emergence of serverless computing, idempotence has become a significant requirement for serverless applications. However, this requirement poses a challenge when serverless functions run concurrently and are stateful, placing a substantial burden on using serverless platforms [44, 69, 73].

We use an example in Figure 1 to illustrate why re-executing a non-idempotent application can cause issues. This is an example derived from a real-world e-commerce web application, Spree [68]. The `payment` function atomically checks the customer’s balance and deducts the price with a discount rate using a conditional update API (line 4). This method needs to create a receipt accordingly (line 9). Meanwhile, the `adaptDiscount` function changes the discount for a specific product, which the seller typically invokes.

Suppose a failure occurs after `payment` deducts the price from the customer’s balance at line 4 but before it creates a new receipt at line 9. Consider the sequential execution of `payment` without concurrency. If the platform re-executes this function after the failure, the function will deduct the price twice from the customer’s balance. One possible solution to ensure idempotence is to log the conditional update operation. Additionally, it is necessary to log the execution of `generateId`, as `localTime` returns different values on retry. These logs can ensure that the function will not re-execute `update` (line 4) and `generateId` (line 6) on retry, which will always return the same value as the first execution. The solution is enough to provide idempotence under the sequential scenario.

However, the above solution does not work when `payment` runs concurrently with `adaptDiscount`. For example, suppose `adaptDiscount` changes the discount after `payment` fails at line 4 but before its re-execution. Then, `payment` would have deducted the price with the old discount but created a new receipt with the new discount, which poses an inconsistency between the customer’s balance and the corresponding receipt. Figure 2 shows the specific interleaving. Flux aims to automatically find the correct logging strategy under both

### Figure 1: A simplified e-commerce serverless application with two functions. When balance in the database is greater than or equal to total (get(total) is true), cond_update (line 4) decreases balance by total (inc(-total)) and returns true. Otherwise, it returns false. The `generateId` function (line 6) returns a receipt identifier. The `isValid` function (line 13) returns true iff `percent` is between 0 and 100.

```java
1 void payment(productId, userId, price) {
2     discount := get("Discount", productId);
3     total := price - discount;
4     success := cond_update("Balance", userId, inc(-total), gte(total));
5     receiptId := generateId(userId, productId, localTime());
6     if(success) {
7         put("Receipt", receiptId, total);
8     }
9     return;
10 }
11
12 void adaptDiscount(productId, userId, price) {
13     percent := get("Discount", productId);
14     discount := 1.0 - percent / 100.0;
15     if(isValid(percent)) {
16         return;
17     }
18     discount := 1.0 - percent / 100.0;
19     put("Discount", productId, discount);
20 }
```

### Figure 2: The concurrent execution of `payment` and `adaptDiscount` in Figure 1.
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When defining idempotence for serverless applications, we should consider what kind of execution with retries is acceptable. The intuitive requirement is that clients should be unaware of retries. This requirement enables us to define acceptable execution with retries in terms of normal execution without retries. For instance, the executions with a retry in Figure 3b and Figure 3a are both acceptable because they are equivalent to the normal execution in Figure 3c. However, the execution in Figure 2 is unacceptable because we cannot find an equivalent normal execution for it. The normal concurrent execution of payment with adaptDiscount will never deduct “8” from the balance but record “6” in the receipt. Therefore, determining whether an application is idempotent requires checking whether any possible execution with retries is acceptable.

### Verification of Idempotence

Several frameworks for verifying storage systems also prove the idempotence of recovery functions [23, 24, 27, 28, 66]. Specifically, the resulting state of the recovery should be consistent even if the system fails during recovery and retries the recovery function many times. The work based on Crash Hoare Logic [23, 24, 27, 28] verifies idempotence by proving that the crash condition of the recovery function always implies its precondition. Developers need to specify both pre and crash conditions manually. The push-button verification approach [66] frees developers from such a proof burden by automatically verifying recovery functions with SMT solvers. However, all such methods assume that the recovery procedure is sequential. Verifying the idempotence of concurrent functions is still missing.

To prove the idempotence of concurrent functions, we use compositional proof techniques. The fundamental idea is to break down the verification of an application’s idempotence into verifying each function individually. However, the main challenge is defining the property that needs verification for each function, which can facilitate compositional proof. Besides, modeling the behavior of other concurrent function instances also poses a challenge. Existing methods typically use invariants [60] or rely conditions [47, 53] to model the concurrent environment. Invariants describe the properties of the system state that persist during concurrent execution, while rely conditions depict how other concurrent functions can change the system state. Unfortunately, developers must explicitly specify all of them. We need to infer invariants or rely conditions automatically for automated verification.

### Our Approach

To define idempotence, we propose a new consistency model called idempotence consistency (Section 3). An execution with retries is acceptable if there exists another normal execution without retries that can exhibit the same observable behavior (e.g., Figure 3b). An application is idempotence-consistent if all possible executions with retries are acceptable. To verify idempotence consistency, we propose idempotence simulation (Section 4), which extends traditional forward simulation [55] and enables compositional proof for idempotence consistency. Specifically, the verification process tries to find a mapping from each step during the execution with retries to n steps during the execution without retries such that the single step and the n steps exhibit the same observable behavior.
Figure 4: The architecture of Flux.

Figure 5: The pseudocode simulating random failures and retries of a function \( f \). BEGIN is a label at the beginning of \( f \).

```
1 bool retry := random();
2 if(retry)
3   reset_local_state();
5 goto BEGIN;
6 }
```

Figure 4 shows the components of Flux. First, developers provide the source code of a serverless application for Flux. Then, Flux checks each function individually to reason about idempotence simulation (Section 5). If all functions pass verification, the application is idempotence-consistent. If not, advisor identifies operations that corrupt idempotence consistency based on the results of the verifier (Section 6). Developers can use existing logging mechanisms to ensure exactly-once semantics of such operations. Compared with logging all operations pessimistically, Flux guarantees idempotence while reducing unnecessary protection overhead.

3 Idempotence Consistency

Idempotence consistency requires that each execution with retries should have the same observable behavior as another execution without retries. To formally define idempotence consistency, Flux uses an automaton to model the concurrent execution of functions. An automaton includes system states and a set of steps. Each step \( (S, e, S') \) represents a state transition from state \( S \) to \( S' \), which triggers an event \( e \) observable to clients (e.g., a function invocation). Note that some steps may not produce events because they are not observable to clients.

System State. The system state consists of the shared state and the local state of each function instance. In scenarios where functions use a NoSQL database, the shared state \( D \) constitutes a collection of key-value pairs stored persistently in databases. Given an instance executing a function, its local state includes the invocation arguments, the local variables, the return value, and the next program statement to execute. The start system state only contains the shared state because the platform has not invoked any functions at the beginning.

Event. An automaton may produce an event during each state transition, which is observable to clients. In the context of serverless functions, Flux considers three types of events: function invocation events, function response events, and third-party service events. When creating a new instance \( f_{id}(\text{args}) \) to run the serverless function \( f \), the automaton produces an invocation event \( (f_{id}, \text{inv(args)}) \). When the instance \( f_{id} \) finishes its execution and successfully responds to clients with the value \( v \), it produces a response event \( (f_{id}, \text{resp}(v)) \). When the serverless function requests a third-party service \( s \), it produces a third-party service event \( (id_s, args, ret) \). The \( args \) and \( ret \) represent parameters and return values, respectively. An automaton produces such events when a service has side effects, which developers must explicitly specify.

Client-Observable Behavior. The client-observable behavior of an execution includes all events generated during the execution and the final shared state observable by clients. The events include function invocation, response, and third-party service events. We use \( \langle H, D \rangle \) to denote the client-observable behavior, where \( H \) represents the event sequence generated by the automaton throughout the execution, and \( D \) is the shared state reached after the execution.

Given a function set \( F \), to model the execution of functions in \( F \) under failure, we rely on the following failure model and star operator.

Failure Model. Flux assumes that failure can occur at any time during the execution of an instance. The failure of individual instances does not affect the persistent shared state or individual local states of other instances. Furthermore, when the platform retries an instance, it retains the same identifier and arguments, generating no invocation events.

Star Operator. Given a function \( f \), \( F^* \) denotes a function synthesized by inserting a code fragment after every statement. When random failures and retries occur during a function’s execution, the platform will re-initialize the local state and re-execute the function from the first statement (without retry events). The code fragment (Figure 5) simulates random failures by resetting the local state and simulates retries by jumping to the beginning of \( f \). \( F^* \) is a function set synthesized by applying the star operator to each function in \( F \).

Based on the above concepts, Flux is able to define idempotence consistency as the relationship between two automata. It means that \( F \) allows all possible client-observable behaviors for the automaton of \( F^* \).

Definition 1 (Idempotence Consistency) For any start system state \( S \) and any step sequence of the automaton executing \( F^* \) from \( S \), if the step sequence results in the client-observable behavior \( \langle H, D \rangle \), then there always exists another step sequence of the automaton executing \( F \) from \( S \) such that it also results in \( \langle H, D \rangle \).

4 Proof Strategy

Using compositional proof techniques [52–54, 76], Flux automatically verifies the idempotence consistency of serverless applications. The fundamental idea is to simplify the proof of a concurrent program by reasoning about each of its components separately. Several existing approaches utilize compositional proof to verify the correctness of concurrent programs, such as RGSim [53], AtomFS [76], and Armada [54].
However, the primary difference between Flux and existing approaches is that existing approaches require human experts to aid the proof, such as manually specifying the correctness definition or modeling program behavior under concurrency. Flux, on the other hand, performs entirely automated verification without human intervention.

Preliminary. Flux adopts compositional proof techniques, verifying a concurrent program by checking each component individually rather than enumerating all possible interleavings. For instance, when verifying a concurrent stack implementation [52], programmers only need to separately consider the correctness of push and pop functions under concurrency. To perform compositional proof, programmers first need to manually specify each component’s expected behavior (e.g., specifications for push and pop functions). Second, programmers should carefully craft the pre- and post-conditions of each statement, which are propositions describing the system state before and after executing the statement. The verification goal is that when the start system state satisfies the pre-condition of the first statement, the system state after executing the component must satisfy the post-condition of the last statement under concurrency. Note that other concurrent threads can simultaneously modify the system state. Therefore, to consider all possible execution results, pre- and post-conditions must cover all possible system states before and after executing a statement. Developers need to prove that the pre- and post-conditions are stable under concurrency, which means they always hold irrespective of how other concurrent functions simultaneously modify the system state. Finally, to verify the stability of pre- and post-conditions, programmers must manually define a rely condition \( R \), which describes the state transition made by other concurrent threads. \( R \) is a relation of system states. Each \((S, S') \in R\) indicates that other concurrent threads might change the current state \( S \) to \( S' \). In the example of the stack, the rely condition specifies the impact of concurrent push and pop operations on the global linked list that represents the stack. We can define it as \( \{(\ell, \ell') | ((\exists v. \ell' = \text{PUSH}(\ell, v)) \lor (\ell = \text{POP}(\ell)))\} \). \( \ell \) represents the state of the linked list, while \( \ell' \) is the new state after applying the operations of \( \text{PUSH}(\ell, v) \) or \( \text{POP}(\ell) \).

4.1 Idempotence Simulation

Instead of manually crafting the specification, Flux introduces a new correctness definition — idempotence simulation. A serverless function \( f \) satisfies idempotence simulation if there exists a forward simulation [55] between \( f^* \) and \( f \) under the same rely condition \( R \). The forward simulation means that from the same start shared state with the same invocation argument, each step of executing \( f^* \) has zero or multiple corresponding steps of executing \( f \) that can simulate it. If a step \( s \) of \( f^* \) changes the shared state \( D \) to \( D' \) and produces an event \( e \), a step sequence \( s_1, \ldots, s_g \) of \( f \) can simulate it if and only if carrying out these steps sequentially from \( D \) also reaches \( D' \) and produces \( e \). Note that idempotence simulation does not only consider the shared state reached by executing the current instance but also \( D \) reached by executing other concurrent instances according to \( R \). Flux differs from previous verification frameworks [23, 24, 27, 28, 66] that focus on the idempotence of sequential functions by considering intermediate states. This difference is significant because, in a concurrent setting, these intermediate states may be externally observable.

Given a function set \( F \), Flux decomposes the proof of idempotence consistency into reasoning about the idempotence simulation of every function \( f \) in \( F \) based on the following theorem. \( f^* \sqsubseteq_R f \) means that for any start shared state and invocation argument, there exists a forward simulation between \( f^* \) and \( f \) under the same rely condition \( R \).

\textbf{Theorem 1} Given a function set \( F \), if each function \( f \) in \( F \) satisfies idempotence simulation, then \( F \) satisfies idempotence consistency, denoted as the predicate \text{idem}(F).

\((\forall f \in F. \exists R. f^* \sqsubseteq_R f) \rightarrow \text{idem}(F)\).

Appendix A presents the formal proof of Theorem 1. We only illustrate its intuition as follows. Existing work [53] based on rely conditions has proposed methods to prove that the specification can exhibit all possible observable behaviors of the implementation. When proving idempotence consistency, we observe that we can treat \( f^* \) as the implementation and \( F \) as its specification. Then we can utilize the compositional proof technique in the existing work to verify idempotence consistency. An important fact is that the steps of implementation consist of the steps from each component, while the specification of the implementation consists of the specification of each component. Therefore, the existing work proves that for each component and its specification, each step of the component has zero or multiple steps of the specification that can simulate it under the rely condition \( R \). Then the verifier can compose the proof for each component to imply that each step of the implementation always exhibits the observable behavior allowed by its specification. In the scenario of idempotence consistency, we treat each serverless function \( f^* \) as the component. Then we can treat \( f \) as the specification for \( f^* \). Based on the observation, Flux defines idempotence simulation as the forward simulation between \( f^* \) and \( f \), which can imply idempotence consistency.

4.2 Automated Concurrency Reasoning

To verify the program with compositional proof, existing approaches [52–54, 76] require programmers to manually define the pre- and post-condition of each statement, as well as the rely condition for concurrent state transitions. The cause of the need for manual effort is that different definitions of correctness usually require different pre-, post-, and rely conditions. Programmers need to deeply understand the definition of correctness to find and specify the appropriate conditions.

However, idempotence consistency presents a unified correctness definition for stateful serverless functions, establish-
ing an opportunity to generate pre-, post- and rely conditions automatically. These conditions capture the potential concurrent accesses to the shared database state and describe the state transition on each access. Flux accomplishes this with symbolic execution. To reduce the complexity of analysis, Flux models the semantics of each API as a sequence of atomic read operations or atomic write operations on a set of key-value pairs, as most serverless platforms use NoSQL databases with key-value interfaces [16, 34, 58]. Then, it can symbolically execute all functions and check the parameters of issued database operations to analyze the data in the shared state that functions can access. Section 5 will depict more details.

Flux identifies three types of rely conditions.

- **Read-only**: all concurrent accesses to a specific key-value pair are read operations. Flux formalizes this type of rely condition as \( \{ D[k] = v, D'[k] = v \} \), which means before and after the access, the value \( v \) indexed by \( k \) in the database keeps unchanged.

- **Arbitrary update**: functions could update the data in the database to arbitrary values. Flux formalizes this type of rely condition as \( \{ \exists v_1. D[k] = v_1, \exists v_2. D'[k] = v_2 \} \).

- **Constant update**: functions will update the specific key-value pair to only a constant value. Flux formalizes this type of rely condition as \( \{ \exists v_1. D[k] = v_1, D'[k] = c \} \), where \( c \) is the constant value.

Flux constructs pre- and post-conditions in the Floyd-Hoare style (“\( P C(Q) \)”). \( C \) is the next program statement to execute. \( P \) is the pre-condition before executing \( C \), while \( Q \) is the post-condition after the execution. If \( C \) is the first statement of the function, then \( P \) is true. Flux adopts the following rules to automatically generate the pre- and post-conditions according to the semantics of \( C \) and different rely conditions:

- \( \{ P \} \text{put}(k,c)\{ P \land (D[k]=c) \} \): if the rely condition specifies that all concurrent updates are constant updates with a constant value of \( c \), then \( D[k] \) will always be \( c \) after executing \( \text{put}(k,c) \).

- \( \{ P \} \text{get}(k)\{ P \land (D[k]=v) \} \): if the rely condition specifies that all concurrent accesses to \( k \) are read operations, then the value of \( D[k] \) should be exactly \( v \) which is the return value of the \( \text{get} \) operation in \( C \).

- \( \{ P \} \text{if}(P_1(v)\{ P \land P_1(D[k]) \}) \): suppose \( C \) is a branch statement based on \( P_1(v) \), and \( v \) is the value read from the database, indexed by \( k \). The post-condition is \( P \land P_1(D[k]) \) if \( D[k] \) satisfies one of the following requirements according to rely condition: 1) \( D[k] \) is read-only; 2) functions can update \( D[k] \) to a constant value \( c \) such that \( P_1(c) \) is true.

- \( \{ P \} \text{C}(P) \): in the other cases, the post-condition is the same as the pre-condition, which is stable.

### 4.3 Unbounded Loop

Another challenge in automated verification involves dealing with functions that contain unbounded loops. A loop is unbounded when its maximum number of iterations is not constant. Existing approaches require that programmers manually specify loop invariants to handle unbounded loops. However, previous works have shown that finding a proper loop invariant is challenging [19, 33]. Flux reasons about unbounded loops without requiring loop invariants. The following paragraphs provide the details in two cases:

**Case 1.** The operations in the unbounded loop do not modify the shared state in the database. For this case, Flux treats the entire unbounded loop as an uninterpreted function [12], which is a symbolic function and may return arbitrary values. Specifically, Flux derives a new function \( g \) from the original function \( f \) by replacing the unbounded loop with an uninterpreted function. Then, Flux directly reasons the idempotence simulation for \( g \) instead of \( f \).

**Case 2.** The operations in the unbounded loop may modify the shared state. Flux addresses this type of unbounded loop with Theorem 2, which requires that the parameters of the write operations in such unbounded loops must remain the same between normal execution and retry. For convenience, Flux represents a function with an unbounded loop as \( \{ C_1; L; C_2 \} \), where \( L \) is the unbounded loop. \( C_1 \) denotes all code before the loop, and \( C_2 \) denotes all code after the loop. \( B_L \) denotes the loop body of \( L \). We present the theorem as follows. Appendix C provides the formal proof and an example of applying the theorem.

**Theorem 2** Given a function \( f \) with the unbounded loop in case 2, \( f \) satisfies idempotence simulation if the number of iterations of the loop \( L \) remains unchanged on retry, and \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \) and \( B_L \) can satisfy the following requirements: 1) They all satisfy idempotence simulation; 2) Their inputs do not change on retry; 3) They will not affect the shared state on retry once the function has successfully executed them.

### 4.4 Failure Reduction

The platform may re-execute a function an arbitrary number of times. It is impossible to verify idempotence simulation if we enumerate all possible failure cases, which yields infinite possible executions. Instead, we prove that it is sufficient to verify a function only by examining the executions satisfying two conditions, as stated in the following theorem.

**Theorem 3** For any function set \( F \), if each function \( f \in F \) satisfies idempotence simulation under the following two conditions: 1) failure happens only after statements modifying the shared state, and 2) failure occurs at most once, then each function \( f \in F \) also satisfies idempotence simulation under arbitrary failure and retries.

This result (i.e., failure reduction) mitigates the challenge of proving idempotence simulation with infinite failure. It
transforms the problem of examining executions with infinite failure into the problem of reasoning about executions with finite failure. Moreover, it maintains the soundness of the verification, signifying that Flux does not overlook any idempotence issues.

The intuition behind the first condition is that a statement that does not modify the shared state lacks side effects if a failure occurs after it. Because the failure effectively renders the result of the statement invisible to clients and the following code. Therefore, when the failure occurs, it appears as if the function instance never executed the statement.

The second condition is correct and ensures soundness. We formalize its correctness based on the following concepts. Given a function \( f \), \( f^n \) denotes the function whose number of re-execution is not more than \( n \) times \((n \geq 0)\). We can construct \( f^n \) by inserting the code fragment in Figure 6 after every statement of \( f \). The global variable hasretried is initially zero, which indicates the number of retries that have occurred. We can simulate \( n \) retries for \( f^n \) by setting the constant \( LIMIT \) to \( n \). The correctness of the second condition follows from the following theorem. Appendix B presents the formal proof.

**Theorem 4** Given a function \( f \) in \( F \), if the execution of \( f \) can simulate \( f^1 \) under concurrency, then for any \( n \geq 1 \), the execution of \( f \) can simulate \( f^n \) under concurrency.

\[
(\exists R. f^1 \subseteq_R f) \rightarrow (\forall n \geq 1. \exists R. f^n \subseteq_R f).
\]

Compared to Yggdrasil [66], which assumes that failure happens only once when verifying the idempotence of sequential recovery procedures, Flux targets a different setting — concurrent vs. sequential. Yggdrasil proves that if the execution with one retry produces the same system state and return value as the retry-free execution, then the execution with arbitrary times of retries also produces the same system state and return value. This approach ignores intermediate system states. It only considers the system state and return value when the function finishes because intermediate system states for sequential functions are not observable to clients. However, under concurrency, we should consider intermediate system states. We need to define and prove failure reduction based on simulation relation \( \subseteq_R \).

5 Implementation

Flux builds a verifier to automatically verify idempotence simulation for each function based on failure reduction. It models the execution of a function with symbolic traces generated by symbolic execution. Each trace represents a feasible execution path and records the path condition, events, and database operations. The verifier can only handle Java applications because Flux builds the verifier by extending a symbolic execution engine for Java [61]. However, our definition and verification method for idempotence consistency is not specific to any particular programming language.

When functions invoke third-party services, Flux mandates that developers explicitly indicate whether these services have side effects. In particular, developers provide a vector of service names and a corresponding bit vector, where each bit indicates whether the corresponding service has side effects. For instance, developers should annotate the random function with a “0” since it has no side effects, whereas developers should annotate the print function with a “1”.

Next, Flux handles unbounded loops by first converting functions into abstract syntax trees (ASTs) and identifying unbounded loops within them. Then, Flux replaces each unbounded loop that does not modify the shared state with an uninterpreted function. It further identifies all variables modified within the loop and assigns the return value of the uninterpreted function to these variables. For each unbounded loop that modifies the shared state, Flux partitions the code into three parts via ASTs and checks them (Section 4.3).

**Algorithm 1: Workflow of the Verifier**

```plaintext
1 Input: A function set \( F \), a function \( f \in F \), a string vector services of the names of services, and a bit vector bv indicating whether each service has side effects.
2 Output: The verification result of \( f \).
3 Verify\((F, f, \text{services}, \text{bv})\):
4   \( \mathcal{R} := \text{GenRelyCond}(F) \)
5   \( \mathcal{T} := \text{TracesNoRetry}(\mathcal{R}, \text{services}, \text{bv}) \)
6   \( \mathcal{T}_r := \text{TracesWithRetry}(\mathcal{R}, \text{services}, \text{bv}) \)
7   foreach \( (t, pc) \in \mathcal{T} \):
8      if \( -\text{HasSimulatedTrace}(t, pc, \mathcal{T}_r) \) then
9         return false
10    return true
11 HasSimulatedTrace\((t, pc), \mathcal{T}_r\) :
12   foreach \( (t, pc) \in \mathcal{T}_r \):
13      if \( \text{CheckSimulation}(t, pc, t, pc) \) then
14         return true
15      return false
```

Algorithm 1 shows the verification algorithm. The goal is to prove the simulation relation between \( f^1 \) defined in Section 4.4 and \( f \). First, GenRelyCond generates the rely condition \( \mathcal{R} \) symbolically executing all functions in \( F \). Based on \( \mathcal{R} \), TracesNoRetry generates all possible symbolic traces \( T \) for \( f \) via another symbolic execution. TracesWithRetry returns all possible symbolic traces \( T \) for \( f \). Then, for every trace \( t \in T \), HasSimulatedTrace checks whether there exists a trace in \( T \) that can simulate \( t \). The initial path condition of symbolic execution is true, which does not contain any constraints on database states and function arguments. Therefore, if Flux can find a retry-free trace for each trace \( t \), the retry-free trace is feasible, and the idempotence simulation holds for any possible database states and arguments.
5.1 Generating Symbolic Traces

Each trace is an ordered list with a path condition. Every list element includes the following fields: step id, event, database operation, and the post-condition after the step. The step id identifies the atomic step causing state transition. The event produced by the step has a type, some arguments, and a return value, which are symbolic expressions or constants. Flux considers three types of events for the execution of a serverless function: function invocation, function response, and third-party services with side effects. Developers specify whether a third-party service has side effects via the bit vector bv in Algorithm 1 (line 3). The fields of the operation include the type (optype), the argument (oparg), and the result of the operation (opret), where oparg and opret are symbolic expressions or constants. As described in Section 4.2, Flux models the semantics of each API as a sequence of read or write operations. Post-conditions can help model the return value of read operations. For example, Di[k]=c implies that the results of the subsequent read operations on k must be c. Flux adds these propositions about return values of read operations to the path condition.

GenRelyCond(F) symbolically executes all functions in F and returns the rely condition R. As illustrated in Section 4.2, Flux identifies three kinds of data. If an operation modifies the data indexed by a symbolic key, Flux assumes that the operation can change arbitrary data in the database. If an operation writes a symbolic value into the data, Flux uses the path condition to infer whether it is a constant or an arbitrary value. Users can also annotate that some variables in a serverless function are unique. That means other concurrent instances cannot access the data indexed by these unique variables. For example, developers can annotate receiptId in Figure 1 to be unique to indicate that other concurrent instances cannot write the receipt created by the current instance.

5.2 Checking Idempotence Simulation

Algorithm 2: Checking Idempotence Simulation

```
CheckSimulation(G, pc, t, pc):
1    premise := pc ∧ pc:
2    pass := CheckWithPremise(G, t, premise)
3    return pass
4
5    CheckWithPremise(G, t, premise):
6    if premise.empty() then
7        return true
8        step := s, subtrace(0, 1)
9        foreach n from 0 to t.size() - 1:
10       nsteps := t.size(0, n)
11       pass := CheckStep(step, nsteps, premise)
12       if !pass then
13           continue
14       next_premise := UpdatePremise(step, nsteps, premise)
15       next_s := t.size(1, t.size())
16       next_t := t.size(n + 1, t.size())
17       pass := CheckWithPremise(next_s, next_t, next_premise)
18       if pass then
19           return true
20       return false
```

CheckSimulation in Algorithm 2 determines if two traces, \( t_r \) from \( f^1 \) and \( t \) from \( f \), satisfy the idempotence simulation. Their associated path conditions are \( pc_r \) and \( pc \). Specifically, CheckSimulation tries to construct a mapping from every step in \( t_r \) to \( n \) (\( n \geq 0 \)) steps in \( t \) such that the \( n \) steps can simulate the single step. The existence of such a step mapping can imply idempotence simulation.

CheckWithPremise recursively checks all possible step mappings. It first uses CheckStep (Line 12) to check if the \( n \) steps in \( t \) (nsteps) can simulate the first step in \( t_r \) (step). If the check fails, it increases \( n \) to enumerate other possible mappings. Otherwise, it continues to check the subsequent steps in \( t_r \) in a recursive way (Line 18). To reason the simulation between step and nsteps, CheckStep requires that the write operations in step and nsteps result in the same database state. It means that every write operation in nsteps should have the same parameters as the write operation in step under the proposition of premise, where premise is the conjunction of the path conditions associated with \( t \) and \( t_r \). Specifically, two symbolic parameters, \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), are equivalent under premise if \( premise \rightarrow (p_1 = p_2) \) is true. Flux leverages an SMT solver to check this first-order logic formula. If step does not record any write operations, nsteps should also contain no write operations. Besides, when step has an event, such as invoking a third-party service with side effects and function response, Flux requires that nsteps contains the same event. After the check succeeds, Flux updates premise with UpdatePremise, which maintains the relations among symbolic variables. UpdatePremise has three parameters, including step, nsteps, and premise. If operations in step and nsteps read the data indexed by the same key in databases, UpdatePremise adds a proposition to premise that these operations return the same value. Otherwise, it does nothing.

Algorithm 2 enumerates all possible mappings, which introduces heavy verification burdens. Flux proposes a heuristic algorithm based on the observation that \( f^1 \) and \( f \) are almost the same, except that the platform may re-execute \( f^1 \). Thus, for each step \( s_i \) of \( f^1 \) before the retry, Flux tries to map it to the \( i \)th step \( s_i \) of \( f \). For each step \( s_j \) of \( f \) after the retry, if \( f^1 \) has executed \( s_j \) before the retry, then Flux maps it to a nop step, a step that does nothing. Otherwise, it maps \( s_j \) to a step \( s_k \) in \( f \) such that \( s_k \) can simulate \( s_j \). This only constructs and checks one mapping instead of enumerating all possible mappings, which may miss the correct mapping. If the constructed mapping does not work, Flux will randomly sample other mappings to reduce false positives. However, the method causes no false positives in the evaluation.

Example. After logging all operations except for the put operation, the payment function will have no idempotence issues. We also need to log generatedId, which always returns the same value on retry. First, GenRelyCond(F) returns a rely condition that other concurrent function instances can arbitrarily change balance and discount in the database because
the function writes them by symbolic values. Second, Figure 7 shows that \( t_r \) is a symbolic trace produced by retrying \( \text{payment} \) after it generates \( \text{receiptId} \), while \( t \) is a symbolic trace produced without retries. Since Flux models \( \text{update} \) (line 4) as a read and a write operation executed atomically, there is no arrow between them. The post-conditions in traces are true. Third, Algorithm 2 finds a proper mapping from every step in \( t_r \) to \( n \) steps in \( t \) and returns true. According to the heuristic algorithm in the previous paragraph, there are three steps in \( t_r \) before the retry. Flux maps each of them to one step in \( t \), accordingly. For instance, the first step in \( t_r \) corresponds to executing \( \text{get} \) (line 2). Flux maps it to the first step in \( t \), corresponding to the execution of \( \text{get} \) (line 2). The last step in \( t_r \) corresponds to the \( \text{put} \) (line 9) executed in the first execution of \( \text{payment} \). Thus, Flux maps this step to a nop step. The first step in \( t \) can simulate the first step in \( t_r \) because they do not modify the database state and produce no events. Since the start database states of the two steps are the same, the return values of their read operations are the same, which means \( \text{discount1}=\text{discount2} \). The second step in \( t \) can simulate the second step in \( t_r \) because they change balance to the same value with no events. Due to a similar reason, the third step in \( t \) can simulate the third step in \( t_r \). Because of logging, \( \text{get} \) on retry in \( t_r \) still returns \( \text{discount2} \) in the first execution, while \( \text{update} \) on retry in \( t \) does nothing and returns true. The \( \text{generateId} \) function also returns the same identifier. Flux can use a nop step to simulate the last step in \( t_r \) because it is a useless write that does not change the data in the receipt. Since the function has no return value, we omit the function response event. Other traces of \( \text{payment} \) under retry can also pass the verification. Therefore, \( \text{payment} \) with these logs has no idempotence issues.

**Soundness and Completeness.** The verifier is sound and incomplete. Soundness means the verifier will not overlook any idempotence issues, which the theorems in Section 4 can imply. Incompleteness means some idempotence-consistent applications cannot pass the verification. Note that although the verifier is incomplete, it can still ensure idempotence consistency and reduce the performance overhead of logging. The verifier is incomplete and will introduce false positives in the following cases. First, an application is idempotence-consistent, but individual functions do not satisfy idempotence simulation. For example, an application incorporates two functions, \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). They blindly write different values to the same record \( R_a \), while no functions will read it. Consider the interleaving of \( f_1\text{.write}(R_a, 1) \rightarrow f_2\text{.write}(R_a, 0) \rightarrow f_1\text{.retry()} \rightarrow f_1\text{.write}(R_a, 1) \). In this example, functions flip \( R_a \)’s value twice due to the retry. Nevertheless, since no functions read the record \( R_a \), clients will not observe that two flips occur. Idempotence consistency still holds. However, Flux will consider these two writes as non-idempotent because they fail to follow idempotence simulation and will log each of them; Second, an application contains unbounded loops with write operations such that the parameters of issued write operations can be different between normal execution and retry. For example, the unbounded loop in Figure 8 uses the data read from the database to be the parameters of write operations and the loop condition. As a result, the parameters of write operations and the number of loop iterations may change on retry, which does not satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2. Section 4.3 depicts two specific types of unbounded loops that can be handled by Flux. Third, when examining the idempotence simulation of a function \( f \), Flux constructs a step mapping using a heuristic approach instead of enumerating all potential mappings. The heuristic runs under the assumption that if \( f \) fails before a specific operation \( \text{op} \), \( f \) will execute \( \text{op} \) on retry. When the assumption does not hold, the heuristic may not work, and Flux may miss correct mappings. Last, Flux does not generate all possible rely, pre- and post-conditions, which may impede the verification capability of idempotence simulation.

**6 Advisor**

Advisor identifies idempotence-violating operations based on a brute-force algorithm and a heuristic algorithm. The brute-force algorithm first enumerates all possible operation sets. Second, for every set, it invokes the verifier to prove the function after ensuring exactly-once execution of each operation in the set via logs. Flux models the exactly-once execution of an operation by adjusting the generated traces rather than modifying functions. Specifically, it deletes each trace element that records a retried write operation in the set.
We aim to answer the following questions: 1) How effective is the verifier? 2) How long does it take for advisor to identify idempotence-violating operations? 3) How much performance benefit does Flux bring?

7 Evaluation

We aim to answer the following questions: 1) How effective is the verifier? 2) How long does it take for advisor to identify idempotence-violating operations? 3) How much performance benefit does Flux bring?

7.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the execution time of the verifier and advisor on a desktop running Ubuntu 18.04, which has an Intel Core i7-8700 processor and 15GB DRAM. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of serverless applications on multiple AWS servers.

We compare our system with Beldi and Boki. We adapt representative applications from the AWS serverless applications repository [3], a GitHub repository (10.9k stars) [9], popular benchmarks [8, 10, 29], and applications commonly used in papers about serverless computing [5, 6]. They have covered diverse real-world scenarios of serverless computing, such as image processing and web applications. We choose the applications with at least 1,000 deployments in AWS serverless application repository [3]. We skip some applications since they are micro-benchmarks or stateless (no database operations). Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of these applications. Type-I applications satisfy idempotence consistency, while Type-II applications do not. Although most applications in Table 2 have fewer than a thousand lines of code, they remain representative because serverless platforms typically impose restrictions on code size and running time [2, 4, 7]. For instance, existing work [75] that adapts web applications to serverless platforms needs to largely reduce the application’s code size.

Flux’s approach is orthogonal to specific programming languages. However, its implementation depends on a Java symbolic execution engine [61] for program analysis. We manually port applications to Go with the same semantics for a fair performance comparison with Beldi and Boki, which target Go applications. We choose to implement a verifier for applications in Java rather than Go because Java is a more frequently utilized language in developing serverless applications than Go [11].

7.2 Verification Efficacy

Table 2 shows that the verifier identifies all 12 applications with idempotence issues. All issues are previously unknown. Developers have confirmed 8 issues among them. The verifier works for all applications except SPECjbb, which has

### Table 1: An example of executing the heuristic algorithm of advisor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Advisor Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, it appends a formula to the path condition for each retried read operation in the set, indicating that the retried operation returns the same result as the initial execution. Third, among all operation sets that enable the function to pass the verification, Flux selects the set that incurs the least performance cost. Flux estimates the performance cost via the evaluation results derived from the adopted logging mechanism. This algorithm enumerates $O(2^n)$ possible operation sets, where $n$ is the number of operations.

To reduce the complexity, we propose a heuristic algorithm checking only $O(n)$ sets. Initially, Flux logs all operations in the function. Then Flux gradually removes the logs of operations one by one. If the function can pass the verification after removing a log, advisor will permanently remove the log. Otherwise, the operation is idempotence-violating, and advisor preserves the log. Table 1 shows how to apply the heuristic to `payment` in Figure 1. Assume that advisor has logged `generateId`. “0” denotes that advisor logs the operation. “1” denotes that advisor does not log the operation. Advisor first removes the log of `get (get=0)` but `Verify(F, f)` returns `false`. Therefore, advisor preserves the log for idempotence. Due to the same reason, advisor does not remove the log of `update`. Last, `Verify(F, f)` indicates removing the log of `put` does not break the idempotence. Therefore, advisor does not log it.

The incompleteness of the verifier may result in advisor being unable to detect certain redundant logs. Nonetheless, Flux can still diminish logging overhead for functions while ensuring idempotence consistency. Specifically, for an unbounded loop that the verifier cannot handle, advisor logs all operations before and within the loop except for read operations on read-only data. Then advisor directly addresses the code after the unbounded loop.
unbounded loops unsupported by the verifier. However, all functions in SPEClbb that cannot be verified have idempotence issues. Thus, the verifier does not introduce false positives for SPEClbb. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that false positives are still possible for other applications.

The 21 non-idempotent functions detected by Flux in 12 applications result in various bug patterns and outcomes due to incorrectly repeated write operations on retry. First, the database state is inconsistent with user expectations. For instance, the idempotence violation in SPEClbb causes duplicate balance deductions. Second, the value responded to clients is inconsistent with the database state. An example is an IoT application called Alexa, where a function successfully modifies device configuration but returns “failed” instead of “success” to clients. Third, a single write operation may update multiple records on retry, resulting in duplicated records with identical content. For example, the PlaceOrder function in the Hotel benchmark always places a new order with a random identifier on each retry, resulting in duplicate records. Last, concurrent functions may observe the inconsistent shared state. An example is the Media benchmark, which relies on a counter in the database to perform synchronization among concurrent functions. However, the ComposeReview function will falsely increase the counter due to retry, leading to false synchronization among concurrent instances.

To test the scalability of the verifier, we run micro-benchmarks with increasing verification complexity. When the number of branches in a single function increases, the verification time increases exponentially, as the number of traces also increases exponentially. Verifying a function with 16 branches takes 1441.48 seconds. When we increase the number of database operations, functions, or LoC, the verification time increases linearly because the number of generated traces increases linearly. Figure 15 in Appendix D presents more details. Note that the verification time does not affect the execution time of applications.

### 7.3 Performance of Advisor

For the second question, Table 2 shows the execution time of advisor with two different algorithms. Compared to the brute-force algorithm, the heuristic algorithm achieves up to 4× smaller search space, which cuts down 80.39% of the execution time of advisor. Although the heuristic algorithm does not guarantee finding the minimum operation set, the evaluation shows that it finds the same set as the brute-force algorithm in practice. Although SPEClbb2015 has unbounded loops unsupported by the verifier, advisor can still handle it with the method described in Section 6.
To answer the third question, we run applications under four configurations: Raw, Flux, Boki, and Beldi. Raw means running applications without any logs, which may be non-idempotent. Flux uses existing mechanisms to log operations identified by advisor. Wrk2 runs for 7 minutes to generate random requests. We will show the results of 8 representative applications marked by ✓ in Table 2. Since Type-I applications are idempotence-consistent, Flux removes all logging operations. For Type-II applications, Flux reduces up to 99.47% of logging operations during execution compared to Beldi and Boki.

### 7.4 Performance of the Applications

To answer the third question, we run applications under four configurations: Raw, Flux, Boki, and Beldi. Raw means running applications without any logs, which may be non-idempotent. Flux uses existing mechanisms to log operations identified by advisor. Wrk2 runs for 7 minutes to generate random requests. We will show the results of 8 representative applications marked by ✓ in Table 2. Since Type-I applications are idempotence-consistent, Flux removes all logging operations. For Type-II applications, Flux reduces up to 99.47% of logging operations during execution compared to Beldi and Boki.

#### 7.4.1 Flux vs. Beldi

**Latency.** Figure 9 shows the results on AWS Lambda. Flux poses no logging overhead over Raw for Type-I applications. Compared with Beldi, which logs all operations, Flux brings $2.5 \times$ to $6 \times$ performance improvement. For Type-II applications, Flux can avoid logging some operations. As a result, it achieves up to $5.5 \times$ performance improvement over Beldi.

**Throughput.** Figure 10 shows that Flux achieves the same peak throughput on Type-I applications as Raw and up to $7.36 \times$ higher peak throughput than Beldi. For Type-II applications, Flux can avoid part of logging operations. Therefore, it has up to $80\%$ higher peak throughput than Beldi, except for HttpEP. For HttpEP, Flux has $10 \times$ higher peak throughput than Beldi because Flux avoids logging a scan operation that can return massive data, which reduces much overhead under concurrency.

#### 7.4.2 Flux vs. Boki

Boki [45] is another system to provide idempotence for serverless applications. The comparison can also demonstrate that Flux is general enough to be independent on a specific serverless platform. Because of Boki’s limitations, it does not guarantee idempotence for read-modify-write database operations [13]. Thus, we do not evaluate Alexa and SPECjbb2015 on Boki.

Figure 11 shows that at 1 RPS, Flux reduces the median latency by up to $62.6\%$ compared to Boki. The performance of Boki is better than Beldi because Boki designs a more efficient logging mechanism. Under high concurrency, the logging mechanism of Boki introduces more overhead. We further evaluate the latency at 800 RPS. Flux reduces the median latency by up to $82.5\%$ and the p99 latency by up to $69.0\%$ for Type-I applications compared to Boki because Flux introduces no logs. For Type-II applications, Flux reduces the median latency by up to $88.4\%$ and the p99 latency by up to $72.4\%$. Flux achieves $8.7 \times$ lower median latency than Boki on HttpEP because Flux avoids logging an expensive “scan”.

#### 7.4.3 Performance of the Java Applications

Since Beldi and Boki only support Go applications, we compare the performance of Java applications on AWS Lambda under the configurations of Flux and Raw. We implement the logging mechanism via transactions [73]. At 1 RPS, Flux achieves a tail latency up to $22.6\%$ higher than Raw due to the additional logging overhead. However, despite better performance, Raw cannot guarantee idempotence consistency and may cause incorrect execution results.

### 8 Related Work

**Verification of Idempotence.** Table 3 summarizes the major differences between Flux and prior works that can verify
Table 3: Main differences between Flux and prior works. FSCQ-based works use a method akin to FSCQ [28] to prove the idempotence. Partial protection means ensuring idempotence consistency while reducing unnecessary logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition of Idempotence</th>
<th>Verification Method of Idempotence</th>
<th>Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Target Serverless Applications</td>
<td>Verification Targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency</td>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Loop Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramalingam et al. [62]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jangda et al. [44]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yggdrasil [66]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCQ-Based Works [23–25,27,28]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, it verifies sequential functions rather than concurrent functions. Others [26, 39] also verify sequential functions.

Ramalingam et al. [62] formally defines idempotence in the general distributed setting, proving that logging each operation can guarantee this property. It has two main differences from Flux. First, for the definition of idempotence, both Ramalingam et al. and Flux require that any execution with retries has the same observable behavior as another normal execution. However, Ramalingam et al. targets a general distributed setting. The observable behavior only includes function invocation and response. In contrast, Flux also considers database states. As a result, for stateful serverless applications, Ramalingam et al.’s definition may allow inconsistent database states on retry as long as functions do not return database states to clients. This anomaly is critical if clients directly access database states for analysis or other purposes. In contrast, Flux’s definition prohibits inconsistent database states and can prevent such anomalies. Second, for verification and protection, Ramalingam et al. manually proves the protocol of logging each operation and presents a compiler that automatically logs each operation. Flux focuses on verifying the implementation of applications and its advisor only logs necessary operations.

Crash-Only Software. Previous work [20] comprehensively analyzes the requirements for crash-only software, a program that can crash safely and recover quickly via retries. Our work can assist in revising these requirements. Specifically, serverless applications fulfill most of these requirements, such as explicit boundaries around what is retried and dedicated storage for non-volatile data. However, our work only mandates that all functions satisfy idempotence consistency instead of necessitating that every request is idempotent, as stated in previous work [20]. This distinction results in fundamental differences in several aspects. First, idempotence pertains to a single component, while idempotence consistency pertains to the entire application comprised of multiple components. Second, while idempotence requires a function’s execution result to remain the same despite retries, idempotence consistency only requires the existence of an execution without retries for each execution with retries such that they produce the same result. For example, a read-only function

idempotence. Jangda et al. [44] formalizes the semantics of serverless computing and ensures idempotence with transactions. There are two main differences between Jangda et al. and Flux. For the idempotence definition, idempotence consistency is more relaxed than the idempotence provided by Jangda et al., as it allows more concurrent schedulings. Jangda et al. tries to model serverless computing with naive semantics to conceal the low-level details of serverless function execution, such as concurrency and warm-start. It requires the platform to process concurrent requests in the same way as processing a single request at a time without concurrency or retries. Consequently, it necessitates atomicity, serializability, and exactly-once execution. Besides, Jangda et al. focuses on verifying protocols instead of source code.

To ensure idempotence, it protects the entire function with serializable transactions and uses logs to ensure that the transaction only commits once. However, using transactions is not optimal since some applications may not require transaction semantics, resulting in redundant protection and performance cost.

FSCQ [28] and DFSCQ [27] verify the crash safety of file systems via Crash Hoare Logic (CHL). CHL requires developers to manually write pre-conditions, post-conditions, and crash conditions to specify crash safety. Under crash, CHL proves that the program state always satisfies crash conditions after a crash happens at any time. It defines the idempotence of a recovery program to be that crash conditions imply pre-conditions. Perennial [23], GoJournal [24], and DaisyNFS [25] achieve significant progress in the verification of concurrent crash-safe systems. They adopt a similar approach as FSCQ to verify the idempotence of a recovery program. Thus, they cannot realize automated verification. Different from them, Flux focuses on automated verification without human effort.

Recent SMT-based verification approaches [26,39,66] have solved many issues of the automated verification of storage systems. Yggdrasil proposes a new correctness definition for sequential file systems — crash refinement. It means that for any disk state produced by the implementation with crash recovery, the specification can also produce the same disk state. The definition is amenable to automated verification. Yggdrasil also verifies the idempotence of recovery functions.
may not satisfy idempotence because concurrent modifications to the database state can result in different return values with and without retries. However, read-only functions do not violate idempotence consistency. In addition to serverless functions, other applications with “imperfectly crash-only” code can also refer to the requirements revised based on Flux.

**Research on Serverless Computing.** Some systems [44, 45, 62, 69, 73] focus on ensuring idempotence via runtime mechanisms. Different from them, Flux focuses on verifying idempotence consistency. Furthermore, combining them with Flux can ensure idempotence efficiently. Some other systems [21, 30–32, 46, 49, 51, 56, 63, 65, 71, 72, 74] target other things, such as startup time.

**Consistency Model.** There are many consistency models [14], which define the permitted execution order under concurrency. Idempotence consistency specifies the expected behavior of concurrent systems when failure happens, which is the main difference from existing consistency models.

**9 Discussion**

**Serverless Applications vs. Other Applications.** Idempotence [43] is a property that is important not only for serverless applications but also for programs that use retry-based fault tolerance approaches, such as RPC-based distributed systems [41, 50], AI systems [38], and even some intermittent systems [70]. Thus, it is worth considering whether we can apply Flux to programs beyond serverless applications. The answer is yes and no.

One of the key contributions of Flux is formally defining idempotence consistency, which is general enough for various scenarios. For instance, different RPC handlers in distributed systems may concurrently manipulate shared states.Repeated state updates due to failures and retries could impair data consistency under concurrency. Specifically, we successfully detect an issue in HDFS according to the definition of idempotence consistency, which the community has confirmed [41]. When the system retries NameNode RPC of ClientProtocol.truncate, it may truncate a file multiple times, which will potentially cause data loss if another RPC simultaneously updates the same file. However, this issue will not happen under sequential execution.

However, using Flux’s method to verify other systems poses many challenges. First, the automated verification algorithm mainly focuses on serverless applications. We need to redesign it for other scenarios. For example, Flux presumes that shared states are solely key-value pairs stored in NoSQL databases. However, shared states could be file descriptors, shared variables, or global configurations in distributed systems. Programmers must reinterpret them across various scenarios. Additionally, Flux automatically constructs pre-, post-, and rely conditions based on the NoSQL interface assumption, necessitating a re-examination of the construction algorithm based on other modeling methods of states. Second, Flux’s implementation targets serverless applications. For example, Flux currently only supports Java programs and DynamoDB, which are commonly used by serverless applications. Engineering effort is necessary to support other languages and storage services. Furthermore, advisor in Flux relies on existing logging mechanisms for serverless applications to fix idempotence issues. Therefore, the new scenario should also provide mechanisms to ensure exactly-once execution of operations on shared states. Failure to do so limits Flux’s potential to identify and fix idempotence issues via advisor.

**Idempotence Consistency vs. Atomicity.** Although atomicity is vital for fault tolerance, Flux does not guarantee it. Atomicity is not mandatory for some applications to sustain fault tolerance, as they may permit other functions to see partial updates. Furthermore, it is essential to emphasize that Flux is orthogonal to approaches that ensure atomicity. An application that necessitates atomicity can still utilize Flux to guarantee idempotence consistency and minimize logging overhead.

Although Flux does not verify atomicity and some other transactional properties, extending our approach to verify these properties is an intriguing research direction. Some verifiers [22–25, 37, 53, 54, 76] target transactional properties but may not consider retries. After ensuring idempotence consistency based on Flux, we can prove the transactional properties of functions without considering failures and retries. Therefore, we can combine Flux and these verifiers by ensuring idempotence consistency via Flux and then proving other properties with these verifiers.

**Automated Verification vs. Interactive Verification.** We adopt symbolic execution engines to develop Flux, which requires less manual effort than using interactive theorem provers. [37]. Additionally, although interactive theorem provers can handle unbounded loops by crafting loop invariants, finding proper loop invariants is notoriously difficult.

**10 Conclusion**

This paper presents Flux, the first toolkit that can automatically verify and help ensure the idempotence consistency of serverless applications. It guarantees idempotence consistency via logs while reducing unnecessary logging overhead.
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Appendix A  Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we prove that it is sufficient to verify the idempotence consistency of a function set \( F \) by proving that each function \( f \in F \) satisfies idempotence simulation, which is Theorem 1 in the paper. Since our verification approach adopts existing compositional proof techniques in RGSim \[53\], our formal proof is similar to the proof in that paper.

Let’s start by introducing some important concepts. When we have two functions running concurrently, we can consider them as one unit and denote their local state using the symbol \( \sigma_1 \parallel \sigma_2 \), where \( \sigma_1 \) represents the local state of the first function and \( \sigma_2 \) represents the local state of the second function. Using this notation, we can represent the overall system state as \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \rangle \) when two functions run concurrently. We use \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel D' \rangle \) to denote that the system can take one step and change the system state from \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \rangle \) to \( \langle \sigma_1', || \sigma_2', D' \rangle \), producing an event \( \alpha \) (if any). During each execution cycle, the system can either advance the first function by one step or advance the second function by one step. It means that if there exists \( \sigma_1' \) and \( D' \) such that \( \langle \sigma_1, D \parallel \sigma_1', D' \rangle \), then we can imply that \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel \sigma_1', || \sigma_2, D' \rangle \). Similarly, if there exists \( \sigma_2' \) and \( D' \) such that \( \langle \sigma_2, D \parallel \sigma_2', D' \rangle \), then we can imply that \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel \sigma_1, || \sigma_2', D' \rangle \).

\( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel \rho_1 \parallel \rho_2 \parallel \rho_3 \rangle \) denotes the concurrent execution of two functions with the local state \( \Sigma_1 \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) can simulate the concurrent execution of another two functions with the local state \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) under the rely condition \( R \). Here is the detailed definition of the simulation relation. We use \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \) to denote that the system can take a step to change the system state from \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \), producing an event \( \alpha \) (if any).

- For any local state \( \sigma_1 \) and database state \( D \), if \( \langle \sigma_1, D \parallel \sigma_1', D' \rangle \), then there exists a local state \( \Sigma_1' \) such that \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \). If \( \alpha \) is a response event, then \( \langle \Sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_2', D' \rangle \). Otherwise, \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \). This condition represents the requirement for the simulation relation when the system advances the first function by one step.

- For any local state \( \sigma_2 \) and database state \( D \), if \( \langle \sigma_2, D \parallel \sigma_2', D' \rangle \), then there exists a local state \( \Sigma_2' \) such that \( \langle \Sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_2', D' \rangle \). If \( \alpha \) is a response event, then \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \). Otherwise, \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \). This condition represents the requirement for the simulation relation when the system advances the first function by one step, which is similar to the first requirement.

- If \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \), then \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \).

We can extend the above definition to more than two functions.

To prove Theorem 1, we first prove the following two lemmas based on the above definitions.

**Lemma 1** Assume there are four functions \( f_1, f_2, g_1, \) and \( g_2 \). Suppose that the execution of \( g_1 \) can simulate the execution of \( f_1 \) under the rely condition \( R \), while the execution of \( g_2 \) can simulate the execution of \( f_2 \) under the rely condition \( R \). Then we can imply that the concurrent execution of \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) can simulate the concurrent execution of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) under the rely condition \( R \). We use \( \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, \Sigma_1', \) and \( \Sigma_2' \) to represent the local states of \( f_1, f_2, g_1, \) and \( g_2 \), respectively.

\[
\forall \sigma_1, \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, D.
\]

\[
\langle (\langle \sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1 \parallel \Sigma_2, D \rangle) \parallel ((\langle \sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D \rangle) \parallel R) \rangle \rightarrow
\]

\[
\langle \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_1 || \Sigma_2, D \parallel R \rangle \parallel R \rangle.
\]

**Proof**

The premises include

\[
\langle \sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1 \parallel \Sigma_2, D \rangle.
\]  

(1)

and

\[
\langle \sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D \parallel R \rangle.
\]

(2)

The conclusion is

\[
\langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_1 || \Sigma_2, D \parallel R \rangle.
\]

(3)

Below we prove the conclusion by co-induction on \( \Sigma_2 \). According to the definition of \( \Sigma_2 \) described above, the execution of two functions belongs to one of the following five cases.

- \( \langle \sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1 \parallel \Sigma_2, D \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is not a response event.

According to the definition of \( \Sigma_2 \), we need to prove that there exists \( \Sigma_1' \) such that \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \) and \( \langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D' \parallel \Sigma_2, D \rangle \).

From Equation (1), there exists \( \Sigma_1' \) such that

\[
\langle \Sigma_1, D \parallel \Sigma_1', D' \rangle.
\]

(4)

and

\[
\langle \Sigma_1', D' \parallel \Sigma_1, D' \parallel R \rangle.
\]

(5)

Since \( (D, D') \in R \), from Equation (2), we know

\[
\langle \sigma_2, D' \parallel \Sigma_2, D' \rangle.
\]

(6)

From both Equation (5) and Equation (6) we know

\[
\langle \sigma_1 || \sigma_2, D' \parallel \Sigma_1 || \Sigma_2, D' \parallel R \rangle.
\]

(7)

- \( \langle \sigma_2, D \parallel \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is not a response event. The proof is similar to the first case.
We use \( \mathcal{D} \) to denote an automaton running functions in a function set \( F \). For any function set \( F \) and automaton \( A_F \), if every function in \( F \) satisfies idempotence simulation, then the following fact holds: from the same initial database state, every time the automaton \( A_F^* \) takes one step, \( A_F \) can take \( n \) steps (\( n \geq 0 \)) such that they reach the same database state and produce the same event (if any).

**Proof**

The premise is that every function in \( F \) satisfies idempotence simulation:

\[
\forall f \in F. \\
( \forall D, \arg \langle init(f^*, \arg), D \rangle \subseteq \langle init(f, \arg), D \rangle )
\]  

(13)

where \( \langle init(f, \arg) \rangle \) denotes the initial local state of running the function \( f \) with the argument \( \arg \), and we omit the existential quantifier on \( R \). The conclusion is that the execution of \( F \) can simulate the execution of \( F^* \).

We prove the conclusion by classifying every step taken by \( A_F^* \) into three cases.

- \( \langle \sigma_1, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_1', D' \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is a response event.

According to the definition of \( \subseteq \), we need to prove that there exists \( \Sigma_1' \) such that \( \langle \Sigma_1, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \Sigma_1', D' \rangle \), and \( \langle \sigma_2, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \).

From Equation (1), there exists \( \Sigma_1' \) such that

\[
\langle \Sigma_1, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \Sigma_1', D' \rangle.
\]  

(8)

Since \( \langle D, D' \rangle \in R \), we know

\[
\langle \sigma_2, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_2, D' \rangle.
\]  

(9)

- \( \langle \sigma_2, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_2', D' \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is a response event. The proof is similar to the third case.

- \( \langle D, D' \rangle \in R \), which means that other concurrent functions change the database state from \( D \) to \( D' \).

According to the definition of \( \subseteq \), we need to prove that \( \langle \sigma_1, \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, D' \rangle \).

From \( \langle D, D' \rangle \in R \) and Equation (1), we know

\[
\langle \sigma_1, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_1, D' \rangle.
\]  

(10)

From \( \langle D, D' \rangle \in R \) and Equation (2), we know

\[
\langle \sigma_2, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_2, D' \rangle.
\]  

(11)

From both Equation (10) and Equation (11), we know

\[
\langle \sigma_1, \sigma_2, D' \rangle \subseteq \langle \Sigma_1, \Sigma_2, D' \rangle.
\]  

(12)

Therefore, the conclusion Equation (3) is true. \( \square \)

Finally, we can prove Theorem 1 in the paper.

**Theorem 5** Given a function set \( F \), if every function \( f \in F \) satisfies idempotence simulation, then \( F \) satisfies idempotence consistency.

**Proof**

The premise is that every function \( f \in F \) satisfies idempotence simulation:

\[
\forall f \in F. \\
( \forall D, \arg \langle init(f^*, \arg), D \rangle \subseteq \langle init(f, \arg), D \rangle )
\]  

(16)

The conclusion is that \( F \) satisfies idempotence consistency (Definition 1).

From Lemma 2 and Equation (16), we imply that the execution of \( F \) can simulate the execution of \( F^* \). That means every time \( A_F^* \) takes one step, \( A_F \) can take \( n \) steps (\( n \geq 0 \)) such that they reach the same database state and produce the same event (if any). Therefore, if some execution of \( A_F^* \) can result in the client-observable behavior \( \langle H, D \rangle \), then there exists another execution of \( A_F \) that can also result in \( \langle H, D \rangle \). The conclusion is proved. \( \square \)
Appendix B  Proof of Failure Reduction

In this section, we prove Theorem 4 in the paper, which proves the second condition in Theorem 3. The first condition in Theorem 3 is intuitive. Thus, we omit its formal proof in this section. We first prove two lemmas and then prove Theorem 4 based on them.

Lemma 3  If the execution of \( f \) can simulate \( f^1 \), then for any \( n \geq 1 \), the execution of \( f^{n-1} \) can simulate \( f^n \). The definition of \( f^1, f^n, \) and \( f^{n-1} \) are in Section 4.4.

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^1, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f, arg), D) \Rightarrow \\
\forall D, arg, n \geq 1, (\text{init}(f^n, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^{n-1}, arg), D).
\]

Proof

The premise is

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^1, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f, arg), D).
\] (17)

We want to prove for all \( n \geq 1, \)

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^n, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^{n-1}, arg), D).
\] (18)

We prove it by induction on \( n \).

Base case:  When \( n = 1 \), Equation (18) is true, because it is equivalent to the premise Equation (17).

Inductive step: Suppose Equation (18) is true when \( n = k \) (\( k \geq 1 \)).

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^{k-1}, arg), D).
\] (19)

Then when \( n = k + 1 \), we want to prove

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^{k+1}, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D).
\] (20)

According to the definition of \( \subseteq_R \), we need to map every single step during the execution of \( f^{k+1} \) to \( s \) (\( s \geq 0 \)) steps during the execution of \( f^k \). We can construct the mapping in the following way. \( f^{k+1} \) and \( f^k \) are almost the same, except that the platform retries them for different times. Then before the first retry, we map every single step when executing \( f^{k+1} \) to a single step of \( f^k \). That means \( f^{k+1} \) and \( f^k \) always execute the same statement. This mapping can satisfy the requirements of \( \subseteq_R \).

When the first retry of \( f^{k+1} \) happens, we ask \( f^k \) to be also retried. Assume the database state immediately before the retry is \( D_1 \). The executions of \( f^{k+1} \) and \( f^k \) from \( D_1 \) after the first retry are equivalent to the executions of \( f^k \) and \( f^{k-1} \) from \( D_1 \) before the first retry, respectively. This is because after the first retry, the platform will retry \( f^{k+1} \) for \( k \) times and retry \( f^k \) for \( k - 1 \) times. From Equation (19), we know that

\[
\forall arg, (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D_1) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^{k-1}, arg), D_1).
\] (21)

Then there exists a step mapping from every step of \( f^{k+1} \) to steps of \( f^k \) after the first retry, which satisfies the requirements of \( \subseteq_R \). Therefore, Equation (18) is true for \( n = k + 1 \).

Conclusion:  By the principle of induction, Equation (18) is true for any \( n \geq 1 \).

Lemma 4  For any \( i, j, k \geq 0 \), if the execution of \( f^j \) can simulate \( f^i \) and the execution of \( f^j \) can simulate \( f^i \), then the execution of \( f^k \) can simulate \( f^i \).

\[
\forall i, j, k.
\]

\[
((\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^j, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^i, arg), D)) \land \\
(\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^j, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D)))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow ((\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^j, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^i, arg), D)).
\]

Proof

This lemma is similar to the transitivity of forward simulation. The premises include

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^i, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^j, arg), D),
\] (22)

and

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^j, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D).
\] (23)

The conclusion is

\[
\forall D, arg, (\text{init}(f^i, arg), D) \subseteq_R (\text{init}(f^k, arg), D).
\] (24)

We use \( \sigma_i, \sigma_j, \) and \( \sigma_k \) to denote the local state when executing \( f^i, f^j, \) and \( f^k \), respectively. We will prove the conclusion Equation (24) by co-induction. According to the definition of \( \subseteq_R \), every step taken during executing \( f^j \) belongs to one of the following three cases.

- \( \langle \sigma_i, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma'_i, D' \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is not a response event.

According to the definition of \( \subseteq_R \), we need to prove that there exists \( \sigma'_k \) such that \( \langle \sigma_i, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma'_i, D' \rangle \) and \( \langle \sigma'_i, D' \rangle \subseteq_R \langle \sigma'_k, D' \rangle \).

From Equation (22), we know that there exists \( \sigma'_j \) such that

\[
\langle \sigma_j, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma'_j, D' \rangle,
\] (25)

and

\[
\langle \sigma'_j, D' \rangle \subseteq_R \langle \sigma'_j, D' \rangle.
\] (26)

From Equation (23) and Equation (25), we know there exists \( \sigma'_k \) such that

\[
\langle \sigma_k, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma'_k, D' \rangle,
\] (27)

and

\[
\langle \sigma'_k, D' \rangle \subseteq_R \langle \sigma'_k, D' \rangle.
\] (28)

From Equation (26) and Equation (28), we know that

\[
\langle \sigma'_i, D' \rangle \subseteq_R \langle \sigma'_k, D' \rangle.
\] (29)
\( \langle \sigma_i, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_i^1, D^1 \rangle \), where \( \alpha \) is a response event.

According to the definition of \( \exists_R \), we need to prove that there exists \( \sigma_j \) such that \( \langle \sigma_j, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_j^1, D^1 \rangle \).

From Equation (22), we know that there exists \( \sigma_j \) such that
\[
\langle \sigma_j, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_j^1, D^1 \rangle. \tag{30}
\]

From Equation (23) and Equation (30), we know there exists \( \sigma_k \) such that
\[
\langle \sigma_k, D \rangle \xrightarrow{\alpha} \langle \sigma_k^1, D^1 \rangle. \tag{31}
\]

\( \langle D, D^1 \rangle \in R \), which means that other concurrent functions change the database state from \( D \) to \( D^1 \).

According to the definition of \( \exists_R \), we need to prove that \( \langle \sigma_i, D^1 \rangle \in_R \langle \sigma_k, D' \rangle \).

From Equation (22), we know
\[
\langle \sigma_i, D^1 \rangle \in_R \langle \sigma_j, D^1 \rangle. \tag{32}
\]

From Equation (23), we know
\[
\langle \sigma_j, D^1 \rangle \in_R \langle \sigma_k, D' \rangle. \tag{33}
\]

From Equation (32) and Equation (33), we know
\[
\langle \sigma_i, D^1 \rangle \in_R \langle \sigma_k, D' \rangle. \tag{34}
\]

Thus, we have proved the conclusion Equation (24). \( \square \)

Finally, we can prove Theorem 4 in the paper based on the above two lemmas.

**Theorem 6** Given a function \( f \), if each execution with one retry under concurrency has a corresponding retry-free execution that can simulate it, then each execution with arbitrary times of retries also has a corresponding retry-free execution that can simulate it.

\[
(\forall D, \exists R (\text{init}(f^1, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f, \text{arg}), D \rangle) \rightarrow
(\forall D, \exists R (\text{init}(f^n, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f, \text{arg}), D \rangle).
\]

**Proof**

The premise is
\[
\forall D, \exists R (\text{init}(f^1, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f, \text{arg}), D \rangle. \tag{35}
\]

The conclusion is
\[
\forall D, \exists R, n \geq 1, (\text{init}(f^n, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f, \text{arg}), D \rangle. \tag{36}
\]

From Lemma 3 and the premise Equation (35), we know
\[
\forall D, \exists R, n \geq 1, (\text{init}(f^n, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f^{n-1}, \text{arg}), D \rangle. \tag{37}
\]

From Lemma 4 and Equation (37), we know
\[
\forall D, \exists R, n \geq 1, (\text{init}(f^n, \text{arg}), D) \in R \langle \text{init}(f^0, \text{arg}), D \rangle. \tag{38}
\]

Since \( f^0 \) is equivalent to \( f \), Equation (38) is equivalent to the conclusion Equation (36). The conclusion is true. \( \square \)

**Appendix C  Proof of Theorem 2**

This section proves Theorem 2 in Section 4.3 of the paper. We first define and prove sequential compositionality of idempotence simulation.

**Definition 2** Given a function \( f \) and the rely condition \( R \), \( f \) satisfies strong idempotence simulation means that: 1) \( f \) satisfies idempotence simulation under \( R \), and 2) after the platform successfully executes \( f \) without retries for one time, retrying \( f \) again will not modify the shared state.

Particularly, the second condition is equivalent to the third requirement in Theorem 2 of paper: it will not affect the shared state on retry once it has been successfully executed.

**Lemma 5** Given any two functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), if \( f_1 \) satisfies strong idempotence simulation, \( f_2 \) satisfies idempotence simulation, and the input of \( f_2 \) remains unchanged on retry, then the function \( f \) in Figure 12 composed of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) also satisfies idempotence simulation.

**Proof** According to Theorem 3, we prove the simulation relation between \( f_1 \) and \( f \). Note that \( f_1 \) is defined in Section 4.4, which is different from \( f_1 \). Then we classify the location where retry occurs during the execution of \( f_1 \) into three cases and prove that under all these cases, executing \( f \) without retries could exhibit all possible client-observable behaviors produced by executing \( f_1 \). Then we can prove that \( f \) satisfies idempotence simulation.

- Retry happens during the execution of \( f_1 \). Then the execution of \( f_1 \) consists of three main parts: (P1) the execution of \( f_1 \) before retry; (P2) the normal execution of \( f_1 \) after retry; (P3) the normal execution of \( f_2 \).

Since \( f_1 \) satisfies idempotence simulation, a normal execution of \( f_1 \) without retries could exhibit all client-observable behaviors of (P1) and (P2). In this case, a normal execution of \( f \) without retries can simulate the execution of \( f_1 \).

- Retry happens between \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). This execution exhibits the same client-observable behavior as another execution where retry happens immediately before the “return” statement in \( f_1 \). The proof is the same as the first case.

- Retry happens during the execution of \( f_2 \). Then the execution of \( f_1 \) consists of four main parts: (P1) the first normal execution of \( f_1 \) without retries;
unbounded loops with write operations is sound, which is
potence simulation for any $n$.

By the principle of induction, since $f_1$ satisfies idempotence simulation, the second normal execution of $f_1$ will not modify the shared state and return the same value as the input for the $f_2$. Therefore, this kind of execution of $f^1$ exhibits the same client-observable behavior as the execution composed of (P1), (P2), and (P4). Since $f_2$ satisfies idempotence simulation, there exists another normal execution of $f_2$ that exhibits the same client-observable behavior as the execution of (P2) and (P4). Thus, the execution of $f^1$ described in this case exhibits the same client-observable behavior as another normal execution of $f$ without retries.

In conclusion, for any execution of $f^1$, there always exists a normal execution of $f$ that exhibits the same client-observable behavior under concurrency. According to Theorem 4, $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation. □

Then we extend sequential compositionality to a function composed of arbitrary number of code fragments.

**Lemma 6** For any positive integer $n \geq 2$ and any function $f$ in the form of Figure 13, if each $f_i$ ($1 \leq i < n$) satisfies strong idempotence simulation, $f_n$ satisfies idempotence simulation, and the input of each $f_i$ remains unchanged on retry, then $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation.

**Proof** We prove it by induction on $n$ ($n \geq 2$). The premise is Lemma 5.

**Base case.** When $n = 2$, the conclusion is true, because it is equivalent to the premise.

**Inductive step.** Assume the conclusion is true when $n = k$. We prove that the conclusion is also true when $n = (k + 1)$. We can treat the code fragment containing the first $k$ sub-functions as a function $g$. Since the conclusion is true when $n = k$, the function $g$ satisfies idempotence simulation. $f$ consists of two sub-functions called $g$ and $f_{k+1}$, both of which satisfy idempotence simulation. From Lemma 5, we can imply that $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation.

**Conclusion.** By the principle of induction, $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation for any $n \geq 2$. □

Based on Lemma 6, we prove that our method of addressing unbounded loops with write operations is sound, which is

![Figure 13: A function composed of n sub-functions called $f_1, \ldots, f_n$.](image)

3 |
4 | int output1 = $f_1$(input);
5 | int output2 = $f_2$(output1);
6 | ...;
7 | return $f_n$(outputn);

![Figure 14: An example of an unbounded loop with write operations.](image)

```c
void checkCoupons(coupons , time) {
  // C1
  3 if(coupons.size == 0)
  4 return;
  5 // L
  6 for(int j = 0; j < coupons.size(); j++) {
  7   coupon := get("Coupon", coupons[j].couponId);
  8   if(isExpired(coupon.date , time)) {
  9     coupon.expired := true;
 10   } put("Coupon", coupons[j].couponId , coupon);
11 }
12 }
13 // C2
14 return;
15 }
```

Theorem 2 in the paper. For convenience, we represent a function with an unbounded loop as $\{C_1; L; C_2\}$, where $L$ is the unbounded loop, $C_1$ is all code preceding $L$, and $C_2$ denotes all code following the loop. $B_L$ is the loop body of $L$.

**Theorem 7** Given a function $f$ with the unbounded loop in case 2, $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation if the number of iterations of the loop $L$ remains unchanged on retry, and $C_1$, $C_2$, and $B_L$ can satisfy the following requirements: 1) They all satisfy idempotence simulation; 2) Their inputs do not change on retry; 3) They will not affect the shared state on retry once the function has successfully executed them.

**Proof** Since the number of loop iterations is the same on retry, the execution of $f$ comprises the execution of $C_1$, the execution of an unbounded number of $B_L$, and the execution of $C_2$. We can prove that $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation based on Lemma 6. Although the number of loop iterations is unbounded, the loop body executed by each iteration is the same. Therefore, we just need to prove that $C_1$, $B_L$, and $C_2$ satisfy the requirements in Lemma 6. The requirements have been ensured by the premise of Theorem 7. Therefore, the conclusion is true and $f$ satisfies idempotence simulation. □

We use an example to show how to use this theorem to perform the verification. In Figure 14, the `checkCoupons` function uses an unbounded loop to check whether coupons have expired. Obviously, $C_1$ and $C_2$ in `checkCoupons` satisfy all requirements in Theorem 2. The number of the loop iterations is the size of `coupons` which will be the same on retry. Thus, to prove the idempotence simulation of `checkCoupons`, we only need to focus on the loop body $B_L$ (line 7-11). First, Flux can prove that $B_L$ satisfies the idempotence simulation; Then, it uses static analysis to find that $B_L$’s input is `coupons` that keeps consistent on retry. Third, once it successfully updates `expire` to be `true` for a specific `coupon`, the value will remain unchanged as `checkCoupons` always updates it to be `true` on retry. According to the theorem, we have that `checkCoupons` satisfies the idempotence simulation.
Appendix D Scalability of the Verifier

We have created micro-benchmarks to evaluate the scalability of the verifier. Figure 15a shows that when the number of branches in a single function increases, the verification time increases exponentially, as the number of traces also increases exponentially. Besides, Figure 15b shows that when the number of database operations in a single function increases, the verification time increases linearly. This is because the number of generated traces increases linearly. Note that because these micro-benchmarks mainly contain database operations, LoC also increases linearly when the number of database operations increases. Thus, Figure 15b also demonstrates that when the LoC of a single function increases, the verification time increases linearly. Additionally, we evaluate the verification time for an application with different numbers
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Abstract

We present IronSync, an automated verification framework for concurrent code with shared memory. IronSync scales to complex systems by splitting system-wide proofs into isolated concerns such that each can be substantially automated. As a starting point, IronSync’s ownership type system allows a developer to straightforwardly prove both data safety and the logical correctness of thread-local operations. IronSync then introduces the concept of a Localized Transition System, which connects the correctness of local actions to the correctness of the entire system. We demonstrate IronSync by verifying two state-of-the-art concurrent systems comprising thousands of lines: a library for black-box replication on NUMA architectures, and a highly concurrent page cache.

1 Introduction

Despite the importance of concurrent software, it is famously difficult to write correctly. The correctness of any one thread can, in principle, depend on changes from any other thread; developers often struggle to consider all possible thread interleavings. This reasoning becomes more difficult in aggressively optimized systems that use custom synchronization tools beyond standard abstractions like locks. Such systems often appear anti-modular in that they entangle synchronization logic with application logic. For example, a concurrent page cache (§5.2) might use a bit both for the synchronization logic and the logical purpose of indicating that an IO write is in progress. This reasoning becomes more difficult in aggressively optimized systems that use custom synchronization tools beyond standard abstractions like locks.

In theory, formal software verification can produce provably correct code, but existing techniques have struggled to reach production-scale shared-memory systems (§9). Some work [19, 20] on verifying concurrent systems carefully focuses on networking and asynchronous disk IO, but avoids shared-memory concurrency. Other work [11, 12, 17, 36, 46] does tackle shared memory, but it relies on techniques which require considerable sophistication and manual effort from the developer. Still other work [38] offers simpler tools and greater automation, but the automation does not yet scale, requiring hours of CPU time for tens of lines of code (§7.1).

In contrast, IronSync enables verification of production-scale shared-memory concurrent systems, including those with custom synchronization protocols. Such verification comes with many reasoning challenges, and IronSync succeeds by carefully partitioning the system-level proof so that a developer can ergonomically tackle each challenge by formalizing her existing intuitions, supported at each stage by powerful automation.

At the lowest level, an IronSync developer uses an ownership type system to prove the data safety of her implementation. Oversimplifying, in an ownership type system, an owned value must be held (or referenced) by exactly one variable. A fast, deterministic type checker enforces this property, which IronSync, like Rust [28, 39] and other languages, in turn uses to enforce data safety, i.e., basic memory safety plus freedom from conflicting reads and writes. Our experience, and that of the Rust community, suggests using an ownership type system for such reasoning is relatively intuitive.

Going further, IronSync shows how the developer can additionally use ownership types to reason about the logical correctness of a thread’s local actions on data it owns. Intuitively, in any segment of code where a thread operates only on owned data, that data cannot affect or be affected by other threads. Hence, IronSync can reason about such code using sequential reasoning techniques and tools honed over decades of research and development. Reasoning sequentially is more intuitive for the developer as well.

Finally, the IronSync developer must connect the locally correct thread actions to global, system-wide correctness. To support this step, IronSync introduces the Localized Transition System (LTS), which abstracts each thread’s actions and the state they act upon, formalizing the intuition that in efficient concurrent programs, each thread acts only on a small fragment of the program’s global state. Using the techniques above, the developer locally proves that the LTS is a sound abstraction of their implementation. Finally, IronSync soundly abstracts the LTS into a simplified program representing the whole system. This new program (with threads, locks, and other implementation details abstracted away) is far simpler to reason about, and it connects naturally to previous automated techniques for, e.g., reasoning about asynchronous IO or distributed nodes [19, 20]. Since each step on this path is proven sound, proofs at this level also apply to the implementation.

To support the advanced read-sharing patterns found in production systems, IronSync also reuses the machinery above (with a small twist) to factor out reasoning about complex synchronization primitives, so that the developer can think about them separately from the core application logic, even if...
the implementation deeply entangles the two concerns.

The developer writes their implementation and performs all of the reasoning above in an extended version of the Dafny language [33] augmented with the trusted axioms and memory primitives in IronSync’s framework.

Evaluation. We introduce IronSync via a series of increasingly complex examples, culminating in two production-level case studies (§5). To illustrate IronSync at scale, we verify a Node Replication (NR) library that creates a linearizable NUMA-aware concurrent data structure from a black-box sequential one [9]. To show IronSync working both at scale and with prior work on crash safety [19], we verify SplinterCache [14], a production-scale disk-backed in-memory page cache created for use in commercial products [49].

Each case study’s performance matches its unverified production-level counterpart (§7.2), driving workloads of 5M updates/sec. with 192 threads (NR) or 3M ops/sec. (SplinterDB with verified SplinterCache), demonstrating IronSync has not impeded optimization through limited expressiveness or excessive proof burden. We also uncovered severe bugs (§7.3) in the unverified implementations.

Limitations. As in any verification system, the correctness of a verified IronSync program depends on the correctness of its spec, and the verification tool (Dafny [33]). Our encoding of the IronSync framework in Dafny is also trusted (although application-specific definitions are not). IronSync does not verify liveness, termination, or deadlock-freedom. We focus on data safety and functional correctness; i.e., if an operation returns a result, it is correct according to its spec. IronSync verifies programs against a high-level memory consistency model that distinguishes data-race-free memory from racy, sequentially consistent atomic memory. This compiles to efficient assembly on modern hardware, but it cannot exploit every optimization afforded by relaxed memory (§4.2).

Contributions. In summary, this paper:
1. Factors the proof of a production-scale concurrent system into intuitive reasoning steps that can each be supported with powerful automation.
2. Illustrates how the application of an ownership type system enables scalable, automated concurrent reasoning about both data safety and logical correctness.
3. Introduces Localized Transition Systems, which soundly connect local reasoning about a thread’s actions to global reasoning about the correctness of the full system.
4. Enables developers to verify complex, application-specific read-sharing synchronization tools in isolation from the program’s main application logic.
5. Demonstrates, via case studies, that IronSync effectively reasons about practical, complex, high-performance concurrent systems.

2 The Potential Pitfalls of Parallelism

To highlight the challenges of writing and reasoning about concurrent code, we begin with a simple bank application.

```plaintext
if accounts[A] >= amt {
    accounts[A] = accounts[A] - amt
    accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt
}
```

Figure 1: Buggy code violating data safety

```plaintext
lock(accounts[A]);
sufficient_balance := accounts[A] >= amt;
unlock(accounts[A]);
if sufficient_balance {
    lock(accounts[B]);
    accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt
    unlock(accounts[B]);
    lock(accounts[A]);
    accounts[A] = accounts[A] - amt
    unlock(accounts[A]);
}
```

Figure 2: Buggy code violating logical correctness

```plaintext
if accounts[A] >= amt {
    lock(accounts[A]);
    accounts[B] = accounts[B] + amt
    unlock(accounts[A]);
    unlock(accounts[B]);
}
```

Figure 3: Correct code (assuming that A < B, which is necessary to avoid deadlock, although proving deadlock-freedom is out-of-scope for IronSync)

This multi-threaded application maintains a list of accounts, each with an account ID and a balance, supporting one operation, transfer(A, B, d), which moves d dollars from account A to account B.

Here, there are a handful of mistakes an inexperienced developer might make. First, they might write code as in Figure 1, which would be correct in a sequential program but critically flawed in a concurrent one, where, e.g., two different threads might both write to accounts[A], one overwriting the other. In fact, it might be difficult to even fully characterize the buggy behavior on realistic hardware with weaker memory models [1, 2, 45], and in some programming languages, data races may even be undefined behavior [5, 52].

A naive fix would be to protect the code in Figure 1 with a global lock. Such a fix would be correct but embarrassingly inefficient. For efficiency, the developer might employ a finer-grained concurrency strategy by creating a lock for each account, reasoning that most transfers affect disjoint accounts.

Figure 2 uses a discipline of locking an account before reading/writing it, eliminating the data-safety problems above, since no other thread can simultaneously read/write the account information. Even with this fix, however, the program is still not logically correct: two different transfer operations might each check that account A has sufficient funds and then move forward even when A lacks the funds to complete both, leaving A with a negative balance.

Given enough debugging (or prior experience), the developer might eventually produce the code in Figure 3, which
holds locks on both accounts as it makes the transfer. How would the developer convince herself that she has finally produced a correct implementation?

She might first reason that the program is data safe because it holds the corresponding account lock whenever it accesses shared memory. Data safety rules out blatant data corruptions, making it feasible to reason about logical correctness.

Given data safety, she might then informally reason that holding both locks simultaneously gives the thread exclusive access to the portion of the state (accounts A and B) needed to correctly perform the transfer. Although other concurrent threads might simultaneously modify other program state, all such modifications are irrelevant to the transfer. Conversely, any changes the thread makes to accounts A and B must be irrelevant to any concurrent transfers, since those transfers must involve other accounts. Hence, she can reason locally about the correctness of the transfer implementation. Furthermore, from the perspective of the other threads, the transfer appears to occur atomically.

With IronSync, the developer formalizes her intuitions about data safety and logical correctness in a machine-checked way.

3 The Core IronSync Methodology

IronSync utilizes a variety of techniques, with the philosophy of using the right tool for each job. We introduce the techniques through a series of increasingly complex examples. Here we focus on the toy banking application from §2 to illustrate IronSync’s core ideas: (1) the use of an ownership-based type system, (2) the abstraction of threads via a localized transition system, and (3) the way we soundly compose a localized transition system into a global state machine that can soundly reason about global properties of the full concurrent program.

In §4, we introduce increasingly sophisticated features and examples, building up to our production-level case studies in §5. We defer the formalism underpinning IronSync to §6.

3.1 Achieving Data Safety in IronSync

IronSync mechanically enforces data-safety via an ownership-based type system. Such type systems are effective at enforcing data-safety both in unverified programming (e.g., in Rust [29]) and in verified sequential programming: e.g., in Linear Dafny [35], a version of the Dafny verification language [33] augmented with an ownership (or linear [51]) type system inspired by Rust’s. In IronSync, we extend Linear Dafny with tools for logical correctness in concurrent settings (3.2). First, though, we overview ownership types, explain how they enforce data safety, and how this aids in verification.

In Linear Dafny, an owned value must be held (or referenced) by exactly one variable. Any attempts to duplicate or drop the value are rejected by the type checker. In IronSync, this ensures that data is uniquely owned, and hence a thread can read or write to data it owns without interference from other threads. Owned values can, however, be stored in shared (read-only) variables; Dafny’s type checker ensures that the scope of such shared variables is contained within the scope of the originating owned variable, and that the owned variable is not modified until the shared variables expire.

3.2 Local Logical Correctness

IronSync uses ownership to simplify and automate reasoning about the correctness of a thread’s actions on data it owns.

method M(owned w: int, b: bool) returns (owned z: int)
owned var x := w; // okay: consumes w
owned var y := w; // error: w was already consumed
if b {
  shared var s := x; // okay: shares x read-only
  x := x + 1; // error: borrowed value still live in s
} x := x + 1; // okay: shared variable s has expired
z := x; // okay: consumes x

Figure 4: Ownership in action
3.2.1 Ownership Simplifies Concurrent Correctness

With IronSync, we observe that a type-enforced ownership discipline dramatically simplifies reasoning about correctness in concurrent settings. To illustrate, consider this short Dafny program, using its traditional heap model (i.e., without ownership types):

```dafny
method M(data: Data)
modifies data
requires data.x == 2
ensures data.x == 3
{ data.x := data.x + 1; }
```

The Dafny verifier can easily prove that if the precondition in the requires clause holds, then the postcondition in the ensures clause will always hold. However, if this method were part of a concurrent program, Dafny’s standard sequential reasoning would not be sound, since another thread could change the heap-allocated data at any time.

With ownership types, however, we can rewrite it as:

```dafny
method M(owned data: Data)
requires data.x == 2
ensures data.x == 3
{ data.x := data.x + 1; }
```

Because the type system ensures that the data value is uniquely owned, the verifier can once again make the assumption that no other thread is concurrently modifying data. Hence, the verifier can soundly use the same algorithms as before to easily verify this method.

In short, because IronSync mediates all access to shared resources via Linear Dafny’s ownership type system, we can verify the logical correctness of concurrent code operating locally on owned values by using algorithms and tools that have been honed for decades on sequential verification. In our experience, this brings a substantial boost in proof automation.

3.2.2 Maintaining Local Correctness with Invariants

However, even in a program that obeys an ownership discipline, one thread seldom owns a piece of data indefinitely; instead, threads hand off ownership of shared data via synchronization primitives like locks. Hence, the developer needs a mechanism to reason about what value(s) shared data may hold when a thread acquires ownership of that data.

In one such mechanism, IronSync allows the developer to reason about locked data by associating each lock with a lock invariant, i.e., a property of the data protected by the lock (Figure 6). The thread can assume the property holds when it acquires the lock, and in exchange, it must prove the property holds when it releases the lock. This in turn means that the next thread to take the lock may also “take” the assumption.

Again, we see the utility of ownership types: the verifier can soundly assume that the value of guard. v is not being modified by other threads while the lock is held, since the

```dafny
function is_even(x: int) { x % 2 == 0 }
// Create a new lock with an invariant that its value is always even.
// is_even(x) := NewLock(2, is_even);
shared var m := NewLock(2, is_even);
owned var guard := AcquireExcl(m);
assert guard.v % 2 == 0; // Passes
guard.v := guard.v + 1;
ReleaseExcl(guard); // error: violates invariant 'is_even'
guard.v := guard.v + 1;
ReleaseExcl(guard); // okay: satisfies invariant 'is_even'
// guard.v := guard.v + 1; // error: guard already consumed
// ReleaseExcl(guard); // error: guard already consumed
```

Figure 6: Example of a lock invariant. Any commented line, if uncommented, would give the resulting error. Note that ReleaseExcl consumes the owned guard object, so it cannot be used later.

3.3 From Local to Global Logical Correctness

We have shown IronSync’s use of ownership to establish data safety and the logical correctness of a thread’s local actions on data it owns. The final step is to explain how threads cooperate to achieve a global (program-wide) logical goal.

This final step would be trivial in a program that protects all of its state with a global lock. In that case, proofs of local correctness would suffice for global correctness, since we would simply specify the program’s expected behavior via an invariant on the global lock. Such an approach would be correct but embarrassingly inefficient.

For better efficiency, the developer might employ a finer-grained concurrency strategy using many local locks. At this point, proving a global property directly becomes difficult since no thread has a global view of the system.

For such systems, IronSync provides the developer with tools to build up to global logical correctness in stages. First, the developer creates a simplified abstract model of the threads’ local actions (§3.3.1). Second, the developer uses the techniques from §3.2 to locally prove that each thread’s implementation can be soundly abstracted by the model (§3.3.2). Finally, IronSync reassembles the model’s local actions into a single global abstraction of the program (§3.3.3). At this level, the developer can reason about global properties of the system, without the complexity of low-level details like thread interleaving, memory management, or even locking strategy. Because each step above is proven sound, the global correctness properties hold for the implementation as well.

3.3.1 Abstracting Local Actions

As a first step towards proving global correctness, an IronSync developer proves that their implementation corresponds to a simpler program, where threads, locks, and other implementation details are entirely abstracted away. Reasoning about the correctness of the new program is much simpler.
Returning to our bank, we would like the abstract program to operate over a simple state representing all of the accounts:

State: (accounts: map<AccountId, Balance>)

The challenge is to connect the application’s concrete state (e.g., as stored in array) to the abstract state above.

As discussed earlier, once the implementation commits to a fine-grained, per-account locking strategy (as in Figure 3), it becomes difficult for an individual thread to reason about the global concrete state. After all, any given thread holds at most two locks at a time, and hence it cannot authoritatively reason about the state of the rest of the accounts.

Hence, IronSync introduces the concept of a Localized Transition System (LTS) (formally defined in §6.1), which breaks the abstract program’s state into shards that match the “granularity” of the concrete implementation. The LTS then defines transitions that apply locally to only a subset of the shards. These transitions capture the work a thread performs on its local view of the state. We can later (§3.3.3) reassemble these local views into a global view.

Figure 7 shows the LTS definition for our bank example. The LTS defines a shard to be the information for a single account, matching the granularity of the locking scheme in Figure 3. The localized transition function transfer says that a thread that holds two shards (the “pre-state shards”), one for A and one for B, where A’s shard holds at least amt dollars, can exchange those shards for a new pair of shards (the “post-state shards”) with updated balances. This definition directly captures the intuition that a transfer only affects (and is affected by) the state of the two accounts involved. All other accounts (shards) are irrelevant.

Notice the abstraction the LTS provides: the update to the shards occurs atomically without any explicit mention of particular synchronization primitives. For complex systems, this simplification makes the application vastly easier to analyze.

In designing their LTS, a developer will typically choose a “granularity” for their shards and actions that matches the granularity of the implementation’s concurrency strategy. As we discuss below, this makes it feasible to use the local correctness techniques from §3.2 to tie the implementation to the LTS. Choosing a coarser granularity would complicate the proof of this connection, while choosing a finer granularity would introduce unnecessary complexity into proofs about the global system (§3.3.3).

In practice, this means that different programs will use different LTS designs. A program with a modest concurrency strategy can afford to use coarse-grained shards, doing most of the proof work “locally” using techniques from §3.2. A program with an aggressive fine-grained concurrency strategy will use finer-grained shards, and thus put more work into spanning the gap from the LTS to the global system.

### 3.3.2 Tying the Concrete Implementation to the LTS

To make use of the abstraction provided by the LTS, we must soundly (i.e., in a machine-checked way) establish that the implementation’s behavior matches that of the LTS; thus properties proved about the LTS will meaningfully apply to the real implementation.

A key idea in IronSync is that we tie the implementation to the LTS by explicitly manifesting and manipulating the state shards of the LTS abstraction in the implementation code. The code then uses the local correctness techniques from §3.2 to prove that its manipulation of its concrete state correctly reflects LTS-defined actions on the corresponding shards.

In more detail, the implementation holds LTS shards in owned ghost variables. Ghost variables act like normal variables, but they serve only as “proof constructs” and are absent from the compiled executable. Making the shards owned ensures that they cannot be duplicated, preventing the implementation from holding on to two potentially contradictory shards (e.g., one that claims account A holds v dollars and another that claims it holds v + x dollars). Indeed, unique ownership prevents those shards from existing anywhere in the system, even spread across different threads.

In practice, an IronSync developer will typically embed the ghost shards into their implementation and tie the ghost state to physical state via invariants. The top of Figure 8 illustrates this idea for our bank example. The implementation stores each account’s concrete balance in an Entry datatype (similar to a struct) that also holds a ghost owned shard defined by the LTS. The account entries live in a sequence, each protected with a lock with an invariant that the ghost state in the shard matches the physical state of the implementation.

Looking at this program, a reader might understandably wonder what is accomplished by redundantly “doubling up” the state into a physical account balance and a ghost account balance. The key is that by doing so, we establish the formal correspondence between the concrete implementation state and the abstract state of the LTS.

The final step is to connect the implementation’s actions to the transitions in the LTS. To do so, IronSync provides a trusted, axiomatic API for the ghost shards, with API calls that update the shards by performing valid transitions of the verified LTS. Each call consumes the old owned shards, and produces new owned shards. As shown in Figure 8, this means that during a transfer, the developer can update the physical state of the account balances and then atomically exchange (via LTS_transition) the old shards for a new pair representing the LTS state after performing the abstract transfer transition. These new shards match the concrete
state, satisfying the corresponding lock invariants and hence allowing the locks to be released.

Hence, we can soundly reason about the implementation’s concrete actions on concrete state using the LTS’s abstract transitions on its abstract shards. IronSync’s trusted API allows the programmer to make this connection locally in the implementation code by showing that a sequence of physical steps are consistent with the “large” atomic steps of the LTS.

We illustrate this process in Figure 9a, which shows one invocation of the DoTransfer method from Figure 8. The illustration depicts the relationship between the ghost shards of the LTS (dashed blue boxes) and the physical values stored in memory. Time runs along the x-axis; each vertical gradation represents a fine-grained period, such as a single instruction.

Initially, Thread 2 holds no locks. It receives a client request to transfer $7 from A to B. The developer knows that the relevant LTS transition requires atomically interacting with the A and B shards, so the thread’s first step is to acquire lock A. Lock acquisition brings into Thread 2’s scope both permission to observe the physical value of A (via a pointer; the physical value does not move from the heap, of course) as well as the ghost shard for A.

Later, Thread 2 likewise acquires the physical B state and its ghost shard. The ghost LTS transition requires that shard A has a value greater than the $7 transfer. Thread 2 confirms this by checking the physical value of A, which it knows (from the lock invariant) matches the ghost shard for A.

Then Thread 2 debits $7 from the physical value of A. Note that the ghost shard has not changed; no LTS transition allows debiting A all by itself. The lock invariant is temporarily false, which is fine, since Thread 2 still holds the lock. Next, Thread 2 credits $7 to the physical value of B.

Thread 2 cannot release the locks until it restores their invariants. Hence, it invokes transfer(A, B, 7), the ghost LTS transition from Figure 7, which consumes the shards A : 9, B : 1. As a ghost transition, this happens instantaneously. The transition yields (by postcondition) the new shards A : 2, B : 8, which the thread proves match the corresponding physical values. Having restored the lock invariants, the thread completes its work by releasing its locks, one at a time.

For simplicity, we do not illustrate any activity on Thread 1. However, observe that it could, with any interleaving, acquire noncontending locks and interact with their associated state.

3.3.3 Global Logical Correctness With the GSM

To reason about the logical correctness of the entire multi-threaded program, we reassemble the shards of the LTS into a representation of the program’s global state, and similarly, we translate the local transitions of the LTS into global transitions over the global state. We call the result (formally defined in §6.1) a Global State Machine (GSM).

Figure 10 shows the developer’s definition of the GSM for the bank example. The State now holds all of the accounts. The transfer transition is an atomic step that reads and writes the global state. As in Figure 9b, the GSM’s state only changes—atomically—at the moment Thread 2 invokes the ghost LTS transition. Hence, regardless of low-level thread interleaving, from GSM’s global perspective, the state advances through a sequence of atomic global transitions, even as the physical values are updated asynchronously. This greatly simplifies reasoning about global correctness.

Indeed, since the GSM is a standard state machine, we can employ standard reasoning techniques honed by decades worth of research [32], including prior work automating such reasoning [19, 20]. For example, we can easily prove that account balances never go negative, or that the total amount of money across all accounts is always preserved. In both cases, the proof proceeds by showing that the property holds in an initial state, and then showing that if it holds before an atomic transition, then it also holds afterwards. For the bank example, these proofs are produced fully automatically.

In contrast, it would be impossible to talk about such global properties from within the implementation, where a given thread only ever holds at most two locks.

Soundly Assembling the GSM. To compose the LTS shards into the GSM’s state, the IronSync developer must declare a datatype that can hold one or more shards. §6.1 discusses the formal rules the datatype must obey, but a common pattern is to use a (partial) dictionary from an application-specific identifier (e.g., an account ID) to the corresponding shard. The developer then proves the soundness of each LTS

Figure 8: An implementation of our bank example. Figure 9 illustrates one possible execution.

datatype Entry = Entry(bal: int, ghost owned shard: Shard)

shared var accts : seqLock<Entry> where
  ∀i, accts[i].has lock invariant: (entry: Entry)
  ⇒ entry.shard == Shard(id: i, balance: entry.bal)

method DoTransfer(A: AccountId, B: AccountId, amt: Dollars)
  // Acquire locks on both accounts.
  owned var guardA := AcquireExcl(accts[A]);
  owned var guardB := AcquireExcl(accts[B]);
  lock A
  lock B

  // These follow from the lock invariant.
  assert guardA.v.shard.bal == guardA.v.bal;
  assert guardB.v.shard.bal == guardB.v.bal;

  // Physically move `amt` from one account to the other.
  guardA.v.bal -= amt; debitA
  guardB.v.bal += amt; creditB

  // Invariant is temporarily broken.
  assert guardA.v.shard.bal != guardA.v.bal;
  // Perform the transfer transition of the LTS
  LTS_transition("transfer", guardA.v.shard, guardB.v.shard, amt);

  // Lock invariants have been restored.
  assert guardA.v.shard.bal == guardA.v.bal;
  assert guardB.v.shard.bal == guardB.v.bal;

  // We can now release the locks.
  ReleaseExcl(guardA); unlockA
  ReleaseExcl(guardB); unlockB

Figure 8: An implementation of our bank example. Figure 9 illustrates one possible execution.

state, satisfying the corresponding lock invariants and hence allowing the locks to be released.

Hence, we can soundly reason about the implementation’s concrete actions on concrete state using the LTS’s abstract transitions on its abstract shards. IronSync’s trusted API allows the programmer to make this connection locally in the implementation code by showing that a sequence of physical steps are consistent with the “large” atomic steps of the LTS.

We illustrate this process in Figure 9a, which shows one invocation of the DoTransfer method from Figure 8. The illustration depicts the relationship between the ghost shards of the LTS (dashed blue boxes) and the physical values stored in memory. Time runs along the x-axis; each vertical gradation represents a fine-grained period, such as a single instruction.

Initially, Thread 2 holds no locks. It receives a client request to transfer $7 from A to B. The developer knows that the relevant LTS transition requires atomically interacting with the A and B shards, so the thread’s first step is to acquire lock A. Lock acquisition brings into Thread 2’s scope both permission to observe the physical value of A (via a pointer; the physical value does not move from the heap, of course) as well as the ghost shard for A.

Later, Thread 2 likewise acquires the physical B state and its ghost shard. The ghost LTS transition requires that shard A has a value greater than the $7 transfer. Thread 2 confirms this by checking the physical value of A, which it knows (from the lock invariant) matches the ghost shard for A.

Then Thread 2 debits $7 from the physical value of A. Note that the ghost shard has not changed; no LTS transition allows debiting A all by itself. The lock invariant is temporarily false, which is fine, since Thread 2 still holds the lock. Next, Thread 2 credits $7 to the physical value of B.

Thread 2 cannot release the locks until it restores their invariants. Hence, it invokes transfer(A, B, 7), the ghost LTS transition from Figure 7, which consumes the shards A : 9, B : 1. As a ghost transition, this happens instantaneously. The transition yields (by postcondition) the new shards A : 2, B : 8, which the thread proves match the corresponding physical values. Having restored the lock invariants, the thread completes its work by releasing its locks, one at a time.

For simplicity, we do not illustrate any activity on Thread 1. However, observe that it could, with any interleaving, acquire noncontending locks and interact with their associated state.
We then try to combine the outgoing shards with the dictionary. If this results in a well-formed dictionary (i.e., no keys are duplicated), the transition is valid and can be lifted to an atomic transition of the GSM (as shown in Figure 10).

4 Advanced IronSync Techniques

Verification of real concurrent programs often has additional challenges beyond those of our “toy” banking example. This section illustrates, via examples, IronSync’s solutions to two situations that arise in a real concurrent system:

- An abstraction of the program state (like the GSM) might still not be abstract enough to be a useful specification.
- Developers employ custom synchronization tools (beyond simple locks), plus optimizations like read-sharing.

We apply these solutions to the complex case studies in §5.

4.1 Specification via Refinement

For trivial programs like our bank, one might accept an invariant as the definition of correctness. For substantial programs, we prefer to express correctness via a trusted specification that precisely defines the program’s expected behavior, and then prove that the implementation refines it; i.e., every execution of the implementation is an execution of the spec.

A hash table’s spec, for example, is a simple dictionary, succinctly expressible in 10-20 lines. Its implementation obeys the spec while providing good performance. For instance, a Robin Hood Hash Table (RHHT) [10] stores key-value pairs in an array and locates keys via linear probing [30]: given a key, probing starts with the key’s hash index and continues sequentially until the key or an empty slot is found.

To exploit concurrency, a developer might add multiple threads and create a lock for each slot in the array. A straightforward concurrency strategy would have a thread lock the entire range of slots needed for each linear probe, complete its operation, and then release the locks. To express this strategy in IronSync, per §3, the developer defines an LTS (Figure 11) with shards at the granularity of the locking scheme: each shard of the LTS represents a single array slot.

Once the LTS is proven sound, the developer uses IronSync to reassemble the LTS into the GSM comprising the full sequence of optionally-occupied slots. They then prove that the GSM refines the spec by establishing invariants. One RHHT invariant is that each key in the table can be found in a contiguous range of non-empty slots starting from the key’s hash index. Proving refinement via such invariants is
straightforward using standard techniques [32] previously encoded in Dafny [19, 20].

4.2 Lower-Level Memory Primitives

The previous examples are built from locks, which help maintain data safety. In practice, many advanced concurrent systems do not use locks, but rather custom synchronization tools built from lower-level primitives. Supporting such advanced systems is a core IronSync goal, and hence IronSync makes these lower-level primitives its base and then verifiably constructs locks and other synchronization tools from them. In this section, we introduce IronSync’s primitives and, as a warm-up, see how they let us verify a basic mutual-exclusion lock.

Consider a lock implemented with two fields: a boolean flag indicating whether the lock is taken, and a slot for the data being protected by the lock. Defining operations on these fields must be done in terms of a memory-ordering model, which dictates when different threads may disagree on the ordering of reads and writes. Developers must take care to use special, slower instructions to synchronize threads when necessary, and such subtleties are notoriously difficult to handle correctly, especially since the details depend on the hardware platform (e.g., x86-TSO [45] or ARM [1]).

IronSync’s memory model is based on the C++11 memory model [5, 7], which abstracts over these hardware differences by providing a distinction between non-atomic memory (the most common, “normal” memory) and atomic memory. Non-atomic memory access compiles to fast instructions, while atomic memory (depending on how it is used) may compile to slower instructions, possibly involving memory fences. To make this dichotomy sound, the C++ model requires all non-atomic accesses be data-race-free (a burden placed on the programmer); however, the atomic memory allows contended access. In the lock example, multiple threads might contend to access the flag, but the thread that wins will have exclusive access to the data field, making its accesses data-race-free.

IronSync supports data-race-free non-atomic memory and sequentially-consistent atomic memory. Specifically, it takes advantage of the C++11 memory model’s DRF-SC property, which states that if all non-SC memory accesses are data-race-free, the entire execution is sequentially-consistent. By allowing data-race-free memory for the common cases, IronSync takes advantage of much of the speed afforded by modern hardware, although it does not take advantage of the weaker atomic memory orderings (e.g., release-acquire, ordering or relaxed).

In particular, IronSync supports these two modes of shared-memory-access through two of its trusted primitives, Atomic for word-sized atomic memory and Cell<T> for non-atomic memory storing arbitrary types T. To ensure that access to a shared Cell<T> is data-race-free, IronSync requires a thread to own a special ghost object of type Permission<T> for reading and writing. Meanwhile, IronSync treats the sequentially-consistent atomics as if they were “virtual locks” that can be unlocked for a single atomic operation; they can then use lock invariants, as before, to verify code that manipulates ghost objects in the virtual lock. Atomic supports common atomic operations, like compare-and-swap and atomic addition.

With these tools, the developer can verify a lock as follows: they declare the flag field as an Atomic and the data field as a Cell. They store the ghost Permission object for the Cell in flag’s virtual lock. By reading and writing to flag (e.g., with an atomic compare-and-swap), threads can transfer ownership of the Permission, allowing them to access the data field in a data-race-free manner. This process is verified by IronSync, which checks that the invariant on the virtual lock is maintained.

4.3 Read Sharing

Crucially, data-race-freedom does not preclude all simultaneous access. While it prohibits a write from occurring simultaneously with a read or another write, it does permit multiple simultaneous readers. This read-sharing is crucial for performance in many applications; however, to make use of it, the developer must still ensure that threads obey some single-writer, multiple-reader protocol. In such a protocol, the developer ensures that there can be a single writer or multiple readers at any given time, but never both at the same time (and of course never more than one writer).

The challenge with read-sharing protocols is that there is no optimal way of accounting for the shared state. For example, a particularly common protocol uses reference-counting, e.g., in a reader-writer lock, but even here, there is no universal way to implement a reader-writer lock. Our case studies (§5), for example, employ two different custom-built reference-counting-based locks, and locks aren’t even the end of the story. Our NR case study (§5.1) uses a lock-free cyclic buffer, where multiple shares read-access to entries, and where the safety is guaranteed by a protocol of head and tail pointers.

In IronSync, the developer can implement and verify a read-sharing protocol, including any of the above, by designing a particular kind of LTS, which we call a guard protocol, and proving that it enforces safe access to shared state. A guard protocol is an LTS whose state has an explicit notion of a stored (ghost) object, along with a notion of depositing and withdrawing that object. Intuitively, the program begins with a unique reference to an object (e.g., the ghost Permission for a Cell – see §4.2). To create read-shared references that it can give to other threads, the program “deposits” the object into the guard protocol, and in exchange it can obtain one or more guards. A guard is simply an LTS state shard that acts as a “witness” that the object has been deposited (and not yet withdrawn). Once the guards (i.e., read-shared references) are returned, IronSync allows the program to “withdraw” the reference from the LTS and use it once again for mutation.

To demonstrate the soundness of their guard protocol, the library developer must show that it satisfies two obligations.
First, they show that guard shards only exist when an object has been deposited (and not yet withdrawn). This prevents the library from synthesizing bogus read-shared references. Second, they show that the LTS’ withdrawal transition only occurs when an object is in fact deposited and there are no outstanding guards.

Once the guard protocol is proven sound, IronSync provides the library developer with an extended version of the trusted shard API from §3.3.2. Recall that the standard API consumes and produces owned shards. The API for guard protocols, however, allows a thread holding a read guard to acquire a shared version of the protected data; e.g., a shared permission for a Cell, which the Cell API requires for read access to its concrete memory, but which doesn’t suffice to use the API for writing. Hence, the developer can ergonomically manipulate shared data using Dafny’s shared variables, with the assurance that all accesses are data-race free.

Crucially, IronSync’s general approach to read sharing enables a developer to devise protocols that are drastically different from a read/write lock. For example, in the cyclic buffer (§5.1), threads read entries (via ghost guard objects) and use a head pointer to indicate when they are done; other threads look at these head pointers to determine when it is safe to garbage collect the entries and overwrite them (requiring a withdraw).

5 Case Studies

IronSync, we have seen, comprises a collection of tools: (ghost) ownership types, LTS abstraction, state-machine refinement, and automated verification. To test that this collection suffices to verify modern production-scale systems (i.e., systems notable for their performance, which they achieve through non-trivial concurrency patterns), we select two such systems and produce verified implementations within IronSync. These particular systems were chosen, in part, because there was independent interest in verifying their correctness from the systems’ designers. We compare our case studies to those in prior work in §9.

By producing implementations that match the originals in design and performance (§7), we show that writing a system in IronSync does not sacrifice performance-critical concurrency patterns. Of course, our implementations are not identical to the originals: ours are written in Dafny (and compiled to machine-generated C++ code), and they make a few minor deviations from the originals (§7.2). Nonetheless, the exercise does, as a bonus, yield some insight into the originals (§7.3).

Overview. Both case studies are complex; for each, correctness depends on myriad interlocking moving parts. Hence, we show how an IronSync developer divides the proof work into manageable subtasks, and chooses the right IronSync tool for each.

Specifically, NR (§5.1) shows how to pull together all the IronSync features discussed earlier. With SplinterCache (§5.2), we also verify the program’s use of an external disk.

Figure 12: Proof architecture of our case studies.

Common Architecture. Each case study follows a similar high-level structure. Each has a primary LTS (and a corresponding GSM), which is used, via state-machine refinement (§4.1), to establish that the program meets its specification. In addition, each program uses complex synchronization logic that makes data safety challenging, so each case study also uses several secondary LTSes as guard protocols (§4.3). Figure 12 summarizes the architectures for the case studies in terms of these components.

5.1 Node Replication NR

NR [9] is a concurrency library that transforms a black-box, sequential data structure into a linearizable, NUMA-aware concurrent version. NR works by replicating the sequential data structure on each NUMA node, using an operation log to maintain consistency. Replicas benefit from read concurrency using a reader-writer lock designed to minimize reader contention [50] and from write concurrency using flat combining [22], which batches operations from multiple threads to be executed by a single combiner thread. The combiner appends the batched operations to the log; other nodes read the log and update their local replica copies. The original, unverified NR implementation is ~1000 lines of Rust. NR has recently been adopted by NrOS [6], which uses it to implement scalable versions of a wide range of OS subsystems.

Verification Objective. Our verified implementation also takes a user-provided black-box data structure, this time one with a functional spec. Verified NR produces the replicated data structure and a proof that this replicated system meets the same functional spec linearizably.

Proof Overview. As in our earlier examples, we can coarsely divide our tasks into data safety and logical correctness. In some places, the reference implementation uses Rust’s unsafe code, so these parts pose challenges for our verified implementation. In Rust, unsafe means that the code foregoes Rust’s usual safe aliasing checks and places the burden of correctness on the programmer. In IronSync, this means that we cannot (solely) rely on the ownership type system to ensure data safety. Luckily, IronSync has a verified alternative: the guard protocol.

As an example, consider the cyclic buffer at the center of NR’s coordination, used to broadcast messages from one node to all other nodes. Using a stringent protocol of head and tail
pointers, NR ensures that each node reads each message after it is written but before it is garbage collected, and further, that these reads and writes are properly synchronized. Notice how this custom protocol of head and tail pointers is used in place of a general utility for safe data access (like a mutex). Figure 13 shows pseudocode for parts of this protocol, delineating the read sections and write sections for buffer messages. Data safety, here, approximately amounts to saying that the write section never overlaps any another section. This read-sharing pattern is exactly what guard protocols are designed to support. We can construct such a protocol by identifying the instructions relevant to data safety (marked ⋆ in Figure 13) and abstracting them into an LTS.

NR has two more places where we need to do something similar. One is a specialized lock that protects the per-node replicas. These locks are designed with multiple reference counters to reduce thread contention; using a guard protocol, we can verify the lock and provide an API similar to the lock (ii) that R
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A cache makes weaker promises than a key-value store or file system, which might offer snapshot consistency. However, this doubled-up mapping spec still constrains behavior in the event of a crash, demonstrating how IronSync programs can integrate with prior approaches to verifying crash safety [19].

Verification Objective. We characterize the behavior of the cache operating together with an external disk, using a trusted model of the disk. Our high-level spec, PAGE\_MAP, maps each block address to two +4KiB pages, an on-disk and an in-memory version. The system may nondeterministically overwrite the on-disk version with the in-memory one.

A cache makes weaker promises than a key-value store or file system, which might offer snapshot consistency. However, this doubled-up mapping spec still constrains behavior in the event of a crash, demonstrating how IronSync programs can integrate with prior approaches to verifying crash safety [19].

Proof Overview. Once again, we divide our proof into data safety and logical correctness.

The SplinterCache uses a complex locking scheme to protect the in-memory cached pages. The cache implementation needs to acquire a write lock to write to a page or a read lock to read from a page, but there are some subtleties: even if the client intends to only read a page, the cache may still need to load it from disk, which means writing the contents into memory, which requires a write lock on the memory page.

For efficiency’s sake, the locking protocol has a variety of special states for handling situations like the above. More specifically, the lock has bit flags for states (not all mutually exclusive): (i) Write\_Back: the page is being written to disk, effectively an extra read-lock; (ii) Loading: the page is being

Figure 13: Pseudocode of key NR algorithms, omitting ghost shards. Shared variables are bold for atomics and italics for non-atomics. ★ is code relevant to CYCLIC\_BUFFER; ★ to REPLICATION. Ranges show where it is safe to read and write log[j].op; CYCLIC\_BUFFER proves disjointness.

for loads where it may have 100GiB of RAM available and for use with low-latency IO devices. Clients can acquire a lock (reader or writer) on a disk page by its address, and the cache abstracts the details from the client. Internally, it loads that page into memory if necessary, and it handles writeback and eviction. Its optimizations include prefetching and batched IOs. It attempts to flush pages to disk before they need to be evicted. The reference code is ∼2000 lines of C.
loaded from disk; (iii) Free: this entry is not assigned to a disk page; and (iv) Claimed: the claiming thread has the exclusive right to upgrade a read lock to a write lock. These states allow optimizations; e.g., an entry marked Free cannot be locked, so a thread that loads a page into a free entry can skip the usual check that there are no readers. Even beyond these states, the lock has the same multiple-reference-counters optimization as NR’s DISTROLOCK described earlier. Figure 14a summarizes all the states.

As usual, we handle the reader-writer lock with a guard protocol. This leaves logical correctness, which we prove with the CACHE LTS. It tracks the information needed to prove consistency properties between cache and disk; e.g., it maintains a two-way mapping between cache entries (indexed by entry numbers) and disk pages (indexed by page numbers). It tracks the status of each entry, which may be either empty (i.e., not corresponding to any page), loading, clean, dirty, or writeback-in-progress. This is summarized in Figure 14b.

Next, we can construct the CACHE GSM as a sound abstraction of our implementation. We then apply previous techniques [19] to integrate CACHE with a (trusted) model of the asynchronous disk. This yields a state machine CACHE+DISK which abstracts the behavior of the entire system. Here, we prove relevant invariants: the bidirectional mapping is self-consistent; outstanding IO requests agree with the loading and writeback statuses; an in-memory clean page matches the on-disk page. We finally prove that CACHE+DISK refines PAGEMP as the high-level specification.

6 Formalism and Implementation

IronSync’s Trusted Computing Base comprises the following:

- A trusted programming language and verifier.

- A trusted library of shared-memory primitives (§4.2).

- A trusted library of formal definitions and axioms for LTSes, guard protocols, and state machine refinement.

The Language. IronSync is built on Linear Dafny [35]; we added ghost ownership types to its existing (non-ghost) ownership types, and we also supply Atomic and Cell types (§4.2) for shared memory. To prevent unsoundness with concurrent threads, IronSync disallows Dafny’s traditional support for aliasable mutable objects.

IronSync code compiles via Dafny’s C++ backend, and uses std::atomic to implement IronSync’s Atomic. Therefore, the C++ compiler is also part of the trusted toolchain, notably including its mapping from C++’s memory ordering model to the hardware’s. Specifically, we rely on the compiler to insert memory fences appropriately for any Atomic memory locations, thereby providing the sequential consistency guarantees for the language runtime.

6.1 Formal Definitions

We briefly summarize the mathematical formalism underpinning IronSync’s LTS (§3.3.1) and the guard protocol (§4.3). These definitions are exposed to the IronSync developer via an axiomatically trusted library in Dafny.

IronSync introduces LTSes to formalize the idea that a transition updates and depends on only a portion of the state, while the rest of the state is irrelevant. This formalization encodes shards as elements of a monoid, an established tool from concurrency reasoning from separation logic [26].

Definition 1 (LTS: Localized Transition System) A Localized Transition System is a triple \( (M, \text{Init}, \tau_{\text{local}}) \). Here, \( M \) is a commutative monoid, that is, a set with a composition operator \( \cdot : M \times M \rightarrow M \) which is associative and commutative, and with a unit element \( \epsilon \in M \) (i.e., \( \forall m \in M. m \cdot \epsilon = m \)). Meanwhile, \( \text{Init} : M \rightarrow \text{bool} \) represents valid initial states, and \( \tau_{\text{local}} : M \times M \rightarrow \text{bool} \) is a “local transition function.”

This essentially says that an element \( m \in M \) represents partial information about a state of the system, while the composition of two elements gives us a way to combine the partial information about different components. Thus a transition \( \tau \) makes sense even on pieces of partial information. In the bank example discussed at the end of §3.3.3, each \( m \) is a (partial) dictionary from account IDs to account info.

The IronSync framework then defines the global state machine (GSM) in terms of the LTS by taking elements of \( m \) that represent a complete view of the system (e.g., a dictionary containing all of the bank’s accounts). Specifically, we define a transition on a complete state by splitting it in two: one part to be operated on, and one part that is irrelevant to the transition, and then performing the transition on the first part:

Definition 2 (GSM: Global State Machine) Given an LTS \( (M, \text{Init}, \tau_{\text{local}}) \), we define a global transition function,

\[
\tau_{\text{global}}(s, s') \triangleq \exists d, d', e. \tau_{\text{local}}(d, d') \land (s = d \cdot e) \land (s' = d' \cdot e).
\]

We call \( (M, \text{Init}, \tau_{\text{global}}) \) the Global State Machine.

In the bank example, \( d \) would be a dictionary holding keys for the two accounts involved in a transfer, and \( e \) would be a dictionary holding all of the other accounts.

6.2 Guard Protocols

A Guard Protocol consists of (i) an LTS with a notion of ghost objects that may be deposited or withdrawn, and (ii) a notion of a guard, a state shard that locally guarantees a particular
A developer defines an LTS for their Guard Protocol and proves it sound based on the definition below, and in exchange, IronSync gives them access to a set of ghost shards representing their protocol: a thread can deposit ghost objects from the set $T$ into the protocol and withdraw them later. Crucially, the trusted IronSync API from §4.3 allows code that holds a guard shard to obtain a `shared` copy of the deposited value $t$, which allows the code to ergonomically and soundly manipulate read-shared data.

Formally, we define a Guard Protocol as follows.

**Definition 4 (Guard Protocol)** Given a set $T$, a Guard Protocol is an LTS that has three transition types, $(M, \text{Init}, \text{deposit}(t), \text{withdraw}(t))$; an invariant $\text{Inv} : M \to \text{bool}$; and an abstraction function $\text{Abs} : M \to T \cup \{\text{empty}\}$. We define $\text{deposit}(t)$, $\text{withdraw}(t)$ of the GSM as in Def. 2.

We say the Guard Protocol is sound if $\text{Inv}$ is an inductive invariant on the GSM, i.e., $\forall$ transition labels $\ell$:

$$\forall m \in M. \text{Init}(m) \implies \text{Inv}(m)$$

$$\forall m, m' \in M. \text{Inv}(m) \land g_{\text{global}}(m, m') \implies \text{Inv}(m')$$

and if the GSM, as interpreted by $\text{Abs}$, refines the Safety-Deposit State Machine. Given a sound Guard Protocol, we say that $g \in M$ is a read-guard of $t \in T$ if:

$$\forall b \in M. \text{Inv}(g \cdot b) \implies \text{Abs}(g \cdot b) = t.$$ 

Here, $\text{Abs}$ gives the GSM a notion of a “deposited object.” The read-guard condition says that in any valid global state (as given by $\text{Inv}$) with $g$ as a sub-shard, $t$ is guaranteed to be the deposited object (as given by $\text{Abs}$). This means that a thread holding the guard shard $g$ can soundly read the shared value $t$, and that all such readers will read the same value.

When the IronSync user defines a new guard protocol and proves it sound, IronSync gives them access to an API to manipulate ghost shards according to the transitions, as with any other LTS. In this case, the functions that perform exchanges can also perform deposits and withdraws; furthermore, there are new functions for the read-guard objects: if $g$ is a read-guard of $t$, then the user can use a `shared` ghost shard $g$ to obtain a `shared` ghost shard $t$. Linear Dafny’s type system ensures that the guard reference outlives $t$.

In addition to the formulation above, IronSync provides a more advanced version that allows multiple objects to be stored at once. This is useful for NR’s cyclic buffer §5.1, for example. Both of these formulations are proved correct, based on a set of low-level axioms for manipulating monoid-based ghost state with `shared` variables in Linear Dafny; those axioms in turn are based on a concurrent separation logic for temporary read-sharing called Burrow [18].

### 7 Evaluation

In our evaluation, we aim to answer the following questions:

- What is the verification effort for IronSync development, both by the developer and the computer verifier (§7.1)?
- Is IronSync suitable for verifying state-of-the-art systems without compromises (§7.2)?
- What does verification tell us about the original reference implementations (§7.3)?

#### 7.1 Verification Effort

Verifying all four concurrent examples consumes under an hour of CPU (5 minutes real time) on an 8-core 64 GiB cloud machine. 88% of files verify in under a minute; the slowest takes less than five. The four examples comprise 2747 lines of non-ghost implementation, plus 316 of shared library.
Figure 15 shows detailed information for each case study. Within implementation files, the proof-to-code ratio is about 4:1, where the proof code includes both the manipulation of ghost shards and standard Dafny proof annotations, like preconditions and postconditions. The full system proofs augment the implementation files with LTS code and refinement proofs, raising the overall proof:code ratio to 7.5.

As two points of comparison, we consider GoJournal [12] and Armada [38] (see §9 for details). GoJournal [12] reports a 19:1 proof-to-code ratio for its shared-memory code, while Armada’s largest example takes 4.9 hours of CPU time (about 40 min. of real time) to verify 70 lines of code. These are not direct apples-to-apples comparisons: Armada and GoJournal arguably prove more substantial theorems about machine semantics. Still, verification time and developer effort have historically limited the use of verification tools, and thus IronSync constitutes a major practical improvement.

7.2 Case Study Fidelity

We evaluate IronSync’s expressiveness by porting our two production-level case studies, NR (§5.1) and SplinterCache (§5.2), to IronSync to confirm that IronSync does not require sacrificing performance-critical concurrency patterns. We refer to the case studies’ existing publications [9, 14] (both within the last 5 years) to justify that they can reasonably be called “state-of-the-art.” We evaluate how faithful our IronSync implementations are to the reference implementations both qualitatively and by comparing performance.

First, we report on intentional compromises we made while mimicking the reference code of NR and SplinterCache, from most significant to least. First, in some cases, Reference NR uses release-acquire atomics. IronSync does not support these; we use sequentially-consistent atomics instead. Second, IronSync does not support callbacks, so we refactored code to avoid them, and we could not implement the secondary, callback-based APIs in SplinterCache or NR. Third, IronSync’s SplinterCache adds a runtime check in one method whose correctness was otherwise dependent on properties of SplinterDB’s allocator, which was out-of-scope.

As evidence that these artifacts otherwise meet a high degree of fidelity, we benchmark against their references, using methodology similar to the reference publications [9, 14]. Each case study has different hardware requirements.

NR. We evaluate NR’s performance against other locks and to its reference Rust implementation from NtOS [6]. We wrap a single-threaded radix tree with IronSync-NR, Reference-NR, or a lock, including a verified DistRWLOCK (§5.1), an MCS lock [40], a shuffle lock [27], and the standard C++ shared mutex. The benchmark pre-populates the tree with 128M entries (using 8B keys and values) and executes get and update requests with a uniform key distribution while varying the update ratio and the number of threads.

Figure 16 shows the performance measured on a machine with 4 Xeon Gold 6252 CPUs with 24 cores per NUMA node, totaling 96 cores and 192 hardware threads. The threads are pinned to fill up cores on a NUMA node first before moving to the next. NR adds one replica for each NUMA node, so at x=96 threads, NR uses 4 replicas. Beyond 96 threads, no more replicas are added, and we begin hyperthread-sharing. IronSync-NR and Reference-NR perform similarly and generally outperform the rest, especially for read-heavy workloads.

For 0% updates, IronSync-NR, Reference-NR and the DistRWLOCK scale linearly, but the other mechanisms suffer under lock contention. NR performs better than DistRWLOCK due to perfect NUMA locality. With 10% updates, DistRWLOCK’s performance drops to match the other locks, while IronSync-NR and Reference-NR benefit from flat combining. IronSync-NR outperforms Reference-NR slightly, though we do not yet know the cause.

Only at very high update rates (e.g., 100%) do MCS and shuffle locks outperform NR at low scale on one NUMA node; otherwise both NR implementations dominate. Hence, we conclude that IronSync-NR provides performance parity with Reference-NR and that it preserves NR’s replication and flat combining benefits at all scales.

SplinterCache. We evaluate the performance of IronSync-SplinterCache against the reference implementation both with macrobenchmarks as part of SplinterDB using the YCSB benchmark [15], and with cache-specific microbenchmarks.

Results are from a Dell PowerEdge R630 with a 28-core 2.00 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU, 192 GiB RAM and a 960GiB Intel Optane 905p PCI Express 3.0 NVMe device.

Macrobenchmarks. Our YCSB configuration largely follows prior work [14]. We perform the Load, and A-F standard workloads on SplinterDB using either IronSync- or Reference-SplinterCache. Each workload uses 24B keys, 100B values and 14 threads. Run E performs 14M operations and the others each perform 69M operations, so that each workload logically reads/writes roughly 80GiB of data.

We use three target memory sizes: 4 GiB to stress eviction and IO; 20 GiB to reflect a common system configuration; and 100 GiB to stress in-memory and concurrency. Figure 17 shows that SplinterDB with IronSync-SplinterCache is always within 9% of the reference performance.

Microbenchmarks. We first allocate pages and flush them
We confirmed the 3 bugs below with the original developers.

**NR.** In the reference code, we identified a bug which could cause a read-read linearizability violation between two different nodes if they took place concurrently with an update. This bug could only occur if a thread dispatched log entries without evicting them. Then each thread performs a fixed number of operations, choosing pages either randomly or sequentially, then either acquiring a read lock or a write lock. We use three configurations in a 4 GiB cache: general “uncontended” in-memory, with 2 GiB of data, (Figures 18a and 18d), “contended” in-memory, with 128 KiB (32 pages) of data (Figures 18b and 18e), and “IO bound”, with 8 GiB of data (Figures 18c and 18f). IronSync-SplinterCache is within 11% of the performance of reference on all microbenchmarks.

### 7.3 Bugs and Insights

We confirmed the 3 bugs below with the original developers.

**NR.** In the reference code, we identified a bug which could cause a read-read linearizability violation between two different nodes if they took place concurrently with an update. This bug could only occur if a thread dispatched log entries during garbage collection.

This bug surfaced when we realized our first attempt at defining Replication would not be linearizable. We fixed the bug by always holding the lock appropriately, and the verified implementation now puts an extra ghost shard behind the lock to represent the lock’s role in Replication.

**SplinterCache.** We identified two bugs in the reference code. First was a data race on disk_addr, which maps cache entries to disk addresses. This race could occur when a read lock races with both eviction and a subsequent load.

Second, the code for batching write IO did not check that disk_addr was the expected value after locking a page for writeback. This could result in data written to the wrong location, among other corruptions. We identified these while porting the implementation, as we realized certain ghost shards would not be available following the reference logic.

### 8 Discussion on Modularity

Concurrent systems can seem dauntingly anti-modular when they entangle low-level synchronization with high-level application logic, making the tasks of ensuring data safety and logical correctness seem inseparably intertwined. By verifying two such case studies, IronSync shows how these two levels of concern can be disentangled within the proof.

In **NR** (§5.1), for example, the localHead variables play two distinct roles: (i) buffer entries cannot be garbage-collected past any node’s localHead (relevant to CyclicBuffer), ensuring data safety, and (ii) localHead matches the version of the local replica state (relevant to Replication), ensuring logical correctness. Figure 13 illustrates the overlap of these roles in two methods where the overlap is notably dense. Note that some operations might advance both state machines at the same time; however, this fact is not relevant to proofs associated with either either half.

Likewise in SplinterCache (§5.2), the WriteBack flag plays a role in both logical correctness (Cache) and low-level data safety (CacheRWLock). The code ties these two distinct roles together by using the same flag bit: when a thread modifies the physical WriteBack flag, it advances both state machines (Figure 14), but again, this is an implementation detail to which both abstractions are agnostic.

In short, we modularize proofs of a sophisticated system by abstracting it in multiple ways. Difficult concurrent reasoning takes place on simplified abstractions, but IronSync ensures the abstractions compose soundly; thus proofs about the individual components say something meaningful about the whole. The implementation still ties the abstractions together with physical state, but this step is straightforward from a verification standpoint, thanks to the ownership type system and Dafny’s automation. Ultimately, this method decouples the modularity structure of the proof from that of the code.

### 9 Related Work

Logics for concurrent programs reflect different trade-offs between generality, expressiveness, modularity, and usability. IronSync strikes a balance between very general state machines at high levels of abstraction, while at lower levels leaning on language features like Hoare logic and ownership types for usability. IronSync trusts these language features instead of proving theorems directly against operational semantics, unlike work like Armada [38] or Iris [24].

Concurrent separation logic (CSL) [44] lets threads take temporary ownership of state to perform isolated reasoning.
Propositional CSL is in general undecidable [8], so tools either require manual assistance from the user, as in Iris Proof Mode [31] where the user can manually match hypotheses to goals, use incomplete heuristics and user hints, as in Diaframe [42], or solve restricted fragments, as in Viper [43] and Steel [16]. Meanwhile, IronSync encodes CSL propositions using explicit ownership in the type system. Thus, ownership is directed manually by the user, but this method lets us additionally take direct advantage of automation from standard sequential reasoning tools such as SMT solvers and the weakest-precondition-style encoding used by Dafny.

Recent CSLs are extremely sophisticated. Iris [24] and Steel [16] employ monoids to extend CSL with flexible ownership protocols, used in recent systems like Perennial [11] and GoJournal [12], and Iris can handle future-dependent linearization points with prophecy variables [25]. However, the proof rules in these systems are intricate and may be intimidating to non-experts (e.g. Iris needs the “later modality” to allow imprecise invariants, which allow Iris to express some invariants beyond what IronSync can handle directly).

In contrast, IronSync aims to make these concepts approachable by integrating invariants and monoids into its ownership type system, and connecting them with state-machine refinement. As a rough comparison, IronSync’s case studies achieve a 7.7:1 proof-to-code ratio, while GoJournal [12] reports a 19:1 ratio for a comparably sized case study.

Like IronSync, Armada [38], IronFleet [20], and VeriBetrKV [19] all employ state-machine refinement. The latter two use Dafny’s Hoare reasoning for the implementation of sequential code, whereas IronSync uses it for concurrent shared-memory code. In contrast, Armada verifies concurrent code using state machine refinement throughout the entire proof stack, foregoing Hoare-style reasoning in favor of detailed, low-level state machines. This provides more expressiveness; for example, two of Armada’s case studies rely on racy memory accesses using memory ordering weaker than SC, which IronSync does not currently support. However, Armada’s expressiveness also imposes costs; e.g., Armada’s Pointers case study is 13 LoC and generates 6,997 lines of proof, while in IronSync the proof is trivial, since the correct usage of the owned pointers is automatically determined by type checking. Similarly, Armada’s Owicki-Gries counter requires 130 lines of manual proof and generates 169, 270 lines of Dafny proof to verify, while in IronSync it requires 230 lines of manual proof that verify directly in 8 seconds. We studied Armada’s largest case study, a lock-free queue with 70 lines of code, and implemented an analogous queue in IronSync. Theirs requires 601 lines of proof (compared to 580 for IronSync) and 8 proof layers (~ 700 LoC), and takes 4.9 hours of CPU time to verify almost 200K lines of generated proof, versus 100 seconds of CPU time for IronSync.

Many other systems utilize ownership types. Cogent [3] and VeriBetrKV [19] use ownership types for systems verification, albeit with no shared-memory concurrency, and with the latter introducing Linear Dafny. CIVL [21] (based mainly on reduction [37]) uses ownership types, but primarily to handle thread identifiers, not general ghost state. Rust [28, 39] uses ownership types to enforce memory safety between threads [23] but lacks verification of deeper correctness properties. GhostCell [53] (an inspiration for our Cell1) proposes owned “ghost tokens” in Rust to express ownership of groups of objects, though only for memory safety. Tools like Prusti [4] verify single-threaded Rust programs; IronSync can help extend them to multi-threaded Rust code.

Several approaches use Dafny-style automation for concurrent reasoning. Chalice [34] is a Dafny-like language with lock invariants but no tools for global reasoning. GoJournal [12] does integrate Dafny’s sequential reasoning into a verified concurrent system, but it performs its shared-memory concurrency reasoning in Iris, so it does not leverage Dafny’s automation for concurrency reasoning the way IronSync does.

CertiKOS [17] and SeKVM [36, 46] encapsulate concurrent operations inside modular interfaces, where programmers write proofs about the operations directly in Coq. We expect that IronSync-style ownership could simplify these proofs.

Prior work has verified concurrent hash tables, both bucketing [13] and linear-probing [18]. Prior work has also verified flat-combining [47] and producer-consumer queues [41, 48], but we are not aware of a verified cyclic buffer like NR’s, which requires multiple consumers to read each entry.

10 Conclusion
IronSync offers scalable verification of concurrent shared-memory systems by factoring their complex proofs into separate concerns. It automates proofs of data safety and local logical correctness via a fast, deterministic ownership type system combined with powerful tools for sequential correctness. IronSync’s LTS connects these local techniques to a simplified view of the entire system, where a developer can more easily reason about global properties. Our case studies demonstrate the success of this approach and show that we can tease apart application and synchronization logic for proof purposes, even when the implementation entangles them.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
Our artifact contains everything needed to verify the IronSync projects with Linear Dafny and run the benchmark experiments.

Scope
Our artifact can be used to reproduce the results in Section 7, specifically:

- The table in Figure 15, with line count information and verification times.
- Other figures, such as proof-to-code ratio, mentioned in Section 7.1.
- Benchmark results in Section 7.2, specifically, the claim that for both NR and SplinterCache, the performance of the IronSync applications are comparable to their corresponding reference implementations.

Contents
The artifact contains:

- Linear Dafny source for the IronSync framework.
- Linear Dafny source for the case studies mentioned in the paper (the bank, the hash table, SplinterCache, and NR).
- Our modified version of Linear Dafny needed to run IronSync.
- The open-source reference implementation of NR.
- The open-source reference implementation of SplinterDB (which includes SplinterCache).
- A Docker container with all Dafny dependencies.
- A benchmark harness for each.

Hosting
The artifact is hosted at [https://github.com/secure-foundations/ironsync-osdi2023](https://github.com/secure-foundations/ironsync-osdi2023), commit d361111cbc87b5573d14975227de845e8a717ca5. See the README.md file for instructions.

Requirements
The artifact requires x86 Ubuntu. (Note that, although our artifact includes a Docker container, which may be used on other platforms, the Docker container is only used for running Linear Dafny; it cannot be used for running the benchmarks.)

The ideal hardware for the NR benchmarks is a NUMA machine with 96 cores. The benchmarks in our paper were run on a machine with 4 Xeon Gold 6252 CPUs with 24 cores per NUMA node. However, a machine with fewer cores should still be able to reproduce our graphs up to a certain number of threads.

The ideal hardware for the cache benchmarks is a machine with a low-latency storage device, such as an Intel 905P Optane SSD. The machine also needs at least 100GiB to run the largest benchmark. The benchmarks in our paper were run on a Dell PowerEdge R630 with a 28-core 2.00 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU, with 192 GiB RAM.

If the ideal hardware is not used, you will not be able to reproduce the exact performance characteristics of our paper, though we still expect to see that the IronSync implementations perform comparably to the reference implementations. Our artifact contains additional recommendations for selecting hardware.
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Abstract

Datacenter applications have been increasingly applying RDMA for ultra-low latency and low CPU overhead. However, RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) of different vendors or different generations of the same vendor do not cooperate well, which could cause bandwidth imbalance in the production network and introduce new root causes of the PFC storms. Our key observation is that although the data path functions of heterogeneous RNICs follow the same RoCEv2 specifications, their control path functions are vendor and version specific. To this end, we propose Flor, an open framework that provides a unified hardware data plane atop heterogeneous RNICs and a flexible software control plane running over host CPUs or NPU of RNICs and DPUs. The hardware plane requires no changes to current specifications. The software plane on-loads congestion control and reliability management in the large-scale lossy Ethernet with no PFC dependency. We implemented and evaluated Flor in both testbed and production clusters over Intel E180, Mellanox CX-4 and CX-5 and Broadcom RNICs. Experiments show that Flor achieves comparable performance to vanilla RDMA in many scenarios, including 1/4096 packet loss, 6000:1 incast, and large-scale cross-pod communication. Flor mitigates the performance gap of CX-4 and CX-5 RNICs from 24.3% to 1.3% when they are deployed together.

1 Introduction

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) over Converged Ethernet has been widely deployed in datacenters [3,5,11, 14, 30]. It provides low latency and high throughput for many applications, e.g., key-value store [21,35], distributed transactions [8,55], distributed memory [9,56], remote procedure call (RPC) [20,22,47], storage systems [11], graph computing [43] and machine-learning systems [29].

With the increasing deployment of RDMA, modern datacenters adopted RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) of different generations and vendors, e.g., Mellanox ConnectX-(CX-4)/5/6 [49,50,52], BlueField [51], Intel E810 [17], and cloud-provider customized RNICs [10,12,42]. On the one hand, adopting more than one vendor avoids vendor lock-in, i.e., relying on devices of a particular vendor, which is a serious risk during global supply chain crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic [18,45]. On the other hand, the disaggregated deployment of storage and computation systems separates the back-end services from the front-end services into different clusters, where each cluster can host different types of RNICs. The coexistence of heterogeneous network devices in datacenters introduces new challenges [11, 14, 25]. First, devices may adopt different implementations of RDMA engines. It happens among not only different vendors but also different generations of devices of the same vendor. We have investigated the impact of various devices in a large-scale storage system that involves two generations of Mellanox RNICs, which have different variants of DCQCN. In a hybrid deployment of 16 50Gbps CX-4 and CX-5 NICs, we observed a severe bandwidth imbalance, where the average throughput of CX-4 NICs degrades to 28Gbps over a full-mesh traffic pattern. Furthermore, we test the congestion control behaviors of NICs from different vendors. Specifically, Mellanox RNICs set the same congestion control rate for packets with the same destination IP, while Intel E810 RNICs enforce congestion control based on flows over hosts.

Second, RDMA requires Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) to maintain a lossless network fabric. Diverse devices increase the risk of generating PFC pause frames, which can propagate to the whole network and cause the network to stop forwarding traffic. In addition, the parameter tuning for the PFC configuration is time-consuming on newly deployed devices [25,57], which usually takes weeks or months in large-scale networks with multiple vendors. During the long-term operation of production networks, we have observed multiple sources of PFC pause frame generation at both end-hosts and switches. Specifically, we found that implementation bugs...
of switches and RNICs are one important root cause of PFC storms [11,14]. In our datacenter, we record that the high loss rates occur due to diverse devices abnormality, system misconfiguration, and congestion of burst traffic in the production system, which has also been reported in prior work [58].

To cope with these issues, we need an open and unified framework to address the growing diversity of datacenter devices and give users the flexibility of RDMA programming to reduce the operational complexity of large-scale datacenter networks. Our key insight is that the RDMA data path, including memory semantics, needs fast and high-performance packet processing. In contrast, the control path including congestion control algorithms and the reliable retransmission mechanisms, which are RTT-based operations, is relatively slow but needs to guarantee efficiency. This inspires us to rethink the functions division between hardware and software by on-loading congestion control and reliability modules to the software plane while strengthening the data path transport by following the standard RoCEv2 specifications [3–5] in the high-speed hardware.

We present Flor, an open, unified framework to support applications over heterogeneous networking devices. Flor separates the data-path and control-path of RDMA transport with a hardware and software co-design [24,28,37,45,52]. The data-path functions, e.g., packet processing and bulk memory transfer semantics, remain on the hardware. Flor’s data-path follows RDMA primitives without any modifications in hardware to maintain high performance. Flor strengthens Reliable Connection (RC) transport through hardware/software co-design to overcome the low-efficient hardware-based Go-Back-N retransmission [14]. Furthermore, we leverage Unreliable Connection (UC) transport [4] as the first citizen for out-of-order delivery of messages between RDMA operations without any requirements on the hardware change. We adopt UD as a key element to enable selective retransmission [36] for RoCEv2 and deliver messages to the applications in an out-of-order manner [42].

The control-path includes a load-aware dynamic chunking module, an RDMA-semantic-compatible reliability module, and a congestion control module. The load-aware dynamic chunking module balances between the performance and the software control granularity. Flor proposes a software selective retransmission scheme by leveraging UC to process out-of-order delivery. Flor implements an RTT-based congestion control algorithm similar to Swift [26] but improves the RTT measurement accuracy of previous work [28] by 10× on 99th percentile and 99.9th percentile RTT. By onloading these functions to hosts or programmable devices [40] (e.g., IPU core [18], DPU core [51], CPU or even GPU [1]), the software developers have the flexibility of customizing and generalizing these functions across heterogeneous RNICs. For example, Flor can also adopt emerging congestion control schemes [26,30] and optimization of transport protocols (e.g., Swift, HPCC) instead of waiting for months or years of hardware upgrades.

We evaluate Flor through extensive experiments in an RPC benchmark and real production systems. We compare Flor with a customized RDMA library, XRDMA [32]. XRDMA implements the RPC interfaces with vanilla RDMA primitives. Compared to XRDMA, which suffers significant performance loss with 1/4096 packet loss ratio with lossy RoCE accelerations [33], Flor maintains steady high throughput. Specifically, by deploying an RTT-based congestion control algorithm, Flor can handle 6000:1 incast with no throughput loss at run time. Flor achieves comparable performance as XRDMA for intra-pod communication and better performance than XRDMA for inter-pod communication. Our evaluations show that Flor reduces the bandwidth gap from 21.8% to 1.3% in the hybrid CX-4 and CX-5 deployment clusters and mitigates the performance gaps by 220% for RNICs of different vendors. For the production systems running big-data applications and cloud storage service, compared with XRDMA, Flor improves the job completion time of a big-data application job by 10% and achieves comparable latency and IOPS on the latency-sensitive cloud storage service. Specifically, the process of upgrading the existing RDMA framework, i.e., XRDMA, to Flor has little performance impact on the running applications. Our practical experience with Flor shows that Flor provides a non-stop and smooth upgrade from lossless RDMA to lossy Flor.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• The interoperability of devices in RDMA networks needs to be better addressed. We study the impact of heterogeneous RNICs in the production network.
• We revitalize the RDMA support by introducing an open, unified framework accommodating primary RNICs in the lossy datacenter networks.
• We implement the framework and verify its effectiveness and low software overhead in both testbed and realistic production systems.
• As far as we know, this is the first systematic work considering the operation with heterogeneous devices, which innovates future RDMA system design from the perspective of service providers.

2 Background & Motivation

2.1 RDMA Preliminaries

RDMA is a hardware transport that exposes network operation through verbs API. User-space applications initiate data transmission requests to RNICs by posting Work Queue Elements (WQEs) into queue pairs (QPs). After transmitting the data, the RNICs generate Completion Queue Elements (CQEs) into Completion Queues (CQs) as the transmit completion signals for users. RDMA supports three transport types: Reliable Connection (RC), Unreliable Connection (UC), and Unreliable Datagram (UD) [4]. Correspondingly, it
We present our production experiences demonstrating the difficulties of deploying the RDMA NICs of various generations and vendors in the same datacenter.

Interoperability of heterogeneous RNICs. We first investigate the performance gap between RNICs of different generations belonging to the same vendor. We run IB Perftest in a cluster where 8 servers are equipped with CX-4 and another 8 servers are equipped with CX-5 RNICs. Given a full-mesh traffic pattern, i.e., all servers send requests to each other, the throughput of CX-4 and CX-5 is 28Gbps and 41Gbps respectively. The throughput gap is 13Gbps (46.4%).

We then investigate the performance gaps among RNICs of different vendors. As shown in Figure 1, when a Mellanox RNIC [51] and a Broadcom RNIC [7] send traffic to an Intel RNIC [17] simultaneously. The configurations of the RNICs are depicted in §7.5. The Mellanox NIC gets 66Gbps, and the Broadcom NIC gets 20Gbps (220% of the performance gap) when each initiates one connection, i.e., 1 QP. The Mellanox NIC gains less bandwidth, e.g., 3Gbps, than the Broadcom NIC when the number of connections increases, i.e., 64 QPs and 512 QPs. This causes unfair bandwidth share between applications hosted atop different RNICs. Figure 2 shows the throughput of each NIC with a full mesh traffic test (i.e., all-to-all traffic) among the three NICs. We stack the throughput of each RNIC to the same receiver RNIC. For example, when a Broadcom NIC and an Intel NIC send traffic to a Mellanox NIC, the Broadcom NIC and the Intel NIC get the throughput of 43Gbps and 15Gbps, respectively (left bar). We can observe a similar performance variation when any two of the RNICs are competing with each other.

The difference in RNICs throughput is significant and leads to the computing tasks load imbalance on the nodes. We find that the root cause is the congestion control implementation difference or the congestion control algorithm difference among these heterogeneous RNICs. After we apply a unified congestion control algorithm, the performance gaps are eliminated (§7.5).

Operational challenges caused by PFC storming. PFC storm is a well-known problem [14, 15, 54, 57] that threatens the system’s availability if the pause frames are sent to the whole cluster [14]. RDMA systems in production adopt multiple mechanisms to mitigate the impact of these risks, such as PFC monitoring and watchdog, limiting the scale of PFC in a pod. However, the PFC risk is not thoroughly eliminated and happens repeatedly with new causes. In addition to the known reasons of PFC storms, e.g., the slow receiver [14] and switch hardware bug [11], we found that Machine Check Errors (MCE) caused by memory Error Correcting Code (ECC) and the lack of memory bandwidth can lead to the PFC storm when we introduce new RNICs in the datacenter. When MCE occurs on a server, RNIC receives data but can not DMA the data to the server memory. Thus, it sends excessive PFC pause frames to the neighbour switches and then spreads to the network. The occurrence frequency of MEC can be up to 1% [34], which leads to operational difficulty.

The lack of memory bandwidth also leads to PFC storms because CPUs and RNICs share the memory bandwidth on a server. When the CPU running applications preempts too much memory bandwidth, the memory bandwidth left for the RNIC is less than the network bandwidth [41]. Then the RNICs send PFC frames to prevent packet loss due to the RNIC buffer overflow. It is difficult to guard against every possible cause of the PFC storm. We expect to eliminate PFC from our production system while achieving performance compatible with a lossless network.

2.3 Motivation

These practical issues prompt us to rethink the usage of RDMA from the perspective of service providers. We aim to design an open and unified RDMA framework, which meets the following objectives:

- **Compatibility.** The open framework needs to be backward compatible with the legacy devices configured in the cluster.
To this end, we abstract common features of available RNICS of main vendors and simplify the design by using the minimum set of functionalities in the hardware, e.g., packetization, packet processing, message assembling, etc.

- **Flexibility.** To meet various application requirements and dynamic deployment of disaggregated services, the framework should support high feature velocity. It is programmable to realize efficient user-defined control mechanisms like new congestion control.

- **Availability.** The modern large-scale datacenters are built on Ethernet, which is a lossy network with multiple paths. Our framework is able to mitigate the impact of lossy Ethernet but fully utilizes the available network resources and maintains high performance [34, 42, 46].

## 3 Flor Design

### 3.1 Design Rationale

By investigating the RNICS of primary vendors, we notice that they follow the same RoCEv2 specifications in data-path but develop vendor-specific (even version-specific) control-path. Our key insight is that the RDMA data-path should be stable by following the standard specifications. At the same time, control-path needs to guarantee flexibility and availability. We can onload a subset of the transport functions to the software to provide programmability to developers. The design rationale is

- **Maintaining RDMA data-path specifications in hardware layer.** RDMA data-path, including packet processing and memory semantics, is a per-packet-based operation which is fast and high-performance. To maintain low latency and low CPU utilization features of RDMA, Flor places the data-path in hardware, which covers packetization, packet processing, message assembling, and direct memory access between RNICS and host memory. Therefore, Flor is compatible with primary RNICS.

- **Onloading control-path to software layer.** The most flexible features in the control-path are congestion control and transmission reliability with regard to the lossy Ethernet. The corresponding algorithms rely on the signals of packet latency, ECN notification, Inband Network Telemetry (INT), etc., the response interval of which can be several RTTs. Thus, Flor can onload the relatively slow control to the software layer by leveraging its programmability but has little influence on system efficiency. Notably, with the development of programmable devices, we can realize functions of control-path in not only hosts but the NPU [18] of RNICs or DPUs [51].

### 3.2 Architecture

Flor is an open, unified, high performance RDMA framework over lossy Ethernet in large-scale datacenters. The architecture is shown in Figure 3.

- **Data path.** Since the process details of RDMA operations on QPs are dictated in the RDMA protocol [4], utilizing standard RDMA operations, which are supported by all RNICs, to transfer data among heterogeneous RNICs can achieve comparable performance. Flor takes RDMA WRITE and SEND as the base WQEs for the data transferring and receiving because they both support RC and UC and maintain high performance of RDMA. Notice that RDMA READ has a known performance issue [21] and only supports RC. Flor uses the RDMA SEND WQEs to transfer small messages (e.g., ≤32KB) and WRITE to transmit large messages. For large messages, Flor needs an extra round-trip to exchange remote memory address and buffer size with remote servers. Note that the memory information exchange requires once for each large message. Flor prioritizes the SEND WQEs over large messages to avoid that head-of-line blocking to the small messages. On top of the RDMA verbs, Flor provides a message-based communication interface to support RPCs favoured by most datacenter applications [20].

- **Control path.** The control-path of Flor consists of five flexible software modules: Connection Management, Chunking, Reliability, Congestion Control, and RTT Measurement.

- **Connection Management.** This module establishes and releases connections and manages backup QPs. Data are transmitted through QP and backup QPs, which take over the RDMA requests in place of the malfunctioned primary QP. The data CQs provide data completion events. The ACK QPs and CQs are used for sending and receiving software ACKs when using software reliability. Through QP management, Flor can abstract these backup QPs and present them as one QP to upper-level applications.

- **Chunking.** The Chunking module splits large messages into small RDMA requests, i.e., chunk. Flor takes the chunk as the base unit of the selective repeat algorithm and congestion control algorithm, instead of a packet at the traditional transport [26, 57]. A chunk is sent to the network via a WRITE or SEND Work Queue Element (WQE).

- **RTT Measurement.** The RTT Measurement module collects the NIC hardware timestamp, synchronizes the hardware and software timestamp, and then updates RTT, which is
used as the signal of network congestion, retransmission and link failure detection.

- **Reliability.** Each WQE is passed to the Reliability module, which stores the transport information and maintains the state for packet loss detection and RTT calculation. We develop a software selective retransmission mechanism by tracking every request sent to the network.

- **Congestion Control.** The Congestion Control module takes the congestion signals, e.g., RTT, ECN, INT [39], and drop events, to calculate the congestion window or sending rate according to the congestion control algorithms. By default, we apply an RTT-based congestion control algorithm to eliminate the impact of complicated parameter tuning of congestion control on diverse switches [26].

### 3.3 Optimization and Deployment.

The key challenge for Flor is to offer flexibility while providing comparable performance to the vanilla RoCEv2 stack. We make the following optimizations:

- **Maintaining RDMA performance using the software/hardware co-design.** The RDMA hardware solution provides high throughput, low latency, and low CPU overhead. To maintain these advanced properties, we adopt a dynamic chunking mechanism to tune the size of messages for slow control-path when tracking the software congestion control and loss recovery. The overhead of the control-path functions onloading to the software layer is low because we apply large granularity of messages instead of packet processing (§ 4).

- **Enhanced UC with Selective Retransmission.** The packet loss rate in datacenters is actually low, which will not trigger frequent re-transmission. Designing a correct reliability mechanism while keeping the zero-copy memory semantic is the main challenge that Flor handles. UC has the property that RNICs can deliver the messages to the host without waiting for the previous ones to complete. Flor leverages this property to design a more efficient retransmission scheme, i.e., selective retransmission [36] without any hardware change to speed up the application processing [42] (§ 5).

- **Enhanced RC with Correctness.** RC is one of the data-path transport supported by Flor. Go-back-N, the RC's retransmission mechanism, is known to have low efficiency [36]. Flor enhances the Go-back-N mechanism by adding an additional software retransmission scheme. We address the correctness issue introduced by the software retransmission, where the retransmitted RDMA operators may overwrite the memory region that has been submitted to applications (§ 6).

Flor users can select a combination of these software modules in different scenarios. The software congestion control and reliability modules can be bypassed or replaced by the hardware functionalities. Table 1 shows some recommended configuration combinations for different deployment scenarios in our production. For example, in a PFC- and ECN-disabled CX-4 cluster, Flor provides RDMA service by enabling chunking and software congestion control with hardware-based (RC) or software-based (UC) reliable transport. For cross-pod applications, software-based (UC) reliability is recommended to tolerant packet loss.

### 4 Dynamic Chunking

The chunking algorithm determines the granularity of RDMA requests bursting into the network. A large chunk size may result in a traffic burst that causes congestion and incurs high recovery costs in case of packet loss, while a small one leads to more CPU costs. Therefore, the key design point is dynamically adapting chunking size according to the current network status, which helps achieve both good performance and fine-grained traffic control. More specifically, it tries to adopt large chunk sizes with hardware SEND or WRITE operations to reduce CPU cost when the loss rate is low. Once packet loss occurs, it applies chunk-slicing and retransmission of dropped chunks by software.

Flor uses the estimated RTT as the default feedback signal of network status for the dynamic chunking strategy. The estimated RTT is not only used as the feedback signal of the dynamic chunking algorithm but also used as the congestion control signal, as well as a timeout signal for reliability.

#### 4.1 Accurate RTT Measurement

The accuracy of RTT measurement directly impacts the performance of all these components. Different from the approach [26] where measures RTT based on per-packet timestamp, Flor measures RTT for the chunks with different sizes. RoGUE [28] firstly devises a way of RTT measurement for dynamic verb sizes on RNICs and utilizes the hardware timestamp functionality of RNICs to get an accurate timestamp to calculate RTT. Flor takes the RoGUE’s methodology to measure RTT for the RC transport and further improves the RTT measurement accuracy for UC transport.

Figure 4 shows the RTT measurement method in Flor for the UC transport. Note that leveraging hardware timestamp to measure RTT requires synchronizing the software and hardware clock (Appendix A.2.1). On the sender side, the timestamps of the data WQE sending completion (T_s) and the corresponding ACK receiving completion (T_a) can be obtained from the hardware. On the receiver side, the timestamp of the data WQE arrival (T_r) is read from the hardware and the timestamp of the corresponding ACK WQE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Chunking</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-pod, PFC-enabled</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>HW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-pod, PFC- and ECN-disabled</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RC or UC</td>
<td>SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across-pod Applications</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX-4/3 Hybrid</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RC or UC</td>
<td>SW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Recommended choices of modules in some scenarios. CC represents congestion control. HW indicates hardware-offloaded modules, SW indicates software-implemented modules.
posting time \((T'_3)\) is accessible through software. \((T'_3 - T_2)\) is computed in the receiver and sent back to the sender by a subsequent ACK packet. Thus RTT can be calculated with:

\[
RTT = (T_d - T_1) - (T'_3 - T_2) .
\]  

(1)

However, the measurement is not absolutely accurate as \(T'_3\) is the post time rather than the actual send completion time of the ACK \((T_3)\) due to the queuing of sending requests in NICS. In addition, under a heavy load, the ACK can be delayed up to milliseconds upon receiving by the sender software due to the head-of-line blocking by the data WQEs and the QP scheduling policies. As a result, on the one hand, the measured RTT can be increased by this overhead, which inaccurately reflects the network congestion; On the other hand, this also prolongs the congestion feedback loop such that the sender can not respond to the network congestion in time.

Flor uses two optimization approaches to improve RTT measurement accuracy and shorten the feedback loop delay. First, Flor uses a high-priority UD QP to send and receive ACKs to avoid head-of-line blocking and scheduling delays on RNICS. Second, Flor uses a separate completion queue for ACKs and polls it prior to the data completion queue in each batch. Our measurement shows that the measured tail RTT without optimization can be up to several milliseconds due to QP scheduling (Figure 16 in Appendix A.2.2). The overestimated RTT can cause an unnecessary window decrease. Using a separate QP and completion queue for ACKs improves the RTT measurement accuracy by 10× on tail RTTs.

### 4.2 Chunking Strategy

Flor extracts the chunking algorithm as a module such that users can specify their own chunking algorithms. Here we present the default algorithm used by Flor. The key idea is to dynamically reduce the chunk size when the RTT of network gets worse and increase the chunk size when its status gets better. We initialize the chunk size by the minimum value of the available congestion window (acwnd) or bandwidth-delay product (BDP) \((\text{chunk} \_\text{size} \leftarrow \min\{\text{acwnd}, \text{BDP}\})\). Then we update the chunk size for each RTT.

As shown in Algorithm 1, we use estimated RTT, which reflects network queuing, as the feedback signal of chunking in Flor. We maintain two smoothed RTTs \((rtt_s\) and \(rtt_l\)) with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [31] using different indexes \(\alpha\) \((\text{the parameter that controls the weight of new feedback})\). The short-term RTT \(rtt_s\) demonstrates the up-to-date congestion status, while the long-term RTT \(rtt_l\) indicates the common status of the connection.

Generally, we define a span of expected RTT denoted by \((\beta_{\text{max}} * rtt_l - \beta_{\text{min}} * rtt_s)\). Here \(\beta_{\text{max}}\) and \(\beta_{\text{min}}\) are configurable parameters to identify the upper and lower bounds. \((\beta_{\text{max}} * rtt_l - rtt_s)\) indicates the position of short-term RTT in the RTT span. The Algorithm divides the RTT span linearly, as shown in line 4 of Algorithm 1. \(\text{size}_{\text{max}}\) is the maximal chunk size

\[\text{size}_{\text{max}} = 64\text{KB},\]  

4 For example, if the \(rtt_s\) reduces to the lower bound of RTT span \((\beta_{\text{min}} * rtt_l)\), it indicates that the status of network is good and the chunk size increases to the \(\text{size}_{\text{max}}\). On the contrary, if the \(rtt_l\) increases to the upper bound of RTT span \((\beta_{\text{max}} * rtt_l)\), it indicates that the load of the network is high and we should reduce the chunk size to the \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\).

### Algorithm 1 An RTT-based Chunking Algorithm

**Input:** RTT \(rtt\), available congestion window \(\text{acwnd}\)  
**Output:** chunk \_\text{size}

1: update short-term RTT \(rtt_s\) with \(rtt, \alpha\) via EWMA
2: update long-term RTT \(rtt_l\) with \(rtt, \alpha_l\) via EWMA
3: \(\text{size}_l \leftarrow \text{size}_{\text{max}} * \left(\frac{\beta_{\text{max}} * rtt_l - rtt_s}{\beta_{\text{max}} * rtt_l - \beta_{\text{min}} * rtt_l}\right)\)
4: \(\text{chunk} \_\text{size} \leftarrow \min\{\text{size}_l, \text{acwnd}\}\)
5: return chunk \_\text{size}

Note that the chunking module still applies to have a fine-grained traffic control if Flor uses a rate-base congestion control, e.g., DCQCN. To support the reliability design (§3.2), Flor aligns the \text{chunk} \_\text{size} to \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\) (the minimal \text{chunk} \_\text{size}), i.e., \text{chunk} \_\text{size} is exactly multiple times of \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\). Note that to prevent deadlock of the congestion window, the \text{chunk} \_\text{size} is set to \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\) when the available congestion window is smaller than \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\). The \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\) can be equal to the value of the current MTU. To mitigate the impact of packet loss, Flor adopts different chunking mechanisms for RC or UC transport, respectively. For RC transport, Flor directly reduces the large chunk sizes to the minimum chunk size of one \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\) to reduce retransmission overhead and avoid the live lock of retransmission. For UC transport, Flor relies on congestion window, which will cut its size by a half upon a packet loss. And finally, the chunk size becomes \(\text{UNIT\_SIZE}\) when continuous packet loss happens. In particular, Flor can adopt Selective Retransmission with UC in Section 5 to reduce chunk retransmission under high packet loss and achieve better transmission efficiency than Go-Back-N.

### 5 Selective Retransmission with UC

UC transport only drops the verbs that have packets dropped but does not drop the subsequent successfully-delivered verbs. Thus, based on the chunking mechanism that splits RDMA messages into varied sizes of WQEs, Flor is able to design reliability mechanisms (sequence number, acknowledgement, and retransmission) at the granularity of chunking WQEs. The transmission of RDMA \text{WRITE} operations does not need any reordering buffer because \text{WRITE}s are directly DMA-ed into the host buffer. However, there are still some challenges to implement reliability in software for one-sided RDMA \text{WRITE} operations:

- **Challenge #1: Additional data copy.** Since RDMA \text{WRITE} writes an array of memory pieces to one continuous efficiency to transmit large chunks and the retransmission overhead of packet loss to transmit smaller ones.
remote address. Any extra content added to the chunks of a large message, including information needed by reliability mechanisms such as sequence numbers, can break the original message, which then incurs a memory copy at software to assemble the scattered memory into the original message.

- **Challenge #2: Software ACK.** WRITE is a one-sided RDMA operation that bypasses the CPU of the receiver. The receiver can not know whether a WRITE succeeds or fails, which is one of the main issues when the one-sided operator is used in practice. Flor uses WQEs to encode software ACK messages as UC does not generate hardware ACK packets. Without careful design of the ACK message, the high frequency of the software ACK will significantly degrade the performance.

- **Challenge #3: Repetitive memory access.** The retransmission of RDMA WRITE operation may cause a data integrity issue as RNICs can write to a piece of memory already submitted to the application.

To solve these problems, some novel designs, including sequence number space for WRITE_WITH_IMM, software ACKs, and two-sided retransmission, are adopted in Flor’s reliability mechanism.

**Sequence number space for WRITE_WITH_IMM.** To assemble the chunks into the original message on the receiver without the extra data copy (Challenge #1), Flor uses WRITE_WITH_IMM to generate signals to software for the arrival of chunks. One feature of WRITE_WITH_IMM is that it can carry an extra 32-bit imm_data set by the sender. With WRITE_WITH_IMM, the receiver can detect the arrival of RDMA verbs and receive the chunk number without polluting the application memory. For SEND-transported small requests, Flor adds an additional header in the payload to carry additional information, including the sequence numbers.

However, to reassemble the initial messages from the chunks, we need another sequence number for the chunks. Note that chunks of a large message are also not continuous in the sending queue since some SENDs operations (e.g., retransmissions and the address-exchanging messages of WRITE) are prioritized in Flor.

Similar to QUIC [27], Flor encodes two sets of sequence numbers into each RDMA WQE: *global sequence number* and *reliability sequence number*. The global sequence number is a 64-bit value, and all the RDMA WQEs have a unique global sequence number to identify the sequence within a QP. The reliable sequence number is used to identify the sequence within the same type of WQEs, i.e., WRITE WQEs and SEND WQEs have separate reliable sequence number space. These two sequence number spaces also allow Flor to identify the original WQEs and the retransmitted WQEs by different global numbers such that ACK information and the timestamp carried in ACKs are clear. The retransmission WQEs share the same reliable sequence number with the original WQE. More details can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

**Software ACK.** Flor acknowledges every WQE, but generating an ACK for each WQE can cause high overhead for small-message traffic (Challenge #2). Flor puts multiple sequence numbers into one software ACK to reduce the CPU overhead. The detailed ACK format is explained in Appendix A.1.2. However, ACKs should be sent timely since ACKs carry RTT and WQE numbers used in the congestion control and reliability mechanism. Thus, Flor sets these trigger rules for receivers to send an ACK immediately: (1) the cumulative number of WQEs; (2) the cumulative size of WQEs; (3) the last WQE in the congestion window signed by a hint bit in the header or IMM_DATA field; and (4) an out-of-order reliable sequence number, whichever reaches first. Flor also sets a timer as a trigger because the tail of a flow or small bursts may not have enough data to trigger the cumulative counters.

To show the impact of different ACK triggering frequencies, we set up an experiment with a client and a server, and each is equipped with a CX-4 dual-port NIC. There are 8 threads and 64 QPs on each node. Figure 5 shows the IOPS in a 128-byte request and response RPC benchmark with different ACK triggering mechanisms. The ACK coalescing mechanism improves ~40% IOPS compared to a per-WQE ACK mechanism (No coalescing in Figure 5). In addition, among different coalescing WQE sizes and timers, the setting of 120µs timer and cumulative counter of 32 WQEs achieves a satisfying IOPS, which is the default configuration of Flor.

**Two-sided retransmission.** When the sender detects an out-of-order delivery from an ACK or a timeout event, it retransmits the WQEs. Flor handles the retransmissions by SEND, since spurious retransmissions of WRITE may cause a data integrity issue (Challenge #3). The data integrity issue can happen when WQEs are queued in the network for a long time, which incurs timeout retransmission at the sender. In this case, the original WQE is received by the receiver, and the whole message is submitted to the upper-layer application. The application can write the content of the message as it needs. However, the subsequent retransmitted WRITE WQE arrives at the receiver and overwrites the memory region that the application has already changed without informing the CPU of the receiver. Flor retransmits WQEs by SEND through the same QP for the lost one to avoid uncontrolled
memory access from RNICs. In a \textit{SEND} operation, the data is written into a piece of pre-posted memory. Flor then copies the data into its desired location if the message has not been submitted to the application. If the retransmission \textit{SEND} arrives earlier on the receiver, the following original \textit{WRITE\_WITH\_IMM} will be dropped by the receiver RNIC because its hardware packet sequence number is smaller than the expected hardware packet sequence number, which is updated because of the arrival of the \textit{SEND}.

\section{Enhance Hardware Retransmission}
Flor is compatible with hardware reliability by using RC to reduce software costs and achieve better performance. Note that Flor supports both one-sided and two-sided RDMA operations on RC QPs. The hardware retransmission of RDMA operations is out of the control of software congestion control. This has potential risks of incurring network congestion since the size of inflight data can be much larger than the software congestion window. Flor improves the hardware reliability by adding a software retransmission scheme. Flor sets short retransmission retry times in RC QPs to limit the size of data exceeding the software congestion control window.

If the retransmission fails for the retry times, the QP is turned into error states by the RNIC hardware. Turning the error states of the QPs into the working states takes a long time, e.g., 5ms. Instead, Flor resubmits the uncompleted inflight WQEs to another pre-connected QPs, called backup QPs [28], and flips the backup QP to be the primary QP to continue data transmission. At the same time, Flor re-connects the original QP in the background. The inactive backup QPs do not consume additional cache resources on RNICs and thus have no side effect on performance [28]. Our practical experience shows that using one retry time incurs too many QP switches in some extreme cases \textit{e.g.}, large-scale incast. By default, Flor uses two retry times and two backup QPs for each connection. Compared to QP reconnecting, switching to backup QPs costs less time, \textit{i.e.}, \(\sim60\mu s\).

A racing issue occurs when QPs turn into the error state occasionally: the sender may return a failure of a WQE while the receiver successfully receives it. This case happens when the QP at the sender turns into the error state with successful inflight operations. In such a case, the sender posts a duplicated WQE mistakenly on the backup QP of the logical connection. Another corner case that causes the same problem is that the sender times out when the hardware ACK is on the flight. Flor retransmits the WQEs with RDMA \textit{SEND} and checks if the message has been submitted to the application before the data are copied into the destination application’s memory.

\section{Evaluation}
We evaluate Flor by answering the following questions:

1. The software overhead of Flor in the 100Gbps network (§7.2) and its robustness against packet loss (§7.3)?

2. The behaviour of Flor in both intra-pod and inter-pod communications when PFC is disabled (§7.4)?

3. The effectiveness of Flor in a hybrid deployment with heterogeneous RNICs (§7.5)?

4. The performance of Flor’s default Congestion Control in large-scale incast scenario (§7.6)?

5. The impact on services when upgrading from the current network to Flor in production systems (§7.7)?

\subsection{Experiment Setup and Benchmarks}

\textbf{Cluster setup.} Table 2 lists four clusters used in the evaluation. The default RDMA configurations of our clusters are that: (1) for CX-4 lossless RNICs, PFC is enabled on ToR and Leaf switches but disabled on Spine switches; (2) for CX-5 lossy RNICs, PFC is disabled on all switches, and the \textit{lossy RoCE acceleration features} [53] are enabled.

\textbf{Baseline and workload.} Our RPC system used in evaluation supports XRDMA, Flor, user-space TCP, and kernel TCP. XRDMA is a vanilla RoCEv2-based RPC library, which is deployed in the clusters listed in Table 2 before upgrading to Flor. The user-space TCP is based on DPDK. Two applications run on top of our RPC framework: a Map-Reduce-like application and a distributed block storage service.

\textbf{Configuration for Flor.} In the clusters, we configure one specific priority queue on both switches and RNICs. The PFC and ECN are enabled on this priority queue (lossless queue). Besides, we reserve another priority queue (lossy queue) for Flor in which PFC and DCCQCN are disabled. The coalescing ACK parameters are 120\(\mu s\) timer, 32 WQEs and 32KB data at most. The base RTT used in the software congestion control is 50\(\mu s\). The minimal and maximal chunk size is 1KB and 64KB, respectively.

\subsection{Software Overhead}
Flor introduces additional CPU cost due to the software implementation of reliability mechanism and chunking. To evaluate its impact, we compare the single-core performance of different network protocol stacks with our RPC benchmark, including XRDMA, Flor (RC), Flor (UC), user-space TCP, and kernel TCP. The I/O depth (\textit{i.e.}, the maximal number of inflight RPC requests) is 8. We vary the RPC request size from 4KB to 1MB and fix the response size at 128 bytes. The servers are equipped with Intel CPUs (2.9GHz) which have 96 logic cores, and CX-6DX 100Gbps dual-port RNICs (not listed in Table 2).

Figure 6(a) demonstrates the throughput of all the stacks with different RPC sizes. The single-thread throughput of Flor

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Cluster & Nodes & RNICs \\
\hline
A & 100 & CX-4 Lx 25Gbps dual-port \\
B & 16 & 8 \times CX-5 25Gbps dual-port \\
C & 48 & CX-5 100Gbps dual-port \\
D & 3 & Intel E810 100Gbps dual-port \\
& & Broadcom P2100G 100Gbps dual-port \\
& & Mellanox BlueField-2 100Gbps dual-port \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Clusters setups used in our evaluation.}
\end{table}
and XRDMA can reach to ~88Gbps while user-space TCP and kernel TCP achieve up to ~30Gbps even with large RPC size, i.e., 1MB. Notice that due to the hardware and RoCEv2 protocol overhead, such as headers of Ethernet, IP, UDP, and IB with 1024B MTU, the standard RDMA benchmark, i.e., Perftest [13] achieves a maximum bandwidth of 88Gbps. This shows that the Chunking mechanism does not hurt the single-thread throughput of Flor. We observed that the performance degradation of Flor (RC/UC) happens at 64KB due to extra memory information exchanges for using RDMA WRITE to transmit each large message and dismisses as message sizes increase. The throughput of large requests in XRDMA is lower than Flor because XRDMA uses RDMA READ operation to transfer the large requests, and RDMA READ operation has infilt bound on RNICs along with some well-known performance issues [16, 23]. When using a chunk of 4KB, Flor can handle over 770K chunks per second with a single thread. Flor is able to maintain high throughput as the chunk size is usually larger than 4KB, and applications often adopt multiple threads.

We then estimate the corresponding CPU usage. The CPU usage is obtained from perf [38] tool since we use polling mode for RDMA. Notice that in our production storage system, it adopts a run-to-completion model based on a coroutine IO framework [11], where the network polling for disk read or write uses the same core with storage protocol processing in concurrent execution. As shown in Figure 6(b), Flor takes less than 0.3 CPU core for large data size of 1MB message in 100 Gbps network. Most modern servers usually have large numbers of cores (>96) and 0.3 CPU cores usage (<0.4% usage) has little impact on the production system.

Flor maintains low CPU cost because it leverages zero-copy features of RDMA and mainly deals with lightweight control events for congestion control and reliability. In addition, Flor is compatible with different platforms, which can further reduce the host CPU cost by offloading Flor to SmartNICs, and FPGA in computation-intensive hosts.

We also measure the single-core throughput of Flor at 200Gbps RNICs and show that Flor can achieve comparable throughput as vanilla RDMA. Besides, we show that Flor outperforms the other network stacks, i.e., SNAP [33], eRPC [20] and other different network stacks.

7.3 Performance with Packet Loss.
To validate the effectiveness of the software Reliability mechanism of Flor, we take two CX-5 RNICs from cluster B in Table 2 and disable one port on each RNIC. We manually configure packet drop ratios on the RNIC of the receiver. We compare Flor against XRDMA using the lossless and lossy configuration of CX-5. The congestion control is disabled to avoid transmission rate back-off due to packet loss.

We use various request sizes (4KB~1MB) under four packet drop ratios (two high ratios of 1/256 and 1/1024, and two low ratios of 1/4096 and 1/16384). As shown in Figure 7, Flor outperforms the lossy and lossless setup across all the drop ratios. Due to software selective retransmission, Flor is able to maintain a performance close to that of zero packet drop at the low packet drop ratios. Its performance decreases slower than the lossy and lossless setup at the high drop ratios. We observe that the lossy acceleration feature achieves higher throughput with the occurrence of packet loss compared to the lossless setup, i.e., the lossy acceleration features of CX-5 does improve the packet loss recovery performance. However, the throughput of lossless and lossy RDMA both decrease dramatically when the drop ratio is larger than 1/4096. It indicated that the lossy acceleration features of current hardwares still cannot maintain good performance under high packet loss. Flor achieves similar results by performing the same experiments through manually configuring the random packet drop ratio on the port of the ToR switch connecting to the live port of the RNIC at the host.

7.4 Intra- and Inter-Pod Traffic
Flor uses an advanced congestion control to enable lossy RDMA support, eliminating the PFC dependency while maintaining high performance. We validate the performance gain of Flor in large-scale intra- and inter- pod transmission through cluster A (pod1) and B (pod2) (Table 2). We use the default configuration in our clusters in the tests of XRDMA: PFC for RoCE traffic is only enabled on ToR and Leaf switches (i.e., intra-pod) and disabled on Spine switches.
Similarly, we configure the intra-pod traffic of Flor (UC) on the lossless queue and the inter-pod traffic of Flor (UC) on the lossy queue. For each node, a client sends large RPC requests (512KB) to each server on other nodes with IO depth of 8. The size of the RPC response is 128 bytes. Each client and server uses 4 threads in the tests.

As shown in Figure 8(a), for intra-pod traffic, the average throughput of Flor (UC) is comparable to XRDMA which is stable at ~35Gbps. For inter-pod traffic test, as shown in Figure 8(b) and 8(c), the throughput of XRDMA in one pod shakes fiercely between 35Gbps and 45Gbps, and the throughput in the other pod oscillates between 35Gbps and 20Gbps. The unstable and unbalanced throughput of XRDMA is caused by packet loss as PFC is disabled in inter-pod switches, and DCQCN cannot prevent packet loss. In contrast, the throughput of Flor (UC) is stable and balanced between the two pods. In summary, Flor can achieve higher and more stable throughput than XRDMA for lossy inter-pod tests. The clients in pod 1 suffer more from throughput loss because they send more cross-pod traffic and experience more packet loss in this full-mesh traffic pattern.

### 7.5 Heterogeneous RNICs

To evaluate the effectiveness of Flor over heterogeneous RNICs, we test with 8 CX-4 and 8 CX-5 RNICs in cluster B (Table 2) with PFC and DCQCN enabled. We run the RPC benchmark with a full-mesh traffic pattern atop of Flor and XRDMA. When using XRDMA, the average throughput of CX-4 and CX-5 RNICs is 33.2Gbps and 41.3Gbps, respectively. The throughput gap between CX-4 and CX-5 is 8.1Gbps (24.3%). When using Flor, the throughput of CX-4 and CX-5 RNICs with Flor is 37.1Gbps and 36.6Gbps, and the throughput gap is 0.5Gbps (1.3%). This indicates that Flor eliminates the throughput gap between CX-4 and CX-5 RNICs by replacing the hardware congestion control with a unified software congestion control, which minimizes the performance difference introduced by the control path of heterogeneous hardware.

To verify the effectiveness of Flor over RNICs from different vendors, we run perftest among 100Gbps RNICs, including Mellanox BlueField-2 [51], Intel E810-C RNIC [17] and Broadcom NetXtreme P2100G RNICs [7]. For congestion control, BlueField-2 only supports DCQCN, P2100 only supports DCTCP, and E810-C supports DCQCN, DCTCP and Timely. To clarify the unmatched performance introduced by different congestion control algorithms, we choose to set DCQCN for BlueField-2 and E810-C, and DCTCP for P2100G with PFC and ECN enabled on RNICs and the connected switches. Each sender issues 512 QPs and sends traffic with 64KB data blocks. Four Flor configurations, i.e., PFC with hardware congestion control (CC) and Flor, hardware CC and Flor, and Flor with fixed cwnd are tested. Flor with fixed cwnd means the software congestion control algorithm has a fixed congestion window and does not change throughout the whole experiments. We set the fixed congestion window size as one bandwidth-delay product in this experiment.

Figure 9 shows the throughput of each NIC under the full-mesh traffic pattern. BlueField-2 and P2100G get the same bandwidth when they are competing with each other to send traffic to E810-C. Compare with Figure 2, with the configurations of PFC + hardware CC + Flor (1), hardware CC + Flor (2) and Flor (3), and we see that Intel NIC gets the same throughput, i.e., 18Gbps, when competing with Mellanox NIC and Broadcom NIC. We see the performance gap between Intel NIC and Mellanox NIC when they send traffic to the Broadcom NIC, even if we only apply the Flor’s congestion control (3), where the Intel NIC gets 19Gbps, and the Mellanox NIC gets 56Gbps, 194% of the performance gap.

The reason is that Flor’s congestion control takes the RTT as the congestion signal. Intel NIC has a higher packet processing time, which causes the estimated RTT between the Intel NIC and the Broadcom NIC to be higher than the one between the Mellanox NIC and the Broadcom NIC. Thus, the RTT-based congestion control algorithm reduces window size in Intel NIC and results in lower throughput. This indicates Flor’s congestion control needs to be further improved by taking the NIC processing delay into account. If we fixed the congestion window, i.e., Flor with fixed cwnd (4), the bandwidth is less-skewed shared between the Mellanox NIC and the Intel NIC.

### 7.6 Large-scale Incast

We build a group of incast tests in cluster A (Table 2) to evaluate the performance of Flor’s congestion control. We measure the throughput and Out-of-Sequence (OOS) counter. We configure Flor running on the lossy queue, i.e., disabling...
PFC and DCQCN. For incast traffic, we install RPC clients on $N$ machines and RPC server on one remote server. Each client has 8 threads connecting to the server, and each thread issues 32KB RPC requests with IO depth of 8. Thus, the number of QPs on each client is $8 \times 8 = 64$, and the number of QPs on the server is $N \times 64$. Thus, the maximum incast degree is $\sim 6000$ when the node number is 90 in this test.

Figure 10 shows the throughput and OOS counters with different incast nodes of $N$ and the minimal chunk sizes. Given the minimal chunk size of 4KB or 1KB, the throughput is consistent of 50Gbps with the increasing scale of incast. However, given the minimal chunk size of 4KB, the number of OOS increases when the incast nodes are larger than 50 (about 4000 : 1 incast). This is because the minimum chunk size of 4KB is the minimal congestion window size for each QP, and the volume of burst traffic is too large in such a large-scale incast. Therefore, we apply the minimal chunk size of 1KB, which avoids the generation of OOS in the large-scale incast. Notably, we set the minimal chunk size of 4KB in the storage production network because we have optimized the storage application to balance the load across nodes, which avoids such large incast events in practice [11].

7.7 Evaluation in Production Network

Big-data applications. ServiceX is a Map-Reduce-like big-data application that runs on top of the distributed storage service. The completion time of the shuffle processing influences the performance of the whole task, and it desires fast and stable network transmission. To estimate the impact of Flor in the production system, we run ServiceX atop of Flor and XRDMA in cluster C (Table 2) with a lossless network. We conduct the task of sorting 1TB of data. The number of mapper tasks and reducer tasks are both 1K, and each mapper processes data of 1GB. We apply two key metrics: the average running time of a mapper and the average shuffle time, i.e., the time of transferring data in the network. As shown in Figure 11, in comparison with XRDMA, Flor reduces the average running time by 10% and accelerates the average shuffle time by 16% due to an efficient congestion control strategy.

Non-stop upgrade. Flor allows to upgrade online with negligible down time of service, which is crucial to meet service level requirements in modern datacenter. We measure the impact of upgrading from XRDMA to Flor on applications such as Pangu [11] through the measurements of normalized throughput and latency and PFC counters. In the experiment, the software upgrading takes place at the 0.5$^{th}$ minute. As shown in Figure 12(a), the read and write throughput of the application have a slight jitter (<2%) when switching to Flor. Figure 12(b) shows that the latency increases by 10% at 0.5 minute, lasting less than 30s. Figure 12(c) shows the generation of PFC pauses (packets per second, pps) and its duration time ($\mu$s), which appears in a very short time period. At the 5.5$^{th}$ minute, we then disable DCQCN and PFC. The throughput is unaffected, and the latency decreases slightly (~3%). This latency might be caused by the interference between DCQCN and the software congestion control. When running Flor with and without PFC and DCQCN, all the metrics are healthy.

High-performance block storage service. Flor is applied for latency-sensitive applications such as the Enhanced SSD (ESSD) product of Elastic Block Storage (EBS). ESSD provides block storage service (virtual disks) as local devices through high performance network. We compare the latency and requests per second (IOPS) of an EBS application running with XRDMA or Flor in cluster C (Table 2). We adopt the workload of a real ESSD storage application with an I/O size of 4KB. XRDMA is tested with RoCE lossy accelerations enabled. Flor is tested with these features disabled. There are three kinds of configurations for Flor: (i) Flor with hardware reliability and hardware congestion control (Flor HW RC); (ii) Flor with hardware reliability and software congestion control (Flor HW R); and (iii) Flor with software reliability and congestion control (Flor SW).

Figure 13 (a) shows the normalized single-operation latency of XRDMA and Flor. Flor demonstrates comparable average latency performance with XRDMA among all the operation types. Although software-based modules are involved, the latency of Flor is still slightly lower (1%–8%) than XRDMA due to the optimized software stack of Flor. Flor (HW RC) has the lowest average latency through hardware-based implementation. Flor (SW) and Flor (HW R) have slightly higher latency (< 3%) due to the overhead of software stack. Figure 13 (b) shows that Flor achieves the comparable normalized IOPS as XRDMA for 4KB Read and Write. In conclusion, in supporting block storage service, Flor has comparable latency and IOPS with XRDMA.
8 Discussion

Hybrid RDMA NICs’ deployment in datacenters. In the production network with over 100K servers, new servers and new NICs are incrementally deployed, which results in the mix of the latest generation and earlier generations (or different vendors) of RDMA NICs co-existing in the same datacenter network. In addition, the malfunctioning servers in the built-up clusters can be replaced by servers configured with NICs of different generations or vendors. The new generation of RNICs is released by the vendors every 2 or 3 years. From our experience in Block Storage Service, we first deployed storage servers with CX-4 RDMA NICs in 2016. In 2019, we started to deploy new servers of CX-5 RDMA NICs because of higher performance and price ratio. As a result, there exists the hybrid deployment of both CX-4 and CX-5 RDMA NICs. The same deployment choice was made when we introduced CX-6DX RDMA NICs in 2021.

Programmable control plane. Flor provides a new perspective of layered architecture to achieve high velocity and performance with diverse hardware. Flor envisions the "programmability" of reliability and CC modules of RDMA in the control plane, which can be implemented in programmable hardware, such as smartNICs with embedded CPU or NPU, e.g., ConnectX-6, Bluefield, Intel IPU. In this way, we can make use of the programmable hardware capability such as hardware timestamp, rate-limiting, and packet drop detection to further improve the efficiency of CC and reliability while keeping the unified control policy among heterogeneous RNICs with the same Flor architecture.

Concerns of implementation. Currently, not all NICs support UC. First, this research work has demonstrated, for the first time, the effectiveness of using UC for high-performance out-of-order transmission in product networks. Second, UC is a standard transport defined in the RoCE specification, and its logic is simple and easy to implement by hardware.

Therefore, this work provides a new choice for the community, and we expect more vendors to support UC. In addition, when migrating Flor to SmartNICs, e.g., Bluefield 2, which has multiple ARM cores and sufficient DRAM memory, thanks to Flor’s architecture that clearly separates each component, each individual component is easy to move to the BlueField’s ARM cores. The main differences from the host CPU implementation are that the ARM core is less performant than the host CPU core, and the L3 cache size of Bluefield 2 is limited, requiring the developers to optimize the system carefully. With the capability of directly operating data in the host memory introduced by Bluefield 3, the limited L3 cache size caused performance degradation can be resolved.

9 Related Work

Software solutions. We compare Flor with different network protocols. Table 3 shows the single-thread throughput between two nodes in the 100Gbps and 200Gbps network. The throughput of SNAP [33] and eRPC [20] are from the published papers. We can see that network protocols with hardware-offloaded RDMA semantics, i.e., Perfest [13], XDAMA and Flor, achieve higher throughput than other network stacks. In addition, the throughput of XDAMA and Flor are comparable with Perfest, which plays the raw IB verbs without any overhead of RPC. The RDMA-based protocols can also maintain high bandwidth utilization in a 200Gbps network, where the throughput of Flor is the same with XDMA. Though the throughput of eRPC and SNAP increases as the MTU size increases, using large MTU sizes requires a unified and standard configuration, which adds operation complexity in a complicated production environment. Besides, software solutions suffer from higher latency [33] and CPU overhead [20] without hardware.
acceleration.

**Hardware solutions.** To get rid of PFC, Mellanox brings up Resilient RoCE [48] and Lossy RoCE Accelerations [53] on lossless RNICs, i.e., Go-Back-N-based RNICs. Resilient RoCE utilizes congestion control, i.e., DCQCN, to deal with network congestion and avoid packet loss. A recent study [44] shows that the Resilient RoCE can prevent packet loss in some specific scales but still suffers unfairness from packet loss in large-degree incast events. Hardware-based lossy RDMA solutions such as Mellanox CX-5/6 [50,52] and IRN [36] rely on strengthened hardware to run on a lossy network. They can not be deployed with CX-4 RNICs, and also lack the flexibility for users to customize each function as the implementation is highly ingrained into the hardware.

**Hardware & software co-design solutions.** RoGUE [28] designs a software congestion control for RDMA but relies on hardware reliability mechanism to recover from packet loss. It uses a large static chunk size, i.e., 64KB, which needs to be revised to deal with the large-scale incast scenario. 1RMA [45] is a high-performance network system that provides congestion control and reliability in software. 1RMA also enables one-sided RDMA operations based on novel hardware with RDMA READ-like operation. However, it can not work on commodity RNICs, so it has little help for existing RDMA systems. Table 4 shows the clear difference between Flor and other network frameworks.

### Table 4: Comparison on transport features of Flor and other network solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionalities</th>
<th>Lossless RDMA</th>
<th>Lossy RDMA</th>
<th>eRPC</th>
<th>IRMA</th>
<th>Flor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport granularity</td>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>MTU</td>
<td>Op (4KB)</td>
<td>Variable chunk (e.g., 4KB-64KB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion control &amp; Signal &amp; Type</td>
<td>One/Two-sided</td>
<td>One/Two-sided</td>
<td>SW, One-sided</td>
<td>SW, One-sided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability &amp; Retransmission</td>
<td>HW, ECN, rate</td>
<td>programmable HW, ECN+RTT rate</td>
<td>SW, credit, window</td>
<td>SW, RTT, window</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC dependency &amp; Loss tolerance</td>
<td>Yes, poor</td>
<td>No, high</td>
<td>No, poor</td>
<td>No, unknown</td>
<td>No, high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW dependency</td>
<td>All RNICs</td>
<td>CX6-dx</td>
<td>DPK/all RNICs</td>
<td>Customized NIC</td>
<td>All RNICs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datapath zero copy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 **Conclusion**

We present Flor, a flexible lossy RDMA framework for heterogeneous RNICs that solves a set of problems raised in production RoCEv2 clusters. These problems include PFC dependency, the interconnectivity of heterogeneous RNICs and hardware-bonded congestion control schemes. Flor onloads the reliability and congestion control function from RNICs to the software. Flor proposes a software selective retransmission for the first time at the RoCEv2 network and uses a software RTT-based congestion control to deal with the performance gap among the heterogeneous RNICs. Our evaluation of the testbed and production clusters shows that Flor achieves high performance and flexibility in many scenarios, including packet loss, heterogeneous hardware, large-scale incast, and distributed systems. Flor also shows that the process of upgrading the existing RDMA framework to Flor has little performance impact on the running applications.
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APPENDIX

A Design Details

A.1 Software Reliability

A.1.1 Chunk sequence number

Flor has two sequence number spaces, i.e. global sequence number (GN in Figure 14) and reliable sequence number (RN in Figure 14). The global sequence number is a 64-bit value and all the RDMA WQEs have a unique global sequence number to identify the sequence within a QP. The reliable sequence number is used to identify the sequence within the same type of WQEs, i.e., WRITE WQEs and SEND WQEs have separate reliable sequence number space. Flor identifies the original WQEs and the retransmitted WQEs with different global numbers such that ACK information (and timestamp information carried in ACKs) is not ambiguous. The global sequence numbers for WRITE WQEs are maintained only at the senders and not transmitted to the receiver. The SEND WQEs carry both the reliable numbers and the global sequence numbers to the receiver. The retransmission WQEs share the same reliable sequence number with the original WQE. Note that Flor uses SEND WQE to retransmit WRITE WQE. This SEND WQE that is used for WRITE retransmission carries the original WRITE reliable sequence number, a new reliable number and a new global sequence number to the receiver such that this retransmission is able to be identified both by the sender and receiver.

The reliable sequence number of WRITE WQEs consists of 1-bit hint, 21-bit message id (MID in Figure 14) and 10-bit chunk_offset (OFF in Figure 14). The hint bit is set when the WQE is the last WQE in the congestion window. We align the chunk_size to the chunk unit size (e.g., UNIT_SIZE). The chunk_offset represents the offset of the memory address of a chunk (addr_c) from the staring memory address of the same message (addr_m), i.e.,

\[
\text{chunk\_offset} = (addr_c - addr_m) / \text{UNIT\_SIZE}
\]

The receiver can validate the integrity of the message by checking whether it has received data of all chunk offsets covered the message size and assemble the messages to notify the application. If using UNIT_SIZE = 4KB, then 10-bit chunk offset supports up to 4KB x 2^{10} = 4MB message. To support larger message in applications, users can allocate more bits for chunk offset field.

Figure 14 shows an example how this numbering system works. Here a large message of 40KB is split into 2 WRITE WQEs, i.e., 8KB and 32KB and a SEND message is sent between these two WRITE WQEs. Each WQE has a unique global sequence number (GN) and the WRITE WQEs do not carry the GN to the receiver while the SEND does.

In the case that 8KB WRITE WQE and the 1KB SEND WQE are retransmitted. The 8KB WRITE WQE is split into two 4KB SEND WQEs, where the minimal chunk_size is
4KB. Each SEND WQE for WRITE retransmission carries the original reliable sequence number of the WRITE WQE and has a new SEND reliable sequence number and a new global sequence number. Each SEND WQE for SEND retransmission carries the original SEND reliable sequence number and a new global sequence number to the receiver.

### A.1.2 ACK Format and Compression

**ACK packet format (32 acked number at most)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QP number</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitmap</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least ACKed number</td>
<td>8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acked num</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acked num</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acked num</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acked num</td>
<td>4B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Software ACK format.

Figure 15 shows the software ACK format. A 32-bit bitmap (4B) in ACK packet indicates that each ACK packet signals at most 32 WQEs. A $i^{th}$ bit set in the bitmap indicates that the $i^{th}$ ACKed number is a global sequence number for a SEND WQE, otherwise, the $i^{th}$ ACKed number is the reliable sequence number for a WRITE WQE. It is possible that the ACK packet contains the number of ACKed number is less than 32. As Figure 15 shows that the first ACKed number starts from 24B and each ACKed number is 4B. The number of ACKs carried in one packet is calculated as follows:

$$(\text{ack}_{-}\text{length} - 24B)/4B,$$

where $\text{ack}_{-}\text{length}$ is the packet length of the ACK packet. For example, an ACK of packet length 40B carries $(40B - 24B)/4B = 4$ acked numbers. If the bitmap is 0XC0000000, then the first 2 ACKed numbers acknowledge WRITE WQEs and the 3rd and 4th ACKed numbers acknowledge SEND WQEs.

We limits the acked number to be 32-bit to shorten the length of the ACK packets. The reliable sequence number of a WRITE WQE and the global sequence number of a SEND WQE will be ACKed back to the sender. Recall that the reliable sequence number is 32-bit and the global sequence number is 64-bit. Thus, we compress the 64-bit global sequence number to a 32-bit ACKed number as follows:

$$\text{acked}_{-}\text{num} = \text{global}_{-}\text{num} - \text{least}_{-}\text{acked}_{-}\text{global}_{-}\text{num},$$

where the $\text{least}_{-}\text{acked}_{-}\text{global}_{-}\text{num}$ is the smallest global sequence number in an ACK packet. The WQEs with global sequence number larger than

$$\text{least}_{-}\text{acked}_{-}\text{global}_{-}\text{num} + 2^{32} - 1$$

are dropped by Flor if received. This window size is large enough in practice. The silently dropped WQEs, if there are, are detected by timeout.

### A.2 RTT measurement

#### A.2.1 HW/SW Clock Synchronization

The timestamps are generated by the NIC hardware clock. Except from obtaining timestamps from completions events to calculate, Flor may also need time for other usages, e.g., setting retransmission timers. However, querying current time from RNICs is a time-consuming operation (e.g., costs 1μs in CX-4). Thus Flor maintains a software clock based on rdtsc() and synchronizes the clock with hardware clock. When Flor sends or receives an operation and the clock is not corrected for 100μs, then Flor queries a timestamp from RNIC and update the offset when the error exceeds threshold 10μs. According to our observation, the successfully correct ratio (i.e., the ratio that the error exceeds 10μs) is less than 1%.

#### A.2.2 Improve RTT Measurement Accuracy

Figure 16 shows the measured RTT values with and without Flor optimization, i.e., ACK on isolated QP and ACK on shared QP, respectively. The experiment setup is the same as Figure 5 except using a larger RPC request size, i.e., 1MB.

#### A.2.3 RTT Measurement for UC

Figure 17 reports the 99th percentile of these delays as the acknowledgement frequencies. Figure 17 reports the $99^{th}$ percentile of these delays as the acknowledgement frequencies changes. As expected, the ACK delay increases as the number of WQEs’ ACKs coalescing increases, this is because the receiver needs to wait more WQEs to finish or a timer to generate an ACK. The local delay stays the same because Flor prioritizes to poll the ACK completion queue and Flor processes one
ACK regardless the number of the number of WQEs’ ACKs coalescing. Finally, the RTT measurement results show that RTT measurement accuracy does not impact by the ACK frequencies with this improvement.
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Abstract

Multicore systems parallelize to accommodate incoming Ethernet traffic, allocating one receive (Rx) ring with \( \geq 1 \) Ki entries per core by default. This ring size is sufficient to absorb packet bursts of single-core workloads. But the combined size of all Rx buffers (pointed to by all Rx rings) can exceed the size of the last-level cache. We observe that, in this case, NIC and CPU memory accesses are increasingly served by main memory, which might incur nonnegligible overheads when scaling to hundreds of incoming gigabits per second.

To alleviate this problem, we propose “shRing,” which shares each Rx ring among several cores when networking memory bandwidth consumption is high. ShRing thus adds software synchronization costs, but this overhead is offset by the smaller memory footprint. We show that, consequently, shRing increases the throughput of NFV workloads by up to 1.7x, and that it reduces their latency by up to 38x. The substantial latency reduction occurs when shRing shortens the per-packet processing time to a value smaller than the packet interarrival time, thereby preventing overload conditions.

1 Introduction

Software systems drive Ethernet NICs through producer-consumer “rings.” A ring is a logically circular memory array shared between software and NIC, such that each ring entry points to a buffer big enough to store an Ethernet packet. Software sends data by placing packet buffers in a transmission (Tx) ring, thereby handing them to the NIC to be sent. Software receives data by removing packet buffers from a receive (Rx) ring after they have been filled by the NIC, immediately replacing them with free buffers to be used in their stead for future incoming traffic. Thus, Rx rings are always fully populated with (free or filled) buffers, whereas Tx rings are commonly partially populated or empty. Consequently, Rx rings are more memory-consuming than Tx rings.

By default, a receive ring consists of \( \geq 1 \) Ki entries [11, 21, 60, 65, 86, 86, 92], each pointing to a 1500B buffer, Ethernet’s maximum transmission unit (MTU) [36]. A typical Rx ring thus requires \((1 \text{Ki} \times 1500B \approx) 1.5 \text{MiB}\). NICs support hundreds of such rings [12, 50, 66, 71], which software uses for synchronization-free parallelism, assigning different rings to different cores in both kernel [30, 33, 68, 77, 82, 84, 90] and user [2, 8, 24, 38, 52] network stacks. The combined size of Rx buffers across all cores—henceforth denoted as \( \alpha \)—can therefore reach tens of MiBs, which might be bigger than the last-level cache (LLC). Notably, \( \alpha \) constitutes a lower bound for the size of the NIC working set [25], as the NIC sequentially operates on all Rx buffers, one after the other, so all buffers in the circle must be used before they can be re-used. As a result, \( \alpha \) exceeding LLC capacity can be problematic for high-throughput, low-latency workloads that sustain network traffic of up to hundreds of gigabits per second (Gbps).

The problem stems from these workloads relying on data direct I/O (DDIO) [20] technology or similar. DDIO allows NIC direct memory accesses (DMAs) to read and write packets to and from the LLC while avoiding high main memory access costs [15, 29, 63, 64, 78, 79, 87, 91]. But an \( \alpha \) larger than the LLC undermines DDIO’s effectiveness, as the NIC working set is too big to be cached. Consequently, CPU memory accesses become slower, contending with DMAs for insufficient cache capacity. Accesses are thus increasingly served by main memory, making the per-packet processing time longer. This overhead translates to degraded throughput and latency of networking workloads that experience the memory as a bottleneck resource.

We exemplify this problem in §2, using run-to-completion systems [6, 26, 35, 52, 58, 69, 73] common in microsecond-scale workloads like network function virtualization (NFV). In these systems, each thread of execution consists of a loop that iteratively polls an Rx ring, receives a packet from the wire, processes it to completion (without context switches or interrupts interfering), and then sends a response.

In §3, we consider addressing the problem by reducing the size of Rx rings [91]. We find that a size smaller than 1 Ki might cause a core to experience many more packet drops when the incoming traffic targets this specific core. For example, a core may sustain 2x more packets without drops using 1 Ki entries instead of 128. (Increasing Rx sizes beyond 1 Ki has no benefit in our workloads.) In contrast, in multicore setups, using 128 entries per Rx ring reduces \( \alpha \) without incurring additional drops, provided the incoming traffic is evenly spread between the cores, which curbs the traffic and bursts that each individual Rx ring experiences.

Motivated by this finding, in §4, we propose “shRing,” a system that alleviates the above problem by sharing a 1 Ki-sized Rx ring between a set of \( N \) cores. ShRing satisfies the simultaneous needs of all sharing cores when incoming traffic is even or uneven. Sharing balances buffer usage, allowing cores that sustain heavier traffic to utilize more Rx entries at the expense of cores sustaining lighter traffic while keeping \( \alpha \) small.
ShRing is advantageous if (1) cache misses due to ineffective DDIO usage cause non-negligible overhead, and (2) the workload avoids pathologically imbalanced conditions, where a subset of the sharing cores are continuously overloaded while their peers are underloaded. (NFV studies commonly assume non-pathological conditions [4, 10, 26, 59, 63, 73, 75, 76, 97], which might indicate the system is misconfigured.) If DDIO usage is effective, then shRing’s synchronization overhead might degrade the performance, and if the workload is pathologically imbalanced, then the overloaded cores might monopolize all the entries of the shared ring. ShRing thus dynamically identifies the above two conditions, and it turns itself on or off accordingly.

When operational, shRing boosts LLC hits by shrinking the working set, which reduces the per-packet processing time ($P_t$) and thus increases throughput. If shRing’s shorter $P_t$ becomes smaller than packet interarrival time ($I_t$), queuing theory dictates that ring occupancy drops from full to empty, dramatically shortening latency from linear in the ring size to essentially $P_t$. But even if shRing’s $P_t$ remains greater than $I_t$ (ring fully occupied, so latency is linear in ring size), latency still improves by a factor of $1/N$, as the per-core Rx ring size is effectively $1/N$ smaller, being shared by $N$ cores.

Shared data structures commonly underperform due to software synchronization overhead [9, 22, 26, 55, 80, 90]. ShRing reduces this overhead by avoiding synchronization when deciding which core will process which newly arriving packet. By using per-core completion rings (CRs), the NIC spreads incoming packets between cores, adding the integer index of each packet’s entry to the CR of the core that owns the packet [37]. Cores still require synchronization when notifying the NIC that ring entries can be reused. ShRing bounds this overhead by limiting $N$, the number of sharing cores. We use $N=8$, but other values may be preferable in other setups.

We explore two shRing variants. The first, “RxArr,” is a shared cyclic Rx array structured similarly to a private ring. Because it is shared, its packet buffers routinely become ready for reuse out of (array) order, as they are processed by different cores. The problem is that, for correctness, RxArr is permitted to notify the NIC that entry $i$ can be reused only after all preceding entries (such as $i-1$) are likewise made reusable. This constraint necessitates coordination between cores, which increases the overhead of synchronization.

Our second shRing variant, “RxList,” simplifies coordination by turning the shared ring into a linked list using a “next” field added to Rx entries. When storing incoming packets, the NIC follows list (rather than array) order. This change allows cores to make entries immediately available for NIC reuse; they no longer have to wait for preceding entries. We find, alas, that RxList performs poorly, as the linked list structure undermines the NIC’s ability to prefetch Rx entries, ruling this design out for the time being. We propose a modest NIC ASIC modification that resolves this problem (but prevents us from experimentally evaluating this improved design).

We demonstrate in §5 that RxArr shRing works as expected, improving NFV macrobenchmark throughput by up to 1.27x and latency by up to 38x. In §6, we experimentally show that our findings are also applicable to more traditional applications that use kernel-based TCP sockets. Finally, we discuss related work in §7 and conclude in §8.

2 Motivation

We begin by providing the necessary background (§2.1) and by characterizing the problem that shRing tackles, which is the increasing working set size of the NIC as compared to the LLC size (§2.2). We then experimentally demonstrate how this problem affects performance as well as shRing’s ability to address its root cause (§2.3).

2.1 Background

Interacting with NICs Software and Ethernet NICs interact via logically cyclic producer-consumer queues called rings. The roles of producer and consumer depend on perspective: for received (Rx) traffic, the NIC can be viewed as producing incoming packets that software consumes; alternatively, software can be viewed as producing free buffers that the NIC consumes by filling them with incoming data. Transmitted (Tx) traffic can be viewed similarly. Software chooses the ring size and allocates it in main memory. The entries of a ring are architected descriptor structures consisting of several fields, one of which is a pointer to packet buffer.

Software pre-allocates packet buffers for all Rx descriptors. Each buffer can hold MTU bytes ($\approx 1500$ by default). When a packet arrives, the NIC DMA-writes it to the buffer pointed to by the tail descriptor of the Rx ring (“next free” index), incrementing the tail to point to the subsequent descriptor if the tail does not surpass the head ring descriptor. Symmetrically, software dequeues Rx packets for processing from the head descriptor (“next full” index), iteratively incrementing it so long as it does not surpass the tail; software replaces the current head’s buffer, which the NIC has just filled, “reposting” a new free buffer instead and informing the NIC about this by “ringing the doorbell” (writing to a NIC register).

Tx traffic occurs similarly, with NIC and software flipping roles (NIC responds to software actions rather than the other way around). Thus, in contrast to the Rx case, Tx ring descriptors are initially empty and therefore consume less space.

A ring’s head and tail are maintained as consumer- and producer-controlled registers, residing in NIC memory mapped I/O (MMIO) and holding ring indexes. Software may configure the NIC to trigger an interrupt when it updates a register, or it may instead poll the ring and observe changes.

The NIC distributes incoming traffic load between multiple Rx rings, and therefore between multiple cores, using receive side scaling (RSS [68], which computes a hash over the packet’s header to produce a ring identifier) or accelerated
receive flow steering (ARFS [90], which consults software-controlled packet steering tables).

NFs In this work, we mostly focus on improving the performance of network function (NF) workloads. NFs are packet-processing applications that were once implemented using rigid proprietary hardware middleboxes and are now increasingly implemented with software on off-the-shelf servers [4, 23, 26, 27, 53, 54, 58, 74]. Common NF examples include switches, routers, firewalls, virtual private networks (VPN), deep packet inspectors (DPI), network address translators (NAT), and load balancers (LB). Evidence suggests that nearly 60% of all data center network traffic relies on NFs [74]. To attain high throughput and low latency, NFs commonly employ a packet processing model based on kernel bypass and direct NIC access [4, 23, 27, 53, 58] as provided by, e.g., the data plane development kit (DPDK) [51]. To improve efficiency and minimize overheads, this model typically foregoes abstractions like blocking I/O, context switching, and multi-tasking. Instead, it is designed as a simple run-to-completion, polling system, which does away with costly device interrupts as means of driving networking activity. Thus, each NF thread T gets its own dedicated core and rings. T continuously polls its Rx ring, and when a packet arrives, T processes the packet, generates a response, sends the response by placing it in its Tx ring, and resumes its Rx polling.

DDIO High-throughput, low-latency apps like NFs benefit from Intel’s direct data I/O (DDIO) technology [20] (other processor vendors support similar technologies [5, 93]). When possible, DDIO satisfies DMA operations from the LLC rather than main memory, which is faster/cheaper and may thus improve throughput and latency. Specifically, DDIO services DMA reads from the LLC if the target data is already there, which, in addition to being faster, also reduces memory bandwidth contention. Symmetrically, DDIO can perform DMA writes directly to the LLC instead of to main memory by either overwriting existing LLC lines, if they reside in the LLC, or by allocating new lines in up to two LLC ways.

2.2 The Problem: I/O Working Sets

Let the I/O working set be the memory area that an I/O device (e.g., NIC) reads/writes via DMA in a given time interval. For NFs, this set should preferably fit in the LLC due to DDIO. An I/O-intensive workload whose I/O working set size exceeds (or even approaches) LLC capacity implies: that I/O-related data likely competes for cache capacity; that DMAs are thus increasingly served by main memory instead of the LLC; and that LLC contention and memory bandwidth bottlenecks might occur as a result [15, 29, 63, 64, 78, 79, 87, 91].

Rx ring size is a key factor in determining the I/O working set size. Recall that all Rx descriptors are pre-populated with MTU (1500B) packet buffers upon startup. Subsequently, whenever software replenishes the ring’s head descriptor with a free buffer B, the head-tail protocol (§2.1) dictates that the NIC will DMA-write a new packet to B only after the associated Rx ring tail wraps around back to B’s position. Thus, the aggregate Rx size (denoted $\alpha$) serves as a lower bound for the I/O working set. If software utilizes $r$ Rx rings of size $s$, then this lower bound is $\alpha = r \times s \times 1500B$.

The problem that motivates our work is that $\alpha$ grows faster than the LLC and nowadays routinely exceeds it, with Rx rings increasing both in number ($r$) and size ($s$). Underlying this phenomenon are, notably, the following technology trends. NIC throughput has been growing faster than CPU packet processing speed for over a decade [32, 87]. The higher bandwidth increases variability and necessitates bigger network queues [28, 47, 94]. Moreover, the ever-growing traffic volume implies that the days when a single CPU core was able to drive an Ethernet NIC to its full capacity are long gone [31]. Thus, modern systems must employ multicore parallelism [9, 22, 26, 80, 90]. NICs have therefore evolved to offer multiple Rx/Tx rings, allowing each core to interact with the NIC through its own private ring instances in isolation. We refer to this architecture as privRing.

To demonstrate the rapidly increasing $\alpha$ phenomenon (along with the underlying technology trends), we collected the ring maximal number ($r_m$) and default size ($s$) from the datasheet and driver, respectively, of every Intel NIC model released during 2000–2022. Table 1 shows a representative summary; to conserve space, we only include the first NIC of each Ethernet generation with increasing throughput. Early 1GbE NICs supported only a single ring, but as multicore CPUs became more common, subsequent 1GbE NICs supported up to 16 rings (not shown). Later, the first generation of 10GbE, 40GbE, and 100GbE respectively introduced support for 64, 1536, and 2048 rings. The default ring size likewise increased from 256 to 2048. Network stacks and libraries adopt similar sizes. For instance, the default Rx ring size in all sample apps in the DPDK library is currently 1024 [60].

The right side of Table 1 matches each NIC with an Intel CPU model launched at that year, whose LLC was the largest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>year</th>
<th>Intel NIC (GBe)</th>
<th>gen.</th>
<th>max ring num. ($r_m$)</th>
<th>default size ($s$)</th>
<th>Xeon CPU</th>
<th>LLC cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>[40] 10 GbE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>256 KiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>[42] 10 GbE</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>12 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>[49] 100 GbE</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>77 MiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The first Intel NIC model in each GbE generations shown alongside the Intel CPU launched at the same year whose LLC was the largest in that year. The number of supported NIC rings and the default ring size are increasing.

\footnotetext[1]{It makes sense for $r$ to be much bigger than CPU core number in order to support, e.g.: per-application rings [38, 95]; per-container rings [2, 24]; a ring for every SRIOV [44] instance of every virtual CPU of every virtual machine that runs on the host machine [82, 84]; and a hypervisor ring per VM ring for fallback when flow rule offloading is not yet configured [33, 77].}
at the time. Using this data, Figure 1 plots the size of the LLC and the minimal and maximal $\alpha$ of the associated NIC. We see that the maximal aggregate Rx size (assuming all $r_m$ supported rings are used) was always too big to fit in the LLC size in this time range. But in 2020, the aggregate Rx size of even the most minimalist configuration—just one Rx per core—became too big. This is the source of the problem.

The situation is exacerbated if considering logical, rather than physical cores (the 4.3x in the figure would have become 8.6x). We predict that this trend will continue, as upcoming NICs will bring more features (and queues), with speeds of up to 800 GbE expected in 2025 [13, 14].

### 2.3 Implications

Assume that the I/O working set size of some NF exceeds the LLC capacity and/or the LLC space it needs for satisfying DMA-writes of incoming data (constrained by DDIO to only two ways per LLC set by default) is insufficient. In this case, we claim that the overhead is significant to the point that it may be preferable to abandon dedicated private rings (privRings) in favor of shared rings (shRings), despite the synchronization cost associated with the latter.

To demonstrate, we use a synthetic FastClick NF microbenchmark configured to iteratively receive a packet, access an array, perform routing, and send the packet out [8]. The NF uses all (16) cores of our 2.1 GHz CPU, experiencing a theoretical incoming load of 200 Gbps of MTU packets (line rate), which in practice is 195.6 Gbps (due to 34B Ethernet overhead for each 1500B MTU packet). We execute this experiment using the baseline privRing, as well as three shRing variants that unify the rings of 2, 4, and 8 cores, respectively denoted as shRing/2, shRing/4, and shRing/8. (The full details of shRing are specified in §4, and the full details of the experiment are specified in §5.)

Figure 2a distills our case. It shows the average number of cycles it takes to handle one packet, breaking it down to synchronization overhead (“sync”) vs. actual processing time (“orig”). While synchronization overheads are substantial and increase with the level of sharing, we see that it is nevertheless advantageous to pay the cost, as cycles-per-packet improves by about 4% each time we halve the I/O working set size.

The NF throughput, shown in Figure 2b, is approximately inversely proportional to cycles-per-packet (Figure 2a) as long as the CPU constitutes a bottleneck resource and line rate is not yet attained. Specifically, let $C$ denote the average number of cycles required to process one packet, let $hz$ (=2.1 GHz) denote the cycles-per-second clock speed of the CPU, and let $n$ (=16) denote the number of running CPU cores, then $n \times \frac{hz}{C}$ is the number of packets that the CPU handles per second, and so $Gbps(C) = 1500B \times 8bit \times n \times \frac{hz}{C}$ is the throughput.

Using this equation, we can compute $C_{bdgt}$, the budget of per-packet cycles that the system must meet to achieve the 195.6 Gbps line rate (denoted “bdgt” in Figure 2a) as follows: $C_{bdgt} = 1500B \times 8bit \times n \times \frac{hz}{195.6 Gbps} = 2061$ cycles per packet. Only shRing/8 meets the budget here.

We have argued that the reason underlying shRing’s improved performance is its smaller I/O working set, which curbs memory bandwidth consumption by increasing cache efficiency. This argument is directly supported by Figures 2c (memory bandwidth) and 2d (LLC misses as experienced by both CPU and NIC). In the latter figure, we see that privRing’s NIC PCIe miss rate is as high as 85%, which is why privRing’s average NIC PCIe read latency grows to 1.45 µs (Figure 2e). Such a long PCIe latency is enough to saturate the DMA engines within the NIC (designed to hide PCIe latency with parallelism), and so it hampers the NIC’s ability to quickly process rings, which in turn generates high ring occupancy of 94% on average (Figure 2f). The implication is that, on average, each privRing packet $P$ must wait for 966 packets (=94% of ring size) to be processed before $P$ is finally processed itself, which explains privRing’s high latency (Figure 2g).

In contrast, shRing/8’s occupancy is small, as it meets the $C_{bdgt}$ budget and so its processing rate ($\mu$) is larger than the arrival rate ($\lambda$). Because $\mu > \lambda$, latency is much lower. Even when shRing does not meet the $C_{bdgt}$ budget (the /2 and /4 variants), it improves latency, as its per-packet processing time is lower than in privRing.

### 3 Fewer or Smaller Private Rings

Conceivably, we can reduce the I/O working set size without ring sharing in two straightforward ways. One can use much smaller per-core Rx rings, or one can employ a single core (using a bigger Rx ring) as the system’s centralized “dispatcher” for all incoming traffic. Here, we briefly explain why neither is satisfactory for high-bandwidth networking applications.

The single-core, single-ring centralized dispatcher approach is used by such systems as Shinjuku [57] and Shenango [72]. It can be an effective way to reduce I/O memory consumption, and it has been shown to work well for NIC bandwidth of up to 40 Gbps. But more powerful NICs might not be served well by this approach, as the dispatcher’s
4 ShRing’s Design and Implementation

ShRing is an architecture for driving high bandwidth NICs. Instead of using private per-core default-sized Rx rings, it shares each default-sized Rx ring between a set of cores. (ShRing leaves the Tx path unmodified.) ShRing can improve throughput, latency, or both, depending on the workload (§4.1).

Sharing a receive ring among cores requires us to synchronize the ring accesses of the CPU (using locks or atomic instructions), which incurs overhead compared to the synchronization-free privRing. ShRing curbs this overhead by limiting the number of cores sharing a ring to \( N \); we use \( N=8 \), but other values may work better for other setups. Also, shRing reduces synchronization overhead by leveraging per-core completion rings (CRs) with which the NIC spreads incoming packets between cores [37], ridding them from having to compete for newly arriving packets (§4.2). As a result, shRing’s benefits outweigh its synchronization costs for workloads that suffer from ineffective DDIO use.

We propose two shRing designs that represent the ring as an array (RxArr, §4.3) or a linked list (RxList, §4.4). Both can be implemented with recent NVIDIA NICs. RxArr’s synchronization is costlier, but RxList’s interferes with the NIC’s Rx entry prefetching, so we rule it out (but propose a modest NIC ASIC modification that will fix this problem).

ShRing dynamically turns itself on/off depending on whether or not the workload is benefiting from it (§4.5). We describe the implementation details in §4.6.

### 4.1 Benefits and Constraints

ShRing can improve throughput and/or latency, depending on the workload. Next, we define the workload properties...
necessary for shRing to be advantageous, and we explain the expected benefits of shRing and how it provides them. When shRing is counterproductive (necessary properties are absent), it dynamically disables itself.

ShRing is relevant only for workloads that avoid pathological core overload, where a subset of the sharing cores are continuously overloaded while their peers are underloaded. Pathological conditions may occur due to continuous, highly skewed per-packet processing time differences, or because of chronic incoming traffic imbalance. For reasons detailed later on (§4.5), when cores share a ring under pathological conditions, the fact that only some of them are overloaded implies that the packets of the overloaded cores increasingly and disproportionately accumulate within the ring, to the point that no room is left for packets of underloaded cores. This pathology causes new packets directed at underloaded cores to get dropped despite there being available processing capacity.

We term these conditions “pathological” because (1) they are suboptimal and may indicate the system is misconfigured, and (2) they are atypical when measuring NFV performance, as many NFV studies [4, 26, 63, 73, 75, 76, 97] and IETF benchmarking methodology [10] generate packet headers using randomization, balancing load across cores with hash-based packet spreading (e.g., RSS).

Throughput ShRing improves a workload’s throughput if (1) its I/O working set with privRing exceeds the LLC DDIO capacity and (2) the penalty of the resulting cache misses is non-negligible compared to the overall packet processing time. Relative to privRing, shRing multiplicatively decreases the number of rings by a factor equal to the number of cores sharing each Rx ring (N=8 in our case). This decrease results in a corresponding 1/N reduction of the I/O working set, possibly to below the LLC DDIO capacity. ShRing therefore mitigates and possibly eliminates the I/O-related cache miss penalty and thus enables more effective packet processing.

Latency ShRing improves a workload’s latency if the associated cores are saturated because packet service rate (number of packets processed per second, denoted μ) is smaller than packet arrival rate (number of packets arriving per second, denoted λ). Latency is linear in the ring size s in this case, as queuing theory dictates that μ < λ implies fully occupied Rx rings, which means every newly arriving packet waits for s – 1 preceding packets to be processed. But in contrast to privRing, where each core has its own default-sized ring, shRing shares each such ring between N cores, so the “effective” ring capacity that each core experiences is s/N, which means the latency proportionally becomes 1/N smaller (recall that we assume no pathological core imbalance).

Moreover, whenever shRing improves throughput, it also improves latency, as this throughput improvement stems from making the per-packet processing time (P) shorter. Notably, if shRing’s shorter P transforms the overall service rate from slower than arrival rate (under privRing) to faster (μ > λ), queuing theory says that Rx ring occupancy drops from fully to barely occupied. Namely, latency drops sharply, essentially becoming O(P) with shRing instead of O(P × s) with privRing. This shRing property underlies Figure 2g.

4.2 Synchronization with Completion Rings

In principle, N cores may share a receive ring by synchronously accessing the ring’s head. But this approach creates a synchronization bottleneck [9, 22, 26, 80, 90]. ShRing sidesteps this problem by reusing RSS to spread incoming packets between different sharing cores (in addition to spreading them between different rings, which is the usual role of RSS). So when the NIC stores incoming packets in a shared ring, it communicates to each of the N sharing cores which packets belong to that core via a per-core completion ring (CR), as depicted in Figure 4.

A CR is a circular array in host memory. There are N CRs associated with each shared ring R: one for each core C that shares R. The CR stores indexes of R’s packet descriptors, specifying which descriptors are ready to be processed by C. Similarly to descriptor rings, a CR has head/tail entries whose indexes reside in NIC memory. When the NIC stores in R an incoming packet P that is mapped to core C, it writes the index of P’s descriptor to the tail of C’s CR and advances this tail. To receive packets, C polls its CR head awaiting notification about the next available packet in R. When C removes this packet from R, it advances its CR head.

Thus, per-core CRs allow cores to poll without synchronizing with their peers. CRs negligibly increase the I/O working set size, as a CR entry occupies only a single cacheline (for storing metadata about the associated packet, such as size and header offsets). Nonetheless, CRs do not obviate the need for synchronization when a core reposts a descriptor for the NIC to consume. RxList and RxArr address this synchronization problem in different ways.

NIC Support Recent NVIDIA NICs already support associating multiple CRs with a shared Rx ring as part of a shared receive queue (SRQ) buffers feature [37, 61]. The motivation for this feature is reducing DRAM pinning for RDMA (see §7), as opposed to shRing’s goal of improving throughput.
and latency for Ethernet.

We expect support for Ethernet Rx ring sharing among CRs to become widely available in the future, because it is included in the infrastructure datapath function (IDPF) specification [17] and the Open Compute Project NIC specification [18], which are proposed industry standards for network device interfaces.

### 4.3 Array Ring Sharing (RxArr)

In the baseline privRing, each core C processes and reposts descriptors of its private ring in array order, one after the other. Namely, after C processes a descriptor $D_i$, it reposts $D_i$ by advancing the head of the ring past $D_i$ to $D_{i+1}$, thereby indicating that $D_i$ can be reused by the NIC to store some other incoming packet in the future.

In contrast, RxArr shRing implements a ring array that is shared between N cores. It therefore cannot automatically advance the ring’s head in this way, as $D_i$ might become ready for reuse before its $k$ preceding descriptors $\{D_j\}_{j=i-k}$, for example, if they were assigned to cores different than C and require a longer processing time as compared to $D_i$. Or if RSS happened to assign all of them to some other core $C'$, which must now work harder than C to catch up.

RxArr must thus guarantee that the NIC is notified that $D_i$ can be reused only when all preceding descriptors are also ready for reuse. For this purpose, RxArr maintains a bitmap with a bit per descriptor, tracking which ring descriptors between head and tail have been processed and made available for reuse. After core C consumes $D_i$ and re-arms it with a new empty buffer, C (1) atomically sets bit $i$ in this bitmap, (2) consults the bitmap to find the maximal contiguous sequence of descriptors available for reuse beginning at the head $\{D_j\}_{j=\text{head}}$, and (3) atomically clears the corresponding bits and advances the head past them.

The drawback of RxArr is its synchronization overhead, as its bitmap is a shared and frequently updated data structure that requires core coordination. Also, RxArr is suboptimal in that it delays the reuse of descriptors made ready by other cores, if prior descriptors have not yet been processed by other cores. Conceivably, packet loss might occur under RxArr’s baseline, in contrast, ready descriptors reside in different rings, so the NIC can reuse them as they become available.

Listing 1 shows the RxArr receive function, which dequeues a batch of packets for processing. It receives a shared descriptor ring (sdr->desc), the calling core’s CR (c_ring->doorbell), and an output array of packet pointers (pkts) of length len. It returns the number of received packets. Lines 10–15 poll the CR to find the location of a ready descriptor assigned to the calling core and store the descriptor’s buffer in the output array, replacing this buffer with a new one. Lines 16–22 mark received descriptors in the shared bitmap (sdr->bitmap) while batching updates within 64-bit words. This is done using atomic instructions, as other cores may be concurrently setting/clearing other bits in the bitmap. Line 24 handles the corner case of an empty CR. Lines 25–26 handle the remaining accumulated bitmap updates after exiting the loop. Lines 27–28 ring the CR’s doorbell.

Lines 29–37 identify the maximal contiguous sequence of descriptors beginning at the ring head that is available for reuse, notifying the NIC about them. These operations are performed under a lock to guarantee the atomicity of (1) inspecting and modifying the bitmap and of (2) notifying the NIC. Line 31 uses the find-first-set instruction to identify the contiguous set bits. Lines 32–33 atomically clear them. Finally, Line 34 advances the ring’s head (consumer index, sdr->ci) accordingly, and Line 36 writes the updated head to the shared ring’s doorbell.

### 4.4 Linked List Ring Sharing (RxList)

RxList is a shRing design that alleviates RxArr’s bitmap coordination problem, eliminating the requirement to repost
descriptors in array order. To this end, RxList represents the empty packet buffer descriptor queue as a linked list. The NIC correspondingly follows list order when storing incoming packets. The list itself is overlaid on the Rx descriptor array, with each descriptor holding a “next” field pointing to the next list item. (Linked list functionality is part of the SRQ feature [7].) Initially, each descriptor points to the subsequent descriptor in the array. But as packet processing occurs and cores process and repost descriptors out of array order, the descriptor order in the list changes. We denote the first and last descriptors in the empty descriptor list as hwHead and hwTail, respectively, to distinguish them from the “head” and “tail” used in the rest of the paper to describe the first and last descriptors holding packets.

Figure 5a depicts RxList’s structure using three cores sharing a single Rx ring. Observe that RxList’s descriptor ring entries are not contiguous: there are multiple non-vacant descriptors in the array between hwHead and its successor vacant descriptor in the list, which is impossible in an array-based design. The figure also shows dashed links between non-vacant descriptors. These represent the order in which these descriptors were filled by the NIC, i.e., their order in the list when they were vacant.

We now detail RxList’s receive flow, whose code is shown in Listing 2. The function’s inputs and outputs are the same as RxArr’s receive function. Lines 5–10 batch packets for processing exactly as in RxArr: the completion ring is polled to find the location of ready descriptors, each such descriptor’s buffer is stored in the packet output array, and the descriptor’s buffer is replaced with a new buffer. Lines 11–13 are unique to RxList: they link dequeued descriptors one after the other, creating a linked list that will eventually be appended to the tail of the empty descriptor list. Lines 15–17 are again standard functionality. First, the case of an empty completion ring is checked, and then the core’s completion ring head (denoted ci, or consumer index) is updated, including a notification to the NIC via a doorbell MMIO write. Lines 18–24 are again new to RxList. They lock the shared descriptor ring to atomically (1) append the new list created in lines 11–13 after the tail of the list and (2) notify the NIC, via a doorbell write, of the number of descriptors with empty buffers that are appended to the list. Finally, line 25 returns the number of received packets.

Prefetching Problem We find that RxList neutralizes descriptor prefetching, an important NIC performance optimization. Because descriptor rings are typically stored contiguously, the NIC reads sequences of contiguous descriptors in a single PCIe read transaction and caches valid descriptors in NIC memory to improve throughput and reduce latency for subsequent packets. When descriptors are linked out of array order, the NIC fails to find the next descriptor on the list in its on-NIC cache, resulting in more descriptor DMA reads being required.

Effective descriptor prefetching is critical for high PCIe-based NIC performance [70], and even more crucial for shRing. In privRing, a descriptor cache miss on some ring
does not stall incoming traffic destined to other rings, but with shRing there are fewer rings and so more traffic is stalled.

To demonstrate this effect, we evaluate the performance of various descriptor ring to core sharing ratios. We compare RxList to RxArr, in which the NIC follows descriptor array order when storing packets. We run the synthetic NF (from §2.3) on all cores and try to process traffic at line rate.

Figure 6a shows the throughput achieved by both designs. When there is no sharing, then RxList, RxArr, and privRing (not shown) perform similarly (∼2%). This is expected since in this case, all approaches maintain ordering within the single descriptor ring. However, as we decrease the ring to core ratio, linked list descriptors become reordered and RxList’s throughput declines sharply as sharing increases: 33% for 1:2 sharing ratio and 76% for 1:8 sharing ratio.

Figure 6b shows how costly out-of-order descriptors are, motivating RxArr. Specifically, we report the NIC’s internal packet processing time, and see that for linked lists this time grows as more cores share a descriptor ring; from 3.7 µs at 1 core per ring to 16.3 µs at 8. In contrast, RxArr performance remains the same regardless of the sharing ratio.

Prefetching Solution We propose batched RxList, a shRing design that obtains RxList’s resiliency against pathological core overload conditions without damaging the NIC’s performance. Batched RxList amortizes the cost of locking and descriptor reordering in RxList by batching packets to descriptors. In this design, depicted in Figure 5b, each RxList descriptor points to a buffer that can hold multiple packets. For each RxList, the NIC stores new packets destined to a core via the same descriptor used to store previous packets for that core, provided that room remains in the descriptor’s packet buffer. Only once this descriptor “fills up” will the NIC consume a new descriptor from the list and start storing incoming packets for that core in the new descriptor’s buffer. To perform this batching, the NIC caches the last Rx descriptor used for each CR associated with the RxList. The NIC thus effectively maintains per-core “mini hwHeads” pointing to each core’s current descriptor.

The benefit of the batched RxList design is twofold. From the NIC’s perspective, batching packets in descriptors and caching the descriptors reduces the importance of descriptor prefetching, as packets destined to a core experience a single cache miss per batch. From the cores’ perspective, batching reduces RxList synchronization, as locking the RxList to re-post a descriptor is now guaranteed to occur only once per batch, instead of potentially once per packet.

Although recent NICs support batching multiple packets in a single large descriptor buffer [3], batched RxList requires NIC ASIC modifications to support a list consisting of such descriptors. Therefore, we cannot evaluate batched RxList. We present this design to underscore that RxList’s tradeoffs are likely not fundamental and are caused by current NIC ASIC limitations, which can be fixed.

4.5 Dynamic ShRing

We propose a dynamic approach that switches between privRing and shRing during run time, depending on which architecture is more beneficial at the moment. Our goal is to disable shRing if the workload experiences pathological core overload or if it is not bottlenecked on I/O-related cache misses. We describe the heuristic we currently use to identify these conditions. We leave improving the precision and robustness of the heuristic for production use to future work.

Pathological Overload Pathological overloaded conditions can make overloaded cores monopolize ring descriptors. If continuous, high per-packet processing time differences are such that the packet service rate of overloaded cores is smaller than their packet arrival rate, queuing theory dictates that the Rx ring eventually becomes fully occupied with their packets. If incoming traffic is chronically imbalanced, large batches of packets destined to overloaded cores can arrive and occupy most if not all the descriptors.

In both of the above scenarios, overloaded cores invoke their ring’s receive function less frequently than underloaded cores. This is clearly the case for cores overloaded due to high per-packet processing time, but also happens if overload is due to incoming traffic imbalance. In this case, an overloaded core’s receive call produces a large batch of packets, which takes the core longer to process before returning to the ring to dequeue more packets. We detect overloaded cores based on this behavior, as explained below.

I/O-Related Cache Miss Significance Recall that under non-pathological conditions, a workload will benefit from shRing if (1) its I/O working set with privRing exceeds the LLC DDIO capacity and (2) the penalty of the resulting cache misses is non-negligible (§4.1). We associate (1) with high memory bandwidth utilization and (2) with high networking throughput.

Heuristic We measure throughput, memory bandwidth, and time between subsequent calls to the receive function and record the results in a sliding window of 16 entries. When more than half of throughput and memory bandwidth measurements exceed a predefined threshold while no core is overloaded (calls receive infrequently compared to other cores), we switch from privRing rings to shRing rings. To switch back from shRing to privRing, we wait until 7/8 of measurements are below the threshold.

To switch between privRing and shRing, we pre-program two sets of RSS tables, which are NIC data structures used to steer incoming packets to descriptor and completion rings based on packet headers. Each RSS table set points to its own set of rings, i.e., privRing and shRing. Then, based on the heuristic’s decision, we update NIC steering rules to redirect packets to the appropriate RSS table set. After switching, before we begin polling the new rings for packets, we drain remaining packets from the previous ring set.
4.6 Implementation

Our implementation of RxArr and RxList targets 100 GbE NVIDIA NICs with unmodified ASICS. We initially relied on firmware patches to expose ring sharing mechanisms, originally aimed for InfiniBand RDMA (see §7), for Ethernet use. However, NVIDIA NIC firmware now makes these mechanisms generally available.

We implement our designs with 2039 lines of code (LOC) in the NVIDIA DPDK driver and only 137 LOC in DPDK’s core. We leverage DPDK’s command line driver options to enable the desired ring sharing mechanism and to specify how many cores share each ring. This approach enables unmodified DPDK-based applications to benefit from shRing.

Dynamic shRing is implemented in a dedicated thread that runs every 10 ms on a separate core which polls Intel PCM [39] counters for PCIe generated memory bandwidth and NIC byte and packet counters. We expose PCM counters through a library that we link with DPDK; the library is 116 LOC and the code using it in DPDK is 330 LOC. As the threshold for switching from privRing to shRing, we use throughput greater than 170 Gbps, memory bandwidth greater than 25 GiB/s, and the standard deviation between calls to Rx functions being at most 32x larger than the median (where 32 is the maximum packet batch that shRing’s Rx functions can return). We experimentally find that these values provide good results for the NFs we tested.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate shRing’s effectiveness using synthetic microbenchmarks as well as NAT and LB macrobenchmarks. We measure the gains obtained with shRing’s efficient I/O working set utilization in both non-pathological and pathological conditions (§4.1) under 200 GbE load.

5.1 Methodology

Experimental Setup Our setup consists of two Dell PowerEdge R640 servers, connected back-to-back via two pairs of 100 GbE NVIDIA ConnectX-5 NICs with pause frames disabled. One server is the evaluated system and the other is the load generator. Both servers have 16-core 2.1 GHz Xeon Silver 4216 CPUs, 128 GiB (=4x16 GiB) 2933 MHz DDR4 memory, and a 2 MiB LLC that consists of 11 ways. They run Ubuntu 18.04 (Linux 5.4.0) with hyperthreading and Turbo Boost disabled. The kernel is configured to isolate CPUs from the OS scheduler, use 1 GiB hugepages, disable power saving states, and disable microarchitectural side channel mitigations.

On the load generator machine, we run the stateless Cisco T-Rex packet generator [16], which we modify to improve latency measurement accuracy from 10–100μs to 1μs [81]. Unless specified otherwise, we use default application settings: 1024 descriptor Rx and Tx rings and 2 DDIO LLC ways, and we run application logic on all 16 of the available CPU cores—8 cores per NIC. All the results presented are trimmed means of ten runs; the minimum and maximum are discarded. The standard deviation is always below 5%.

Measurement Tools We measure cycles per packet by modifying applications to record cycle counters, cache hit rate using Linux perf, Tx ring occupancy by comparing completion ring producer and consumer indexes, PCIe latency using NVIDIA Mellanox Neo-host [67], and memory bandwidth and PCIe hit rate using Intel PCM [39].

Ring Mechanisms We compare between privRing; non-dynamic array ring sharing (RxArr) between 8 cores—the maximum possible on a CPU with 16 cores and 2 NICs—which we denote “shRing/8;” and a small privRing configuration whose aggregate descriptor count equals that of shRing/8, i.e., 128 entries per ring when shRing/8 uses 1024 entries per RxArr. We remark that small privRing is impractical since it imposes loss when traffic is bursty, as shown in §3. We show it for a thorough comparison between privRing and shRing.

5.2 Non-Pathological Conditions

We show the benefits of using shRing under high load without pathological core overload conditions. Specifically, we evaluate (1) synthetic NFs with varying memory intensity and cache pressure; (2) NAT and LB performance; and (3) MICA key-value store performance.

For NFs, we use large 1500B UDP packets sent at 200 Gbps to stress the I/O working set, and select packet 5-tuples at random to spread the load across cores.

Memory Intensity To explore shRing performance with NFs of various memory intensity, we run FastClick’s synthetic WorkPackage module [8] which receives a packet, performs routing, followed by a number of random memory reads from
a buffer, and then sends the packet out. We modify WorkPack-
age to optionally read or overwrite packet payload.

We test 60 configurations: randomly reading 1, 2, 4, 8, or 12 times from a 1MiB, 10MiB, 20MiB, or 40MiB buffer (corresponding to L1, L2, LLC, and larger than LLC sizes), while packet payload is either untouched, read, or overwritten.

For each configuration, we plot shRing throughput, latency, and cycles per packet normalized to privRing; Figure 7 shows the results. We find that throughput and latency improve with descriptor sharing ratio: shRing/8 obtains the best throughput and latency followed by shRing/4 and then shRing/2. Moreover, shRing/8 always outperforms privRing (all are above the horizontal line), while shRing/4 and shRing/2 underperform privRing for 54% and 38% of the most memory intensive configurations, respectively. Exploring the configurations where shRing/2 and shRing/4 are less successful than privRing, we find that they consist of 3/16 and 11/16 NFs that read packet payload, and 5/16 and 6/16 configurations that overwrite pay-
load, for shRing/2 and shRing/4, respectively.

Workload Cache Footprint We explore shRing effectiveness as the workload's cache footprint grows. We use the aforementioned synthetic NF with 1–16 random memory accesses per packet in a 40 MiB array. Figure 8 shows the results. ShRing mitigates I/O working set induced cache misses, improving application cache hit rates by up to 2.1x, which translates to up to 13% higher throughput and up to 13.1x lower latency. As the workload’s cache footprint grows, so does CPU processing time per packet, so eventually cores exceed the CPU cycle budget needed for line rate processing. Both throughput and latency degrade as a result. As the number of processed packets thus decreases, the I/O working set induced cache stress decreases too, and so the gap between cache misses per packet in privRing and shRing shrinks.

NAT and LB We use two stateful FastClick NFs as macro-
benchmarks: NAT and LB, which cache up to 10M flows using per-core cuckoo hash tables. NAT consistently remaps and rewrites incoming and outgoing packet IP packet headers. LB matches each flow with one of 32 destination servers, maintaining the match for each flow and making new matches with a round-robin policy. NAT is more memory intensive than LB, as it uses two cache entries per flow (one for each direction) while LB uses only one.

We show results with a load of 200 Gbps. Results with speeds greater than 170 Gbps are similar, while lower speeds show no difference in throughput and less than 5% in latency in favor of privRing due to the synchronization overhead of shRing. The results we show are for the default Rx ring size (i.e., 1024), results for other ring sizes are similar in nature.

Figure 9 depicts the resulting (a) throughput, (b) latency, (c) ring occupancy, (d) PCIe (DDIO) miss rate, and (e) memory bandwidth. The results show that shRing/8 outperforms privRing in throughput and latency, which is consistent with previously presented microbenchmarks. This happens because at high offered load the I/O working set starts con-
tending with the CPU for LLC space and memory bandwidth, which slows CPU packet processing. CPU slowdown, in turn, causes ring occupancy to grow, which increases latency (as explained in §2.3).

We expect small privRing to perform similarly to shRing/8, and indeed this is the case for LB, but surprisingly small privRing NAT performance is worse than shRing. For NAT, small privRing has a notably lower DDIO hit rate and higher ring occupancy. We speculate that the root cause is that shRing reposts buffers slower as it waits for other cores to make progress, and therefore its working set is slightly smaller because less buffers are exposed to I/O.

ShRing achieves high performance because it shrinks the I/O working set size to fit in the default DDIO portion of the LLC (i.e., two LLC cache ways). When disabling DDIO, namely forbidding NIC DMA writes from allocating ways within the LLC, all ring types achieve only 150 Gbps through-
put and 1.3 µs latency, which is 3% and 27% lower than privRing and shRing/8 with default DDIO (not shown in the figure). When assigning all LLC ways to DDIO, privRing performance matches shRing for LB, but it is insufficient for the more memory intensive NAT application, which uses twice as much state and whose throughout improves by less than 5% (also not shown).

**Key-Value Store** We use the MICA key-value store [62] to show that shRing is applicable beyond NFs and to highlight how workload conditions impact shRing’s effectiveness. We run MICA on 8 cores using a single 100GbE NIC, with 128 B keys and 1KiB values.

Figure 10a shows the results of a workload with 95% set operations, uniformly distributed among all cores, at the highest possible request rate. This workload satisfies the conditions that make shRing beneficial (§4.1)—i.e., (1) no pathological core overload, (2) a large I/O working set, and (3) non-negligible penalty of I/O-related cache misses. ShRing improves MICA throughput by 12% and reduces latency by 52% in this workload; small privRing shows the potential throughput gain from reducing the I/O working set, without shRing’s synchronization cost.

Figure 10b changes the workload’s traffic spread, making it imbalanced (Zipf distribution of skewness 0.99). Consequently, shRing reduces throughput by 1% over privRing but still improves latency by 50%. Figure 10c shows the initial workload but with 128B values, which makes the I/O working set small. ShRing makes no throughput improvement and increases latency by 11%. We obtain similar results when lowering the request rate of Figure 10a’s workload (not shown). In both these cases, shRing adds synchronization overhead which is not offset by I/O working set related improvements, either because the I/O working set was small to begin with (Figure 10c) or because the penalty of I/O-related cache misses is negligible (low load).

**5.3 Pathological Conditions**

This section demonstrates shRing’s sensitivity to pathological core overload, where one of the shared ring’s cores is continuously overloaded compared to the rest. We evaluate shRing/8, referred to as “shRing” here, as well as dynamic shRing/8 (denoted “dshRing”) and its ability to gracefully fall back to privRing in pathological conditions. We evaluate two causes for pathological conditions: variability in processing and variability in incoming packet distribution among cores. We also evaluate NAT and LB throughput when offered load switches from non-pathological to pathological over time.

**Processing Variability** In this experiment, we choose a target core per NIC and control its processing speed by varying the number of memory accesses it performs per packet while all other cores run the synthetic workload described in §2.3.

Figure 11a depicts the resulting throughput. When the target core’s packet processing is fast, shRing and dshRing throughput is 12% higher than privRing, but as the core’s processing slows down, shRing throughput declines to 58% lower than privRing. In contrast, dshRing notices that one core is slowing down shRing and switches to privRing, thereby avoiding performance degradation.

Figure 11b explains the observed throughput, by showing the time shRing Rx descriptors wait for co-sharing core bitmap updates before being handed back to the NIC. We present only shRing and dshRing, because privRing does not have such delays. In shRing, slow processing on the target core can delay co-sharing cores from making their processed Rx descriptors available for NIC reuse. This effect is negligible when the target core makes less than 100 memory accesses per packet, but subsequently, descriptor wait time increases dramatically (up to 257 µs) and throughput decreases.

**Traffic Variability** Here, we choose a target core per NIC and vary the percentage of packets directed to it up to 30%. All cores run the synthetic workload. We direct 64 B packets at the target core and 1500 B packets at the others, so that even when receiving 30% of the packets, the target core’s incoming traffic is < 3% of total incoming throughput. This means that in principle, the target core’s behavior should have negligible effect on overall throughput.

Figure 12a shows the throughput in practice. When the packet load on the target core is less than 15%, shRing outperforms privRing and dshRing’s heuristic correctly enables shRing. But as load exceeds 15%, the targeted core becomes overloaded and so shRing throughput declines by up to 54%. In contrast, privRing throughput declines by only 3%, since other cores are not affected. DshRing’s heuristic identifies when the achieved throughput is too low and that it will not be improved by shRing, and thus switches to privRing.

Figure 12b shows that as with processing variability, shRing’s throughput decreases because the unloaded cores’ Rx descriptor reposting is delayed by the overloaded core.
Figure 11: When incoming packet rate is fixed, processing variability in one core (e.g., due to increased number of memory accesses) might degrade shRing’s throughput and delay descriptor reposting in peer cores. Dynamic shRing falls back on privRing when this happens.

Figure 12: When variability manifests as increased rate of packets targeting one specific core (x axis), at some point, it prolongs the latency of peer core descriptor reposting (b); at this point, performance degrades (a) as the target core processing can no longer match the volume of incoming traffic (c).

Figure 12c presents the ratio of packets successfully processed by the target core out of all packets. While shRing maintains the target core’s ratio of outgoing to incoming packets, the cost is that as more packets target this core, shRing delays receiving on other cores. This results in drops of the 1500 B packets when the target core is overloaded, and thus throughput declines. In contrast, privRing drops excess packets that exceed the target core’s processing capacity, and as a result it has at most 17% outgoing packets on the target core.

Handling Variability with Dynamic ShRing We run an experiment where the incoming load switches from non-pathological to pathological after 20 seconds. Figure 13 shows NAT and LB throughput sampled every second. DshRing initially uses privRing, but as load increases, it identifies high throughput and memory bandwidth with no overloaded cores and switches to shRing. At 20 seconds, we reconfigure the load generator to send a pathological load, which overloads cores and decreases throughput. DshRing identifies the drop in throughput and switches back to privRing. Consequently, dshRing achieves good performance in both.

6 Kernel-Based TCP Sockets

Our implementation and evaluation focus on NFV workloads, which typically bypass the operating system (OS) networking stack and the socket abstraction. This section explores the potential benefit to socket-based TCP applications from deploying shRing in the Linux networking stack.

Concerns about the effectiveness of a shRing-based NIC OS driver are that (1) application working sets may be too large for shRing’s improved DDIO utilization to matter and (2) even if not, small private rings might not lead to packet loss in the Linux kernel, as opposed to with DPDK.

Because our shRing prototype is DPDK-based, we cannot directly evaluate shRing in the Linux kernel. We therefore use “small privRing” as a proxy, to show the benefit of reducing the I/O working set in the Linux kernel. We run Netperf [56] microbenchmarks to show that: (1) smaller I/O working sets can improve performance of a socket-based application and (2) 1Ki-sized rings are necessary to handle burstiness in the kernel.

Pros of Smaller I/O Working Sets We measure Netperf TCP request-response throughput (sum of Rx and Tx). We use 16 cores and two NICs with two threads per core (one per NIC). For symmetry, we use the same ring size on both sides. In all experiments, the CPU is not the bottleneck.

Figure 14a shows the throughput obtained for 64KiB requests and various response sizes. In this setting, small rings outperform large rings by up to 10%. But when the size of the request and the response are equal (Figure 14b), the results become less conclusive, e.g., for 1KiB messages throughput is almost the same for both ring sizes, and for 4KiB messages, the small ring’s throughput is 5% less than the default.

Cons of Small Private Rings We measure Netperf TCP stream throughput for various private ring sizes, with traffic either directed at a single core or evenly spread among 8 cores. Figure 15 (similarly to Figure 3) demonstrates that small rings work well for multicore TCP traffic, as the spread of load curbs the bursts each individual core/ring experiences. However, a single ring smaller than 1Ki overflows and causes drops, which cause TCP to back off and thus degrade throughput.

7 Related Work

Efficient LLC Utilization DDIO enabled platforms allow NICs to access data faster via the relatively small LLC. Many previous works, unrelated to ring sharing, proposed techniques to improve DDIO efficiency: (1) using small private rings to reduce the I/O working set [91]; (2) placing packets in LLC slices closest to the target processing CPU core [29]; (3) eliminating interference between applications and I/O devices when partitioning the LLC [96]; (4) placing only packet...
headers in the LLC to reduce LLC contention [34, 79, 83]; and (5) modifying CPUs to prefetch DDIO-written data into mid-level caches and to invalidate data without writeback when possible to conserve memory bandwidth [1]. We show that small private rings are insufficient and propose a ring sharing mechanism that is symbiotic with the last four techniques.

Sharing Within a Core in Software Linux io_uring "automatic buffer selection" [19] lets applications pre-register buffers and later consume these via read/recv system calls for different file descriptors. Similarly, buffers posted to shRing are pre-registered and later assigned to cores at packet arrival time. But unlike io_uring, shRing operates between software and hardware.

Sharing Within a Core in Ethernet NICs When a single core and privilege level have multiple NIC rings, sharing their buffers and CRs to conserve resources is desirable. For example, SRIOV NICs expose a ring per VM on the hypervisor to receive packets missing hardware virtual switching rules, allowing the hypervisor to install matching rules [33, 77]. As the number of VMs exceeds the number of cores, multiple such rings must share a core. To optimize this, NVIDIA NICs recently started sharing ring buffers and CRs within each core [61] via the same firmware changes that we used, which are now publicly available. ShRing, in contrast, shares rings between cores.

Sharing Between Cores in RDMA RDMA applications typically employ queue pairs (QPs) with dedicated buffers to connect between endpoints—consuming GiBs of DRAM [85, 88]. Shared Receive Queues (SRQ), like shRing, decrease memory use by sharing buffers. Whereas SRQ helps RDMA applicability by fitting I/O buffers in server DRAM, shRing improves performance by fitting I/O buffers in server LLC.

Sharing Between Cores in Integrated NICs Nebula [89] is an on-chip integrated NIC design optimized for RPC workloads. Nebula, like shRing, fits the I/O working set within the LLC. Whereas Nebula is applicable only for RDMA-like hardware-terminated protocols, shRing is applicable to typical general purpose Ethernet software network stacks.

8 Conclusions
Multicore systems with per-core Ethernet rings use too many receive rings, creating memory pressure that hampers performance. We show that shared receive rings alleviates this problem despite the associated synchronization costs.
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Abstract

Datacenter applications are often structured as many interconnected microservices, and the service mesh has become a popular approach to route RPC traffic among services. This paper presents ServiceRouter (SR), Meta’s global service mesh, which has been in production since 2012. SR differs from publicly known service meshes in several important ways. First, SR is designed for hyperscale and currently uses millions of L7 routers to route tens of billions of requests per second across tens of thousands of services. Second, while SR adopts the common approach of using sidecar or remote proxies to route 1% of RPC requests in our fleet, it employs a routing library that is directly linked into service executables to route the remaining 99% directly from clients to servers, without the extra hop of going through a proxy. This approach significantly reduces the hardware costs of our hyperscale service mesh, saving hundreds of thousands of machines. Third, SR provides built-in support for shared services, which account for 68% of RPC requests in our fleet, whereas existing general-purpose service meshes do not support shared services. Finally, SR introduces the concept of locality rings to simultaneously minimize RPC latency and balance load across geographically distributed datacenter regions, which, to our knowledge, has not been attempted before.

1 Introduction

The increasing need for continuous integration and deployment [25] in datacenter environments has led to the widespread adoption of the microservice architecture [3, 42], in which an application is decomposed into a collection of services that can be independently developed and deployed. To manage the traffic of remote procedure calls (RPCs) between these services, many organizations use a service mesh [30].

Figure 1 shows the most common form of layer-7 (L7, i.e., application layer) service mesh. In this architecture, each service process is accompanied by an L7 sidecar proxy running on the same machine, which routes RPC requests on behalf of the service. As an example, when service A on machine 1 sends requests to service B, the proxy on machine 1 will load-balance the requests across machines 2 and 3. If the autoscaling system detects an increase in load and starts a new replica of service B on machine 4, the control plane’s service discovery function will notify the proxy on machine 1, which will then include machine 4 in its load-balancing targets for future requests for service B.

This paper presents Meta’s global service mesh called ServiceRouter (SR). SR supports a comprehensive set of features, including service discovery, load balancing, failover, authentication, encryption, observability [1], overload protection [39], distributed request tracing [32], resource attribution for capacity management [16], and duplication of traffic for shadow testing. Due to space limitations, the focus of this paper is primarily on answering the following questions: (1) how to scale a service mesh to millions of L7 routers, (2) how to minimize the hardware cost of a hyperscale service mesh, (3) how to support shareded services which are essential but often overlooked, and (4) how to simultaneously minimize RPC latency and balance load in a geographically distributed service mesh.

Scalability. Traditionally, a software-defined network [18] uses a centralized control plane and a decentralized data plane. Most service meshes [10, 30, 37] follow this approach and use a central controller to configure the routing table of each sidecar proxy. However, this approach is not sufficiently scalable for a hyperscale service mesh. The control plane has a dual function of generating global routing metadata and managing each L7 router. We advocate for keeping the former in the central control plane, but decentralizing the latter by transferring its function to L7 routers. Each L7 router should be self-configuring and self-managing so that the central control plane can scale out easily.
The embedded SRLib helps us achieve significant hardware savings. Currently, 99% of RPC requests at Meta are routed by SRLib, and the remaining 1% is routed by sidecar proxies and a group of dedicated load balancers that consume thousands of machines. If we were to completely switch from using SRLib to using proxies to route 100% of our traffic, we would need to add hundreds of thousands of extra machines.

**Sharded services.** Sharding [34] and replication are two key techniques for building scalable services. In our fleet, the vast majority of RPC traffic is for sharded services. Despite their importance, existing general-purpose service meshes do not directly support routing for sharded services. For example, in Figure 1, assuming that Service B’s replicas on machines 2, 3, and 4 host various data shards that can dynamically migrate across machines, it is possible for the proxy on machine 1 to route a request to machine 2 mistakenly, even if the request is meant for a shard on machine 3.

SR makes sharding support a top priority and uses a single framework to support both sharding and replication. As sharding is often tied to application logic, our key insight is to enforce separation of concerns by defining a simple and generic sharding abstraction between the service mesh and services. This allows SR to route traffic for different sharded services without needing to know their application logic.

**Cross-region routing.** Existing solutions [4, 41] are not optimized for routing across geo-distributed datacenter regions. For example, in Figure 1, should machine 1 route requests to machines 2 and 3, which have a higher load, or to machine 4, which has a longer network latency? Moreover, how to ensure that the resulting global traffic distribution for a service matches the global supply of the service’s capacity in different regions? These questions have not been well answered before.

To better support cross-region routing, we introduce the concept of locality rings for services to express their preferred tradeoff between latency and load. For example, a service can instruct SR that if and only if the load in the local region goes above 70%, SR can relax the locality constraint and route some local traffic to other regions in the same continent; if the load further increases above 80%, SR can even route some local traffic to regions in a different continent. SR collects global traffic and load information for each service, computes a cross-region routing table that conforms to the requirements specified in locality rings, and disseminates the routing table to L7 routers to guide their routing. This allows SR to provide globally optimized traffic shaping for services.

**Contributions.** We summarize our contributions below.

- SR is designed for hyperscale. While there may be proprietary systems of a similar scale, their specifics are not publicly available, and existing open-source service meshes do not scale well [57]. We hope that our experience can be helpful to those who seek to build scalable service meshes.

---

**Figure 2: ServiceRouter’s scalable service-mesh architecture.**

Figure 2 shows SR’s scalable architecture. On the top, different controllers independently execute functions such as registering services and generating a per-service cross-region routing table. Each controller independently updates the central Routing Information Base (RIB), and is not concerned with configuring or managing individual L7 routers. In the middle of Figure 2, the distribution layer replicates the RIB so that there are sufficient RIB replicas to handle read traffic from millions of L7 routers. At the bottom, guided by the RIB, each L7 router self-configures without the control plane’s direct involvement. Initially, an L7 router’s routing table is empty. When it receives an RPC request that targets a service, it fetches the routing information for the service from an RIB replica and subscribes to future RIB updates for the service.

**Hardware cost.** Existing service meshes [10, 30, 37] use sidecar proxies to forward requests (Figure 1). However, this approach incurs extra hardware costs due to the overhead of the extra routing hop, such as data serialization and deserialization in the proxy. Istio’s benchmarking [47] shows that 0.35 vCPU can handle 1,000 requests per second. Therefore, it would need the equivalent of 1,750,000 AWS t4g.small VMs to route 10 billion requests per second.

SR eliminates the need for a proxy and its associated hardware cost by providing the service-mesh function through a library called SRLib. SRLib is linked into service executables and routes RPC requests directly from clients to servers. However, this approach requires changes to services’ source code, which is not always possible. For example, our services written in Erlang cannot link SRLib into their executables.

To meet the diverse needs of services, SR enables the seamless coexistence of different types of L7 routers, including Istio-style sidecar proxies, AWS-ELB-style [5] dedicated load balancers, and gRPC-style lookaside [24] load balancers, as shown in Figure 2. The key insight that enables SR’s versatility is that the controllers at the top of Figure 2 are agnostic to the L7 routers at the bottom, allowing the L7 routers to choose their own architecture.
• SR supports the seamless coexistence of different types of L7 routers in one service mesh, including sidecar proxies [30], dedicated load balancers [5], lookaside load balancers [24], and an embedded routing library. To save on hardware costs, SR routes 99% of RPC requests in our fleet using the embedded library. This approach, along with the scale at which we utilize it, might be unique in the industry.

• While existing service meshes exclusively focus on unsharded services, which only account for 32% of our fleet’s RPC requests, SR provides built-in support for sharded services, which account for 68% of our traffic.

• Although primitive forms of locality-aware routing existed before [31], our novelty is to introduce the concept of locality rings to simultaneously minimize RPC latency and balance load across geo-distributed regions.

2 Comparison of Services Mesh Architectures

In this section, we compare different architectures of service mesh. The design space, shown in Table 1, is determined by the answers to two key questions: (1) which component fetches and caches the routing metadata, and (2) which component routes application RPC traffic. In Table 1, Library, Kernel, Local, and Remote mean that RPC routing or maintenance of routing metadata is performed by an embedded library, the kernel, a local proxy/daemon on the RPC client machine, or a remote proxy/service outside the client machine, respectively.

2.1 Different Types of L7 Routers in SR

SR allows different L7 router setups to coexist in one service mesh in order to support diverse use cases. These setups are shown in Figure 4 and explained below. Different types of L7 routers interoperate well and can send RPC requests to the same server at the same time.

SRLib. This setup is shown in Figure 4(a) and corresponds to solution (9) in Table 1. It provides the service mesh function through a library, which is directly linked into the RPC client’s executable. The library can route requests directly to servers without the need for a proxy, eliminating the extra hardware cost and routing latency of a proxy. The client only needs to fetch and cache a small part of RIB (called the miniRIB) that is actively used by the client.

We run a separate RIBDaemon on the client machine to cache miniRIB, instead of relying on SRLib to do so. This separation allows for the use of cgroup to provide strong isolation between a) RIBDaemon’s less urgent background work that keeps miniRIB up-to-date and b) SRLib’s latency-sensitive foreground work that routes RPC requests and is on the critical path of application performance. Updates to RIB can be very spiky and when those updates are pushed to miniRIB, they can cause a spike in CPU usage to process the updates. Figure 3 shows the spiky CPU usage of a production machine’s RIBDaemon. When cgroup throttles RIBDaemon, it has little impact on SRLib because SRLib consults RIBDaemon only once on its first RPC for a service and all subsequent RPCs for the service go directly from SRLib to servers without involving RIBDaemon. In contrast, if miniRIB is managed by SRLib, cgroup cannot isolate the resource usage for maintaining miniRIB from the application’s own resource consumption because SRLib is linked into the application.

SRLookaside. This setup, shown in Figure 4(b) and corresponding to solution (13) in Table 1, addresses the issue of RIBDaemon running on every RPC client machine and consuming resources, particularly memory. It eliminates RIBDaemon by moving the function of miniRIB management and server selection to a remote and shared SRLookasideService, while still routing RPCs directly from clients to servers without going through an intermediate proxy.

Historically, Meta used a large fleet of small machines with as little as 16GB memory because of their advantages in power efficiency. Accordingly, SRLookaside was developed to save memory on those small machines. Now even our small machines have at least 64GB memory and hence the usage of SRLookaside was deprecated, because the limited memory savings no longer justify the burden of maintaining the SRLookaside service.

SRSidecarProxy. This setup, shown in Figure 4(c) and corresponding to solution (11) in Table 1, incurs extra hardware costs and routing latency like Istio [30], but its implementation is much more scalable than Istio, because each SRProxy self-manages without the control plane’s involvement and only caches miniRIB instead of the entire RIB. At Meta, the usage of SRSidecarProxy is mostly limited to services written in Erlang because SRLib does not directly support Erlang.

Table 1: The complete solution space for service mesh. The symbol X indicates undesirable solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Which component manages and caches miniRIB?</th>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Remote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Which component forwards application RPC traffic</td>
<td>Lib</td>
<td>(1) X</td>
<td>(5) X</td>
<td>(9) SRLib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>(2) X</td>
<td>(6) eBPF</td>
<td>(10) X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>(3) X</td>
<td>(7) X</td>
<td>(11) SRSidecarProxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>(4) X</td>
<td>(8) X</td>
<td>(12) X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Spiky CPU usage of a machine’s RIBDaemon.
SRRemoteProxy. This setup, shown in Figure 4(d) and corresponding to solution (16) in Table 1, is similar to AWS ELB [5]. SRRemoteProxy functions as a dedicated load balancer shared by multiple clients, reducing the number of RPC connections and increasing the reuse of keep-alive connections, as illustrated in Figure 5. Suppose there are a large number of clients and each client sends a request to a server in a remote datacenter region occasionally. Each RPC would experience a long delay due to the three rounds of cross-region round-trip time needed to establish a new TLS/TCP connection. A shared proxy eliminates this overhead by keeping a small number of cross-region connections alive and reusing them to send requests on behalf of many clients.

2.2 Comparison of L7 Routers

Next, we compare solutions in Table 1. Solutions (1)–(4) are undesirable because managing miniRIB in the library would impact the application’s performance due to lack of isolation. Solutions (5), (7), and (8) are undesirable because there is no system call to access miniRIB cached in the kernel. Although solution (6) exists in the form of eBPF-based service mesh [35], its function is limited by what can be done by an eBPF program in the kernel. For example, Cilium [29]’s eBPF program can only handle L3/L4 protocols and it still has to use a sidecar proxy to handle L7 protocols. Similar to solution (6), solutions (10) and (14) are undesirable because of the difficulty of implementing advanced L7 routing features in the kernel.

Table 2: Comparison of service mesh design alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>When to use a particular service-mesh setup</th>
<th>Usage at Meta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRLib</td>
<td>Use SRLib for large-scale deployments where hardware costs and routing latency are most important.</td>
<td>99% of traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Proxy</td>
<td>Use remote proxies if it benefits from multiple clients sharing a proxy, e.g., to improve connection reuse when there are many low-traffic clients (Figure 5).</td>
<td>Some limited use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidecar Proxy</td>
<td>Use sidecar proxies if you cannot modify application source code to use SRLib, or SRLib does not support the app’s programming language (e.g., Erlang).</td>
<td>Only one-off use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looksaside</td>
<td>Use a remote looksaside service to reduce the memory used on every client machine for caching miniRIB.</td>
<td>Deprecated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solution (12) is undesirable because it is strictly worse than (16), i.e., if routing is performed by a remote proxy, it is better to move miniRIB to the remote proxy as well. Theoretically, solution (15) uses less memory on the client machine than (11) does. However, (15) is not used at Meta since even (11) is not widely used and the added benefit of (15) is limited.

Finally, for ease of access, we summarize in Table 2 the comparison of the design alternatives.
3 ServiceRouter Design

In this section, we first present an overview of ServiceRouter and then elaborate on its key design ideas.

3.1 Overview
SR supports all four types of L7 routers depicted in Figure 4. For the sidecar or remote proxy setup, we add a wrapper layer atop SRLib code to run it as a standalone proxy. SR’s control-plane components are depicted in Figure 6 and further explained below.

Routing Information Base (RIB). RIB is a Paxos-based key-value store with nine Paxos acceptors distributed across five geographic regions to ensure high availability. It centrally stores routing metadata for all services running in all regions. It uses thousands of Paxos learners to create many local RIB replicas in every region to ensure high read throughput and availability even if a region is disconnected from other regions. We discuss how to scale RIB in §4.1.

Global Registry Service (GRS). GRS maintains service and shard discovery information in RIB. Figure 7 shows two example services registered at GRS. Service A is replicated but not sharded. When the cluster manager starts or stops a container for service A, it informs GRS to update the list of service A’s replicas. We will explain SR’s built-in support for sharded services in §3.3.

Configuration Management System (CMS). CMS allows customization of the routing policy for each service, including RPC timeout, connection reuse, locality routing preference, etc. Services owners follow the configuration as code paradigm to author, review, and commit routing configurations. It also supports automated configuration updates. For example, the latency monitoring service (LMS) periodically aggregates and commits configuration updates related to cross-region latency to guide SRLib’s routing decisions.

Cross-region Routing Service (xRS). Compared with a centralized load balancer, SRLib only has a local view of the traffic from one client and might not make globally optimal routing decisions. xRS addresses this problem by aggregating global traffic information for each service and computing a cross-region routing table, which is disseminated via RIB and consumed by SRLib to guide its routing decisions.

3.2 Service Discovery
A RIBDaemon runs on each machine and maintains a so-called miniRIB that caches the specific parts of RIB that are needed by the RPC clients running on the machine. Initially, miniRIB is empty. When SRLib wants to send an RPC request to a particular service, such as service X, it requests service X’s routing metadata from RIBDaemon. RIBDaemon fetches the metadata from a RIB replica, caches it on disk so that it can survive machine reboots, subscribes to future updates related to service X, and finally returns the metadata to SRLib. SRLib also subscribes to RIBDaemon for future updates and caches the metadata in memory (but not on disk) for later reuse so that it won’t contact RIBDaemon on every RPC request.

When the deployment of service X is changed in the future, the cluster manager informs GRS to update RIB. The update is immediately pushed to all RIB replicas, which further push the update to every RIBDaemon that subscribes to service X’s routing metadata. Finally, RIBDaemon pushes the update to SRLib. Service X may be deployed in multiple datacenter regions, and its replicas in each region are managed by a different regional cluster manager. All of these cluster managers inform GRS to update the same service-registry record for service X so that a client’s RPC request can potentially be routed to a replica in any region (§3.4.1). The RPC client of a service can choose to send requests only to servers located in the same region as the client. In this scenario, to reduce overhead, RIBDaemon subscribes only to routing updates originating from the local region.

With the help of the cluster manager, clients do not need to independently discover a server’s failure through timeouts. When a server is brought down for planned maintenance, such as code deployment, the cluster manager first updates RIB to inform the clients and then stops the server. For unplanned failures, the cluster manager detects all kinds of failures, such as process crashes/hangs and machine failures, and updates RIB to inform the clients.

3.3 Support for Sharded Services
SR provides built-in support for sharded services. In Figure 7, service B is both sharded and replicated. We define a sim-

Figure 6: ServiceRouter’s control-plane components.

Figure 7: Examples of GRS’ service registry records.
ple sharding abstraction between SR and services to enforce separation of concerns, so that SR can route traffic without needing to know a shard service’s internal application logic. Specifically, a service specifies how a 128-bit key space is partitioned into shards. Each shard can be independently replicated and migrated across containers. Each shard replica is associated with an abstract role, e.g., primary or secondary. In this example, shard5 corresponds to the key range [500, 900) and its replica on IP4:port4 serves the secondary role. SR is not concerned with the real semantics of the shard key or role, and merely routes requests according to a client’s request.

In this example, SR discovers that shard5 contains key 618 and shard5’s secondary role is served by its replicas on IP3:port3 and IP4:port4. SR picks one of them to serve the request according to the load balancing policy. In the service’s implementation, the primary and secondary roles could be mapped to the leader and follower replicas of a database, respectively.

SR’s shard-map abstraction is generic and currently supports hundreds of shard services. Most but not all of them are managed by a common shard manager [34], which notifies GRS to update the shard registry when new shards are added or removed, or existing shards are migrated across containers.

With SR, shard ed and unsharded services share and re-use all the sophisticated components in SR (Figures 2 and 6). Moreover, routing for shard ed services works out-of-the-box without any additional effort. In contrast, existing general-purpose service meshes do not support shard ed services, and applications have to develop their own solutions.

**Design alternatives.** One alternative to SR’s shard-map approach is consistent hashing [33]. Given a list of servers, it deterministically determines the server responsible for a given key based on hashing. As a result, it does not need to store the shard map in Figure 7. Despite its advantage in simplicity, consistent hashing is insufficient for advanced sharding use cases, as its deterministic key assignment does not support dynamic migration of shards in response to shard load changes [2, 34]. SR provides built-in support for both consistent hashing and the shard-map approach. As shown in our previous work [34], out of the hundreds of shard ed services at Meta, the number of services that choose to use a flexible shard map is 5.4 times higher than the number of services that choose to use consistent hashing, which confirms the importance and effectiveness of the shard-map approach.

Another alternative to SR’s shard-map approach is to allow a service to provide its own custom lookaside-service implementation. This approach can provide maximum flexibility and separate the service’s custom shard discovery and selection logic from the service mesh. Both gRPC [24] and SR’s lookaside interfaces can support this approach. At Meta, some service owners were initially interested in this approach because of its flexibility. However, they ultimately did not use it because of the burden of maintaining a custom lookaside service, and also because it turns out that the shard-map approach and consistent hashing together are sufficient for nearly all shard ed services.

### 3.4 Load Balancing

SR’s load-balancing solution is based on the Pick-2 [41] algorithm. Pick-2 randomly samples two servers from a candidate pool and chooses the server with less load as the RPC target. However, using Pick-2 alone is not sufficient for a geo-distributed service mesh. Therefore, we have developed three novel techniques to complement Pick-2: 1) Consider regional locality when sampling two random servers (§3.4.1). 2) Sample two random servers from a stable subset of servers, rather than all servers, to maximize connection reuse (§3.4.2). 3) Take an adaptive approach to load estimation based on the workload characteristics (§3.4.3). Further details on these techniques are provided in the following sections.

#### 3.4.1 Locality Awareness

In a geo-distributed service mesh, a faithful implementation of Pick-2 would cause long RPC latencies because it does not take regional locality into account. Our measurements show that the P50 of within-region RTT is only 116µs, while the P50 of cross-region RTT is 35ms and the P99 is as high as 163ms. These data emphasize the importance of considering regional locality when routing RPC requests.

Instead of Pick-2’s approach of randomly sampling two servers from the candidate pool, SR uses the so-called locality rings to filter out long-latency servers that are far from the client, and then sample from the remaining nearby servers. Each service can define a set of rings with increasing latencies, e.g., \{ring1: 5ms | ring2: 35ms | ring3: 80ms | ring4: ∞\}. The Latency Monitoring Service (LMS) periodically updates RTTs between regions, and RPC clients obtain them via CMS.

An RPC client uses cross-region RTTs to estimate its latency to different servers. Starting from ring1, if the client finds any RPC server whose latency is within the latency bound for ring1, it filters out all servers in ring1+1 and above, and randomly samples two servers from ring1. If the service has no servers in ring1, it considers servers in ring1+1, and so forth. SR’s default setting maps \{ring1 | ring2 | ring3 | ring4\} to \{same region | neighboring regions | same continent | global\}.

Filtering by locality rings reduces routing latencies but still has limitations due to lack of a global view. First, servers in ringi might be overloaded while servers in ringi+1 are underutilized. Second, clients’ local routing decisions might not lead to an optimal global traffic distribution that matches the global supply of server capacity. In particular, when a region \(X\) fails, if all clients independently decide to reroute their requests initially going to \(X\), to \(X\)’s nearest region \(Y\), they may overload \(Y\), bring it down, and together move onto the next region \(Z\), and so forth, causing a domino effect.
The Cross-region Routing Service (xRS) solves these problems by using global information to compute a per-service cross-region routing table whose entry \([P_{ij}]\) means that \(P_{ij}\) fraction of the service’s RPC requests originated from region \(R_i\) should be routed to region \(R_j\). The cross-region routing table is stored in RIB and disseminated to all clients. When an RPC client wants to send a request, it follows the traffic distribution \(P_{ij}\) to randomly choose a destination region, and then applies the normal routing algorithm to select a server in the destination region.

xRS can purposely update the routing table to shift traffic out of a region in preparation for an upcoming maintenance event or in response to a disaster. While doing so, it tries to avoid overloading other regions. Guided by a PID controller [50], it gracefully shifts traffic across regions to prevent over-reaction. If there is insufficient capacity globally, it creates so-called black holes in the routing table to instruct clients to drop certain traffic instead of overloading servers.

Next, we describe how xRS computes the cross-region routing table. xRS collects traffic and load information globally, and simulates how a region’s load would change if more or less traffic is routed to the region. For each service, xRS periodically fetches load information from its servers and aggregates it by region. It also collects requests per second (RPS) served by servers in each region, which is used to calculate the RPS cost as the ratio of a region’s load to its RPS. RPS cost is the estimated load increase due to a unit of RPS increase. For example, the load for a region with a 60% load serving 100 RPS, would increase by 0.6% if 1 RPS is added to the region.

xRS strives to simultaneously minimize RPC latency and balance load across regions. It expands the locality rings with load thresholds, e.g., \([\text{ring}_1: 5ms : 55\% | \text{ring}_2: 35ms : 65\% | \text{ring}_3: 80ms : 80\% | \text{ring}_4: \infty : \infty\] \).

Intuitively, it means that, for example, when \(\text{ring}_1\)’s load goes beyond 55%, xRS will relax its latency restriction and start to consider routing traffic to servers in \(\text{ring}_2\), and so forth. This load-enriched locality ring information is not directly consumed by SRLib, but instead is fed to xRS to compute a per-service cross-region routing table as follows. xRS first tries to serve all requests in the source region locally, by setting \(\forall i\ P_{ij} = 1\) and \(\forall i\forall j \neq i\ P_{ij} = 0\). Then assisted by each region’s RPS cost, it identifies the most loaded region and tries to follow the preference in the locality rings to move some of the region’s traffic to nearby regions. This process repeats until either no regions are overloaded or all regions are equally loaded.

Currently, 46% of our services are routed using xRS’ cross-region routing tables, while the rest are routed using the baseline locality rings without the routing tables. Some services choose not to use xRS due to the overhead of collecting global traffic and load information. Moreover, some services generate high traffic and require low latency, and as a result, they prefer to fail a request instead of routing it across regions.

In total, about 16% of RPC requests in our fleet are routed across regions. This emphasizes the importance for global service meshes to optimize cross-region routing, an area that is largely overlooked by existing service meshes.

**Design alternative.** With xRS, service owners need to apply their domain knowledge to set the thresholds for network RTT and server utilization in locality rings. To avoid the burden of setting these thresholds, an alternative approach is to use end-to-end RPC latency as the sole metric, which, in theory, would automatically consider both network RTT and server utilization. The load-balancing goal of this latency-focused approach would be to minimize the average RPC latency. Paciﬁci et al. [45] used a similar approach in a local cluster setting. However, SR does not follow this approach because, based on both queuing theory [11] and our production experience, modeling latency at high utilization is not robust. This implies that xRS would not be able to accurately predict how traffic shifts would affect RPC latency.

Moreover, minimizing RPC latency by trading long queuing delay at the RPC server for long cross-region network RTT is not a robust method, as it can lead to overloading of nearby servers and a high RPC error rate. We explain this through an example. Suppose a client sends requests to two servers \(X\) and \(Y\), where \(X\) is in the same region with a 100μs RTT and \(Y\) is in a different region with a 1000ms RTT. Further assume that it takes 1ms to process a request. To minimize the RPC latency, the latency-focused approach would send all requests to \(X\), which is in the local region, until its queuing delay reaches 100ms, and only then it would start to send requests to \(Y\), which is in a remote region. However, with a processing time of 1ms when the queuing delay at \(X\) reaches 100ms, \(X\) would be severely overloaded and might experience a high error rate. Overall, in a geo-distributed environment where network RTT may vary by three orders of magnitude, from 100μs to 100ms, the latency-focused approach is not robust.

### 3.4.2 RPC Connection Reuse

Our measurements show that setting up a new TLS/TCP connection takes 1.6ms and consumes 14KB of memory on each side. To reduce this overhead, SR keeps the TLS/TCP connections and reuses them across different RPC requests. However, the randomization used by Pick-2 makes connection reuse ineffective. As Pick-2 randomly samples two servers out of all \(n\) servers for each request, over time, an RPC client communicates with all \(n\) servers. However, it is impractical to maintain keep-alive connections with all \(n\) servers when \(n\) is large because of the memory and CPU overhead required to maintain the connections.

To improve connection reuse, an RPC client chooses a stable subset of \(k\) servers out of all \(n\) servers (often \(k \ll n\)), and keeps reusing these \(k\) stable servers. Upon each RPC request, Pick-2 samples two servers out of the \(k\) stable servers instead of all \(n\) servers. Over time, the client maintains keep-alive connections with the \(k\) stable servers.

One challenge is for each RPC client to independently choose their \(k\) stable servers while globally the load spreads
evenly across all \( n \) servers. Suppose a server on average maintains keep-alive connections with \( M \) clients. When a new server is added to the existing \( n \) servers, an ideal and stable solution should require only \( M \) clients to drop one existing server out of their list of \( k \) stable servers and add the new server to their list, so that the new server also serves \( M \) clients like other servers.

With SR, each RPC client uses Rendezvous Hashing \([9, 54]\) to select \( k \) stable servers, which achieves the ideal properties described above. Specifically, a client uses its unique client ID as hashing salt, computes the hashcodes of all servers, and chooses the \( k \) servers with the largest hashcode. Stable servers and Rendezvous Hashing together help SR maximize connection reuse. In production, over 99\% of our RPC requests reuse existing connections.

**Design alternative.** We prefer Rendezvous Hashing over Consistent Hashing \([33]\) because it allows SR to use weighted hashing to assign client connections proportional to a server’s compute power. This in combination with a weighting mechanism to bias the \textit{Pick-2} probability proportional to a server’s compute power, solves the problem that our large fleet runs multiple generations of hardware that have very different performance characteristics. Moreover, Rendezvous Hashing achieves better load balancing. For example, when a server dies, its load is evenly redistributed to other servers even without using Consistent Hashing’s virtual servers.

### 3.4.3 Adaptive Load Estimation

In order for \textit{Pick-2} to choose a routing target between two candidates, it needs to know the load information. By default, SR uses the number of outstanding requests at an RPC server to represent its load. In addition, SR allows custom load metrics such as CPU, memory, disk, or any application-level metric. Currently, 77\% and 18\% of the RPC requests in our fleet use the number of outstanding requests and CPU usage as the load metric, respectively, while the rest use other metrics.

To determine a server’s load, a client has two options: 1) Poll the server for its load right before deciding whether to send a request to the server, which incurs additional overhead and latency. 2) Have the server include its load information on its responses and then cache it at the client for later reuse, which is efficient but may result in the client using stale load information and causing load imbalance.

To strike a balance between these two approaches, SR employs an adaptive mechanism. An RPC response is always piggybacked with the server’s current load information. When evaluating a server’s load before sending a new request, the client uses the cached load information only if it is sufficiently fresh (method 1). Otherwise, it polls the server for its realtime load if the network RTT to the server is low compared with the server’s average request-processing time (method 2). In the worst case that the cached load information is stale and the polling overhead is high, it chooses one of the two candidate servers at random. (method 3).

**Design alternative.** LI \([13]\) attempts to solve the load-estimation problem by using methods 1 and 3 alone, without method 2 (polling). Data from our production system show that, with SR’s adaptive mechanism, about 50\%, 25\%, and 25\% of RPC requests end up using methods 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This confirms the usefulness of introducing the just-in-time polling method.

## 4 Evaluation

Our evaluation attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Does SR scale well? (§ 4.1)
2. To what extent does SRLib save hardware costs, and when should one use SRProxy versus SRLib? (§ 4.2)
3. Can SR balance load within and across regions? (§ 4.3)
4. Are sharded services important, and can SR effectively support both sharded and unsharded services? (§ 4.4)

### 4.1 Scalability

Hyperscale is a key design goal that distinguishes SR from most of the existing service meshes. SR currently operates in tens of datacenter regions and runs millions of L7 routers to serve tens of thousands of services. GRS globally distributes service discovery information for millions of containers and hundreds of millions of shards.

To understand the scale of individual services, we plot the number of servers used by services in Figure 8. A small fraction of services are very large while most are very small. Specifically, while 90\% of services each use less than 200 servers, 2\% of services each use more than 2,000 servers and the largest service uses about 90K servers. Figure 9 shows the RPS of services. Similarly, while most services have a low RPS, some hyperscale services process billions of RPS. These hyperscale services often demand the highest performance and most sophisticated features from SR. Overall, Figures 8 and 9 show that SR scales well for both a small number of hyperscale services and a large number of small services.

In SR’s overall architecture (Figure 6), the central RIB enables separation of concerns for different components in the

![Figure 8: Number of servers used by services. Each dot represents one service. Note that both axes are in log scale.](image)
data plane and the control plane so that each component can scale out independently. However, RIB itself might become a bottleneck, primarily due to the large amount of service-discovery data stored in RIB and the associated write rate. Currently, RIB’s total size is about 12GB, processing about 335 writes/second at a total data rate of about 39MB/second. The write rate is low because writes are heavily batched; in particular, sometimes thousands of updates for the service-routing table for one service only takes about one second.

The distribution of RIB is fast, far from reaching any scaling bottleneck. We operate about 2,000 RIB replicas globally, which form a 2-layer data distribution tree among themselves. In our production environment, the distribution latency of an RIB update to reach clients in geo-distributed datacenter regions is 400ms/900ms/1300ms at P50/P95/P99, respectively.

Due to the propagation delay of service discovery information, any system that does service discovery and routing, not just SR, will encounter the problem of stale routing information on some clients. In the face of stale routing information, SR guarantees correctness and strives to minimize performance impact. For example, if an SR client sends a request for a specific shard to a server that no longer holds the shard, the client will receive an error and automatically retry a different server. To improve performance, SR minimizes the chance of this scenario by implementing graceful shard migration. When migrating a shard from server X to server Y, as described in our previous work [34], the shard manager first starts the shard on Y, then updates RIB to redirect clients to send traffic to Y, and finally stops the shard on X.

As long as RIB scales well, xRS, CMS, LMS, GRS, and the L7 routers can all scale out horizontally. xRS is shared by service and can scale out horizontally. Computing the routing table for one service only takes about one second. CMS processes about 10,000 routing-configuration changes per day for about 2,500 services, and 99% of those changes are driven by automation tools. Overall, the rate of writes to CMS is far from reaching any bottleneck.

To understand the nature of routing-configuration changes, we list the types of the most frequent changes on an average day. A data pair (X%/Y) below means that every day X% of the total changes are for a specific type, which are applied to Y number of services. The top types of changes are 1) processing timeout (27%/1700), the server-side RPC processing timeout; 2) locality ring (30%/700); 3) traffic shedding (11%/3), the percentage of traffic to be shed for a given client ID in an overload situation; and 4) shadow traffic (6%/100), the percentage of production traffic to be replicated to a test service. These data demonstrate that it is easy to dynamically reconfigure the routing policies for thousands of services at the central CMS. Moreover, it shows that locality ring is an important feature that is frequently tuned for services to achieve the best cross-region routing performance.

4.2 Hardware Cost

We compare the CPU overhead of SRLib and SRProxy, and use case studies to illustrate when to use SRProxy.

4.2.1 SRLib versus SRProxy

To quantify the hardware cost, we conduct an experiment to compare three RPC setups: 1) SRLib, where a client uses SRLib to route requests to a simple service running on 10 machines; 2) SRProxy, where a client sends requests to a remote SRProxy, which forwards requests to the servers; and 3) Thrift, where a barebone client hard-codes a most efficient way to randomly select one of the 10 servers and invokes it using the Thrift [51] RPC protocol. SRLib and SRProxy’s internal implementation also use Thrift but add extra logic atop it. Therefore, Thrift represents the lower-bound baseline.

In all three setups, the RPC connections are 100% reused to avoid the connection establishment overhead. All servers used in the experiment are located in the same region to minimize the impact of network latency. We use three RPC payload sizes. The Production size uses requests and responses of 5.4KB and 6KB, respectively, which are the average sizes of payloads in production. The Large and Small sizes use payloads that are 10x or $\frac{1}{10}$ x of the production payload size, respectively. We report in Figure 10 the end-to-end RPC latency and the total CPU instructions executed across the client, proxy (if used), and server when processing one RPC.

Using production-sized payloads, compared with Thrift, SRLib and SRProxy consume 80% and 273% additional CPU cycles, respectively. The overhead is high because this experiment is set up to measure almost the worst case of SRLib and SRProxy. Since the payload’s data type is a trivial string, serialization and deserialization in Thrift take little time. Moreover, both the RPC client and server do not do any processing. Overall, this setup minimizes all other overhead in order to show the worst-case setup for SRLib and SRProxy. In our production environment, when aggregated across all workloads
running on all servers, SRLib consumes 36% additional CPU cycles compared to Thrift. This is much lower than the 80% overhead observed in this worst-case experiment.

For the SRProxy setup using production-sized payloads, the CPU consumption is evenly split between the client and proxy. Thrift and SRLib have almost identical latency, whereas SRProxy’s latency is 107% higher. Using large-size payloads, the relative overhead of SRLib and SRProxy becomes smaller. Compared with Thrift, SRLib and SRProxy consume additional 25% and 190% CPU cycles, respectively.

This experiment shows that, across the RPC client and proxy, the SRProxy setup in total consumes more than twice the amount of CPU cycles as the SRLib setup. In our production environment, we use thousands of SRProxy machines to route 1.1% of the total RPC requests, which generate only 0.1% of the total RPC data transferred. The remaining RPC requests are routed by SRLib. If we were to completely switch from SRLib to SRProxy and route 100% of the RPC traffic by SRProxy, we would need hundreds of thousands of additional machines for SRProxy.

In the SRProxy setup with production-sized payloads, the split between CPU instructions executed in the kernel and user space is 26% versus 74%. This indicates that even if the kernel overhead could be entirely eliminated through methods like zero-copy data forwarding, it would still be insufficient to significantly reduce the proxy’s overhead. Moreover, the proxy cannot perform zero-copy data forwarding because it needs to manage encryption and identity.

Using small and production-sized payloads, SRLib’s latency appears to be slightly better than Thrift, but since the standard deviation is high, the small difference is mostly caused by measurement noises in our production network that serves many other production services. Lastly, we would expect to see less CPU cycles consumed by the client side of the SRProxy setup compared with the client side of the SRLib setup, as the former does less routing work. However, the difference is insignificant in this experiment because the SRLib code path is slightly better optimized by our years of investments in it.

### 4.2.2 Case Study of When to Use SRProxy

As shown in Figure 5, a shared SRProxy improves connection reuse, which potentially can reduce the latency of cross-region RPCs at the expense of extra hardware to host SRProxy. The tradeoff depends on the business value of the reduced latency and the cost of the extra hardware. In practice, we always carefully evaluate our customer’s request of using SRProxy case by case. We present several case studies below.

**E-Comm.** E-Comm is a shared ranking service used in e-commerce. Due to its tight service-level objective (SLO) for latency, all of its shards were replicated to every region to enable local access. We analyzed its traffic pattern and found that by allowing only 5% of its traffic to go across regions, we could avoid replicating 33% of its shards in every region. This would lead to significant hardware savings but at the expense of increased latency. In Figure 11, we compared E-Comm with and without SRProxy and found that SRProxy improved cross-region connection reuse and reduced the P90 latency from about 325ms to about 150ms. E-Comm’s maximum per-region RPS is about 300K. In practice, about 10 SRProxy machines can handle 87K RPS. In practice, about 10 SRProxy machines are needed to provide sufficient buffers for failure and unexpected cases.
load spikes. After the evaluation, we decided to enable SR-Proxy for E-Comm because the 10 SRProxy machines per region would allow us to save 33% of E-Comm’s hardware capacity by routing 5% of its traffic across regions while still keeping its latency within its SLO.

**Key-value store.** This distributed key-value store has 1.5 million data shards. Accordingly, its service-discovery information includes a large shard map for these 1.5 million shards (see an example in Figure 7). It takes a lot of memory on the key-value store’s clients to cache this large service’s full service-discovery information. We evaluated enabling SRProxy to offload the service-discovery cache from the client machines to SRProxy, and noted that it saved on the client machines 250MB memory at P99. Moreover, SRProxy helped with connection reuse and thus latency. The clients have poor connection reuse due to the huge fanout of requests to many different shards hosted by different servers. Shared SRProxies could drastically improve connection reuse and reduce latency by 27% on average. However, due to the key-value store’s high RPS, it would need 1,500 SRProxy machines. Eventually, we decided that the cost would not sufficiently justify the benefits and hence did not use SRProxy to route its traffic.

### 4.3 Load Balancing

SR performs load balancing both within a region and across regions. We evaluate both scenarios in this section.

#### 4.3.1 Same-Region Load Balancing

To evaluate same-region load balancing, we selected 15 representative services that produce significant traffic within a region. 10 of these services are unsharded and 5 are sharded. We measured each service’s average production load (pending requests for unsharded services and CPU usage for sharded services) across its servers and normalized the load by its mean. To evaluate whether the load evenly spreads across a service’s different servers, we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) for each service. Figure 12 summarizes the results. We observe that the load is concentrated within a narrow band for all services. Across all 15 services, the median CV is low $P90_{CV} = 0.18$ and $P95_{CV} = 0.6$. In particular, the CV for unsharded services is always low ($P90_{CV} = 0.13$ and $P95_{CV} = 0.20$), indicating that SR effectively balances the load across their servers.

The CV for sharded services is higher ($P90_{CV} = 0.44$ and $P95_{CV} = 0.61$), indicating that the load is less balanced. This is because some shards are hot (receiving a lot of traffic) while others are cold (receiving little traffic), due to the nature of data stored in the shards. As a result, even if SR perfectly routes RPC requests to different replicas of the shards, the load on the servers that host different shards may still be unbalanced. To further balance the load, it may be necessary to migrate shard replicas across containers and/or create additional replicas of the hot shards. However, these operations may have a high overhead, so our shard manager [34] performs these operations only enough to prevent server overload without attempting to perfectly balance the load. Overall, these data show that SR can use a single service mesh to balance load for both sharded and unsharded services.

#### 4.3.2 Cross-Region Load Balancing

**Locality ring.** A service’s locality-ring configuration (§ 3.4.1) guides SR to route requests to nearby servers when appropriate. To assess its effectiveness, we measure P90 latencies for requests that fall into different locality rings. Most services (63.8%) use SR’s default locality-ring configuration: [same region | neighboring regions | same continent | global]. Interestingly, 15.4% of services simply set their locality ring as [global], meaning that they have no locality preference. Most of these services are not user facing and not sensitive to latency, but instead care more about availability. 9.7% of services set their locality ring as [same region | global], meaning that they prefer a request being served in the local region, but if that’s impossible, they prefer the request being served by a more lightly loaded server in any region, as opposed to a more heavily loaded server in a nearby region. The remaining 11.1% of services use their own custom locality-ring configuration.

We found that the P90 latency is 12/83/201/262 ms for requests that are served by servers in the Region | NeighboringRegions | Continent | Global rings, respectively. This confirms the correct behavior that the inner rings exhibit lower latencies than the outer rings. Moreover, the latency jump at each expanded ring level is significant, indicating that fine-grained locality management is helpful. Initially, our default ring configuration was [same region | same continent | global]. As more datacenter regions were added to our infrastructure, the latency difference between regions in the same continent became more significant. Then we were able to easily introduce a new ring level, neighboring regions, thanks to the flexibility offered by locality rings.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (MM-DD HH)</th>
<th>Avg Normalized Outstanding Requests CV (%)</th>
<th>Avg Normalized CPU Usage CV (%)</th>
<th>Outstanding Requests CV (%)</th>
<th>CPU Usage CV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/01/08</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/01/08</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/01/08</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/01/08</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Load balancing within a region for unsharded (U) and sharded (S) services. The top group shows the normalized average load and the bottom two groups show the load’s coefficient of variation (CV) across servers.
Cross-region load spillover. xRS computes a cross-region routing table per service to guide L7 routers’ routing decisions (§3.4.1). To evaluate its effectiveness, we choose a service that does newsfeed fetching and ranking for one of our main products. The service uses the following locality-ring thresholds, \([\text{ring}_1:75\% \mid \text{ring}_2:80\% \mid \text{ring}_3:85\% \mid \text{ring}_4:90\%]\), where the second number (e.g., 75%) in the pairs is a load threshold. It means that if the measured load in an inner ring exceeds the threshold, xRS should compute a new routing table to shift some traffic from the inner ring to the next-level outer ring in order to reduce load in the inner ring. The load metric for the service is CPU utilization averaged across the service’s all servers in a region.

In Figure 13, we report a real incident that happened to the service in production, which was not conducted by us just for the sake of experiment. The figure shows the average load across several regions for the service in the span of 40 minutes. We observe that xRS was able to shift traffic to maintain the load well below the \(\text{ring}_1\) load threshold of 75% for most regions except Region 0 during a short spike.

At 09:53 AM, Region 0 exhibited high load (81.2%), which exceeded its \(\text{ring}_2\) load threshold (80%). xRS evaluated shifting some traffic to Region 0’s \(\text{ring}_2\) regions (i.e., Regions 2, 8, and 10) and chose Region 2 as the target because it had the lowest load. xRS calculated that by shifting some traffic from Region 0 to Region 2, the load of Region 0 would fall below the load threshold. This resulted in a new routing table which reduced \(P_{0,0}\) traffic by 5.35% and set \(P_{0,2} = 5.35\%\), meaning that 5.35% of requests originating from Region 0 should be routed to Region 2. Then, the load of Region 0 fell to 70.9% and subsequently to 65.47% at 09:54 AM. The corresponding load increase in Region 2 was insignificant because the service had a large capacity footprint in Region 2.

At 09:55 AM, the load of Region 0 spiked again to 92.83% and then to 96.69% at 09:56 AM, which was above the service’s \(\text{ring}_4\) threshold (90%). In response, xRS reduced \(P_{0,0}\) by 12% at first (99.24% → 86.92%) and then by another 13% (86.92% → 74.38%). The removed traffic was again added to Region 2 alone as it was the least loaded region among all regions in Region 0’s \(\text{ring}_4\). \(P_{0,2}\) increased first from 0.76% to 13.08% and then from 13.08% to 25.62%. These adjustments helped the load in Region 0 to drop to 64.34% and the region became healthy again at 09:57 AM.

Overall, the whole process above was fully automated by xRS without any manual intervention. It demonstrates that xRS is effective in dynamically managing cross-region traffic.

### 4.4 Sharded Services
Currently, our fleet runs hundreds of sharded services [34]. Although they only account for about 3% of our tens of thousands of services, they generate more traffic than the other 97% unsharded services, because many sharded services are among our largest and highest traffic services. Specifically, most of the largest services in Figures 8 and 9 are sharded, and the two services studied in §4.2.2 are both sharded. To give a sense of scale, our fleet has millions of containers for unsharded services, and hundreds of millions of shard replicas.

Figure 14(a) shows that the aggregate RPS for all sharded services is 212% of the aggregate RPS for all unsharded services. Our memcache [38] is sharded and has the highest RPS among all our services, but it is excluded from the comparison in Figure 14(a) to avoid overshadowing other services. The RPS for memcache alone is 975% of the aggregate RPS for all unsharded services. Although memcache has a high RPS, each of its requests is very lightweight and hence memcache servers do not account for a large fraction of our fleet capacity. Figure 14(b) shows that the aggregate control-plane traffic to
update service-discovery information for all sharded services is 240% of the aggregate traffic for all unsharded services. This is because sharded services more frequently migrate shards across servers to balance load.

Overall, the traffic for sharded services overwhelmingly dominates both the data plane and the control plane of our service mesh, which highlights the importance of providing first-class built-in support for sharded service in a service mesh. Excluding memcache, RPCs for sharded services account for 68% of all RPCs, rising to 92% when memcache is included (as our memcache is sharded). Despite the importance of sharded services, all existing general-purpose service meshes ignore sharded services and exclusively focus on unsharded services. Our key insight in supporting sharded and unsharded services in a single framework is to define a sharding abstraction between SR and services to enforce separation of concerns so that SR can route traffic without knowing a service’s internal application logic.

5 Limitations of SRLib and Our Solutions

In this section, we discuss several limitations of SRLib and how we address them.

Dynamic policy updates. In addition to load balancing, SR offers a large set of service-mesh features such as overload protection [39], observability [1], distributed tracing [32], and encryption. These features are managed through dynamic policy updates, which need to be executed by L7 routers in near-real-time. Without good tooling support, deploying policy updates for a library embedded in applications could be harder than for standalone sidecar proxies. At Meta, this problem is solved by a powerful configuration management system called Configurator [52]. The policies for both SRProxy and SRLib are managed in the same way. When a policy changes, Configurator propagates the change and sends an upcall to SRLib embedded in applications. SRLib then applies the new policy immediately, without restarting the application.

Source code modification. One disadvantage of SRLib is that it requires code changes to services. Traditional RPCs use an IP address and a port number to obtain an RPC client, whereas SRLib obtains an RPC client using a service name. The code example below shows that it is straightforward to modify a traditional RPC framework to use SRLib.

```c
TraditionalRPCClient *cln = get_client(IP, port);
cln->foo(); // Invoke RPC for foo().
SRClient *cln2 = SR_get_client("service_name");
cln2->foo(); // Invoke RPC for foo().
```

Moreover, source-code modification related to RPC is not unique to SRLib, and is widely adopted by hyperscalers. Regardless of how routing is done, as long as a hyperscaler’s RPC framework does not entirely rely on the standard but slow DNS for service discovery, they have to modify their application code to integrate with their custom service-discovery system. Examples of this include Google’s Borg Name Service [55], Netflix’s Eureka [17], LinkedIn’s Rest.li Dynamic Discovery [49], Twitter’s Finagle [19], Uber’s Hyperbahn [27], and Airbnb’s Synapse [3]. The prevalence of custom service-discovery systems, which often require source-code modifications to use, suggests that this approach is practical as long as the changes are simple and limited to RPC’s narrow interface.

Library code deployment. Deploying a new version of SRLib is more difficult than deploying a new version of a sidecar proxy. This is because SRLib is compiled into tens of thousands of services, each with its own deployment schedule. Furthermore, in theory, it is possible that some services may not be updated for a long time, resulting in their continued use of an outdated version of SRLib. At Meta, this problem is solved by a powerful continuous software deployment tool called Conveyor [25]. With the help of Conveyor, 97% of the services at Meta are configured to deploy automatically without manual intervention, whether it is on a daily or weekly basis, or whenever a code update successfully passes all tests. Moreover, due to reasons beyond SR, it is a company mandate for all services to be deployed regularly, which ensures that services run with a recent version of SRLib.

Bugs in SRLib. If SRLib’s new code has a bug, it can be difficult to instantly roll back all services. To mitigate this risk, every major code change or new feature in SRLib is gated by a configuration parameter that can be toggled live in production via Configurator [52], as shown in the example below, without requiring a software deployment or process restart.

```c
// Introduce a new FEATURE_X in the SRLib code.
if (check_gate(FEATURE_X)) {
    // New code path...
} else {
    // Old code path...
}
```

In the example above, when FEATURE_X is updated on a central server via Configurator, the new parameter value is propagated to all SRLib instances within seconds. SRLib’s next invocation to check_gate(FEATURE_X) returns the updated parameter value and switches the code path accordingly, without requiring a restart of the application process.

After the above new code is released into production, check_gate(FEATURE_X) defaults to false, as if the new code path does not exist. Configurator then manages a canary testing process where it selectively enables the new code path for a small number of replicas of a few services by setting check_gate(FEATURE_X) to true. If the test is successful, the new code path is gradually enabled for more services. If a bug is encountered, FEATURE_X can be instantly disabled for all services via a configuration change. Overall, incremental rollouts of new SRLib code gated by configuration changes allow us to mitigate the risk of SRLib bugs.
Summary. At Meta, managing widely deployed libraries (WDL) such as SRLib is largely a solved problem thanks to the help of Configurator [52] and Conveyor [25]. These tools also help manage about a dozen other WDLs, so the problem is not unique to SRLib. However, we acknowledge that, even with the help of Configurator and Conveyor, it is still more challenging to develop, deploy, and manage SRLib than sidecar or remote proxies because SRLib is linked into every service. Although SR supports both SRProxy and SRLib, we prioritize the cost savings of hundreds of thousands of (WDL) such as SRLib is largely a solved problem thanks to the help of Configurator [52] and Conveyor [25]. These tools also help manage about a dozen other WDLs, so the problem is not unique to SRLib. However, we acknowledge that, even with the help of Configurator and Conveyor, it is still more challenging to develop, deploy, and manage SRLib than sidecar or remote proxies because SRLib is linked into every service. Although SR supports both SRProxy and SRLib, we prioritize the cost savings of hundreds of thousands of machines that come with the routing-library approach, over the simplicity that comes with the proxy approach. Our experience in production demonstrates that the routing-library approach is not only cost-effective but also practical, even in highly complex environments, despite its challenges.

6 Related Work

There is an array of works from both academia and industry discussing routing and load balancing in datacenter environments, at either layer-3/4 [5, 8, 12, 14, 18, 21, 40, 44, 46] or layer 7 [3, 5, 15, 19, 20, 23, 26, 30, 36, 37, 43, 48]. Layer-3/4 load balancers can be implemented either in hardware [8, 21, 40] or in software [3, 14, 22, 28, 44, 46, 48]. As a layer-3 solution, anycast [56] can route requests to nearby servers, but it does not consider the servers’ dynamic load. As shown in Figure 14, the majority of our traffic is for sharded services, which cannot be handled by these layer-3/4 solutions as they do not understand application shards.

More relevant to SR are layer-7 (L7) service-mesh solutions that route requests across microservices. L7 routing can inspect application-level information, enabling more advanced load balancing. L7 routing can be performed by a group of dedicated proxies [3, 5, 15, 20]. However, using remote proxies comes with significant latency and hardware costs, so SR limits the use of SRProxy to around 1% of its traffic, only for services that can benefit the most from connection reuse.

More related to SRLib, which routes 99% of our traffic, are service meshes that distribute L7 decisions closer to the clients. eBPF [35] is efficient but is limited in l57 capabilities. For example, Cilium [29]’s eBPF program can only handle L3/L4 protocols, and it still needs to use a sidecar proxy to handle L7 protocols. RPC frameworks such as Thrift [51], gRPC [23], and Finagle [19] are the foundations of service meshes, but they do not offer the complete capabilities needed for a geo-distributed service mesh, such as global-traffic-aware routing.

To address these limitations, more complex service meshes [15, 30, 36, 37] have been proposed. Envoy [15] is typically deployed as a sidecar proxy, and Istio [30] provides a control plane to manage Envoy proxies. We compare different service meshes in Table 2 and show that the sidecar approach is easy to deploy, but increases latency and incurs significant hardware costs. Zhu et al. [57] show that Istio adds 92% extra CPU usage and increases the latency by 158% [57]. mRPC [7] confirms that a sidecar increases the P99 RPC latency by 180% and decreases throughput by 44%. SR takes the routing-library approach to avoid the overhead of a proxy.

mRPC [7] eliminates the double marshaling overhead of the sidecar approach, by using shared memory to communicate between the application and the sidecar and by not performing marshaling in the application. However, this approach requires modifying applications to allocate memory for RPC arguments from a heap in shared memory. This can be difficult since memory allocations tend to scatter throughout an application and sometimes occur in system libraries such as strdup() that cannot be easily modified.

While Istio offers locality-aware routing based on static rules [31], SR dynamically computes a per-service global routing table based on global traffic. Google Slicer [2] supports service discovery for shared services, but this function is not offered by the underlying service mesh out of the box.

7 Conclusion

We presented Meta’s global service mesh, called ServiceRouter (SR). SR differs from other publicly known service meshes in several significant ways. First, SR scales significantly beyond previously published work, currently processing tens of billions of requests per second. This is achieved by massively replicating the routing information base (RIB) to guide L7 routers to self-configure and self-manage in a decentralized manner. Second, SR minimizes hardware costs by providing the service-mesh function out of an embedded routing library for 99% of its traffic, in contrast to the common approach of using sidecar or remote proxies alone. Third, SR introduces the concept of locality rings to simultaneously minimize RPC latency and balance load across geo-distributed datacenter regions. Finally, SR supports both sharded and replicated services through a common underlying routing framework.

Our ongoing work is focused on improving global routing in accordance with global capacity management [16] and enhancing overload protection to ensure services gracefully degrade in the event of large-scale disasters [39].
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Abstract

SmartNICs have recently emerged as an appealing device for accelerating distributed systems. However, there has not been a comprehensive characterization of SmartNICs, and existing designs typically only leverage a single communication path for workload offloading. This paper presents the first holistic study of a representative off-path SmartNIC, specifically the Bluefield-2, from a communication-path perspective. Our experimental study systematically explores the key performance characteristics of communication among the client, on-board SoC, and host, and offers insights into how to improve performance. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted case studies on a SmartNIC-based distributed file system (LineFS) and an RDMA-based disaggregated key-value store (DrTM-KV). Our experimental results show improvements of up to 30% and 25% for LineFS and DrTM-KV, respectively.

1 Introduction

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) has been widely adopted in modern data centers [23, 71, 20], pushing network bandwidth (towards 400 Gbps [44]) and distributed system performance [17, 76, 75, 64, 80, 82, 77] to the next level. However, the high-speed network requires more CPU resources to saturate a fast RDMA-capable NIC (RNIC) [38], which places a significant CPU burden on distributed systems [32]. One-sided RDMA can alleviate CPU pressures by enabling the RNIC to directly read and write host memory in a CPU-bypass way. However, the limited offloading capabilities may cause network amplifications and thus degrade system performance [61, 28].

The continuous improvements in RDMA [67] and the essential power and memory walls of CPUs have led to the emergence of SmartNICs—the RNICs with programmable capabilities. These NICs offer systems the opportunity to offload more complex computations to the NIC. Currently, there are two main types of SmartNICs. The first one is the on-path SmartNIC [42], which directly exposes the processing units (NIC cores) for handling RDMA packets to the systems. Unfortunately, programming low-level NIC cores with firmware [38, 61] and isolating the offloaded program from normal RDMA requests pose significant burdens on developers. To simplify system development, the off-path SmartNIC [52, 53, 9, 51] attaches a programmable multicore SoC (with DRAM) next to the RNIC cores, which is off the critical path of RDMA. Thanks to this separation, the SoC is independent of normal RDMA requests and can further deploy a full-fledged OS to make the developments easier [32]. Specifically, developers can treat the SoC as a separate server. In this paper, we focus on off-path SmartNICI due to its generality and programmability.

There have been valuable studies on characterizing off-path SmartNICs [38, 37, 32, 68, 2], with a focus on their ability to offload computation. A key finding is that the computing power of off-path SmartNICs is weaker than that of the host [38, 37, 32]. This means that off-path SmartNICs do not improve the speed of a single network path, such as that between NIC and the host. For example, iPipe [38] found that the path between the host and SoC has a relatively high latency due to the support for more developer-friendly RDMA.

Although prior work has been valuable in utilizing SmartNICs for distributed systems, it has primarily focused on offloading computation to the SmartNIC’s SoC. However, it is surprising that the fundamental function of SmartNICs, namely networking, has been overlooked despite its significant impact on overall performance. In fact, networking on the SmartNIC is intricate, because it provides multiple communication paths. For example, SmartNICs support using RDMA to access the memory of the host or SoC, as well as exchanging data between the host and the SoC.

To this end, this paper conducts the first systematic study on characterizing the performance of communication paths of SmartNIC. Unlike previous studies that simply report basic performance numbers [37, 32, 68], we systematically analyze the performance implications of SmartNIC architecture on different paths. Specifically, we investigate why and when one path may be faster than another, identify the bottlenecks for each path, examine how the heterogeneity of the SoC brings performance anomalies in paths related to the SoC, and finally explore how paths interact with each other. The main highlights of our results are:

• Different paths exhibit diverse performance characteristics.
  The RDMA path from the NIC to the SoC is up to 1.48× faster than the path to the host.

¹This paper will use “SmartNIC” (or “SNIC” for brevity) to specifically refer to off-path SmartNICs.
The SoC introduces new performance anomalies to paths related to it. The low-level hardware details of the SoC, including the memory access path and PCIe MTU, differ from those of the more powerful host CPU. Without considering such factors, RDMA requests involving the SoC suffer from up to 48% bandwidth degradation.

The paths between the SoC and the host may underutilize the PCIe. RDMA from the SoC to the host (and vice versa) crosses the NIC internal PCIe twice. It can only utilize half of the PCIe bandwidth and requires processing up to 6× more PCIe packets than the others. DMA only passes the PCIe once, but it is not always faster than RDMA due to the weaker SoC DMA engine (compared to the one on the RNIC) and also suffers from packet amplifications.

Based on our performance characterization, we found that prior approaches, which mainly optimize a single path for a specific functionality of distributed systems, failed to fully exploit SmartNICs. This is because a single path cannot utilize the computing and networking capability of SmartNICs. Further, only considering a single path may ignore resource interference between different paths (e.g., the PCIe and PCIe switches). As a result, LineFS can only utilize up to 117 Gbps of bandwidth on a 200 Gbps SmartNIC. A similar issue exists in SmartNIC-based disaggregated key-value store: while choosing a path to offload all key-value (KV) store operations to the SmartNIC SoC can eliminate the network amplification in existing RDMA-based key-value stores, the wimpier computing power of SmartNIC SoC limits its overall throughput.

Based on the observations from our study, we further propose an optimization guideline to help designers smartly exploiting multiple paths of SmartNICs. Instead of optimizing distributed systems along a single path, it holistically exploits multiple paths for functionalities with different characteristics and carefully considers cross-path interference. To demonstrate the efficacy of our guideline, we conduct two case studies by optimizing two state-of-the-art systems, namely LineFS [32] and DrTM-KV [11, 76]. Due to the exposed new optimization spaces, following our guideline can improve the performance of LineFS and DrTM-KV by up to 30% and 25% accordingly.

Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows:

- A comprehensive performance characterization of representative off-path SmartNICs, with a particular focus on various communication paths.
- The first optimization guideline for smartly exploiting the multiple paths of SmartNICs with managed cross-path resource interference.
- Two case studies on SmartNIC-accelerated distributed systems (i.e., file system and key-value store) with notable performance improvements, demonstrating the efficacy of our guideline.

Assumptions and generalizability of our work. We assume an off-path SmartNIC with the following architecture: the SoC is linked with NIC cores via a PCIe switch, and there is heterogeneity between SoC and host CPUs. We believe this is a representative architecture, as many older (e.g., NVIDIA Bluefield-1 [55], Broadcom Stingray [9]), current (e.g., NVIDIA Innova2 [51], Bluefield-2 [52]), and upcoming SmartNICs (e.g., Bluefield-3 [53], Marvell OCTEON 10 DPU [43]) use a similar setup. We conducted experiments on Bluefield-2 [52]—the state-of-the-art SmartNIC with this architecture. Meanwhile, we also confirmed that our results hold for Bluefield-1.

However, we acknowledge that significant architectural changes (e.g., on-path SmartNICs) may affect our findings. Nevertheless, we argue that our methodology—first studying the performance implications of each communication path and then smartly exploiting multiple paths of SmartNICs—can be generalized to other SmartNICs. Our benchmarking code, tools, and systems are available at https://github.com/smartnickit-project.

2 Background and Context

2.1 RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs)

RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) is a low-latency (2 µs) and high-bandwidth (200 Gbps) network widely adopted in modern data centers [23]. One intuitive way to utilize RDMA is to accelerate message passing with its two-sided primitives (SEND/RECV), such as RDMA-based RPC [27, 17, 12, 47, 30]. Alternatively, the one-sided primitives (READ/WRITE) allow the RNIC to access the host memory bypassing the host CPU. Specifically, the NIC core internally uses the direct memory access (DMA) feature of the PCIe link to access the host memory (see Figure 1(a)).

Though RDMA has boosted the performance of many distributed systems [18, 76, 62, 29], usually by orders of magnitude, it still has the following two problems especially when the RNICs scale up to higher performance.

Issue #1: Host CPU occupation. For two-sided primitives, distributed systems need non-trivial CPUs to saturate a powerful NIC. Our measurements show that a 24-core server can only saturate 87 million packets per second (Mpps) on a 200 Gbps RNIC (ConnectX-6), while NIC cores can process more than 195 Mpps. A recent work further shows that a distributed file system requires 2.27× CPU cores to handle network packets, when the network bandwidth scales from 25 Gbps to 100 Gbps [32]. Although deploying more powerful CPUs can alleviate this issue, RNIC bandwidth is also rapidly growing, currently reaching up to 400 Gbps [44].

Issue #2: Network amplification. Using one-sided RDMA primitives alleviates the host CPU pressure by allowing sys-

---

3We use READ/WRITE to indicate RDMA READ/WRITE in this paper.

3Detailed hardware setups can be found in §2.4.
tems to offload memory accesses to the RNIC. However, the limited offloading capability constraints system performance, as a single request may involve multiple round trips of READs/WRITEs to complete (usually termed network amplification). Figure 2(a) exemplifies the execution of a get request on a distributed in-memory key-value store with one-sided RDMA READs. The client first uses one (or multiple) READ(s) to query the index for a given key. Based on the index returned by the previous READs, an additional READ is issued to retrieve the value.

2.2 From RNICs to SmartNICs

To address the limitations of RNICs, SmartNIC adds an on-board memory (4–64 GB) together with various computation units (e.g., SoC) to the NIC. By exposing them to the developers, SmartNIC enables offloading customized computations onto it. Specifically, SmartNICs can be categorized as follows.

On-path SmartNIC. As shown in Figure 1(b), the on-path SmartNIC exposes the NIC cores to the systems with low-level programmable interfaces, allowing them to directly manipulate the raw packets. As the name implies, the offloaded code is on the critical path of the network processing pipeline. Example NICs include Marvell LiquidIO [42] and Netronome Agilio [48]. The benefit is that the offloaded code is closer to the network packets. Therefore, inline requests that only interact with the NIC, such as writing to the on-board memory (2), are extremely efficient [38, 61].

However, on-path SmartNIC has two limitations. First, the offloaded code (4) competes NIC cores with the network requests sent to the host (3). If offloading too much computation onto it, the normal networking requests sent to the host would suffer a significant degradation [38]. Second, programming on-path NICs is difficult due to its low-level interface.

Off-path SmartNIC. As shown in Figure 1(c), the off-path SmartNIC offers an alternative: it packages additional compute cores and memory in a separate SoC next to the NIC cores. Therefore, the offloaded code is off the critical path of the network processing pipeline. From the NIC perspective, the SoC can be viewed as a second full-fledged host with an exclusive network interface. To bridge the NIC cores, SoC and host together, a PCIe switch is integrated inside the SmartNIC to properly dispatch network packets. Example NICs include NVIDIA Bluefield [52, 53] and Broadcom Stingray [9].

Compared to the on-path counterparts, the offloaded code does not affect the network performance of the host as long as it does not involve network communications (2). Thanks to this clear separation, the SoC can run a full-fledged kernel (e.g., Linux) with a full network stack (i.e., RDMA), simplifying system development and allowing for offloading complex tasks [32]. However, accelerating distributed systems with off-path SmartNICs is typically more challenging than using the on-path counterparts. This is because the PCIe switch prolongs all communication paths (i.e., 1, 2, and 3), causing potential performance degradation.

2.3 Target SmartNIC: NVIDIA Bluefield-2

We conduct our study on Bluefield-2, a typical off-path SmartNIC optimized for offloading general-purpose computations. Figure 1(c) illustrates its overall hardware architecture, with detailed hardware configuration shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Hardware description of Bluefield-2 [52].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Hardware description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIC cores</td>
<td>ConnectX-6 (2 × 100 Gbps RDMA ports)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC cores</td>
<td>ARM Cortex-A72 processor (8 cores, 2.75 GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC memory</td>
<td>1 × 16 GB of DDR4-1600 DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe1</td>
<td>PCIe 4.0 × 16 (256 Gbps bandwidth)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hardware. Bluefield-2 equips a mature RNIC (ConnectX-6) as its NIC cores for high-speed networking. These cores support all RDMA operations. Its programmability comes from an integrated on-board SoC, which has 16 GB DRAM and an ARM Cortex-A72 (8 cores, 2.75 GHz). A PCIe 4.0 switch bridges the NIC cores, SoC and host together, enabling...
bi-direction data transfer of up to 256 Gbps. Note that the SoC is linked to the PCIe switch via an internal link, rather than through PCIe. Specifically, the hardware counters provided by Bluefield [54] also imply that it has only two PCIe links: one linking RNIC with the switch (PCIe1) and the other linking the switch with the host (PCIe0).

Software. The SoC runs a full-fledged Linux, allowing developers to treat it as a normal ARM server. The kernel also hosts a full RDMA stack, making it convenient for enabling RDMA-based communication. In addition, Bluefield provides DOCA [57] SDK for advanced usage, such as DMA.

Communication primitives: RDMA and DMA. All communication paths related to the SoC are conducted using RDMA to simplify system development. As shown in Figure 1(c), clients can issue one-sided or two-sided RDMA requests to the SoC (2), similar to a twin server on the host. Meanwhile, the SoC can also interact with the host via RDMA, and vice versa (3). However, exchanging data between the SoC and the host must pass through the RNIC (PCIe1 and NIC cores) for RDMA support, which adds a hidden bottleneck to this path. Fortunately, we found that Bluefield further provides DMA support (3*) with DOCA [57], allowing the SoC to use DMA to access the host memory (and vice versa), bypassing the RNIC.

Existing state of exploring Bluefield. Previous studies [38, 37, 32, 68] have mainly focused on the computing power of Bluefield (in Figure 1), revealing the relative weakness of the SoC cores in terms of performing offloaded tasks and sending network requests. This is because the frequency and number of cores are inferior to those of the host CPU. Due to the power constraints of SmartNICs, it is unlikely that the relative performance comparison between the NIC and host CPU will change. Hence, we take this as a premise during our investigation.

In contrast, few studies have considered various communication patterns in Bluefield (i.e., 1, 2, and 3), which are the main focus of our work. Thostrup et al. [68] found that accessing the SoC memory (2) using READ is faster than accessing the host memory (1) in the same way. iPipe [38] shows that using RDMA to communicate between the host and SoC (3) has high latency due to the software overhead of supporting RDMA. This paper systematically explores the performance characteristics of Bluefield and summarizes insightful lessons and advice for future system developers.

2.4 Notation and testbed

Notations. This paper follows Bluefield’s hardware specification when describing low-level hardware details related to Bluefield-2. As shown in Figure 1(c), “PCIe1” refers to the PCIe link connecting the NIC cores to the PCIe switch, and “PCIe0” refers to the link connecting the switch and the host’s PCIe controller. The ARM cores, along with the on-chip memory of Bluefield-2, are collectively referred to as “SoC.” The machine hosting Bluefield-2 is referred as the “host.” Furthermore, we use the terms “requester” and “responder” to refer to the machine issuing the RDMA requests and the destination hardware component, respectively. For example, in Figure 1(c), the requesters of paths 1 and 2 are any RDMA-capable machines (also called clients), and the responders are the host and SoC, respectively. For path 3, the requester and responder are the host and SoC, respectively, and vice versa.

Testbed. Table 2 presents the machine configurations in our testbed. To best utilize SmartNIC, we deploy Bluefield-2 on the servers (SRV) with matching PCIe link (PCIe 4.0) by default. These machines can replace Bluefield-2 with 200 Gbps ConnectX-6 (RNIC) for comparisons. Other machines (CLIs) serve as clients that issue RDMA requests to the servers. All machines in SRV and CLIs are connected through a Mellanox SB7890 100 Gbps InfiniBand Switch. Note that the network performance of the evaluated 200 Gbps NIC is not limited since they connect to the switch with two 100 Gbps ports.

Table 3: The findings and advice from our study. Claims supported by sufficient evidence are denoted by E, while those supported by hypotheses are denoted by H.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNIC Paths</th>
<th>Findings/Advice</th>
<th>E/H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (§3.1)</td>
<td>Throughput of RDMA is lower than RNIC</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latency of RDMA is higher than RNIC</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (§3.2)</td>
<td>One-sided RDMA performance is better</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid memory accesses to close addresses</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid large READ requests</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/3* (§3.3)</td>
<td>RDMA overuses the PCIe bandwidth</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid large READ/WRITE requests</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enable doorbell batching carefully for RDMA</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use DMA (3*) to improve PCIe utilization</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+2 (§4.1)</td>
<td>Improve throughput by using paths 1 and 2 concurrently (esp. in opposite directions)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2+3 (§4.1)</td>
<td>Selectively offload traffic to 3</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Machine configurations in two rack-scale RDMA-capable clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>RDMA-capable NIC</th>
<th>Host PCIe (PCIe0)</th>
<th>Host CPU</th>
<th>Host Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRV</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 × ConnectX-6 (200 Gbps)</td>
<td>PCIe 4.0 × 16 (256 Gbps)</td>
<td>2 × Gold 5317 v4 (12 cores, 3.6 GHz)</td>
<td>128 GB DDR4-2933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 × ConnectX-4 (100 Gbps)</td>
<td>PCIe 3.0 × 16 (128 Gbps)</td>
<td>2 × E5-2650 v4 (12 cores, 2.2 GHz)</td>
<td>96 GB DDR4-1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The findings and advice from our study. Claims supported by sufficient evidence are denoted by E, while those supported by hypotheses are denoted by H.
3 Characterizing SmartNIC Performance

As mentioned in §2.3, it is well-known that the computing power of NIC is wimpier than that of the host CPU. Therefore, we focus on analyzing the communication efficiency of SmartNIC. Figure 3 shows the end-to-end latency and peak throughput of sending different RDMA requests (e.g., READ, WRITE, and SEND/RECV) using either RNIC or SmartNIC through different communication paths.

Evaluation setup. We conducted our experiments on the clusters described in Table 2, using a state-of-the-art RDMA communication framework [76]. For one-sided operations (READ and WRITE), the requester communicates with one responder using RDMA’s reliable connection (RC) queue pairs (QPs). The responder addresses are randomly chosen from a 10 GB address space by default. For two-sided operations (SEND/RECV), the responder implements an echo server that utilizes all available cores for handling messages, and the requester communicates with it via unreliable data-gram (UD) QPs for better performance [29, 76, 30]. For end-to-end latency, we deploy one requester machine to prevent interferences from queuing effects. For peak throughput, we use up to eleven requester machines to saturate the responder. Finally, we enable all well-known optimizations, including address alignment [81], unsignaled requests [27] and huge pages [17] to prevent side effects from misusing RDMA.

3.1 Communication from Client to Host (path ①)

Latency. To compare communication with the host, we conduct an apple-to-apple comparison between Bluefield-2 (SNIC ③) with ConnectX-6 (RNIC ①), as they share the same NIC cores [52]. Their performance gap best illustrates the “performance tax” paid by the SmartNIC architecture. As shown in Figure 3, SNIC ③ has 15–30%, 15–21%, and 6–9% higher latency than RNIC ① for READ, WRITE, and SEND/RECV, respectively. The increased latency on SNIC comes mainly from the PCIe switch and PCIe1 between the host and NIC cores. The one-way PCIe latency is approximately 300 ns, which is non-trivial for small RDMA requests (1–2 µs). Note that the result is measured indirectly. Specifically, the end-to-end read latency on SNIC and RNIC is 2.6 µs and 2.0 µs, respectively. Compared to RNIC, READ on SNIC passes through the PCIe switch twice (see Figure 4). Thus, the cost of each pass is around 300 ns, which matches the number reported in recent literature [69]. Furthermore, the increased latency of WRITE on SNIC is lower than that of READ, because it omits one pass through PCIe switch for completion [49]. The latency of SEND/RECV on SNIC also increases, but mainly due to the larger CPU costs at the responder; the latency to post a request (via MMIO) on SNIC is higher than RNIC (399 cycles vs. 279 cycles).

Throughput. As shown in Figure 3, for READ, WRITE, and SEND/RECV, SNIC ③ has 19–26%, 15–22%, and 3–36% lower throughput than RNIC ① for payloads less than 512 bytes, respectively. We suspect the lower throughput is due to the longer latency in processing RDMA requests caused by PCIe switch. However, for larger requests, the results are similar to using RNIC as both are bottlenecked by the network bandwidth.
Bottlenecks. The lowest bandwidth limit of NIC, PCIe1, and PCIe0 will first become the bottleneck for communication from client to host. On our testbed, the bottleneck is the network: 200 Gbps. On the other hand, we find an interesting phenomenon: the total inbound bandwidth of the requester can approach twice the limit—400 Gbps—because the links are bi-directional [58]. Specifically, if packets flow in opposite directions, e.g., the READ and WRITE packets in Figure 5(a), they can be multiplexed on the same link. To illustrate this, we dedicate two requesters (each with 12 threads to saturate the one-way bandwidth) to issue 4 KB packets. As shown in Figure 5(b), if two clients send READ and WRITE requests separately, a total of 364 Gbps bandwidth is measured on a 200 Gbps NIC (see READ+WRITE of SNIC ①). In contrast, if both clients send the same type of requests (either READ or WRITE), only about 190 Gbps is measured. Note that though this phenomenon is widely known in traditional networking (i.e., messaging), where the messages are typically two-sided, it is largely ignored by many RDMA-based systems, because RDMA request can be one-sided.

Takeaways. Being “smart” incurs performance degradation for communicating with the host for small requests. For small requests, we demonstrate that extending RNIC (ConnectX-6) to SNIC (Bluefield-2) causes performance degradation by up to 36% and 30% in throughput and latency, respectively. In general, for distributed systems that only use the path ①, it is recommended to use RNIC. Although the overhead may be negligible for large requests or for networking with longer latency, RNIC is cheaper and more energy-efficient than SNIC.

3.2 Communication from Client to SoC (path ②)

Latency. For sending requests from the client to SoC (SNIC ② in Figure 3), the latency of READ decreases by up to 14% compared to the host (SNIC ③). The reason is that it skips PCIe0. Yet, it is still 4–15% higher than RNIC, because requests still must go through the PCIe switch at PCIe1. For WRITE, SNIC ② provides similar performance as SNIC ① due to the asynchronous completion of cores (see Figure 4). For SEND/RECV, SNIC ② has 21–30% higher latency than SNIC ① due to the weaker computing power of SoC.

Throughput. SNIC ② has better throughput than SNIC ①, reaching 1.08–1.48× for payloads less than 512 bytes. Interestingly, the READ of SNIC ② is even higher than that of RNIC ① before reaching the peak network bandwidth. For this undocumented results, we suspect that it is due to the closer packaging of SoC memory and the PCIe switch. Specifically, the SoC is linked to the PCIe switch via an internal link, rather than through PCIe. Note that a confident analysis relies on the hardware details of Bluefield, which unfortunately are not available now. For WRITE, SNIC ② is still lower than that of the RNIC ①. Our hypotheses are twofolds. First, SoC has fewer DRAM channels compared to the host (1 vs. 4), limiting the concurrency of write accesses. Nevertheless, READ is not affected because read accesses on DRAM are faster than write accesses [25, 73]. Second, SoC can only utilize a portion of NIC cores (see §4.1). Finally, SEND/RECV has a poor performance on ②: it just achieves up to 64% of the host (SNIC ③). This is due to the wimpy computing power of SoC, since the throughput of SEND/RECV is bottlenecked by the responder CPU to send the reply.

Bottlenecks. As shown in Figure 1(c), since SNIC ② only flows through NIC and PCIe1, the bottleneck is their lower bandwidth limit, which is still Bluefield-2’s 200 Gbps NIC. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5(b), the performance of SNIC ② is the same as that of SNIC ①, namely the total of 400 Gbps and 200 Gbps bandwidth for opposite direction and same direction communication, respectively.

In addition to the basic RDMA performance of the SNIC, we found several factors that could also prevent distributed systems from achieving the aforementioned performance.

Advice #1: Avoid memory accesses to close addresses. The
wimpy SoC cores may impact the memory access behavior of one-sided RDMA primitives, because it usually supports fewer features compared to the more powerful host CPU cores. Specifically, Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [26] is widely supported by the host CPUs, which allows the NIC to directly read/write data from/to its last level cache (LLC), as shown in Figure 6. SoC cores may also equip with similar features (e.g., ARM CCI [5]), but whether to do so is vendor-specific. The SoC cores of our hardware (ARM Cortex-A72 in Bluefield-2) do not support DDIO. We find that one-sided RDMA without DDIO suffers performance drop if the requested memory addresses fall into a small range (i.e., they are close together). This is because DRAM requires a (not-too-small range) to utilize all memory modules concurrently. LLC is faster than DRAM, so we suspect the impact is smaller.

Figure 7 shows the peak throughput of accessing host memory and SoC memory via SNIC, READ (a) and WRITE (b).

Figure 8: The bandwidth (a) and PCIe packet throughput (b) for accessing (READ and WRITE) the host (SNIC ①) and SoC (SNIC ②) via SmartNIC. For brevity, we omit the result of SEND/RECV since it is the same as WRITE for large payloads [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCIe MTU</th>
<th>512 B</th>
<th>128 B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNIC ①</td>
<td>( \lceil N / H_{MTU} \rceil )</td>
<td>( \lceil N / S_{MTU} \rceil )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNIC ②</td>
<td>( \lceil N / H_{MTU} \rceil )</td>
<td>( \lceil N / S_{MTU} \rceil )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advice #2: Avoid large READ requests. It is common practice to use requests with large payloads to fully exploit network bandwidth. For example, using requests with payloads larger than 16 KB is enough to saturate a 200 Gbps RNIC even using a few threads. Unfortunately, we observed that the READ performance of SNIC ② collapses with request payload larger than 9 MB, as shown in Figure 8(a). We suspect that NIC cores suffer from head-of-line blocking when processing large READ requests. For a READ request, the NIC issues a PCIe read transaction to fetch the data, which is further segmented into multiple PCIe packets. The maximum size of a PCIe packet is determined by the PCIe Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU), negotiated by the linked hardware devices during bootstrap [49]. Table 4 lists the PCIe MTU on our testbed. SoC cores (the endpoint of SNIC ②) use a smaller PCIe MTU (128 B) due to its weaker CPU. As a result, NIC core that processes a large DMA read sent to SoC memory (SNIC ②) must wait for more PCIe packets to arrive, resulting in lengthy processing stalls. Since the overall NIC packet processing power is not the bottleneck: as shown in Figure 8(b), the requests with payloads smaller than 9 MB still can achieve a high processing rate while it collapses for the others, so we suspect some blocking happens at the NIC core. Note that WRITE requests are not affected since DMA does not wait for the completion [83, 49].

On the contrary, the host uses a larger PCIe MTU (512 B), so it does not suffer from bandwidth degradation (SNIC ①). As shown in Figure 8(b), the NIC can issue 46.7 million PCIe packets per second to the host (SNIC ①). The aggregated bandwidth reaches 191 Gbps, bottlenecked by the network.

Takeaways. For READ and WRITE, sending requests to SoC is typically faster than that to the host (or even faster than via RNIC) because SoC is “closer” to the NIC (without PCIe0). In contrast, using SEND/RECV to communicate with SoC is slower due to weak SoC cores. Furthermore, designers still need to carefully consider the heterogeneity between host CPU cores and SoC cores to avoid performance anomalies. Specifically, memory accesses to a small address range may suffer performance degradation due to the lack of DDIO support on SoC cores. In addition, sending large READ requests to SoC may underutilize the bandwidth so the request should be proactively segmented into smaller ones.

Note that we attach Bluefield to CLI machines for the evaluation because we are unable to disable DDIO on the SRV machines.
We first describe our measurements and findings of RDMA which will be discussed in more detail next.

For requests with payloads less than 512 bytes, Throughput.

As shown in Figure 3, the latency of sending requests from SoC to the host (SNIC ③ S2H) is very high, especially for READ, since the requester (SoC) takes longer to issue an RDMA request to the NIC. The latency in the opposite direction (from the host to SoC, SNIC ③ H2S) is reduced but still 4–17% higher than SNIC ②. Although the intra-machine communication saves one network round-trip, it adds additional PCIe transfers. Specifically, the request on SNIC ② flows the requester-side PCIe (not shown in Figure 1(c)), the network, PCIe1, and the PCIe switch, while the request on SNIC ③ (H2S) flows PCIe0, the PCIe switch, PCIe1 twice (in and out), and the PCI switch (again).

Throughput. For requests with payloads less than 512 bytes, the throughput of SNIC ③ (both S2H and H2S) is dominated by the requester’s capability to post networking requests. This is because a single requester machine (either SoC or the host) cannot saturate the NIC with small requests. The time required to post networking requests to NICs (a) and the latency of posting requests to NICs (b) are shown in Figure 10.

Bottleneck. As shown in Figure 5(b), for packets flowing in a single direction, communication between host and SoC is bottlenecked by PCIe bandwidth (256 Gbps) rather than the uninvolved NIC (200 Gbps). Therefore, the peak bandwidth of SNIC ③ is slightly higher than SNIC ① and ② (204 Gbps vs. 191 Gbps). Readers might be interested in why the results are reduced but still 4–17% higher than SNIC ②. Although the intra-machine communication saves one network round-trip, it adds additional PCIe transfers. Specifically, the request on SNIC ② flows the requester-side PCIe (not shown in Figure 1(c)), the network, PCIe1, and the PCIe switch, while the request on SNIC ③ (H2S) flows PCIe0, the PCIe switch, PCIe1 twice (in and out), and the PCI switch (again).

Advice #3: Avoid large READ/WRITE requests. Communications between the host and SoC (SNIC ③) also suffers from bandwidth degradation for large READ requests like SNIC ②.

*We use up to eleven requester machines for SNIC ③ and SNIC ②.
read host memory using NIC DMA (see §3.1). For batch sizes of 16, 32, and 48, DB decreases the throughput of host-SoC communication by 9%, 7%, and 6%, respectively.

**RDMA (3) vs. DMA (3)*.** Besides RDMA, SoC can use DMA (3)* to read/write data from the host (and vice versa) via the DMA engine inside the SoC. It has the benefits of reducing two PCIe passes (PCIe1) and bypassing RNIC compared to RDMA (see Figure 1), resulting in a lower latency, e.g., 1.9 µs vs. 2.6 µs for 64 B SoC to host READ. However, we find the SoC DMA engine has a weaker processing power than RNIC (RDMA). For brevity, we only present results on SoC to host. The results of host to SoC is the same as SoC to host since host DMAs are offloaded to SoC for execution [56]. As shown in Figure 11, for WRITE, the peak throughput of DMA is only 47–59% of that of RDMA for requests with payload less than 4 KB. The results of READ is similar. DMA WRITE even fails to saturate the PCIe limit (256 Gbps) for payloads between 16 KB and 1 MB. We suspect it is due to the poor processing capability of the SoC’s DMA engine, yet we cannot confirm this without knowing the confidential internal design of the SoC. Another observation from the bandwidth results is that DMA also suffers from the anomalies of RDMA (see Advice #3): For payloads larger than 1 MB, there is a significant performance drop for both READ and WRITE.

For bandwidth, (3)* has a higher theoretical upper bound than (3): it is bottlenecked by the bidirectional bandwidth of PCIe, as it bypasses the PCIe1. However, Figure 5 shows that it fails to achieve so (only 178 Gbps for READ + WRITE). This suggests that the slow DMA engine will first become the bottleneck. Nevertheless, bypassing PCIe1 still has the benefits of reducing interferences to other paths. We will discuss them in §4 in detail.

**Takeaways.** First, enabling doorbell batching is critical for SNIC (3) at the SoC side, because SoC has wimpy computation power. Yet, it is negatively impacted at the host side for small batch sizes. Second, SNIC (3) has a different bottleneck than SNIC (1) and SNIC (2). It is always bottlenecked by the uni-directional bandwidth of PCIe, while others are limited by the minimal bi-directional bandwidth of network and PCIe.

If this factor is not adequately considered, distributed systems will underutilize the NIC bandwidth (see §5.1). Third, though DMA utilizes PCIe better than RDMA for SoC to communicate with the host, it has a lower throughput due to the weaker DMA engine at the SoC. Finally, we should avoid transferring large requests between the host and SoC, for both RDMA and DMA and for both READ and WRITE.

### 4 A Guideline for Smartly Exploiting Multiple Paths of SmartNIC

Previous approaches mainly leverage a single path of SmartNIC to optimize a specific functionality of distributed systems. However, this cannot fully exploit the computing and networking capabilities of SmartNICs. Furthermore, only considering a single path may ignore interference on resources (e.g., PCIe and PCIe switch) between different paths. Therefore, we first holistically study the performance characteristics of concurrently using multiple paths, and then lay out an optimization guideline for designers to smartly use SmartNICs.

#### 4.1 Characterizing concurrent communication paths

**Concurrent communication with the host and the SoC (1+2).** We focus on the throughput results (see the lower part of Figure 3) since the latency results are roughly the average of the two paths. We evaluate the peak throughput by assigning half of the clients to send requests to the host while the others to send to the SoC. We can see that the total peak throughput of concurrently using (1) and (2) (SNIC 1+2) is typically faster than each of them. For READ, WRITE, and SEND/RECV, SNIC 1+2 outperforms the lower of them by up to 1.45×, 1.50×, and 3.3×, respectively.

For SEND/RECV, a concurrent path utilize both of the host and SoC to process the requests, so the performance improvement is clear. However, the READ/WRITE performance improvement is non-intuitive and undocumented, since two paths should compete for NIC cores. Our suspicion is that the SmartNIC internally reserves some NIC cores for each endpoint. Therefore, sending requests to the host and the SoC concurrently can further increase peak throughput by enabling more NIC cores. To quantify this, we design a microbenchmark that first increases the requester machines to saturate the NIC and then changes the responder, as shown in Figure 12. All requests use 0 B payload to avoid interference of DMA, i.e., the request will return before passing PCIe1 [6].
For READ, five requester machines are sufficient to saturate NIC cores when using SNIC ① or SNIC ② alone. Therefore, for concurrently using SNIC ① and SNIC ②, we first dedicate five requester machines for one responder, and then add requesters for the other responder. Both cases (SNIC ①+② and SNIC ②+③) offer similar performance, with 4–13% and 5–10% higher throughput than using SNIC ① or SNIC ② alone. For WRITE, all results are almost the same.

Finally, as expected, the aggregated throughput of the two paths (SNIC ① and SNIC ②) is much higher than concurrently using them (352 Mpps vs. 195 Mpps), indicating that most NIC cores are still shared, i.e., each can communicate with two endpoints, and only a few is dedicated. This also implies that concurrently using multiple resources of SmartNIC is non-trivial.

Concurrent inter- and intra-machine communication (①/②+③). There exist four concurrent combinations of intra- and intra-machine communication. For brevity, we focus on the results of SNIC ①+②/H2S, other combinations are similar. To study the concurrent usage of the two paths, we first deploy sufficient clients (five requester machines) to saturate the network for SNIC ①. Afterward, we start the requester on the host (one machine with 24 threads) sending RDMA requests to the SoC (SNIC ③/H2S). Our measurements reveal that concurrently enabling intra-machine communication degrades the performance of inter-machine communication. As shown in Figure 3, for READ, WRITE, and SEND/RECV, the throughput of small requests (less than 512 bytes) drops 7–15%, 4–27%, and 9–14%, by comparing SNIC ① and SNIC ①+③(H2S). For large requests, the performance is always bottlenecked by the network bandwidth, so the degradation is negligible.

The SNIC ③ affects other communication paths of SmartNIC, because it relies on the NIC (PCIe1 and the PCIe switch) for RDMA support. In comparison, SNIC ③∗ communication can leverage DMA to reduce such interferences. For example, for READ with payloads 16–64 B, we only observe a 5–6% throughput drop, after adding SNIC ③∗ to ①.

**Bottleneck.** Assuming each path has only one type of request, e.g., either READ or WRITE. For SNIC ①+②, each part has the same bottleneck (the NIC), so the bandwidth limit is 400 Gbps (bi-directional). For SNIC ①+③, it is bottlenecked by SNIC ③, which is limited on the uni-direction of PCIe (256 Gbps) since it occupies both directions of PCIe1 (see Figure 5(b)). Nevertheless, if SNIC ① is used in opposite directions (i.e., READ and WRITE), SNIC ①+③ can reach a higher limit. For example, the aggregated bandwidth can achieve 456 Gbps (in theory) if we restrict the bandwidth of data transfer on SNIC ③ to 56 Gbps. This suggests that selectively offloading small portion of data to SoC may be optimal. Finally, if possible, it is usually better to combine SNIC ① or ② with DMA (①/②+③∗) despite DMA being slower than RDMA (see §3.3). This is because DMA has better PCIe utilization (without passing PCIe) and RNIC utilization (without using RNIC).

**Takeaways.** Sending requests from clients to the host and the SoC concurrently (SNIC ①+②) can better utilize NIC cores to handle small RDMA requests, especially when used in opposition directions (e.g., one for READ and one for WRITE). On the contrary, uncontrolled use of intra-machine (host-SoC) communications (SNIC ③) may harm inter-machine communications, which is the intrinsic purpose of using SmartNIC. Specifically, if the uni-directional bandwidth of PCIe is smaller than the bi-directional bandwidth of the NIC, using SNIC ③ can introduce a hidden bottleneck. Therefore, we should always consider using SNIC ③ only when spare resources are made available. Specifically, if the inter-machine communication saturates the NIC, the bandwidth used by SNIC ③ should no larger than \( P - N \), where \( P \) and \( N \) are the limit of the PCIe and the network, respectively. For example, it should be 56 Gbps on our testbed. Using SNIC ③∗ can reduce the interference between paths, but SNIC ③∗ also has limitations: it is slower than SNIC ③.

Finally, in real-world distributed systems, it is common that a single communication path cannot fully saturate all resources of SmartNIC. For example, SNIC ② is the fastest but limited by small memory and wimpy cores on the SoC. On the other hand, only using SNIC ① as RNIC would waste all resources on the SoC. Therefore, we should concurrently use multiple paths provided by the SmartNIC, but carefully avoid interference between them.

**4.2 An optimization guideline**

This section presents our optimization guideline for smartly utilizing multiple communication paths of SmartNIC to improve the performance of distributed systems. Specifically, given the functionality (e.g., file replication in a distributed file system) of a target distributed system that needs to be accelerated by SmartNIC, we recommend designers consider the following steps:

1. Devise potential alternatives for SmartNIC to support the given functionality, and optimize them based on performance characteristics uncovered by our study.
2. Evaluate and rank alternatives based on system-specific criteria.
3. Select and combine alternatives in turn until the resource of SmartNIC is saturated.

**System-specific criteria.** The criteria can be the desirable properties that the system designer aims to achieve, or the restrictions of the systems. For replication in a distributed file system, the properties include low host CPU overhead and high network bandwidth utilization [32]. For a disaggregated key-value store, the properties include less network amplification, low latency and high throughput. The restriction the host has little or no CPU that we can use [86].
Discussion. We currently only consider the combination of alternatives in a greedy way, which is sufficient for most networked functions in real-world distributed systems. Further, SmartNIC usually offers a limited number of available options. Note that efficiently combining alternatives is challenging. For different systems, different alternatives may consume different resources on the SmartNIC, while a combination of them may involve different levels of resource contentions. Our previous analysis—including the bottleneck of different communication paths and concurrently utilizing multiple paths on the SmartNIC—will guide designers to avoid most performance contention. Nevertheless, how to systematically choose and combine different paths is our future work.

5 Case Studies
To demonstrate the efficacy of our study and the optimization guideline, this section presents two detailed case studies.

5.1 Distributed file system

Overview. File replication is a key pillar in distributed file systems for fault tolerance. With the emergence of RDMA and non-volatile memory (NVM), an appealing trend is to use RDMA to directly replicate file updates on remote NVM for better performance [32, 3, 40, 4], i.e., RDMA primitives can directly write NVM just like DRAM, with network and NVM bandwidth fully utilized [81].

Devide alternatives. The desirable properties of file replication are high performance, high network utilization and low host CPU overhead. There are three alternatives to implement file replications on our SmartNIC, as illustrated in Figure 14.

1. Alternative (A1). It comes from the state-of-the-art distributed file system on SmartNIC, LineFS [32], which completely offloads the file replication to SoC. The SoC will compress and replicate the file to reduce data transferred through the network with low host CPU usage. After receiving a replication request, the primary SoC reads the file from host (③), compresses it (④), and writes the file to remote backups with chain replication [72] (①). Specifically, if there are multiple backups, the second backup will further re-replicate the log to the next backup on the chain and so on.

2. Alternative (A2). Guided by our study, we can replace the ③ in A1 with ③* to reduce interference on the PCIe bandwidth, specifically, PCIe1 on the SmartNIC.

3. Alternative (A3). The host can directly write the file from the host to the remote backup with WRITE (①) [40]. Note that this approach typically skips file compression to prevent non-trivial host CPU overhead (see Figure 13 (a)).

Baseline. LineFS [32] is a state-of-the-art distributed file system based on NVM and SmartNIC. It adopts A1 to replicate the files. We further implement A2 and A3 on its open-source codebase⁷, and rewrite its backend with more efficient RDMA implementation to scale to 200 Gbps networking, e.g., with asynchronous and batched RDMA operations.

Optimization on each alternative. By default, LineFS adopts a chunk size of 16 MB in its open-source codebase for A1. Based on our Advice #3 described in §3.3, we shrink it to 256 KB for a better performance over ③. This optimization further applies to A2 and A3.

Analyse alternatives. A1 is the most straightforward way to offload file replication, reducing the data transferred through the network (d vs. d × ratio). Thus, the ideal peak bandwidth is N/ratio, where N is the bandwidth limit of SmartNIC. However, A1 does not consider the costly PCIe occupation of ③ (§3.3), which even fails to saturate the network bandwidth for file transfer. Denote the primary’s PCIe limit (uni) as P. A1’s file transfer bandwidth d is limited by \( \frac{P}{1 + \text{ratio}} \), because each data packet must pass the PCIe1 out link twice. As shown in Figure 14, one is from SoC to RNIC (d bytes) and another from SoC to the remote (d × ratio bytes). On our platform (p = 256 Gbps), so A1 is only better than file is not compressed (whose performance is bottlenecked by the network N = 200 Gbps) when the compression ratio is lower than 28%. Worse even, A1 cannot saturate the network bandwidth of SmartNIC when encountering a bad compression ratio (≥ 28%). For example, without compression (ratio = 1), the peak of A1 is only 128 Gbps.

Figure 13 (b) presents the results of A1 on the file write benchmark of LineFS. This benchmark does not compress the file. We can see that A1 only achieves 117 Gbps with 8 clients when the host is idle.

A2 addresses the poor PCIe utilization of A1 by replacing ③ with ③*. As shown in Figure 13 (b), A2 is 1.01–1.13 ×

⁷https://github.com/casys-kaist/LineFS
faster than A1 under different number of clients. However, A2 fails to achieve a close to 200 Gbps result (peak at 133 Gbps) due to the following two reasons. First, the WRITE of \( \frac{3}{2} \) cannot fully utilize the full PCIe bandwidth on our platform (see Figure 11). Second, the poor computation power of SoC may also become the performance bottleneck of file replication.

A3 bypasses the PCIe occupation problem of A1, and the slow DMA WRITE and weak SoC issues of A2. Meanwhile, its data path is shorter (see Figure 14). As shown in Figure 13(a), it takes 40% shorter time to wait for the log acknowledgment compared to A2. As a result, A3’s replication bandwidth is 5–41% faster than A2 under different client setups. The drawback is that A3 takes more CPU cycles even without considering compression (Filesystem), see Figure 13(a). This is because A1 and A2 can digest the file log on the SoC. Thus, the overall process time reduction of A3 is 8% (decreased from 40%) compared to A2.

**Select and combine alternatives.** Since A2 is always better than A1, we will only consider combining A2 with A3. As we have analyzed before, A3 is faster than A2. Therefore, increasing the ratio of A3 in a combined path (A2 + A3) always improves the performance, as shown in Figure 15. However, if file compression for high network utilization is enabled, it has high host CPU utilization, as shown in Figure 13(a). Disabling compression for A3 will lower the network utilization, also illustrated in Figure 15. Specifically, when increasing the percentage of path A3 in clients, the network utilization is reduced from 50% to 0% considering a fixed 50% compression ratio.

Considering A2 has better network utilization, we follow a greedy approach that first saturate the SoC with A2 for better network utilization. Afterward, clients use A3 to do the file replication. This approach can achieve the best of both worlds: the combined path is faster than A2 with network better utilized than A3.

**Evaluation results.** Figure 13 (b) and (c) further present the file replication benchmark results of A2 + A3 when the host CPU is idle and busy, respectively. We follow the same setup as LineFS [32]’s benchmark and add a CPU-intensive workload (streamcluster [7]) to the host CPU to emulate a busy experimental setup. A2 + A3 is 7–30% and 4–21% faster than original LineFS when CPU is idle and busy, respectively, thanks to the more efficient usage of SmartNIC and a smart utilization of multiple execution paths.

### 5.2 Disaggregated key-value store

**Overview.** RDMA-based disaggregated key-value stores (R-KVS) are prevalent in modern data centers [75, 70, 17, 86]. In R-KVS, one or more memory servers store both indexes (usually hash table) and values. Clients on other machines use READs to traverse the index and retrieve the corresponding value to handle requests (i.e., get), see A1 in Figure 16.

**Devise alternatives.** The desired properties are high throughput, low latency and minimal network amplification. The restriction is that we can barely use the host CPU (i.e., disable SEND/RECV for path \( \alpha \)). SmartNIC enables five alternatives for R-KVS, as illustrated in Figure 16.

1. **Alternative (A1).** The client treats SmartNIC as a normal RNIC and uses READs to handle the get request (\( \beta \)). This approach suffers from network amplification.

2. **Alternative (A2).** One intuitive approach for offloading is to send the get request to the SoC using SEND/RECV (\( \alpha \)). The SoC can then traverse the index and read the value on the host via RDMA or DMA READ. This approach effectively eliminates network amplification.

3. **Alternative (A3).** One drawback of A2 is that reading data from SoC to the host is slower reading from the host’s local memory. An optimization is to offload the indexes to the SoC memory (\( \gamma \)). This approach is similar to index caching at the clients [11, 62, 75], but caching the indexes at the SmartNIC is more effective. Each client has a small memory that can only cache hundreds of entries in a disaggregated setting [86], while SmartNIC has a relatively large SoC memory (e.g., 16 GB on Bluefield-2) that can cache all the indexes.

4. **Alternative (A4).** Accessing the index on the SoC using SEND/RECV (\( \alpha \)) cannot fully utilize the NIC cores of SmartNIC, because the peak throughput of SEND/RECV is only 21.6 M reqs/s. Therefore, we can use READs to traverse the index on the SoC (\( \beta \)), and another READ to retrieve the value on the host (\( \gamma \)).
We use YCSB C [16] (100% get) with A5 does not suffer from the low DMA throughput discovered in §3.3 because the SoC will first become the bottleneck. For example, A4 and A5, which replicate a few hot keys to multiple replications to avoid sending requests to a small range of memory. This approach still has network amplification, but can utilize the fast path (②) to improve performance (see §3.2).

5. **Alternative (A5).** Similar to index caching, SoC memory can further cache a portion of values (e.g., the values of hot keys). This approach avoids using the costly communication path (③) of the previous alternatives.

**Baseline.** DrTM-KV [11] is a state-of-the-art KV store optimized for RDMA: it adopts cluster-chaining hash index such that the client typically finds the value position of a given key in one READ. Specifically, for a get request, the client first READs a 64 B bucket (based on the hash of the key), finds the remote address of the corresponding value in it, and then fetches the value with another READ. DrTM-KV supports index caching at the client to skip the first READ [80], but it may not be always feasible in a disaggregated environment due to memory constraints [86], so we disable it.

**Optimization on each alternative.** We implement A1–A5 on DrTM-KV guided by our study (§3). Specifically, we carefully enabled doorbell batching for alternatives related to the SoC CPU (A2, A3 and A5). Besides, we apply Advice #1 for A4 and A5, which replicate a few hot keys to multiple replications to avoid sending requests to a small range of memory. We use DMA (④*) instead of RDMA (④) to implement A2 and A3 as it is always faster due to lower latency. For example, A2 throughput is improved by up to 79% with ④*. A2 and A3 do not suffer from the low DMA throughput discovered in §3.3 because the SoC will first become the bottleneck.

**Analyse alternatives.** We use YCSB C [16] (100% get) with default Zipfian request distribution (θ = 0.99) for all the experiments. The payload sizes of keys and values are 8 B and 64 B, respectively, similar to prior work [41, 45, 30, 66, 75]. Following the microbenchmark setup, we use one client machine to measure the latency and deploy up to eleven client machines to measure the peak throughput.

Figure 17 demonstrates that none of the path can achieve both high throughput and low latency. A5 (SEND/RECV) achieves the lowest latency (4.6 µs) because it completely eliminates the network amplification problem and costly host-SoC communications (③). However, its peak throughput (17.6 M reqs/s) is significantly lower than some other alternatives. Specifically, the peak throughput of A5 (READ) and A4 reach 70 M reqs/s and 58.3 M reqs/s, respectively. They have a higher throughput because the RDMA path to SoC (⑤) is faster (§3.2). Note that A5 is not always achievable, which requires caching all the key-values at the SoC memory. Therefore, A4 is a suitable design if the SoC cores become the bottleneck (④). A1 has a higher latency and lower throughput than A4, since RDMA to the host (①) is relatively slow. A2 and A3 are bottlenecked by the slow host-SoC communication (③), see §3.3), which is not suitable for offloading KV store requests.

**Select and combine alternatives.** Our analysis suggests that the optimal combination is A4 and A5. Initially, the first few clients use A5, whereas the later clients use A4. The exact switch point can be estimated by using queuing theory [24] to model the capacity of SoC and the capability of RNIC, as in prior work [46].

In addition, using A5 presents a challenge as clients are unaware of which values are cached at SoC. Although A3 can be used as a fallback path for cache misses, it will result in significant performance degradation (see Figure 17). To tackle this issue, we provide a simple solution: when a cache miss occurs, the SoC returns the address of the value to the client, which then issues a READ to retrieve the value accordingly, similar to A4. In real-world skewed workloads (e.g., YCSB [16]), cache misses are rare.

**Evaluation results.** Figure 18 shows the latency and throughput results on YCSB C. We plotted the graph by increasing the number of client machines. The combination of A4 + A5 achieves a peak throughput of 68 M reqs/s, which is 25%, 36%, and 12% higher than RNIC, A1, and A4, respectively. Note that we omit A2 and A3 as they are bottlenecked by SoC cores and have extremely low peak throughput. The benefits
of A4 + A5 mainly come from utilizing faster SoC RDMA and SoC cores for reducing network amplifications.

6 Discussion

Generalizability. Although our study primarily focuses on one particular SmartNIC, Bluefield-2 [52], we believe that our findings and advice can be applied to other off-path SmartNICs that share a similar hardware architecture. These SmartNICs extend RDMA-capable NICs, such as Stingray PS225 [9] (which extends NetXtreme 100 Gbps RNIC [8]), by attaching a heterogeneous SoC and bridging SoC and RNIC together with a PCIe switch. We have confirmed that all our results hold on Bluefield-1 [55]. Moreover, the next generation of Bluefield (Bluefield-3) still follows the same architecture, except for faster RNIC (400 Gbps ConnectX-7), PCIe (5.0), and SoC (ARMv8.2+ A78). Even though other SmartNICs may have different parameters than Bluefield-2, our methodology, analysis tools (open-sourced), and performance models (e.g., Table 4) also apply to them.

Furthermore, DPDK [1] is another popular communication primitive over SmartNIC. From a NIC’s perspective, DPDK is similar to SEND/RECV over UD. Therefore, we believe that most of our findings are still applicable to DPDK as well. Unfortunately, we do not have an Ethernet-based testbed to confirm this further.

Suggestions for hardware vendors. Our study has uncovered several anomalies that can be mitigated through hardware improvements, which we suggest vendors consider. For example, current host to SoC DMA must offload to SoC for execution [56], while supporting CXL [15] can utilize the more powerful host CPU DMA engine for it. However, doing so in a programmer-friendly way [21] will require strong cooperation between the SoC OS and host OS. To the best of our knowledge, no SmartNIC supports CXL yet. Moreover, supporting CCI [5] can mitigate the performance degradation problem described in Advice #1. Furthermore, aligning the SoC PCIe MTU with the host is likely to improve PCIe performance when transferring large payloads. Finally, we encourage vendors to disclose more hardware details of SmartNICs to help explain and confirm the findings of our study.

7 Other Related Work

SmartNIC offloading. Offloading computation to SmartNICs has attracted significant attention in academia and industry. The offloaded tasks include network functions [59, 34, 19], microservices [14, 39], and others [33, 36, 22, 35, 61, 74, 65]. We share the same vision—improving the performance of distributed systems by offloading computation and communication to SmartNICs, but further exploit the multiple communication paths of SmartNICs. In addition, most prior work has focused on leveraging a single path of on-path SmartNICs, so our work can inspire future research on multi-path offloading for on-path SmartNICs.

RDMA offloading. Before the emergence of SmartNICs, many distributed systems offloaded remote memory accesses to one-sided RDMA primitives [75, 64, 17, 63, 46, 50, 13, 76, 82, 79, 84, 40, 85, 86]. However, prior work has observed the poor semantics of one-sided RDMA and has therefore leveraged advanced RDMA features (e.g., WAIT [60, 31], DCT [77, 78]) or introduced new RDMA primitives [65, 10]. These efforts are orthogonal to our work and could also benefit from our findings when using SmartNICs in the future.

8 Conclusion

Designing high-performance distributed systems with SmartNICs requires an in-depth understanding of low-level hardware details. This paper presents a comprehensive study of off-path SmartNIC. Unlike prior work, we explore how the SmartNIC architecture and the heterogeneity of its computation units can impact communication performance related to its components. We further propose the first optimization guideline for designers to smartly exploit multiple communication paths of SmartNICs for distributed systems, and demonstrate our guideline by improving two distributed systems. In general, our study can help system designers develop a better understanding of SmartNICs before applying them in high-performance distributed systems.
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Abstract

Today, most communication between the NIC and software involves exchanging fixed-size packet buffers. This packetized interface was designed for an era when NICs implemented few offloads and software implemented the logic for translating between application data and packets. However, both NICs and networked software have evolved: modern NICs implement hardware offloads, e.g., TSO, LRO, and serialization offloads that can more efficiently translate between application data and packets. Furthermore, modern software increasingly batches network I/O to reduce overheads. These changes have led to a mismatch between the packetized interface, which assumes that the NIC and software exchange fixed-size buffers, and the features provided by modern NICs and used by modern software. This incongruence between interface and data adds software complexity and I/O overheads, which in turn limits communication performance.

This paper proposes Ensō, a new streaming NIC-to-software interface designed to better support how NICs and software interact today. At its core, Ensō eschews fixed-size buffers, and instead structures communication as a stream that can be used to send arbitrary data sizes. We show that this change reduces software overheads, reduces PCIe bandwidth requirements, and leads to fewer cache misses. These improvements allow an Ensō-based NIC to saturate a 100 Gbps link with minimum-sized packets (forwarding at 148.8 Mpps) using a single core, improve throughput for high-performance network applications by 1.5–6×, and reduce latency by up to 43%.

1 Introduction

Network performance dictates application performance for many of today’s distributed and cloud computing applications [48]. While growing application demands have led to a rapid increase in link speeds from 100 Mbps links [31] in 2003 to 100 Gbps in 2020 [89] and 200 Gbps in 2022 [58], a slowdown in CPU scaling has meant that applications often cannot fully utilize these links. Consequently, recent changes to NICs and networked software have focused on reducing the number of CPU cycles required for communication: NIC offloads allow the NIC to perform common tasks (e.g., segmentation) previously implemented in software; and more efficient network I/O libraries and interfaces, including DPDK and XDP, allow applications to reduce processing in the network stack. We begin with the observation that despite these changes, utilizing 100 Gbps or 400 Gbps links remains challenging. We demonstrate that this is because of inefficiencies in how software communicates with the NIC. While NICs and the software that communicate with them have themselves changed significantly in the last decade, the NIC-to-software interface has remained unchanged for decades.

Most NICs currently provide an interface where all communication between software and the NIC requires sending (and receiving) a sequence of fixed-size buffers, which we call packet buffers in this paper. Packet buffer size is dictated by software, and is usually chosen to be large enough to fit MTU-sized packets, e.g., Linux uses 1536 byte packet buffers (sk_buffs) and DPDK [19] uses 2kB packet buffers (mbufs) by default. We use the term packetized NIC interface to refer to any NIC-to-software interface that uses packet buffers for communication. We observe that two changes in how NICs are used today have led to an impedance mismatch with packetized interfaces.

First, many NIC offloads such as TCP Segmentation Offloading (TSO) [20, 39], Large Receive Offloading (LRO) [14], serialization offloads [44, 71, 86], and transport offloads [3, 14, 27, 77] take inputs (and produce outputs) that can span multiple packets and vary in size. In using these offloads with a packetized interface, software must needlessly split (and recombine) data into multiple packet buffers when communicating with the NIC.

Second, software logic for sending (and receiving) packets uses batches of multiple packets to reduce I/O overheads. In the common case, NICs and software process packets in a batch sequentially. However, packetized interfaces cannot ensure that packets in a batch are in contiguous and sequential memory locations, reducing the effectiveness of several CPU and IO optimizations.

This mismatch between how modern NICs are used and what the packetized interface provides causes three problems that affect application performance:

Packetized abstraction: While imposing fixed-size buffers works reasonably well when software always needs to exchange MTU-sized packets, it becomes clumsy when used with higher-level abstractions such as application-level messages (e.g., RPCs), bytestreams, or even simpler offloads such as LRO. When using this interface, the NIC (or software) must split messages that are larger than the packet buffer into multiple packet buffers. Applications then need to deal

1Osiris [22], published in 1994, describes an interface that is nearly identical to the one adopted by many modern NICs.
with input that is split across multiple packet buffers. Doing so either requires that they first copy data to a separate buffer, or that the application logic itself be designed to deal with packetized data. Indeed, implementing any offload or abstraction that deals with more than a single packet’s worth of data (e.g., transport protocols, such as TCP, that provide a bytestream abstraction) in a NIC that implements the packetized interface requires copying data from packet buffers to a stream. This additional copy can add significant overhead, negating some of the benefits of such offloads [72, 88].

**Poor cache interaction:** Because the packetized interface forces incoming and outgoing data to be scattered across memory, it limits the effectiveness of prefetchers and other CPU optimizations that require predicting the next memory address that software will access—a phenomenon that we refer to as chaotic memory access. As we show in §7, chaotic memory accesses can significantly degrade application performance, particularly those that deal with small requests such as object caches [9, 57] and key-value stores [4, 52].

**Metadata overhead:** Since the packetized interface relies on per-packet metadata, it spends a significant portion of the PCIe bandwidth transferring metadata—as much as 39% of the available bandwidth when using small messages. This causes applications that deal with small requests to be bottlenecked by PCIe, which prevents them from scaling beyond a certain number of cores. The use of per-packet metadata also contributes to an increase in the number of memory accesses required for software to send and receive data, further reducing the cycles available for the application. We observed scalability issues due to PCIe bottleneck in our implementation of Google’s Maglev Load Balancer [23].

In this paper, we propose Ensō, a new interface for NIC-application communication that breaks from the lower-level concept of packets. Instead, Ensō provides a streaming abstraction that the NIC and applications can use to communicate arbitrary-sized chunks of data. Doing so not only frees the NIC and application to use arbitrary data formats that are more suitable for the functionality implemented by each one but also moves away from the performance issues present in the packetized interface. Because Ensō makes no assumption about the data format itself, it can be repurposed depending on the application and the offloads enabled on the NIC. For instance, if the NIC is only responsible for multiplexing/demultiplexing, it can use Ensō to deliver raw packets; if the NIC is also aware of application-level messages, it can use Ensō to deliver entire messages and RPCs to the application; and if the NIC implements a transport protocol, such as TCP, it can use Ensō to communicate with the application using bytestreams.

To provide a streaming abstraction, Ensō replaces ring buffers containing *descriptors*, used by the current NIC interface, with a ring buffer containing *data*. The NIC and the software communicate by appending data to these ring buffers. Ensō treats buffers as *opaque* data, and does not impose any requirements on their content, structure or size, thus allowing them to be used to transfer arbitrary data, whose size can be as large as the ring buffer itself. Ensō also significantly reduces PCIe bandwidth overhead due to metadata, because it is able to aggregate notifications for multiple chunks of data written to the same buffer. Finally, it enables better use of the CPU prefetcher to mask memory latency, thus further improving application performance.

Although the insight behind this design is simple, it is challenging to implement in practice. For example, CPU-NIC synchronization can easily lead to poor cache performance: any approach where the NIC and CPU poll for changes at a particular memory location will lead to frequent cache invalidation. Ensō avoids this obstacle by relying on explicit notifications for CPU-NIC synchronization. Unfortunately, explicit notifications require additional metadata to be sent over the CPU-NIC interconnect, which can negate any benefits for interconnect bandwidth utilization. Ensō mitigates this overhead by sending notifications reactively. We discuss our synchronization strategy in detail, as well as other challenges to the Ensō design in §4.

To understand its performance, we fully implement Ensō using an FPGA-based SmartNIC. We describe our hardware and software implementations in §5 and how Ensō can be used depending on the functionality offered by the NIC in §6. In §7 we present our evaluation of Ensō, including its use in four applications: the Maglev load balancer [23], a network telemetry application based on NitroSketch [54], the MICA key-value store [52], and a log monitor inspired by AWS CloudWatch Logs [6]. We also implemented a software packet generator that we use in most of the experiments. We observe speedups of up to 6x relative to a DPDK implementation for Maglev, and up to 1.47x for MICA with no hardware offloads.

Finally, while Ensō is optimized for applications that process data in order, we show that Ensō also outperforms the existing packetized interface when used by applications that process packets out of order (e.g., virtual switches), despite requiring an additional memory copy (§7.2.2).

Ensō is fully open source, with our hardware and software implementations available at https://enso.cs.cmu.edu/.

## 2 Background and Motivation

The way software (either the kernel or applications using a kernel-bypass API) and the NIC exchange data is defined by the interface that the NIC hardware exposes. Today, most NICs expose a *packetized NIC interface*. This includes NICs from several companies including Amazon [2], Broadcom [12], Intel [39], Marvell [56], and others. Indeed, prior
work [68] found that of the 44 NIC drivers included in DPDK, 40 use this interface. Due to its ubiquity, the packetized NIC interface has dictated the API provided by nearly all high-performance network libraries, including io_uring [15], DPDK [19] and netmap [73]. In this section, we describe the packetized NIC interface and highlight some of the issues that it brings to high-performance applications.

2.1 Packetized NIC Interface

A core design choice in the packetized NIC interface is to place every packet in a dedicated packet buffer. The NIC and the software communicate by exchanging packet descriptors. Descriptors hold metadata, including packet size, what processing the NIC should perform (e.g., update the checksum or segment the packet), a flag bit, and a pointer to a separate packet buffer which holds the actual packet data. Most packet processing software pre-allocate a fixed number of buffers for packets; new packets (either generated by an application or incoming from the network) are assigned to the next available buffer in the pool, which may not reside in memory anywhere near the preceding or following packet. Because software does not know the size of incoming packets beforehand, buffers are often sized so that they can accommodate MTU-sized packets (e.g., 1536B in Linux and 2kB in DPDK).

Figure 1 shows an example of a packetized NIC interface being used to receive four packets from a particular hardware queue on the NIC. The NIC queue is associated with a set of NIC registers that can be used to control a receive (RX) descriptor ring buffer and a transmit (TX) descriptor ring buffer. Before being able to receive packets, the software informs the NIC of the addresses of multiple available buffers in its pool by enqueueing descriptors pointing to each one in the RX descriptor ring buffer. The NIC can then use DMA to write the incoming packet data into the next available packet buffer and enqueue updated descriptors containing metadata such as the packet size. Importantly, the NIC also sets a ‘flag’ bit in the descriptor to signal to the software that packets have arrived for this buffer. Observing a notification bit for the descriptor under the head pointer, the software can then increment the head pointer.

A similar process takes place for transmission: the sending software assembles a set of descriptors for packet buffers that are ready to be transmitted and copies the descriptors—but not the packets themselves—into the TX ring buffer; the flag bit in the descriptor is now used to signal that the NIC has transmitted (rather than received) a packet.

One of the major benefits of dedicating buffers for each packet is that multiplexing/demultiplexing can be done efficiently in software. If the software transmitting packets is the kernel, this might mean associating each descriptor/packet pair with an appropriate socket; if the software in use is a software switch [32, 67] this might mean steering the right packet to an appropriate virtual machine. Either way, the cleverness of the packetized NIC interface in using dedicated packet buffers shines here: rather than copying individual packets in the process of sorting through inbound packets, the switching logic can deliver packet pointers to the appropriate endpoints. These packets can then be processed and freed in arbitrary order.

The usage model for a modern high-performance software stack, however, looks very different. Instead of one software entity (e.g., kernel, software switch) mediating access to the NIC, there may be many threads or processes with direct NIC access (i.e., kernel bypass). High-performance NIC ASICs expose multiple hardware queues (as many as thousands [39]) so that each thread or process can transmit and receive data directly to the NIC without coordination between them. The NIC then takes on all of the responsibilities of demultiplexing, using, e.g., RSS [82], Intel’s Flow Director [39], or (for a very rich switching model) Microsoft’s AccelNet [28]. In this setting, the multiplexing/demultiplexing capabilities of the packetized NIC interface offer no additional value.

2.2 Issues with a Packetized Interface

While many high-performance applications today gain little from a packetized interface, they still need to pay for the overheads accompanying it. Shoehorning data communication between the NIC and applications into fixed-sized chunks leads to inefficient use of CPU caches and PCIe bandwidth for small requests, as well as additional data copies due to fragmentation for applications that rely on large messages or bytestreams.

Figure 2a shows around 6% miss ratio for the L1d and a 55% miss ratio for the L2 cache. This high cache miss ratio is a direct consequence of using per-packet buffers in the packetized NIC interface in using dedicated packet buffers. These issues have on real applications.

Chaotic Memory Access: We experiment with a simple DPDK-based ping/pong program (a description of our testbed is in §7) which receives a packet, increments a byte in the packet payload, and re-transmits it. For this program, we observed maximum throughput of 40 Gbps using a 100 Gb NIC (Intel E810) and a single 3.1 GHz CPU core. When we conduct a top-down analysis [43], we see that the application is backend-bound, primarily due to L1 and L2 cache misses. Figure 2a shows around 6% miss ratio for the L1d and a 55% miss ratio for the L2 cache. This high cache miss ratio is a direct consequence of using per-packet buffers in the packetized NIC interface. First, because packet buffers themselves are scattered in memory, reads and writes to packet data evade

Figure 1: Data structures used to receive packets in a packetized NIC interface. Each packet is placed in a separate buffer that can be arranged arbitrarily in memory.
any potential benefit from shared cache lines or prefetching.\textsuperscript{3} Applications like key-value stores \cite{4,52} or packet processors \cite{18} exhibit very high spatio-temporal locality in their data access: they are designed to run to completion (i.e., they continue working on a packet or batch until the work for that item is completed, leading to repeated accesses to the same data), and they operate over incoming packets or batches in the order in which they arrive (i.e., the current item being processed serves as an excellent predictor of the next one). However, this structure is not realized in the memory layout of packetized buffers, and hence to any cache optimizations, reads and writes appear unpredictable. Second, because every packet is paired with a descriptor, the total amount of memory required to store all of the data required for I/O increases, exacerbating last-level cache contention simply because more data needs to be accessed. Indeed, prior work \cite{55,81} has repeatedly demonstrated that the size of the working set dedicated to DDIO \cite{35}, negating the benefits of this hardware optimization to bring I/O data directly into the cache. As we discuss in detail in §7.2.3, using a different NIC interface that facilitates sequential memory accesses can drop the miss ratio from 6% to 0.2% for the L1d cache, and from 55% to 9% for the L2 cache.

**Metadata Bandwidth Overhead:** We observe that the packetized NIC interface requires the CPU and the NIC to exchange both descriptors and packet buffers. This leads to the second problem with the packetized interface: up to 39% of the CPU to NIC interconnect bandwidth is spent transferring descriptors (Figure 2b). While NIC-CPU interconnect line rates are typically higher than network line rates, the gap between them is relatively narrow. This is particularly problematic for small transfers as the PCIe theoretical limit drops to only 85 Gbps with 64-byte transfers \cite{62}. We also expect this gap to remain small in the future as a state-of-the-art next generation server with a 400 Gbps Ethernet connection and 512 Gbps of PCIe 5.0 bandwidth would still bottleneck with 39% of bandwidth wasted on metadata. This observation complements recent studies that also point to the PCIe as a source of congestion for transport protocols \cite{1].

\textsuperscript{3}We note here that the aforementioned performance penalty arises in spite of the fact that DPDK performs mbuf-level software prefetching.

**In summary:** By pairing every packet with a separate descriptor, the packetized NIC interface was well designed for a previous generation of high-throughput networked applications which needed to implement multiplexing in software. However, for today’s high-performance applications, it introduces unnecessary performance overheads.

### 3 Ensō Overview

Ensō is a new streaming interface for NIC-application communication. Ensō’s design has three primary goals: (1) flexibility, allowing it to be used for different classes of offloads operating at different network layers and with different data sizes; (2) low software overhead, reducing the number of cycles that applications need to spend on communication; and (3) hardware simplicity, enabling practical implementations on commodity NICs.

Ensō is designed around the Ensō Pipe, a new buffer abstraction that allows applications and the NIC to exchange arbitrary chunks of data as if reading and writing to an unbounded memory buffer. Different from the ring buffers employed by the packetized interface (which hold descriptors to scattered packet buffers), an Ensō Pipe is implemented as a data ring buffer that contains the actual packet data.

**High-level operation:** In Figure 3 we show how an application, with two Ensō Pipes, receives messages. Initially, the Ensō Pipes are empty, and the Head\textsubscript{SW} and Tail\textsubscript{NIC} point to the same location in the buffer (1). When the NIC receives messages, it uses DMA to enqueue them in contiguous memory owned by the Ensō Pipes (2). In the figure, the NIC enqueues two messages in Ensō Pipe A’s memory, and three in Ensō Pipe B’s memory. The NIC informs the software about this by also enqueuing two notifications (one for each Ensō Pipe) in the notification buffer. The software uses these notifications to advance Tail\textsubscript{NIC} and process the messages. Once the messages have been processed, the software writes to a Memory-Mapped I/O (MMIO) register (advancing Head\textsubscript{SW}) to notify the NIC—allowing the memory to be reused by later messages (3). Sending messages is symmetric, except for the last step: the NIC notifies the software that messages have been transmitted by overwriting the notification that the CPU used to inform the NIC that a message was available to be transmitted.

---

**Figure 2:** PCIe bandwidth and cache misses for an application forwarding small packets with a packetized NIC interface (E810).

**Figure 3:** Steps to receive batches of messages in two Ensō Pipes.
**Ensō Pipe’s flexibility:** Although Figure 3 shows the steps to send messages, because Ensō Pipes are opaque, they can be used to transmit arbitrary chunks of data. These can be raw packets, messages composed of multiple MTU-sized packets, or even an unbounded bytestream. The format of the data is dictated by the application and the offloads running on the NIC. Moreover, Ensō Pipes’ opaqueness means that they can be mapped to any pinned memory within the application’s memory space. Thus, by mapping both the RX and TX Ensō Pipes to the same region, network functions and other forwarding applications can avoid copying packets. In our evaluation (§7) we use this approach when implementing Maglev and a Network Telemetry application.

**Performance advantages of an Ensō Pipe:** The fact that data can be placed back-to-back inside an Ensō Pipe addresses both of the performance challenges we listed previously: First, Ensō Pipes allow applications to read and write I/O data sequentially, thus avoiding chaotic memory accesses. Second, as shown in Figure 3, inlining data in an Ensō Pipe removes the need for per-packet descriptors, thus reducing the amount of metadata exchanged over the PCIe bus, and reducing cycles spent managing (i.e., allocating and freeing) packet buffers.

**Challenges:** Although implementing a ring buffer for data transfer is, on its own, a simple idea, coordinating the notifications between the CPU and the NIC to update head and tail pointers turns out to be challenging.

**Efficient coordination:** The packetized interface coordinates incoming and outgoing packets by ‘piggybacking’ notifications in the descriptor queue itself. Each descriptor includes a ‘flag bit’ that can be used to signal when the descriptor is valid. Software polls the next descriptor’s flag bit to check if a new packet arrived. We cannot use the same strategy for Ensō Pipes as they do not assume a format for the data in the buffer, and hence cannot embed control signals in it.

In §4.1, we discuss how naïve approaches to notification can stress worst-case performance of MMIO and DMA. In particular, concurrent accesses to the same memory address can create cache contention between the CPU and the NIC. Ensō uses dedicated notification buffers to synchronize updates to head and tail pointers; when combined with batching and multiquence processing, the notification buffer approach reduces the threat of cache contention.

**Notification pacing:** Ensō Pipes are designed so that notifications for multiple packets can be combined, reducing the amount of metadata transferred between the CPU and the NIC. However, it is still important to decide when to send notifications: when sent too frequently they waste PCIe bandwidth and add software overheads, but if sent too infrequently the core might be idle waiting for notification, thus reducing throughput. Ensō includes two mechanisms, reactive notifications and notification prefetching (§4.2), that control when notifications are sent. These mechanisms are naturally adaptive, i.e., they minimize the number of notifications sent without limiting throughput, and can be implemented without adding hardware complexity.

**Low hardware complexity and state:** Because the design of Ensō involves both hardware and software, we must be careful to not pay for software simplicity with hardware complexity. Ensō favors coordination mechanisms that require little NIC state. We aim for a design that is simple and easily parallelized. We present Ensō’s hardware design in §5.

**Target applications:** Ensō implements a streaming interface that is optimized for cases where software processes received data in order. Our evaluation (§7) shows that this covers a wide range of network-intensive applications.

One might expect that the resulting design is ill-suited for applications that need to multiplex and demultiplex packets (e.g., virtual switches like Open vSwitch [67] and BESS [32]), as such applications require additional copies with Ensō.4 However, perhaps surprisingly, Ensō outperforms the packetized interface even when it requires such additional copies. As we show in §7.2.2, when comparing the performance of an application that uses Ensō and copies each packet, to a similar DPDK-based application that does not copy packets, using a CAIDA trace [13] (average packet size of 462 B), we find that Ensō’s throughput is still 28% higher than DPDK’s (92.6 Gbps vs. 72.6 Gbps). We discuss how Ensō can be used depending on the applications and the functionality offered by the NIC in §6.

## 4 Efficient Notifications

The key challenges in Ensō arise from efficiently coordinating Ensō Pipes between the CPU and the NIC. In this section, we describe how Ensō efficiently coordinates pipes using notifications (§4.1) and how it pacés such notifications (§4.2).

### 4.1 Efficient Ensō Pipe Coordination

Recall from Figure 3 that the software and the NIC coordinate access to RX Ensō Pipes using Head\textsubscript{SW} and Tail\textsubscript{NIC} and to TX Ensō Pipes using Head\textsubscript{NIC} and Tail\textsubscript{SW}. How should software and the NIC communicate pointer updates?

In the descriptor ring buffers employed by the packetized NIC interface, software communicates pointer updates to the NIC using MMIO writes, and the NIC communicates pointer updates via inline signaling in the descriptor buffer itself [25, 39], avoiding the overheads of MMIO reads. Because the descriptor’s format is defined by the NIC, the NIC

---

4Note that this overhead only affects applications that multiplex/demultiplex packets, and does not apply to software, e.g., TCP stacks, that processes packet data but might need to reorder packets. This is because reordering packet data (rather than whole packets) requires a memory copy when using either interface.
4.1.1 Notification Buffer

Ensō uses a notification buffer to communicate pointer updates. Although the structure of the notification buffer on its own does not solve the cache contention challenge, when combined with batched notifications and when it is used to aggregate notification updates to/from multiple Ensō Pipes, this approach prevents the CPU from busy waiting on the shared cache line and hence avoids contention-induced slowdowns.

Figure 4 shows an RX Ensō Pipe with its corresponding notification buffer. It shows how a single notification indicates the presence of multiple sequential chunks of data at the same time; we discuss how notifications are ‘batched’ or coalesced in §4.2. Notifications contain the latest TailNIC for a given RX Ensō Pipe as well as a flag signal that software can use to check if the next notification is ready to be consumed. As is done typically with descriptor ring buffers, software advances the NotificationHeadSW using an MMIO write after consuming a notification. Like an RX Ensō Pipe, a TX Ensō Pipe also uses a separate notification buffer to synchronize pointer updates. But software enqueues new notifications when it wants to transmit a chunk of data and the NIC overwrites the transmission notification with a completion notification once it is done transmitting the corresponding batch. Completions flip a flag signal, so that software can check if the following cache line corresponds to a completion or a pending TX notification.

4.1.2 Multiplexing and Scaling

**Within a single thread:** To let a single thread efficiently access multiple Ensō Pipes, we associate multiple Ensō Pipes with the same notification buffer. To accomplish this, notifications include an Ensō Pipe ID alongside the TailNIC and the flag signal that we discussed before. As a result, software can probe a single notification buffer to retrieve updates from multiple Ensō Pipes. This avoids the known scalability issues from needing to poll multiple queues [59,76].

**Among multiple threads:** To let multiple threads send and receive data independently, Ensō supports multiple notification buffers. Each thread can use a dedicated notification buffer, avoiding costly synchronization primitives. When setting up a new Ensō Pipe, software tells the NIC which notification buffer is associated with it. Therefore, the NIC knows to which notification buffer to send a notification.

**Among multiple applications:** In addition to using independent notification buffers, Ensō ensures that applications only have access to their own subset of Ensō Pipes and notification buffers. Each queue’s MMIO pointer register pair is kept in its own dedicated page-aligned block of memory [22]. This lets the kernel map the pointer registers at a per-queue granularity to the address space of the application that requested it.

4.1.3 Notifications: Contention and Overhead

Allowing multiple Ensō Pipes to share the same notification queue (§4.1.2), and having notifications arrive only for larger batches of data (§4.2) naturally prevents contention by keeping the NIC ‘ahead’ of the CPU in updating the notification buffer, and also reduces the PCIe overhead of communicating these notifications. As the CPU reads in data for one Ensō Pipe, the NIC is writing new entries for subsequent Ensō Pipes. Because the CPU is processing larger batches of data, it is busier for longer before it needs to check the notification buffer. Hence, as line rates go up, the two are unlikely to be accessing the same cache line simultaneously.

4.2 Pacing Notifications

As mentioned above, Ensō batches notifications aiming to reduce metadata bandwidth consumption and to keep CPUs busy processing data, rather than waiting for notifications. Using the wrong batch size, however, is problematic: a system that uses batch sizes that are too small would unnecessarily transmit extra metadata, and a system that uses batch
We also potentially send notifications whenever software can reset the status back to '0' without sending a new notification.

Figure 5: Reactive notification mechanism for an Ensō Pipe. It only sends notifications when new data arrives and status = 0, or if software updates HeadSW and it is different from TailNIC.

sizes that are too large might unnecessarily inflate latency. Ideally, the NIC could keep track of how frequently software is consuming notifications and try to send a notification right before software needs the next one, with all the data that have arrived since the last software read. Ensō approximates this ideal approach but without the impossibility of perfectly predicting when the next read is coming.

Instead of trying to predict when to send the next notification, Ensō lets software dictate the pace of notifications by sending notifications reactively. It leverages the fact that the NIC is already aware of when the software is consuming data, as the NIC is notified whenever software updates HeadSW through MMIO writes. Therefore, the NIC can send notifications in response to these updates. Specifically, we allow the actual NIC tail pointer (TailNIC) to diverge temporarily from what is observed from software via the notification buffer. Ensō suppresses updates to TailNIC until the NIC sees an update to HeadSW. Our implementation uses a single status bit for every Ensō Pipe, initialized to '0', which indicates if the buffer has data.

Operation: Figure 5 summarizes the reactive notification mechanism. Whenever data arrive at an RX Ensō Pipe (onPktArrival), we check the status bit, only sending a notification if status = 0 (indicating that the buffer is empty). We also potentially send notifications whenever software updates HeadSW (onRxUpdate). If the new HeadSW is the same as TailNIC, it means that the buffer is now empty and we can reset the status back to '0' without sending a new notification. Otherwise, it indicates that software is unaware of some of the latest data in the buffer, which triggers a new notification.

Discussion: Reactive notifications cause the notification rate to naturally adapt to the rate at which software is consuming data, as well as how fast incoming data is arriving. When software is slow to consume data from a particular Ensō Pipe, bytes accumulate and the NIC sends fewer notifications for that Ensō Pipe. When software is fast to consume data, it advances the HeadSW pointer more often, causing the NIC to send frequent notifications.

Reactive notifications ensure that every piece of data is notified, but as we will see in §7.2.5, they can impose a small latency overhead. This overhead occurs if packet arrivals are known to the NIC but have not yet been communicated in the notification buffer. In this case, when HeadSW reaches TailNIC, software has to wait for a PCIe RTT before it is notified of the waiting packets. While an extra PCIe RTT is unlikely to be an issue for Internet-facing applications, it might be an issue for some latency-sensitive applications [7].

Notification prefetching: To improve latency for latency-sensitive applications, Ensō also implements a notification prefetching mechanism. Notification prefetching allows software to explicitly request a new notification to the NIC. Applications can use notification prefetching either explicitly, by calling a function to prefetch notifications for a given Ensō Pipe, or transparently, by compiling the Ensō library in low-latency mode. When compiled in low-latency mode, the library always prefetches notifications for the next Ensō Pipe before returning data for the current one. We evaluate the impact of using notification prefetching in §7.2.5.

5 Ensō Implementation

Our Ensō implementation consists of three pieces: a userspace library, a kernel module, and a NIC hardware implementation. We implement the library and kernel module on Linux in about 9k lines of C and C++17. Our hardware implementation uses about 10k lines of SystemVerilog, excluding tests and auto-generated IPs. Our hardware implementation targets an FPGA SmartNIC but the same design could also be implemented in an ASIC.

5.1 Software Implementation

Applications use a library call to request notification buffers and Ensō Pipes. Typically, applications will request a notification buffer for each thread but may use multiple Ensō Pipes per thread, depending on their needs. The library sends requests for new Ensō Pipes and notification buffers to the kernel, which checks permissions, allocates them on the NIC, and then maps them into application space. Ensō Pipes are typically allocated in pairs of RX and TX Ensō Pipes but may also be allocated as unified RX/TX Ensō Pipes. Unified RX/TX Ensō Pipes map the RX and TX buffer to the same memory region, which is useful for applications that modify data in place and send them back, e.g., network functions. In contrast, separate Ensō Pipes map the RX and TX buffers to the different memory regions and are useful for typical request-response applications.

To ensure a consistent abstraction of unbounded Ensō Pipes we must also deal with corner cases that arise when data wrap around the buffer limit. To prevent breaking received data that wrap around, we map the same Ensō Pipe’s physical address twice in the application’s virtual memory address space. This means that, to the application, the buffer appears to be twice its actual size, with the second half always mirroring the first one. The application can then consume up to the full size of the buffer of data at once, regardless of where in the buffer the current HeadSW is. To transmit data that wrap around the buffer limit, the library checks if

```c
func onPktArrival()
if status = 0 then
    notify(TailNIC)
else
    status ← 1

func onRxUpdate(HeadSW)
if HeadSW = TailNIC then
    notify(HeadSW)
else
    status ← 0
```

```c
if status = 0 then
    notify(TailNIC)
else
    status ← 1
```

```c
if HeadSW = TailNIC then
    notify(TailNIC)
else
    status ← 0
```
the transfer goes around the Ensō Pipe boundary and automatically partitions it into several transfers, each of which is smaller than the overall buffer size.

5.2 Hardware Implementation

We now describe key RX and TX hardware modules.

5.2.1 RX Datapath

Figure 6 illustrates the RX datapath. It receives as input data and metadata, which includes the Ensō Pipe ID and the size of the corresponding data that is being enqueued. Metadata is handled separately from the data, which allows for smaller queues between modules. The RX datapath is composed of the following modules:

**RX Ensō Pipe Managers:** The Ensō Pipe managers are responsible for keeping Ensō Pipe state such as the buffer’s physical address, Head$_{SW}$, Tail$_{NIC}$, notification buffer ID, and notification status bit. When metadata arrive for Ensō Pipe $i$, the manager checks for sufficient space in $i$ and advances $i$’s Tail$_{NIC}$. The manager also determines whether to trigger a notification according to the reactive notification strategy (§4.2). To trigger a notification, the manager includes the notification buffer ID and sets a bit in the metadata that is sent to the Notification Buffer Manager.

We use multiple Ensō Pipe Managers for two reasons. First, it enables flow-level parallelism. Each manager requires two cycles to process each metadata, achieving a request rate of 125 Mpps at a 250 MHz clock. To achieve 100 Gbps line rate (148.8 Mpps) we thus need at least two managers. Second, multiple managers enable scaling to high Ensō Pipe counts. We split the state for different Ensō Pipes among different managers, allowing the logic to be closer to the memory that it needs to access. We configure the number of Ensō Pipe Managers at synthesis time with a default of 16, which allows the design to meet timing for up to 16k Ensō Pipes.

**RX Notification Buffer Manager:** This module issues notifications when needed. It spends one cycle for every request and an extra cycle for those that require a notification. If we can suppress notifications for at least 20% of requests, we only need a single notification manager at a 250 MHz clock. A single notification manager is also sufficient since we use fewer notification buffers than Ensō Pipes, e.g., one notification buffer per CPU core. Our implementation defaults to 128 notification buffers but also meets timing with 1024.

5.2.2 TX Datapath and Configuration Path

The TX datapath (Figure 7) is composed of:

**TX Notification Buffer Manager:** This module keeps state for all TX notification buffers. When software enqueues a new TX notification and advances NotificationTail$_{SW}$ using an MMIO write, the manager requests a DMA read to fetch the notification from memory. The read request is sent to the DMA Engine, which enqueues the DMA read response to the Notification FIFO. The manager can then consume the notifications, allowing it to request DMA reads for the actual data inside an Ensō Pipe. It also sends information about each data request to the Completion Monitor module.

**Completion Monitor:** When the data requested by the TX Notification Buffer Manager arrives, the DMA Engine enqueues them to the Data FIFO. The Completion Monitor consumes the data and keeps track of the number of bytes pending in each request using information that it received from the TX Notification Buffer Manager. When the request completes, the Completion Monitor sends a TX completion notification to the DMA Engine that writes it to host memory. It can then output the data and the metadata, containing the Ensō Pipe ID and size, to downstream modules on the NIC.

**Configurator:** Configuration notifications are enqueued to the Configuration FIFO instead of the Notification FIFO. These are consumed by the Configurator, which directs the configuration to the appropriate module on the NIC. For instance, when the kernel sets a new Ensō Pipe, it inserts an entry in the NIC Flow Table to direct a set of packets to it.

6 Using Ensō

Ensō provides a zero-copy streaming abstraction that the NIC and applications can use to exchange data. Thus far, we have shown how this abstraction can be efficiently implemented. We now discuss how Ensō should be used.

How one uses Ensō depends on how features are split between hardware and software. We consider three settings:

1. Traditional NICs which implement simple offloads, such as checksum and RSS [82], and rely on software implementation for the rest. These can use Ensō Pipes to deliver raw...
packets to/from a network stack implemented in software. (2) NICs that implement transport offloads [10, 14, 77, 78] in hardware. These can deliver application-level messages or reassembled bytestreams through the Ensō Pipes. And finally, (3) NICs that implement application logic [41, 49], which can use Ensō Pipes to exchange application data. We elaborate on each of these settings below.

**Traditional NICs**: For traditional NICs that perform simple offloads such as checksum and segmentation, using Ensō is not significantly different than using a packetized interface. In both cases, the network stack is implemented in software and only needs to be changed to use Ensō Pipes. Ensō is designed to support several Ensō Pipes, and for most applications this change does not induce any additional software overheads. Furthermore, high-performance packet processing applications that process packets in order, as is the case for most network functions [68] and applications that use UDP, can consume and transmit raw packets through an Ensō Pipe without copies.

However, applications such as virtual switches [32, 67], that multiplex and demultiplex packets (but do not perform reassembly or other functions that require re-ordering packets, where both interfaces require copies), need to perform an additional copy when forwarding packets to their destination. As we show in §7.2.2, Ensō’s performance advantages can outweigh the cost of copies even for such applications.

**NICs with transport offload**: NICs that implement message-based transports (e.g., SCTP, Homa [60]) or streaming-based transports (e.g., TCP) may also choose to use Ensō Pipes to deliver messages or reassembled bytestreams directly to the application without copies.

**NICs with application logic**: NICs that implement application-layer protocols or include part of the application logic may use Ensō Pipes to exchange application-level messages with applications. For instance, a NIC that is aware of both TCP and HTTP may deliver incoming HTTP requests back to back to a web server, effectively converting the application to a run-to-completion model.

7 Evaluation

We now evaluate our design decisions using microbenchmarks, and then use four real-world applications to show how Ensō improves end-to-end performance.

7.1 Setup and Methodology

**Device Under Test (DUT)**: We synthesize and run the Ensō NIC on an Intel Stratix 10 MX FPGA NIC [42] with 100 Gb Ethernet and a PCIe 3.0 x16 interface. Most of the NIC design runs at 250 MHz. Our baseline uses an Intel E810 NIC [40] with 100 Gb Ethernet and a PCIe 4.0 x16 interface, and uses DPDK to minimize software overheads. All our experiments are run on a server with an Intel Core i9-9960X CPU [38] with 16 cores running at 3.1 GHz base frequency, 22 MB of LLC, and PCIe 3.0. We disable dynamic frequency scaling, hyper-threading, power management features (C-states and P-states), and isolate CPU cores from the scheduler.

**Packet generator**: The packet generator machine is equipped with an Intel Core i7-7820X CPU [37] with 8 cores running at 3.6 GHz base frequency, 11 MB of LLC, and PCIe 3.0. It includes another Stratix 10 MX FPGA connected back to back to the E810 and the FPGA on the DUT machine.

We found that existing high-performance packet generators such as DPDK Pktgen [85] and Moongen [24] are unable to keep up with Ensō’s packet rate because their performance is limited by the packetized NIC interface. We thus implement EnsōGen, a packet generator based on Ensō. EnsōGen generates packets from a pcap file, and can send and receive arbitrary-sized packets at 100 Gbps line rate using a single CPU core. We describe EnsōGen in more detail in Appendix B. We use EnsōGen in all experiments except for MICA, where we send requests from a MICA client (§7.3.3).

**Methodology**: We measure zero-loss throughput as defined in RFC 2544 [11, 61] with a precision of 0.1 Gbps. We report median throughput and error bars for one standard deviation from ten repetitions. We measure latency by implementing hardware timestamping on the FPGA, which achieves 5 ns precision for packet RTTs. EnsōGen keeps a histogram with the RTT of every received packet, which we use to compute median and 99th percentile latencies. PCIe bandwidth measurements use PCM [17] and we obtain other CPU counters using perf [65]. To evaluate MICA, we use the same methodology as the original paper [52] for consistency.

7.2 Microbenchmarks

We start by using microbenchmarks to evaluate Ensō’s performance and the design decisions we made.

7.2.1 Packet Rate

We start by measuring how fast Ensō can process packets. We compare the performance of an Ensō-based echo server to that of a DPDK-based echo server. On receiving a packet,
both versions increment a value in each packet’s payload and then send the packet back out through the same interface. We increment the payload value to ensure that all packets are brought into the processing core’s L1d cache. For the Ensō echo server, we use an RX/TX Ensō Pipe, which lets it echo packets without copies.

Figure 8 compares the packet rate for Ensō and DPDK for different numbers of cores. Even with a single core, Ensō is bottlenecked by Ethernet, achieving 148.8 Mpps. In contrast, the E810 with DPDK achieves 59 Mpps with a single core and does not scale beyond two cores, where it peaks at 88 Mpps. Beyond two cores, the experiments with the E810 are bottlenecked by PCIe bandwidth, which is insufficient for transferring packet data and descriptor metadata (§7.2.4). As a result, the number of packets dropped by the E810 NIC increases as we increase the number of cores, and the zero-loss throughput decreases beyond two cores.

### 7.2.2 Packet Forwarding with Copies

As we discussed in §3, Ensō’s streaming interface targets applications that process received data in order. With Ensō, applications that multiplex and demultiplex data, such as virtual switches [32, 67], need to copy packets to forward them to their destination. However, as we will see next, Ensō outperforms the E810 even in this scenario.

To quantify the overhead of multiplexing and demultiplexing data, we implement a simple packet forwarding application that swaps MAC addresses and copies incoming packets to a different TX Ensō Pipe. We compare this application against an equivalent zero-copy DPDK implementation. Figure 9 shows the throughput when forwarding packets of different sizes using a single CPU core. Packet copies add overhead to Ensō, which can no longer forward 64-byte packets at 100 Gbps (148.8 Mpps). However, Ensō’s throughput with 64-byte packets (91.7 Gbps) is still more than 2x that achieved by the E810 with DPDK without copies (39.6 Gbps). For other packet sizes, Ensō achieves line rate. We also evaluate the throughput for the same application when sending packets from a CAIDA trace [13]. For this trace Ensō’s throughput is 92.6 Gbps, compared to 72.6 Gbps for the E810 with DPDK without copies.

This result came as a surprise to us as our goal with Ensō was never to target multiplexing/demultiplexing in software.

It also puts into question the usefulness of a packetized interface, as its overheads can be greater than those imposed by packet copies.

Next, we use more detailed microbenchmarks that help explain where Ensō’s performance improvement comes from.

### 7.2.3 Effect of Chaotic Memory Accesses on Cache

We now show that placing messages sequentially in an Ensō Pipe is important for Ensō’s performance. As we discussed previously, not using sequential buffers results in chaotic memory accesses, which reduces the effectiveness of hardware prefetchers (e.g., streaming prefetcher [36]). To evaluate this claim, we built a modified version of Ensō, which we call Chaotic Ensō, that changes the gaps in memory between subsequent messages. We compute the gap deterministically based on the message’s current position in an Ensō Pipe, ensuring that we add no additional software overhead when using Chaotic Ensō.

We benchmarked Ensō, Chaotic Ensō, and the E810 NIC using a program that receives and increments packets (but does not send them back). We measured zero-loss throughput and cache miss rates at this throughput.

We show the results in Table 1. Observe that Chaotic Ensō achieves a lower throughput of 56.5 Mpps than even the E810. The number of cache misses reveals why: despite processing fewer packets per second (and hence having fewer cache accesses), Chaotic Ensō has an order-of-magnitude (557 million vs. 22.7 million) more L1d cache misses than Ensō. This, in turn, leads to an order of magnitude (558 million vs. 22.8 million) more accesses to L2 cache, thus increasing packet processing overheads. We also observe that the E810 has more cache accesses than either Ensō or chaotic Ensō, this is because it uses a descriptor per packet and thus requires the application to read more data. Finally, we observed that LLC misses were rare in all three configurations.

### 7.2.4 PCIe Bandwidth

Next, we evaluate the importance of reducing packet metadata by eliminating descriptors. We do so by measuring PCIe bandwidth when using the echo server described in §7.2.1 with 64-byte packets. In what follows, PCIe writes refer to DMA transfers from NIC to host memory, while PCIe reads refer to DMA transfers from the host memory to the NIC.

Unlike other microbenchmarks, we do not limit ourselves to zero-loss throughput for this experiment, and instead send
We use this to calculate the fraction of PCIe bandwidth used for metadata, causing the lines represent the goodput, i.e., the amount of PCIe bandwidth used to transmit packet data. Ensō uses little PCIe bandwidth for metadata, causing it to achieve a higher goodput while consuming less overall PCIe bandwidth. However, due to the low bandwidth utilization, the impact reactive notifications have on throughput and latency, by comparing Ensō’s performance (reactive) to that of a variant of Ensō (per-packet) that sends a notification for each packet. We again reuse the echo server from previous microbenchmarks for this.

Figure 11 shows the RTT (50th and 99th percentiles) as we increase load for both cases. While reactive notifications can sustain up to 100 Gbps of offered load, a design using per-packet notifications can only sustain 50 Gbps. However, reactive notifications also add latency with increased load.

We use notification prefetching to minimize latency under high loads.6 When using notification prefetching, the software explicitly sends the NIC a request for notifications pertaining to the next Ensō Pipe, while consuming data from the current Ensō Pipe. This effectively doubles the number of notifications that the NIC sends to software at a high rate but ensures that the software does not need to wait for a PCIe RTT before processing the next Ensō Pipe.

Figure 12 shows the RTT with an increasing load for Ensō with and without notification prefetching and for an E810 NIC with DPDK. We observe that notification prefetching significantly reduces Ensō’s latency, and allows us to achieve latency comparable to the E810, while still sustaining 100 Gbps.

7.2.6 Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we use microbenchmarks to evaluate Ensō’s sensitivity to different configuration parameters:

**Impact of the number of Ensō Pipes:** We measure the impact of increasing the number of Ensō Pipes by varying the number of active Ensō Pipes, and using a workload where each incoming packet goes to a different Ensō Pipe. We partition Ensō Pipes evenly across all cores. Our results in Figure 13 show that (a) we need at least two Ensō Pipes to

---

5The maximum goodput achievable with 64-byte packets and 100 Gb Ethernet is 76.19 Gbps, since Ethernet adds 20 bytes of overhead per packet.

6By default Ensō does not prefetch notifications. Latency-sensitive applications may enable notification prefetching at compile time.
We implemented Google’s Maglev load balancer [23] as follows. We replicate the consistent-hashing algorithm proposed in the Maglev paper, caching recent flows in a flow table, as also suggested in the paper. The load balancer ultimately determines a backend server for every incoming packet, rewriting the packet’s destination IP to that of the chosen backend server. To steer packets among different cores, we use a hash of the 5-tuple (RSS) in both systems. We evaluate our implementation using two extreme types of workloads: one with only 16 flows, which means that packets always hit the flow cache; and another with a SYN flood, which means that packets always miss the flow cache. In both cases, we use small 64-byte packets as Maglev is motivated by the need to load balance small requests [23, §3.2]. For Ensō, we use unified RX/TX Ensō Pipes to avoid copying the packet when forwarding it back.

Figure 15 shows the packet rate with both the E810 NIC using DPDK and Ensō as we scale the number of cores. With a single core and the cached workload, Ensō achieves a packet rate of 138 Mpps, approximately 6× the 23 Mpps achieved by the E810. With the SYN flood workload, Ensō achieves 79 Mpps, approximately 5× the 16 Mpps achieved by the E810. With four cores, Ensō becomes bottlenecked by Ethernet for both workloads; and with eight cores, the DPDK implementation becomes bottlenecked by PCIe (§7.2.4).

7 We note that DPDK’s packet rate of 16 Mpps with a single core is in fact a good packet rate for DPDK. For instance, NetBricks’ Maglev implementation achieves 9.2 Mpps with a single core [64]. We attribute the improvement in our DPDK numbers to NetBricks’ unoptimized implementation and our use of a newer CPU with better single-thread performance.

### 7.3.2 Network Telemetry

Sketching algorithms are popular primitives for many network telemetry tasks (e.g., heavy-hitter detection, flow count estimation) because of their small memory footprint and theoretical accuracy guarantees. NitroSketch [54] is a sketching framework that enables software sketches to achieve high performance on commodity servers without sacrificing accuracy. To evaluate this class of applications, we implemented a Count-Min Sketch (CMS) using the NitroSketch framework and Ensō. As in Maglev, we use unified RX/TX Ensō Pipes.

We benchmarked our implementation using two workloads: 64B packets (emulating the stress-test performed in [54]), and a busy period sampled from the 2016 CAIDA Equinix 10G dataset [13], with an average packet size of 462B.
With a single core, Ensō achieves 7.65 Mops, a 31% improvement over the E810 (78.3 Gbps); the application remains compute-bound in this setting, but Ensō shrinks the fraction of time spent performing network I/O, which improves performance.

### 7.3.3 MICA Key-Value Store

MICA [52] is a state-of-the-art key-value (KV) store which is also a popular benchmark in the literature [34,46,47,51,69,79]. Different from Maglev and the Network Telemetry application, that operate on raw packets and forward them back with modifications, MICA represents a typical message-based application whose responses must be constructed separately from the incoming request. Also different from these applications, latency is typically more critical for key-value stores [7]. MICA also entails significantly more work per packet (in terms of both compute and memory accesses) and is, therefore, less likely to become network-bound.

For the following experiments, we set the size for both keys and values to 8B (corresponding to the ‘tiny’ configuration in [52]). We report results for operations skewed 50% towards GET requests and with a uniform distribution of key popularity, but these generalize to other configurations as well. We use the same throughput metric as described in [52] (tolerating <1% loss at the NIC), and the same methodology for measuring end-to-end latency (the client tags each request with an 8B timestamp, then computes latency based on the arrival time of the corresponding response).

Figure 16 shows the steady-state throughput in millions of operations per second (Mops) achieved by MICA for both E810 with DPDK and Ensō for different numbers of cores. With a single core, Ensō achieves 7.65 Mops, a 31% improvement over the E810. While this might seem modest at first (compared to the 6× speedup on Maglev), note that MICA is significantly more compute- and memory-intensive than Maglev. Thus, while DPDK adds considerable CPU overhead, it corresponds to a smaller fraction of the overall compute time.

With 2 and 4 cores, we see throughput speedups of 33% and 23%, respectively. At 8 cores, the bottleneck moves to a different part of the system (i.e., memory). We report numbers for the ‘tiny’ configuration since it represents a significant fraction of requests found in real workloads [4,57], while also being the most challenging workload for MICA. We also tested other configurations with larger keys and values, obtaining up to 29% improvement for the ‘small’ workload (16B keys and 64B values) and up to 12% for the ‘large’ workload (128B keys and 1024B values).

We also evaluate latency, plotting the average request latency as a function of the offered load when using a server with a single core (Figure 17) or four cores (Figure 18). For both configurations, we find that Ensō outperforms the E810 in terms of both throughput and latency. With a single core, Ensō reduces latency by up to 8 µs (43% reduction) before the queues start to build up and, with four cores, Ensō reduces latency by up to 6 µs (36% reduction).

### 7.3.4 Log Monitor

To understand Ensō’s effect on streaming applications, we implemented a log monitor. The log monitor is inspired by AWS CloudWatch Logs [6], which lets users centralize logs from different hosts and craft queries to look for specific patterns and raise alarms. Like, AWS CloudWatch Logs Insights [5], the log monitor also supports Hyperscan [84] to search for multiple regular expressions. We use Hyperscan in streaming mode for both Ensō and DPDK implementations.

To feed the system, we use MTU-sized packets, carrying system logs extracted from long-running Linux hosts. We also configured the log monitor to look for regular expressions extracted from Fail2ban [45]. We run experiments targeting each of the ten most popular applications supported by Fail2ban according to the Debian package statistics [16].

Figure 19 shows the throughput we achieve when targeting each of the ten applications. Performance is dictated primarily by the number and complexity of the regular expressions that are required by each target. Ensō’s throughput is higher across all targets but the gap is more noticeable for those with simpler or fewer regular expressions, with almost double the throughput when targeting postfix, selinux, or sieve. The reasons for Ensō’s improvement in performance are twofold: First, Hyperscan performs better when...
larger chunks of data are handed to it at once. With Ensō, we can invoke Hyperscan with large chunks of contiguous logs delivered from the NIC but with DPDK we need to invoke Hyperscan for every DPDK mbuf. Second, as demonstrated in §7.2.3, Ensō’s memory access patterns are sequential, making better use of the CPU prefetcher.

8 Related Work

Direct application access: While giving applications direct access to the NIC has been a common theme of research for more than three decades [8, 22, 26, 33, 50, 66, 73, 75, 80, 87, 88], most work accepts the NIC interface as a given and instead look at how to optimize the NIC interface exposed to applications. A notable exception is Application Device Channels [22], which gives control of the NIC to the kernel while giving applications independent access to different queues. We take inspiration from it in the way that we allow multiple applications to share the same NIC.

Alternative NIC interfaces: There are also proposals that try to address some of the performance and abstraction issues that we highlighted for the packetized interface.

In terms of performance, Nvidia MLX 5 NICs [20] provide a feature named Multi-Packet Receive Queue (MPRQ) that can potentially reduce PCIe RD bandwidth utilization with metadata by allowing software to post multiple packet buffers at once. However, this is not enough to completely avoid PCIe bottlenecks as the NIC still needs to notify the arrival of every packet, consuming PCIe WR bandwidth. Another proposed change to the NIC interface is Batched RxList [70]. This design aggregates multiple packets in the same buffer as a way to allow descriptor ring buffers to be shared more efficiently by multiple threads, which in turn could help them avoid the leaky DMA problem [81].

In terms of abstraction, U-Net [83] and more recently, NICA [27] allow the NIC to exchange application-level messages directly. U-Net proposes a communication abstraction that resembles part of what is now libverbs (RDMA) [53] and NICA uses a similar mechanism named “custom rings.” However, similar to the packetized interface, both U-Net and NICA use descriptors and scattered buffers and, as such, inherit its performance limitations.

Application-specific hardware optimizations: Prior work has optimized the NIC for specific applications. FlexNIC [49] quantifies the benefits that custom NIC interfaces could have to different applications. NIQ [29] implements a mechanism to reduce latency for minimum-sized packets by using MMIO writes to transmit these packets. It also favors MMIO reads over DMA writes for notifying incoming packets. NIQ’s reliance on MMIO means that it is mostly useful for applications that are willing to vastly sacrifice throughput and CPU cycles to improve latency: nm-

NFV [69] stores packet payloads on NIC memory, sending only the packet headers inlined inside descriptors, which is useful for network functions that only need to modify the header. This is orthogonal to Ensō’s interface changes and could also be used in conjunction with it.

Application-specific software optimizations: Some proposals avoid part of the overheads of existing NICs with application-specific optimizations in software. TinyNF [68] is a userspace driver optimized for network functions (NFs). It relies on the fact that NFs typically retransmit the same packet after processing. It keeps the set of buffers in the RX and TX descriptor rings fixed, reducing buffer management overheads. eRPC [46] is an RPC framework that employs many RPC-specific optimizations. For instance, it reduces transmission overheads by ignoring completion notifications from the NIC, instead relying on RPC responses as a proxy for completions. FaRM [21] is a distributed memory implementation. It uses one-sided RDMA to implement a message ring buffer data structure that has some similarities to an Ensō Pipe. However, different from an Ensō Pipe, FaRM’s message buffer is not opaque (enforcing a specific message scheme), must be exclusive to every sender, and lacks a separate notification queue (requiring the receiver to fill the buffer with zeros and to probe every buffer for new messages).

9 Conclusion

Ensō provides a new streaming abstraction for communication between software and NICs. It is better suited to modern NICs with offloads and improves throughput by up to 6× by being more cache- and prefetch-friendly and by reducing the amount of metadata transferred over the IO bus. While this paper focused on using Ensō for NIC-to-software communication, we believe that a similar approach might also apply to other I/O devices and accelerators, and we hope to explore this in future work.
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Appendix A  Rejected Designs for Pointer Updates

Unfortunately, the simplest alternatives for communicating pointer updates from the NIC to software perform poorly. We considered three potential alternative designs to let the NIC inform pointer updates to software. While these designs might seem to suit our needs at first, we ultimately discarded them since they perform poorly due to architectural details of PCIe or the CPU:

MMIO synchronization: The simplest design would be for the NIC to update the pointer values to its internal memory and make software periodically issue an MMIO read to fetch the latest value. Unfortunately, software-issued MMIO reads cannot be served from the cache, causing the CPU core to stall until the read request is sent and the response is received (two PCIe transfers). Additionally, PCIe serializes MMIO reads, further reducing performance.

Shared memory synchronization: A second simple alternative would be to dedicate an address in host memory to hold the pointer value. The NIC can issue a DMA write whenever it needs to update the pointer value. Software can then periodically poll the same address to figure out if the NIC advanced the pointer. The issue with this design is that it makes the software and the NIC contend for the same cache line, which requires a slow ownership transfer whenever the NIC or the CPU access the cache line. To verify this, we implemented this design and obtained a throughput of less than 5 Gbps when enqueueing 64-byte packets using the same setup as described in §7.

Inline synchronization: The last discarded design is motivated by traditional NIC descriptor ring buffers which contain constant-sized descriptors with metadata in a format defined by the NIC. These designs designate a bit of the descriptor as a “flag bit” [25, 39]. Initially, all the descriptor slots in the buffer have their flag bit zeroed. Whenever the NIC DMA writes a new descriptor to host memory, it overwrites the old ‘0’ flag with a ‘1’ flag. To figure out if a new descriptor is ready to be consumed, software simply needs to check if the next slot’s flag is set. After consuming a descriptor, software sets the flag back to ‘0’. Because many descriptors are likely to be present in the buffer, this reduces the chance that software and the NIC will contend for the same cache line.

Since Ensō Pipes are opaque, implementing the same strategy used in the descriptor ring buffer is impossible. Even if we zeroed the entire buffer after the data is consumed, we do not know what data to expect in the buffer—the next incoming data might also be zero. Therefore we tested an alternative design: we picked a 128-bit random cookie, to make the chance of collision with incoming data negligible and placed it at the beginning of every cache line of the Ensō Pipe. Software now only needs to check if the next 128 bits match the cookie. Unfortunately, filling the buffer with cookies whenever the data is consumed imposes considerable overhead. For this reason, this design worked well for small data transfers but poorly when using large chunks of data. This design also prevents software from detecting unaligned writes.

Appendix B  EnsōGen Packet Generator

EnsōGen is a software packet generator built on top of the Ensō NIC interface that achieves 100 Gbps with a single core and arbitrary packet sizes. Here we briefly describe how it operates and how we ensure that it is correct.

Operation: At startup EnsōGen reads a user-supplied pcap file and allocates enough Ensō Pipes to be able to fit all its packets. At run time, EnsōGen simply needs to round-robin among the pre-allocated Ensō Pipes enqueueing a single notification in order to transmit the entire 2 MB buffer content. This makes it trivial for EnsōGen to saturate the link with very little CPU overhead. Since transmission is cheap, EnsōGen spends most of its CPU cycles receiving packets. It parses every incoming packet to track the number of bytes and packets received.

Simple offloads: We implemented hardware support for timestamping and rate limiting, which helps EnsōGen achieve cycle-accurate precision while saving CPU cycles. These features are also commonly offered in existing NICs [39, 63] and are leveraged by some software packet generators [24]. When hardware timestamping is enabled, EnsōGen keeps a histogram in host memory with the RTT of every received packet with 5 ns granularity (the same precision as the hardware timestamper, which operates at 200 MHz). To spread the load equally among the RX Ensō Pipes regardless of the workload, EnsōGen also configures the hardware to direct packets to pipes in a round-robin fashion [74].

Correctness: We verified EnsōGen’s performance and rate-limiting capabilities using another in-house packet generator fully implemented on an FPGA, as well as using software counters, to ensure that the rate limited throughput always matches the specification.
Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The paper artifact is composed of Ensô’s hardware and software implementations, the applications used in the evaluation, the EnsôGen packet generator, as well as the code to automatically run most of the experiments. We also include documentation describing how to set up the environment, compile the code, synthesize the hardware, and use Ensô for other purposes—including a detailed description of the software API.

Scope

The artifact has two main goals: The first is to allow the main claims in the paper to be validated. The second is to allow others to build upon Ensô for their own projects.

We include code to automatically reproduce Figures 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. We also include the source code for all the applications that we evaluate in §7.3 and for the EnsôGen packet generator.

Contents

The artifact is split between two git repositories.

Ensô Repository

This repository includes Ensô’s source code as well as documentation and example applications. It is structured as follows:

- hardware/: Source code for the hardware component and scripts to automatically generate all the required IPs.
- software/: Source code for the software component, which includes both the library and the kernel module. It also includes example applications and EnsôGen under software/examples.
- frontend/: Frontend to programmatically load and configure the hardware from Python as well as a command line interface based on this frontend.
- docs/: Documentation detailing how to set up the system, compile the software and the hardware, and how to use Ensô’s primitives (RX Pipes, TX Pipes, and RX/TX Pipes) from an application.

Ensô Evaluation Repository

This repository includes code to automatically run experiments to verify the main claims in the paper and the applications that we evaluate in §7.3. Here we briefly describe the main files and directories:

- experiment.py: Script to automatically run the experiments to verify the main claims in the paper.
- paper_plots.py: Script to produce all the plots in the paper.
- setup.sh: Script to automatically setup the experiment environment.
- maglev/: Maglev Load Balancer used in §7.3.1.
- nitrosketch/: Network telemetry application based on NitroSketch used in §7.3.2.
- mica2/: MICA Key-Value store used in §7.3.3.
- log_monitor/: Log monitor application used in §7.3.4.

Hosting

Both repositories are hosted on GitHub and archived using Zenodo with a permanent DOI. The documentation contained in the Ensô Repository is also automatically deployed using GitHub actions for easy access.

Ensô Repository

- Repository: https://github.com/crossroadsfpga/enso
- Commit: 093dca77836f3e10409a7f70e3b28322fc25f44
- Zenodo Archive: https://zenodo.org/record/7860872
- DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7860872

Ensô Evaluation Repository

- Repository: https://github.com/crossroadsfpga/enso_eval
- Commit: 1a100cb38577932b9124fc6feced3f0a6da7da4
- Zenodo Archive: https://zenodo.org/record/7860936
- DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7860936

Ensô Documentation

- Link: https://enso.cs.cmu.edu

Requirements

Running Ensô requires a host equipped with an Intel Stratix 10 MX FPGA [42] and an x86-64 CPU. The software component also assumes that the host is running Linux. §7 details the exact environment we used in our experiments.